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A BUNCH OF “MODEL B” CADILLACS

One half of one day’s product from the largest automobile makers of the world. The above lot of machines

were produced 60 days after our fire and were made at; the rate or over one machine every 15 minutes.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

MEMBERS OF ASSOCIATION OF LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

DETROIT MICH.

 

  

 

  

Hand Dook

OE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTUDE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gnsoiene cars. one car and its specifi

cations to each page. it is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series of the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

 

  

Sent upon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST lan STREET, NEW YORK.

   

 

 

Unique and Unparalleled

Performance of the Pathfinder

ELMO-RE
  

The history of automobiling in America records no morelensational

performance than that of the Pathfinder Elmore on the recent trip from

' New York to St. Louis and return. An ordinary stock car was selected

to map out the roads in advance of the endurance run. This tremen

dous trip of more than 5000 miles over villanous roads was made by

the Pathfinder Elmore with a repair bill of only 25 cents, and not a

single displacement. Did any car in the endurance run—whether it

005! lioooor $|oooo-—equai this astonishing record of the 8850 hlmore?

Send for catalogue and the intensely interesting little book “ One

Long Jump and Two Short Steps."

THE ELMORE MFG. COMPANY,

ll04 AMANDA ST., CLYDE, OHIO

Membcrs oi the Association at Licensed Automobile Minuiuturcrs.
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Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J 60-, Indianapolis, Ind.
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WATERLESS

KNOXWM
BARS.

' ITAND THE TEST.

KI‘IOX COMMQI'OIII Oars have shown by competitive endurance

tests that they are leaders among business cars They have worked night and day

during the most severe New England winter as well as during the hottest summer

days on the Pacific Coast. They have made a record not equalled by any other line

of cars. Knox mechanism does it. No water to worrv about. No overhe iting of

cylinders in summer—no freezing in winter. Se for concise pamphlet of

Commercial Car tests, and call on our agent for free demonstration.

BUY A WATERLESS KNOX.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE 60.,

Members Assn. Lic. Automobile Mfrs. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SELLING AGENCIES IN ALI. PRINCIPAL CITIES.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equitwed.

$2500;

Without Top,

$2300;

l.o.b. Cleveland.

A PHYSICIAN SPEAKS.

Dr. W. W. Grube. editor of the Amerr'mn Mrdr'ml Comfrud,

says:

“I have had my 1904 WINTON four months and have had no

trouble whatsoever. It has never failed to start or stop when I

desired it. 1 think it is the best car in Toledo and am getting my

friends to think so, too."

Absolute reliability is a WINTON characteristic.

THE WINTON

MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.,

Member A. L. A. M.,

CLEVELAND, 0., U. S. A.

New York. Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago. London.

  

  

  

 

The Only Automobile

Built and Sold on a

Commercial Basis : :

  

 

Four Passenger, $1700. Runabout, $900

Send for Booklet

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY. Ardmore, Pl.

Mcmber A. L. A. M,

  

 

 

ENTIRE OUTPUT
A good name is better than Promises.

HE EORD 1904 THOMAS FLYERS SULD.
- has a reputation for reliabilit ,

second to no motor car in the world.For the professional or the business , . , .

man who needs a machine for every ‘ " ' .. '7 Ti

day use, 'I'rrn Font) stands promt

nent as “ The Car of Satisfaction."

Verified facts are better than

"claims."

ro H. P. Double opposed hon

‘ zontal moror_cylinder head and water

jacket cast in one piece (no packed

Joints.)

Planetary transmission in oiltight

dust proof case.

The perfected construction of the

Fort!) is the result of r; years actual

experience in building gasnleneautomobiles. DoN'T sxrmmranr'n—lurr nuv a FOID.

Full particulars and catalogue lor theasking.

FORD MOTOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

The r905 " FLY ER "

wlll shortly be

announced

GET IN LINE IF INTERESTED.

mos m A "THOMAS"

on TAKE

"THOMAS" ous'r.

  

 

 

 

E. a. meme moron cu., m. 1210 lilagara St, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Ah m 4%

  

  

LESSONS OF 1904

are taken to heart

“ SW E DOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
are likely to be the general equipment of

all good machines in 1905.

'"SWEDOH" SPRING STEEL S have conclusively demonstrated

their superiority by the severes ests in actual service, giving results

unattainable with rims made of or inary stock.

“ SWEDO " SPRING EL S are mlde true and stay true.

True as “ EDOH " s eel is axiomatic.

 

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING C0.,
 

Bridgeport, Conn.

We own and operate our steel billet

mdtlng and he! and cold rolling ‘

ml". and lumping works.

 
  

 

 

 

  

Your

SPEBIFIBATIUNS
for

FORGINGS
should reach us promptly to Insure

Seasonable Deliveries.

ARE YOU READY?

WE ARE.

THE BILLINGS 8r SPENCER 00., Hartford, Bunn., U. S. A.

Makers of

Drop Forgings of Every Description.

 
 

 

  

{W Vii? $7995

1 CM HQwE

flmnuTQ

(MIN)L

QQgM/Y

Is, "k_.M’_

318%”?

Reproduction of above picture in nine

colors sent to auto owners on request.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

New York Dayton Detroit

St. Louis San Francisco
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THE NEW G 8: J

THREAD FABRIQ TIRE
THE FASTEST TIRE IN THE WSRLD.

A REVELATISN IN TIRE QQNSTRUQTIGN.

The F6RD RHQER at Poughkeepsie makes a new

WQRLD’S REQQRD for light weight cars—

time l min. 3-5 see. for the mile.

6&Jhm:Co.
Main ("lice and Factory,

INDIHNHPSLIS, IND.

  

 

  

 

KNOX

VEE I] E R STEVENS-DURYEA

PIERBE

ULDSNUBILE

{ APPERSUN BNUS

NATIONAL

BAKER

are supplied as part of the BUFFALO ELEGTRIG

regular equipment on the L GLIDE

“ It's Nice to Know

How Far you Go."

THE VEEDER MFG. co., - Hartford, cann.
Makers of Cyclometers, Odometera, Techometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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We Do Not Build Racing Machines

BUT
At Del Monte, California, on August 26th and 27th. a regular stock

 

KMQY’
Won the 5-mile race for light touring cars in Won the 5-mile race for cars costing $2500 or

8:16%. less, in 6:153/.

Won the Australian pursuit race for cars costing Won the 5-mile race for cars rated at 16 horse

$2500 or less in 8% miles; time, 17:49. power or loss, in 6:01.

Won the hill-climbing contest for cars costing between $1000 and $2500, on a course

1% miles long, With grades from 2 to 18 per cent., in 3:04.

 

KMQY’
machines entered in eight races and received

Five First and Two Second Prizes.

SUMMARY:

Five miles, for light touring cars: Five miles, for cars coating $2 00 or lean:

ll. COUSINS, RAMBLER, FIRST W. E. SAUNDERS, AMBLER, FIRST

Cnfler Lee, Cadillac, Second W. Grothe, wmte, Second

Time, 8:16%. \V. K. Cownn, RAMBLER, Third

___.— E. E. Rusself Thoma, Fourth

Australian Pursuit Race, for cars costin $2,500 or less: mm- “315%

W. E. SAUNDERS, RAMBLE1€ FlRST ——
“f. Grothe, “'mre, Second Five-mile race (or care not over 18 horsepower:

“1. K_ Cowan RAMBLEB' Thlrd w. 15. SAUNDERS, RAMBLER, FIRST

Distance, 8% miles. w- K- C°Wanim RAMBLER- 3001"“

Time, 17:49. T or 6:01"

Hill climbing content for can contin‘ from $2,000 to $4.000:

Hill climbln{, contest for cars costint from $1,000 to $2,600: Time.

“2 E. SAUN ERS, RAMB ER, FIRST Bert Dlnfleqv Pope-Toledo, FIRST 2:43

W. K. Cowan, RAMBLER, Second \V. E. SA . ISERS, RAMBLER, Second 2:47

“2 Grothe, “'hite, Third H. M. Chambers, Great Arrow, Third 3:25

Distance, 1% miles. W. K. Cowun, RMIBLER, Fourth 8:85

Grade, 2 to 18 per cent. Distanre, 1% miles.

Time, 3:04. Grnde, 2 to 18 per cent.

Why not write for our illustrated motor book; it explains why the

%x&é.cv
excels the high-price cars; it is an American machine, not a copy, and can hold its own in any company.

“Our Little History" is entertaining; it is also free for the asking.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY,
BOSTON, 145 Columbul Avenue.

BRANCH HOUSES; lemma. 302-304 Wnbuh Avenue. Kenosha’ Wisconsin.
PHILADELPHIA, 2-42 North Broad Street,
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TO REDUCE MAINTENANCE

License Association to Grapple the Subieet— Far

Reaching Plans to be Considered Next Week.

What should prove one of the most inter

eating and important meetings yet held by

the Association at Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers is that fixed for Friday of next

week, 7th inst. It is then proposed to at

least inaugurate the shaping of a service that

will prove of far reaching benefit, not less to

the trade than to the individual owners of

ctll'S~tI]e reduction of maintenance costs.

This is really the burning subject of the

hour. General Manager Day has applied him

self to it earnestly, and it has occupied the

consideration of nearly all the recent ses

sions of the organization and of many un

official conversations. The solution is not

easy, but to assist it it is proposed to form

at the meeting on the 7th a mechanical

branch of the association, consisting of the

superintendents and engineers of the vari

ous factories represented by the membership.

All of these have been invited to attend.

The idea that seems of greatest promise is

the standardizing and making interchange—

able of certain parts of the various cars,

thus reducing experiment and simplifying

construction. The tire question also enters

largely into the matter, but on this point no

definite idea prevails; it is believed that dis

cussion may evolve one.

If the mechanical branch is organized, it is

proposed that those composing it shall im

mediately concentrate their efforts on:

First—Reducing the cost per vehicle mile

to a lower point than is possible with any

other present means of transportation.

Second—A thorough study of the tire ques

tion.

Third—The standardizing of parts within

the range of possibilities and making as

many parts and fittings interchangeable as

possible.

The meeting will be held in conjunction

with a dinner at the Central Park Casino.

In the morning, if the weather is favor

able, those who attend—and between seventy

and one hundred are expected—will be drIVen

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, September 29, 1904.

probably to the Ardsley Club house, at Ards

ley-on-the-Hudson, where luncheon will be

served. After luncheon the run will con

tinue across country via White Plains to

Travers Island, where the courtesies of the

New York Athletic Club will be extended. It

is hoped to have cars of each manufacturer

in the run, and that opportunities to ride

in as many of them as time will permit will

be accorded to all. This programme, which

includes some of the best roads and most

picturesque scenery—doubly beautiful at this

season of red and gold foliage—should cer

tainly prove an attraction in itself, and with

the Vanderbilt Cup race scheduled for the

following day, the combination of important

business and entertainment should serve to

make the meeting a record breaker in point

of interest and attendance.

Plans for Next Year’s Yales.

At the annual meeting of the Consolidated

Mfg. Co., which took place at Toledo, Ohio,

last week, the old oflicers were re-elected, as

follows: E. T. Breckenridge, president; Ezra

E. Kirk, vice-president; A. W. Coulter, secre

tary, and J. B. R. Ransom, treasurer. These

officers, with E. W. Tolerton, constitute the

board of directors.

It was decided at the meeting to add to the

present properties of the company the old

plant of the Yost Mtg. 00., 35,000 square feet

of manufacturing room. The old Y0st struct

ure will be devoted to the building of an

entirely new touring car, which the company

has decided to put on the market for next

season's business. .

The company will build 1,000 of the new

cars, which will be called the Yale Junior.

Besides the Yale Junior, the Consolidated

company proposes to put out a large four cyl

inder 2-1 horsepower car.

Will Discuss Freight Rates.

On October 4, the day preceding the execu

tive meeting in New York, a special com

mittee of the N. A. A. M. will meet the

classification committee of the railroad trunk

lines in an effort to gain some relief from

the heavy rates that now apply to automo

biles. The association has been working to

this end for some time, and is well fortified

with facts and figures.

No. I

I G & J CHARGES INFRINGEMENT

Long Threatened Action Against Michelin is

Finally lnstituted—Patents That are Involved.

Lightning that has long threatened struck

on Thursday last when the G & J Tire Co.

instituted proceedings against the United

States Agency, Michelin Tire Co., a corpora

tion of New York City.

The suit, of course, charges infringement

of the G & J patents, in that the defendant

“has sold and used and is now selling and

using, and has caused and is now causing to

be sold and used vehicle wheels and tires

embodying in cojoint use an operation the

several improvements or inventions described

and claimed without the license or consent

and against the will" of the plaintiff.

A permanent injunction and an accounting

is prayed for.

The complaint, which was filed in the

United States Circuit Court for the Southern

District of New York, discloses several mat

ters of interest that are not of general knowl

edge, the wlde range of the G 8: J patents,

for instance. These are as follows:

Thomas B. Jeffery, No. 454,115, of June

16, 1891; Thomas B. Jeffery, No. 466,565, of

January 5, 1892; Thomas B. Jeffery, No. 466,

789, of January 12, 1892; William Golding

(Manchester, England), No. 493,160, March

7, 1893; Thomas B. Jeffery, No. 523,314, July

17, 1894, and Thomas B. Jeffery, No. 558,956,

April 28, 1896, all of which were duly as

signed to the G 8: J Tire Co.

As “indicating the character of the acqui

escence accorded by the public," the plain

tiff cites the fact that “every manufacturer

of automobile tires of the G & J type in the

United States is operating under licenses

granted by your orator." The licensees are

as follows: The B. F. Goodrich Co., the

Hartford Rubber Works 00., Morgan &

Wright, Inc.; India Rubber 00., Diamond

Rubber 00., Goodyear Tire & Rubber 00., In~

ternatlonal Automobile & Vehicle Tire Co.,

and the Fisk Rubber Co. In addition, the

Continental Caoutchouc (30., Hanover, 'Ger~

many, has a license to export tires into this

country.

Ernest Hopkinson appears as counsel for

the plaintifl.
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TIRE PATENTS EXPIRE

British Monopoly Ended and the Kingdom Now

an Open Market—Developments Promised.

After October 21 Great Britain will be an

open market for the detachable types of

tires. It is a half open market now. The

British patents on the Dnnlop tire expired

by limitation on September 16, while the

Bartlett patents on the Clincher tire will

come to a like end on October 21. The mo

nopoly which has held the British trade and

public in its grasp for fourteen years will,

therefore, in a little more than three weeks,

pass away forever.

The patents referred to are those granted

to C. K. Welch, who has long been identified

with the Dnnlop Tire Co., on September 16,

1890, on a wired-on tire, and to W. E. Bart

lett, who was similarly connected with the

North British Rubber Co., on October 21,

1890, on a tire of the beaded edge type.

These two types have had a virtual monopoly

of the British trade. In the case of the Dun

lop colossal fortunes were made out of the

trading profits of the company. From a

humble beginning with six hands and a few

thousand dollars of capital, it grew until

there are at present four thousand employes,

while the capital is $20,000,000. The Bart

lett tire, which a few years ago was acquired

by the Dunlop company, has been much less

profitable. It has always played second fiddle

to the Dnnlop, and a decade ago was en

gaged in a life and death struggle with the

G. & J. tire over the question of priority. It

secured the victory after carrying the fight

to the British House of Lords, and by so

doing drove the G. & J. tire out of Great

Britain. In this country, however, an equal

ly sweeping victory was won by the G. & J.

tire. The Dnnlop patents in this country do

not expire until 1909.

With the throwing open of the British mar~

ket is expected to come a reduction in the

tire prices, which have always been main

tained at an artificial level, as well as tre

mendously increased competition. The mak

ers of the Continental tire, in Germany, and

the Michelin tire, in France, are already pre

pared to supply competing tires, while the

host of British rubber concerns, which have

with difficulty been held in check during the

life of the patents, will make equally strenu

ous efforts to cut into the Dnnlop trade. A

reduction in price has already been made by

the Dunlop company.

In commemoration of the death of the

Welch patent the Dnnlop Tire Co. tendered a

dinner at the Hotel Cecil, London, on Sep

tember 16, to some four hundred or its

friends, customers and competitors. One 0

the speakers likened the function to an Ir' h

wake, but predicted that the spirit, typ' ed

by the organizer and former manager 0 the

 

 

company, Harvey du Cros, would nev de

part.

As the hands of the clock pointed mid'

night, the hour at which the grant expired,

Manager du Cros of the Dnnlop company ap

plied a lighted match to the oflicial docu

ments relating to the Welch patent, which

had been placed on a raised table in front

of his chair. The orchestra played Chopin’s

Flmeral March, and as the patent specifica

tions were being reduced to ashes the chair

man read the elegy of the Welch patent.

Salesman Sues lllslcy for-Slander.

Asking $10,000 damages for alleged slander,

James R. Bradford, an automobile salesman,

brought suit in the Chicago Superior Court

last week against Frank P. Illsley, the well

known Chicago dealer.

Bradford was formerly in the employ of

Illsley, but left the latter and went to work

[or a rival company. This action is claimed

to have started the trouble, and Illsley is said

to have circulated the report that Brad

ford while in his employ had given his pres

ent employers a list of lllsley’s prospective

customers. Illsley is also accused of having

said that Bradford had used an automobile

placed in the garage for repair. These state

ments attributed to the automobile manager

have injured Bradford's business reputation,

he asserts, and have placed him in a bad

light with his present employers.

The Bankers Invade Detroit.

What might not inaptly be termed the

“Bankers’ Convention" was held in Detroit

last week, when Arthur Banker, George

Banker, A. C. Banker, of Chicago, and C. G.

Wridgway, of Banker Bros., New York,

were all present. Their visit in force gave

rise to all sorts of conjecture, it being whis

pered that their object was to take over the

entire output of one of the Detroit factories.

To all questioning, however, the answer that

they were merely looking around was the

only one vouchsafed.

Weber to Again Expand.

Orlando F. Weber, whose success with the

Pope-Toledo cars in Chicago has been little

short of phenomenal, is still eXpandlng, be

ing now figuring on the erection of a large

building in a choice location on Michigan

avenue. The store will have a frontage of

70 feet, be 171 feet deep and two stories

high. Mr. Weber has just added the Wa

verly, Pope-Hartford and P0pe-Tribune lines.

 

Will Make Crowns in Detroit.

The Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., the most

promising of Detroit’s newer concerns, have

absorbed the Detroit Novelty Machine Works

and are this week beginning operations in

earnest. They will market a four cylinder

car to be called the Crown; also a patented

spring tire of the same title.

Schug Adds Spark Plugs.

The Schug Electric Mfg. Co., Detroit, are

adding to their productions a complete line

of spark plugs of all standard sizes and

threads.

SIX JOBBERS SUED

Old Patent on Tips for Gas Lamps is Brought to

Bear—Other Suits Threatened.

There was a flare up in lava tips for acety

lene gas lamps last week. Six New York

jobbers found themselves faced with suits,

in consequence of litigation waged over the

validity of a patent granted on a burner of

the type used almost universally on acetylene

lamps for automobile and other lighting sys

tems.

The trouble began almost a year ago, when,

in the United States Circuit Court of Ap

peals, an interlocutory decree of the United

States Circuit Court for the Northern Dis

trict of New York, which had been appealed

from, was affirmed. The complainant in the

case was Moritz Kirchberger et al., who are

the representatives in this country of J. You

Schwarz, of Nuremberg, Germany, who, in

turn, is the owner of patent No. 589,342,

granted on August 31, 1897, to E. J. Dolan, on

acetylene gas burners. Kirchberger & Co.

import and sell these burners; and upon se

curing this afllrmation they were able to

make an arrangement with the State Line

Mfg. Co., of Chattanooga, Tenn, under which

name D. M. Steward, one of the biggest mak

ers of burners in this country, operates,

whereby the Interstate company would take

out a license from Kirchberger & Co., and

pay them royalty on all burners made by

them, the Interstate company.

Upon the conclusion of this agreement the

Interstate company raised the gross price of

their burners by nearly 300 per cent. This

increase, however, figures out at only a few

cents per burner.

The raise was acquiesced in by some lamp

makers and jobbers, but the majority of them

stood out and have since been purchasing

their tips from other makers not licensed by

Kirchberger & Co. The latter then, in order

to bring these alleged infringing users to

terms, instituted suits against six New York

jobbers, vlz., A. H. Funke, E.J. Willis, Emil

Grossman, New York Sporting Goods Co., C.

E. Miller and the Acetylene Co. The cases

came up in the United States Circuit Court

in this city last week and were adjourned.

The Von Schwarz patent is claimed to

cover all burners from which is projected a

small cylinder of acetylene gas, surrounded

with an envelope of air, or a burner having

outlets inclined toward each other, from

which jets of acetylene gas surrounded with

an envelope of air emerge. As practically

all burners used in acetylene lamps are con

structed on this principle, including both

the fishtail and the straight flame styles, the

sweeping nature of the Von Schwarz claims

will be seen.

A representative of Kirchberger & Co.

stated to :1 Motor W0rld man last week

that the suits against the New York jobbers

were only the first step in a movement to

stop the use of all lava tips not manufact

ured by them or their licensee. Similar pro

ceedings would, he intimated, be commenced

against jobbers in other cities.
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LEMP LOSES Tl'lE FLUE
 

Patent Commissioner Reverses Decision in Long

Pending Case and Awards Priority to Madge

 

An old and much discussed device, to wit,

the flue construction used on steam auto

mobiles. came in for an airing before the

Commissioner of Patents at Washington re

cently, and it is reported in the current

Patent Gazette. The device in question is

covered by a patent granted to Richard C.

Mudge, September 18, 1900, No. 658,114, and

for which Hermann Lemp had filed an appli

cation on July 27, 1901, No. 69,904.

The matter came up on an appeal by

Mudge from a decision of the Examiners-in

Chlef awarding priority of invention to

Lemp as to the following issue:

1. The combination with a carriage, of a

steam boiler carried thereby and having a

burner for heating it, and a fine for disposing

of the products of combustion from the

burner, said flue having substantially hori

zontai divergent branches, which are pro

vided with outlets to the atmosphere and are

arranged on either side of that portion of

the flue which connects with the fines or

heating passages of the boiler, said branches

together forming a through passage for dis

posing of atmospheric currents which might

otherwise reverse the normal draft of the

burner. .

2. The combination with a carriage body,

of a steam boiler carried thereby and having

a burner for heating it, and a flue for dispos

ing of the products of combustion from the

burner, said flue having substantially hori

zontal divergent branches extending trans

versely of the carriage body and terminating

in outlets to the atmosphere which coincide

substantially with the planes of the side

walls of the carriage body, said branches be

ing arranged on either side of that portion of

the flue which connects with the tines or

heating passages of the boiler, and together

forming a through passage for disposing of

atmospheric currents which might otherwise

reverse the normal draft of the burner.

3. The combination with a carriage, of a

steam boiler carried thereby and having a

burner for heating it, and a substantially

horizontal fine at the top of the boiler for

disposing of the products of combustion from

the burner, said flue having a middle or en

larged part immediately covering the boiler

and a transverse part disposed to the rear of

said middle or enlarged part and consisting

of divergent branches having outlets to the

atmosphere, and together forming a through

passage for disposing of atmospheric cur—

rents which might otherwise reverse the

normal draft of the burner.

it is held that “where it is established that

a certain device was made and used to some

extent, but it appears that the device was

discarded and thrown into the scrap heap

and no similar device was again used, but

that a new one quite different in construction

was made and used and then thrown into

the scrap, and no testimony is given as to

the successful operation of either of the de

vices.

Holding. to this opinion, the Commissioner

says:

"i cannot agree with the Examiners-in

Chief in their opinion that Lemp has es

tablished beyond a reasonable doubt that

the devices 0! April and August, 1890, were

reductions to practice. 0n the contrary,

Lemp’s actions, considered in the light of his

testimony and that of his witness, Fisher.

clearly show that his devices were not suc

cessful in their operation. They cannot.

therefore, be given the eti’ect of a reduction

of the invention to practice.

“The decision of the Examiners-in-Chief is

reversed, and priority of invention is award

ed to Mudge."

The Week's lncorpontions.

Milwaukee, Wis—The Milwaukee Motor

00., under Wisconsin laws, with $25,000 capl

tal. Corporators—F. L. Ford, Edgar E. War

ner and A. W. Warner. >

Danviiie, Ill—Kelley-Brldgctt Co., lindvl‘

Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to manu

facture automobiles. Corporators—E. J.

Kelley, W. M. Bridgett and G. T. Bucking—

ham.

Chicago, Ill.—Mason-Harvey 00., under illi

nois‘ laws, with $2,500 capital; to manufact

ure and repair automobiles. Corporators—

W. W. Harvey, W. R. Mason and A. A.

Hedges.

Springfield, Ohio—The Laminated Automo

bile Frame Co., under Ohio laws. with $10.

000 capital. Corporators—Orrln L. Parsons,

C. C.'Bramwell, Horace C. Keifer, W. W.

Keifcr and George C. Lynch.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Ames-Pierce Auto

mobile Co., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in motors,

engines, etc. Corporators—-C-. L. Ames, H. C.

Pierce and G. H. Dennison, Syracuse.

Washington, D. C.—The Eleanor Automo

bile C0., under District of Columbia‘s laws,

with $300,000 capital. Incorporators: A. von

McCailister, B. A. Horst, Robert McElroy,

Messrs. Frere, McLaughlin, L. T. Sverett and

Ochsenreiter.

Toledo, Ohio.——The Indiana Scale & Truck

00., under Ohio laws, with $100,000 capital;

to manufacture trucks, scales, automobiles,

bicycles and other vehicles. Corporators—

Samuel Snell, R. B. Dakin, G. F. Miller, sr..

John Renner and R. Fuller.

Plainfleid, N. J.—Hyne Motor 00.. under

New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital, to

manufacture and deal in motor vehicles. In

corporators: Harrison Coddington, North

Piainfleid; Charles P. Fulmer, Plainfleld;

Charles F. Hyne. North Plalnflcid; William

B. Harsel, Plainfleld.

 

Aultman in Receiver's Hands,

The big Auitman Co., of Canton, Ohio,

which went into the hands of a receiver

last week, had been preparing for a year or

more to embark in the automobile business;

several experimental cars had been built.

but nothing came of them. it is estimated

that the concern’s liabilities will reach $1,

500,000.

Addition to Denver's Trade.

The Mathewson Automobile Co. has been

formed at Denver, (701., with E. Linn Ma

thewson as president and Fred. W. Bailey as

secretary and treasurer. Quarters have been

secured at Nos. 1,420 and 1,422 Court Place.

Mr. Mathewson was formerly manager for

George 13:. Hannah.

REFUSED 35c. SETTLEMENT

Columbus’s Creditors Wave it Aside and Promptly

File Bankruptcy Petition —Liabilitles. $70,000.

 

 

'i‘he embarrassment of the Columbus Motor

Vehicle (70., Columbus, Ohio, makers of the

Dumont car, which has been a matter of

common comment for a month or more, and

which was duly noted by the Motor World,

reached a climax last week.

Following a meeting of creditors called to

consider an offer of settlement of 35 cents on

the. dollar, and which failed to agree on an

acceptance, a petition in bankruptcy was

tiled by the Interstate Foundry Co., the Hart

ford Rubber Works Co., Alexander T. Brown

and William C. Lipe, as administrators of

the estate of Charles E. Lipe, deceased, part

ners, trading as the Brown-Lipe Gear C0.

George Hedges, attorney for the company.

is credited With the statement that the con

cern's liabilities are about $70,000, but that

they are protected by ample assets, and that

the concern was not insolvent; that of the

$70,000 indebtedness about $40,000 was

money borrowed locally, all of which was

protected amply by personal security, the re

mainder of the indebtedness being due chiefly

to outside creditors for material.

 

New Concem's New Top.

A canopy weighing, complete, 55 pounds, is

being marketed by the American Buggy Top

Go, Jackson, Mich. Although comparatively

new, this concern has been markedly suc

cessful. It has already booked the 1905 or

ders of the Ford, Haynes-Apperson and

Northern companies.

 

Office in Ohio; Plant in Indiana.

The Indiana Scale &. Truck Co., the in

corporation ot which with $100,000 capital is

noted elsewhere, has purchased a plant at

Bluffton, Ind., and will operate it from the

main otiice at Toledo. The plant is said to be

completely equipped.

Air-Cooled Car from Broekton.

The American Motor 00., Brockton, Mass,

is working on a two cylinder air cooled car

which will be marketed at about $500. Here

tofore the concern has confined itself to the

manufacture of the Marsh motor bicycles.

Will Travel lor Olds.

(3. F. Gilmour, of Buffalo, and C. H. Lar

son, of Chicago. have been added to the

travelling staff of the Olds Motor Works.

The former will cover the East and the lat

ter Western territory.

 

 

New Tennant Tire Coming.

The Tennant Auto-Tire Co., Springfield.

Ohio, have almost ready for marketing an

addition to their line of puncture proof tires.

A new fastening ie one of its striking feat

sm- . _. . .
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3 SPEED

l LEVER
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TONNEAU.
EFFICIENCY

in its highest degree can be obtained

only through the emp'oyment of de

vices which enable the automobilist to

take advantage of existing'conditions.

The HAYNES 3 SPEED l LEVER CONTROL

Meets Every Road Condition.

. Gear for starting and mountain climb

mg.

2d. Gear for bills, sand and bad roads.

3d. Gear for good roads and moderate

grades.

RESULT: Never less than 80 per cent.

EFFICIENCY of motor. All obtained by

I LEVER.

The Catalog Tells Why. Write ior it Today.
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BOSTON.

SPRINGFIELD,

NEW YORK,

S Y RACUSE.

St. Louis to New York,

5 days, 21 hours.

i 1408 miles, one puncture.

Franklin Car.

4200 pounds.

On the St. Louis Run, Fisk Tires carried successfully the heaviest car on the trip,

We can give you more evidence.
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The Numbering Fallacy txposed.

Of all the miserable and despotic laws

which single out for regulation a particular

class of private vehicle, that which gov

erns the use of motor vehicles in Massachu

setts is without a peer. It places in the

hands of the Massachusetts Highway Com

mission power that is equalled only by that

possessed by the Czar of all Russia. It is

an offence to loan a car; it is an of

fence to sell one without reporting the sale,

an offence to permit one to remain standing

unlocked. The makers and dealers each pay

an extra and special tax for the privilege of

selling the same automobile, and the pur

chaser in turn is similarly mulcted. Despite

the fact, a particular road in the State may

be closed to automobilists, and their right

to use the common roads may be wholly re

voked at any time within the pleasure of the

Highway Commission, while ever must they

travel fortified with the tag and bit of paper

that guarantees the numolested exercise of

a right that has been made a privilege.

The foundation of the cntlre law is, of

course, the system of registration and num

bering which legislators in their infinite wis

dom conceive to be the remedy for all evils.

From the beginning. the Motor World has

inveighcd against the injustice of double and

triple taxation and the nn-Amerlcan principle

of revoking the inherent right to use the

public. highways, and,has as steadfastly

maintained that the numbering system is at

once a farce and a delusion. Instances with

out number have accumulated to bear out

our assertions, but it has remained for not

less than the Massachusetts Highway Com

mission itself to deliver to the system the

worst blow it ever has received.

In the case of L. P. Sims, of Worcester,

whose car was arrested—Mr. Sims himself

proved that he was at the time in St. Louis,

but by a screamingly funny travesty on jus

tice he is, nevertheless, held responsible—for

violation of the speed limits fixed by the

precious law. But the august chairman of

the commission originally appointed to lay

out and inspect and improve the public

roads, and suddenly clothed with judicial

power, ruled also that it is incumbent on

constables and their ilk to identify oflcnd

ing cars by more than their registration num

bers—in other words, they must be able to

describe them with at least reasonable ful

ness.

Mr. Sims‘s right to use the common roads,

for the maintenance of which he is doubly

taxed, is therefore at least temporarily sc

care.

But the precedent established by the Mas

sachusetts Highway Commission is beyond

price. It is more just than the law itself.

It takes cognizance of the fact that even

Massachusetts constables are human, and

may, therefore, err.

But it is a ruling that shatters the whole

numbering system as if it were but a house

of cards, which is really all it amounts to.

The fallacy of it all is laid so bare that

even a blind man may feel it. The number

is supposed to be of value chiefly in the ap

prehension and identification of a fleeing of

tender. If it is necessary to further identify

the vehicle, how many men, if serving on a

jury and having regard for the duplication

of numbers by many States and cities and

for the fallahiliiy of man, will convict a

man charged with an offence under such

circumstances? And, as in the case of the

 

offender who does not flee and who is ap

prehended, the number of his vehicle cuts no

figure in the evidence, of what earthly value

is it, save as a basis for the extortion of an

extra tux ?

The Massachusetts decision holds hope for

all men who use motor vehicles, wherever

It should be made the

most of wherever such laws exist or are

proposed.

Have the

they may use them.

Massachusetts motorists sufli

cicnt backbone to use the bomb that has

been placed in their hands, and, by shatter

ing the despotic law, obtain those equal

rights and that exact Justice for which their

forefathers fought and died?

 
 

The Width: of Bodies.

For some years automobile bodies have

been getting larger, until present-day cars

are out of all proportion to other vehicles.

In spite of the fact that wheel bases have

been greatly extended, the bodies of most

touring ears overhang in the rear, as well

as bulge out at the sides, until the room that

once sufliced for them has become quite in

adequate.

The matter is attracting attention in wide

ly separated quarters. A week or two ago

Police Commissioner McAdoo of this city re—

fcrred to the matter, and said that he was

considering the advisability of asking the

Board of Aldermen to limit the size of ve

hicles. His remarks were called forth by

the huge sight-seeing ’buses which ply thc

strccts in this and other cities, and had no

rcfcrcncc to ordinary touring cars. Yet some

of the hitter undoubtedly are trausgressors

in this respect, as they add to the dlflicuhy~

already very great—of handling traflic in the

iu'avlly congested centres, as well as of pass

ing other vehicles on the narrow roads that

are frequently encountered in the country.

The second note of protest comes from

Paris, where, it is said, a radical modifica

tion in the body work of the new automobiles

is in progress. The once popular pattern

known as the “King of the Belgians" is said

to be altogether out of favor. It is found

that this heavy swaying coach work pro

truding over the wheels lessens stability and

is the cause of many accidents. In the

future pattern all bulging will be discarded

and the body of the carriage will be well

within the wheels.

This is a step in the right direction. Thcrc

will be some sacrifice of comfort and con

vcnience as a consequence of this contraction

oi! space, but, as automobile bodies will even
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then be larger than those 01' horse-drawn

ones, there is no reason why the ingenuity

of the coach builder should not be exercised

to produce something equally as roomy and

luxurious, yet without increasing the width.

The Awakening Abroad.

One of the most interesting signs of the

times is the increased, or renewed, interest

which France and Great Britain are taking

in the low-priced car. Every indicati n

points to its receiving, it not the lion's share

of attention in 1905, at least considerably

This is

the more noteWorthy as it comes at a time

more than it has in the past.

when the trend in this country is just the

other way—toward bigger and more easily

cars. 5

A few years ago France was in the thrth

of the voiturctte craze. The light and cheap

car occupied the centre of. the stage, and,

in its innumerable and diverse types, tilled

the streets of Paris and other French towns.

They did not give entire satisfaction, how

ever, their comparative crudeness and unre

liability operating against them.

quently they fell into a disfavor, which the

coincident marked improvement in the big

cars helped to bring about. In Great Britain

a somewhat similar experience occurred

although there the small car always had a

stronger hold on the trade and public than

Conse

in France.

In both countries the belief is gaining

ground that the future of the industry lies

in the development of the smaller and

cheaper types of cars. This belief found

its expression in the English light car trials,

which were recently held in' place of the

open trials for all types of cars held in pre

vious years.

Limited to cars listing at from $650 to

$1,000, these trials proved to be a great suc

cess, both in calling attention to the num

ber of really eXcelient cars sold at these

figures and in demonstrating their etiiciency

and reliability.

considerable demand for such cars, along

Apparently, there existed a

with a marked lack of confidence in the ones

available. It the trials (lid nothing else, they

dispelled this erroneous impression and pro

duced convincing evidence that people of

moderate means, whose views were reason

able, could obtain for $1,000 or less vehicles

capable of rendering good service under the

most trying conditions. As the larger cars

had already demonstrated their ability to

cope with the more exacting demands made

upon them, the light car trials rounded out

the score and gave buyers assurance that

the time for hesitation was past.

In both countries the feeling is strong that

the output of big cars has about reached the

All that can reasonably

be expected is the maintenance of its pres

The number of people

who can pay $5.000 or upward for a car

limit of extension.

cllt volume of sales.

is limited. and, while many such have Still

to become motorists, the proportion already

supplied is very large.

()n the other hand, the number of possible

purchasers of cheap cars is almost inex

haustible. Where dozens or scores of high

priccd cars are disposed of with increasing

diiiiculty.

cheap ones will iind ready sale, once the

public believes that entirely satisfactory cars

As long as there is doubt on

hundreds or even thousands of

are obtainable.

this point, buyers will it .id of in the hope

of obtaining vastly improved cars a little

later. I

Trickery in Second-Hand Sales.

Few trades so readily lend themselves to

tricks as th0se which deal with second hand

wares or which prosecute sales on commis

sion bases. it is therefore hardly to be ex

pected that the automobile business will

prove immune. There is, however, one prac

tice that is in vogue in certain houses that

dispose of old cars on a commission basis

that passes the limits of "trade tricks" and

approaches, it it does not actually constitute.

a crime which should lodge its perpetrators

behind the bars.

The "trick" is a very simple one. The man

with the second hand car for sale leaves it

with the commission man and names, say,

$250 as the rock bottom price at which it

may be sold. The commission man secures

a customer, and, after the usual hectoring,

disposes of the car at that figure—or better,

if possible. The unscrupulous ot'the class

are then not content merely to pocket the

commission and the extra amount obtained,

but, with the money already in hand, they

telephone, telegraph or write the original

owner of the car that they have a buyer in

sight, but that he will give not more than,

say, $225 for the property. These messages

almost invariably wind up with the sugges

tive notification that an immediate decision

It is rare that this decison

is unfavorable. Immediately it is received

the chcck for $225, less commission. is for

is imperative.

warded. The commission sharper is thus

$25 to the' good. He probably terms it “find

ing money." The honest man will View

it as a plain case of theft.

How general is the practice we have no

means of knowing. We know to a certainty

that it is pursued regularly by two concerns,

at least one or which, while not usually per

mitting “pickings” to eseape. is not popular

ly credited with descending to anything so

closely akin to downright theft.

The moral is plain. The man with an old

car to sell should either sell it himself or

assure himself of the character of the man ‘

or concern into whose hands he intrusts its

sale. in the case of n doubtful house, he

should, to make sure that he is not being

tieeced by such methods as those referred to,

insist on seeing the sales slip or being sup

plied with the name and address of the pur

chaser—and then investigating the latter to

preventing the "planting" of one. to suit the

occasion.
 
 

Simplicity of Control.

Simplicity of control is the sine qua non of

nearly all designers and makers. A great

improvement in this respect has taken place

during recent years, and each fresh batch of

motorists finds the problem a less difficult

one to solve.

Opinions difl’er, however, as to the direc

tion the efforts to obtain simplicity and at

the same time retain efficiency of control

should take. Practically all designers are

agreed on the desirability of supplying a

toot-operated brake, the application of which

withdraws the gear or in some other manner

disconnects the engine and the transmission

gear. Among drivers it is felt, too, that the

brake that is most used as well as most et

fcctive should be toot operated; but on some

cars the contrary is the case, and the driver,

should he be called on to stop suddenly,

makes use of a hand-operated lever for the

purpose, thus necessitating the removal of

one hand from the steering wheel—a practice

obviously dangerous at such time. i

There is likewise a strong feeling that

cars should be so constructed that the driv

er's hands need never be withdrawn from the

steering wheel while. running, except to make

speed changes. The practice of operating the

throttle and the sparking advance from the

originated abroad, and is now in

pretty general use. It not only permits the

driver to keep his hands on the wheel, but

avoids the necessity of taking his eyes from

the road; for a fleeting glance can be cast at

the appliances on the wheel without really

losing sight of the road.

whch
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TRYING TO STOF CUP RACE

Long Island Motorphobes Fomentlng Trouble—

Gheclunates Ready and Preparations Complete.

 

 

if they can‘ possible encompass it, the Peo

ple‘s Protective of Nassau

County intends to intertere with the running

of the Vanderbilt Cup race on October 8.

Rumors of coming protests took shape on

Wednesday, when the association sent a let

ter to the Board 01! Supervisors of Nassau

County, containing the signatures of 188 resi

dents, protesting against the board's action

in closing the roads on the course during the

running of the race. The right of the board

to do this is denied, although the statutes

of New York State expressly permit such

action, and the letter ends with the threat

to carry the matter to the courts unless the

board rescinds its action.

Trouble from this quarter was not altogether

unexpected by the American Automobile As

sociation, under whose auspices the race is

to be held. Measures have been taken to

checkmate any move that is made. Chair

man Pardington, ot the A. A. A. racing

board, when asked by a Motor World repre

sentative on Thursday morning what would

be done it an injunctim restraining the run

ning of the race should be granted, said:

"Everything that human foresight can sug

gest has been done. We have engaged coun

sel and prepared affidavits t. r submission in

case an injunction is granted, and shall at

once ask that it be vacated. The only way

they can give us serious trouble is to spring

the injunction on us at the last minute—say

the morning of the race. That would cause

some delay, of course. But it is very doubt

ful whether they can do this. An injunction

can be granted only by one of the three

judges in this district. and unless some of

the facts in the case are concealed when

making the motion, I do not believe an in

junction will be granted. \’

"As to a move against us next Tuesday,

when the Board of Supervisors meets, we do

not fear it at all. The board is with us to a

man, and gave us the permISsion with the

fullest knowledge oi! the circumstances of

the case." ~

Association

 

As the time for the running of the Vander

bilt cup race, viz., October 8, approaches, in

terest in this, America’s first big road race,

and almost the first legalized and regu rly

organized road speed contest, grows

There is now not the slightest doub

it will be viewed by a huge conco

spectators, and in view oi! this fact t e most

rigorous precautions will be taken t prevent

accidents.

There has been a big rush for boxes and

seats. There are eighty of the former at $50

  

each and 360 of the latter at $5 each. 0!

the former there have been reserved up to

to-day'sixty-seven and ot the latter 225.

Twenty-eight miles of the thirty-two-mile

circuit are being given a double coating of

oil. requiring 90,000 barrels, at a cost of

$5,000 for the job. The grandstand receipts

are to be devoted to this purpose.

To meet a deficit in the expenses of the

race a subscription fund has been started.

The subscribers thus far are: W. K. Vander

bilt, jr., $200; Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, jr..

$100; Mrs. 0. H. 1‘. Belmont, $50; H. M.

Swetland, $50; George Arents, $50; Long

Island Automobile Club, $50.

Among those who have secured boxes are

Mayor McClellan, Albert C. Bostwick, F. G.

Bourne, M. J. Budiong, E. R. Thomas, H.

L. Bowden, P. T. Collier, Clarence Postley,

George [sham Scott, I". C. Havemeyer, H. C.

Frick, W. Gould Brokaw, Howard Gould, O.

H. P. Belmont, Colonel George Pope, Har

lan W. Whipple, W. C. Temple, Windsor T.

White. James H. Breese, George Arents, jr.,

Isldor Wormser, jr., Frank H. Croker,

George Farrington, Mortimer L. Schifi, Sid

ney B. Bowman, R. E. Jarrige and Hollander

& Tangeman. The executive committee of

the N. A. A. M. will attend in a body, ar

rangements having been made by General

‘ Manager Miles.

To prevent speculation in seats and boxes

not more than two seats or more than one

box will be sold to an individual unless he is

known to be a member of some club in the

“Three A" affiliation and is vouched for by a

member of the commission for 1904. These

seats and boxes will all aflord a commanding

view of the start and finish, the occupants

enjoying the benefit of the immediate an

nouncement of times made each lap and of

any occurrence along the route.

In a bulletin setting forth details of the

preliminary arrangements, Chairman- Par

dington says:

“To prevent the troubles incident to re

porting by telephone, which occurred during

the Bennett Cup race in Germany, the

committee has placed the arrangements of

telephonic communication in the hands of

the New York and New Jersey Telephone

Company, which has assigned an engineer to

work out the details. The timers are to

have their own telephone system connecting

the oiiicinl stand with the timers, located at

the two controls, one at Hicksvllle and the

others at Hetnpstead.

“In addition to this elaborate system, the

judges are to have a system for their own

use, connecting the various points on the

circuit. particularly at the four turns—Jeri

cho, Plain Edge, Queens-Hempstcad and

Queens-Jericho. The Judges and checkers at

these points are to be provided with portable

telephones, through wnich they will be en

abled to instantly report to the judges and

referee the passage of cars and any other

matters which require official sanction or

ruling.

“These systems will require about 500 miles

of wire and a large number of telephone in

strumcnts especially adapted to meet the

needs of the commission and officials. To

guard against breakdowns four inspectors

and repair men mounted on motor bicycles

are to be located, one at each of the four

turns.

“The course immediately in front of the

grandstand and official pavilion is to be kept

absolutely clear. No person but the starter

and the two technical advisers will be al

lowed to approach ahy car before it starts.

This precaution is taken to prevent the possi

bility of accident in the presence of occu

pants of the stand and boxes. To avoid con

tusion, only one car will be brought up to

the tape at a time, which as soon as it shall

have been sent away will be replaced by an

other, and so on, until the last one shall have

departed. Upon the departure of the last

starter, the space in front of the stand for a

distance oi’ about 400 feet will be kept entire~

ly free of pedestrians. None but ofllclals will

be allowed to cross the course, and they only

on preceding to one end or the other of the

reserved space. This rule will be strictly

enforced by building a fiance, supplemented

by deputy sheriffs vested with full authority

to arrest.

“Spectators expecting to reach the stand

after the start, at 6 a. m., must, it in cars or

other vehicles, go' from Jamaica via the Mer

rick Road, to Rockville Centre or Freeport,

thence north to Hcmpstead, through the six

niinute control at this point; thence to Gar

den City, Mineoln, past tair grounds and

thence to Westbury. The stand and boxes

are within a mile of the railroad station at

Westbury. A road runs close to the stand.

Arrangement to park cars in a vacant lot

near by are being completed.

 

Another Thomas to Enter Racing Arena.

Dr. Harold E. Thomas, of Chicago, who

this season has been driving one of the 16

horsepower four-cylinder gasoiene Locomo

bllcs, has been so highly impressed that he

has placed with the Locomoblie company an

order for a 30-35 horsepower four-cylinder

limousine car and a special racing machine

of 00 nominal horsepower, to be specially

built for him from designs of A. L. Riker.

The latter will be the first gasolene racing

machine to be built by the Locomoblie com

pany of America; will have four trout Verti

cal cylinders, and in general design will re

machine to be built by t ehLocomobile Com

The cost of this car will be $18,000, in rac

ing trim. The Locomoblie company state

that the building of this costly racing car

must not be construed into meaning that they

will enter into the racing field, and claim

that, whatever any of their customers may

do with their cars, they will not take part in

track races or long distance road races dur

ing the season of 1905.

 

Baron de Caters has thus early been chosen

as one of the Mercedes team in the 1905 Ben

nett Cup race. He is also contemplating com

peting in the reliability trials to be held in

India this fall.
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Mile-a-Minutc Racing at the Empire City Meet.
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JOSEPH TRACY

There are few big race meets nowadays

that do not project into the limelight a new

star. That at the Empire City track, Yon

kers. N. Y., on Saturday, September 24. was

no exception. It revealed in convincing

fashion the superb skill possessed by Joseph

Tracy, a veteran American driver, who is

no novice in the racing game. But it re

mained for the Empire City meet to reveal

him in his true colors, to stamp, him as the

peer of any of the drivers who have ac

quired fame in this or any other country.

The wonderfully clever manner in which he

handled W. G. Brokaw's Renault car at

once impressed itself on the spectators. It

was devoid of theatre tricks 0r plays to the

grandstand; there was no contortioning of

the body on the turns, no spreadeagle sweeps

to the outside of the track on the straights,

to be followed by swoops down on the pole

at the turns; no posing before, during or

after the race; no jerky driving, but just

simple, steady going, that was a marvel of

evenness and smoothness. it was just the

sort of work to be expected from a plain

man like “Joe” Tracy, who was as steady in

his seat as a horseman of the plains, and as

modest about it as any one could be. His

scarlet sweater was the only 0btl'llSiVe thing

about him.

it was Joseph Tracy, too, who was respon

sible for one of the picturesque features of

the meet. He had taken the new Royal rac

ing car in hand and succeeded in Tracyizing

it. The result was that when he appeared

with the car in the first heat of the Great

Empire Handicap he created a small sized

AS HE APPEARED IN HIS RECORD BREAKING FLIGHT.

sensation. The engine exhausted straight

out through the side of the bonnet. and the

smoke and the rattatoo of the expelled mix

ture suggested the discharge of a battery

of machine guns. As it sped around the

track the eye as well as the car could fol

low its course. The car was too heavily

handicapped to have the ghost of a show,

but it gave a splendid performance that

augurs well for its future success.

The versatility of Tracy was also shown

in this race, when at the finish of the first

heat he jumped from the Royal to the Re~

nauit and drove it into a place in the final

heat.

The meet itself was, although robbed of

much of its attraction in a competitive sense

by the enforced absence of several of the

heralded stellar attractions, one of the most

successful and interesting held at the Em

pire track. A fine day, albeit somewhat

marred by flurrying clouds, drew a record

breaking crowd to the grounds. Secretary

Reeves stated to :1 Motor World representa

tive late la the afternoon that it was the

largest gathering ever seen at an automobile

meet in or near New York. The grandstand

and the clubhouse were filled, while on the

lawn behind the improvised safety “rail”

stretched a few yards in the rear of the

permanent rail were massed many hundreds

more. Conservative estimates place the

number of people at close to ten thousand.

The outpouring of cars also surpassed all

previous figures; parked on the lawns and

under and behind the grandstand and in the

vicinity of the clubhouse were 450 cars of all

sorts and conditions. Filled with attractive

l_\' gowned women and well dressed men—the

typical and hideous automobile costume was

less in evidence than usual—they were

driven up the smooth. well kept entrance to

the track and parked in constantly lengthen

ing rows. while their occupants alighted and

wendcd their way to clubhouse 0r grand—

stand. The former was the favnrite gather- _

ing place of the fashionables. and between

the races the scene there bore a resemblance

to Fifth Avenue on a bright fall afternoon.

The meet was productive of nine world's

records, one of such flights of speed as have

marked the appearance of Oldfield and other

space devourers on this same track in the

past. This means there was good sport

a-plenty, including the breaking of middle

weight records from two to ten miles, and if

the public‘s appetite for sensational perform

ance was not gratified. it was dismissed in

good humor and with pleasant recollections

to furnish food for conversation. There

were several keenly contested races, While

the tidbit of the day, the ten-mile interna

tional race, furnished two interesting heals

and a final in which two remarkably evenly

matched cars—the Brokaw Renault. and the

Thomas Mercules~struggled in fine style.

one to hold and the other to cut down a

slight lead. A too liberal system of start

allotting spoiled the handicap race, its re

sult being a foregone conclusion before the

final was run.

The conduct of the meet was quite up to

the Empire City track standard. Save for

a tedious wait before the Great Empire Ilan
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dicnp. occasioned by the cogitrttions and cal

culations of the handicapping committee

while the cars were at the post, the events

were run off with all possible expedition.

The time honored experience with non-start

ing entrants was gone through with. but

sufficient curs rcmained to fill all the events

fairly well. The list of absentee-s included

the Bowden 100 horsepower hIet't-ctics and

the Premier Comet, which were expected to

divide stellar honors with the Thomas Mer

cedes, and Tod Sloune's ~10 horsepowcr Dc

cuuville. The first named was disabled by tho

cracking of two of its cylinders early in the

afternoon, just after Covering a trial mile in

0:54. The Comet was put hors de combat by

n broken shaft, while the encrgctic Sloane

was halted by an unsympathetic cop while

on his way to the track, charged with illegal

speeding, and his car temporarily hold in

pnwn. Sloane appeared at the track a trifle

httc and was obliged to content lrimsrlt‘ with

a view of the contests from the grandstand.

The speedy little Ford skeleton, driven by

the famous Kulick, proved to have an of!

tiny. A run down battery was assigned as

the cause of its first failure to equal expecta

tions. and later it was withdrawn, as it was

set-n that it was not up to concert pitch.

The enjoyment of both spectators and con

lcstnuts was much heightened by compara

tive freedom from the dttst evil. Ruin early

Saturday morning had worked wondcrs, and

n thorough wetting of the truck at 11 o‘clock

further contributed to the desirable cud. The

result was that the small amount of dust

raised by the speeding cars was swept away

by the brisk breeze that blew all the after

noon, cxccpt on the first turn, wherc several

nasty holes became steadily worse as the

nftcrnoon wore on, and here clouds of dust

arose and were wnt'ted in the direction of the

clubhouse every time a car passed.

Robbed of much of its international flavor

by the scratching of one of the American

teams and the withdrawal of the other, the

race for the International (Iup had plcnty of

"ginger" interjected into it by the splendid

contest resulting between the French and

German cars—the Renault and the Mercedes.

Although the former is rated at 30 and the

bitter at tidhorsepowcr, they proved to be u

wonderfully even match. If the winner, the

ltenault, excelled at all, it was only by a

shade, and for mile after mile the two tore

around the truck as if coupled by an invis

ible tow line, so little did the distance be

tween them vary. The victory of the French

car is due almost altogether to the fine driv

ing of Tracy. This was made plnin by watch

ing the cars on the turns, and particularly

on the bad first turn. IIawley, who drch

thc Thomas Mercedes, drum a la (ildiiclda

that is, be swept wide on tho straights and

drew lit to the pole on approaching the turns.

The bad turn seemed to bother him wofully.

He failed to get close to the pole, and nearly

always struck the holes nrnd was badly jolted

. In consequence. In the earlier races he car

ried a mechanic, who performed that time

worn trick of projecting himself toward the

pole 0n the turns, as if 'to hold the car down;

but in the final heat Hawley came out alone.

(in tho otlu-r hand. Tracy held the polc all

the way around. He made his gains entirely

on the turns. a fact plain to all who watched

the two cars.

The first heat of the international rncc was

llctwccu the two Italian Fiut cars. Puul

Surtori, who will pilot the A. G. Vandcrbilt

car in the Vanderbilt Cup race next wcek,

drove the car entered by Hollander & 'l‘nn

gcrmttu, while E. A. Riotte performed a like

duty for the cur entered by E. K. Wallncc.

After two false starts, in both of which the

Snrtori cur refused to start, they got away

slowly in single file, with Riottc lending. The

first lllllc occupied 1:2014'» in the running.

thc ltiottc cur taking thc straights on tho

outside and closing in on the turns. ()n thc

third mile, while on tho buckstrctcb, tho

Sui-tori Flatt \vcut to the front with rt rush,

and thct'cat‘ter was never headed, winning

by about an eighth of a mile.

The second and third hearts were w:rlk~

overs for the Thomas Mercedes and the

Ford, they being the only cars left to cott

tcst for Germany and America, respectively.

The fourth bent was more ntnncrously

contested, Joseph Tracy, in the Brokaw Re

nault, and Felix Frogcr driving M. C. licr

tnnnu's 70 horsepower Panhard, appearing

at the post. Froger was the typical Gnul.

excitable and theatric. iIe waved his hand

to a compatriot in the grandstand as 110 Word

down to the starting point, anti treated the

spectators to all sorts of pyrotechnics with

his cur—changing speeds. racing his engine,

etc. After a false start, caused by Tracy

coming to a stop just before reaching the

tape, the two cars were sent off, and Tracy

shot away into the lead at once, and at the.

mile was three hundred or four nundred

yards to the good. Froger evidently recog

nized the futility of pursuit, for he quit on

his second mile.

This left Tracy (Renault, France), Hawley

(Mercedes, Germany), Riottc (Fiat, Italy) and

Kulick (li‘ord, America) cligiblc to thc final.
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All of them appeared and were sent away

in good shape, with Tracy lcnding. Almost

immediately they strung out, Tracy gaining

slightly on Hawlcy, with Kulick ttnd Riottc

in his rcar. It soon bccnme plain that the

Ford was not behaving properly, and at two

rnilcs Kulick withdrew. Riottc. was not in

much better case, for he fell stcndily be

hiud. and at five miles was almost lapped

by Tracy, who was about one hundrcd and

fifty ynrds ahead of IIawley. At six miles

'l‘l'ncy lapped Riottc, who continued to fall.

and ut the finish was a lap and onc~hn|f to

thc bud. Mcnnwhile 'h‘acy and Hnwlcy

wct'c having a battle royal. Both curs wch

trnvclling at nearly the same pace. and thc

cvcnncss of the running is shown by the

time for t‘llt‘ll milc, as follows: (lltc rnllc,

11032-5; two tnilcs, 2:02 3-5; three rnilcs, 3:02;

four mllcs, 4:01; iivo milcs, 5:01; six milcs.

0:012-5; seven miles, 7:013-5; cight tnilcs,

N102 1-53; nine miles, 9:021-5; ton milcs,

10:01 2-5.

The fourth mile, 59 seconds, was the first

cst of the race, with the second and ninth

miles, 0:591-5, next; while the third rnllc

took but one~tlfth of a second more. With the

cxr-eption of the first mile, these are all new

records for middleweight cars. They dis

phu-c, by a striking coirrcidcncc, the records

umdc July 18 last on the same track and by

the some Renault car, the latter, however.

having then been driven by .\i. G. Bernin.

From the fifth mile on Ilnwlcy made des

perate efforts to cut down Tracy‘s loud, and

succccdcd in crawling up a fcw yards. He

was unable to make any considerable impres

sion, however, and at the finish Tracy led

by fully onc~cighth of a mile.

“The indulgence of the audience is begged

while the handicappers calculate the starts

in the Great Empire Handicap," dcclaimcd

Announcer I‘ctcr Prunty previous to the run

ning of that race, after it had become plain

that thcrc was a hitch somewhere. As the

cvcnt proved, the spectators‘ indulgcncc was

ncodcd, not only for the dchty, but for the

spoiling of the race by injudicious start allot

ments. The most glaring ofl’ences wcrc in

the crises of the 24 horsepower Flat and the

15 horscpower Buckmobllc. The former,

with 1 minute and '20 seconds start, and the

latter with 4 minutes and 16 seconds (why

the odd number of seconds was given is a

mystery), won their respective treats with

ease, and the Flat, driven by Sartori, finished

in the lead in the final by a good margin.

A. S. Lee (24 horsepower Pope—Toledo), who

started at the same time as Sartori, finished

second, while the Buckmobile wn< third.

Trncy (Renault) made a splendid effort to

close up, btrt finished half a mile bchind thc

winner. The first car scnt oi! was the Brick

mobilc, which had almost completed a mile

when the second group—the Flat and Lcc‘s

and Soulc's I‘ope-Tolcdos—werc given the

signal. Sonic was shaken off, but Snrtori

and Lee had a desperate struggle for the

entire distance. A grand race ensued down

the straight on the last lap, but Snrtori tinni

ly drew away and finished with a load of

about forty yards.
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The live-mile race for American touring

cars was the closest contest of the day. It

resulted In a hammer and tongs struggle

from start to finish between Charles Soule

il‘opc-Toiedo), and A. E. Morrison (Peerless).

They were but a few lengths apart until the

last mile, when Soule drew away and won

by a scant thirty yards in a splendid finish.

Three cars faced the starter in the ten

mile race for the Knickerbocker Cup, i. e..

Joseph Tracy (Renault), Frank Rulick (Ford)

and II. It. Lounsbery, jr. (Metror). Knlick

and his Ford were looked to as metal worthy

of Tracy's steel, but, as it transpired, the

latter had a virtual waikover, and the spec

tators derived their chief enjoyment from

watching Tracy’s flawless handling of the

Renault flyer. The latter took the lead at

the start and drew slowly but steadily away,

and at three miles had nearly one-quarter of

a mile lead. Shortly after this Kuiick

dropped out, and as the Meteor had done s.)

sooner the Renault was the only contestant

left on the track. Had be known it, Tracy

could easily have got among the records, as

for several miles he was within a fraction

of a second of them, but be repaired the omis

sion later in the afternoon, when, in the in

ternational race, he made heavy cuts in

them.

In convincing fashion Rodney Peeler (10

horsepower Autocar) won the five-mile race

for the Yonkers Cup, open to cars costing

$1,000 and less. R. M. Alexander (10 horse

power Pope-Harttord) finished second a leng

way in the rear, with A. J. Seaton (15 horse

power Buckmobile), third.

Summary:

Five miles, Yunkers Cup, open to cars of

any motive power retailing at $1,000 or less—

Won by Rodney Peeler (IO-horsepower Auto

car); second, R. M. Alexander (Idhorse

power Pope-Hartford); third, A. J. Seaton

(In'horsepower Buckmobiie). Time, 8:15 35.

Five miles, Old Glory Cup, open to Amer

Ican touring cars, with regular equipment,

including tonneau, each car to carry three

passengers in addition to the operator; latter

to crank car and drive entire distance——

“'on by Charles Sonics (24-horsepower P0pe

Toledo); second, A. E. Morrison (24-horse

power Peerless); third, A. S. Lee (24-norse

power Pope-Toledo). Time, 7:12 3-5.

Ten miles, Knickerbocker Cup, open to

cars weighing from 881 to 1,432 pounds—

“'on by Joseph Tracy (W'. G. Brokaw’s 30~

horsepower Renault); second, Frank Kullck

(“JO-horsepower Ford); third, H. R. Lonns

bery, jr. (IS-horsepower Meteor). Time,

10:15. _

Ten miles, International Cup, five mile

heats, for cars 0! each country, free for all—

First heat, for Italian cars—Won by Paul

Sartori (24-horsepower Fiat); E. A. Riotte

(24‘horsepower Fiat). second. Time, 6:20.

Second heat, for German cars—Walkover

for E. R. Thomas‘s (JO-horsepower Mercedes,

driven by- E. E. Hawley.

Third heat, for American cars—Walkover

for Ford' Motor Car Company‘s 20-h0rse

power Ford.

Fourth heat, for French cars—Won by Jo

seph Tracy (40horscpower Renault); Felix

Froger (TO-horsepower Fiat), second. Time,

5:08 3-5.

Final heat, ten miles—Won by Joseph

Tracy (30 horsepower Renault); second, E. E.

Hawley (60 horsepower Mercedes); third,

Paul Sartori (24 horsepower Fiat). Time, by

miles. 1:03 2-5, 2:02 3-5, 3:02, 4:01, 5:01,

6:012-5, 7:013-5, 8:021-5, 9:021-5, 10:012-5.

New records from two to ten miles. Former

records by miles, 22041-5, 3:06 3-5, 4:07,

5:081-5. 0084-5, 7:00 2-5, 8:002-5, 9:11,

10:13 2-5.

Five miles. Great Empire Handicap, open

to all cars: l-‘Irst heat—Won by Paul Sartori

tL-I-horscpower Fiat), handicap, 1:20; second

(‘haries Soule (24-horsepower Pope-Toledo),

handicap, 1:20; third, A. E. Morrison (20

horscpower Peerless), handicap, 1:15. Time,

7:301-5; not time, 0:101-5 Second heat——

\Yon by A. J. Senton (IS-horsepower Buck

mobiie; handicap, 4:16); second, A. S. Lee

(24-horsepower Pope‘Toledo), handicap, 1:15);

third, Joseph Tracy (W. G. Brokaw's 40

horsepower Renault), handicap, 0:08. Time,

12:383-5; net time, 8:22 3-5. Final heat——

Won by Paul Sartorl (24-horsepower Fiat);

second, A. S. Lee (ZN-horsepower Pope

Toledo); third, A. J. Seatonilii-horsepower

Buckmobiie). Time, 8:02 1-5.

 

Pittsburg Oflended by A. A. A:

What promises to be a row or no small

proportions has been stirred up by the ac

tion of the American Automobile Associa

tion‘s racing committee in first granting a

sanction to the Automobile Club of Pittsburg

for a race meet on Saturday last, which

later was cancelled in favor oi! the Empire

City track, at Yonkers, the Pittsburg club

agreeing to postpone their meet until Satur

day of this week.

President W. C. Temple of the Pittsburg

club happened to drop into Chicago on Sat

urday, and much to his amazement found

that the Chicago Automobile Club had se

cured a sanction for next Saturday—the

same date as the Pittsburg meet, and that

preparations for a big Chicago eVent were

well under way.

Mr. Temple openly and vigorously de

nounced the action of the A. A. A., stating

that, from the bare facts at hand, It seemed

to be a case of assininc stupidity, and that

on his return to Pittsburg on Monday the

whole matter would be laid before him and

decided action taken. Or one thing he was

positive, that was that neither himself nor

the Pittsburg club would brook any such

indignity, and that, unless some valid rea

son was presented, something was likely to

drop. Coming just at this time, when the

long-continued eITorts of the A. A. A. to in

duce the Smoky City Club into its fold

seemed Iikely,to be crowned with success,

the. action of the A. A. A. racing committee

Is particularly unfortunate.

What Not to do When Tim Burst.

Upon incompetent 0r careless drivers Baron

de Caters places the blame for a large pro

portion of the accidents that are constantly

happening.

“1in eXperience is that there are many

drivers who never take the trouble to thor

oughly examine their machines before a run,”

he says. "You Would be surprised at the

easy-going way in which they undertake the

ditiicult task of caring for and conducting an

automobile. The ignorance displayed on all

hands is quite sutticlent to account for all

the accidents that take place, and many

more that, by a strange chance, do not take

place.

"Take, for example, the accidents that

arise through burst tires. To burst a front

tire is by no means so serious as to burst a

rear one. What does the average chauffeur

do when he hears a report In the rear and

knows something has gone wrong? Why, he

applies the brakes, with more or less dis

astrous results. The fact that one tire has

gone causes the automobile to lose its bal

ance, and the application of the brakes causes

the whole construction to swing round on

the damaged wheel. How many chauffeurs.

I should like to know, are acquainted with

that fact? When a tire bursts there is no

safer course than to bring the machine to a

stop by cutting off the gas."

Tests to Reduce Dust Evil.

Dust Is one of the British motorist's betes

noires, and he is forever seeking some method

of lessening its ravages. To this end some

interesting experiments were held recently

near Gulltord.

First of all. a chassis supporting merely

the driver and engine, etc., was driven over

the track, then various bodies were fitted and

tried, and alterations were made above and

below and at the sides of the car. Different

tires and mud guards were also fitted, and

the results accurately noted by means of

photography. Two photographs were taken,

one near the object and the other some dis

tance away. and in each picture appears a

number, which represents the conditions

under which the car was run.

For the purpose of judging the back

draught, on a line with the top of the ton

neau an outrig arrangement was attached,

from which white ribbons depended. The

disturbance of the ribbons enabled the

draught effects to be observed. The road

wheels on the car were also changed for

others of different diameters.

 

Renault: to Re-Enter Racing.

Ever since. the Paris-Madrid race came to

its tragic end the Renault cars have been

withdrawn from all road races. The death

of Marcel Renault, which, it will be recalled,

took place in the race referred to, was re

sponsible for this abstention, which at the

tlllle was understood to be permanent. But

the concern has decided to re-enter the field.

and will next; year be represented in all the

big races.
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FEVER ATTACKS WILMINGTON

Three State Laws Tabloided for Local Use—Its

Passage Blocked by Conflicting Authority.

It has remained for Wilmington, Dela

ware‘s chief town, to go the limit—and a lit

tle beyond it—in the matter of proposed an

tomobiie legislation. For some time the au

thorities have abstained from any attempt

to regulate automobile trafllc, alleging that

in the absence of a local ordinance they were

powerless to take action. As a consequence

a few reckless motorists have brought the

automobile into bad repute by their fast

driving.

It is, perhaps, due to this combined inac—

tivity and inconsiderateness that the severity

of an ordinance drafted is due. lts drastic

provisions are quite beyond anything emanat

ing from a mere municipality. The worst

features of the oppronrious Maryland, Penn

sylvania and Massachusetts laws have been

copied, and the result is an ordinance which,

if passed, will make the lives of motorists

miserable and stunt the growth of automo

biling to an extent that will amount to a

positive turning back of the hands of the

clock.

Briefly, the ordinance prescribes a registra

tion fee of $2 for the first year and $1 for

each succeeding year; requires the display of

tags and of numbers on the front and sides

of lamps; permits an application for license

to be rejected, or a license—that is, the right

to use the common roads or, even an alley—

to be revoked, and borrows from Massachu

setts by requiring that unattended machines

be kept under lock and key. -

The matter is complicated by a conflict be

tween the City Council and the street and

sewer department as to wnich has Jurisdic

tion in the matter, each claiming the power

to regulate street tratiic.

The recently formed Delaware Automobile

Association is taking a hand in the matter

with the object of “toning down" the pro

posed ordinance. The association is not op

posed to regulation; it merely wishes it done

reasonably and with the least possible inter

ference with the progress of the new trans

portation vehicle and the rights of motorists

as road users.

To this end members of the association

last week took the councilmen in their cars

for the purpose of giving them an object

lesson and convincing them how safe an au

tomobile, properly handled, really is.

 

Won't Heed Pittsburgers’ Protest.

Despite the formal protest of the Automo

bile Club of Pittsburg, Director McIlvain of

the Department of Public Works, of Alie

gheny, Pa., will insist upon the enforcement

of the ordinance passed by councils seVeral

months ago prohibiting the operation of an

tomobiles in River-view Park.

Don't Want Cars Left Alone.

One of the most preposterous ordinances

yet proposed is one which the motorists of

Tacoma, Wash, are opposing with the ut

most energy. The ordinance is denounced as

unreasonable in the extreme, and even ridic

ulous in some of its provisions. The points

especially criticised are the speed regulation,

the provision requiring that a competent per

son he left in charge of every machine stand

ing still, and the clause requiring a machine

to be stopped at the order of any person

driving a horse or team which he fears will

become frightened.

The speed limit proposed is eight miles an

hour between A and K streets and between

North Sixth and South Twenty-ninth streets;

four miles an hour on any of the numbered

streets running down the hill between Divi

sion avenue and South Twenty-fifth street,

and six miles an hour on a number of other

streets and avenues.

Patee Tests Kansas City’s Law.

In order to test in the courts the new

Kansas City (Mo.) automobile ordinance,

Fred Patee recently had himself arrested

and fined, after which he took an appeal.

His attorney said that Patee had wilfully

violated the law and had then reported that

fact to the city attorney, so that prosecution

could be begun. He added that the case

was intended merely as a test case to estab

lish the rights of the city. Arrests can be

made under the ordinance, however, unless

the city is enjoined from enforcing it until

the test case has been decided.

It was given as his opinion by a member

of the city’s legal force that the city could

enforce the provisions of the ordinance only

relative to speed and lights, and that the

other provisions would not stand the test of

the courts.

Campbell Attacks Oshkosh’s Ordinance.

In the case of the city of Oshkosh, Wis.,

against \V. J. Campbell, the validity of the

ordinance regulating the speed of automo

biles was attacked by Campbell's attorney in

the Municipal Court. He placed City Clerk

Witzel on the stand and asked him if any

other ordinance respecting vehicles had any

provision regulating speed in going around

corners. The city clerk answered in the neg

ative. The attorney then in his argument

attacked the ordinance as being discriminat

ing, and cited several cases in proof of the

assertion. He argued the point at some

length, and City Attorney Stewart replied.

New Ulm Calls for Horn Tooting.

The Council of New Ulm, Minn., has passed

an ordinance that the speed of automobiles

in that city shall not exceed six miles an

hour, and that a hell or horn shall be sound

ed when within seventy-five feet of a street

crossing, and to be sounded continuously un

til the crossing is reached, and that auto

mobiles must be provided with lamps or lan

terns at night, and that the light must be

strong enough to be seen four hundred feet.

The penalty for violation of the ordinance is

not less than $5 nor more than $100.

 

JUSTICE OVER-REACHES ITSELF

Bumptious Bay State Magistrate Treads on Inter

national Ground and is Forced to Apologize.

One judge has at last discovered some one

who is immune from punishment under the

anti-speed laws. In consequence, he finds

himself in danger of both fine and imprison

ment, to save himself from which he has

had to make prompt reparation—via, rescind

his finding, remit the fine and make an

apology.

This overhasty official is Acting Justice if.

S. C. Phelps, of the Lee (Muss) District

Court. His victim is Hugh Gurney. third

assistant secretary of the British Embassy.

who has been sununering in the Berkshires.

Being a British subject and member of the

diplomatic corps, he is not amenable to the

local court before which he was hauled.

cha rgcd with illegal speeding. Judge Phelps,

whois a manufacturer by vocation and a

jurist only in his leisure time, appears to

have been unaware of this important fact,

and when informed by his prisoner of the

sanctity of his person added insult to injury

by declaring, in efiect, that he did not care

a darn, and that he (Phelps) would tine him

(Gurney) all the same. Upon Gurney deciar~

ing that he would not admit the court’s right

to sentence him, Phelps tined him again, and

threatened to send him to prison if he did

not pay.

Naturally, this has stirred up a hornet’s

nest. Gurney communicated with his fellow

diplomats, they with the British Minister at

Washington; then the United States State

Department was informed of the outrage,

when it started hot foot after the Massa

chusetts authorities,- and the acting Gov

ernor of that State read the riot act to

Justice Phelps. So the latter is in a most

alarming predicament.

The telegram from the State Department

to Acting Governor Guild of Massachusetts

follows in part:

“British Embassy informs me that Mr.

Gurney, third secretary of that embassy,

charged with driving automobile at excessive

speed, was to-day arrested by deputy sherifl

and taken, after entering protest, under

threats of force, to the court at Lee, when,

in spite of his protest, he was sentenced by

H. U. S. Phelps, special Justice of the Lee

police court, to pay a fine of $25, and on his

declaring that he could not admit the right

of the court to sentence him another fine of

$25 for contempt of court and to go to prison

if he did not pay."

“The Assistant Attorney General informs

me that if the facts are as stated above you

have committed, in this particular case, a

grave breach of international law.

“Therefore if a line was imposed and col

lected, the commonwealth will apologize, the

line must be remitted, and I need not sug

gest to one so respected as you the personal

amend that you will, of course. desire to

make to Mr. Gurney for the error in method

adopted by your court in this unusual case."

In consequence Justice Phelps, who was at

first extremely “cocky,” is now ready to eat

humble pie. He is quoted as saying:

“i've no disposition to be paraded up and

down the case; there's been enough of that

already. All that I can say is that if in im

posing the tincs I was guilty of an error I

will gladly apologize when the proper time

comes. As it was, I did only what I believed

was right."
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Columbia Crew That Will Seek to Regain the Chicago-New York Record.

If the weather be favorable, Bert Holcomb,

Lawrence Dutilc and E. C. Bald, comprising

the Columbia crew, will leave Chicago this

morning, bent on regaining the Chicago-New

York record, which for nearly a year stood to

(‘olumbia credit, despite fourteen attacks by

zealous rivals. The men, who will take

turns at driving the. lid-horsepower Columbia

  

Real Estate Made Valuable.

Since the coming of the automobile Eng

lish house and land agents state that peeple

arc no longer unwilling to rent mansions

in districts formerly regarded as inaccessible.

With the motor car's almost magic agency

of transport dwellers in the country cease

to consider the number of miles that a house

may be from a railway station or town. 3

lady may do her shopping in a town twenty

miles away with as little trouble as she had

in visiting one five miles off by means 0! a

horsc and trap. She may lunch with a friend

at forty miles distance and return home com

fortably' to dinner.

The motor car has this advantage over the

train: That it takes the traveller all the

way from his starting point to his destina

tion. Thcreforc. on a fifty-mile journey one

may travel as quickly by car as by train.

1~‘or._alt110ug11 the train travels faster—some

car, were to have started on Monday, but un

favorable weather made postponement advis

able. The record now stands at 72 hours 43

minutes. The Columbia men, who drove the

car from Hartford to Chicago to familiarize

themselves with the course. expect to cover

the 1,100 miles inside of sixty hours, their

schedule as laid out being as follows:

Leave (‘hicago. 3 a. m.; dnc South Bend.

times—than the car, the time lost in getting

to and from the railway station at each end

of the journey annuis that gain. In jour

neying from London to Brighton, for ex

ample, most people are. so situated that they

could, without transgressing the legal limit,

get from house to house by car in very little

longer time than by train, with the advan

tage of starting when they liked and not

when thc railway time table ordains.

 

London's School Proves a Success.

So successful have been the elementary

classes in automobile engineering at the Bat

tersea (London) Polytechnic that it is pro

posed to add a class of a more advanced

nature. It will probably take the form of

an evening class for motor car engineers,

which forcmcn of garages and moderately

well qualified men in factories could attcnd

with advantage.

  

Q

BERT HOLCOMB AT THE WHEEL; LAWRENCE DUFFIE BESIDE HIM; E. C. BALD IN REAR SEAT.

8 a. m.; due Cleveland. midnight; due Eric.

5 a. m.; due Buffalo, 10 u. in. W. T.; leave

Buffalo, 11:30 a. m. E. T.; due Bath, 5 p. m.;

due Blnghampton, 11 p. m.; due Delhi, 4

a. m.; due Kingston, 8 a. m.; due Newburg.

10 a. m.; due “'eehawken, 1 p. 111.

Yesterday morning. W. F. Winchester, in

an air-cooled car. left (‘hicago on the same

record-ln-eaking mission.

Nashville’s Objection to Numbers.

Nashville, Tenn. is one of the few places

in which antomobilists have objected to the

numbering of their vehicles, and on curious

grounds. The proposed law docs not exempt

non-residents. and they fear that this would

keep visitors away from the city, and that

other points in the Statc may retaliate by

requiring Nashvillians to purchase and dis

play thclr numbers. it was suggested that

It the ordinance be so amended as to exempt

non-residents it would prove satisfactory.

Surveying an Automobile Road.

The Maine State surveyors are examining

a new route for an automobile. road from P0

land Springs to the White Mountains. They

are using a Rambler touring car furnished

by E. A. Gilmore. of Boston. S. H. Baker,

of the Boston office. is driving the car, hav

ing met the State surveyor and his assist-v

a nts in Portland.
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Testing the Pulling Power of an Automobile.

  

One of the most original experiments to

discover or demonstrate the pulling power

of an automobile was recently conducted

by the experimental department of the Olds

Motor “'orks at Detroit, and with remark

able results. The accompanying illustration

will convey an idea of the performance. A

10 horsepower Oldsmobile light tonneau car

was coupled to an electric street car, the

trolley of which was tied down. The route

of the streetcar was then followed until the

car was filled with passengers, fifty-one in

all. Although the weight of the streetcar

was 17,200 pounds and the aggregate weight

of passengers 6,885, or a little more than

twelve tons weight in all, it was towed at a

good rate of speed, despite the fact that these

cars are equipped with very heavy motors.

which are geared direct to the wheels, thus

creating a large amount of extra friction to

be overcome.

 

What Motoring in France Entails.

In more respects than one the automobile

is France's "good thing.” It brings in every

year quite a respectable sum to the State.

The tax paid in France is 60 francs a year

for automobiles of two places, and 100 francs

for those of four places.

Furthermore. a car doing an average dis

tance of. say, thirty miles in Paris, and with

a motor of 8 horsepower, will use 12 litres

of gasolene, and in France the duty on this

amounts to tWo cents per litre and the oc

troi duties to four cents. At the end of the

year the consumption will be 4,320 litres of

gasoiene, plus 10 per cent of oil—say, 4.753

litres. The expense, therefore. will be: Cus

toms duties. 475 francs 20; octroi duties, 750

francs 40; total, 1.225 francs, or $245.

Multiply this figure by the thousands of an

tomobiles in use. and some idea may be ob

tained of the amount which flows yearly into

the made of the State.

What the Indian Failed to (imp.

Professor Frederick Starr, of the Univer

sity of Chicago, in his study of the different

races of the world, has had many curious ex

periences among primitive tribesmen.

To an indiun, one day, he attempted to ex

plain the principles of the automobile. The

indlan was intelligent. and Professor Starr's

explanation was a model of directness and

lucidity.

"Well," he said at its end, “(10 you think

you understand all about the automobile

now?"

The indian, who had listened intently, re

plied: “Yes, I understand all but one

thing."

"And what is that?" said Professor Starr,

thinking to clear up in a word some trifling

point he had overlooked.

“I don't understand.” said the Indian.

“what makes the automobile go without

horses."

The Tour of a Novice.

Une of Elizabeth's most enthusiastic ino

torists is Dr. Thomas N. McLean, of 1.144

East Broad street. that city, who bought a

model A (‘adiilac and used it in his first tour

through some of the New England States re

cently. Dr. hit-Lean. his wife and famin

were away on their tour about three Weeks.

during which time they travelled 1.000 miles,

but had not a single accident or delay.

The success of this tour is remarkable, in

asmuch as Dr. I\icl.ea|r\\'as a novice when

he started out. although he cannot be in

cluded in that class after his notable per

formance. 'l‘hcir route led them through

Newark, Jersey City. New York and along

the old Boston post road as far north as

Hartford County. Conn., Dr. McLean's for~

mer home. Here they spent a few days,

touring in the vicinity of the town, then left

for home. travelling gently and enjoying the

outing at every turn. .
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NO TRAINS FOR BAXTER

“ Have’nt Used One This Year," Says the Maine

Canning Magnaie—liow he Travels.

 

One of the earliest and most enthusiastic

users of the automobile in Maine was H. C.

Baxter, of New Brunswick. He was the

owner of a number of American and foreign

cars three or four years ago, and he got

plenty of service out of them, both in short

drives and on long tours.

His love for touring has undergone no

abatement, but at the present time he i

combining business and pleasure in his use

of the motor car. He relies on his 35-horse

power Peerless limousine to carry him reg

ularly from one to the other of his widely

scattered business interests.

Mr. Baxter owns a chain of canning fac

tories scattered through New Hampshire,

Maine and Eastern Canada. He spends the

summer months at Walpole, N. H., concen

trating his attention on three large can

neries in that region. Formerly he depend

ed on the slow and uncertain accommoda

tion trains to carry him from one town to

another, and on his horses for transportation

within the towns. But this year he deter

mined to emancipate himself from depend

ence on train schedules, and accordingly he

drove his Peerlees limousine to Walpole from

Brunswick, Me., where he had been using it

during the winter, and put it in commission

among the foothills of the Green Mountains.

All this summer he has been making daily

trips to his various factories and has found

going about from place to place a source of

pleasure rather than of annoyance, as it

formerly was. One cannery is situated at

Westminster, just across the Connecticut

River from Walpole, and Mr. Baxter makes a

short stop there each morning. Another of

his canneries is at Windsor, thirty-five miles

to the north, and Mr. Baxter makes this trip

.cvery Monday, Wednesday and Friday: On

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday he drives

in his car to Brattleboro, twenty-two miles

to the southeast, where the third cannery

is located.

Frequently his wife and four children

make the trips with him. Instead of eating

his luncheons, as formerly, in dingy station

restaurants, he is free to drive to the charm

ing little country inns which may be found

at intervals along the road. Rain never

causes a break in this routine, as, with the

limousine, the elements can be defied and

no matter how thick the mud may be on the

steep hills which have to be traversed the

ample power of the engine carries him to

his destination on schedule time.

Mr. Baxter declares: “The exhilaration of

daily driving gives a man just the ‘ginger’ he

needs to tackle his business duties. I haven‘t

been on a railroad train this summer, and I

have been to Boston and New York, too."

Incidentally, Mr. Baxter, who has driven

automobiles since 1898, is as enthusiastic a

Peerless adherent as there is in New Eng

land, and the woods are full of thcm in that

section.

These Aldermen Were Convinced.

Prejudice born of ignorance cxisting in the

minds of Grand Rapids (Mir-h.) councilmen

has been partially dissipated by rides given

them by local motorists. As a result they

will recommend that the present ordinance

be. amended so as to permit a speed of ten

miles an hour in the business part of the city,

in place of the present limit of seven miles.

As Alderman White put it:

“Our experience gained by rides in auto

mobiles has shown us that this is not :1 dan

gcrous rate, and that many of the large cars

cannot run seven miles an hour unless the

power is shut off occasionally, allowing the

machine to run by its own momentum. The

fifteen-mile rate will be permitted under the

same restrictions as at present."

 

l'lobbm Undertake 8,000-Milc Tour.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hobbs, of Lincoln,

Neb., left that city last week for an eight—

thousand-mile automobile trip, which will in

clude a circuit of the Pacific Coast cities.

Arriving at Seattle. they will spend some

time about Puget Sound, thence proceeding

to Portland and on down the coast by rail

to San Francisco. Returning, Mr. and Mrs.

Hobbs will pass through the extreme south

ern portion of the United States, New Mex

ico, Arizona and Texas. They will visit at

Hot Springs, Ark. a short time, and will

then come almost directly to Lincoln, through

Kansas City and St. Joseph.

 

Houston Elects Lady Secretary.

Officers and directors were elected last

week by the Houston (Tex.) Automobile Club

at a meeting to complete the permanent or

ganization. The following were selected:

President, G. J. Palmer; vice-president, Spen

cer Hutchins; secretary, Miss Bering; treas

urer, Dr. M. J. Lossing; directors, Theodore

Bering, W. A. Burkett, Harry Dooley, lir.

W. R. Eckhardt, Charles A. Myers, D. Peas

cock and Dr. W. M. Brumby.

Omaha Party Starts for New York.

Frank C. McGlnn and wife and Creighton

Lorgy and Edward McIntyre, Mr. McGinn’s

brother-in-law and cousin, respectively, start

ed from Omaha, Neb., last week on an auto

mobile trip to New York City and return via

St. Louis. They are travelling in a Winton

car, and expect to be on the World’s Fair

ground by Nebraska day, October 25.

 

Gliddcn Gets Letter from India.

“Charles J. Glidden, Esq., touring the world

by automobile motor, care Postmaster Gen

eral, America,” is the address on a letter

containing the postmarks of a city in India

received last week at Washington by Post

master Gencrai Payne. The Postmaster Gen

eral will forward the letter.

TAX ASSESSORS WERE WARY

When Automobiles Averaged but $370 Each

They Boosted Valucs Throughout the State.

Minnesota automobile owners will here

after pay higher takes. in consequence of

a general increase in valuations which has

Just been made.

25 to 150 per cent, and appears to have been

made almost at haphazard.

According to the county returns, the num

ber of automobiles has increased 75 per cent

in Minnesota within one year. There were

390 of them a year ago, and there are 696

in 1904. Ramsey County is said to have 04

automobiles and Heunepln County 374. -_

The county assessors say that, as automo~

hiles have become more numerous, they have

individually grown in size and value. For

1003 the value of such machines was re

ported at $40,497, or $101.48 apiece. For

1004 the total value has risen to $257,540,

and the average value to $370.

But the State board is not satisfied. It

raised the minimum valuation for an auto

mobile to $200, and it increased the average

valuation throughout the State about one

thlrd. In Ramsey County automobiles were

raised 50 per cent; in Hennepin County,

where reported values were higher, the ma

clllncs were raised but 33 per cent. In Olm

sted and Polk counties 150 per cent was

added; in Lac qui Parle, Nobles, RedWOod,

Swift, Waseca and Yellow Medicine coun

ties, 100 per cent; in Todd County, 66 per

cent; in Dodge, Douglass and Morrison coun

ties, 66 per cent; in Pipestone, 60 per cent;

in Scott, Sibley, Steele, Traverse and Wa

basha counties, 50 per cent, and in twenty

five other counties 33 per cent.

This action will augment the total assess—

ment for the schedule by $86,000.

The increase varies from

Western Railway Oil-dais Grow Wisc

Light touring automobiles with all ac

coutrements necessary for travel over rail

road tracks will be used by high otlicials,

and possibly by the division superintendents,

of the Great Northern system. General Man

ager Frederick E. Ward has received his car

already, and tests have proved it to be a

great success for inspection work.

General Manager Ward made several runs

between Grand Forks, Crookston and other

points in the northern part of Dakota, and

found that the machine will run on steel

rails as fast as comfort will allow, and that

it excels by far the old “special car" manner

of inspecting the roadbed and the lines. Sev—

eral machines have been ordered, and it is

thought that each of the division uperin

tendcnts will receive one.

Census of Dayton’s Vehicles.

Nearly 9,000 of the estimated 10,000 ve

hicles in use. in Dayton, Ohio, have been

licensed, and the city's coffers have. been en

riched to the tune of $9.000. The census re

veals that there are 125 automobiles, 10 mo

torcycles, 4,650 bicycles, 1,700 one horse

wagons, 1,445 one horse buggies, etc.
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Proving the

IN AMERICA.

While not much was said of it in the news

paper reports, it transpires that in the re

cent army maneuvres on. the Pacific Coast.

the automobile that was used experimentally

acquitted itself with high honors and proved

its usefulness in that branch of the service.

CIIBI‘IBS‘WIIIGIOI'G, who drove the Winton

car that was employed, considers it the

most trying work to which an automobile

ever has been called on to perform.

“1 was engaged by Colonel West, of Gen

eral McArthur's staff, for a period of twen

ty-five days to test my automobile for army

service,” he says. “The first severe test

given the machine was in running from San

Francisco to Camp Atascadero, a distance

of 283 miles. We left San' Francisco on Au

gust 5 on the 5 o’clock Oakland boat, for

San Jose, arriving at the Hotel Vendome for

dinner. We remained at the Vendome over

night, and ran to Mouterey the second day.

On the third day we ran from Monterey to

Paso Robles, which was practically the end

of our journey. The party consisted of 0010

nel West, Major Dunning, Captain Weyman

and Thomas Barbour, who can testify to the

remarkable run made from San Francisco

to Paso Robles without any mishap whatso

ever.

“Upon arriving at camp, I was instructed

to report to General McArthur with the ma

chine, for a general reconnoitre of the ground

to be occupied for the manoeuvres. I start

ed at 8 a. m. with General McArthur, Colo

nel West, Captain Wynn and Captain Hart

man, and spent the day in traversing the

rough wheat field and mountains adjacent

to the camp. Be it remembered that the

ground used for the camp contained no roads

whatever; we had to make our own roads

wherever we went, through wheat stubbies

three feet high, over ditches, river bottoms

and over mountain sides, the grades of

which were often over 30 per cent.

“1 have driven automobiles for a num

ber of years and have had a great deal of

experience with the Winton touring car,

and, while we encountered grades which I

felt were alm0st impossible for an automo

bile to climb, yet, knowing that the entire

responsibility of the test of the Winton

car for use rested upon my shoulders, I de

termined to either break the car to pieces or

prove that it was all the manufacturers

claim for it. I am quite sure that any of

the oflicers who accompanied me on this

day will corroborate all the statements I

have made.

“General McArthur stated to the writer,

after we had finished the trip, that it would

have taken him four days' tiresome riding on

horseback to reconnoltre the ground cov

ered by us in a period of six hours, and at

the end of that time he was not the least

bit fatigued. as he would have been had he

made the trip otherwise. I remained in the

camp with the machine for twenty-one days

and was called upon each day to make trips

Practicability oi Motor Cars for Military Purposes.

over the camp, covering from 40 to 112 miles

per day. During all this time, no part of the

machinery of my car failed to respond, and

not a minute’s time was lost to the officers

who were using the car.

“A record was kept by army officials of all

the. movements of the car, amount of fuel

consumed, etc., etc., all of which will-bu

forwarded to the department at Washing

ton. From the performances of this ma

chine, I am positive that the automobile will.

in the near future, be a part: of the equip

ment of every brigade in the United States

Army; in fact, I was told by one of the

army officers that an automobile would be

purchased for the use of every brigade com

mander.

“I found the United States Army officials

with whom I came In contact most agree

able in every way, and very much inter

ested, not only in the running of the ma

chine, hut also in the mechanical construc

tion; and the ease with which the machine

was operated was a great surprise to them.

The twenty-five days I spent in the employ

of the government were very pleasant in

deed, and when the government has placed

its order for a number of automobiles for

army service, I will be one of the first to en

list to serve my country as chauffeur on a

Winton touring car.”

IN GREAT BRITAIN.

More than one hundred motor cars were

employed in the British military manoeuvres,

together with large numbers of heavy trans

port wagons and motorcycles, the latter be

ing used for carrying dispatches and scout

ing. Wherever used, the various motor ve

hicles performed'thelr allotted tasks success

fully and with a celerlty that frequently ex

cited astonishment.

' The operations consisted of an invasion of

England from the Essex coast under the

command of General French, and the protec

tion of the country by a force under General

‘Vynne. Every general of note was con

veyed in record time, so far as military move

ments are concerned, on motor cars. The

commander in chief, the Duke‘of Connaught,

was conspicuous throughout the manoeuvres

with a 30 horsepower Napier car. General

French, who conducted the invasion, directed

operations from a Daimler car.

As an instance -of the work of the trans

port corps, it may be noted that the entire

supply of bread for the defending and invad

ing armies was delivered to the troops by

gasolene and steam lorries.

The absence of breakdowns was remark

able. An 8 horsepower De Dion car, in the

course of ten days, ran over seven hundrcll

miles, including trips across boggy agricult

ural land and rough camp field, the whole

distance being completed without a single

stoppage through accident or for repair or

adjustment. There was no "legal limit" to

observe, and the foreign military attaches

were conveyed daily from headquarters in

fast cars that left all other methods of trans

portation in the rear.

IN FRANCE AND GERMANY.

Automobiles will be used on a larger scale

than usual this year in both the German and

French military manoeuvres. For the for

mer country the motor car division of the

Royal Railway Brigade has made all prep

arations for the general use of these cars in

action, and has been instructing thirty hr

fantry men in the art of driving, as the di

vision itself is not large enough In numbers

to fulfil all requirements. Fifteen of the

cars have been hired for the occasion, and

the firms supplying the vehicles will be

placed first on the lists for the distribution

of any resulting orders for cars and cycles

should their makes come through the ordeal

well. Several of the steam wagons belong

ing to the division will be requisitioned for

the conveyance of supplies. Motorcycles also

will play a part, chiefly in scouting and in

courier work.

The French authorities are arranging to

make greater use than ever of motor cars.

The generals of the French army know how

to appreciate at their proper value the auto

mobiles with which they are supplied. Three

of the generals are using automobiles placed

at their disposal by automobiiist reservists

who are doing their twenty-eight days, and

there is to be seen quite a number of auto

mobiles in use by the officers.

The general officers use them to visit the

cantonments of the troops under their orders,

and visits that formerly occupied a whole

day on horseback can now be accomplished

in half a day. An army corps will frequently

occupy eighteen miles of country, and often

the general in chief is from fifteen to thirty

miles distant from the general commanding

the corps, and in order that immense mod

ern armies may have the cohesion indispen

sable to success It is necessary to reduce to a

minimum the time required for the establish

ment of direct relations between the general

in chief and the army corps. The automobile

lessens this difficulty by increasing the rapid

ity of communication. And it is with this

end in view that the military authorities

have followed with deep interest the prog

ress of the automobile industry.

In France the trials of military automo

biles began in 1897. In 1900 their use was

prescribed by the rules, and since then a cer

tain number of automobiles of different

models are set aside for the generais' quar

ters of each army corps during the grand

iiiiiiiwuv'rcs. These vehicles are used during

the marches, in the cantonments and during

the battles.

The automobile may be said to be the in

dispensable complement of the telegraph and

the telephone for the transmission of orders.

Finally, during the battle the commanding

general can make use of the automobile in

order to transport himself rapidly to any

point where his presence may be deemed

necessary. This is well understood in high

quarters, and the growing popularity of the

automobile in the army is the proof.
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CAUSE OIl ENGINE KNOCKING

May be Due to Piston Working Dry—How to

Avoid Breaking Pinion Teeth.

If the engine becomes overheated a knock

ing will in all probability be heard. This

conveys the impression that the piston pin

is loose in the piston or in its bearing in the

connecting rod end, or that the big end

hrasses embracing the crank require adjust

ment. The knocking is actually due to the

piston working dry in the cylinder, and un

less an excessive supply of lubricating oil

is at once given and the engine allowed to

cool down there is every possibility that the

piston will seize in the cylinder and score it,

when an expensive renewal of piston or

cylinder, or probably both, will have to be

made.

Never run the engine to its utmost ca

pacity for a longer period than is absolutely

necessary, unless you wish to shorten its life

considerably. When the car is on the level

or running downhill, the speed desired can

be obtained by judiciously advancing the

spark and reducing the gas by means of the

throttle valve. This at the same time gives

economical running.

When pinions are keyed to the shaft the

keys are made with the very greatest care.

and the pinions are, besides, held on the

shaft in various mechanical ways. If, hOW<

ever, a pinion should become unkeyed, thus

running free on the shaft, it will become

necessary to dismount the gear, withdraw

the shaft and replace the pinion in position

and fix the key in its place, taking the pre

caution, however, to reinforce it either by

a piece of tinfoil or very thin tin correspond

ing exactly with it in size. In driving the

key home interpose a piece of hardwood be

tween it and the hammer.

A wrinkle to employ which prevents keys

slipping or nuts coming unscrewed is to im

merse them at entering in hydrochloric acid.

This acid (spirit of salt) rusts the parts in

contact and binds them very quickly. When

a key slips and there is no space for tinfoil

to be introduced this remedy can be employed

effectively.

Breaking of pinion teeth is usually due to

the awkwardness of the drivm' either from

not withdrawing the clutch sufliciently when

changing speed in passing from the lowest

to the highest, or more. frequently by chang

ing too rapidly from the highest to the low

est. For the latter operation a good driver,

having withdrawn the clutch. will wait to

manoeuvre his change speed lever as the car

slackens speed while using the speed re

quired." lf hurried to change speed brake

lightly, by which the full force of the car

will be prevented from taking effect on the

teeth of the spur wheels, risking breakage.

It is necessary to examine the change speed

gear from time to time, and if it is seen

that the teeth are broken in the slightest de

gree the pieces should be immediately re

moved from amid the mess of grease and oil

with which the case is filled. If left any

time these pieces will infallibly find their

way between the wheels and cause other

and more serious damage. If, unfortunately.

you break several adjoining teeth on the

same pinion, the speed, including that par

ticular wheel, becomes useless. When such

an accident occurs the first thing to do is to

fish out the pieces until satisfied that the last

morsel has been removed, then make the best

of one's way home on another speed.

Tips on Care of Tires.

Pneumatic tires should be kept in a tem

perature of about 60 degrees in a dark place,

and, if possible, out of a draught, and should

never be exposed to the rays of the sun be

fore they are. used (the sun has not so much

effect upon tires after use}; if they are, they

will lose their elasticity and become brittle

and small cracks will appear, which will

gradually grow larger. Immediately after

use pneumatic tires should be cleaned from

wet and mud, and cuts In the covers should

be closed so as to prevent water getting in

and rotting the canvas. which is the cause

of many bursts.

 

 

Proper Air Pressure for Tires.

The pump for irritating the tire should al~

ways have a pressure gauge upon it, and the

tires should be pumped sufficiently hard if

they are to last any reasonable length of

time. On light cars about fifty pounds to the

square inch; on medium weight cars about

seventy-five pounds to the square inch, and

on heavy cars about one hundred pounds to

the square inch, and racing motor car tires

are frequently pumped to about 120 pounds

to the square inch.

Man Power vs. Horse Power.

The usual estimate made of the amount of

power a man can develop is too high. The

usual estimate is one-sixth of a horsepower;

taking a day‘s work of ten hours, a man can

put out about one-ninth of a horsepower.

For very short periods a strong man can de

velop possibly a horsepower, but for such a

period as even a minute a man who can de

velop three-fourths of a horsepower is excep

tional.

One Source of Short Circuits.

if accumulator cells are not secured against

jumping around in the battery box there is

a strong possibility of their short circuitlng,

either momentarily or continuously. This

may or may not affect the sparking of the

motor at once, but will shorten the life of

ilie battery. Keep the cells well packed or

in some way secured against movement.

 

Advantages of a Hard 'I'ire.

The pneumatic tire causes suction, and

therefore raises dust. The narrower the

trend of a tire the less the, dust nuisance,

whether it is a solid or pneumatic tire, and

the same remarks apply to side slip, so that

users of pneumatic tires should keep them

pumped hard.

LEARNING TO CHANGE GEARS

flow the Novice May Acquire Practical Knowl

edge Without Any Danger.

 

 

To the novice, gcar changing is a ticklish

He can accustom himself to it in

private if he will block up the rear axle well

and stably so that the tires are at least two

inches from the ground level, and wedge the

front wheels at front and back with sub—

stantial wedges or planks.

Start up the engine and sit at the steering

wheel seat; depress the clutch pedal slightly,

and gently work the speed lever to try and

bring it into the first speed notch. Probably

a grating noise will be heard, and you may

fail to gct the wheels properly in mesh. Let

back the lever to its original position and try

again. If the lover goes into the notch, then

at once let up the clutch pedal gently, and

you will notice the rear wheels will at once

begin to revolve. Depress the clutch and

they will stop; let it in again and they start.

Practise this, and afterward try to get in

the next speed higher, first by depressing the

clutch and at the same instant bring the

speed lever into the next higher notch and

immediately let the clutch in gently without

loss of time. The rear wheels will now re

volve faster, and you can then try high—er

speeds; then practise reducing the gear by

doing everything in the same order. While

on each of the gears the engine can be run

fast or slow with the throttle and spark

levers, as before mentioned.

The reverse can then be tried exactly in the

same manner, most cars having the reverse

and forward speeds actuated by means of one

lever. In the exceptions to this rule there

is no difficulty in following out the opera

tions to be gone through if the levers are

carefully examined and their effect noted

when they are operated.

operation.

 

'I'heProperFitoIaPiston.

To give the best results a piston should be

made just as close a lit for the cylinder as

it can possibly be without actual binding

and it consequence, seizing. Allowance must

always be made for the contraction of the

cylinder, which takes place upon its becom

ing heated; neglect of this precaution results

in seizing, which is nothing more or less

than the wedging of the piston in the cylin

dcr. 1f, while in this condition, the crank

shaft is revolved by main force the move

ment of the piston up and down scores the

smooth sides of the cylinder, and either ruins

them or leaves them in such condition that

it becomes necessary to rebore and lap the

cylinder. '

Opinions naturally differ as to the exact

amount of clearance that should be allowed. '

in practice it ranges all the way from oneL

fiftieth to one-hundredth of an inch, and the

nearer it is to the latter, provided the piston

still moves slowly and without unnecessary

friction, the better it is, as more compression

is thereby obtained. -
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The Odd but Usual Failing.

Jumping at conclusions and then sticking

to them through thick and thin is sometimes

productive of a lot of unnecessary work. The

real cause of the troubles sometimes becomes

difficult to find when a motorist once gets it

firmly in his head that a certain part of the

mechanism is causing it.

One motorist had an interesting example

of this recently. The magneto plugs of his

car had run over sixteen months, and, think

ing it was time to change them, as they had

become somewhat worn, he fitted a new

pair.

Immediately before the alteration the car

had been running all right, but, when the

plugs were fitted, one cylinder proved in

operative. He naturally was convinced that

it was the ignition which was at fault, see

ing that the failure occurred immediately

after the alteration in question, and spent a

considerable time trying vainly to locate the

source of the trouble. He then replaced the

old plugs, but the cylinder still remained in

operative. which went to show that it was

not the plugs which caused the trouble.

It was only then that an examination was

made of the engine generally, when it was

found that one of the exhaust valves had

stuck up, which, of course, prevented that

particular cylinder from working.

The "Set" of the Valves.

if the exhaust and—it“ of the mechanically

operated type—the inlet valves are not set

exactly right they will give a lot of trouble.

.\n exhaust who. that opens too soon and

closes too late, or vice versa, will reduce the

efficiency of the motor to a marked degree.

It should open at the bottom of the piston

stroke, Or even a shade sooner. and close.

when the piston reaches its highest point. If

it remains open for even the smallest space

of time over the top of the stroke a patch

of the incoming charge will escape. thus re

ducing the force of the following explosion.

.\s for the inlet valve. it should begin to

open immediately following the closing of

the. exhaust, and close at the bottom of the

stroke.

 

 

vigorously protect our patent.

L

FBEWARE oF IMITATIONS!

We advise the trade that we have been allowed a patent on our famous

BULLET LAM]?
Dated July 5, 1904, Patent No. 704,390. We are informed that some unscrupulous unreliable concerns

are attempting to substitute and furnish a copy of this lamp; these we are proceeding against and shall

GRAY & DAVIS, Amesbury, Mass.
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BEHQG

AUTOMOBILE

COMPANY,

547 Fifth Ave., New York City.

CARS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

,1“

BERG 24 H.P. CAR

\ié§

SELLING AGENTS:

le Your:

RAINIER COMPANY,

50th St. & Broadway.

PHILADELPHIA :

iqu Spring Street.

Cmcnco:

:9 The can CANARY

3 AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

" 5:1 Wabash Avenue.

DITRIII’I'

W. A. RUSSELL & CO..

:48 Jeflerson Avenue,

BINGHAIITON.‘

STIRLING MOTOR CAR

COMPANY,

18‘ Water St.

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Best Automobile Motors

AND

Automobile liharoinr Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE EIWEII-PARKER ELECTRIC ‘00.,

CLEVELAND, 0.

SHIELD.
Does not interfere with

entrance to tonneau. Made

to fit any car. Easily removed.

Rolls up into brass shield and

out of the way when not in

use. Price, complete, $12.00.

THE ACME MUFFIER

for any horse power. Abso

lutely the most perfect muffler i

on the market. Correspond

ence solicited.

ACME MOTOR CAR 8: REPAIR COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

ACME ousr
, /_ ‘ “I.

./

  

 

 

 

“I have now driven 3300 miles,
 

and the little troubles that l have had

are too small to mention; it is certainly

‘wonderful how she keeps going mile

after mile with no trouble whatever.

We have taken some very long runs.”

(From a driver of a four-cylinder LOCOMOBILE, who is

no novice at automobiling.)

NOTE that LOCOMOBILE Cars can be seen and tried

at any Locomobile Branch Office. Front Vertical Motors

exclusively.

PRICE, $2,100 Up.

The £0c0mobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCHES: NawYonx, Broadway and 76th St.; Pun/manure, :49 North

Broad St; CHICAGO, 1354 Michigan Ave.; Bos'ron, r5 Berkeley St.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

  

  

 

  

A PREMIER Customer Writes as follows:

“ On a recent road trip of 40 miles in my car, one

of the plugs on the end cylinder cracked and short

circuited. Finding that I had forgotten my extra'

plugs and that I could not repair the broken one,l

removed it from the cylinder head and came home, the

last 12 miles on 3 cylinders, in 34 minutes, and with

apparently no effort on the engine part, and the car

running as smoothly as ever except with a slight loss

of power and speed.

“ Four cylinders are correct and economical on car,

wearing parts and—last, but not least—passengers." .

The PREMIER, the FASTEST air cooled

The car which is saleable the

year round, and which can be used the year

car in America.

round.

WE ARE OPEN TO TALK 1905 BUSINESS!

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

 

llarraoo Moior liars
SET THE FASHION TO THE WORLD

Speed, Silence, Gomfort.

(MICHELIN TIRES USED.)

AMERICAN OARRACO AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

Controlled by F. A. LA ROCHE COMPANY,

652 Hudson St. and I47 W. 38th St., New York.

PHILADELPHIA, 3| 7-319 North Broad St.

 

 

TRY US FOR

PRESSEII STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them Irom the Highest Grade ol Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perfect conditions of manufacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivetters, give us unsurpassed

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities. Where

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER l905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send us your drawings and get our prices.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY (20.,

CASE AVENUE and LAKE STREET. CLEVELAND,OI'IIO
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The Week‘s Patents.

770,611. Detachable Pneumatic Tire.

Charles S. Scott, Cadiz, Ohio. Filed June 15,

1904. Serial No. 212,699. (No model.)

Claim—1. A detachable, pneumatic tire for

automobiles comprising a rim flange, an an—

nular, expansible, auxiliary rim flange ex

tending its outer edge. and a tire shoe hav

ing a pliable semi~inoxtensible selvage

whose stretched circumference is less- than

that of the outer edge of the auxiliary

flange, substantially as described.

770,567. Steering Device. William H.

Douglas, Belleville, N. J., assignor to Henley

& Co., New York, N. Y., a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed February 20, 1904. Serial

No. 194,523. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a convey

ance having a part or parts to be turned, of

an operating lever connected with the said

part, a pair of screw rods mounted to re

volve in unison, and nuts travelling on the

said screw rods, on one of which the said

operating lever is tulcrumed, the Operating

lever having a pivotal connection with the

other nut, as set forth.

770,579. Magneto Generator. Herman

Hess, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to John A.

Kurtz, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed November

10, 1903. Serial No. 180,628. (No model.)

Claim-1. In a magneto generator, the

combination, with the magnets, of an arma

ture journaled between the arms thereof.

and an incloaing non-magnetic casing, sur

rounding said armature at its ends, said

casing being cut away at its middle opposite

active portions of the magnet.

2. In a magneto generator, the combina

tion with the magnet, of the pole pieces

carried thereby, the separate casing thirteen

mounted between the arms thereof com

posed of non-magnetic material, and the

armature journaled in said casing.

770,531. Pneumatic Tired Vehicle. Cam

ille Mercader, Pittsburg, Penn. Filed No

vember 13, 1903. Serial No. 181,069. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A vehicle having supporting

wheels with pneumatic tires, a pipe connect

ing with the tire and leading axially into the

non-rotating axle and a connection between

the hollow axle and the pump on the' vehi

cle, substantially as described.

2. A pneumatic tired vehicle having a pair

of wheels with pipes connected to their

tires and connected axially with the non

rotating axle end and a pressure channel

connecting with the two axial pipes, sub

stantially as described.

770,559. Carburetter for Explosive En

gines. Edward H. Clay, Chagrin Falls,

Ohio. Filed June 26, 1903. Serial No. 163,173.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter, the combina

tion of a casing containing a mixing cham

ber having an air inlet, a hydrocarbon inlet

and a mixture outlet formed in line with

said hydrocarbon inlet and in the opposite

wall of the mixing chamber with a conical

valve for said outlet, a needle valve which

enters the hydrocarbon inlet and has its

stem screwed through said valve, and

mechanism under the control of the opera

tor i'or moving said valve, substantially as

described.

770,457. Automobile Coat. Robert Fox,

New Rochelle, N. Y., assignor to Saks &

Co., New York, N. Y., a corporation of New

York. Filed April 1, 1904. Serial No.

201,136. (No model.)

Claim—1. An automobile coat, means for

securing the coat together along its front,

a front flap extending to the side of the

coat, means for securing the flap to the coat

along the side thereof. and a shoulder flap

overlapping the upper edge of the said front

flap.

770,458. Dress Protector. Robert Fox,

New Rochelle, N. Y., assignor to Saks &

Co., New York, N. Y., a corporation of New

York. Filed April 27, 1904. Serial N0.

205,132. (No model.)

Claim—A dress protector comprising a

body and leg encircling portion and a foot

covering removably secured thereto.

770,521. Speed Controller for Motor Ve

hicles. James L. FitzGerald, Newport, R. I.

Filed January 30, 1903. Serial N0. 141,140.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a speed controller for motor

vehicles. the combination of a pivoted lever,

pivoted arms, means on the lever engaging

the arms, and a vibrating plate also engag

ing the arms and controlled .by the atoreL

said means on the lever.

2. In a speed controller for motor vehi

cles, a pivoted lever in combination with

pivoted arms, and means consisting essen

tially of a vibrating plate for connecting one

of said arms temporarily to the lever so that

it may move in unison therewith and for

simultaneously locking the other arm in a

stationary position.

770,358. Cell for Storage Batteries. Pietro

Figuccia, Boston, Mass, assignor of one

half to Louis M. Rossi, Boston, Mass. Filed

February 19, 1904. Serial No. 194,398. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a battery cell of the class de

scribed, one or more parallel and non-con

ducting and parallel partitions rigidly se~

cured in place and in contact with the cell

at their upright and bottom edges, to divide

the cell into a plurality of compartments.

the upper end of each partition being cut

down between its side edges to form a pas

sageway for the electrolyte, a positive and

negative electrode located in each compart

ment, the positive electrode of one compart

ment being electrically connected with the

negative electrode of the next compartment.

and a separator interposed between each

pair oi.‘ electrodes and supported in the com

partment at its lower edge, whereby the

separator may be removed or inserted with

out disturbance ot the electrodes.

770,388. Internal Combustion Engine.

David Roberts, Charles James and John W.

Young, Grantham. England. Filed February

9, 1904. Serial No. 192,796. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, the combination with the cylinder hav

ing an Opening substantially in line with

the axis of the piston, an air inlet port

located at one side of said opening and an

exhaust port on the opposite side of said

opening, of a vaporizing chamber commu

nicating with said opening and valves for

controlling said inlet and exhaust ports.

whereby on the opening of the exhaust

valve the exhaust gases and air will sweep

across said opening and partially exhaust

the vaporizer of its contents of burned

gases, substantially as described.

770,392. Motor Vehicle Brake. Charles

Schmidt, Warren, Ohio, assignor to Packard

Motor Car Co., Warren Ohio, a corporation

of West Virginia. Filed November 20, 1902.

Serial No. 132,114. (No model.)

Claim—The combination of a vehicle axle.

a brake wheel mounted on the axle, a

bracket mounted on the axle, the upper end

oi‘. said bracket projecting over the brake

wheel, a brake hand comprising two mem

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
r 5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order,

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

0R SALE—At Low Prices: Standard 4 Cycle

Motors; Single Cylinder, 3% H. P.; Doubio

Cylinder 8 and u H. P. for Automobiles. Same

with bases for launches. N. B. HARRINGTON

& CO., 106 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Crest Model D with tonnonu,

nearly new, perfect condition, brand new

tires; have larger car; price, $675. Dr. C. E.

COOK, New London, Iowa
 

FOR SALE—Factory 50 x 80, two stories with

power, machinery and tools; all lit with elec

tricity; good fire protection; lot 50 x 150; suita

ble for fine automobile or carriage plant;_in fine

town of r,6oo;two railroads and one electric road ;

will sell for $2,500; a snap for some one; owner

going south for health. Address, Box 7, Oxford,

Mich.

SEND stamp to C.A.Coey & Co., 53rdand Cot

tage Grove, Chicago, for the largest list of

second-hand machines ever issued.

I OI WINTON Phaeton; good order; new

9 radiator, chain, gas and oil lamps;

top; extra tire; $250. H. D. RAFF, Ironton, O.

 

 

LDSMOBILE, sto—In perfect condition;

new tires. Address G. H. CURTISS MFG.

CO., Hammondsport, N. Y.
 

FOR SALE—Top for 1904 White Steamer;

never used; about half price.

H. WENDELL, Leipsic. O.
 

OR SALE—Two Cylinder l’ope Toledo,

canopy top, side baskets, cellular radiator

with fan; in fine running condition; looks good

as new; $r,rso.oo cash hero. 1. A. MCKIM,

Indianapolis, Ind.
 

I RAM BLER, Model R—Run 750 miles;

in splendid condition; engine better

than new. Equipped with speed meter, odometer,

search lights, baskets, extra tubes, etc. Coat,

with equipment, 91,500; will sell for $1,000. E.

E. DICKINSON, Essex, Conn.
 

W0 SNAPS—One 1904 Ford, with tonneau

and double opposed motor. Large gas

headlight, two side and one tail oil lamps. Artil

lery wheels. Tires, motor, wheels and vehicle in

perfect condition; guaranteed. Sold account

death of owner. First check for $575.00 takes it.

Also,one Oldsmobile,v\ood wheels. with leather

top, apron and soleleather boot with lock in front.

Nickoipiated side oil lamps, tools and air pumps.

In perfect running condition. Three good tires

and one patched. First check for $275.00 takes

it. Address, “FORD-MOBILE.” P. O. Box 604,

TIRE UUVEBS.
Best Goods. Lowest Priors

Write for uotliions and

cstlloguc oi otter Auto Sup

plies.

The Wm. H. Wiley 81 Son 00.

Box 78. Horflord, Conn.

CRESTMOBILE
8800 for two persons, and $900 for four persons

The Illnan low prlccd sir-cooled our.

THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge, Mum, U. 5. A.

 

TIREGA$E

Ni!»

BAG
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bors pivotally connected to said bracket and

extending downwardly therefrom around the

brake wheel, an adjustable connection be

tween said members of the brake band be

low the brake wheel, a lever fulcrumed on

one of the members of said brake band and

connnected at one end with the adjustable

connection between said members, and

means for applying power to the other end

of said lever.

770,727. Running Gear. Albert F. Madden,

Newark, N. J., nssignor to Vehicle Equip

ment Company, New York, N. Y., a corpora

tion of New York. Filed January 12, 1904.

Serial No. 188,684. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an axle,

and a vehicle body yieldingly supported

thereby, of pedestals carried by the body,

each having guides arranged on opposite

sides of the axle, supports on the axle adja

cent the guides and rollers carried by the

supports, extending between the bearing

against the guides to prevent displacement

of the axle longitudinally of the vehicle, as

set forth.

770,725. Running Gear. Albert F. Mad

den, Newark, N. J., assignor to Vehicle

Equipment Company, New York, N. Y., a

corporation of New York. Filed January

12, 1904. Serial No. 188,682. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an axle

and a vehicle body yieldingly supported

thereby, of pedestals carried by the body,

constituting guides for the axle to prevent

displacement thereof longitudinally of the

vehicle, and devices pivoted in the axle, be

tween the same and the adjacent guides, to

swing in a plane transverse to the vehicle,

and engaging the guides to prevent sidewise

displacement of the axle, as set forth.

770,348. Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Cuth

bert Burnett, Durham, England. Filed Au

gust 28, 1903. Serial No. 171,158. (No model.)

Claim—In a tire for wheels the combina

tion of the wheel rim having a transversely

disposed groove in its outer surface, a tire

holding ring encircling the wheel rim having

a transversely disposed groove in its inner

surface to register with the transversely

disposed groove of the wheel rim, and a

clamping member contained in the grooves

having gripping members to engage the tire

holding ring and prevent its creeping upon

the wheel rim.

 

 

b

1 leamTouring Car;

- For 1905 '

~ Kin of the Bel ians bo ,Logig wheel bagselarggy f, ‘1”.

wheels. plenty of room.

Great luxury of upholsie

and fittings -1

Higher power and greater speed

WHITE-zineCOMPAY
Cleveland. Ohio. i

. 6

‘1»/./ .r 0-.
LIL LIII'IOI HV 8'1"

  

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTUMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY C0., - 233-5-7 Randolph SerCl, Chicago, Ill,
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IMPERIAL WHEELS THE
HILL PRECISION OILER

move THE “WORLD.” ~

See our Location.
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We are supplying the largest

Manufacturers—WHY?

THEY GET THE WHEELS.

IMPERIAL WHEEL GOMPANY,

Flint, Mich., U. S. A.

HAYDEN EAIIES, Selling Agent. American Trust Bldg, GIeveland, 0.

 

  

 

Measures the oil lor the bearings, and always sends it there.

THE STEEL BALI COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

 

  

 

 

 

THE ONLY WAY

[0 build automobiles that

will stand the test is [0

use sheet metal parts in

  

“Otel Lenox place of castings.

““°“B""B°ST°" WEDOHEAVYANDDIFFICULT

£9,212 (EfigfilisZLmDili STAMPING

COUNTRY. Twe IVIINUTES’

WALK PROM THE BACK BAY

STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

C

Thc Erosby 00.,
Send for illustrated booklet

  

 BUFFALO, N. Y.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremer light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

Ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

  

  

  

 

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

CLEVELAND, omo. u. s. A.

  

 

 

COMFORTIETRAVEL
I: found In a High Degree on the Fine, Fast Through Train:

of the

Monro“

(IEXTgAL

Tn:MFens Ram.

from NEW YORK

m4 BOSTON

to DETROIT.

MICHIGAN

POINTS

and CHICAGO,

I‘_ ll L‘XDER‘TIOIL

be I l “L.m.\_\'_

Q I’. Rl‘GGLSS

G P_ & II 1“. IIL
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GRAYe" DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AM ESBURY, MASS.

Kingston Carburetor.
OVER 20,000 IN USE.

Patented May 1:, 190;.

N on??? » Other Patent!

i' ~" 1 £1.“ Pending.

 

Pat. Jan. lo, 190:.

  

An instrument that will enable you to deternune the Sent pootplid on receipt oi price, ll.§o.

grade per cent. you are ascending, or descending. 'I'I'IB ADAMS COMPANY, Duhllque Iowa.

The rono onsorrnr nonnrn.
Beet and float Effective Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORC, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

 

 

  

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olling Devices, etc.

 

 

STA-RITE 7*

  

 

la the moat eatilflclory ignition plug in the

world at any price. More lold than all other ad

_ I, vertised American made plug: combined. 18 sizee.

Old: Ford. Rambler, Northern, Queen, Peerless,

' Packard, Orient, Panhard elc., Inso Winton,

Autocar, Thomas, Locomobiie, Knox etc.,$|.7<
_ l ‘ ~ Mica plugs $1.00- Cadillac eize plug $3.00. New

THE R. E HARDY co" } 156 Jeflerwn Ave. No 17 size $5.00. Best porcelain oblainable used.

Formerly DETROIT MOTOR Worms, INC, 1900. Delrolt,Mich. Get aeet righlaway. Send for complete catalogue

BYRIIE, KINGSTON & 60., KOIOIM, lilll., U. A, P. J. CASEY, 435 Wlbash Al'eqchiflgo and discounts. Dynamos. Coils. Melt". "C

It You Are Rushed—Have More Work Than You Gan Handle In Goodlime_Lel Us Help You not.

WE ARE HELPING OTHERS ON THEIR SPECIAL MACHINE WORK.

WHY NOT YOU ?

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Rear Axles, Transmlsslen Gears and Special Parts.

DETROIT

  

  

 

 

  

We are in the MARKET to make

Sample Automobile Bodies and Wheels For l905.
also

TO FIGURE ON CONTRACTS, LARCE OR SMALL.

Quality and Workmanship of the Highest Standard Only.

PROMPT oeuvemes GUARANTEED.

THE BIDDLE &. SMART COMPANY. Amesburv. Mass.. U. S. A.
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Protection tor

Man and His Motor

RAIN APDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

5014' for Catalvg

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jefferson Street, Detroit, Mich.

  

 
 

Autolyte Lamps,

Imported Horns.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers St., N. Y.

Peerless Mplpr liars.

THE PEERLESS Mlllllll Bill 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

QU l N BY Y

HUTOMOBILE- BUD
DEPARTMENT _ V

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1834 Broadway, ear. of 45th $t.. New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.

 
 
 

 
 

 

000 MM":

TOURING BAR '

THE F. B. STEARNS (30.,

eesveuno, omo, u. s. A. i

W

rBig Fourw

Route

St. [jouis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

 

oo.09”...

 

i

NELSUN STEAM WATER PUMPS

KEHIJSENE BURNERS

WATER TUBE BUILERS

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

I IO Centre St , New York.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands of acres at uncultivated (arm lands in tracts oi all

sizes, which can be furchased very cheaply. They are pro

ductive, healthy. an close to good markets. In ten States

reached by the lines of the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

For information about opportunities now available, prices 0!

and, character of soils, eic., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASH l NGTUN, D. C., Southem Railway.

The Baldwin Bhaln Company

—~ MAKE —

Automobile Chsins,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

(Jeers.

Baldwin Chain—8t Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Muss., U. 5. A.

  

 

 

  

 

 

A New Booklet on

Automobile Lubrication:

“Graphite "5,, motor.”

Copies free upon request.

I’l'iurr m. ufxlw Ilu'r flzlr'r.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N.

New York Citv Falesroonis, 63 Reads 5!.

AUTO

LEATHER

Our leathers are used by most

of the largest automobile manu

facturers of this country.

Ask us whv.

AMERICAN OAK LEATHER COMPANY,

Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston.

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

The Miller Mica Spark Plug.

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.

Furnished in Q

two sizes, )6 inch

pipe thread and F

Metric French in

thread.

  

Price. each, _ $ l-S°

To fit auto car, $16"

'10 fit Winion, $150

. Special sizes to order. '

No. 6 Catalog, the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

CHARLES E. M l LLER,

Manuiacturer, jobber, Exporter and Importer.

97'99'l0l READE 81'" NEW YORK CITY

Retail Branch: 38th St. and Broadway.

Philadelphia Branch: 3|8~3zo North Broad St.

Boston Branch; 303-104 Columbus Ave.

Springfield Top
PATENTS PENDING.

Aluminum "odles

Aluminum Fendm

Aluminum Hoods.

 

Springllai Metal

Body 00.,

7 Cypress St,

Springfield, Muss.

RADIATORS,

   

 

  

TANKS, .-. m
WAWHMWM

FE N D ’ 4 WiAlfilliihlWMWiuirrilfltlm Y‘Wlm

Moons

 

— lads It the SPLITDORF LABORATORY.

' Established 1858.

* c. F. SPLITunnr, 17 VllldeV/Iisr St.,li.t.

  

 

Illlll-llRAllE LAMP

Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

 

4'»
(v

‘4

i

‘ ii;- 1 nninnnn

 

  

U. r. m '1‘. Apt, Cincinnati, 0

 
  

“Jack, what is C H & D, a new breakfast food?”

“No, it‘s a Railroad from Cincinnati to Chicago) Speaking of food,

i got the best meal on their cars I ever had on a railroad."
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MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

 

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

THE DUERR-WARD CO., No. I787 Broadway, New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR Ci. BENNETT, No. 20 Lake St... Chicago

Distributor.

Better Not. .
have any ignition outfit than to

have a poor one.

 

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING ,

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

AMERICAN G—UIL comm"
West Somervllle, Mass.

AUTO BUPPLV CO.,

Broadway, corner 50th St. New York Agents

SBHNITZ PATENT SPRING HUB

  

{‘0' BICYCLES, MOTOR CYCLES. AUTOMOBILES

b nlt‘l-l _several World's Records for speed. Relieves and

"ll" )1! below the axle, thereby saving at least half the war

on are. Absolutely guaranteed.

FRANK SCHMITZ, & SONS,

560-564 Orleanl St. Chicago, Ill.

STAMPING KNOWLEDGE.

We're no experimenters in this class of work.

_We r_e actual producers of the finest steel stamp

lngla‘In the world. You'll learn more from us by

writing.

THE PARISH & BIIGIIAM CO.,

Mira. of the Indestructible P. 8 B. Wheel,

Cleveland.

 
  

 

 

When the Motor Misses Fire.

()ne of the Clll(f (“OllllllllIlTS from which

engines suffer is the fault of missing fire.

The cause is often very obscure and difii

enlt to diagnose. Sometimes the trouble

disappears of itself. and at other times it

defies all one’s efforts to remedy. A fruit

ful cause of irregular ignition is weakness

of the battery, so when it occurs you will

begin at that end of the electrical gear an

satisfy yourself that all is Well with the

battery.

Next have a look at the other end—the

pings—and then go over the lmound betWee'i.

Are the contact blades rubbing firmly on the

cam? Are the tremblcrs on the cwil vibrat

ing angrily? You will find out by open‘ni:

the compression taps and turning the en

gine slowly. Ah! one trembier is only flut

tering. You remove the contact screw and

find it badly pitted. The rivet on the. blade

has a minute point [used on it, just Oppo

site the part of the screw that has bewme

pitted. A few strokes of a smooth file, a

little adjustment of the contact screw, and

you are rewarded with a buzz that can be

heard some distance away.

It may be a high tension wire which has

touched the exhaust pipe and lost its insula

tion, or a low tension wire which has chated

against a water pipe, or a loose terminal on

the contact breaker. Sometimes the earth

return wire gets broken where it is fastened

to engine or frame, and then the misfiring

will occur intermittently first in one cylinder

and then in the other, leading you a pretty

dance until you stumble over the cause.

A wipe contact should have ample means

of return. The film of oil on the bearings

of the second speed shaft and the other re

sistance betWeen the little brass inset and

the frame of the car are almost certain to

interfere with a free return, so it is better

to provide some other means of return. such

as a wire attached to the. plate on which the

blades are mounted and connected to a out

on the engine or frame. A good plan is to

fix a supplementary blade to rub on the

centre of the fibre cam so as to make con

tact on the shaft on which the cam is fixed,

and earth the wire from this blade.

it you are sure the ignition is all right and

the missing still persists, suspect the car

bnrctter. A partly blocked gasoicne pipe

will produce the symptoms, so remove the

nut which connects the gasoleue pipe with

carburettor. and try blowing back into the

tank with a tire pump. This is the rouuh

and ready method. If it fails, disconnect

the pipe altogether, and see it it is clear.

The pump will clear it if you can make a

joint of some sort, either by removing the

valve. connection or using a bit of rubber

tube. or even wrapping a piece of rubber

strip round and wiring it in place. The ob

struction may be in the narrow orifice below

the needle valve; you can find out by dis

mantling the carburettor. There may be a

particle of dirt in the spray nozzle, which

gets carried up occasionally to the tiny hole

that delivers the gasolene jet, and occasional

ly drops back to the bottom of the passage.

Clean the jet out thoroughly and wash

through the passages with gasolene, when

no further trouble should be experienced on

the road.

 

HITLOCK

COOLERS

For 1905.

  

Experiments are

Expensive.

Sometimes they are not only expen

sive, but fatal. This is especially true

in motor car construction. It is, there

fore, always on the side of safety and

good judgment to adopt those parts

which have stood the test of time and

have acquired for themselves a reputation

based upon actual merit Price is not

always the most important consideration.

Therefore, in deciding what cooler

you will use for 1905, select one with a

reputation.

The Whitlock Cooler has stood the

test of time. It has been used for two

seasons by the maioriiy of American

builders of touring cars. Our experience

in this line is now unequalled. Write us

about your cooler proposition.

 

THE WI'IITLOCK COIL

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTI CUT
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

SUGGESTION TO AUTOMOBILE USERS.

Avoid using Cotter Pins :1 second time, as they are very inexpensive,

  

and new pins are more reliable than old ones. Every time a Cotter Pin

is opened and closed it is weakened and eventually it will break. -

Carry an extra supply of Cotter Pins of all sizes used on your car.

The cost would probably not exceed 25 cents.

ml!” _ __ H - fl. . I \

REMARKABLE REPORTS from 1904 Customers.

More IMPROVEMENTS for New Season.

  

THE WHITNEY MFG. (30., Hartford, Conn.
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By Reason of

l—Oldsmobile motor—ripe product of over

twenty years successful experience.

2—Simplicity of mechanical constructiOn.

'l he absence of all gaskets. Cylinders and

cylinder heads cast integral. Bearings self

oiling; cam shaft gearing entirely encased.

3—Easy to start——absolute impossibility of

“kicking back " in starting.

4—Style, comfort, power, plenty of speed.

5—Light Tonneau Car equipped with tilting

steering post, divided front seat, honey-comb

radiator, etc.

On the recent Automobile Tour—from New York to

St. LouisAthe Oldsmobile Tonneau Car easily held its

own with cars costing from three to fifteen times as

much. It maintained an average speed of twenty miles

an hour over the entire trip.

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, $650.00; Oldsmobile Touring

Runabout. $750.00; Oldsmobile Light Tonneau Car, $950.00.

All prices F. U. B. Factory. Catalogue Free. Address

Olds Motor Works,

1332 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, U. 5. A.

Members of the Aunociation of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturerp.
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GOODRICH TIRE RECORD

GREAT 5T1" fours TOUR.
THE BEST YE T.

79 Goodrich Tires in the rumor nearly one-third of all

:t more Goodrich Tires than any other make.

Over 50 per cent. of the Goodrich Tires started from

New York. Boston. Baltimore and Philadel) hia.

Nearly 50 per cent. of our nearest competitors‘ tires

started from Chicago only.

Not a new Goodrich Tire that showed a defect or

developed a weak spot or necessitated replacement.

Two old cases which had run 1:,ooo and 15.000 miles

respectively. were replaced a short distance out from

St. Louie.

Such a record speaks volumes and gives to the

ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCHER

The Cleanest Tire Score Ever Achieved

in the History of Automobiles.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,

AKRON. OHIO.

NEW YORK“ W68 Reade 8!. end IE5 Broadway.

BueTOX. 157 Summer St. CLEVL‘ZaAND. 43) Superior St.

k'lllCAGU. “I Lake St. PHILADELPHIA. 922 Arch St.

BUFFALO. 9 \\'. HuNn gl. DENVER 1M4 Olrtis St.

DETROIT. 80 F. Congress St. SAX FRAXCISCO. m Nluion \‘t

LONDON. B. C.. T Show BllL

  

  

 

  

.41 
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Wit, f ' ills ‘CADILLAC CLIMBING A 28% GRADE

Mr. D. M. Lee, of Portland, Oregon, driving a Cadillac up Portland Heights Incline Railway. This

performance was considered by the thousands who witnessed it as one of the most wonderful hill climbing

stunts ever attempted by an automobile driver. It is but one of many other equally as difiicult and wonderful.

Length of grade 1800 feet, The “Cadillac Climbs.“

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

MEMBERS or ASSOCIATION OF LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTUREES.

  

 

 

Unique and Unparalleled

Performance of the PathfinderHand Book LMORE

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF TIIE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasolene cars. one car and its specifi

cations to cash page. It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers oi gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series 0!, the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

Scnl vpon recsipl ol 6 cents in stamps lor postage.

 

  

The history of automobiling in America records no more sensational

performance than that of the Pathfinder Elmore on the recent trip from

New York to St. Louis and return. An ordinary stock car wss selected

to map out the roads in advance of the endurance run. This tremen

dous trip of more than 5000 miles over villsnous roads was made by

the Pathfinder Elmore with a repair bill of only 25 cents, and not a

single displacement. Did any car in the endurance run—whetherit

cost iroooor “coco—equal this astonishing record of the $850 Elmore?

Send for catalogue and the intensely interesting little book “One

Long Jump and Two Short Steps."

THE ELMORE MFG. COMPANY,

IIO4 AMANDA OT" CLYDE, OHIO.

Members oi the Association of Licensed Automobile Msnulscturers.

Associalion of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. No.‘ 7 EAST End STREET, NEW YORK.
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The YALE $IGOO
THE YALE Will. MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MORE PROSPEOTIVE

POROHASERS THAII ANY AUTOMOBILE ON THE MARKET.

_You can otter a prospective purchaser more for his money in the Yale than in any other automobile made.

You can offer and guarantee him a der'rec of Efficiency, Dependability, Luxury and Simplicity of operation

to be found only in other can costing twice as nine .

The Yale provides~ what nine out of ten automobile purchasers want. A roomy, comfortable-riding, beautiful appearing famin touring car with power sufficient to over

come all road difficulties and to develop a rate of speed that will satisfy any desire to “ ride fast."

Send for new catologue and investigate the Yale at your first convenience.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 950 Oakwood Avenue, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Member Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

    

 

  

WAT R ' "0' l

E In this, our first "AutO-talk" to thc l't‘llllCrS of Motor “'nrld. we do not

intend to discuss speed, control or any of the technicalities of automobillng.

What we do want to talk about this time is value.

_ A sensible man doesn’t want to pay any more for a thing than it is
I. alwzz‘a (Sui-[agilltstyle' luxuriousne‘ worth—he wants a think to be worth all he pays for it.

y ma e n 50' He doesn't want to pay a big price just because the maker thinks he

  

Its beauty Of Pmllommis Hive-Q added charm to its reliability— can get that price, and he doesn't want to be told that a machine is a

Best by Road Test. 000d machine, when it is really only good for the money.

HIS the Uni Hi h P I f '_ Naturally he asks "Why cannot the automobile business be put upona, mi hall's in"... "3“? ‘" A" a ory u o a '0 H 00 mg‘ It was to answer this question that we started a great automobile

What others attempt In do the Knox does.

it Styles Tonneaus. Surreys and Runabouls.

6 Styles Commercial Oars.

Semi for Beautiful Catalogue.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE (20.,

Springfield. Mass.

plant eight years ago.

And to-day we offer to the public the'Autooar—tm automobile

that ls built and sold on 0 mmnurclol basis—and the only one.

The Autocur is beyond the experimental. tr-eiing-the-way stage.

It costs trhal it is worth—it's worih‘urhul t't cost-n.

Every part from motor to minutest detail of mechanism is built upon

lines that have been demonstrated by test and practice to be correct.

  

/

Membflls Au'n FM...“ ‘- ‘y " The Autocar has all the natures of comfort convenience and safety

b' M acturen. ' f' ' H ’ V ' 'Amomo I: an“ /( I r (I. , ' ,1 found in the highest price-ii car. Et'ery part is instantly accessible. It is

i _ built throughout In the best manner of the best materials and finished in

6/ I , . ~ ’ - Iv the finest possible style. _

__ / ‘_ '—" ‘ ‘ ’ I j The Autocar has a MPH“! of from 3 to 35 miles an hour. Extreme ease

,/ t a < I i 9 of control is attained through an unusually simple arrangement, oi.’ levers.

The price of the Autocar touring car shown above is $1700—the Auto—

car runabout $900.

In our next month's talk We will give you more details of the Autocar‘s

construction and performance. In the mean time we ask you to send for
Sailing Agencies

  

in a" v ' '., our booklet. in which are found addresses of our dealers throughout the

. - “ TUXEDO H q" country. There is one near you.

Prlnolpal cm”- . .. ¥ Two_cy“nder 9 One thing is certain, you cannot altord to buy an automobile without

 

- . i A t ar.Touring c". , imestizat mg the u 00

fiTHE AUTOCAR COMPANY- - A'dmm, Pa
.Ih'mlmr Association Lfrrmirll .iulomoln'le Manufacturers.

ENTIRE OUTPUT

1904 mums FLYERS sun.
has a re utation for reliabilit ,

second to 20 motor carin the world.For the professional or the business

man who needs a machine for every

day use, Tn- Fomr stands promi‘

nent as “ The Car of Satisfaction."

Verified facts are better than

“ claims."

10 H. P. Double opposed hon

zontal motor,cylinder head and water

iacket cast in one piece (no packed

)oints.)

Planetary transmission in oiltight

dust proof case.

The poriected construction of the

Form is the result of r5 years actual

experience in building gasolenc automobiles. DoN‘T ernnmnur—Jusr Buy A FORD.

[- ull particulars and catalogue lor theasking.

FORD moron 00., Detroit, Mich. m THOMAS M0

 

 

The l905 "FLYER "

will shortly be

announced.

GET III LIIIE IF INTERESTED.

1] RIDE m A "THOMAS"

, ' OR TAKE

“THOMAS” 0091'.

yd"

TOR‘BU" No.1210iilagara 8t, aunt», n. Y.
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Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

Commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright. ‘

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.
i International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J C0" Indianapolis, Ind.
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1'12

Incomparable

White

RACES at PITTSBURG 1

October lst, 1904.

Four events in which the WHITE

was eligible.

(One other for cars under 9 H. P.)

The WI'IITE carried off

THREE FIRSTS and ONE SECOND.

The first in the latter,

a five mile open handicap,

going to Oldfield by about

twenty yards.

“The r5 H. P. WHITE easily made

“ obvious the superiority of its type

“ over the higher-priced, high-powered

“ gasolene machines.”

ITHE 1908 WHITE;

WHITE RISEOVIIITIS’ECOMPANY’CISIRIZIM'
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Used on the same car with other brands of tires

during the past season, the Morgan & Wright Clincher

has clearly demonstrated that it is the toughest,strongest

and least troublesome auto tIre manufactured.

Actual everyday tests are a safe guide to go by.

“ A Tire Triumph " treats of the tire in detail. Sent

on request.

MORGAN a. WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

DAYTON

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS

DETROIT



inmm
Of Direct Concern to Sales Agents.

Do you sell automobiles?

Are you the representative Sales Agent in

your territory?

If so, we want you to get together with us

on a few logical facts in order that there may be

perfect understanding before we announce our

manufacturing policy, models, prices, etc., for

the 1905 selling season, and before you contract

for next year's cars.

We desire to take you right into our con

fidence, and will avail ourselves of this space to

prove conclusively that your greatest opportunity

for 1905 is in securing the exclusive right in

your territory to sell the products of the h0use

of WINTON.

As Sales Agent you have been—and will

continue to be—an important factor in the growth

and development of the automobile industry.

You are so essential that the industry would not

succeed without your earnest and intelligent

co-operation.

We desire to be responsible for the further

development of your success, and in order that

we may in this manner serve you, it is absolutely

necessary for us to design and produce the kind

of cars sure to be demanded by your prospective

purchasers who know what they want, and when

they want it, and also what price is a fair one

to pay.

You dare not make a mistake in your selec

tion of cars. You must handle better cars and

 
 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

MEMBER A. L. A. M.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

at more attractive prices than your competitors,

if you would continue supreme in your territory.

Fully appreciating your situation in the

premises, we recognize that our argument puts it

right up to us to make only that kind of cars

which will be most in demand by automobilists

of the “advanced class.” This we are going to

do, and as a consequence we will expect the very

best sales representation in every city and

district.

During the past season we have carefully

studied the tastes and desires of the most dis

criminating automobilists. We know just what

they want for 1905. We are going to produce

it in more than one model. Fact is, the Sales

Agent who controls WINTON products will

not need to consider much else in order to have

a complete line of gasoline cars.

This limited space makes it impossible to

,give you a complete outline of our manufacturing

policy in a single issue, but we ask that you

watch our announcements during the next few

weeks that you may learn of our policy in detail

for the coming season. If this “continued in

our next " plan is too slow, get into immediate

communication with our Sales Department.

The result may be mutually profitable.

In the meanwhile, and until you know just

what may be expected from the house of

WINTON, avoid making definite promises to

any manufacturer.
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The Bosl Aulomobilo Motors

Aulomobile liboroino Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWEll-PABKER ELEBTRIG GO,

CLEVELAND, o.

THE Ill. SEWAIIO 8o SON OO'.
:1
1NEW HAVEN, CONN.

IANUI'ACTUIIII OI

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

Special Forgings

Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are propnrod to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantoo first-class work.

  

 

 

  

“I have now driven 3300 miles,

and the little troubles that l have had

are too small to mention; it is certainly

wonderful how she keeps going mile

after mile with no trouble whatever.

We have taken some very long runs.”

(From a driver of a four-cylinder LOCOMOBILE, vrho is

no novico at uutomobiling.)

NOTE that LOCOMOBILE Cars can be seen and tried

at any Locomoblie Branch Office. Front Vertical Motors

oxclulively.

PRICE, $2,100 Up.

The agocomobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN

BRANCHES: Now Your, Broadway and 76th St; PHILADILPHIA, :49 North

Broad St; Cmcnuo, r354 Michigan Ave.; Bos‘rorv, I5 Berkeley St.

  

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

 

 

 

“ On a recent road trip of 40 miles in my car, one

of the plugs on the end cylinder cracked and short

circuired. Finding that I had forgotten my extra

plugs and that I could not repair the broken one‘,I

removed it from the cylinder head and came homeJ the

last I: miles on 3 cylinders, in 34 minutes, and with

apparently no effort on the engino part, and the car

running as smoothly as ever except with a slight loss

of power and speed.

“ Four cylinders are correct and economical on car,

wearing parts and—last, but not least—passengers."

The PREMIER, the EASTEST air cooled

car in America. The car which is saleable the

year round, and which can be used the year

  

round.

WE ARE OPEN TO TALK 1905 BUSINESS!

  

Premier Motor Mfg. C0., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

 

llarraoo Motor Cars
SET THE FASHION TO THE WORLD

Speed, Silence, Gomfort.

(MICHELIN TIRES USED.)

AMERICAN OIlllllAOQ AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

_ Controlled by F. A. LA ROCHE COMPANY,

652 Hudson St. and I47 W. 38th 8t., New York.

PHILADELPHIA, 3| 7-310 North Broad St.

 

Aluminum Bodies
of the

HIGHEST GRADE.

TOPS, TENDERS illlll HUUUS. PsizflganZZIlHIgH-s I

Qhassis LengthenedwdSide Door.

Entrances a Specialty. "_

rrrooor & murrorrr 0mm 52ml so, Now York Olly.

TELIPHONI, 442§ Columbuo.

P

a
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®nG&J

+7

Thread FabricTires

PEERLESS QAR, driven by BARNEY eLDFIELo,

At Pittsburg, Qctober l,

makes a new WORLD’S REGORD for 211 H. P. Touring ear—IQ miles, IO min. 50 1-5 see.

PREMIER QQMET, driven by emu. FISHER,

At ehicago, Qctober 1,

makes a new WQRLD’S REGQRD for middle weight cars—2 miles, 2 min. 2 3-5 sec.

 

Why the New G & J Tire is East.

The fabric used in this tire is woven with very strong threads running in one direction, with very light, soft

cross threads about an inch apart. In building the tire, the several layers of fabric are placed on the bias, with

rubber between each and every layer. The cross threads are made as light and as soft as possible, as their whole

purpose is to hold the fabric in proper position until the tire is built. These cross threads have no strength

whatever. The rubber between each layer forms a cell about each of the strong threads in such a way that when

the tire is completed there is not one thread touching, or in any way chafing against any other thread, and each

and every thread bears its full amount of the inflation strain. Where what is termed “ square woven fabric " is

used, the threads in each direction being of equal strength, there must necessarily be considerable friction at each

point where one thread crosses the other, and in fast driving this constant friction develops considerable heat.

With our new construction, there is no heat whatever developed except what is generated from contact between the

rubber surface of the tire and the road; there is no internal heat. The heating of tires has been the most serious

problem in tire construction. It has been one point which tire makers have heretofore been unable to overcome.

The heating of the tires causes the rubber to degenerate, and to eventually disintegrate.

Our new tire is far speedier than any tire ever before used, and the exhaustive tests which we have made have

proven that the tires are more durable than any ever before used. We feel that this new construction means a

long stride in the direction of reducing the trouble and expense of tire equipment to lowest possible point.

and Inert Co.
Main Olllce and Factory,

INDIHNHPGLIS, IND.

Trade Mark.

W G
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WeDo Not Build Racing Machines

BUT
At Del Monte, California, on August 26th and 27th. a regular stock

KMQY’

  

Won the 5-mile race for light touring cars in Won the 5-mile race for cars costing $2500 or

8:16V. less, in 6:153/.

Won the Australian pursuit race for cars costing Won the 5-mile race for cars rated at 16 horse

$2500 or less in 8% miles; time, 17:49. power or less, in 6:01.

Won the hill-climbing contest for cars costing between $1000 and $2500, on a course

1% miles long, with grades from 2 to 18 per cent., in 3:04.

' KNQV
machines entered in eight races and received

Five First and Two Second Prizes.

SUMMARY :

  

Five miles, for light touring cars: Five miles, for can coating $2,500 or loll:

II. COUSINS, RAMBLER, FIRST “'. E. SAUNDERS, RAMBLEB, FIRST

Cuyler Lee, Cadlllac, Second W. Grothe, White, 59cm“!

Time, 8:16%. “'- K- COWBII. RAMBLEB, Third

-_— E- 3- Rl-lllel. Thomas, Fourth

'Auetrallan Pursuit Race, (or (it‘lg‘ilgiiilijlig $2,500 or Tlme- singli

xv: £11ugl‘2'UNDERS’ “mm. ' Second ’Flve-mile vra'ar-ejor care not over 18 horsepower:

w. K. Cownn, RAMBLER, Third “- E- SALfiDbRB- RAMBLER. FIRST

Distance, 8% miles. W- K- Cownni mama, Second

Time, 11:49. T m°- “01-

—_ um climbing contest r.» care costing from $2,000 to $4.000:

Hill cllmhin contest for cars continf from [1,000 to $2.500: Time.

“'- E. SAUNTHERS, RAMB .EB, FIRST Bert Dinghy, Po -Tolgdo' FIRST 2:43

\V. K. Cowun, RAMBIJIR, Second “X E. SAl‘hIHERS, RA. BLER, Second 2:47

W. Grothe, “'hlte, Third 11- M. Chmllbel'l, Great. Arrow, Third 8:25

Distance, 1% miles. \V. K. (Iowan, RAMBLER, Fourth 3;35

Grade, 2 to 18 per cent. Distance, 1% miles.

Time, 3:04. Grade, 2 to 18 per cent.  

Why not write for our illustrated motor book; it explains why the

%\deee
excels the high-price cars; it is an American machine, not a copy, and can hold its own in any company.

“Our Little History” is entertaining; it is also free for the asking.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY,
BOSTON. I45 Columbus Avenue.

BRANCH HOUSES:§CHICAGO 302-304 Wabash Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad street.
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FISK SUCCEEDS FISK

 

Reorganization Follows Acceptance of Assignee’s‘

Offer—Good Will and Prosperity Abound.

 

On Saturday last The Fisk Rubber 00.,

Chicopce, Mass, a corporation of that State,

took over the Fisk Rubber Co., of the same

place. Harry T. Dunn, general manager of

the old company, is president of the new

one, and Alfred N. Mayo, treasurer.

Mr. Mayo is the some who acted as as

signce of the Fisk Rubber 00., of which he

was the largest creditor. Tile slight change

of name and the new order of things signi

ties that his generous offer to the creditors

has been accepted, as was expected would

prove the case, and that the company is

again on its feet. The discharge of the as

signee is practically the only formality to be

observed.

The capital stock of the new corporation is

$600,000, of which $300,000 is 6 per cent

cumulative preferred, both as to dividends

and assets in case of liquidation. Stock

holders of the Fisk Rubber Co. are to re

ceive in exchange for their shares 100 per

cent par value in the preferred stock and

100 per cent par value of the common stock

of the new corporation. Both the preferred

and the common stock havecqual voting

power. All creditors to the amount of $100

or more will be paid 5 per cent in cash and

100 per cent in stock of the new company;

all claims of less than $100 will be paid in

cash. Fifty thousand dollars, par value, of

the preferred stock is to be retired annually,

or the whole or any part of it may be retired

at any time at par and 6 per cent interest.

It Was on October 13, 1903, almost one

year ago. that the Fisk Rubber Co. made

its assignment, which, strangely enough, was

due directly to an excess of prosperity. -' It

was doing too much business for its capital.

it was one of those embarrassrnents to Which

it would be shameful to apply the term “fail

ure.” Everything about it wast-lean, ap

parent and above board, and practically“

cvery creditor was sympathetic and well dis

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, October 6, i904.

posed. This feeling was cemented by the lib

eral ofler of settlement made by the assignec.

the text of which is as heroinbefore given. It

assures the creditors more than 100 cents on

the dollar. .

The new company thus starts with ample

capital and a huge goodwill account, and the

prosperity which smiled on its predecessor

also has been inherited, and with proper

bulwarks. Evidence of it is apparent to all

who visit Chicopee Falls. Thch a big addi

tion to the plant, a new machine shop and a

new oflice building are all in course of erec

tion, and so far advanced that they doubt

less will be completed by November 1.

 

To Arrange Show Preliminaries.

In order that the members attending may

be in New York at the time of the Vander

bilt Cup race, the October meeting was not

held on the first Tuesday of the month, as

usual, but was postponed until Friday of

this week. On the same day the application

blanks for spaces at the New York and Chi

cago shows will be sent out. and all applica

tions must be in the hands of the show

committee before October 31, on which day

the allotment of spaces will be made by S.

A. Miles, of the N. A. A. 11.; Frank Sanger,

of the Madison Square Garden Company,

and General George Moore Smith, of the Au

tomobile Club of America. A committee

of the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers

will be on hand at the time of the allotment

to decide where the 10,000 square feet of

space assigned to them will be located. The

allotment of spaces for the Chicago show

will be made on November 1 by S. A. Miles

alone.
 

Not Likely to Reduce Rates.

From a chance remark let fall by a mem

ber of the railway classification committee,

it does not seem probable that the efforts to

obtain a reduction of the freight rates on

automobiles will avail anything. The com

mittee met with the freight committee of the

N. A. A. M. at the classification committee's

rooms in New York on Tuesday last, and

presented their argument and request for

relief. It was after _this meeting that the

railroad man in question let fall the remark

referred to; it was distinctly unfavorable.

No. 2

WILL REFUND ROYALTIES

 

Peculiar Situation Regarding Steering Knuckle

Patent That Inspires the Refundment.

  

r A peculiar situation has arisen in connec

‘rion with one of the most interesting patents

on which royalties are collected from auto

mobile and parts manufacturers—that on the

Elliott steering knuckle.

Since early in 1902 the Electric Vehicle Co.

has been collecting royalties from parts mak

ers and others on this device, and now it

has been suddenly disoovered that the patent

monopoly on it either expired more than a

year ago, or else will expire this month,

which is wholly unexpected, as it was sup

posed that it had the renewal term yet to

run.

An interesting phase of the matter is that

the Electric Vehicle Co. is the one that has

made the discovery, and is taking the initia

tive in straightening out matters. It has been

collecting royalties from eighteen different

concerns, and if it is determined that the

patent rights on the device expired :1 year

ago, it will take the initiative in making the

proper adjustment under the circumstances.

The facts were brought to light because of

rumors that reached the Electric Vehicle Co.

concerning the discovery of a technicality

that terminated the life of the patent hav

ing been made by a lawyer retained by one

of the concerns which were being urged into

line under the patent.

The patent rights on the steering knuckle

in question were granted by the United

States to Sterling Elliott on December 16,

1890. The implication for the grant was filed

on July 16, 1888. _ Fourteen months after the

filing of the application in the United States.

on September 23, 1889, an application was

filed for a patent in Great Britain by Alfred

G. Brookcs, of London, actingfiunder‘com

munlcation from SterlingflEiliott here. Al

though thc British application. was filed four

tccn months later than that in the United

States, the British patent was issued on Oc

tober 23, 1890, six wccks before the patent

was rs'su'ea'urwrisrrragmn:’ ' ' '

The technicality comes in under Section
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4,887 of the Revised Statutes of the United

States, which says:

"But every patent granted for an invention

which has been previously patented in a

foreign country shall be so limited as to ex

pire at the same time with the foreign

patent," etc.

The law respecting the effect of foreign

patents upon the life of a United States pat

ent was changed by act of Congress on

March 3, 1897, and went into effect on Janu

ary 1, 1898, and provides that if an inventor

makes application within the United States

within seven months from the date of an ap

plication for a foreign patent on the same in

vention, then the expiration of the foreign

patent will have no effect upon his United

States patent. A further act of Congress,

March 3, 1903, changed the seven months'

period to twelve months. Neither of these

amendments of the law has a bearing on

the case,‘as the amendments are not retro

active. The law prior to amendment applied

to the Elliott patent, and the amendments are

cited merely to explain away confusion on

the part of those who know the law as it is

at present.

Upon hearing the rumors concerning the

patent the Electric Vehicle Co., which ac

quired the eXclusive rights to it in 1899, set

its counsel to work investigating. The facts

were found to be as stated. The only ques

tion still unsettled is whether the British pat

cnt expired fourteen years after the date of

application for it—that is, on September 23,

1903—or does not expire until fourteen years

after the date it was granted, which will be

October 28, 1901. If the former is the case,

the Electric Vehicle Co. will at once take

the action necessary under the conditions, it

being plain in such event that royalties haVe

been collected for a year longer than they

legally could be. .

The Electric Vehicle Co. did not know about

the British patent because it had nothing to

do with the procuring of the Elliott patent,

as' the title of the Elliott patent is in another

company and the Electric Vehicle 00. only

had the exclusive rights to the United States

patent for motor vehicles. The British pat

ent was not issued to Elliott, but to Alfred

George Brookes.

The Elliott steering knuckle patent is not

to be confused with the Columbia steering

mechanism, under the patent for which suits

are now pending against foreign makers.

The Elliott patent covers the double forked

ends of the' axle with a three-armed knuckle

supported in the forked ends.

The royalty collected under the patent was

$1.50 on each vehicle.

This discovery will have no effect whatever

on the suit of the Electric Vehicle (10. for an

accounting of royalties which is now pending

against the Weston-Mott Co.

 

The Austin Automobile 00., Grand Rapids.

Mich, will have a four-cylinder car the 1905

trade. Work on it is already nearing comple

tion; it will have side entrances, of course.

T0 TUTOR NEW YORKERS

Y. M. C. A. in Metropolis to Teach Young Ideas.

and Old Ones, How to Motor.

 

A class for instruction in automobile engi

neering is to be opened at the West Side Au

ditorium of the Young Men’s Christian As

sociation, in Fifty-seventh street. near Broad

way, New York, next week. In this the New

York organization is not exactly following

the lead of the Boston Y. M. C. A., for the

instruction in the metropolis is to hear more

directly on practical ends than the courses

introduced in other cities. The New York

school will invite as pupils those desirous of

becoming professional chaufl'eurs, and also

autotmobile owners who seek a thorough

working knowledge of their cars.

In this move the Y. M. C. A. has the cordial

support of the Automobile Club of America,

with the ofllcials of which Harrison S. Col

burn, the educational director of the West

Side Y. M. C. A., consulted before deciding

to launch the project. Mr. Colburn consulted

also with the managers of a number of West

Side garages, and satisfied himself that there

is a demand for competent chauffeurs who

can be recommended as of good character.

An employment agency for chauffeurs will

be conducted in connection with the school.

There are to be three separate courses. The

first is to be a series of lectures for men,

either owners or prospective owners of auto

mobiles, who wish to become generally in

telligent about motor cars. It has been ar

ranged that there is to be one of these lect

ures each week for a term of six months. Dr.

Charles Edward Luke, director of the experi

mental engineering department of Columbia

University, is to conduct these lectures, and

will be assisted by several specialists.

Professor Amasa Trowbrldgc, adjunct pro

fessor of mechanical engineering at Colum

bia, is to be in charge of the class of design

ing uml draugliting automobiles. His classes

will meet in the evening twice a week for six

months.

The third class is for aspiring chauffeurs.

The term for this class is three months, with

both day and night sessions.

The instruction will be chiefly in the con

struction and operation of steam, gasolene

and electric machines. The classes will be

divided into groups of twelve or fifteen men

each for work in the construction branch of

the course, but in the instruction in operation

these groups will be further subdivided into

groups of only three or four. Instruction will

he aireu for the present in the garage of “iv

\‘ictor Automobile Storage ($0.. in Fifty-fifth

street. between Sixth and Seventh avenues.

but the pupils will be taken to all of the

principal garages in turn. where special types

of machines are to be seen.

The practical indoor and outdoor work

will be conducted by Clarence Bowne Bro

kaw.

The members of the advisory committee are

Winthrop E. Scarritt, president of the Auto

mobile Club of America; former President

A. R. Shattuck, S. A. Miles, general man

ager of the National Association of Automo

bile Manufacturers; Professor Frederick R.

Hutton, dean of the department of engineer~

ing of Columbia; E. T. Blrdsall and Windsor

T. White, president of the N. A. A. M.

Smith Gets Stamping Works.

Although before the deal was concluded a

number of prints had the A. 0. Smith 00., of

Milwaukee, in possession of the Federal Mfg.

Co.'s Smith stamping works at that point,

it was not until September 14 that the trans

fer of the property was formally concluded.

It is therefore now entirely separate and dis

tinct from the Federal interests, and is be

ing operated by the Smith 00., of which the

officers are: A. O. Smith, president; C. G.

Forster, vice-president, and C. F. Hase, sec

rotary-treasurer.

The Smith factory, as is well known, is

the largest automobile parts making estab

lishment in the country. It is peculiarly well

equipped and adapted for its work. The

products of the factory are as follows: Stand

ard and special pressed steel frames, com

plete rear axles with chain and bevel gear

drive. complete front axles, tubular and

forged; malleable and pressed steel hubs,

wheel and lever steering gears, cone clutches.

change gears. connecting rods, machined

forgings, steel rims, steering wheels, spark

and throttle levers and brake parts.

Guarantee Covers Fire and Evaporation.

The Van Husan & l~arr (30., Detroit, Mich,

who are marketing the Snell hydraulic sys

tem of gasolene storage, accompany their

claims with a guarantee that is out of the

usual. The warranty provides against fire

or explosion by lightning, electric current or

other fire, against sediment or water, against

sputtering or spilling of oil, and against

evaporation. ‘whether left one day or ten

years." An always visible gauge with

which the device is equipped also measures

not only the exact quantity. but the exact

gravity of the gasolene. It is et‘en claimed

that results prove a saving of from 3 to 10

cents a gallon. .

New Concern in Elmira.

The Cbemung Automobile Co., Elmira, N.

Y.. is being incorporated this week by Charles

lTi‘ford, Clarence Sayles and Fred Rees, to do

a sales, repair, rental and storage business in

that city. The agencies for the Winton, Co

lumbia. Picrce, Peerless and Oldsmobile al-‘

rcudy have been obtained. thus assuring an

auspicious beginning. ‘vround will be broken

next week for.iis new building. at (“hurt-h and

Baldwin streets. Mr. Sayles will be the ac

tive manager of the concern.

Victor Scruggs has began the eri-ction at

Green Bay. Wis. of an automobile salcsroom

and garage. The building will be 1201.35

feet.
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IN THE KALEIDOSCOPE

Trade and Personal Changes Being Made by

Men and Concerns.

Walter 0. Adams, formerly treasurer and

manager of the Crest Mfg. Co., Cambridge

port, Mass, has gone with the Ford Motor

Co. as assistant to James E. Couzens.

Norman W. Church, the well-known Los

Angeles (Cal.) dealer, is now in the East

renewing old accounts and taking on some

new ones.

II. '1‘. Dunn, the new president of The Fisk

Rubber Co., left last week for the Pacific

Coast. a business visit that he makes an

nually.

Fred Tone, formerly of the Rambler staff

and later with the Jonas Automobile Co., of

Milwaukee, will shortly assume the duties of

sales manager of the Marion Motor Car 00.,

of Indianapolis.

The Packard Motor Car Co. are to open a

Detroit branch store about November 1. It

will be in charge of J. H. Brady, long one

of William E. Metzger's brightest and best

liked assistants.

That Ray Owen, of New York, is to be

sales manager of the Reo Motor Co., B. E.

Olds’s new company, is now stated as an ac

complished fact. Reports to this eflect have

been current for several weeks.

0. W. Shanks, sales manager of the Win

ton Motor Carriage Co., left on Tuesday

night for a five or six weeks’ business trip

to the Pacific Coast. He will visit not only

San Francisco but Los Angeles, Denver,

Omaha, etc.

F. E. Castle, of Gray 6: Davis, who re

cently took up residence in Detroit and who

is making that city his headquarters, was

burned out of house and home on Sunday

last. Castle says it was the only illumina

tion he has seen recently that compares fa

vorably with that given by 8. Gray & Davis

lamp.

Realizing finally the Scriptural injunction

that it is not well for man to live alone, Mr.

James Joyce, the former superintendent and

present sales manager of the Electric Vehicle

00., last week took unto himself a partner.

The happy event occurred at the Heublein,

Hartford, Conn, and the present Mrs. Joyce

was Mrs. Annie M. Strickland.

Now the “Reo” and Building Fast.

After a brief existence the it. E. Olds Co.,

the $1,000.000 Lansing, Mich., automobile

company organized some weeks ago, has

passed away. In its place appears _the

“lien Car Co.," the name of which is a neat

play on the initials of Ransom E. Olds. the

founder and leading-spirit of the concern.

The change is, of course, one of name only

and was made to avoid possible confusion

with the name "Oldsmobile" or “Olds Motor

Works," with both of which the name of R.

E. Olds was so long associated.

The new company is making amazing prog

ress. Although ground was broken for its

immense plant at Lansing, Mich., but three

weeks ago, the first story is already up and

the window framing in place.

Ripper Disappears; Creditors Mourn.

Creditors of Victor E. Ripper, of the Rip

per Motor Carriage Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., are

mourning his absence and endeavoring to lo

cate him. He departed from Buffalo sud

denly about ten days ago “for parts un

known,” leaving his affairs in a very much

muddled condition. His creditors go so far

as to assert that, in addition to obtaining

goods under false pretences, he forged notes.

Ripper, who operated four stores in Buf

falo, added the sale of automobiles to his

bicycle business last spring. It is claimed

that he bought goods extensively on credit

and then sold them at cut prices and made

away with the money. His list of creditors

includes two banks, many local business

houses and several professional men, and

the total liabilities will exceed $50,000.

Morse Starts with Big Money. _

A company 0f unusual strength has been

formed at Springfield, Mass, under the title

of the Morse Automobile Co., to manufact

ure automobiles. Articles of incorporation

have been filed, the authorized capital being

$250,000. Of this amount $155,000 has been

subscribed. Sewel] Morse, of Detroit, Mich.,

is the president, the other officers being: Vice

president, F. H. Young; treasurer, J. Frank

Drake; clerk, A. E. Snow. Other incorpora

tors are Edward H. Cullen, Charles L. Hoyt,

J. Douglas Law and Clinton Gowdy, all of

Springfield.

The concern will manufacture on a large

scale automobiles built under patents owned

by President Morse.

What MeClintoek will Manufacture.

D. L. McClintoek, of Fort Wayne, Ind., is

the leading spirit in the McClintock Engine &

Automobile Co. of Kansas City, the incorpor

ation of which, with $375,000, is noted else

where. The concern is looking for a site to

build, and expect to start work at once. A

car invented by McClintock will be made.

Its salient feature is described as “an adjust

ment by which the propelling power can be

attached to either the front or rear axle."

The company also proposes to turn out “non

exhaust steam and gasolene machines."

Du Cros Here to Sell Panhards.

George Du Cros, one of the big men of the

English Dunlop Tire Co., who has contracted

for one-half of the Panhard output, arrived

in New York on the Campania on Saturday

last. He is fully authorized by both the par

ent and American Panhard houses to appoint

agents and make sales in this country. which

is the mission of his visit.

Winton Delays Announcement.

The Winton models and prices for 1905, re

garding which some little curiosity exists,

will not be announced until November 1. It

is male gossip that they will incorporate at

least one big surprise.

THE WEEK’S INCORPORATIONS

Unusual Number of New Companies " Take Out

Their Papers" and Prepare for Business.

Chicago, Ill—Chicago Automobile Mfg. C0..

under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital, to

manufacture vehicles and boats. Incorpora

tors: M. F. Moss, M. E. Mogg and W. A.

Whirlwail.

Kansas City, Mo.—McClint0ck Automobile

and Engine Co., under Missouri laws, with

$375,000 capital. Directors: D. L.‘ McClin

tock, of Fort Wayne, Ind.; Hiram Landrus,

Edwin Bond and Fred. J. Close.

Chicopee, Mass.—The Fisk Rubber Co.,:city

of Chicopee and city of Chicago, vunder Mas

sachusetts law, with $600,000 capital. 'Otfl

cers: President, Harry T. Dunn, Springfield;

treasurer. Alfred N. Mayo, Springfield.

Springfield, Mass—Rogers Automobile Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, to manufacture

automobiles. Incorporators: W. H. Rogers,

J. P. Hilliard, E. G. Huhbell, W. H. Sher

man, 0. M. Woodward and Lewis F. Ivers.

'Bristoi, Conn—The Law Automobile Cor

poration, under Connecticut laws, with

$50,000 capital, to manufacture automobiles.

Incorporators: Fred. A. Law, of Hartford,

and Frederick N. Manross and Epaphroditus

I’eck, of Bristol.

New York, N. Y.—'1'he American Non

Metaliic Storage Battery Co., under New

York laws, with $25,000 capital; to store and

charge automobiles and deal in batteries.

Incorporators: G. K. Hartung, C. F. Schub

and G. .l. Wohttmann, all of New York City.

Springfield, Mass—Morse Automobile Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $250,000

capital. Incorporators: Sewall Morse, of

Detroit, Mich; F. H. Young, J. F. Drake, A.

E. Snow, E. H. Cullen, C. L. Hoyt, J. D. Law

and Clinton Gowdy, all of Springfield.

Portland, Ore—Oregon Automobile Des

patch Co., under Oregon laws, with $30,000

capital, to transport freight and passengers,

deal in automobiles, etc. Incorporators: H.

W. Goddard, (‘. A. Bell and A. C. McIntosh

Minneapolis, Minn—The Minneapolis Auto

mobile Co., under Minnesota laws, with $10.

000 capital, to do a retail and wholesale au

tomobile busines. Incorporators'. E. G.

Timme, L. S. French and A. E. Paegel.

Slight Shrinkage oi Exports.

For the first time in many months. the ex

ports of automobiles and parts show a loss.

It is a very slight one, however, and the fig

ures themselves are quite up to the aveizage

of previous months, being $168,303 for Au

gust, 1904, as against $171,132 for-the same

month of 1003. For the eight months of the

fiscal year ending with August. tiie~figures

are $1,322,409, as compared with $1,049,311

for the some period a year ago. '

 

G & J to Open in Detroit.

The G. &_~.i Tire Co. Inrenurkiugflmimy to

establish a branch in Detroit.
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TONNEAU.

EFFICIENCY

in its highest degree can be obtained

only through the employment of de

vices which enable the automobilist to

take advantage of existing conditions.

The HAYNES 3 SPEED 1 LEVED CONTROL

Meets Every Road Condition.

Ist. Gear for starting and mountain climb

mg.

2d. Gear for hills. sand and bad roads.

3d. Gear for good roads and moderate

grades.

RESULT: Never less than 80 per cent.

EFFICIENCY of motor. All obtained by

inf?” i y __ 1 LEVER.

i. in “MN” The Catalog TelLs Why. Write Tor it Today.

The HAYN 00., Kokomo, Ind., U. s. A.
BRANCHES: New York, No. 1713 Broadway. Chicago, No. “20 Michigan Ave. AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

  

    

  

  

 

THE TALK OF THE TRADE.

FISK HEAVY CAR TYPE

Mechanically Fastened Tire.

Special Cushion Feature. _

Increases Speed. Overcomes Punctures.

Can’t Roll or Creep on the Rims.

1905 Product is Perfection.

 

BRANCHES AND REPAIR DBPOTS.’

22.2mm... smas- essaaasw FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
NEW YORK, T TO. DENVERL mcaco. 'ronou ,
svnncusn, SAN FRANCISICOO‘kDg'rI; LOUIS. LOS ANGELES. crucong FALLS. MASS
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The Test That Tells.

Nowhere has it been more conclusively dem

onstrated that a business cannot be pros

perous or even successful unless the goods it

turns out are satisfactory than in the auto

Looking down the long

line of failures, the almost invariable cause

il'tB been the impractlcnlity or unreliability

of the car produced. It did not give satis

faction. The user into whose hands it fell

pnld good money for a car that was inefficient

mobile industry.

and imperfect. It might possess the elements

of success, but if so it was in a crude form,

and further experimentation and work were

required to bring it to the stage where it

could be properly marketed.

It is pretty safe to say that no concern was

wound up solely because of lack of capital.

That may have been the most obvious cause

of withdrawal, but back of it, and over

shadowing it, was some fatal defect in the

car itself. It frequently happened that the

money gave out before the car was perfected,

but it had been brought to such a promis

ing stage that fresh capital was subscribed

and the work prosecuted with renewed vigor.

Then one of two things happened—either the

car became a success and still lives, or—

a more frequent occurrence—the money was

spent and the car still stood on the brink of

success, in which cnsc the choice was pre

sented of obtaining more capital or quitting

the field.

There are cars to-duy that are successful

because they give satisfaction to their users.

There are others that fall short of this, and

which, on that score alone, cannot truly be

termed successful. The latter are the ones

that hang in the scale; they must be made

to give satisfaction or they will be weighed

and found wanting.

By this time both trade and public under

stand pretty well that the most costly car is

the one that gives the most trouble. First

cost is really a small item. It is overshad

owed by maintenance cost, and neither

maker, dealer or user can afford to overlook

the fact. These three widely differing and

sometimes antagonistic classes have one in

terest in common—the production, the sale

or the use of cars that will give the best

service with the least trouble. The ones

which get closest to this will be the ones to

survive and to achieve the greatest success.

 
 

Conservatism; the Why and the How.

What every manufacturer desires is that

his car shall give the maximum of efficiency

with the minimum of trouble.

How to secure this condition of affairs is

a task the hcrcnlean chaructcr of which is

only too well understood by those who have

grappled with it. Conservatism becomes a

creed with most makers, because they know

by hitter experience that every constructional

change made in their cars means trouble at

first. It makes no difference how well dc

sigucd or made the part may be, or to what

lcngihy tests it has been put on experimental

cars; the instant it finds a place on the regu

lar models it begins to go wrong. It is, of

course, only a question of :1 short time when

the cause of the trouble will be discovered

and a remedy applied; but no amount of

foresight seems to avail to enable the maker

to apply the much needed ounce of preven

tion. . _

This reluctance to make u change in any

part that has been long used and is giving

entire satisfaction is well illustrated by a re

cent happening. The maker of a certain de

vice was for a long time unable to obtain a

hearing from a manufacturer whom he de

sired to interest in his goods. After a con

siderable delay he did prcvuil upon the man

ufacturer to listen to him. But no amount

of assertion regarding the alleged superiority

of the article in question had any weight

with the maker. The article he was using

guv‘c pretty fair satisfaction, and there Wits

no reason why it should be discarded. Of

course, he was always on the lookout for

something better; but he had been tooled

so runny times, had tried so many devices

that in practice faich utterly to bear out the

cluims made on their behalf, that he had

made up his mind not to touch anything un

less it could he demonstrated to him that it

was a superior and practical article.

Finding that the hind lay in this direction

the would-be seller tried a new tack. Dem

onstrutiou was just his line, he declared,

and nothing would give him more pleasure

than to prove the superiority of his device.

['10 prevailed on the maker to permit a trial

to be made, and was able to show that it

was umrkcdly superior to the device used on

the maker‘s curs. Tile marker was surprised.

He frankly admitted this, and said that he

was much impressed by the result of the

test. But he added that nothing would con

vince him but a year’s trial on his cars. He

would stick to the device he was already

using, for he knew just exactly what it was

doing, but he would order a hundred or so

of the alleged superior devices and fit them

to his curs. Then, after a year's running, he

would be in a position to know exactly what

lo do.

The Occurrence strikingly illustrutos thc

conservatism referred to. Dcsirous as the

maker is to improve his car either in detail

or in wholo. he is dctct‘rcd from taking steps

to this end by four of making a mistake.

There are many pitfalls spread for his feet,

and he has lcnrncd to be wary.

  

The Real Value of Registration.

The Motor World desires to confess a griev

ous oversight in editorially dealing with the

fztllucy of the numbering system last week.

it was then implied that the only earthly

value of the numbered tug was in that it

served as a‘basis for cxtorting an extra tax

from automobillsis.

As a matter of fact, its chief value. or at

any rute the chief rcsult of the system, is the

continuous stream of circulars, catalogues,

samples and the like that flow in on the de
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fenseless car' owner.v Only those who have

paid good coin of the realm for the gracious

"privileges" of registering their vehicles and

tying on a number know the Niagaralike nat

ure of the stream; it never ceases.

The numbering system may, therefore, be

said to promote trade and the sale of post

age stamps, to say nothing of the petty

“graft” which the sale of the victiuis’ names

and addresses affords.

 

Demonstrations of Economy.

There can be no lessening of interest in

such an important question as the fuel con

sutnption of gasolene and steam cars. Rather

must it be viewed with increasing attention

and cut more and more figure as the use of

the motor vehicle is extended and the utili

tarian aspect of its various functions as

sumes a greater prominence.

Too little attention has hitherto been given

to the matter, owing, perhaps, to the multi

plicity of other and less dry features of in

terest to motorists. What has been done

has, with the notable exception of French ef

fort in this direction, partaken to a consider

able extent of an incidental, even an acci

The two instances in which

consumption tests of a sort were conducted

in this country were in so-called one hundred

miles “reliability contests" held several years

ago on Long Island and in this State, respec

tlvely.

dental, nature.

In the former, being on a compara

tively level course, the better showing was

made. The palm for economy in fuel con

sumption was borne by a runabout with a

record of just over three gallons of gasoiene

for the one hundred miles, while a four cyl

inder touring car required twelve gallons to

cover the same distance. There is nothing

extraordinary in these figures, and they are

quite cast in the shade by the showing made

in French trials; but the latter were con

sumption trials pure and simple, where every

thing was subordinated to the task of get

ting a vehicle through on the least possible

consumption of fuel, besides being, as a rule,

confined largely to heavy transport wagons,

many of which made use of heavy fuels.

The marvellous nature 0f the performances

thus accomplished is best indicated by allud

ing to the premier showing—that of a four

and one-half ton wagon, which came through

with a gasolene consumption of 0.0189 litre

per ton weight and kilometre distance. Mid

way between this and the Long island per

formance referred to is the work of a 10

horsepower British car in one of the British

hundred miles non-stop trials, viz., one

hundred miles on a consumption of only 1.68

gallons of gasolene.

Both of these performances, however, were

special in character and made for the sole

purpose of recording a remarkable fuel con

sumption. A performance much more to the

point was accomplished in the British light

car trials, which took place last month. An

account of the fuel consumption of the cars

was kept, and it possesses its value from the

fact that fuel and economy was a subsidiary

object; the chief purpose was to get the car

through the six days without a stop, and

therefore only secondary importance could

be attached to the fuel consumption.

In the table of performances one car is a

long way in advance. It was a 7 horsepower

Clyde, which was driven 620 miles on a con

sumption of thirteen gallons

gusolene.

one pint of

This figures out at 47.2 miles on

a consumption of one gallon of gasolene.

How good this performance really is is

evidenced by a comparison with the work

of the other cars in the contest. Second

place is secured by a 7-horsepower Swift

with a consumption of sixteen gallons of

gasolene for the 620 miles; and from this the

consumption becomes greater, until the ex

treme point is reached with 39 gallons 7

pints. _

The work' of the Clyde car stands out

pro-eminently, however. It demonstrates

conclusively that the item of fuel expense

is almost a negligible one, where a light, two

passenger car is concerned, as in this case

it figures out at less than one-half a cent per

mile, or less than one-quarter of a cent per

passenger. As already stated, this was in

a contest where fuel consumption was of

minor importance, and where, therefore, the

conditions closely approached those of every

day running. We thus know exactly what

can be done by a car of modern design in

all-around use.

Springs and Springing.

In making springs for automobiles, one of

the chief difficulties encountered is the neCes—

sity for allowing for a considerable variation

in the weight carried. For example, a tour

ing car that is designed to carry five or six

people will frequently be used with only two

or three or four passengers, in which case—

if the springing is right for the full load——

the springs are too rigid, making an unyield

ing and uncomfortable body; whereas, if the

full complement were carried the result

would be just the reverse.

Mindful of this fact apparently, some mak

ers endeavor to effect a compromise. By fit

ting springs with a smaller number of leaves.

or by making the latter narrower or thinner,

they obtain a construction that gives fairly

good results when the car is not fully loaded;

but, as a matter of course, they fall short of

equal success when the full seating capacity

is made use of. The springs of such a car

are overloaded, and whenever rats or holes

or bad crossings are encountered the springs

are extended to their fullest extent and the

body comes down with a thump, Joltlng the

passengers and threatening injury to the

springs or other parts of the mechanism.

An observer has but to note the behavior

of cars, say, in passing over car tracks or a

bad street crossing to become convinced that

a large number of cars—probably a majority

of them—are undersprung. It is notorious

that for. yea rs American cars have been criti

cised on this score, and with a great deal of

justice. That some improvement has taken

place is undeniable; but there is room for a

great deal more. And While domestic cars

are the most common offenders, those of for

eign origin are far from being impeccable.

Perhaps they do not have as many broken

springs as the home product, but a very large

proportion of them are, in spite of their

higher cost, fitted with springs too light to

properly perform the duties assigned to them.

Repair-men, especially those who do general

work, report that they derive a very consid

erable portion of their revenue from such

Jobs as replacing broken leaves and respring

ing cars.

The weakness has been long admitted by

candid makers, and remedial measures have

been applied; but the matter is attended with

many difficulties and progress has been neces

sarily slow.

The banker-president of the Chicago Auto

mobile Club is quoted as saying that if the

.\. A. A. refuses to deal with Oldfield as he

desires him dealt with his club “won’t play

any more"—in other words, will withdraw

i'rom the national organization. If the bank

er-presidcnt was correctly quoted, it is evi

dence that while he may be a splendid bank

('1' he is lacking some of the virtues of the

hiin class sportsman.

 

Now that one of their leaders finally has '

had revoked his right to use a vehicle of his

choosing on the public highways of the com

monwealth, will the Massachusetts automo

bilists arise and prove that they possess the

spunk of a mouse?
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GODDARD CAN’T USE ROADS'

First American Citizen to Suffer Penalty in Rus

sianized Mauachusetts— Others Acquitted.

Asa Goddard, president of the Worcester

(11885.) Automobile Club, bears the unique

distinction of being the first citizen of the

United States to be deprived of his right to

use the public highways of his State. On

Friday last his license to drive an automobile

on Massachusetts roads was revoked for two

weeks by the Massachusetts Highway Com

Until the ban is removed he can

make use of the roads only on peril of sum

mary arrest and punishment.

The action is one of those arising from

what are locally termed the Shrewsbury

cases. The town of Shrewsbury, Muss, has

been conducting a crusade against the al

leged speeding of automobiles, and its ofli

cials made a number of arrests under the

State law. Four of these cases came up for

decision before the State Highway Commis

sion, to which body the enforcement of the

law’s provisions is delegated, last week. In

only one of them, that of Goddard, was a

penalty inflicted.

In announcing the revocation of Mr. God

dard’s license,'the board says: “The allega

tions of the complaint are proven to the sat

isfaction of this board, and it further appear

ing that said Goddard had previous to the

time of said complaint been convicted twice

of operating his automobile at an unlawful

rate of speed."

The cases of C. L. N. Cushman, of Newton;

E. F. Bell, of Beverly, and Frederick L.

Ames, of North Easton, were placed on file.

In these cases the board states: “The alle~

gatious in the complaint are proven to the

satisfaction of the board technically; but it

appearing that said Bell, Cushman and Ames

had not previous to the time of said com

plaint been accused or convicted of operating

their automobiles at an unlawful rate of

speed, the cases were placed on file."

By these decisions the cases of the seven

automobilists from whom the selectmen of

Shrewsbury sought to have licenses taken

are disposed of, the other three having been

settled earlier. One of the others, L. P.

Sims, of Worcester, proved that his auto

mobile was not in Shrewsbury on the day

mentioned; another, L. A. Crossett, of Abing

ton, proved that he had sold his machine be

fore the date of the alleged overspeeding, and

G. W. F. Stevens, of Boston, proved that a

mistake had been made in taking the number,

and that his machine was not in Shrews

bury on August 14.

 

mission.

To License Cars and Baby Carriages.

The Marion (Ohio) City Council is consid

'erlng the enactment of two ordinances regu

lating the speed of automobiles within the

city limits and placing a license fee on car

riages, automobiles and all conveyances.

Under the latter, carriages and all convey

anccs owned by private citizens will require

licenses costing $1 each. Baby carriages will

bring 25 cents each. Drays, omnibuses and

other conveyances used for deriving a reve

one will require $2 licenses.

 

Smeared Number Leads to Legal Test.

One Massachusetts motorist has plucked

up courage to tight for his constitution-given

rights, and as a consequence the Supreme

Court of that State will be called on to pass

on the constitutionality of the automobile

registration law of 1903.

The matter will come up for decision in the

case of the Commonwealth vs. F. Shirley

Boyd, of Cambridge, which was before the

Suffolk Superior Criminal Court last week,

upon which a verdict of guilty was recorded

by a jury on agreed statement of facts. Mr.

Boyd was fined $10 in the lower court for

running his automobile, which was regis

tered, with his numbers bcsmeared in such

a manner that they could not be read. He

appealed the lower court sentence with the

intention of trying the status of automobile

owners and their rights under the law, and

his attorney and the prosecuting attorney

submitted the case to the court on the facts

to which they had agred.

Judge Holmes told the jury that was im

panelled that if they believed the facts as

presented they should bring in a verdict of

guilty, while the defence asked that the judge

instruct the jury to bring in a verdict of not

guilty. This ruling being refused, Lawyer

Shrigiey, for the defendant, excepted, and

this fact was noted. The sentence of $10

imposed in the lower court was reaffirmed,

and then sentence was stayed pending the

Supreme Court’s decision, which will prob

ably not be given for several months.

Californians Fix Date to Endure.

After a number of postponements, the date

of the California endurance run has been se

lected, viz., starting October 12. The run

will be approximately 500 miles, and will

start from San Francisco, contestants going

through to Los Angeles in four days.

The run is not limited to the members of

the clubs, but is open to all automobilists.

The contest will be decided upon points.

Each contestant will be credited on starting

at 2,500 points, and one point will be deduct

ed for each minute penalized stop. An aver

age speed of practically twelve miles an hour,

including non-penalized stops, must not be

exceeded. The average running speed may

be as low as about eight miles per hour, in

cluding non~penalized stops, but must not be

less than practically eight miles.

Will Climb Eagle Rock Agian.

The annual Thanksgiving Day hill-climb

ing contest up Eagle Rock bill will be held

this year as usual. It will, as heretofore, be

in charge of the Automobile Club of New

Jersey, and the price classification for cars

adopted last year will be adhered to. Sev

eral new events will be added to the pro

gramme.

FAIRLY SLAUGHTERING TIME

Columbia Crew Nearing Metropolis with Chi

cago-New York Record at their Mercy.

 

Again.a Columbia touring car, driven by

Bert Holcomb, Lawrence Duflie and Eddie

Bald, is the holder of the Chicago to New

York record.

At least thi apparently was the case as

the Motor World was going to press. The

Columbia at that time had left Newburg.

X. Y., early Thursday morning for the last

stage of its remarkable Journey, and, barring

unusual accidents, would reach New York by

or before noon, with a very substantial cut in

the record to its credit.

A Columbia touring car, driven by B. B.

Iiolcomb and Lawrence Dutlie, made the

first great cut in the record from Chicago to

New York last year, and established a new

basis for intercity records by making a con

tinuous trip, driving the car day and night,

one man relieving the other and the man ofi

resting while travelling ahead by rail. That

notable performance, the first of its sort,

was made with a 24-horsepower Columbia,

and the time made was 76 hours.

This record of Holcomb‘s stood until early

in September of this year, when A. G.

Schmidt and J. A. Ellis drove through in 72

hours 46 minutes. '

Holcomb and Lawrence set out to regain

the record at 2 a. m. on Tuesday in aColumbia, and the first 384 miles, to Cleve~

land, was made in 16 hours. The car beat

the Schmidt and Ellis record to South Bend

by more than an hour, and kept ahead of its

own schedule and the record all the way.

Buffalo was reached at 7:40 a. m. on Wednes

day, and the car left there at 82-15. Bing

hampton was reached at 9 p. m. on Wednes

day ln a driving rainstorm. _

When the car left Newburg on Thursday

morning it was expected that the record

would be broken by ten hours or more.

Holcomb started with the car to make the

trip on Monday morning, but was obliged to

turn back. Newspaper reports stated that

an axle broke, but this was not true, as is

obvious from the early start made on Tues

day. What happened was that the gas lamps

blew out, and in the dark the car ran into

the end of a blind road and bent a pivot.

There was no other damage.

 

The Beauties of Registration.

But for the fact that he was able to pro

duce proof that his car was in the shop at

the time of the alleged occurrence, Dr. E. M.

Eisenbeiss, of Indianapolis, Ind., would havv

been found guilty of illegal speeding. A

policeman thought he saw Dr. Eisenbeiss's

initials on a fast-running car, and baled him

in court to answer for the offence. The case

was dismlsed after it was shown that the

Elsenbeiss car was entirely different from

the offending one, and that it was not in use

at the time.
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ROUGH GOING ON THE JERICHO ROAD NEAR QUEENS.
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READY FOR BIG RAGE

Opposition Collapses, but “ Yellow " Press is Still

Shrieking-The Doings of the Week and the

Conditions Chronologically Stated.

 

 

America‘s first great road race and first

truly international contest Ibetween motor

cars, which is to be run on Saturday under

the auspices of the American Automobile As

sociation over a course on Long Island for

the cup presented by William K. Vanderbilt,

jr., has been the all absorbing theme of the

last week. Not only has it been the subject

uppermost in automobile circles everywhere,

but the interest of the general public has

been quickcned until the coming event has

assumed, as it should, proportions that far '

overshadow any previous automobile event

in this country.

\Vith the automobilists an unprecedented

enthusiasm has been kindled, and this has

been infectious to many of the general pub

lic, but the attention being paid to the forth

coming race has not been wholly due to

friendly interest. The yellow journals have

been busy inciting opposition, and so much

of the public attention being given to the at

fair has been due to this that the enthusi

asm of those who want to see America take

its place among other nations in offering a

field for international competition, to the end

of fostering a great new industry and sport,

is mixed with apprehension.

At the present writing the competition be

tween the “yellows” in crying “Wolfm to the

public and making frantic efforts to influence

the minds of readers is so great that it is a

fairly open question whether or not the race

will be run without at least some serious in

terference and perhaps delay. The opposi

tion of a few farmers, banded as a “protec

tive association,” has been overcome and

their antagonism changed to indorsement, but

the notoriety seeking “yellows” have declined

to accept this verdict, and are continuing an

individual clamor against the race. One New

York evening daily has gone so far as to

declare in flauntlng headlines that, although

the people most concerned are in favor of

the race being run, it will prevent the con

test.

The obvious inference is that an insur

mountable barrier, or a serious delay, may be

imposed at the last moment by the suing out

of an injunction by the opponents of the

race, just as it was pointed out last week

by the Motor World exclusively might be

done. The apprehension of this was ex

pressed by Chairman A. R. Pardington of

the A. A. A. racing board in the interview

with him published by the Motor World last

week. Mr. Pardington’s comment on the

situation, which was then not so critical as

it is now, was as follows:

“Everything that human foresight can sug

gest has been done. We have engaged coun

sel and prepared affidavits for submission in

case an injunction is granted, and shall at

  

H EADQUARTERS AT GARDEN

once ask that it be vacated. The only way

they can give us serious trouble is to spring

the injunction on us at the last minute—say

the morning of the race. That would cause

some delay, of course. But it is very doubt

ful whether they can do this. An injunction

can be granted only by one of the three

judges in this district, and unless some of

the facts in the case are concealed when

making the motion, I do not belieVe an in

junction will be granted.”

Barring the doubt introduced by this hys

terical attitude of the “yellows,” the pros

pects for a great race have seemed excellent,

albeit opinions differ concerning the quality

of the course and fears of disaster have been

expressed by some.

Arrangements for safeguarding as far as

possible both the contestants and the public.

for starting, checking and timing the race,

laying the dust on the course and fixing the

poor spots on it. and providing for specta

tors have been elaborate. The preparations

have progressed rapidly, and with the ex

CITY.

ception of one fatal accident on the course

that was not due to speeding nor to reck

_lessness, all has gone smoothly and with sat

isfactory promise for the outcome.

The preparations, coupled with the arrival

of the foreign contestants, the repairing of all

the competitors and scores of visitors to the

scene of the. contest, the practice Work on

the road, the one and mishap, the opposition

of the “yellows” and the speculation as to

the result have worked up a steadily increas

in interest that is emphasized all the more

by the apathy shown toward previous inter

national races and during the summer tow

ard this one. The enthusiasm did not be

come a flame until after the foreigners were

all here, and It was demonstrator] at the.

drawing for position that every one of the

eighteen entrants Intended to start, and after

the exploring of the course became brisk and

of daily continuance, but all this week the

flame has been fed and fanned and has

burned brightly.

The news incidents in connection with the

THE ORDER OF STARTING.
 

 

    
  

  

  

  

I‘inn~

Entrant. (Jar. Driver. of start

1—8. B. Ste\ ens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jlfl H. P. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Campbell . . . . . . . .. 6:00

2—H. E. Jarrigc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “le H. P. De Dietrich.... ..Gabriel . . . . . . . . . . .. 6:02

3—-C. A. Duerr..... .. 40 H. P. Royal . . . . . . .. 6:04

4—Pope M C Co. 60 H. P. Pope-Toledo . 6:06

5-George Arents. Jr 6" H. P. Mercedes. . 6:05

6—Pope M. C C0... H. P. Pope-'I‘oled .6le

'I—Panhard-Levassor 90 H. P. Panhard... . 6:12

8—15. R. Thomas.... 60 H. P. Mercedes“ . . . . .. .. 6:14

9~C. G. Dinsmorc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..90 H. P. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6:16

10—A. G. Vanderbilt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..90 H. P. 6:18

ill—W. G. Brokaw... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..90 H. P. 6:20

12—A. Clement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. P. 6:52

lt—Panhard-Levassor . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..90 H. P. 6:54

15—Panhard-chassor . . . . . .. 90 H. P. .. 6:%

lid—Packard Motor Company . H. P. . 6:?3

17—Frank Croker ' H. P. Owner . . 6:30

IS—Isidore “'ormser 60 H. P. Owner 6:32

19—VV. Wallace ..90 H. P. ..Owner . 6:34    
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TRACY (ROYAL). UNITED STATES.

prolimimtrics for the race have been numer

ous enough to keep the subject prominent in

the daily press, and the prospects when the

first half of the week had passed were that

tens of thousands of persons will throng to

soc the race.

Briefly summarized, the events of the week

which have kept the race in focus and in

tensified intcrcst in it have been: The ar

rival of celebrated foreigners to compete or

to witness; the drawing for starting p0si

firms by the competitors; the flocking to the

course of all the contestants and others in

torested; the opposition of local Inotorphobes

supported by the hysterics of yellow jour

nalism; the accident which resulted fatally

to Harold ngby, a mechanic, on Monday;

the public hearing before the supervisors at

Mincola on Tuesday at which the local pop

ulace voted approval of the supervisors who

granted permission for the race; the sprink

ling of ninety thousand gallons of oil on the

  

GABRIEL (PAN HARD). FRANCE.

roads of the course; the completion of the

grandstand, and the work of patching up the

bud spots on the course.

Before citing the details of the latest hap

penings a synoposis of the race conditions,

the course and the contestants will be appro

priate, even at the cost of some repetition.

The cup that is the prize for which the au

tomobiles will compete on Saturday was pre

sented to the American Automobile Associa

tion by \Villiam Ii. Vanderbilt, jr., to be a

pcrpctunl trophy for international competi

tion by members of clubs recognized by the

A. A. .\. and the Automobile Club of France.

Not more titan ten cars may represent any

one country. The first two races, those of:

1904 and 1905, must be held in the United

States, rcgardlcsar of who is the winner, but

aftcr that the race may be held in the coun—

try of the club that holds the trophy. The

commission in charge of the race this year

is the racing board of the A. A. A., as fol

lows: A. R. Pardington. Brooklyn, chair

man; William K. Vanderbilt. jr., New York;

James L. Brccsc, New York; William Wal
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lace. Boston; 1". C. Donald. Chicago, and G.

L. \Veiss, Cleveland.

The cars entered for the race must weigh

not less than 881 pounds nor more than 2,204

pounds, and each must carry two persons.

weighing not less than 132 pounds each.

seated side by side. The distance of the

race must be not less than 250 miles nor

more than 300 miles. All these things are pro

vided for in the deed of gift, and are supple

mented by rules in detail adopted by the

racing commission.

The course selected by the commission is

located mostly in Nassau County, on Long

Island, with just 6,557 feet of it in Queens

County, and therefore within the limits of

greater New York. For permission to race

on this portion a special permit had to be

obtained by action of the New York Board

of Aldermen. For permission to race on the

major portion of the course a special permit

  

SARTORI (FIAT), ITALY.

was obtained from the Board of Supervisors

of Nassau County. Under the automobile

law of 1904 the local authorities of any coun

ty were empowered to suspend the speed

limit on any road in order to permit racing.

Before applying to the Nassau County super

visors, however, the race commission took a

petition around to the residents of the several

villages and towns in the county and to the

farmers. and received an overwhelming ma

jority of the signatures of the residents. In

East \Villiston, for instance, the signatures

of every voter excepting five were obtained.

It was on the strength of this petition that

the Nassau County supervisors granted the

permit for the race, suspending the speed

limit for the benefit of those in the race for

that day.

The course is. an elongated triangle,_ or

cone in shape, with the base lying to the east

and the apex to the west. This apex is at

Queens, fourteen miles from New York City.

The start, and finish will be at Westbury,

about twenty-seven miles from New York.

 

 
  

CLEMENT (CLEMENT-BAYARD), FRANCE.
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\VERNER (MERCEDES). GERMANY.

 
  

CROKER (SIMPLEX), UNITED STATES.
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The course passes through the villages of

Jericho, Hicksville, (‘entral Park. Hemp

stead, Queens. Hyde Park and Jericho. with

Floral Park, Garden City, Mineola and West

bury lying within, in the infield, so to speak.

The course is exactly 30.24 miles in length.

and must be covered ten times. There are

two controls on the course, one at Hicksville.

0.40 of a mile in length, and one at Hemp

stcad, 1.40 miles in length. Three minutes

nmst he spent in going through the Hicks

ville control and six minutes in going through

the Hcmpstcad control. Thus the total dis

tance of the race will be 30.24 miles, multi‘

plied by ten and less the sum of the dis

tances in control, 130 miles, or just 284.40

miles total distance.

The race will be started at Westbury, and

the cars will run by way of Jericho. Hicks

villc, Hempstcad and Queens, so that every

turn will be to the right. There are sharp

turns, at right angles or slightly acute, at '

each corner of the triangle~at Jericho, at

Plain Edge, below Central Park, and at

Queens. These will each have to be negoti

ated ten times, and all of them are apt to

prove troublesome. There also are a number

of other “ticklish” angles in the course that

are not exactly comforting at high speed and

that hold promise of "developments." A por

tion of the road between Plain Edge and

Hcmpstead is being reconstructed, and may

not be completed in time; if it is not, it will

make rough going. On the Jericho road, near

Queens, the course. is none too smooth, and

requiresa viselike grip on the steering wheel.

There are also seven or eight miles of road

on the course which are so narrow that it

will be risky for the contestants to attempt

passing there.

The race is to be started at 0 a. m., and is

expected to be finished in about five hours.

Eighteen entries were made for the race.

Classified by nationalties the entrants, the

cars and their drivers are as follows:

 
 

  

 

\VALLAFE

car will carry a polished copper box attached

to the seat. At the starting point the checker

will drop into this box, which is locked. a

ticket hearing the starting time of the car.

At the entrance to each control the checker

will drop a card stating the time of arrival,

while the checker at the exit of each con

trol will drop in a card stating the time of

departure. At the finish the time of each car

will be similarly put into the box, so that

when the boxes are emptied the judges will

have in hand a complete official record of

the time of each car. Besides this, the time

of each car will be taken every time it passes

the grandstand, so that the time for each

round will be known. Beyond all this again,

arrangements have been made with the Fed

eration of American Motorcyclists whereby

there will be twenty checkers mounted on

motorcycles distributed along the course, who

(FIAT).

I‘NITED STATES. ~

Entrant. Car. Driver.

Pope Motor (far Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . . .Alhert l'. Webb.

Pope Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . ..H. H. Lyttle.

C. A. Duerr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 h. p. Royal Tourist . . . . . . . .Joseph Tracy.

Packard Motor (‘ar (‘0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3011.1). Packard . . . . . . . . . . . .. (‘harles Schmidt.

Frank Croker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1511.1). S. & M. Simplex. . . .. l-‘rank Croker.

' ITALY.

William Wallace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0011. p. l". i. A. T. . . . . . . . . . .. William \Vallace.

A. G. Vanderbilt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘JOh. p. i-‘. l. A. 'l‘. . . . . . . . . . .. i'aul Sartorl.

FRANCE.

A. Clement . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .8011. I). Clement-Bayard . . . . . ..\. Clement.

\V. G. Brokaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h. p. Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . ..M. G. Bernin.

R. E. Jarrige . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . . ..Gabriel.

l‘anhard & Levassor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 h. p. I‘anhard . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Ileath.

l’anhard & Levassor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00 h. p. Panhard . . . . . . . . . . . . . Teste.

Panhard & Levassor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .90 h. p. Panhard . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tarte.

GERMANY.

S. H. Stevens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . Campbell.

(f. G. Dinsmore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . Werner.

Isadore Worinser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .GOh. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . Isadore Wormser.

L. R. Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . .. Edward Hawley.

George Arents, jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .00 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . .. George Arents. jr.

 

The checking and timing system to be used

for the race is one of great elaboration. For .

the official timing the method used in the

Parls'Madrld race has been adopted. Each

will record the passage of each contestant.

Experiments with crude oil were made on

the course as long ago as September %, and,

being satisfactory, the work of sprinkling the

lTAl.Y. ,

course with ninety thousand gallons of crude

oil was begun a week ago last Monday, and

it was continued late into the present week.

Eighteen tanks of oil, holding five thousand

gallons each, will be used, and the cost will

be about $5,000. As was told in the Motor

World of last week, a contingent fund is be

ing subscribed to in order to defray any pos

sible deficit in the accounts of the American

Automobile Association in connection with

the race.

The work of building the grandstand that

was begun about two weeks ago has gone on

daily, but the progress was slow owing to

the plans being changed a second time in

order to accommodate more persons. A bul

letin board has been erected opposite the

grandstand.

The first contingent from abroad to arrive

were among the first contestants to visit the

course, and for a brief bit they had it to

themselves before enthusiasm was generally

aroused. On last Friday, when young Al

bert Clement started with his 80 horsepower
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(‘icmcnt for his first visit to thc course. he

had a novci adventure, in which his car nar

rowly escaped scrious damage. \Vhile run

ning over the Hoffman Boulevard, near Elin

hurst, Clement turned his car out in order

to pass a team. and in doing so ran into a

mud hole, in which one of the front wheels

nearly disappeared. A team of horses and

ten men worked nearly an hour extricating

the car. Fortunately no damage was done.

One serious hitch that threatened to reduce

the field of starters occurred last week, when

the Custom House authorities held up the

three 90 horsepower racers of Heath, Teste

and Tartc and the De Dietrich Gabriel is to

drive in default of $18,000 duty. Under

a special order from the Treasury Depot-t

ment, cars imported solely for the race were

permitted to enter free, under a bond that

they be reshlpped within a short time.

Through an oversight, however, it was neg

lected when the cars were shipped from

France 'to declare the purpose they were go

ing for, and so the duty was demanded.

Through influential intercession. however, the

cars were released last Saturday under a

special order from Assistant Secretary Arm

strong of the Treasury Department.

The real active stir which bctokened the

last few days of preparation for the race

may be said to have begun on last Friday,

when the steamer Savoie arrived with the

last of the contingent of foreign competitors

aboard. These were Gabriel, famous winner

of the last Paris-\Iadrld contest. and who

will drive the Sift-horsepower De Dietrich in

the race on Saturday; Tcstc. who finished

second in the last Circuit Ardcnnes, and who

will drive a Panhard on Saturday, and Tarte,

who will also drive a Panhard. Besides

these three famous chauffcurs, the Savoie

brought M. Voigt and Count Armand de

Gontaut Biron, both of the firm of Charron,

Giradot & Voigt, who came on a busincss

mission, but appointed their time so that

they might see the race.

The French chauffeurs spent but little time

in New York, making haste to reach the

course and join their fellow competitors in

the Long island road houses. Out on the

course they found young Clement, the

Frenchman, and Heath, the American, both

of whom came from Europe to drive in the

race. besides their compatriots, Sartorl ani

Bernin, the chauffeurs of A. G. Vanderbilt

and \V. G. Brokaw, respectively, who are

permanently settled in America.

On Saturday the course was being oiled,

but that did not prevent the entrants from

exploring it, and in spite of all warnings

there was some speeding.

Saturday night all interest centred on the

drawing for positions at the Automobile Club

of America. Every one of the eighteen driv

ers entered for the race excepting two and

many of the owners of the cars cntercd

were on hand for this affair.

The drawing, as conducted. was eminently

fair. It' was not done with regard to na

tionalities, as was expected, but every one

drew as an individual, under a plan that gave

no nation and no person any preference, but

put all on an equal basis. First a lot of

slips, numbered consecutively from one to

eighteen, were folded and put into a box

and the contestants invited to draw. This

was merely a preliminary drawing in orer

to insure impartiality. The numbered slips

thus drawn determined only the ordcr in

which the contestants were to draw for the

order of starting. Thcre was no scramble

or unseemly haste about this first drawing.

The co'mpetltors were all notified of the ar

rangements, and at their leisure thcy went

and picked a number. In this way all pos

sibility of any accusations of unfairness was

avoided. As all the numbers, including one,

would be in the hat whcn the first man

drew, lt'foilowcd that thc first to draw would

have a better chance of getting a low num

ber than those whodrcw latcr, unlcss by un

usual chance all of the early drawers got

high numbers. At all events. the plan was

devised for the purpose of leaving everything

1'

to chance in determining the order of start

and nothing to dictation.

The preliminary drawing over, the cori

testants took the turns that numbers gave

them in making the final drawing. The num

bers determining the order of start, all se

curely hidden in sealed envelopes, were

placed in a hat and the final drawing wa<

made. This resulted in a distribution of

luck of which no one could complain, and

which, on the whole, was pretty fair. Four

countries—America, France. Germany and

italy—bclng rcprcscnted in the race, the first

division would be counted as four cars, if

the starting was ordered by nationalities, as

it is in thc Bennett Cup race. The draw

ing gave pincc in this first divtsffi'n to two

American cars, one French machine and one

of German make, Italy being the only one of

the four countries not in the first division.

As determined by the drawing, the start

will be as previously detailed.

It will be seen that due respect was paid

to those who might be superstitious by omit

ting the number-13 from the list.

It will be seen by the table that Italy had

the poorest luck of any nation, albeit both

of the Italian cars are owned by prominent

Americans, and one is to be driven by its

owner. Although the result of the race will

be determined by the fastest time made, and

not by the first across the tape at the finish.

it is recognized that the order of the start

will have much to do with its outcome. On

the face of it, the German cars got the best

of the drawing by getting number one. The

Americans did well by getting two places

in the first six. Although four French cars

are back in the rear bunch, the Frenchmen

are thought to have tinI best of the drawing.

Gabriel will start sccond and Heath seventh.

With a practically clear road ahead of him

and Heath and Werner, who will start ninth.

separated from him by long intervals and

having a number of cars to pass, Gabriel will

have a great chance. Still, the way-back

men will have the pace set for them and a

constant incentive to work by car after car

ahead.

On Sunday last thc coursc was a Mecca

for not only devotees of automobile racing

but for many pilgrims of the sport and trade

besides. Hundreds of ma‘chlncs, touring cars

as well as racers, went scouting over the

course, and hundreds were on hand at thc

roadside to watch.

There was speeding, of course, and it was

not interfered with, despite all the state

ments of the racing committee concerning

the strictncss with which the course would

be guarded. The comment concerning the

course was various. Gabriel and a few others

pronounced it better than the course in Ire

L‘llltl over which the race for the Bennett

(Yup was held in 1003, arguing that the Long

Island course is free from hills, has fewer

controls and no more turns than the Irish

course. Others doubted that the course

would prove to be very fast, on the ground

that it is small, requiring ten circuits, thu

multiplying the number of bad turns, and on
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Sunday had places where_the surface was

very poor, and which it seemed impossible to

remedy in time for the race.

The Motor World man who attended the

Bennett Cup race in Ireland, and saw the

course there, after looking over the Long

Island course disagreed with Gabriel. He

thought that the course here will not prove

so fast nor so safe as that in Ireland. The

compound turn and curves at Jericho be

deemed dangerous, while the turn at Plain

Edge to the Bethpage Pike is one that the

racers are apt to run past. The bad stretch of

road on the Bethpage Pike is one that is

apt to be in such poor condition as to con»

pcl slowing or the taking of risks, and at

the turn in Queens the road is ten inches

dccp in sand. The cars will each have to

slow down thirty times at the Jericho, Plain

Edge and Queens turns in the ten laps of

the race.

The work of oiling the course was In prog

rcss on Sunday while the contestants and

other visitors were going over it. An illus

tration of the thorough and conscientious

way in which this work was being done was

afforded when the driver of one of the

sprinkling carts containing oil shut off his

stream and pulled aside to let a visiting an

tomobile go past, and in doing so left a

small patch of road unsprinklcd. To correct

this the driver of the sprinkler backed his

team after the motor car had passed and

carefully sprinkled the small spot thus neg

lected.

By Monday of this week all the rooms and

board to be had at hotels and private houses

anywhere near the course had been engaged,

and no accommodations were to be had. The

rcprescntatives of the seVeral tire com

panies were not the least among those who

engaged quarters, several concerns buying

in whole hosticrics for the accommodation

of their men.

The practising on the course continued on

Monday, and in the evening occurred the

first accident, which resulted fatally and

which was frightfully distorted and exagger

ated by the yellow press. The 24-horse

power Pope-Toledo was the car that figured

in the mishap with H. H. Lyttlc,‘ who is to

 

 

  

 

 

THE GRANDSTAND AT “'E‘S'I‘BI'RY.

drive it in the race, at the wheel, and an

employe from the factory at Toledo, Harold

Rigby, was injured so that he died the DEXI.

morning.

The Pope-Toledo car was taken out to the

course under the piloting of Henry Goodman

on Monday afternoon. Harold Rigby and

A. C. Anderson, both mechanics from the

Toledo factory, accompanied Lyttle. It was

late when the car reached the course. and

as it was growing dark and Lyttle wits mak

ing his first trip over the road, he kept his

speed down to within twenty miles an hour.

When he was nearing Hicksville, at 5:30

p. m., he passed a farmer’s wagon. While

driving on the side of the road, and starting

to turn back, the steering knuckle broke.

The farmer did not get in the way, as was

reported, nor did any tire burst or come off,

as most of the dailies reported. The machine

was fitted with G. & J. tires, and they went

through the accident unscathed.

When the steering knuckle broke the car

swerved and started across the gully and

the grass at the side of the road. Lyttle

was driving. Iiigby was sitting on the low

  

H

 

scat beside the driver. Anderson was sit

ting on the gasolene tank back of Rigby, and

to steady himself had his lcgs twlned about

ltighy's body. When the car started toward

the fields Lyttle shut off the power and

jammed the brakes on hard. The car run

about twenty feet diagonally across the grass

at the side of the road, and tore down about

fifteen feet of a fence and came to a halt

with only one‘third of the car projecting on

tin- inside of the fence. The shock of the

braking and hitting the fence threw Ander

son und Rigby forward and over the side

of the car, Rigby underneath. Anderson was

scraped and bruised, but Rigby had three

ribs broken, and they penetrated his left

lung. Lyttle was entirely unhurt. The acci

dcnt was just such a one as might happen

at any time to a touring car. The knuckle

broke because it had been chilled too quickly.

The only explanation Lyttle could offer of

ltlgby‘s injuries was that he fell over the

aluminum guard, or edge of the car that

forms the box, with Anderson’s weight on

top of him. That the damage to the car was

not serious was shown by Lyttle running it
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to Brooklyn under its own power that same

night. The radiator was bent and the lamps

smashed. Rigby died in the Mineola Hos

pital on Tuesday morning. Lyttle said he.

would drive the car in the race.

All interest on Tuesday was centred in the

public hearing before the Board of Super

visors in the courthouse at Mineola. The

hearing was due to a petition of protest,

signed by one hundred and fifty persons,

which was presented by the Peoples' Protec

tive Association and to the efforts of indi—

vidual farmers against the closing of the

roads to ordinary travel in order that the

race may be held. It was said by some that

the supervisors had exceeded their authority

in granting permission for the race. There

was talk of asking for an injunction to pre

vent it.

As a matter of fact, the hearing turned out

I

to be a mass meeting of citIZens which passed

judgment on the Board of Supervisors and

sustained it. There were only four speakers

in opposition to the race, although the court

house was crowded, and when the question

was put to a vote there was only one nega

tive voice. This vote, it is said, was the sar

castic utterance of an automobilist who was

“feeling good."

Wagon loads of farmers had come to town

to attend the meeting, and it was supposed

that they were on hand to oppose the race.

\\'hen, however, the time came to speak, the

farmers were as fervent as any in approving

of the action of the supervisors in granting

the permit.

When the farmers arrived the race commis

sion met them with the petition signed by

the great majority of Nassau “County resi

dents favoring the race upon which the su

pervisors had acted. Confronted by this, the

ohstructionists were taken aback.

William K. Vanderbilt, jr., who gave the

cup that is to he raced for on Saturday to

the American Automobile Association. was

at the hearing, but he did not speak. A num

ber of other automobilists of prominence and

wealth were present also.

A. R. Pardington. chairman of the A. A. A.

racing board, spoke in favor of the race, as

did William \Vyckoff, of the association. \V.

R. Lewis. P. J. Powers, H. J. Dietz, T. Par

sons, J. Kraatz, D. M. Manger and \V. H.

Haydock, all residents of the county, spoke

in favor of the race. Those opposed were

H. M. Bennett, secretary of the People‘s Pro

tective Association; James Yandeveer, A.

Taylor and C. T. Meyers.

The question came to a vote of the assem

bled people when Timothy Treadwell, a

wealthy farmer of East Williston, offered a

resolution giving the supervisors a vote of

confidence with respect to its action in con

nection with the race. It was this vote that

was carried with one sarcastic vote in the

negative.

After this hearing Chairman Pardington

trdered that all machines traversing the

course should display their numbers, and de

clared again that any contestant caught vio

lating the speed limit would be disqualified

for the race. This action, the fuss made over

the accident and the talk of stopping the race

had a salutary effect on tne speeding, and

there was very little of it after the hearing

on Tuesday morning.

Friday is the day set for the official weigh

ing in of the cars. for testing the telephone

arrangements and the timing system. The

telephone arrangements are in charge of the

New York and New Jersey Telephone Co..

with an expert engineer in charge, and it will

be. possible for the oiiicials to communicate

with all important points of the course on

the day of the race.

   

 

WHAT HAPPENED WHEN CLEMENT \VANDERED OFF THE MAIN ROAD.
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PHILADELPHIA MEET PLEASES

Large Crowd Witnesses Good Contests —Soules

Defeats Hawley in Handicap Race.

 

 

By long odds Philadelphia's best automo

bile race meet was held at the Point Breeze

track on Saturday, October 1. Well filled

and keenly contested events, interesting time

trials and the largest attendance ever seen

at a Quaker City meet combined to make

the function an emphatic and unequiVocal

success.

E. E. Hawley and the E. R. Thomas (it)

horsepower Mercedes were the stellar attrac

tions, but they were pressed closely by two

24-horsepower Pope-Toledo cars, owned by

Charles Potter and Leon Goodman, and

driven by Frank Yeager and Charles Sonics,

respectively. The last named were regular

touring cars, brought to the track and start

ed almost without change, and they were so

evenly matched that one scored over the

other by only the narrowest of margins.

Hawley drove the Mercedes in a ten-mile

exhibition event, and, although he was un

able to get within reaching distance of exist

ing records, owing to the strong wind on the

stretch, he covered the distance in the credit

able time of 11:35, for which he was re

warded by the plaudits of the spectators. A

five-mile exhibition was also given by Tom

Fetch in the Packard car which recently

made a 1,000-mile non-stop run.

The best race of the day was the five-mile

Point Breeze Handicap. which brought to

gether Hawley and his Mercedes and Soules

and Yeager in the two I’opc-Toledos. It was

run in two heats and a final beat, all three

being good contests.

In the first heat the 24-horscpowcr P0118

Tolcdo car driven by Yeager, with one min

ute start, won easily. Yeager 10st almost 15

seconds byau imperfect start, but after once

getting his car in motion he won applause

by the manner in which he gradually over

took and passed all competitors. The Haw

lcy Mercedes, which started from scratch,

was unable to gain on the Pope-Toledo, but

finished second. '

The second heat was won by Sonics (24

horscpower Toledo), who had no trouble in

defeating E. S. Morton (24-horscpower Peer

less).

The final heat brought together the two

Pope-Toledo machines, Morton's Peerless and

the Hawley Mercedes. It really was a race

between the Toledo cars. It produced the

best contest of the afternoon, and was not

decided until the final mile, when the Sonics

car made a fine burst of speed after

rounding the first turn and maintained a

lead until the finish.

The summaries:

Special five-mile race for touring cars of

24 horsepower or under, with full equipment,

to carry tour passengers all told, at an aver

age weight of 140 pounds each—Won by

Frank Yeager (24-horsepower Pope-Toledo).

_ Special race for motorcycles; first prize, $20

in gold; second prize, $10 in gold—Won by A.

Wicknick (DA-horsepower Indian); Ed.

Broomtield (IM-horsepower Indian), second:

J. E. Barranger (FM-horsepower Indian),

third. Time, 8:12 2-5.

Ten-mile race. tor machines of any motor

power, weighing from 881 to 1.450 pounds)

\\'on by W'illiam Mullln (ltl-liorsepower

Ford); second. Edward Wilkie (SM-horse

power Cadillac).

Five-mile exhibition, by Thomas Fetch,

with the 1,000-mlle non-stop Packard. Time

of five miles, 8:19. ,

Five-mile Point Breeze Handicap, run in

two beats and a final; three to quality; free

for all; machines of any weight and horse

power Pope-Toledo; 45 seconds); second,

Frank Yeager (24 horsepower Pope-Toledo;

one minute); third, E. E. Hawley (60 horse

power Mercedes; scratch). _

Second heat won by Charles Soules (24

horsepower Pope-Toledo); second, E. S. Mor

ton (24 horsepower Peerless).

Final heat Won by Charles Sonics (24 horse

power Pope-Toledo); second, Frank Yeager

(24 horsepower Pope-Toledo); third, E. E.

llawley (60 horsepower Mercedes).

Special ten-mile exhibition by Edward E.

llawlcy (60 horsepower Mercedes). Time,

11:35.

 

AT CHICAGO,

The lfllillwasin Frnni,asUsua|
2 FIRSTS,

including the five miles open.

2 SECONDS.

“That Winning Way” of the FORD

is not limited to speed contests.

It wins all who “look into it.”

FORD MOTOR CO., Detroit, Mich.
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LADIES RACE AT CHICAGO

Bride and Bride-to-be Add Breeziness to Meet

—-Fisher and Guiick Battle.

 

Success was writ large over the race meet

held at the. Harlem track, Chicago, by the Chi

cago Automobile Club on September 30 and

October 1.

tators on the first day and six thousand on

There were four thousand spec

the second; nearly every race was well filled.

and exciting contests, which were in doubt

until the tape was crossed, resulted; and

flights of speed. in one of which a world‘s

record was broken, were made that aroused

the spectators to the highest pitch of excite

ment. The public was pleased. the promoters

delighted, the. latter so much so that they

announced that the meet would he made an

annual affair. Some $3,000 was cleared.

which President John Farson declared would

be used as a nucleus tor the building of the

finest automobile clubhouse in America.

Several novel, almost sensational, features

marked the meet. Barney Oldfield. who

was at first looked upon as the star, elected

almost at the last ntinute to go to Pittsbnrg

instead. But Carl Fisher and Frank l\'ulick

proved such thoroughly aceptable substitutes

that Oldfield‘s non-appearance left no hiatus.

Nevertheless, the club is determined to pun

ish the famous chauffeur for his dereliction.

and has. through President Farson, asked

the A. A. A. to suspend him for life.

On both days contests between women took

place. Friday was dubbed “Brides‘ Day," a

special race taking place between Mrs. Dr.

Reginald Smith, a bride of a week, and Mrs.

L. T. Roenitz. Mrs. Smith had entered as

Miss Neva Scott, but the day before the race

she made public her marriage to Dr. Smith

a few days previously. Miss Scott was the

daring chaufi'euse whose father. a well known

Chicago merchant, died a few weeks ago,

and she has figured in a collision and other

disturbing incidents of late. She was also

"matched" to go five miles against Dr. H. 1‘}.

Thomas, but the match fell through. Satan

day’s events were also enriched by a race

for women, in which Mrs. Smith, Mrs. ltoe~

nitz and Miss Pearl anerty took part. Miss

Laverty is the fiancee of Joint Fat-son, Jr..

and when something went wrong with her

car just before the start site was obliged to

borrow the latter‘s car. Being unaccustomed

to this, she could do no better than finish

third.

The racing honors were almost evenly di

vided between Carl Fisher, who drove. his 45

horsepower Premier (intact, and Frank Ku

lick, who was at the wheel of his little 20

horsepower skeleton Ford, Fisher had a

shade the best of it. however. He was twice_

beaten by Kulick on Friday, but turned the

tables on the following day in a special race

which required three heats to decide. All of

thetn were hotly contested. the final espe

cially being a hammer and tongs race that

will be long remembered by those who saw

it. It was in this heat that a world's record

was made. The second mile was made in

0:59 4-5, which, with 1:01 1-5 for the first

mile, made 2:02 for the two miles—record tor

tniddle weight cars. The previous best was

2:02 8-5, made by Joseph Tracy at the Em

pire City track on September 24.

Friday’s events started with a titree»mile

race for cars of all classes, the machines to

line up with a dead engine and passengers to

dismount at end of 'each mile. This afforded

great amusement to the. crowd. the motorists

in their eagerness running over the line and

CARL FISHER, “'HO \\‘().\' 'i‘lil'l

committing other breaches of the rules. The

race was won by \V. Knipper, driving a 24

horsepower Pope-Toledo, who took the lead

at the start and had no trouble keeping it.

The secnnd race, which was for runaboutS.

went to 0. E. Schcil, in a 12 horsepower

Michigan, the only other starter, G. E.

llolmes, using the same. make of car, being

badly beaten. . -

The first clash between the fast cars came

in the third race for cars weighing 881 to

1.432 pounds, Kullck and Fisher coming to

the. starting point. The Ford passed the line

at a fast rate. leading Fisher‘s ("omet by a

length. The machines raced the first lap in

nearly the same position, Fisher gaining on

  

his rival just a trifle and both passing the

stand with a whlrr of wheels and throwing

the dust high in the air. At this stage it

was even, but, hitting the homestretch on

the third lap. the Comet missed several times

and Kulick raced his machine an eighth of

a mile into the lead. From then to the finish

there was no change, Kulick being unable to

gain further, but holding his advantage past

the wire.

The four specdicst ears of the meet—the

Ford, Premier, Pope-Toledo and Apperson—

came together in the five-mile event for cars

 

MATCH RACE.

of any motive power or weight. They were

sent oi! with the Ford car crossing the line

first, with the Premier second, the Pope-To

ledo third. the Renault and the Apperson fol

lowing. K‘ulick shot around the first lap in

the lead, with the Premier close up. the

Pope-Toledo. driven by Lytle, coming next.

with the Apperson car following.

There was little change in the positions for

the remainder of the race, the Ford car skitti

llllll;_' over the ground at too fast a pace for

any of the others. with the eXceptlon of Fish

er's- machine. which was acting its best, but

was unable to overcome the Ford‘s lead.

There were thirteen starters in the teu~mlle

handicap, which was won by l". O. 'l‘allman,
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in a Renault, who had an advantage of six

minutes and a half over Kulick, who was on

scratch. Ed Apperson, with his “Jackrab

bit,” was second, with two minutes and a

half start, and third honors were taken by

0. E. Schell, credited with eight and one

half minutes. The handicaps to the lesser

lights were so generous that Kulick and

Lytle had little chance to even finish one,

three. The Ford machine made up a lot of

ground and traveled the ten miles at a fast

clip, cheered on by the crowd, but the handi

cap was too great.

Only two started in the pursuit race, Apper

son and Fisher. The machines were started

at different sides of the track, the race cod

ing when either was passed. The Comet was

much the speedier car, and Fisher succeeded

in passing the Apperson after three and one

eighth miles had been covered. The sum

mnries:

Three miles, for cars all classes, each car

to line up with dead engine, and passengers

to dismount at end of each mile—Won by W.

Knipper (24 horsepower Pope Toledo); A. G.

Schmitt (~10 horsepower Apperson), second; J.

A. Ellis (40 horsepower Apperson), third.

Time, 6:491-5.

Five-mile, for light runabouts—Won by 0.

E. Schell (12 horsepower Michigan); G. E.

Holmes (12 horsepower Michigan), second.

Time, 10:28.

Five miles, for cars weighing 881 to 1,432

pounds—Won by Frank Kulick (20 horsepow

er Ford); Carl Fisher (40 horsepower Premier

Comet), second. Time, 5:27.

Five miles, open to cars of any motive

power or weight—“’on by Frank Kulick (20

horsepower Ford); Carl'Fisher (45 horsepow

er Premier Comet), second; Herbert Lytle (24

horsepower Pope-Toledo), third. Time, 5:29.

Two miles, for woman’s championship of

Chicago—Won by Miss Neva E. Scott (24

horsepower Locomobile); Mrs. L. P. Roenitz

(2-1 horsepower Pierce-Arrow), second. Time,

4:24.

Ten-mile handicap—Won by F. 0. Tallman

(14 horsepower Renault), 6:30; Edward Apper

son (24 horsepower Apperson), 2:30, second;

(.i. E. Scheli (12 horsepower Michigan), 8:30.

th'ird. Time, 16:38.

Pursuit—Won by Carl Fisher (45 horse

lower Premier-Comet); Edward Apperson (24

horsepower Apperson), second.

Saturday’s star event was the special five

miie heat race between Car] Fisher and

Frank Kulick. It required the full three

heats, Kulick winning the first, and Fisher

the second and third. Kulick won the first

heat by the most spectacular driving of the

afternoon, passing Fisher on the far turn

in the last mile after Fisher had led through

out. Amid tremendous excitement he flashed

past his opponent, through the cloud of dust

on the turn. swinging into the stretch ihi'Pc

lengths to the good and holding that advan~

tape to the wire. Time, 5:27 4-5 from a

standing start.

The second heat brought out the best con

test on the card, the men alternating in the

lead, passing and repassing one another. . On

the far turn in the second mile Fisher struck

the inner rail with his hind wheel, tearing

out a board and nearly upsetting. He dashed

on without faltering an instant, and won

the heat by a scant length. Time, 5:29 2-5.

The fastest mile of the day was made in

the third best, Fisher doing it in 0:59 4-5 and

winning the heat (and race) in much easier

fashion than he did the second heat.

After the race Fisher went against the

world‘s record of 0:59,'f0r middle weight

cars, but 1:01 4-5 was the best he could do.

The five-mile race for the Manufacturers'

diamond cup also was taken by Fisher, in a

field of four. Kulick was second, a furlong

back. W. Knipper finished third. Time,

5:15 3-5.

Applause greeted the three contestants in

the three-mile race for women. Miss Neva E.

Scott, winner of Friday's race, had to be

content with second place, the race going to

Mrs. L. T. Roenitz, who won by a large

margin in 6:12. Miss Pearl Laverty was

third.

After the speed of the five-mile contests the

slow race proved a novelty. In this the aim

was to drive the machines as slow as pos

sible for half a furlong without actually stop

ping. the last man winning. Only two con

testants finished, the other going so slowly

that they finally came to a standstill. F. X.

Mudd. in a Cadillac, won, second place going

to W. 8. Austin. The summaries:

Five miles, for Diamond cup—“'on by Carl

(T. Fisher (45 horsepower Premier Comet:

Frank Kulick (20 horsepower Ford), second:

W. Knipper (2-1 horsepower Pope-Toledo).

ll lrd. 'l‘imc, 5:153-5.

Five miles. for Chicago Automobile Club

members—“'on by Ed Apperson (24 horse

power Apperson); O. F. Weber (24 horse

power Pope-Toledo), second: W. S. Austin

(35 horsepower Austin), third. Time, 6:28.

Three miles. ladies‘ race—Won by Mrs. L.

T. Roenit'z (24 horsepower Pierce-Arrow”

Miss Neva Scott (24 horsepower Locomobile),

second; Miss Pearl Laverty (24 horsepOWcr

l'nckard), third. Time, 6:12.

li‘ive‘mile special—First heat won by Frank

Kulick (20 horsepower Ford); Car] G. Fisher

(45 horsepower Premier Comet), second.

Time, 5:27 4-5.

Five-mile special—Second heat won by (‘arl

Fisher (45 horsepower Premier Comet);

Frank Kulick (20 horsepower Ford), second.

Time, 5:29 2-5.

Five-mile special—Final heat won by Carl

Fisher; F. Kulick, second. Time, 5:10 2-5.

Five miles, for cars weighing 1.432 to 2,204

pounds—Won by Herbert Lytle (24 horse

power Pope-Toledo); W. Knipper ('24 horse

power Pope-Toledo), second; L. D. Sheppard

(1t horsepower Sheppard). third. Time, 6:22.

Half-mile slow rave-JYon by F. X. Mndd

Iii horsepowm- t‘adillacl; A. S. Austin 135

horsepower Austini. second.

Ten-mile handicap—“ion by C. Weber, 7:00

(24 horsepower Pope-Toledo); t). F. Weber.

6:30 (24 horsepower Pope-Toledo), second;

Herbert Ilytle, scratch (24 horsepower Pope

'i‘oIedo), third. Time, 15:44.

PITTSBURG ADMIRES OLDFIELD

i'le Proves the Star of Smoky City’s Two Days

Meet—Steam Cars Score.

Barney Oldfield was the central figure of

the two days‘ race meet held by the Pitts

burg Automobile Club at Brunot‘s Island,

Pittsburg, Pa., on September 30 and Octo

ber 1. His appearance had been well her~

aided, and the 13,000 people who crossed in

boats to the island during the two days’

racing went there principally to see him.

He rewarded them by giving three thrilling

and characteristically Oldfieldlan exhibitions

in his Peerless car—two on Friday and one

on Saturday. In neither did be equal the

existing records, the strong wind and the

difficult turns making this out of the ques

tion. But he drove miles in and around

one minute, and his rapid progress around

the track evoked thunders of applause.

The meet itself was markedly successful.

The programmes of both days were long

and but for the snappy way in which they

were run off by Referee W'. C. Temple and

his fellow officials, would have been drawn

out to a tiresome extent. A number of good

contests took place, the various races nearly

all having, contrary to the usual experience,

plenty of starters. Webb Jay was the only

out-of-town driver of note—excepting Old

field—but he was eclipsed by George E. Tur

net. 9. local man, who drove well and was

rcnmrkably successful.

in spite of the fact that he was one of the

victims of a serious automobile accident in Al

legheny a few days before. Turner drove his

own cars in a style that was little less sensa

tional than that displayed by Oldfield. Tur

ner appeared in a gray coat, a slouch hat

and with his face covered with strips of ad

hesive plaster. He was given a warm re

ception by the crowd, and was cheered and

cheered again when it was seen that he knew

a few things about the. game which are sup

posed to belong exclusively to the profes

sional members of the racing fraternity.

0n the opening day, the first event was a

rive-mile race for cars up to 24 horsepower,

with road equipment. but no passengers. It

was won by George E. 'Durner, with a Peer

less car, in 6:451/1. There were six entries.

the others being a Pope-Toledo, entered and

driven by E. Kneeland; a Pope-Toledo, en

tered by \V. N. Murray and driven by “'ill

lam Soules; u Pierce. entered by W. 0. Tem

ple and driven by George Ferrler; a Rich

ard. entered and driven by 0. E. Vestal: a

White, entered by 0. E. Vestal and driven by

Webb Jay.

.\ twn-mih- race for automobiles up to it

horsepower. with road equipment but no

passengers. came next.’ There were three

entries, George H. Flinn’s Peugeot, which

he drove himself. winning in 351%. The

other entries were a CadillaC, by A. L.

Banker, driven by D.- P. Collins, which took

secmd place. and a Stevens-Duryea. entered
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by O. E. Vestal and driven by M. F. Leslie,

which took third place. The first mile was

made in 205% and the second mile in 136%.

The Peugeot finished easily first and could

have won by more than a mile had the

driver pushed it to the limit.

In the third event, a ten-mile race for

stock touring cars up to 35 horsepower, with

road equipment and no passengers, George E.

Turner captured first prize, making his sec

ond win for the day. He drove a Peerless

and made the ten miles in 13 minutes and 14

seconds. W. N. Murray‘s entry, a Pope

Toledo, driven by William Soules, was sec

ond; a White, entered by 0. E. Vestal, and

driven by Webb Jay, was third.

A five-mile race for automobiles up to 16

horsepower, with road equipment and n0

passengers, was the fourth number on the

card, and was won by a White steam car,

entered by O. E. Vestal and driven by Webb

Jay. The time was 8:35.

Next came the five-mile exhibition against

time by Oldfield. The first mile was cov

ered in 1:02 4-5, second in 1:013-5, third in

1921-5, fourth in 1.023-5 and the fifth in

1 minute flat.

In the fifth event, a five~1nile race, with no

restrictions, Oldfield won, with a Peerless 24

horsepower car. The distance was covered

in 637%. There were but two other entries

in the race—0. E. Vestal with a White.

driven by Webb Jay, and W. N. Murray

with a Pope-Toledo, driven by E. H. Beldon.

\‘estal’s machine was a 24-horsepower Pope

Toledo.

The last event of the day was a five-mile

handicap, and had sixteen entries. The race

was split into two heats, eight machines go

ing in the first heat and eight in the second.

The two first in each heat raced in the finals.

The handicap was preceded by another ex

hibition race by Oldfield, in which he went

three miles in the Peerless Green Dragon.

He could not better his first time, the first

inile being made in 1:04, the second in 1:01

and the third in 1:00 fiat. making the time

n

0 minutes and 5 seconds for the three miles.

The summaries:

Five miles, for 24-horsepower cars, with

road equipment; no passengers—First, George

E. Turner (24-horsepower Peerless); srcond,

William Soules (24 horsepower Pope-Toledo);

third, Edward Kneeland

Pope-Toledo). Time, 6:451,§.

Two miles, for automobiles up to 9 horse

power, with road equipment—First, George

H. Flinn (Si-horsepower Peugeot); second, D.

P. Collins (S-horsepower Cadillac); third, M.

F. Leslie (7-horsepower Stevens-Duryea).

Time, 3:51:34.

Ten miles, for stock touring cars up to 3.1

lmrgopower—First, George E. Turner (24

liorsepower -Peerless|; second. William

Sonles (24-horsepower Pope-Toledo); third.

Webb Jay (15-horsepower White). Time,

13:14. ‘

Five miles. for cars up to 16 horsepowor.

with road eduipnient—Flrst, Webb.Jay__(15

l2-1-horsepower

horsepower White); second, E. Haas (15

horsepower Pierce). Time, 8:35.

Five-mile exhibition—Barney Oldfield (80

horsepower Peerless). Time, 5:09.

Five miles, open—First, Barney Oldfield

(24-horsepower Peerless); second, Webb Jay

(15-horsepower White); third, E. H. Beldin

(24-horsepower Pope-Toledo). Time, 657%;

Three-mile exhibition—Barney Oldfield (80

horsepower Peerless). Time, 3.05.

Five-mile handicap, open—First heat: First,

G. Ferrier (24-horsepower Pierce); second, 0.

E. Vestal (20-horsepower Richard). Second

heat; First, Barney Oldfield (24-horsepower

Peerless); second, George E. Turner (24

horsepower Peerless). Time, 5:49 3-5. Final

heat: First, Barney Oldfield (24horsepower

Peerless; scratch); second, G. E. Turner (24

horsepower Peerless; 10 seconds handicap);

third, G. Ferrier (24-horsepower Pierce; 1:30

handicap). Time, 5:47.

The feature of the second day was the

work of the White steam cars. They capt

ured three events in splendid style, 0. E.

Vestal accounting for two of them and Webb

Jay for the third. Oldfield, in the 24 horse

power Peerless, took the lead in the ten-mile

race for striped touring cars, and before

five miles were covered it was seen that he

was gaining steadily on the 24 horsepower

Peerless driven by G. E. Turner, and the 24

horsepower Pope-Toledo driven by M. H. Bel

din. After elght miles had been covered Old

field rapidly galned, and at the finish led

Turner by half a mile, and Beldin was a full

mile in the rear.

In the five-mile exhibition Oldfield quit

after going three miles, owing to some of his

cylinders failing to fire. The times were

1943-5, 0:59 2-5 and 0:58 1-5.

The two-mile Cupid brought forth much

amusement. In this event the drivers, who

were in their machines, jumped from the

seats at the crack of the gun, cranked their

engines, and, after covering a mile, stopped

and picked up a lady pasenger, then started

and finished a second mile. 0. E. Vestal, in

a White steamer, easily won in 3:14.

The five-mile handicap was run in three

heals and a thin], the firt in each of the pre

liminaries being eligible to compete in the

final. 1n the first heat W. N. Murray, in a

10 horsepower Franklin, with a handicap.0f

20 seconds, easily won, with T. E. Gamble, in

a lO-horscpower Autocar, with a handicap of

30 seconds, half a mile in the rear. The sec

ond heat went to Lester Wils0n, in a 24 horse

power Picrce and with a handicap of 1:10,

with E. Kneeland, in a 24-horsepower Popc

Toledo and a scratch man, second. The other

contestants were distanced. In the third

heat 0. E. Vestal, in his 15 hOi-sepower White

steamer, had a start of almost :1 mile heforc

Oldfield got under way. but Oldfield gl'lldll

ally cut down the lead and won the heat. in

the final Oldfield, who was scratch, passed

L. Wilson. in his 24 horsepower Pierce and

who had a handicap of 1:50, at three miles.

and then set out hot in pursuit of Vestal‘s

Wliltc. which he did not overtake till near

the finish, when he left it by several lengths

before crossing the tape.

Summaries:

Two-mile, for cars up to 24 horsepower,

with full road equipment, but no passengers

—\Von by Webb Jay (15 horsepower White

steamer); G. E. Turner (24 horsepower Peer

less). second; Ed. Kneeland (24 horsepower

Pope-Toledo), third; William Soules (24 horse

power Pope-Toledo), fourth. Time, 2:46.

One-mile, for cars up to 9 horsepower, road

equipment, but no passengers—Won by D. P.

Collins (8 horsepower Cadillac); George Finn

(9 horsepower Peugeot), second; .1. A. Pretch

(7 horsepower Stevens-Duryea), third. Time,

2:12 3-5.

Two-mile Cupid—Won by 0. E. Vestal (15

horsepower White); G. E. Turner (24 horse

power Peerless), second; Edward Kneeland

(24 horsepower Pope-Toledo), third; Lester

Wilson (24 horsepower Pierce), fourth. Time,

3:14.

Two-miles, for cars up to 16 horsepower,

road equipment; no passengers—Won by 0.

E. Vestal (15 horsepower White); GeOrge

Stranahan (10 horsepower Franklin), second;

A. L. Banker (15 horsepower Pierce), third;

T. S. Gamble (10 horsepower Autocar), fourth.

Time, 3:35. ~

Ten-mile, for touring cars up to 35 horse

power, stripped—Won by Barney Oldfield (24

horsepower Peerless); G. E. Turner (24 horse

power Peerless), second; M. H. Beldin (24

horsepower Pope-Toledo), third. Time,

10:40 1-5.

Five-mile handicap, open—First hcat won

by W. N. Murray, 0:30 (10 horsepower Frank

lin); T. E. Gamble, 0:30 (10 horsepower Auto

car), second; time, 8:46. Second heat won by

Lester Wilson, 1:10 (24 horsepower Pierce);

E. Kneeland, scratch (24 horsepower Pope

Toledo), second; time, 7:34 3-5. 'i‘hlrd heat

won by B. Oldfield, scratch (24 horsepower

Peerless); 0. E. Vestal, 1:25 (15 horsepower

White), second; time, 5:263-5. Final heat

won by B. Oldfield, scratch; L Wilson, 1:50,

second; 0. E. Vestal, 0:25, third.

Chicago Seeks Oldfield's Scalp.

President John Farson, of the Chicago Au

tomobile Club, is wroth with Barney Oldfield.

and intends to have his head for alleged

breach of contract, in not appearing in the

Windy City last week. He has demanded of

the American Automobile Association that

Oldfield be suspended for life, and is quoted

as saying that unless such action is taken

the Chicago club will withdraw from the

.\. .\. .\.

It appears that ()ldilcld‘s manager signed

contracts with both the Chicago and Pitts

burg clubs. Then, the manager claims, he

appealed to Chairman Pardlngton of the A.

.\. .\. racing coinlnltto to know what to do.

:lllll was told in how illdlleltl drive at l‘llts

burg.

The matter came up in this city on Tues~

day, when Secretary Spangler of the ('hl

cago club appeared at the meeting of the A.

.\. A. directors and asked for Oldfield‘s slls~

pension. it was decided, after a lengthy dis

cussion, to refer the matter to the racing

board.
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Carriage Catalogue.

NEW YORK. l34-IJS Welt 39th St.

Many social leaders in New York and other large cities—people who demand

and have the best of ever) thing—are users of COLUMBIA Electric Broughams'

Landaus, Landauiets, Hansoms, Coupes, Victoria Phaetons and Opera Busses.

These vehicles are built from exclusive designs and are sold for private service only. Let

us send you a handsomely printed list or prominent purchasers and our special Town

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

CHICAGO, I413 Mlchlgsn Ave.

Member Assmdatlnn Llconfli-(l Automobile

Manufacturers.

  

BOSTON, 74 Stsnhope St.

 

 

TALKING RIMS

is a difficult subiect.

MAKING RIMS

(the kind that stay true) is an art.

“ SW E DOH”

Spring Steel Rims
represent the highest achievement of the art of rim

making.

They are used by most conscientious automobile

builders and are indorsed by all tire manufacturers.

“Swedoh ” Spring Steel Rims

are made by

Tn: AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.fl

We own and operate our steel blllet

mdtlng and hot and cold rolling

mll‘s and slumping wmku

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Now is

the Time

to submit your

SPEGIFIBATIUNS

FURliolNGS

to Insure

prompt deliveries.

We are ready.

  

Don’t delay.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY, nlunl, Gunn.

Makers of

Drop Forgings of every Description. 
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INDIA'S FIRST CONTEST

Takes Place Christmas Week Over 883 Miles of

Roads Near Bombay.

 

Some further particulars are now available

of the 883 miles reliability contest which the

Motor Union of Western India are arranging

to take place between Delhi and Bombay

during Christmas week this year.

The objects of the trial as propoundcd by

the Motor Union of Western India are: (1)

To bring prominently before the Indian pub

lic the fact that motor cars have been brought

to such a stage of perfection that they are

eminently suitable for use in India, more

especially for district work; (2) to induce

tourists visiting that country to bring their

cars with them, and thus take advantage of

the magnitcent roads and perfect weather,

which are invariably assured to the traveller

between the months of October and March;

(3) to call the attention of manufacturers in

Europe and elsewhere to the wants of India

in the matter of motor cars.

Following is a statement of the approxi

mate distances to be traversed, although the

committee reserve the right of altering these

to any extent, as may be found desirable:

Miles.

Monday, Dec. 26, Delhi to Agra . . . . . . .. 128

Tuesday, 27th, Agra to Gwalior . . . . . . . . . 71

“'ednesday, 28th. Gwalior to Goona. . . . . 127

Thursday, 29th, Goona to Sarangpur. . . . 94

Friday, 30th, Sal'angpur to Indore . . . . .. 74

Saturday, 31st, Indore to Dhulia . . . . . . . . 145

Sunday, Jan. 1, Dhulia to Nasik . . . . . . . . . 97

Monday, 2d, Xasik to_ Bombay . . . . . . . . . . 147

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 883

The following rules in connection with the

cup presented by the Gaikwar of Baroda

have. been drawn up by the committee of the

Motor ilnion of Western India:

1. The race for the cup is to be one judged

by reliability only, although it is probable

that other prizes will be given for (a) the car

in best condition after the trial, (h) the car

best suited for district work in India and (c)

absence of noise, etc.

2. The trial will be open to any motor ve

hicle privately owned, with the exception of

motor bicycles, tricycles and quadricycles

(for which there will be separate compe

tition). ‘

3. All cars competing shall be driven by

amateurs.

4. Each car shall carry an observer, who

shall faithfully record any stops of the en

gine or car while travelling between Delhi

and Bombay.

5. The cup will be presented outright to

the owner of the car which makes the-whole

journey with the least number of unauthor

ized stops, and~in the event of any cars tieing

for the cup, such cars will undergo further

trials for hill climbing or otherwise, as may

be decided by the committee, in order to de

termine which car is the most reliable under

all conditions.

6. The distance between Delhi and Bom

bay, approximately 880 miles, is to be trav

ersed by the cars competing between Decem

ber 26 and January 2, inclusive.

7. The timing of the cars between any two

places will be made on a basis of twelve

miles an hour as a minimum and thirty miles

an hour as a maximum speed.

8. The entrance fee is to be 50 rupees a

car (three gulneas), and the tees are to be

devoted to making provision for the race.

9. The maximum number of marks to be

allotted shall be 1.000, and one mark is to

be deducted from this number-tor every min

ute during which the. car is stopped on the

road from any cause whatever, other than

of traffic, levcl crossings. rivers or such im

pediments as the. committee may specially

exempt. No repairs, adjustments or altera

tions can be made to cars or engines without

loss of marks during the transit of cars from

place to place. In the case, however. of

, stops due to tire troubles, only hait' of a mark

a minute will be deducted.

10. No tools or spare parts of any kind are

to be brought on to the car during the trial

without disqualification, but there is no limit

to the number of tools and spare parts which

a car may carry during the trial, provided

such are upon the car at the time of its de

parture from Delhi.

 

To Form Chaulieun Into Unions.

“Do you belong to the union?“ will soon

be the question asked ot.‘ chauffeurs it plans

laid at Indianapolis, Ind., do not mlscarry.

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters,

of that city, has decided to organize the

chauffeurs ot the country, and local unions

are to be established in all the principal cities

and to be affiliated with the teamsters‘ or

ganization. 7

It is said that the chauffeurs are really

drivers of vehicles, but under another name,

and that for thisreason they should belong

to the organization of teamsters. It is said

that there has been talk of the chaufl'eurs or

ganizing a union of their own, and for this

reason the teamsters determined to organize

them and claim jurisdiction over them.

 

Tray Made to Carry Trunks.

An ingenious device for carrying bags or

' even a small trunk has been brought out by

an English maker. It consists of a strong

yet light tray, which is arranged to slide

under the floor board of the tonneau, and,

when thus put away, is entirely out of sight,

as the trout edge of the tray comes flush

with the carriage work. When in use a pair

of straps are employed for supporting the

weight of the free end. The increasing popu

larity of long distance travelling, and the ad

vantages ot having some. at least, of the

personal luggage on the car, make the util

ity of a carrier at once apparent.

 

Fast automobiles for inspection and emer

gency work have been ordered by the Colo

rado & Southern Railroad for the use of di

vision otiiclals on their tracks in Colorado.

JERSEY LICENSE MILL BUSY

Last Week in September Broke All Records—

Total of Registrations is 7.349.

When the office of the New Jersey Secre

tary of State closed for the month on Sep

tember 30, the automobile department was

shown to have been the busiest for the last

week of any in its history, since the law was

passed and signed, in March, 1003.

Commencing Monday morning of last week,

the clerks in this department worked all day.

and sometimes into the night, to get out the

licenses. It is the rule of this department

that all applications which are regular in

torm must be attended to the day received.

This rule was put in force because the

State law will not allow any one a minute

to operate his machine in the State without

So as not to work hardships to

new purchasers of automobiles, the Secre

tary of State gets the license to the appli

cant as soon as the mail can carry it.

The great rush for licenses the last week

was due to the wish of Pennsylvanians and

New Yorkers to visit the Interstate Fair, as

all the applicants wanted licenses for touring

cars, and wanted them in time to visit the

fair. One especially anxious man asked it

the Secretary could not telegraph his license.

In the pulmy days of licensing automobile

owners to operate machines titty licenses a

week was a big week’s work. This num

ber was exceeded last week, when seventy

licenses were issued.

The total number of licenses issued to date

is 7,349, and fully 79 per cent are for tour

ing cars. The applicants of last week were

for the most part people who reside out of

the State. There was one application from

a Louisiana man, but he was stopping in

Baltimore, and another application from a

Vermontcr. He was in the City of Brotherly

Love.

Regarding the proposed revision of the au

tomobile law, the ofllce is in receipt of letters

from people who agree with Senator Bachel

ier, of Essex, that it would be well to amend

the law so that a person touring in New Jer

sey is compelled to remove the license num

bers of other States from his machine. It is

contended that constables make mistakes and

cause all sorts oi! annoyance by stopping au

toists to be sure that among the many num

bers on their machines one is the slmon-purc

Jersey brand.

Anything which will keep the constables

from annoying is favored by the correspond

cuts.

a license.

Jersey Clubmcn Seam Quarters.

Rooms in the building at Harrison and

Railroad streets, Brick Church, have been

secured by the Automobile Club of New Jer

sey. The building contains a garage, which

is at the disposal of the members.
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OBJECT LESSON IN ROADS

Canadian Warden Inaugurates Improved High

way System with Run oi Motorists.

The county of Wentworth, Ontario, has a

wise warden, Edward Kenrick, who recent

ly celebrated the practical inauguration of a

good roads system by the largest automobile

run that has ever taken place in Canada.

The agitation for good roads begun by the

government some years ago took a firm hold

in Wentworth County, and the first fruits of

it were seen on this occasion by a number

of interested visitors. Under the good roads

act the county of Wentworth has purchased

a number of toll roads and secured as a

government bonus one-third of the cost. The

expenditure for the permanent improvement

of these roads has been considerable, and in

view of the nature of the work the govern

ment has consented to bear the same pro

portion of the extra outlay. Already some

titty miles of highway in the county have

ben built up in accordance with the most

modern ideas of roadmaking, and the cele>

bratlon of the accomplishment was quite in

keeping with its performance.

Warden Kenrick, who wished to show 0!!

the new roads, knew that they would be most

welcomed by the touring automobile parties

who visit the Wentworth district to enjoy

the exquisite scenery, and also that the roads

could best be viewed from an automobile.

He therefore enlisted the aid of his motorist

friends and got together a party of seventy

persons, under the care of Dr. P. E. Doolittle

and S. 0. Greening, presidents of the Toronto

and Hamilton Automobile clubs.

The party left Hamilton early in the day

and rode over miles of the finest highway

to be found in any country. A straight run

was made around the arm of the bay to

Watertown, and then along the Sydenham

Road to Greensville, after which the party

strung down the side of the ridge to Dundas.

The tour had evidently been well adver

tised, for at every corner the rural residents

and their families were in waiting to give

the tourists a cheery salute, and in the vil

lages all of the available flags were hung

out.

At Ancaster, the home of the warden,

about seven miles away, the entire populace

turned out, and there was a general ovation.

From this village the party enjoyed an ideal,

run down to the city of Hamilton, over a

road which, like all of the other county

works traversed during the day, showed evi

dence of careful and admirable construction.

There was barely time for luncheon at the

Waldorf in Hamilton before the run was re

sumed, and the party started for Stony

Creek, where another welcome was given

them. From there to Elfrida, aslon other

sections of the route, a scene of great beauty

stretched out to the water beneath them. At

Mountain View the warden entertained his

guests at afternoon tea, at which many con

gratulatory addresses were made.

French Heavy Wagon Tests Now On.

Valuable and extremely practical data

should be obtained as a result of the heavy

wagon tests, which were scheduled to start

this week in the neighborhood of Paris, under

the supervision of the French Minister of

War.

The competition is confined entirely to ve

hiclcs suitable for the transport of men and

stores for army purposes, constructed in

France by French manufacturers. The tests

will occupy eight days, during which a dis

tance of 510 kilometres will be covered over

four different routes. Both steam and in

ternal combustion motors are qualified to

take part, and the great point to be sought

for in the internal combustion motors is that

they shall be able to use either spirit, heavy

oil, pure alcohol or a mixture of alcohol

equally well. Any vehicle coming up to such

a pitch of perfection will specially receive the

attention of the Jury.

The total weight of each vehicle fully

laden must not exceed 3,400 kilograms, of

which 1,000 kilograms at least must be useful

load. Electric ignition must be employed,

magneto for preference, and each vehicle

must have at least three speeds and a reverse

gear, with minimum and maximum speeds

of 3% and 18 kilometres an hour, respectively.

The fuel tanks must provide for at least a

75 kilometre run without replenishing.

Gliddens Sail for Honolulu December 9th.

Although the Charles J. Glidden party

reached Vancouver, B. 0., several weeks ago,

they will not enter upon the next stage of

their journey around the world for some lit

tle time. Passage has been booked on the

Canadian-Australian steamship Moana, which

sails from Vancouver on December 9, arriv

ing at Honolulu on December 17, and Luva,

in the Fiji Islands, on December 27. On this

island a drive of two hundred miles has been

planned, after which the boat will be taken

to Auckland, New Zealand, due there on

January 11.

The New Zealand drive begins at Auckland

and terminates at the southern end of the

south island, at Invercargill. Steamer will

be taken to Tasmania, and from Hobartown

a drive of three hundred miles will be made.

From Melbourne the Australian drive of two

thousand miles will be started. After this

comes the Philippines, China and Japan, then

the Asiatic archipelago, Ceylon and India,

crossing the corner of Asia and through Eu

rope to London in 1906.

 

Search for a Word.

There is no suitable word in the English

language to compare with the French en

panne (which, by the_way, is borrowed from

nautical circles, and means “lying to").

"Breakdown" is the word usually employed,

but this hardly describes such a trouble, for

instance, as a sooty plug, a cut tire, a run

down battery and many another of the little

ills that motors are heir to. There is no

suggestion, in the remotest degree, of “break

age” in any of the above cases.

TO BRAVE DEATH VALLEY.

California Professor Plans Automobile Trip

Through lll-omened Region in Search for Gold.

 

The exploitation of the grewsome Death

Valley by the automobile will soon be an ac

complished fact. In addition to the installa

tion of a service of motor transportation for

hauling borax, in place of the twenty~mule

teams heretofore used, a California professor

is going prospecting for gold in an automo

bile.

Professor Gilbert E. Bailey, of San Fran

cisco, is the adventurer in question, and he

will search for gold mines in the Death Val

ley region, which has proved fatal to hun

dreds of prospectors because of the intense

heat and the difficulty of carrying across it

supplies of food and water. Professor

Bailey's automobile is a strong runabout, to

which he has made a number of attach

ments for carrying implements and supplies.

He will test its capacity by some preliminary

tests in Southern California. Professor Bailey,

who is an expert mining engineer and as

sayer, will follow up the valley of the Amar

gosa River and will thoroughly explore

Funeral Mountains and Furnace Creek.

Every one knows this region is rich in

minerals, but parties that have ventured into

it even in winter are forced to carry a large

outfit to guard against death by thirst. For

three prospectors eight horses are necessary,

six being devoted to hauling foodstufl’. This

makes travel slow.

Professor Bailey will follow a new road

into Death Valley made by the Pacific Coast

Borax Co. This company will supersede the

old twenty-mule team by traction engines

and trains of wagons. Recent discoveries of

rich ore near Furnace Creek show that Death

Valley has never been thoroughly prospected.

Profit in the Paying Passenger.

The newest development in the automobile

industry, according to a London dispatch, is

taking the paying guest as passenger.

It is claimed for the idea that there is no

more pleasing method of seeing Great Brit

ain and spending a day or two at historic

spots by the way. The cost runs into from

$10 to $20 a day, according to the country

visited, but the paying guest is privileged

to discharge his own hotel bills and con

'tribute a proportionate share to the cost

of luncheons and teas on the roads. -

()ne automobilist who recently took three

Americans as paying guests on a few weeks’

tour cleared $400 on the trip after paying his

own and the chauffeur’s expenses.

 

Piedged Auto at Paris Pawnshop.

For the first time in the history of the Mont

de I’iete, Paris, pawnbroklng department an

automobile was pawned with it recently. The

proprietor drove his automobile slowly into

the courtyard of the pawnbroking office in

the Rue Servan, and, after satisfying the of

ficial the machine was really his property

lllit] in goood condition, was allowed an ad

vance on it.
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_The Week’s Patents.

770.726. Running Gear. Albert F. Mad

den, Newark, N. J., assignor to Vehicle

Equipment Company, New York, N. Y., a

corporation of New York. Filed January 12,

1004. Serial No. 188,083. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an axle

and a vehicle body yieldingiy supported

thereby, of a pedestal constituting a guide

for the axle, carried by the body midway

of the axle, means engaging the guide_to

prevent transverse displacement of the axle.

relative to the body, pivotal connection be

tween the axle and said means to permit

vertical movement of the axle ends inde

pendently of each other, and a pedestal at

each end of the axle forming guides or rails

therefor, as set forth.

770,728. Running Gear for Vehicles. Al

bert F. Madden, Newark, N. J., assignor to

Vehicle Equipment Company, New York,

N. Y., a corporation of New York. Filed

March 10, 1904. Serial No. 197,608. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an axle

and a vehicle body yieldingly supported

thereby, of a pedestal constituting a guide

for the axle, carried by the body midway of

the axle, means carried by the axle and en—

gaging the guide to prevent transverse dis

placement of the axle relative to the body,

pedestals at the ends of the axle forming

guides or rails therefor to prevent longi

tudinal movement of the axle relative to the

body, braces connecting the lower parts of

the pedestals, and diagonal braces between

the body and the lower part of the central

pedestal, as set forth.

770,820. Variable Speed Transmission

Gearing. Thornton B. Rennell, Denver, Col.

Filed July 3, 1903. Serial No. 164,119. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a variable speed transmission

gearing, a main driving shaft, an auxiliary

driving shaft, a transmission shaft and clutch

mechanism for connecting the respective

shafts, as described, a shaft arranged to be

driven by said connected shafts, and gear

wheels arranged upon certain of the con—

nected shafts, in combination with a swing

ing support, a Counter shaft with gear wheels

carried by said support, and means for osci

lating said support to bring the gear wheels

of the counter shaft into and out of mesh

with the gear wheels of the connected shafts.

770.840. Thrust bearing. Walter C. Baker,

Cleveland. Ohio. assignor to the American

Bali-Bearing Company, Cleveland, Ohio., a

corporation of Ohio. Filed July 25, 1901.

Serial No. 70,193. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In combination with a shaft, a

thrust-bearing comprising a pair of rings en

circling the shaft, and rings having their in

ner faces recessed. compressible material ar

ranged in one of said recesses, a second ring

bearing on said compressible material, means

arranged in the recess of the other of the

first-named rings, and formed with a bali~

race, means arranged in the ring bearing on

said compressible material, and formed with

a ball-race, and balls engaging said ball

races, substantially as described.

Charles G.770,896. Mold for tires.

Fawkes, Denver, 001.. assignor to The

Fawkes Rubber Company, Denver, Col.

Filed September 19, 1903. Serial No. 173,910.

(No model.)

(liaim.—1. A_ tire mold provided with pins

radially disposed and projecting from the

inner periphery of the mold into the hollow

of the latter.

2. A tire mold composed of two memhers,

one of which is provided with pins or pro

jections radially disposed and adapted to

form recesses on the inner periphery of the

tire formed or vulcanized therein.

770.927. Ignition plug for explosive en

gines. William Roche, Jersey City, N. J.

Filed December 4, 1903. Serial No. 183,718.

(No model. '

vClaim—1. An ignition plug for explosive

engines, comprising a tubular metal plug the

interior surface thereof at the inner end be

ing bevelled, a tubular insulating plug therein

the exterior surface at the inner end thereof

being bevelled. a tubular insulating sleeve

fitlng within said insulating plug, and a con

ductor within said insulating sleeve project

ing out of the inner end thereof, the inner

ends of said conductor and said metal plug

serving as sparkling terminals, substantially

as described.

771,077. Change-speed gearing. Abraham

B. Landis, Waynesboro, Pa. Filed April 18,

l902. Serial No. 103,594. (No model.)

Claim.~1.' In a speed-changing gear. the

combination, of two sets of gear wheels

forming two cones mounted on parallel shafts

and engaging with each other, said parallel

shafts, one of which has its gear whels rigid

ly secured thereon, and the other of which

is hollow and has its gear wheels mounted

loosely thereon, sliding locking devices

‘ formed with central transverse ways with

cam faces on each side thereof mounted in

transverse perforations in said hollow shaft

and adapted to engage notches in the hubs

of said gear wheels, and a rod within said

hollow shaft mounted to slide in the central

ways in said locking devices and provided

with a series of operating cam faces ar

ranged to engage the cam faces of said lock

ing devices successively to move one to en

gage its gear wheel and to lock all of the

others out of engagement with their wheels,

whereby only one wheel can be locked into

engagement with the shaft at a time, sub

stantially as set forth.

771.005.—Gas engine. Eugene C. Richard,

Detroit. Mich., assignor to Buick Manufact

uring Company, Detroit Mich., a corporation

of Michigan. Filed February 18, 1902.

Serial No. 94,682. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an eXplosion engine, the com

bination with the cylinder, a valve stem pass

ing outward through the head of said cylin

der, a spring sleeved upon said stem, a

cupped collar secured to said stem and form

ing a bearing for said spring. an outwardly

projecting flange in said collar. 11 bifurcated

lever having antifriction rolls bearing upon

said flange on opposite sides of said collar, a

Jug on said head to which said lever is pivot

ed, a push rod slidingly secured in a hearing

at the side of said head and an antifriction

roll secured to the opposite end of said lever

hearing against the end of said push rod.

771.156. Valve for pneumatic tires. John

l6. Keller. jr., Litchtield, Conn. Filed De

cember 29, 1908. Serial No. “0.986. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a structure of the character

specified, a valve tube, a valve mechanism in

cluding a tubular valve casing and a valve

plug secured in the outer end of said casing.

a packing washer disposed between the end

of said casing and the upper portion of the

mechanism in said valve tube with the pack

ing washer in contact with the bore of said

valve tube.

771,190. Pneumatic tire guard. Laurent

\‘anderperre‘Simon, Brussels, Belgium. Filed

July 17, 1903. Serial No. 105,988. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A pneumatic tire having an air

tube and a protecting tissue between said

tire and tube, with propecting bearing plates

secured to the outer tube and to said pro

tecting tissue.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

OR SALE—At Low Prices: Standsrd4 Cycle

Motors; Single Cylinder, 3% H I’.; Double

C linder 8 and I2 ii. i). for Automobiles. Same

With bases for launches. N. B. HARRINGTON

& CO., 106 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Crest Model D with tonneau,

nearly new, perfect condition, brand new

tires; have larger car; price, 8675. Dr. C. E.

COOK, New London, Iowa.
 

SEND stamp to C. A.Coey & Co., 53rd and Cot

tage Grove, Chicago, for the largest list of

second-hand machines ever issued.

OR SALE AT A BARGAIN—Quantity

new Elbridge latest type "R" Sparking

Dynamos, for either belt or friction drive. Fully

enclosed with sub-adjustable base. Most com

plete and cfticrent Automobile Ignitor on the

market. A bargain while they last at 8! 1.00 each.

THE R. M. CORNWELL CO., Syracuse, N Y.
 

OR SALE—RUNABOUT, including top;

extra plugs, etc.; 8275, or will trade for

larger car. WHITE AGENCY, 222 Pearl St,

Buffalo. N. Y.

OLUMBIA Gasolene Runabout, perfect con

dition,belt offer; will consider exchange

for Orient backboard or good Motorcycle.

CHAS. L. FAWCETT, Oberlin, Kans.

 

OR SALE. OR WILL EXCHANGE FOR

A 1904 OLDS RUNABOUT,I 1904 touring

car with adjustable tonneau; shifting canopy top

with curtains; twin vertical motors, underhood;

sliding gear 3 forward and reverse. Allin best

condition. Address ES-BE-ELI , Akron. 0.

WE have the following which we would like to sell

together or separately. We will put a price on this

stock that wil be vc attractive.

One two-seated Steam Automo ile. The front seat closes and

makes la nice appearing front. Has been run about 100 miles.

7 Boilers(ncw) l7 and rq inch, with copper duct.

is Boiler Shells.

5 Steam Engines, without Jackets or Pumps.

2 En Incl, With jackets.

ll OI Pumps, Carter Automatic.

2400 Copper tubes, 5% inch 1 I6“ inch.

30 Air Tanks, Co per, 7 x 30.

40 Set: Cylinder tin Machinel.

40 Sets Csann tor Di erenllal.

n4 Sleenn nucklcs.

3 Brass Di rential Sprockets.

8 4 x 4 Steps Pads.

9 Air Gauges, No. loo.

JACKSON AUTOMOBI LE CO., Jackson, Mich

 

Motor Boat and

Sportsman’s Show

Madison Square Garden

New York City

February 2i to March 9. [905

Address, 1. A. H. DRESSEL, n35 B‘Iny, N. Y.

llilE GUVEBS.
Bast Goods iowast Prices.

Write for quotltiona and

catalogue of other Auto Sup

plies.

The Wm. H. Wiley 81 Son 00.

Box 78. Horvlord. Conn.

CRESTMOBILE
8800 f0l’ tWO persons, and $900 for four persons

The standard low priced lln-ooolod car.

THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge, Man" U. 5. A.
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ONE CAUSE OF LOST POWER

Improper Adjustment of the Tappet Results in

Attenuated and Inefficient Spark.

 

A loss of power in a low tension system

magneto fired engine may often be traced to

the tappet giving the “tweaker,” as it is

called, too much of a “tweak.” The tappet

lifter, which causes the electric circuit to be

broken inside the cylinder, has a definite lift,

but as the tweaker is not directly connected

to it, the spark may be adjusted in a man

ner analogous to the setting of the sparking

plug points. This is done by screwing the

threaded end of the tappet rod into or out of,

as the case may be, the internally screwed

lifter, which is directly acted upon by the

cam. The adjustment should be such that

the tweaker makes a rapid jump from the in

sulated point, but the are formed should not

be too long, otherwic an attenuated spark is

produced, which has poor ignition qualities.

0n the other hand, if a short, quick break is

given, a fine, fat, hot spark results, and the

engine pulls double the power.

Now to adjust the tappet to produce the

latter result, the engine should be turned

round with the starting handle until the

tappet lifter is at its highest point. Then

screw down the tappet rod until there Is a

distance of about four millimetres between

the underside of the tappet head and the

tweaker. Next turn the engine until the

tappet falls and hits the tweaker; this should

be just before the tappet reaches its lowest

point, at which it should be possible to pull

the tweaker down a lot with the fingers. If

a cylinder is found to be firing badly and not

pulling as well as its companions, if of the

multi-cylinder type. slack off the pinching

screw at the head of the tappet litter and

screw up the tappet one turn; the correct

movement is counter clockwise. If no bet

ter results follow, continue screwing up until

nothing happens, and then start screwing

down by one complete turn, for three turns,

and then by half turns until the correct spark

is obtained.

This, of course, entails a lot of starting up

of the engine, but, once found, no further

adjustment should be necessary ,for a long

period.

Heated Shafts Need Prompt Attention.

The symptoms which indicate the tighten

ing of the piston in the cylinder as a pre

cursor to seizing always proclaim themselves

unmistakably. On hearing a shrill creaking

from the mechanism it is evidently best to

stop and ascertain the cause, and by touch

ing the various bearings the one which is

heating is quickly found. An abundance of

lubrication, and, while waiting an oppor

tunity to dismount the bearing for inspec

tion, slight loosening of the bushes are the

steps to be adopted.

When a shaft heats to an abnormal extent

it is better to dismount it on the first avail

able occasion to find out its condition. Should

 

it be found scored with traces of seizing,

polishing by means of a lathe should be re

sorted to, or, in the absence of a lathe, by

fine emery cloth, about No. 1 or No. 0.

Should the bushes also be marked, they

should be lightly rubbed with a very fine

semi-circular file, and afterward polished

with emery cloth.

Brakes Make Skidding Worse.

Vi'hen the car skids, remember that putting

on the brakes hard will make matters worse.

About the only thing which can be done is

to take out the clutch, keep the brakes gently

on and steer the front of the vehicle in the

same direction as the hack tends to go. When

driving a car fast on a slippery road it is

best to drive close to the curb. Then, if

one wants to stop suddenly, the front wheels

should be turned slightly away from the curb

and the brake applied. The back wheels

will then slide against the curb, and cannot,

of course, skid any further.

Heat Hurts Batteries and Coils.

Dry batteries and induction coils should

be kept as far as possible from heat. The

cement used in sealing dry batteries melts

rather easily, and if this is permitted mys

terious troubles may result. In the case of

the induction coil, the paraffine wax frequent

ly used for insulation is very apt to melt and

run out, and will not only leave the coil in

bad condition, but will, if it gets on the vi

brator or on any of the contact surfaces, in

terrupt the flow of electricity and so stop the

motor.

Easy Starts Spare the Gears.

The low speed gear should invariably be

used when starting the car, as this saves

both the clutch and the transmission. Cars

having powerful motors may be started on

the third speed, but this does not do the ve

hicle any goptl and may do it a great deal of

harm. A practice which should be avoided

as much as possible, and which is respon

sible_for many broken gears, chains and

twisted shafts, is that of "racing" the motor

before the car is started and then dropping

the clutch in.

To Test Platinum Points.

When mlsilring is persistent, do not think

of your “platinum” points as Caesar wished

to think of his wife. Alloy creeps insidi

ously into everything one hammers or eats,

into every crevice of food and manufacture,

and why should those tiny contacts escape?

Very likely they are not platinum at all, but

are as plated as your tablespoons. Touch it

with sulphuric acid; if it turns color it is Ger

man sllver. Get at it with a punch and rivet

in a bit of the right stuff.

Declutch on Passing Rough Places.

When about to pass over holes in the road

or short patches of loose stones, the car

should have sutiicient momentum to carry it

over such rough places so as to allow the

clutch to be disengaged. This prevents rack

ing the mechanism.

WHEN THE SHAFT BINDS

Temporary Repairs Can be Made With a Big

Wrench—Lathe Work Necessary Ultimately.

Bent shafts can only be produced by a vio

lent shock or collision. A strong steel wrench

a foot or fourteen inches in length will not

only serve for the large nuts 0f the motor

wheels, but will be useful should a shaft get

out of alignment.

The method of employing it is simple, and

needs no lengthened description; merely seize

the part adjoining the head between the jaws

of the wrench and act on the latter genth

till the shaft is brought back to line. Should

the bent shaft have any great length of over

hang it will be found advisable to hold it

with another wrench or lever on the other

side of the bend, so that the effects of the

first may not be felt beyond the point to be

straightened. Sometimes it will be found

preferable to dismount the shaft for the pur

pose of straightening, but on no account

must a hammer be used for the purpose.

Such a proceeding involves risk of breakage,

or at least further deterioration of the shaft.

When it is possible the shaft should be

straightened on a lathe by a competent me

chanlc, because, of course, by the proceeding

specified above it is not possible to attain

the necessary perfection.

 

Dark Room Tests for Short Circuits.

Sometimes "shorting" is not easily discov

ered, but it cannot escape the careful investi

gator for long. If the terminals and every

inch of every wire are examined, and it is

seen that the insulation is perfect and that

not even a single strand from any naked

end is inviting the current to escape by a

short cut, there can be no short circuiting.

Or so it would seem.

But it is sometimes difficult to decide by

appearance alone whether the insulation,

especially that lncloslng the secondary wire,

is perfect or not. The best method of dis

covering a short clrcultlng is to take your

machine into a darkened room and set it

slowly in motion on the stand. It is hardly

likely there will be any permanent contact

anywhere—in which case no light would be

visible—hut some lntermitting spark will in

dicate the whereabouts of the leak.

 

Temporary Repairs for Broken Piper.

A metal pipe, if broken oil, can be tem

porarily repaired by connecting the broken

ends with rubber tubing or hose of the

right size and binding the ends tightly with

wire or twine. A mere leak may be stopped

with tape, if small, or with a piece of patch

ing rubber held down by tape, if larger. In

making use of rubber cement, patching rub

ber, tire tape, rubber tubing or anything

made of or containing rubber in any form,

bear In mind that rubber is soluble in gasu

iene and will not hold it long.
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'IMPERIAL WHEELS THE
HILL PRECISION OILER

move THE “WORLD.”

See our Looatlon.

   

 

  

'Ihvsmason

“up9110‘an“
‘IKIP9"0|"!th

  CHICAGO24hours.

Bull-Ioi2hours.

ClevelandIOhours.

DETROITJhourl.

  

  
 

  

 

 

  

We are supplying the largest

Manufactumrs—WHY7

THEY GET THE WHEELS.

IMPERIAL WHEEL GOHPANY,

Flint, Mich., U. S. A.

HAYDEN EAIIES, Sailing Agani. American Trust Bldg. Biaveland. 0.

 

 

Measures the oil [or the bearings, and always sends it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

\

  

  

Hotel Lenox

Boylston and Exetor Streets

Back Bay. BOSTON

ONE or THE Fmasr MODERN

FIRE Paoor HOTELS IN THE

COUNTRY. Two Mmurizs’

WALK i-ROM THE BACK BAY .

STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

FROM COPLEY SQUARE

  

Northern Runabout '

6% Home Power. Price .750 '

Handsome outline and finish that appeals to

the customer; convenient box under front dash

for storm apron, tools, etc. All working

parts enclosed and dust proof; most silent

operator extant.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO.

Detroit, Mich, U. S. A.

" ‘ Rnticnlll

  

CHARLES A. GLBASON, Manager

Send for illustrated booklet

  

 

 

  
 

  
‘ ‘ Licoundl ‘“ " ‘  
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‘BEWARE oF IIVIITATIONS!
We advise the trade that we have been allowed a patent on our famous

BULLET LAMP 1’
Dated July 5, 1904, Patent No. 704,396. We are informed that some unscrupulous unreliable concerns

are attempting to substitute and furnish a copy of this lamp; these we are proceeding against and shall’

1

 

 

vigorously protect our patent. GRAY & DAVIS’ Amesbury, Mass. J

t
 

COMFORTIETRAVEL 2
Is found In a High Degree on the Fine, Fast Through Trains .

ohm . ,

MICHIGAN '

CENTRAL

Tn: NIAGARA FAus Rome

fromand BOSTON

to DETROIT,

MICHIGAN

POINTS

and CHICAGO,

at which point connec

tion is made with all

Western Lines tor the

West.

| Einformalion address

loc eke! agent: or write

W. H‘ UNDERWOOD.

U. E. P. AgL, Bufialo, N.Y.

O. W. RUGGLES,

G. P. & T. AgL, Chicago, Ill.

  

 

SQIIRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered April.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

his, ll MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

'15: shown. Cut ls exactly half size of the 2 In. valve

k SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

  

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRADER'S' SQN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.

I
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We are in the MARKET to make

Sample Automobile Bodies and Wheels For l905.
also

TO FIOURE ON CONTRACTS, LARGE OR SNIALL.

Quality and Workmanahlp of the Highest Standard Only.

PROMPT OELIVERIEO GUARANTEED.

THE BIDDLE &. SMART COMPANY. Amesburv, Mass.. U. S. A.
 

 

Kingslcn Garhurclcr.
0VER 20,000 I" USE

“ Patented May 1:, I903.

“ Other Patent:

Pending.

  

.ll'l£§i.ll....,
Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olilng Devices, etc.

i (15.1% '\'\f". MIJFFLERs CUT-OUT

  

BYRIIE, KINGSTON 81 00.. Kokomo, Incl, U. S. A,

 

 
 

Pat. In. no, tool.
  

An inltrument that will enable you to determine the Sent poupaid on receipt ol price, ‘l.5e.

TNB ADAMS COMPANY, Dnbuque, love.

The FURG GASIILENE BURNER.
Beet Ind float Effective Burner flenuloctured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

grade per cent. you are I'Ctnding or descending.

 

  

 

“It would be pretty hard to keep posted without

THE MOTOR WORLD.” _

That remark correctly “sizes up " the situation.

Even the MOTOR WORLD’S rivals admit the truth of it.

Which do you seek—information or essays?

 

  

Why llnl Avail Ycursell cl llur Facilities for Prcmnlly and llcrreclly Handling Same at Your

Special Machine Work on which You are Rushed.

DIFFICULT AND SPECIAL WORK A HOBBY OF CURS

LET US SERVE YOU.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Rear Axles, Transmlsslon Gears and Spoolal Parts.
 

  

GRAYw’lDAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them.

  

“ llle “I” n
.ll

.
l

|1.,-i v

" l l lull.

lnllnlinnnnlnn nlnnnnnllnllllll

AM ESBURY, MASS.

“l Inicer. K

I'ld ‘ “ll

 

 
  

 

iiil
.l

nl ‘L‘ o M‘.‘ M‘ l .EIII in

'llnlllllninhilI nlinnlnnln llnllhnllnIiIIInnl = l n. 1 ' ‘ WIN“ :I'l
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The M lller IVllca Spark Plug.

P t . t The Only Posiiln Boiler Feed: quuumagn m .0 Due,

r0 mm or THENELSUN STEAM PUMP H

d He M I 1. two sizes,” inch i

Man an is 0 0 .
co" Metric French 5

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE, i04-i l0 Centre Otreet, New York. thread.

Price. each. . . , _ _ , . . - 5 -5°

cam now H. w... _ _ _ , _ . . 5...
o t inton, . . . . . . . iii-5°

Also Rubber Mats. llampers, Lamps, special Sizes ,0 0rd“

Horns. Clothing, and everything else There are in the Soultem Staten awaiting development No. 6 Catalog, the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

'1, d b Automobilisrs thousands of acres of tmcultivated hm lands in tracts of all

req‘“ 9 y lites, which can be urchased very:‘ closely. '1?th ms P'°- CHARLES E. M I LLERu

svld ’01 Cami"! 093:: ‘0 goo m" "5‘ n "n lam Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

UTHERN RAILWAY. 97-99-l . ITY‘AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY Fggmdon abommnmi“ now availaka PM" at o l' READE sr‘, new YORK c

25' J'flenon S‘r’a' Dead" Mkh' and, character of soils, etc., write to 'Rflltl l‘irlnch: 38th St. and Broadway.

M. y_ lucuARDs’ und .na “Mann-l Am. Philadelphia Branch: 3t8-32o North Broad St.

WASH [NGTON’ D_ c" 50,“th Rain” Boston Branch: son-:04 Lolumbua Ave.

y p ’ Tl“ Balm" mm" MP"! e . Springfield Top

Imported Horns. — - . . ' ~ -Automobile Chnlne, I i Mummum wait“

‘I- Aluminum Feedere

Aluminum Heode.

Springlifi Matti

Body 00.,

7 Cypreu St"

Springfield, Men.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers St., N. Y.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Genre

Baldwin (Mill—8t Mtg. 00.,

Wme.........u..... ii

THE PEERIESS Milliiii BAH 60., Dixon’s Graphite R A D I A To R s ,

Cleveland, Ohio.

  

 

 

 

 

 
  

 
 
 

Lubricants [or IhC All“). TANKS, I I h

QU I N Fully described in the new Dixon Booklet M u F L E R a, I "mm

HUTQMOBILE-BODY u M ,, reuoens, . "

e _ - DEPARTMENT ‘ Graphite m OtOi’. HOODS.

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1534 Broadway, our. of 45th 5t.. New York. Copies tree to all interested.

Telephone, 6536-38th St- JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey Giy, N. I.

New York City Saiesrooml, 68 Reade It.

 

 
 

 

  

:60
Mom

i TOURING m i eTHE F' 8' STEHAlgmsscg" g l umnmsrumonrutfaron. I

i“ CLEVELAND’O — 1.5 O..SPLITDOBF,17VIndont "‘

’B' F “ LEATHER ‘

lg Our leathers are used by most

of the largest automobile manu

ROUte {aeturers Of this country' Acetylene Gas and Oil

To Ask "8 Wl‘v- 'rwooo IVIFC. co.,

AMERICAN on LEATHER COMPANY, Amesbury, Mass.

St. no... ........ e... M...

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit ” on the C. H. 6. D.—Pere Marquette Line.

 

  

 

 

\
 

 

  

 

 

 

I,
“The The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a Iadics’ coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect,drcam of a parlor car, which. when lighted with a myriad

of electric bulbs, was resplendent and fascinating in the- highest (IPKI‘QQ- Every one of the cars

tothe
except the baggage and the smoker. which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats, is

. finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

ld’ lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 peoplr-. The lndies' coach eats 88 people,

or s and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

cgntre, with i'ourl tables inhlthhe reardof titre kitchen.d But the triumphdof mlodean gar building is

. - s own inlthe par or car, w c is sal to e the hon somest ever turne out n t e ullman shops.

For informatlon as to rates, hOtels The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

. The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodlous ever seen on any train entering

and boarding hOURS, address here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car. and has accommo

_ dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

nearest Blg FOO! Agent, or platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vostlbules, and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

EN J In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., there is a. neatly uniformed train porter.

- 9 whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

' the coach iavatorien are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

ELEMT. Aflk W0) the train is kept up to the standard. ‘
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MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

/

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

TI'IB DUBRR-WARD 60.. No. 1787 Broadway, New

York Dlstributors.

AYI'HUR 0. BENNETT. No. 20 Lake St, Chicago

Distributor.

 

 

GlevelandllustShield
  

Does not interfere with entrance to tonneau.

Made to fit any car. Easily removed. Rolls

up into brass shield and out of the way when

not in use. Price, complete, $t2.oo.

for any horse

THE MIME MUFFlE PO... A.,...

iutely the most perfect mufiier on the market_

Correspondence solicited.

ACME IOTOR CAR 8; REPAIR COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

 

 

 

STAMPINGS BEAT FORGINGS.

There’s a reason—lea! labor, less weight, less

cost—more all-round satisfaction—more profit.

Then why not write us for particulars?

THE PARISH 5 BINGHAM C0”

Mfrs. of the indestructible P. & B. Wheel,

Cleveland.

Side Movement of Tires.

Whether owing to wrong construction in

cross section or insutiicient air pressure, the

more a tire sways or rolls on the rim the

greater the tendency to side slip; for it the

tire is of such a section that when in use

.it is rigid enough to withstand a severe lat

eral strain—that is, to check the car in the

initial stages of a side movement by caus

ing immediate friction on the road, without

allowing the car to roll sideways on the tire—

it will more often than not stop any serious

side movement. which increases in power as

the weight of the car gathers momentum

sideways, and which frequently becomes 81)

great that the hack of a car in swaying side

ways drugs the front wheels round and pre—

vents any possibility of steering the vehicle.

 

To Preserve the Cylinder.

if a valve or the porcelain in a sparking

plug breaks, care should be taken to ascer

tain whether any of the pieces have lodged

in the cylinder. It so, they should be re

moved before attempting to run the motor.

"8 it does not take a piece of steel or a few

chips of hard porcelain a very long time to

so cut a cylinder that it must be renewed.

As a rule, cylinder walls are not of sufficient

thickness to permit reborlng it it is neces

sary to take off more than the merest sus

picion of a cut, and a few chips caught by the

piston can make fairly deep grooves the en

tire length of the stroke.

Popular Wedding Trip.

A popular wedding trip is to take a D. & C.

steamer to Mackinac Island.

It you want a_ delightful wedding trip,

where you are not likely to meet acquaint

ances, take one of the new i). & 0. steel

steamers to the island of cool breezes. State~

rooms and parlors reserVed 30 days in ad

vance. Send 20. for illustrated pamphlet.

A Sharp Eye Ahead!

 

 

  

Driving an auto will be more of a pleasure and less of a

strain on the eyes it you use EYE-Fl X. This tried and

true rernedy strengthens weak eye 5, cures watery eyes and

allay: irritation caused by wind and cold. it is an effective

tonic for eyes that are dull, tired or overused—makes

them bright and dear-removes the aches and pains.

O'licltly cures sore eyes and instantly soothes eyes that are

injured by particles of dust, etc. Carry EYE-FIX in

your pockrt, a small vial and a dropper in a neat case. Use

it in a jiffy—two drops is a dose. All druggists and op

ticians sell EYE-FIX at 50c,

Every dealer in automobiles and sundries should have

EYE-Fix in stock. He will find a good sale ior it among

his patrons.

inquiries cheerfully answered, and we send a trial bottle,

post-paid, for IOC.

EYE-FIX REMEDY 00.,

Dept. 8., Detroit, MIch.. U. S. A.

 

 
 

 

 

HITLOCK

COOLERS

For 1905.

  

Experiments are

Expensive.

Sometimes they are not only expen

sive, but fatal. This is especially true

It is, there

fore, always on the side of safety and

good judgment to adopt those parts

which have stcod the test of time and

have acquired for themselves a reputation

in motor car construction.

Price is not

always the most important consideration.

based upon actual merit

Therefore, in deciding what cooler

you will use for 1905, select one with a

reputation.

The Whitlocl; Cooler has stood the

It has been used for two

seasons by the maioriiy of American

builders of touring cars. Our experience

in this line is now unequalled. Write us

about your cooler proposition.

test of time.

 

THE WHITLOCK COIL

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT
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ROLLER CHAIN “STANDARD”

CONTEST ABOUT OVER.

Question Settled by Road Tests and Remarkable Records.

IT LOOKS VERY MUCH AS IF

“WHITNEY” anle AND STANDARDS
WERE NOW USED EXCLUSIVELY

ON THE FOLLOWING CARS:

“ CADILLAC ” “ RAMBLER ” “ KNOX " “ FORD ” “ FRANKLIN ”

“COLUMBIA " “ POPE-HARTFORD ” " STEARNS ” “ ACME ”

“ QUEEN ” “' WAYNE ” “ MITCHELL ” “ OLDS RUNABOUT ”

“ PIERCE-RACINE ” “ MOLINE ” “ AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT ”

“ SOMMER ” “ MATHESON ” “ BAKER” " CORBIN ”

“ TOURIST ” “ GAETH " “ SPRINGFIELD ” “ MANHATTAN ”
“ VVORTHINGTON ” “ LENAWEE ” “ COTTA ” I “ GIBBS ”

“ ELVVELL-PARKER ” " WESTERN ELECTRIC “ SNELL ”
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The Best the Field Affords

By Reason of

l—Oldsmobile motor—ripe product of over

twenty years successful experience.

2—Simplicity of mechanical construction.

The absence of all gaskets. Cylinders and

cylinder heads cast integral. Bearings self

oiling; cam shaft gearing entirely encased.

3—Easy to start—absolute impossibility of

“kicking back " in starting.

4—Stylc, comfort, power. plenty of speed.

5~Light Tonneau Car equipped with tilting

steering post, divided front seat, honey-comb

radiator, etc.

On the recent Automobile Tour~fr0m New York 10

St. Louis—the Oldsmobile 'l'onneau Car easily held its

own with cars costing from three to fifteen times as

in ich. It maintained an average speed of twenty miles

an hour over the entire trip.

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, $650.00; Oldsmobile Touring

Runabout, $750.00; Oldsmobile Light Tonneau Car, $950.00. ‘

All prices F. (J. B. Factory. Catalogue Free. Address

Olds Motor Works,

1332 Jefferson Ave.. Detrolt, U. 5. A.

(q.- Mvmbera of the Association 0! Licensed

‘- V gv t. Automobile .iiunuructurers.
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GREAT ST. LOUIS TOUR.

THE BEST YET.

79 Goodrich Tires in the run,or nearly one~third of all.

21 more Goodrich Tires than any other make.

Over 50 per cent. of the Goodrich Tires started from

New York, Boston, Baltimore and Philadelphia.

Nearly 50 per cent. of our nearest competitors’ tires

started from Chicago only.

Not a new Goodrich Tire that showed a defect or

developed a. weak spot or necessitated replacement.

Two old cases which had run 12,000 and 15.000 miles

respectively, were replaced a short distance out from

St. Louie.

Such a record speaks volumes and gives to the

ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCHER

The Cleanest Tire Score Ever Achieved

in the History of Automobiles.

THE B. P. GOODRICH COMPANY,

AKRON. OHIO.

NEW YORK" 66—68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

BOSTON. 157 Summer St. CLEVELAND, 420 Su erlor St.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. PHILADELPHIA, 9 Arch St.

BUFFALO. 9 W. Huron it. DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

DETROIT. 80 E. Conrn'eu St. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mlsslon St.

LONDON. E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.
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THE CADILLAC WINS
races and hill-climbing contests so often, we have come to regard its winning

as a matter of fact, and, as “we do not make a racing machine,” we rarely

advertise its winnings. If any make of machine selling at less than twice its

price, and rated at twice its horse-power, succeeds in defeating it, the own

er and maker are justly proud of the performance, and as a rule it is well ad

vertised by both. To all of which we offer no objection.

nr DEL MeNTB, enLiFeRNin

on August 26th and 27th, there was some racing, in which Mr. Lee and the

Cadillac indulged, and while they did not win all the races, the following

telegram and letter will give you some idea of what they did do:

DEL MONTE, August 27th, 1904.

“I entered four new Cadillacs to-day’s races. Result: Race for ten horse

and under, Cadillac First and Second. Race for cars $1,500 and under, carrying

600 pounds, Cadillac Second. Race for 10 to 16 H. P., Cadillac First and Sec

ond, this in two heats, Cadillac winning each. Two Cadillacs in final ran 5 miles,

never 1‘2 feet apart. Race pursuit, for cars $1,000 and under, three Cadillacs go

ing when rest out at 10 miles. Won seven cups.”

4:25 a. M. (Signed) CUYLER LEE.

UNDER DATE 6F SEPT. 27. 1964

Mr. Lee writes as follows:

SAN Faancrsco, CAL, Sept. 27th,.1904.

Cadillac Automobile C0.,

1343 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

GENTLEMENI—

“We notice in the ‘Motor Age’ that the Rambler Company advertised the

races they won at Del Monte. They refer, in this advertisement, to the second

race on the first day for touring cars $1,500 and under, and show in the 'ad’ a

Cadillac, entered by myself, coming in second. They do not mention anything

about the fourth race on the same day for gasoline cars 10 to 16 H. P., in which

they entered three double-cylinder 16 H. I’. Ramblers against two Cadillacs. In

the first heat, two Ramblers and a Cadillac raced, the Cadillac winning. The

second heat, one Rambler and a Cadillac raced, the Cadillac winning. The two

Cadillacs then raced against each other for first honors.”

Yours very truly,

CUYLER Laa.

When all is told, you may be pretty certain that Cadillacs are rarely de

feated by cars of equal price or power. T0 beat a Cadillac is the ambition of

most makers.

The enoiLLne nureMeBiLE co.
(No. to) Members of Association 0! Licensed Hutomoblle-‘Manulacturers.
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WATERLESS

KNOXWM
CANS. -

ARRIVE ON TIME

Their mechanism is scientific and practical in its science.

They do what they are intended to do—dclivc'r the goods and

return on timl‘. Accidents and breakdowns are the exception

rather than the rule. A Knox Commercial Car can stand mori

hard usage than any other car on the market. No water to

worry about. Knox cylinders are air~cooled—it's the famou»

Knox patent system that does it.

and for (‘oNCISI-J CA 'I‘ALUG 0F KNOX (.‘OJI/lIE/t't‘lA I. CAR l'lz'S/‘S.

BUY A WATERLESS KNOX.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Member! Asso. Lic. Automobile Mfrs. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SELLING AGENCIES TN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

 

  

 

 

  

HEALTH FCH YCU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENCH IICK-WEST BAIIEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations in plenty—Golf Playing Nor

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

MUNII RUUTE

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

  

 
  

 

Booklet telling all about the walera and ghing list of Hotels and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, sent freev

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Traffic Man.

FRANK H. REED.

Can. Pass. Agi., Chicago.
  

 

A good name is better than Promises.

THE P‘ORD

has a reputation for reliability,

second to no motor car in the world.

For the protessional or the business

man who needs a machine for every

day use, ‘l‘na FORD stands promi

sent as “ The Car of Satisfaction."

Verified facts are better than

“ claims."

to H. P. Double opposed hon'

zontal motor,cylinder head and water

jacket cast in one piece (no packed

joints.)

Planetary transmission in oiltight

dust proof case.

The perfected construction of the

Form is the result of 15 years actual

experience in building gasolene automobiles. DON’T axrmuth'r—jurr suv A Fokn.

Full particulars and catalogue for thrashing.

FORD MOTOR CO., Detroit. Mich.

  

  

 

In this. our first "Auto-talk" to the readers of Motor Vi’orld, we do out

intend to discuss speed, control or any of the technicalities of automobiling.

What we do want to talk about this time is value.

A sensible man doesn't want to pay any more for a thing than it is

worth—he wants a thing to be worth all he pays for it.

He doesn't want to pay a big price just because the maker thinks he

can get that price, and He doesn't want to be told that a machine is a

good machine. when it is really only good for the money.

Natural] he asks "\\""y ('{lllllut the automobile business be put upon

a solid foot m: of my! and irorllil"

It was to answer this question that we started a great automobile

plant eight years ago.

And tn-day we otter to the public the Amatooar—an aulnmubiir

that is built 0an sold on o mmuvrm'ul lulsix- and the only one.

The Autoenr is beyond the experimental, teeiing-the-way stage.

It costs what it is worth—it's worth what it rosin.

Every part from motor to minutcst metal] of mechanism is built upon

lines that have been demonstrated by test and practice to be correct.

The Autocnr has all the natures of comfort, convenience and saiety

found in the highest priced car. livery part is instantly accessible. It is

built throughout in the best manner of the best materials and finished in

the finest possible style.

The Autocar has a sliced of from 3 to 35 miles an hour. Extreme ease

of control is attained through an unusually simple arrangement of levers.

The price of the Autocar touring car shown above is $1700—the Auto

car runabout $900.

In our next month's talk we will give you more details of the Autocar‘s

construction and performance. In the mean time we ask you to send tor

our booklet, in which are found addresses of our dealers throughout the

country. There is one near you.

One thing is certain, you cannot afford to buy an automobile without

investigating the Autocar.

TI'IE AUTOCAR COMPANY, - Ardmore, Pa.

.Ilr‘mlu'r' .lsnm-iulimi Limnsul Automobile .Ilflllilftll'lllfll'f-N.

TRY US FOR

PHESSEII STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perfect conditions of manufacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities.

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW is THE TIME TO CONSIDER l905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send us your drawings and get our prices.

PI'CSSCS and Rivetters. give us unsurpassed

\Vhere

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY (20.,

CASE AVENUE Ind LAKE STREET, CLEVELAND,0I‘IIO.

>»-i * is-_i
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Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto- _

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Go.

THE C 8L J TIRE $0., Indianapolis, Ind.
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Many social leaders in New York and other large cities—people who demand

and have the best of everything—are users of COLUMBIA Electric Broughams,

Landaus, Landaulets, Hansoms, Coupes, Victoria Phaetons and Opera Busses.

These vehicles are built from exclusive designs and are sold for private service only. Let

us send you a handsomely printed list 0t prominent purchasers and our special Town

cmge ca‘a‘°g“e' ELECTRIC VEHICLE (0., Hartford, Conn.

NEW YORK, I34-IJI West 39th 5!. CHICAGO, HIS Mlchlgln Ave. BOSTON, 14 Stenhope 5!.

Member Association Licensed Automobile

Manulaclurers.

    

 

  

  

VEEDER
ULDSMUBILE

UDUMETERS * aim":
BAKER

are supplied as part of the BUFFALB ELEBTRIB

regular equipment on the L GUM

 

“ It's Nice to Know

How Far you 60-"

THE VEEDER MFG. 00., - Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Techometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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wUNION
POLICY FOR 1905.

Sales Agents from many sections of the

automobile world have asked us during the past

week what we would have ready for the early

1905 market. The extent and character of these

inquiries afford us a great deal of satisfaction,

for we realize that much is expected from the

house of WINTON, and certain we are that the

very highest expectations of our Sales Agents

will be gratified.

Our inquirers wish to know whether we will

manufacture one model, two models or three

models. They ask if we will build double or

four cylinder cars, or both. And if we build four

cylinder cars exclusively will we have a sufficient

number of models, affording the necessary range

in price so that Sales Agents will not be com

pelled to represent several manufacturers in order

to have a complete line of gasoline cars.

And they want to know also if we will build

vertical or horizontal motors. They ask if it is

a fact that Mr. Winton has solved the problem

of a practical vertical four cylinder motor, which

will at once embody the important advantages of

our horizontal construction and eliminate the

disadvantages of inaccessibility, improper lubri

cation and ignition and the great complication

of parts, which are the common faults of the

vertical motors that have gone upon the market

to date.

Some Sale Agents have asked if it is not

true that we have developed and will employ a

practical and sure ignition system which elimi

nates batteries and the ever-bothersome multiple

spark vibrator coils.

Then again we are asked whether a positive

automatic oiling system, which will be equally

efficient in all temperatures, and with which we

have done some extensive experimenting during

the past year, will not be a feature of WINTON

1905 construction.

Of course, there is no secret about our direct

drive, side entrance tonneau, improved carbure

tor, etc.

Without answering each of these queries

specifically at this time, because we shall reserve

the details of WINTON 1905 features for a

separate announcement, we can say without any

reservation whatever that our 1905 models will

more completely represent the wants of the

buying public than any line of automobiles ever

before put upon the market. Just watch this

space—or, better still, get into communication at

once with our Sales Department.

And now permit this line of advice: Avoid

stepping on “live wires.” Wait until you know

what we are going to offerbefore making definite

promises to any manufacturer.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

MEMBER A. L. A. M.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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‘ the Best Automobile Motors

AND

Automobile therein! Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWELl-PAIIKEB ELEGTIIIB Ill],

CLEVELAND, O.

THE NI. SEWAIIII & SUN 60.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURE“. OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

‘ Special Forgings

Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimatee from drawlngo or models

and guarantee first-class work.

  

 

  

 

 

“l have now driven 3300 miles,

and the little troubles that l have had

are too small to mention; it is certainly

wonderful how she keeps going mile

after mile with no trouble whatever.

We have taken some very long runs.”

(From a driver of a four-cylinder LOCOMOBILI'I, “ho is

no novice at automobiling.) _

NOTE that LOCOMOBILE Cars can be seen and tried

at any Locomobile Branch Ofiice. Front Vertical Motors

exclusively.

PRICE, $2,100 Up.

The £ocamobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH ES: le Yo- x, Broadway and 761I\S(.; PHXLADILYHIA,249 North

Broad St; CHICAGO, 1354 Michigan Ave.; BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  
 

 

The Inconlparable

White at St. Louis

(The IVor/rl': I'lln- A "taunt/Y”! S/‘vn/ Conical.)

Captured three firsts, one second and one

third of a total of five events entered.

One of these firsts is the famous Grey

hound Stakes, advertised as having been

won by one of the high-powered gdsoline

machines, which in reality came in second.

“ Mr. Jay. in his 10 horsepower WHITE stock car was

"called on the track for two ten-mile and one five-mile

“ events in succession, and the showing he made compet

"ing with cars of two and three times the horse power

"of his was wonderful."

 

 

 

Cleveland.

7 Ohio.

 

WHITEeiettbgCOMPAN

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

  

 

llarraoo Motor liars
SET THE FASHION TO THE WORLD

Speed, Silence, Gomfort.

(MICHELIN TIRES LJSEDJ

AMERICAN DAIIIIACQ AUTUMOBILE COMPANY,

Controlled by F. A. LA ROCHE COMPANY,

652 Hudson St. and I47 W. 38th St., New York.

PHILADELPHIA, 3| 7-3l9 North Broad St.

 

ENTIRE OUTPUT

1904 THOMAS ELYERS SULII.
N GAR HAS BETTER REPUTATION.

- g, Thel905"FLYER"

' ' will shortly be A

al‘IflOUflCOd

BET III LIIE IF INTERESTED.

’ mnem A “THOMAS”

OR TAKE

“THOMAS” nus‘r.
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“THE PREMIER COMET ”_

At Chicago, October lst,

WON EVERY EVENT ENTERED,

Including Manufacturers’ Diamond Challenge Cup, 5 Miles in 5:15.

For Middleweight Class, Two Miles WORLD’S RECORD in 2:02.

  

  

  

I905 PREMIERS READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

RESPONSIBLE AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIE'D TERRITORY.

  

Better Get in Line Before Our 1905 Output is Sold.

PREI'IIER 'I'IOTOR l'IFG. CO.

  

Indianapolis, Ind.
  

 

 

U i e d U lleledr"qp‘e'silm"£filfier Hand Book

I l MO OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF TIIE DUDLIC WIIO

.. l-r

 

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND UsE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasolene cars. one car and its specifi

cations to each page. It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

  

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States at America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series 0! the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is obvious, and

The history of automobiling in America records nomoresensational "if! purcmser is enabled t0 select the machines which are best

performance than that of the Pathfinder Elmoreontherecenttrip from smied 1° the ""109 I'PQUired. to his personal taste. or the

New York to St. Louis and return. An ordinary stock car was selected means at his command

to ma out the roads in advance of the endurance run. This tremen- .
dous tprip of more than 5000 miles over villanous roads was made by sci“ upon receipt or 6 cents m “amps [or posmsc‘

the Pathfinder Elmore with a repair bill of only 25 cents, and not a

single displacement. Did any car in the endurance run—whetherit

“222338?Zitfiiifiti‘iialiiiiiiifiiil‘iliéfffifig’itiffSZZE‘T‘SZi Association of Licensed

Lon um and Two Short Ste s." ,ELMOREPMFG COMPANY Automobile Manufacturers,

“04 AMANDA 8T., cLYns, omo. , Doom1009. No. 7‘ EAST t2nd STREET, NEW YORK.

 

Member! oi the Association 01 Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Your

SPEBIFIBATIUNS
for

FURGINGS
should reach us promptly to Insure

Seasonable Deliveries.

ARE YOU READY?

WE ARE.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 60., Harttord, Bonn. U. S. I.

Makers of

 

THE ONLY WAY

to build automobiles that

will stand the test is to

use sheet metal parts in

place of castings.

WE DO HEAVY AND DIFFICULT

STAMPING.

The Crosby 00.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

 

 

RIM LIEE

Drop Forgings of Every Deserlptlon.

Ak means

  

  

TIRE LIFE.

“ SW E DOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
are long-lived.

Their use insures long-lite to the tires to which they are fitted.

The composition of " SWEDOI'I " SPRING STEEL is peculiarly adapted

to automobile rim building. There’s just the right preportion of

toughness to keep the rlms round and just enough spring to soften

the shocks to which a rim is subjected.

“ SWEDOII " SPRING STEEL RIMS are now used by most builders of

high~class csrsI and are heartily indorsed by all tire manufacturers.

Made by

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING C0.;

 

  

Bridgeport, Conn.

We own and operate our steel billet

mlrlng and hot and cold rolling

mlIIs and stumping works.

 

  

  

 

 

FIRE PROOF  

Hotel Lenox

Boylston and Exeter Streets

Back Bay, BOSTON

ONE or THE FINEST MODERN

FIRE Pnoor HOTELS IN THE

COUNTRY. Two MINUTEs’

‘IVALK FROM THE BACK BAY

STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

FROM COPLEY SQUAR E

CHARLES A. GLBASON, Manager

Send for illustrated booklet
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KEEPING COOL
  

is the problem of the motor that setsIout for a continuous day and night dash from the

Great Lakes to the Atlantic. Plowing across the prairies of the West,through the sandy

roads along Lake Erie, and up the tortuous climbs over the Catskill Mountains, with

throttle wide open and a merciless driver getting every ounce of power out of the

motor, the problem is, we repeat, to

KEEP THAT l‘lOTOR cooLz

The COLUI'IBIA and the WHITLOCK Coolers set up a new

mark-=Chicago to New York, 1,127 miles; net

time 51 hours 5 minutes.

The motor was a 30-35 h.p.; the water consumed in the fifty-one hour grind was

TWO QUARTSI These accomplishments are phenomenal when compared with

the results gotten from other coolers.

BUT 2 2 The COLUMBIA had cracked this record before; its makers

knew the necessity of

RELIABILITY AND A COOL MOTOR

and their choice well fell to

The Whitlock Cooler.
The motor with a poor cooler will not mote. The Standard cooler for

high-class cars is indisputably the WHITLOCK.

MADE BY

WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO., Hartford, Conn.
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- First \MICHELIN,

MICHELIN, Second
 
 

' Clement-Bayard, 211d,

A Great Double VICTORY for

the famous MICHELIN TIRES

The Vanderbilt Cup Race of three hundred

miles on Long Island, Oct. 8th, won by

MICHELIN' TIRES.
HE Panhard’ _ I Both 0! these Cars

lully equipped with

MICHELIN

TIRES.

 

Qut of eighteen starters in this great International] Race, MICHELIN

alone officially finished.

beyond question its Superiority.

It was a battIe of tires, and MIcHELIN proved

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES. ALL SIZES.

UNITED STATES AGENCY MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

1110 WEST 29th STREET, NEW YORK.
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ALLEN, HALLE & Co.

69 Wall Street and 89 Beaver Street, New York

91 Aldergate Street, E. C. London, England

SOLE AMERICAN CONTROL

M E R C. D S
THE ARISTOCRATIC MOTOR CAR OF THE \VORLD

Sole Representatives of C. L. CHARLEY, Paris

   

 

  

  

 

It may not be generally known that all the Mercedes cars which gained

the supremacy in the Gordon Bennett and subsequent races

are the regular touring cars with racing bodies.

Orders Can Now be Booked for 1905 l‘lodels

Every MercedES car imported must bear license plate, to be secured

only through us. Otherwise owners will be promptly prosecuted.
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COIVIFORTQTRAVEL
Is found in a High Degree on the Fine, Fast Through Train!

of the

MICHIGAN

(3mmA_L
Tm N F ROIITE

from NEW YORK

and BOSTON

- to DETROIT,MICHIGAN '

POINTS

and CHICAGO,
at which point connec H

_ .
_ >. \

tion is ma with all - ’.,':"' f"

Western ines for the " "“ ‘

West. ‘

For information addreae

local ticket agent; or write

W. H. UND WOOD.

(i. E. P. AgL, ufialo,N.Y.

. O. W. RUGGLES,

G. P 82 T. Agt., Chicago, Ill.
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STORAGE BIIIIRY
MANUFACTURED BY

THE WlllARDSTURAGE BATTERY C0.Cl.EVElANll.0lll0.
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— TI'IAT ETERNAL QUESTION —

—- Tire l‘iaintenance -—

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc

 

 
 

  

 

  

“Creeping,” “Crimping,” “Rolling”and “Blow Outs” lmpossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the tire itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

@- More culhioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER CCMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.
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Automobiles of the same price

do not develop halt the power.

those of equal power cost more

more than twice as much. Sim

plicity of construction and an

enormous output, every work

ing part being made in our own

plant, puts the RAMBLER in a

(-lnss by itself.

  

Rambler Surrey Type One, l905 Model

TWO CYLINDERS, 16 H. P.

$1350. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

In RAMBLER SURREY TYPE ONE the speed is regulated by the throttle

attached to the steering wheel, requiring only one hand to steer and control. The air

regulating device economizes gasoline The ignition is timed automatically by a governor

in exact requirement to the speed of the engine. The brakes stop machine, under full

speed, within twice its length.

Some 1 9 0 5 Features.

Pedal, applying main brake, disconnects engine from running gear. Single carburetter supplies

both cylinders. One lever control. No internal and fibre gears. Ninety-inch wheel base

with pressed steel frame. Movable steering pillar. Side entrance to body.

Write at once for complete information and illustrated matter of this and the $750, $850, $2000 and $3000 models.

THOMAS B. JEEEERY 8: COMPANY,

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue.

BRANCH HOUSES: lCHICAQO- 304-500 W-lmh Hem-c- Main Office and Factory: KQIIOSIIH; WIS.
PHILADELPHIA, 242 north Broad Street.

NEW YORK, 38th Street and Broadway.

Representatives in all leading cities throughout the ccuntry.

SOME EXCELLENT TERRITORY OPEN.
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TO TEST LICENSE LAWS

N.A.A.M. Decides to Take Action—Elects Three

New Members and Sanctions Two More Shows.

Quite unexpectedly the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers, at the

meeting of its executive committee, on

Friday last, 7th inst., decided to under

take to prove or disprove the legality of

the laws requiring numbers, licenses or regis

tration, or whatever they may be called.

Action took the form of requesting an opin

ion from the association’s counsel, with a

view of instituting a test case.

According to Manager Miles, “the particu

lar difficulty which brought about this de

cision is that which makes it necessary to

be provided with licenses for a number of

states before attempting a tour of any length.

The association is now determined to ascer

tain whether a license is necessary in any

State. and, if so, whether a license issued by

one State is not, of necessity, to be accepted

by the authorities of other States.”

At this meeting the representatives of the

Reliance Automobile Mfg. Co.. of Detroit;

the Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, of

New Britain, Conn., and the Phelps Motor

Vehicle Co., of Stoneham, Mass, were ad

mitted to membership. The Daimler Co. was

reinstated, and the name of the Berg Co.

was changed to the Worthington Automobile

Co. The resignations of the Hyatt Roller

Bearing Co. and the National Cement and

Rubber Co. as associate members were ac

cepted.

S. A. Miles, general manager, was again

elected the association’s representative on

the committee of allotment for the New York

Show.

The show committee reported that sanc

tions had been issued for shows at Phila

delphia and Toronto, making the complete

list to date as follows:

New York—J. C. Young, manager, Madison

Square Garden, January 12 to 21.

Chicago—S. A. Miles, manager, 7 East

Forty-second street, February 4 to 11.

Philadelphia—Philadelphia Auto. Trade

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New Yprii. U. S. A., Thursday, October 13, l904.

Association, H. D. LeCato, manager, Girard

Building, January 23 to 28.

Detroit—Tri-State Sportsmen's and Auto

mobile Association, Seneca G. Lewis, man

ager, February 13 to 18.

Toronto—Toronto Automobile Club, W. J.

Morgan, United States representative, Press

Club, New York, February 27 to March 4.

Boston—Boston Automobile Dealers' Asso

ciation, Chester I. Campbell, manager, 5

Park Square, March 4 to 18.

Washington—Washington Automobile Deal

ers’ Association, B. C. Washington, Jr., man

ager, March 27 to April 5.

 

Gets Money to Further Plans.

In line with the enlarged scope of the plans

of the Consolidated Manufacturing Co., of

Toledo, Ohio, a mortgage was executed last

week for $200,000 in favor of the Ohio Sav

ings Bank and Trust Company. This in

preased working capital will be used in the

extending of the business, which is expected

to attain larger proportions the coming sea

son than ever before.

Cryder Quits the Consolidated.

H. C. Cryder has resigned the presidency

of the Consolidated Motor Co., of this city,

and Lowell N. Palmer has been elected in

his stead. The concern is making good prog

ress in the production of its various lines,

some of which are almost completed. Here

after the Moyea touring car will be built

with the Consolidated Co.'s friction drive

device.

Columbus Settles With Creditors.

The Columbus Motor Vehicle Co., Colum

hu, Ohio, have settled their financial troubles

out of court. The creditors, several of whom

filed a petition in bankruptcy, have accepted

the company's offer, and it is understood

that it will resume business at once.

Two Rambler Surprises in Store.

The Rambler line for 1905 will incorporate

two surprises—models at $2,000 and $3,000

respectively. It is understood that they will

be closed or semi-closed cars, embodying

something unusual in the way of luxurious

appointments.

ST. LOUIS AWARDS

Jurors Complete Their Labors and Distribute

Honors to the Deserving—Some Big

Surprises Included in the List.

St. Louis, Oct. 10.—Although a number, if

not all, of the successful exhibitors have

. been already notified of the findings of the

Jury of Automobile Awards, it is probable

that they will not be officially promulgated

until the end of this week. For some rea

son the exposition authorities appear to wish

the information withheld. It is known, how

ever, that the awards are as follows:

Grand Prizes.

Gasolene. _

Haynes-Apperson Co., Haynes cars.

George N. Pierce Co., Pierce Great Arrow

car.

Pope Mfg. Co., Pope-Toledo cars.

Steam.

White S. M. Co., White cars.

Electric.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Woods cars.

Gold Medals.

Electric Vehicle Co., Knox Automobile Co.,

Packard Motor Car Co., National Motor Ve-,

hicle Co. and the Rainier Co., also, in acces~

sories, Badger Brass Mfg. Co. (Solar lamps).

Veeder Mfg. Co. (Veeder odometers) and

Shelby Steel Tube Co., and Hendee Mfg. Co.

(Indian motorcycles) and Miami Cycle 6:

Mfg. Co. (motor Recycles).

Silver Medals.

Olds Motor Works, Cadillac Automobile

Co., T. B. Jeffery & Co., Winton Motor Car

riage Co., E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Ford

Motor Co., St. Louis Motor Carriage Co.,

Grout Bros. Co., Smith & Maltby, H. H.

Franklin Mfg. Co., and, in accessories, Gray

& Davis (lamps).

Bronze Medals.

Royal Motor Car Co., Waltham Mfg. Co.

and Duryea Power Co., and, in accessories,

the 20th Century lamps and Apple and Mot

singer igniters.

In the foreign section, grand priZes were

awarded Renault, Panhard, Daimler, De Die

trich and Georges-Richard, and gold medals

to Darracq and Benz.
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MECHANICAL MEN MEET

License Association Brings Them Together and

First Step is Taken to Band Them.

 

Because of the lateness of the hour and the

necessity of being on the scene of the Van

derbilt Cup race early the following morn

ing, the projected mechanical branch of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers was not formed at the meeting of

that organization on Friday evening last,

7th inst. The first step in that direction was

taken, however, by authorizing Colonel

Charles Clifton, 0f the George N. Pierce Co.,.

to app vint a committee of five to bring about

the permanent formation of a mechanical

brunch, as had been proposed. it is expect

ed that a meeting for the purpose will be

held about November 1.

This was decided at the dinner held at

the Central Park Casino, at which General

Manager Day presided.

Thc lorenoon and afternoon were devoted

to what may be termed the "comparison

run" to Ardsiey and Travers island. it was a

well ordered affair, designed not merely to

acquaint the mechanical heads one with the

other, but to afford them an opportunity of

exehanging ideas and comparing notes and

cars. To further the plan, each participant

was furnished with a card designating the

successive cars in which he was to ride, and

giving a key to the numbered white ribbon

badges worn by each man. in this way when

stops were made and “change cars" was the

order of the moment, every man was able

to immediately identify every other man,

and to call him by name. All were given

tpportunities to ride in each other's cars, of

which eighteen were in evidence. Of the

number but three were 1905 models—those

0f the Electric Vehicle Co., the E. R. Thomas

Motor Co. and the George N. Pierce Co.

Those who participated were: E. O. Poi

lard, superintendent, and A. P. Brush, en

'ginecr, Cadillac Automobile Co.; Howard

Collin, engineer, Olds Motor Works; T. C.

Collings, superintendent, Peerless Motor Car

to; J. Frank Duryea, engineer, J. Stevens

Arms and Tool Co.; Herman G. Farr, sec

retary and superintendent,‘ and Harry A.

Knox. vice-president and general manager,

Knox Automobile (70.; i). Ferguson, engineer,

and Henry May, vice-president and general

manager, George N. Pierce 00.; L. B. Gay

lor, general manager, and J. C. Robbins, en

gineer, Waltham Mfg. 00.; N. T. Harrington,

engineer, and Charles B. Wilson, superin

tendent, Olds Motor Works; Elwood Haynes,

vice-president and general manager, and

Richard Wiley, superintendent, Haynes-Ap

pcrson t.‘o.; J. P. Howe, designer; Karl Aim

quist, chief draughtsman; H. R. “Kr-thing

ton, secretary, and W. J. P. Moore, vice

president, Worthington Automobile 00.; C.

ll. King, superintendent, Northern Mfg. 00.;

L. H. Kittredge, treasurer and general man

ager, Peerless Motor Car 00.; Hiram P.

Maxim, chief engineer, and George W. Wes

ley, superintendent, Electric Vehicle 00.;

Harry G. McComb,_ mechanical engineer, and

John C. Spiers, general manager, the Auto

car 00.; F. P. Nehrbas, assistant superin

tendent, and E. R. Thomas, president, E. R.

Thomas Motor 00.; W. M. Remington, as

sistant engineer, J. Stevens Arms and Tool

00.; Eugene F. Russell. superintendent, Lo

comobile Company of America; B. W. Snow,

superintendent, and John Wilkinson, en

gineer, H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.; Henry

Souther, mechanical engineer, Locomoblle

Company of America; J. G. Utz, engineer,

and William Van Wagoner, general superin

tendent, Kirk Mfg. Co.; S. D. Waldron, sales

manager, Packard Motor Car 00.; R. M.

Beck, chief engineer, and Harold Pope, en

gineer, Pope Mfg. 00.; T. W. Goodridge,

manager, Studebaker Automobile Co., and

George H. Day, general manager, A. L. A.

M. and K. F. Cuntz, patent attorney, A. L.

A. M.

All of the cars employed were distinctly on

their “good behavior." On their arrival at

the Casino in the evening, it was found that

five punctures constituted the sum total of

the day’s troubles and delays.

 

Packard Now on Broadway.

The New York branch of the Packard

Motor Car Co. has been removed to No. 1,542

Broadway, near Forty-sixth street, and

fronting the asphalted expanse of Long Acre

Square. it will afford more room and con

veniences than the old place on Fifty-ninth

street.

 

Koehier Adds Another Store.

including the main one at No. 845 Broad

street, the H. J. licehler Sporting Goods Co..

Newark, N. J., now maintains four stores,

the most recent establishment having been

opened at Nos. 141 and 143 Halsey street,

in that city. The third store is in East Or

ange, and the fourth in Montclair.

Krotz Has New Cushion Tire.

The Krotz Mfg. 00., Springfield, Ohio, the

head of which is also connected with the

Nelly-Springfield Tire Co., will build a lim

ited number of electric cars for next sea

son’s trade. incidentally, Mr. KrotZ' has

recently perfected a cushion tire which prob

ably will be heard from later.

Body Builders Increase Capital.

An increase of capital from $30,000 to

$50,001.) has been made by the Pontiac Body

(‘0.. of Pontiac, Mlch., which will make addi

tions to its plant. Hereafter automobile

bodies will be manufactured exclusively.

Clark Buys Out Beach.

John D. Clark has purchased the interest

of a. A. Beach in the firm of Clark & Beach,

1401 Meridian street, Anderson, ind., and

will continue the business in his own name.

A specialty of automobile repairing is made.

ELECTED ELEVEN NEW MEMBERS

Accessory Association Expanding at a Great

Rate—Its Show Committee is Named.

 

 

What one of those who attended described

as “the best meeting we have ever held"

was that of the executive committee of The

Motor and Accessory Manufacturers in New

York on Thursday last, 6th inst. Practically

every member of the committee was present,

and all seemed animated by the “do some

thing" spirit that has possessed the organiza

tion since it was formed.

Eleven new members were elected, but that

the Manufacturers are not falling over them

selves ln the desire to boost a lengthy roll

was indicated by the holding over for further

investigation of several other applications.

Similarly, the expulsion or dropping from

the rolls of two members for failure to pay

their dues showed that no “dead wood" is

being carried.

At the meeting the appointment of the

show committee was announced, as follows:

Chairman, D. .1. Post, of the Veeder Manu

facturing (‘o., Hartford Conn.; H. 0. Smith,

of the G & .l Tire Company, Indianapolis;

F. E. Castle, of Gray & Davis, Amesbury,

Mass; H. W. Chapin, of the Brown-Lips

Gear Company, and H. T. Dunn, of the Fisk

Rubber Co.

The prospectus and plans of both shows

will be forwarded to the members of the or

ganization, and the committee will allot the

10,000 feet of space reserved at the New

York show for the Motor and Accessory Man~

ufacturers. Application for space for the

New York show will close on October 28, at

noon. and for Chicago on November 1.

The new members elected were as follows:

Federal Manufacturing 00., Elyria, Ohio;

Parish & Bingham Co., Cleveland; Dow

Portable Electric 00.. Bra lntree, Mass. ;

.r'ray Pump 8: Register (30., Rochester; Auto

Coll Company, Jersey City, .\‘ .l.; Warner In

strument Co., Beioit, Wis.; Continental Rub

ber Works, Erie, P4,; F. E. Wadsworth.

Detroit. Mich: Manufacturers‘ Foundry Co.,

Waterbury, Conn.; Carlisle-Johnson Machin

ery 00., Hartford, Conn., and the \Vebb

Company, New York City.

On Saturday the otlicers occupied a box in

the grandstand at the Vanderbilt Cup race.

 

Century Creditors Will Meet Once More.

A meeting of the creditors of the Century

Motor Vehicle to, of Syracuse, N. Y.. will

be held in that city on October 17. at which

time the concern is expected to be finally

wound up. The meeting is called for the

purpose of passing upon the final report and

account of the trustee. the declaration

of a final dividend, making such allowances

for expenses and attorneys‘ fees as to the

court may seem proper, and the discharge of

the trustees from the performance of all fur

ther duties.
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NOT LIKE OTHER TIRES

Notable Production of a Notable Concern—

Many Ingenious Ideas Brought Into Use.

Quite the most notable development in

tires that has made its appearance in some

time was launched last week by the Kokomo

Rubber Co., of Kokomo, lnd., who in them

ble manner, and with the use of but one tool,

a small wrench.

As the cuts make plain, the tire is easily

slipped on to a plain fiat metal rim or band,

and is held securely not merely by the re

taining flange but also by metal bands which

are inibedded in the lips, or lower parts of

tlic tlrc; these metal bands have lugs welded

to them, which extend down through slots

in the plain metal rim or band, and these

  

selves constitute a notable addition to the

automobile industry. For many years they

have stood high as makers of bicycle and ear

riagc. tires, their record being one oi! uninter

rupted prosperity and growth, and their rep

utation that of sound and conscientious mau

ufacturers. For at least three years they

have been wrestling with the automobile tire

problem, and it is in line with their record

and repute that they did not go of! half

cocked and announced their tire only when

thorough test had proved it right and worthy

of their name.

Although among the pioneer makers of

single-tube bicycle tircs, they early came to

the conclusion, which all tire makers and

users of these tires have since come to, that

the problem was not solved, and that the

single tube tire would not prove satisfactory.

They say that they have watched and ex

perimented with the clincher, and that, while

that type of tire seems to be the most feasi

ble tire in general use, they are just as fully

convinced that the clincher will have to give

way to something simpler and more practi

cal in the way of a mechanically fastened

tire.

With this in mind, they have long been ex

perimenting, and for the last year have been

testing the mechanically fastened tire they

now other to the public, and which is well

shown by the accompanying illustrations.

It is a tire that can be put on or taken OR

the rim in the simplest and quickest possi

lugs prevent the creeping so fatal to all tires.

In the Kokomo the inner tube is first put

into the casing, inflated and adjusted to its

proper place, and does not, like other makes,

have to be tucked into the tire deflated, after

the catalog has first been put on the rim and

  

then inflated, which causes it to be stretched

in some places and crimped in others, which

is dangerous to the tube, and which is a great

drawback. The multiplicity of lugs project

ing through the rim and tire casing, and

which frequently endanger the inner tube, is

also avoided by the Kokomo form of con

struction, which is such that "creeping" is

absolutely impossible; it permits the use of a

rubber valve stem and obviates the metal

valve, which in many tires is depended on to

check "creeping," and which is often torn

from the tube by the great strain to which

it is subjected.

The substantial dimensions of the "lips"

and side walls of the casing, and the great

sectional diameter of the tire are other char

acteristics to which the Kokomo people point

with pride. They claim, indeed, that their

method of fastening gives more cushion or

air space than any tire ever devised, the re

sulting sectional diameter being such that it

is possible to use a smaller Kokomo tire and

obtain the same results aflorded by other

tires 0! larger diameter—an item that is of

considerable present concern to automobile

makers as contributing to the lessening of

costs.
 

Duerr to Go It Alone.

0. A. Duerr, 0f the Ducrr-Ward Co., New

York agents for the Royal car, has purchased

the interests of his partner and will con

tinue the business at the present address.

Fifty-eighth street and Broadway. The name

of the concern will be changed, but the new

style has not yet been settled.

~ \ v
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M. Eugene Biin, of the French automobile

manufacturing firm of Malicet & Blin, Au

bcrvilliers, is now in this country. He will

place contracts here for machine tools which

will represent an expenditure of some $60,

000. At the present time he is in St. Louis.
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LOZIER CARS ALMOST READY

Big Marine Motor Concern. After Months of

Experiment, Enters Sister Field.

It is no secret that the big Lozier Motor

Co., of Plattsburgh, N. Y., have been at work

on a motor car. More than a year ago the

Motor World exclusively announced the fact

and predicted that when it finally was placed

on the market it would be an automobile

WOI‘tIJ seeing.

The prediction then made seems in a fair

way to be borne out, for after an expenditure

of over $30,000 and twenty-one months' ef

fort the company are at last satisfied that

they have developed a car that has no supe

rior, either at home or abroad.

Coming from other sources such a statement

might well be received with smiles, but with

the past record, experience and immense re

sources of the Lozier people,and last, but by

no means‘ieast, the fact that the car is the

creation of George A. Burwell, designer of the

well known Lozier marine motor, and the man

who made the Cleveland bicycle, places the

matter in a far different light. Then, too.

as an indication of the quality to be expected.

comes the announcement that despite the

facilities of the big plant, but twenty‘five ma

chines will be turned out for the 1905 mar

ket, and though the list price has not been

definitely decided upon, it is known that it

will be not less than $5,000.

While it is yet a trifle too early to present

detailed specifications of the car it is known

that the motor is, of course, a four-cylinder

vertical 41/; by 5%, and yielding 30 H. P. at

1000 R. P. M. and 37 H. P. at 1240 R. P. M.

Mechanically operated intake and exhaust

valves, double chain drive, slide gear trans

mission, 36-inch wheels, an improved system

of lubrication and the best and most ad

vanced mechanical practices are everywhere

incorporated in the constructional features.

The entrance is by side door and the total

weight of the vehicle is 2250 pounds.

Williams's Lines for I905.

After a general tour of the West, “seeking

what he might find," Frank Blaney, repre

senting P. A. Williams, jr., the Ford man in

Boston, has renewed the Ford contract for

another year. He has also taken on the

Marion car, made by the Marion Motor Car

Co., of Indianapolis—a Western production

which recently has been singularly success

ful in obtaining promising Eastern connec

tions.

Searchlight at Popular Price.

The Columbus (Ohio) Brass 00. Is adding

a mirror-back searchlight to its line; it is

small, neat and compact, and the price of it

is well within what may be termed the pop

ular figure.

Artz’s Ingenious Attachablc Seat.

About the neatest thing in folding seats

that has yet made its appearance is that

shown by the accompanying illustrations,

and which is being made ready for the mar

ket by the patentee, J. D. Artz, of Dayton,

Ohio. The picture shows it attached to a

Ford car, but it may be also fitted to the

Oldsmobile, the Cadillac, the Franklin, or,

in fact, any car in which the rear portion is

not otherwise occupied. The seat is of full

depth and height from the floor of the car,

and is full upholstered on both back and

  

  

  

arms; it is wide enough to accommodate two

adults and a child. It is fastened rigidly to the

body and cannot slip or collapse when not

in use. It can be detached in two seconds,

and when folded presents a very neat ap

pearance; it may then also be used to store

cushions and robes and thus protect them

from dust and the weather. When desired a

side door may be fitted. The seat is covered

by patent No. 769,455, issued to Mr. Artz on

April 15 of this year.

Gets More Room to Make .laclts.

That nothing does succeed like success is

again illustrated by the Springfield automo

bile jack made by the Sawver Co., Spring-l

field, Ohio. It is quite one of the neatest

and most serviceable yet devised, and the

fact was so generally recognized that they

have removed to a larger and much better

equipped plant.

IMPORTS SI‘IOW BIG INCREASE

Value of Foreign Cars Brought to This Country

Almost Doubled in Nine Months.

Figures given out last week by Appraiser

Whitehead of the Port of New York show

that the government’s revenue from auto—

mobile imports during the first nine months

of 1904 has almost doubled. Duties derived

by the government from this source from

January 1 to October 1 of the present year

amounted to about $720,000. This is about

twice as much a was received during the

same period last year.

The number of automobiles entered at this

port during the first nine months of this year

was 427. These machines did not include any

entered in bond or for special purpoaes, but

only those on which duty was collectable.

The total valuation of the automobiles was

$1,600,000, and the rate of duty was 45 per

cent ad valorem.

It will be seen that the average value of

the 427 cars brought into this country was

$3,749. With the 45 per cent duty, freight

- charges, etc., added, this means that the cars

stood the importers about $7,500 apiece.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Elmira, N. Y.—Chemung Automobile Co.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles.

Wilmington, Del.—Delaware Auto Storage

& Repair Co., under Delaware laws, with

$25,000 capital, to buy, sell, repair and deal

in automobiles and motorcycles.

Pittsburg, Pa.——Hiland Automobile Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $10,000 capl

tal. Directors—John A. Hawkins, George A.

Urling and Frank W. Anderson, Pittsburg.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Automobile Supply Mfg.

Co., under New York laws, with $15,000 cap

ital. Directors—Salvatore Salvlne, New

York; Errlco Pascucci and Louis Rubes,

Brooklyn.

Beliefontaine, Ohio—The Zent Automobile

Mfg. Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capi

tal. Incorporators: S. W. Zent, C. E. Yoder.

Joseph J. Hantgen, W. W. Osborn, John P.

Aikin, Nevin W. Smith and W. R. Cordray.

Mlshuwaka, Ind—Simplex Motor Car Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $100,000 capital, to

manufacture automobiles. Officers: D. A.

Shaw. president; E. J. Gullck, secretary

and general manager; J. W. Fuller, treas

urcr; R. E. Kamm, vice-president.

Pittsfieid, Mass—The Berkshire Automo

bile Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$15,000 capital, to manufacture automobiles.

Officers: President, Dr. W. J. Mercer, Frank

V. Wyland, vice-president: F. A. Cooley,

clerk and treasurer, and Clarence P. Hol

lister, superintendent. Mr. Cooley will also

be the general manager.

Olds May Open in New York.

It is within the realm of probability that

the Olds Motor Works will establish a branch

in New York City. The matter is being seri

-ousiy considered, and a decision will be

reached before snowfiy.
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$55553 TONNEAU.
. EFFICIENCY

in its highest degree can be obtained

only through the employment of de

vices which enable the automobilist to

take advantage of existing Conditions.

The I‘IAYNES 3 SPEED l LEVED CONTROL

Meets Every Road Condition.

Ist. Gear for starting and mountain climb

mg.

2d. Gear for hills, sand and bad roads.

3d. Gear for good roads and moderate

  

 

 

..\y.’ ,

  

.I grades.

A ; RESULT: Never less than 80 er cent.- .4 h ,5. P

~~ ~ --f**.'§i§,(.§§tt.~§ EFFICIENCY of motor. All obtained by

. . ’ an i. . .‘ruf' _

' his... erragirtfiiéo 1‘t'r-‘e r

The Catalog Tells Why. Write ior it Today.

TIIE HAYNES-ADPERSON CO., Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.
DDANCIIES: New York, No. 1713 Broadway. Chicago, No. “20 Michigan AVe. AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

 

 

 

 

 

  

_ You Don’t Need Accident Insurance When You Use

Psk Mechanically-Fastench Tires.

THEY CAN’T PLY OFF THE RIM.

 

  

Air is essential for comfort; but see that it is

properly harnesssd.

Fisk Method is Ahead of All.

BR NCHES AND REPAIR DEPOTS: '

resins...“ surges sewers“ F15K RUBBER COMPANY.

'NEw YORK, ' CIIICAoo' T'ri‘RONTo, ' DP van '4N .

SYRACUSE. SAN FRANCISICOCQVDS'KQ LOUIS. L08 ANGELES- CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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The Yelp: ol the "Yellows."

In many respects, the result of the Vander

hilt cup race was the bltterest pill the “yel

low“ press of New York has had to swallow

in quite some time. For weeks they had

scrccchcd “Outrage,” had talked in heroic

headlines of “The Race with Death," and

Their sketch artists

worked overtime to produce lurid pictures

of “red devils” scattering death and destruc

tion on all sides, and the net result was the

screamed “Stop it!"

opposition of a corpornl's guard of farmers

that faded away the moment it came in con

tact with cool reason. and an injunction that

dissolved the instant it met the dispasslonnte

eye of the court.

The “yellows.” and a few not so yellow,

have not yet ceased their snarling, but men

whose minds are not inflamed by prejudice

or passion. can afford now to view the sit

uation with equanimlty. There was no car

nival either of death or destruction. Of the

thousands who viewed the contest, and who

roamed over the course at will, not one sus

tained so much as the scratch of a little

finger. Not one horse is known to have so

much as pricked up its ears; not a dog or a

hen but that remains safe and sound. In the

one accident that occurred, the contestants

only suffered, and never was there a form of

sport in wihch contesnuts have not occasion

ally suffered. There is an element of danger

It cannot be

eradicated, and those who enter into such

rivalries know it, and manlike. take the

small risks flint are involved. The ordinary

walks—and rides—of life fuller of

dangers and daily claim very many more vic

tlms.

The race for the Vanderbilt trophy served

to prove that in the hands of experts the

motor car, at even the highest speed, is us

in all forms of competition.

are

safe, if not safer, than the street car or rail

wny train. It brought out conspicuously the

superb manageability of the car not less than

the superb skill. courage and endurance of

the men. it demonstrated that when proper

ly warned. and with eyes fully opened, the

public knows how to “lookout” and take

care of itself.

We do not mean to imply that indiscrim

inate races on the public road are to be en

couraged. Such a state of affairs would be

regrettable, but we do not think it is much

to be feared. But there is room for one or

more properly organized and safeguarded

contests, such as the Vanderbilt race, and the

men who maintain that they are of no value

overlook the well known and undoubted fact

that competition or racing of whatever sort

has not failed td distinctly improve the breed

or kind or species of-tlie animal, fowl or

article engaged in it. Horse racing has given

the world better horses. Bicycle racing has

given the world better bicycles. Automobile

racing has given at least the older half of

the world better automobiles. And as for

speed—all the world and his wife loves it.

“yellow” editors and hypocritical preachers

and lawmakers not excepted. As one of the

soberer public prints put it when the hue and

cry against the race was at Its height, “al

though thc farmer may he fearful, and his

temper may be inflamed. human nature is

human nature, and his dcslrc to see the ‘gol

durn things go’ will be strong enough to line

the fences of the farms ulongthe route." If

the Long island farmer was numerously or

rabidly opposed to .the contest, it required

the "search" of a yellow journal to discover

it on Saturday inst. There was no evidence

of it to be found by the normal person.

To our mind, however. and as we have

time and again suggested, racing on either

road or track can be best made serve the ln

icrcsts of automobillng by limiting the power

of the cars that may be used. Without a

limit, must eventually

dwindle to a comparatively few “special”

racing machines of abnormal power that are

of no practical use and point to no practical

or useful ends.

the competition

They will have all races won

before they are started, and there will be no

inducement for the average man, however

he may be fired, to engage in the sport.

The Long Delayed Fight.

From many standpoints, the decision of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers to test the legality of the so-called

registration or license laws. is quite the hap

that has

emanated from any organization for some

little time.

\Ve take it that the test case will be under

taken with a view of carrying it to the high

est court in the land. Short of this any re

sult that may be achieved will be of merely

local or state effect. If a New York court,

for instance, should decide the tagging and

numbering law to be illegal, it is certain that

plest and most important news

the precious States of Pennsylvania anti

Massachusetts, which “pile on the agony"

in damnably tin-American fashion, will not

give heed to the prcccdcnt established. They

would continue to impose and collect what is

little short of "blood money"; it literally in

the price of freedom.

The news. as announced by the manager

of the N. A. A. M., would make it uppcnr that

the organization is chiefly concerned with,

and will institute. action In lone of those

States which refuses to recognize the licenses

of other States, manifestly either New .Icrscy

or Maryland. If these appearances nrc cor

root, and this is the chief point which it is

hoped to have decided, the movement will

It should not

stop short of deciding for all time and for

not be of proper direction.

all places whethcr or no a State or a com

munity of any sort is authorized to impose

special burdens and a special tax, undcr

whatever terms, on the private carriage of

any citizen that are not imposed on the priv

ute carriages of whatever sort of all citizens.

That is the real issue at stnkc, and no othcr.

It is not mcrcly that one Stan1 shall bc com

pelled to recognize the licenses of Minor

States.

The numbered tag is the rent of all laws t‘c- ‘

qulring registration and licenses. Thc prc

dominant lcgislativc idea is that the display
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of a number ls in the light of “safeguarding

the public." If it served this purpose, small

objection could ensue, provided that all

vehicles were subjected to the same provi

sion. And if the public weal is really served

by the display of numbers the one sane and

logical law would be that which required all

vehicles, regardless of motive power, to dis

play them. The person who ls killed Or in

jured has small choice regarding the instru- ~

ment of his death or injury. It is quite as

painful, possibly it is even more painful,

to suffer accident or death from a horse

drawn vehicle than one propelled by a mo—

tor. If the number serves police purposes

and contributes to the apprehension of of

fenders, it appears wise and Judicial to pro

vide for the apprehension of all offenders or

unfortunates. One is not more culpable than

an other, and the law that says so is a lie.

The laws that brand the automobilist with

a number, and require him to pay for the

They prejudge

him and compel him to travel, not as an hon

ored citizen, but bearing the mark of a prob

able malefactor. He is singled out from his

fellow man. If this does not constitute class

legislation our idea of it is sadly awry. These

laws are founded on prejudice or newspaper

clamor, or both, and incorporate the spirit

that it is better that a hundred innocent

men shall suffer than that a guilty one shall

escape. -

If the number checked speed and assisted

the police in the enforcement of the law there

might be at least a shred of excuse for it.

But, as when an offender is apprehended the

number of his license manifestly does not

slacken his speed or contribute to his ar

rest, it is without purpose. And as in the

event of escape, the courts have held that

identification by number is not sufficient or

convincing, to the lay mind it would seem

that the law or system falls flat between the

two fences, as we remarked in dealing with

the subject two weeks since.

The fallacy of such laws, or the enforce

ment of such laws, is well illustrated by

seven cases that were recently decided by

the judicial Massachusetts Highway Com

mission. Of seven motorists arrested for vio

lating the speed provisions of the repulsive

law that obtains in that State, three proved

that their cars were not even in the locality

in which their numbers were "taken" by con

stables bent on enforcing the laws—against

branding, are of the sort.

motorists only.

When this proportion of errors obtains, and

this proportion of innocent men can be in

convenienced and forced to prove themselves

not guilty, it is high time the N. A. A. M.,

or some other organization which believes in

equal and exact justice, should come to the

rescue.

The whole numbering system is worse than

a farce. It should be attacked, not at one

point but at all points, or it should not be

. attacked at all.

—_L_

/ Repairs and Repairers.

So new a business as the making and main

tenance of automobiles cannot but have many

annoying and disagreeable features. Nat

urally enough, those connected with the man

ufacturing end of the business are grappled

with and overcome the sooner. Those con

nected with the maintenance of cars are of

less importance, but they are not the less

aggravating on that account. Nor is the own

er of scar any less impotent in the ease of

incompetent repairing.

There are many conscientious repairers;

there are also a number of skilled ones. Yet

neither conscientiousncss nor skill avail to

put an obdurate automobile to rights when

The

most skilful mechanic, one, say, who has

it has made up its mind to go wrong.

Worked for years in high class machine

shops, would be at first an utter and dis

mal failure if put to work in an automobile

repair shop and set to discover the cause of

some defect in the working of the car. Fre

quently a man without a practical training

in the machinist's trade, but with some me

chanical aptitude and a knowledge of auto

mobiles, would do much better. He would

have the experience which the skilled me

chanic lacked, and he would sooner or later

put his finger on the seat of trouble. In other

words, it is experience that counts for most,

and all who would do well in the repairing

business will acquire it; the sooner the bet

ter.

It is not altogether surprising, therefore,

that we hear so many complaints of bad

work. Repairing as a business holds out no

especial attraction for the good machinist,

and it is seldom that he will leave the work

at which he is a past master and enter an

entirely new field. But as places must be

filled, the berths come into possession of men

of a strata lower than that of the skilled men.

The strata is composed of handy men, of am

bitious men, who see in the automobile in

dustry a field for their talents, and of roll

ing stones who gather no moss—not always

because they are ever on. the move, however.

The presence of the latter class in repair

shops is productive of a great deal of the

prevailing dissatisfaction. They make mis

takes and they do poor and slipshod work.

Thoroughness is not one of their cardinal

doctrines. They sometimes effect a repair

without removing the cause, and in a short

time there is a recurrence of the trouble and

the work has to be done over again. The

owner of the car is annoyed, and believes

that the workman i incompetent, and he

goes away with a very poor opinion of the

standard of efficiency maintained in the shop.

This may well lead to a withdrawal of pat

ronage, and ultimately to a sweeping con

demnation of all repair shops.

Sometimes this is merited, sometimes not.

The owner or user of the car should bear in

mind, first, that the automobile is new, com

paratively, and therefore more difficult to un

derstand than it will be a few years later;

second, that all intricate mechanisms are

liable to develop puzzling diseases and to

give trouble to even the most eitpert work

men.

The quick witted workman, who locates

the seat of the trouble and puts it to rights

in five minutes, performs wonders; and his

employer would be dull witted to charge

only for five minutes' work. Similarly a

battling “panne” that defies detection to.

hours, but is finally detected and made right

with a turn of a screwdriver, is worth all the

time spent on it. But the customer does not

always view it in this light, and fumes at

what he terms a gross overcharge.

In the automobile repair business, as in

nearly all others, it is the “know how" that

tells in the long run. It is to the employer‘s

interest to have only good men in his shop,

and he must eventually either train or edu

cate the raw material he possesses or make

it worth while for more expert mechanics to

enter his employ. Then, and then only, will

the loud and insistent complaints we now

hear on every side cease to be made.

The press agent of the lmporters' show has

"discovered" that the resolution of the N. A.

A. hi. dealing with outlaw shows was passed

specially to injure the exhibition which he is

being paid to promote. As a result, he adds

that to “get even" it may be necessary for

the importers to open their doors to Ameri

can manufacturers.

The importers should liberally salt their

hired romdncer before he makes them

the laughing stock of the trade. Every one

else is well aware that the N. A. A. M. reso

lution was formulated before the importers'

show 'was conceived, and was designed to

prevent an epidemic of local shows promoted

by press agents and grafters.
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The Story of How George Heath, an

American, won the Vanderbilt

Cup

“Five killed; seven injured." This was the

“score sheet," or "extra," issued and actual

ly sold on the course during the contest by

one of the "yellows" that had worked itself

into a saflron frenzy and dealt in “Race with

Death" scare heads previous to the race for

the Vanderbilt Cup.

The “news” flabbergasted even those fa

miliar with the workings of yellow imagina

tions. It seemed incomprehensible. But

after the race had been run a basis for the

The holes of the

tripelike cooler of the winner's car were

found to'be filled with dozens of dead bodies,

many of them held tightly to the metal

breastplate by their own congealed gore,

"news" was discovered.

others crushed beyond hope of recognition.

it was a_sight to move a jellow journal to red

head lines.

The slaughter of the innocents—0t the poor,

inoffensive, inoffending Long Island insects——

They evidently had dared what

the shrieking yellows themselves had failed

to do—to stop the race, and, alas! they had

was awful.

been 'ruthiessly hurled into the buggish

eternity without time even to hum a farewell

prayer. It is assumed that a yellow reporter

had found somewhere on the course the

corpses of five dear little bugs and the

still kicking bodies of seven injured ones, and

"dreamed" one of those “dreams” of which

yellow "extras" are so often made.

He is a very ignorant or uninformed or

disinterested person who is not aware that

George Heath, an American by birth, a

Parisian by virtue of residence, and an Eng

lishman in manner and appearance, was the

hug-slaughtering individual who won the in

augural race for the \V. K. Vanderbilt, Jr..

Cup on Saturday last, October 8, and that

for France.

he occupied 5 hrs., 26 mins. and 45 sees. in

covering the 284.40 miles of Long Island

roads.

Similarly, the world of intelligence must

know as well that Albert Clement, of France,

a Frenchman, finished second, and promptly

lodged a protest, which was almost as

promptly disallowed.

Only these two finished—no more. That

an American in an American car did not

finish third was due to no fault of his own

or of his car, but to the antics of his coun

trymen, and, in great part, automobllists.

Like a lot of thoughtless children they

swarmed all over the road, and made travel

so dangerous that to protect them from their

own folly the officials of the race ordered it

stopped. The order'halted the American,

Herbert H. Lyttle. When his not then es

teemed fellow citizens had scattered to the

four winds and made progress safe, Lyttle,

for personal gratification, completed the final

round of the course, and though he was

neither oflicially checked nor officially timed,

and does not so figure in the official table, he

is still able to place his hand on his chest

“I finished, any how!” The

gratification was worth while, for in a 24

and exclaim:

horsepower stock car Lyttle had given a

wonderfully steady and consistent perform

ance throughout.

The race was marred by one accident If

it is possible to extract happiness from such

a lamentable occurrence, it lies in the fact

that the victims were not spectators, but

competitors in the race itself. Chauffeur Carl

Menzel is dead, and his wealthy employer,

George Arents, who drove the ill-fated car,

is, after several days of unconsciousness,

slowly returning to health. The best evi

  

'I'HE MAN “'ITH THE

MEGAPHONE.

dence makes it appear that they suffered

partly because of their own excitement and

zealousness. He had ridden at an awful pace

for many miles with one wheel minus a

tire. They also had replaced a tire, and did

not secure it properly. When it burst—there

is some testimony that one of its mates also

burst at the same moment—they apparently

performed the too common act of quickly

and violently applying the brakes. A wheel

collapsed, the car upset. The life was

crushed out of one man; the other was

quickly conveyed to a hospital with his life

trembling in the balance.

 

While it is given to novelists to conceal to

the end the keys to their stories, it is a part

of newspaper ethics and practice that the

text of an important news happening shall

be summarized in the first few sentences.

This chiefly that the man who has no liking

for details—for the lights and shadows that

lend human interest to an event—may gulp

the bare facts and throw his newspaper to

the hired man or leave it in the streetcar for

the information or irritation of the conductor

It is a duty

which every well regulated reporter must

perform, whether or not. The Motor World

or street cleaning department.
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HOW THE RACE WAS RUN AND WON.

The times given are those announced by megaphone at the official stand. but they are not to be accepted as final or official, any state

ment to the contrary notwithstanding. The official time cards and checking sheets are in the hands of expert accountants, whose

work had not been completed up to this (Thursday) morning. The positions as noted constitute the order in which they passed. and without

regard to their standing in point of time.
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'Compieted lap, but after race had been called off.

Fastest lap—Tart.

 

reporter has performed that duty—and

stretched his license in doing so. The real

story—the full narrative of the race—is, if

not strictly of absorbing interest, rich in

color and incident.

MR. “WIFFLE” AND THE INJUNCTION.

The day before the race, and the night be

fore it, Garden City, in the centre of the tri

angle and off the course itself, was the vor

tex. It was there that the cars were weighed

and it was during the weighing that Heath,

the ultimate winner, and Clement, the sec

ond man, resolutely declared that before they

would submit to having their cars out of

their possession overnight they would not

start in the race. The unknown and unex

pected rule requiring it was quickly abro

gater, and that ugly wrinkle smoothed out.

It; was late the night before (Thursday)

that an even greater, if not wholly unan

ticipated hitch presented itself. A becoming

gentleman appeared at the Garden City

Hotel, where President Whipple, of the

American Automobile Association, and all

other officials and practically every one else

who is anybody was stopping.

The becoming gentleman inquired for “Mr.

Witiie." It was suspected that Mr. Whipple

was the man wanted. He was found and

jokingly introduced to the b. g. as “Mr.

Wiflle." He promptly thrust a legal looking

document into "Witiic‘s" hand. It proved to

be an order to appear in court the following

day and show cause why an injunction re

straining the race should not be granted.

The army of newspaper reporters that was

hovering near promptly rushed for the tele

graph office; it was worked overtime.

Of course, Mr. Whipple obeyed the order.

The gathering in court was a notable once

and included the donor of the cup which was

the cause of it all. The proceedings were not

protracted. The court heard the counsel of

both sides and then promptly denied the in

Junction. He told the plaintifls, the so-called

People’s Protective Assor-iation, that the law

plainly authorized the authorities to grant

the use of the roads for speed purposes, and

2420); average, 50.8 seconds per milc=70.9 miles per hour_

Each lap, 28:40 miles.

CARS THAT DROPPED OUT.

Cause of

Driver Car. withdrawal. LED

Gabriel ...De Dietrich....Engino heated . . . . . . . . .. 1‘.

Tracy . . . . . . . . . Royal . . . . . . . . Cylinders cracked . . . . . . 2

Webb . . . .Pope-Toledo ..
 

 
Steering knuckle broke. g

  
Arents “Mercedes . . . . . Overturned . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hawiey Mercedes . Springs broke. .. 5

Werner Mercedes .Cylinders cracke 2

Qartori ‘ t . . . . . .Clutch . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Bernin Renault .Shaft broke. . . . . . 2

Test9 - - v - - - Panhard -. ...t‘iutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

“'allace . . . . . ..Fiat . . . . . . . . .. Clutch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

CARS THAT “'ERE CALLED OFF BY REFEREE.

. . . . . . . . . . .Mercedes

. Pope-Toledo

Luttgen . ercedes

 

suggested that if relief was desired the legis

lature was the place to obtain it.

The decision of the court caused no elation

or demonstration. On the part of those in

tcrested in the race it was accepted as a mat

ter of course.

RESEMBLED A BRIDGE CRUSH.

Friday night the palatial hotel at Garden

City was a sight to see. The crowd was so

great that to make progress it was necessary

for one to elbow his way. It suggested a

Brooklyn Bridge crush during the rush

hours. Millionaires, gentlemen of leisure,

tradesmen and chauffeurs mingled in delight

ful profusion. Throughout the night motor

cars and "trains added to the throng. Every

bed had been engaged days or weeks before.

and every room contained many occupants.

Tile hotel was compelled to suspend rules

and men were pcrtnittcd to sleep—if they

could—in chairs. There is even a story that

the barber's chair was leased for the night.

Chauffeurs slept in cars that were parked in

long lilies, and, in many places two dccp,

under the trees of the hotel. The Cleveland

Automobile Club “suvcd the lives" of a mim

bcr of wnyfarcrs. A party of the (‘lcvciand

ers came on in a spccial coach that was run

onto a side track. The men slcpt in the car,

anti as there were scrcrai bcrths to spare.

thcy “took-in" and provided beds and rest

for several heavy-eyed rovers unable to find

even a chair to sit on.

It was cold and raw and not yet daylight

when the whole country was astlr with auto

Heath‘s average for total distance, 1209 per mi1c==fi222 miles per hour.

mobiles and horse-drawn vehicles of every

age, condition and description. The roads

were alive with them. Nearly all were head

ed for the starting point at Westbury, and in

that darkest hour, just before dawn. and in

the gray of the dawn the great headlights of

the motor cars seen in the far distance ap

peared as if hung in space, suggesting noth

ing so lunch as twin moons or suns flouting

close to earth. Most of the vchiclcs stopped

at the grandstand at the starting point. near

which a large American flag fluttcrcd from

a tall staff—the only semblance of decoration

or embellishment in evidence. Many of the

occupants of the vehicles repaired to the

stand: others remained'in their cars, which

parked in long lines on either side of the

road. Not all who came to see, however, so

disposed themselves; indeed. it seemed as if

the greater number preferred to remain on

the road itself. Already a number of the

giant racing cars were on the spot “vibrating

with confined emotion." Their proximity

had no effect on the crowd; if anything. each

new arrival scmed to draw more spectators

from somewhere. The road was black with

them, and the efforts of the spccinl constables,

blessed with a little brici' authority, and of

the race officials. were of small avail. The

people opened out and formed a human lane

only when the first car was making ready to

start. And at that very moment a party of

apparent afliucncc in a White steam car and

which llfltl'll|)|)211‘011fl_\' imbibed not wisely but

all night. appeared on the scene. They were

stopped almost on the starting line. Pro

tests anti pleadings were of no avail. Thcy

refused to budge and made as if to charge the

crowd. Once it scented as if they would run

down the dapper referee. nonc other titan W.

K. vandcrbilt, jr., himself. It was then that

rcady hands were laitl on the car. and despite

the efforts of the occupants. it was rolled

usidc.

THE START—"GO!"

The first car, 8. B. Stcvans's.Mcrccdcs,

drivcn by Citiiililicll, throbbed and snorted

like a demon tugging at its bonds. At 6

o'clock sharp the word "Go" and not a pistol

430865A
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THE SCENE THE INSTANT AFTER HEATH CROSSED THE FINISH LINE.

shot slipped the leash, and it was off. A

few scattered cheers greeted this, the start,

of the first really great automobile race ever

run in America.

Gabriel, in his long white car, got away

slowly, two minutes later. He was much

fancied, possibly the most fancied, certainly

by the country folk, and was perhaps more

warmly greeted than any of the others, which

is not, however, saying a greal deal. The

chill of the morning did not contribute to en

thusium. Unassuming Joseph Tracy, in the

American Royal, which angrily belched

smoke through its four exhaust pipes pro

truding through the side of the hood like

miniature cannon in the turret of a midget

warship, received the word at 6:04. The

sixth car, No. 6, the 25 horsepower Pope

Toledo, contained what undoubtedly were two

human beings, but they did not look it. They

were gar-bed entirely in black leather; even

their faces were completely masked in black.

They were an uncanny pair, sufficient to

frighten any child out of a year’s growth.

They looked like devils or deep sea divers,

and not even his mother would have recog

nized the figure at the wheel as H. H. Lyttle,

who, after working all night to repair a slight

break, held up the prestige of American man

ufacture and skill in a style that has since

been the remark of his countrymen. The

figures by laps will serve to show how nearly

the running of his car approximated r'lock

work. That other and sometimes or one time

American, George Heath, who sought to se

cure the laurels for France, was in dress the

antithesis of Lyttle. Ht was attired as if for

a pleasure spin, In a golf or cycling suit,

cloth cap and ordinary overcoat. He wore

also a standing collar and white puff tie, and

looked handsome, healthy and wholesome.

The start, however, was really devoid of

incident. Each moment the crowd increased,

and the hedge of humanity that bordered

each edge of the oiled strip lengthened

and deepened, and only when Frank Croker

made ready to start and his low- hung car

drew up to the line and “backfired’ in vicious

volleys and rumbled and thundered like a

battleship did the crowd evince the slightest

disposition to increase the elbow room.

"GOD WAS GOOD TO THEM."

“God certainly was good to them," was the

remark at the close of the day of one man

who beheld the scenes at the starting points

and witnessed the heedless crowds at the

dangerous turns. It is not short of miracu

lous that none was injured. This feature of

the race was in striking contrast to the dis

cipline and clear courses that marked the

Bennett cup races in Ireland and Germany.

On those occasions, a' spectator on the road

was the exception, here it was the rule.

There were no soldiers and not even a blue

coated policeman to command respect. The

country constables who served or were sup~

posed to render service did not appear to

take even themselves seriously.

Of the nineteen entrants all started, save

one, at the times scheduled. The exception

was Alfred G. Vanderbilt's ltalian car, driven

by Paul Sartori. It was due to start at 6:18.

It actually started at 8:20:14. In the interim,

Sartorl was three miles away, straining

might and main, to right a balky motor. lf

Albert G. ever had any hope of having his

name inscribed on the great silver goblet

given by his elder brother, the hope died

early, for even as Sartorl started he was dis

qualified. He violated the rules by making a

flying start and was “called off" by telephone

at lilcksville, some five miles distant. There

was an argument over the 'phone lasting

eleven minutes, which resulted in the lifting

of the ban, and Sartorl restarted. His clutch,

however, went wrong, and he stopped “for

keeps" about ten miles further on.

The starters, their official numbers, their

order and time of starting follows:

Make and Tim'- of

No Driver. horsepower. Representing. Mall.

1. A. L. Campbell..60 MercMes...Gemnny out)

2. Fernan Gabriel...90 i'anhard. NEW-once . .. .4l.U‘_'

. Joseph Tracy.....40 Royal . . . . ..United Stats-3.6.04

. A C Webb . . . . ..80 Toledo. .....United Stalemtimt

8

4 . .

b. Geo. Arents, 1r...00 Merced . ,_

6. H. H. Lyme. Toledo . . . . ..United States

7. George Heath...-90 Panharti....

8 E

9

10

ii

  

, . E. Hawley....60 Mercedes...

. “’llhelm Werner..00 Mercedes...

. Paul Sartorl. .. Fiat. . . . . ...lta

. M. G. Bernln. . . Renault. . .. I

12. Albert Clement Clement....

  

14. M, Tart...........ii0 Panhnrd.... '

in. George Tests. . . . .90 Pnnhnrd. ...Frnnce . . . . . . . .2"

16. ("hnrlee Schmid .30 Parkard....Unltod Siltol.fl.2N

17. Frank Croker.....75 Simolex....l.inlted Summit-10

18, J. Luttgen. . . . . ...60 Mercedes. ..Germnny .....6..'i2

19. William Wallace-.90 Fiat. . . . u“its” . . . . . . . . .8.“
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PRESIDENT H. \‘t'. \VHIPPLE, A. A. A.

innnediaiciy the last car was d’spatchcd

thc crowd again took possession of the road.

Fricnds seated in cars left their cars and

visitcd friends in the grandstand; friends in

the grandstand left the stand and visited

friends in the cars: Acquaintances in neither

cars nor stand met and chatted on the road

or at the roadside. It was like a huge pic

nic—an effect which was heightened when

hampers were opened in response to the

calls of the inner man—and inner woman.

for womankind was weltrepresented. and

during the chill morning hours remained

heavily muflicd in heal-skins and furs, adding

to the picturesquencss of the scene. The

officials seemed legion. They were every

where, and it appeared that every color of

the rainbow had been called on to afford

distinctiveness to the brassards which each

wore on his arm; each man‘s wide silken

ribbon seemed of a difl'crent hue. and each

bore his particular title. and the caption

“The W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.. Cup"-not “Cup

Race," just plain “Cup.”

THE REFEREE.

As the referee of the race, it follows that

Mr. Vanderbilt was a conspicuous figure,

and withai a pleasant one. His feats in rac

ing cars anti racing boats had already de

monstrath that he did not lack'courage. His

performance as referee was convincing of

his possession of brains and ability. His eye

was keen and head clear. Nothing appeared

to escape him. He was here. there and

everywhere. He mingled freely with common

folk, \vas companionahlc to a degree. and

his “Now. gentlemen, in the interests of the

race. won‘t you please stand back?" had

more effect on the crowd than any other one

thing. He climbed fences. sat crosslcgged

on the ofiiciais‘ stand, and bore the almost

incessant fire of a score of cameras with un

failing good nature. When, early in the day.

word came that one of the contestants had

been killed, he took a doctor in his ear and

speeded to the rescue. It proved a false

alarm, but he was not satisfied until he had

seen the alleged victim in person. When,

after the race, young Clement came up to

lodge his protest, Referee Vanderbilt

had the laugh on the newspaper men who

crowded around. None could understand

French. The referee was familiar with it.

and only he was able to comprehend what

(‘lement was saying.

Not so conspicuous, but very much in evi

dence, was A. R. Pardington, the chairman

of the A. A. A. racing board and of the (‘np

commission. The brunt of the work had fai

len on his shoulders, and for a month at

[cast he had had few minutes that he might

call his own. Witnessing the fruit of his

hard labor well performed, he was as quiet

  

A GLIMPSE OF THE GRANDSTAND—THE

VANDERBILT BOX.

and unassuming as ever. but he looked worn

and weary, and as if he longed for the rest

that would soon be his.

\VHAT THE SPECTATORS SAW'.

Approaching the grandstand was a bend in

the road that hid the cars from vlcw until

within a quarter of a mile of the line. It

was not until the cry “L‘ar coming!" was

heard and taken up and repeated that the

crowd scampered and formed the narrow hu

man lane through which the flying cars

passed repeatedly, or until near the end of

the day, when a rope was obtained and

stretched, forcing the crowd back to the edge

of the. road and thus widening the lane some

what. To descripe one lap is to describe all.

“(far coming! Stand back!“ Scarce

ly has it died away and necks have scarce

been stretched to better see it than. “It‘s Ga~

brieli“ goes up. A whizz. . . . A

thundering white beetle of heroic size fairly

skimming the earth darts by. A buzz

of conversation; a flattering of programmes.

A tall, cadaver-nus individual places

a megaphone to his mouth and faces the

grandstand.

twen-ty-six min-its. tif-ty-scv-cn a-n-d two

tifths sec-ends," he would drawl.

Pencils seek programmes. A buzz of

conversation.

Nine times this happened, while the sun

“Car num-bcr 2; time; '

  

HEATH 1N PENSIVE MOOD.

wax'ul warm and men and women dotted

tllcir furs ,and became less like Esquinmus

and more like Americans.

Several times the cry, “Two cars coming!"

added a thrill of o'xcitclncnt. But the cars

did not fly past abreast. One merely trailed

the other in “After you, sir," aspect. The

moment, or the next lnoment after, they

cleared the clustering crowd the real-moat

would pull to one side and in a flash dart

past the other. it was at such times that

the grandstand was at a disadvanatage.

Necks were not long enough to follow the

scene. The men on the road had a clear view

and could see it all. Possibly it was be

cause they realized their advantage til-1t they

held so tenaclonsiy and regardlcss of danger

to their positions.

THE MAN WITH THE MEGAPHONE.

The megaphone was a useful institution.

Spectators were kept intelligently informed.

They knew what was occurring. At the

great races abroad they either guess at it

or suck their thumbs in ignorance. it was

so at the Bennett Cup race in Ireland; it

was so when the contest for that trophy oc

curred in Germany. in this respect the Van

derbiltonian affair was distinctly superior.

\thn a contestant was overdue. the splendid

telephone system kept the oflicials informed

of the cause, and the megaphone man as

promptly shared the information with the

public. The people knew when Tracy broke

his shaft and when tire troubles and other

mishaps delayed others. in the main they

were knowing spectators. too. When Gabriel

came by rather slowly their quick ears dis»

ccrncd something wrong. “His motor's ski'i

ing," was the word that passed along. ‘

THE HEATH-CLEMENT DUEL.

For more than six hours this sort of thing

continued. Once it was rciicvcd by Heath.

At one of the controls he had been told that
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hc was leading. \Vhen he passed the grand

stand he removed a hand from the steering

wheel and saluted. The crowd responded

with mild applause. Then Heath had his

tire troubles, and the young Frenchman,

(‘leinent. tucked snugly in what looked like

the footgear of the "Old Woman who lived

in a shoe," began to crawl up. The crowd

showed its excitement. On the eighth lap

Clement forged ahead. He passed the official

stand more than two minutes to the good.

The crowd applauded. and not a few of the

many Frenchmen who were in evidence at

all points betrayed symptoms of Incipient by s

terin. The French lad was still ahead at

the close of the ninth lap—1:48 to be exact.

HEATH WINS AND KEEPS RIGHT ON.

Heath had picked up a few of his lost sec

onds. but it did not now seem that he would

win. It all seemed over but the shouting.

But the crowd had its doubts. and remained

on edge until word came from Queens that

at that point (‘lement was one minute he

hind. There was an animated buzz of relax

ation, and when Heath hove in sight he was

acclaimed heartily. It was the first outburst

of real enthusiasm. The referee and donor

of the cup forgot his position and Joined in

it. Heath displayed no consciousness of it

all. He drove full tilt ,up to the line and

ovcr it. If in his make up there is nught of

the "grandstand player“ he gave 'no evidence

of it. Each second was doubtless too prec

ious. He gave no heed to the cheers. if, in

deed, he heard them. Without slackening

his pace at Jog, he went on. He did not stop

until he reached his garage. five miles dis

tant. That is why a number of checkers

were mystified and why Heath appears on

their sheets as having passed their stations

eleven times. Never was there a more mod

est victor.

CLEMENT LODGES HIS PROTEST.

It seemed much longer than it really was

before the “(far coming!" cry denoting Clem

cnt‘s approach was heard. Thch were still

others making the rounds of the course, but

they were far behind, and the ciowd had now

no thoughts of or for them. The laser‘s lot

is rarely a happy one. But he had been such

a good loser and put up such a grand light

for 230 miles at least that when Clement

dashed across the line he was as wildly

cheered as Heath. - “'hcn. ten minutcs later,

be came back on foot, supp ntcd on either

side by friends and with a retinuc. oi’ jabber

ing Frenchmen in his wake. which was con

stnntly being increased by (‘lli'l..\is Ameri

cans, the crowd gave him an ovati 11. But

(“lenient seemed deaf, indeed, be locked like

a wild man. He had doffed his leatbcr head

gear and his goggles, and only the upper

part of his face was white: the l't‘rl of it was

black with grease and grime. ills eyes

rolch and he was wildly eXcited. He sought

the referee, and found him in the pre<s b it.

THE CROWD BREAKS: RACE STOPPED.

The word passed that he was lodging n‘prw

test. It was enough for the crowd. It broke

like it drove of sheep scampering after a bell
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CLEMENT COMES TO PROTEST.

wcthcr and charged the press box, where

Referee Vanderbilt and vnung Clement Were

eXchanging a rapid fire. of French. While

the road was thus congested a couple of

cars parked in the field at the roadside pulled

out on the course and headed in the direction

of New York; others immediately “took the

cue" and did likewise. The officials and con

stables. or some of them, made manful cf

forts to heat back the tide. They pleaded

and stormed and swore, but to no purpose.

At any moment one of the giant racing cars

might swing around the bend in the road.

A frightful tragedy was imminent, or at any

rate was being invited. The crowd cared

naught, and those who of right and decency

were expected to help and obey the officials

fiouted them. The automobilists simply

blocked the road with their cars. There was

no stopping them. The race officials were

at their wits' end. But quickly it was decided

to stop the racers at all hazards. Every tele

phone to every control and corner was

brought into use. “Stop the men at all costs!"

was the message sent.

Again was God good to that needless crowd

All the racers were stopped before they

reached the surging mass of humanity, and

its skill remained whole. But it was a bitter

pill for Lyttle and Schmidt and Croker and

the others. Officially the road was open to

them for more thrill all hour. and to the men

bent on finishing, “no matter how,“ it is gall

and Wormwood to be forced to unit. It roiled

I.yttlc so greatly that after the crowd had

thinned be continued around the course for

the tenth time that he might say that he had

completed the whole distance. But no of

iicial cognizance of it was taken.

THE PROTEST AND ITS REJECTION.

When Clement was made to understand

that he must reduce his protest to writing,

he did so in this communication addressed

in the referee:

“Under Article No. 56 0f the road race

rules. I beg to submit for your considcrntlon

the following protest for some pcnnliznti ill

on time and loss of time which I sustained on

account of timers and cbcckcrs applying

crronwusly some of the rules of the race.

"First. when arriving at licmpstcnd on my

eighth lap the timer gave me my card. My

chauffeur then did give some attention to my

motor. The timer, seeing this, protested that

I had no right to do any sort of repairs while

in neutralization, and asked me to hand him

back my time card. I at first refused, but

fearing unknown decisions I handed back my

card.

"The timers counted carefully the time I

spent fixing up my motor, and put in my box

the newly corrected card. As I lmd full right

to attend to my motor personally while in

side the neutralization, I clailucd that this

change in my time was unduly done, and to

have the some deducted from my total time.

"Second—At Ilicksvlllc, while I was at the

line ready to leave, I wanted to spend the

remaining time in giving some little attention

to. my motor. but the timer absolutely pre

vented me. and In spite of my protests stated

most strongly that he would not permit me

to do so. I therefore had to push my car out

of the control to attend to my business.

“In not respecting my rights the timer has

been the cause of my losing the remaining

time to expire before my order to Icnve plus

the time I spent in pushing my car out of con

tl'ol after being given my start. This oc

curred twice at the same place, and cost me

one minute. at least."

At about midnight Itcfcrcc Vanderbilt an

nounced tbc disallownnce of the protest in

this language:

"In nusu'cr to the first specification of .\I.

('lcmcnt's protest I have decided as follows:

That .\I. (‘lcincnt bad no right to stop and

nmkc repairs undertaken after entering and

before proceeding through the control: having

hccu warned by judges and llIIlPk(‘\’|li‘I‘S, his

original card was recalled and properly cor~

rcctcd on his failure to comply with Instruc
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ttions, and that M. Clement, if he had fol

lowed the order given, would have consumed.

as required by the governing regulations, six

minutes in passing through the confines.

Therefore his claim for lost time in making

repairs after due instruction of judges and

timekeepers is disallowed.

“In answer to the second specification, al

leging that he was obliged to push his car

from the exit of the control, the evidence

does not sustain the statement."

 

At the “ Curve of Death" in Jericho.

At Jericho, a scant three miles from the

starting point, was what those wise and

thoughtful exponents of journalism known as

the “yellows” termed the “Curve of Death."

Approaching the town is a sharp Y; in the

apex itself is a stout tree; in line with the

apex of the Y is a country store, in which is

located the postoifice; immediately adjoining

is a grocery. The "yellows" had resorted to

lemon hued mathematics, and figured that if

a snorting “red_ devil" attempted to tear

around the curve at a million miles a minute

it would fly ofl.’ at a tangent, split the little

postofflce into kindling wood, paste postage

stamps on the pickles in the grocery and

smear the landscape with rich, golden butter

and axle grease, while postmaster, grocery

boys, chauffeurs and a few spectators would

become angels and soar in company to the

pearly gates. It was an alluring picture, full

of “action,” excitement and color. And as

immediately after rounding the sharp bend

there was another wide, sweeping curve

which skirted a little pond, the combined

prospect of probable “developments” was

enticing. “Go to Jericho” was the injunc

tion of every man to every other man when

a desire to find the best place to witness ex

citement was expressed. Every newspaper

man coveted the berth. They all scented a

“story.” The "yellows" all had men and

cameras trained on the spot. The picture of

a big automobile butting into a United States

postofiice, with the attendant mangllng of

limbs and splashing of red gore, would be

worth "big money" to any paper, whether

red, white or yellow. It was worth “going

after"—worth waiting for. In consequence

of the “fame” thrust upon the little dot on

the map there was a fair crowd and at least

a dozen automobiles gathered at the Jericho

turn. There were many women and chil

dren in the assemblage. Apparently they

had not read of the fearful prospect outlined

for the postoflice and grocery, for fully three

quarters of them congregated on the front

stoops of those very buildings—and not a hair

in their heads were harmed; not a baby boo

hooed for fear of the “red devils” during the

whole long day. In fact, one of the women,

whose garb betokened wealth, stood with a

little boy under the tree in the very triangle

formed by the fork in the roads. The little

fellow wore a Buster Brown outfit, and the

lady was evidently his mother. Just as one

of the “demons” waltzed not ungracet'ully

around the turn she was heard to say to

him:
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“Some day you may be driving one oi.‘

those," indicating the disappearing car.

"Won’t that be nice?"

The little fellow seem to have doubts on

the point.

“Why, it isn’t every little boy that has the

chance," she responded.

If a real yellow journal had heard the re

mark it might well editorialize on the degen—

eracy of womankind and the perils of the

future generations!

In the early morning a far distant click,

click, click, that seemed to come from over

the hills in the rear of Jericho, was the first

thing to convey the knowledge that the race

had started. It was not realized at the time,

but as the day wore on the meaning of the

sound»the echo of the approaching car—was

realized. The click would be heard long be

fore the car hove in sight.

it is not to be denied that on the first lap

or two there was apprehension. When the

cars came near to the turn the crowd instinc

tively moved out of its “angle of action.”

The two signalmen, with their flags, moved

with the rest, a little slower perhaps and

somewhat sheepishly, but they moved. When

a spectator sought the protection of the lone

  

THE “CURVE OF DEATH!"

tree in the triangle, one of the white flag

wavers expressed himself.

“Better get away from there!" he advised

almost authoritatively and with one eye down

the road.

“Want it for yourself?" asked the other

fellow, half derisively.

The drivers, like the spectators, gained con

fidence on each succeeding round. On the

first lap Heath, Teste and Croker negotiated

the curve in splendid style, Teste perhaps

best of all. But it was Croker who evoked

the first few cheers, of which there were not

many at any time. While all of the others

out off power or reduced speed before reach—

ing the Y, the big, good natured son of the

"ex-boss of New York" came up like a can

non ball. and was rounding the corner itself

before he seemed to slow ever so little. He

swung wide, and his engine emitted a noisy

volley of “backfires,” but he was safe, and

it was so spectacular that a buzz of admira

tion swept the crowd and a few cheers broke.

When Huwley came up he seemed timid or

undecided and slewed away over. Bernin

and Clement also skidded badly, but it was

not until Wallace approached that there was

a vestige of excitement. Fire and smoke

were shooting out of his engine and his gears

were grinding. He made the turn and came

to a stop. His gears had locked fast. His

chauffeur leaped out, and it seemed scarcely

a minute before he had made matters right

and resumed his seat. The car started slowly

and seemed about to stop. At the first sign

the chaufl’eur jumped out again, and as he

did so the big car bounded forward and

knocked down the chauffeur, the rear wheel

passing over his leg.

HOW WALLACE EXCHANGED CHAUF

FEURS.

Then followed a remarkable exhibition of

quick wit and agility. A little foreigner who

was standing near grasped the situation in a

twinkling and leaped aboard the car, and

was of! with it while the crowd was yet

groaning. It all happened so quickly that

it is safe to say that Wallace did not know

of the accident or realize the sudden and un

expected change of chauffeurs.

“If he stops again he'll have an interesting

time," remarked a man who picked up Wal

lace’s starting crank,which had been dropped

in the road during the flurry.

The injured chauffeur was carried to the

Diamond Rubber C0.’s tent nearby, and soon

recovered, and within half an hour was re

galing himself at the hotel bar, unconscious

of the wild rumors of his death that swept

the course. The watchers at Jericho did not

realize how alarming had been the rumors

until Referee Vanderbilt himself dashed up

in his car with a doctor to learn the particu

lars. He was not content until he had in

terviewed the man himself.

During the day Jerleho itself heard rumors

of various killings, based on garbled and com

fused reports of the Arents accident, and

also heard that the telephone man at Hicks~

ville had been mobbed. But the closest re

semblance to an accident that the crowd saw
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Birds-Eye Views at and Near the Starting Point.
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At the “Ticklish ” Corner in Queens.

"A. III,“
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was on the second lap, when Luttgens, driv

ing Isidore Wormser’s Mercedes, 7 swung

around the turn. He skidded frightfully,

ploughed up the. sand in the roadside ditch

and seemed about to upset. There was a

breathless moment, then the left front tire

exploded with terrifying force. Luttgens

stopped for a moment and then went on

with his tire fiat. Only the American tire

makers had stations at Jericho. There was

no help for the German there.

\VHEN CROKER'S TROUBLES BEGAN.

On the Very next round Croker exactly

duplicated Lutigen‘s performance, and while

his noisy motor cannonaded the atmosphere.

he pulled out of the sand with his left front

tire flat and wobbly. His car was fitted

with Diamond tires, and the Diamond tire

station was on the spot. The car pulled to

one side, the Diamond men went at it with

a will, and in fourteen minutes by the watch

all was well again. During the operation

Uroker, wearing a sweater and headgear, and

looking for all the world like a stalwart col

lege football player, was calm and collected,

just as his chauffeur was all excitement. Only

once did Croker seem perturbed. There was

some fumbling in inflating the tires and they

were not pumped hard enough. He saw sec

onds slipping away. “Pump ’er up! —— -—

it! Pump ’er up!" he finally exclaimed in

vigorous English. The chauffeur added a

few selected words of his own. The repair

completed, Croker took his seat in the car

while his “man” turned the crank. The en

gine did not start promptly. The man threw

expletives at it and got it going. They moved

a few 'yards, then stopped, then started, then

stopped again. The chaufleur hopped out.

Even the insects in the air fled from the heat

of his words. The second speed was found

to be stripped. Croker threw in the "high"

and was off, the cannonade of the motor

fairly a waking the echoes.

THE YELLOW "EXTRA" ARRIVES.

On the second round Gabriel was away

ahead. It induced a young man with a roll

of hills to produce them and offer to bet any

part of $400 that the Frenchman would win.

Later he changed to Heath, but he could find

no takers and drove away in disgust in a

buggy. Gabriel seemed to be a favorite with

the Long Islanders, and they followed him

closely. About noon a couple of men with

armst‘ul of a New York yellow journal ap

peared. They must have known the predeiic

tion of the residents and that Gabriel had

joined the ranks of the missing. “Extra!

All about Gabriel killed!” they shouted. They

charged five cents for the penny sheet and

reaped a small harvest. The men did not

linger, and perhaps it was Well. There was

not a line in the paper about an accident to

the Frenchman.

The most reliable budget of news that

Jericho received was when Joseph Tracy ar

rived, not in his Royal racer, but as a pas

senger in a \Vhltc touring car. v

“First broke my transmission rod," he said

when questioned, “but found a blacksmith
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shop and made a new one. Then two cylin

ders cracked, and as there wasn't a foundry

convenient I had to quit."

Some one who heard him ventured to re

mark the great superiority of the Awerican

drivers and to disparage the foreigners. “You

ought to see the Americans make these

turns," he added.

Tracy refused to agree with the sentiments,

and said so.

"The Frenchmen may not slam around the

turns,” he said quietly, “but they make them

and get away a great deal quicker, and that's

what counts.”

And so the day at Jericho wore on. The

“red demons" and “devil wagons" resolutely

refused to kill any one or to demolish the

postoiiice. The postage stamps and the

pickles remained safe to the end.

DISGUST!

“Say! Wouldn't this make you tired?"

disgustcdly said a long island resident tow

ard the close. of the race. “I picked out this

place and have hung around all day to see

something doing, but I'll be damned if I

haven't seen more excitement at the horse

races on the road at Huntington—and no

body ever tried to stop 'em with an injunc

tion, either."

 

In the Hicksvillc Control.

Compared with Hempstead, Hicksville was

a minor control—one of but three minutes.

But it made its share of history, and it was

proud of its “bicycle boys" that piloted the

big cars through the town—and, b‘gosh! most

of the boys beat the ortermobeels to the tape,

too. Most of the pilots on bicycles really did

seem possessed of the idea that it was neces

sary to sec how fast they could cover the

four-tenths of a mile between the two tapes.

Hicks-ville also had the honor of “enter

taining" the first unfortunate. William Wal

lace. On the very first lap, and less than six

miles from the start, he arrived with the

spring of the clutch of his Italian F. I. A. ’1‘.

broken and impossible of release. The car

was drawn to the side of the street. and re

mained there. though a half dozen men tried

vainly to repair it. Wallace meanwhile

roamed restlcssly. He had practised self-de

nial for two months in preparation for the

race, and the thoughts of what he had missed

appeared to come before him.

“For two months," he remarked half rue

fuily, "i refused every drink that was offered

me, and I am afraid none of my friends will

invite me now."

SARTORI'S GREAT SURPRISE.

Mr. Wallace is also a member of the A. A.

A. racing committee and of the Vanderbilt

Cup commission. He was in Hicksvilie when

the long delayed Sartori arrived in A. G. Van

derbilt's car—also a F. I. A. T. It was at

Hicksvilie that the telephone message to stop

and inform him of his disqualification over

took Sartori. The control judge duly in

formed Sartori of the fact, and waved him to

the side of the road. The judge speaks Eng

lish only: Sartori speaks only French; ditto

his chauffeur. The judge was having a hard

time of it trying to make himself understood

when one of those Frenchmen who seemed

to be all over Long Island stepped up and

offered to act as interpreter. The offer was

not refused. When Sartori grasped the mean

ing of it all the amazement that overspread

his features was a study for an artist.

"Pour quoi? Pour quoi?" he asked.

“Pour quoi? Pour quoi?" echoed his chauf

feur.

None could give him more information than

that he had “disobeyed the orders of the ref

eree."

More amazement. More “Pour quols."

Finally Wallace stepped up and learned the

cause of the argument.

“Let him finish the round," he suggested.

The control judge refused to go behind his

instructions.

“Damned shame!" ejaculated Wallace.

“Will you speak to Mr. Pardington?" asked

the judge.

“You bet I will," and Wallace repaired to

the telephone and spoke with him for quite

some time.

The upshot of it all was that Sartorl was

permitted to restart, but he did not go far.

The clutch of ills car went wrong exactly as

Wallace‘s had gone wrong, and he was not

seen in Hicksville again.

,It was while all this was going on that a

young couple stood on the sidewalk surveying

the scene. ‘

“Isn‘t it terrible?” remarked the young

woman.

"I don't see anything terrible about it," re

spondcd the young man in a tone that im

plied either brother or husband.

“Well, I do." she rctoried decisively, “and

I think those men ought to be able to find

something better to occupy their time."
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THE EXCITABLE CLEMENT.

It was at Hicksville, too, that Albert Clem

ent performed some of his choicest genuflec

tions and gestieulations. It has been said

that he learned English in two weeks; and

perhaps he did. But his hands and his eyes

talk a language of their own. He and they

seemed always quivering with excitement.

Once he drove over the boundary line of the

control.

“Where in hell are you going?" was the

question that promptly assailed him.

He must have understood that English, for

he jumped out like a shot and helped push

his car back to the line. Clement seemed to

have an argument ready nearly every time

be came around. He had been stopped once

while making some minor repairs within the

control limits, but the very next time his

chauffeur again tinkered with the motor

while it was on the line. Again was he

ordered to stop.

“Ha! What I do ?” he asked volubly. “They

say I can work. He say no." The remainder

was lost in the lingo of France.

GABRIEL DOWN AND OUT.

It was at Hicksville, too, that Gabriel—

Gabriel, the renowned and the daredevil—

hauled his De Dietrich to the side of the

street and left it there. He previouly had

had carburetter troubles, but it was an over

heated engine that caused his pretty white

car to hug the Hicksville curb for so long.

Not all the Frenchmen in Hicksville could

get it going again.

It was here also that Croker sustained an

other puncture and again effected a repair

in fourteen minutes. Previously Luttgens

had arrived with not only a flat tire, but a

flat rim. He lost twenty-tive minutes while

both were being remedied.

 

At Plain Edge—Another " Curve of Death."

Plain Edge, a couple of houses surrounded

by pumpkin fields, and marking the crossing

of the Hicksville-Massapequa and Bethpage

roads, was another “Curve of Death,” where,

according to the “yellows,” lives probably

would be snuffed out as a sacrifice to “speed

mania.” Reporters and cameras were there

to record the snufiing. The fact that the

two roads crossed at right angles and formed

an acute angle which on the narrow road

absolutely prevented turns at speed was ap

parent to all thinking beings, who quickly

eliminated Plain Edge from their lists of

“danger points." Only the oflicials and

"yellow" reporters gathered there. It was

the loneliest spot on the course, and the little

crowd faced starvation. They were saved

only by the opportune and unexpected ar

rival of an itinerant pie wagon. Although

the owner of the pies might readily have ob

tained triple prices for his wares, he asked

only “usual rates." This was the rule every

where. The Long Islanders made no effort

to fleece their visitors. Two or three enter

prising natives erected “grandstands” along

the course, and were really the only ones

badly bitten. The stands were absolutely de

serted. The chief cry was for food and

drink, and as the forenoon aged some of the

natives awoke to the fact, and the sandwich

was paraded in force and silenced the growl

ings of many empty stomachs.

Like all of the other corners, the Plain

Edge turn played its full part in playing

havoc with tires, but the only real thrill

that was experienced by the watchers was

when Gabriel overtook Lyttle. The latter

ran wide, seeing which the sharpeyed

Frenchman cut the corner and passed the

American on the inside. It was a beautifully

executed movement, which gave rise to a cry

of “Foul!” on the part of a few patriots.

They conceived that Gabriel had crowded

Lyttle. But the charge was baseless. Tart

was another man that evoked admiration by

the way in which he made the sharp turn.

He would cut of power, apply the emergency

brakes and simply skidded around—a deli

cate manoeuvre that he repeated skilfully

several times.

CONSTABLE REALLY MAKES AN ARREST.

It was at Plain Edge that the only known

arrest of the day was made. A party in a

touring car essayed to pass while the racers

were approaching, and was stopped and.

warned away. The driver did not accept the

warning in good part, and a heated argu

ment ensued. It was finally ended when

some one whispered into a constable's ear:

“Pinch him! 'He has no license number

on his car.” .

The constable performed the “pinching,”

and never was a man more taken aback than

when the obstreperous individual found him

self under arrest.

 

At the Hempstcad Control.

It would naturally be supposed that at

llempstead, which is, next to Queens, the

largest town on the course, a considerable

number of spectators would have gathered.

This was not the case, however. At six

o'clock, the hour of starting, a score or score

and a half would be a fair estimate of the

number scattered along the main street of

the town. As the morning wore on others

came, some from the adjacent residences,

others from greater distances, until there

were close to one hundred people standing

watching the race and discussing its various

phases. Probably a quarter of these were

congregated at the beginning‘of the control.

"Here comes one! Clear the way there;

make room for it!" shouted one of the be

ribboned and soon to be hard worked oilicials

of the race, as he waved his arms at the
handful of spectators gatheredlat this point

to urge them to seek places of safety.

The car was not yet in sight, but from the

east came the subdued but sharp, spiteful

staccato sound of an exhausting engine, rap~

idly increasing in intensity as the invisible

monster drew nearer. A slight bend to the

north, not quite a mile away, shut otf further

view. It was broad daylight, although the

laggard sun was hidden behind gray clouds.

The air was still keen, although greatly mod

erated from the frost point of the pre-day

light hours. A faint mist was slowly and re

luctantly withdrawing, as it it recognized

the futility of longer resistance to the on

slaught of the strong waxing day.

WHEN GABRIEL REACHED HEMPSTEAD.

“There she is! Ain’t she coming?" cried

a voice suddenly; and, “Yes, yes; see'her?"

chorused half a dozen more, as an uncanny

looking and swiftly moving object swept

round the bend and came into plain view.

It was low, and at that distance resembled

nothing so much as a gigantic beetle, wi

rounded nose close to the ground. '

“It’s No. 2," cried a dozen voices in unison,

as the outlines of that numeral, Brobding

nagian in size and covering the entire front

of the bonnet, were revealed to view. Straight

as an arrow, and with speed that seemed. to

double with every second, it came, looming

bigger and bigger, and the thunder of the ex

haust filling the air. Some of the bystand

ers who had retired to the side of the road

went back still further as the fearsome look

ing thing came on without a suspicion of

speed slackening. But suddenly, _when still

150 and 200 yards away, the clutch was

slipped out and the throttle closed. 0n she

came with scarcely diminished speed, but at

about thirty or forty feet away from the

tape the brakes were applied with such force

as to lock the rear wheels and cause the

heavy car to slide along and come to a stop

two or three yards beyond the tape; its

driver, the cool and self-possessed Gabriel,

goggled, gloved and well wrapped, little of

him showing except his black mustache,

shifting his position slightly as if to relieve

himself.

An alert and businesslike oflicial stepped

up, marked the time of arrival on the piece

of yellow cardboard, calling “6 :19." as he did

so, and nodded to the Frenchman to go on.

A boy bestriding a bicycle, on his arm the in

evitable broad ribbon—white and inscribed

“Pilot"-started in front, but soon pulled to

one side as Gabriel pressed him close, and

the two disappeared down the road.

He had scarcely cleared the next block

when another car, which hove in sight as

Gabriel entered the control. dashed up at a

pace scarcely less swift than the latter's.

This was No. 1, the Stevens Mercedes, driven

by Campbell, who had started from West

bury two minutes ahead of the Frenchman

and been caught and passed before half the

first lap had been covered. .

“Six twenty!” called the timer, as Camp

bell came to a full stop. Waiting only to

have his card vised, he released the brake

lever, threw in his clutch and was off, in

company with a second pilot.

SPEED LAW’S ARE ABROGATED.

“Gosh! They didn't lose any time gettin'

here," remarked a native who had been an

interested spectator of it all. “Guess they

didn't stop to observe no speed laws." '

Located at the eastern and western ends

of Hempstead Village, the control measured

1.4 miles. The cars were given six minutes

in which to cover this distance; it they took

less than that time they were held atv the
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western end until the six minute expired;

if more than six minutes were taken a pen

alty was imposed. They all took less than

siX'minutes—very, very much less.

=- At the eastern end of the control two tapes

were laid across the road, about twenty-five

feet apart. Between them each'car had to

come to a full stop. its time being taken then

and' not before. Overhead, pendant from a

wire strung across the road on poles, was a

piece ofibunting lettered to denote the con

trol station. i .-\t- the side of the road was a

high platform, on which were perched the

three timers and scorers. Everything had

been capably planned. and the plan carried

into- execution. The precaution—a very

necessary one as it proved—of raking in

covering of gravel and sand over the oiled

road-between the tapes and for about twenty

fet behind the first tape had been observed;

in this way the wheels of the oncoming cars

would get plenty of traction and be able to

check their speed quickly.

ARENTS'S FIRST MISHAP.

Several minutes elapsed after the passing

of Campbell before the next car was heard in

the distance. As it approached the exhaust

was seen shooting out from the side of the

bonnet, and it scarcely needed the sight of

the number to see that it was Tracy's Royal,

which, starting two minutes behind Gabriel,

had lost four minutes. A short distance be

hind him came A. C. Webb in the 60 H. P.

Pope-Toledo, while right on the heels of the

latter was the Arents Mercedes. In his eager

neSs to catch Webb, Arents came on too fast.

Too late, he put on his brakes so hard that

his car skidded, went to the right hand side

of the road and ploughed a deep furrow

in it, turned half way around and burst a

tire, at the same time dislodging the mecan

ism from his precarious seat and landing

him in the road. Nothing daunted by this

contretemps, however, Arents continued on

after getting his time, with his tire flat and

bumping on the rim.

.“Guess I’ll climb a tree it any more come

like that," remarked the native already re

ferred to, after Arents had disappeared down

the road. This raised a laugh, as he had

been one of the first to run for cover, and

the car had never got within a dozen feet

of him.

TAKING CHANCES WITH FLAT TIRES.

Heath, who' went through Hempstead at

6:30. was even then a marked man. He

handled his car with rare skill, coming fast

to the control but stopping it without lock

ing the wheels. Indeed, after the first round

or tw0,'ail the contestants learned to gauge

the distance better. Lyttle, in his little 24

H. P. Pope-Toledo, entered the control with

Hawley in the E. R. Thomas Mercedes; both

were given the same time. The next four

men were Bernln (Renault), Clement (Clem

ent). Tarte (Panhard) and 'l‘este (Panhard),

who passed in that order after a remarkable

speed duel; each had made up some of the

distance on the driver in front of him, Teste

having gained more than a minute on Tarte.

Teste travelled the fastest coming into the

  
 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

WHERE THE CROWD DID NOT ENCROACII.

GABRIEL 1N HEMPSTEAD.

CROSSING THE HEMPSTEAD CAR TRACKS.
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control of any of the contestants, yet he

made a splendid stop.

That the drivers were bent on taking des

perate chances was shown on the second

round. Gabriel had just gone through when

Campbell came into the control. His left

hand front tire was gone completely, yet he

shook his head when it was pointed out to

him, and went of at once.

BICYCLE PILOTS “CHUCK IT."

At a few minutes after 7 o’clock the bi

cycle pilot brigade game out. There were

only half a dozen boys in it, and they had

volunteered to take the cars tlerllglJ the

con'trol at the legal speed and see that no

repairs were made within the boundaries.

There were not enough boys, in the first

place; and it proved to be too strenuous a

life. The racers paid little attention either to

the boys or to the speed limit; they out

speeded both, and the boys came to the con

clusion that the sensible thing to do was to

"chuck it," which they did.

Although six minutes between control

bounds was obligatory, few of the contest

ants took that much time. Twenty 0r twen

ty~tive miles an hour was as slow as most of

them seemed to want to go. The foreigners,

in particular, were troublesome. In the

centre of the town, near the corners of Ful

ton and Main streets, was the police station,

and adjoining it the railroad station. In

front of the former a stout policeman took

his stand and attempted to restrain the im

patient drivers.

FAT POLICEMAN'S PROTEST.

As Heath approached on his second round

the stout myrmidon of the law struck an

impressive attitude and raised his hand and

cried:

"Go slow there; go slow."

Heath gave him a look out of sleepy looking

eyes, and went by without slackening. The

officer looked disgusted.

Then Charles Schmidt, crouching low in his

seat and going nearly thirty miles an hour,

hove in sight. Again the policeman sought

to check him, and with an equal lack of suc

cess. A third time he tried, one of the

Frenchmen being the offender. The latter

looked at the policeman inquirineg but un

comprehendingiy—and drove on.

“Do you see that?" he inquired, turning to

a bystander. “That's the way they observe

the speed limit. If I had my way I'd stop

them.

"What is the use of it all, anyhow,” he

went on. “They’re crazy. Everybody's

Hoing crazy over automobiles. Ripping

around the country in this fashion! It’s dis

graceful, that’s what it is.”

“Why don‘t you get out in front of them

and make them stop?" asked a man in over

alls—evidently a railway engineer or fireman

—with a wink to a group of interested specta

tors.

“Stand in front of them? Think I‘m a fool

to let one of them jabbering Frenchmen run

over me? Not on your life," sputtered the

officer. “That ain’t what I’m hired to do"—

and, seemingly to prevent further discussion

of the matter, he walked up to the corner

and took his station there.

It was now nearly 8 o‘clock, and the crowd

was slowly increasing in numbers. Commut

ers would stop 'a few minutes and watch un

til a car whizzed by and then take their way

to the waiting train. Teams would drive up

and discharge a load of people who had evi

dently come to stop and watch the race.

From the trolley cars which crossed the

course at this point parties disembarked,

many of the with newspapers in their

bands, which they scanned as each car went

by and so identified them. Everybody was

interested in the race; those who had the

time to spare devoted it to watching the con

test, while those not so fortunately situated

looked their regret.

"Goin‘ to watch theta, Bill?" asked a friend

as a man with a big basket in each hand

stopped on the sidewalk for a minute.

“No, I got to ’tend to my orders, darn it,"

was the reply.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES EXHAUSTED.

Enormous was the demand for photo

graphic supplies, but the supply was infihites

into]. The Motor World man wanted a roll

of films, and hc‘waited patiently for the only

photographic establishment in Hcmpstcad to

open. Seven o'clock arrived and passed, and

half past seven likewise; then eight o'clock,

and still the place was closed. A Winton

car drove up and a couple of men alighted

and rattled the door, but without avail. A

few minutes later the much sought merchant

came strolling up and was immediately sur

rounded by a group of would-be customers.

“Awfully sorry," he said, raising his hands

dept-coatineg. “But I’m all sold out. That's

the reason I did not think it worth while to

open sooner. The only thing I have left is a

few rolls of films for the smallest size cam

eras.

“Next time there is a cup race down here

I‘ll be prepared for it," he continued. “Why,

I have been overrun—completely swamped.

Sold out late yesterday afternoon and

thought I had supplied everybody within fifty

miles of here.

“How much staff have I sold?” he re

peated, in response to the Motor World man’s

  

A TIRE REPAIR.

inquiry. “Well, I usually carry stock enough

to last me three weeks. In preparation for

this race I laid in a double stock on Thurs

day. Yesterday afternoon it was aligone.

Why, I even sold a $25 camera to a man who

bought it principally to get the films it was

loaded with. He said he didn’t want the

camera particularly, but he did want the

films.

“No, you can’t buy any films any place

else in Hempstead. Hicksville and Jamaica

are the nearest places, and I shouldn't be

surprised if they were sold out, too."

At the end of the Hempstead control mat

ters moved with clockllke regularity. Be

ribboned officials were there ready to take

the cards of the arriving contestants and

hold the latter until the six minutes allotted

for traversing the control had elapsed. 0n

the south side of the road was a telephone

box, from which the arrival and departure

of each car was reported to headquarters.

A man with a rake put a fresh coat of gravel

on the road in front of the tape at frequent

intervals. In a field at the north side of the

road was a Diamond tire repair station,

which, however, had nothing to do. A tent

had been pitched, and inside of it was a good

ly stock of tubes, covers, lugs, etc., while in

front of the entrance, ready for instant use,

others were disposed.

"PANNE" THAT DEFEATED CLEMENT.

It was just 8:40 when young Clement got

the word to go, but instead of darting ofl at

breakneck speed to finish his fourth round

he drove over to the side of the road and

stopped his car. Then he descended, fol

lowed by his chaui'feur, and looked at his

engine with a mixture of disgust and de

spondency.

“De feet pipe," he said, in his imperfect

English as an official approached him.

The latter walked over to the telephone,

called up headquarters, and said:

“Clement, N0. 12, has a broken feed pipe,

and has pulled out of the control to repair

it."

Both Clement and his mecaniclen sized it

up as a bad job. The former, who stood with

goggles pushed up over his cap, had his

face around the mouth covered with oily

dust; and the contrast between the grimy

spot and the white of the upper part of his

face where the goggles had protected him

was grotesque in the extreme. He surveyed

the car for the space of fully half a min

ute, then said something quickly in French.

Instantly the two men set to work. The

mccanicien raised the bonnet, exposing the

engine, while Clement brought out a couple

of boxes filled with tools and odds and ends

of all kinds. The pipe which fed gasolene to

the carburetter was almost broken, one end

just hanging by a thread. The mecanicien

took it off and the two men selected a piece

of rubber from one of the boxes and set to

work to splice it to the pipe that was fast to

the engine. It was a small job, apparently,

but it took about twenty minutes, and the

Frenchmen’s looks showed plainly that they
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regarded it as putting them out of the race

for first place.

As it proved, this was Clement’s only de

lay of consequence. Every other lap was

made in good time, and it was only the acci

dents the other contestants encountered that

later brought Clement into the first place

which he lost to Heath on the last round.

HEATH WEARS HIS DIAMOND.

Clement was still at the control, on his

fourth .lap, when Heath entered it on his

fifth round. While waiting for the signal to

start Heath’s mechanicien tinkered with the

engine, adjusted a nut or two, and took off

, the cap of the cooler to see that the water

supply was all right. He then made as if he

would unfasten the bonnet, just as Heath

said to the timer:

“How long have 17"

“Twenty seconds,” replied the oificial.

“Assez!” cried Heath. “Sauteri” (“That

will do; jumpl”) Each word was like the

report of a pistol.

The mecanicien started as if he had been

struck, dropped the bonnet fastening and

hurriedly scrambled into his seat beside

Heath. The latter sat quiet, but intent,

waiting for the starting signal. His face

’ and mustache were covered with dust, clear

up to the goggles. A glimpse could be

caught of a negligee shirt of mixed pattern,

over which was a dust bespattered puff tie

that had once been white; its folds were held

in place by a diamond cluster pin. Around

his neck the pendant ends half concealing the

tie, was knotted a handkerchief. His hands

were enclosed in gauntletted gloves, a check

cap covered his head and his tail form was
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enveloped in a long coat, which just permit

ted a view of legs clad in plaid woollen golf

hose. He was a picture of repressed energy

and grim determination.

“G0!” cried the starter, and then 9. mar

vellous thing happened. The car leaped for

ward as if discharged from a catapault; on

the smooth road immediately in front of the

tape appeared as if by magic two straight

lines of oily gravel, marking the course of

the rear wheels. The Motor World man

looked at the two little ridges of dirt dum

founded; there seemed something uncanny

about it, a bit of necromancy that sent cold

shivers cavorting along the spine. The car

had disappeared in the distance, leaving its

trail behind, caused, no doubt, by the suc

tion of the tires when the power was applied

with full force.

RUMORS THAT WERE AFLOAT.

The air was full 0f rumors of accidents.

There was a bystander knocked down and

fatally injured at the Queens turn. Over at

Jericho a car had dashed oi! the road and

killed both driver and mecanicien! A few

miles west on the I'Ieinpstead road a car,

said to be No. 5, had turned turtle and killed

both men! So the stories ran, with no one

to vouch for their accuracy.

THE TIRE AND SUPPLY MEN.

It was at the repair and supply tents of the

various and automobiles represented in the

race that the arrival of each car caused real

action. To see the men rip ofl! a flat tire, re

place it and inflate it was a scene calculated

to make men blink, but it was as nothing to

the scene when a car arrived and supplies

were necessary. It was seen at its best at
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iiempstead, where most of the tents were

located, just outside the control lines. A

dozen men would jump for the car as if to

storm it. One had the wrench necessary to

remove the tank cup, another held the fun

nel ready for insertion the minute the cap

was removed; at his elbow was the man with

the gasolene. Three other men performed

similar service with lubricating oil, while

other men stood ready with buckets of water

for whatever purpose. It was an inspiring

sight, and the French concerns, rich in ex

perience, had their men well drilled, and

their system acted like clockwork. Occa

sionally there were mixtures of French and

American oaths and shouted orders, but

usually every man knew his duty and per

formed it well.

THE DIFFERENCE IN FRENCHMEN.

It was at these places, also, that the cali

bre of the contestants came to the surface.

Men like Clement and Teste were all ex

citement, and fretted and fumed voluhly over

the slightest hitch, while others, like Heath

and Tart, were as cool as cucumbers. Tart,

who had made great gains and seemed a like

ly winner, was unrufiled even when it was

found that his refractory clutch could not be

repaired. He heard the news without dem

onstration, and accepted it like a philosopher.

He said nothing, and sat down as calmly

and unconcerned as if in his own house.

The road between IIempstead and Queens.

while not so good as the Bethpage pike, was

wider and sufliciently smooth for the racers

to let out almost to their limits. 0n the left

hand side of the road going towards Queens

ran the trolley tracks, and it is typical of the
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disregard of danger shown that the line was

in regular operation throughout the day.

What might have happened had one of the

swiftly moving trolley cars and a more swift

ly moving motor car met at any one of the

several sharp turns in the road is a speculu

tion not to be relished. N0 accident of the

sort occurred, however, and, as elsewhere,

Providence watched over the crowd of pedes

trians, cyclists and motorists who heediessiy

made use of the road during the contest, and

who massed at the dangerous Queens turn

in goodly numbers.

THE ACCIDENT TO ARENTS.

‘1he Arerzts accident happened on the second

lap, and. as stated, the car turned completely

over, pinning the chauffeur under it and

crushing his skull so badly that he died short

ly after reaching the hospital at Mineola, to

which he was carried in the ambulance which

forethought had waiting at the Queens cor

ner. Arents himself was thrown clear of the

machine, and he too was picked up uncon

scious and carried to the hospital. He re

mained unconscious until Tuesday, and,

while badly hurt, his recovery is now as

sured.

What happened is largely conjectural. It

seems probable that a burst tire or tires was

the root of the trouble, and it is not entirely

uncertain that the excitement under which

Arents appeared to labor throughout the race

was a factor in the case. How he ran into
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THE “'RECK OF ARENTS'S MERCEDES.

the curb at the Hempstead control, burst a

tire and spilled his chauiTeur has already

been told. There is also in evidence an aflii

davit made by an attache of the Continental

tire station at llempstead, that on the fatal

lap Arents arrived at that point with a flat

tire, which the Continental men replaced.

The affidavit recites that the connecting hose

of the pressure tank burst. hearing which

Arents and Menzei mistakenly conceived it to

be the inner tube that had exploded; they

waved the tire repairers aside, pulled off the

good tire and put on another one themselves.

Both men were all excitement, and so very

anxious to make off that they did not War.

to have the lugs properly tightened.

HEARD TWO TERRIFIC EXPLOSIONS.

One of the motor bicycle checkers a short

distance outside Hempstead testified that he

saw Arents stop in sight of his station and

almost immediately make ot’f. E. \V. Wyatt,

captain of the Alpha Motorcycle Club, who

was also one of the checkers, located nearer

Queens, appears to have been the official

nearest the accident. It occurred just

around a turn of the road where he was sta

tioned. He states that the first suspicion of

trouble that he had was the sound of two

terrific explosions. He immediately ran to

the scene and found the car overturned in

the middle 01’ the road, and pointing in an

opposite direction from that in which it had

been moving. Leaving the work of rescue to

Others, he at once repaired to the nearest

telephone booth and called the ambulance.

According to Wyatt, both rear tires were off.

one of them, at least, being blown to bits.

The lip of one of the rims was almost worn

away, indicating that it had dragged tireless

on the road for a considerable distance, hear

ing out what some of those at Hempstead

claimed to have been the case, i. e., that

Arents left Hempstead with one wheel minus

a tire. These surrounding‘ circumstancm

make it appear most probable that as Arents

rounded the bend in the road and his tire or

tires exploded, a wheel collapsed and he

lammed on the brakes and caused the upset.

SPECTATORS SOUGHT GRE‘VSOME SOU

VENIRS. ,

When the crowd gathered, at the scene of

the accident the. car still lay in the centre

of the road, where ,a following car had diffi

culty in passing. So, after the two men

were on their way to the hospital, a score of

willing hands lifted it up and rolled it over

and over. across the trolley track and up a

four toot bank into a field. Souvenir llullit‘i's

were soon at work, securing bits of wood

and metal, to carry home as mementoes ot’

the grewsome tragedy. All through the

morning people along the course were on the

lookout for stray souvenirs, and their richest

find was in the shape of bits of tires that

were discarded or blown off.
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At the Turn in Queens.

That there was not a slaughter of the igno

rant at the Queens end of the course partakes

of the marvellous. If some of the silly mo

torphobes, who have been belaboring the

Nassau (‘ounty supervisors for "depriving the

owners of the roads of their use" could have

seen the way the populace literally swarmed

over it at their own free will and pleasure

on Saturday, they would have recanted—per

haps. For if there ever ivas an injunction

disregarded and made farcical it was that

laid on the people to “venture on the course

at your own peril." In the first place, as all

those really posted knew, there was no

closing of the road to its habitual users; such

prohibition would have been clearly illegal.

All that was done was to request the people

to keep 011' the roads. This request was utterly

disregarded. For nearly a mile on the Hemp

stead road, an equal or greater distance on

the Jericho road, and the few hundred yards

of connecting highway at Queens, the racers

drove between living, elastic walls, which

opened Just sufficiently to clear the oiled

stretch of road and closed automatically im

mediately the car had passed. It seemed

like sheer bravado; in reality it was igno

' rance, with a touch of American indifference

and recklessness.

That the crowds were not decimated at

some points was due to a variety of circum

stances, among which luck played no small

part. The drivers of the flying cars guided

them straight and true, swerving neither to

the right nor the left; the system of signal

ling was finely conceived and splendidly exe

cuted, so that ample warning was given of

the coming of each car; and, lastly, the peo

ple had sufficient gumption to move quickly

once the signal to clear the road was given.

This happy combination of circumstances

eliminated casualties; but there were occa

sions where it was touch and go, and where

only by the hardest kind of work was the

way cleared by the police.

POLICE HAD STRENUOUS MORNING.

The latter had their hands full. They

passed a strenuous morning, and looked the

worse for wear at the finish. At each of the

Queens turns were stationed two mounted

officers and half a dozen policemen on foot.

When an oncoming car was signalled they

began their endeavors to get the crowd back.

With voice and strong arms they labored, al

ways successfully, but often barely so. From

10 to 1 o’clock people came in droves~the

majority of them city folks, but a number

from the countryside. The former came in

trolley cars, on foot and a few in automo'

hiles; the latter in teams and on foot. They

massed on the turns, sizing up the situation

and then distributed themselves along the

road.

The first turn at Queens was worse than its

mate. It was a right angled turn, with the

travelled road hugging the sidewalk closely

and coming perilously close to a telegraph

pole. On the outside of the curve several

  

ONE OF THE TELEPHONES.

wagon loads of sand had been dumped and

sprcud over the turn so as to form a rude

sort of banking. It was rarely needed, how

ever, as the drivers had a wholesome respect

for the. turn and slowed down sufficiently to

take the turn without trouble. In reply to

the question whether all the racers took it

so slowly. one of the policemen replied:

"All of them except Gabriel. Sure, he is

the devil himself. He tiles around here on

two wheels and is gone before you can see

him."

At the second turn the men pursued some

what difl'erent tactics. They slowed before

reaching the turn, swung wide, then quick

ened their speed and shot around very rapid

ly, opening wide the throttle as soon as they

straightened out.

WHERE THE RAILROAD CROSSED.

Between the two turns, and much nearer

the second one, the Long Island Railroad

crosses the road at grade. The road is

slightly depressed here, and the racing cars

dipped down and shot up the next rise at a

tremendous pace. The system of signalling

at this point, as elsewhere, was beyond

praise. At the first turn, already referred to,

a man with a white flag was stationed; it was

his duty to signal the approach of a car

along the Hclnpsteud road, and the signal

was taken up by a man stationed midway

between the first turn and the railroad. At

the latter point were stationed two men, one

having a white and a red and white flag to

signal the oncoming car, the other, a railroad

employe, having the familiar red and white

bits of hunting with which he signalled the

railroad trains.

The precautions taken to avoid a catas

trophe were made plain at a little before 12

o’clock. An eastbound passenger train had

stopped at Queens station and was ready

to proceed to the next stopping place. The

bell clanged and the big driving wheels of

the locomotive began to revolve.

“STOP YOUR TRAIN !"

“Wait! A car is coming!" cried the signal

man of the American Automobile Association

to the railroad signalman. “Stop your

train."

The red flag was waved at the train, which

came to such a sudden stop that it brought

passengers‘ heads out of the windows to ace

what was the matter. Meanwhile the A. A.

A. signalman waved his red and white flag

to show that the track was not clear; then,

as soon as the train had come to a stop be

substituted the white flag, and this clear sig

nal was repeated by the signalman between

the railroad and the turn and taken up by

the man at the turn itself. In an instant the

road was filled with waving white flags.

through which a flying car sped rapidly. A

second and a third car crossed the railroad

before the stalled train was permitted to pro

ceed. ‘

The railroad men took a deep interest in

the race. One of those employed around the

station called to the operator in the signal

tower, who was dividing his time between

signalling trains and watching the space de

vourers:

“How many do you make it are still run

ning?" to which the tower man responded:

"I makc. it five. Is that what you have it?"

Receiving an affirmative reply, he turned

again to his work.

Over in the Continental depot, a few

yards from the railroad, interest was still

taken in the race after the Mercedes cars

were all out. First place was certain to go

to a car with a French tire. but it was the

Clement that was favored. At this station

there were pails of water containing cloths

to be applied to heated tires, but no cars

stopped there to make use of them.

At 12 o‘clock the crowd had become enor

mous. It was apparent then that the race

lay between Heath and Clement, and both

men were cheered as they passed. The pop

ular favor was with Heath, however, and

he received salvos of applause.

Ull each of two of the corners of the sec

ond Queens turn there were churches. 011

trees in front of them were big placards in

red letters reading: “Dangerous; keep off

the turns." They might Just as well never

have been printed. Scores of people walked

in the road, hundreds of others lined the

turn and sat on the lawns in front of the

churches. As each car went by there was

a rush to see it. and it was as much as

the policemen could do to open a fifteen or

eighteen foot pathway for them. It was a

good natured, heedless crowd, out for a holi

day and bent on enjoying itself. That the

middle of the road must be kept clear was

recognized; but that there was any danger

from the swerving of an unmanageable car

did not seem to enter people's heads. By

great good fortune no car got from under

control, so this belief was not shaken.

“IN THE AIR" AT QUEENS.

lipon leaving Queens and entering the

Jericho road a pretty good imitation of the

“rocky road to Dublin" was encountered.

minus the rocks. For about one mile this

highway is within the limits of Greater New

York, and, like most city roads, it preseniS

an unpleasant contrast to the smoother and
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THE SCALES IN THE COAL YARD. HEATH ON THE SCALES.

  

better kept highways of Nassau County.

This particular piece of road was utterly

unfit for the excessive speeding that was

done on it. In places it was in waves; again

there were holes and hillocks; over these the

cars, pushed to the extreme limit of safety

and sometimes beyond it, fairly bounded,

touching only the high spots. As Joseph

'l'racy put it, the cars “were in the air most

of the time"; when they came down it took

sound construction and strong springs to

withstand the shock; and driver and chauf

feurs alike were required to hold on like

grim death itself to escape being jolted out.

The wonder is not that springs were broken

and so much other damage inflicted, but that

any of the cars emerged scathless from the

terrible ordeal.

It was on this stretch that Heath had his

tire trouble which so nearly put him out of

the race. The 60 horsepower Pope-Toledo

was also put out here. The driver, A. C.

Webb, had put on speed upon leaving Queens,

when his car bounded from one hammock to

another until he realized that his control of

the steering was gone. Mindful of the dau

l CLEMENT “WEIGHING IN."

ger of jamming the brakes on suddenly, he

applicd them gently in hope of stopping.

Finding that he was heading straight for a

tree, however, he jammed on the emergency

brake; the car skidded, struck the tree and

went into a ditch. The mecanicien jumped,

and \Vebb landed, chtllke, on all fours. The

car was badly damaged, but the men were

nnhurt.

 

RUMPUSES AT THE WEIGHINGS.

Young Clement made things interesting at

both the “weighing in" on Friday and the

“weighing out" immediately after the race.

The scales were located in a Garden City

coal yard, and several days before the weigh

ing James L. Breeze. of the Cup commission,

found that they were the typical coal man‘s

scale. They weighed 28 pounds over in the

thousand. As a result they were officially

adjusted and the beam set at the weight

limit of the cars—1.000 kilograms, or 2,204

pounds. When Heath and Clement learned

on Friday that it was the intention to take

their cars from them and keep them under

lock and key overnight, there was a mighty

\VEIGHERS BIKER AND BIRDSALL.

protest. lIcath said decidedly that he would

not submit to the rule, which had been adopt

ed a week previous. He did not purpose per

mitting his car to leave his possession. He

would pack up and go home first. Clement

said the same thing, but took many more

words to say it, and lashed himself into a

great state of excitement. The ofllclal meas

urers, A. L. leer and E. T. Birdsall, had no

voice in the matter, but finally carried the

matter to the race authorities. Heath and

(‘lcment refused to recede from their decision

and protested against the imposition of a

rule of which they knew nothing. A com

promise was eiTected by the adoption of a

“weighing out" rule. The finishers were re

quired to present their cars after the race for

weighing. '

The actual operation of weighing in was

marked by one other incident. A cute young

American who doubted the weight of his car

removed its reversing gears, and when Mr.

Rikt‘l‘ ordered him to reverse was consider

ably embarrassed and stammered a Very

lame cxcusc.

The weight of each car was not taken. Each
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in turn was run on the scale, the beam of,

which had been set to 2.20i pounds. If the

beam was not depressed it was evident that

all were within the limit, as proved the case.

At the weighing out, of course, only Heath

and Clement presented themselves. Heath

conducted himself like a quiet and dignified

gentleman. Clement acted like a schOolboy

or a hen with its head off. When Heath's

car was on the scale he demanded to see its

exact weight. Measurer Biker had passed it

as O. K. and had verified the seals that had

- been placed on the several parts at the weigh

ing in, but the excitable little Frenchman

and his jabbering retinue were not content.

They prattled like a lot of parrots with high

speed tongues. Riker's face was livid with

rage that his word should be doubted. If he

had presented one or more of the excited

Frenchmen with an uppereut on the chin or

given them a jab in the stomach none would

have been surprised. He contained himself,

however, and finally called on Chairman Par

dington, who refused to interfere. The Niag

ara of French and the waving of arms were

then resumed with redoubled energy. But

Riker held to his position, and Clement was

still Jabber-ing like a crazy man when he left

the spot. incidentally, Clement‘s car was

not "weighed out" at all.

 

_ THE OFFICIALS OF THE RACE.

These were the officials of the course:

Referee—\V. K. Vanderbilt, jr.

Judges of start and finish—Harlan Whipple,

president A. A. A.; Frank G. Webb, presi

dent L. I. A. 0.; Winthrop E. Scarritt, presi

dent A. 0. of A.; W. 0. Temple, president

P. A. 0. V .

Judges of control—Hicksviiie control, G.

Von Wagner, jr., and Peter Grupe, Hemp

stead control, H. 0. Hackstaff and John D.

Hackstatf, 1r.

Judges of turns—Jericho, William Milne;

Plainedge, Theodore Heilbron; Queens-Hemp

stead, R. Healy; Queens-Jericho, Frank L.

Evans.

Judges of weighing in—E. T. Birdsall, A.

L. leer.

Timer—S. M. Butler, A. 0. of A.

Starter—0. H. Gillette, secretary A. A. A.

Assistants to starter—George E. Farring

ton, A. 0. N. J.; Emerson Brooks, A. C. A.;

M. M. Beiding, jr., A. 0. A., Robert Lee Mar

shall, A. C. A.

SOCIETY PRESENT IN FORCE.

Oflleialdom and society were both' well rep

resented in the grandstand and along the

course. Mayor McClellan was present, driv

ing down in an automobile, accompanied by

Commissioner of Street Cleaning Woodbury.

His Honor watched the race for some time,

and seemed to take a keen interest in it.

Later in the day he was entertained by Mr.

and Mrs. Egerton Winthrop, jr., the Mayor

being Mrs. Winthrop’s brother-in-law. Presi

dent Harlan W. Whipple of the American

Automobile Association and President Win

throp E. Scarritt of the Automobile Club of

America both had parties of friends at the

course.

.Ill. the person of. “Vi7_illl_e”_ K. Vanderbilt,

jr., donor of -the cup and the one chiefly in

strumental in promoting the race, the official

—he was, of course, referee-and the social

luminary were Joined. He was here, there

and everywhere, the observed of all observ

ers. Sartorlally he was a marvel; his rapid

changes of garb will linger long in the minds

of those who witnessed them. In Mrs. “Wil

lie K." the cup donor had an able and will

ing coadjutor. No person present took

greater delight in the proceedings than she,

or evinced her pleasure in more vociferous

fashion. Her head, crowned with a red

picture hat, and her face, flushed with ex

citement, she was the most lively person in

the grandstand. She led the cheering and

the handclapping—when there was any.

When Heath flashed by at the finish she

jumped up on a camp chair and waved her

hands rapturously.

Of the othen society people, the Long

Island colony—and the Meadow Brook set in

particular—were most numerous. The races

at Morris Park, the horse shows at TuXedO

and Morristown and other social functions

prevented many people from attending. 'In

the boxes and stands were such well known

automobile enthusiasts as Colonel John J.

Astor, who arrived late; Mr. and Mrs. O. H.

P. Belmont, who had a large house party at

their residence and entertained them at a

function which broke up at daylight, so as to

give them time to get over to the start; Mr.

and Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney, Mr. and

.Mrs. Victor Sorchon, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

Dillon Ripley, James L. Breese, Mr. and

Mrs. Foxhall Keene, and Alfred G. and Har

old Vanderbilt. Many of .these people never

left their seats from just after daylight until

the race was finished. In a number of cases

servants served refreshments in the shape of

coffee and sandwiches at about 9 or 10

o'clock in the morning; and such people as

Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., Mrs. 0. H. P.

Belmont and Mrs. Herman Oelrichs nibbled

and drank unceremoniously between cars.

Wet goods—bottled beers, whiskies, etc.—

were also passed around in the early morning

to keep the cold out.

THE TRADE WELL REPRESENTED.

Thomas B. Jeffery and George W. Bennett,

of T. B. Jeffery & 00.; M. J. Budlong and F.

C. Armstrong, Electric Vehicle 00.; George

H. Day; R. D. Chapin, Olds Motor Works;

Harold 0. Smith and President Prenner,

Premier Motor Mfg. 00.; Bert York, B. F.

Goodrich 00.; Wm. E. Metzger, Cadillac Au

tomobile 00.; Henry Ford, of Ford Motor 00.;

Arthur Philip, Morgan & Wright; D. J. Post,

Veeder Mfg. 00.; E. E. and Edgar Apperson;

L. A. Hopkins, Brooklyn Automobile 00.;

Harry G.- Fisk, Fisk Rubber 00.; President

Shirmer, J. A. McCrea and Archie McLach

lan, Royal Motor Car 00.; W. S. Gorton,

Standard Welding 00.; L. P. Kittredge and L.

P. Mooers, Peerless Motor Car 00.; W. .-A.

Gray and F. E. Castle, of Gray & Davis; L.

J. Keck, Badger Brass Mfg. 00.; George

Worthington, jr., and W. J. P. Moore, Worth

ington Automobile 00.; Walter and Harry

Allen and Mr. Halle, Allen, ,Halle 8a 00.; F.

A. La Roche and A. J. Picard, Am. Darracq

Automobile 00.; George Weiss, of Cleveland

Car Specialty 00.; S. T. Davis, A. L. Riker.

the Locomoblie Co. of America; W. B. Miller,

0. J. Woodard and P. Bradley, of Diamond

Rubber 00.; Windsor T. White and Rollin

White, White S. M. 00.; M. L. Goss, of Baker

M. V. 00.; Orlando F. Weber, of Chicago;

Arthur Pope, A. L. Pope, jr., and Charles E.

Walker, Pope. Mfg. 00.; A. H. Funke; Arthur

Hyde, Whitlock Coll Pipe 00.; Percy Owen.

_Winton 00.; S. D. Waldron, sales manager,

Packard Motor Car 00., Detroit; J. S. Bretz,

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corp., New Britain.

Conn.; E. R. Thomas, president, E. R.

Thomas Motor 00., Buffalo; J. D. Anderson,

vice-president, Hartford Rubber Works 00..

Hartford; H. A. Githens, G & J Tire 00..

Indianapolis; A. E. Schaaf, Pope Motor Car

00., Toledo; L. B. Gaylor, general manager,

Waltham Manufacturing 00., Waltham,

Mass; Charles E. Miller, New York; H. A.

Lozier, jr., Lozler Motor 00., New York; J.

W. Bowman, sales manager, Fisk Rubber

(‘0., Chicopee Falls, Mass; H. P. Maxim.

Electric Vehicle 00., Hartford, Conn.; Henry

Souther. Hartford, Conn., and John 0. Spiers.

general manager, Autocar 00., Ardmore, Pa.;

Harry Fosdlck, Boston; George H. Lowe.

Boston; 0. E. Whitney, Hartford.

ABOUT HEATH, THE WINNER.

George Heath, the winner of the race, is a

man of means who has been an enthusiastic

automoblllst. since motor vehicles were in

troduced. He gained distinction this summer

by winning the Circuit Ardennes of France,

a road race of 375 miles, without a stop.

Clement finished third in this race.

In an interview after the contest Heath,

who is a strapping man a little more than

six feet in height, with the droop of an Eng

lishman, said that this race, despite the many

turns, was not so trying as the Circuit Ar

dennes, because the two controls and ten laps

gave a driver twenty chances to rest.

He explained the fast time as due to the

absence of hills, but said the course was not

so good as those of France. He also said

that he did not run at full speed all the times

he could have, from fear of killing some one.

but let out when on the last lap, because he

heard at a control that Clement‘s time was

better than his. Mr. Heath was born in

Astoria, L. I., forty-two years ago. When

asked how long he had lived abroad he an

swered:

“I am ashamed to say that it is fifteen

years."

While driving the car the only sustenance

he had was a few raw eggs eaten in the con

trols. Save two tire troubles, his car sus

tained only a broken spring. He said be

rather expected to break all of them.

Albert Clement is only twenty-one years of

age, and his only other performance of note

was winning third place in the Circuit Ar

dennes. His father is the well known manu

facturer of the Clement-Bayard cars, one of

which the son used.
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Columbia Crew Cracks Chicago-New York Record by more

ARRIVAL AT THIRTY-NINTH STREET, NE“; YORK.

than 14 Hours.

  

CROSSING THE HUDSON ON THE “'EEHA“'KEN FERRY.

As was predicted in last Week‘s Motor

World, the Columbia car is once more the

holder of the Chicago-New York record. The

much coveted distinction was won on Thurs

day, October 6, when Bert Holcomb, driv

ing the 30-35 horsepower Columbia car,

reached Weehawken at 1:35 p. m., and the

store of the Electric Vehicle Co., Thirty-ninth

street, New York, ten minutes later, making

his elapsed time 58 hours and 35 minutes at

Weehawken and 58 hours and 45 minutes at

New York. These figures replace those made

last August by Ellis and Schmit, viz., 72

hours and {16 minutes. 7

The record breaking journey was signally

successful. It was carried through almost

exactly as planned, the schedule laid out be

Ing followed with remarkable fidelity, with

the finish coming a little more than an hour

ahead of the sixty hours called for. But for

several times straying from the road owing

to bad piloting, thereby lodng a lot of valu

able time, the record would have been still

further cut. The big slice carved out of it

last week seems destined to preserve it from

turther attack for this season at least.

The 1,108 miles between Chicago and New

York—as shown by odometer measurement

—was covered by Betsy II, as the car was

dubbed by its crews, without engine or other

constructional troubles of any kind, save

those connected with tires. Three punctures

and one cover replacement, neceSSitated by

its being cut by a stone, constituted the sum

total of these. The repairs were quickly

made, the new Dunlop detachable tire, which

was used, proving itself susceptible of Very

rapid manipulation. From twelve to fifteen

minutes was all that was necessary .to take

out the inner tube, insert a spare one, replace

the cover and inflate. In addition to the

slight delays from this cause there was a

delay of an hour and five minutes in Buffalo,

and three hours were lost between Cleveland

and Binghamton through straying from the

road. The actual running time'was 51 hours

and 5 minutes, an average of 212-3 miles

an hour.

The start was made from the Chicago Au

tomobile Club house at 2 a. m. on Tuesday,

October 4. The route lay through South

Bend, Cleveland, Buffalo, Elmira, Bingham

ton, Kingston and chhawken. Two entire

nights and part of a third were consumed in

he running, the car being driven through

day and night. The driving was divided into

four stages, and three crews took turns at

them. Holcomb began the journey, and cov

ered the stage from Chicago to Cleveland, a

distance of 382%- miles, which was covered

in 15 hours and 35 minutes; then Lawrence

Dufiie took the wheel, and did not relinquish

it until Buffalo, 208 miles further, was

reached, this run being made in 11 hours; at

Buifalo (his home city) "Eddie" Bald took

charge, and got the ear to Binghamton, 225

miles, in 19 hours and 32 minutes; here Hol

comb again assumed control, aud brought

the car to Weehawken, 265 miles, in 16 hours

and 45 minutes. '

The fastest run of the trip was made trom

Chicago to South Bend, Ind., a distance of

110 miles. This was covered in 3 hours and

35 minutes, an average of more than 3‘.’ miles

an hour. The car was travelling faster than

this, in spite of its being pitch dark, but

when thirty-two miles out 0! Chicago Hol

comb, who was worn out by worry and loss

of sleep owing to the unsuccessful attempt

of the day before, dozed, and before he

could recover himself ran the car into a

ditch. No injury was done, howeVer, and
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the car was driven out to the road and the

journey resumed. That he did not lose any

time, however, is proVed by the fact that

he averaged 24 miles an hour to Cleveland.

The record breakers were favored with

good weather for the greater part of the dis

tance, and but for sand between Cleveland

and Buffalo would have called the roads

good. Upon reaching Binghamton, N. Y.,

heavy rains were encountered, which made

the roads heavy and slippery. The fact that

this stage was taken at night added to the

difficulty of covering it. By the time New

burg was reached the rain had ceased and

the roads began to dry. Before Weehawken

was reached they were in good condition.

It was just 1:35 p. m. on Thursday, 58

hours and 35 minutes after leaving Chicago,

that the car driven by Holcomb drove up

to the ferry sllp at Weehawken, where a spe

cial boat was in waiting. A car containing

Manager Armstrong of the Electric Vehicle

Co.’s New York branch and other Electric

Vehicle officials, and also a Moth World

man, had been driven to Weehawken to meet

the voyagers. It proceeded several miles up

the road, and had stopped at a roadhouse to

telephone for news of‘the car when sudden

ly the latter hove quickly in sight and was

gone in a flash. There was a hurried scram

ble into the waiting car, which set out in

hot pursuit, and the ferry slip was reached

just before the lines were cast oil'. A quick

passage across the river was made, and

Thirty-ninth street reached ten minutes after

leaving Weehawken.

Holcomb and Duiiie are old hands at the

record breaking game. They piloted the 24

horsepower Columbia car from Chicago to

New York in September, 1903, when the dis

tance was made in 76 hours. This was cut

to 72 hours and 46 minutes in August last

by Ellis and Schmit.

The car used on the present trip was a 30

35 horsepower four cylinder Columbia car,

fitted with the new American Dunlop tire.

A Whitlock cooler was fitted, and worked

splendidly throughout the run. The same is

true of the Whitney chains, with which the

car was equipped.

After the completion of the run a dinner

was given to the participants and a number

of guests by the Electric Vehicle Go.

To Check a Car on a Hill.

If for any reason a motorist should miss

his gear or stop his engine in ascending a

hill, and his brakes refuse to hold him from

running backward, his best plan is to steer

to the near side of the road, holding the

brakes as hard as he can, then, if the mo~

mentum of the car is not too great, bring

the rear of the car right round in the road

so that it faces uphill. Even if the road is

not wide enough to make the complete turn,

his car will be stopped by running backward

ito the fence, and no great damage will be

done.

 

 

Looking After the Ninety-nine.

City Auditor Noble, at Columbus, Ohio, has

issued 227 automobile licenses. It‘is esti

mated that there are 90 more automobile

owners who have not registered.

KANSAS CITY’S POOR SPORT

Small Attendance, Squabbk and Cold Weather

Combine to tlurt Race Meet.

 

 

The six hundred spectators who journeyed

to the Kansas City (Mo) Driving Park on

October 5 to witness an automobile meet

came away with only a half pleasant impres

sion of the sport. There was one good con

test—that between Webb Jay (White) and

Will Goodrich, the local crack, who drove a

Ford, in which the latter came out first best.

These two drivers accounted for nearly all

the prizes given. In the motorcycle race

the men refused to start until they saw the

prizes; in the end a compromise was reached,

and the promoter deposited $25 as a guaran

tee that they would be forthcoming.

Webb Jay, the only out of town driver to

attend. and who won three races with a reg

ular White stock car, drove with an ease

which astonished the spectators. He "sel

dom had more than one hand on the steering

wheel, and seemed to spurt at will." The

five hundred spectators get cold between the

races, and the most faithful were restrained ,

from leaving only by the comfortable picture

of Jay sitting on the warm boiler of a White

with steam curling about him. Summary:

Five miles, for vehicles from 881 to 1,432

pounds—Webb Jay (10 horsepower White),

first; E. P. Moriarty (7 horsepower Stevens

Duryea), second; Will Goodrich (10 horse

power Ford), third. Time, 9:40.

'I'hree miles, for vehicles from 1,432 to

2,204 pounds—Webb Jay (White), first; D. L.

Whitford (10 horsepOWer Franklin), second;

Ralph Baker (White), third. Time, 5:43 1-5.

Five miles, for motorcycles—Charles Dink

lege (11/; horsepower Indian), first; A. 0.

Brooks (Indian), second; Walter Lindeil (3

horsepower Marsh), third. Time, 832%.

Three miles, free for all—Will Goodrich

(Ford), first; Webb Jay (White), second; D. L.

Whitford (Franklin), third. Time, 8:50.

Three miles, for vehicles from 881 to 1,432

pounds—Will Goodrich (Ford), first; Webb

Jay (White), second; D. L. Whitford (Frank

lin), third.

Three miles, for motorcycles—C. C. Hahn

(Indian), first; Charles Diuklege (Indian), sec

ond; Walter Lindell (Marsh), third. Time,

5:10.

Five miles, match race between Webb Jay

and Will Goodrich—Won by Jay (White);

loodrlch (Ford), second. Time, 9:11.

 

A. C. A. Reception to Foreign Cracks.

Of the foreign racing men, in whose honor

the function was held, Albert Clement alone

was present at the smoking concert given

by the Automobile Club of America at their

elubroouls in this city on Tuesday night.

George Heath, the winner of the Vanderbilt

Cup, had sailed that morning on the Kaiser

Wilhelm der Grosse,‘ while Gabriel, Tcste and

Tart were engaged in sightseeing prior to

their departure for France the next day. The

presence of Clement, Frank Croker, E. E.

Hawley, H. H. Lyttle and A. C. Webb, how

ever, gaVe the aifalr a distinctive race fiaVor,

each of those mentioned being heartily

cheered.

President W. E. Scarritt opened the pro

ceedings with one of his characteristic

speeches, in which, after deploring the pub

lic clamor against automobiles, he launched

into one of his eloquent flights eulogistic of

the self-propelled vehicle. Continuing, he

dropped some hints concerning the 1905

Vanderbilt race, which'he seemed to regard

as a certainty, and intimated that it would

again be run on Long Island roads. He

made light of the obstacles which were put

in the way of this year's contest, saying it

was beneficial in the same way that “a few

fleas are good for a dog, to make him ac

tive." ~

Clarence Gray Dlnsmore, the club’s for

eign representative and a great patron of

road racing by proxy, spoke, commending

American cars, which. he said. had made an

excellent record for reliability, if not for

speed, in the cup competition. He hoped

American manufacturers would feel suffi

ciently encouraged to build cars for the next

international cup race in Europe.

He then told of the great preparations be

ing made by Germany to regain the interna

tional cup. For the first time, he said, the

Mercedes makers are building special rac

ing machines for the event, and he predicted

that all former speed records would be

smashed by them.

After a few more speeches, the entertain

ment proper, consisting of a smoking con

cert, with monologues, and supper, was in

augurated. There were about seventy-five

members and their friends present.

 

Price Handicap Brighton’s Feature.

A handicap race with the starts allotted

entirely on price will be a novel feature of

the forthcoming race meet to be held on the

Brighton Beach track, this city, on October

22. The event is open to all cars selling at

$1,000 or less, and a car will be given a

yard handicap for each dollar that is costs

less than the $1,000. Cars that sell for

$1,000 will be on scratch, while an $800 ma

chine will be given 200 yards start. The dis

tance will be a mile.

Among the other events is a mile dash for

touring cars for the Coney Island Cup, in

which each car will be required to carry

three passengers, and the operator must

crank the machine after the word “Go!” is

given; a two-mile race for the Amateur

Championhlp Cup; a freeior-all event, in

which cars must be driven by their owners;

the International Cup race, with heats at

three miles and a five-mile handicap, open

to all.
 

St. Louis Buys Vehicle Licenses.

Contracts have been let by the St. Louis

(1)10.) officials for 64,000 vehicle license

plates, to cost $2,426.50. They are divided as

foiows: 1.500 automobile plates, 5,000 hi

cycle plates, 25,000 dog plates and 12,000 one—

horse wagon plates.
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$22, COACHMAKER as CRITIC

Britisher Discusses the Automobile and Finds

Many Things That Displease Him.

 

Notwithstanding their early aloofness, car

riage makers are watching the automobile

industry with increasing attention. This is

only natural, in view of the fact that, up to

the coming'of the automobile, they virtually

controlled the manufacture of road vehicles.

The experience of centuries has placed them

in a unique position with respect to con

structional details. Consequently any criti

cism of the automobile as a road vehicle,

aside from its driving mechanism, is both

timely and interesting. Such criticism is con

tained in a paper read before the Congress

of the Institute of British Carriage Manufact

urers recently by .I. Boariand, excerpts from

which follow:

“The best horse drawn vehicles have been

produced, but the people want to go faster,

unfettered by rail tracks or tramways. The

motor car has come to stop because it goes

faster than horses, and hulnanity desires to

go faster. There will, perhaps, be a great

many horsedrawn carriages used in the fut

ure; some may be displaced by the motor car,

butthe number of drawn and propelled Ve

hicles owned by those whom we call car

riage people is likely to remain the same, and

in addition, there will be the probable de

mand for the middle classes, who are likely

to find something within the reach of their

income. There is nothing to alarm the coach

maker in this evolution, except he has a

rooted conviction that the world is at a

standstill. There is money in it, and coach

makers can cater for it. We have centuries

of experience and good taste to help us, and

it only remains for us to study how to keep

our own work in our own hands.

"We have instinctively copied the parabolic

curves of the most graceful of animals. Coach

makers have for generations kept to this

ideal. Only once did they depart from it,

when some ingenious vandal (probably think

ing to cheapen production) discarded sweeps

and substituted straight lines. The straight

line craze caught on, until it was found that

other wood workers, with half the coach

maker's experience and none of his good

taste, could bolt together a number of

straight pieces of wood into the form of a

box, mount it upon elliptic springs and call

it a dog cart. This was utility without beauty,

and in a few years we had lowered the pub

lic desire for good design. The railway car

riages on most lines furnish an example of

utility without beauty. The production of

the motor car is largely a question of de

sign. The engineer’s draughtsman is ready

to produce something made up of straight

lines and circles. He frames his work strict~

ly in accordance with the parallelogram of

forces with a few arcs of circles thrown in.

He can construct a frame upon which sheets
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of metal may he placed, and strips of wood

nailed on the latter for mouldings. Stresses

are his first consideration, gracefulness comes

second.

“The present time may be considered the

iron age of the motor car. Coach makers

have been familiar for years with the sug

gestion to substitute various metals instead

of wood for panels. The idea has been con

demned again and again, only to be reiter

ated by some one else, and in connection

with this new industry it has actually taken

shape, and we have not only metal panels,

but in some cases metal frames also. The

reasons for condemning panels of this de

scription are many. .The thin metal shows

the battens which are inserted In the frame

to give rotundity of appearance. They are

easily bent or buckled. In the case of sheet

Iron, they rust through under the trimming,

and they add to the vibration of the car.

With mild mahogany panels the shape can

be neatly rounded and the battens are not

seen through them. When properly filled up

they give a good foundation for highly fin

ished coach painting. They are stronger

than metal panels. The difference in weight

between mahogany and sheet iron is trifling.

Panels may be shaped in mahogany to such

designs as would require templets in the case

of metal. and instead of being planted on

strips of wood tacked on for mouldings,

showing all the nail heads. proper English

ash framing can be made without nail heads

to he an eyesore. and with very few joints

visible. The wings of a motor car when

made of sheet iron are noisy: not even the

raised border milled round them stops the

drumming sound. The same material should

be employed in motor bodies as coach bodies

are made from, viz., wood, and I will be

glad to hear what the exponents of metal

panels have to say in their favor. I believe

that the best way to make a carriage perfect

is to try to remedy its defects. In this paper

I will only point out a few defects, but will

not suggest remedies. We will begin at the

back of the car, and the door of the tonneau

must be voted a nuisance. when it does not

shut properly. How many coach makers in

this Institute would dream of sending out a

wagonette with a door which would shut so

badly as that of the ordinary armor plated

tonneau motor body? The coach maker who

does not forsake the principles of construc

tion used in his trade can make a body the

doors of which will open and shut properly.

The dash, upon which the bonnet hinges, is

often an inferior piece of wood, utterly unfit

to carry the number of articles which are

bolted upon it, and soon succumbs to the

heat from the engine. The steps are poor

and badly placed. The engineer takes upon

himself the selection .and the placing of the

steps upon the frame. with the result that

they are similar in design and general in

convenience to those upon a locomotive en

gine. The coach maker has spent many

hours of his working life in spacing the

height from the ground to the bodies of the

carriages which he builds, in considering the
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proper size and shape of the treads, in boot

1111; them and in rendering them safe, so that

the carriage “881‘ may enter and (what is

equally important) may alight in safety.

whether in the day or night. . .

“The bucket seat has its advantages. It

separates the servant from the owner of the

car, and it gives support to the sides of the

occupant, as well as to his back. The angle

of inclination may be right for a car running

at thirty miles an hour, and for fast touring

cars perhaps it is best, but for the smaller

cars and for such persons as do not care to

go fast, I am inclined to think that the

strained, anxious looking forward position

hardly gives that idea of comfort which one

is likely to associate with people who are

enjoying their ease and the scenery at the

same time. The canopy of the touring car

may be made dainty or clumy, according to

the taste of the builder. The curtains, which

are hung on rings sliding upon a rod attached

to and under the roof, and which are gath

ered round the standards and tied-much after

the style of a cotton umbrella, may be effect

ual in keeping out the storm, but I must in

trude my personal opinion and state that they

do not look smart. The curtains which are

cut to the rounded shape of the car and are

made to hang without wrinkles give the can

opy a more dignified appearance. The sliding

wind shield perhaps gives the coach maker

most trouble. After he has made it to work

properly and fitted so that it will not rattle

either when down or under the roof, he finds

that the dainty French fasteners which keep

it in position are badly fitted in themselves,

and make noises when the car is running.

Might I appeal to those members who belong

to one of the accessory trades to produce a

fastener which will not rattle; something

which may be turned with the wrist and

not with the thumb and finger? .

“With regard to the trimming and painting

very little can be said, because the taste of

the purchaser has to be consulted. Personal~

1y, I think that in a climate where from On

tober tiii April the sun is but an inconstant

visitor, bright warm colors are preferable

to deep cold shades. Human nature is para

doxical, for we see the carriage users who

in times gone by complained of the slightest

noise in their carriages now taking no notice

of such things when driving in motor cars.

Motoring is new, but when the novelty hal

somewhat worn off it is not Improbable that

noisy doors and windows, and the various

things which were found fault with in horse

drawn carriages will be commented upon

by the users of motor cars. When that time

comes some of the attention which Is now

centred upon the engine will be diverted to

the body, and a good body will be considered

as essential to a motor car as a good engine

now is. To sum up, the British coach maker

in building motor bodies hould keep to his

old ideals of good workmanship and graceful

designs, of utility coupled with beauty. 30

should model them on the shapes used so

long in horse drawn carriages and build them

of similar materials.”
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Supreme in every day use as

in public contests.

A Peerless owner in Detroit after a

long Canadian tour writes us: “I

never thought it possible to make a

motor that would give such absolute

satisfaction."

From far off Montana comes the

following: “ We have iust returned

from a trip into the Salmon Country,

spending som: ten days there. On

this trip, we crossed the Continental

Divide, over 7,000 feet high. . . 4

We experienced absolutely no trouble

with the machine.”

After a 1,000-mile trip through

Wisconsin, a Milwaukee owner writes:

"I have nothing but praise for the

Peerless car and am proud of owning

one.”

Deerless Motor Car Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr-rnlmr Assoclatlon Licensed Automoblle Manufacturers
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Toledo Club Has a Joke Map.

Members of the Toledo Automobile Club

are having considerable fun at the expense of

the committee that was appointed sortie time

ago to furnish road maps of the country ad

jacent to Toledo.

It appears that the committee engaged an

engineer to do the work, and the latter chart

ed the map from a government survey that

was anything but accurate. the result being

that there are a number of roads on the map

that do not in reality exist at all. Besides

this. some of the roads that are charted

"lead to nowhere" and are nothing but blind

lanes.

The other day one of the members of the

club bravely started out, confident in his

ability to penetrate all the recesses of the

country, for he had one of the maps securely

tucked away in an inner pocket.

.- fter he had got some distance from Toledo

he pulled out his map, so it is said, and de

cided to take a certain road that was marked

therein and which was supposed to lead him

to Stony Ridge. He had not proceeded far

when the highway began to assume all the

aspects of a lane, and the traveller, almost

before he knew it, was brought up into a

farmer‘s barnyard. Another member of the

club followed one of these “roads” for some.

distance, only to find himself in a field sur

rounded by cows.

The maps cost the club somewhere in the

neighborhood of $200, and some of the mem—

bers are wondering whether it is really a

joke, after all.

 

Side Entrances for Short Chassis.

The question of mounting body work on

short "chassis" in such a manner that side

entrances are possible, has been occupying

the attention of most of the leading Paris

t-oachbuilders. The long frame has been

found so unwieldy in crowded thoroughfares,

so awkward at taking corners, and to some

people. so expensive, that there has been al

most a unanimous demand for some style of

body capable of being mounted on the ordi

nary short “chassis.” and yet at the. same

time permitting the introduction of the now

essential side entrances.

' months.

To solve the promlem, the Paris firm of

Keilner has devised an appliance, which it

is about to introduce. It is an extensive

modification of the old “siege touruant," and

the first is being fitted to Frank Munsey’s

18-horsepower Mercedes. In order to obtain

access to the rear part of the vehicle, it is

only necessary to open a small side door.

This, in opening, forces upwards by means

of angle pinions the driver’s seat, giving a

clear entrance to the back seats, if on an

open body, and to the interior if closed.

 

Autos Affect Price of Horse Flesh.

Dealers in horseflesh are said to be feeling

the effect of the automdbile in many ways.

The dropping off of sales in high-class coach

and carriage horses is felt seriously. Cus

tomers who annually bought spanking, high

priced tennis are scarce, and that class of

people are restricting their purchases to an

occasional animal for station use or a saddler

for a constitutional through the park. It is

the opinion of many of the horse dealers,

however, that the automobile craze, like the

bicycle exodus of a few years ago, has

reached its limit, and will in time revert

back to team driving.

Dealers report a fair demand for saddle

and general business horses, but prices are

low and may continue so during the winter

The bottom has dropped out of

“speed” sales, and prices are ruinous to the

dealer who goes West and ships his horses

East, expecting big profits.

Branford Re-enters Racing Field.

The management of the Branford (Conn)

fair are contemplating the addition of auto

mobile races this year. If the effort to add

such races is successful—and of course the

number of entries in a large measure will

determine that point—one day of the fair will

likely be devoted to them.

Most people have forgotten it, but it was at

Branford that the first regularly organized

automobile meet in this country was held.

This was five years ago. Although success

ful from a sporting viewpoint. the attendance

was very slim. and the races have. never been

repeated.

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.
l 5 cents perlino of seven were“. cash with order.

In capitals, :5 cents per line.
 

FOR SALE—At Low Prices: Standard 4 Cycle

Motors; Single Cylinder, 3% H.P.; Double

Cylinder 8 and 12 H. P. for Automobiles. Same

with bases for launches. N. B. HARRINGTON

& CO., :06 Broadway, Bufl'alo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Crest Model D with tonneau,

nearly new. perfect condition, brand new

tires; have larger car; price, $675. Dr. C. E.

COOK, New London, Iowa.

SEND stamp to C.A.Coey & Co., 53rdand Cot

tage Grove, Chicago, for the largest list of

second-hand machines ever issued.

OR SALE—1904 Oldsmobile Runabout, used

lomo fordemonotrating. Like new,ior‘475.

Address FRANK FLODI NG. Lorain, Ohio.

tine condition.

B. SUTTON,

OR SALE—Mobile Steamer;

$200 it sold at once. 1.

Shenandoah, Iowa.

UTOMO BILE A DVERTlSlNG. A success

ful writer 0! commercial literature, three

year. in present position, de-i'es charge of the

catalogues and advertising of an automobile

manufacturer or supply house. Realizing that

automobiles are THE COMING BUSINESS,

will accept small salary to get in this line of work

Address M. 0.. care Moron WoRLo.

E havo the following which we would like to sell

together or so arately. We will put a price on this

stock that wil be very attractive.

Onc two-seated Steam Automobile. The (mat seat closes and

makes a nice appearing trout. Has been run about no miles.

7 Boilers(ncw) i7 and 19 inch, with copper fiuca.

r: Boiler shells.

5 Steam Engines, without jackets or Pumps.

2 Engines, with jackets.

n Oi Pumps, Carter Automatic.

2400 Copper lubel, y; inch 1 r6“ inch.

30 Air Tanks, Copper. 7 x 30.

‘0 Set: t'ylinder Castin s Machines.

40 Sets Cntio a for Di ercntial.

“4 Meeting nuckles.

3 Brass Difierential Sprockets.

8 4 x 4 Steps Pads.

9 Air Gauges, No. IUO.

jACKSON AUTOMOBI LE CO., Jackson. Mich

Autoclean
Cleans dirt and grease from varnished and painted surfaces.

or from the hands without injury. A boon for automobile

owner! and chafieurs

Upon receipt of 15:. a package will be mailed or expressed irce'

Tho Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.,

New Milford, Ct. 55 Fulton St , New York.

7o W. Lake St.. Chicago. 2y Dock St , Philadelphia,

 

very Dog l-lasHis Day!
 

  
 

THIS, IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets,~ Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOk AUTOMOBILE OWNERS ‘AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
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Made Drunk Pay for Ride.

AII Illinois judge has decided that It is

legal to charge a drunken man $7.50 for

driving him around In an automobile until

he was partly sobered up.

It appears that while Frank Whiting and

Morris Smith were riding in a rented auto

mobile one evening in Peoria, 111., they found

William Laughiin lying helplessly Intoxi

cated on the sidewalk. In response to his re

quest for them to take him to the Hotel Lud,

they placed him in the automobile. and he;

being then and there much befuddled. told

them that he would give them $5 for the ser

vice. After he got in the seat he further

promised .to raise the bill to $7.50 if they

would ride him around for an hour until

the evening air cooled his revered brow.

They not only did so, but doctored him with

bromo seltzer, and by the time they deliv

ered him at the Hotel Lud he was in pretty

fair shape.

After he got sober he repudiated the bill

and then they sued him. The case came up~

in the court of Justice Schotield. and it was

decided against the defendant, a judgment

being rendered in favor of the automobilists.

Another Club for Vermont.

With twenty-five members, an automobile

club has been formed by motorists of Bur

lington, Vt. These officers were elected:

President, Dr. D. C. Hawley; vice-president.

0. S. Presbrey; secretary, E. A. Brodie;

treasurer, G. A. Churchill.

'Frisco Supervisors Fix Prices.

After deliberating for several months and

taking a great deal of testimony, the License

IIIId.Or(Iers Committee of the San Francisco

Board of Supervisors has made a report on

the rates to he charged on hiring automo

biles. It recommends that $3 be the maxi

mum charge for the first hour and $1 for

each succeeding half-hour. An effort was

made to place the first hour figure at $2.50.

thus cutting down the present figure by half.

but a protest from the automobile dealers

prevented this.

The proposed ordinance is to apply to ma

chines carrying four persons or less. There

is to he no reduction for fractions of hours

or half-hours.

 

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.
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THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

csteumn, OHIO. u. s. A.

 

 

 
 

 

:3 B E R G

”* AUTOMOBILE

COMPANY,

547 Fifth Ave., New York City.

  

 

CARS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

SELLING AGENTS :

Nzw Your:

RAINIER COMPANY,

50th St. & Broadway.

PHILADILPHIA:

'519 Spring Street.

CHICAGO:

THE DAN CANARY

AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

5:1 Wabash Avenue.

Drraor'r

W. A. RUSSELL & CO..

:48 Jeflerson Avenue.

BINGHAIITON:

STIRLING MOTOR CAR

COMPANY,

I84 Water St.

BERG 24 I'LP. CAR.

  

Members or m, “Damon of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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We are in the MARKET to make

Sample Automobile Bodies and Wheels For l905.
also

TO FIGURE 0N CONTRACTS, LARGE 0R SMALL.

Quallty and Workmanshlp of the nghost Standard Only.

PROMPT oiuvemee ouanau'reeo.

THE BIDDLE 8:. SMART COMPANY. Amesburv. Mass" U. S. A.

Kingston Barhuretnr.
OVER 20,000 IN USE

Patented May 1:, i903.

l)ther Patents

Peudinl .

 

 

  

TIADI GRADOMETER MARK

    

An lutrument that will enable you to determine the Salt ponpald on receipt of price, I140.

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. T‘HB ADAMS COMPANY, DIbllqne. I.“

The FllRll GASIJLENE BURNER.
Beat and float Effective Burner flanulncturod.

PETER FORC, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E- MILLER, Afllht, New York.

 

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers. Spark-Coils.

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces, etc.

  

 

   

7' D r on. I‘ '_‘ Y 1 7 [I the moat latilfactory ignition plug in the

' E R " § ‘ . ~ world atany price. More lold than all otherad

 

 
STA-RITE .4 '

q= e.
“1”

“ JLERLi FLW-ijill‘i‘ ‘ :4 , vertised American made plug! combined. 18 air-a.

‘ : Olds, Ford. Rambler, Northern, Queen, Peerleag

:‘ Packard, Orient, Panharcl etc., $1.50 Winton,

3;“; ’I ~ , _ e - ‘tp" Autocar, Thomal, Locomobile, Knox etc.,lr.7§

' ‘ " ' ’ Mica plugs $1.00- Cadillac lize plug $3.00. New

T H E R. E- "A R DY 60., } 156 Jeflenon Ave. No. 17 size $5.00. Beet porcelain obtainable used_

Former], DITROIT Moron Worms, Inc, 1900. Dciroit,Mlch. Get aset right away. Send for complete catalogue

a no" Kolomo, “1d,, A, P, J. DA.EY, 435 Wabash Ave.,Chicago and discounts. Dynamos, Coils. Meters,eic.

You Will Not Miss it by Adopting Our Bevel Gear Drive Rear

Axle or Our Transmission Gear.

ASK US ABOUT THEM.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

We Also Do Special Machine Work.

a RAYw"-\DAVIs
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, NIA33_

I Fri: “izllllllulibiljlilu

l i i ll” , l m M

ill. will iii ii» will,~ ' *lr‘lb“ 1;illiiilliiwif‘ii‘liii li"

l ~ We
liliiml::lillmiliililuirnimii ‘ ‘ Jl'illilllll' .;
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Protection for ,

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN ROOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Send /or Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

25! Jeiierlon Street, Detroit, Mich.

 
 

 
 

Autoiyte Lamps,

Imported Horns.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers St., N. Y.

Peerless Molar liars.

THE PEERLESS Miliilil Bill 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

QU l N BY Y

HUTOMOBILE-BOD
DEPARTMENT .

EMERSON BROOKS. Manager.

1534 Broadway, cor. oi 45th St. New York.

Telephone, 6536-3801 St.

 
 
 

 
 

 

MO...”

§“Triurlrrlrl our

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

‘csteuno, oi-lio, u. s. A.

rBig Fourj

Route

1'0

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

 

O.0000...”ll;
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IIEISIIII' STEAM WATER PUMP
Adopted by Users of the

WHITE AND STANLEY

Systems as the Only Positive

and Reliable Boiler Food

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

loo-l IO Centre St., New York,

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands of acres oi uncultivated iarrn lands in tracts of all

sizes, which can he orphaned very cheaply. They are pro

ductive, healthy. an close to good markets. In ten Slates

reached by the lines oi the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

For iniormatinn about opportunities now available, prices oi

and, character oi soils, erc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

\VASH INGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

 

 

The Baldwin Bhaln Gummy

— MAKE —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

Baldwin sharia Mig. 00..

Worcester. Mum, U. 8. A.

SGHMIIZ PATEIII SPRING HUB

  

 

  

For HICYCLES, MOTOR CYCLES, AUTOMOBILES

Holds several World's Records ior speed. Relieves and

breaks jar below the axle, thereby saving at least half the wear

on tire. Absoluter guaranteed.

FRANK SCHMITZ a SONS,

560-564 Orleans St. Chicago, III.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil for the Hearings.

and Always Sends It there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CRESTMOBILE
$800 for IWO PCI'SOIIS, and $900 for four persons

The standard low priced aIn-ooolod car.

THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge, Mass., U. 5. A.

 

 

 

 

 

The Miller Mica Spark Plug.

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.

Furnished in 3

two sizes,% inch :

pipe lhrcad and '_

Metric French in

thread.

  

Price, each, _ . . . . -

To fit auto car, . , . .To fit Winton, , . $1.50

. Special sizes to order. .

No. 6 Catalog, the llrgcsi of its kind, mailed on request.

CHARLES E. M I LLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

97'99'IOI READ: 8T" NEW YORK CITY

Retail Branch: 38th St. and Broadway.

Philadelphia Branch: 3|S-3zo North Broad St.

Boston Branch: 202-104 Columbus Ave.

Springfield Top
nun-rs rlelNG.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fill-1

Aluminum Hoods.

Springfield Ihill

Body 60..

7 Cypress BL,

Sprlnflieid, Mm.

RADIATORS,

TANKS,

M U FF I. ERS, ,

FENDERS, ‘

HOODS.

 

   

 

  

 

' m. a m smrmar LABOIWUII.

Wm

0. ESPUTIJOIIF, l7 VIIIMM 8i.,l.l.

 

Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFC. 60.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

finished in mahogany.

lavatory with nickel-plated washstand.

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats.

and diner

here.

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time.

the train Is kept up to the standard.

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. & D.—Poro Marquette Lino.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a. ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfectdrcam of a parlor car, which, when lighted with a. myriad

of electric bulbs, was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree.

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of

Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

It will seat 44 people.

A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

in one, there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen.

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomcst ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish In made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo

At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules, and each car has its own elects-1

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc, there is a neatly uniformed train porter.

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

the coach lavatoriea are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

Every one of the can

Flemish oak with rattan high back seats, Is

The ladies' coach seats 88 people,

But the triumph of modern car building II
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"“" The Week's Patents;

' 771.272. Resilient tire. Sam T. Richard—

son and Richard Price. Birmingham, Eng

land. Filed October 30, 1903. Serial No.

179.215. qNo model.)

('Iilllllr—l. A pneumatic tire or other re

siiient tire. made with depression such as

b2 on its.,inner periphery at regular intervals)

apart and adapted ~' to engage with corre

sponding studscr projections at the bottom

of the trough section wheel rim so as to

prevent the tire from creeping. said depres

sions forming dome-shaped projections in the

interior of the tire, substantially as set forth.

. 771,320. fluternal combustion engine. 0s

car I‘. Ostergren, New York, N. Y., assignor

'to Fuel Oil Power Company, New York, N.

511, a corporation of the District of Columbia.

Filed October 2, 1903. Serial No. 175,462.v

(No model.) '

Ciaim.-—1. In an internal combustion en

gine the combination with a cylinder and a

piston therein, of a fuel admission valve

communicating with the interior of the cyl

inder. and a compressor comprising a cylin

der and a piston, for operating said vaIVe,

the piston of said compressor equalized as

to fluid pressure within the said engine cyl

inder by admission above and below same of

fluid from the working end of said cylinder.

771.332.v Induction coil. John Splitdorf,

New York, N. Y. Filed February 23, 1904.

Serial No. 194,794. (No model.)

Claim—1. An auxiliary condenser for

spark coils, the opposite terminals of said

condenser being, respectively. connected in

the primary circuit at opposite sides of the

engine make-and-break device.

771,456. Suspension device for differential

gearing. Auguste E. Brillie, Paris, France.

Filed December 29, 1903. Serial No. 186,974.

(No model.)

(“lama—1. The combination, with a driving

axle, a differential shaft, and a bearing there

for, of a suspension device secured interme

diate its length to the bearing, a collar car

ried by one end of the device for engagement

with the driving axle, and a connection be

tween the other end of the device and a fixed

support.

771,492. Carburetter for explosive engines.

Charles F. Parmenter, Portlandville, N. Y.

Filed March 12, 1904. Serial No. 197,791.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter, a capillary disk

or partition, in combination with a pair of

connected tubes for conducting liquid hydro

carbon of different qualities, a discharge noz

zic supplied by said tubes and valves in close

proximity to said nozzle for controlling said

tubes individually and changing the fuel in

stantly at any moment substantially as set

forth.

771,511. Speed regulator for explosion en

gines. William C. Tompsett, Warren. Pa.

Filed October 6, 1903. Serial No. 175,925.

(No model.)

Ciuhn.;i. In an explosive engine, a hollow

shaft having a flattened peripheral portion,

a valve operating cam mounted upon such

flattened portion and supported thereby, a

rod arranged parallel with the shaft and con

nected to the cam, and a governor connected _

to said rod.

771,538. Wheel rim for hollow tires. Ei

‘mer M. Downs, Chicago, Ill. Filed January

'11, 1904. Serial-N0. 177,627. (No model.)

Claim.‘—1. The combination with a wheel

rim having marginal flanges, and a hollow or

pneumatic tire casing divided longitudinally

to provide opposite base portions adapted to

engage the rim flan es, or a centrally ar

ranged independent inder adapted to en

gage the two base portions of the casing,

said binder being transversely divided and

arranged to be drawn and wedged against

the base portions of the casing and in alter

nation therewith to he lifted up within the

chamber of the casing; a rotary and longi

tudinaiiy adjustable key adapted to detach

ably interlock with the binder and supported

for adiustment radially as to the wheel rim

to draw the' binder against the base portions

of the casing and in alternation therewith

to raise the binder within the chamber of the

casing according to the direction in which

the key is longitudinally adjusted; and

means for adjusting the key in a direction

radially toward the centre of the rim.

771,565. Automobile. Henry Nyberg, Chi

cago, 111. Filed September 13, 1902. Serial

No. 123,255. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an automobile, the combina

tion of a supporting frame mounted on a

pair of axles; an engine frame rigidly se

cured to said supporting frame; a driving

shaft journalled in said engine frame; said

engine frame being separable on a plane ex

tending through the axis of said driving

shaft in a suitable manner to permit the re.

moval of said driving shaft without disturb

ing the connection between said engine frame

and supporting bar; a flywheel rigidly se

cured to one end of said driving shaft; a

driven shaft mounted in aiinement with said

driving shaft, and having its end which is

opposite said driving shaft journailed on said

frame; a ball and socket joint connecting the

adjacent ends of said shafts; suitable yield

ing connections between said driven shaft

and said flywheel; and suitable mechanism

connecting said driven shaft with one of said

axles, substantially as described.

“Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

i.‘
Nassau street, New York.

 

 

Pressed Slccl Sinmpings

save much in weight, machining and tool cost.

Wh not improve your product and acid to your

pro t?

Write us for particulars.

THE PARISH & BINGIIAM 00.,

Mfrs. oi the indestructible P. a B. Wheel,

Cleveland.

 

THE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to'

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR co.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

"15 DUBRR-WARD 60., No. I787 Broadway, New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR G. BENNETT, No. 20 Lake St" CIIIOIIO

Dlltrlbutor.

 

 

Glevtiand DustShield
  

Does not interfere with entrance to tonneau.

Made to fit any car. Easily removed. Rolls

up into brass shield and out of the way when

not in use. Price, complete, $12.00.

for any hores

THE MIME MUFFiE ,...... it...
lutely the most perfect muffin on the market

Correspondence solicited.

ACME IOTOR CAR 8r. REPAIR COMPANY.

Cleveland Ohio.

 
 

 

 

CYLINDER I

FOR MARINE AND STATIONARY MOTORS

SUPERIOR QUALITY, PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE MANUFACTURERS

CA

w“

STINGS
SEND PATTERNS FOR SAMPLES

OR BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

FOUNDRY 00., Waterbury, Ct.
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“ ” for the Second Time Contributed to the Success

of the

Record Run,

Chicago to New York

58 Hours, 35 Minutes, Total Elapsed Time.

51 “ 05 “ Actual Running Time.

/
t

In w-- '

‘ l _ ,.

, .
l . . , . . s. - |~'~

— . . I

.\

\\\\\\\

fl"

1

r - ‘1

I - u ‘ — a. ‘

s
‘-L V.» #4

  

HARTFORD, Conn., Oct. 7th, r904.

THE WHITNEY MANUFACTURING C().,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Gen/[enum—The COLUMBIA Car, which recently broke all records from Chicago to New York, was equipped with

WHITNEY CHAINS, and, as usua],on COLUMBIA Cars, their PERFORMANCE WAS PERFECT.

Total elapsed time, 58 hours. 4 minutes. Actual running time. 51 hours, 05 minutes.
In r903, when the COLUMBISA Car established the record of 76 hours from Chicago to New York, WHITNEY

CHAINS were then used with the same excellent results.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY,

M. J. Buumso, President.

_THE WHITNEY MFG. (10., Hartford, Conn.
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r TheBest the Field Afiords

By Reason of

l—Oldsmobile motor—ripe product of over

twenty years successful experience.

2—Simplicity of mechanical construction.

The absence of all gaskets. Cylinders and

cylinder heads cast integral. Bearings self

oiling; cam shaft gearing entirely encased.

3—Easy to start——absolute impossibility of

“kicking back " in starting.

4—Style, comfort, power, plenty of speed.

5—Light Tonneau Car equipped with tilting

steering post, divided front seat, honey-comb

radiator, etc.

On the recent Automobile Tour—from New York:

St. Louis—the Oldsmobile 'i'onneau Car easily held its

own with cars costing from three to fifteen times as

in lch. It in \intained an average speed of twenty miles

an hour over the entire trip.

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, $650.00; Oldsmobile Touring

Runabout, $750.00; Oldsmobile Light Tonneau Car, $950.00.

All prices F. O. B. Factory. Catalogue Free. Address

Olds Motor Works,

1332 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, U. 5. A.

Members of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manutacturers.

u-_
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IN THE

VANDERBILT CUP RACE

GOODRICI-l

TIRES
were the only tires in the race which gave

absolutely no trouble.

A GLEAN SBBRE AS llSlIAL.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.

AKRON, CHI-O:

NI'HV YORK, 66-68 Reade St a d 162 B cadwa
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THE BEST

PERFORMHNQE

cvcr made by an

A M E R I e H N (‘3 A R

was the rhenomcnal lecord in (he

VHNDERBILT RAGE

of the

Regular Stock 24 Horse-power

PUPE-TULEDU Tnunma GAR
which defeated 15 competitors of double and

treble \ts Horse-powcr.

Duplicate of the Winner.

Prlco $3,500.

POPE MOTOR CAR OO.

ToledoI Ohlo.

  

 

 

  

  

Member Assoclatlon

Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers.

 

~>
M

‘5 r

 

MR. 8. NI. SNEIDECKER AND PARTY IN HIS CADILLAC

GIVING RIGHT OF WAY TO A FARMER'S TEAM.

An 81/4 horse-power Cadillac motor. when tested after nine months of continuous service, developed

10% home-power Does that kmd of broken promise interest you?

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

MEMBERS OF A33331ATION OF LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS.

DETROIT, MICH.
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Hand Book ‘

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF TIIE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

 

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasolene cars, one car and its specifi

cations to each page. It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series of the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

Sent vpon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

9001111009. No. 7 EAST 12nd STREET, NEW YORK.

  

  

cuemy

liNOXiiiiiiiii-fCAR.
is_just the proper caper—striking in style, lux

unous tn appointments, durable and Best by

Road Test. Their record for reliability is incon~

testible. The Knox Patent system of air cooling

is the only successful one—no overheating in sum

mer. What others attempt to do the Knox does.

Get beautiful catalogue of Tonneaus, Surreys and

Runabouts.

6 Styles Passenger Cars and 6 Styles Commercial Gan.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

  

 

Selling Agency in all Principal Cities.

  

In this, our first "Auto-talk" to the readers of Motor World, we do nOt

intend to discuss speed, control or any of the technicalities of automobiling.

What we do want to talk about this time is value.

A sensible man doesn't want to pay any more for a thing than it is

worth—he wants a thing to be worth all he pays for it.

He doesn't want to pay a big price Just because the maker thinks he

can get that price, and he doesn‘t want to be told that a machine is a

good machine, when it is really only good for the money.

Naturail he asks "Why cannot the automobile business be put upon

a. solid toot ng of cost and worth!"

It was to answer this question that we started a great automobile

plant eight years ago.

nd to-day We offer to the public the Autocar—an automobile

that is built and cold rm a commercial basis—and the only one.

The Autocar is beyond the experimental, feeling-the-way stage.

It costs what it is worth—it's worth what it costs.

Every part from motor to minutest detail of mechanism is built upon

lines that have been demonstrated by test and practice to be correct.

The Autocar has all the features of comfort, convenience and safety

found in the highest priced car. Every part is instantly accessible. It is

built throughout in the best manner of the best materials and finished in

the finest possible style.

The Autocar has a speed of from 3 to 36 miles an hour. Extreme ease

of control is attained through an unusually simple arrangement of levers.

The price of the Autocar touring car shown above is $1700—the Auto

car runabout $900.

In our next month‘s talk we will give you more details of the Autocar's

construction and performance. In the mean time we ask you to send for

our booklet in which are found addresses of our dealers throughout the

country. T ere is one near you.

One thing is certain, you cannot afford to buy an automobile without

investigating the Autocar.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, - Ardmore, Pa.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

The THOMAS F|.YEl-lT

  

ouflng

liar.

  

 

For beautiful and ori 'nal (Side Entrance) body lines;

For great power, 40 . P., 4 cylinders; simplicity of mechanism;

For reserve strength, large baarings;

For sweet and quiet running;

For its many unique conveniences, and

For value in dollars.

Agents desiring to join the Thomas “Flycr” Success Club should do so at once

as it is now evident that all of the 1905 output will be sold before January 1st.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION.

  

C. A. COEY & CO.. Chicago. WESTERN MOTOR CAR CO.. Los Angeles.

C. S. HENSHAW. Boston. 1.]. BARCLAY, Minneapolis, Minn.

H. S. HAUPT.48tl1& li‘way,N.Y. L. G. MARTIN, l’ittsburg, Pa.

The Manufacturers,

E. R. Thomas Motor 00., 1210 Niagara St, Buffalo, N. Y.. U. S. A.
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~+ THAT ETERNAL QUESTION —

—— Tire Maintenance —

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc

 

  

  

 

  

“Creeping,” “Crimping,” “Roiling’knd “Blow Outs” impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightiy Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

@- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - K0k01110, ind.
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Railway E.rcklmgr, Ckimga, Or! 4, 1004.

“ l'iy four-cylinder Locomoblle

Oasolene Touring Car is en

tirely satisfactory. Received

it May 19th. 1904, and today

the Odometer indicates that

it has run 7.260 miles. Except

tires, we have had no trouble

with the machine—it has not

even been in the shop for re

pairS—think it is now running

smoother than ever.

“I take great pleasure in

recommending the Locomobile

to my friends.”

Yours truly, JOY MORTON

The Incomparable

White

  

At Del Monte, Monterey, California, in

a five mile open race for road cars cost

ing $2,000 to $4,000, defeated four 4

cylinder cars, each costing practically

twice as much as the WHITE

and of double the Horse Power.

The WHITE won—time 5.25.

Remember that on

the road there are

very few cars that

can keep ahead of

the WHITE.

 
 

 

The £0camobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCHES: le Yonx, Broadway and 76111 St; PNILADILPMIA, :49 Noltli

Broad St; CHICAGO, 1354 Michigan Ave.; Bos-rou, 15 Berkeley St.

filnnfier A :rm'l'atian q/ Lil nun] A utomul'l'lr .llanufizrturnr.

‘ IF THE RIM

LESSONS OF 1904

are taken to heart

“ SW E DOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
are likely to be the general equipment of

all good machines in 1905.

"SWEDOII" SPRING STEEL RIMS have conclusively demonstrated

their superiority by the severest tests in actual service, giving results

unattainable With rims made of ordinary stock.

“SWEDOII " SPRING STEEL RIMS are mlde true and stay true.

True as “ SWEDOH " steel is axiomatic.

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING C0.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

We own and operate our steel billet

miting and hot and cold rolling

mill. and Itamplnz works.

THE 1905 WHITE

WHITE .Sicwi'rt. COMPANYf'iiilZT‘d'

PREMIER
AIR COOLED. DIRECT RADIATION.

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

    

 

The following letter speaks for itself.

Chicago, Sept. 12, 1904.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gonth-men—I wish to lllkt' this opportunity to tell

you that i am more thnn satisfied with my machine.

It has averaged seventy-fire to it hundred miles daily

since I purchased it. ()n the hottest day of this sea

son—July ifitthr. George Elmnlle and myself left

(‘hlcugm making a run of One hundred and thirty

eight miles without a stop save for luncheon.

i have made two trips to ()conomownc without. stop

and return. and have ntnpped but twice on three times

for insignificant repairs since U54an it.

i have had a. great deal of experience in the last

five years, and have decided that this is the. best

machine for my daily work and pleasurev All I need

now is a. coupe top for VVIIlir'i' work.

("ordiaily yours.

I“. H. Bin-\(‘KMARYL M. D.,

40th & (‘ottage Grove Ave

  
  

 

1905 Cars Now Ready for Delivery.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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MORE, ABOUT
  

POLICY FOR 1905.
Automobile manufacturing success depends

upon three principal considerations:

r.-Studying the desires of the buying public,

to know what is wanted.

2.—Designing and building to gratify that

want.

3.—Having complete manufacturing facilities,

making it possible to deliVer the goods when

they are wanted and at a reasonable and

attractive price.

_ With our elaborate manufacturing facilities

(our plant is the largest and best equipped in

the world), we are most thoroughly able to pro

d-JCC and deliver the goods at a price which

will certainly be reasonable and attractive.

We have, during the past year, studied most.

carefully the desires of the buying public. We

are very certain that the models decided upon

will win increased fame and popularity for the

house of WINTON.

The automobile purchaser to-day knows

what he wants. And he also knows some

what of values. I

The new WINTON models, which we will

very soon announce and be ready to market.

have been designed and developed after very

vcarefully considering, down to the minutest

1

t

details, the wants of the buying public.

In fact we are going to provide some radical

k

THE WINTON

improvements in the direction of simplicity

and vastly increased motor efficiency, of which

Sales Agents and users have no thought at the

present time. And these improved features will

be ours exclusively. We own the patents and pro

pose giving WINTON purchasers the full

benefit.

To the hundreds of inquirers who ask whether

Mr. Winton has designed a four-cylinder vertical

motor incorporating all the advantages of our

horizontal construction, and at the same time

eliminating all the annoying disadvantages of

the present day vertical motor as designed by

other manufacturers, we are obliged to report

our decision to hold off a week or two more

before announcing our complete manufacturing

policy for the ensuing year.

Sales Agents not now in touch with our Sales

Department are respectfully asked to communi

cate.

To all responsible Sales Agents this word of

advice: Don't “ load up” with a line of uncer

tainties. Wait. We will soon announce a most

complete line of cars. The different models will

please you because they will please your custom

ers. we will do business with you and you can

do business with a large percentage of prospec

tive purchasers if you control WINTON pro

ducts in your territory during 1905._

MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.
MEMBER A. L. A. M.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Now is

the Time

to submit your

SPEBIFIGATIIINS

Fliiili‘iINGS
to insure

prompt deliveries.

We are ready.

Don’t delay.

  

/ V.

THE BILLINGS 8t SPENCER UOMPANY, Illuld. Conn.

Makers of

Drop Forgings of every Description.

 

 

 

FIRE PROOF  

Hotel Lenox

Boylston and Exetor Streets

Back Bay, BOSTON

ONE OF THE FINEST MODERN

FIRE PROOF HOTELS IN THE

COUNTRY. Two NIINUTES'

WALK IROM THE BACK BAY

STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

FROM COPI.EY SQUARE

CHARLES A. GLsAsON, III/mag”

Send for illustrated booklet

  

 

  

 

 

 

M1 so” IT

'3 our Tfi‘E 1> Well

we» mow 'PauND/N'

TII'QSE ma $261M £1

(BEIGE? (LU/Vet”)?

Tiw WILL

S'TANO

MOTOR VEHICLE C0.,

Louisville, Ky.

MESSRS. MORGAN 8e WRIGHT.

Gentlemen—Enclosed please find order for

slx 281.1% Casings and Tubes. We have

given your tires n. thorough test and find

them to stand our work where others have

failed. We put on a. set. of three different

makes at the some time we put on yours,

and have used them on Cadillac delivery

wagons all winter for heavy work, and all

the others let down, and yours are still good.

We are now changing all our heavy ma

chlns to Morgan & VVrlght tires, as they are

far the best we have ever used.

Yours very truly.

MOTOR VEHICLE CO.

E. B. Ayres.

 

MORGAN & Williilli

CHICAGO

new YORK DWTON

DaTRoIT ST. LOUIS:

SAN FRANCISCO
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‘ Suit Against Michelin Tires
We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the_ United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns‘are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Go.

THE (2 & J TIRE co., Indianapolis, Ind.
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There Is no substantial dlfier

ence between the RAMBLER

automobiles and otheiis twice

their cost, excepting the cost.

They have met eVery practical

requirement of the road, the

real test of a vehicle.

mew Surrey

Type One, Model I905

16 H. P. $1350.

I

.1

Two Cylinders Immediate Delivery.

 

____<_._._4--...'_._.1.»Q.1.‘

  

——SPECIFICATIONS-———— ‘1

CAPACITY— Five passengers. COOLING— Rambler thermo-syphon system. ‘

WHEEL BASE— 90 inches. RADIATOR— Honeycomb type, increased surface.

FRAME— one piece pressed steeL IGNITION— Jumry;I st?arlg(°:::;:r;1 controlled by auto

SPRINGS— Four full elliptic. 3 ° ' .
WHEELS_ wood artillery, 30 inches_ TRANSMISSION— lmpgl-gzre: planetary type, no Internal

T'RES— Demhag'e: 3‘1"; "whes- DIFFERENTIAL— Spur gears, oil and dust proof.

TREAD— 4 feet’ 8"2‘mches' BRAKES— Two, one on transmission, the other on

STEERING— Wheel, adjustable. rear wheels,

'ENGINE— Two cylinder opposed, each 5x6 inches. F|N|$H._ Olive green, with brass trim.

POWER— 16 h- P'! ample for grades up t° 4‘5 P- c- EQUIPMENT— Two gas side lamp_s, tail light, two gas

SPEED— Six to thirty miles per hour. head llghts, WIth separate genera

tor, brass tube horn, tools, oilers,

CARBURETTER— One Improved float feed. pump and repair kit.

Write for complete information and illustrated matter of this and the $750, $850, $2000 and $3000 models.

THOMAS B. JYEFFERY & COMPANY,
§BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue, ‘i- Main and factory:

  

SOME EXCELLENT TERRITORY OPEN..

 

CHICAGO. 304-306 Wabash Avenue.

NEW YORK AGENCY, 140 West 38th Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad ltreet.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

\
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TO SUPPLY GAS IN TANKS

Company Formed to Extend Avery System—

One Maker Adopts it for His I905 Cars.

In Indianapolis last week there was com

pleted the organization of the Concentrated

Acetylene 00., which had been forming for

some little time. Carl Fisher is president and

sales manager, and J. A. Allison, secretary

and treasurer. P. (J. Avery is general man

ager. Its capital is $10,000.

Headlights and other lamps will be includ

ed in the new company's productions, but

its more immediate and chief purpose is the

exploitation and extension of the Avery sys

tem of acetylene lighting. In a small way,

Mr. Avery himself has introduced the sys

tem-during the past year, but if the plans of

the Concentrated Acetylene (Jo. attain ful

fillment, there will result at least a partial

revolution in the manner of illuminating au

tomobiles. Briefly, they purpose supplying

steel tanks charged with gas which, when

the supply is exhausted, will be exchanged

for full ones. The tank is of seamless tube,

and is 20 inches long, 6 inches in diameter

and Weighs 24 pounds; it is fitted with a

ground Joint union and valve at the upper

end and a pressure gauge at the lower one.

This gauge is so made that it will hold gas

up to 550 pounds; that pressure will open

the valve and permit escape, thus absolutely

eliminating danger or explosion. The tanks

are charged with gas compressed to 250

pounds, and contain '50 feet at this pressure,

which is sufficient for two lights for 100

hours, or, with average use, for about three

weeks; the charge for recharging is $1.50.

it is the intention of the company to estab

lish agencies throughout the country, at

which empty tanks may be recharged or ex

changed tor full ones. At least, one concern,

the Apperson Bros. (30., of Kokomo, 1nd,,

will make these tanks :1 part of the regular

equipment of their 1905 cars.

The Concentrated Acetylene Co. has a new

factory under roof and almost ready for oc

cupancy. It will hare a capacity of 25 tanks

per day.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, October 20, 1904.

Diamond Men in New Settings.

A shift in the selling forces oi! the Dia

mond Rubber Company, which has been

under consideration for some timc, was ef‘

fected this week, during the visit of Secre

tary W. B. Miller to New York.

Due to it, 0. J. Woodard, managcr of the

New York branch, bccomcs general repre

sentativc, and, while his headquarters will

continue to be in New York, he will act as

the company‘s gcncral sclling reprcscntativc

among the large trade. S. l“. Randolph, man

agcr of the Philadelphia branch, succceds

Mr. it oodard as New York manager, but will

also retain control of the Philadelphia branch.

G. 1.. Bradley, who has bccn .\ir. \Voodard‘s

right hand man, goes to Cleveland to become

manager of thc Cleveland branch.

Long Pending Patent Finally Issued.

There was issued on Tuesday of this wcck

patent No. 772,571, which, it is intimated,

may have a considerable bearing on the clcc

tric vehicle trade. The patcnt, which has

been pcnding since September, 1897, cov

ers the general arrangement of control

and reversing lever, and applies also to bat

tcry construction, connection and control.

The inventions covered are thosc of Ii. 1’.

Maxim, Harry N. Pope and IIcrbcrt W. Al

den, nll of which were assigned to the Elec

tric Vchicle Co.

 

Atkins Resigns: Gould Moves Up.

Owing to continued ill health Arthur L. At

kins, long identified with the Pope interests

and lattcrly manager of the Pope Mtg. Co's

(‘hicngo factorics, has rcsigncd that office.

His succcssor is i). W. Gould, formerly as

sistant manager. Atkins has bccn ill for a

year or more, and several times was so badly

03 that he was obliged to rcfrnin from work

and scck other climates. It was during thcsc

absences that Gould proved his possession of

the ability that led to his promotion.

 

Banker Confesses Judgment.

Upon a confession signcd by Albert (7.

Banker, president of thc Albert C. Banker

Automobile (10., Chicago, Judge Iloldom inst

wcck issued a judgmcnt of $353 against

Bnnkcr. The action was lnstitutcd by the

Winton Motor (Inrringc (‘0. for October rout

of prcmiscs occupied by the Bunkcr com

pany at Michigan avcnne and Thirteenth

street.

N0. 4

PROTESTING THE AWARDS

Findings of Exposition Juries do not Pass Un

challenged—How the Decisions Were Reached.

Although the St. Louis Exposition awards,

as exclusively announced in last week’s

Motor World, had received the apprOval ot'

the Superior Jury, it is understood that sev

cral strenuous protests have bccn filed.

\Vlictlicr they will nfi'cct the findings can

not bc. foretold, of coursc, but that the ho

stownl of at lcnst one of the grand prizes

fairly staggered the industry is not to bc

guinsnid.

The methods cmploycd by the juries of

award in reaching their decisions are not

generally understood. The avcrngc pcrson

labors under the impression that the awards

are bnscd wholly on mechanical cxcellcncc.

but this provcs not to be the casc. This is

made clear by Henry Souther, the well

known expert, who served as a mcnlbcr of

the automobile jury, who, in response to tho

.\iot0r World's inquiry, explains the system

that prcvails in this wise:

"In the first place, thcrc are five grades of

awards. given in order of merit—the grand

prize, gold medal, silver medal, bronze medal

and honorable mention.

“There is no limit to the number of each

grade that may be given. if all the exhibits

were of cqunl rank. and of the highcst pos

.siblc quality, all would get a grand prize. if.

on tho other hand, all the cxhibits were of

inferior quality, all would rcccivc n lowcr

mark.

“As a mattcr of fact, it is not vcry ditii

cult to classify nil the exhibits undcr sonic

one of the abovc tive clnsscs, and award in

accordance with the relative standing. it

must be undcrstood at the outsct that an

cxhibiior may receive only onc mcdal, no

mattcr how many difi'crcnt kinds of auto

mobilcs hc may manufacturc. A mcdal is

not awnrdcd for any onc particular Vchlcic.

as distinguished from thc rclnnlndcr of thc

product.

'Mnny points arc considcrcd, such as tho

age and standing of the company in the

financial world, its size and integrity; then
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the character of the exhibit, as presented at

the Exposition—whether representing the en

tire product, or some one portion of it only.

Then comes a detailed examination of the

machines actually on exhibition, the ma

chinery and its finish making one detail—a

certain percentage of the whole; the body

and its finish making a second, and the gen

eral considerations above mentioned influenc

ing the whole.

“Another thing is the importance of the

product in the commercial world; whether or

not it plays any considerable part in the

market for automobiles, or whether it is a

highly specialized thing, having a very lim

ited sale.

“After making all these notes, and com

pleting the round of the entire exhibit, the

jurymun has pretty well fixed in his mind the

general comparative standing of each ex

hibitor, as compared with all others.

“With all these facts and impressions in

mind, the jury gathers about a table, con

sulting notes and data, and makes the award,

consideration being eontinucd until the vote

is unanimous.

"It is not always an easy task at the best.

There are solne exhibits that are exceedingly

hard to classify, but, as a rule, there is

enough difference, all things considered, be

tween the best and the worst to make a rea

sonable set of awards."

 

Suits Against the Sandusky.

A number of suits have been brought

against the embarrassed Sandusky Automo—

bile Co., of Sandusky, Ohio. The first of these

is an action brought by the Mahiu Advertis

ing 00. to recover $1,000, with interest at 6

per cent, on a note given the Mahin Adver

tising Co. by the Sandusky Automobile Co.

and J. J. Hinde and J. S. Bennett. When

the note had matured there was no money to

pay it. A second cause of action is for an

other note of $1,000 with interest, which has

not been paid. Plaintiff prays judgment for

$2,000, with interest at 6 per cent per an

num from June 29, 1902.

Next, the Savings Building and Loan Go.

of Sandusky filed foreclosure proceedings in

five cases against the Sandusky Automobile

Co. One case is against the Sandusky Auto

mobile 00. and John Keimer for a loan of

$900, alleged to have been made July 7, 1904,

and one is against the Sandusky Automobile

Co. and Charles Knupke for $900 for a loan

alleged to have been made July 7, 1904.

The other three cases are against the Auto

mobile 00. for the following alleged amounts:

$800 on July 6, 1903; $950 on May 14, 1904,

and $1,100 on May 14, 1901, all due the Sav

ings Co.

 

Parker Becomes Advertising Manager.

After serving a term in the sales depart

ment, Burton Parker has been appointed ad

vertising manager of the Olds Motor Works,

Detroit. He is no stranger to either the

duties or the trade, his long connection with

the Hartford Rubber Works Co. having made

him well and widely known.

SCHOOL FOR CHAUFFEURS

Locomobile’s Experiment Panning Out Well—

How the Pupils are Instructed.

 

While comparatively little has been said of

it, the school for chauffeurs which has been

maintained during the year by the Locomo

bile Co. at its Bridgeport factory, has

achieved some happy results. The practical

experience and knowledge of details that is

gained by such a course of instruction is in

valuable, and has boosted many young men

into berths and wages that previously they

hardly dared dream of. The school has really

not received the attention it merits; indeed,

the exact course which the pupils must fol

low was not known until last week, when

John A. Kingman, advertising manager of

the Locomobile Co., outlined the details. He

said:

“We usually start a man assembling fin

ished cars, and keep him there about a

month. This-gives him a good idea of the

location of all the parts and how they are

fastened together, and which means that he

will know how to get them apart. This lat

ter is very important knowledge.

“We then put him assembling the engine

proper, which gives him the same knowledge

in detail of the engine that he gains of the

whole car in his first month’s experience. We

usually keep him on the engine job a month,

completing his instruction, thereby instruct

ing him in the testing of an engine for horse

power developed.

“The man is then transferred to the electri

cal department for about a week, where he

has a chance to observe and work on the

various electrical devices, which thoroughly

instructs him in their maintenance and en

ables him to overcome dlfiicultics he may

meet with—the wiring system, dynamo, bat

teries, switches, etc.

“The man is then ready for we road, where

he is given an hour or two of instruction each

day for a couple of weeks, in the meantime

working in the repair department, where his

finished and perhaps best knowledge of the

difficulties he may have to contend with are

brought to him.

“For such instruction he is expected to

willingly give his time without pay. Even

in such cases we have found it unprofitable

to continue instructing certain applicants. In

most cases we discontinue on account of the

applicant‘s total lack of necessary funda

mental knowledge.

“The best men are recruited from the ranks

of machinists, repair men, or assemblers, and

especially those that have had practical shop

experience in construction work, and more

especially when such work has been in con

nection with gas engines, either for automo

bile or other uses to which the gas engine is

put. Such men develop much faster than

men who have had no shop training of one

sort or another.

“Shop training of one sort or another is Ab

soluteiy essential to the making of a first

class chauffeur. By this is meant one who

can maintain as well as operate his car. It

is. of course, possible to make a good chauf

feur out of a man who has not had mechani

cal trainlng, but it takes very much more

time to do it."

New Chips off the Diamond.

Pursuing its policy of expansion, the Dia

mond Rubber Co. has opened new branches

at Minneapolis and St. Louis. At the latter

R. L. McCrea, who has long been identified

with the Chicago ofiice of the company, will

be in charge at No. 3,966 Olive street, and

at Minneapolis W. E. Roby, who has been

looking after trade for the Diamond company

in that section for some time, will take care

of the business, the stores being located at

No. 611 First avenue, South. Complete tire

stocks will be carried at both new branches,

which will begin business on or before No

vember 1.

Motor With a Push Button.

The Detroit Auto Marine Co. has succeeded

the Detroit Lackawanna Co., which latter

was selling agent for the Lackawanna Motor

Co. in Detroit and the West. They will mar

ket a new type of engine for automobiles and

boat, and have their new models nearly

ready for the market. It will be known as

the “automarine” engine, and has been per

fected so that it may be started with a push

button. They are now fitting one of these

in a car for exhibition purposes. The com

pany will also market a new circulating

pump, the Bradhery “Bi-Centro.”

 

Wayne's Work Progressing Well.

The Wayne Wagon Works, the big imple

ment and wagon concern at Richmond, Ind.,

which are likely to prove a factor in next

year’s trade, are progressing famously with

the car on which they have been at work for

some time. It is of the four cylinder, air

cooled type, and the enormous facilities at

the command of the company indicate that

once under way there will be nothing lack

ing. ' 

Waltham Adds Two New Cars.

For the 1905 season the Waltham Mfg. Co.

will market, in addition to their buckboard,

surrey, runabout and small tonneau, a four

cylinder, side entrance car at about $2,000,

and another car at about $1,500. These new

cars are building under the eye of the Walt

ham company‘s new superintendent of con-v

struction, Leo Melanowskl, formerly with

the Winton Motor Carriage Co. and previous

ly with Clement & Co., of Paris.

 

Where Wheels are Whirling.

The extensive plant of the National Wheel

Co., Jackson, Mich., which had been shut

down for thirty days for needed repairs and

alterations, is now running again full time

and full force. Manager Mercer states that

they were never before so greatly rushed,

the demand for their wheels forcing them to

begin Operations before the alterations had

been entirely completed.
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LOGAN BEGINS TO LOOM LARGE

Western Concern That has Made Good Progress

—Builds New Plant and has New Car.

Although it was accomplished without fuss

or fireworks, the Logan Automobile (10., Chil

licothe, Ohio, is one of the comparatively lit

tle known concerns that scored a very em

phatic success this season. A 33 1-3 per cent

dividend and a new factory are the sub

stantial evidences of it. They have Just taken

possession of the new plant, which is shown

by the accompanying illustration, and which

Winding Up the American.

The affairs of the American Motor Car

riage Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, which have

been in the hands of the Prudential Trust Co.

as receiver for many months, are about ready

to be closed up, and the attorneys of the

trust company will shortly file the formal re

port of the situation.

The property has been sold. and the entire

assets are now in cash in the hands of the

receiver. There will be a very severe loss

to the creditors, as the situation now indi

cates that the creditors will receive but about

30 per cent of the amount of their claims.

The company owed about $55,000 when it

failed.

 

i

 

is admirably equipped for its purposes; in

it the work on the Logan cars for 1905 is

well advanced. There will be two of them—

the touring car, which will be of 20 instead

of 15 horsepower. as before, although the

price will remain $1,500, and the “Logan

Junior." a small two passenger car, of 8

horsepower, at $600.

The touring car will employ a two cylin

der double opposed motor, 5x6 inches, with

mechanical valves, and will have a side en

trance tonneau, of course. The frame will

be of angle iron, trussed, and be made in

the Logan factory; the wheel base will be 94

inches. The Schebler carburetter. chain

drive, sliding gear transmission and a clutch

ingeniously operated by a flange on the fly

wheel, and which is claimed to entirely elim

inate Jerking and jumping, will be used.

Not the least feature of the Logan will be

an adjustable steering post—one that may be

shortened or lengthened, according to the

height of the driver.

The “Logan Junior" will have an 8 horse

power air cooled engine under the hood, a

wheel base of 90 inches, 32-inch light artil

lery wheels and solid tires.

v l _ v

- i ' .1

Em A! COK'TRUC'I'IOI COMPANY. '

   

 

The Week's lncorporations.

Topeka. Kan—The Smith Automobile Co.,

under Kansas laws, with $100,000 capital.

Chicago. lll.—Gartield Automobile

under Illinois laws, with $15,000 capital. In

corporators: N. E. McDaniel, George Schien

and Justus Chancellor.

St. Louis, Mo.—Original Automobile Sup

ply Co., under Missouri laws, with $10,000

capital, half paid. Stockholders: A. L. Dyke,

Carrie Dyke and Charles Peters.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Brighton Beach Automo

bile Club, under New York laws, with $2,000

capital. Directors: W. A. Engeman, A. H.

Battersby and C. H. Hyde, Brooklyn.

Memphis, Tenn—The Memphis Motor Car

riage Co., under Tennessee laws, with $100,

000 capital; to manufacture steam automo

biles. Officers—W. T. natson, president, and

Herbert H. Pilcher, general manager.

Detroit, Mich.—Schwarz Motor and Fire

Truck Co., under Michigan laws, with $25.000

capital. Incorporators: Curl Schwarz, Will

iam H. Drittler and William J. G. Mourer, of

Hancock; Byron J. Hart and Fred P. Oben

auer. of Detroit, and William 0. Bryant, of

Brooklyn. _ 7

Co.,

HOW THE DIAMOND DIFFERS

1905 Pattern of Famous Tire Embodles Many

Substantial Alterations—What They Are.

 

 

Just what was meant by the announcement

that the 1905 Diamond tire would be “still

better and a full year in advance" was dis

closed this week. when the new model was

placed on view at the New lul'n store of the

Diamond Rubber Co. That the change is one

of appearance as well as in construction is

apparent at the first glance. Instead of be

ing oblong in shape, as formerly, the tire is

now nearly circular, thus being fashioned, as

Manager 0. J. Woodard put it, “in its nat

ural shape."

It is in its construction, however, that the

chief changes have been made. Instead of,

as formerly, being cured in one piece, the

main portion of the outer cover and the

tread are now made separately, thus render

ing possible the employment of two entirely

different methods of curing. That of the

cover proper is of a nature to insure the

highest possible amount of durability and

tenacity, to enable it to successfully with

stand the various stresses and strains that

are imposed on it in its capacity of a fasten

ing. The tread, on the other hand, being

merely a shoe, does not have to take any

strain, and an entirely different method is

adopted In curing. Thu each part is pecul

iariy adapted and constructed for the part it

has to play when the complete tire is as

sembled.

in place of the smooth rubber tread hither

to used on Diamond tires, the 1005 pattern

will be moulded with a cloth finish, such as

marks a well known foreign make of tire.

Experiments have demonstrated that this

roughened tread acts as a partial preventive

of side slip. With it the tendency to slip on

greasy asphalt or macadam is considerably

lessened, thus rendering it easier to control

a car.

The method of attachment is, of course, re

tained unchanged, as is the well known Dia

moud lug, inner tube, etc.

Pope to Exhibit in Paris

The Pope Motor Car Company has engaged

space at the Paris show, which Opens in the

French capital in December. They will ex

hibit some new models that have never been

seen before in public. Herbert H. Lyttle.

whose clockiike work with a stripped 24

horsepower P0pe-Toledo car attracted so

much favorable comment in the Vanderbilt

Cup race, will be sent over to act as demon

strator of the company's product.

Zent Will Make Air Cooled Cars.

The newly formed Zent Automobile Co.,

Bellcfontalne, Ohio, will manufacture an air

cooled car invented by S. W. Zent, after

whom the company is named. The fact that

a real automobile factory is to be located

“in its midst" has aroused the town to a

considerable pitch.
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BUY THE CARS THAT ALWAYS WIN.
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You Don’t Need Accident Insurance When You Use

sk Mechanically-Fastener! Tires.

THEY CAN’T FLY OFF THE RIM.

 

,. Air is essential for comfort; but see that it is

1‘ Ii properly harnesssd.

Fisk Method is Ahead of All.

 

Jim?“"N‘lfi’iféé‘ipfififmiiin. FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT, WASHINGTON, MINNEAPOLIS,

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, TORONTO. DENVER.

SYRACUSE. SAN FRANCIsfgkbqu LOUIS, LOS ANGELES.
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The Chauffeurs’ Stipend.

As many employers have learned to their

sorrow, it is a foolish policy to save a few

dollars in the chauffeur's monthly stipend. A

competent driver is worthy of a fair wage,

and if he does not gebit he is pretty sure to

make up for it in other ways. Likewise, an

incompetent driver will cost his employer dol

lars where the latter saves dimes in wages.

Inefficient running of the car and excessive

repair charges are the unerring signs of one

and sometimes of both these employes, and

the owner of the car should be sufllciently on

the alert to detect the trouble and put an end

to it.

Frequently, however, the difficulty is to

satisfy one's self of the competency of the

chaufi'eur. Unless the owner is a practical

man and thoroughly familiar with the man

agcment of a car, he cannot be sure, how

ever much he may suspect, that his driver

does not know his business. And if he feels

that ho is not qualified to pass on the point,

and looks around for expert and at the

same time disinterested opinion, he is at a

loss to find it. His tradesmen will do what

he can to help him out of his difficulty; but

often it is very little that he can do. His

hands are, in a measure, bound, owing to the

fact that the supply of capable chauffeurs is

not equal to the demand, and that he must,

therefore, avail himself of the services of

those in the market, as well as recommend

them to his customers. It will not do to be

perfectly honest and say, in effect, that So

and-So is a mighty poor chauffeur, but he is

the best you can get and you might as well

take him. That would repel the customer at

once and make him forever dissatisfied.

It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that

this scarcity of good chauffeurs is one of the

moat unsatisfactory things about the automo

bile industry to-dny. Tradesmen everywhere

are confronted with it. “If you will get me

a good chauffeur I will buy this car," is a not

uncommon proposal, and what response the

dealer makes is not difficult to guess. He

does the best he can, and if that is a mighty

poor best he cannot help it. _

There is every reason to believe that the

automobile schools and classes which are be

ing arranged for in many cities all over the

country will do considerable to relieve the

present scarcity of chauffeurs.

the opportunity which so many ambitious

young men are looking for; and that many

They make

of they will grasp it is beyond reasonable

doubt.

Intelligent Assembling.

A few days ago a machine came out of the

manufacturer's shop and was turned over to

It ran beautifully until one day

it began to skip a little, and as he was a long

:1 customer.

way from home he thought he would take :1

look at his spark plugs.

Hc hunted up his big wrench, 8-inch or 10

inch; flttcd it to the spark plug, pulled at it,

it with his fist;

wrench, and hammered it with that; and the

plug still stuck. _

Then he. went and got a piece of a fence

hammered got another

roll that he could use as a club, and, after a

while, he got one. of his spark plugs out.

This happened to be the one that was not

giving any trouble.

Then be tackled, the other; but the position

was notquite as convenient, and, after flf

teen minutcs‘ fruitless effortfihe‘ gave it up

for a bad job and went home on “one leg.”

The concern was a fine one, the mechanics

were fine; but think how they hurt the repu~

tution Of that particular machine by this kind

of assembling. There is no reason why a

spark plug should not be tightened with an

8-inch or 10-inch wrench only with a slight

pressure. A well fitting spark plug will al~

most be tight from hand tightening. The

least touch of a wrench is all that is neces

sury.

This seems liken small thing to read about

it, but you may be sure the man with the

wrench, the wooden club and the blackened

fmgcr nail did not think it small.

As a matter of fact, it was just as bad as

though some more seemingly important part

had gone wrong.

The skilled meclmnic, with his specially fit

tcd socket wrench and his conveniently long

lovers to pull on and his hammer to rap it

Less brute strength and

more intelligence in the assembler would be

:1 fine thing.

with. is a nuisance.

The fact that all trouble was cured at the

works by removing the plug having a cracked

porcelain, and substituting one of the owner‘s

extra plugs, did not make him feel any bet

ter. A simple thing like a tight plug had

spoich a good ride.

 
 

Effects of Side Entrances.

It is believed that the forthcoming Paris

Salon will reveal a marked advunce in the

matter of body construction, as instanced

more particularly in the cars with side en

trances, which promise to almost monopolize

the exhibition.

for years designed and built the great ma

jority of automobile bodies, are known to

Paris coachmakers, who have

have bccn laboring earnestly to evolve the

ideally practical body, and from the hints

that have been given out from time to time

there is every reason to believe that they

have achieved conch work that satisfies them.

Of course, it is the side entrance that has

caused attention to be centred on the body

and led to the striving after the something

in advance of past creations. For two or

thrce years the side entrance has been a

characteristic of French and German cars,

with tho rcsult that the tonncau has fallen

But with the

goncral adoption of the side entrance has

more and more into disrcpute.

come the necessity for n settlement of many

problcms which have long perplexed both

coach and automobile builders. Foremost

among those is whether it long or a short

chassis shall be utilized: while the shape and
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size of the body has come in for a great deal

of discussion.

Taking the latter first, the most debated

question is whether the Roi des Belges body,

in its exaggerated and bulging form in such

general use, shall continue to be put forth

as in the past. This pattern of body, origi—

nally designed for the Belgian King by a

famous French coach builder, was purposely

made bulging and rotund, although only to

an extent that was founded on experience,

and it had never been proved to be danger

ous in any sense of the word. As such a de

sign could not be patented in France the body

in question has been extensively copied or

rather distorted. These imitations, with their

sweeping curves and projecting flanks, might

give a fraction more comfort to the traveller

than the original, but that there was danger

in them there was no room to doubt. Experi

ence has shown that when an overhanging

body was mounted on a narrow chassis there

was considerable sway set up at high speeds,

with a consequent loss of stability and strain

on the tires. This finally reached a stage

where it became absolutely necessary to call

a halt. This has at last been generally rec

ognized, and future practice is certain to

favor smaller and less bulging bodies than

those now in use.

But with the substitution of the side en

trance for the rear one used with tonneaus

came the temptation to lengthen the chassis.

Room had to be found for the side door, and

the simplest as well as the most obvious way

to provide it was to make the chassis longer;

and a large number of makers did this, thus

preserving the existing shape of bodies. But

as wheel bases, and with them, of course,

chasses, were already abnormally long, the

addition of even a few inches wrought much

harm. In traffic and in turning at high speed

such cars were at a disadvantage alongside

the old types. The result has been that

coach builders have attempted other devices

for providing the “indispensable side en

trances on short chasses, and in some in

stances with conspicuous success. There is

yet room for new ideas, and, as stated, many

of these are expected to make their appear

ance at the Salon in December.

In this country we have only made a. be

ginning with side entrance cars. There is,

for that reason, plenty of opportunity to

aVQid the mistakes of the French builders,

and, by taking advantage of their experience,

start right by producing bodies that will be

as easily handled as the present all pervad

ing tonnoau type.

The Influence of Whiskers.

It must have been interesting news to the

many men in and out of the trade who in

terested themselves in and who witnessed the

race for the Vanderbilt Cup to learn that

they are nothing but a lot of common “gam

blers and idiers" saturated with “morbid

cravings for excitement.”

They probably did not appreciate the fact,

and did not realize that the race was a “bar

barous exhibition” until they were so in

formed by the bewhiskered if Horseless Age

last week.

These frothings of that sheet would be piti

able if they were not amusing. They sug

gest an overflow of bile arising from a disor

dered liver, or of the anguish that comes of

untangling knots in frazzled whiskers.

The "idlers" and “gamblers” can afford to

view charitany their critic, who apparently

did not even attend the race, and who relied

on the “yellows” for his information. If

the "gamblers" have any liver pills or in

digestion powders to spare, they should be

gratefully received by the Horseless Age.

 

Gears and Brute Strength.

If it were made a point to impress upon

each purchaser of a car with sliding gear

transmission exactly what takes place when

a change is made from one gear to another,

a great deal of good would be accomplished.

We believe that it would pay to rig up a

working model so that customers could see

the mechanism in actual operation, for then,

and then only, could those interested obtain

a proper and adequate idea of the process

and see what a strain is imposed on the com

paratively frail and highly tempered disks

of steel which, with their circumference fash

ioned into teeth and mounted on shafts, con—

stitute the gears.

Four men out of five will, once the modus

operandi of gear changing has been demon

strated to them, exclaim that the wonder is

that more damage is not done with chipped

and broken gears, bent and twisted shafts,

etc. And they are right. It is a marvel.

Only good and cunnineg manipulated steel,

with just the proper amount of temper, would

stand the racket. One has only to remember

that the gears on two rapidly revolving

shafts are thrust in and out of engagement

at frequent intervals, ofttlm°s the manipula

tion being done by an inexperienced driVer,

entirely ignorant of the working of the dell

cate mechanism intrusted to his care, to

form a'pretty good idea of what might hap

That accidents are rare is one of thosepen.

things not easy to understand.

It is true that the driver who, with his en

gine running at full speed on, say, his second,

suddenly throws in the lever on the fourth

by brute strength, without making even a

pretence of "feeling" for the next gear, fre

quently pays the penalty for his lack of con

sideration in the shape of damaged gears or

shafts. But in such case he invariably

. blames it on the car or its maker; anything

rather than on himself, where it properly be

longs.

At the same time it should be remembered

that drivers of this class almost invariably

err through ignorance. If they could be in

duced to study the mechanism of the gears

by such a method as that referred to, they

would undoubtedly become vastly better driv

ers and their cars would be handled with

an intelligence that would bear fruit in in

suring increased satisfaction.

 
 

On the principle that it is better late than

never, the Automobile Club's tardy suspen

sion of Mr. Harkness is to be commended.

The Motor World condemned that young

man's mad and sensationally touted dash

from Boston to New York at the time it oc

curred, and commended him to the attention

of the club. The club’s} action naturally

has caused something of a breeze, but there

is a real breeze of longer standing in the or

ganization whose equally mad and more

frequent, if unheralded, dashes through Long

Island are matters of common notoriety, and

who should have some of the wind taken out

of his pace if it is impossible to remove it

from his name.

 
 

The bewhiskered Horseless Age, which did

not attend the Vanderbilt Cup race, con

demns it as “of no earthly use." In the same

issue one of its contributors, who did see. it,

relates that “during and after the race” he

“talked with five different men, all of whom

declared their intention of purchasing auto

mobiles,” their decision being influenced by

the race. It is not the first time that whisk

ers have become entangled in their wearer’s

eyes.
 
 

It seems about time to cease fooling the

public with those photographs designed to

show the terrific speed of .particular automo

biles, the speed being represented by a dis

torted forward inclination of the car. The

distortion is not even a freak of the camera.

It is due merely to a trick of the operator in

moving the camera as the object moves.
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HOW HIS PROFITS SHRINK

Unusual Expenditures Make Bi3 Hole in Retailer's

Commission—A 20 Per Cent. Business.

 

"Most peeple have an impression that the

profits in the retail automobile business are

enormous, and appear to think that we should

be rolling in wealth. It would surprise some

of them to know just how little there really

is in it, when a balance comes to be struck,"

remarked a well known Metropolitan dealer

last week.

“Such people merely view the commission

received by dealers. They calculate that 20

per cent 'on a car listing at $1,000 is $200;

while on one costing $4,000 it is $800. ‘Myl

What a lot of money!’ they will exclaim,

never stopping to think that there are ex

penses of all kinds to be set against this

lump sum—expenses entirely separate from

the ordinary fixed charges, such as rent,

wages, interest, etc., which any merchant

has to calculate upon. The automobile busi

ness is a new one, and the automobile deal

ei' has to put up with a lot of expense that

will not be incurred a few years hence.

“A rough calculation will show that a

charge of $200 will frequently be run up

against a car by the time a sale is eflected

and delivery made. To begin with, there is

the item of freight; on a. big car, if the fac

tory is in the West, that will easily run be

tween $50 and $75. Then comes uncrating

and setting up the car and testing it to see

that everything is working properly. Next

come the demonstrations. There’s your sup

ply biil, the time of your salesman or chauf

feur—or both—and the thousand and one

things that are likely to crop up and entail

expense; and, as you are selling an article

that runs into thousands of dollars, you nat

urally do things in a lordly way that recks

little of expense.

“By the time it is all through, you are

lucky if your outlay stops short of $200. Then

there is your establishment to keep up. No

one can have an idea of the enormous ag

gregate of expenses incurred unless one is

actually in the business. You have got to do

business on a big scale or you can’t do it at

all. It takes half a dozen men to sell a car,

and you don't sell very many in a day. In

fact, you don't sell many in a. week, yet your

expenses run on just the same.

“Any one who enters the retail automobile

business thinking that it is a sort of El

Dorado is booked for a sudden and sad dis

iliusion. The proper way to look at it is

this: It is only a 20 per cent business, as far

as profits are concerned, whereas there are

plenty of others paying all the way from 25 to

40 per cent; while the expense and of the

business has the extraordinary expenditures

attendant upon the sale of hazardous goods

without the enormous percentage of profit

that usually goes with such goods.”

France’s Enormous Export Increase.

France’s imports of automobiles continue

to increase enormously. During the first

eight months of 190i their value just fell

short of $10,000,000, an increase of noariy 40

per cent over the figures for the same period

of 1903.

Returns just published by the administra

tion of the douanes show that there have

been exported from January 1 to August 31.

1904, automobiles to the value of $9,895,000.

while in the corresponding period of 1903 the

figures were $7,295,000, and for 1902 only

$3,978,200. For the same period the imports

have been: 1904, $471,400; 1903, $133,200;

1002, $119,800.

Fisk Adopts a Rim Brand.

chceforth the Fisk Rubber Co. mean

that the reputation of their tire shall not be

endangered by the use of indifferent rims.

Q
To that end, and like other tire makers, they

have adopted an inspection mark with which

all rims approved as being fit for use will

be branded. The mark is of the accompany

ing design. Only such tires as are used on

rims so branded will be covered by the Fisk

guarantee.

Three Cylinder Mercedes Coming.

It appears that the Daimler Motoren Gesell

schaft (the German Daimler Co.) have been

experimenting for nearly two years with a

three cylinder motor of 8-14 horsepower,

which has been designed to replace the 8-12

horsepower four cylinder Mercedes, model

1901. The rush of business has prevented

them from giving so much time to the per

fecting of the three cylinder motor as would

otherwise have been the case, but it is to be

hurried on very rapidly now, and it is prob

able that cars equipped with it will be on the

market by next summer. The output of the

great Cannstatt firm for next year is likely

to total something like fifteen hundred cars.

 

Boston Firm in New Quarters.

Reed & Underhill, the energetic Boston rep

resentatives of the Knox car, have moved

into their new quarters, 222 and 22—! Colum

bus avenue. The building is located in the

heart of the automobile district. It is a two

story brick structure, and was practically

built for the firm, which now occupies the

greater portiOn of it.

The frontage l 45 feet and it has a depth

of about 80 feet, being formed in a triangle.

Dayton Dealers Disagree.

Suit has been brought by W. Scott Mc

Donald, of McDonald & Duvel, automobile

dealers of Dayton, Ohio, to have the partner

ship dissolved. He says his partner and

himself cannot agree as to the conduct of

the business, which is being carried on at a

loss.

SUPERVISORS RECONSIDER RATE

And ’Frisco Dealers Present Figures to Show That

Rental Automobiles are Money Losers.

After seeming to have been definitely set~

tied, the matter of fixing rates for hiring an

tomobiles in San Francisco has been re

opened, and the discussion over it rages more

fiercely than ever.

It will be recalled that the matter came be

fore the Board of Supervisors in the shape

of an ordinance reducing the maximum

charge for automobiles used for hiring pur

poses from $5 to $3 an hour. This was, after

much debate and in spite of strong objections

from San Francisco automobile dealers,

passed. Last week, however, Supervisor

Hocks moved to reconsider the vote by which

the resolution had been passed, and this was

agreed to in order to hear some further argu

ments against it.

Max Rosenfeld, of the Pioneer Automobile

Co., said his concern had lost $30,000 in a

year. The cost of running a machine, he

said, was $3.76 an hour. The price fixed in

the bill was $3 an hour and $1 for each sub

sequent half hour. He declared that at $3

every concern would go out of the renting our

business. Personally, he would be glad to

get cost for his stock in the company. Chauf

feurs, said Rosenfeld, were paid $1.50 an

hour when they worked. At that rate they

earned about $100a month. In Los Angelcs

chauil’eurs received $40 to $60 a month.

Itosenfeld said automobiles were luxuries,

and that it made little difference to cus

tomers whether the rate was $3 or $5. The

big cost of operating a rent wagon was said

to be in repairs, due to the bad pavements.

H. L. Morrison, of the Central Automobile

Co., made out a very bad case for the auto

mobile livery business. Supervisor Rea re

marked that the committee was able to find

but one rental agency that was not losing

money, but he said it was admitted that with

a lower rate more machines would be used.

Supervisor Brandenstein felt that it would

be well to go slow. He was not ready to

vote. Notwithstanding the assurances of the

committee that it was satisfied, he moved

that the matter be referred back to the com

mittee to find out the actual profits made

from rentals. He said the finance commit

tee would assist, if desired, and issue sub

poenas.

The matter was taken up, said Braunhart,

on the request of many patrons of automo

bile llveries, who believed that the rates were

excessive. He explained that many agencies

rented machines as an aid to advertising.

Nothing had been brought forward to show

that $5 an hour was not excessive. One firm

ran 'tcn machines 1,700 hours in one month.

110 wished, being author of the bill, that

it be referred to the committees on finance,

streets and licenses. On a general remon

strauce being offered. be omitted the finance.

This was agreed to. The clerk was instructed

to get rates from other cities.
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A Grand Prize
Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles

In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correcl engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Slanhope, 811.1). - $1200 '

Great Arrow, 211-28 H.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

‘6 ‘6

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

TnE GEORGE N. PIERCE co, Buffalo, N. Y.
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WOOD ALCOHOL SOVLES IT

Expert Souther’s Tests Seem to Settle Freezing

Problem—How to Use the Alcohol.

 

During the last severe winter the writer

made some practical experiments in the way

of finding out what mixture could be used

in the cooling system of an automobile that

would prevent freezing and at the same time

not be in any danger of injuring any part of

the automobile.

I°§1°QIVP°°M
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20‘
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Various salts, glycerine and wood alcohol

were considered. '

Wood alcohol was chosen for the first ex

periment because there was not the slightest

chance of its injuring any machine. The suc

cess was such and the duration of the test

was so long that nothing else was tried.

For the benefit of those, however, who care

to run a machine during cold weather, the

writer gladly gives the results of the experi

ments. Perhaps the most valuable use that

can be made of these results is from now

on. at a season of the year when riding is

very acceptable during most of the day, but

with light frosts at night and a sufficient de

IS

gree of cold to ruin a cooling system If con

taining water only.

The character of the experiment conducted

wa this:

First—A set of laboratory freezing experi

ments to determine what percentages Would

freeze under artificial conditions. This

showed at once that it was possible to use

wood alcohol and water and resist almost

any degree of cold. '

Second—The next question to answer was

whether or not the wood alcohol would sep

arate from the water and waste away so

fast that the scheme would be too expensiVe.

  

l0 5 O 5 l0

Faregbeil"

Of course, this possibility amounted to but

very little. in extremely cold weather, but in

mild days it was felt that considerable alco

hol might be lost.

To demonstrate this point a water cooled

machine was taken, and about 18 per cent of

wood alcohol was added to the mixture. The

whole system contained about seven gallons.

Various experiments were made by con

necting a bottle with the top of the radia

tor into which a pipe led from above the

water level, the idea being that any vapor

formed would rise into the cold bottle and

condense. It was found that, except under

extreme conditions, no vapor at all arose.

By extreme conditions, I mean any mild day.

allowing the machine to run standing still,

there being no fan for cooling.

This immediately led to the thought that

it might be possible to entirely close the sys

tem in cold weather. thus obviating any

chance of loss by boiling away. This was

done and a pressure gauge put on and con

nected with the system. The highest press

ure obtained at any time and under very se

vere conditions was six pounds.

This means that there are some machines

that can be run with the use of alcohol with

out any loss whatever, there being a certain

l5 50

Degrees Abel/e Zero

number of makes that run with a closed

system.

It is also quite possible that many ma

chines can be run with a closed system that

now have relief tubes. The safest way to

find this out in an inexpensive manner is to

take a small bit of rubber tubing, fitting the

end of the blow-0t! pipe. put a wooden plug

in one end of it, and slip the other over the

tube lightly. Any pressure that would injure

the machine at all would blow this off and

prevent injury.

Later in the season, when the temperature

in this locality was as low as 15 degrees F.

below zero, 33 per cent of alcohol resisted
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freezing perfectly, even when the machine

was left out of doors over night.

Within the last week or two the writer has

been using 32 per cent of alcohol, with the

temperature around 50 degrees F. and 60 de

grees F., with a result that the mixture did

boil slightly, but not enough to be danger

ous.

This simply shows that at this season of

the year it is not necessary, nor is it wise, to

add much alcohol. It is not probable that

the temperature, just now, or up to the 1st

of December, will drop below 10 degrees F..

in which case 15 per cent ofalcohol is

enough.

As the season progresses and December is

reached and zero temperatures are possible

at any time, nothing less than 25 per cent

would be safe.

The question will be asked at once how to

know whether or not the per cent of alcohol

ls diminishing in your water system. With

nice laboratory instruments, it has been easy

for the writer to study this matter, and easy

to tell just how much loss there has been.

For the ordinary operator, it is not easy, as

the specific gravity varies very little from

pure water, and it takes a finer instrument

and better conditions than are likely to be

found under ordinary circumstances. After

all, the best and easiest way is by the odor.

1f the operator will mix up, say, a 20 per

cent and a 10 per cent solution, put them in

bottles and keep, he can have a standard of

comparison that will really be quite accurate,

with the assistance of his nose.

Even with the open system, the circula

tion and the cooler becoming quite hot in

mild days, the loss of alcohol by boiling is

extremely small. it is apparent that the al

cohol does not go away by itself, but that

the mixture of alcohol and water goes to

gether, so that the percentage left remains

practically the same.

Simultaneous with this practical using test

another freezing experiment was carried out.

A number of test tubes were made up con

taining varying percentages of alcohol all

' the way from 4 per cent up to 30 per cent in

steps of 2 per cent. These were placed in a

basket outside of a window in a very cold

place, and in the basket also a maximum

and minimum thermometer. At 7 o’clock

each morning the tubes were examined and

the highest percentage of alcohol frozen

noted. The results from slow and natural

treezing like thl, and duplicating the condi

tions or actual use, were a little different.

from the artificial laboratory freezing ex

periments.

The results obtained are shown on the ac

companying curve. In drawing this curve

the writer has been conservative, and the

results possible are a little bit better than

the table.

By consulting this the operator will be able

to see at a glance about what alcohol is

necessary to use, the only caution being not

to add any more than is necessary.

The use of glycerine and alcohol seems

likely to solve the question for both hot days

and cold days; the boiling point of glycerine

being considerably higher than that of water

will average the low boiling point given by

the alcohol, so' that the mixture will be rea

sonably high.

The writer will make practical experiments

along this line and give the results as early

as possible.

The use of glycerlne is a little more dun

gerous than the use of alcohol because of

the possibility of its breaking down in con

tact with the hot cylinder wall, and partially

closing or making a sort of insulation on the

walls of the iron. Alcohol is not dangerous

in any way. HENRY SOUTHER.

Long Distance Records 00 at Cleveland.

The automobile records for fifty and twen

iy-iive mllcs were broken on Wednesday at

the Cleveland Driving Park during a matinee

race under the auspices of the Cleveland Au

tomobile Club and sanctioned by the Ameri

can Automobile Association.

Charles Gorndt drove his Winton fifty

miles in 55 minutes 42 seconds, against the

former mark of 1 hour, 1 minute, 23 1-5 see

onds; and Earl Klscr sent his Bullet twen

ty-flve miles in 23 minutes 59 seconds, as

against the previous record of 28 minute

40 2-5 seconds. ~ -

Were Insured Against Accidents.

According to the New York Journal of Com

merce, the liability of the American Automo

bile Association as regards claims for dam

ages in connection with the Vanderbilt Cup

race, were covered by a policy written at

Lloyds, London. The risk carried by Lloyds

was understood only to apply in case of

claims by spectators resulting from accidents

and not to cover the participants in the race.

Practically all the liability insurance com

panies domg business here were offered the

line, but declined, and the deal was finally

closed with the Lloyds by cable.

California Endurance Run Oil Again.

After an infinity of talk and a number of

postponements, the proposed endurance run

from San Francisco to Los Angcles, under

the auspices of the Automobile Club of Cali

fornia, has come to naught. The date for

the contest was finally decided upon, after

much parleying among those interested, for

October 12. Q n.

Now it has been again postponed. this time

to the spring of next year. The decision to

postpone the event was reached last week by

the executive committee of the club.

When the Police Hesitate.

Chauffeurs of experience soon get to know

the processes of reasoning indulged in by

their sworn enemies, the bicycle and mount

cd police, whose duty it is to see that the

speed laws receive the fewest possible fract

ures. As a result, they can form a pretty

good idea of the course the minions of the

law will pursue in a stated case, and govern

themselves accordingly.

“It is not often that I take any chances

when I am alone, or with only one person

with me in the car,” one of the fraternity

remarked to a Motor World man recently.

“It would be a cinch that the cops would

run me In in short order. But if I have two

or three passengers I am not apt to be mo

lested.

“You see, it is this way. Every time a cop

‘pulls in’ a man for speeding and gets a con

viction it Is credited to him. But if he can't

prove his case to the satisfaction of the

magistrate and the prisoner is discharged a

black mark is put against him. Now, sup

pose he catches me alone and runs me in; it

then becomes his word against mine, and

it doesn’t take very long to tell what the

magismite will do. If, on the other hand, I

have two or three witnesses who will testify

that I was not going at twenty or thirty

miles an hour, as charged, he would have

only his bare word; .ind, while some magis

trates would believe him if he said we were

going one hundred miles an hour, others

would hesitate.

"So, rather than run the risk of having an

acquittal scored against him, he will let me

go. I have been hauled up half a dozen

times this year, and on more than one occa

sion I was going—well, pretty close to the

limitwiiu'ty I always got OK with 8. ‘I’ll let

you go this time, but be more careful in

future,’ from the officer, who saw that I had

witnesses with me.

“The time I was lpulled in‘ I was alone.

and I'll swear I was not exceeding the legal

limit. But the cop knew he had a cinch,

and he ran me in. There was no trouble

convicting me. The magistrate scarcely lls

tencd to what I had to say. He slapped a

fine on me and turned to the next case in

short order.”

Arents Recovering; Ills Father’s Gratitude

George Arents, in, who drove the Mercedes

car which overturned and killed Mensel, the

mecanicien, in the Vanderbilt Cup race, is

much improved and on the way to recovery.

His father has presented $1,000 to the Nas

sau Hospital, at Mineola, to which young

Arents was taken after the accident.

 

 

Will Stump State In Motor Car.

Automobiles are to play a prominent part

in the campaign to be waged by W. L.

Douglas, the millionaire shoemaker, who is

the Democratic candidate for Governor of

Massachusetts. He will make a tour of

many of the towns and villages in a motor

vehicle.

 

.To Test Tires and Oils.

Suggestions are already being made in re

gard to the 1905 British trials. Among them

are competitions designed to show the merits

of different tires and of various lubricating

oils.

0. C. Worthington, president of the Worth

ington Automobile 00., returned from Europe

on Saturday last.
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KISER NO LONGER KING

is Decisiver Beaten by Oldfield at Cleveland—

New Figures Established for Standing Ten Mile:

Looking not at all like a man who had an

nounced his permanent "retirement" after

the fatal accident which he was the cause of

at St. Louis last August, Barney Oldfield

made his appearance on his native heath on

the Glenviiie track at Cleveland'last Satur

day, and was at least half the attraction of

the meet. He set up new world‘s records for

ten miles, from a standing start, and, inci

dently, smothered the aspirations of Earl

Kiser, who for a short time had usurped the

title of "King," which had been Oldfield's by

popular acclaim.

Four thousand spectators turned out to wit

ness the battle between Oldfield and Kiser,

and they viewed with impatience the other

contests which were run off between the two

heats of the big match race. When the

time arrived for the first heat of the match

there was a lengthy discussion over the rules.

It had been the general understanding that

flying starts were to be used in all of the

heats, but the racing committee had stipu

iated that one of the heats should be run

from a standing start. It was decided to

have the first heat, at ten miles, from a

standing start, and the second, at five miles,

with a flying start. ‘

When the starting pistol was fired Old

field’s green machine jumped to the front

and was at the quarter pole before Kiser

could get the Bullet fairly under way. The

track was fast, but rain had cut ridges in it

in some places, and Oldfield‘s light car

swerved on the turns, though the heavier

Bullet was not troubled in that way. Kiser

did not seem able to get the big Winton

racer working properly, while Oldfield had

no trouble with his new machine at all. Old

field increased his lead with every mile, and

won by almost seven-eighths of a mile.

The times for the ten miles 'was 92171-5,

which is 48 4-5 seconds faster than the 'for

mer record, which was made by Charles

Gorndt in the Winton Bullet No. 3 at the

same track last August.

covered in 1:07 2-5, but the slowest mile

after that was made in less than 56 seconds.

The mile times were as follows: 1:07 2-5,

0:53 4-5, 0:53 3-5, 0:54 2-5, 0:55, 0:54 4-5,

0:54 1-5, 0:55 3-5, 0:53 3-5 and 0:54 4-5.

Oldfield's easy victory in the ten mile heat

made him the favorite for the five-mile event,

though both drivers were cheered heartily

when they came out for the second heat.

They rode slowly to the three-quarter pole,

where they both put on speed and crossed

the line well together. As they crossed the

line and the starting pistol was fired, Oldfield

again jumped into the lead, and at half a

mile was more than thirty yards ahead. He

kept on widening the gap between himself

and Kiser, and at the end of five miles had

a lead of a quarter of a mile.

The first mile was.

Aside from the due] of the “Monarchs of

Motoring,” Wehb Jay, and his White steamer

furnished the most excitement of the day

by emerging victorious in two races. Nor

did Jay meet foemen in any way unworthy

of his "steam," for in the first event he van

quished two cars of 24 horsepower and he

took the handicap from five opponents,

The first event to be decided was a five-mile

race for cars with not more than 24 horse

power, to be run with road equipment.

‘though no passengers Were carried. Webb

Jay, in his White, was opposed by two 24

horsepower Peerless cars, driven by George

E. Turner, of Pittsburg, and E. S. George,

of Detroit. Turner took the lead at the start

and kept it for the first two miles. When

passing the grandstand, at the end of the

third mile, Jay put on more power, and

passed Turner, taking the pole at the quar

ter mark. Turner passed the \Vhite in the

next mile and secured the pole again, but

Jay took the lead on the backstretch of the

last mile and won easily.

The five-mile handicap provided the most

exciting competition of the day. In it were

Charles Gorndt, with the Winton Baby Bul

let at scratch; Carl Fisher, with the Premier

Comet, who had received a handicap of 10

seconds but refused it and started from

scratch with Gorndt; Joseph Tracy, with the

Royal racer, 5 seconds; George E. Tamer,

Peerless, 20 seconds; Webb Jay, White

steamer, 20 seconds, and E. S. George, Peer

less, 35 seconds. After the first mile Jay

was never in danger, though Turner gave

him a good race. Fisher gave a fine exhi

bition with the Premier Comet, and, though

he defeated Gorndt, the other scratch man,

and George, the limit man, he finished-fourth,

Tracy and Turner defeating him, in addition

to Jay. It was so late when the regular

races were finished that the record trials

were called off, though Carl Fisher drove one

'mlle in the Comet in 1:01.

Summaries:

Five miles, 24 horsepower cars, road equip

ment without passengers—Won by Webb

Jay (White); George E. Turner (Peerless),

second; E. S. ueorge (Peerless), third. Time,

6:361-5.

Ten-mile match between Barney Oldfield

(Peeriess'Green Dragon) and Earl Klser

(Winton Bullet No. 2); standing start—Won

by Oldfield. Time, 9:17 1-5. Time by miles,

1:07 2-5, 2:011-5, 2:04 4-5, 3:491-5, 4:441-5,

5:39, 6:331-5, 7:284-5, 8:22 2-5 and 92171-5.

Kiser's time, 10:12 2-5.

Five-mile open, stock cars stripped, 35

horsepower and under—Won by Barman

(Peerless); Joseph Tracy (Royal), second;

Webb Jay (White), third. Time, 5:37 3-5.

FIVe-mile handicap—Won by Webb Jay

(White), 20 second; George E. Turner (Peer

less), 20 seconds, second; Joseph Tracy

(Royal), 5 seconds, third. Carl G. Fisher

(Premier Comet), scratch, fourth; E. S.

George (Peerless). 35 seconds, fifth; Charles

Gorndt (Winton Bullet No. 3), scratch, sixth.

Time, 5:40 2-5.

Five-mile match between Barney Oldfield

(Peerless Green Draogn) and Earl Klser

(Winton Bullet No. 2); flying start—Won by

Oldfield. Time, 4:43 3-5. Kiser’s time,

4:59 2-5.

OLDFIELD RETAINS HIS SCALP

Reprimand will be Extreme Penalty Imposed for

Duplicate Race Meet Entry.

Coming hot foot from Chicago last Week,

determined to rest only after the racing

board of the A. A. A. bad dealt out sum

mary punishment to Barney Oldfield for his

alleged breach of faith in not appearing at

the Windy City meet on October 1, President

John Farson of the Chicago Automobile Club

departed last week in a chastened, even

amiable, mood. He did not carry Oldfield‘s

scalp back with him, and yet he was pla

cated and almost ready to forgive the lapse

of Oldfield so bitterly complained of only a

short time before.

The change was brought about by inter

views with Chairman A. R. Pardlngton and

a calm and dispassionate examination of the

evidence in the case. This showed that Old

field was not to blame; or, if to blame at all,

so little that his lapse was overshadowed by

that of the racing board. The latter pleaded

guilty to the charge of mixing dates and of

having unwittingly granting conflicting sanc

tions to the Chicago and Pittsburg clubs. The

mix-up occurred through the enormous press

are of work thrown on Chairman Pardlng

ton's oflice by the Vanderbilt Cup race. The

mass of detail work entailed by that event

was enormous, and during the trying time of

dispatching it the sanction imbroglio oc

curred. By a curious coincidence a similar

mix-up occurred between Oldfield and the

Pittsburg promotors. A contract to appear

at the Smoky City had been made in the

summer, and while the dates were shifted

around Oldfield's manager, not knowing that

the same dates had been giVen to both cities,

signed his principal to appear at Chicago.

When it was seen that both meets would oc

cur on the same day, and that only one of the

two contracts could be lived up to, Oldfield

decided to honor the older one by riding at

Pittsburg.

To a Motor World man on Tuesday Chair

man Pardlngton explained the situation.

"We got together last week, Presidents

Temple of the Pittsburg club and Farson of

the Chicago club, and myself, and thrashed

the matter out thoroughly. Both gentlemen

appreciated the strain and stress under which

the racing board had been working, and

evinced a disposition to make allowances and

concessions. No official decision has yet

been reached by the board, but there is every

reason to believe that no drastic action will

be taken. Oldfield and his manager appear

to have acted without keeping in as close

touch with each other as they should. That

is really the extent of their transgression."

As a result of the canvass of the member

ship, there will be no fall tour of the Auto

mobile Club of America; the opinions re

ceived made plain that there was no demand

and little desire for anything of the sort.
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AT CLEVELAND (OHIO) MEET, OCT. 15.

Five miles for cars up to 24 H. P.——W0n by l0 H. P. White steam car;

time 6:36 1-5.

Ten miles match race—Won by Peerless Green Dragon; time 9:17 1-5—

World’s Record.

Five miles for cars up to 35 H. P.—W0n by 24 H. P. Peerless; time

5:37 3-5.

Five miles handicap, open—Won by 10 H. P. White; time 5:40 2-5.

Five miles match race—Won by Peerless Green Dragon; time 4:43 3-5.

CLEAN SWEEP AT CLEVELAND

6 8b 1 Thread Fabric Tire Wins Every Event

 

  

Whv the New G 8: .1 Tire is Fast.

The fabric used in this tire is woven with very strong threads running in one direction, with very light, soft

cross threads about an inch apart. In building the tire, the several layers of fabric are placed on the bias, with

rubber between each and every layer. The cross threads are made as light and as soft as possible, as their whole

purpose is to hold the fabric in proper position until the tire is built. These cross threads have no strength

whatever. The rubber between each layer forms a cell about each of the strong threads in such a way that when

the tire is completed there is not one thread touching, or in any way chafing against any other thread, and each

and every thread bears its full amount of the inflation strain. Where what is termed “ square woven fabric " is

used, the threads in each direction being of equal strength, there must necessarily be considerable friction at each

point where one thread crosses the other, and in fast driving this constant friction develops considerable heat.

With our new construction, there is no heat whatever developed except what is generated from contact between the

rubber surface of the tire and the road ; there is no internal heat. The heating of tires has been the most serious

problem in tire construction. It has been one point which tire makers have heretofore been unable to overcome.

The heating of the tires causes the rubber to degenerate, and to eventually disintegrate.

Our new tire is far speedier than any tire ever before used, and the exhaustive tests which we have made have

proven that the tires are more durable than any ever before used. We feel that this new construction means a

long stride in the direction of reducing the trouble and expense of tire equipment to lowest possible point.

Trade Mark.

GameCo.
Main Office and Factory,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 _ __.__.:.J't
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HUNTING BROUGHT UP TO DATE

Massachusetts Sportsmen Construct a Car in

Which to Live While Seeking Game.

With a specially constructed body mounted

on. the chassis of a 16 horsepower automo

bile, Freeman N. Young, of Arlington, and

Roy A. Faye and Dr. Albert H. Tuttle, of

Cambridge, Mass, have begun a fifteen day

hunting trip through New Hampshire and

Maine. Upon the chassis Young and Faye

have built a strong frame of wood, braced

with steel rods, sixteen feet long, four feet

ten inches wide and six feet high. For about

four feet from the flooring the sides and part

of the rear end are sheathed and painted

terra cotta and then varnished. The roof is

of waterproof carriage leather, and extends

over the entire frame, the hood in front

reaching a fool. beyond the front wheels.

Hung from the frame, about three feet be

low the roof, is a 4x6 foot spring bed. The

seat in front will accommodate three, and

the bed may be reached from front or rear.

Just in front of the steering gear is a cur

tain, which may be rolled down. A similar

curtain at the rear converts the body of the

vehicle into a cosy rooln, which is lighted

by an incandescent eicetric light, the power

being furnished by storage batteries.

Under the bed is a space three feet high,

seven feet long and four feet ten inches wide.

in which are stored an aluminum camp out~

fit, clothing, gasolene and pronsions. There

is also an electric heater, which may be used

as a radiator to heat soldering lions or for

cooking purposes in case of emergency.

It is the intention of me party to run night

and day, one managing the mach.ne Wh.lc

the other two sleep. As they travel they

will select spots for camping when the roads

are muddy. Meals will be obtained at farm

houses and hotels, or, when desired, can be

prepared in the automobile. \Vhile the

weight of the car is a little more than that

of the regular“ body, no difficulty is expected

in maintaining the speed of the car if the

tires withstand the extra strain.

 

How to Detect Fake Platinum.

The principal metal used in the adultera

tion of platinum is silver, which does not

alter its color, and even in the proportion of

three parts of silver to one of platinum will

stand the test of strong nitric acid it used

cold. The only way of testing platinum is

that which is used by refiners, i. 9., boiling

in strong nitric acid. Any one can do this

by purchasing a small glass test tube. It

the color of the acid is green after the boil

ing process it indicates copper as part of the

alloy; the presence of silver is easily ascer

tained by putting common salt in the acid

when cool. This throws down the silver in

white flakes as chloride of silver.

Locomobile Used by the New York Fire Department.

 
   

i
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Buying Cars for Japan's Army?

S. Ublkata. of Toronto, representing K.

Ishikwa, ot‘ Yokohama, Japan, last week

completed purchases which he has been mak

ing in this country for his principals. K.

lshiku'n is an old established house, which

for years was a liirge buyer of American bi

cycles, and of late it has turned its attention

to automobiles. The latter are too expensive

to be sold extensively in Japan, but a very

fair trade in them is being built up.

That the war has not curtailed his pur

chases to any great extent was made plain

by Ublkata’s guarded remarks made upon

leaving Toledo last week.

“Have I been buying motor vehicles for

the Japanese governmcnt or for the use of

the govcrmncnt in the present war?" he re

peated. “Now, that is hardly a fair question

to ask, and certainly I cannot answer it.

The goods are bought here and sent to Ishi

knwa, at Yokohama. and there they are dis

posed of to those wishing to buy. I can say.

though. that the war has not affected our

busincss to any serious cxtcnt."

Motor Cars for Big Railroad.

'l‘he ITnion Pacific Railroad has been con

verted to the use of the gasolene motor, and,

according to a dispatch from Omaha, orders

have been placed for the construction of sev

eral cars for use on the local lines in N0

braska. The cars arc to have a speed of

sixty miles an hour. and will be large enough

to carry thirty passengers.

 

During the period from August 11, 1903.

until June 30 last, 832 persons in \Vnshing

ton. D. (‘., were granted permits to operate

motor vehicles in the District.
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FOR FRIGHTENED HORSES

Owners of Automobile Held Responsible but

Appeal is Lodged and Fight is on.

A pretty thorough ventilation of the rights

of self-propelled and horse-drawn vehicles,

and the liability for damages incurred by one

or the other, is likely to be the outcome of a

suit now in litigation in the Hartford (Conn)

courts, which Is to be carried up to the Sn

preme Court of that State.

It appears that on August 3, 1901, while

an automobile belonging to the Hartford

Electric Light Company was being driven

through Trumbull street, a pair of horses be

longing to the Trout Brook Ice and Feed

Company was standing in the street. The

horses took fright at the automobile. They

ran away and were injured. The company

sued the Electric Light Company for dam

ages, and Judge Coats, in the Court of Com

mon Pleas, awarded the plaintiff damages of

$325. The Electric Light Company took an

appeal to the Supreme Court, and the appeal

was argued in the session of the court last

week.

On the trial before Judge Coats, it ap

peared that the horses were left unhitched

and unattended by the driver of the team

and the lawyers for the Electric Light Com

pany claimed that this act on the part of the

driver constituted negligence directly con

tributory to the injury of the horses, but

Judge Coats overruled the claim.

It further appeared on the trial before

Judge Coats that at the time the horses took

fright the automobile was being driven by

Walter S. Swindell, an employe of the Hart

ford Electric Company, who at the time was

going home to supper, and the Electric Light

Company claimed he was not then in its cm

ploy in the relation of servant to master. It

peared that it was the duty of Maurice Cav

anaugh, another employe of the company, to

take the automobile to the power station on

Kinsley street to have it charged. Swindell

lived near the power station, and Judge

Coats found from the evidence that Swindell

often, at the request of Cavanaugh, drove

the automobile to the station, and that he

was in the habit of doing so was known to

the company. The Electric Light Company

further claimed that at the time of the run

away owindell had not been created the

agent of the Electric Light Company to take

the automobile to the station, and that in

stead of performing the duty of the master,

he with two other employes of the company

was taking a pleasure ride.

Judge Coats held that Swindell was acting

in the service of the Electric Light Company

at the time the horses took fright, and gave

judgment for the ice company. The ques

tions of law outlined and other questions

formed the basis of the company’s appeal.

The Allegheny County Light Co., Alle

gheny, Pa., has purchased a 10-horsepower

White touring car, and will use it in trav

elling from one plant to another on inspection

trips.

Panded for the “ Drummers."

An automobile parade was held in-connec

tion with the United States Commercial Trav

ellers‘ Exposition at Boston last Saturday.

Machines of all sorts took part, although the

short notice on which the parade was or

ganized was responsible for the small num

ber of competitors. The parade was re

viewed by Governor Bates and staff, and also

by Mayor Collins.

The prizes were awarded as follows: Gold

cup for largest number of entries by one

manufacturer, White Sewing Machine Com

pany; gold and silver cup for the best dis

play by any one manufacturer, Pope Manu

facturing Company; gold and silver cup for

most original feature, a Winton car contain

ing a yak and a leopard from the Jungle at

the exposition; silver cup for best decorated

touring car, Park Square Automobile Station;

silver cup for the best decorated runabout,

Rambler.

Motorphobes Show Their Teeth

Not deterred apparently by the farcical nat

ure of their attempt to block the Vanderbilt

(Yup race, the People‘s Protective Associa

tion, composed of residents of Nassau County,

L. I., at a meeting held last week, decided to

enter the political arena and thus wreak

their spite on the officials who opposed them

in that matter. They adopted the following

resolution:

“Resolved, That the members of the Peo

ple‘s Protective Association will do all in

their power to defeat the election of the

present District Attorney for county judge:

and also the members of the Board of Super

visors, should the lattcr come forward for re—

nomination.”

The friends of the oflicials named assert

that they will see that the efforts of the as

sociation come to naught.

 

Harkness ll Finally Suspended.

Harry S. Harkness has been indefinitely

suspended by the board of directors of the

Automobile Club of America, the specific of

fense being his record breaking trip from

Boston to New York on June 19 last. His

run was made on a Sunday, and his time for

the 245 miles was 6:55:00. One of the offi

cers of the club said that the action had been

taken by the directors in keeping faith with

the legislators to whom the club had pledged

itself to do its part to prevent the violation

of speed laws.

 

Scarritt Declines Re-election.

Winthrop E. Scarritt, president of the Au

tomobile Club of America, has announced

that he cannot be a candidate for re-election

owing to the demands upon his time of his

private business. Though the present one is

his first term as the head of the organiza

tion, many of the club members had hoped

that he would allow himself to be nominated

for another year. James B. Dill, the well

known corporation attorney, has been men

tioned as his successor.

ITS BACKBONE WEAKENS

Untrue to “I Will" Spirit Chicago Club Sur

renders—Only Three Members Resolute.

 

It transpires that the action of the weak

kneed members of the Chicago Automobile

Club—who appear to constitute a majority of

that organization—in making their peace

with the Windy City authorities was taken

in the absence of President John Farson, who

was in this city attending the Vanderbilt Cup

race. Knowing well that Farson, the man

with both backbone and brain, was unalter

ably and vehemently opposed to uncondi

tional submission—or submission of any kind

—they seized the moment when he was out

of town to make terms with the enemy. In

fact, the flabby ones literally tumbled over

each other in their eagerness to sign a pledge

In which they agreed to henceforth be good

and wear the much contemned numbers. The

pledge referred to was drawn in a hurry.

Secretary Sidney C. Gorham of the Chicago

club is the man who led the revolt against

Farson. He recommended compromise,

stated that a majority of the club was back

of him, and promised that the club would

make formal submission.

So it proved. When the directors met Far

son and F. X. Mudd were the only members

who held out against surrender. Both men

stood by their guns to the last. Farson re

corded his vote against surrender and then

departed for St. Louis before the club meet

ing was held. Mudd, however, was even

gamer, for he appeared at the meeting and

spoke vigorously against withdrawing from

the contest; in this stand he had one lone

supporter, viz., A. E. Tripp, who also went

on record against surrender.

With these exceptions, the 150 members

present voted solidly to kotow to the city

officials. No official action was taken an

thorizing the withdrawal of the pending in

junction suit, (but the members who were

made parties to the bill were given permis

sion to obey the ordinance by affixing tags to

their machines.

Resolutions were adopted, after a long pre~

amble, asserting that the club finds that

“adoption of numbers and compliance with

the terms of the numbering ordinance is ex

pedient and advisable for the purpose of sup—

pressing reckless driving and an unreason

able use of the streets of Chicago by irre

sponsible and inconsiderate automobilists."

With the club virtually abandoning the suit

by agreeing to use the numbers, City Elec

trician Ellicott now will devise some other

means of stopping scorching than by arrest

ing drivers of all untagged machines as they

enter the parks. He has the use of fifty au

tomobiles pledged by the club, and he expects

to make a sudden sortie on reckless drivers

with a squadron of specially picked police

men, equippcd with stop watches,

The club ended its session by deciding on

a campaign with a view to increasing the

speed limit and defeating the licensing ordi

nance.
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THERY ON ROAD RACING

Visiting French Crack Delivers Himself of Some

Interesting Ideas and Opinions

 

Leon Thery, winner of -the James Gordon

Bennett Cup 1904 race in Germany, and

George Cailols, who was fifth in the French

elimination trials for the James Gordon Ben

nett race this year and winner of the Gallion

hill climb in 1902, were the guests of honor

last Tuesday night at the Automobile Club of

America, when the subject, “Automobile Rac

ing in Europe,” was discussed. Thery does

not speak English. but his companion can ex

press himself very well, and acted as in

terpreter for his more famous friend. The

pair arrived in this country on La Lorraine

last Friday, Thery coming here for the pur

pose of challenging the winner of the Van

derbilt race. Neither made a set speech, the

information they gave being called out by

questions from members of the club.

In contrasting the course over which the

Vanderbilt race~was run with the one over

which Thery raced to victory in Germany

this year, the Frenchmen declared that the

American course is much easier than the one

in Germany. The Long Island course is al

most flbsolutely flat, while the one in Ger

many has three bad hills in each of the nine

ty-mile circuits. In another respect was the

Long Island course easier than the German

one, in that there are many straight stretches

in the thirty-mile circuit, ‘Willle straightaways

were rare and of short length in this year‘s

international cup race. They gave as their

opinion that a careful manufacturer would

construct entirely different cars.for races over

i the two courses.

In the Vanderbilt Cup race the contestants

had but three had turns in each circuit, and

they were all in the same general direction,

while in the other big race turns of many

diflerent kinds and angles were constantly

encountered. They said the diflerence could

be best shown by saying that in the Vander

bilt race but two speeds need be used in

gearing a car, while on the German course

three or four speeds were absolutely neces

sary. The three worst hills in the German

course were all encountered as controls were

left, and it was necessary to set the brakes

to avoid running backward while awaiting

tne timekeeper’s word to start again. The

three had bills had grades of 15 per cent,

and it was necessary to use the second speed

in climbing to the tops of them. Even with

the second speed the car would attain a rate

of eighty kilometres an hour.

Thery said he would prefer to have long

distance races run without controls. In an

swer to an inquiry if such contests would

not be too hard on the drivers, he said that

he thought such events were easier for the

contestants than ones in which there were

many controls.

When asked it he ever feared for his life,

Thery smiled tor the first time during the

lnqulsltion, shrugged his shoulders and said

he never thought of it. To be a successml

racing man, he said that one must drive as

though he were the only man in the race.

The others should never be thought of, as

the more cool you were so much were your

chances of winning multiplied. A racing

man should give his entire thought to his car

and only consider how he may obtain the

most speed from it. If a driver fears he

will be injured, he should never do any rac

ing at all. As to danger from punctures or

bursting tires, Thery did not seem to think

much about it. The only chance for an in

jury, he declared, was if a tire were to ex~

plode when a car was rounding a turn at a

high rate of speed. If such an accident

were to happen on a straightaway road there

would be no danger to a good driver.

The practice of allowing so many entries

on a short course of thirty miles is a danger

ous one, Thery thinks. He says that only

expert racing men should be allowed in such

contests. He pointed out that in the races

for the international cup only three drivers

from each country were allowed, which as

sured the presence of experts. In Europe

this year three big road races have been run

and no one has been killed. If there are

twenty-five or thirty cars in next year‘s Van

derblle Cup race, a longer course than thirty

miles will be absolutely necessary if acci

dents are to be avoided. Sufiicient intervals

should be allowed between the cars at the

start, and five-minute intervals are better

than intervals of but two minutes.

Thery said that it was no longer necessary

for the mecanicien to hang out from the side

of a car as corners were rounded, as the

centre of gravity in modern racing cars is so

low. Where formerly only the wheels on

one side would be touching the ground when

rounding corners at high speed, now all four

wheels stay on the road. The main thing

is to reduce the speed low enough that the

corners may be rounded without skidding

to avoid the great wear and tear on the tires

when skidding. The limitations of tires were

responsible for placing the weight limit of

cars at 2,204 pounds, because if the racing

machines were made any heavier no tires

could be made that would stand the strain.

If makers were allowed to increase the

weight as they pleased, the result would be a

lot of “monsters,” as Cailols called them,

that would be only good for racing.

Thery is a powerfully built man of appar

ently twenty-five years. He has about as

much of the proverbial French excitability

as an ordinary cigar store wooden Indian. In

a crowd he might be picked out as a centre

rush on a college football team were it not

for the small mustache he wears. He rarely

smiles, but has a very pleasant expression.

Cailols is also a finely built man, and might

be a model for a statue of a gladiator. In

fact, both of them furnish strong evidence

that all Frenchmen are not the puny creat

ures that so many writers would have us be

lieve. They must return to France for the

Paris show in December, but both of them

hope to come back here in time to try for rec

ords on Ormonde Beach.

Thery has asked Manager Alfred Reeves

of the Empire City track to give him an op

portunity to meet some of the American

drivers of racing cars. Both Thery and Cal

ls“ had expected to give exhibitions at

Brighton Beach on Saturday, but their racing

machines will not arrive in this country in

time for the race. Mr. Reeves told Thery

that he would put on a series of races at

the Empire City course on Election Day,

November 8.

Dourdan’s Much Diminished Glory.

Gone are the glories of the annual Dourdan

record meet, its sensational speed flights a

thing of the past. Time was when Dourdan

was a name to conjure with, but the trials

held there early this month attracted little

attention, and the only additions to the rec

ord table were made in ,two motorcycle

events.

After being postponed, the trials were held

on Monday, October 3, on the famous Dour

dan road, near Paris. The course was not

in very good condition, and the best that the

heavy racing cars—650 to 1,000 kilograms

—could do was 0:251-5 for the flying kilo

metre and 052% for the standing mile. Both

these performances were made by Barns,

who drove a Darracq car. The existing kilo

metre record ls 0:21 3-5, made by Rigolly in

a Gobron Brille car.

The motorcycle records referred to were

both made by Letranchi, in the class for ma

chines under fifty kilograms. He reduced

the flying kilometre record to 0:29 1-5, and the

standing mile to 0:57 4-5.

 

New Body for the Noblemin.

There has been designed by the Paris firm

of Killner for an English nobleman a body

which is described as a triumph of the coach

maker's art, as well as a type that'is ex

pected to meet with great popular favor dur

ing 1905;

it is a double phaeton “Roi des Belges" in

form, though it possesses distinctive features

of its own, principally in the shape of the

side doors and back. It is painted white, and

the inside cushions are covered with leather

'tinted electric blue. There is a removable

hood, with side flaps, so that the benefits of

a closed “voiture” may practically be ob

talncd in a few moments.

" Twins" and " Triplets " in Tires.

One of the principal reasons why even solid

rubber tires have proved unsatisfactory when

fitted to vehicles carrying heavy loads was

the rolling motion that set up with the prog

ress of the vehicle, and especially in making

turns. To eradicate this fault an English

maker has introduced twin tires; the bulk

of rubber in each tire is reduced, therefore

the tendency to roll on the tire is less, and

side slip is checked in its initial stages by

the edges of the two tires instead of one.

He has recently gone further and recom

mended and introduced triplet tires as being

more economical than twins.
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When the Battery isllDying.

One of the most misleading and unaccount

able faults which may happen, and which the

novice may encounter on the road and have

trouble in locating, is that due to using a

battery which is almost exhausted. Such

a battery will gch just sufficient current to

enable the motor to be started readily, and

will run it without misflrlng, but immediately

the engine is put to drive the car by letting

in the clutch, the engine slows down and

stops. On fitting a newly charged battery

the trouble is at once remedied. The cause

of stoppage very much resembles that

caused by failure, temporarily or otherwise,

of the gasolene supply to the carburetter,

only in this latter case some popping in the

carburetter will be heard before the engine

finally stops. -

Believe: in the Front Drive.

Another believer in the theory that front

driven cars are less liable to side slip than

the regulation rear driven type is the Mar

quis de Chasseloup-Lanbat, the well known

French motorist. He also says that when

completely locking the wheels the tendency

to side slip is more considerable than when

they are only partially locked. It is, he

says. a grave error in driving to completely

lock the wheels, even if it is a question of

stopping as rapidly as possible.

 

I". P. Wonson, of Gloucester, Mass, will

erect a building to be used as a garage, and

equip it to repair and store automobiles.

The Value of the Sponge.

A good sponge, like a good brush, has a

value to the carriage painter unexplained by

the price paid for it. Nevertheless, a really

good sponge has been an exceedingly difll

cult item of paint shop supplies to obtain

during the last eighteen months. The com

plaint has been universal the country over.

and the class of sponges reaching the aver

age paint shop at a price per pound of not

less than $1.50 has been of a quality to make

a righteous man grieve. The carriage painter

may not be deeply interested in ascertain

ing from whence the sponge supply is ob

tained, but of all men he is instantly alive,

or should be, to the importance of carrying

in stock sponges suited to his work.

A soft, tieecy wool or velvet sponge, tough

and strong in texture, with a generous water

carrying capacity, and quite free of minute

shells and foreign accumulations, is the de

sired quality for carriage work. At a con

siderable advance in price, such sponges are

the most economical to buy. All sponges

should, as a matter of preservation and in

creased usefulness, be kept in dustproof

compartments, and after use they should be

thoroughly washed before laying away.

Some glues hear more water than others.

Those glues which absorb most water are

the best and make the very best glue joints.

For glue to be at its very best, it is neces

sary that it should penetrate the pores of

the wood, the more penetration the more

substantial the joints.

Lubrication of the Crank Case.

After every five hundred miles of running

it is advisable to examine the state of the

crank chamber. if the oil in it is thick it

should be drained off. It need not be thrown

away, but if carefully filtered it can be used

for filling axle boxes and large bearings. It

must not be used again in the engine.

It is an excellent plan to fill up the crank

chamber to the normal level with kerosene,

run the motor for a few minutes and drain

ofl. Kerosene will thoroughly clean out all

the bearings. Generally speaking, the oil in

the crank chamber should reach just above

the lower nut securing the big end bearing.

Before filling up the crank chamber with

fresh oll, let the kerosene thoroughly drain

out. -

 

Advance of the Bucket Seat.

Even carriage makers, who are not inclined

to look with partial eye upon automobile in

novations, commend the bucket seat. Un

known to the carriage trade. it early made

its appearance on automobiles, and while at

first designed for racing cars, it soon found

a place on touring cars and even runabouts.

Snugly cnsconsced in its capacious depths a

driver may devote himself to the task of

piloting his car without giving a thought to

the security of his seat. His vl-a-vls—lf he

has one—never crowds him, nor does the ab

sence of one affect him.

 

  

Second mile, - - -

Third “ - - -

Fourth “ - - -

Fifth “ - - -

First mile (standing start), 1.67 2-5

fast cars faster.

6&JIIRIE C0. momlvnrous, mo.

ThaiWunderiulWurld’sEclipsingFlighi
of Gldi‘ield in the Peerless Green Dragon at Gleveland,

Get. 15th, was achieved with the aid of

G & .l THREAD FABRIG TIRES

Ten Miles in 9 min., 17 i=5 sec.
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Ninth ~ “

Tenth “

.53 4-5

.53 3.5

.511 2.5

.55

G & .l THREAD FABRIC? TlRES make slow cars

Results prove it.
 

Sixth mile,

 

 

.54 4-5
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TO ENCOURAGE TOURING CARS

French Promoters Grow Wise and Hedge Hill

Climbing Contests With Restrictions.

 

 

Two great French hill climbing automobile

races have yet to be run—Thierry and Gail

lon—before the close of the season. Contrary

to precedent. these trials will not this year

be open to tourist and speed cars simultane

With the fast cars of to-day the hill

of Chateau-Thierry would be dangerous and

almost impossible, so that it has been de

cided to restrict the Chateau-Thierry race to

touring cars, and the Gaillon to the speed

tests. The Gaillou is a fine straight line,

with no dangerous turniugs like that oi‘

Chateau-Thierry.

The touring car race at Chateau-Thierry—

a mile race—will take place on October 23.

The motor cars will be classified according

to the price of the chassis. First, open bodies;

second, bodies completely covered. The price

classification of the cars will be as fOIIQWs:

1, chassis of less than £160; 2, chassis of

less than £320; 3, chassis of less than £430;

4, chassis of less than £720; 5, chassis of less

than £1,000; 6, chassis of less than £1,400; 7,

chassis of more than £1,400.

The organizers, wishing to make of this a

practical race, will thoroughly examine the

competing vehicles to insure that real tour

ist cars are presented, and not racing cars

rigged up with a more or less comfortable

body. Each competitor must also produce a

certificate from the maker certifying the cyl

inder capacity of the car and that it con

forms with the commercial pattern. _ The

maker will bind himself to sell similar cars

at the same price. Under these circum

stances it will be impossible to present a 40

horsepower as a 24 horsepower.

Lastly, in order to encourage the production

of real touring cars, a committee will, be

fore the race, award a special priZe to the

car which in each class appears to them to

present the finest eflect, both from the point

of view of comfort and elegance. This priZe

will only be awarded if a winning car is

classed in one of the categories.

ously.

Obie‘cting to Spiked Tires.

The Board of Freeholders of Somerset

County, N. J., will make an effort to have

the next legislature enact more stringent

laws for the regulatipn of automobiles on

county roads. Complaints are reaching the

Freeholders from all parts of the county

that the macadam roads are being injured by

the armored tires that are now being used on

a number of the big cars. These tires, which

are warranted not to slip, have steel spikes

fastened to a heavy leather strap, which is

vulcanized on the face of a rubber tire.

When travelling at a high rate of speed these

machines tear up the macadam roads. A

number of roads in Bernardsville have been

seriously injured, and it is presumed that

the wealthy colony there has adopted the ar

mored tires.

Adds Course of Automobile Study.

Au automobile course of study has been es

tablished by the Cleveland (0.) Young Men's

Christian Association. This course has been

added to the scholar's curriculum on account

of the success attained and the interest

shown in the series of eight lectures given

by the association last spring.

It is the. object of the course to give a

great deal of practical work in the way of

assembling, repair work, and actual road

practice. The elementary work will consist

in the theory of the one, two and four cyl

inder, the carburetter, igniter trainsiiiissizin.

gear and other accessory parts of the auto

mobile. At different stages in the explana

tion of these parts. demonstrations will be

involved. The. advance work will be for ma

chinists and draughtsmcn who wish to study

the construction and repair of machines.

Lectures will be given at the Y. M. C. A.

building, while the practical work will be

done at the Automobile Garage and Repair

t‘ompany‘s, No. 404 Huron street.

Springfield Arranges for Instruction.

For the benefit and instruction of members

of the Springfield (Mass) Automobile Club, a

series of meetings has been arranged, cover

ing the details of construction of all stand

ard makes of automobiles. The Knox Auto

mobile Company has offered the use'of its

factory for an evening, and competent men

to explain the construction of the different

parts. The Springfield Automobile Company

will also throw open its show for one night

to allow the members to thoroughly inspect

the Locomo‘hlle touring cars. A. A. Geisel

will entertain the club in his automobile

headquarters in Dnght street and show the

Winton and Cadillac machines and Whitten

& Clark will show the Oldsmobile and

Autocar.

It is hoped to give the members a thorough

working knowledge of automobile construc

tion in these informal meetings.

Declares Six Mile Limit Unconstitutional.

Judge 0. E. Heard, of Sterling, Ill., sitting

in the Circuit Court, has declared a Dixon,

11]., city ordinance limiting the speed of an

tomobiles to six miles an hour invalid and

unconstitutional, and reversed a police court

decision fining a speeding chauffeur $20. He

declared the law void because unreasonable

and oppressive, tending to create a monop

oly in favor of means of travel. He intimated

that an ordinance making the limit greater

would be valid.

' Detroit’s Class Studies Steam.

Steam power for automobiles, with a

White car as a model. was discussed at the

last meeting of the Detroit (Mich) Y. M. C.

A. automobile instruction class. Instructor

E. J. Stoddard described the. working parts

of this car as well as the principle of opera

tion. Up to this time very little has been

told of the steam machine in the class, the

greater part of the study being given up to

gasolene cars.

’chestra to Tilton, Bristol.

FOR VON HERKOMER’S CUP

Competition Postponed Until Next Year—Artist

Donor With Paint Each Winner in Oil.

 

 

Gold and glory in almost equal portions

will be the reward of the winner of the von

Herkomer Cup, which will be competed for

next year for the first time. The cup itself

will he chased by Hubert von Ilcrkomer, the

celebrated artist, while its winner will be

honored by the donor of the cup, who will

paint his portrait in oil. As von Herkomer

portraits are worth $20,000, this souvenir will

possess rare value.

The von Herkomer Cup is offered as a

prize in an international competition for

touring cars. It was originally intended to

inaugurate these competitions this year, but,

owing to the lack of time for arranging the

preliminaries it was put over until next

year. The cup is to be worked in silver and

enamel by the artist's own hands, and not

only will have a high material worth, but

will also be a highly valuable piece of art.

The prize cannot be competed for more

than five times. Those winners who lose the

prize again will receive special prizes. such

as, for example, a special prize which has

been offered by Dr. Magin, of Paris, worth

M. 2,000 ($1,000).

The first competition will take place in

Munich.

The Mayor's Heart-to-tieart Talk.

Mayor Raymond of Aurora, 111., has adopt

ed an unusual way of enforcing the ordi

nance in that city regulating the speed of

automobiles. He recently called all the own

ers of these machines to his office for a gen

eral conference, and had a heart~to~heart talk

with them regarding the law. The Mayor

impressed upon his visitors the fact that the

ordinances would be strictly enforced, and

before the talk had ended had created a pro

found impression in them inds of his hearers.

 

 

The Up-to-date Orchestra.

Franklin, N. H.. has an orchestra which

travels from town to town in an automobile.

The car is owned by and operated by Brad

bury M. Prescott, in, the director of the or

chestra. It is a fast running vehicle, and has

repeatedly carried the five men lot the on

Boscawen and

other places, in what would seem lightning»

like rapidity, when compared with the com

mon methods of transportation over these

highways.

Malone Sets Absurd Limit.

The village trustees of Malone, N. Y. have

an ordinance restricting the speed of auto

mobiles in the street to six miles an hour,

and also requiring owners of automobiles

which are kept for hire to pay a license

of $10 a year and file a bond of $1,000 to

secure the village against loss on account of

claims for damages caused by automobiles.
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Oshkosh Contributes a Ruling.

An unsatisfactory ending came last week

to a case in the Oshkosh (Wis) Municipal

Court, in which the constitutionality of the

local automobile ordinance was raised. The

court failed to convict the motorist, on the

ground of insufficient evidence, but it de—

clared that the ordinance was constitutional,

and stated that it would due any offender

against whom the evidence was clear.

The case was that of the city of Oshkosh

vs. \V. J. Campbell, the latter being charged

with violation of the ordinance regulating

the speed of automobiles. The defendant

claimed that the ordinance discriminated

in that it does not provide also that horses

and carriages may not pass around corners

at a rate of more than four miles an hour.

The brief filed was exhaustive and compre

henslve.

Judge Goss, in his opinion, said that he be

lieves the ordinance is valid and does not dis

criminate, as claimed by the defence, as it

provides for the regulation of all automo

biles. There are features connected with

the operation of automobiles which do not

obtain with other vehicles. Horses do not

travel at a rate of speed from thirty to fifty

miles an hour, and the fact that bicycles and

baby buggies, as well as horses and car

riages, are not amenable to the same ordi

nance is not in itself a discrimination under

the existing conditions.

The court said that he should enforce the

ordinance, and, believing it legal, will pro

nounce sentence under it upon convictions

found in bi court.

To Institute “ Religious Crusade.”

James M. Little and J. Dwight Hogaman,

who are said to be well known evangelists,

of Toledo, Ohio, started last week on their

evangelical tour of the world, to which they

have attached the high sounding title of the

“Automobile Religious Crusade.” They be

gan their labors in St. Louis, and will tour

the Southwest,- and expect to be back in T0

ledo next June.

Their trip will really not be entitled to the

“automobile” part of its name until they

leave Toledo next summer, as until then

they will do their travelling by railroad.

Where " Slow Downs " Will 'Rule.

Chief Murphy, of Bay City, Mich., has been

instructed by the Police Commission of that

city to check reckless automobilists and

make them conform to the ordinance. The

commission adopted a resolution at its last

meeting asking the Council to amend the

present ordinance so that automobiles be

compelled to slow down to three miles an

hour when rounding corners, and that the

slowing down must be commenced one hun

dred feet from-the corners.

Queens Gets a Motor Ambulance

The Health Department of Queens Bor

ough, Greater New York, is contemplating

great distances required to be covered en

tails too much work on the horses in use at

present.

Accident Constituted “Wilful Assault."

Injuries resulting from disregard of the

laws governing the speed of automobiles

shall be sufficient ground for the recovery of

damages, according to a verdict which has

been returned by a jury in the Supreme Court

at Ballston, N. Y.

The case in point was that of Charles Clem

cut. a farmer, against Milton C. Hastings, a

chauffeur for Edward Murphy, jr. Clement

alleged that Hastings collided with his team,

that the automobile was being driven at a

reckless rate of speed, and asked that he be

awarded damages for the injuries sustained

as a result of the collision. In charging the

jury Justice Spencer said that if Hastings

was driving the machine at a rate of speed

demonstrating reckless disregard of its proper

use and was wantonly indifferent to the con

sequences that might happen to others, the

act constituted a wilful assault on Clement

and his property, and entitled him to dam

ages.

Thc jury returned a verdict awarding the

plaintiff damages in the sum of $600.

 

Here's a Deer Story.

One of the latest victims of the sustained

speed of which an automobile is capable was

a deer, which lost a long race for its life near

Willows, Cal. Two men were riding in an au

tomobile along the road near Jacinto when

they saw a deer jump over a barbed wire

fence and run along the road ahead of them.

They gave chase, and, though the deer gained

at first, it finally fell exhausted at the road

side, where it was killed by some hunters

from the next town.

And Now the ’Possum Hunt.

A ’possum and 'coon hunt by automobile is

the novel entertainment planned by the Hous

ton ('I‘ex.) Automobile Club. The hunt will

be made by starlight, the party proceeding

in automobiles to the woods near the rice

farm of one of the members. Acetylene gas

lamps taken from the automobiles will be

used to search out the toothsome animals,

and hounds will be there to run them to

earth.
 

Exacts Numbers, but No Fee.

An automobile ordinance is engaging the

attention of the Nashville (Tenn) Council.

As amended at the suggestion of the Nash

ville Automobile Club, it is a fairly innocuous

measure. No speed limit is imposed, but

each automobile is required to carry a num

ber plate bearing figures three inches high.

A penalty for non-compliance is provided.

but there is no fee imposed for registration.

 

Excludes Automobiles from Public Road.

Haughtily disdainful of constitutions and

statutes, the County Court of Grant County,

W. Va., considered the best touring county

in the State, has passed an order prohibiting

automobiles running in the county. This

action is the result of a number of accidents

because of alleged reckless automobile driv

ing. A penalty of $100 is named for viola

tion.

Arkansas Applies for an Injunction.

M. F. Collier, a prominent citizen of Para

gould, Ark., has applied to Judge Hughes,

of the circuit court, for an injunction re

straining the operation of an automobile on

the streets of that city, on the ground that

such a machine is dangerous to human life.

A horse pulling Mr. Coliier’s family surrey

was recently frightened by Eugene Smith‘s

automobile, with the result that the vehicle

was overturned and the occupants injured.

Hence the indignant Paragould man’s ac

tion.

Commenting on the application, the Little

Rock Gazette very sensibly says:

“We don't know what Judge Hughes will

do about this application, but we do know

that the automobile has come to stay and

that it is going to increase and multiply.

When bicycles were first generally ridden

horses used to get conniption tits at the sight

of them, but now a horse does not notice one

of the man-propelled things. It will be the

same way with the automobile. Horses

will frighten at them for a while, but in the

course of time this fear will be removed and

horse and automobile will travel the same

road together in peace and quiet.

“And by the time horses have gotten thor

oughly broken to automobiles the flying ma

chine may have been perfected to a point

where it can be used to frighten the animal

motors of terrestrial traffic."

 

Sacramento Wants Larger Tags.

The City Trustees of Sacramento, 0211., are

considering a plan to make all automobiles

carry large number tags so that they may be

readily identified in case of an accident. One

of the trustees is in favor of the plan, and

proposes to also make visitors secure tags

before being allowed to use the streets.

Anti-Horse Thieves Adopt a Resolution.

The National Horse Thief Detective Asso

ciation, in convention assembled recently at

Logansport, Ind., rose in all the majesty of

its many syllabied title and adopted a reso

lution authorizing its national president to

draft a law asking the Indiana Legislature to

regulate the speed of automobiles.

Bryan’s Baliwiclt Begins Legislating.

An ordinance has been introduced in the

Lincoln (Neb.) Council requiring all auto

mobiles to carry numbers, that they be re

stricted to nine miles an hour and five miles

when rounding corners, and be made to carry

lights at night and bells or horns to warn

pedestrians.

Eu Claire will be Liberal.

City Attorney Wickham of Eu Claire, Wis,

has been instructed by the council to prepare

an automobile ordinance. It is expected that

a liberal speed limit will be fixed; twelve to

fourteen miles an hour is suggested.

 

To October 1 the Connecticut Secretary of

State’s office had registered 2,406 motor ve

hlcies.
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PREPARING FOR COLD SNAPS

Some oi the Things That May Be Done to

Prevent Damage—Warming the "Stable."

Frost has already made its appearance on

several occasions, and in a very short time

freezing weather may reasonably be looked

for. Motorists should therefore be on the

lookout for sharp snaps, especially on fine,

cloudless nights. After the long spell of

warm weather such precaution might be con

sidered unnecessary, but that is where the

damage to the cylinders and radiators lies.

as one is apt to ignore the signs and tokens

of approaching severe weather.

In the cae of the more affluent motorist

who can afford to fit up the motor house with

special warming apparatus no trouble need

be feared, and in some cases a branch pipe

can be run with little expense from the green

house heating system, or a slow combustion

stove be fitted up under a galvanized iron

(over immediately outside the house, and

the flue taken through it, the products of

combustion being expelled where it passes

out at the other side‘of the building. It is

not necessary to obtain a high temperature,

for so long as it is kept two or three de

grees above freezing point there is no danger

of freezing up the water circulating system

of the car. The use of oil or gas stoves is

not to be recommended in motor houses, as

if there is any leakage of gasolene the vapor

is likely to become ignited and cause dam

age to the car and house.

Where the motor house occupies a sheltered

position, and the temperature hovers about

freezing point, a good thick sack or rug may

be thrown over the radiator and bonnet; this

will prevent a rapid fall of temperature, and

in most cases prevent the freezing up of the

radiators, although it is not absolutely in

fallible. As but a small quantity of water

is now carried in most types of cars, there

is very little trouble involved in running of!

the water every time the car is to stand for

any period, so that perfect safety is insured.

The Brazing of Joint.

There seems to be some misunderstanding

in connection with the- belief that joints

in the pipework of automobiles break at the

terminal collars, owing to neglect in anneal

ing after brazing. A brazed Joint is the soft

est place on a pipe, but it should be the

strongest provided it has been properly

brazed, and not burned by being overheated

while brazing. Another defect, and not an

uncommon one, is the unsuitable material

that is used for brazing purposes. Unfortu'

uately, the most common defect about motor

car pipework is the scarcity of practical

workmen—men who understand what a

brazen joint should be when done properly.

and that it does not require annealing.

Ninety-nine out ‘of every hundred so

called pipe braziers know very little about

a sound brazed joint on brass or cop

per pipes, let alone if the pipes are of suit

able material for brazing, and whether they

will stand the work which the joints are ex

pected to stand. Slack fitting unions with

coarse threads are a great source of annoy

ance on most cars, and no union joint is re

liable that has a greater pitch of thread than

nineteen or twenty threads to the inch. The

male end should have a good shoulder, and

the nut should have a correspondingly good

collar inside and be a good fit on threads

from top to bottom.

 

Two Evidences of lnaptness.

One occasionally comes across car owners

of some experience—~mcn, too, who aflect to

be particularly keen upon mastering the

technique of their automobiles who have not

acquired such rudimentary skill as is in

volved in changing gears without looking

down to see when the level is alongside a

notch in the quadrant. It may be excusable

for absolute beginners to do this, but it is

an extremely dangerous practice when driv

ing in traffic to take one’s eyes from the road

in order to look down at the quadrant when

changing gears. Particularly at night time

should the practice be avoided, so that the

dodge of rigging up an electric lamp in a

position where it will illuminate the quad

rant mut be regarded as the invariable sign

of the clumsy beginner.

Another little item of great importance

which is often overlooked has relation to the

adjustment of drip lubricators. The practice

is too common of leaving these appliances

just as received from the makers, with the

result that the frequency of the dripping

varies in accordance with the viscosity of

the oil used. -A lubricator may be set to ac

curately supply a sufficient and not exces

sive quantity of one particular kind of oil,

but when upon a journey some different

brand of oil may be purchased, which will

not drip through the orifices of the lubrica

tors with anything like the freedom of the

oil for which the lubricators have been ad

justed, with the result that the engine re

ceives an inadequate supply; or an oil of

a much lighter body may be purchased which

will drip through so rapidly as to smother

the sparking plugs and valves.

To Grasp the Starting Crank.

In the hands of inexperienced or careless

motorists the starting crank is a real peril.

Within a week or two an cx-Secretary of the

Navy had his arm broken in two places,

while a Philadelphia motorist who was driv

ing the Archbishop of Canterbury suflered

a fracture of the wrist, both accidents being

dot to the recoil of the crank.

If motorists would be exercise a little care

such mishaps as these would not occur.

There is a right as well as a erng way to

grasp the crank handle, for example. The

right way is to hold it so that the knuckles

will be under the handle and the arm out

of range of the latter in case it should ifnex

pectedly fly back. If this is done the fingers

will involuntarily unclasp sufficiently to re

lease the handle, which will then swing

around without doing any damage.

VAN WESTMAN ON DUST

 

Whilst Tooting His Own Horn He Deals With

the Subject Interestingly and Instructively.

 

One of the topics which was discussed at

considerable length at the recent German au

tomobile Congress, held at Breslau, was that

relating to dust on roads. An exhaustive

paper on the subject was read by Herr L.

Van Westman, the inventor of the dust pre

ventive, of Westrumite, in which he adduced

proof in support of his contentions that this

substance when applied to the roads injures

neither rubber tires nor the varnish on ve

hicle bodies and other parts. Excerpts from

the paper are appended:

"I believe that if it were possible to make

streets entirely dustless the lives of millions

of unfortunate consumptives might be saved.

The material damage caused by dust to fur

niture, machinery, provisions, etc., is impos‘

sible to estimate.

“Furthermore, real estate located on roads

with much traffic depreciates in value in the

course of time on account of the dust nui

sance. The dust produced by the increasing

trafiic deprives many otherwise fine resorts

of the advantage of a pure atmosphere. 0n

the Riviera, for instance, it may be observed

that trees and plants far into the gardens are

entirely covered with a gray coat of dust.

The pleasure drive, which were formerly

so popular, have been almost entirely discon—

tinued because it is no pleasure to drive in a

dense cloud of dust. As the dust is largely a

portion of the street material and the latter

is reduced by its removal, it follows that any

process for binding the dust will tend to pre

serve the road surface. When this fact is

once thoroughly understood by the authori

ties, we may hope to see the dust disappear

from the streets within a definite time. Too

much cannot be said against the practice of

sprinkling streets with water, quite common

everywhere, because water spraying loosens

and destroys particularly macadamized

streets, and produces a soft mud which may

prove very dangerous to automobiles and

horse riders, and the removal of which is

expensive.

"The widespread impression that dust is

produced only through the wear of the sur

face layer of the street is entirely wrong.

By far the greater portion is due to the fact

that the pressure of tratiic forces the heavy

stones down into the road and allows the

lighter material, sand pulverized to dust, to

rise, from which result the holes in the street

surface which are a source of expensive re

pairs. The abatement of the dust nuisance

may practically be divided into tWo parts,

viz.: (1) The suppression 'of dust on the sur

face; (2) blnding the paving material either

during construction or during repairs. The

first operation consists in sprinkling the

streets with suitable fluids. We need, how
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ever, not deillde ourselves that the nuisance

will be obviated by this means to any ex

tent, because only the cities which dispose

of large appropriations for street watering

purposes are able to take up this problem,

they spending a great deal of money in keep

ing the streets sprinkled, and by using suit

able dust binding fluids they might save suffi

ciently on wages that the introduction of the

improved method would only occasion a very

slight increase in the annual expense account.

“I now arrive at the second question.

which will be of much more interest to auto

niobillsts: How can country roads be ren

dered free from dust? Theoretically this end

may be accomplished by the same means by

which city streets are kept dustlcss, but

practically these means are inapplicable, be

cause the provincial authorities concerned

can hardly be expected to make the neces

sary appropriaations. The only way of ac

complishing any beneficial results is to im

prove the methods of road construction. With

the present method of building highways,

which consists in compressing stone and sand

with water by means of steam rollers, there

can be no possibility of binding these ma

terials together. Trafiic will in time pulver

ize the sand and force it to the surface, with

the result that the road is not very dusty,

but also in need of repairs.

“It will hardly be possible to' use other ma

terials than oil and tar for binding dust, for

the simple reason that there are no other

materials of equivalent effectiveness which

are to be had as cheaply as crude oil and

tar. All the experiments have shown that

oil and tar have a very powerful binding ef

fect, if it is only possible to completely satu

rate the sand and stones with them. The

methods just described are, as stated, too

bothersome, expensive and dependent on

weather conditions, and require that streets

treated must be closed to traflic for long

periods. There is, however, a Very simple

method of securing the full benefit of the

properties of tarry and oily substances and

avoiding their disadvantages, and this method

consists in making these substances soluble

in water, in which case they will be eagerly

absorbed and strongly bind the street paving

material into an elastically compact mass.

The solutions may be spread on the roads

by an ordinary sprinkling wagon, and if the

Work is done at night the streets need not

be closed to traffic. Care must, of course, be

used that the oil or the tarry emulsion be

comes insoluble after the evaporation of the

water, because otherwise it would be dis

solved and washed away by the next rain.

The insolubility must, however, not be so

complete that the substance is entirely in

capable of absorbing water, but it must al—

ways retain the property of taking up enough

rain water to bind any new formed dust.

This is the only means of preventing the pro

duction of mud, as the rain not absorbed will

quickly run off. and the rest form an emul

sion and bind the dust.

“Practice has proved that roads thus treated

dry much quicker after a rain than ordinary

roads, and that there is no formation of mud,

as in case of water sprinkling or after a

heavy rain. Now, if in the construction of

a new road. either nmcadam or stone pave

ment. all the sand employed is saturated with

this emulsion, it is bound together so effec

tively that it is impossible for the pressure

of traffic to force it to the surface, and this

already results in a considerable reduction

of dust, as the prodliction of dust by the

wear of the upper surface, especially from

automobile traffic, is very small. The de

velopment of dust through automobiles does

not result from the wear of the. stones con

tacted—the tires being entirely too soft to

produce any wear on stones—but results

from the vacuum formed behind the contact

of the wheel with the road surface. which

sucks the sand from between the Hitllllfl. in

matter whether it is a macadani or stone

paved road. If, with the increasing automo

bile traflic, especially on the country roads,

no efforts are made to provide an efficient

binding material, it may be predicted with

assurance that in future the life of the roads

will be greatly reduced, because the extrac

tion of the filling material sand from be

tween the stones will naturally ruin a road

much quicker than the surface wear from

horsehoofs and iron tires.

“There is at present certainly no longer

the least doubt regarding the rapid introduc

tion of automobiles on a large scale, conse

quently the authorities intrusted with the

care of the roads must get used to the idea

that they have to count with motor cars as

a factor entitled to the use of the roads. The

latter exist for traffic purposes, and in case

the means of traffic are changed the roads

must be made to conform to the new require

ments. Many rural and urban authorities

have already begun to replace the otherwise

very satisfactory macadam pavement with

stone pavement, because it is more resistant

to heavy traffic. But from the standpoint

of the public this is very much to be de

plored, because the stone pavement has not

only the disadvantage that it disables horses

in short order, but also causes much annoy

ance to every one using the road or living

near it, owing to the great noise produced.

Besides, it is not exactly a pleasure to drive

over such a pavement, whether with an auto

mobile, bicycle or horse drawn vehicle, in

case it is not: absolutely uniform. This

much to be desired uniformity will, however,

hardly ever be secured on a country road.

Automobilists are, therefore, much interested

in the retention of macadamized roads; only

they should be made dust free and durable,

because the dust and the many holes are the

great disadvantages of a pavement which

otherwise combines all desirable qualities,

being almost noiseless and much more uni

form than stone pavement.

“As it has frequently been claimed that

\\'estrumite has an injurious effect on the

varnish of carriages I would like to present

an opinion from the noted chemist Dr. C.

Bischoff, of Berlin. In connection with this

opinion, I would remark that it is, of course,

to be recommended to drive slowly over a

road only recently treated. This is a matter

of little moment, as the drying requires only

a few hours, so that there can be no question

of trattic delay. Fears have also been ex

pressed that “'estrumite might be harmful

to rubber tires. I have before me a letter

from Herr Tischbein, of the Continental com

pany, which is to the effect that these fears

are unfounded. Tile (“yclist Touring Club.

in Holland, has made extended eXperiments

at its own expense in different cities, and

sent a report to the Mayor of .\'ymegen which

was entirely favorable to the use of the

emulsion. According to these several state

ments, it is shown that (1) \. estrumlte binds

the dust and does not occasion too great ex

pense as compared with water sprinkling;

2) no mud is formed during rain; (3) it does.

not injure the varnish of vehicles; (4) it has

no injurious effect on rubber tires, but, on

the contrary. preserves them; (5) it has

an appreciable saving and preserving effect

on roads; (6) it kills "weds, but has no bad

influence on trees, bushes or other plants."

 

Explosions in Exhaust Box.

The motorist who is his own mechanician

frequently experiences considerable perplex- .

ity by reason of the eccentric behavior of

his foot brake, which will one day act with

disconcerting fierceness, and the next fall to

exercise any retarding influence upo_n the

car. The explanation usually is that on

has got splashed on to the foot brake; but

sometimes it happens that the most scrupu

lous cleanliness fails to make a brake bite,

or, on the other hand, liberal lubrication of

oil falls to make a brake act with the smooth

ness that is desirable. Roadside adjustments

frequently result in accentuating the evil.

The latter state of affairs is usually occa

sioned in the case of foot brakes of the most

frequently adopted pattern by ignorance of

the circumstance that there are two epa

rate adjustments possible, in addition to the.

adjustment of the rod immediately connected

to the pedal lever. One adjustment is in the

long horizontal rod which passes back under

the footboard to the brake band; the other

adjustment is on a short rod attached to the

brake hand itself. To make the action less

fierce, the adjustment of the short rod should

be lengthened out, and the adjustment of

the long horizontal rod should be tightened

up, which will enfeeble the action of the

brake; and, per contra, to make the brake

act more vigorously, the long horizontal rod

should be lengthened out and the short rod

on brake band should be further attenuated.

 

The Components of Westlumitc.

Most peeple have heard of Westrumite, the

dust-laying preparation which has been much

used abroad, but few know what it is made

of. This material is a brownish liquid, con

taining 60 per cent of crude petroleum, 34 per

cent of ammonia and some other chemicals

more or less optional. Leonard Schade Van

Westrum, of Berlin, is the inventor. When

ready for use it is mixed with from nine to

eighteen parts water and sprinkled over the

streets.
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The Week's Patents.

771,631. Igniter' for gas or gasolene en

gines. Peter P. G. Hall, jr., Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed November 19, 1902. Serial No.

131,921. (No model.)

Ciaim.—1. An igniting device comprising a

tubular plug adapted to enter the wall of an

engine cylinder and formed with an enlarged

chamber communicating with its bore ex

terior of such cylinder, a firing pin passing

through said plug. its uncovered inner por

tion being spaced away from the walls of

such bore. a body of insulating material in

terpOSed between a portion of said pin and

the wallet said chamber and between said

insulating body and the end of such bore.

771.651. Wheel. Edward S. Lee, Ruther

ford. X. J. Filed January 16, 1901. Serial

No. 189.298. (No model.)

(‘Iaim.——1. In a wheel. a tire comprising

a plurality of sections pivoted directly to the

rim of the wheel. each section being inde

pendent of the other sections. and means to

cushion each section against the rim.

771.671. Fastening device for pneumatic

tires. Thomas Sloper, Devizes, England, as

signor to Christian Hamilton Gray, Silver

town. Essex County, England. Filed March

12, 1904. Serial No. 197,867. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a tire fastening device the

combination of a wheel telly, a metal band

secured to the periphery of the telly and

projecting laterally beyond the same. each

lateral projection having a longitudinal

groove on the inner side, detachable annular

side plates one on each side of the. telly and

projecting from the same toward the lateral

extensions of the peripheral hand. these pro

jet-ting portions having each a longitudinal

groove on that side toward the band, a

double head to each edge 01 the tire cover

adapted to lie in the space between the. telly

and projecting portions of the band and side

plates while the bead enters the grooves. and

means for holding the annular side plates in

position. substantially as set forth.

771,683. Electric ignition device for inter

nal combustion motors. Charles W. Svenson,

New Britain, Conn., assignor to the Corbin

Screen Corporation, New Britain, Conn., a

corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 17,

1903. Serial No. 161,829. (No model).

Claim—A spark plug of the character de

scribed, comprising a relatively stationary

annular member. a rod mounted longitudi

nally thereof, and a revoluble. disk having a

plurality of sparking points carried at the

outer end thereof adjacent to the annular

terminal.

771.947. Vehicle tire. James A. Swinehart,

Akron. Ohio. Filed November 23, 1903. Serial

No. 182,258. (No model.)

Claim.—1.'1‘he tire and a core therefor

adapted to be changed in character by the ap

plication of heat, and mcans within said tire

to beat said core, substantially as described.

771,985. (‘arburetter tor gasolene engines.

George Kingston, Kokomo, Ind. Filed Au

gust 12, 1903. Serial No. 169,283. (No

model.)

C1aim.—1. In a carburettor. a mixing cham

ber having inlet and discharge ports and

provided at one side with an opening, a port

ed valve arranged within the mixing cham

ber, a gasolene supply pipe extending within

the valve, and a removable nozzle member

extending through said opening to the gaso—

lene supply pipe, said nozzle member having

its outer end closed and being provided with

a port for discharging a spray of gasoiene

within the mixing chamber.

772,030. Apparatus for loading motor vc

hicles. George H. Condict, New York, N. Y.,

assignor, by mcsne assignments, to Merton

Trust Company, trustee, a corporatim of

New York. Filed January 3, 1899. Srial

N0. 790.899. (N0 model.)

Claim—l. The combination with a vchicl

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cents parlino of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—At Low Prices: Standard 4 Cycle

Motors; Single Cylinder, 3}; ii. P.; Double

Cylinder 8 and 12 H. P. for Automobiles. Same

with bases for launches. N. B. HARRINGTON

& CO., 106 Broadway. Buffalo, N. Y.

SEND stamp to C. A.Coey & Co., 53rd and Cot.

tage Grove, Chicago, for the largest list of

second-hand machines ever issued.

FOR SALE—24 Horse Power Peerless. 1904

Four Cylinder, latest pattern. Four speeds

and reverse. Full equipment Best of condi'ion.

Good a sortment spare parts. Duplicate set

French Storage Batteries. Practically new car.

GEO. I. BLACK. Erie. Penna.

FOR SALE—4o- ll. P. Auto with top.coat$3000

one year ago ; must sell at once ; will take $600.

HARRY W. CAMPBELL, Delaware Avenue

and Market Street. Camden. N. I.

I 904 lifliififfii'iifiim“ -c“"-“"“
, nths . equipped

with top. two oil and two acetylene lamps, side

baskets and boot. Extras: one pilot light, vapor

izer. inner tube and tool box; first class condition;

price $r.oo.oo; cost $2,274.00. H. II. CAMP,

138 Fir Street, Akron, Ohio.

 

 

 

  

Motor Boot and

Sportsman’s Show

Madison Square Garden

New York City

February 21 to March 9, 1905

Address, I. A. H. DRESSEL, 1135 B'way, N. Y.

 

 

 

GRAYe’IDAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.
 

ANY SIZE

OR LENGTH

Tan: AD.

* #4 ‘4' .~'

WES (
 

R0
THE BIILLOCK-BERESEDRD M'F'G. CO..CLEVE LAN D. O. *

  

DOES AWAY WITH ALL iNDUC

TION AND SPARK COILS. SOOT

AND HIGH VOLTAGE TROUBLES.

THE Bulali‘SPEcIAL" CAN

BE OPERATED WITH ANY
SIZE ORDINARY DRY BATTERIES
pvt) BEING AMPLY' SUFFlClENT~<V

AND EFFECTS- GREATECONOMY

IN CURRENT CONSUM

WRITE FOR BULLETIbi7-W.

A)‘
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to be loaded and a laterally movable loading

table adapted to sustain the vehicle and hav

ing a rotatable portion upon which the vehi

cle rests, a means engaging the vehicle and

acting to turn it and the table into position

parallel therewith and for moving the vehicle

and table laterally into desired position.

772,071. Steam boiler. John J. Tonkin,

Oswego, N. Y. Filed February 17, 1901.

Serial No. 194,022. (No model.)

Claim.—A steam boiler comprising two

water legs extending directly across the ends

of the boiler and formed with fine sheets at

their inner sides, longitudinal water tubes

connected at their ends to said flue sheets.

rollers supporting one or said water legs. a

steam and water drum superposed on one of

the water legs and communicating therewith.

and a water circulating pipe extending from

said drum to the water leg at the opposite

end of the boiler and deflected intermediate

its ends to yield to longitudinal strain as set

forth.

772,123. Lead containing cell for second

ary batteries. Vincent G. Apple, Dayton,

Ohio. Filed June 3, 1903. Serial No. 159,838.

(No model.)

Claim—1. As an article of manufacture, a

lead containing cell for secondary batteries

whereof the containing wall structure is thin

ner and denser than ordinary cast walls,

formed in a single piece without seam or

joint, or lead, cast under pressure while in a

softened or molten condition.

772,178. Cooling mechanism for explosive

engines. Frank Reaugh, Oak Clifl, Tex.

Filed May 8, 1903. Serial No. 156,175. (No

model.)

Claim-4. An engine having walls ar

ranged within the cylinder and practically

separating the interior of the cylinder from

the interior of the crank case, the said walls

forming spirally disposed air passages, one

of saizl passages leading to the interior of the

cylinder and admitting air to cool the piston.

the other passage leading from the interior

of the cylinder, and valves commanding said

passages, the air circulation through the pas

sages being enforced by the piston move

ment.

772,198. Vehicle. Joseph A. “'illinlns,

(‘leveland, Ohio. Filed June 16, 1904. Serial

No. 212,796. (No model.)

Claim—l. The combination with a frame

of an axle rotatable therein, wheels movable

upon the axle but constrained to rotate there

with, an annular guide member pivoted about

a fixed point upon the frame, and an annular

projection from the wheel coacting with the

guide member.

772,199. Vehicle. Joseph A. Williams,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 16, 1904. Serial

No. 212,797. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination with a frame

of an axle mounted to swing thereon, a vehi

cle wheel rotatable about the axle, driving

teeth in rotatable engagement with the

wheel, and means carried by the frame for

guiding the teeth. ‘

772.209. Wheel rim.

Columbus, Ohio. Filed February 23, 1904.

Serial No. 194,666. (No model.)

(“laim—In a wheel rim, the combination

with the rim body having a key channel in

its outer face adjacent to its edge, of a de

tachable tire retaining ring adapted to be

mounted on said rim above said channel, said

retaining ring having an angular recess in

its base as described, and a broken leeking

ring adapted to engage as described said tire

Richard S. Bryant.

channel and said retaining ring recess.

112,214. Engine and gear casing. John

(‘arney, Waltham, Mass. Filed February 1i,

lilll-l. Serial No. 193,172. (No madcl.)

(‘lalm—l. An engine and gear casing com

prising, an engine covering, a chain cover

and a sprocket wheel covering. and means

for removany connnccting said coverings to

gether to forln a complete casing for said

parts, substantially as described.

772,155. Electric Igniter for Explosive En

gines. William B. Hayden, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 15, 1904. Serial No. 193.620.

lNo model.)

(‘lalm—l. An electrical igniting device for

explosive engines, comprising a movable con

tact block. a pair of yielding contacts co-op

crating therewith, suitable electrical connec

tions for the block and contacts, and means

for elevating and lowering said contacts,

thereby varying the time of ignition of the

explosive charge.

772.270, Self-Propelled Vehicle. Harvey

Ber-kwith, Oakland, Cal. Filed March 2-1,

1901. Serial No. 199,845. (No model.)

(‘laim~1. The combination with a vehicle

having a supporting drive wheel, of a power

shaft, :1 sprocket wheel or gear upon said

shaft provided with teeth or projections upon

its periphery and its sides, and a flexible end

less belt passed about said sprocket wheel

and said supporting drive wheel, said belt

comprising loosely connected slats having

projections to enter the spaces between the

teeth on the periphery of said sproeket wheel

and projections to both guide said belt and

wheels into engagement with each other and

enter the. spaces between the teeth upon the

sides or said sprocket wheel, substantially as

described.
 

Aluminum Bodies
of the

HIGH EST GRADE.

Painting, Ropalrlng

mm, mums and Hobbs.

Qhassis Lengthenedeide Door

Entrances a Specialty.

MOORE & MUNGER 00., 602 West 52ml St, New York Oily. _

TELEPHONE, 4425 Columbus.

THE M. SEWARI] & SUN 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

7:17? umuncvunn u or

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

Special lliiiii Forgings

Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK

We are prepared to make estimates from drawlngo or models

and guarantee first-class work.

  

 

 

A good name Is better than Promises

THE FORD
has a reputation for reliability,

second to no motor car in the world.

For the professional or the business

man who needs a machine for every

day use, Tun Form stands promi

near as “ The Car of Satisfaction.”

Verified facts are better than

" claims."

ro H. P. Double opposed hori

zontal motor, cylinder head and water

jacket cast in one piece (no packed

)oints.)

Planetary transmission in oiltight

dust proof case.

The perfected construction of the

Form is the result of :5 years actual

experience in building gasoleneautomobilel. DON'T eraamrm'r—lurr BUY A Form.

Full particulars and catalogue ior thzflsking.

FORD MOTOR 60., Detroit, Mieh.

  

 

  

 

 

The Best Automobile Motors

AND

Automobile bharuinr Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWEll-PABKER ElEliTlllB 00.,

cusveumn, o.
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CYLINDER in CASTING-S

FOR MARINE AND STATIONARY MOTORS SEND PATTERNS FOR SAMPLES

SUPERIOR QUALITY,PROMPT DELIVERIES ' OR BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

THE MANUFACTURERS L - d FOUNDRY CO., Waterbury, Ct.

 

 

 

We are in the MARKET to make

Sample Automobile Bodies and Wheels For l905.

' TO FICURE ON CONTRACTS, LARCE OR SMALL.

Quallty and Workmanshlp of the Highest Standard Only.

momm- osuvsmss GUARANTEED.

THE BIDDLE 8:. SMART COMPANY. Amesburv, Mass., U. S. A.

Kingston tarhurelnr.
OVER 20,000 Ill USE.

Patented May 1:, 1903.

Other Patents

P d‘ .an m! An instrument that will enable you to determine the

 

Pat. Jan. :0, 1901.
 

 

Sent poeqadd on receipt of price, ,|.§o.

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. THB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, II“.

The FURG GASULENE BURNER.
Beat and flea! Effective Burner l'lanutactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

 
 

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels, '

Pump"°mng D°VI°°°'°‘°' I “It would be pretty hard to keep posted without

TH! MOTOR WORLD."

t", MIJFFfiRS CUT-DUT ‘r' _ That remark correctly “sizes up " the situation.

Even the MOTOR WORLD’S rivals admit the truth of it.

Which do Zou seek—information or essays?

  
 

 
 

 

Send Us a Print or Sample of Some Special Parts on Which You

Are Rushed and Let Us Quote Price and Delivery.

WE OFFER YOU THE SERVICE OF A MODERN PLANT MANNED BY EXPERT MAOHINIITS.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.
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Protection for

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CIIAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Sand for Catalog

25l Jefferson Street, Detroit, Mich.

 

Man and His Molor

Hampers, Lamps,

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

 

 

 

Autolyte Lamps,

imported Horns.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers St., N .Y.

 

 
 
 

Jilirofi’éfii‘fnofl
DEPARTMENT _ _

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1534 Broadway, cor. of 45th St" New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.

 
 
 

 

MWWMM

 

O

O

' TOURING IIAIi'
§
: THE F. B. STEARNS CO"

0 cuavnnnn,omo, u.s. A. o

:00 mm»:

 

 

r

Route

T0

“The Way of the World

tothe

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotel

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

BlondiAgent,

 

Big FoulD

St. Louis

Cincinnati, 0.

S

 

 

J

nnsnn srnn wnrn Punr
Adopted by Users of the

WHITE AND STANLEY

Systems as the Only Positive

and Reliable Boiler Feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

i04-i l0 Centre St., New York.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands'of acres of uncultivated farm lands in tracts of all

sir-es, which can be urchased very chea ly. They are productive, healthy, atntll close to good mar ets. In ten States

reached by the lines of the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.
For information about opportunities now available, Price! 0‘

land, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

The Baldwin Chain Company

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Oesrs.

Blllliiln chin—a Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mass" U. l. A.

Peerless Moioriiars.

THE PEERLESS Miliilii Bill 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

. nnr cnvrns.
Best Goods. Lowest Prices.

Write for quotations and

catilogue oi other Auto Sup

plies.

The Wm. H. Wiley & Son lic

Box 78. Hartford, Conn.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Alwsys Sends it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CRESTMOBILE
$800 for two persons, and $900 for four persons

The standard low prlad air-cooled car.

THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge, Mass., U. 5. A.

 

 

 

  

 

 
  

 

 

m mmer'nmc‘a Sp'orit mug.

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
  

F u r n is h e d in

two sizes, 56 inch

pipe thread and

Metric F r e n c h

thread.

Price, each, , $1.50

To fit auto car, . 33-50

To fit Winton, $1.50Special sizes to order. I

No. 6 Catalog, the largest of its kind, mailed on request

CHARLES E. M I I-l-ER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

97-99-I0i READE 8T., NEW YORK CITY

Retail Branch: 38th St. and Broadway.

Philadelphia Branch: 3:8-310 North Broad St.

Boston Branch: ans-204 Columbus‘Ave.

Springfield Top
“run-s rsunmo.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum F—dm

Aluminum Hoods.

Springfield Haiti

Body 00.,

7 Cypress St.,

Springfield, Mass.

RADIATORS,

TANKS, _

MUFFLER$

FENDER$

HOOD&

  

 

  

 

 

  

Acetylene Gas and Oil

1'wooov mm. '00.,

. Amesbury, Mass.

 

  

 

finished in mahogany. Even the combination

lavatory with nickel-plated washstnnd.

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats.

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the c. H. d. D.——Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach, combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which.

0! electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the

except the baggage and the smoker, which In of Flemish onk with rattan high back seats. is

car at the head of the train is provided with s

It will seat 44 people.

A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. althourrh a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

Centre, wit'h fourI tables inmthhe rear of the kitchen.

shown In t e par or car, w c is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pull .
The mahogany finish is made more eflectIVe by the man Show

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodlous ever seen on any train entering

when lirzhted with a myriad

highest degree. Every one of the corn

The ladies' coach seats 88 people.

But the triumph of modern car building is

oIIVe green revolving chairs.

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely

dationn for ll lovers of the weed at one time.

platform.

the train is kept up to the standard.

private from the rest of the car. and has accommo

At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibuies. and each car has its own.elect.ricnl "

apparatus for lighting, in addition to thePlntsch gas system. ~ '

' In. addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out

the coach lavatorlea are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that. the forward part of

thFre is n neatly uniformed train porter.

of the coach part of the train, see that
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MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

THE DUBRR-WARU (20., No. 1787 Broadway, New

York D'ltributorl.

ARTHUR 0. BENNETT. No. 20 Lake St.I Chicago

ABM nusi SHIELD

 

 

  

  

. if.)

fiawacmie”

Does not interfere with entrance to tonneau.

Made to fit any car. Easily removed. Rolls

up into brass shield and out of the way when

not in use. Price. complete, $|2.oo.

for any horse

THE ABME MUFFlE' A.,...
lutely the most perfect muffler on the market

Correspondence solicited.

ACME IOTOR CAR 8: REPAIR COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

 

 

 

STAMPINGS OF STEEL.

If you are using iorgings or castings now, better

write and see what we can do ior you in making

steel etampinge.

TI!!! PARISH i BINGIIAM 00.,

Hire. of the Indestructible P. a B. Wheel,

Cleveland.
 

Eccentric'ties of Foot Brake'.

A motorist tells of a companion who, on a

tour, alarmed the countryside by frequent

explosions in the exhaust box. After listen

ing to it for ten miles he dismounted and

searched unsuccessfully for the cause. It

puzzled him, because the spark of the plug

looked so regular and strong. yet somehow

the charge sometimes escaped ignition, with

the not uncommon result of the flame from.

the next explosion igniting it in the exhaust

box.

ti should be borne in mind that a spark in

the open does not necessarily mean a spark

in the cylinder, and that the space between

the ping points consists, at the instant of

sparking. of gas under high compression

through which even the powerful secondary

current tilnla resistance enough to prevent

it from crossing over and causing its own

tiny flame to explode the charge.

In the present case the driver did not set

the plug points closer, for he knew the

current itself was as powerful as before the

trouble began. He set the trembier contact

closer. and that ended the missing. It is

possible for the contacts to be set too nicely.

so nicely that a slow movement may com

plete the circuit when a rapid one will oc~

casionally fail to do it. Here is where the

less experienced may easily have gone wrong.

He might have set the plug points ClOSt-i',

when the missing: would also probably have

ceased. and been pleased with himself, with

out having detected the loss of power which

must have ensued from a diminished spark.

Nicety of adjustment increases power.

“Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau street, New York. "'

 

 

A Sharp Eye Ahead!
  

Driving an auto will be more of l pleasure and less of a

strain on the eyes it you use EYE-FIX. This tried and

true remedy strengthens weal: eye 5, cures watery eyes and

allaye irritation caused by wind and cold. It is an effective

tonic for eyes that are dull, tired or overtaxed—maltes

them bright and clear-removes the aches and pains.

Quickly cures sore eyes and instantly soothes eyes that are

injured by particles of dust, etc. Carry EYE-FIX in

your pocket, a small vial and a dropper in a neat case. Use

it in a jiffy—two drops is a dose. All druggists and op

ticians vii EYE-FIX at 50c.

Every dealer in automobiles and sundries should have

EYE-FIX in stock. He will find a good sale ior it am: ng

hie patrons.

Inquiries cheerfully answered, and we send a trial bottle,

port-paid, ior IoC.

EYE-FIX REMEDY (20.,

Dept. 8., Detroit, Mich" U. 8. A.

  

 

  

HITLOCK

Coorras

For 1905.

  

Experiments are

Expensive.

Sometimes they are not only expen

sive, but fatal. This is especially true

in motor car construction. It is, there

fore, always on the side of safety and

good judgment to adopt these parts

which have stood the test of time and

have acquired for themselves a reputation

based upon actual merit Price is not

always the most important consideration.

Therefore, in deciding what cooler

you will use for 1905, select one with a

reputation.

The Whitlock Cooler has stood the

It has been used for two

seasons by the maioriiy of American

test oi time.

builders of touring cars. Our experience

in this line is now unequalled. Write us

about your cooler proposition.

THE WHITLOCK COII.

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT
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[)0UBL CHAIN DR“.
WATCH IT TAKE THE LEAD

FOR HEAVY DUTY.

BEVEL GEARED LIVE AXLES and UNIVERSAL JOINTS will be scarce' articles

on the successful Commercial

COLUMBIA

1904

RECORD

CAR.

I904.

  

Cars. Think it over.

Chicago

TO

Nchork

1903.

" \NHITNEY " CHAINS.

    
 

 

  

 

THE \VIII'I‘NEY MFG. (‘O.. Hartford, ("mn.

GPINTI.E.\tl-I.\': The (‘ULI'MBIA (,‘ar. which

PERFECT.

'i‘utai elapsml timrn :38 hours, 35 minun-s.

running time, 51 hours, 05 minutr-a

vxcellent n-suits.

HARTFHRD, (‘ONN., Oct. 71h, 1904.

l't‘CPntl)’

broke all rH-nrds from Chicago to New York, was

(-quippi-d with WHITNEY CHAINS, and. as usual,

(‘HLI'MBIA PARS, their PFIRFURMANPE “'AS

A Pt ua i

In 1903!. wlwn tln- COLUMBIA Par vutnhlishw'i

tho mom-d of 76 hours from Chicago to va

\VIII'I‘NEY i‘HAINS wore then list-(l with the sunn

Ei.Et"'i‘RIC VEHH‘LE (‘0Ml'.-\.\'Y,

L M. J. BI'DI.ONH. I’resitiunl.

U ,f

|ll

Ii
“pt

l n

7; ' ‘7 i ‘ ‘ . a!!!“
i i f‘ ‘ ‘ ; u I n" i‘

l‘ 4 ‘ I ‘ ‘ i‘l ‘ll i

1 ~.l' 1 - ‘ m i
‘19} “mgi‘w My; 71111.,17‘ ‘1 i“ u A.“ AH U H ‘

“W ' HF
mu . a' . 1F)": "to Mi 3 I~>~|I h‘u-h-qi‘nfllii “J .L. thvl"ull<l .. "Lb

1)

-__
— -—

HARTFORD, (‘0wa Oct. 13, 1903.

THE \VHl'i‘NEY MFG. ("(1,

Hartford, Conn.

DEAR SIRS : Answering your inquiry, we take pleas

ure in advising pm that our 2i it. P. Columbia Tour

ing t‘ar, “'hlt‘h con-r111 1177 miivs between Chicago

and Now Yurk i‘it_\'. in 76 hours, ('stablishing the most

important and valuable automobile record to date, was

t-quippmi for lht- run with your 114 inch Pitch, light

mmlvl RnllI-r i‘lmins. “’e are also pit'HSOd to inform

pm that a single set of these chains on another of

util' vars has uivvn upwards of 12.H00 miles of service

withuut writing (it-tt-rim'atinn. All the Columbia gaso

h-m- vars suit] this year have been furnished with

“\Vhitiwy" Chains, and WP have yt-t to hear of a case

0! lnw-ztkaiu- ur utlur "t-hain trouble."

Yuurs \‘e-ry truly.

ELF‘A‘TRHJ VEHICLE COMPANY,

M. J. BL'DLONG. President.

I“ r ‘ ‘ _

Jain V ‘ - V ‘
I , . . '

'- ’ i“ ‘lg‘i-iijg' 4' 4‘ q“; M 71*::l 1' W 14- , _‘ ‘ i i:

Y W 7‘ m ‘ M I , ‘

‘ “Li: I

‘ " k x 1571mm Tia
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.Thc Best the Field Affords

By Reason of

l—Oldsmobile motor—ripe product of over

twenty years successful experience.

2—Simplicity of mechanical construction.

The absence of all gaskets. Cylinders and

cylinder heads cast integral. Bearings self

oiling; cam shaft ,gearing entirely encased.

3—Easy t0 stark—absolute impossibility of
“kicking back ” in starting. Y

4—Style, comfort, power, plenty of speed.

5—Light Tonncau Car equipped with tilting

steering post, divided front seat, honey-comb

radiator, etc.

{On the recent Automobile Tour—trom New York to

St. Louis—the Oldsmobile Tonneau Car easily held its

own with cars costing from three to fifteen times as

much. It maintained an average speed of twenty miles

an hour over the entire trip.

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, $650.00; Oldsmobile Touring

Runabout, $750.00; Oldsmobile Light Tonneau Car, $950.00.

All prices F. U. B. Factory. Catalogue Free. Address

Olds Motor Works,

(I332 Jefferson Ave.. Detroit, U. 5. A.

Members of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.
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IN THE

VANIJERBILT 6UP RACE

GOODRIBH

TIRES
were the only tires in the race which gave

absolutely no trouble.

A GLEAN SGURE AS USUAL.

THE B. F. GOODRIOH CO.

AKRON, OHIO.

’ NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 162:: Broadway

  

CHICAGO. 141 Lake St. . ‘ _ _- PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St

L0. 9 W. Huron St- DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

TROIT. 80 E. Congress St. SAN FRANCssssssssssssssst.
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The FD1905 Car
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Tl'lE FORD MOTOR “COMPANY, -

MWOOQQMOOOQ”QWQQQ§OQQMQONQOO.”

  

MODEL B. Price, $2000.00.

HENRY EORD’S LATEST AND GREATEST SUCCESS.

Our 1905 Touring Car weighs only I7IO lbs. The 4-cylinder vertical motor develops

over 20 horse power, SO THAT THIS CAR HAS MORE POWER FOR ITS

WEIGHT THAN ANY CAR IN THE WORLD.

Wheel base, 92 inches; direct drive, with universal coupling; cylinders, 4 x 5, water

cooled; automatic oiling device with force feed; large side entrance tonneau seating three

people.

  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The improvements on the FORD two-cylinder car place this model ahead of any car

on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in style and mechanical construction this

car is a year in advance of its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of 10 actual

horse power, planetary transmission, chain drive, and increased gasoline capacity. The

most stylish, low-priced car on the market.

SOME GOOD TERRITORY YET EOR LIVE AGENTS. Write us To-dny for Full lnlormation.

 

S

Detroit, Mich.

QQQMNNOQQQQQQOQMQ

“3
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— THAT ETERNAL QUESTIIIN —

— Tire Maintenance —

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc

 

 
 

  

 

 

“Creeping,”“Crimping,” ‘Rol ling”and “Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself, and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

W More culhioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permittlng the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.

*
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...lnct)mparable

, Whltc

1

.~ . Stock

  

Won Races.

  

Races, and other competitions which are confined to stock cars can not fail to have more interest for motor

ists than any other motor competitions. The reliability of the VI 111'] E Steam Car has been so repeatedly

proven in oflicial trials, both at home and abroad, that it has become a generally accepted fact all over the

motor world that the WHITE is a really reliable motor car. The speed of the WHITE is now frequently

claiming attention, and recent victories of the WHITE Cars in stock races in St. Louis, Pittsburg, Monterey

and Kansas City, all point one way—to the speed of the WHITE Steam Cars on the road and on the track.

wrurr comPAN ,

 

 

  

   

 

  

  

Less than One=Half of ()ne

Cent per Mile for Repairs.

Detroit, Mich, Sept. 2, 1904.

  

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen: On the 25th of April, 1903, I purchased through your sales agent, \Vm. E. Metzger, Cadillac No.

183, which I think was one of the first mEiClllllcs you manufactured. Since that time I have driven it something

over 14,000 miles, and my repair bill in that time has been a little less than $60.00.

I want to thank you {or the courteous way in which you have always treated me, and if your model D machine

is as good as the Model A, you can consider my order placed now.

Very truly yours, (Signed) ARTHUR A. PALMER,

Adrian, Mich.

A good Operator can run a CADILLAC several seasons at

small cost for repairs if he will take the proper care of his

machine. The exclusive selling right for the CADILLAC line

for 1905 may be open for your vicinity. Do you want it?

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,
Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturer!

Detroit, Mich.
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an says HE’S

"Wm am new

TIME A F67.va

“Ll-Me "swan

GLINCIER {mg

HE (Q a 01$

17m: IH wan/m

{ME TRDUELEQ

HAYDEN AUTOMOBILE CO.

CliiCAGO.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

Gmllmlm:-—We beg to advise that the set

of Clincher Tires purchased of you have been

used on our demonstrator and have given the

very best of satisfaction. We have run

these tires sixty-rive hundred miles

without having any trouble whatever

other than an occasional puncture, and

at this time they are apparently as good as

new, except for slight wear on the tread.

HAYDEN AUTOMOBILE CO,

J. W. HAYDEN.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

Dayton Detroit

San Francisco

New York

It. Louie

  

 

 
 

 

  

Hand Book

OE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasolene cars, one car and its specifi

cations to each page. _It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States or America and the Importers 0t gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series 0! the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is obvious, and

_ the purchaser ll enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

 

Scni upon recelpl oi 6 cents in slumps lor postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009.

PREMIER
AIR COOLED. DIRECT RADIATION.

No. 7 EAST lan STREET, NEW YORK.

  

 

    

 

The following letter speaks for itself.

Chicago, Sept. 12, 1904.

PREMIER MOTOR MPG. COMPANY,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gentlemen—I wish to take this opportunity to tell

you that I am more than satisfied with my machine.

It has averaged seventy-five to a hundred miles daily

since I purchased it. On the hottest day of this sea

son—July littllng. George Elmslie and myself left

Chicago, making a run of one hundred and thirty

eight miles without a stop save for luncheon.

l have made two trips to Oronomowoc without stop

and return, and have stopped but twice or three times

for insignificant repairs since using it.

I have had a great deal of experience in the last

live years, and have decided that this is the best

machine (or my daily work and pleasure. All I need

now is a coupe top for Winter work.

Cordially yours,

F. H. BLACKMARR, M. D.,

40th & Cottage Grow; Ave.

  

  

I  

 
 

 

  

1905 Cars Now Ready for Delivery.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The 190.5 PRODUCTS

Of

The house of Winton

will be announced

on this page

next week.

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.

CLEVELAND, OH O, U. S. A.
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Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co. ,

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J OO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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A Grand Prize
Has been awarded by the Juries of the_

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles

In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Slanhope, 8 H. D. - - $1200

Great Arrow, 24-28 H.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arr‘ow, 28-32 ‘f “ “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE co, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ass
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The Reliable @em‘ow Surrey

Two Cylinders

In the race at Rockford, Illinois, October 8th. a RAMBLER, 1904 model, with two cylinders. W0" a mile race

Type One.

1905 Model.

$1350.

from a 1905 model

16 H. P. Immediate Delivery.

of another make with four cylinders and nearly twice the rated power.

Time, 1:17 2-5 vs. 1:19.

RAMBLER’S rated power.

_

Other car’s rated power.
 

RAMBLER’S cost.

—

Other car's cost, 

and yet the RAMBLER is not designed for speed, but for practical work—for use on rough roads and hills.

The working idea of the RAMBLER factory is simplicity—the putting together of mech

anism that any one with good sense can manipulate. This at the lowest price consistent

with good workmanship—a price much lower than other manufacturers', because of our

enormous output, which makes possible a great buying power and the employment of

each man and each machine for one detail only.

Let us tell you more about how the RAMBLER is built~and enjoyed.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY,

BRANCHES: l
BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue.

CHICAGO, 304-306 Wabash Avenue.
PHILADELPHIA. 242 North sma Street. Main Office and fade”: WIS.

NEW YORK AGENCY, 140 West 38th Street.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING cmes.
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ALLOTTING SHOW SPACE

Great Demand Will Render Paring Necessary—

l'low Distribution Will be Made.

 

 

In the allotment of space for the forth

coming show at Madison Square Garden, this

city, preference will be given, first, to ex

hibitors who are members of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

and, second, to those members who have been

most consistent exhibitors at previous shows.

That is to say, the members who have ex

hibited at the four previous shows—those of

1000, 1901, 1903 and 1904——wlll be given pref

erence over other applicants, while those

who exhibited at three shows will be next

preferred. and those who had space at two

and one previous show, respectively, will

he favored in that order.

The allotment for the New York show will

be made on Monday next, and that for the

(‘hicago show on the following day, Tues

day. Already suflleient applications are in

hand to render it certain that the crowding

at Madison Square Garden will be as great

as it was last year, in spite of the increased

space that will be available. Some disap

pointments will be experienced, and the-task

of reconciling the conflicting claims and of

cutting down the amount of space wherever

possible is certain to be a huge one. Where

applicants who have exhibited at all four

shows do not conflict with each other, they

will be allotted the spaces they ask for. The

three-show exhibitors will next be taken up

and be apportioned spaces where there is

no conflictlon, and so on down the line. The

allotment will be made by S. A. Miles, rep

resenting the N. A. A. M.; J. C. Young, on

behalf oi.’ the Madison Square Garden Asso

ciation, and General George Moore Smith, for

the Automobile Club of America.

On Monday also the allotment of the 10,000

square feet of space awarded the Motor and

Accessories Manufacturers will be made by

the committee of that organization.

Applications for 165 spaces at the Chicago

show have been received, and nearly a dozen

prominent concerns that will also be repre

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, October 27. 1904.

sentcd are yet to be heard from. This rush

for space at the Windy City exhibition is not

causing any uneasiness, however, as the floor

space available at the Colisscum is so large

that little difficulty in accommodating all an

plicants will be experienced.

Fisk's Western Ofiicp Opened.

The Western sales office of the Fisk Rub

ber Co., the decision to establish which was

exclusiver noted in the Motor World and

which represents no small departure, has

been formally opened at No. '52 State street.

Chicago. As was previously stated, it will

be under the management of Frank C. Riggs.

The new office will handle all Fisk busi

ness in the following States:' North Dakota,

South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma,

Indiana, Indian Territory, Texas. Minnesota,

Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Wisconsin Illinois,

Michigan, Kentucky, Ohio, West Virginia

and lower part of Pennsylvania.

Knox Steps Down and Out.

Harry A. Knox, vice-president and mechan

ical head of the Knox Automobile Co., has

resigned those ofliees, disposed of his hold

ings and is no longer connected with the

concern in any capacity. 'James H. Jones

has been promoted to the host of chief en

gineer. It is stated that Mr. Knox, the in

ventor of the new well known air-cooled car

bearing his name, “feels that he has earned a

long vacation, and intends to take one be

fore again engaging in active business."

 

Rogers Completes Organization.

The organization of the Rogers Automobile

Co., of Springfield, Mass. has been com

pleted by the election of the following offi

cers: Louis F. Ivers, president, and Charles

M. Woodward, treasurer. The concern is

considering the purchase of a site in West

Springfield, upon which to erect a plant.

Berkshire Will Build New Factory.

Factory buildings, to cost $10,000. will be

erected by the newly incorporated Berkshire

Automobile Co., of Plttsfleld, Mass. It is

expected to be ready for occupancy in De

cember. Gasolene cars of 12 and 20 horse

power will be made.

No. 5

RAISED THREE MORE

St. Louis Exposition Revises Awards and Big

Makers Benefit—Gold Will be Bronze.

As the result of a “second think" on the

part of the Superior Jury of Awards, the

number of automobile manufacturers to re

ceive grand prizes from the St. Louis Expo

sition has been increased from five to eight.

The three who benefited by the maturcr

consideration of the jury were the Electric

Vehicle Co., the Winton Motor Carriage Co.

and the Packard Motor Car Co. Originally

the Electric Vehicle and Packard had been

allotted gold medals and Winton a siIVcr one.

The other recipients of grand prizes were,

as the Motor World was first to announce.

the Haynes-Appersou Co., the George N.

Pierce Co., the Pope Mfg. Co., the White

Sewing Machine Co. and one other.

Unless they themselves pay the price of the

more precious metals, however, the exhibit

ors who received gold and silver awards will

receive bronze medals, bearing, respectively,

the stamps “Gold” or "Silver," as the case

may be.

This measure is taken because the expo

sition is under heavy expense, and it is neces

sary to practise economy. Bids for the man

ufacture of these counterfeit gold and silver

medals have been called for, the manager

of the exposition having reached the ingeni

ous decision that it is not the material out

of which the medals awarded the exhibitors

are made that indicates their value, but the

stamp of the exposition company.

 

Acme Will Make Three Models.

For the 1905 season the Acme Motor Car

Co., of Reading, Pa., will place on the mar

ket three models—one, two and four cylinder

cars, respectively. All except the first Ill(‘n

tioncd will have pressed steel frames and

mechanically operated valves.

F. E. Moskovics, the new sales manager of

the company, expects to handle the business

from New York, or at least to establish an

office here. It is probable also that a branch

will be opened in Chicago.
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FRANK SCO'IT'S EASIEST SALE

How it Brought Husband and Wife Together

and Gave the Dealer 2 Pang.

- Frank Scott, proprietor of the Special Mo

tor Vehicle 00., Cincinnati, made easy money

one day last week, and lost it as easily. He

was preparing to go to lunch, when a cab

drew up in front of his store and a well

dressed man jumped out. He wanted an au

tomobile, and wanted it quickly. Scott

showed him a number of new cars, but none

appealed to him. The price of each was too

high. When, however, the visitor was shown

a second hand Long Distance car at $450 he

jumped at the “bargain.” The fact that the

car was only about four years' old did not

afleet the purchaser’s judgment. Asked if

he desired a demonstration, he declined it.

Scott looked at the man in amazement, and

when he pulled out a roll of yellow backed

five-hundred-dollar-bills he looked at him

again.

While he i a good salesman, Scott is not

accustomed to making sales quite so easily.

When the man peeled oiI a “yenow back”

from his roll Scott discovered that he had

no change for the amount. In fact, so easy

had the sale been made that he was afraid

of the money anyway. Accordingly he went

with the stranger to the bank, which prompt

ly exchanged the big bill for smaller ones.

Scott’s suspicions took wings and he took his

$450 and gave the stranger a receipt.

The new owner of the car then asked the

loan of a man to drive him to Cynthiana,

Ky. Scott was only too willing to oblige.

He even delegated his brother Tom to per

form the pleasure. Before they had fairly

started the stranger asked that the car be

stopped at the Grand Hotel in order that he

might obtain his grip. The driver was oblig

ing of course, and did as requested. The

man disappeared in the hotel, and Tom Scott

waited and waited. In fact, he waited until

he was weary—very weary. Then he went

indoors to look for his customer. He was

nowhere to be found. When Scott returned

to the car, however a lady was awaiting him.

She stated that the new owner of the car

was her husband, her long lost, long chased

husband. She had followed him from Cin

cinnati to New Orleans, from New Orleans

to St. Louis and from St. Louis back to Cin

cinnati. She was not the only one looking

for the man. The police were after him also;

not that he was a crook—he was merely

crazy.

Scott gave back the $450 and returned to

the garage a sadder but a wiser man.

Decatur Dealers Spread Out.

Johnson & Landis, Decatur, 111., are erect

ing a building, 114x43 feet, to be used as a

salesroom and garage. It will be equipped

with all modern improvements, including a.

repair shop, charging station, and will be

ready for occupancy in a few weeks.

The Week's Ineorporations.

Camden, N. J.—The Kensington Automo

bile 00., under New Jersey laws, with $100,

000 capital. Incorporators: V. W. Sipes, D.

G. Cameron, E. 0. Huselton and H. A.

Tucker. -

Portland, hie—Kendall Leather Tire 00.,

under Maine laws, with $500,000 capital.

Officers: President, W. G. Kendall, Proci

dence, R. 1.; treasurer, F. P. Larrabee, Port

land, Me.

Framingham, Mass—American Roller

Bearing 00., under Massachusetts laws, with

$325,000 capital. Ofiicers: President, Will

iam B. Lambert, Boston; treasurer and clerk,

Frederick B. Hill, South Framingham.

Detroit, Mich.-—Pungs-Finch Automobile

and Gas Engine 00., under Michigan laws,

with $200,000 capital stock. Incorporators:

William A. Pungs, Edward B. Finch, Ida M.

P. Finch and Dwight 0. Rexford.

Where Business Will Blossom.

“Unless I miss my guess," said a man re

cently retired from the St. Louis Exposition,

“the South and Vi’est will prove happy hunt

ing grounds for the automobile trade next

season, particularly that portion of the trade

producing the moderate priced cars. The at

tendance at the exposition has picked up

amazingly, and large crowds are now the rule

each day. The overwhelming majority of

these people come from the South and West,

and the interest they display in the automo

bile exhibits is encouragingly astonishing—1t

is real interest, and the kind that promises

to result in sales next season if properly fol

lowed up. How do I know they were from

the South and “’est? Pshaw! You could tell

them the moment they opened their mouths.

The Easterner always pronounced it as it is

spelled, St. Louis. The folks from the South

and West always give themselves away by

calling it ‘St. Louie.’ ”

Pope New Building Assuming Shape.

Work on the new Pope building at Broad~

way and Fifty-fourth street, this city, has

progressed far enough to make it plain that

it will be a handsome as well as substantial

edifice. The foundation is complete and the

structural work now extends above the sec

ond floor. The brickwork is also well ad

vanced. It is light in color, and its contrast

to the big plate glass windows will be very

striking. It is thought that the buildin

be ready for occupancy by the end of this

winter.

Gets More Room to Make Bodies.

Owing to the substantial increase in the

demand for their aluminum bodies, fenders

and tops, the Springfield (Mass) Metal Body

00. are this week removing to a larger plant

which will enable them to better care for the

business. The new factory is located in that

portion of Springfield known as Brightwood,

five minutes by trolley from the railroad

depot.

DISAGREED OVER DEWEY PATENT

And Now the Former Partners are Asking the

Court to Settle the Squabblef)

An echo of ancient automobile history

was heard last wek at Providence, R. 1.,

when, in the Appellate Division, there was

a hearing of arguments on the bill, answer

and proof in the case of Daniel McNiven

against Julian A. Chase and another. The

bill asks for an accounting from the respond

ent, Chase.

McNiven, Chase and Mossberg organized

in 1899 the United States Automobile 00., to

manufacture automobiles. Certain patent

rights known as the Dewey patents had been

acquired, under which the corporation was

to carry on business. These patents were to

be paid for in four installments of $2,500

each. The complainant claims that he actu

ally paid $5,000 of the $10,000 required for

the patent rights, the excess of $1,666.67 be

ing paid for the respondent, Chase, as a

loan to him, Chase at that time being short

of funds.

The respondent, Chase, howeVer, seeks to

evade paying anything to McNiven, alleging

that after the organization of the company

McNiven agreed with the two respondents

that he would undertake to sell enough of

the stock issued to meet the payments on

the patent rights as they became due, and in

case of his failure to do so, would personal

ly pay the whole of the $10,000 himself.

Who's Tempting Penn Yan?

The Penn Yilll (N. Y.) Board of Trade has

received a proposition from an automobile

manufacturing company, the name of which

is not given, which wishes to enlarge its

plant or move, looking to its removal to that

village. A meeting of the board was recently

held, but the representative of the concern

failed to appear, and a committee was ap

pointed to visit the firm’s present location

and report at the next meeting of the Board
I of Trade.

Pope to Build a Racer.

The splendid showing of the 21 horsepower

Pope-Toledo in the Vanderbilt Cup race has

had its effect on the powers that be of the

Pope Mfg. Co. The immediate result will

be a six cylinder 90 horsepower car, which

will make its appearance at the Ormond

Beach carnival in January. Vice-President

Albert L. Pope states that it is being c0n~

structed with a view to obtaining the mile

record of 39 seconds.

 

Chains Free of Duty.

The Australian customs authorities have

given a decision to the effect “that motor car

chains not accompanying motors" are to be

classified as “chains 11. e. i." and admitted

free of import duty.
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RAQIGAL DEPARTURES

New That Bristle; With Striking Innova

tions—Has Revolving Cylinders and is Con

 

trolled by Variable Compression.

 

In very many respects, quite the most in

teresting and featureful, if not actually sen

sational, automobile that has been devised

during recent years, is announced as ready

for marketing by the Adams 00., Dubuque.

Iowa, whose simple, yet ingenious, gradome

ter has closely identified them with the trade.

The Adams-Farwell car, as it will be

styled, employs not merely a radical depart

ure in motors, but in nearly every other

essential part incorporates originality of such

high order that it cannot well fall to com

mand almost universal attention. It is to be

added that the car was not presented to the

public until long and exhaustive experiment,

extending over several years, had convinced

its sponsors that radical though it may ap

pear in many details, it is outside the realm

of doubt or questionable merit. The extent

of their efforts to assure themselves on this

point may be measured by the fact that the

perfected car, as here illustrated, represents

the concentrated experience with four previ

ous models, the first of which was made up

as early as 1898. g

The body is what they call a convertibl

brougham; convertible in that it will com

fortably accommodate seven passengers, and

yet it may be used as a single seated car

and present the elegant appearance and have

the luxurious riding qualities of the broug

bam. To accomplish this it was necessary

to provide motor power and running gear of

strength sufficient for a seven passenger 'car.

to arrange means which would enable the

car being operated from the enclosed part

when occupied by three or less, or operate;

from the front seat when more passengers

are accommodated, and to provide variable

strength springs, making it safe for a full

load and yet pleasant riding for a ingle

occupant.

The car, in either form, has an appropriate

appearance—not a runabout, with a. tempo

rary seat to it, nor a carryall looking for

passengers.

In pleasant weather the plate glas win

dows in front, doors, sides of seat and in the

hack may be dropped, making the vehicle

virtually an open one. The pillars support

ing the solid top, while rigid, are compara~

tively small, not obstructing the view or air

circulation. At the same time a curtain may

be instantly drawn down to exclude wind,

dust or sun, or a sash drawn up to ex

clude cold or rain. When entirely enclosed

with all windows in position the occupants

have an unobstructed view.

The furnishings and general appointments

of the car are very complete. The seats.

sides and backs are richly trimmed in dark

green, hand bulIed leather of the finest qual

' ity. Curled hair and springs make the seat

upholstery most comfortable. Speaking tube.

curtains. hooks for coats and wraps, lamps,

horn, tools, etc., are furnished. In the front

seat there is a free space for storage, 31

inches wide, 24 inches deep and 11% inches

high. By removing the front cushion addi

tional space can be used, and by opening up

the. front a small trunk or other baggage can

be transported.

The remarkably easy riding qualities of the

car are attributable to two essential features.

First, the passenger seats are between the

axles, not overhanging the rear axle. The

vibration communicated to the passengers is

claimed to be much less than that communi

cated to the axle, and the springs have less

to overcome than have the springs on a ve—

hicle with a seat overhanging the rear axle.

seat of the enclosed compartment or from

the folding front seat. This system is pat

ented, and is considered of the utmost im

portance in a car'of this character. The

change from one seat to the other of the

controlling column and treadle requires less

than a minute's time. In the control of the

car there is employed a steering lever, one

clutch lever, which also locks the brake; one

foot treadle, to vary the speed of the engine,

and a foot pedal to apply the hub brake—

four in all, about half the number of con

trolling appliances found on many high pow~

ered cars. The proper direction of movement

of these levers and treadles is that which

one would do most naturally. The clutch

lever, when in position straight back, locks

the hub brake; a movement forward to the

  

ADAMS-FARWELL CONVERTIBLE CAR.

The wear and tear on the rear tires is much

less than with overhanging rear seat. Second.

it is impossible to construct a car or a car

riage with the ordinary springs and have it

ride equally comfortably and safely with a

passenger load of 150 pounds and with a

load of 900 pounds. If the springs are strong

enough for the heavy load they are too stitl.’

for the light load, and, therefore, uncomfort

able riding.

The Adams-Farwell people, therefore, equip

their cars with their patent variable strength

springs. This consists of an auxiliary leaf

with means for clamping this leaf to the

main spring. When more than two occupy

the compartment the rear auxiliary springs

are clamped to the main spring. When the

front seat is occupied the front spring is

clamped. The operation of loosening or

clamping these auxiliary springs requires but

a moment's time. Both front and rear springs

being the same length and width, 40 inches

by 2 inches, one extra spring carried on a

tour would replace any spring, should one be

broken by accident.

The car may be operated from the rear

right releases the brake and engages the

low forward gear; the car moves forward

gently. A further movement forward re

leases the low and engages the high gear, the

car moving faster. A backward movement

of the lever releases the high and engages

the low gear, the car slacking speed. A

further movement backward releases the

low, and a still further movement engages

the backing gear. which may also be used

as a brake. There is a position between the

brake and backing where the spark is shut

off and the engine stopped. Changing from

low to high gear when ascending a hill can

be done smoothly.

The speed of the motor is controlled on

tirely by a foot treadle. which regulates the

variable compression control system. Spark

and carburetler are automatic. A pressure

of the toe increases the speed of the engine:

a pressure of the heel (lcc es the speed.

An internal, expandingmhle acting brake

on the rear hub is engaged by pushing a.

pedal forward. If this brake is engaged when

the clutch lever is straight back the brake

Continued orfipage 190.)
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Providing the “ Full Line."

Each year makers find it necessary to give

more attention to the task of providing their

The time

when one model could be produced and made

to constitute the dealer's stock in trade has

passed, never to return. It is even admitted

 

ngcnts with a “full line” of cars.

now in many quarters that it is a good thing

oven from the maker's viewpoint to widen

lines. By so doing it becomes possible to ob

tain the entire trade of customers, and not

soc them patronize other makers for any

thing difi’crcnt from the standard model pro

duccd by the maker in Question.

In the large cities it was, until recently, no

unusual practice for a dealer to content blui

self with representing a single maker, whose

product was usually confined to one type of

car. Such a policy,

adopted by the dealer in the smaller cities

and towns. They had to stock a more rep

rescntntive line in order to appeal to the

however, was never

largest possible number of buyers, as there

by the loss of many sales was avoided. 1t

Wins the difference between keeping an auto

mobile siore where all kinds of cars could

be procured and or establishing a depot tor

the sale of n particular car.

At the present time it is only at branch

stores that the latter plan is still followed.

The country dealer is no longer alone in

carrying a diversified linc. Even in the larg

(Si citics' cars that do not directly conflict

with the "lender" are stocked and pushed.

Where the relations of the denlcr with the

maker are peculiarly close and intimate, and

where the maker’s line is unusually complete,

an exception is sometimes made, but such

cnst‘SJil‘e rare.

It has thus come to be realizr-d that makers

must either extend their lines or stand by

and see dealers enter into relations with

li\'ili makers. As the latter Course is nat

nrnlly distasteful, the formcr is adopted

whcrcvcr possible. Few lines can now be

rcgnrdcd as complete unless they include run

:ibonts and touring cars, as well as single

and multiple cylinder engined cars. On his

part, the dealer is only too glad to have this

policy of expansion followed by the maker.

it is much more satisfactory to confine, as

far as possible, one's dealings to a single con

Bookkeeping is simplified, ordering is

easier, complaints are more easily handled,

replacements are better understood, and, last,

('t‘l'll.

but not least, only one credit system has to

he established and maintained. Further

more, the goods are more likely to be unl

i‘orm, and the matter of guaranty is a more

simple one that it would be if its interpreta

tion were intrustcd to two or more firms.

it remains to be seen, therefore, whether

the policy of “one dealer, one line," can he

made a success. The answer will in many

cases depend to a very great extent on how

diversified and comprehensive the line is.

Dealers must consult their own interests

chiefly in this as in other matters, and senti

incntnl considerations will have little weight.

Lacking in Luxuriousness.

While the improvement and refinement of

the mechanical details of the American cars

were beyond dispute, 0. close and competent

observer who had abundant opportunity to

actually try a number of those exhibited at

St. Louis, writes the Motor World that, con

trasted with the French cars, the upholstery

of the American productions was markedly

interior.

"The luxuriousncss of the French cars, the

sense of softness and at the same time firm

ness, with the entire lack of evidence thnt

there are any springs in the cushions in the

whole thing is very surprising," he added.

"It does not seem either that the upholstery

is so very much thicker than some of the

best American machines; but, whatever he

the cause, it certainly does hold one up bet

ter.

“Sonic 01' the best American machines,

when tried on a rough road, proved to be too

[hill in the back seat. In one case in par

ticular a hard jounce caused such a hard con

tact between springs and wooden bottom of

the sent that there seemed to be hardly any

upholstery there at all. It is Just as though

too much were trusted to the springs, and

when the springs went down there was little

or nothing between the body and the boards."

it is undoubtedly a fact that the French

will pay more for this kind of luxury than

tho ordinary American purchaser, but, at the

snnic time, it is equally true that he gets

what he pays for—luxurious cushions.

Sonic purchasers of our American machines

are willing to pay for luxury, too, and would

do so it they really got it.

Part explanation for the situation may be

in the fact that the chassis and body of a

Frcnch car are usually made in two places,

and the man pays for the body and has it

hinde just as luxurious as he has money

to make it. The upholsterer or body

onildrr makes each body to suit the indi

vidual purchaser. This is seldom done here,

where one stock body is built like another as

near as it is possible to make it.

Repairs and the Charges Therefor.

The repair departments of most of our

factories have not proven to be what they

ought to be, from the standpoint of the

owner of an automobile.

Work coming from them has been found to

be badly done, expensive and altogether un

satisfactory. The charges made for parts

applied and overhauling are out of all

rcason, as compared with the cost of the

machine.

A simple mud guard brace purchased, and

perhaps weighing a pound or two, costs a

dollar or more. It is merely a bent piece of

iron with a few holes in it. It is something

that the owner himself can attach, but he

has to pay a price beyond anything else out

side of jewelry.

in the first place, it this mud guard brace

had been well designed and well attached to

the machine it would not have vibrated to
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such an extent as to drop off, which actually

happened. So, really, the whole thing was

the fault of the maker, and his encourage

ment to the purchaser and owner of an auto

mobile was to charge him unmercifully for

the repair.

This practice is the last that should be

adopted by the manufacturer. The whole

industry is still in an experimental stage.

There are many things that break and go

wrong about the automobile that are the

fault of the maker. For this reason it

should be made as easy as possible at this

stage of the game for purchasers to have

repairs made.

As it is, the one who has been unfortunate

enough to have his machine in the shop for

repairs tells his neighbor, a possible buyer,

of what an awful repair bill be had. This

dicourages the neighbor from buying.

On the other hand, if the repair had been

made at the lowest possible cost the buyer

would have said so, and would have stated

that tue repair did not amount to much after

all; the delay was the worst thing.

There is a very good reason for this. Good

repair mechanics are hard to find. The ones

that are really good mechanics in the auto

mobile business find work in better places in

the shop. The consequence is the “left

overs” find their way into the repair job.

They waste time and material. They spend

three or four hours looking for trouble that

perhaps one hour will fix. They do not

understand the machines. They cannot diag

nose the trouble quickly.

This applies to the manufacturers’ repair

department; but it applies ten times more to

the repair department of the ordinary garage.

The root of the evil is, after all, the fact

that good men are scarce. The quicker the

manufacturers take hold of this matter and

spend a little money teaching good, common

sense mechanics repair work the quicker will

this sort of complaint cease.

The bicycle industry went through the

same period, and when a machine was taken

into a repair shop there was no certainty

that it would come out all right. After a

while mechanics that could do this work

well became numerous. The automobile is

a hundred times more complicated than the

bicycle. It is going to take a higher grade

mechanic to fill the bill. While there are new

machines coming out almost every month in

the year, and changing at least once a

season, it is not to be expected that every

repair man can learn every make and every

model of it. It is a big proposition, and it

will be no easy task to make things go

smoothly. All the more reason for the manu

facturer giving this some attention.

  

Season: and Sales.

Despite the efforts made to eliminate “sea

sons” in the automobile industry, and to

make it plain that the motor car is an all sea

son as well as an all weather vehicle, it re

mains true that sales are almost entirely de

pendent on the weather. Most people buy

cars only when they can use them. If it rains

0r snows they defer their purchases. If the

sun shines brightly and unexpectedly they

buy. No weathercock could be more influ

enced by the winds than they are by the

weather. 1

With the passing of summer, eyes begin

to turn toward the new models. A check is

placed on trade, and a considerable number

of sales are delayed, in spite of the fact

that splendid touring weather is still to

come, because buyers are disinclined to pur

chae old models when the new ones are al

most ready to appear. If the latter are ready

for delivery before the winter sets in some

sales for immediate delivery are made; but,

as not many are shipped before the first of

the year, sales of this kind do not out very

much figure. With the coming of January

and the shows all thought of the old models

is dropped, and it then becomes a question of

weather and deliveries what amount of

actual business shall be done.

The winter of 1902~’03 was an open one,

and dealers even to-day sigh regretfully when

they contrast its record of sales with that

made in the doleful winter of 1903-‘04—the

severest known for many years and the dull

est in automobile history. If winters, like

dreams, go by contraries, as many people say

they do, the approaching one should be a

record breaker, both in the way of openness

and of sales producing character. Should it

so turn out, those dealers who are, or soon

will be, able to make deliveries of new goods

will reap a harvest, and some of them are al

ready felicitating themselves upon the pros

pect.

Generally speaking, the selling season ex

tends from January until August. After the

latter month—and sometimes after the Fourth

of July—there is comparatively little done.

This year, for example, August was a bad

month, September a fair one and October

considerably above the average, as a result

of the fine weather that prevailed in many

places. Little is expected of November, and

still less of December, unless these months

should also be marked by exceptionally fine

weather. But with the beginning of the

year a turn for the better is looked for, espe

cially after the Madison Square Garden show

and during February, when the season is ex

pected to be in full swing.

For six months of the year, therefore, viz.,

from the beginning of October until the end

of March, the weather plays the most impor

tant part in the making or marring of sales.

If the elements are inclement during Octo

ber, November and December sales drop

away to almost nothing, some of them being

entirely lost and others postponed until

spring. It is not quite so bad after the first

of the year. Then, even if the winter l

severe, orders are booked and it is merely

the deliveries that are delayed. Still, even

that is quite a serious matter, for a sale is

never really made until the car is actually

delivered. Besides, few dealers have either

the space to store or the credit to purchase

and carry a large stock of cars against an

uncertain delivery date. Deposits help some,

both in binding the bargain and in relieving

the financial strain. But there are few deal

ers who will not welcome an open winter

and acknowledge that it gives the flllip to

their business that is so badly needed at that

time.

There is one meritorious object of pity

who is seldom vouchsafed the manifestation

of it. We refer to the demonstrator of a car,

who, in his efforts to satisfy a prospective

purchaser that his car is no slow coach, falls

into the clutches of the law and has a sale

almost made untimely nipped in the bud.

Truly he has to carry water on both should

ers. If he observes the decorous speed of

eight miles per he leaves his passenger unin

spired and nnfasclnated; the expected and de

sired touch of “ginger” is lacking, and the

professed law abiding citizen is disappointed

at not being called upon to abet an infraction,

even although only a tiny one, of the stat

ute. If on the other hand he drives not

wisely but too well, and is brought to book

by a ready cop, he is in as bad if not worse

plight. How will the passenger take it?

Will he regard it as a joke, compensated for

by the thought of a gloriously exhilarating

ride? Or will he conclude that motoring is

too sporty a game Just at present and decide

to wait until the “dark ages of automobile

legislation are a thing of the past? The

point of view means a sale made or marred,

and the demonstrator can only wait until he

sees which it is.
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VELOGRAPH IS ALMOST HUMAN

Marvellous Instrument That Enables an Owner

to Account f0r Every Movement of His Car.

In a wonderful little instrument measur

ing only a few cubic inches and weighing

but a few pounds, imported into this coun

try from Germany and now being exhaust

ively tested, is contained a combination of

movements that motorists have hitherto

sought in vain. If the claims made on its

behalf are born ouet—and there seems no

reason to doubt it—the device will prove a

boon not only to motorists but to owners of

wheeled vehicles of every class.

The device is styled the Velograph, and is

being placed on the American market by

Charles E. Miller, 97 Reade street, New

York. It is an odometer, a speed indicator

lulild: [ ""“ _““__‘“

  

and a clock, all in one. The record of speed

is minute in detail and is kept in a perma

nent form, on disks, so that it can be filed

away for reference at any future time.

These disks record not only every move

ment of the car, but every stoppage, and tell

how long the stoppage lasts, no matter how

many there may be. In short, the disk con

tains a complete history of the car’s move

ments for each twelve hours—its starts and

stops and its rate of speed for every mile

travelled.

The immense value of such an instrument

is self-apparent. It checks, almost eradi

cates, the chauffeur evil, as that individual

cannot deviate from the straight and nar

row path of rectltude without leaving on

the disk a record of his wrongdoing. An in

fallible and indisputable record of speed at

all times is kept and would undoubtedly

stand the closest scrutiny in a court of law.

Before its mute testimony the evidence of

"tin" stop watches and of b'gosh constables

would fail to the ground. On the other

hand, the chronic scorcher, who delights in

forty and fifty mile an hour flights of speed,

would do well to beware of the Veiograph,

for it would hear damning evidence against

him. i. i

The Veiograph consists of clockwork in a

wrought iron casing, a clamping frame, a

flexible transmitter, a pinion with bracket,

two clamps, a hub ring with spiral and 100

recording disks. The casing is aflixed by

screws to the dashboard or other suitable

or convenient part of the car, and the clock

work placed in it, as shown. The hub ring

with spiral—which is made in various sizes

—ls then attached to the near side front

wheel hub, and the pinion and bracket is

fastened by means of the two clamps to the

front axle, in such a way that the pinion en

i

 

°.

  

gages the spiral of the hub ring. The flexi

ble transmitter is then drawn downward

through the center hole in the clamping

frame and attached, without too much slack,

to the pinion. A loose sleeve is fixed in the

side of the pinion bracket; this is removed

and the transmitter drawn through it and

fastened by a pin. The sleeve is then re

placed and the device is ready for opera

ll()ll.

It will be seen that the disks are divided

off into hours, exactly as are clock faces.

The subdivisions, however, are different, be

ing arranged according to the quarter hours.

A pointer~seen near the bottom of the disk

—connected with the transmitter and actu

ated by it, bears against the disk at all

times; as the latter is continually revolving,

the pointer makes a record even when the

car is motionless, the record being circular

in form. When the car starts up the pointer

is actuated through the pinion and trans

mitter, so that it makes a zig-zag mark. If

the speed is slow the marks have a consid

erable angle, while as the speed increases

the angle is decreased until the lines become

almost straight. At the completion of every

mile the pointer springs back to its starting

point on the outer periphery of the disk.. As

the disk is subdivided into hours and min

utes, corresponding exactly to a clock dial,

it is easy to read off the time taken to cover

a given distance, together with the stop

pages. As long as the car is at a standstill

the pointer traces a circular line, whose

length shows the duration of the stoppage.

Any irregularity in the day’s work, such

as driving too fast or too slow, or prolonged

stoppages, is immediately apparent. The in

ner part of the disk can be used for remarks,

such as the number of the van, date, etc.

The total mileage travelled can be checked

by noting the mileage shown on the auto

matic counter at starting and on returning.

To a Motor World man Charles E. Miller

stated that much interest was being shown

in the Velograph. Several of the big depart

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

mcnt stores are now testing them on horse

drawn as well as motor, vehicles, having had

hub rings made especially for the purpose.

The device has been used in Germany for

some time, and has proved entirely prac

ilcul.

 

The Inventor of the Differential.

Comparativer few motorists know that the

differential, or balance gear, without which

no gasolene or steam automobile could be

built, was invented by James Starley, a fa

mous English cycle maker. The tricycle was

originally built with'out means of varying

the speed of the. two rear (driven) wheels,

and in that form was a very imperfect ve~

hicle. Starley applied himself to the task

of inventing a device that would permit one

wheel to travel taster than the other—as in

turning corners. In some form or other a

compensating device is used on practically

every automobile built, with the eXception of

electrics using two or more motors.
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NO LONGER A MYSTERY

Cause of the Horselcss Bray at Last Made Plain

and Real Sport Clearly Indicated.

It is now small wonder that the Horseless

Age shuddered and exclaimed “Fudge!” at

the very thought of the race for the Vander

bilt race. It is of even less wonder that its

absent view of the race led it to describe

the actual competition a “barbarous exhibi

tion." and to style “idlers” and "gamblers"

the thousands of poor, deluded, lee watery in

dividuals who witnessed the “barbarity” of

“no earthly use" to any one.

Whiie'the miserable “idlers” and “gam

blers” were indulging their “morbid crav

ings" to the full, what was the Horseless

Age doing? Working tooth and nail for the

promotion of genuine sport! Working like a

slave that the walls of a town hall might

look pretty—working that the eyes of wom

ankind might~ rest upon pictorial present

ments of vehicles of the same splendor which

engaged in the barbarous performance on

Long Island—working that the ladies, while

thumbing the same cards with which detest

able gamblers ply their trade, might be in

spired by the spirit of gasolene. Ah! it was

a work for men—was that in which the

llorseless Age engaged. It was a work to

wring cries of “Fudge!” from any man with

real red blood in his veins and real wind

kissed whiskers on his face. Most of those

in the trade—the same "idlers" and “gam

blers” who viewed the barbarous race—know

the magnitude of the task; for did they not

receive communications informing them of

its extent and helpfulness. The communica

tion was not copyrighted. It is therefore

possible to print it in its own glowing terms.

ltead it, every one of you, and, having read,

retiect. This is it: .

 

Gentlemen: i have been requested by

the ladies of the suburb where I reside

to endeavor to procure some automobile

posters for an automobile euchre enter

tainment which is to be held in the

town hall in the near future. Quite a

number of machines are already owned

there, and possible purchasers are nu

merous. Posters will be put up cou

spicuously, (1 will, no doubt, to some

extent help e cause. If you have any I

advertising matter of this character on

hand 1 should be pleased to receive it

for this purpose, as also any small cards

or leaflets illustrating any single model

or your manufacture. For the latter

cardboard is preferred.

Sincerely,

THE HORSELESS AGE.

  

 

it will be noted that there are “I’s” even

in a Horseless Age.

 

Up to the middle of this month there were

320 automobiles registered in Milwaukee,.

Wis.

Club and Christians Will Study.

There is every prospect that an arrange—

ment will be made whereby the Springfield

Glass.) Automobile Club and the Y. M. C. A.

of that city will join in giving a class in au‘

tomobile instruction this winter. Meetings

have been held and committees appointed

with this object in view.

As was told last week, the club has al

ready made arrangements for a series of

meetings, with lectures and demonstrations

at the various factories and garages. In this

undertaking the educational branch of the

Y. M. C. A. will probably co-operate. A

meeting of the latter was held last week, at

which the plan of organizing such a class

was discussed and met with much favor. A

committee was appointed to look into the

details of the plan and report later to the

committee.

St. Louis Also Forming a Class.

St. Louis, Mo., is the latest addition to the

cities which will conduct automobile instruc

tion classes this winter. .-\s is the case in a

number of other places, the Y. M. C. A. is

the initiating body.

In connection with the lialph Scllew In

stitute, the association will give a thorough

course of lectures on the care and running of

automobiles. A Course of ten lectures has

been arranged.

G. P. Dorris, of St. Louis, will dcliVer the

opening lecture on gasolene motors, and will

be followed by three lectures on steam mo

tors, by W. W. Leathers, and three lectures

on electric motors by C. C. Clark, during the

months of October and November, when

other lecturers will take the stand.

Springfield’s New Slate.

An entirely new set of officers was elected

by the Springfield (Mass) Automobile Club

at its annual meeting last week. They are

as follows: President, L. J. Powers, jr.;

vice-presidents, Mark Aitken, Dr. George H.

Finch, Dr. .I. \V. IIannnm and \Vlllis An

derson; secretary, Dr. George Fenn; treas

urer, W. L. Bunker; directors, Dr. V. J. Irwin,

A. B. Chase, Harry Daniel, Dr. F. E. Hop

kins, A. A. Geisei, William Baush and Frank

Bocorselski.

Princetonians Elect Fricli President.

The Automobile Club of Princeton Univer

sity held its annual election of oflicers last

week, with the following result: President,

(ihilds Frick, Pittsburg; vice~president, S. H.

Bird, New York City; treasurer, J. S. Mar

tin, Belleville, N. J. The club has a mem

bership of thirty, and may hold some speed

trials in November.

Gold Watch For Lyttlc.

As a token of his appreciation of Herbert

H. Lyttle’s splendid performance in the Van

derbilt Cup race with a 24 horsepower Pope

Toledo, Colonel Albert A. Pope has presented

the skilful driver with a handsome gold stop

watch and chain.

DECLARED LAW OPPRESSIVE

lllinois Judge Shocks His Rural Neighbors by

Nullifying a Ridiculous Speed Limit.

Dixon (11L) motorists will ask the council

to laws a new ordinance in place of the six

miles an hour one which Judge Heard re

cently declared invalid. In place of the six

miles clause, they want automobiles limited

to a “reasonable rate" of speed.

Some members of the council, on the other

hand, want Judge Heard's decision appealed

from and the case carried to the Court of

Appeals. It is bclleved that such action will

be taken.

The obnoxious ordinance was passed sev

cral months ago, aml, in order to test its le

gality, Egbert R. Kent so arranged matters

that he was arrested on‘the charge of vio

lating the regulation and was given a trial

before a police court. He pleaded guilty to

the charge and was fined $220. He appealeu

the case to the. Lee County Circuit Court,

with the result of securing a reversal of the

sentence. Judge Heard, in handing down his

decision, says:

“The ordinance limiting the rate of speed

of automobiles to six miles an hour is unrea

sonable and void because the speed limit is

too slow. Said ordinance is void because it

is oppressive; said ordinance unduly dis

u-iminates against automobiles and is void;

said ordinance is void because while in some

business portions of the city of Dixon the

rate of speed might be limited to six or eight

miles an hour and be reasonable, yet in other

portions of the city the speed limit of six

miles an hour is unreasonable, oppressive

and tends to create a monopoly in favor of

means of travel not included in the ordinance

or expressly excepted from its operation."

Two States in One Club.

The annual meeting of the Missouri and

Kansas Automobile Club was held at Leaven

worth, 1\'an., on October 15 with an attend

ance of fifty members. Committees were ap

pointed to prepare road maps of Kansas and

Missouri and to work with the farmers of

the two States in an effort to secure good

roads. Some of those present made the trip

from Kansas City, Topeka and Atchison in

their machines. Next year’s meeting will be

held at Kansas City. The following oflicers

were elected: President, Omar Abernathy.

Leavenworth; vice-president, H. H. Strait,

Kansas City; secretary, Edward Osborne,

Topeka; treasurer, Dr. Beitzel, Atehison.

New Britain Motorists Organize.

Motorists of New Britain, Conn., met last

week and organized a club, to be known as

the New Britain Automobile Club. These

officers were elected: President, Philip Cor

bin; vice-presidents, Howard S. Hart, George

S. Landers; secretary, W; L. Hatch; treas

urer, H. S. Damon.
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FARSON EIGHTS ON

Chicagoan and Two Kindred Spirits Refuse to

Surrender and Spring a Midnight Injunction.

Just when everything seemed to be lovely

and the goose was honking at its highest pos

sible elevation, the Chicago automobile ordi

nance imbroglio took on a new and startling

As a result the situation is again

mixed and things are at sixes and sevens.

As related in last week's Motor World, the

backbone of opposition to the numbering and

licensing provision appeared to have been

broken. The members of the Chicago Auto

mobile Club were rejoicing over their igno

minions and utter defeat; President Farson

had gone to St. Louis in disgust, and Frank

X. Mudd—what's in a name?-—and one lone

companion were left standing on the burning

deck and proclaiming that they never, never

would give up the ship. The city officials

were ready to begin their crusade against

unregistered and unnumbered motorists, and

a day was set to make wholesale arrests.

Suddenly, like a bolt from the blue, came

a counter stroke, planed and set in operation

by the never-say-dle Farson.‘ That arch plot:

ter came back from St. Louis, and, with his'

lawyers, sought out Judge Hanecy, explained

that the three park boards were about to

make wholesale arrests, and at 11 o'clock at

night secured from him an injunction against

these organizations and their police restrain

ing them from interfering with President

John Farson of the Automobile Club, Frank

X. Mudd or Thomas J. Hyman. These three

automobile owners were the petitioners, but

it is understood the writ will apply to all

chaufi‘eurs who wish to run their machines

without a city number tag.

The “coup” of President Farson and his

two associates was a complete surprise to

the city and park officials, who were looking

forward with much pleasure to the raids

planned.

Late in the night Attorneys Chester M.

Masslich and Charles F. Davies went to

Judge lianecy's residence and laid the case

before him. The park officials, they stated,

were preparing to arrest all automobile driv

ers who ventured on the boulevards ungraced

by a large tin sign issued by the city authori

ties. They thought this was all wrong.

So did Judge Hanecy, and forthwith be

granted the injunction prayed for by Mass

lich and Davies. The writ was issued without

notice, and will last until such time as the

attorneys for the park boards can convince

Judge Hanecy it is unjust. As Mr. Farson’s

lawyers said at midnight, “It is up to the

other fellows now.”

On Sunday the police made wholesale raids

on untagged cars, capturing more than forty

four in all. They were careful to respect

Judge Hanecy’s injunction, however, and

Messrs. Farson, Mudd and Hyman were let

severely alone.

phase.

Will Finally Tea Ferry uw.

The Automobile Club of America has taken

steps to test the obnoxious ferry law which

prohibits passenger boats from carrying an

tomobiles in which the fires have not been

extinguished. At the instigation of the A. C.

A., Assistant United States District Attorney

Baldwin will begin suit against the Brooklyn

Ferry Co. for violating the law, which car

ries a penalty of $500 for each violation. Mr.

Baldwin has the papers, but will not be able

to begin work on the case until next week

owing to press of other business. The suit

will be entered in the name of Collector

Stranahan of the Port of New York.

Last August Jefferson Seligman and Will

lanr W. Niles, attorney for the club, went

to Washington to see Secretary Metcalf of

the Department of Commerce and Labor in

regard to securing a more liberal interpreta

tion of the law. Their efforts were without

success, as they were told that Congress

would have to pass another law or amend

the present one before there would be any

relief. It is the interpretation rather than

the existing law itself which has made so

much trouble for automobile owners and

drivers since the Slocum disaster frightened

the government officials out of their wits.

It is the contention of the club's legal ad

viser that the present law is not broken when

a gasoiene automobile, with the engine run

ning, is carried on a ferry. The claim is

made that an explosive gasolene engine does

not contain fire, and for that reason the

present law is not a bar to the transporta

tion of cars with the engines rurfning. The

matter is to be thoroughly thrashed out by

the A. C. A., and if the decision of the first

court goes against the club an appeal to a

higher court will be taken. In any event, no

relief can be expected very soon, as it win

be impossible for the case to be tried until

December, while January is a more likely

time for the trial.

 

l'low Road Racing Better: Cars.

An “official” explanation of the poor show

lllg of the Panhard cars in the Bennett Cup

trials last summer has made its appearance.

All three cars entered for the French elimi

natory race in the Ardcnnes broke down, it

will be remembered, after one or two rounds.

l‘he Panhards had always done so well in

previous races that at first sight the fact

that all three machines gave out appeared

[erpiexlng The matter was soon cleared up.

The firm had made a mistake in not provid

ing sufficiently large radiators. For short

runs the motor kept tolerably cool, but in a

race extending over 250 miles, the cooling

surface proved inadequate. and the drivers

could make no headway. Needless to say,

the firm at once took the machines in hand

and altl red the defective part, with good re

sults.

While of small general interest, the inci

dent serves to show how road racing con

tributes to the betterment of cars—a fact

which euchrc-promoting Horscless Ages and

others of that ilk seem unable or unwilling

to comprehend.

RECORDS THEY MADE

Kiser and Gorndt Secure What They Sought and

Considerany Alter the Record Table.

 

 

Fuller details of the record breakings of

Charles Gorndt and Earl Kiser at Cleveland

on Wednesday of last week, bare facts of

which were published in last week's Motor

\Yorld, show that each man annexed not

merely the particular record he sought, but

a long string of intermediate times.

Gorndt, who attacked the fifty-mile figures,

used the Winton Baby Bullet. He tried first

and created new times from twenty-one to

fifty miles, inclusive. Kiser, in the Winton

Bullet No. 2, sought the twenty-five-miie rec

ord, and captured it, of course. En route he

also wiped out the figures from sixteen to

twenty-five miles, which Gorndt had just

set up. .

The performance of each man is shown by

the following tables:

CHARLES

. mile. Total. Mile.

1 . . . . . . . .. 1' " 1:065:26 . . . . . . . ..1
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Tall Track Tale From Muskegon.

From Muskegon, ‘.\iich., comes a wonder

fully weird tale of a five-mile automobile

track which is to be built on a level tract of

land there near the stockyards. Dr. J. B.

Love is one of a committee said to have been

recently appointed by the A. A. A. to fix the

location of the course. He says it will be 125

feet wide and circular, and that it can be

built at a cost of $1.200 a mile. A large hotel

and a grandstand are to be part of the plant.

When the track is completed it is to be pre

sented to the A. A. A. upon condition that all

of the national and international races be

held there.
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BIGGEST CROWD; POOREST RACING

Oldfield’s Funk Helps Spoil Brighton Meet-—

Bernin Does Good Work—Wridgway’s Spill.

0t much more interest than the exhibition

of so-called racing at the Brighton Beach

(New York) track on Saturday were the im

mense crowd of spectators and the tremen

dous aggregation of cars that a mid-fall day

glorious in its promise but a trifle boisterous

in its fulfilment drew to the track by the sea.

A sorely perplexed and considerably fright

ened horse in the infield attracted much at

tention and provided the element of lnirth

that was sadly needed to put the spectators

in a good humor.

As a fill": meet the afl’air is to be put down

as an utter failure. Save in the Brighton

Handicap, where a really close finish devel

oped, there was no racing. Many previous

meets have been marred by runaways, flukes

and break downs, but all of them had allevi

ations or extenuating circumstances. Satur

day‘s meet had nothing of the kind. it was

duller than ditch water.

Rarely, even when the big Brighton Handi

cap is run at this track, has there been a

larger or more “classy” gathering than Jour

neyed thither on Saturday to witness auto

mobile racing. The heavy rain of Friday

morning had effectually laid the dust and

made tine going over the roads leading to

Coney Island. There was Just a touch of

winter in the atmosphere, and the searching

wind, which became stronger as the after

noon drew to a close, made heavy and volum

inous wraps very acceptable to those who

came in cars, and even to many who did not.

The gathering of cars even surpassed those

at the Empire City track, both in numbers

and variety. Parked in the betting ring, on

the lawn and in front of the clubhouse, they

made an impressive showing. The number

almost reached five hundred.

The spectators were conservatively esti

mated at ten thousand.

The unexpectedly large attendance caused

a shortage in both the programme and sand

wich supplies. Programmes were unbuyable

after 3 o’clock, while around 4 o‘clock sand

wiches were sold at $1 each.

Thery and Callois, the two French racing

men, were spectators, and were not favor

ably impressed with track racing—which is

scarcely surprising in view of the sample on

view. E. R. Thomas’s new car was there in

charge of E. E. Hawley.

The most sensational episode of the day

occurred late in the afternoon, just after the

finish of the Diamond“ '(‘Jup race. 0. G.

Wl'idgway, manager for Banker Bros’. New

York branch, in a 24 horsepower Peerless,

had finished and had nearly circled the track

again when the breaking of his seat, made

of perforated sheet metal, nearly threw him

out and rendered it impossible for him to

guide the car into the straight. The car,

after gyrating violently on the track, made a

Three Views of the Racing,
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Three Views of the Crowd.

  

bee line for a row of stables at this point,

on the low root of which a number of spec

tators were pcrchcd. The tall picket fence

dividing the track front the grounds was

crashed into and wcnt down as if it had

been cardbmtrd; with its speed unchecked

the car ncxt went into a low, whitewashed

t'cncc immediately in front of the stable,

broke it and charged full into the stable, be

ing stopped by the rear wall. Wridgway

jumped before hitting the first fence and es

caped with a strained wrist and a cut under

the eye. He was able to be about on Monday.

The. car also got ofi‘ remarkable well. It did

not overturn. and nothing was broken except

the right hand front wheel, which had its

spokes sheared off. The axle end was badly

twisted, but beyond this a close examination

showed nothing wrong.

The chief influencesat work in marring

the meet were, first, that bane of automobile

racing, absenteeism, and. second, the piti

able exhibition of driving given "byvthe cham

pion automobile driver of the world, Barney

Oldfield," as Announcer Prunty phrased it.

The entry lists showed splendid fields for

each race, but the ranks were greatly de

pleted by the non-starters, prominent among

whom were Frank Kulick to 0rd) and H. S.

Harkness (Walter). Kullck's entry was re

ceived in due form, but he did not appear,

and no reason was or has been assigned for

his non-appearance. Harkncss was at the

track with his car, but an attack of disease

diagnosed as “too much power" had put the

latter hors de combat. The new E. R

Thomas 90 horsepower Mercedes was also

looked upon as a starter, but as it had not

been “tuned up" suflicientiy it was scratched

a few days prior to the races. With Kuliek

also out and A. G. Vanderbilt's huge Fiat,

driven by Sartorl, unable to negotiate the

track at anything like its full speed, the

feature of the meet, the international race,

was practically left to be fought out by Old

field (60 horsepower Peerless) and Bcrnin

(60 horsepower Renault). When the former

showed the white feather the race became a

walkovcr—almost a farce.

The preliminaries of this race, which was

the second one to be run, were most appe~

tizing. Bernin and Oldfield won their heats

handily, and Sartori got a place in the final

through a walkover. Three countries name

then represented—France, Italy and America

—-and excitement ran high. Oldfield’s spec

tacular make-up—a loose, blouselike coat or

flaring green, which matched the color of his

car, the Green Dragon, topped by a shock of

uncovered hair and with an unlighted stump

of a cigar stuck aggressively in his mouth,

appealed, as it was intended to appeal, to

the gallery. and he was easily the cynosure

of all eyes. Bernin suiTcred by comparison.

He was clothed in nondescript chauiTeur's

garments, and was as untheatric in appear

ance as his rival was the reverse. Nor was

the simile destroyed when the men were sent

away after one false start. Oldfield was

stagy, Bernln was businesslike. The Cleve

lan'd man at first hugged the pole—he had

the inside berth at the start—and maintained
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noon. and he asked for no more money. Our

agreement with hiln was that he should

race at the meet and do at least one mile in

1:1)?» or better. We realized that he was a

drawing card. and paid hiln for appearing

here. 'liiat is all there was to it."

After the race Oldfield was heseigcd by

crowds of people. who wanted to know what

was the matter. To :1 Motor World man who

put the stereotyped question he said:

  

IMMEDIATELY AFTER VVRIDGYVAY'S CAR HAD PLUNGED THROUGH THE

FENCE AND INTO THE STABLE.

a slight lead. But after the first miie he re

sumed his old tactics of swinging wide on

the turns and taking the straights on the out—

side, thereby losing several hundred feet in

each mile. This proved his undoing, for as

they started on the third mile Bernin, who

was following close and causing Oldfield to

increase speed, kept to the middle of the

track and went by, taking the lead on the

turn. Thereupon Oldfield sat up and practi

cally quit. Bernin left him further and fur

ther in the rear, and even Sartori came up

and passed him. The spectators, who had

risen to their feet in ecstasy at the promise

of a splendid race, set d0wn again and sighs

and cries of disappointment arose on every

side. A man on the rail offered the pertinent

suggestion to Oldfield that the green of the

Dragon should be diversified with a streak

of yellow.

All sorts of stories were afloat concerning

Oldfieid's almost inexplicable action. One

tale bandied around was that he had struck

for more money upon seeing the size of the

crowd, and, this being denied him, he had

lived up to the letter of his contract, which

called for a mile in 1:05 or better, and then

quit. Some even went so far as to say that

he carried a stop watch and timed his miles.

That there was nothing in this story was

made plain by Manager Alfred Reeves of the

promoting club. To the Motor World man’s

question he replied:

“Not a word of truth in it. I never had

any conversation with Oldfield that after-I

“There is nothing the matter with the car;

It was me that was wrong," and he grimly

chewed the end of his cigar and did not even

leave his seat to examine his car before the

next race was called.

Later he explained more fully. He said

that the track was narrow, with bad turns,

and the heavy rain of Friday had left it

soft and rutty in some. places. The'Green

Dragon is a light car, only weighing 1,700

pounds. and at high speed it was very diffi

cult to manage it on the turns. When Ber

nin pressed him on the third mile he in

creased his speed to the danger point, and

it was not until he was within six inches of

the outer fence, with Bernin still gaining.

that his nerve deserted him. He thought of

his St. Louis accident, where'he had dashed

into a fence with fatal results, and he saw,

in his mind's eye, a repetition of that tragic

occurrence_and then he weakened.

Apparently the weakness did not pass

away speedily, for throughout the afternoon

he was unable to drive fast. He even asked

to be excused from driving in the Brighton

Handicap, alleging the poor condition of the

track. Referee Pardlngton “put it up” to the

judges, and they decided by a vote of two to

one that he must start at least. This he did,

but gave a farcical exhibition, even losing

ground to cars that bad starts on him.

Bernin and his new Renault racer, the

latter owned by W. G. Brokaw, were easily

the real stellar attractions of the meet. The

car, the first speed production of the fa

rlous French firm since the Paris-Madrid

race, is marked by an immense horseshoe

shaped tubular radiator, partly encircling the

rear portion of the bonnet. It ran grandly,

silently and without a hitch or a skip. Its

driver, Bernin, handled it to perfection. He

took the turns without falter and without

leavim,r the pole, and was literally “burnin‘ ”

up the track in his rapid flight. In the final

heat of the international race he plainly took

()idtieid’s measure, gauged the latter's speed

and took advantage of his tactical error in

seeking the outside of the track by going by

and leaving Oldfield a nerveless wreck. His

time in the fifth mile of the international race

—ii:58 3-5—was the fastest of the day and is

a record for the track.

The two men met again a few minutes later

in the five-mile race for the Diamond Cup.

Wridgway was the third starter, with a 24

horsepower Peerless touring car. Oldfield

got away first. led to the turn and into the

backstreteh. Here he again slowed down

and permitted Bernin to pass him and win

as he. pleased by three-quarters of a mile in

51083-5, with \Vridgway an eighth of a mile

further back.

The heats of the Brighton Handicap were

uninteresting. so widely separated were the

cars. although at the finish of the second

there was a close race. A recasting of the

starts for the final bettered matters consider

ably. A good race resulted in Lewis Nixon's

new -5 horsepower Standard, which received

115 seconds, beating Bernin, a 25-second man,

by 100 yards. with Vaughn, who had 45 sec

onds, third, fifty yards back. Summaries:

Seabreeze Cup (one mile; handicaps ac

cording to price.)-—Won by L. T. N. Baldwin

(10 horsepower Stanley), 300 yards; Rodney

Peeler (10 horsepower Autocar), 100 yards,

second; Clyde Adams (8% horsepower Cadil

lac). 250 yards, third. Time, 1:27 1-5.

International Cup (trial heats, three miles:

final, five miles)—Flrst heat (French ma

chines) won by M. G. Bernin (W. G. Brokaw's

60 horsepower Renault); Guy Vaughn (40

horsepower Deeauville), second; time, 3:06 2-5.

Second heat (Italian cars)—Walkover for

Paul Sartori (A. G. Vanderbilt’s 90 horse

power F. I. A. T.). Third heat (American

cars)—Won by Barney Oldfield (60 horse

power Peerless); C. G. Wridgway (24 horse

power Peerless). second; time, 3:25 3-5. Final

heat——Won by Bernin; Sartori, second; Old

field, third. Time, 5:05 3-5.

Diamond Cup (five miles, free for alli—Won

by M. G. Bernin (W. G. Brokaw’s 60 horse—

power Renault); Barney Oldfield (60 horse

power Peerless), second; C. G. Wridgway (24

horsepower Peerless), third. Time, 5:08 3-5.

Brighton Handicap (five miles): First heat

—Won by Rodney Peeler (10 horsepower Au

tocar). 225 seconds; M. G. Bernln (W. G.

Brokaw’s 30 horsepower Renault), scratch,

second; Philip Adams (25 horsepower Stand

ard), 35 seconds, third; time, 8:49 4-5. Second

heat—Won by Guy Vaughn (40 horep0wer

Deeauvllie). 50 seconds; C. G. Wridgway 24

horsepower Peerless), 45 seconds, second;

Barney Oldfield (60 horsepower Peerless),

scratch. third; time, 6:49. Final heat—Won

by Philip Adams; M. G. Bernln, second; Guy

Vaughn, third. Time, 8:17.
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BIG FEE; SMALL CROWDS

Los Angeles Raises the "Ante" and Loses—

Fast Times the Rule on Both Days.

 

Los Angeles, Oct. 24.—Due to an over

reaching desire to make much hay while the

sun shone, the second annual meet of the.

Automobile Club of Southern California was

not what it might have been. While more

than one thousand spectators were present

each day, there is no doubt that the price ex

acted for a seat in the grandstand, $2.50,

kept away very many more thousands, par

ticularly as the sun shone brilliantly and

all other weather conditions were perfect.

Although the races Occupied all of Friday

and Saturday afternoons, there were so

many of them, and they were so long drawn

out. that it was necessary to postpone two

of them until this morning.

The races themselves were fairly inter

esting, fast times being the rule. Frank A.

Garbutt, in his California made car, which

ran into trouble on a previous occasion,

"made good" this time by reeling ofl a mile

in 57 2-5 seconds, which was bailed out here

as the “world‘s amateur record,” although

the A. A. A. does not diiferentiate between

performances by amateurs and profeSsion

als.

George. P. Fuller, in his Pope-Toledo, was

conspicuous also, his mile in 1:00 3-5 in the

(‘oast championship event being the “Amer

ican record for an American stock car driven

by an amateur." His car narrowly escaped

destruction on the first day. He used 86

degree gasolene, which, leaking from the

tank, was ignited by spark gaps that he em

ployed. It was saved by a couple of quick

witted fellows, who seized a plank and

knocked 06 the tank. The car was dam

aged, but not enough to prevent its use the

next day.

While Pope-Toledos won the lion’s share,

the victories were pretty well distributed,

as the following summaries show.

FIRST DAY, OCTOBER 21.

Five miles, for 10 horsepower cars costing

$1,000 or less—Won by David Campbell, Los

Angeles (Ford); R. C. Hamlin; Los Angeles

(Pope-Hartford), second; A. Hoxie, Los An

geies (Royal Tourist), third; W. G. Hanson,

Los Angeles (Hanson), fourth. Time, 6:30;

fastest mile, 1:161-5.

Five miles, for American touring cars in

touring condition—Won by W. McDonald,

San Francisco (Pope-Toledo); H. D. Ryus,

Los Angeles (White), second; H. C. Turner,

Los Angeles (Peerless), third. Time, 7:01 2-5.

Five miles, for cars of 15 horsepower or

less, one or two cylinders, costing $1,000 or

less—Won by David Campbell, Los Angeles

(Ford); A. Hoxie, Los Angeles (Royal Tour

ist), second; W. G. Hanson, Los Angeles

(Hanson), third. Time, 6:34 1-5. Fastest

mile, 1:16. .

Five miles, for gasolene cars of 24 horse

power or less—Won by Frank Siefert, Los

Angelcs (Thomas); Thomas Elliss, Los An

geles (Thomas), second; \V. K. Cowan. Los

Angelcs (Rambler), third. Time, 0:3“; fast

-cst mile, 1:18 1-5.

Five miles, for cars of 30 horsepower or

vless—First heat: Won by Frank A. Garbutt.

Los Angeles (Stewart-Garbutt): M. S. Hairis,

San Francisco (Pope-Toledo), second; H. .\l.

Zier, Pasadena (Thomas), third. Time, 5:15.

Fastest mile, 1:00. Second heat: Won by

Bert Dingley, San Francisco (Pope-Toledo);

E. 1). Keller, Los Angeles (Peerless). second;

11. C. Turner, Los Angeli-s (Peerless), third.

Time, 2-5. Final heat—Won by Gar—

butt; Dingley, second. Time, 5:27). Fastest

mile. 1:00 3-5.

Australian pursuit race—“'on by II. .\I.

Zier, Pasadena (Thomas); A. Hoxie Los

Angelcs (Royal Tourist), second. Time not

taken.

SECOND DAY, OCTOBER 22.

Five miles, for Huntington $1,000 Chai

lenge. Cup—First beat: Won by George I‘.

Fuller, San Francisco (Pope-Toledo); II. (7.

Turner, Los Angeles (Peerless), seconl.

Time, 5:23. Second heat: Won by Frank A.

Gal-butt, Los Angeles (Stewart-(hirbutt); M.

Harris, San Francisco (Peerless), sf-cond; .I.

I). Hill, San Francisco (Mors), third. Tillie,

5333-5. Final heat: \Von by Gal-butt; Ful

ler, second. Time, 5:14. Fastest milc,

0:57 2-5.

Ten miles, for road cars of 15 to 24 horse

power, costing $2,500 or less—Won by Frank

Siefcrt, Los Angelcs (Thomas); H. M. Zier,

Pasadena (Thomas), second. Time, 13:54 1-7).

Five miles, championship of Pacific Coast

automobile clubs, for Lowe Challenge Cup—

Won by George P. Fuller, Automobile Club

of California; M. S. Harris, Automobile Club

of California, second; II. C. Turner, Automo

bile Club of Southern California, third.

5:22 25. Fastest mile, 1:00 3-5.

Five-mile International Free-for-All—First

heat: Won by George P. Fuller, San Fran

cisco (Pope-Toledo); E. D. Keller, Los An

gclcs (Peerless), second. Time, 5:18 2-3.

Second heat: \von by Bert Dingley, San

Francisco (Pope-Toledo); M. S. Harris, San

Francisco (Peerless), second. Time not

taken. Final heat: Won by Dingley; Fuller,

second. Time, 5:18.

Five miles, for touring cars, any make or

power, carrying four passengers~\\'on by A.

P. Witterauer, Los Angeles (White); W. Mc

Donald, San Franciseo (Pope-Toledo), sec~

0nd. Time, 7:34.

Five miles, Chanslor Challenge Cup—First

heat: Won by Bert Dingley, San Francisco

(Pope-Toledo). Tillie, 5:28. Second heat:

Won by George P. Fuller, San Francisco

(Pope-Toledo); H. C. Turner, Los Angeli-s

((Peerless), second. Time, 5:20. Final beat:

Won by Dingley. Time, 5:09 3-5 (new record

for California and Pacific Coast).

Ten-mile pursuit race—Won by Bert Ding

ley, San Francisco (Pope-Toledo): E. D. Kei

ier. Los Angeles (Peerless), second; W. G.

Schroeder, Los Angeles (Thomas), third;

Frank Siefert, Los Angeles (Thomas), fourth.

Time, 10:39.

“ BIO THREE" WERE THERE

Oldfield, Kiser and Fisher Show at Grand Rap

ids—Small Accidents Cause Excitement.

Barney Oldfield, liarl Kiscr and Carl Fisher

were the magnets that drew four thousand

spectators to the races at ComstOck Park.

Grand Rapids, Mich, on October 18. Fisher

and ()ldticld contented themselves with ex

hibitions, and Kisi-r competed in a match

race, in which he drove a borrowed 24 horse—

power Pope-'l‘olcdo against Barney Oldfield‘s

hclpcr. Though the famous Peerless Green

Dragon was not seen in competition, it estab

lisllctl Some new track records in an exhi

bition. ()ldiicid’s first appearance was in a

ti\'~-»|nilc exhibition. for which his time was

5:02 2-5. the fastest mile. being the last, in

30", seconds. He later drove the Green

Dragon in a three-mile cxhibition in 2:52.

(‘ari l-‘ishcr had been expected to meet

Kisci' in a match race, but an accident put

the Prcmicr (,‘(lllli't out of commission. Fish:

or accordingly borrowed a Peerless and drove

:l'l exhibition of two miles in 2:08. William

Starring, ()ldiield's helper, won the event for

touring (‘ill's with n Peerless, but was dis

()1 aliticd. as he was not a resident of Grand

llnpids. Starring won his five-mile match

from Kiscr by half a length, Kiser driving a

l'c‘..'lil:|l' model Pope-Toledo. Mrs. Squires

was leading in the first mile of the. ladies“

lace when her machinc was stopped by the

brake scttinz. It whirled half around and

stopped, but she was not injured. In the

lire-mile event, for medium weight cars,

William Russell, in a Michigan, had a big

lead at the end of the fourth mllc, when he

stopped, as he thought the race was over.

In the last mile of the race J. R. Jackson

struck the Cadillac driven by Ernest Kemp

and sent it crashing into the fence. The

(‘adiilac was overturned and badly damaged,

but~ Kemp escaped injury. Summary:

'l'hrce miles, for runabouts costing $900

and less—“'on by W. H. Leaver (Cadillac):

H Bayer ((‘adillac), second; Arthur Mcsnard

(Iialiihlcl‘), third. Time, 651%.

Two-mile ladlcs' race—\Von by Mrs. George

Hart (Franklin); Mrs. E. G. Squires (Ford).

second. Time not taken.

Five-mile open—Won by “‘illiam Starring

(Peerless); William Russell (Michigan), sec

ond; John Thoma (Rambler), third. Time,

8:01)

Fivcdniic match between “'illiam Starring

(Peerless) and l-lnrl Kiscr (Pope-Toledo)-

“'on by Starring. Time, 8:08.

Fivwndh- (lill‘ll. for cars weighing from dot

to 1,432 ])'ll'l(l§ —Won by J. R. Jackson

(Franklin): (‘. l-I. Amsdcn (Franklin), second:

William Russell (Michigan), third. Time not

taken.

Five-mile race for touring cars, Grand

Rapids drivers—Won by Mortimer Lace

(Royal): W. S. Austin, second. Time, 8:46.

'i‘hree-miic invitation for Cadillac Cup—

\Von by (‘laude Hamilton; W. H. Leaver,

second. Time not taken.

Five-mile handicap—Won by John Thoma

(Rambler): W. E. Russell (Michigan), second:

(‘_ E. Amsdcn (Franklin), third. Time.

'4' :35 ‘2-5.
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RUNAWAYS AT ST. LOUIS

Good Crowd Sees Indifferent Sport and Gets a

Large Dose of Kim Exhibitions.

 

 

Earl Kiscr was the star of the races which

were held last Sunday at St. Louis, though

he only drove the Winton Bullet in three ex

hibitions. Several thousand spectators wit

nessed the races, though the cold weather un

doubtedly affected the attendance. The mem

ory of Oldfieid’s fatal accident there recently

did not make the spectators any more cau

tious, for they lined the fence at the head of

the stretch and in front of the clubhouse.

None of the races were close, so that all of

the contestants kept close to the rail and the

crowd at on the fence in safety.

Kiser’s first appearance was in a five-mile

exhibition to become accustomed to the track,

his time being 5:49 3-5. His next ride was

for ten miles, in 11:13. The sixth mile was

the fastest, 1:001-5 being the time. Then

Kiser tried for the track record of 5:25, held

by A. C. Webb, and succeeded in placing it

at 5:19. The first mile, in 1:02 2-5, was the

fastest. The track was slow owing to the

earth which had been used to bank the turns.

C. A. Tileson won the first event for heavy

cars carrying four passengers. His only op

ponent had trouble with his machine, which

was out of the race after the first mile. W.

M. Leathers had an easy time winning the

fivemile event for medium weight cars from

three opponents. Richard Hurck led the field

for two miles in the five-mile motorcycle race,

but his motor balked and he failed to secure

a prize. The machines were limited to 110

pounds, and over a dozen started in the race,

which was won by E. F. Martin, with 100

yards to spare. Summaries:

Five miles, for owners; road equipment;

carrying four persons; weight 1,432 to 2,204

pounds—Won by C. A. Tileson; E. B. Godsey,

second. Time, 8:30 2-5.

Five miles; flying start; cars weighing 1,432

to 2,204 pounds—Won by G. P. Dorris in

straight heats; C. A. Tileson, second. TimeL

First heat, 6:23; second heat, 6:56.

Five-mile motorcycle race, 110 pounds

limit—\Von by E. F. Martin; T. Bahnsen, sec

ond. Time, 8:00.

Five miles, for cars weighing 881 to 1,432

pounds—Won by W. M. Leathers; Robert

Britten, second. Time, 7 :57.

Two miles, flying start, for cars weighing

881 to 1,432 pounds—won by E. B. Godsey;

Robert Britton, second. Time, 3:28 2-5.

Five-mile exhibition, Earl Kiser. Time,

5 :49 3-5. _ .

Ten-mile exhibition, Earl Kiser. Time,

11:13.

Five miles against time, Earl Kiser. Time,

5:19.

It has devolved upon the Rev. A. C. Difien

dorfer, of Plalniieid, N. J.. to call the much

maligned “devil wagon" to the aid of the

Church, as he has arranged that automobiles

will be used to carry the infirm members of

his flock to church.

 

A.A.A. Race Committee Meets.

The report of the committee of the Ameri

can Automobile Association having the Van

derbilt Cup race in charge was formally acv

cepted by the racing board of that organiza

tion at its meeting last Monday afternoon.

It thereupon awarded first and second places

to George Heath and Albert Clement, respec

tively. The refunding of the entrance fees

to all the cars that entered and competed was

also authorized.

Chairman A. R. Pardington presided at the

meeting, which was held in the rooms of

the Automobile Club of America. The other

members present were William K. Vander

bilt, Jr., James L. Breese, A. L. Riker and

E. T. Birdsell.

A discussion regarding next year’s race

came after the transaction of the routine

business, and was entirely informal in char

acter. Chairman Pardington said afterward

that no attempt had yet been made to con

sider the same Long Island course as either

favorable or not for the next race. Many

members are inclined now to favor a course

that will offer more variety for an all round

test of the machine.

"But with the variety,” added Mr. Par

dington, “we have got to consider the case of

good roads. We may be able to get one of

the desired qualifications without finding the

other requisite, and good roads, just at pres

ent, seem to be. the paramount necessity for

a successful road race."

Considerable discussion arose over an

abortive attempt to have the dates of the

Ormond-Dayiona races set back. The sanc

tion of the A. A. A. racing board covers the

days January 23 to 28 inclusive, and these

were deemed by the manageis of the Im‘

porters’ Salon, the dates of which are Janu

ary 11 to 24, to conflict with their exhibi

tion. They asked, therefore, that the Ormond

dates be changed. W. J. Morgan, on behalf

of the Florida East Coast Automobile As

sociation, vigorously opposed this, and pre

sented maps and diagrams of the sun, moon

and stars, which showed conclusively that

the tides would be favorable only on the days

for which the sanction had been granted.

The A. A. A. board appeared to take the

same view of the matter, for they refused

to make any change in the dates.

 

Canadian Compete at Montreal.

The Automobile Club of Canada held its

first race meet at Delorimer Park, Montreal.

on October 15. Nearly every machine in the

city was at the grounds and took part in

the [)fil’atlf) which finished the afternoon's

sport.

Summaries:

Two miles, Stanley steamers—Won by L.

i). Robertson; W. Carruthers, second. Time,

4:12.

Two miles, Queen gasoicne cars~Won by

Mr. Husson; L. D. Patenande, second. Time,

42-54%.

Two miles. Ramblers—Won by Dr. Arthur

\Vignault: Mr. Ahem, second. Time, 4:52.

Two miles, imported cars—Won by D. Mc

Donald (Renault); D. Yuile (Panhard), sec

ond. Time, 3:491/1.

Five miles. free-for-ali—Won by L. D. Rob

ertson (Rambler): D. McDonald (Renault),

second. Time, 8:18.

BIG MATCH RACE ARRANGED

 

Four Famous Drivers to Contest on ’Empire

Track—Oldfield's Chance to Redeem Himself.

 

On Saturday afternoon four world famous

drivers In four world famous cars will meet

in battle royal at the Empire City track.

Yonkers. N._ Y. Professionals ail—or with

possibly one exception—accustomed to risk

life for the sake of gain, they will cast aside

all, or nearly all, thought of lucre and strive

for fame and reputation. Each man is eager

to race and confident of winning, and to ac

commodate them and to let the public in on

a “good thing" the Empire track manage

ment has arranged an impromptu meet, with

this race as the piece dc resistance and a few

“specials” to garnish the feast.

The personages in this interesting drama

are the following: Leon Thery, Gauioise,

winner of the 1904 Bennett Cup race and, by

virtue of that victory, a claimant to the proud

title of “champion of the world," who will

drive the 90 horsepower Georges-Richard

car with which he achieved that success; M.

G. Bcrnin, Franco-American, victor on

many hard fought fields, conqueror of the

once mighty Oldfield, of whom more here

after, and driver of the latest speed car of

the famous Renault house; Paul Sartori, Ital

ian, a mighty driver in his own sunny land,

but one who has yet failed to show top form

here, who will handle the wheel and levers

of Alfred G. Vanderbilt's new 90 horsepower

Fiat racer, and, last of all, Barney Oldfield,

American (with an Irish blending), erstwhile

the daringest of drivers and the darling of

speed lovers throughout the broad United

States, but now dethroned, contemned and

disconsolate, who will drive the 60 horse

power Peerless Green Dragon. _

That it will be a sight worth going miles

to see need scarcely be said. There will be

personal contention, international emulation

and trade rivalry to spur the men on. Thery

and Bcrnin have reputations to maintain,

Oldfield and Sartori reputations to regain.

Each is confident of the outcome and impa

tient to obtain the word to go. Thery’s hope

is to return to France after a meteoric visit,

exclaiming, “I came, I saw, I conquered!"

Bcrnin seeks to repeat his victory of Satur

day; Oldfield to turn the tables on his con_

qucror. That he can do this on the 100-fect

widc Empire track the latter firmly believes.

and he is ready to back his belief to the ex

tent of his “pile“—comm0n report places this

at $5,000.

The men will race for a trophy and medals.

The distance is ten miles, to be run in two

beats and a final, two men in each heat and

the winners in the final; the heat also to

he at ten miles and the drawings for beats

and places to be by lot. Standing starts are

provided for in the heats. The fact that Old

field’s car has only two speeds is known to

his competitors, hence the last stipulation.

The races will start at 2:30 o’clock.
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PREPARING FOR WINTER

Some of the Things the Careful Motorist May

do to Preserve liis Car.

With the approach of winter a certain num

ber of motorists will lay up their cars until

the advent of spring. Those who make up

their minds not to use their cars will do well

to carefully put them to bed and tuck them

up, making all comfortable and snug.

All water should be carefully drained out

of radiator and tanks; this is best done after

running the engine until the water boils and

everything is piping hot. This will effectu

ally dry up the interior of tanks and pipes.

Gasolene tanks and carburetter should then

be emptied of fuel, and the lubricating oil

tanks and crank chamber should also be

cleaned out and rinsed with kerosene. .

The careful motorist will take off his pneu

matic tires, wrap them up carefully in brown

paper (waterproof paper is best) and give a

final overcoat of bagging. Pneumatic tires,

if exposed to light and air, oxidize and the

essential oils of the rubber become resinized

and harden. In time this oxidation pene

trates right into the rubber, and it becomes

hard and brittle and breaks away when the

tire is put on the road. A certain amount of

elasticity may be restored to the tire by im

mersing it in boiling water, but this remedy

is only a makeshift and providing the oxida

tion has not penetrated far. Therefore it is

essential to keep the tires from light and air

and in an equable temperature.

If the car owner does not wish to remove

the tires, they should be carefully wrapped

round with strips of coarse canvas and all

four wheels jacked off the floor. The canvas

strips should be thoroughly dusted with

powdered sulphur, which preserves the rub

her.

The car should be extra carefully washed

down and all accumulation of mud and oily

dirt thoroughly cleaned from every nook and

cranny, joints and oil holes. All oil holes,

joints, axle boxes, differential and gear case

can then be filled up with grease.

Chains should be taken ofi, thoroughly

washed in a kerosene bath, allowed to drain

and then soaked in grease. Make the grease

hot and lay the chains in it.

All metal parts should be well smeared

with a mixture of white lead and tallow—

about one part of lead to three parts of Rus

sian tallow—the proportion is not by weight.

The house in which the car takes its win—

ter's sleep should either be kept at a tem

perature of about 60 degrees both night and

day or left cold all the time. If the place

is warmed in the daytime only, the moisture

in the air will condense on all cold parts of

the car and do more damage than if left cold.

Of course, it is better to warm the building,

but it must be kept warm all the time. If

the garage cannot be warmed it is advisable

to ,store all loose cushions and other remov

able parts in a house away from damp, etc.

  

The Horseto His Half-Brother—“Yonr Blinders Are Turned the \Vrong “'ay."

A kerosene lamp placed in the centre of a

tray containing sand is a perfectly safe and

cheap method of warming a small garage, but

it must be kept burning continuously. The

sand should be changed if the kerosene leaks

on to it.

A sheet or calico waterproof should cover

the whole of the car, and on bright, sunny

days it will do good to open the doors, take

the cover off and give all an airing.

 

About Valve Grinding.

After grinding valves it is often found that

the compression is not so good as it should

be, notwithstanding the fact that both valves

and seating have been perfectly ground. It

must be remembered that grinding tends to

lower a valve, even if the action is very

slight. It may be that the tappet rods do not

allow the valves to close sufficiently. This

is particularly true with the exhaust valve.

Should the valve stem rest on the tappet red,

the end should be slightly filed or ground to

shorten it to the extent that it does not quite

reach the rod. It is a safe thing to allow

sufficient space between the end of the rod

and the valve stem to pass a piece of thin

cardboard between the two when the valve is

closed. If this space is not left the valve will

rest on the tappet and the compression will

be impaired.

Valve grinding is a tedioUs but very simple

operation. Some fine flour of emery must be

procured and mixed with oil to form a fairly

thick paste. Smear some of this on the edge

of the valve when the latter has been re

moved. Place some on the seating also.

Drop the valve into place again. By means

of a screwdriver or other tool, turn the valve

round and round, and occasionally backward.

using sufficient- forcc to always keep it

against the seating. Quite frequently take

the valve out and see how the work is going

on, but continue the grinding until both sur

faces are absolutely bright and even all

around, there being not the least mark any

where. When the grinding is completed wipe

all parts off carefully and see that all paste

is off the valve and the seating.

If a microscope is used on even the smooth

est surface turned out by man, it will be

seen that. no matter what the surface under

inspection is, it is full of inequalities. Pure

i .._ '

flake graphite will fill these irregularities,

substituting for it a veneerllke coating of

great smoothness and endurance. The.

graphite may be introduced into the cylin

der of an automobile by placing a Very small

quantity of it in the crank case—not over a

teaspoonful to each quart of oil used. When

the engine is standing the graphite will set

tle in the oil. but once it is in motion enough

of the graphite is stirred up to fill all the

pores of the cylinder walls.

 

Using the Teeth to Detect Trouble.

While the ear of the motorist is his chief

detective when symptoms of trouble assert

themselves, the tip comes from abroad that

the teeth constitute an even surer means of

locating internal distress. Hold one end of a

steel rule between your teeth and apply the

other against the side of the cylinder of a

running motor, says the foreign tip, and it

will "enable you to detect the diflcrence be

tween the noise of knocking ‘big end' or

‘little end‘ of bearings and the clatter of

valves or the squeak of piston rings." 'If you

are equipped with false teeth the experiment

is “off.”

The Right Way to Clean Chains.

When cleaning chains, soak them in kero

sene, then dry and immerse in hot tallow.

if considerably stretched, the chain should

be renewed. It is useless to remedy a badly

stretched chain by the radius rods. The

radius rod will do up to the extent of one

link, but after that the difference in pitch

between the chain and sprocket becomes too

great for proper running.

 

 

When Renewing the Clutch Leather.

In renewing the leather on your clutch use

care in removing the rivets so that the Old

leather may be intact after removal. It will

then be useful to mark out the new one by.

in the new leather countersink the holes for

rivet heads and put it on with the rough side

out. It is well to soak it in castor oil, as

that aids greatly in adapting the shape to

the female part of the clutch.

 

in connection with their Philadelphia

branch, Thomas B. Jeffery 8-: Co. have estab

lished a warehouse at Nos. 1,249-51 North

Twenty-seventh street.
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RADICAL DEPARTURES.

(Continued from page 18:)

will be locked. In this position the car will

he. securely held on a hill or elsewhere. As

soon as the clutch lever is moVed to. engage

either the backing or low forward gear the

brake is automatically released. This is of

importance, for without this automatic- re

lease one may forget to release the brake be

fore. engaging the clutch.

The steering gear is claimed to combine

the quick action ,of lever steering and the

safety of wheel steering. A cam move

ment is interposed between the steering

knuckle and the hand lever that is practi~

rally lrreVersible and relieves the hand en

tirely of shocks caused by the wheels trik

lng an obstruction. It is possible to cross car

tracks “on the bias," to run over brick,

stones or dogs with no tendency to divert

the car from its course. The control column

from which the steering lever is hinged

forms a rigid hold for the left hand, giving

the operator-great leverage, and at the same

time the left hand is in position to instantly

release the clutch or change gear, while with

the right hand a quick turn may he made.

A quick turn and a stop alone will often

avoid a collision. The controlling levers and

pedals do not in the least interfere with

entrance or exit from either door or side. and

the occupant of either seat may step directly

from the car to the sidewalk without climb

ing over levers or pedals.

The Adams-Farwell revolving cylinder, ah

cooled, gasolene motor is claimed to have

distinctive advantages because of its com

pactness, its perfect balance, light weight,

wide range of speeds and power and practi

cal air cooling under all conditions.

It reverses the ordinary practice, in that

the engine cylinders revolve and the crank

shaft is stationary instead of the crank shaft

revolving and the cylinders being stationary.

It is not what is usually termed a rotary

engine. Three units, each being a complete

cylinder, with cylinder head and one—third

of acentral crank case cast in one piece, are

bolted together and bolted to a top and bot

tom cast steel flange, which has bronze bush

ings, forming bearings around the vertical

stationary crank shaft. This forms the re

volving unit, and is, of course, balanced per

fectly. This revolving unit in a twenty-horse

power engine, with 5 inch bore and 4% inch

stroke, weighs 190 pounds, and forms the fly

wneel.

In each cylinder is a cast piston having

four rings. The three pistons are connected

to a single crank wrist pin of very large pro

portions by bronze pitmans. The pitmans,

with the pistons at their outer end, swing

around the stationary wrist pin in practi

cally perfect mechanical balance. The wrist

pin being eccentric with the axis of the re

volving cylinder unit the pistons are caused

to reciprocate back and forth in the cylinder

at each revolution of the revolving unit. al

though the speed of the mass of the pistons

does not change or stop and return at each

dead centre as with the ordinary engine. It

‘7:54i"
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THE ADAMS-FARVVELL MOTOR.

is, therefore, susceptible to a very perfect

mechanical balance. The action of the ex

ploding charge is practically the same in this

engine as in the ordinary kind, except for the

smooth running caused by the variable com

pression control.

All engines exert a force or torque in two

directions during the explosive or power

stroke. A force or torque tends to turn over

the crank and with it the flywheel in one

direction. and an equal force or torque tends

to turn the engine, cylinders, casings, etc., in

the opposite direction. The ordinary engine

has the cylinders and case secured to a foun

dation, and they cannot turn, 'but the crank

shaft is free to turn. The Adams-Farweil

has the crank shaft secured so it cannot turn,

but the cylinders are free to turn. The or

dinary engines transmit their power from the

crank shaft; the Adams-Farwell transmits

power by bevel gear from the revolving

 

  
 

  

SECTION OF MOTOR.

crank case. This is the dltference technical

ly, but the builders claim distinctive advan

tages for this motor, where lack of vibration.

light weight, simplicity, practical air cool

ing under all conditions, wide range of speed

and accessibility to all parts are desiderata.

A single central crank case answers for the

three cylinders. A single throw crank

of about one-third the weight of the three

throw crank found in the other type of en

gines is employed. A single valve operating

cam opens both inlet and exhaust valves. As

the entire engine revolves except the crank

shaft and base, the engine is its own fly

wheel, and, being heavy, 190 pounds, is con_

ducive to very steady running.

No muffler is employed. Because of the

velocity of the cylinders passing through the

air a muffler of the ordinary type may be

entirely dispensed with. Auxiliary exhaust

ports, which let out the high terminal pres

sure against the rapidly receding volume of

air, are. used. The discharge acts upon the air

like a skyrocket, and not like a gun. It is

asserted that there is less noise with this

system than with the ordinary engine, when

both are working at full power, and that the

exhaust cannot be heard when the engine is

working at part power; there is claimed to

be absolutely no back pressure; the auxiliary

‘ exhaust ports reduce the pressure to that of

the atmosphere before the exhaust valve in

the head of the cylinder is open. The gases

that pass out of the exhaust valve are there
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fore comparatively cool. The annoyance of

pitted and warped exhaust valve: is entirely

overcome. The duty required of the valve

operating levers, cams and gears is very

light, as there is no terminal pressure in the

cylinders when the valve is open. The valves

are closed by centrifugal force; this force is

in proportion to the requirements. The higher

the speed of the engine the greater the force,

and the greater the need of a stiff spring or

force to close the valve. The springs used

are made of light piano wire, and are useful

only to close the valves in starting the en

gine, where the centrifugal force at the slow

starting speed might not be sufficient to over

come the resistance of cold lubricating oil on

the valve stems. After the engine is slightly

warmed every spring might be removed, and

the engine could be started and run as per

fcctly as with the springs.

Air cooling is effectually accomplished by

the cylinders revolving at a rapid rate, draw

ing in air at the centre and expelling it with

great rapidity at the periphery or ends of

the cylinder. The cylinders are provided with

longitudinal ribs cast integral with the cyl~

inders, which provide a large radiating sur

face. Every particle of air that is in con

tact with any part of the engine one instant

is thrown off with great velocity by centrifu

gal force, and must be replaced with air

drawn in at the centre.

The speed of the motor is controlled entire' y

by their variable compression system, which

consists of allowing that part of the charge

not needed to give the motor the required

power to escape back by the inlet valve,

which is mechanically held open for a part

of a compression stroke, that part of the

charge so escaping being drawn in by an

other cynnder. There is no waste of gases.

When the maximum power is required the

inlet valve is closed at the end of the suction

stroke and the full charge is compressed to

about ninety-five pounds per square inch.

When minimum power is wanted the inlet

valve is not closed until the completion of

the compression stroke; an exceedingly small

part of the charge is retained and ignited by

atmospheric pressure, giving a gentle expan

sion. A range of power and speed anywhere

from maximum to minimum or'vice versa

can be had instantly or gradually as desired.

It is possible when the vehicle is on the high

gear to follow a walking horse or to spurt up

to a forty mile clip without manipulating

any brake, clutch, spark or carburetter levers.

Variable compression is the entire source of

control. This system of control is claimed to

be very economical, to be conducive to vet"

smooth running, to obviate the necessity of

heavy exhaust valve springs, to run much

cooler and-to keep the cylinder heads and

spark plugs entirely free from sooty deposits.

The carburetter is entirely automatic at all

speeds, no attention being required after oncv

adjusting. Gasolene is pumped through the

upper pipe 19 into the constant level reservoir

18, which is a small cavity covered with a

watch crystal, enabling the gasolene to be

seen, and water, if any. detected. The sur

plus gasolene flows back into the pump well

20 through the 10Wer tube.

An opening connecting the reservoir with

the valve 23 is regulated by a needle valve.

the hand of which is at 26. The air, at er

passing through the linen bag 2-1, which pre

vents dust entering, raises the little swing

valve and at the same time the gasolene valve

23, formlnga vapor which enters the central

chamber, and thence out through the channel

at the top of the cylinder and through the in

let valve 3. The sectional view will

show this clearly. The proportion of air and

gasoiene is always the same. and the qual

ity of the mixture is constant, but the quan

  

tity varies according to the power required

and the position of the variable compression

cam. The mixing valves are opened only

after the sucking cylinder has drawn in that

part of the charge which the compressing

cylinder is blowing back by its inlet valve.

The spark is regulated automatically by

their automatic spark regulator, which fires

the charge at all speeds at a point to produce

the greatest efficiency. This is a device em

ploying a centrifugal goVernor, which not

only advances the spark when the speed of

the engine increases, but also increases the

length of the contact of the primary circuit.

A contact of the primary circuit for one

thirty-sixth of a revolution of the engine

gives suflicicnt time for the spark coil to be

come saturated and give a good spark when

the engine is running 150 revolutions or less.

This contact is automatically increased to

about one-twelfth of a revolution of the en

gine when running at 900 revolutions per

minute. This is claimed to be a great sav

ing of battery current and contact breaker

points, for without this variable contact it

is necessary to make the contact of the pri

mary circuit long enough for the highest

speed. therefore using two or three times

as much current when the engine is running

slowly.

There is but one spark coil. The high-st

tension current is wire 10 connected to the

commutator T, which is an insulated seg

ment with a brass strip on the lower edge.

On each cylinder there is a wire which lcuds

from an insulator 6 to the spark plug 5.

On the top of insulator 6 is an adjustable

brass cap, which is adjusted to pass under

the commutator strip 7 without quite touch‘

ing. In operation, as the cylinder that is

at the time compressing approaches the posi

tion straight back (which is the dead centre

position). the insulator 6 is passing under

the commutator and the contact breaker

breaks the primary circuit and a spark jumps

the gap between the commutator T anal

porcelain ti, and thence to the spark plug

and into the cylinder.

When the motor is started the spark is

late and jumps the gap at the extreme right

hand end of the commutator; a back kick is

impossible. As the speed of the engine in

creases the automatlc spark regulator ad

vances the spark and it jumps further and

further toward the left end of the commuta

tor. The exnct position of the spark can be

seen while the motor is in motion.

The oiling of all parts of the motor proper

is cared for by an automatic, positive feed

oil pump. It consists of a circular barrel in

which are four cam actuated plungers. The

barrel is positively driven by a worm gear;

there are no ratchets, springs or valves; it

will positively deliver one drop of oil to each

of four tubes every one hundred reroiutions

of tlie‘engine. Two of these tubes load to

a distributing channel in the upper end of

the crank shaft and oil the top of each cylin

der; one tube leads to the upper end of the

wrist pin, and from thence to the lower crank

shaft bearing; a surplus accumulating in the

crank case lubricates the valve operating

cams and gears. An opening on each side

of each cylinder admits oil from the crank

case to the cylinder, thus oiling each cylin

der and piston at three equa-dlstant points.

The fourth tube is an extra, and is usually

turned to deliver its oil back into the tank.

The oil tank is located in the left end of the

angular aluminum casting, which forms a

support to the upper end of the crank shaft.

Being very close to the engine, it is kept

warm in the winter time, and the tubes lead

ing from the pump are very short and not

liable to be broken.

Easy accessibility to all parts of the motor,

transmission and running gear mechanism is

claimed for this car. The entire motor mech

anism is under and back of the rear seat.

The gasolene tank and a convenient recep

tacle for carrying tire pump, extra inner

tubes, jack, etc., are under the floor betyvccn

the seats. The large space under the front

seat (some live cubic feet) will be found con
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venient for storing away touring baggage,

picnic baskets, etc.

In the‘view of the chassis, all of the parts

shown are accessible, and without removing

the body. A small trapdoor under the front

seat gives access to the forward steering

gear mechanism; the floor between the seats

is easily removable, as is also the rear

seat. For ordinary attention and adjustment,

however, the raising of the sloping top of the

body is all that is necessary. From this p0

sitiou you will find exposed to view and

readily accessible every part of the motor

proper that will ordinarin ever require ex

amination or adjustment; also every neces

cured to the chassis of the car by five studs.

Every part of the motor and transmission is

secured to this bronze casting, forming an In

tegal, rigid power unit that may be removed

and operated independent of any other part

of the car.

The complete power plant, including all

parts of the motor, transmission, oil tank

and pump, carburettor, clutch operating

cams, etc., all secured to the bronze support

ing spider forming an integral power unit,

weighs 387 pounds. Of this 157 pounds are

the parts of the transmission which would

not he needed if the motor was used for other

purposes than that of automobile propulsion.

 
 

ADAMS-FAR\YELL VARIABLE

sat-y tool required in these adjustment; each

in a separate pocket, so that a glance will

inform you if all necessary tools are aboard.

Two sets of batteries, a spark c0iI and a

double throw switch, which will enable

either set of batteries to be used separately

or both together after they have become too

far exhausted to run the engine separately;

you will find every inch of electrical wire ex

posed to view, and a loose connection can at

once be located. A few extras, such as

spark plugs, valves, bolts, nuts, springs, etc.,

an extra supply of lubricating oil, an oil can,

some waste and a pair of asbestos tanned

gloves will find room here.

With no compression, the cylinders may be

easily turned around, bringing any one in

convenient position for removing spark plug

or valves. All valves are duplicate. A cage

forming the valve seat and guide for the

vale stem is screwed into the head of the

cylinders. Should a valve leak it can be re

placed by another in a few minutes on the

road and the grinding in process done at

your leisure.

There is not a gasket or packed joint about

the entire engine. The cylinder heads and

one-third of the central crank case are cast

integral with the cylinders. There Is no

hose or rubber tubing whatever about the

car. The brass gasolene pipe, some four

feet in all, is the only pipe about the engine.

By taking out the three bolts on each side,

the two on the top and the two in the bot

tom flange, any cylinder may be drawn off for

examination of piston, pitman or interior of

crank case without disturbing any other part

of the engine. By removing the two cap

boxes on the transmission shaft the entire

mechanism can be removed.

The base of the motor, to which the crank

shaft is keyed, is a spider shaped bronze

casting which, although light, has great

strength and stiflness. This casting is se

SPRING.

Of the 230 pounds, the weight of the motor

proper, 1!)" pounds in the cylinders, etc.,

fn-ming the revolving unit or flywheel. All

motor and transmission bearings are bronze

with steel shafts, and the bearings are re

newable. - I

The gasolene tank is made of heavy cop

per riveted and soldered. It has a partition

in the centre with a stop cock communicat

ing. With stop cock open both halves of the

tank will be filled; if then shut off, warning

will be given when half of the gasolene has

been used that there is just enough gasolene

left to get home on. A union stop cock is in

either end; the tank is slung under the cen

tre oi‘ the car by two heavy straps, and may

be easily reversed should an accident cause

one end to leak, or it may be removed it it

it desired to store the car in a building where

gasolene would not be allowed; it obviates

the necessity of looking for clean cans in

which to draw off gasolene.

Attention is called to the secure manner of

fastening the body to the chassis. Six 1,9

inch Sweedes iron bolts being used, passing

through metal bashed holes in the body so

as to avoid shaking loose.

The under part of the car is entirely free

of delicate mechanism which would be in

jured by running over brush, weeds, etc.

The clearance under the centre of the car

is 14 inches; the differential and chain,-being

on one side, comes over the path made by

horses, and Is 11% inches from the ground.

All the novel features, such as revolving

the cylinders around a vertical, stationary

crank shaft, system of mufiiing, variable

compression control, automatic spark regu

lator, control from front and rear seat, vari

able strength springs, carburetter, oiling sys

tem, etc., are the subjects of patents granted

and pending in this and foreign countries.

The Adams Co. have one of the finest ma

chine shops in the West, and are well po

sitioned to make the most of their oppor

tunitles.

I'Iow Reputation Helps Sales.

That a reputation for reliability and probity

has a. distinct monetary value was demon

strated this week at the new Haynes-Apper~

son branch, on Broadway, this city. As re

lated to :1 Motor World man by Manager

Carrie, the story was tbl:

“We are only just beginning to be settled

in our new quarters and to feel at home,” he

said. “There has been no time to seek busi~

ness, so it is coming to us unsought. This

morning a gentleman who was an entire

stranger to us came in and asked some ques~

tions about-Haynes cars. I showed him a

tonneau that was on the floor, having just

been uncrated. As he seemed to be inter

ested, I suggested that we give him a demon

stration. ‘Oh, I guess it isn’t necessary,’ he

replied. ‘I have heard about Haynes cars

and I imagine they are all right. Could you

have this car ready to send out to me this

afternoon?‘

"That was pretty quick work, but I an

swered that we could. ‘Very well, then,’ he

said. ‘I’li write you a check if you will give

me pen and ink,’ and, leading the way to

the office, he had the check for $2,550 ready

before I could make out the bill.

“ ‘Send it to me at Bernardsvllle, N. J..

he said. ‘I am Senator Childs, and I want to

use it right off for electioneering purposes.’

“So we have been at work on it and it is

now about ready,” concluded Mr. Carrie.

 

Increasing the Locomobile Facilities.

In order to facilitate the construction of

their high grade cars, the Locomobile Co. of

America have recently installed a consider‘

able quantity of special machinery. Impor

tant changes have been made in the drop

forging department, new andimproved tools

having been added in order to take care of

the increasing output. A few torgings of

special character, requiring very large and

heavy machinery, are made outside of the

Locomobile factory. In these few cases, how

ever, the parts are made from special ma

terial furnished by the Loeomobile company

in order that the work may be up to their

usual high standard.

A number of new gear cutting machines

have been added, doubling the capacity of

work in this department. Some of the new

machines make it possible to cut and plane

absolutely theoretically corect bevel gears

which run at high speed without noise. A

quantity of automatic screw machines have

been added, together with special machinery

for boring cylinders and grinding valve seats.

The work on the 1905 models is progressing

rapidly, and it is expected that the Locom0~

bile output will be on the market three

months sooner than it was last year.

When the Burner Clogs.

One of the petty annoyances that are some

times encountered is that of a clogged burner

in the acetylene headlight. The easiest way

out or the difficulty is to carry a spare burner

or two. Burners are inexpensive, and are

easily removed or inserted.
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MATERIAL FOR BEARINGS

Composition not the Chief Item of Importance—

J .

_ The Other Things That Count.

 

The importance of the material used in the

various bearings of the automobile is attract

ing attention. but not the right kind of at

tention.

Too many manufacturers and users are

depending entirely upon the chemical com

position of the brass or bronze, or whatever

it may be in‘ the way of an alloy.

in order that a metal may be just right, it

is quite true that the composition must be

just right. More important than the compo

sition, however, is the manner of melting and

casting. There are many details in connec

tion with this that affect the life of a brass

or bronze vitally.

detail—men who not only mix proportions

carefully, but cast carefully.

On the other hand, many crank pin brasses

~ and connecting rod braSscs are blamed for

failure not due in any way to the quality of

the bearing. Some engines pound badly, and

at the slightest provocation. In the hands of

an ignorant or careless driver they pound

more or less all the time. No connecting rod

brass will stand this sort of punishment, even

with extremely generous proportions, a small

pressure per square inch, and all that.

The force of explosions in a gas engine cyl

inder is not greatly different from that of a

gun, and it is easy to believe that brass can

be battered by continually exploding a charge

against it, in just the same way that the

charge is exploded against the connecting rod

and crank pin.

In short. there are some machines in which

no kind of brass or bronze will wear well.

CAPACITY OF SPRINGS

Uncertainty Thai Oitzn Exists—Importance oi

Calculating Loads Each Spring Must Carry.

 

Complaints as to the supposed carrying

Without

doubt, their deficiencies can easily be traced.

capacity of springs are frequent.

In many cases the grade of steel is not what

it ought to be, and the supposed carrying

capacity is not in the springs. Those experi

enced in the suspension or carriage and

wagons generally agree that the straighter

But springs

are cambered or are “open,” so that the

greatest possible load or down pressure shall

not deflect the plates beyond the horizontal

line. Hence the camber or opening must al

ways be greater than the greatest deflection

the spring the easier it works.

  

THE KNOX COMBINED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE AND SIGHT-SEEING CAR.

[1' the melter be careless and melt his ma

terials in such a way that the air can get at

it: or if he adds dirty materials that are full

of oxides to start with, he cannot get a good

sound casting; if the casting is not sound it

will not wear well.

This is not as important. however, as an

other feature, which is that castings must be

cooled in such a manner as to produce a fine.

close grain. This must be cooled so quickly

in one way or another that no one of the ele-'

ments of an alloy may have time to separate,

which it will do if the casting is the least bit

slow in cooling. Further than this, the more

slowly the casting cools, the larger will be

the crystals. The larger the crystals, the less

strength the metal will have. Strength means

wearing quality, resistance to the pound of

the explosion of the engine. Strength means

a long lived bearing.

Therefore, in addition to specifying a cer

tain composition when ordering, it is neces

sary to deal with good, reliable houses that

understand the melting of alloys to the last

Concerning Knox's Combination Car.

To their extending line of eotnmcrcial ve

hicles the Knox Automobile Co., Springfield.

Mass, have added the combination business

and pleasure car shown by the accompanying

illustrations. The first of the vehicles was

delivered to the Anheuser-anch Brewing

(‘0., St. Louis. it has a capacity of 2,500

pounds, or 14 passengers: has a wheel base

of96inc1|es and trend of 56lnches; 3% inch

solid tires are used on 32 inch wheels. The

motor dimensions are 5 by 7 inches. The car

has a maximum speed of 19 miles per hour.

The St. Louis brewers are using it for service

in meeting rush orders and in taking sight

seeing visitors to Mr. Busch's farm, the re

movable seats admirably adapting it to both

purposes.

The Non-Pinchablc Inner Tube.

In order to do away with pinching the in

ner tube an English rubber company has de

signed a tire in which the air chamber is

vulcanized in an inverted U shape. It is

made larger than the outer cover, and when

inflated is under compression; therefore the

walls are not thinned by stretching.

 

\

for the load they are intended to carry. There

are three wa_vs,of increasing the flexibility

of springs—by increasing the length, by de

creasing the opening and by reducing the

width and thickness of plates. These facts

are well known to every carriage and wagon

builder, but there scents to be a great deal of

uncertainty as to the correct results arising

from either change. Experience alone has

taught those connected with this part of car

riage and wagon building what the dimen

sions should be for a certain load. If condi

tiolls vary by changing the load from either

of the front or back wheels, or by increase

of weight in either direction, mistakes rela

tive to its carrying capacity are likely to

result, says the Carriage Monthly.

Take, for instance. springs on a brougham

or cabriolet. Examine both of these car

riages and the position of seats, and you will

find that the weight is cycnly divided be

tween front and rear scat, or, in other

words, the centre of gravity is between the

two seats. Now take a coach or a landau,
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where the greatest weight is on front springs

and front wheels. Again, examine the regu

lar six-passenger ’bus, where one-third of the

weight is on the front'sprlngs and wheels

and two-thirds on the rear springs. Here is

the difficulty for those who never have built

such a ’hus. In the first place, they must

calculate the difference in weight between

front and back springs, and then order the

springs for the intended weight each spring

has to carry.

The main plates on all springs should al

ways he of a heavier grade of steel, being

hacked by lighter or reduced grades. This

strengthens the carrying capacity, improves

elasticity and prevents to a greater extent

the matter of fractures from collapse or re

coil.

And Now the “ Automobile Match."

The automobile has been the cause of a

good many novelties in the matter of modi

fied everyday objects, and the last, but not

least, to undergo this metamorphosis is the

household match! Realizing the difficulties

attending the use of ordinary matches in a

hizh wind, and the frequent absolute neces»

.~it_\' for obtaining a light under such in

t'l'-lll(‘llt conditions when motoring, a ccle~

Ill'llil‘d English firm of match makers have

brought out a suitable and reliable form of

match for use in such circumstances. These

new matches are nearly'tive inches long from

end to end, and have no less than one and

one~hnit inches of inflammable matter at

their business ends. Being of the "safety"

variety, they “will only strike on the box,"

and a square of the igniting paper is stuck

on one end of the matchbox for this purpose.

The flame given by one of these matches

lasts for nearly half a minute, and will keep

alight in strong winds. As the heads are se‘

eurcly attached to the stems, they do not

easily fall off, but the stems themselves are

not fired by the flame and are made long

only for convenience in handling. .

 

  

THE SPEED 6F

  

G & J Tires Win Every Event
at the Los Angeles Race Meet, Gct. 22,

SEVEN FIRSTS, SIX SEQQNDS,

and Make New World’s Records.

Frank Pl. Garbut, in 20 H. P. Stewart—Garbut Racer—,6ne

\ Mile Amateur Record, 58 2-5 Sec.

Geo. Miller, in 24 H.I?. Pope-Toledo, Gne Mile for Stripped

Stock ears, American Make,,I.OO 3-5 Sec. '

 

THE G 8: J THREHD FHBRIG TIRE IS PHENGMENHL.

IT IS HS DURHBLE HS IT IS FAST.

Ins Co.
Main Office and Factory:

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

 

  

 

 
 

November 10th, .1904.

ANNUAL AUTOMOBILE AUCTION
__op__

New and , Second=liand Automobiles,
OASOLENE, STEAM and ELECTRIC RUNABOUTS, .

_ TOURING CARS and TRUCKS.

The greatest opportunity ever pres: nted of bringing together the buyer and seller. __ -

It you are in the market to buy, write for preliminary catalogue, issued October 26.

It you want to sell, write for information blank governing entry of machines.

W. D. GRAND, American Horse Exchange, 50th Street and Broadway, NEW YORK. ‘ -
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KNOXVEEDER sis-m
ULDSMIIBILE

unomuins anti
BAKER

are supplied as part of the BUFFALO ELEGTRIG

regular equipment on the “uni

 

“ It's Nice to Know

How For you Go."

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., - Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclameters, Odometers, Tochometers, Counters and Fine Castings.

  

 

  

Touring

Bar. 

 
  

 The THOMAS FLYE '  

Railway Exchange, Clu'cag'o, Oct. 4, [004.

 

 

“ Hy four-cylinder Locomoblle

(iasolene Touring Car is en

tirely satisfactory. Received

it May l9th, 1904, and today

the Odometer indicates that

it has run 7.260 miles. Except

tires, we have had no trouble

' with the machine—it has not

even been In the shop for re

pairs—think it is now running

smoother than ever.

“I take great pleasure in

recommending the Locomoblle

to my friends."

Yours truly, JOY MORTON

  

 

For beautiful and ori inaI (Side Entrance) body lines;

For great power, 40 . P., 4 cylinders; simplicity of mechanism;

For reserve strength, large bearings;

For sweet and quiet running:

For its many unique conveniences, and

For value in dollars.

Agents desiring to join the Thomas “ Flyer” Success Club should do so at once

as it is now evident that all of the 1905 output will be sold before January In.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION.

  

 

The £0comobile Company of America,

_ ‘ BRIDGBPORT, CONN.

BRA NCHES: le Your, Broadway and 76m St; PHILADILHHA,J49 North

Broad St; CHICAGO, 1354 Michigln_Ave.', BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St.

Membzr A rmrintion of Liz-nun! A ulnnmbile i'llanufircturzrr.

C. A. COEY & CO., Chicago. WESTERN MOTOR CAR CO.. 1.0: Angcles.

C. S. H ENSHAW. Boston. 1.]. BA RCI.AY, Minneapolis, Minn.

H. S. HAUPT.4Bth& Il’way,N.Y. L. (‘1. MARTIN, I’ittsburg. Pa.

The Manufacturoro,

E. R. Thou Motor 00., 1210 Niagara St, Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.
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MR. MANUFACTURER

We want to make your

  

You won't regret it if we do.

AlsoHouds. THE DIAMOND STAMPED WARE CO.

Copper and Brass Stampings,

Bent Tubing, DETROlT, MICH.

Copper Water Jackets.
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The Week's Patents.

772.419. Controlling Mechanism for Flash

Boiler Systems. Hermann Lemp, Lynn,

Mass, assignor, by mesne assignments, to

General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 2, 1902. Serial No.

125.663. (No model.)

(‘laim.—i. In combination, a boiler, 11

motor. a pump, and a single controlling dc

vicc which regulates the motor and also the

effective delivery of the. pump together at

certain times and only the pump at other

times.

772.463. Motor Vehicle. William F. Kramer,

Dayton, Ohio. Filed March 23, 1904. Serial

No. 199,538. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a motor vehicle, a running

gear frame, a solid steering axle, a steering

bundle, means connected with said axle for

turning the axle in either direction from the

steering handle. and connections between

the steering axle and the running gear frame

permitting said axle to turn and permitting

said axle and the running gear frame to rise

or fall in passing over obstructions or de

pressions.

772,530. Carburetter for Gasolene Engines.

Joseph A. McGee, Big Spring, Ind. Filed

June 6. 1904. Serial No. 211,352. (No model.)

t‘lai1n.—1. In a device for the purposes

specified, a rotating drum with perforated

walls, an air conduit discharging into said

drum and a nozzle discharging gas into the

drum.

772,571. Electric Motor Vehicle. Hiram

P. Maxim, Harry M. Pope and Herbert \V.

Alden, Hartford, Conn.. assignors, by mesne

assignments. to Morton Trust Company.

trustee, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Sept. 24. 1897. Serial No. (£32,858. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the combina

tion with a battery. a motor and controller

and electrical connections intermediate of the

battery and motor and a handle for operating

the controller. of a main line conductor for

transmitting electrical energy from the bat

tery to the controller. and a cut out. inde

pendent ot the controller. comprising a bodily

movable. member constituting a current car

rying portion of the circuit and readily re

movable to prevent transmission of energy

between the battery and the controller.

77-590. Induction Coil. Richard Varley,

Providence, R. 1., assignor to Varley Duplex

Magnet Company, a Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed July 12, 1904. Serial No.

216,254. (No model.) '

Plains—1. The combination with the cas

ing and vibrator of an induction coil, of a

flexible cover fitting upon said casing and

completely inclosing said vibrator.

2. The. combination with the casing. and

vibrator of an induction coil and the adjust

ing screws for said vibrator, of a flexible

elastic hood tittlng upon said casing and com

pletely inclosing said vibrator and screws.

772.591. Induction Coil. Richard Variey.

Providence. R. L, assignor to Variey Duplex

Magnet Company, a Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed July 12, 1904. Serial No.

216,255. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination of a box or

housing, an induction coil adapted to tit ther

in a group of contact plugs on one of said

parts and a similar group of hollow contacts

or terminals on the other of said parts, the

hollow contacts beini.r arranged to receive all

of said plugs at the same tilne, as and for

the. purpose set forth.

772.592. Induction Coll. Richard Varley,

Providence. R. 1.. assignor to Varley Duplex

Magnet Company, a (‘orporation of New

Jersey. Filed July 18, 1901. Serial No.

216,932. (No model.)

(‘laim.—1. In an induction coil. the com

bination of vibratlle circuit controller.

means for creating a pressure of the contacts

thereof and means for relieving said pressure

during the periods of ener'ization of the

coil.

772,625. Speed Indicating Apparatus. Fritz

Moatandon, La Cnaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland.

Filed Aug. 18, 1902. Serial No. 120.083. (No

model.)

(‘laim.—1. A vehicle speed indicator com

prising the combination of a part actuated

relatively to the. speed at which the vehicle

is travelling. an indicating device associated

therewith showing a definite distance trav

ersed. and a stop watch or timepiece. auto

matically set into operation and automatical

ly arrested by the speed indicator actuating

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.

15 cent: per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

OR SALE—At Low Prices: Standard4 Cycle

Motors; Single Cylinder, 3% II P.; Double

Cylinder 8 and 12 ii. I‘. for Automobiles. Same

with bases for launches. N. B. HARRINGTON

& CO., 106 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

WHITE Steam Touring Car, dark

I 9 O 4 blue color, run six months; equipped

with top, two oil and two acetylene lamps. side

baskets and boot. Extras: one pilot light, vapor

izer. inner tube and tool box; first class condition;

price $r,oo.oo; cost 82,274.00. ll. 11. CAMP,

138 Fir Street, Akron, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Winton Quod; 24 horse; side

entrance; first-class condition; fast; usod

very little. Cost $3200; will sell for Izooo. Rea

son for selling, going abroad. H. M. OLCOTT,

r437 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

‘ WINTON—Practically new, three

1904 months use. Canopy top,side baskets

and tools, $r575. T. H. PHELPS, Oklahoma

City, 0. T.

ON your home runs use a Manlove-Self-Opcn'

ing-Gate. The wheel openl it. Catalogue

MANLOVE GATE CO., Milton, Indiana.

OR SALE—Peirce Arrow I6 H. P. Genuine

De Dion Engine; in perfect condition. I903

model; fully equipped; baskets. lamps, etc. For

further information apply to W. F. FULLER.

496 Farmington Avo., Hartford. Conn.

SEND stamp to C. A.Coey & C0,, 53rd and Cot

tage Grove, Chicago, for the largest list of

second-hand machines ever issued.

 

 

 

free.
 

 

 

OR SA LE—z4 Horse Power Peerless, 1904

Four Cylinder, latest pattern. Four speeds

and reverse. Full equipment. Best of condition.

Good a-sortment spare parts. Duplicate set

French Storage Batteries. Practically new car.

GEO. I. BLACK, Erie, Penna.

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

~ Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY C0., - 233-5-7 Randolph SIICCI, Chicago, Ill.
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mechanism and having the. usual indicating

devices and which shows the tune occupied

in traversing such definlte distance.

772,636. Vehicle Tire. James A. Swinehart,

Akron, Ohio. Filed May 13, 1904. Serial No.

207,802. (No model.)

(ilaim.—]. A tire for wheels comprising

an elastic body solid throughout with con

cave sides and narrowed central portion and

a convex tread surface with an enlarged rih

centrally about the circumference of the.

tread.

772,649. Sparking igniter. l'lrnst Eise

mann Stuttgart, Germany. Filed April 12.

12102. Serial No. 102,613. (No model.)

Clailn.—1. An igniter for explosive engines

and the like, comprising a current producer

of high self-induction, a contact disk running

synchronously therewith and in a short cir

cuit with the same, an induction coil of which

the primary coil is connected with the cur.

rent producer and in circuit with the contact

disk, and means for periodically opening the

short circuit between the current producer

and the contact disk, and causing the entire

current to flow through the primary coil, the

secondary coil being connected with sparking

points; substantially as described.

772,673. Carburetter. Alvah C. Roebuck

and Frank McMillan, Chicago, Ill. Filed De

cember 7, 1903. Serial No. 184,035. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter of the type

herein described, the combination of a car

buretter casing, closure heads for the ends

of the same, an inner shell dividing the car

buretter easing into an inner sub-chamber

and an outer annular sub-chamber. a porous

filling in said annular sub-chamber, an inlet

neck connected to the inner sub-chamber, and

an outlet neck connected to the annular sub

chamber, substantially as set forth.

772,812. Metallic vehicle wheel. Thomas

Midgiey, Columbus, Ohio, nssignor to the

Midglcy Manufacturing Company, ,Columbus,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio. Filed August 21,

1003. Renewed April 13, 1904. Serial No.

203,034. (No model.)

Claim—1. A metallic vehicle wheel rim, a

tubular metallic spoke, and a metallic thlm

hie at the outer end of the spoke and metal

lically joined thereto and to the rim.

772,813. Metallic vehicle wheel. Thomas

Midgley, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to the

Midgley Manufacturing Company, Columbus,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio. Filed August

21, 1903. Renewed April 13, 1904. Serial No.

203,035. (No model.)

Claim—1. A metallic wheel hub composed

of opposite disks having inner right angled

flanges forming the spoke chamber, and miter

flanges, and opposite huh-sections engaged

by said outer flanges, and an axle-box within

said disks and hub~sections, the said parts

being metalically Joined together.

772,814. Metallic wheel spoke. Thomas

Midgley, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to the

Midgley Manufacturing Company, Columbus,

Ohio, a corporation of Ohio. Filed August 24,

1903. Renewed April 13, 1904. Serial No.

203,036. (No model.)

Claim—1. A tubular metallic wheel spoke

having a wedge shaped head. flat on two of

its sides, and one of the inclined sides pro

vided with a transverse depression having a

wall between sald flat sides of the spoke and

forming the bottom of the depression.

772,856. Sparking plug for (probation

engines. Charles H. Wisner, Flint, Mich..

assignor to Peter P. G. Hall., jr. Filed July

24, 1902. Serial No. 116,766. (No model.)

(7|aim.—1. A sparking plug for combustion

engines, provided with an outwardly extend

ing passage opening into the cylinder, a sec

ond passage larger than the first passage

forming an outward extension of the same, a

raised shoulder on the surface of said plug

between the ends of said pasaages, said

shoulder surrounding the inner end of the

first mentioned passage at a distance there

from, a disk made up of one or more sheets

of mica resting upon said shoulder, means

for holding the mica. and an electrode se

cured to said disk and extending along said

passage.
 

Popular Wedding Trip.

A popular wedding trip is to take a D. & C.

steamer to Mackinac Island.

It you want a delightful wedding trip,

Where you are not likely to meet acquaint

ances, take one of the new D. & C. steel

steamers to the island of cool breezes. State~

rooms and parlors reserved 30 days in ad

vance. Send 2c. for illustrated pamphlet.

Address, A. A. SCHANTZ, G. S. & P. T.

Mgr., Detroit. Mich. s"

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will lld you

In understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas

sau street, New York. °°°
 

TRY us FOR

PRESSEII STEEL FRAMES.
We are mnklng them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perfect conditions of manufacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivettera, give us unsurpassed

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities.

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER l905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send Ill your drawing: and get our prices.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY 00.,

CASE AVENUE and LAKE STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Where

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

Special UllIIi Forgings

THE M. SEWAIlll & son on.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURER. OI“

  

Auioniohiles
AND OTHER WORK

We are prepared to make estimates from drawlnga or models

and guarantee first-clan work.

  

 

“The A.~B.i}. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

50 Gents Par Copy.I08 Pagan.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94 TIIIUNE BUILDING.

 

NEW YORK.

The Best Automobile Motors

AND

Automobile Bharging Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE EIWEll-PAIIKEB EIEGTRIB 60.,

CLEVELAND, o.
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We want you to let us help you in experimenting for efficiency and design on radiators,

hoods and tenders.

“'e have a number or new types of radiators, some quite novel and others merely re

arrangements or refinements of last year's types.

in cheral we now produce a greater efficiency at a less price and weight than hereto

fore. The style and appearance are greatly improved. and on workmanship we are pre

pared to turn out the finest coppersmith work, amounting almost to Jeweler's finish.

Our testing plant enables us to determine just the right radiation, yet without waste.

Manufacturers are generally aware that We have always been the unquestioned leaders

in both quality and output_ in our respective lin-IS, having madn more of these parts, we be

lieve, than all others put together. Don't expect mature results from amateurs. _

Let us know your wants.

@RlscoE MFG co.
I433 Woodward Avenue, DETROIT,

KNOXMM
BARS.

STAND THE TEST

Knox Commercial Cars have shown by com >e|ittve endurance

tests that they are leaders amon‘ business can They have wor ed night and day

during the most severe New England winter as well as during the hottest summer

days on the Pacific Coast. They have made a record not equalled by any othe' line

of cars. Knox mechanism does it. No water to worr about. No overlie ting of

cylinders in summer——no freezing in winlcr. Fen lnr rnncise pamphlet o!

Comnterciwl Car tests, and call on our agent for free demomtratmn.

BUY A WATERLESS KNOX.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE 00.,
Members Asso. Lic. Automobile Mfrs. SPRINGFIELD' MASS.

SELLING AGENCIES lN ALL PRINCIPAI CITIEF.

  

MICH
  

 

 

WATERLESS

 

  

  

 

 

'FHESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Com: Seats on Spindles art

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

  

 

  

 

 

THE AMERICAN BALL.BEARlNO CO.

culvsuttn, onto. u. a. A.
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THE ONLY WAY

to build automobiles that

will stand the test is to

use sheet metal parts in

place of castings.

WE DO HEAVY AND DIFFICULT

STAMPING.

The Crosby ’ Co.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

   

  

Your

SPEBIFIBATIONS
for

FORGINGS
should reach us promptly to Insure

Seasonable Deliveries.

ARE YOU READY?

WE ARE.

THE BILLINGS 8t SPENCER 60., Hartford, Conn, U. S. l.

Makers of I

Drop Forgings of Every Description.

 

 

  

FIRE PROOF  

Hotel Lenox

Boylston and Exeter Streets

Back Bay, BOSTON

ONE OF THE FINEST MODERN

FIRE PROOF HOTELS IN THE

COUNTRY. Two NIINUTEs’

VVALK mom THE BACK BAY

STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

FROM Cornnv SQUAR E

CHARLES A. GLBASON, Manager

Send (or illustmted booklet

 

 

 

 

 
Ag TALKING RIMSis a difficult subject.

MAKING RIMS

(the kind that stay true) is an art.

“ SW E DO l1 ”

Spring Steel Rims
represent the highest achievement of the art of rim

making.

They are used by most conscientious automobile

builders and are indorsed by all tire manufacturers.

“Swedoh " Spring Steel Rims

are made by

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING C0.,

 

 

 

 

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

4E

 

 

 

We own and operate our steel blllet

mltlng and hot and cold rolling

mllls end stslnplng works.
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GRAYv“°“DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

 

 

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AM ESBURY, MASS.

CYLINDER i “CASTING-S

FOR MARINE AND STATIONARY MOTORS esuo PATTERNS FOR SAMPLES

OR BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

FOUNDRY CO" Waterbury, Ct.

SUPERIOR QUALITY, PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE MANUFACTURERS

  

L. .
  

 

 

Kingston fiarhuretor.

a “.1903. " ‘ Tun)! GRADOMETER mum

  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent ponpaid on receipt 01 price, inso,

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. TI‘IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dllbuquo, Iowa.

The FURG GASULENE BURNER.
Beat and fleet Eilectlve Burner flanulutured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York._

 

  

KINGTUN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Oillng Devlces, etc.

 

   

_le the most satisfactory ignition plug in the

, world at any price. More lold than all other ad

vertised American made plug. combined. 18 lines.

Olds. Ford. Rambler, Northern, Queen, Peerlen,

I

 

 
STA‘RITE

DETROIT

  

 

 

I .1 Packard, Orient, Panhard etc., $1.50 Win on,

" Autocar, Thomas, Locomobile, Knox etc.,$|.7;

I ' ‘" -- / ' "‘ Mica plugs $1.00- Cadillac lire plug $100. New

1' H E R. E MARDY co,I } xsbfileflentli; Ave. No I1 size $5.00. Best porcelain obtainable used.

Formerl, DnTRonT MOTOR W0 ‘, Inc, 1900. etroit, ic I. Get aeel right away. Send for complete catalo‘ue

a con Koumol Ind-I u' A- P J DASEY, 435 Wabash Ave.,Chicago and discounts. DymmosTOoiliz‘Mele'ra, etc.
 

 

 

It You Are flushed-Have More Work Than You Gan Handle In Goooiimo—Lot Us Help You on.

WE ARE HELPING OTHERS ON THEIR SPECIAL MACHINE WORK.

WHY NOT YOU ?

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Rear Axles, Transmission Gears and Special Parts.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CIIAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Send ’0' Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

25! Jeiierlon Street, Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

Autolyte Lamps,

Imported Horns.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers St., N. Y.

 

NELSON STEAM WATER PUMP
Adopted by User: of the

WHITE AND STANLEY

Systems as the Only Positive

and Reliable Boiler Feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

IO4-l IO Centre St., New York.

  

 

 

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands of acrel oi uncultivated farm lands to tract: oi all

til-es, which can be urchaled very chea ly. They are productive, healthy, itntla close to good mar eta. In ten States

reached by the lines oI the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

_ For information about opportunitits now available, price: of

.and, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Indultriel Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

Tilt Baldwin iihtln Gomptny

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

(learn.

Baldwin Chain—8t Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mun, U. l. A.

 

  

 
 
 

QU l N BY Y

HUTQMOBILE-BOD
DEPARTMENT _

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1834 Broadway, cor. 01 45th 5t.. New York

Telephone, 6536-38th St.

 
 
 

 

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measure! the Oil tor the Bearings,

and Always Sends it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

‘WWW”

TOURING OAR

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

Big Four

Route

1'0

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

“

vv

vvvvvv

 

m“““

 

 

 

CRESTMOBILE
$800 for TWO persons, and $900 for I011! DCI'SOIIS

The standard low prlced llr'oeolod our.

THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge, Mum, U. S. A.

SORMITZ PATENT SPRING RUB

 

  

.2.»

m at one!

  

For BICYCLES, MOTOR CYCLES, AUTOMOBILES

Holds several World's Record! for lpeed. Relieves and

breaks jar below the axle, thereby saving at least half the wear

on tire. Absolutely guaranteed.

FRANK SCHMITZ a SONS,

860-564 Orlelnl St. Chicago, Ill.

The Miller Mica Spark Plug.

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.

Furnilheding 7

two sizes, )5 inch 'v u

pipe thread and

Metric French I5

thread.

  

Price, each, . . . ll-S‘)

To fit auto car, . - “4°

To fit WintonI $2.50

Special sizes to order. ’

No. 6 Catalog, the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

CHARLES E. M I l-LER.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

97-99-IOI READE 8T., NEW YORK CITY

Retail Branch: 58th St. and Broadway.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-310 North Broad St.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbul AVe.

Springfield Top
PATINTS FINDING,

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Feeders

Aluminum Hoods.

Springflill—d mm

Body 60..

7 Cypress St,

Springfield, Mall.

Peerless Mn'nr liars.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR OAR OIL,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

  

Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.

Amesbury, Mass.

 

  

 

 

  

U. P. and T. Agent, Cincinnati, 0.

J

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the O. H. it D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a. combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car. which, when lighted with a myriad

oi’ electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. Every one oi the curl

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. in

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with e

lavatory with nickel-plated wushstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladlen' coach seats 88 people,

and has high-back, roiled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out. in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish In made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car In the most. commodlous ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest 0! the car. and has accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibulea. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

In addition to the regular parlor car porters, ate, there Is e. neatly uniformed train porter.

whose dutii-s are to help indies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

the mar-h luvatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels. and that the forward part at

the train is kept up to the standard.
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MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regard ing them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO"

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

TI‘IB DUERR-WARD 60.. No. I787 Broodwny, New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR O. Blili‘iNB'I'T.i N0. 20 Lake St" ChlolZn

Dletrlbutor.

 

 

AGMlE nusi sman
.

  

Does not interfere with entrance to tonneau.

.Made to fit any car. Easily removed. Rolls

up into brass shield and out of the way when

not in use. Price, complete, $12.00.

THE ACME MUFFLER LZLZI’ Kill?

lutely the most perfect muflier on the market

Correspondence solicited.

ACME IOTOR CAR & REPAIR COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

 

 

 

STEEL STAMPINGS.

it's rather a bold statement to say no one can

make stampings like nun—it's never-the-less true.

Try us.

THE PARISH i BIIGIIAM C0,

Min. of the Indestructible P. Q B. Wheel.

Cleveland.

 

 

Concerning Speed Changing

A great many motorists view speed chang

ing with greater trepidation than any other

operation connected with driving a car, and

this often remains the case after they have

become tolerably expert in its management.

There is only one thing to do, and that is to

work along as well as one is able, trying va

rious methods of manipulation until the ones

best suited to the driver are hit upon.

When one is able to handle the car well

on the low gear, one may safely change into

the next. Before changing gear the motor

should be accelerated a little, the clutch with

drawn, and the gear lever moved to the sec

ond speed notch. Be careful, however, not

to get past the notch. If there is a "latch"

on the change speed lever, it will, of course.

have to be first raised before the lever can

be moved. It will facilitate changing gear

to misc the latch and then move the lever

until the latch clears the notch, when it may

be released. The latch will then be in con

tact with the quadrant and ready to drop

into the second speed notch when the lever

reaches that position. The latch, by drop

ping into the notch, tells when the gears are

in mesh. This method of changing is much

easier than when one lifts the latch and

holds it clear of the quadrant until the gears

are thought to be meshed and then releases

the latch, which may not find its notch until

the lever is moved backwards and forwards

one or more times.

In cars having the “gridiron” or Mercedes

type of quadrant. care must be taken that

the change gear lever is not moved into the

wrong slot. In going “up,” if a gear is

skipped, say from first to third, it will not do

so nmch damage as if a gear is skipped in

changing from a high speed to a low, say,

from fourth to second. In the latter case a

great strain is imposed on the clutch and

transmission, as the momentum of the car is

utilized in turning the motor over at an ex

tremely high speed, and may result in break

ing a gear or twisting a shaft.

The beginner should practice changing gear

until this can be accomplished without look

ing at the quadrant, as this takes his atten

tion from the road in front. After a little

practice he will be able to change gear as

well in the dark as in daylight, "feeling"

by the position of the lever the speed he is

on.

About Bolted Springs.

it is a practice with nearly all manufact

nrcrs of fine carriages to bolt the springs at

both top and bottom. Bolting the springs

has a neater appearance, but the method

weakens the parts considerably where the

bolts are put. Take, for instance, a Phi-inch

wide plate bolted with 14-inch bolts. This

spring near the bolt is equal in strength only

to a 1-inch wide spring. For vehicles which

are only occasionally and carefully used,

bolts will do. When built with the very best

material they will stand its use well, but this

is different in the case of vehicles which are

in constant use. They should be clipped, top

and bottom.

 

HITLOCK

CooLERs

For 1905.

  

Experiments are

Expensive.

Sometimes they are not only expen

sive, but fatal. This is especially true

in motor car construction. It is, there

fore, always on the side of safety and

good iudgment to adopt those parts

which have stood the test of time and

have acquired for themselves a reputation

based upon actual merit Price is not

always the most important consideration.

Therefore, in deciding what cooler

you will use for 1905, select one with a

reputation.

The Whitlock Cooler has stood the

test of time. It has been used for two

seasons by the maioriiy of American

builders of touring cars. Our experience

in this line is now unequalled. Write us

about your cooler proposition.

 

THE WHITLOCK COIL

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT
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%'inCh Pitch “WIZARD”

CHAIN AND SPROCKET.

17UI4I4 SIZE.

A wonder for light high-speed work.

 

I

WE MAKE ALL SPROCKETS FOR WIZARD CHAINS.

NEW

CONSTRUCTION. Patented Sept., l904.

 

“Whitney " Roller Chains are now used for the Main Drive on most

of the leading American Motor Cars and the “Wizard ” Chains

and Sprockets are more desirable for Circulating Pumps

and Cooling Fans than any other style on the market.
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Yon see them wherever you go

They go wherever you see them.

An Oldsmobile was the first runabout to cross

the American continent under its own power.

An Oldsmobile won five medals in the recent

Mt. Washington Climbing Contest.

An Oldsmobile won the medal in the recent

English Reliability Trials for details of con

struction and ease of manipulation.

A detailed account of the achievements of the

Oldsmobile would fill a volume.

These cars are equipped with the famous

Oldsmobile 10 H. P. Motor, all machinery

simple and readily accessible, no gaskets to

cause trouble, hub brakes, comfortable and

roomy tonneau, all the advanced progressive

ideas and devices.A

For pleasure, for service, for all round relia

bility—the best thing on wheels;

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, $650

Oldsmobile Light Tonneau Car, $950

Send for book about Oldsmobiles.

All prices f. o. b. factory.

Address

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Ave.. _

,4‘ ‘Q'

DETROIT, - u. s. A. 5

K

Member of the Association U .l’ 4

of Licensed ' " '

Automobile

Manufacturers.
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A Grand Prize
Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEonGE N. DIEncE co.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles

In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Stanhope, 8 H. D. - - $1200

Great Arrow, 211-28 l‘l.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ “ “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

crs ol Assoc

_V_‘_
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I.
THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY, -

WMOMMMMOMQOMOOOWOQO“WMOWW“

The F0 1905 Cars
  

MODEL 8. Price, $2000.00.

flENRY FORD'S LATEST AND GREATEST SUCCESS.

Our 1905 Touring Car weighs only 1710 lbs. The 4-cylinder vertical motor develops

over 20 horse power, SO THAT THIS CAR HAS MORE POWER FOR ITS

WEIGHT THAN ANY CAR IN THE WORLD. This means considerably less

wear on the tires and consequently a great saving to the owner. It also means there is

ample reserve power for steep grades and sandy roads.

Wheel base, 92 inches; direct drive, with universal coupling; cylinders, 4 x 5, water

cooled; automatic oiling device with force feed; large side entrance tonneau seating three

people. ‘
  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The improvements on the FORD two-cylinder car place this model ahead of any car

on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in style and mechanical construction this

car is a year in advance of its nearest competitor. - Double opposed motor of 10 actual

horse power, planetary transmission, chain drive, and increased gasoline capacity. The

most stylish, low-priced car on the market.

SOME GOOD TERRITORY YET FOR LIVE AGENTS. Write us To-day lor Full Inlormntion.

JOHN WANAMAKER, Selling Agent lor New York and Philadelphia.

  

Detroit, Mich.

i
l
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\

~ Suit Against Michelin Tires
We beg to notify the trade that we have

 

 

commenced suit against‘the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

_ The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G J CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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IMPORTANT

0 UR fourth season in the manufacture of high-grade

gasolene touring cars. From the start we used

four-cylinder front vertical motors, sliding gear

transmissions, automatic carburettors and all-steel

frames. We will continue to do so. LOCOMOBILE cars for

1905 will have many interesting features, and all models will

have side entrance tonneaus. Our announcement of 1905

models will be advertised in this publication Nov. 17th.

The 1300010,”? Co. of America

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

Less than One=Half of One

Cent per Mile for Repairs.

' Detroit, Mich, Sept. 2, 1904.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen: On the 25th of April, 1903, I purchased through your sales agent, Wm. E. Metzger, Cadillac N0.

183, which I think was one of the first machin _~. you manufactured. Since that time I have driven it something

over 14,000 miles, and my repair bill in that time has been a little less than $60.00.

I want to thank you for the courteous way in which you have always treated me, and if your model D machine

is as good as the Model A, you can consider my order placed now.

Very truly yours, (Signed) ARTHUR A. PALMER,

Adrian, Mich.

A good Operator can run a CADILLAC several seasons at

small cost for repairs if he will take the proper care of his

machine. The exclusive selling right for the CADILLAC line

for I905 may be open for your vicinity. Do you want it?

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,
Member Asmclatlon Llcenled Automobile Manufacturer.

Detroit, Mich.

‘e»00¢"..on
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w. G. LIDYD COMPANY,

Chlt‘agu.

MORGAN & \VRIGHT_

Chicago.

Gentlemen: I want to give my experience as to

the good qualities of your automobile tires. I

believe you haVe all competitors beaten as to good

service. Up to tour weeks ago I had two kinds

of tires on my Peerless, two—-——— and two

—_—, and I wanted to decide for my

self which of these two would give the best ser—

v ce.

Four weeks flgu I ordered from the Cadillac

Automobile Company, in which I um interested.

another ~—-——' '—— Zl-l x3141. Mr, Howard

Hoops suggested to me to try a Morgan & Wright,

which I did. I can safely any that it is the best

tire out, as I gave it a good test rm a four—day

trip to Milwaukee, Waukvshu anti Gent-m. I also

Went dQWn to South Bend [0 mtet the Eastern

delegation to St. Louis. In fact. the machine has

been on the streets every day, and the Morgan &

I‘Vright tire looks just as good as the day I put it

on. and it is the only one of the tour I did not

have any trouble with.

I have recommended same to a number of people

of the club and others.

Yours Very ti'uly_

W. G. LLOYD.

 

MORGAN ,& WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

New York Dayton Detroit

St. Louis San Francisco

  

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

Hand Book

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF TIIE PUBLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasolene cars, one car and its specifi

cations to each page. It is issued primarily (or convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series of the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required. to his personal taste. or the

means at his command.

 

Sent upon receipt of 6 cents in stamps ior'poslngc.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

lloorn l009. No. 7 EAST Ian STREET, NEW YORK.

 

    

PREMIER

AlR-COOLED
DIRECT RADIATION.

5,500 miles in a Premier aincooled car dur

ing 1904 with a total of $23.00 repairs is the

record of a well satisfied customer. “There is

a reason for most things uncommon.”

Expert drivers do not find much trouble

in figuring out 10/1] Premier cars will do more

mileage than other cars and at less cost for

maintenance. Premier details are complete,

Premier quality absolute, Premier methods of

construction and operation per/art.

1905 Cars Now Ready for Delivery.

A few additional first [lass agar/x

wanted in l/not't'u/u'crl’ Iz’rr/lmjr,

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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If you will send name and address, we will forward by immediate

return mail our booklet No. 3, describing in detail the 1905 products

of the house of Winton.

There are four models—all with four vertical cylinders, magneto

ignition, positive and efficient automatic lubrication, every working

part instantly accessible, new spring suspension assuring uniform

resistance and resilience under varying conditions of load and road, side

entrance tonneau, and spacious lockers for luggage and equipment.

Power of motors in the several models ranges from 16 to 40 HP.

Prices range from $1800 to $4500.

The $4500 car is our superb 40 HP. chassis, mounting a special

limousine body. '

The price of the 40 HP. chassis, with regular touring car body is

$3500.

For $2500 we offer our 24 HP. touring car (Model B.)

And, our 16 H.P., (Model C)—price $1800, weight 1,800 lbs.,

fully equipped, side entrance~ tonneau, and of quality throughout equal

to our higher priced models—is, by far, the greatest value every placed

upon the market.

If you are interested in automobiles, you should learn all about the

1905 products of the house of Winton. ’

The Winton Motor Carriage Co.
MEMBER A. L.:A. M.

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A. ' '
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— THAT ETERNAL QUESTION —

— Tire flaintenance —

' -— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attachch Tirc

  

 

 

//l l-‘ZAll7/
[All/l7Z7)

  

 

 

“Creeping,”“Crimping,” “ Rolling”and “ Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

@- More culhioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.
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A Grand Prize

Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. DIEDCE co.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles

‘ In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Stanhope, 8 H.D. - - $1200

Great Arrow, 211-28 II.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ “ “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ass Automobile Manulncturcrs.
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1905

LINE
SiliAllwiAMPS

is now ready for inspection.

 

That they represent the

acme of lamp perfection for

Autos, Motor Cycles and Bicy

cles, no driver or rider who has

ever used Solars can doubt.

Years of satisfactory service

resulting from careful, honest

manufacture, have placed

Sol ars preeminently in the

lead.

Manufacturers can not afford

to overlook these facts. for

poor lamps will frequently re

sult in condemnation of the

whole machine;

Our New 1905 Generator means

N0 LAMP TBUIIBLES

1905 samples and prices now

ready. Write to us for all in

formation.

BADGER BRASS MFR. 60.
KENOSHA - - WISCONSIN

“stern Office - - I i Warren Street, NEW YORK
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DUNCAN R. DORRJS,

Nashville, Tenn.

MORGAN & “'RIGHT,

Chicago. lll.

Gentlemen: St. Louis Motor Car, St. Louis

Tour. No. 127, A. A. A. Certificate awarded.

remhcd Nashville on the return trip

Wednesday afternoon. The round trip was

nearly 700 miles, traveling for more than 100

miles through a strip of Kentucky in which

there had never been an automobile. This

car has the distinction of being the only

local car which ever got 300 miles away

from Nashville and t'llliit‘ home under its

own power. Wonderful to relate. the round

trip was made without it breakdown of any

kind in tIir' machinery and without a

single puncture or other tire trouble.

To the stuy-at-hnm.cs this may not seem

noteworthy. but to those who have tackled

Kentucky and Southern Illinois roads it is

little short of marvelous. Pioneering through

Kintucky. almost everything in the line of

roads was tackled. The flywheel guard was

twice carried away by being struck by

rocks, urn-e the ear stuck in the middle of a

deep stream that had to be forded. twice

the car was stuck in the sand on the Ken

tucky side of the Shawneetown Ferry, and

once in the mud on the Illinois side. The

TOO-mile trip was made in slightly less than

seven dnys.

it vill be Of interest to you to know that

Morgan & \Vrlght tires were used on this

trip, and the wonderful lack of trouble was

most gratifying. “'e wish "Good Tires"

long life and prosperity.

Very truly. DUNCAN R. DORRIS.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

CHICAGO.

New York Dayton Detroit

St. Louis San Francisco
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G & .1

bread Fabric Tires

.. .n. Vanderbilt Race.

G & J Thread Fabric Tires were used on the 24

H. P. Pope-Toledo car driven by Mr. Lytle in the

 

Reel-:N'r antennas on

G & .I TIRES.

WORLD‘S RECORDS

LIGHT WEIGHT CARS:

Ford,

0 ' b F k K r k: . . .r'venmilye' r1330 3_5u 'c of the tires punctured; the other three tires went through

miles, 2:04 _ _

miles, 3:062-5 the race \vlthout mishap or trouble of any sort. The

miles, 4:074-5 ' 0

miles, 5=°9 4-5 tires at the finlsh of the race were not only 1n perfectly

WORLD'S RECORD good condition, but were

MEDlUM WEIGHT CARS:

Premier Comet,

Driven by Carl Fisher:

2 ENTIRELY FREE FReM near
WORLD'S RECORD

24 H. P. TOURING CAR,

Vanderbilt race, winning third place, finishing ahead of

all other American cars. In the course of the race one

(DAWN-l

 

AMERICAN MAKE, STRIPPED= The tires could not have been cooler or in better general

Pope-Toledo, . _

Driven by George Fuller: condition if they had been driven but one mile at an

1 mile, 1:003-5

WORLDS RECORD ordinary pace, instead of 300 miles at a ternfic speed.

AMERICAN TOURING CAR,

SLR'PIPEm Two punctures occurred in the tires on the 60 H. P.

eer ess,

Driv1°6‘;>'i|:"1‘;f5€1"f:°'d‘ Pope-Toledo driven by Mr. Webb. No weakness of

WORLDS AMATEUR RECORD: any kmd developed in the tires.

Frank A. Garbutt, in special ear:

1 m"°’ 0‘582'5 It is not surprising that punctures occurred (and

WORLD’S RECORD, 10 MILES:

Peerless Green Dragon,

Driven by Barney Oldfield: . ' v

9 min. 171-5 sec. road 1n the Hempstead Control was strewn With neu

practically every contestant sufi'ered punctures), as the

  

tacks, nails and broken glass.

G 8: .I THREAD FHBRIC‘! TIRES NOT ONLY FAST,

BUT DURHBLE AS WELL.

6&JIIRI‘; £0. Inbdlilaiinzibblligjmliid.

WQWOW000000000000me*
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THE ' RELIABLE
  

Surrey, Type One. 1905 Model.

Two Cylinders. 16 H. P. Immediate Delivery. $1350.

In the race at Rockford, Illinois, October 8th. a RAMBLER, 1904 model, with two cylinders, won a mile race from a 1906 model

of another make with four cylinders and nearly twice the rated power.

Time, 1:17 2-5 vs. 1:19.

RAMBLER’S rated power.

—

Other car’s rated power.
 

RAMBLER’S cost.

—

Other car’s cost,
 

and yet the RAMBLER Is not designed for speed, but for practical work—for use on rough roads and hills.

The working idea of the RAMBLER factory is simplicity—the putting together of mech

anism that any one with good sense can manipulate. This at the lowest price consistent

with good workmanship—a prIOO much lower than other manufacturers', because of our

enormous output, which makes possible a great buying power and the employment of

each man and each machine for one detail only.

Let us tell you more about how the RAMBLER is built—and enjoyed.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY,
BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. Main Office and Factory:

BRANC"ES= lashes-LazareeamiNEW YORK AGENCY, 140 West 38th Street.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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KNOX GOES INTO TRUCKS

Heads a New Company That Promptly Gives

Evidence That it " Means Business.“

Harry A. Knox will not be so long out of

harness as he anticipated would be the case

when he severed his connection with the

Knox Automobile Co. Although he was said

to have planned an extended vacation, he has,

instead, plunged into the Knox Motor Truck

Co., which has been organized at Springfield,

Mass, with Mr. Knox as its president and

general manager. His associates will be

\Vaiter S. Pease, vice-president and superin

tendent, and Clarence J. “’ctsel, treasurer. _

The company will be a Massachusetts cor

poration with $100,000 capital. That it

“means business" is indicated by its pur

chase of some 60,000 square feet of land on

the corner of Beckel and Hooker streets,

Springfield, for the immediate erection of a

large plant. Plans are complete for a factory

covering over 75,000 square feet of floor

space, with a railroad frontage of about 350

feet. This property is considered to be one

of the finest factory sites in Springfield. The

plans call for a factory equipped with ma

chinery of the latest type, the aim being the

best equipped factory for the manufacture

of commercial motor cars in this country..

Ground will be broken at once, and con

tracts call for the erection and complete

equipment of the plant by March 1, 1905. In

the interval arrangements have been made

with the Baush Machine Tool Company (of

which Mr. Wetsel is treasurer and manager),

whereby a part of their plant has been placed

at the disposal of the Knox Motor Truck

(fompany for the immediate manufacture of

their product.

Absorbs Grossman’s Business.

The recently organized Motor Car Equip

ment 00., New York, has taken over the ac

cessory business of Emil Grossman, which

will be continued at 43 Cortlandt street.

Grossman still retains an interest, being pres

ident of the new concern. Carl Kaufman,

who was formerly connected with the Man

hattan Storage Co., is secretary and treasurer

and will be the active manager.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

  

New York, U. S. A., Thursd y, November l0, I

Buick Reorganizes and Adds Capital.

An entire reorganization of the Buick

Motor 00., of Flint, Mic-11., took place last

week, which will result in placing the con

cern in a position to prosecute an aggressive

policy. The capital stock was increased

from $75,000 to $300,000, the latter being sub

scribed in full. "

The reorganization means a community of

interests for the manufacture of automobiles,

in which the Durant-Dort industries, the

Flint Wagon Works 00. and the Buick 00.

will be mutually concerned.

In the reorganization Charles M. Begole

succeeds James H. Whiting as president; W.

S. Bellengcr, secretary of the Flint Wagon

Works, becomes secretary of the motor com

pany, and W. H. Whiting and William C.

Durant were added to the board of directors.

The company has leased the buildings of the

Jackson Purifier Co. at Jackson, and will op

erate two establishments, one at Flint and

the other at Jackson.
.

Parker Gog With Haynes.

Robert P. Parker, formerly manager of the

New York branch of the Hartford Rubber

Works, has just succeeded F. G. Car

rie as manager of the New York branch

of the Haynes-Apperson 00., of Ko

komo, Ind. Mr. Carrie returns to his first

love, the soda fountain business. In Mr.

Parker the Haynes-Apperson Co. has secured

an able and agreeable man, and with the new

car there is every reason why the Haynes in

terests should be materially advanced in this

vicinity.

Briscoe to Establish Eastern Plant.

The Briscoe Mfg. 00., Detroit, the well

known makers of radiators, hoods, tanks,

etc., have increased their capital stock from

$250,000 to $310,000, which move is prelimi

nary to the establishment of a plant in the

East. This Eastern factory will be located

in the vicinity of New York.

Thomas's Body is Now Protected.

On Tuesday last, the patent covering the

design of the body used on the 1905 Thomas

touring car was issued to E. R. Thomas and

.Tas. R. Koen, of Buffalo. There is said to be

in existence but one other patent on automo

bile bodies. ‘ ‘

904.

HAYNES HAS A NEW CAR

Veteran Concern Departs Radically from Previous

Standards—Will Employ Roller Gears.

When it makes its appearance on the mar

ket it is reasonably certain that the new car

which the Haynes-Apperson (10., Kokomo,

Ind., will “launch” early next month will

create something of a stir.

This addition to the line will depart radi

cally from previous Hayneses in that it will

employ not only a vertical four-cylinder en

gine instead of the double-opposed motor

which has hitherto characterized the product

of the veteran company, but shaft drive will

be substituted for the chain; and in place of

bevel gears the shaft will be actuated by a

roller gear, which is the invention of Presi

dent Elwood Haynes himself, and for which

a patent is pending. The body design will,

of course, he of the side entrance type, and in

outline and general appearance it compares

favorably with anything yet produced.

A Motor World man who was privileged to

ride in the new car at the factory found it

characterized by ample reserve power, very

flexible control and a sweetness and noise

lessness of operation that was marked.

To Handle Peerlesses in New York.

As was intimated in these columns a few

weeks ago, a Peerless branch will shortly be

established in this city. The Peerless Motor

Car Co. of New York has been formed for

this purpose, with the following oiflcers: L.

H. Kittrldge, president; 0. G. Wridgway, vice

president; C. E. Anderson, secretary and

treasurer. The management of the branch

will devolve on C. G. Wridgway, who has

for several years served in a similar capacity

with the Bankers Bros. 00., in this city, and

is a well known figure in the Metropolitan

trade.

The branch will be spacious and equipped

especially as an automobile salesroom and

garage. it is now being erected at 220 and

222 West Forty-first Street, just west of

Seventh Avenue. There will be a total floor

space of 12,01!) feet, which will be divided

into a salcsroom, storage room and repair

shop. The establishment is expected to be

ready-for occupancy by December 15.
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WINTON LIFTS THE VEIL

Discloses the Details of His Reconstructed Line—

Variable Springs a Novel Feature.

 

 

While the bare announcement of the new

Winton line was startling enough, the revo

lutionary character of the big Cleveland con

ccrn's new policy is best understood by an

examination of the principal features of the

These furnish considerable

food for thought. They reveal the wide de

parture from previous models that has been

made, as well as the time tried and tested

devices that have proved conspicuously suc

cessful in earlier \Vintons, and on that ac

count retained in the new ones.

0f the four entirely distinct models that

will constitute the 1005 line, two are rated at

40 horsepower, \‘lZ.Z the Model A Special and

the Model .\. while of the others, one—the

Model B—is rated at 24 horsepower, and the

other-“the Model (J—at 16 horsepower. The

prices are $4,500, $3,500, $2,500 and $1,500,

respectively, as was stated last week.

In each model the four cylinder vertical

. motor, water cooled and placed under a bon

net, has the cylinders cast in pairs, the

heads, water jackets and exhaust valve

chambers being integral therewith. The

crank shaft, connecting rods and pistons are

_ instantly removable by detaching one side of

the aluminum crank case, which is split ver

tically. -This process leaves the cylinders in

place on the case and does not disturb the

water tubes, carburetter tubes or any of the

other motor accessories._ All cam sh ft gears
are iiiciosed, A dustpan is‘lpl‘a'ce'd1 nder the

motor and is, a permanent fixture] Since all

work of inspection, adJustment and replace

ment can be accomplished from above, it is

never necessary to get beneath the motor.

While retaining, with some slight changes

in detail, the well known Winton system of

individual clutches, an otherwise entirely new

transmission has been adopted. Instead of the

usual Winton central driving chain, a propel

ler'shaft and bevel gear drive is employed,

which is claimed to withstand the'effec'ts of

inexperienced or careless operation and es

cape without breakage. All clutches consist of

one cone and one flat-faced member, acting

upon a bronze member. The universal joints

on the shaft are inclosed, and the driVe is

direct on the high gear. There is a flexible

coupling'between the transmission and the

motor, and the transmission is directly ac

cessible under the forward footboard. The

dust and oil proof transmission case cover is

instantly removable to'atford inspection or

adjustment. "

Tin» rear axle is steel, with 'a spur differen

tial, and is equipped throughout with special

roller bearings. The wheels are keyed to the

axle, and a single ball joint strut limits the

axle movement and absorbs all braking aml

driving strains. The single expansion cham

ber of ample proportions produces a prac

tically noiseless exhaust. This muffler con

cars themselves.

struction insures against back pressure and

loss of power. am.

The Winton air governor has also been re

tained and gives to the motor an innumerable

variety of speeds. The pressure from the air

pump acts on the inlet valve plunger-s and

regulates the quantity of mixture admitted

to the cylinders. The cars are goVerned for

either constant or variable pressure, at driv

er’s choice, by a lever above the steering

wheel or a spring button under the right foot.

Two levers and one brake pedal control all

transmission clutches and brakes.

One of tht most important of the features

presented by the. new Winton construction is

the perfected system of ignition, which ban

ishes dry batteries, accumulators and the

ever-bothersome vibrator spark coils. In

place of all these troublesome complications

and sources of expense, :1 recently developed

and reliably efficient magneto is used, which

is direct connected and driven by‘a positive

gear. In this manner of gear connection the

possibility of irregular and intermittent igni

tion is obviated. Instead of the multiple

vibrator coils, but a single non-vibrator coil,

which is most durable and very simple in con

struction, is needed. Tests of the severest

and most exacting nature have positively

demonstrated the high efficiency, economy

and thorough practicability of this system of

ignition. The spark advance lever is attached

to the steering column on top of the wheel.

A single water-Jacketed carburetter, placed

close to the motor, supplies all cylinders.

The gasolene is pressure fed from main tank

to auxiliary tank, and thence gravity fed to

the carburetter float chamber. The auxiliary

tank is immediately above the carburetter.

The system of lubrication is claimed to'

effectually solve all lubrication difficulties. A

roller feed lubricator, having no springs or

valves to get out of adjustment and cause

trouble, worry and expense, is employed.‘

This gives constant feed in any temperature,

with light or heavy oil. There is no pressure,

and the oil is fed in exact proportion to the

motor speed. All motor and rear axle bear

ings are lubricated from the same lubricator.

The engine is cooled by water circulation

effected by a gear-driven centrifugal pump.

The rapid and efficient circulation of water

is positive with the starting of the motor.

The radiator is of ample proportions, consist

ing of vertical tubes, with radiating fins. A‘

direct connected and gear driven fan insures

constant suction from the back of the radi

ator, while a secondary suction fan is cast in

the flywheel. This system of double suction

insures anair circulation ’of volume sutficient

to cool the'motor under all the varying condl~

tions of operation. An sit tight casing: back“
ofi'and encircling the helmet fan assures a"

maximum volume of suction through the ra

diator. '

The frame is constructed with side mem

bers of one-piece channel section pressed

steel. There is no sub-frame. The motor

and transmission are carried on malleable

drop frames.

Three band brakes are fitted—one on the

drive shaft, operated by a forward movement

or the high gear lever; the other two on ‘the

driving wheel links, operated by a pedal.

Remarkable claims are made for the en

til'cly new system of springing employed on

the 1005 Wintons. By it light springs for

light loads and heavy springs for heavy loads

are assured. A doublespring of six leaves is

so shackled that only three leaves are en

gaged when one or two passengers are car

ried, whereas six leaves are engaged as the

load increases.

All four models are standard gauge—4 feet

8% inches. The wheel base of the Model A

Special and Model A is 9 feet; of the Model

B, 8 feet 8 inches; of the Model C, 7 feet 6

inches. The cylinders of the Model A are

SEQ-inch bore by 6-inch stroke, and the tires

34x41/2; of the Model B,‘ 4%-inch borer and 5

inch stroke, with 32x4-inch tires; and of the

Model 0, {Mg-inch bore and 5-inch stroke,

with 30x3%-inch tires.

The Week's lncorporations.

New York, N. Y.—The Chrono-Velocimeter

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000 capi

tal; to make automobile attachments. Di

rectors—Junius Howe, E. 0. Towne, Sara J.

Towne, New York.

Chicago. lll.—William Herrick Co., under

Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital, to manu

facture automobiles and parts of same. In

corporators—William Herrick, Frank E.

Drake and Robert Pringle.

Washington, D. C.—Narragansett Motor

Co., under District of Columbia laws, with

$25,000 capital. Incorporators—H. G. Shee

ler, W. S. Clinton, P. H. Kennedy, Isaac

Wynne and W. Asswan. v A“ “In

Tacoma, Washfl—jWashin on Automobile
Co., under Washingtoiiiiaws, with $10;000

capital, to manufacture: sell and rent auto

mobiles and auto boats. Incorporatbrs—F. L.

Stiles, D. A. Young and Harry Hurley.“ :

Jersey City, N. J.—Standard Storage Bat

tery Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$500,000 capital, to manufacture and deal in

electric storage batteries. Incorporators—

Louis B. Dailey,‘ H. 0. Cough'lan and P. Staf

._ Wford Moritz, Jersey City. ’ ‘

- _______..LLI if 1."

Additions torv Retail Trade.

R. G. Carpenter, Houghton, Mich., has

added an automobile department. He will

handle the Olds line.

William lGroth, Appleton, Wis., will add an

automobile department to his business. He

has arranged to handle the Olds line.

The East Coast Automobile Company is

the title of a new conCern organized at Jack

sonville, Finn A store at the corner of‘Ocean

and Forsyth streets is beingfltted, upjor it.

De Loura Discontinue: Automobiles.

It was voted last week by the stockholders

of thewDe Loura. Automobile Mfg. Co., of 77

Ft. Dodge, Iowa. to change the name to Iowa

Founders and Mfg. Go. The manufacture

of automobiles will be discontinued. H. D.

De Loura, who organized the company, has

sold his stock, and will go to the Pacific

Coast. - 1 '
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OLDS ALTERS POLICY

No More Big Territory for Agents—How Size

of Shipments will Govern.

 

While not exactly radical, the Olds Motor

Works will henceforth pursue an altered pol

Instead of

allotting territory to a comparatively few

icy in marketing their product.

dealers with power to appoint sub-agents, the

Olds aim will be to, as far as possible, deal

direct with all agents, both great and small.

The limit to which they will go in this direc

tion, however, will be measured by the size

of the dealer’s order. They will ship Olds

mobiles only in carload lots, and the agent

who is not big enough to handle such quanti

ties must perforce be content to be a sub

agent and draw his supply from the larger

agent in his particular vicinity.

This information was imparted by R. D.

(.‘hapin, sales manager of the Olds Motor

Works, who was in New York last week.

This change of policy will, of course, afiect a

number of territorial agents, among them the

Oldsmobile Co. of New England, which hith

erto has controlled the New England States.

Under the new arrangement, its range of

action will be limited to Boston and vicinity,

a factory representative, C. H. Larson, hav

ing been delegated to appoint agents in the

outside territory.

"In order to be fully prepared for the rush

of business that is expected next spring, both

the Detroit and Lansing plants have been

working full force for some time.” said Mr.

H t,Chapip in discussing the outlook for next

0

l >| I ll .

“year. “We will have two thousand new cars

ready for shipment 0n 'the 1st of next March.

“'e will‘be better prepared to take care of

our agents than ever before, and hope that

we have so planned things that no sales will

be lost to Oldsmobile representatives through

inability to get the machines as fast as they

want them.

“No heavy,"expensive cars will be built by

our factories,‘but we will have the largest,

line of light machines of any factory in this

country. There mill—.be two new models for

next season, and some announcement will be

made concerning one of them inside of the

next two weeks. Our line for 1905 is really

a very interesting one from the standpoint of

the dealer. In fact, the travelling men who

are out on the road report to us that the

only trouble we are likely to have next sea

son will be to make deliveries.

' "It-is.aot probable that a New York branch

' housewill'be established when the contract

with our present representatives expires at'

the end of‘t'he year. The only branch houses

we now have are those at Detroit and Bos

ton. and it is against the policy of' the com- .

pany to open any more. “We would rather

have an agency in this city, if the proper

representation can be secured, and some ar

rangement is expected within three or four

weeks. There will be a few changes in our

representation for the coming season, but

not many.

Brampton’s Bid for American Favor.

Hereafter the well known Brampton chains

will be made in four standard American

sizes, viz., 1-inch pitch by %-inch, with 0-16

inch roller; l-inch pitch by 1,é-inch with 9-16

inch roller; 1-inch pitch by %-inch with al.

inch roller, and 1%-inch pitch by 1,é-inch with

%-inch roller. The 1904 Winton and Olds

cars were equipped with Brampton chains

which were made specially for those ma

chines. Heretofore the Brampton chains

were made only according to the metric sys

tem of incasiu'cmcnt and would fit only the

foreign cars. Charles E. Miller, No. 97 Reade

street, New York City, who is the sole Amer

ican agent, received samples of the new sizes

on Wednesday.

 

Reo Will time New Gearing.

Details of the production of the new Reo

Motor Co. are leaking out by degrees. It is

now known that the price of the 16 horse

power 1,400-p0und touring car which, in ad

dition to a runabout, will be marketed, will

be $1,250, and that it will incorporate an in

novation in the matter of transmission gear

ing. If the weather is favorable it is hoped

to have the first of these cars to make the

journey by road from the factory at Lansing,

Mich., to New York. R. M. Owen, sales man

ager of the company, is now at Lansing, and

hopes to be able to effect the necessary ar

rangelncnts.

Sues Flagler for Large Sum.

In the United States Circuit Court, this

city, last week, William McCay, of Pasadena,

Cal., sued John H. Flagler for $212,500. He

alleged that in May, 1900, he agree to turn

over to the American Motor Company the

Monitor Vapor and Engine Company, for

$76,785, in cash and stock of the American

Motor Company, and that Flagler was to buy

$75,000 of the Motor stock.

The plaintiff alleges that he discharged his

part of the contract, but that the defendant

failed to do so.

 

 

Pope Men to go to Paris. 'l'

"The Pope Motor Car C0.‘s exhibit at the

Paris show will be in charge of H; A.

Leinhard, manager of the Pope foreign de

partment, and Harold L. Pope, who has had

a deal to do wittkthe development of the

Pope-Hartford car. They will leave for Paris

on the 22d inst. H. H. Lyttle, who will do

monstratc the cars, is already on the ground.

Wichita Will Have More Room.

Work has heap lcpmmcnced on_a $171,000

building at Wichita..Kan., theentirc ground

floor of which will be occupied by the Wichi—

ta Automobile Co. The building has a length

of 150 feet and width of 50 feet, facing on

Lawrence avenue. The space will be divided

into a salcsroom and rcpair‘shop.

 
\

 

Huff Goes to Kokomo.

The E. S. Huff Co., makers of spark Coils,

have removed to Kokomo, Ind.; they for

merly were located in Detroit.

' cecd‘10v cents per kilowatt.

RETARDING THE ELECTRIC

liow Refusal to Recognize Conditions Results

in Loss of Sales and Patronage.

That trade in electric vehicles is almost

wholly dependent on the presence or absence

of charging stations is the view that is taken

by Henry Goodman, who is the travelling

representative of the Pope Motor Car Co.‘s

Waverley department in this city. The fact

has been known in a general way, but it was

not supposed that the law of supply and dc

mand operated with such absolute disregard

of other conditions.

“Wherever there exist facilities for charg

ing, there business in electric vehicles is or

can be done,” said Goodman to a Motor

World man one day this week. “On the

other hand, no business can be done where

there are no charging stations.

“As an example of the influence that ample

facilities for charging and a moderate cost

exerts on sales, 1 will cite Rockford, Ill.

That is a. little town of about twelve thou

sand inhabitants, and there are fifty electric

vehicles in use there. The facilities for

charging are all that can be desired, and the

charge for current is only five cents per

kilowatt. This makes the electric a splendid

proposition in the town, as is shown by tho

numbcr of cars there.

“Down on Long Island, where I have been

travelling during the last week or two, a very

fliderent state of affairs exists. There are

plenty of people who want electrics, and it

“would be anhmisy‘li'natter to secure orders if

there was only some way of' charging, and

at reasonable rates. But 'the charging sta

tions are few and far between and the prices

asked for current are exorbitant. In Far

Rockaway, for instance, they ask 18 cents

per kilowatt, and there are some places

where they charge as high as 20 cents.

“The charge for current should never ex

Here in New

york tile'usual charge is fire. cents, and from

that up to eight cents is l‘llc usual price in

places where much charging is done.

“Why don't the electric light or power

companies make a bid for business of this

kind? Well, for a variety of reasons. Sonic

timcs it is indifference or lack of enterprise.

Again, it is because the companies make only

enough current for their own uses. Or, they

run their power houses only at night, and

when a man comes along and wants some

current, they don't care to start their engines

for such a littlejob. ,, .

“The remedy is to either bring about a

change in the attitude of the light and power

companies, or to have the tradesmen in the

towns put in charging plants of their own.

The latter is, perhaps, the easier plan. Cer

tainly it presents the fewer obstacles. A

dealer or garage keeper can put in a plant

for $1,000 that will take care of any business

he is likely to get for a long time. By in

stalling such a plant he is pretty certain to

got all the electric business he can handle.

and if he is a dealer also he can build up a

good trade in electric Vehicles.”
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GRAND PRIX
AWARDED

HAYNES

AUTOMOBILES
At St. Louls Exposltlon.

N E S c A R S A A Y S w l N ' 20 other gold medals and firstclass certificates won at exposi

H I lions and in official endurance and reliability contests.

BUY THE CARS THAT ALWAYS WIN.

HAYNES-APPERSUN GDMPANY, - KOKOM0, IND., II. S. A.
Branches: New York, I7I3 Broadway. Chicago, I420 Michigan Ave. AGENCIES III THE PBIICIPIL CITIES.
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Triumphal Finish of Tour through

ngland, Ireland, ScotlandandWales.
 

 

  

AMERICAN TIRES AMERICAN MACHINES

EISK IIRES OLDS MACHINES

 
 

 

Went successfully through the non-stop run in England,

 

then topped off 3000 miles on the hardest kind of roads.

Fisk up-to-date construction can’t be overlooked.

.5... THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

 

BOSTON. BUFFALO, PHILADELPHI OMAHA.

iggNgggém' ggmom WASHINGTON.“ gémggpoms' CHIOOPEE FALLS, MASS.

‘ ICAGO, TORONTO, . .

smacusm. SAN FRANCISEO. gr. Louxs. LOS ANGELES. Western Sales Office, 52 State Strcet, Chicago.
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The Struggling Amateur Spirit.

Although the American Automobile Asso

ciation holds no recognition of or for it,

signs are .hot wanting that the spirit of

amateurism is struggling to make itsclf heard

or felt in the rcnlln of automobile sport.

We are given to understand that Messrs.

Frank Crokcr, William Wallace, H. L. Bow

_dcn and other gentlemen of means who

maintain racing “stables” and on occasion

drive their own cars, are among those who

would welcome the drawing of a line of dis

tinction between those who race for sport's

sake and those who make :1 business of the

sport or the hired men who race because

their clnploycrs order them to race.

Whether the greasy blue "jumpers" af

fected by Mr. Alfred (i. Vanderbilt‘s “man”

or the shirt sleeves and Huspcndcrs attire

worn by other raccrs for rcvcnuc only has

had anything to do with causing the amateur

spirit to shift uneasily, is an interesting spec

ulation. But, as Mr. Wallace himself is a

mcmbcr of the A. A. A. racing committee, it

is evident that if the spirit really and truly

moves him, he should have small trouble in

giving it definite shape and purpose.

The revival of the subject revives also-ail

the arguments which the Motor World prc

scntcd during its campaign for an amateur

definition at the time the A. A. A. was for

mulating its racing rules two ycars ago. The

arguments are as sound today as they were

at that time, and if anything the present

situation simply ndds strcngth to them.

"Cash vs. Plate" was then the popular

style of the discussion, and it is a matter of

record that a man of such affluence and in

flucncc as Mr. Albert C. Bostwick indignant

iy spurned the suggestion of littering his

household with the baubles encompassed by

the term "plate"; it was pointed out that an

tomobile racing was such an expensive sport

that cvcn rich men welcomed the cash prich

as means of redUcing the cost of indulgence.

We also had held up to us the pigeon shoot

ers and other true biuc “sportsmen” who ac

ccpt cash without soiling the sanctity of their

particular sport or without offending the

spirit of amateur-ism. Thcse contentions, as

sisted by forcign precedent, prevailed.

It was inevitable that a revulsion of feel

ing or sentiment should cnsuc. The men

who make a business of sport and who race

for the money there is in it, and those who

race because of the love of sport, are not and

never were of a class, and cannot compete

on an equality. They have little in common.

It is a violation of decency and of the funda

mental spirit of sport that they should be

herded together and marked with the same

brand. It is high time that the shccp and the

goals were separated, and if Mr. William

Wallace is correctly quoted and has the cour

age of his convictions, he is splendidly posi

tioncd to play the part of shcphcrd. Will -0

do so?

=

Tires and Their Protection.

One of the interesting features of present

day motoring is the increased use of tire pro

That there increase can

scarcely be doubted.

notice the number of cars equipped with

some one of the many devices of the kind

tcctors. is an

It is only necessary to

or to see how stores are beginning to stock

them.

As a temporary cxpcdicnt—as, for em mpic,

whcro a tire is in bad condition, or when a

trip is to be taken over vile roads, or when

heavy rains have made quagmlrcs of

highways—tire protectors do not seem i1

icai. But as a permanent adjunct, to be i

always, on all sorts of roads and in

weathers, they do have an appearance oi

congrnousncss. The ordinary pneumatic

is turned out in what is supposed to be a (

picte form. A thick covering of rubbe

provided to take the road contact and to.

tect the delicate and highly important

containing inner tube. Tough and sit

fabric also surrounds this tube and Gilt

any tendency to burst or give way under

Why, then, i

necessary to envelop this complete tire i

tremendous air pressure.

crude and unsightly covering that does

properly form a part of it and is paipably

cxcrescencc?

The answer is, of course, that the chic! 1

p0se served by a tire protector is to prct

side slip. Almost without cxr-cption it

made with some device on the trend 1

bites into the road and hinders, if it docs

prevent, lateral movement of the whc

Metal in some one of a variety of form:

usually employed for this purpose, and v

The littlc spike

protuberanccs take hold in thc hardcst i

siipperiest roadbcd and counteract to a

markabie extent the ever-present tcndcnc]

the car to travel to one or the other side

considerable success.

the road.

But the users of such appliances scld

stop to think that they are doing great he

to the surface of the roads 0Vcr which t1

drive their cars; or, if they notice it,

'I‘hcy do

bear in mind that the hard, smooth surf

has cost a lot of time and money in the

tainmcnt. and that great injury can be d

by one car; while a number of them can i

entirely indifferent to the fact.

will leave a road in such a condition thn

new covering will become absolutely llOl

sary. They forget, too, that hcrctoforc i

of the chief boasts of motorists is that ti

cars. unlike horse-drawn vciiicics, imprt

rather than injure the highways ovcr wh

thcy pass.

The matter is pretty certain to attract

tcntion before long. It was only a [cw wei

ago that some New Jersey road snpcrvis

put on their thinking cups to tliscovcr “'3

sort of vehicle it was that left tracks hch

it, and when they art‘ivcd at the concius

that it was automoblics with spiltc cove]

protectors they act to work to (list-over so

means of nipping the evil in thc bud. 'i‘h

example will undoubtedly hc followcd

other officials, and it the use of protect
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becomes at all general a crisis will be reached

and some modification of the anti-slip devices

imperatively demanded.

Sales of Second Hand Cars.

Ordinarily the fall is not apt to be regarded

as a particularly good time to invest in sec

ond hand cars. The bulk of buyers will wait

until spring, considering that the nearness of

winter makes it inexpedient to lock up money

in a fair weather article like the automobile.

But there are a limited number of people

who take just the opposite view. They are

shrewd enough to see that the disinclinatlon

of most motorists or Would-be motorists to

invest in the dying season is precisely the

reason why they should do just the reverse.

The scarcity of buyers, coupled with the

anxiety of sellers to dispose of cars before

winter comes, operates to their disadvantage.

Frequently a better bargain can be driven In

the fall than in the spring, for there is a keen

desire on the dealer‘s part to get rid of tlte

old model before it depreciates still more, as

well as to obtain the cash for it in place of

having to give it storage room during the

winter. These considerations alfect the

dealer materially, and a customer who really

wishes to buy a second hand car and is will

ing to pay a reasonable price for one is sel

dom allowed to depart without having struck

a bargain.

In addition to the concession in price which

the buyer- is. almost cet'tain'to'fohtain, he

knows that'there will be plenty of enjoyable

riding during the next few months, which

would be lost if the purchase was deferred:

and, as the car Is a second hand one, there

is not the same reluctance to drive the car

over bad roads as would be the case if it

\\' (PI'O II? \V .

is likely to be--kept in commissiouuright

through mtii spring:

Carrying the Spare Tire.

Few motorists who take runs of any length

ever venture forth without an‘ extra tire.

One or more inner tubes and an outer cover

usually comprise the outfit. The bestowai

of the tubes is an easy matter.

be so rolled and wrapped upthat they occupy

little room, and are disposed in the tool box

or other receptacle provided for odds and

They can

ends. But the outer cover is a very different

matter aml gives no end of trouble.

or course, the ideal way is to put it out of

sight. Then it is not obtrusiver drawing at

tention to the unreliability of the pneumatic

Consequently, unless the winter

is a severe one, like that of 1903-04,. the qail-i

tire, like a death’s head at a feast. But the

trouble is to find a place to put it where it

A few thoughtful and in

genious designers provide a place Of this

will not be Seen.

kind—as, for example, under the tonneau

flooring. In the overwhelming majority of

cars, however, no provision whatever is made

for an extra tire, and the owner is left to

stow it wherever he pleases.

As a result It is to be seen in a variety of

places. Perhaps the most popular is that

in front of the radiator or bonnet, where it

is secured by straps. Sometimes it is placed

between the wheels, resting on the step; if

the car is equipped with a canopy the tire

is nearly always placed on the top of it. Of

late the practice of putting it in a leather

cover to protect it from dust, dirt, oil, sun,

rain, etc., has been more followed, but it Is

by no means universal.

With the coming of the side entrance car

It has been discovered that there is a new

and better way of disposing of the tire.

That is to fasten it to the back of the car,

where, as there is no tonneau door to open,

it is not in the way. Already many users of

side entrance cars are making use of this

wrinkle, and finding it very satisfactory.

As has been said, however, the ideal method

is to place it out of sight. Then it ceases to

be an eyesore and is completely protected.

 

The Subiect of Springiag.

So ditiicuit has the springing problem ap~

pcarcd that there seemed room to doubt that

It is gratify

ii-g, therefore, to note that there is a ten

it could ever be entirely solved.

dent-y to approach it on new lines and with a

recognition of the peculiar difficulties that

must be overcome before any marked degree

,. of success can be attained.

it 'should be borne in mind that not only

must the springs of an automobile be con

siructed to cope with the strains and stresses

of varying loads, but that speeds and roads

also vary greatly. In testing a car recently

we had this made very plain. With a normal

load the springing was found to be just right;

up to a certain point, the car rode luxuri

ously, even when driven at high speed. But

when tried over some particularly villainous

street crossings it was found that there was

not sufficient strength in. the leaves to take

up all the jar; the result was that the body

of the car came down with a bang each time

one of these crossings was passed at full

speed, and- a fracture of one or more of the

leaves was momentarily expected.

Now, if thicker leaves, or more ofllt'hem,

it

had been used, the car wouid have been ted

stifi' except over the crossings. What was

needed was a reserve force for utilization in

extreme cases, such as that already men

tioned. The fitting of rubber blocks to act

as bufiiers between the springs and the body,

so frequently seen on both cars and horse

drawn vehicles, is a crude attempt to pro

vide a reserve force. It does good where a

car is plainly undersprung. But it is, at

best, a makeshift, unsightly and unmechani

cal, and can have no permanent place in auto

mobile construction.

What is needed is a simple and reliable de

vice that will automatically adjust itself to

ever varying circumstances, and so give uni

form results, regardless of the load and speed

of the car and the character of the road.

 
 

The decision of the Automobile Club of

America to seek to effect the passage of the

much needed and long mooted universal lamp

law is worthy of all praise and unstlnted sup

port. It makes for the safety of road travel,

but, despite the plainly apparent fact, we

fear it is foredoomed to failure. It would

require the gentle farmer and equally gentle

teamster and other "common people" to go

down in their pockets for the purchase price

of lamps, and the wise "statesmen" who fill

our legislative halls are unduly timid in

enacting legislation of the sort. But at that

such a measure will throw the “common

people" on the defensivehand show thahtbei‘r;

encumbering “the other fellow.” It will be a

point gained that must prove of assistance

if anti-automobile legislation is again at

. tempted.

it makes a great deal of difference when a

dealer closes his books for the year whether

he reckons from January to January or, as

some do, counts his profits when the selling

-l

desire for safe travelisrlimited merely to

season comes to an end, say about October

31.

better one—on paper—than it figured at any

time. The dull months are sflll to

come, with their steady outgo and meagre in

come, and they put a vastly different face on

the matter. A big slice of the figured profit

goes for those expenses, which can in no

‘way. be cut out. I a .- - ‘

The proper way to do is to wait until the
first of the year before taking antaccount of

stock. That is the turning point of the year.

With it left in the rear it is pretty safe to

consider that the profits shown by the books

are real profits and can be disposed of in

whatever manner is deemed wise.

In the latter case the showing is a much

other

I
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FOR DELIVERY PURPOSES

Remarkable Success of Detroit's Auto-Express

Company— Figures Show Cost of Operation.

Some convincing testimony as to the adapt

ability of automobiles for delivery purposes

in cities is brought out by the experience of

the Auto-Express Company, which uses a

number of Oldsmobiles in serving stores in

Detroit, Mich.

business long enough to have made a most

thorough test of the reliability and efficiency

of automobiles'as contrasted with horse

drawn vehicles, and Mr. Scrimger, of the

company, has given some interesting figures

as to the relative cost of the different modes

of transportation.

He declares that the automobile has proved

so superior to the horse from every point of

The company has been in

view that comparison is almost ridiculous.

The company is now using twelve Vehicles,

doing the work of one hundred of Detroit's

largest stores, and it is said that in relia

bility, speed and cconomy‘of operation some

intereting records are being made. The

large tonneau cars now replacing the small

ones have proved equal in amount of service

to two or three horse-drawn wagons each.

The machine used on the heaviest route is

covering upward of seventy-five miles daily,

at an average cost of about $5 per week, ex

clusive of help. Mr. Scrimger says that from

his knowledge of horses in this work it would

require three wagons and five horses to do

what this machine is doing. .

Exclusive of help‘,"it'h1ay be said that the

machines cost less--ifor"maintenance than

horses and ‘; wagons, notwithstanding the

great difference in service rendered. In

other words, automobiles cost no more to op

erate than wagons, and do two or three times

as much work in a given time. The fact of

the matter is that horseflesh simply cannot

stand the steady strain that is put upon these

machines. 'One'argument-Jsometlmes ad

vanced in fqurnpif horses for this work is

that a reserve.machin_ehmust be provided

against accidents. Mr. Scrimger says in an

swer to this that no delivery business using

horses can manage without reserve animals,

and, further, that there must be a reserve

for every animal in use—sometimes tWo—

whereas one reserve automobile in five has

been found sufficient.

The Auto-Express Co. has been at some

pains to-lébrn what each machine costs for

operation, and the result of 11 weeks’ work

with ,the large car on the heaviest route has

been reduced to a table showing that in this

time it covered 5,016 miles, an average of

about 76 miles per day, making 6,405 stops

to deliver packages. The cost'for- the eleven

weeks was: Repairs, $7.06; repair labor,

$13.80; gasoicne, $31.95; lubricating oil, $4.02;

total, The item for help was $114.40

for driver and $44 for jumper boy, making

$215.23 in all, or $19.56 per week. The cost

per mile worked out at 4.2 cents, and the cost

per package 31-3, but this was during the

light summer months, and the machine is

. delivering nearly twice as many packages

without increase in weekly expense.

While. this is not considerably more than

it would have cost to operate one wagon, it

must be remembered that it would have

taken, according to Mr. Scrlmger, five horses

and three wagons to do this work, since

twenty-five miles a day of steady going four

days a week is about the capacity of the

best horse. The item for help is $5 a week

more than would be paid to an ordinary

wagon crew, but here is an actual saving of

about 200 per cent, because the man and boy

on the automobile delivered nearly three

times as many packages as they would have

done with a horse and wagon.

 

First Waverley Truck Appears.

The \Vaverley department of the Pope

Motor Car Co. has for some time been at

work on a heavy electric truck model, and

has begun taking orders for it. One of the

first orders was for a five-ton truck, placed

by the Indianapolis Brewing Co., of 1nd

lahrlpolis.

A number of novel features will charac

terize the trucks. The two-motor drive

through side chains direct to the rear wheels

is employed. For the purpose of precluding

overloading of the motors, a double reduction

is employed. The spur gear on each of the

motor shafts meshes with a secondary gear

on a jack shaft, the motor being hung lower

‘ than usual, for the purpose of providing room

for the shaft. On this jack shaft and along

side of the gear wheel is mounted a sprocket

wheel, which carries a chain to the rear wheel

in the usual manner.

The result is that the motor maintains a

high speed, even when the truck's load is

heavy and its speed slow. The danger of

the motor burning out or otherwise sustain

ing permanent injury is thus reduced to a

minimum, as it is impossible for the over~

load to exceed 100 per cent at any time,

whereas if the usual method of gearing was

employed the overload could reach 200 or

even 300 per cent. '

Carriage Makers Adopting Tonneaus.

Just when the automobile tonneau is on the

wane the carriage builders are taking it up.

"The tonnean car is the newest style in

carriages," said a carriage. tradesman who

' attended the carriage builders' convention at

Jillwaukee. “It is the body of an automo

bile set on carriagesiwhcels, and built to be

drawn by two horses.- It will hold seven per

sons. Several are on exhibition atv the

World‘s Fair.' As yet it is too early to de

termine whether the style will become a fad.

It was originated by the Columbus Buggy

C0. Every manufacturers has from twelve

to forty new styles each year. but they are

not usually radical departures from the old

models."

FOR RAILWAY SERVICE

How the Use of Automobiles With Flanged

Wheels is increasing: How they are Employed.

 

 

It will doubtless be news to many people

when it is known that there are at present

more than one hundred Oldsmobile railway

inspection cars in use, and that new types

for various uses on railroads are being con

stantly developed to meet the demands for

them. The Olds Motor Works first con

ceived the idea of a small car built to rall- _

road gauge, with flanged wheels instead of

rubber tires, to be used as an inspection car

by minor officials, such as track inspectors,

construction engineers'and bridge men. The

first car was a small runabout of the famil

iar Oldsmobile pattern, built with a few

slight changes in the chassis, and having a

dos-a-dos seat for four persons in the centre.

This pioneer car was tested out for 8,000

miles over the Michigan Central lines,

and created a profound interest everywhere.

While equipped with an ordinary single cyl

inder motor of only 4%- horscpower, the ma

chine demonstrated its ability to pile up an

enormous mileage, and had no trouble in

climbing-any grade that could be negotiated

by an ordinary locomotive. The fame of the

“gasolene locomotive" spread to all parts of

the world, and the company found that it

had really discovered that much-sought prize.

a “long-felt” want, so the manufacture of

the railway inspection car was taken up in

earnest.

Following the introduction of these handy

little machines a neveroending succession of

inquiries came from America and abroad for

other types of railroad automobiles, for pas

sengers, for freight, for construction and re

pair work, even for switching purposes, to

replace ordinary locomotives. This demand

the experimental department has been work

ing on for the past year, and the result is

partly shown in a large car intended for a

combination passenger and construction ma

chirie.‘ ‘Wlth its 'large tonneau, this Vehicle

will comfortably carry six passengers. be

sides two persons on the driver's seat. \Vith

out the tonneau, there is a long platform on

which to carry an entire outfit of repair

tools, with the crew, thus actually doubling

its usefulness and making it almost indis

pensahle to any modern railroad system.

The uses to which these cars will be put

in various places are almost without limit.

One small road in Utah expects to use them

for carrying passengers'on a short "spur"

line, giving frequent service between points

which provide hardly enough traflic to pay

the coal bills of a locomotive. Yet, this lit

tle car will do the work and show a nice

profit on it. Other roads will purchase them

for the use of division officials and inspec—

tors, for regular duties and emergencies.

Only a railroad man can fully appreciate the

advantages of a car of this kind. but it may
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be explained that the automobile is always

ready, needs no firing up; the expense of

maintenance and operation is almost noth

ing, compared with the locomotive, and the

man who uses it is'hls own engineer, fire

man, brakeman and conductor. Moreover,

the automobile is so arranged that it may

be lifted bodily from the rails, like a hand

car, and carried around a break or obstruc

tion, where a locomotive would be hopeless

ly stalled.

In use on electric roads, the automobile has

a field even wider than on those operated by

steam, and officials of these corporations are

taking much interest in the matter. It must

be remembered that the gasolene car is in

dependent of overhead wiring, powerhouse

and everything else except its supply of

water and gasolene. Perhaps the greatest

argument for the automobile on trolley lines

is found in the problem facing every street

car company of caring for the light traffic at

late hours. On certain lines in Detroit, it is

said. the cost of hauling each passenger after

1 o'clock in the morning is nearly $1—this be

cause of the necessity of operating the power

plant to supply a very small number of cars“

Being self-contained, the automobile could

In this case turn a deficit into a big profit—

whlch applies tov every large city in the

country as well as to Detroit.

The efficiency of these railroad automo

biles, compared to those used over ordinary

roads, is remarkable. Having a smooth road

I,cd, they run with a velVety motion that

nstonlshes the passenger, and there are no

tire troubles.

track inspector who tested the small car to

say that it did not suit his purpose, since he

wanted to “feel” every bad place in the

roadbed as he went over it; but this is a

“good fault," and easily remedied by elimi

nating the springs entirely. In the way of

repair bills, the machines are making an odd

demonstration of the fact that most of the

troubles automobiles are subject to arise

from rough roads. Letters from railroads

'using them show that repair bills are almost

nothing, while the expense of operation, mile

for mile, is insignificant beside that of an

ordinary pleasure runabout.

 

Railroad Automobile-to Try for Record?

There is a report in circulation among the

employes of the Lackawanna Railroad that

the company is having a railroad automobile

built at Buffalo to break the time record he

t'Ween that city and Hoboken. It is said that

in some respects the machine will be like one

that President Underwood, of the Erie Rall

road Company, has had built for that line.

The Lackawanna machine, however, will be

much larger and built to make the trip be

tween Buffalo and Hoboken in eight hours.

llt will be constructed on automobile princi

ples, but with flanged wheels, and will carry

a caboose.
 

C. R. Bisscil is c'n-cumnavlgating the globe

in the interest of the Oldsmobile. He was

last heard from at Ceylon.

' some trouble.

, fairly soft and tough steel.

This smooth motion led- one -

'sage of levers, of riveting,

'TRUSSED FRAMES NECESSARY?

Expert Souther, Agreeing that Side Entrance

Cars are Permanent, Answers Affirmatively.‘

 

Pressed steel frames, so extremely popular

with the manufacturers to-day, are giving

It seems to the writer that

the striking up of shapes from sheet steel

into frames that suit the eye, with too little

' regard for the work that must be done, has

been carried to the extreme. What suits the

eye best will not do the work best; and if

such shapes, forms and dimensions were

used as would properly do the work the eye

would be ofiended in its present notion on

the correct outward appearance of an auto

mobile.

The question of material is a serious one.

In order to get the intricate and complicated

shape pressed up from steel it must be a

This means that

it must be a weak steel as well, as compared

with the much stronger steels that cannot be

struck up into complicated shapes.

' The side members of the pressed steel

frames in use to-day are uniformly not deep

enough to properly support the load put upon

them, with its accompanying shock and sud

den strains of impact. If the present dimen

. sions are continued every one of the frames

in use should be trussed against vertical

loads; some of them are. The truss is an ob

jection to look at unless cleverly hidden un
der the body of the car. I

No good bridge engineer would think for a

moment of making a flat girder bridge to

carry loads that the automobile has to carry

under automobile conditions with no greater

'depth than given to the side frames of an

automobile.

In addition to the weakness of design

comes the necessity of perforating the side

frames with many holes to admit of the pas

of crossbars,

spring hangers and other attached parts.

The metal is too thin to properly attach some

of these smaller members.

many cases where the side frames have

broken because of the twisted and wringing

action of the side members. Rivets have

actually been torn through the flat surfaces

of the side frame.

Without going to proper and ugly depths

of side frames or resorting to awkward

trusses, there seems to the writer to be a

good, sensible way of accomplishing the ob

ject. It is by resorting to composite structure

of wood and steel. '

Side frames as now built, properly rein

forced by well fitting wooden flllers, will un

doubtedly remove many of the objections

now existing in the all pressed steel frame.

The wooden filling pieces must be made to fit

perfectly, so that steel and wood will work

together without any lost motion and with

out any p0sslbiiity of the thin pressed steel

There have been _

crumpllng or wrinkling before the weed be

gins to take hold and do.lts portion of the

work. JThe wood has a, peculiar stillness and

resiliency not possessed by the soft steel, and

has been used with wonderful success in the

composite structure of light, high speed

yachts and launches. .'

Wood is comparatively little injured by

holes necessary for the attachment of vari

ons members of the structure. Steel is much

injured thereby.

The side entrance touring car has probably

come to stay, and it presents one small prob

lem that must be met by an exceedingly stifl

frame. This is the sagging of the frame, so

that the side door will pinch when the car is

loaded.

If all steel is to be continued, then the

automobile engineer must resort to accepted

truss construction and depart from the ex

ceedingly neat shapes in use to-day.

HENRY SOUTHER.

1

Largest Order Ever Placed.

What is probably the largest single order

 

—values considered—for cars ever placed was

recently given to the Belgian concern which

makes the Pipe. The cars are to be used

by a company that has been formed to work

an automobile "diligence," or public service,

in Central and South Italy. The order is for

600 chassis, 200 omnibus bodies and 300

wagon bodies.

The chassis will be so constructed that an

omnibus body or wagon body can be fitted as

occasion arises; the change from one type of

vehicle to another occupying only half an

hour. The omnibus body will be built so

that, while in summer it can be open, it can

be closed in winter. The omnibus will carry

twelve passengers, and the wagons 2,000

kilos. (nearly two tons) of goods.

The Italian government and municipal au

thorities have given their support and assist

ance in a most practical manner. Some of

the roads to be traversed present unusual

ditliculties, but it has been arranged that all

awkward corners shall be done away with,

and in some cases bridges will be built

across ravines. The Transport 00'. will enjoy

the same privileges as the Italian railway

companies, and,'actlng as feeders, they will

greatly assist the railways, so that other

railways and the motor diligence service will

in no way be competitors.

On every road there will be fixed stop

ping place, at which only the passenger

vehicles will stop to take up or set down.

The municipal authorities of each city or

, town have agreed to furnish a proper station,

with a waiting room, where tickets will be

issued, and the comfort and convenience of

passengers generally looked after. It is ex

pected that: the first vehicles will be running

on January 1, 1905.

 

A garage is to be opened at Tacoma, Wash.,

by H. Hurley. He has secured temporary

quarters at No. 1,716 Pacific avenue, which

he will occupy until permanent ones are

leased.
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'KULICK’S GREAT VICTORY

Little American Car Beats Big Foreign Racers—

Kiser's Metropolitan Debut lnauspicious.

  

 

Comments that were about equally divided

between doubt and derision greeted the an

- nouncement, made last week, that the Ford

Motor Company would like to arrange a

when he so nearly overhauled the Ford in the

home stretch. \Vhen Kullck had crossed the

' line a winner, there were a few shouts of ap

proval from the clubhouse, but mostly the

people there maintained a more or less dig

nified silence.

The victory of the Ford should not have

been so unexpected, for it had shown its

quality the same day that Oldfield drove the

Peerless Green Dragon home a winner in the

  

 

  

BERNIN LEADING SARTORI.

match for their 20-horscp0wer racing keleton

with the winner of the match race betWeen

the Renault and F. I. A. '1‘. Vanderbilt Cup

cars. To the partisans of the foreign cars

the idea of a 20-horsepower American ma

chine, made by putting two 10-horseliower

stock motors together, entering the lists as a

competitor of two European machines of (it)

and 90 horsepower, was not to be taken seri

ously. No‘match was made, but the Ford

met the two -'big machines last Tuesday in the

International Cup_ race at the Empire City

track, and defeated both of them. What

makes the victory all the more remarkable

in its thoroughness is the fact that the Ford

had the use of but half its power for the

last two miles of the tive-mile contest. The

Ford had'a lead of 150 yards as the third

mile was started, when the bearings of one

of its engines got out of order and it was

forced to finish with half the power it had

started with.

Coming so soon after the defeat of three

of Europe's greatest cars by Oldfield and his

Peerless seemed to make the Ford's victory

all the harder for the anti-Americans to bear,

- and the behavior of the spectators in the

grandstand and those on the. clubhouse bal

conies showed plainly where their sympathies

were.

tape just its own length ahead of the great

red Renault,‘ the grandstandoccupants stood

up and cheered Kulick until became around . .

again and stopped in front of the judges‘

stand. The clubhouse contingent had be

come very enthusiastic when Bernin started

to cut down Kullck's lead in the last two

miles, and some of them were almost excited

“When the little Ford swept over the '

when the Ford defeated the 25-horsepower

Standard by three-elghths of a mile in the

three mile contest. W. G. Brokaw had en

tcred both of his Renault racers, the 30 and

the 60 horsepower cars, but they did not

race, and the higher powered one qualified by“

default. The 90 horsepower F. I. A. T. was

the only entry in the third heat. The Ford

_ was on the pole in the final, with the Renault

next'and the F. I. A. T. outside. They were

sent away in a rolling start, and Bernin

turned in behind the Ford at the first turn,

after making an unsuccessful effort to take

the lead, Sartori trailing his opponents. The

Ford gained on the back stretch, and Kulick

received a great ovation from the grand

stand occupants when he finished the first

mile 50 yards in the lead. Sartori was 10

yards back of Bernin at the time. Kulick

kept on gaining in the next mile, and had 100

yards‘ lead as he began on the third circuit,

while the thoroughly aroused crowd stood up

and cheered him.

Going into the first turn of the third mile,

Sal-tori skidded badly and almost went

throuin the outer fence. He ran up the back

stretch to the half mile pole. and then turned

back when it was found that his right hand

front tire had come oil”. The Ford kept on in

creasing its lead over the Renault, and was

about 150 yards ahead at the end of the third

mile. Kullck seemed to be in trouble in the

fourth mile, but Bernin did not gain much

 
 
  

KISER'S UNSCCCESSFUL ATTACK ON RE(‘URD.

ten-mile world‘s track championship at the

same course. In an exhibition that day, it

will be recalled that the Ford covered five

miles in 4 minutes .43 3-5 seconds. Not only

was this a new world's record for light and

medium weight cars, but it was faster than

the time for the same distance made by any

of the three big foreign racers the same day.

Oldfield, it is true, had made the first five

.miles in his trial heat in 4:41 and in 4:42 in

the final, but none of the foreigners came

~witliin ten seconds of the Ford‘s record, Sar

tori’s time of 4:55 in the. final being their

best performance.

The only race the trial heats produced was

in that mile, in spite of the Ford's mishap.

licrnln did gain very rapidly in the last mile,

nml it seemed as if he would catch Kulick,

but the latter managed to defeat the crack

French car by a length. The spectators in

the grandstand were nearly frantic when tle~

feat loomed large for their favorite, and they

gave emphatic vocal evidence of their pleas

ure when Kulick won. The band helped the

jubilation by playing “Yankee Doodle“ in jig

time. Kuliek's second and third mile times

were both. new records for light weight cars.

The ten mile match race between Bernin

in the Brokaw Gil-horsepower Renault and

Sartori in the A. G. Vanderbilt 90-liorsc
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power F: I. A. T. was a' procession from the

start. Bernin, on the pole, secured a length

and a halt the better of the start, and was

never in danger from then on. Sartorl bad

fitted smaller wheels on the F. I. A. T., as he

had claimed that he could not use his fourth

speed on the turns with the large wheels, but

there was no startling increase of speed no

ticeable. Sartori himself had discarded his

familiar blue “jumper” and wore a dark busi

ness suit. Bernin skidded frequently as be

rounded the turn into the home stretch, but it

did not seem to bother him much.

The first event on the programme was a

mile price handicap with four starters. The

winner turned up in a 61/; H. P. Rainey, which

looked more like a small racing machine than

the stock car it was supposed to he. The

other contestants protested it, and the mat

ter will be decided by the Racing Committee

of the A. A. A. It had 350 yards, and won

 

second; R. G. Howell (7-horepower Oldsmo

bile; 250 yards), third. Time, 1:19 2-5.

Ten~mile match race between M. G. Bernin

(W. G. Brokaw’s 60-horsepower Renault) and

Paul Sartori (A. G. Vanderbilt's 90-horse~

power F. I. A. T.)—Won by Bernin. Time,

9:54. (

International Cup (trial heats, three miles;

final, five miles): First heat (American cars)—

Won by Frank Kuliek (JO-horsepower Ford);

Philip Adams (25 horsepower Standard), sec

ond. Time, 3:03 4-5. Second heat (French

cars)—\Valk0ver for M. G. Bernin (W. G.

Brokaw‘s (Ki-horsepower Renault). Third

heat (Italian cars)—\ValkOVer for Paul Sar

tori (A. G. Vanderbilt‘s {Xi-horsepower F. I.

A. T.). Final heat»Won by Kuliek; Bernin,

second. Time, 4:48 2-5. Kuiick's time by

miles, 0:59, 1:54, 2:51, 3:49 and 41482-5.

Empire Handicap (five miles)—Won by Guy

Vaughan (40 horsepower Decauville; 55 see

On Sunday week he used the same car and

made the ascent in exactly 29 seconds. Barns,

in a Darracq, did precisely the same time,

however, while MacDonald, in a six-cylinder

Napier, was only two-fifths ot' a second he

hind the leaders.

Lining Up " Democratic" " Motorists.”

What may be the New York Motor Club—

the name has not yet been definitely selected,

but it is said that no heed will be paid to the

respectful protest of the New York Motor

cycle Club—met again last night. It did not

meet on the date originally set, because the

chairman, who once owned an automobile,

was too busy with other matters.

The presence of A. L. McMurtry and L. J’.

Halle gave the meeting a more genuine auto

mobile complexion than the first one had,

and as A. L. Pope and H. A. and Ed. Lozier

“looked in” en route to the theatre and said

  

  

by 20 2-5 seconds from an Oldsmobile. Earl

Kiser made several attempts to get the Win

ton Bullet No. 2 going, but the best he did

was 11 miles in 11 minutes 113-5 seconds.

Frank Croker started to drive a 20mile ex

hibition, but he lost a tire in the twelfth mile.

He used the car with which he competed in

the Vanderbilt Cup race. His time for tweIVe

miles was 11 minutes 321%) seconds. His

fastest mile was the eleventh, which he cov

ered in 5363-5 seconds. Some good handicap

ping was done to} the five-mile Empire

Handicap, which was run of! in one heat.

Guy Vaughan, who had 55 seconds’ start.

won from Bernin, scratch, while the limit

car and a 16~horsepower F. I. A. T. were

close behind.

The “iron” of attendance was not as “hot”

as it had been, for only 3,000 spectators wit

nessed the races, in contrast to the crowds of

(3,000 and 10,000 that had“ watched the two

previous meets in the last three weeks. There

were about 200 automobiles inside the

grounds. '

Summaries:

Mount Vernon Cup (one mile; handicap ac

cording to price)—Won by A. Comacho (6%

horsepower Rainey; 350 yards); L. C. Hutch

eson (ii/rhorsepower Oldsmobile; 350 yards),

KISER IN FLIGHT; LIKEWISE BERNIN.

ouds); M. G. Bernin (W. G. Brokaw’s 60

horsepower Renault; scratch), second. Time,

6:40 2-5.

Twelve-mile exhibition—Frank Croker (75

horsepower S. & M. Simplex). Time, 11:32 1-5.

Eleven mile exhibition—Earl Kiser (Win

-|, ton Bullet No. 2). Time, 11:11 3-5.

 
at

Great Going Up Gaillon.

Phenomenal speed was attained by the cars

competing in the racing section [of the Gail

lon hill-climbing contest on October 30. The

event, which was the sixth annual, was held

at (laillon, a village about sixty miles from

Paris, on the road to Rouen, and attracted a

fine lot of both touring and racing cars. As

usual, the preceding year’s records were

knocked sky high. Two cars tied for best

performance, viz.',' a Gobron-Briilie and a

Darracq; each climbing the‘ hill in 29 seconds,

which figures out a sb’ecd'bf seventy-two

miles an hour.

The hill is exactly one kilometer—0.621 oi! a

mile—long. It is perfectly straight, with a

smooth, hard surface. The grade ranges

from one in ten at the foot to one in four

teen nearer the top. Last year first honors

were carried off by Rigolly, in a Gobron

Briiiie, he ascending the hill in 33 3-5 seconds.

 

it "ll. NW“.
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heightened the

who apparently

“Hello! boys," their spirit

complexion. The secretary,

qualified {or office because of once having

owned a skit! or a sailboat, also exhibited a

letter from A. B. Hilton, who, be added with

a show of pride, lived on Fifth avenue. That

the club really does purpose being “wide

open" or “demoeratic”—omindhs Word just

new—was indicated by the attendance of that ‘ '

conspicuous and nimble “antomobilist,” Mr.

Jake Schreyer, who does not live on Fifth

avenue, and who, when he is not doing other

things, peddles programmes at the automo

bile meets at 10 cents per “pro.”

There was a good deal of talking done, but

the only action taken was the appointment of

a committee of five to draft a constitution

and bylaws. It is headed by a couple of

“motorists” who own push-cycles and who

ride in automobiles whenever they get a

lchance. The committee was given tQ-lllldfl

stand that “democratic” ideas waivedjnit'gt—

‘ tiou fees and placed dues at $20 per year.

 

The six members of the committee which

ran the automobile races at Sachuset Beach.

Newport, B. I., on July 30 have been as

sessed $40 each to pay the expenses of the

meet. The eommitteemen were: Reginald C.

Vanderbilt, Hamilton Fish Webster, Clar

ence W. Dolsn, William E. Carter, William

R. Hunter and Frederick P. Garrettson.

~11 j/uyayt

4‘ II
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OLDFIELD REGAINS THE MILE

Twice Gets inside of the Former Record—Also

Sets Up Other New Figures.

 

 

Though Barney Oldfield kept the Denver

itcs waiting for a week while he “regained

his face" by winning the four cornered match

at the Empire City track on October 29, he

showed them some great racing against “Old

Father Time" when he drove his Peerless

Green Dragon in record trials on the Over

land Park track on November 5 and 6. Old

fleld made deep inroads in one table of world's

track records, emerging with new marks to

his credit up to and including twenty miles,

except those for nine and ten miles. The ten

mile record he already held, having put it at

9:12 3-5 in the final heat of the four-cornered

race at the Emipre City track on October 29.

The nine-mile record of 8:17 is held by

Charles Basie, who made it at Providence on

September 10.

Undoubtedly what pleased Oldfield most

was his acquisition of-thecoveted record for_

one mile. The former time was 52 4-5 see

ons, made by Earl Kiser in the Winton Bul

let No. 2 in the concluding mile of a five-mile

contest at Cleveland on August 22. Not only

did Oldfield better this with the Peerless

Green Dragon, but he covered two separate

miles in faster time. He secured the one

mlle record on the second day during an

eight-mile exhibition ride. He made one trial

of five miles during which he had wiped out

the old times from two miles to live, but his

fastest mile had been the fourth in 53 1-5 see

onds. Later in the afternoon he came out

again and made his second attempt of the

day. The official time showed that he had

made the second mile in 52 2-5 second after

covering the first in a second slower time.

The fourth mile was the fastest, however, as

it was covered in 521-5 seconds, as can be

seen by the table giving his time by miles.

John A. Payment and G. A, Maxwell, who

have acted its/timers at bicycle races for

many years, also timed the fourth mile, and

their watches both stopped at 52 2-5 seconds.

The track surface was very fast, but as it

was gravel it wore his tlrcs badly both days.

His initial attempt on the first day was for

the 1 and 2 mile records. His time for the

first mile was 57 2-5 seconds and 57 4-5‘sec

onds for the second. When he stopped at the

end of this ride the new tires that had been

put on the machine were worn through to the

fabric, and-it appeared as if the crowd would

not see any more of Oldfield and the Green

Dragon that afternoon, as there were no ex

tra tires at the track. But Oldfield's man

ager went back to Denver and brought back

some heavier tires. U ) ,

When the heavier tires had,been fitted he

came out again and went for the records up

to twenty miles. His green jacket and green

goggles did not “hoodoo” him this‘time, for

he bettered the two and three mile times

made by Basic, his own records from eleven

to fifteen miles and those from then on to

twenty miles, held by Earl Kiser. One of the

_ most remarkable things about his twenty

mile journey was the uniformity of his time

by miles. His first mile in 55 seconds was

the fastest, but his slowest mile after that

took but 21-5 seconds more time.

The best race of the day was betwecn E.

W. Swanborough in a Rambler and E. Lynn

Mathewson in a Queen. It was a five-mile

contest for stock gasolene cars. They kept

together for almost the entire distance, but

the Rambler driver sent his machine to the

front in the homestretch and Won by a trifle

less than a yard.

On the second day Oldfield made two at

tempts to create new records and was suc

.cessful in both of them. He would have

gone further each time, but the track surface

literally chewed up his tires, and he went as

far as he dared each time. The track had

been sprinkled, so that he was not bothered

by dust, and there was no wind at all to hin

rlcr- him in his attempts.

for the miles. In this ride his time was as

follows: 0:55, 1:491-5, 2:431-5, 3:36 2-5 and

4:30. These were all new records from two

miles-to live.

lic put on another set of tires and came out

again, and this time he made another new

set of records up to and including eight miles,

echpt that his time for five miles was a

fifth of a second slower than that made

in the earlier trials. When it was announced

that the time of his first mile had been 53 3-5

seconds the spectators cheered him every

time he passed the grandstand. Hls inter

mediate milcs were timed as follows:

0:53 3-5, 0:52 2-5, 0:55, 0:52 1-5, 0:57, 0:55, 0:53

and 0:55. This time he had bettered the

times for six, seven and eight miles which

had been made by Basic at Providence, his

time for eight miles being 7 4-5 seconds faster

than Basle‘s.

Swanborough and Mathewson again met in

a five-mile race, and the latter secured the

advantage at the start. Swanborough was

the better finisher, however, and won by the

.yards. Swanborough later drove his machine

-in a handicap event against a Pope-Toledo,

receiving 85 sccqus’ start. He gained a

ratio. by his handicap, and Carlson, with his

Pope-Toledo, could not make up the ground.

The most exciting race was the last one on

the programme, it being a ten-mile contest

for touring cars carrying four passengers.

In it there were two l‘ope-Toledos, Barney

Oldfield's Peerless and a White. The Peer

less gave the two Pope-Toledos a good race

'for some time, but vwagsyfinally distanced. The

,car driven by Charles p'oules, of Toledo, wen

out by four feet.

Summaries:

FIRST DAY, NOVEMBER 5.

Five miles, touring cars, full‘equlpment—

Won by G. A. Maxwell (Peerless); C. Miller

(Pope-Toledo), second. Time, 7:02.

Five-mile motor bicycle handicap—Won by

His first trial was

K. Hamilton, scratch; A. S. Cohagnn, 5 sec

onds, second; J. Nash, 5 seconds, third. Time,

7:18.

Five-mile handicap—“Yon by E. IV. Swan

borough (Rambler), 1:45. Time not tasen.

Five miles, stock gasolene cars—Won by

E. W. Swanborough (Rambler): E. Lynn

Mathewson (Queen), second. Time. 72461-5.

Five miles, stock cars of not more than 10

horscpower—Won by A.. R. Hall (Cadillac).

Time, 8:55.

SECOND DAY, NOVEMBER 6.

Five miles, stock gasolene cars of not more

than 20-horsepower—Won by E. W. Swan

borough (Rambler); E. Lynn Mathewson

(Queen), second. Time, 7:481-5.

Five-mile handicap match between J. A.

Carlson (Pope-Toledo), scratch, and E. W.

Swanborough (Rambler), 85 seconds—Won by

Swanborough. Time, 61343-5. ~

Ten mile handicap, Oldsmobiles only—Won

by George E. Hannan (scratch). Time,

10:18 2-5.

Five mile motor bicycle handicap—Won by

A. E. Collagen (30 seconds); Louis Sanford

(30 Sccondsi 'sccond; J. Nash (30 seconds)

third. Time not taken.

'l‘cn n'ilc handicap—Won by E. W. Swan

borough (Rambler), one and one-half miles:

J. A. Carlson (Pope-Toledo), scratch, second.

Time, 13:041-0.

l we miles, stock gasolene cars of not more

than 10-horsepower—Won by E. Lynn Ma

thewson (Queen). Time, 8:56.

'l‘cn miles, touring cars with full equip

ment and carrying four passengers—Won by

(inane-s Soules (Pope-Toledo). Time, 13:22 2-5.

()LDFIELD‘S RECORD TRIALS.

First day, November 5:

  

Former

Milt-s. Time. record.

. 0:55 0:52 4-5

’1:51 1-5 1:53 2-5

‘23?- 2:47 2-5

3:43 2-5 3:42 2-5

4 :40 4:37 2-5

5:36 3-6 5:32 1-5

6:33 4-5 6.26 4-5

7:30 7:21

8:26 8:17

9:22. 9:12 35

*‘10:18 1-5 10:29 3-1

'11:15‘ "'" 11:273-4

. . . - '12:12 1-5 12:25 3-4

H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 313:0!) 13:23 3—4

1.1. . . . . . . . . . . .‘14:05 14:21

16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'l5z01 15:20 2-5

17. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*15:57 16:17

18. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘16253 17:14

1‘.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘17:49 2-5 18:11

20. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '18:45 2-5 10.0“! 2-5

'New world's records.

Sccond day, Noyember 6:

' Former Time by

Miles. Time: " ' I" record. miles.

1. . . . . . . . . . 0:53 8-5 I 0:52 4-5 53 3-5

2. . . . . . . . . . “:46 ' 1:51 1-5 52 2-5

3. . . . . . . . . . ‘2:-11 2:47 55

4. . . . . . . . . . '33:! 1-5 3:42 2-5 "52 1-5

5. '4z30 4:372-5 57

6. . . . . . . . . . '5:25 1-5 5:32 1-5 55

7. . . . . . . *6118 1-5 6:26 45 53

S. ‘7:131-5 7:21 55

'New world‘s records. "New world’s ree

ord for single mile.
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25 EVENTS AT ORMOND

Florida Carnival Will be Much Longer and

More Diversified Than Ever Before.

 

As announced yesterday by its godfather

and promoter, W. J. Morgan, the third an

nual Ormond Carnival, January 23-28, will be

more varied and interesting than ever. There

are to be twenty-five events, entries to be by

invitation only. Sir Thomas R. Dewar, M.

P., who gives a cup for the one-mile inter

national record trials, will be present as one

of the ofiicials.

The races are as follows:

One hundred miles, open to all, for the Van

derbilt trophy. In case the number of starters

exceeds six, the cars will be started one min

ute apart, and the winner determined by time

instead of by position. In this case the start

will be from a standstill.

One-mile record, international, open to all,

for the Sir Thomas Dewar trophy. Two cars

in each heat; second round of heats if neces

sary, winners and fastest car to compete in

finaL

Fifty miles, open to all American built cars.

In case the number of starters exceeds six,

the cars will be started one minute apart, and

the winner determined by time instead of by

position. In this case the start will be from

a standstill.

One mile, for steam cars only.

Five miles, for steam cars only.

Ten miles, for steam cars only.

Five miles, time trials, stock cars, above

$1,000 to and lncluding‘$1;800.

Five miles, time trials, stock cars, above

$1,800 to and including $2,750. ‘

Five miles, time trials, stock cars, above

$2,750 to and including $4,000.

Five miles, time trials, stock cars, $4,000

and over. ‘

Five miles, time trials, racing cars of all

classes.

Five miles, gasoiene stock cars, $050 and

under. ‘

Five miles, stock cars, above $650 to and

including $1,000.

Ten miles, stock cars, above $1,000 to and

including $1,800.

Ten miles, stock cars, above $1,000 to and

including $2,500.

Ten miles, stock cars, above $2,750 to and

including $4,000.

Ten miles, stock cars, $4,000 and over.

Ten miles, Ormond Derby, open to all rac

ing cars.

Five miles, handicap, stock cars only. Open

only to those cars which have been entered

for and have taken part in events Nos. 7

and 8.

Five miles, handicap. Open only to those

cars which have been entered for and have

taken part in events Nos. 9, 10 and 11.

Five miles, Great Ormond Handicap. Open

only to the first five cars in events Nos. 19

and 20.

Five miles. Daytona Handicap, open to all.

Ten miles, Mercedes trophy.

Fifteen miles, open to cars of 40 horse

power or under.

Gymkhana race.

Stock cars must be equipped as catalogued,

cxeept that lamps, baskets and tops need not

he carried; must carry tonneau if adapted.

Foreign ears must be qualified according to

American catalogues. No entry will be ac

cepted unless catalogue is available.

In the five-mile handicap, No. 21, stock cars

must be equipped as specified, and exactly as

in races Nos. 19 and 20. The management

reserves the right to refuse any entry for

events for stock cars which, in its opinion,

is not a stock car within the meaning of this

rule. One trial only will be allowed in time

trials. The final heats of handicaps will be

rehandicapped if, in the opinion of the handi

capper, any change is desirable. All events

except handicaps, and those otherwise speci

fied, will be from flying starts. Invitations

and entry blanks will be. ready on Nov. 13.

and entries will close on Friday, January 13.

 

Why the Cop Stopped lioman.

Along “the row"—on Thirty-eighth street.

this city—a few people “in the know” have

had a quiet laugh this week over an ad

venture of L. J. Homan, of Homan &

Schultz.

Homan was returning from the races at

the Empire City track in one of the new

Rambler two cylinder side entrance cars,

which was being given its maiden run. In

the car were Gaston Plaintiff, F. J. Wagner

and a Motor World man. It was a long,

dusty road, and a string of cars reached al

most from the track to the city—or so it

seemed. The desire to escape the dust and a

wish to try the paces of the new car led

Hcman to depart from his usual custom of

keeping strictly within the speed limit—a

practice for which he is noted. He “hit it

up" to such an extent that he passed not a

icw cars on the way, the Rambler proving

itself to be a speedy, easily controlled car.
In due course the party neared the Harlem I

lliver without molestation, although several

warning fingers were raised by mounted po

licemen. At one point an automobile and

a trolley car got in Homan's way, and he

had to open the throttle wide to get past

them. Before he had time to slow down a

policeman on foot blocked the way and

raised his club menacingly. With a muttered

exclamation Homan brought the car to a

stop with a jerk that almost threw the occu

pants out of their seats.

“What’s the matter?" he inquired, with

considerable trepidation, while thoughts of

the nearest station house coursed through the

minds of Human and his companions.

"Who won the race?" demanded the police

man. “Did Oldfield lick ‘em 'i”

“Yes, hands down,” replied Homan as

soon as he could get his breath. “The for

eigners Weren‘t in it.”

"Good for Barney,” exclaimed the cop as

he stepped back out of the road. "I knew he

could do it if he tried."

And for the rest of the way Homan was

- too dazed to exceed the legal limit.

A. C. A. NAMES ITS SLATE

Almost a Complete Turnover—Morris for Pre

sident—Takes Steps to Erect Clubhouse.

 

The regular ticket for officers for 1905 for

the Automobile Club of America was pub

llshed oflicinlly last Friday by the Board of

Governors of the organization. The nomina

tions are as follows: President, Dave H. Mor

ris; first vice-president, Colgate Hoyt; second

vice-president, \V. K. Vanderbilt, jr.; third

vice-president, Clarence Gray Dinsmore;

treasurer, Samuel H. Valentine; governors,

to serve three years, James L. Breese, Mel

villc D. Chapman and Harlan W. Whipple.

Messrs. Morris, Hoyt, Dinsmore and Valen

tinc are new to the board of oilicers, though

three of them have served on the board of

governors. Mr. Dlnsmore for several years

has been the club's special representative in

Europe. Mr. Vanderbilt is elevated from the

third to the second vice-presidency. The an

nual meeting and election will take place on

Monday evening, November 21. The “club

night" scheduled for the following evening

will be omitted. The first of the regular

“club nights" will take place November 15,

when George Donaldson, who has traveled

extensively in Japan, will lecture on the

“Yankees 0! the East."

In response to the complaint of the club,

Inude to various superintendents of railroads

in New York and New Jersey in regard to the

failure of locomotive engineers to comply

with the law requiring the ringing of a bell

or blowing of a whistle on approaching a

highway crossing, at grade, various com

munications were received from the Long

island, Erie, New York Central, Pennsyl

vania, Lehigh Valley, New York, Ontario and

Western and other railroads, stating that the

necessary instructions had been issued to

their locomotive engineers. ,.

‘An investigation made by the club has

shown that but a very small percentage of

villages in this and adjoining States have any

ordinance requiring the carrying of lights by

horse-drawn vehicles, and in the few cases

where such ordinance was on the village

books it was practically a dead letter. It is

proposed to have a State law passed requir

ing all horse-drawn vehicles in every such

town and village of the State to_carry the

necessary lights.

A special committee, consisting of A. R.

Shattuck, Jefferson Seligman, Colonel John

Jacob Astor, William K. Vanderbilt, jr., 'Ar

thur Iselin and Harlan-.W. Whipple hasbeen

appointed to consider the building of a suit

able clubhouse and thoroughly equipped gar

age.

Long distance driving honors are claimed

by Dr. Ryfkogel, of San Francisco, Cal. He

says he has driven his automobile morethan

twenty thousand miles on the streets of San

Francisco.
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FIRST STEP AGAINST FERRIES

Papers Finally are Filed and Law Will be Tested

—-What the Action Disclosu.

 

 

The expected suihof the United States Gov

ernment against the Brooklyn Ferry Com

pany for carrying an automobile with its

gasoiene engine running materialized last

Monday ill the libel filed by Henry L. Bur

nett,'United States District Attorney, against

the steamer Texas, owned by the Brooklyn

Ferry Company. The government’s side of

the question is being handled by Assistant

United States Attorney Baldwin, as told in

the Motor World two weeks ago, while the

ferry company will be represented by Herbert

Green, of Wilcox & Green, 1 Broadway, New

York. In fighting the case, Mr. Green will

have the aid of W. W. Niles, counsel of the

Automobile Club of America, and will also

be. aided by an expert in gasolene engines.

The libel discloses the fact that half of the

fine, in case it is assessed against the Brook

lyn Ferry Company, will go to the informer

in the action. Just who the informer was

cannot be learned, though it is surmised that

the information was lodged at the instigation

of the Automobile Club of America. Mr.

ireen will file an answer to the libel as soon

as he can draw up the papers, which he ex

pects will be in about ten days. He will deny

that there was any fire in the automobile in

the meaning of the amendment, and will also

deny that gasoiene was carried as fuel. The

machine which was the cause of the action is

numbered 11.119, and was carried from the

foot of East Twenty-third street, Manhattan,

to the foot of Broadway, Brooklyn, on Oc

tober 1.4 last.~

The libel recites that the complaint is

against the Texas and her owners, and the

first three parts of the libel are devoted to

the statements that the Texas is within the

maritime jurisdiction of the court, was a

steam ferryboat carrying passengers between

the foot of East Twenty-third street, Manhat

tan, and the foot of Broadway, Brooklyn,

and the boat was owned and operated by the

Brooklyn Ferry Company, a New York cor

poration.

The fourth part of the libel is as follows:

"Fourth—That Section 4,472 of the Revised

Statutes of the United States, as amended by

act of Congress of February 27, 1877; c. 69,

Sec. 1, and act of February 20, 1901, c. 386.

31 Statutes 799, is now, and was on the 14th

day of October, 1904, as follows, viz:

“ ‘.\'o loose hay, loose cotton or loose hemp,

camphene, nitroglycerine, naphtha, benzine,

benezole, coal oil, crude or refined petroleum,

or other like explosive burning fluids, or like

dangerous articles. shall be carried as freight

or used as stores on any steamer carrying

passengers; nor shall baled cotton or hemp

be carried on such steamers unless the bales

are compactly pressed and thoroughly cov

ered with bagging or similar fabric, secured

with good rope or iron bands; nor shall gun

powder be carried on any such vessel, ex

cept under special license; nor shall oil of

vitriol. nitric or other chemical acids be car

ried on such steamers except on the decks

or guards thereof, or in such other Safe part

of the vessel as shall be prescribed by the

inspectors. Refined petroleum which will

not ignite at a temperature less than 110 de

grees of Fahrenheit thermometer may be

carried on board such steamers upon routes

where there is no other practical mode of

transporting it, and under such regulations

as shall be prescribed by the board of super

vising inspectors with the approval of the

Secretary of the Treasury; and oil or spirits

of turpentine may be carried on such steam

ers when put up in good metallic vessels, or

(fflSkS or barrels well and securely bound

with iron and stowed in a secure part of the

vessel; and friction matches may be carried

on such steamers when securely packed in

strong tight chests or boxes, the covers of

which shall be well secured by locks, screws

or other reliable fastenings, and stowed in a

safe part of the vessel at a secure distance

from any fire or heat. All such other pro

visions shall be made on every steamer carry

ing passengers or freight, to guard against

and extinguish fire, as shall be prescribed. by

the board of supervising inspectors and ap

proved by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Nothing in the foregoing or following sec

tions of this act shall prohibit the transporta

tion by steam vessels of gasolene or any of

the products of petroleum when carried by

motor vehicles (commonly known as automo

biles) using the same as a source of motive

power;

" ‘Provided, however, that all ilre, if any,

in such vehicles or automobiles be extin

guished before entering the said vessel, and

that the same be not reiighted until after

said vehicle shall have left the same; pro

vided, further, that any owner, master,

agent or other person having charge of pas

senger steam vessels shall have the right to

refuse to transport automobile vehicles the

tanks of which contain gasoiene, naphtha-hr

other dangerous burning fluids.’ "

The. fifth part recites that Section 4,499 of

the Revised Statutes of the United States,

' as in force now and on October 14, 1904, pro

vided that the owner of any vessel propelled

by steam not complying with the above regu

lations shall be liable to a penalty of $500,

one-half of which shall go to the informer.

The sixth part is as follows:

“Sixlll-——'l‘hat on said day, to wit, the 14th

day-of October, 1904, at about 10:28 o’clock

in the morning, said fcl‘ryboat, being on one

of her regular trips on the East River be

tween said ferry termini, and having pas

sengers on board. carried as freight, across

the East River, from the foot of East Twen

ty--third street, Borough of Manhattan, to

the foot of Broadway. in the Borough of

Brooklyn, New York (‘ity, a quantity of gaso

lcncjlhe same being an explosive burning

fluid. which fluid was contained in a tank

or other receptacle attached to and forming

part of a motor vehicle (commonly known as

an automobile), which vehiclewas No. 11,119;

that said vehicle used the said gasolene as a

source of motive power, and there was at

said time a fire in said vehicle which was

not extinguished before said vehicle entered

said vessel at said East Twenty-third street

and was relighted before said vehicle left

said vessel at the foot of said Broadway."

The seventh part says:

"The carriage of said gasolene in the man

ner aforesaid was in violation of the law.

and especially in violation of the terms of

said section of the Revised Statutes, and the

owner of said ferryboat, to wit, the said

Brooklyn Ferry 00., of New York, thereby

became liable to the United States in the

penalty of five hundred dollars, onehalf for

the use of the informer who reported the said

violation, and the ferryboat Texas also be

came liable for the said penalty and liable to

be seized and proceeded against by way of

..oel no this court.”

The libel winds up by the United States

Attorney praying for the usual process

against the “Texas, her boilers, engines,

tackle, apparel and furniture," and that the

court decree for the penalty aforesaid that

the ferryboat may be condemned and sold

[0 pay the said penalty with costs.

Sued for Damage Caused by Towed Car.

An interesting and novel legal point was

raised and decided in a Long island court

last week. It involved the question of re

sponsibility for damages caused by an auto

mobile while being towed. The decision

handed down waste the effect that the ,re

sponslbility lay, not with the owner of the

lowed machine, but with the person or com

pany doing the towing.

The case came before :1 Jury in the First

District Municipal Court, Long island City,

Judge l\ll(ll€ll presiding. A verdict was ren

dered for $100 damages in favor of Allen

Davis in his suit for damages for the wreck

ing of his vehicle, which was run into by

r rank Croker‘s racing car the day after the

race for the Vanderbilt Cup. .

Davis and his wife were driving in Long

island City when the accident happened.

croker‘s racer was being towed home by an

automobile belonging to Smith dz Mabey.

Davis and his wife were thrown out, and

Mrs. Davis, her husband says, was severely

injured. Davis sued for $200.

Judge ixadien said it had not been shown

that there was any one in the Croker auto

mobile when the coliislon occurred, and that,

as the racer was being propelled by an auto

mobile iu charge of an employe of Smith &

.\labey, that firm was responsible for any

damage that had been done. The jury ac

cordlugly found a verdict against the firm.

The brougbam is an evolution of the Sedan

chair. The principal change consisted in

mounting it on wheels instead of swinging it

on poles and having it carried by men. it

takes its name from Lord Brougham.
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L0! THE MOTORING DEER HUNTER

How He Penetrated the Maine Woods. Emerging

with Horns— the Kind that Don’t Toot.
 

There won't be much of the wild and pict

uresque Maine regions left to be explored

if motorists continue to plunge into its rc

motcst recesses at the rate they are doing.

camp was found on the shore of Shinn Pond,

fifteen miles from Patten, and the guide in

formed the hunters that the place was gen

erally reached afoot.

That fifteen miles was the longest that any

of the party had ever experienced. but thanks

to the assistance of several woodsmen it was

made within four hours by hard toiling.

Bridges had to be built, fallen logs had to be

renamed, wide detours had to be made to

 

 
 

  

WHEN THE MOTOR GAINS POWER

The Remarkable Effect After Sunset and Some

of the Things it Suggests.

 

“Why is a more powerful mixture obtained

in the evening than at midday?" asks an

experienced motorist.

question about it at all; it is the mixture.

Other conditions being equal, the eirploslons

become more powerful after sunset.

may ing at noonday and race at twilight.

Often toward evening, generally after sun

One

set, your engine seems to want to spring

away from you. You may cut down the gas

and retard the spark, but still it leaps away

like a thing possessed, and there seems no

holding it back.

“ ‘Oh, your cylinder is cooler!’ is generally

the loose and very false explanation. Upon

the face of it that is an unstable theory.

Why does it not behave in the same flyaway

manner on a cool or cold day in the daytime?

If change of temperature was the secret.

why does the same thing happen on a win

ter's evening when there has been no ap

preciable fall in temperature? In many

ways I have convinced myself over and over

again that it is not due to change of tem

perature, but to atmospheric conditions.

~‘Will some one define exactly what takes

 

 
 

 
 

Time was when these recesses were pene

' trable‘mily afoot or in‘ 'h‘oiitely ‘t’éhl'dlhs drawn

hy‘sl'o'ii" totit'ed quadr‘iip'éds. But 'now only a

fen"seéti8‘ris are virgin of the ever-advancing

railroad, while the automobile is even more

ubiquitous. It traverses the State from one

end to the other, leaving wonder in its wake.

One of the most recent invasions of the

Pine Tree State, a in automobile, was made

by George. H. Lowe, of Boston, manager of

the White New England branch, and, E. \V.

Young, of New York. Accompaniedwhim-me

chanic, they drove in a White steamer-to a

pointnearly ISO-miles beyond Bangor. Being,

like Nimrod of old, mighty hunters, “Pop”

Lowe and his friend then proceeded to make

a “bag” of game, such as would astonish

their friends, in which task they succeeded

even beyond their expectations. .

It had been the original intention of the ad

venturers when they left Boston to leave the

car at Bangor, but the weather was so ideal

and the car worked so perfectly that they de

cided to continue on: the next morning toward

Patten, a town 130 miles from Bangor. .

From Bangor to Brownville the road was

found to be in good condition. North of this

town, however, the backwoods roads were

encountered, and as Lowe says, “the man

that sat in the tonneau had rather a hard

time of it keeping in his seat."

Patten was reached on Thursday, and a

stop was made overnight. A guide was en

gaged there and plans made for the hunting

trip for which the party was so eager. A

ifii‘i
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avoid ‘,l.)oultlci-s and all,

'.

sorts vof obstructions

,in_.th,e. path- or - - -

Unce in the camp the steamer was left un

der cover to rest for a week, while the party

took to the woods in search of big game. All

met with success; each got his full quota of

deer, but qus‘e was the only one‘fortunate

enough to bring down a moose. The moose

weighed 900 pounds and had a fine spread of

antlers. The head was sent to Bangor to be

mounted.

At Patten the party shipped the deer by

train, but came back themslves in the touring

car.

l" , .i u: I

place]? If the air is more og'gepated,__why

docs_not the, artificial introduction of oxygen

have the same effect? I once saw an en

thusiastic friend with a small cylinder of

compressed oxygen making the experiment,

but without any satisfactory result. The

change I chronicle is so marked that it is a

wonder more study has not been made of the

reason.

"If we knew exactly what took place nat

urally, why could we not supply the same

conditions artificially, thereby getting so

much more power out of the same quantity

of gasolene‘t

“There can be no.
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COURT READS “RlOT AC "

 

Chicago Violate: Farson injunction and Reap: a

Whirlwind—Tag System Condemned.

 

Quite the most sensationnl'utterances yet

delivered from the bench, and directly at

tacking the entire system of numbering auto

mobiles, emanated from Judge Hanecy, of

Chicago, last week. As has so often been the

case, Judge Hanecy's fulminations were

called forth by the action of John Farson,

that sturdy upholder of the rights of citizens

who happen to be also motorists.

It will be recalled that Farson obtained

from Judge Hanecy an injunction restraining

the Park Boards from interfering with the

running,r of-his automobile, owing to its being

unnumbered. That injunction was observed

as far as Farson was concerned, but one day

the latter‘s chauffer was caught alone and ar

rested, it being claimed that the injunction

applied only to Farson. The chauffeur,

Bangs by name, was taken before Justice

,I’rindiville and fined $5 and costs. Farson’s

lawyers declared that the fine would never

be paid, and at once sought for and obtained

a temporary writ of habeas corpus from

Judge Hanecy, upon which Bangs was re

leased on his own recognition.

in granting the writ, Judge Hanecy ar

raigned in unmeasured terms “high officials"

of the ctiy for their action in disregarding the ~

injunction and arresting Bangs.

“There isn’t any wonder that there are vio

lations of the law by automobilists and other

Q y when th _iayy;y_ers,_city officials and

lip f ‘ es, policyfiij, justices of the peace set

the law at defian‘c'efilnd put themselves above

the lawfflhg court declared in his decision.

"This de nee of the law runs all through

lie-"fabric of the government, it seems. It

must stop. It will stop some day, and in a

way that will shake some of the higher of

ficials as they have never been shaken be

fore. .

“The endangering of lives and property by

:iutoinobilisis is the underlying principle in

the city ordinances,” the court declarei . “But

because they do become dangerous it is no

reason why the decision of the Supreme

Court should be violated. Then, in every one

of the labor strikes, where there is far more

damage done and more danger to the.lives

and limbs of citizens, often causing the de

struction of life, why shouldn’t the common

council pass an ordinance that every man

that belongs to a labor union should be

tagg'edf‘so'that whenever any violence or

' damage is committed the police could capture

‘ him? I

“Then the police might have no more to do

than to stand on some street corner and look

at events with a long glass until they see a

man with a number violating the law and

then they could go over and arrest him. The

comparison is not overdrawn. The principle

is the same."

I

Referring to the return of the city in the

habcas corpus proceedings. in which Assist

ant Prosecuting Attorney George Kriete con

tended that the justicc had acted under the

theory that the injunction obtained by Far

son did not apply to his chauffeur, Judge

Ilanecy replied:

“According to you, then, every justice of

the peace and every police officer could re

view the actions of the Superior or Circuit

Court and interpret an injunction as they are

pleased to. If you contend that an injunction

is not effective unless it covers not only the

man who got it, but all his employes and

operating apparatus (and if it does not, then

some justice of the peace or police officer

could say, ‘We‘ll review it and decide what it

may cover'), then law couldn't exist very

long or society couldn't exist very long if that

were the case.

"It isn’t very strange that one justice of the

peace should think that he has the right to

review a case when the newspapers and so

many others are doing it every day. It makes

no difference whether an injunction is prop

erly sued or not, it must be obeyed in any

circumstances. The only remedy is to have

it dissolved by due process of law.”

Judge Hanecy then referred to the Supreme

Court decision in which the final tribunal

of the State held that no municipality has the

right to tag or number any private vehicle.

The city‘s counsel, who did not have much

opportunity to defend the city's position in

the arguments, himself received a reprimand

from the court when he inadvertantly re

ferred to the Appellate Court decision given

in the Banker injunction case and stated that

Banker had "procured" the decision.

"No, he did not procure the decision, nor

_did any one else procure the decision. It was

a decision given by the judges of the Appel

late Court from a careful review of the case.

I cannot permit such language in my court.

nor can 1 permit you as a lawyer and sworn

to respect'the Appellate Court to speak in

that way.”

Scarritt inaugurates New York’s "School."

“,I‘resident Scarritt of the Automobilii Club

of America delivered the opening addi was at

the formal opening of the automobile school

of the “'est Sit , Y. M. C. A., New York, on

November 9. ‘he class numbers 136 stu

dents, some of whom are owners of cars who

wish to know more about how to care for

them. Mr. Scarritt advised his hearers to

master their machines, to be prepared to stop

instantly ‘at all times, and to show care and

consideration for other users of the high

ways.

Other addresses on, the work pfhthe‘ school

were delivered by 'William M. Kingsley,

chairman of the committee of management;

Walter L. Hervey, Ph. 1)., and H. S. Colburu,

educational director. The operative classes

are tilled up, and it will be impossible to add

to the number for this term of three months.

Work in the operative class has been started

under the direction of Clarence Bowne Bro

kaw. The first of the regular illustrated lec

tures will be given next Wednesday night by
CC. E.'l.nckc, Ph. D., director of experimental

engineering at Columbia University.

FOR GLIDDEN TROPHY

Deed of Gift Defines Conditions —First Three

Contests Must be Held in America.

 

At the meeting of the Board of Directors

of the American Automobile Association, held

on November 3 at the clubhouse of the Auto

mobile Club of America, the deed of gift for

the Charles J. Glidden Touring Trophy was

formally signed by the donor and accepted

by President Whipple and the directors of

the A. A. A. The conditions provide for a

tour of at least one thousand miles of not less

than live hundred a week over the regular

highways of the country, where the trophy

is held. The contest must be held in the

United States or Canada or both countries

during 1905, 1906 and 1901'. One stipulation

is that cars must be driven by the owner or

a driver approved by the committee when

the owner must be a passenger.

The deed of gift is as follows:

First—The trophy shall be known as the

Charles J. Gliddcn Touring Trophy.

Second—The cup shall be competed for an

nually, beginning with the year 1905, by

members of any American automobile club

attiliated with the American Automobile As

sociation who have been members of such

club for at least one year, or of any club in

the world recognized by it of which such con

testant shall have been a member at least one

year. The club of which the winner is a

member shall have the custody of the trophy

until it is won by another, and shall give to

the AmericunAutomobile Associationor its

successor satiSIuctory bond, with. sureties, in

the sum of three thousand (Manx!) dollars for

such custody.

'lhird—Tnc distance to be driven in com

petition shall not be more than one thousand

miles nor less than five hundred miles week

ly, and shall be over regularly used highways

in the country where the holding club is lo

Ii'cated, execpt in the years 1905, 1006 and

1307, when the contest shall be held in either

the: United States or Canada, or both.

Fourth—Each entry must be accompanied

by a fee of not less than $100 for each mem

ber entered. 01' the entry fee 50 per cent

shall be refunded upon starting. in event

of failure to start the entire fee shall be for—

feited to the holding club.

Fifth—The cur shall be driven by the owner

or a driver approved by the committee, the

owner being a passenger in the car.

Sixth—All other rules governing the (Still

test shall be fixed by' a- committee of seven.

consisting of the president of the American

Automobile Association, who shall be chain

man; the donor, and the presidents of the

Automobile Club of America, of Great Brit

ain and Ireland, of France, of Germany and

the president of an automobile club in Can

ada, to be recognized by the American Auto

mobile Association, or representatives select

ed by the above-named persons. The chair

man and two members of the committee shall

constitute a quorum.
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ORIENTS
FOR 1905.

An attractive line of Cars ranging

from $425 to $2,000.

WE are pleased to announce that in addition to our Buck

  

board line we shall offer for the coming season an excellent four

- cylinder air-cooled touring car, with side entrance tonneau and

thoroughly up-to-date construction, to list at $2,000. A Also an

attractive Car of latest construction, listing at $1,500. It is

our intention that our ORIENT line for 1905 shall be second

to none, and comprise one of the most attractive agency propo—

sitions on the market. We invite correspondence and shall be

pleased to furnish photographs and full information to those who

desire to consider our agency.

WALTHAl‘l MFG. CO., Waltham, l‘lass.
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HOW THE G & J IS MADE

'l'he Thread Fabric and Its Treatment and the

Relation of Fabric to Durability Explained.

 

it is not often that an article “catches on"

so quickly or so speedily leaps into fame as

the G & J thread fabric tire. It is scarcely

three months ago that it made its first ap

pearance at the Detroit race meet. It won

on that occasion, and it is not inapt to say

that it has been winning ever since.

Every man who ever rode a bicycle knows

the part that the thread tire played and plays

in the performance of that vehicle. anti it is

not strange therefore that a resilient, respon

sive tire of a similar type should prove so

effective on the self-propelled car. That it is

really posible for a tire to "make a slow car

fast and a fast car faster," as has been

claimed for the new (i & J tire, is rendered

not the entire strength of the fabric has been

used to the best possible advantage. This

should be reckoned on the basis of the work

performed by each separate thread used in

the construction of the tire.

“in the thread tire, as made by us, the

fabric is so placed and controlled that each

anti every thread is used to the best possible

advantage; while. in a tire made of square

woven cloth it. is impossible to place each

separate thread in the proper position to ac

complish the best results, owing to the fact

that the threads in such fabric cross and re

cross each other. one over and one under the

other. in the necessary operations in the

factory to prepare the square \voven cloth for

the actual making of the tire. one set of

threads is drawn to the utmost tension. while

the others, or cross threads, are left in their

normal condition. Thus, when a tire con

structed with square woven cloth is inflated

and the individual threads are put to the

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

   
 
 

 
  
 

 
  

 

  
 

 

  

 
 

The thread fabric after being frictioned on one side.

beads of rubber that have been forced between the threads.

easy of belief by the performances of Old

field, Lyttle and Kulick since they have made

use of it.

It is, of course, fairly well known that G

& J tires always have been moulded in cir

cular shape, thtls placing the least possible

strain upon the fabric used in the side walls.

but the exact nature of the new thread fabric

and the method of treating it and forming it

into a complete tire is little understood. In

response to the Motor World’s request, Pres

ident H. 0. Smith has made this plain.

“Until we used threads," he. says, “the

fabric used in the construction of automobile

tires was a close, square woven cloth, the

term ‘square wovon’ being used to describe

the special weave—the feature of the cloth

being that the filling threads were the same

number, size and strength as the warp

threads. Thus the cloth was as strong one

way as the other, hence the term ‘square

\roven.’

"The effective strength of the fabric enter

ing into the construction of a tire does not

depend entirely upon its tensile strength, but

in a large degree upon the method used in

construction, which determines whether or

Note the

greatest tension, the natural tendency is for

the threads to form as near a straight line

as possible, and in consequence great pres

sure is exerted at point of contact where the

threads cross each other. When the bias

fabric clmnges its position, as it must when

the tire is in service, and sets up a chafing

action between the fill and cross threads, the

result is that the individual threads of the

tire are destroyed. not by presaure, but by

the chafing action of one thread against the

other. which action is continuous while the

tire is in service. Not only does this chafing

action affect the threads of the tire, but it

also generates an internal frictional heat.

(‘onstantly subjecting rubber and fabric to

heat has a deteriorating effect on the tire.

“A tire made of square woven cloth is sub

ject to damage by any moisture which can

get to the cloth by reason of a cut in the

outer rubber cover, or otherwise, and as each

thread in each layer of the cloth comes in

contact with the other, the whole of that

layer may be affected by the moisture, as the

capillary attraction will allow the wet or

moisture to travel the entire length of the

cloth, while in the thread tire the moisture

would afl'ect only the few individual threads

in direct contact with the cut, for the reason

that the threads in this tire do not touch each

other—an important point in considering the

life of a tire.

“Each layer of cloth is rubbered, or frie

tioned before being put into the tire. This

consists of a rubber surface on the cloth. and

the rubber is pressed into the meshes of the

cloth, forming, as it were, a small individual

rubber rivet. When the different layers of

fabric are built up in a tire, the greater part

of the adhesion is reckoned on a basis of the

strength of the rubber rivets referred to.

These rivets are formed in the shape of the

mesh of the cloth at the time it is vulcanized

or cured, which is done by heat antler press

ure. With the cloth cut on a bias, and the

tire changing in shape as it does in service.

the shape of the mesh itself changes. having

a tendency to destroy the adhesion of the

rubber to the fabric, and at the same time

  

Showing the way the strong threads cross each other. with rub

ber between the layers.

the fabric changing position has a tendency

to destroy or break the rubber rivet. The ac'

tion is really an opening and cI0sing one,

which not only cuts off the rivet, but injures

the fabric at the same time, and when once

these rivets begin to get loose the adhesive

power is lessened and the layers of fabric.

or as it may be, the outside cover, begins to

let loose. This action materially assists the

chaiing action. already described, to set up

a frictional action, which is indicated by the

internal heat of the tire.

"With the threads which we use in making

our too?» (i d: J tires, the fabric consists of

a number of parallel threads of great

strength. The uniform tension of the intU~

vidual threads is assured by the fact that we

have an absolute check on each thread, which

is an essential point, and it is also important

that these threads should be so laid that they

cross each other at the proper angle. and by

the methods pursued we have been able to

accomplish this result. If the threads were

under irregular tension, those on the greatest

tension would have a tendency to exert an

undue pressure on the threads which they

cross at right angles, and probably result in
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the destroying of the threads. Each thread

is imbeddcd in a cell of rubber, forming a

perfect insulation, and there is a layer of

rubber between the different layers of

threads, preventing the threads from coming

in contact in crossing each other.

“By this method of construction, each

thread while acting under the same condi

tions and in harmony with the other threads,

operates separately, preventing the heating

already referred to, which Is common in tires

made of square woven cloth. In the thread

tire there is one continuous rubber bead run

ning the entire length of the tire between

each thread, which insures a perfect union

between the different layers of threads as

\chI as an ideal union with the rubber cover

itsclf, which allows the tire to be vulcanized

or cured in what can properly be termed one

solid, homogeneous mass, with merely the

threads laid in the rubber. Those threads are

very pliable. and allow the tire. to change

position in scrvicc with the slightest possible

resistance, which means, as has been proven

by extensive experience, that the tires are

very pliable, fast and free from internal heat

inc.

“It has also bcen proven that a tire of the

thread fabric construction will last much

longer than a tire made of square woven

fabric, as with the threads there is not the

self-destroyingr tcndcncy that cxlsts with the

square woven cloth tire. and in consequence

the thread tires will literally wear out in

road service rather than have their useful

ness ended by self-destruction. Any tire. that

can stand the use and abuse of a racing car

will stand anything."

 

Baskets for Automobiles.

Making baskets for automobiles is almost

a special trade of itself. It requires peculiar

skill, because it is hard to fashion the curves

so as to fit snueg in the siuuositics of the

motor cars.

Polish basket weavers, who lcarncd and

long practised their trade in Europe, seem to

have. special aptitude for this particular kind

of basket work. The materials that go into

the baskets are reeds. whole or s; lit: white

wood, cylindrical bits of birch, leather, brass

for the hinges and rubber oil cloth for the

waterproof lining. A basket once wcll made

and coated with shellac, will last almost for

ever, barring accidents, and will ordinarily

need no repairs beyond a new coat of shellac

at the end of the season.

Most of the material that goes into these

baskets is of native production, though ome

of the reed comes from the Orient and some

from the Wcst Indies.

 

Acetylene lamps are sometimes not hung

properly on the brackets. The latter may be

inclined forward from the vertical, causing

the light to strike the road close to the car

aml showing very little light ahead, or they

lnay be inclined backward, causing the light

to shine upward, and leaving the road close

to the car in comparative darkness. The

remedy in both cases is obvious.

PALMER’S NEW TIRE

Veteran Rubber Man Produces a Mechanically

Attached Article of Much Interest.

II. .\. l‘almor, Erie, l‘a., who has spent

many years In the rubber trade, and who

has been Identified with at least two tire

factories of prominence, is the inventor of

the mechanically attached tire shown by the

  

accompanying illustrations, which display

the fastening and general principles of the

tire to advantage.

It is Mr. Palmer‘s clatm that the inner

tube is easily removcd in two minutes, and

that it can be replaced and made ready for

  

inflation in the same length of time with

out spccial ci‘fort. All that Is necessary to

removc is the felloe bolt nuts, when the

outer flange. which is bolted to the edge of

the tirc with large head bolts, can easily be

withdrawn from the felloe far enough to

readily remove or replace the. inner tube.

The small bolts that fasten the tire to the

flanges are never removed unless it becomes

necessary to change or repair the casing. In

that event it is a simple matter to strip the

wheel, leaving a solid plain wagon wheel,

which may be ttscd as such in emergency.

The tire being mechanically fastened (with

incxtensible edges), it cannot crccp or roll

off the rim. whcthcr iutiatcd or deflated.~ The

air chamber is smooth and nearly round,

thus admitting of a natural aml favorable

condition for the inner tube, which may be

provided with either a rubber or metal valve

stem.

Rim cutting is entirely eliminated, as the

gently flaring flanges curve outwardly, giv

ing the casing a smooth surface to roll on

either when inflated or deflated. Several im

portant tests have proven faVorable on every

point.
 

Carriage Makers Express Opinions.

'I‘wo widely differing views were given ex

prcssion at the recent convention of carriage

makers at Milwaukee, Wis, regarding the. ef

i’cct on the carriage trade of automobile sales.

Which was the more sincere, as well as the

more. accurate, is scarcely open to question.

"The automobile craze has not hurt the car

riage mamifin-turlng business In the least."

.l. ll. Baker, of Newark, .\i. .l., is quoted as

saying. “and it will ncvcr hurt it. There

are more carriagcs being manufactured to

day than cvcr before, and more will be built

ncxt year. I know of one firm in Evansville.

Ind.. that turned out thirty thousand ‘jobs'

last year and clcancd up every one of them.

The automobile is 'a fad, the same as the bi

cycle and roller skates. The prices may get

down to $200 sometime, when many people

can afford them, but that will never interfere

with the carriage business. People who like

to drive horses are never going to give them

up for automobiles. I Wouldn't give my

tcam of boi'scs for all the automobiles in the

country."

“Eastcru mauufacturcrs of hiin grade ca r

riages are beginning,' to fcar the growth of

the use of automobiles," said .\. 0. S. Allan.

of Cleveland. “I have not ,hcard that any

figures have been madc showing injury to

thc carriagc trade as yet, but the automo

bilc seems to have come to stay. alnl \vcaliby

pcoplc who are riding in thc'm used to ride

in stanhopcs, laudaus, surrcys. traps and

victor-Ins. Nearly all vehicles of this cliss

are made in Massachusetts and New York.

“Manufacturers of buggies. costing from

.20 to $175. will not be affected soon by the

introduction of the automobile. Most of the

enormous output of buggies is bought by

farmers. Every farmer must have one, and

every young countryman must have. one as

soon as he is bi;_r enough to take a girl to

meeting."
 

An Ingenious Gasolene Gauge.

A useful article that has appeared "on the

other side" is a gasolene gauge. which is

soldered flush on the top of the tank. The

cork inside the tank. floating on the surface

of the spirit, turns an indicator in the little

dial. which tells at a glance what amount re

mains within.
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Winter Care of Cars.

The motor house should be dry, well light

ed, ventilated, and, if possible, kept at an

even temperature of about 60 degrees.

Should it be damp, metal work will rust,

woodwork swell, paint and varnish be de

stroyed, interior upholstery be spoiled,

stitches in leather work will rot, leather sur

faces will lose, their brilliancy, cloth and

carpets will fade, and moth will be attracted

when the weather becomes warmer.

Should the house not be well lighted, paint

and varnish will suffer, black panels will be

come green, white panels will turn "biscuit,"

primrose become orange, blues, especially

light blues. will fade badly.

The following precautions should be adopt

ed when it may be difficult, if not impossible,

to heat the motor house in winter.

Remove all cushions, loose carpets, etc.,

from the interior, and place them separately

in shelves, preferably indoors, if room can be

found for them; thoroughly clean the car

throughout, treating all coach builder's work

exactly as a carriage, carefully sponging all

panels and drying with a chamois leather.

\Vash the car once a fortnight, employing

an experienced man for the work. He must

use clean, cold water only. and dry the ear

carefully with a charnois leather. Tepid,

not warm, water may be used it there should

be any “bloom” on the panels. Should the

temperature be freezing, washing should be

postponed.

Carefully remove all dust front the interior

upholstery with a very soft brush. and use

a duster (preferably a soft piece of cloth

the same color) to rub the leather parts;

clean and polish all plated parts, and after-

ward rub them over lightly with a clean

oiled rag.

Apply lightly a little unsalted tallow tr,

locks and dovetails of doors, also to the aid

ing rods of the dust screen.

An excellent

leather upholstery of a car is to apply a

method of preserving the.

coat of leather dressing. This tends to keep

mildew away. It is, however, necessary to

give the car a frequent airing, which is the

best preVentive of mildew.

 

Novice of the Right Sort.

What can be done by a novice who pos

sesses intelligence and is willing to devote a

reasonable amount of time to the study of his

automobile in order that he may not be en

tirely helpless when any little thing goes

wrong, is shown by the experience of Burke

Yancil, 11 Springfield, “1.. man.

"The biggest bill for repairs was for 40

cents, and they were necessary, because of

my own ci'irelessness," said Mr. Vancil, in

enforcing his argument that a car properly

cared for and understood will run for months

without break or failure.

“I have had three punctures," he continued.

“I bought my machine June 1, and have

taken care of it personally. I learned its

mechanism thoroughly, for I considered that

the. easiest and quickest way to save money.

When I bought it I understood I was buying

trouble, for 75 per cent of the owners of

machines do have endless trouble and ex

pense.

"I have been Very agreeably surprised at

the result. In these five months I have. trav

elled at least three thousand miles. Since

the Hub of August I have gone nine hnn~

dred miles, and during tWO weeks of this

time the machine was in the shed. i have

never scared a horse or had an accident."

Even the Minstrels Succumb._

A long string of automobiles filled with

the members of a minstrel company now per

forming in this city attracted a great deal

of attention in lower New York City one

day last week. The bones and tambourine

experts were on parade. and that they made

use of the motor vehicle. is a pointed corn

mentnry on the ever-growing popularity of

the most modern of conveyances.

WANTS AND FDR SALE.
15 cent: perline of seven words. cub with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—1904 White Touring Car with

top, gas lamps and ride baskets. Car guar

anteed first class shape; $1450.00. Reason for

ceiling—buying [905 Model "White." Address

T. W. J. SUITE, 25 Manhattan Blk., ClevelandI

Ohio.

FOR SALE—r904 Oldsmobile runabout, nearly

now, very cheap. want larger car. K. i“.

PUTNA M. Mount Carmel, Ill.

FUR SALE—Late pattern, Model L. |904 l6-h.

p. Rambler touring car, in excellent condi

tion; good bargain. Want larger car next season‘

WM. E. STEELE, Cory, Pa.

WE have discontinued the Franklin agency.

and have one brand new Franklin tonneau,

car finished in dark blue. Price. $r400.0o.

FiSiltER AUTOMOBILE C(), 330 N. Illinois

Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

OR SALE—4 passengerside-entnnce car bod

iel, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRlAGE CO, Detroit, Mich.

i i4-H. P. " Pope-Toledo”with canopy top,

bask'ets, in good order, - - - 81000

i 24 II. P. "Pope-Toledo"wilh top,baskets.'

revamished, guaranteed in perfect

order. - - - - - - $1800

r lo-H.P. Pope-Hartford,practically new - $750

THE ORLANDO F. WEBER CO.

 

    

390 Wabash Avenue. Chicago, Ill.

R A D IA I O R S,

TANKS, _ . . .

M u FF L in s, ‘ wamm; :(‘MI War:

i' .1 i' .ri‘ .‘rr'ri . -

5R8. > . Wamrmmq wmuma' '

BRISGOE MFG- 00., - Detroit

 
 

  

Keep Warm this Winter
BY USING THE

PDNTIAD KNIT FULLED DAP AND GLOVES

>4".
(PURE WOOL)

Our fulling process makes them so.

sent, prepaid, to any address.

Entirely different from the ordinary knit goods.

They are

WIND AND COLD PRDDF AND SHED WATER

If your dealer cannot supply you, send us $1.50

for a cap, or $2.00 for the gloves, and they will be

Purina KNITTINGGU., - Pontiac, Mich.
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THE SPLENDIDI ACHIEVEMENTS 0F

GOODRICH TIRES
for 1904, constitute the most noteworthy the occurrence of the vseason.

Time after time in the longest, hardest and fastest trips they have gone through without mis'

hap; helping to make a speed record here and a happy long distance automobile tourist there.

Never disappomting, never hindering—just go where you please, Goodrich Tires will take

you through.

Pleasant romemhranoes for 1904. The best tire invostniont for 1905.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 1'11 Lake St. CLEVELAND, 42) Superlor St.

BOSTON. 157 SummEX' St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission 81.

LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

  

  

KNOX

VEEDER
OLDSMOBILE

UDUMETEHS t anon"
BAKER

are supplied as part of the BUFFALB ELEB'I'RIB

regular equipment on the L GUDE

  

 

“ It's Nice to Know

How Far you Go.”

THE VEEDER MFG. (30., - Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Techometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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The Week’s Patents.

12.281. Electric motor. Albert B. Holsou.

Chicago, 19., assigner. hy mcsne assignments,

to the Holson Motor Patents Company, Litu

ited, Grand Rapids. Mich. Filed May 31,

1904. Serial No. 210,583. Original No. 701,~

341. dated June 3, 1902.

Claim.—1. In a motor, a rotary member,

provided with an annular duplex rack. a

shaft arranged within said rotary member

and carrying pinions fixed upon its ends and

engaging with said rack at opposite sides

thereof, all substantially as described.

T73,565.—Speed Indicating Attachment for

Vehicles. Otto F. llakes, Dunkirk, N. Y.

Filed August 1, 1993. Serial No. 167,888.

tNo model.)

Claim—1. A speed indicator etnbodying a

rotatable casing having a sight opening, and

an internal concentric rotatable metnbcr vis

ible through the sight opening and capable

of being rotatably shifted with respect to the

casing. when the rotation reaches a predeter

mincd rate to expose a predetermined por

tiott of the inncr member at the sight opcn

ing of the casing.

Alvaro S. Kr. tz,

one-half to

Film] Fcb

T?3,5Tz'i.—Automobile.

Springfield, Ohio, assignor of

Paul A. Staley. Springfield, Ohio.

ruary 21, 1993. Serial No. Hljtl-l. (No

model.)

(‘laim—l. The combination of a driving

axle and driving wheels. one of said wheels

being rigidly connected and the other jour

naled to said driving axle, a ditfcrcntial ad

jacent to said journnled driving whcc‘. a

part of which is directly connectcd tlt -rcto,

atnl body supporting corner bcarings- rigidly

connected together, a motor adjacent to Sit d

tiiiTcrcntial and rigidly connectrd to said cor

ncr bearings, body supporting springs .i_id<

ly connected to said corner hearings. an1l a

cross spring. whereby the motor is hell i‘l

a normal working position. substantially :l-’

and for the purpose specified.

T't'3,588.—-I'ncumntic 'l‘irc. t‘har cs ll.

Pierce, Alma, i‘al. It‘ilcd .lttttc 3, 19112;. .\‘c‘i

al No. 159,968. (No model.)

Claim—The combination witlt thc tho of a

vehicle wheel and a pneumatic tirc .\‘t'tilthi

therein,‘of a non-resilient imperforatc cntl

less hoop of thick material having an inner

groove extending longitudinally of the full'

length thereof and forming oppositcly re

duced embracing side portions, thc said

grooves being of less depth than one-half

the diameter of the pneumatic tire not pro

vided with transversely extending ct rrttga

tions at regular intervals throughout the

length thereof and terminating at thc c.lg'-s

of the reduced side portions of said hoop.

the corrugations preventing the pneuntatit

tire front slipping longitudinally in the hoop.

TT3,i'>.'i3.—Solid Elastic Tires with Fasten—

ing Strips. Henry G. Fiske, New York .\‘.

Y., assignor. by mesne assignments, to Mor

ton Trust Company, trustcc, a Corporation

of New-York. Filed July 1, 1S99. Serial No.

722,525. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination in a wheel, of

a tire comprising a body of clnstlt: material

circumferentiaily substantially inexpansihlc

on its base, fabric permanently etnbodicd

thcrcin with layers thereof lining Ute Beat of

the tire body. a tread portion substantially

parallel with base, said tire body being 02'

greater width than thickness. lateral depend

ing tinps composed completely of fabric with

all other portions of said fabric permanently

vulcanized with the tire body, a telly proper,

 

a band encircling said felly and forming a

seat for said tirc. lateral plates co-operating

with said feliy and with said lateral flaps

co-opcrttting to clamp said tirc. said lateral

plates bearing upon said t'clly on one. edge.

and extending upwardly and outwardly

forming a contractcd illlt‘iiillt: whereby said

tire proper is laterally secured and a seat

portion with tapcrcd sidcs is atYordcd for re

taining said tirc body proper, substantially

as and for the purpose dcscrilwd.

773,ti39.——Vehicle Frame. Norman 1‘. Har

rington, Detroit. .\iich.. assignor to Olds

.\[otor \Vorks, Detroit, .\lich., a Corporation

of Michigan. Filcd July 30, 1904. Serial

No. 21S,S'.’Z. t_.\'o model.)

Claim—1. A spring vehicle fratnc compris

ing a rigid frame. a pair of spring arms so

cured to said rigid t‘ratnc intermediate its

ends and projecting downward and outward,

a cross spring interposcd betwccn tltt- cnds

of said spring arms. and said rigid frame.

and connections bctwccn said cross spring

and said rigid t'ramc attd spring arms rcspcc

tivcly. permitting of a lateral swinging when

the springs are flexed.

TTIi,i385.—Storagc Battery

Proccss of Making Samc. Elmcr .\. Sperry,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed January '_'t\'. 1904.

Serial No. 191.053. (No model.»

(,‘laim~1. The process of producing stor.

age battery electrodes. which consists in prts

cipitating a carbonate of lead from a solu

tiott of a lcad salt, roasting said carbonate

to t-chl the carbon dioxitl and prolucc a

highly porous oxid or oxids ot' i.:l‘i_ and ap

plying said oxid or oxlds to a gril or sup

port. as set forth.

TTIlJiMi, Storage Battery.

l'llccit‘tttlc :liitl

l'Ilntcr .\. Sper

l'_\'. i‘lc\'cla|td. ()hio. Filed l“t‘lil'll:ll'_\' ll.

1994, Serial No. 193.17% tNo llititlt‘lJ

i'laint—l. .\ battery, cotnpt'sing a v sst-L

t-il't'il'tltlcs cach having a supp rt 1th at ctr

side of said \‘csst'l. and a support for said

'.-tgs indcpcndcnt of said rcsscl. as s t t‘otth.

TTZiTTl. \'t\lticlc \\'llccl. lli'lli'_\' \\'.

\tldtns. .lt'.. t'lticag'o. lil.. asslgttor t. .\‘co\i|l

tialtni‘actutittg ('ontpany. \\'at;-t-|ttt|y, (‘ottt|.,

 

 

THE MIME IMPROVED

1905 MUFFLER.
  

Ellent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Bock-Pressure

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONERY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR CAR 8t REPAIR 00.,

Cievollnd, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. i.. lHKE, .1“ Pine .‘t.,

5!. Louis. Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH & EDWARDS, tm

Nossnu 51.. New York City

Western Agentl: E. J DAY 6: CO., 51‘) l'iittsion

at" San Francisco, Col.

 

 
 

 

WuITLOCK

COOLERS

For 1905.

  

Experiments are

Expensive.

Sometimes they are not only expen

This is especially true

It is, there

fore, always on the side of safety and

sivc, but fatal.

in motcr car construction.

good judgment to adopt those parts

which have stood the test of time and

have acquired for themselves a reputation

based upon actual merit Price is not

always the most important consideration.

Therefore, in deciding what cooler

you will use for 1905, sclcct one with a

reputation.

The Whitlcck Cooler has stood the

tcst oi time. It has been used for two

seasons by the majority of American

builders of touring cats. Our experience

in this line is now unequalled. Write us

about your cooler proposition.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.
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a Corporation 0! Connecticut. Filed March

16, 1904. Serial No. 198.386. (N0 model.)

(‘IaiIn--l. A vehiele wheel eoniprising a

suitable folly, a pneumatic tire supported on

said telly, a elaniping bolt holding the tire

in plaee and extending through the telly,

said bolt having relatively large and small

diameters, a elainping nnt screwed upon the.

larger diameter of the bolt, and a lock nnt

seven-ed upon the smaller diameter of the

hilt and heai'iin_r against the (Plfllllllill': nut.

said lock nut heing elnsed at its outer end

and its length being greater than the length

of the said smaller diameter of the lmlt. and

said lock nut being also provided with rela

tively large and small internal diameters,

the relatively small internal diameter being

threaded, and the relatively large internal

diameter helm: nnthreaded and adapted to

extend more or less over the large diameter

of the bolt. aeeording to the thiekness of the

telly, substantially as shown and described.

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

' Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY C0., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

a; _

111%. THIS ILLUSTRA
E P i _

TION IS FULL

ANY SIZE

0R LENGTH

THRE AD. " A “ SIZE

  

THE BuLMli IGNITION SYSTEM 'I

DOES AWAY WITH ALL INDUC- ‘

TI0N AND SPARK cons. SOOT
AND HIGH VOLTAGETROUBLES.

THE BuM‘SPECIAL' CAN

BE OPERATED WITH ANY
SIZE ORDINARY DRY BATTERIES
*w6 BEING AMPLY 5UFFICIENT<V

AND EFFECTS GREAT'ECONOMY
IN CURRENT CONSL‘JMPTION.

<§>II<~
WRITE FOR BULLETIN ~ .

 

 

 

  

   

  

 

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish aro

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Gone Seats on Spindles aro

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING 00.

clesuwn, Ol'll0. us. A.

Afl
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WATERLESS

KNOXWM
CARS.

ARRIVE ON TIME

Their mechanism is scientific and practical in its SClerlr-r'.

They do what they are intended to do—deliver the goods and

return on time. Accidents and breakdowns are the exception

rather than the rule. A Knox Commercial Car can stand more

hard usage than any other car on the market. No water to

worry about. Knox cylinders are air-cooled—it's the famous

Knox patent system that, does it.

5””! for (‘ONCISE CA 'I‘A LOG HF A'NQX COMMERCIAL CA Ir TESTS.

BUY A WATERLESS KNOX.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Member: Asso. Lic. Automobile Mfrs. SPRINQFI ELD, MASS.

SELLING AGENCIES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

PREMIER

AlR-COOLED
DIRECT RADIATION.

1904 Premier features will be big talking

points on some r905 cars. Our 1905 Premiers

have good points to be widely copied in 1906.

Premier Car: are Qualify and Completeness first

I—Cosl is figured afterwards. Premier custom

ers are our best advertisers. Write for our

Catalogue, or best of all try a Premier. Our

output for 1905 is more than doubled.

  

1905 Cars Now Ready for Delivery.

First [lass agar/r wan/ed

in unorrupied lerritory.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

HEALTH FOR YOU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENOH LION-WEST BAOEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations ln plenty—Golf Playing Now

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

"Muirmrfilg

  

 

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telllng all about the water! and glvlng lint 0' Hotel. and

Boardlng I'Ioulel, wlth thelr rates, lent tree.

OHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Traffic Man.

FRANK H. REED,

Gen. Pass. Agt.. Ohloago.

  

 

 

 

  

The YALE $IGOO
THE YALE WILL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MORE PROSPECTIVE

PUROHASEHS THAN ANY AUTOMOBILE ON THE MARKET.

You can oiTer l proapeodve purchuer more for his‘moncy in the Yale than in any other automobile made.

You can offer and guarantee him a dergree oI Efficiency, Dependability. Luxury and Simplicity of operation

to be found only in other can costing twice as much.

The Yale provides what nine out of ten automobile purchasers want. A roomy. comfortableriding, beautilul appearing family touring car with power sufficient to over

come all road difficulties and to develop a rate of speed that Will “tist any desire to " ride fut."

Send for new catologue and investigate the Yale at your first convenience.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 950 Oakwood Avenue, TOLEDO, OI'IIO.

lamb.- AIoolatton I blow Automoblle Mmulacturen.
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THE

Miller Mioa Spark Plug
GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.

Furnished in two sizes, one-half inch pipe thread and Metric

French thread.

Price, each, - - - - .

To fit Autocar, - - - -

T0 fit Winton, - - - - .

Special sizes to order.

No. 6 Catalog. the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

_ Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

97'99'IOI READE ST., NEW YORK CITY.

Retail Branch: 38th St. and Broadway.

Philadelphia Branch: 3r8-320 North Broad St.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave.

$ I .60

2.50

2.50

  
 

YOU CAN SEE YOUR FINISH

TVHEN YOU USE

FISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP.
if an automobile Is worth anything at all, It's worth keeping

clean. Fisk Auto-Car Soap does ib—

  

Cleans~ a dirty chr as nothing else does. preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-orders from

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express prepaid

to points as tar \‘Vest as and Including Chicago, Ill.) Also put up in

barrels and half barrels. .

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers, dealers and garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTINGv

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. co., Springfield, Mass.

 
 

 

 

TRY US FOR

PRESSEII STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them from the Highest Grade oi Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perfect conditions 0! manufacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivetters. give us unsurpassed

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities. Where

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER 1905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send us your drnwlngs and get our prices.

  

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY 00.,

CASE AVENUE and LAKE STREET. CLEVELAND, OHIO

The Best Automobile Motors

AND

Automobile Gharginu Maobiuos

ARE NIADE BY

THE EIWEII-PAIIKEII EIEIITIIIII 60-.

CLEVELAND, C.

THE M. SEWARII 8:. SUN IIII.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURER. OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

Special Forgings

Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

“The AM. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Par copy.

  

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

 

94 TRIBUNE BUILDING, NEW YORK.
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G RAY>+°-\DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.

CYLINDER
FOR MARINE AND STATIONARY MOTORS

SUPERIOR QUALITY, PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE MANUFACTURERS

  

  

STINGS
SEND PATTERNS FOR SAMPLES

OR BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

FOUNDRY CO., Waterbury, Ct.

 

 

  

  

 

 

Pat. Jan. :0, 190:.

Kingston Barhurninr.
OVER 21,000 I" USE.

PMHSCRMZYILIW' I” ‘ TRADE GRADOMETER Mm

R at a Cu 5

Pending.

  

An innrument that will enable you to determine the Sent poatpaicl on receipt 0! price, by».

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. TI'IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, m.

The HlRR GASULENE BURNER.
Belt and float Eflectlve Burner fllnulectured.

KINGSTUN PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.
‘- cnas. a. MILLER, Agent, New York.

Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.

 

  

 

' SQTlT-RI'IE
:' "Ivavu menu w: Lerner:

‘ Is the most satinhctory ignition plu; in the

DETROIT . 1 world at any price. More lold than all other ad

vertised American made plug: combined. 18 line.

Olds Ford. Rambler, Northern, Queen, Peerleell

Packard, Orient, Panhnrd etc., ,(.50 Wintol,

Autocar, Thomas, LocomobiIe, Knox etc.,‘|.7§

  

 

‘ , . i,MRI? [E “new”.

'r‘HMD'r.

UL, e.

  

 
 

 

 
 

I ~" " ~ ' * r' ' Mica plugs b.00- Cadillac size plug $3.00. New

F 1"... _ E. L’ARQY clo" } 156D]efie'rl!;2_ Ahve. No 17 size $5.00. Best porcelain obtainable need.

mmer 7 ITROIT o-ron onucs, Na, 1900. 01'0". "I - Getalet r'qhtaw: . Send torcom letecatalogue

Ii 00., KOROIIIO, IIId-I U. A, _ J. “ABEY, 435 Wabash Ave.,Cl\icago and di¢bdm§TkiEIfiiflETFRj=te
 

 

You Will Not Miss it by Adopting Our Bevel Gear Drive Rear

Axle or Our Transmission Gear.

ASK US ABOUT THEM.

THE CASE MANUFAc'rURWc. co., Columbus, Ohio.
We Also Do Special Machine Work.

  

 

  

     

  

Ii
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0 ' THE
Protection for Kerosene Bumflfs,

Man and His Motor

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

W “33:51:; $5 CASE' toe-t l0 Centre s:., New York

Also Rubber Mats. Hampers. Lamp“ Toll

   

 

 

Horns. Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Send for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

25! Jefferson Street, Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS FINDING.

“iifiii‘T-I-Bi’l'iiiw The Car You Ought to

Aluminum Hoods.Spriraiffllml Have at the PriceiYou

I on

Hirer"! so. Ought to Pay.
W ____s__ Springfield, Mess.

Autolyte Lamps,
Imported Horns. lsfihcrlrstlmewggglfin'l Bristiing With Original and

thousands of acres of uncultivated iarm lands in tracts of all

  

 

 

 

   

 

sites, which lean be putichased veryd cheaply. They are pro- Excu'lslve Features

ductive, hea thy, and c use to goo markets. In ten States

AI H. NKE’ reached by the lines of the

83 Chambers St" N- Y_ SOUTHERN RAILWAY

For information about opportunities new availabie, prices 0! A re you posted regard I ng them?

and, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents, -

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

The Baldwin lilttin Company

A l — “hr-c; I MITCHELL MOTOR CAR (30-,

59mm“ 8:: “a 8"“ 9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

 

 
 
 

 

QU l H BY Y

HUTQMOBlLI-L- BOD
- - A DEPARTMENT _

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1834 Broadway, cor. oi 45th $t., New York.

Telephone, 653638th St.

 
 
 

_ I'HB DUERR-WARI) (30., No. I787 Broadway, New

Baldwin Chain & Mtg. 00.. York Damn,“

\RTNUR 0. BBNNm, NO. 20 LIKE St., Chlfiltl

§“°””””““°“““”” THE HILL PRECISION OILER

' Toll RING BAR rsr:::;:';;§1::;::t"""

THE F. B. STEARNS co" THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

i CLEVELAND. OHIO. U- 3- A- i 832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

' “mm

  

Worcester. Mass" U. 8. A.
 

  

g.

 

CRESTMOBILE
F . 1 $800 for two persons, and $900 for four persons

The standard low prlced alr-molod ar.

1 I THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge. Mass., U. S. A

STEt L STAMPINGS.

It's rather a bold statement to say no one can

malts ampings like ours—it’s never-theJess true.

 

  

 

 

 

lGH-GRADE LAMP

ms PARIS]! & BltIGIIAM co., ATWQQD MFG, C0,,

. Mfrs. of the Indestructible P. l B. Wheel,

t Cleveland. Amesbury, Mass.

0

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

  

 

 

 

“ The wa of the world 99 “ Between Olnclnnatl and Detroit " on the c. we. D.—Pere Marquette Llne.

y The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies’ coach. combination

“the coach and dining car, and a pertectdream o! a parlor car, whichI when lighted with a myriad

of electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. Every one of the cars

. except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

’ finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

or S lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seats 88 people.

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excimd admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with tour tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

 

 

 

FOI' information 35 ‘0 rates, hotels shown in,the parlor car. which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

_ The mahogany finish is made more eflectlve by the olive green revolving chairs.

and boarding houses, address The smoking room In the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

B_ F A here. It is so constructedl that it; is absolutely privartle from thehrest of ithe enir, and] has gccomrr'to

n or datlons for 11 lovers 0! t e wee at one t me. At t e rear of t is car s a p ate g ass 0 St‘rral on
neareSt lg our ge t’ platform. Thetbfiautitu‘l mggilnlg palacg has wld‘e vestibules. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lg t g. n a t on to t e P ntsc gas system.

J. LYNCH, r In addition to a regular parlor car porter, etc., there is s neatly uniformed train porter,

.1 ‘ whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach art of the train, see that

G. P. sndT.Agent, Cincinnati,0. the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, an that the forward part of

~ the train is kept up to the standard.
 

 
 

 

j/
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gig)— IF THE RIM

'LESSONS or 1904——

are taken to heart

“ SW EDOH ”

Spring Steel Rims

are likely to-be the general equipment of

all good machines in 1905.

"SWEDOH" SPRING STEEL RIMS have conclusively demonstrated

their superiorin by the severest tests in actual service, giving results

unattainable with rims made of ordinary stock.

“ SWEDOH " SPRING STEEL RIMS are made true and stay true.

True as “ SWEDOH " steel is axiomatic.

  

Your

SPEBIFIBATIUNS
fer

FORGI'N'GS
should reach us promptly to Insure

Seasonable Deliveries.

ARE YOU READY ?
WE ARE THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING (0.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

THE BILLINGS & Sl ram 00., Hartford, Conn, u. s. I. CZ]k we 0 n d m M Ak

Drop Forging:;:°;v°efry Description. :2: 22:21:21?"

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

* * THE ONLY WAY

[0 build automobiles that

will stand the test is [0

use sheet metal parts in

Hotel LQHOX place of castings.

,Boylston and Exeter Streets

Bur-TIMOSTON ‘ WEDOHEAVYANDDIFFICULT

ONE OF THE FINEST MODERN

  

FIRE PROOF HOTELS IN THE \

COUNTRY. Two MINlrrEs’

‘ VVALK l'ROM THE BACK BAY \

i STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

I FROM Corn-LY SQUARE ‘ l CO

l CHARLES AI GLEASON, I'llmmgrr . ,

i Send for illuslrt‘ , l booklet

_

l BUFFALO, N. Y.
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'| WHITNEY

 
 

 

94-inch Pitch “WIZARD”

CHAIN AND SPROCKET.

ITULL SIZE.

  

A wonder for light high-speed work.

WE MAKE ALL SPROCKETS FOR WIZARD CHAINS.

 

 
 

“Whitney” Roller Chains are now used for the Main Drive on most

of the leading American Motor Cars and the “Wizard ” Chains l

and Sprockets are more desirable for Circulating Pumps

and Cooling Fans than any other style on the market.

 

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., = Hartford, Conn.

 

i
 

"II—z
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()LDSMOBILE
  

TOURING RUNABOUT.

$750.

HANDSOME, SPEEDY, COMFORTABLE.

A revelation of the possibilities of the single cylinder construction—equipped with famous 7 H. P. Oldsmobile

motor—easily makes thirty miles an hour—climbs heavy grades at high speed—its style and elegant appointments

meet the requirements of the most fastidious driver—pre-eminently the gentleman’s driving car.

We announce to our selling agents and the American public that we can absolutely guarantee prompt delivery on

all of our new designs. Our already immense factory facilities, nearly one million square feet of floor space, have

been greatly increased to make this possible, and our entire force will work all winter in anticipation of next sea

son’s demands. By March 1st we will have over 2,000 completed cars in our warehouses—the largest stock ever got

ten together by any manufacinrer in the_world.

In addition to our new $650 Standard Runabout and our new $950 Light 'l‘ellllcml 0111', We have brought out a

119W U110 of Dclivcry For, full ann movement of which will he made next week.

The Oldsmobile was the ONLY light car awarded a gold

_ medal at the St. Louis Exposition.

‘ CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

113232 Jefferson Avetllle,

  

DETROIT, U. s. A.

0.....OOOOOOOOOOOQ”..QQ...“WMOOOOOOOOWumMMQDOOOOOJ

O..“C.“QOOIOOOOOWW“”OCOOOO“.Q...”.QIO0..COMOQOOOOOCOOOO”OQOOOOQQ

S  

“MOMWOOO”OQQOOOQOOO '
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A Grand Prize '
Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. DIEDCE C0.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles
In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Stanhope, 8 H.D. - - $1200

Great Arrow, 24-28 H.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ “ “ $4000

  

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

Tl'I-E GEORGE N. PIERCE (10., Buffalo, N. Y.

mo ile Manufacturer .
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WENTQN
$4500 $3500 ' $2500 $1800

The most valuable automobile proposition of the year is the WINTON sales agency.

We promised a surprise in the number and excellence of WINTON offerings for

1905, and we have kept our promise.

A few days ago the question was 2—“ What will WINTON build?"

Now it is:—“ Can I have the WINTON agency?”

WHY?

Because the 1905 products of the house of WINTON represent :--

I—A complete line of four-cylinder cars.

Z—A wide range in price, enabling the dealer to secure orders from more purchasers

than he can interest in any other line. '

 

3—Substantial quality in every model.

4—Cars simple in construction—-practically foolproof—-and hence desired by experts

and beginners alike.

S—Power greater than the rating.

6——The most accessible vertical motors ever produced.

7—The newest and greatest improvements, not only in motor, but also in carburetor,

lubrication, igition, spring Suspension, radiation, steering gear, etc., making WINTON cars

the genuine automobile sensation of the time.

The whole subject in a few words is this :—

We have studied the wants and needs of automobile buyers.

We have designed our products accordingly.

Motorists are pleased and dealers are enthusiastic.

Is your agency application in? If not, you are giving your competitor an opportunity

to handicap you throughout the whole season of 1905.

Our booklet No. 3 tells the whole story of WlNTON excellence in brisk and business

like paragraphs. Shall we send you one?

The Winton Motor Carriage Co.
POLHR QOMPOUND. MEMBER A. 1.. A. m. .

'- ' 'o , ' W ' N"wigiiil'la'iilihi'5'Yo'iiTcir CLEVELAND, OHIO. u. s. A.
nlee.

( rmhout the coldest seasonv We Will

advise you fully ll Interested.
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'— THAT ETERNAL QUESTION —

— Tire l‘laintenance —

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc
 

 

  

Illil‘l 7717/

[WildTED

 

 
 

  

“Creeping,”“Crimping,” “‘Rolling’knd “Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

SideWalls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

WMore cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a. saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particularé Qll fiPPlicaflol'l

KOKOMO. RUBBER COMPANY, -

 

 

 

K091119122;
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ficamoéile G“32%.”E

l 9 Q 5 MODELS.

I: OUR Styles in all. Each car equipped with a powerful four

cylinder front vertical motor, sliding gear transmission, and

beautiful double side-entrance tonneau body. The most

attractive line of high-grade cars on the market. Specially selected

materials. Workmanship and finish of the highest possible char

acter. Our complete line, record for reliability, and facilities for

early Spring delivery, will interest every agent. Write for full

particulars concerning our product and our agency proposition.

 

   

 

 
 

15-20. H. P. MODEL. PRICE $2800, COMPLETE.

Equipment include. five lamps of but quality and lull as -0|’lmr:lll of tools. accessories and spare parts all ready for touring. All cars similarly equipped.

 

LOCOMOBILE LINE FOR l905.

15-20 H. P. 20-25 H. P. 30-35 I1.P. 40-45 H. P.

$2800 $3700 $5000 $7500
20 h_ n. mm.” with mechnnhfluy Jo h. p. motor wlth movhnnlmlly 45 h. p. molnr wlth mnclmnlrnlly

operated valves, all lntc-rqhangeable. operated vnlvml. all Interchangeable.
operated valves, all lnterchangr-able. 25 h. 9. motor wlth automallc lnlot ’ _

Make and break lgnltlon. current valves, and jump spark lgnltlon. Make and breaknmnnhm' cur'cm “aka ""1 break lgnmon' cm-n'm

hum magneto. Thrue_ 90d "any Threoispoed transml‘sion Chan_ from magneto. lhrm-V'spr-ed truns— lrom magneto. Four spin-d trunn—

. l ' mlsslnn. Pressed steel frame. mlanlon. Pressed ltecl trump.
n balon, Presrcd steel me. Wheel nel steel frame" \\ heel bass, 96lrype 92111 \Velght 1800 lbs in “'emhg 2100 ",5 “'hfl‘l base. 106 ln. “'elght, 2500 Wheel base, 110 ln. “'vlzht. 3000

lbs.

  

 

THE£acamobile COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Conn.
Membl-r Assovlatlon o! Llcenacd Automobllv Manufacturers.

NEW YORK—Broldwny. corner of 16th St. BRANCHFS CHICAGO—No. I354 Mlchlgun Avenue.

PHIL \DBLPHlA—No. 2‘9 N. Broad St. ' BOSTON—N0. l5 Btrkrley 5!.
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The New Orients.
We are now ready to furnish all necessary particulars to

  

agents and dealers regarding our new four-cylinder air-cooled

cars. Our handsome 20 H.P. side entrance touring car—

listing at $2ooo—will soon be shown in this space, and will be

shortly followed by our equally attractive I 5 H. P. touring car—

listing at 151500. If you are interested, write to us now. Do

not wait until our agency for your town has been promised to

some one else.

WALTI‘IAH FIFG. CO.,

  

Waltham, l‘Iass.

 

 

Hand Book »
 

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

EACTUDE, SALE AND USE.

  

AUTOMOBILES

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and Illustrates 76 gasolene cars. one car and its specifi

' cations to each page. It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers o! gasoiene machines are

announces that its shown by lilustrations and specifications. These specifications

955 Steinway Avenue, Long Island City, New York

. form a series 0! the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

1905 MODEL WILL BE AN REPRODUCTION OF THE questions being uniform, the ease or comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

40'45 H- P- MERCEnsv - suited to the service required. to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

' I ' I ‘ )1 ' in 'bum n t “x mm ( "mam Scni upon receipt 0! 6 cents in slumps Ior postage.

THE DAIMLER-MOTOREN-GESELLSCHAFT, OF GERMANY.

— ' Association of Licensed

THE DAIMLER MANUFACTURING co. Automobile Manutaclurers’

00""0'! 5" the foreign patents of the Parent Company for the UNITED STATES Ind CANADA. Doom 1009' No. 7 EAST ‘an STREET, NEW YORK.

 

 

  

lk‘M'rl'plive Cofalpgus will be Ready [or Dislribnlion Early in January, 1905.

 

 
i
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The FRD1905 Cars
  

MODEL B. Price, $2000.00.

HENRY FORD’S LATEST AND GREATEST SUCCESS.

Our 1905 Touring Car weighs only 1710 lbs. The 4-cy1inder vertical motor develops

over 20 horse power, SO THAT THIS CAR HAS MORE POWER FOR ITS

WEIGHT THAN ANY CAR IN THE WORLD. This means considerably less

wear on the tires and consequently a great saving to the owner. It also means there is

ample reserve power for steep grades and sandy roads.

Wheel base, 92 inches; direct drive, with universal coupling; cylinders, 4 x 5, water

cooled; automatic oiling device with force feed; large side entrance tonneau seating three

people.
  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The improvements on the FORD two-cylinder car place this model ahead of any car

on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in style and mechanical construction this

car is a year in advance of its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of [0 actual

horse power, planetary transmission, chain drive, and increased gasoline capacity. The

most stylish, low-priced car on the market.

SOME GOOD TERRITORY YET FOR LIVE AGENTS. Write us To-day Ior Full Inlormatlon.

TI'IE FORD MOTOR COMPANY, - Detroit, Mich.

JOHN WANAMAKER, Selling Agent IOI‘ NCW York and Philadelphia.

Qunnmomonuwouwmonwomommowmmw

we000.com.“mnuuouwmunuumwmommmmmom“0.000%”..me

.QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ'.0.0.0.0000...6(00000000OOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOQO000000006000000.0000000006000000OOOOOOOOOOGOOOQO
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by Barney Oldfield:

9:12 3-5.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS,

Peerless Green Dragon,

by Barney Oldfield:

1

2

3

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS

mile,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

miles,

0:521-5

1:511-5

2:4710:181-5

11:15...

12:121-5

13:0914:05

15:01

15:5716:33

17:492-5

18:452-5

FIVE MILES,

For LIGHT WEIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

Ford Racer,

by Frank Kulick:

151'. mile, 59 sec.

2nd “ 57 2-5 "

3rd “ 56 4-5 "

4th “ 551-5 “

5th “ 551-5 “

Total.

WORLD'S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

for LIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

20 H. P. Ford.

by Frank Kulick,

55 sec.

WORLD’S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR TOURING CARS.

Pope-Toledo,

by George Fuller:

1:00 3-5.

WORLD'S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR TOURING CARS.

Peerless.

by Barney Oldfield,

10:501-5.

 

 

  

 

Mile Record, 52 l=5 Sec.

BULLETIN OF

G 8: J REQORDS

WORLD’S CHAMPIONSHIP and

WORLD'S10-MILE TRACK RECORD.

Peerless Green Dragon,

—~'(;llr'l 5}".
tin "I? 'n;':'.'""-.

f
f

 

  

BHRNEY @LDFIELD

IN THE

PEERLESS GREEN DRAGON

places themile track record at the

above remarkable figure on

the Denver track.

 

G&J

Thread Fabric Tires

are FAST, SAFE and DURHBLE.

 

Main Ollice and Factory:

6&JImnCo.'“d‘123?°“s'

Branches: @hicago and Detroit.
\0
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3W Tt‘fF OTflF/P Fflwa )11) wk w 607- flipfifi;

KNISEVLEY BROS,

MO .\N-& WRIGHT. lcagn. mmm' &

Gen men: I have cove 1 over 5.000 les in my Peerless Touring ("hr during the

men Tires were used. and they are still in thepast six the. Morgan & “'right Clll'K‘ r7

best 0 ondition and good for seve t _ sand miles mrre. VVlth a ‘e e \ rivnw NQW YOFK Dayton 0‘70“

which eludes the use p tlcally l , different ake , I unhvsltu gly s ' that

yours are the most [PH 0 1T sutlsi'm‘tor)v tires on t m @t. St. LOUT. San FfflflCTSCO Atlanta

Yours truly, C. 'I‘. KNISELEY.

 

THE PEERLESS GREEN DRAGON

Equipped with

nominal CLINCHER TIRES
MAhESA NEW WORLD’S RECORD.

Five Miles in Four Minutes

and Thirty Seconds.
This is the latest achievement of Barney Oldfield in the races at Denver, Col., Nov.

>_6th. Most of our fastest automobile drivers demand GOODRICH TIRE EQUIPMENT.

{THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.
NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1825 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St.

BOSTON, 157 Summer St. PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. DENVER, 1444 Curtil St.

DETROIT. 80 E. Congress 5!. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St.

LONDON. E. C., 7 Snow Hill.
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THE PAST.

 

PHELPS GUARDANT TIME LOCK CO..

No. 74 Cortland St.,

New York, N. Y.

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Reading, Pa.

GBNTLEMEN—Encloscd please find sixty cents in stamps, for the spring

shiptred me on Nov. 3rd.

My Par, to date, has given perfect satisfaction. I have tuulzht myself to

adjust it throughout, to the carburetor float. I have yet to be convinced

that there is as good a Car in the market for the money, and I wish to con

gratulate you upon your success in designing a. Car that is strong

throughout.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) EDWIN S. PHELPS, President.

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Readinag,

PREMIER
“The Quality Car”

DIRECT RADIATION.

If air coo‘ing is not going

to win out in 1905 stronger

than ever, then we will

have about 500 Premier

cars on hand at the end of

the season. Our 1904

record is clean and open,

and 1905 Premiers are of

the same general construc

tion as the 1904 car, with

an added refinementof de

tails not to be found in

any other light car made

in America. It you are a

possible purchaser of a

motor car of quality, you

owe your own best inter

ests an examination and trial of the Premier. Think it over.

A few first-(lass agents wanted in open territory.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

A CONVINCING LETTER,

BOARD OF DIREtYPORS.

said (lulu. '

Superintendent, \\', ll. \\"t.\'P).

RIRINKS C'. C. EXPRESS 00., City.

Gentlemen:-—Below please find report of the Waterless Knox Gasolone Express walzon

that we have had in use for 12 days and 12 nights.

M- U hm,rs eavh‘ Covering 150 miles per day of two shifts between Evunston, Oak Park and

“'oodlawn. and making between 6 and H tritisdurlng that time, not missing a schedule trip

except one trip of two hours, when an electric car ran into the auto, dishing one wheel.

Tm. [ll-“chine use“ m gallons of gasolenc a day of two shifts, or about one gallon for

pm-h hulll' run. \\'hen we put this machine on we laid off three wagons

and they have been off during that time, the horses being used elsewhere In the business.

We used two of the men on the auto and dispensed with the services of the other man.

133; an inv-.-stmvnt of $2,450 for this Knox machine we can improve deliveries

husinr-ss, get Is-‘ttvl‘ svl‘Vir‘e and save the Cost of feeding above horses, one man's Wilng and

u"- mw-stment in the future of three wulronsmarness, etc. We recommend the purchase of

A. P. DRINK, GeneralI{v:=pt‘t'tfilII)' submitted,

(“.4 LL .4 T ANY 0/“ AGI-jX'I‘S FOR A DEMONSTRATION.

Selling Agents in all principal cities.

IF YOU WANT SERVICE, BUY’A WATERLESS KNOX.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,
Members of Association of Licensed Automobil» Manufacturers.

TIIE FIXTURE.

 

OUR POLICY \VILL NOT CHANGE.

\Ve will continue to give “THE BEST CAR FOR THE

MONEY.

in fact, next year we will give the best car at (my price".

Our 1905 line will be complete—

RL'NABOI'TS—

LIGHT TOI'RING CARS—

HIGH PO\\'ERED TOURING CARS—

Tiic best balanced, easiest selling line of Cars in the \Vorld.

We want live, rcliablr dealers to handle our line.

  

Eighteen hours divided into two shifts

twelve horses,

in our

Mgr.

Springfield, Mass.

Better write before closing for 190:3.
 

Pa.

 

‘100 0A" SEE mun rlmsn

WHEN YOU USE

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soap does it—

 
  

 

  
 

 
 

  

rr-Silr'k' I\

  
  

(.‘ienns a dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-ordere trom

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tln pail... Price $1.00. (Express prepaid

to polnts as far West as and including Chicago, Ill.) Also put up in

barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers, dealers and garages.

OUR PROPOSITION 18 INTERESTING.

Send us a. trial order.

FISK MFG. (30., Springfield, Mass.

 

RESS co.
-.m-<¢- _ _ ".- Q..- 9“.

 KN x CAR 1 ~
. \.

.
|

. ‘|.1 ~ .

“on/me" can ‘3'

wrrn PORTABLE no?  
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‘ H. P. OF 1EVENT. CITY. DATE. COMPETITOitSs.
RESULTS.

  

The White WON

The White WON

The White WON

The White WON

The White WON

The White WON

The White WON

St. Louis

St. Louis

5 mile special, flying start . . . . . . . . . . August 21 UP to 24

5 mile special, 1,432-2,204 lbs . . . . . .. August 21 10 UP to 24

August 27 10

October 1 10

October 1 10

October 15 10

October 15 10

5 mile open . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Monterey Up to 24

2 miles, road equipment . . . . . . . . . . .. Pittsburg Up to 24

2 miles, road equipment . . . . . . . . . . .. Pittsburg

Cleveland

Cleveland

Up to 16

miles, road equipment . . . . . . . . . . .. Up to 245

5 miles, open handicap . . . . . . . . . . . ..

     

Up to 35

 

Races and other competitions which are confined

to stock cars can not failt to have more inteiest for

motorists than any other motor competitions. The

reliability of the WHITE Steam Car has been so

repeatedly proven in official trials, both at home and

abroad, that is has become a generally accepted fact

all over the motor world that the WHITE is a

really-reliable motor car. The speed ot the WHITE

is now frequently claiming attention, and recent

victories of the WHITE Cars in stock races as above

all point one way—to the speed of the WHITE

Steam Cars on the road and on the track.

WHITE time COMDAN , MEN?“

 

KNOX

STEVENS-OURYEA

PIEROE

OLOSIIOBILE

APPERSOII BROS

NATIONAL

BAKER

BUFFALO ELEOTRIO

OLIOE

VEEIlER

llllllMETERS ‘
are supplied as part of the

regular equipment on the

 

“ It's Nice to Know

How Far you Go."

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., - Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometera, Odometera, Techometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE. 1905 Model.

2 CYLINDERS, 16 I'I.P., $1350. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Thursday afternoon, October 13. Arthur (iardiner, whose name was formerly well kncwn (n the cycle track, and

who now is final tester of every RAMBLER car made, drove the writer in a new Surrey. Type One, for a twenty mile

run about Kenosha. The country is perfectly flat, and the black soil makes poor roads, deeply rulted, so that this high

speed run furnished no hill climbing. but plenty of spring and power testing, as a narrow, deep rut made by farm

wagons in soft roads pinches pneumatic tires, and tests the springing by side crooks. Part of the time the car had

four passengers and part of the time it was on very bad, soft, muddy, uneven roads, always riding very smoothly,

without the slightest tremble of the r'ree front ends of the mud guards, which is most convincing proof of entire

absence of vibration, and always with abundant power to spare. The car is as still as it should be, silencing perfect,

no bouncing, easy side swing, and prompt response in every particular of control.—IIUGII HOLN AR, page 36, (I. M}.

(:I'I/f um! flulumn/‘ilr 73'rrr/rjuurnrzl, November, mot

We shall be pleased to send you a copy of THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE, and other printed matter, free,

upon request.

THOS. B. JEEEERY & (0., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

l§RANCHES.

BOSTON, [45 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 304306 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 2 2 North Broad Street.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, r34 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

\
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DIAMOND ACQUIRES PATENT

And the Big Akron Rubber Company Will

Promptly Produce Tumbuckle Tires.

  

' What may or may not be a Sign 01! the

times, but what is undoubtedly full or sug

gestion, came to light this week, when it

was learned that the Diamond Rubber 00.

had obtained control 0! the Sherman patent,

which covers a turnbuckle tire of the perfect?
ed Dunlop principle. A

The patent, which was taken out by the

Sherman brothers, a couple or physicians in

Cleveland, Ohio, is said to be a basic one.

It is understood that the Diamond Ruh

ber Co. will immediately add a tire 01! that

type to their product, which is in line with

their progressive policy of placing themselves

in a position to meet any demand that may

arise, or may have arisen.

The Diamond turnbuckle tire, it is stated,

will be made interchangeable with the Dun

lop turnbuckle rim.

Last of the Gasmobile.

Almost like a voice from the grave comes

the annotnicement that Vice-Chancellor Ste

vens has directed Henry C. Oryder, receiver

of the Automobile Co. of America, to make a

final distribution or the assets of the insolv

ent corporation among its creditors. The sum

to be distributed equals 2 per cent of the

total liabilities and makes the total distribu

tion among the creditors equal to 17 per cent

of their claims.

The plant or the corporation at Marion,

N. J., was sold to Richard C. Currier early

last spring. The concern became embar

rassed several years ago.

Wolverine Flirts With Terre Haute.

'l‘he Wolverine Motor Car Co., of Detroit,

Mich., is dallying with the town 0! Fort

.\\'ayne. 1nd.. and thinks highly of the place

as a location for a manufacturing establish

ment. Representatives of the concern were

in Fort Wayne last week, seeking to interest

_ weal capitalists with .a view to enlarging its

operations and removing there.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. A., Thursday. November 24, l904.

Bankers Relinquish TWO Stores.

While not entirely unexpected in the trade,

it having been whispered that something

startling was about to happen, the announce

ment that both the New York and Philadel

phia stores of the Banker Bros. Co. will be

closed will undoubtedly cause considerable

surprise." The move is to be made at once.

and'the business will be concentrated at the

Pittsburg establishment, which will continue

to be managed by Arthur L. Banker.

The establishments to be closed are of an

unusually pretentious character. The New

York place is located on Thirty-eighth street,

and is a very large and elaborately fitted up

building. It was built especially for the sale

and storage’ot automobiles, and was opened

by Banker Bros. nearly two years ago. 0. G.

Wridgway was in charge as manager. The

Philadelphia store was located on North

Broad street, and wasulso a handsome and

commodious establishment. Geo. A. Banker

came from Pittsburg to assume charge of it.

 

Olds Departmentizes Business.

To facilitate the transaction or business the

Olds Motor Works have divided the country

into two departments, Eastern and Western,

respectively, the Mississippi River being the

dividing line. W. E. Stokes has been named

as manager of the former, and S. S. Olds of

the latter. Other department heads have

been designated, as follows: Traflic depart

ment, J. J. Brady; railway inspection car de

partment, R. T. Yates; repair department.

0. E. Warner; accounting department, C. D.

Hastings, and advertising department, Bur

ton Parker.

Fisk Opens in New York.

The Fisk Rubber Co. is this week establish

ing a New York branch at 754-756 Seventh

avenue—in the heart of the uptown automo

bile. .distrlct. J. W. Bowman, hitherto in

charge or the sales department at the fac

tol‘y in Chicopee Falls, will locate at the

New York branch as general Eastern sales

lllilllflilt‘l'.

Twyman Becomes Sales Manager.

B. W. Twyman has been appointed sales

manager of the Logan Construction Co.,

(erillicothc, Ohio. He was for a number of

years connected with the Waltham Mtg. Co.

No. 9

NEW YORK ALLOTMENTS

Two Hundred and Twelve Applicants Provided

For—Where Their Exhibits Will be Located.

While knowledge that the demand for space

at the New York show had required that

each applicant be content with less room than

he desired and then left a number of appli

cants unprovlded tor afforded a well defined

idea of the extent of the exhibition of 1905,

the list of exhibitors, which was made pub

lic this week. serves to more sharply outline

the increase in the industry and in the im

mensity of the show. i

In all, space has been apportioned to 212

applicants. of whom 104 are makers of com

plete vehicles. At the 1904 show there were

155 exhibitors of whom $1 displayed corn

plete cars, and in 1903 the proportion was 7"

out or a' total or 143.

Those who obtained space and the spat-es

they obtained were as follows:

MAIN FLOOR.

(See didgram on page 343.)

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

F. B. Stearns Co.

White Sewing Machine Co.

& C. Pope Mtg. Co. 1,3

Elmore Mfg. Co.

Standard Motor Car Construction (‘0.

Olds Motor Works.

Buekmohlle Co.

& E. Locomobile (‘0. of America.

Mitchell Motor Car Co.

Baker Motor Vehicle (‘0.

Worthington Automobile Co.

Kirk Mfg. Co.

Haynes-Apperson Co.

\Valtham Mfg. Co.

Matheson Motor Car Co.

George N. Pierce Co.

Cadillac Automobile Co.

Ford Motor Co.

Reliance Automobile Mfg. Co.

Peerless Motor Car Co.

Corbin Motor Vehicle (lorp.

Upton Motor Co.

Grout Bros. Auto Co.

& 1. Electric Vehicle Co.

Thomas B. Jeffrey C Co.

Autocar Co.

Northern Mfg. Co.

Duryea Power Co.

Phelps Motor Vehicle (‘0.

Apperson Bros. Automobile (1|.

Automotor Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

Knox Automobile Co.

Crest Mfg. C0. 14

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

. Royal Motor Car Co.

American Motor Co.

Fischer Motor Vehicle Co.

Daimler Mtg. Co.

Vehicle Equl ment Co.

Lane Motor ehicle (‘0.

Packard Motor Orr Co. .

pweez;assrrraaawssseeeeesssssssssssvpeoss»
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tiovcrt Motor Vehicle Co.

National Motor Vehicle C0.

Smith Mablcy M t'g. Co.

' Studebaker Bros, Mfg. (‘0.

Prescott AUKUIllObllti‘. Mfg. Co.

ll. ll. Franklin Mfg. Co.

ELEVATED l ’ l .AT 1." JRM.

(J. F. Splitdorf.

R. E. Dith (Yo.

Diamond Rubber ('0.

G. & J. Tire Co.

Goodyear Tim: 8: Rubber (‘0.

India Rubin-r (‘4).

It. I'I. Hardy (Jo.

N. Y. &- N. .l. Lubricant (‘0.

National Carbon (‘0.

l‘dl't‘filtJllt‘ 'l‘irt- & Tube ("0.

Amt-ritan Roller lit-airing (‘o.

\\'hitnt-y .\lt'g. t‘o.

Vevdcr Mfg. t‘o.

("olnmbia Lubricants (‘o.

Springfield Metal Body (10.

Parish & Binghain Co.

\Vcston-Mott (fo.

Baldwin t‘hain & Mfg. Co.

lit't‘iwn—Lipe Gear Co.

I\'Iitl_i.'.¢=i_\' Mfg. Co.

Gray & Davis.

lh'iscoc Mfg. (‘0.

Morgan 6'; \Vright.

ltadgt-r Brass .\il'g. ("o.

American Ball Bearing C0.

Twentieth (,‘t-ntury Mfg. Co,

'l’iltslicld Spark (.‘oil (Jo.

Light Mfg. 8:. Foundry (‘0.

American Coil (Jo.

it't‘nnan Motor (‘0.

J'liinr-as Jones .\1- t‘o_

Dayton l-llcctrical Mfg. (‘0.

Standard Welding L‘o.
Dow li'lll'tillllt) Electric CO.

'l‘imken Roller Bearing Axle (,‘o.

\\'arncr Gear (,‘0.

Hch 8: (‘o.

Pope Mfg. CO.

Joseph \'\'. Jones.

(Heason-Peters Air Pump (.‘o.

Shelby Steel Tube (-‘o.

Hartford Rubber \Vorks Co.

Rose. Mfg. C0.

Fisk Rubber Co.

UPPER BALCONY.

2. Automobile Supply C0.

3. Scoville & Peck Co.

4. ])r. T. J. Cooper.

& 6. St-andanavian Fur and Leather ('0.

& 8. Itttshmore. Dynamo Works.

9. I’neumatic 'l‘irt- Protector Co.

10. laikenheimcr Co.

11. Columbia Nut. &' Bolt C0.

12. l'nited Elcc. Mfg. Co.

13. Trebert Auto. 6’: Marine Motor Co.

14. Breeze. Motor Mfg. Co.

15. Reliance Motorcycle C0.

Iii. (‘ln-ts. H. Metz.

17. llcndce Mfg. (Jo.

&19. Motor Car Equipment Co.

& 2i. Continental Caoutchouc (.‘o.

& 23. Demmerle 8; Co.

& 2 . Edison Storage Battery Co.

& 28. I). McRay Livingstone.

29. Standard Oil Co.

30. De Lask &. Throop Tire Co.

31. \-\’m. H. Brown.

& 33. Leon Rubay.

34. (‘has. E. Miller.

3'3. Electric Contract Co.

36. Green, Tweed & Co.

38. A. H. Funke.

42. Post & Lester.8%

BALCONY EXTENSION.

America Co., Inc.

W. J. Duane & Co.

\\'m. Roche.

Wm. Cramp 8: Sons Ship 8: Eng. Co.

EXHIBITION HALL (Basement).

Mack Bros. Co.

Chicago Automobile Mfg. Co.

.Pierace Engine (‘0.

(‘cntrril Automobile Excliat'igc.

Jaclwon Automobile Co.

Ausin Automobile Co.

Oscar Lear Automobile (,‘o.

\\'arwick Cycle & Automobile Co.

Mm-ble-Swit‘t Automobile Co.

Lionel Norman.

Springer Motor Vehicles.

Caldwell Lawn Motor Co.

Reid Mfg. Co,

Marion Motor Car CO.

Lozfoy- Motor Co.

Micrigan Automobile C0.

Silll'lHVilllt Mill C0.

\Vcb'h Motor Car Co.

I'nitt-d .\IotOr & Vehicle Co.

Buick Motor Car Co.

Upton Machine C0.

-Punge Finch Auto, & Gas. Eng. Co.

Llorse Altittit‘ Yt-lilt'lc CU.

J. 1. Dolst-n & Sons.

'l‘orbr-nson Gear, inc.

Unit n Automobile Co,

Berkshire Automobile Co.

Toquct. Motor Car 8; Construction Co.

F. Eiscnhuth llorselcss Vehicle C0.

ti. Columbus Motor Vehicle CO.

G. Howard Motor Car C0.

ti. Model Gas Engine \Vorks.

H. chas Automobile Co.

ll. Bartholomew CO,

H. J. (.i. l'arsons.

ll. Standard “diet-I CO. (

ll. At‘fllt' .\lotor (‘ar ('o.

ll. Jami-s lit-own Machine Co.

ll. Warren Automobile C0.

R I'JS'l‘A U RA N'l‘.

.\. l'rcmicr Motor Mtg. (‘o.

Ii. \\'orthington Automobile Cu.

t‘. \Vaync Autt'n'nobile Co.

t‘. Maxwell-Brisctjie Co.

1). (T. H. Blomstrom Motor Co.

1). ll. 11. Hut‘tum Co.

I). Bet) Car (‘0.

l6. (-‘onunt-rcial Motor CO.

1‘]. Pope-Robinson Co.

F. I'anhard & Levassor.

F. De Dietrich & Co.

1". Norris N. Mason, "F. I. A. T."

F. Palais de l’Automobile,

FIRST TIER OF BOXES.

39 to 51. New York Edison C0.

40. ~10. Hine. -\\'attt.‘o,

4.! £1 ~14. \\'liitlt)t:k (.‘oil Pipe (‘0.

hi. Ilusscy Drop Forge & Mfg. Co.

is & 50 Sprague Umbrella Co.

52. Concentrated Acetylene CO.

CEXTRA I. BOX ES.

'llyatt Roller Bearing Co.

tith Ave. L‘cntral Box.)

(‘has 1‘]. Miller.

ii. i". (itiutll‘lcli CO.

(Madison Ave. Central Box.)

1*}, J, \\'illis (.‘o.

CONCERT IIA LL.

A. liyrne, Kingston 8; Co.

A, Swinchart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.

A. (‘lcvcland Car Specialty Co.

A. .\lOlSillgPl‘ Device Co. 7

A. L‘arlyle-Johnson Machine Co.

i. The 'l‘okhcim Mfg. Co.

H. Autocoil (.‘0.

it. \\'arncr instrument Co.

i. “'ray Pump & Register Co.

Ii. Aurora Automatic Machine Co.

(I. Hess-Bright Mfg. (70,

1. Detroit Steel Products Co.

". .\lanufacturcrs’ Foundry CO.

C. Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

(I. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. (‘0.

C. S. I". Bowscr & Co., Inc.

). Imperial “"hct-l (‘0.

D. Federal Mfg. Co.

) A, O. Smith (.‘o.

. Mt-(icighan Odometer & Mfg. Co.

‘. National Car \\'heel Co. '

i. “'chh Co.

ll. (1. A. Mctzger.

I. Steel Hall C0.

J. ()livcr Mfg. Co.

K. Jersey Brake C0.

 

Jailed for Entering His Own Store.

Arrested for breaking into his own store,

II. '1‘. l-Iichenberger, secretary of the Pacific

States Automobile Co., San Francisco, (3211..

will fight to clear himself of the technical

charge of burglary. Eichcnberger tiiurposcly

committed the oii'cnce with the object of test

ing the. right of Attorney C. A. Low to put a

padlock 011 the door of the store.

It seems that the company had borrowed

$600 from E. '1‘. Iicck, a client of Low, and,

so it is claimed, turned over its property to

St‘t'lll't’ payment. The padlock was put on the

door by Low, w‘lio had heard that Eichcn

hcrger was going to reinch the. cars in the

store. Low notiiicd the policemen to arrest

any one who should attempt to break the

padlock and enter the store.

l'lit-hcnbcrgcr says he was instructed by

President \Yoolsey to break off the padlock

and he got a blacksmith’s hammer and did

so, effecting an entrance. Just then Police

;nnn Ilook made his appearance and placed

him under :tt'l'cst.

automobiles in thc'store.

oli $1,000 DODGE.

He was released

He says there are eight_

The Week's lncorporations.

Detroit, Mich—Hammer Motor Co., under

.\lichigan laws,' with $10,000 capital.

Detroit, .\iich.—\\'ayne Automobile Co., un—

der Michigan laws. with $300,000 capital.

Chicago, lll.—'l‘inchcr Motor (far Co., under

lllinois laws, with $200,000 capital; to manu

facture motor cars. (.‘orporators—T. L. Tin

chcr, M. It. holds and M. A. Mayo.

Rot'lit'stt'l', N. Y.——Scneca Automobile 00.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to manufacture motors. Corporators—F. H.

Chan, G. W. Robeson and A. H. Dalzell.

New York, N. Y.—New York Observation

Automobile Co., under New York laws, with

$1,000 capital. Directors—M. B. Beckman,

S. M. Fischer and A. D. Beckman, New

York.

Chicago, lll.-—Bennett-Bird Co., under Illi

nois laws. with $10000 capital; to manufact

ure automobiles and motors. Corporators—

Arthur G. Bennett, George II. Bird and Mark'

Ih'cedon, jr.

New York, N. Y.—Intcrnational Auto Sight

seeing Co., under New York laws. with $15,

000 capital. ljiirectors—Martin Oncill Gal

vin, Florence J. Sullivan and Thomas T. Gra

ham, New York.

\Vavcrlcy, N. .I.—IIartf0rd Suspension Co.,

under New York laws, with $100,000 capital;

to make automobile appliances. Directors—

E. V. Hartford. .l. A. Hartford and A. G.

llui’t'man. New York.

 

I'iiland’s New Officers and Quarters.

'l‘hc salcsrotmi and garage erected by the

newly formed IIiland Automobile Co., of

I‘ittslmrg. Par, is expected to be ready for

occupancy this week. It is located at Baum

and Bcatty streets, and is a brick structure

of substantial construction and with plenty

of light.

Oificers have been elected by the company

as follows:

President, Dr. John A. Hawkins; treasurer,

Dr. George A. Urling. and secretary, F. W.

Anderson. Arrangements have been made to

handle the Autocar line as a leader.

To Make Automobiles and Valves.

The D. T. Williams Valve Co. has been

organized at Cincinnati to engage in the

manufacture of automobiles and valves. A

three-story building at Eggleston avenue and

lh'oatl\\'a_\' has been leased for a term of

years. and will be utilized as a manufactur

ing plant. It contains 18,000 feet of floor

space.  

Pcnrose Goes With Fisk.

Morris Penrose has been designated man

ugcr of the new branch which the Fisk Rub

ber (‘0. will open in Cleveland, Ohio, early

next month. llc formerly represented the

International .\. & V. Tire Co. in Boston, and

previously was for years connected with the

Hartford ltubbcr \Vorks Co. -

 

.l. l'. .\‘t-hncidcr & (‘o., of Detroit. Mich,

have regained the agency for the Autocar.

They had it a year ago and lost it.
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BOOKED FOR CHICAGO

Those Who Obtained Space at Western Show

Fifteen Applicants Crowded Out.

 

 

.\ftcr paring the applications some 30 per

cent each, so great was the demand for space

at the Chicago show, February 4-11, that

some fifteen would-be exhibitors were “left

out in the cold"-flve of them makers of cars.

They are on the “waiting list," and will be

taken care of only in the event of vacancies

occurring.

In all there will be about 170 exhibitors at

Chicago, of whom 80 will exhibit cars and

90 parts and accessories. The space avail

able on the main floor is 39,509 feet, all of

which will be devoted to complete cars.

The space in the gallery was allotted by a

committee representing the Motor and Ac

cessory Manufacturers. All of it was taken

by members, so that it was necessary to

abandon the restaurant, which has hereto

fore been on the second floor of the annex,

for the benefit of non-members. Of the au

tomobile exhibitors, an eyen score have

- never before shown at Chicago.

The notices of allotment were sent out on

Saturday last for the main floor space, and

the remainder on Tuesday. They will not

be made public until acceptances are re

ceived.

The complete list follows:

AUTOMOBILES.

Acme Motor Car Co., Apperson Bros. Auto

Co., Auburn Automobile Co., Austin Automo

bile Co., Autocar Co.

A. C. Banker Co., Bartholomew Co.,

Blomstrom Motor Co.,

Burtt Mfg. Co.

Cadillac Automobile Co., Chicago Automobile

& Mfg. Co., Chicago Motocycle Co., Coldwell

Mwn Mower Co., Columbus Motor Vehicle Co.,

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Crest Mfg. Co.

John L. Dolson & Sons, Duryea Power Co.

Electric Vehicle Co., Elmore Mfg. Co.

Ford Motor Co., H. H, Franklin Mfg. Co,

Haggmann & Hammerly, Haynes-Apperson

Co., Hoisman Automobile Co.

Jackson Automobile Co.. Thomas B. Jeffery

8: Co.

Kirk Mfz. Co., Knox Automobile Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

Marble-Swift Automobile Co., Marlon Motor

Car Co., Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Mead Cy

cle Co., Michigan Automobile Co.. Mitchell

Motor Car Co., Model Gas Engine Works.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Northern Manu

facturing Co.

Olds Motor \Vorks.

Packard Motor Car Co., Peerless Motor Car

Co., George N. Pierce Co., Pierce Engine Co.,

Pope Motor Car Co., Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,

Pungs-Finch Automobile and Gas Engine Co,

Regas Automobile Co., Reliance Motor Car

Co., Red Car Co., Royal Automobile Co., Royal

Motor Car Co.

Simplicities Automobile Co., Somme:- Motor

Co., Standard Wheel Co., F. B. Stearns Co.,

J. Stevens Arms and Tool Co., St. Louis Motor

Carriage Co., Stoddard Mfg. Co., Studebaker

Bros. Mfg. Co,

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Tincher Motor Co.

Union Automobile Co.

Vehicle Equipment Co.

C. H.

Buick Motor Car Co.,

Waltham Mfg. Co., Welch Motor Car Co..

White Sewing Machine Co., Winton Motor Car

riage Co., Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Worthing

ton Automobile Co.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.

American Roller Bearing Co., Aurora Auto

matic Machinery Co., Autocnil Co., Badger

Brass Mfg. Co., Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co.,

Beckley-Ralston Co.. S. F. Bows-21' & Co., luc.,

Brennan Mfg. (‘o., Briscoe Mfg. Co., \V. 11.

Brown, Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Byrne. Kingston

& Co., Chicago Battery Co., Chicago Rawhide

Mfg. Co., Chicago Storage Battery Co., Con

tinental Cnoutchonc Co.. Cullman \Vheel Co.,

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Detroit Steel Prod

ucts Co., The Diamond Rubber Co., R. E. Dictz

Co., .‘Ios. Dixon (‘rucible Co.. Dow Portable

Electric Co.. A. L. Dyke Automobile Supply

Co., Electric Contract Co., Excelsior Supply

Co.. Fawkes Rubber Co., Federal Mfg. Co..

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co..

(in.

G & J Tire Co., B. F. Goodrich Co.. Goodyear

Tire and Rubber Co., Grav & Davis, Greene,

Tweed 8: Co., R. E. Hardy Co., Hartford Rub~

ber Works Co., Hendce Mfg. Co. Hera & Co.,

Ilinc-VVatt Mfg. Co., YVilllav-n Hjorih & Co.,

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Imperial “'hccl Co.,

lnrlln Rubber Co., Chas. Knestner Mfg. Co.. C.

Pv Kimball & Co.. McGiehnn Odometer and Mfg.

Co., The Miller-Knoblock L‘lectrl': Mfg. (10.,

Morgan 8: Wright Motor Car Supply Co., Mot

singer Device Mfg. Co., National Carbon Co..

Oliver Mfg. Co., Pantnsote Co., Pennsylvania

Rubber Co., Pope Mfg. Co., Pneumatic Tire

Protector Co.

Remy Electric Co., William Roche, Rose Mfg.

Co., Shelby Steel Tube Co.. C. 0‘. Splltdorf.

Spraguc. Umbrella Lamp Co.. Standard Carriage

Lamp Co., Standard Oil Co.. Standard Weld

ing Co., Steel Ball Co., Swinehart Clincher Tire

and Rubber Co.. Timken Roller Bearing Axle

Co.. The Tokhelm Mfg. Co.. Twentieth Century

Mfg. Co., The Veeder Mfg. Co.. Vesta Accumu

lator Co., Warner Gear Co., “’arnev- Instru—

ment Co., Webb Co., Whiteley Steel Co., Whit

ney Mfg. Co., E, J. Willis Co., “'ray Pump and

Register Co.

Fisk Rubber

 

Woman Attaches Grout Exhibit.

Growing out cf a sale made through an ex

l.ibit at St. Louis, Grout Bros.. Orange.

Mass, find themselves with a lawsuit on

their hands.

Tile plaintiff is Miss Helen \Valkcr, of St.

Louis. who last week filed an attachment

suit in the. Circuit Court against Grout Bros.

for $700. She alleges that she purchased for

$700 on July 15': last an automobile from the.

company, which has an exhibit at the

World's Fair. She states that it was guaran

teed that the automobile wns not diiiicult

to handle, and that a lady could operate it.

This was not the case, and the machine was

changed for another sue on September 21, it

is stated.

The second machine, she charges, did not

give satisfaction, and she demanded the re

_ turn of her money, offering to return the au

tomobile.

The Sheriff was instructed to levy upon the

automobile, which is in Miss Walker‘s pos

session, and the company’s World's Fair ex

hibit.
 

Small Fire in Detroit.

Fire originating in the office of the Wayne

Automobile Supply Co., Detroit, Mich., last

week inflicted a loss of about $200. It was

put out before it reached the main building.

BUICK GETS LICENSE

Big Michigan Company Joins Selden Fold and

Will Market Two Notable Cars.

 

Although it may not be realized by the

rank and file of the trade, probably the most

notable accession the industry has had in

recent years is the enlarged Buick Motor Co.,

now of Flint and Jackson, Mich. Both in

capital, largely increased facilities and in the

accession of men whose names are synony

mous with success in the big Michigan cen

tres, the Buick Motor Co. are richly en

dowed.

As their plans gradually unfold, it will be

seen that they are on a large scale, befitting

the new resources of the company. It be

came known this week that they had ac

quired the Scldcn license, held by the Pope

Robinson Co., of Hyde Park, Mass, and they

will therefore come before the trade as a full

fledged member of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers. W. C.

Durant, the head of the big company, has

been in New York for several days, during

which the deal was negotiated.

The models to be marketed by the Buick

Motor Co. will be two in number—one a tour

ing car with a double-cylinder opposed motor

41/, by 5, developing 22 horsepower, with

bevel gear drive and side entrance, which

will list at $1,200; the other a two-cylinder

opposed runabout 0f 16 horsepower, motor

mounted in front, and listing at $750.

An idea of the scale of manufacturing

which will be carried out by the Buick com

pany may be obtained from the fact that it

is the intention to utilize as much as may be

necessary of the immense plants controlled

by the Durant-Dort carriage industries, wide

ly known to every one in the carriage trade.

These plants comprise about a dozen in num

ber and are superbly equipped and adapted

to the manufacture of automobiles and all

their component parts.

The Durant-Dart industries \\‘cl‘L‘ planned

on a large. scale, and compris- factories for

making axles, drop forgings, wheels, springs,

bodies and so forth, and, in fact, everything

in the line of metal and wood parts.

The decision of .\Ir. Durant and his asso

ciates to enter the automobile field was made

only after a careful investigation and a close

watch of the industry for the past few years.

They only awaited the time when it was felt

that the experimental period of the automo

bile was over and it had taken its rightful

place. Competent engineers were then se

cured, and on their report a controlling in

terest in the Buick Motor Co. was acquired.

I I
 

/

Blomstrom Enlarging Plant.

A $10,000 addition is being made to the

plant of the C. H. Blomstrom Motor Car Co.

of Detroit, Mich. The building will have a

frontage of 100 feet, making the total front

age 350 foot.
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As we once before remarked, and as the

past season strikingly demonstrated,

“If the rest of the Automobile is as

. good as the Fisk Mechanically=

fastened Tires,

IT’S ALL RIGHT.”
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Cowardice and Worse.

The man who, having caused an accident—

whether it be in an automobile or any other

vehicle—does not stop to learn the result, ls a

t-ontemptible coward. The fellow who, hav

ing caused an accident, stops long enough to

drag the unconscious victim to the side of

the road and permits him to lay there, per

chancc to die, does not deserve to be termed

a man—he is a cowardly pup. There can be

not even a spark of fellow feeling for such

He lacks even the first instinct of

rcal manhood.

Such a thing attired in man‘s clothing com

mittcd such an offence on Friday night last

on a road near New York. His victim, an

aged man, was run into and knocked from

his wagon and was then dragged to one side

of the road, covered with a blanket and left

there nntended until he was discovered at

daylight.

a brute.

The suspected miscreant,'a chauffeur on a

But whether

chauffeur or millionaire proves to be guilty,

midnight lark, is under arrest.

he merits no semblance of sympathy. He

should be given the limit of the law's pun

ishment; and even that will be inadequate.

If there is any way in which the automobile

organizations can become parties to the pros

ecution, they might prove their good faith

with the public by doing so. ‘

The accident, which happily will not prove

fatal, should serve one good purpose. It

should further the passage of the universal

lamp law to which the Automobile Club of

America has commited itself and which

others before it had striven to have enacted.

 

Oil Dripping: on Asphalt.

On a prominent Detroit street the other

day several fire engine horses slipped and

fell, while responding to an alarm. It is

charged that the falls were due to the street

being slippery from the dropping of oil and

grease from automobiles; although others

say it was frost that made the asphalt slip

pery. In other cities the same charge has

bccu made against automobiles. viz., that

they drop oil and grease on asphalt pave

ment and thus injure it, either temporarily,

as by rendering it slippery, or permanently

by rotting it. Buffalo talks of adopting re

medial measures, and Chicago has an ordi

nance pending with a similar object in view.

That no case against the automobile has

yet been established is quite true. It is

doubtful whether one ever will be. No proof

has ever been produced that oil or grease will

rot asphalt, and we very much doubt that it

docs. A close examination of Thirty-eighth

street between Broadway and Seventh ave

nue—New York's Automobile Row—leads us

to this conclusion, for the asphalt pavement

is apparently as sound as the day it was

laid. Yet there is not a street in the world

that is more given over to automobile traffic

than it. All day long cars stand in double

rows in front of the automobile stores which

monopolize almost the entire block, and dc

monstrating cars pass over it by hundreds

cvcry day. The pavement is pretty well

covered with grease, as it is never removed.

but it does not appear to have any bad effect

till the asphalt itself.

But whether it does or not this is begging

the question. Suppose oil and grease did

rot the pavement and cause it to need re

pair from time to time, what then? is that

any reason why repressive measures should

be adopted against automobiles? The mere

fact that they are used does not absolve the

authorities from the duty of cleaning the

streets. If automobiles drip oil, let the de

partment of street cleaning remove the oil.

just as they sweep up horse droppings and

other deleterious substances from all streets.

This may not be an easy job, for, of course,

watcr alone will not remove the accumulation

of oil and grease; but a satisfactory method

can be devised if the attempt is made. A.

cheap and easily applied solvent is not un

discoverable, and it is, or will be, the duty of

the authorities to discover one. Then the

work of cleaning can he proceeded with, just

as the removal of horse droppings is under

taken now.

If the horse is definitely banished from

city streets and the motor vehicle reigns su

preme there will be necessitated an entirely

different system of cleaning. That the need

of a cleaning department will no longer exist

is an absurd supposition; its labor will be

tremendously decreased, but there will still

be work for it.

quarters, the withdrawal of the horse from

streets like Thirty-eighth street carries with

it the withdrawal of the street cleaners. Any

thing more ridiculous than this it would not

be easy to imagine. Streets should be

cleaned, whether they are encumbered with

horse droppings, rubbish or automobile drip

pings.

As it is viewed now in some

The Matter of Repairmen.

Within the space of a few years swarms of

repair shops have sprung up all over the

country. Like Topsy, many of them “Just

growed," their proprietors frequently acquir

ing their brief amount of knowledge of re

pairing after they embarked in the business.

Naturally, therefore, they have many short

comings, and they make many mistakes. Ex‘

perience brings them knowledge, and in

course of time they become fairly proficient

in a rule of thumb fashion, and are able to

successfully tackle all but the most dliilcnlt

and intricate jobs.

For a considerable number of years the

number of such shops is certain to increase.

.\'0 piece of mechanism can continue to be

used without requiring repairs, and the in

creasing number of automobiles, combined

with the seeming prosperity of the repair

shops, will lure into the field a large number

of men who see in the new industry a field

for the display of their talents. Whether or

not they possess the qualifications necessary

to win success is a question of overshadow

ing interest and importance.
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As is pretty well known, the fact that a

man is an expert machinist does not neces

sarily qualify him to make a success of an

tomobile repairing. (‘ontrari\visc, a man may

be a good automobile repairer and only a fair

machinist. Knowledge of the construction

and peculiarities of a car Sometimes count

for more than a deft manipulation of metals.

Still, a knowledge of the latter constitutes

no drawback, and frequently it is a distinct

advantage. Such Jobs as, for example, rc

boring a cylinder or straightening a bent

shaft in a lathe, are better placed in the

hands of a full fledged machinist. A more

workmanlike job is certain to result than it'

it were placed in the hamis of a man of all

Work.

The trouble is to find such lncn. 'iihey

usually have good, steady positions, and it

would require an inducement greater than

most repair shops can afford to make to

cause them to relinquish them. So great is

the ditliculty that many shop proprietors give

up the effort to obtain them and take in

stead the class of help that is available i. c..

the handy men, many of whom are the typi

cal jack of all trades and masters of none.

Yet that does not prevent their doing some

classes of work quite as well as the best ma

chinist that ever ran a lathe.

The only question is whether machinists

will be induced to become automobile repair

men or handy men be taught to do work

equal to that of machinists.

The Chauffeur Problem.

The "chaufl'eur problem" has always been

with us. It is akin to womankind's "servant

girl problem." The increasing number of

midnight accidents, due to clmul'fcurs out for

a lark in their employers‘ cars and without

their employers“ permission, is evidence that

this newest species of hired man is still at

his' old tricks and that the problem is not

near a solution. it implies that the em

ploycrs' system of “keeping tabs" on their

"men" or cars, or both, is lacking, or that the

garage in which the cars are stored are un

worthy of the patronage bestowed on them.

The suggestion that the chautTeur's license

be revoked in the event of trouble will not

He has but to

cross a river or a State line to find employ

The solution of the prob

lem, ii‘ a solution is possible, rests with the

They should require references,

prove an effective remedy.

ment elsewhere.

employers.

and investigate the references before engag

ing a driver. and, if need, require weekly re

ports from the garage owner concerning the

comings and goings of their cars. It should

be made difficult for the discredited chants

fear to tind employment and for the dis

ci'etliit‘tl garage to obtain customers.

Fall Sales.

In marked contrast to November of last

year dealers are making both sales and de

liveries of new models. There is no great

volume ot‘ such business, and some dealers

have as yet had no shipments from the fac

tories; but most of them have been getting

cars by ones and twos and threes, and have

little ditlicnlty in finding purchasers who will

take them aml put them into commission at

once.

The continued mild and fine \veather has

had a great deal to do with this tendency to

make curly purchases. The temptation to

buy is much less when roads are bad, tem

peratures low and winds biting than when

glorious t'all weather prevails and reaches

out an alluring, even a compelling, hand. The

new model might be displayed ever so at

Tractively on the salesroom tioor, and it would

never t'caZc some motorists; they would wait;

until the UlJcll road calls them, and only then

conclude their bargain by entering into act

ual possession of the car.

The early arrival of 1905 cars is also prov

ing a godsend to dealers who are handling

lines that they sold this and previous years,

and especially where such cars have given

satisfaction. The motorist who experienced

trouble during the last season, and is of the

opinion that the car and not himself was to

blame, may be persuaded to invest in a new

model of the same make, but only after much

labor and after he has seen enough of the

that it

really has been improved and the defects of

running of a car to convince him

the past eradicated. No amount of coaxing

will avail to bring him to the point of deli

nitcly committing himselt now by purchas

ing and putting into service one of the new

models. As he would put it, he has cut his

cycteeth, and next time will look before he

leaps, be sure before he buys.

An almost equally hopeless task is that of

convincing a customer that it would be wise

for him to accept delivery of a new make of

car. Circumstances may have arisen that

render it advisable, or even necessary, for

the dealer to switch him over from one make

to another. The customer may be willing to

take the dealer‘s word that the car is, like

t‘arsar's wife, above suspicion and all that it

should be. But he prefers to wait until spring

before taking the plunge. Then the fever will

be on him and he will have had an opportunity

to examine other cars and compare them with

the. one he. has decided to buy; but until then

he prefers to remain free, or bound only so far

as is implied by the piacing'ot‘ an order, with,

perhaps, the deposit of a portion of the pur

chase money. And this is the case even when

he has no intention of backing out of his

bargain.

But the customer who merely proposes to

change a 190i model for a 1905 one is not

so finicky. All he wants is to be assured

that he is really getting a 1905 model, and

he will consummate the bargain without hesi

tation. The dealer who can give him this as

surance, and who is receiving even small

sized shipments, is doing some business, even

if winter is almost on us.

 

Like the poor, the dirty, ill kept garage is

always with us. Animadversions in plenty

have been levelled at them, and the neces

sity of maintaining establishments where

people of refinement and breeding can enter

without entertaining feelings of repulsion or

disgust pointed out. And garage keepers

listen and assent or turn a deaf car as they

please, with a like result in either ease—an

indifference to and disregard of the friendly

remonstrance or advice.

Such places are distinguishable at a glance.

The rock of tobacco smoke and stale oil

meets one at the door, and is reinforced by

the sight of oil stained flOtl'S, dirty cars

and a litter of articles that should be kept

out of view. There are no chairs or other

places in which to sit while waiting for a

car to be made ready. You have to stand

and close Q'elll‘ eyes and ears to the repug

hant spectacle as best you can.

 
 

The statistics supplied by the Automobile

Club of America, proving that violation of

the speed law by horse drawn vehicles is

common, is interesting and is valuable chief

ly because it specifically confirms a. matter of

common belief. It is doubtful that it will

When, as we have several

times instanced, horsemen, cyclists and au

tomobilists alike frankly admitted at a pub

lic hearing in the New York City Hall that

a violation of the legal rate of speed was the

rule rather than the exception on the part

of each of their respective classes of travel,

and pleaded for a law that was really pos

sible of obedience, their plea was resolutely

opposed by even such an intellllgent and re

spectabie body of citizens as comprise the

West End Improvement Association. “’hen

such men object to the enactment of an

hcnest law there is small hope of betterment.

serve its purpose.
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344 the motor mono.

FERRY OWNERS FILE REPLY

No Spark in the Automobile While Boat was in

Motion the Burden of Response.

No especially new points are brought out

in the answer of the Brooklyn Ferry Co. to

the libel filed against the steamer Texas by

United States District Attorney Burnett on

November 7. The answer was drawn up by

Herbert Green, of Wilcox & Green, No. 1

Broadway, and was filed on November 19. It

asks for the dismissal of the libel on two

grounds, first, that there was no fire in the

machine while it was being transported, and,

second, that the gnsolene in the tank of the

machine was not carried as freight. Stress

is laid upon the fact that the engine was

stopped before the Texas left her slip, and

that it was not started again until the boat

was made fast to the slip at the foot of

Broadway, Brooklyn.

The first part of the answer admits, in legal

phrnscology, of the truth of the first five

parts of the libel. These were devoted to a

recital that the Texas is within the court’s

jurisdiction, carried passengers in the East

River, and was owned and operated by the

Brooklyn Ferry C0. The fourth part of the

libel quoted the law on the subject, and the

fifth told that the law was in force on Octo

ber 14.

The sixth part of the answer is as follows:

“Denies that the gasolene mentioned in

the sixth article of the libel was carried by

the ferryboat Texas as freight; also denies

that there was a fire in the motor vehicle

therein mentioned which was not extin

guished before the vehicle entered the vessel

on the occasion referred to in said article;

denies that a fire was relighted in said ve

hicle before it left the vessel at the foot of

Broadway, Brooklyn, and also denies that

there was any fire whatsoever in said vehicle

on said occasion; and admits the remaining

allegations contained in the sixth article of

the libel."

The seventh and eighth parts deny the alle

gations contained in the correspondingly

numbered parts of the libel. The ninth part

is as follows:

Further answering, claimant alleges, upon

information and belief, as a distinct and sep

arate defence:

“Sectiofi 4,472 of the Revised Statutes,

which incorporated an act of Congress of

February 28, 1871, originally contained no

reference whatsoever to automobiles 'or mo

tor vehicles, but by an amendment which

lwrame a law February 20. 1901, the follow

111;,r was added thereto, which appears in said

section of the Revised Statutes as set forth

at length in article fourth of the libel:

“ ‘Nothing in the foregoing or following

sections of this act shall prohibit the trans

portation by steam vessels of gasolene or any

of the product of petroleum when carried by

motor vehicles (commonly known as auto

mobiles) using the same as a source of motive

power: Provided, however, that all fire, if

any, in such vehicles or automobiles be ex

tinguishcd before entering the said vessel,

and that the some he not rclighted until after

said vehicle shall have left the same: Pro

vided, further, that any owner, master, agent

or other person having charge of passenger

steam vessels shall have the right to refuse

to transport automobile vehicles the tanks of

which contain gasolene, naphtha or other

dangerous burning fiulds.’

“At the time said amendment became a

law automobiles or motor vehicles using gas

olene as a source of motive power, commonly

contained a fire giving forth a continuous

flame which was essential to the creation of

the power used to propel such vehicles.

“The motor vehicle or automobile numbered

11,119, referred to in the libel, was equipped

with a securely closed metal tank containing

not more than ten gallons of gasolene, which

was used as a source of motive power for the

propulsion of the vehicle. The tank was se

curely affixed to the rear of the vehicle. (The

method of producing the power required to

propel a gasolene automobile is then de

scribed.)

“Ou the occasion mentioned in the libel,

and while the ferryboat lay in its slip at

East Twenty-third street, Manhattana, made

fast to the ferry bridge, the vehicle entered

the ferryboat, and traversed the length there

of in the horse gangwny, under its own

power, produced as hereinbcfore described.

and then, and before the fcrrybout started on

her trip, the said electric current was in

stantly broken and said sparking ceased.

Said current remained broken, and said

sparking suspended, throughout the trip of

the ferryboat and until she was made fast

to the bridge in her slip at the foot of Broad

way, Brooklyn, at the termination of the

trip, when said current was again made, and

said sparking resumed, for the purpose of

permitting the vehicle to leave the ferryboat

under its own power."

The answer winds up with a petition that

the libel be dismissed with costs. It is sworn

to by Joseph J. O‘Donohuc, jr., president of

the Brooklyn Ferry Co. The case will be

called in the U. S. District Court for the

Southern District of New York on December

6, alt which time a day will b0 set for its

tria .
 

Discussed Anti-Freezing Solutions.

Anti-freezing mixtures occupied the atten

tion of the members of the Milwaukee Au

tomobile Club last week, when they held the

first of a series of winter meetings, at which

popular subjects will be discussed.

Dr. Louis Fuldner read a paper, discussing

various solutions, and a general expression

of opinion followed. The proper solution of

calcium chloride, according to the experience

of those who advocated its use, is four

pounds to a gallon of water. This solution

will not freeze above a temperature of 30

degrees, and does not injure the tubing. A

on per cent solution of pure glycerine stood

next in favor.

Experiments will be tried by the members

to determine the relative value of solutions

and the proper percentages to use.

TILTING AT AIR SHIPS

None in New York. but that Does Not Worry

These Tilted “ Democratic " Motorists.

 

 

That unique organization, the New York

Motor Club, in which "democratic" motor

ists form the backbone of the membership,

is progressing. Its last meeting, instead of

being held in the drink dispensary of the

hotel in which the previous gatherings oc

curred, was held in the office of a brokerage

firm which is on the street floor. (“‘Motor

ists” who do not own motors.)

Although most of the members actively

concerned with the club style themselves

newspaper men, they left word with the

hotel clerk that no newspaper men be ad

mitted to the meeting. It is understood

that the former six-day professional bicycle

rider, who is most active in the promotion

of the club, is very much excited and exer

cised over the failure of some of the papers

to take the organization seriously.

The purpose of the meeting was supposed

to' be the adoption of a constitution and by

laws, but the handful present killed time by

discussing whether or no owners of ail-ships

should be admitted to membership. The

discussion provoked a great deal of amuse

ment and some opposition, but Sidney B.

Bowman carried the day when he remarked

that to include “hot air” ships would be the

means of obtaining a lot of advertising. This

idea prevailed, and all of the very many

hundreds of New Yorkers who keep such

craft in their hall bedrooms will doubtless

apply for membership. It is also stated that

resident membership will be limited to

Greater New York. Incidentally, the six-day

professional bicyclist is not a resident of

New York. Non-resident dues, of course,

will be much cheaper than those of resident
members. i

For some reason or other the meeting

deemed it wise to postpone the election of

officers. It is popularly supposed that they

are seeking men who own motors, and who

are not connected with the trade. At any

rate, they merely chose niue directors who,

it is said, wll hold office until the first annual

meeting, which will occur next month. By

that time, it is hoped that men whose inter

est extends to the purchase and use of mo

tors will be found to grace the executiva

offices. Meanwhile, it. is announced that “a

vigorous campaign for members is to be

made.” ..

Although he forms one of the directors, it

is not known whether the “campaign” ins

eludes an arrangement with the ex-profes

sional bicyclist such as he, like a truly pa~

tidotic member, effected with the American

Motor League, or its president, I. Potter,

who is also a “democratic” director—that is,

I a “rake off" for every member he was able

to obtain

 



ORMOND EVENTS OPEN

Axe-Grinding Attempt to Restrict Entries is

Defeated—President Burgoyne Speaks.

 

C. G. Burgoyne, president oi the Florida

East Coast Automobile Association, saw a

great white light late last week. As a re

suit the Ormond carnival will be open to the

whole wide world.

it proved a rude shock to the former pro

fessional participant in six days' bicycle

“grinds” who manages the carnival. He had

been given absolutely free hand in previous

years, and had made the most oi it in many

Because oi differences—not all oi

them growing out of the Ormond iunctlon—he

this year: proposed to "fix" certain men.

Even in his bicycle days he made history be

cause of his aptitude in that line. But this

time he proposed to "fix things" so that none

with whom he was at odds could compete at

all. Accordingly he announced that entry

to the Ormond events would be by invita

tion only; and, oi course, he would issue the

ways.

invitations, or pass on them, at any rate.

As it proved, he overstepped the bounds, and

when President Burgoyne reached New York

it did not take him long to discover that

a mighty storm had brewed and was almost

ready to break.

.\ir. Burgoyne, a New Tank business man,

whose health makes it necessary ior him to

live in Florida most of the year, came to

.\ew )Iork recenti'y for the purpose of secur—

ing members for the Florida East Coast Au

tomobile Association. He had seen but very

i'cw of the men whose names he hoped to

add to the list of members before he began

to realize that a big mistake had been made

in making the carnival an invitation aiialr,

with'the inviting power in the hands oi the

manager. The iurther he went, just so

much more decided did his opinion become

that the name and success oi the carnival

Were in peril. He was not slow to act.

Without waiting to consult the manager, he

sent the i'oliowing telegram to the associa

tion, which was in session at Daytona:

“instead oi restricting automobile races at

Urmond-Daytona Beach, January 23 to 28, to

invitation only, open them to the world at all

standard distances irom one mile to one

hundred miles."

The answer came back at once, as iollows:

"Have adopted your resolution verbatim.

'i‘he races will be open." _

What the manager said when he heard

the news is not recorded, nor does it matter.

"My real business in New York was to pro

mote the membership of the Florida East

(toast Automobile Association, and I did not

intend to bother with the races," said Mr.

Burgoyne last Tuesday to a Motor World

man. “I do not know much about racing,

but so many men told me that a mistake had

been made in not throwing the entry list

open to the world that I was convinced that

something had to be done. So I at once sent

the telegram to the association, recommend

ing that the events be thrown open. and re

ceived word at once that the invitation rule

had been abolished. I do not know why the

invitation rule was adopted. Some one made

a motion to that effect at a meeting, and it

was carried without discussion. I was sur

prised at the feeling the rule had caused.

“The Association now has a tine list oi

members. Some of the gentlemen who have

joined since I came here are W. K. Vander

bilt, jr., Colonel John Jacob Astor, W. Gopld

Brokaw, S. B. Stevens, H. L. Bowden, E. R.

Thomas, Colonel L. C. Weir, Florence O’Neil,

oi the Pittsburg Dispatch, and E. M. Steck,

oi Philadelphia. I sent in the applications

of President Whipple oi the AmericanAuto

mobile Association and F. A. La Roche a

few days ago by wire, and have sent an in

vitation to B. M. Shanley, jr., oi Newark,

N. J., to become a member, but have not

heard from him since. Henry M. Fiagler

joined our ranks about two months ago, and

there are more prominent men coming in

right along.

"Urmond Beach will be the future automo

bile playground of the world. Why, in July

and August I can run my car as iast as it

will go for an hour without even making

the tires warm. 1 think there will be six

thousand people down there next January

to witness the races. The spectators can see

most oi the events without being in danger

in case oi accident. I live in Daytona, and

in that city alone there are accommodations

for two thousand more people than were

there last year. Being the head of the as

sociation takes a lot of time, and I shall not

be a candidate for reelection next year, but

will go to Europe for a rest."

Sweden's Race Meet on Ice.

The Automobile Club of Sweden is making

preparations ior a race meeting on the ice

of a ijord near Stockholm this winter, and

has invited the owners oi iast cars in other

countries to enter the competition.

The Swedes have always been partial to

winter sports on an extensive scale, and

their plans for the automobile races include

many different classes. It is proposed to

hold the meeting in February, and the place

that has receiVed most i'aVorable considera

tion is at Djursholm, an island in a ijord

about eight miles north of Stockholm. An

extensive course has been mapped out there,

and already a cup valued at $275 has been

uttered. Events ior'racing and for touring

cars are to be on the schedule. and to in

duce owners oi cars to enter the club is

trying to secure reduced rates on the rail

roads.

There are now very few high powered ve

hicles in Sweden, but it is hoped that cars

will be entered which will reduce the record

oi 39 2-5 seconds tor a mile, made by Henry

Ford on Lake St. Clair in this country last

winter.
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MORRIS ELECTED PRESIDENT

Succeeds Scarritt as Head of A. C. A.—Latter

Presents Interesting Data Concerning Speeds.

At the annual meeting oi the Automobile

Club oi America, held in this city on Monday

night, the full ticket prepared by the nomi

nating committee was elected without opposi

tion. It was made up as follows:

President, Dave Hennen Morris.

First vice-president, Colgate Hoyt.

Second vice-president, William K. Vander

bilt, jr.

Third vice-president, Clarence Gray Din.»

more.

Treasurer, Samuel H. Valentine. ,

Governors, to serve three years, James I..

Breese, Melville D. Chapman and Harlan W.

Whipple.

With the exception oi Mr. Vanderbilt, who

is advanced irom the second to the third

vice-presidency, the officers are all new. All

except Mr. Valentine, however, have served

the club as governors. Mr. Morris has been

prominently identified with the management

oi the club, having served as a governor and

as chairman of the racing committee ior sev

eral years.

In his valedictory address retiring presi

dent Scarritt showed the club to be in a

highly prosperous condition. Incidentally he

brought out some interesting data regarding

the strength of the club. Within the last

year the roll has been increased by 165 new

members, which had increased the revenue

for the year by more than $20,000. The total

membership is now 589, of whom 461 are ac

tive, 127 associate and one a liie member.

In reviewing the services in the interests

of automoblling accomplished by the club

during the year, Mr. Scarritt gave interesting

statistics concerning speed in Central Park

and in other parts oi the city. As a conse

quence oi unjust discrimination in the arrest

of automobillsts in the park, he said, the

club employed expert timers to ascertain the

speeds oi motor vehicles and horse drawn

vehicles over surveyed courses in the park.

in Riverside Drive and in Fifth avenue. The

measured routes were each one-eighth oi a

mile in length, and the timers were employed

for parts of fourteen days between 9 o'clock

in the morning and 5:30 o'clock In the utter

noon.

Of 437 horse drawn vehicles timed the

highest rate oi speed was 22.5 miles an hour.

the lowest rate of speed 8.0., miles and the

average rate 12.28 miles. Not a single arrest

of a driver of a horse drawn vehicle was

made [or exceeding the speed limit oi eight

miles an hour.

Of 106 automobiles timed over the same

courses the highest rate oi speed was 21.42

miles an hour, the lowest 8.88 miles and the

average 16.65 miles an hour. Arrests oi au

tomobilists for travelling at these rates were

oi daily occurrence, though Mr. Scarritt

pointed out that an automobile going at six
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teen miles an hour is under much better con

trol than a horse trotting at twelve miles an

hour. and can be stopped within one~thlrd the

distance. ‘

On Tuesday night Mr. Scarritt gave :1 din

ner at the Waldorf-Astoria to President Mor

ris, at which most of the retiring governors

and their successors were present. A sur

prise for the host came near “the close of the

least, when Mr. Morris exposed to view a

magnificent $500 loving cup, and in a few

well chosen words presented the cup to Mr.

Scarritt as a mark of appreciation, on behalf

of the governors, of the ex-president’s valu

able services during the past year. Mr. Scar

ritt, although taken entirely by surprise, re

sponded in a most gracious manner in ac

knowledgment of the gift.

Colonel John Jacob Astor, Peter Cooper

Hewitt, Harlan W. Whipple, president of the

American Automobile Association; Albert R.

Shattuck, the predecessor of Mr. Scarritt as

president of the Automobile (‘lub of Amer

ica, and George F. Chamber-lie were among

the guests. A number of speeches were

made, hilt they were informal in character.

It is expected that Mr. Scarritt will be re

clccted to the vacancy in the board of gov

ernors caused by the elevation of Mr. Morris

to the presidency .

The annual banquet of the club will be held

at the Waldorf-Astoria on January 21, the

closing night of the show at Madison Square

Garden. '

 

Arent Ready for Business.

After a long and at times uncertain appear

ing struggle with the Grim Reaper, Geo.

Arents, Jr., one of the victims of the only

serious accident in the Vanderbilt Cup race,

is well along on the road to recovery. It is

expected that he will be able to resume the

management of his business affairs next

week. He is still at the Garden City Hotel,

where he was removed from the Nassau

County Hospital, but will be able to leave

there in a few days.

Beyond the fact that his mind is a total

blank on the subject of the accident and the

killing of his mechanician, Carl Mensel,

Arents's recovery is complete. His memory

is, with the exception noted, perfect and his

physical condition leaves nothing to be de

sired.

 

Odell's .loke on Hill.

A letter from Elmira, N. Y., tells a story

concerning David B. Hill and his opinion of

a utomobiles:

Not long ago Mr. Hill was dining with

ex‘Govel'nor Odell at a club in Albany (so

cially they are very good friends). The Gov

ernor had just purchased a new automobile,

and he said to Hill:

“Why don’t you buy a machine?”

"1 would not rent one and I do not care

to own a machine I could not manage," was

liili's answer.

Odell looked at him reproachfully and

asked: "Has not that always been your

trouble,Hill?"

NEW HAVEN MOTORISTS' MECCA

Big Football Game the Magnet that Attracied

Them—Speed Laws Varioust Interpreted.

 

One of the greatest gatherings of auto

mobiles that ever took place in this country

was seen at New Haven last Saturday, when

the Yale-Harvard football game took place.

They came from places as far away a Bos

ton on the north and-Philadelphia on the

south, and the checkerboard bit of turf on

which the doughty warriors were to do bat

tle for their alma maters was the Mecca—of

all.

Few of the cars arrived at New Haven the

night before the game. It is'well known that

the town is always full to overflowing on

Friday night, and that accommodations are

not to be had unless they have been engaged

long beforehand. On this accounta number

of the cars—and especially those coming

from a distance—~were driven to nearby

t lwns, such as Hartford, Springfield, Bridge

port, ctc., and then driven to the college

town on Saturday morning in ample time for

the game. In other cases early morning

starts were made from New York, and even

Boston, and the intervening miles traversed

at a rapid gait.

The day of the annual football game is the

(116 day of the year when Connecticut's

draconian speed laws are relaxed and the

cxnltant motorists permitted to open up and

(at loosc without further interference than

a warning linger or an expostulatory utter

ance from the watching constables. Satur

day was no exception to the rule. Big tour

ing cars were the popular types, and the

roads for miles on each side of New Haven

were alive with them. Loaded to their full

capacities with happy, laughing parties of

pleasure seekers, a large proportion of whom

were of the fair sex, and making a brave

show of crimson or blue, they tore along, de

vouring hills as if they did not exist and

rushing along the levels at railroad speed.

Some remarkable performances were made.

One of the best runs of the day was made

by George Sykes, of Rockviile, Conn., who

made the fifty-seven miles from that city to

New Haven in than, 35 minutes. Senator

Maxwell’s car, driven by Chauifeur Roberts,

is said to have gone from Hartford to New

Haven, forty-two miles, in 1:10. James

Joyce in a Columbia car, with a party of

live friends, went to the green in New

Haven in 1:14, while M. J. Budlong‘s car,

driven by Bert Holcomb, made the distance

in the same time with a well loaded car, with

top and glass wind shield in front.

But if the Nutmeg State officials were

leniently disposed, it was not so with their

fellows over the New York border. At Bye.

for example, preparations were made to celce

brate the day by “laying for" speeding mo

torists, and a big haul was made. The

twenty constables sworn in by the village

officials continued until after midnight Sat

urday to arrest automobile parties going

and returning to New York from the game

at New Haven. The record for the day

I was twenty-two arrests, which yielded a

revenue of $315 to the village treasury in

fines.

Eleven of the car owners were held up

while on their way to the game, and eleven

were stopped returning at night. Judge Wil

cox sat up nearly all night holding court in a

small house near the roadside.

 

Woodbury on Street Cleaning.

How asphalt pavements should be cleaned

is explained by Commissioner Woodbury, of

this city, in a letter sent in reply to one from

Chairman John C. Eames of the Merchants”

Association Committee on City Conditions.

"There is but one way to sanitarily cleanse

asphalt pavement, and that is by thoroughly

washing the surface with water,” he says. “I

mean by washing the surface applying the

' water to the asphalt 'with a sufficient degree

of force to thoroughly scour all-the loosened

gum which so tightly clings to the asphalt in

every month of the year in dry conditions.

This can be done every day in the year when

the atmospheric temperature is above 45 de

grees Fahrenheit, and should be done at

night or at such times as there is little or no

trattic upon the streets.

“If water is delivered upon the asphalt—at

an angle of 45 degrees, with a muzzle veloc

ity of forty pounds of pressure to the square

inch, it is found that all of the gum, which

is due to the compression by wheels of

heavy or rapidly moving traffic of materials

dropped upon the surface, is thoroughly

washed away and a clean asphalt surface

exposed, which is not slippery and which

permits a good footing for the horse or trac~

tion for motor vehicles."

 

Placqucs ior Bennett ~Cup Winner.

Past, present and future holders of' the

Bennett Cup will hereafter have in their pos

session'something of an enduring character.

The donor of the cup, James Gordon Bennett,

has offered to give all winners handsome sil

ver plaques. These plaques will bear a sil~

vcr reproduction of the cup, with a suitable

inscription, and are to be given to the win

ning clubs as a permanent reward. Each

club can obtain only one of these trophies,

hence only three have been ordered, Which

Will be handed to the'French, English and

German Automobile clubs, respectively.

Ford to Build Big Racer.

Henry Ford is building an eight cylinder

racing car of 80 horsepower that will weigh

only 1,300 pounds, according to a report

from Detroit. The new car and the little

machine with which Kulick sc0red so heavily

at the Empire City track on Election Day are

both to be sent to Florida for the 0rm0nd

races. Ford thinks the small machine ca

pable of a' mile on a circular track in 51 sec

onds. The big car is said to be nearly com

pieted,'and is expected to be ready for its

trial spins the first week of December.
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NEWARK’S MATINEE MEET

“ Free Show " That Interested Six Thousand and

Wu l‘leld Sate by Provid-nce.

 

Some unusually close contests were wit

nessed at the first annual race meet of the

New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club, held

last Saturday on the old fair grounds track

at Waverley. N. J. Several times was the

spectacle of two cars going the entire dis

tance of a race, at no time more than a

Just before the last races of the day, Mr.

Shanley gave an exhibition with his big

Mercedes. A new body, built very low and

with but two racing seats, has been put on

the chassis. The whole aflair—bonnet.

wheels and all—has been painted a bright

green. and when it drew up in front of the

stand before the exhibition, the band struck

up "The “'earing of the Green." Mr. Shan

icy has not adopted the crouching position

assumed by Oldfield and others when driv

ing his car at speed, but leans back in his

seat as did Fournier when he made his mile

  

ONE OF THE MATINEE EVENTS.

length separating them. Though the track

is a half mile one and not very wide, five

cars were started in one event and six in an

other without the slightest accldent. It

seemed as if Providence had that particular

part of the country and its temporary in

habitants under its special care, for few

things were omitted in the way of running

needless risks. While races were being de

cided, contestants in later events were per

mltted to go out on the track and “warm up"

their cars, there being at one time three

practising cars out. while one of the races

was on. The fence on the outside of the

track was lined with spectators almost for

its entire distance.

Bernard M. Shanley, jr., a former presi

dent of the organization and the present

owner of the 90 horsepower Mercedes with

which W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., established the

mile straightaway record of 39 seconds, had

been one of the prime movers in the promo

tion of the meet. It was no small task the

club undertook, as the track is in a public

park, and no admission could be charged.

Not only were seats in the grandstand free,

but well printed programmes were distrib

uted without charge. The club also provided

a good band of music. The track is in a

little valley. and the surrounding low hills

served as a point of vantage for many of

the six thousand spectators who witnessed

the contests. Mr. Shaniey acted as starter,

and the murderous appearing “young can

non" he used was a source of mingled de

light and dread to the small boys who were

crowded on the fence behind him.

  

STARTER SHANLEY AND HIS GUN.

Fred J. Titus as a passenger; the New York

Chicago record holding Columbia. 0. 12 horse

power Autoear, a It; horsepower Locomobile

and a Deeauville of the same power. The

Thomas, which had its niutlier connected,

gained from the very start, and Won by al

most three-quarters of a mile. The Speed~

way and the Locomobile had a great brush,

the former taking second place by a length.

The new Thomas, which was entered by H.

  

THE THOMAS CAR LEAVING THE BUNCH.

straightaway record on the Coney Island

Boulevard in 1901. Though he had tried his

car but once on the Empire City track and

once the day before at Waverley, he made

very good time for the hall mile course. He

took the short turns without skidding and

seemed to enjoy his work. He had intended

to go five miles, but a gasket blew out at

four and one-half miles. ,

The ten-mile race for the cup donated by

Mr. Shanley was free to all cars costing not

more than $6,500. It had six starters, all in

one heat. These cars were the new Speed

way of J. II. Amory, with a 24 horsepower

Seabury engine; a 40 horsepower Thomas

Filer which had M. Roberts as its driver and

S. Haupt, the New York agent, ran beauti

fully for the entire ten miles. It was so

silent that it could hardly be heard from the

grandstand when it rushed through the home

stretch. Roberts did not attempt any fancy

driving, but kept near the outside fence most

of the time, so he could get around the turns

easier. When Roberts gained his lap on the

Speedway and the Locomobile he passed them

in front of the grandstand, while the specta

tors yelled their delight. The new Speedway

had but one wide seat on it. and the seat and

bonnet both had a decidedly “home made"

appearance. The Columbia "Betsy II,"

which is being used by a uunlop tire demon

stratlng crew through New Jersey, was not
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in the best of racing condition, and did not

finish the ten miles.

Summaries:

'i‘hree miles, stock cars costing from $500

in $750; regular equipment—Won by I. M.

  

Exhibition by B. M. Shanley, jr. (90 horse

power Mercedes car, holding world's one

mile record of 39 seconds)—Timc by miles,

1:17 4-5, 2:37, 31571-5, 5:17 1-5; four and one

hait miles, 5:56 1—5.

(0..

THE NEW SEABURY SPEEDWAY CAR.

I'ppercu (814 horsepower Cadillac); F. Even

den (4 horsepower Oldsmobile), second. Time,

6:481/2. '

Three miles, single cylinder motor bicycles,

stock machines—Won by W. H. Cornwell

(Indian); Joseph J. Boland (Special), second.

Time, 5:03 1-5.

Five miles (trial heats at three miles);

stock cars costing from $750 to $900; regular

equipment: First heat—Won by A. W. Stock

bridge (12 horsepower Michigan); I. M. Up

percu (8V4 horsepower Cadillac), second: Clare

ence Fisher (10 horsepower Autocar). third.

Time, 5:36 2-5. Second heat—Won by R. T.

Newton (10 horsepower Autocar): C. H. Gil

lette (10 horsepower Pope-Hartford), second.

Time, 6:03 Final heat—Won by Newton;

Stockbrldgc. second. Time, 8:54 4-5.

Three miles; stock cars costing from $030

to $2,000; regular equipment—Won by A. W.

Stockbridge (12 horsepower Michigan); W. I.

Fisk (0 horsepower Locomobile), second.

Time, 5:51.

Five miles; light touring cars costing from

$750 to $1.700, each to carry tour passengers

of 125 pounds average weight—Won by A. W.

Stockbridgc (12 horsepower Michigan); L. J.

\Vyekoff (10' horsepower Franklin). second;

I. M. Uppercu (81,1 horsepower Cadillac),

third. Time, 9:25.

B. M. Shanley, jr., Cup; ten miles; stock

cars costing less than $6,500; regular equip

ment~\\'on by M. Roberts (40 horsepower

Thomas); J. H. Amory (24 horsepower Speeil~

way). second; Edward Strasser (16 horse

power Locomobile), third. Time, 15:55.

Frederick R. Pratt Cup; five-mile hanzii

cap; stock cars costing less than $6,500—Won

by J. H. Amory (24 horsepower Speedway:

scratch): Edward Strasser (16 horsepower

Locomobiie; scratch), second; A. W. Stock»

briiigc'(12 horsepower Michigan; 6 seconds),

third. Time, 9:10.

Pope's New Racer Ready.

As an earnest of its announced intention to

better the present world’s straightaway mile

recort of 39 seconds, the Pope Motor Car 00.

has completed what it claims to be the highest

powered racing car ever built in this coun

try. As can be seen from the accompanying

illustration. the new six cylinder Pope-Toledo

at present, every time the engine completes a

full revolution the driving wheels do like

wise. The axles ‘and steering knuckles are

made of nickel steel. The radiator and bou

net are of the regular Pope-Toledo type. The

car weighs less than 2,204 pounds, the limit

for heavy racing machines.

The new racing machine will have its first

public trial at the Ormond-Daytona Beach

races in Florida next January. A. C. Webb.

who drove the 60 horsepower Pope-Toledo

racer in the Vanderbilt Cup race, will be the

pilot of the new car.

 

Dead Heat Creates an Issue.

It will be recalled that in the Gaillon hill

climbing contest for heavy cars Rigolly and

Ifaras made a dead heat, each mounting'the

hill in 20 seconds. equal to seventy-seven

miles an hour. Owing to this it was difficult

to award the cup oiTcred by the Figaro to

the winner in the heavy carclass, as .Rigolly

is the present holder. The question arose:

Should he be left the possessor of it, or

should the race he recontested?

The two contestants have both been inter

viewed on the subject. Baras says it is his

opinion that he and Rigolly ought to start

again, and that the present result cannot be

allowed to stand. _He is ready to run again

if Rigoliy will consent. R-igolly thinks he

should remain in possession of the cup. since

Barns has not in any way surpassed him.

But it it is thought desirable, he is willing

to renew the contest. What Rigolly pro

poses is that each competitor shall run again,

 

  

A. C. “'EBB IN THE NEW POPE-TOLEDO RACER.

is well adapted for racing. Its makers hope

that it will perform proportionately better

than the 24 horsepower touring car which

was in third place when the Vanderbilt Cup

race was stopped.

The six cylinder engine develops something

more than 90 horsepower. The cylinder di

mensions are 6x6 inches. There is a direct

drive and no transmission gear. The engine

shaft is connected to the counter shaft by a

bevel gear, and the rear wheels are driven

by chains from the counter shaft. As geared

making two trips over the course, and the

best time of these two trips is alone to be

counted. Baras has accepted these condi

tions, and the race will therefore take place

again between the two competitors. The

time will be taken by a timekeeper of the

A. C. F. The date is not yet fixed.

Racing Man in New Role.

Fred J. Titus, once famous as a bicycle rac

ing man, and who “trained” for the automo__

bile trade at the Pope-Toledo factory, has

engaged with H. S. Haupt, the Thomas agent

in New York.
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SWITZERLAND'S WARM WELCOME

How the Touring Motorist‘s Life is Made Miser

able by Petty Persecution.

In Switzerland the motorist's lot is not a

happy one. He is badgered and bullied from

the time he enters that land of liberty until

he bids it an exultaut farewell. An Ameri

can, Dr. Wood McMurthy, has this to say of

his experiences there:

“The only country I regret visiting with my

automobile is Stvltzerland. I advise all auto

mobilists to forego visiting that country until

its authorities, and a certain part of its in

habitants learn at least a few of the rules

of civilized communities. As matters stood

when I visited Switzerland, an automobilist

was regarded simply and solely as a felon

and a legitimate subject from which to extort

an arbitrary revenue. In some of the smaller

villages the exchequer is filled by the mon

strously unjust fines inflicted upon practically

all automobilists passing through.

"Take my own case. As I entered the vil

Inge of Horw I saw at the far end of a long

street a gendarme surrounded by a number

of villagers. Knowing the methods of the

Swiss police, I slowed down'to five or six

kilometres an hour; but the fact that I was

going slowly did not save me. I was called

upon to bait, and informed that I was travel

ling at thirty-nine kilometres an hour, and

that I must appear at the court, to be held

several days later. While we were standing

in the middle of the street tw'o tnore ma

chines came up, and, despite the fact that

the guardian of the peace had ttot witnessed

their arrival, he immediately went up to thvm

and charged their owners with tr-t\'.-llittg at

cxeessive speeds. '

"We protested, but uselessly, and found it

necessary to deposit 30 francs each with the

Mayor before we were at liberty to proccc.-.

We decided to await the‘trial, at great incon

venience to ourselves, and passed three disa

greeable days in the village. The case was

so glaringly in favor of all three of. us that,

the 'juge’ acquitted us, a result made known

to me some weeks later. Our deposits were

kept, however, and though I have written

several times I can obtain no answer with

respect to mine. Our arrest was only an

incident in a huge, organized system of legal

ized highway robbery.

mot automobllists with the same tale."

Saved from a Shock.

Automobiles have been put to many uses.

but it remained for a clever Germnntown

electrician to put a machine to a use as novcl

its It was ingenious, though simple at that.

The are light at the northwest corner of Her

tnnntown and Chelten avenues suddenly

went out Thursday night. Kicking the pole

and a, dozen other familiar methods failed

to jar. the carbons into proper position. Then

the lamp was lowered, but all were afraid

At all the hotels I

to touch it, as no one had rubber gloves or

other means of insulation.

The chances of shock were increased by

the wet pavement, and dripping lamp. Just

then, as the darkness and delay became most

vexatlous at that much frequented corner,

an autotnoblle drove up and its owner» got

out and went into the postoiiice. A happy

thought struck the electrician, and he had a

minute's hurried conversation with the

owner. The electrician raised the lamp,

while the automobllist drove the machine

under it. Then the electrician stood on the

automobile, safe with the protection of the

insulation of the four rubber tires, and easily

adjusted the carbons, and there was light

again.

To Tinker New Jersey's Law.

Assemblyman Henry C. Scovlllc, of Cam

tleu, N. J., is already preparing to introduce

amendments to the New Jersey automobile

law, with the idea of making it still more

stringent than it now is. 'He outlined the

new features last week at the annual meet

ing of the Camden County Board of Agricul

ture, when he said:

“The roads in the country were primarily

meant for the driver and people who used

vehicles that were not dangerous. Automo

biles have come to stay, but those who use

thetn must be governed by some set of laws

that will not make them a nuisance to the

public. At the meeting of the next legislat

ure I prOpose to introduce a few amendments

which I think will be for the good of all cun

cerned. First, for every violation of the au

tomobile act, arrest without a warrant. Sec

ond, reduce the speed limit to whatever may

be deemed proper. The speed litult of twcn

ty miles an hour that is in form: now is ex

cessive. Third, that automobiles while in

this State shall display only one number, th~

number of the State, on the back. Many

of them have three or more numbers, and in_

the cloud of dust that is raised when they

pass none of them can be easily distin

guished." '
 

Conflicts with State Law.

A speed limit of eight miles an hour is pro

posed for automobiles in Taunton, .\ins.<., by

the council committee on streets and bridges

'of that city. The ordinance provides that no

self-propelled vehicle shall be allowed to go

at a greater rate of speed than eight miles an

hour within one and one-half miles of the

City Hall. Local motorists are trying to

have the rule changed to conform with the

State law, which provides for ten ml.cs an

hour in cities and fifteen miles an hour in

the country.

 

liow Italy Regulates Speed.

The Italian commission charged with the

drawing up of rules regarding tilllullmliilv

traffic in Italy has decreed that all nutmm.

hilcs must keep to the right, that a speed of

nine miles an hour must not be exceeded in

the cities, but that any speed may no at.

laincd in the country.

HACK DRIVERS RAISE ISSUE

Institute Action to Discover Whether Sightseeing

Automobiles arc Stages.

The question whether sightseeing automo

biles are stages and so subject to the exist

ing laws regarding such vehicles is now in a

fair way to be settled by the courts.

It came up for argument on Monday before

Justice Amend in the New York Supreme

Court. The case was brought into the courts

by the Hack Drivers’ Union. One of the mem

bers of the union causing the arrest of James

Tallon, an automobile operator, on September

9, and, to test the matter, Magistrate Moss

held Tallon for trial in the Court of Special

Then Tallon’s counsel, J. A. Hodge,

got a writ of habeas corpus. The writ was

made returnable on Monday before Justice

Amend.

Sessions.

Counsel for the company owning the sight

seeing automobile contended that there was

no evidence that Tallon had violated any

law, and that the sightseeing coach did not

come within the law regulating the operation

of stages carrying passengers, because it had

no fixed route and did not take on and let

of! passengers en route. Charles Knox and

J. T. Dooling, counsel for the Hack Drivers‘

Union, argued that the company ought to

have obtained a franchise from the Mayor

and Board of Aldermen. To get such a fran

cliise, counsel said, the company must have

obtained first the consent of the majority or

the property owners along the llllt' ot' stl't'l'ts'

used, and that of any railroad company or»

cupying a street where tin- nntomobih

coaches were operated for more than n thou

sand feet.

Assistant District Attorney Johns-toni- :Ip

penred for The People, supporting the charge

against Tallon. Justice Amend rcscrved dc

cislon. The case will be carried to tIn

higher courts.

It may have no connection with the matter.

but it is interesting to note that tlit‘ name of

"Florrie" Sullivan, who is popularly crcdlu-d

with having a controlling influence with tho

ltoard of Aldermen, appears among the ln~

i-orporators of a sightseeing company this

week.

lndignant Jerseymen Start Stage Lt..c.

An automobile stage line is to ho \‘stnli

lished between Trenton, N. J., and Yard

rllle, a nearby town, by indignant I'Os‘ltlt'iltr:

of the latter place. Up to recently the Tron

t: n Street Railway Co. ran cars to I'ardvilh

(“\‘l‘l'y half hour, but are now running tin-tn

an hour apart. The firm to operate the line

will be known as the Automobile Trans-porta

Thc machines will run every half

h ntr, and the fare will be 10 cents, the sunn

as is charged by the railway company. Thc

nntchlnes will be incioscd, and will carry

thirty passengers.

Illlll (‘0.
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SPARKING PLUG ATTRIBUTES

Insulation and Durability arc Opposing Qualities

—Ch0ice of Materials Not Easy.

construction and dcsigrr

The

most important attributc of a plug is insula

Sparking plug

necssarily crnbody a cornpromisc.

tion. Yet if it were possible to consider irr

sulation alone sparking plug manufacturc

would be revolutionized in a day. As conces

sions have to be made to durability, howcvcr,

such materials as porcelain and mica are

made use of.

“Theoretically the ideal material is glass.

It posscsscs almost pcrfcct insulating prorr

crtics. and to them it owes its popularitv

with the telegraph companies, who use glass

insulators for nearly all outside work. But

glass is of such a perishable nature that it is

utterly unsuited for sparking plugs. Not only

would it break if struck by any hard sub

stance, but a drop of hot water or other liquid

falling on it would crack it quicker than you

could say ‘Jack Robinson.’ It is even prob

able that jarring over rough roads would

shatter it," said a New York tradesman in

the course of a conversation with a Motor

World man.

“Now, porcelain comes next to glass in the

matter of insulating preperties, and it pos

sesses the advantage of being somewhat

tougher. To these facts it owes its popu‘

larity as a material for sparking plugs. There

is porcelain and porcelain, and the best of

it is nonc too good, while the worst of it is

mighty poor stuff. Imported porcelain is

principally used, for the reason that it is bet

ter. I suppose this is due to the fact that the

ceramic art is so much older over there, be

ing a growth of centuries, while here it has

flourished only a few years.

“Porcelain is a good insulator, but it will

crack and break on the slightest provoca

tion—and sometimes without any. That is

where mica gets its chance. It is inferior as

an insulating material to porcelain, but it is

much more durable. A mica plug is made up

of hundreds of little pieces of mica, which

are put in a hydraulic press and forced into

such intimate relation that they become like

a solid piece. They can’t break. The only

danger to be apprehended is that a separation

of the layers will take place—a separation

not detectable by the eye, even through a

powerful glasswand thus permit the elec

tricity to leak. The same thing happens if

a porcelain plug becomes porous, either in

large or small degree. The leakage thus set

up may be small, but it decreases the ‘fat‘

ness' of the spark and results in a 'slowly or

imperfectly ignited charge, with a conse

quent reduction in the force of the explo

sion.

"When this occurs you wonder what is

wrong. There is a loss of power somewhere,

but you may search a long time before trac

ing it to the sparkiug'piug.” ' -

Odd Outcome of Dealer's Suit.

A peculiar predicament is that confronting

(‘oloncl John M. Foster, of this city, as a re

sult of a court order issued last week. He is

required to return an automobile that is no

longer in his possession, having been Sold

by him some time ago.

It appears that a jury in the Circuit Court,

Newark, N. J., before Judge Adams, rcrr

ricrcd a verdict directing Colonel Foster to

return to George M. Condon, of N0. 283 Hal

scy street, an automobile, which the former

secured through replevln proceedings from

Condorr, and against which Condon had a

bill for repairs amounting to $359.

Condon sold the car in question some time

ago to Colonel Foster, and it is alleged that

thc lattcr‘s son, Howard 0., met with sev

eral accidents while operating it which ne—

ccssitatcd its being returned to Condon for

repairs. When the bill for the work was pre

sented to Howard Foster it is claimed that

he asked Condon to split it into small instal

ments. Condon, however, refused, as the

work lrad been done. The elder Foster, it

is said, disputed the bill for repairs, and

when Colrdon would not surrender the ma

chine without his money, he replevincd it.

De Man at Last Comes Over. I

De Dion-Bouton, Ltd., have at last come

’round to the sliding gear type of transmis

sion. The time honored gear box with the

famous expanding clutches will in future

only be fitted to the 6 horsepower cars, these

cars having a gear clutch box similar to that

hitherto built into the 8 horsepower car,

with three speeds forward and a reverse.

The 8 horsepower, like the higher powered

cars, will be fitted with change speed gear

of the “baladeur,” or modified Panhard, type,

and a novel clutch system, consisting of

rnetal-to-metal disks held in driving contact

by spiral springs. Tire 1905 line will com

prise the 8 horsepower single cylinder car,

the 10 horsepower and 12 horsepower two

cylinder carskand the 15 horsepower four

cylinder car.

 

Scrpollct's New Steamer.

It is reported that thc Gardner-Scrpollet

Company are bringing out for the 1905 sea

son a new type of light steam car, in which

the engine will be located under the bonnet

in the front of the frame, and in which, in

place of a condenser, a radiator with fan

will be employed. Improvements have also

been ctchtcd in the burner by which the.

consumption of gusolene will be greatly re—

duced.

Wagon Works " Trying Out ” Automobiles.

The Harrison Wagon Works, a large Grand

Rapids, Mich., concern, is at work on two

experimental automobiles. Should these

prove successful, the concern will begin the

manufacture of cars on an extensive scale.

The Michigan Motor 8r. Mfg. Co., of De

troit, Mich, has purchased the plant of the

Rough Wagon Co., at Buchanan, Mich, and

will remove there at once. ..

PREMIUM ON COMFORT

French Effort to Stimulate Body Design—Con

test that is Being Arranged.

 

 

One factor in the success of the automobile

~i, 0., the design of the body—is becoming a

recognized feature of the French exhibitions

and competitions of the times. In the Paris

Salon, the car which is considered to be the

most comfortable wins a special prize, and

this year a series of competitions is being

organized especially for automobile bodies.

Lately at Chateau-Thierry spectators looked

on, not only at a race, but also at a rivalry

of comfort and elegance in regard to the ve

hiclcs taking part. In January next there

will be a competition for automobile car

riage bodies, the rrrlcs for which are not yet

fixed; but the vehiclcs' are to be divided into

classes according to their prices. These

classes will be very similar to those of the

tourist car competitions. This information is

causing some excitement and stir among the

body makers, more especially as report says

that the jury is to be composed of specialists

chosen not only for their knowledge of auto

mobiles, but also for their well known good

taste and judgment in matters of elegance.

'i‘hc famous Vcdrlne, interviewed on this

subject, says the idea is very interesting, and

that he would certainly give the jury a

chance of deciding on several automobile

bodies of his manufacture. He thinks that

automobile bodies have been too long neg

lected, especially considering that they are

one of the most important parts of the car.

and he is only surprised that similar compe

titions have not been held long ago. But

better late than never, and it is to be hoped

that the body makers will rise to the occa~

sion. Messrs. Botiaux, Rothschild, etc.. are

equally enthusiastic, so there can be no doubt

that the entries for this competition will be

sufficiently numerous to encourage the or

ganizers.

Substitute for a Shaft Pin.

A substitute for a split-pin may be impro

vised from an ordinary nail with a large

head, one side of the latter being filed of! if

necessary to permit of the nail lodging close

enough to the nut which it is intended to

'retain in position. The nail, when passed

through the hole in the shaft, should be bout

with a hammer so that it cannot slip out.

A better split-pin may be made by means of

a piece of iron wire, which should be bent

round a nail by means of ordinary strong

pliers until the part surrounding the nail

forms as nearly a circle as is possible. The

extended parts of the wire are then bent

into the proper split-pin form by means of

the pliers, but it is necessary to take care

that the wire selected when doubled as a

split-pin will fill comfortably the hole in the

shaft into which it is to be placed.
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BENNETT CUP CONDITIONS

 

Limit for Entries is Extended. but Safeguards

are Thrown Around It.

 

'l'wa changes have been made by the racing

committee of the Automobile Club of Amer

ica in the conditions governing the receipt

of entries for the Bennett Cup race. They

are as follows:

Extending the date at which entrants‘ cars

must be placed at the disposal of the com

mittee (which was previously fixed for April

15) to May 1, 1905.

That each entrant must file with the club

secretary on or before May 1, 1905, an ath

davit that his car has been entirely com

pleted for a period of over two weeks.

The date of closing of entries in the United

States remains the same, viz., December 15.

1904.

The foregoing changes do not otherwise

affect the conditions laid down last August

by the Automobile Club of America for the

conduct of the cup race trials. They were

formulated after the farcical trials of last

spring, with the'special purpose of prevent

ing a repetition of such a fiasco. '

These conditions require that each car pre

sumed for competition shall have been com

pleted for a period of over four weeks; that

it has been run at least 1,000 miles on the

road, at least 250 miles without stopping en

gine, and at leat forty miles within the hour

on road or track.

An entrance fee of $600 is required, which

is to be refunded to any entrant complying

with the club’s rules who is not nominated

as a member of the team. A nominated en

trant who does not start in the race forfeits

the entrance fee, and entrants who do start

are to be remitted a portion of the fee after

the expensies incurred in holding the race are

paid. It is also provided that any entrant

who does not present his car for the trials,

or who refuses to undergo the tests or abide

by the. rules, shall be ineligible to enter the

race for that year, and may forfeit his en

trance fee.

Shot Cattle to Save Life.

Meeting a herd of eight hundred cattle in a

narrow pass road near Gaviota, Cal., Gilbert

E. Bailey and his wife, of San Francisco,

had a narrow escape from death. The auto

mobile was at one of the narrowest parts of

the road when the cattle were encountered,

and the first part of the herd passed the ma

chine in safety. The main body of the herd

became frightened and tried to pass too

quickly, and the machine was in great dan

ger of being pushed over the edge of the

road. Bailey shot some of the cattle with a

heavy revolyer, and in that manner saved his

own life and that of his wife. The machine

was badly wrecked.

I'low Davis Climbed the Hill.

When Colonel Nelson S. Davis, the Loco

mobiie agent in Providence, R. I., received

his first 1905-15-20 Loeomobile, be promptly

put it to that test which proves to Providence

folk the "mettle" of each particular car—

that is, he sent it up (.foilege liill, that Rhode

Island eminence which has brought either joy

or sorrow to many an automobile owner.

The picture shows Mr. Davis in front of the

Capitol at Providence after he had cantered

up the steep grade on the high gear with the

four passengers shown. Davis himself is at

the wheel. Beside him is Murray Paige, of

WON'T IMPOSE PENALTY

Tourist Who got into Trouble with Customs

Officials Finds Relief.

 

 

The law governing the importation of an

tomobiles in bond for touring purposes was

defined on Monday in a letter from Assist

ant Sccretary of the Treasury Robert B.

Armstrong to Collector Stranabnn of the Port

of New York.

The letter was called for by a complaint

from Col. J. B. Wilkinson, jr., counsel for U.
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DAVIS ON TOP OF COLLEGE HILL.

the Loeomobile Co. Directly behind him is

Fred Smith, a well known antomobilisc of

Providence. M. V. Doud, of the Locomobile

Co., was the other occupant of the tonneau.

 

Chauffeurs Are Officially Teamsters.

It has been officially decided by the general

otiicers of the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters that an automobile driver is a

teamster. The local organizers of the broth

erhood had been considering the question of

forming the automobile drivers into unions,

but were in doubt whether an automobile

driver could be classed as a tcamster. The

case was referred to the general oitieers, who

directed the New York men to organize the

automobile drivers. The automobile drivers

arestill to be heard from.

 

field the Lucky Number.

It was a fortunate investment for Mrs.

Mamie E. Mealie, of No. 2% West Thir

teenth street, New York, when she paid $1

for ticket No. 816 at the Harvest Festival, in

aid of the Free Industrial School for Crippled

. Children, at the Waldorf-Astoria, this city.

last week. That numberf won the electric au

tomobile that was offered as a prize.

'1‘. Kearney, a Californian, resident abroad.

against the assessment of a penalty for al

leged umiervaluation of a Mercedes car be

imported on November 10 for a tour of this

country. Kearney entered the car at $7.000.

and gave a bond of $10,000 to guarantee its

exportation within three months. The ap<

praiser. however, put the value at $3.425, and

held the car for the collection of a penalty

of $2.000 for the alleged undervaluation. This

advance in value was sustained by General

Appraiser Fischer. Then Colonel Wilkinson

explained to the department that Kearney

had entered the car at the price he. paid for

it. thinking that this was the correct pro

ceeding. .

Assistant Secretary Armstrong new orders

Collector Strnnahan to release the machine.

explaining that it was not the intention of

the department to assess penalties on auto

mobiles imported in good faith for touring

purposes.

 

(‘hampaigm 11]., has hopes of shortly hav

ing an automobile factory “in its midst."

No names are given in. connection with the

project, however.
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“ Racing" and Clutching Abuses.

A particularly aggravating form of abuse

of a car is the needless “racing” of the

motor. The experienced driver does not, as

a rule, throw the throttle wide open and let

the motor try to fly out of the car while he

puts on .his gloves or attends to some other

little errand before starting. On the con

trary, he takes a pride in making each turn

of the motor carry him as far as possible, to

. the saving of fuel, noise, vibration and odor,

and at all times aims to keep the motor run

ning at the lowest practical rate of speed.

Coupled with the racing motor is the sud

den clutching abuse practised by the novice.

Willi the motor running at high speed a sud

den application of the clutch will cause the

vehicle to Jump forward or backward, as the

case may be, straining all parts of the driv

ing gear, and moving the car so quickly that

persons to the front or rear are more or leSs

in danger. Possibly such abuse is frequently

due to the inexperience or ignorance of the

proper way, and it seems more charitable to

assume this. The experienced driVer takes

a pride in moving away without a jar or

jerk, and this is as true in driving a motor

car as in handling a locomotive.

 

Winter Care of Tires.

As a rule, toward the end of the season

motorists are less particular about the con

dition of the tires on their cars and less

anxious as to sending them to be repaired

directly they show any signs of wear. In

fact, many delay sending them to the manu

facturers until they cannot run any longer.

Others take 01? the tires, wrap them up care»

fully and put them away according to all the

rules for good preservation laid down by

makers. And when the line weather returns

and they wish to "motor" again, they are

surprised to find that the tires cannot be used

until they have undergone some repairs; and ‘

consequently they have either to wait until

these repairs are executed or buy new tires.

it is much more simple, in order to prevent

this contingency, to send all faulty tires to

the repairers at once. The repairs will be

done much quicker now than in the spring.

when motor tire repairers will be OVe1'

whelmed with orders, and besides, the tires

will be preserved just as well during the bad

season after they have been repaired.

To Clean Plugs Without Removing Them.

With a multiple cylinder motor, it is easy

to clear a sooty ignition plug without remov

ing it from the cylinder, if the following plan

is followed. Detach the high tension wire

from the misbehaving plug, open the com

pression tap of its cylinder, and run the en

gine on the other cylinders. Then hold the

terminal of the detached wire, being very

careful not to touch the metal part with the

lingers, a very short distance otf the end of

the plug, so that the spark jumps to the

latter. At first the cylinder will be heard to

be missing, but very quickly the reverse will

he the case, and the dirty plug will be found

to have cleared itself. Then switch ofl'. shut

your compression tap, attach your wire

again. start up, and continue on your way

rejoicing.

Veeder’s Newest Odometer.

It was to have been expected that, the de

mand having arisen for a dashboard odom

eter, the Veeder Mfg. 00., Hartford, Conn.,

would be not only quick to meet it, but meet

it with an article worthy of their reputation

and experience as pioneers. This they have

done, as the accompanying illustrations of

the Veeder Form D, as the odometer ls styled.

  

VEEDER D1 ODOMETER WITH STRAIGHT

DRIVE.

shows. As is apparent, the odometer has two

registers, the upper being a trip register,

which may be set at zero at will, while the

lower keeps a record of the total number of

miles travelled.

VEEDER D2 ODOMETER WITH BEVEL

DRIVE.

Both registers indicate in tenths. the right

hand figure on each being in red. The figures

themselves are of good readable size, and,

instead of being distributed over a large area

and widely separated, are compactly ar

ranged. all the gearing of the odpmetcr prop

er being contained inside the number rings

themselves. ‘

The instrument is operated by gears and

lit‘XlillO shaft, the latter being protected by

a metallic, flexible sheathing. By using small

drive gears and large pinidns, a high speed

  

of revolution for the flexible shaft is avoided.

Two styles of the Veeder Form D odometer

are supplied—the straight drive and the

bevel drive, which are known as the Form

D1 and Form D2, respectively. In the first

the flexible shaft is introduced horizontally

directly into the side of the odometer; in

the second the shaft may be brought up

straight from the floor of the car or through

the dash directly back of the instrument.

bevel gears conveying the movement to the

odometer.

All parts of the complete odometer are tin

ished in polished nickel, unless otherwise

specified, and though the Veeder people say

they can supply the instruments finished in

brass, they do so against their judgment, as

the very best brass plating is apt to wear

away in spots and will not stand the use of

polishing preparations. Special attaching

fixtures are provided for each of the stand

ard makes of car. The price, complete with

tixtures, is $25.

_ To Solder a Broken Tube.

To solder a broken tube or other break one

must have a soldering lamp. or soldering

iron, some chloride of zinc (which may be

obtained by pouring some spirit of salts over

zinc clippings), some tin solder, and a piece

of sal ammoniac to clean the iron.

With these in hand proceed as follows:

(1) Heat the iron, on a wood,charcoal tire

preferably; (2) scrape it while hot with an

old file; (3) pass it on the sarammoniac with

a little solder (the point of the iron will be

seen shining with the melted tin which re

mains adhering to it); (4) clean the surfaces

to he soldered with the chloride of zinc,

which may be done with' a small brush or a

piece of pointed wood; (5) spread some solder

with the hot iron on the surfaces thus

cleaned—they will be thus covered with tin.

and one can easily make them adhere with

the hot iron and a little solder melted by the

 

‘ _ hot iron on the parts to be. joined. If chloride

of zinc is not handy the cleaning may be dun-.

by a tile or scraper, and a lamp or candle

will serve to replace the cleaning of the

chloride of zinc. '

Soldering with a lamp is done with the

same materials, but greater dexterity is

necessary than is required by use of the

iron. 11' you wish to repair with ease broken

tube or leaking tank go spend an hour or

two in the shop of a tinsmith, and with what

is written above you will leave master of the

soldering. process.

When the Magneto Loses Povver.

When the magneto ignition is failing in its

magnetic powers it will be found that the

engine loses power, as the ignition is not

complete, as before. Consequently combus

fish is less rapid, and is followed by a loss

of power. When this occurs it is only neces~

sary to remove the horseshoe magnets from

the machine, and to have them remagnetized

by being placed against the fields of a dyna<

mo which is working at its full power. By

this the permanent magnets will be remag

netizcd. and the machine will then develop

its full ignition power, and continue to work

for a further lengthened period before fur

ther remagnitizing is required.
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STARTING THE MOTOR

 

How to Avoid Broken Arms and Bruised Faces

-Knack, Not Strength. Required.

Like everything else in the world, there is

a right way and a wrong way to do even so

simple a thing as to crank an automobile.

When everything is all right it does not

matter how a car is cranked, hilt the best of

operators at times will leave the spark ad

vanced slightly, or it is possible in some cars

that the mechanism may become uncoupled

and advance it automatically, or that it may

the hand and the body as a whole: in the

right way, with the machine. cranking the

way of the clock, it is easy to form the habit

of grasping the crank with the left hand and

taking hold mestly with the. fingers, and not

with the palm. As the compression begins

to be felt on the upper quarter, the back

should be straight and the arm straight, or

nearly so, and the remainder of the compres

sion overcome by a quick throw of the shoul

der and the body, perhaps assisting a little

bit with the arm.

Should, for any reason, a premature explo

sion take place, the lingers will be whipped

open, the crank fly around and find nothing

to hit. The back being straight, there is no

it nmy be, and quite likely is, awkward

for a. right handed man to do this the first

time, but after once acquiring the habit (and

it should be made a habitl few will depart

from it again.

It is extremely easy to walk up to the ma

chine, grasp the handle with the left hand,

push the lmb ot‘ the crank into connection

with the shaft of the engine, simultaneously

straighten the back, feel the first part of

the compression. and then jerk the crank

over the centre. giving the first explosion.

Incxperienced operators and ones not in

touch with many others may think this tak

ing unnecessary precautions; but it is a fact

that not a few, but many, accidents have

   
  

   

 

THE \YRONG ‘VAY.

get out of adjustment and advance the spark

without the operator noticing it.

With this in view. it is much better to form

the habit of cranking a machin in such a.

way that injury is not possible. no matter it‘

for any reason the spark is left advanced.

You may start the machine ninety-nine

times out of a hundred with everything all

right, and begin to think that nothing can

happen, but the lmmlredth time a wrist is

broken or a few front teeth are knocked out

by coming in contact with the radiator on

the front end of the hood of the machine.

Once is enough, and it is muclrbetter to

avoid even the once. '

tine of the accompanying photographs illus

trates the right way,and the other one of the

wrong ways—tor there are several ways that

. are wrong.

Referring particularly to the position of

 

possibility that it will pull the body down and

strike the head or face on the front end of

the machine before the lingers will giy'c. it

has been tried many times with the spark

advanced, and in every case the fingers open

so easily and quickly that no harm has been

done.

Referring to the other picture—the wrong

way: Seizing the crank by the right hand.

necessarily stooping over more or less in

order to do it, and with the knuckles under

ncath the handle. The back is bent. the lace

ls imarer‘ the front end of the car. so that

when the premature exploMon comes, it it

does come. the crank cannot open the lingers

at all; certainly not quick enough to save the

face from being bruised, or, if that escapes,

from the crank coming around and hitting

the arm, which is just in position to catch

the return blow. _

T H F. RIGHT \\'A\'.

happened this last year by improper position

while cranking autonmbilcs. It is much het

tcr to learn by experience of others and take

these seemingly ullueceRsary_])|'ec:iutious than

learn by sad personal experience.

l'ntil machines are built to crank the oppo

site. way of the clock it is difficult to see

how the right hand can be. used with perfect

safety. .\s the photographs show, any one

grasping the crank with the right hand and

lingers under it. am] even the palm under

it, cannot get it out of the way of the ro

tating crank as quickly as in the other po

sition shown. The crank exerts its force in

a direction practically perpendicular to the

bones of the hand, and it strikes so quickly

that there is no possible chance of letting go

before the harm is done.

On the other hand, with the knuckles and

hand on the outside of the handle, when the
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n'ank strikes. the line of force is practically

in a line with the bones of the hand and

simply opens the fingers without doing any

thing else.

Some of the cars are very high in front, the

top of the radiator, when grasping the crank

with the right hand, being very near the

face and head. It does not take nmch of a

yank to bring the face violently in contact

with the machine. There are not a few men

who now possess “store teeth" as the result

of just such accidents, while the number of

arms that have been carried in splints or

slings because of the “back kick" is far more

numerous.
 

HowtoStarttthar.

There is a right as well as a wrong way of

starting a gasolene car. Who has not

watched or experienced the wrong way and

wondered why a driver with any pretensions

to skill should follow it? The engine is

started and the occupants of the car brace

themselves for the shock that they know is

coming. The clutch is thrown in and the

car plunges forward abruptly; it almost

seems as if the sudden and tremendous appli

cation of power had lifted it off the ground.

The passengers are forced back into their

seats and then brought forward as the car

picks up its speed. The proeess is a good

imitation of that of a trolley car in a con'

gested street when the motorman plays with

the power, alternately applying and shutting

it off. tilting the passengers back and forth

as if they were manlklns.

A driver who really knows his business

never starts in this way, any more. than does

a locomotive engineer. He introduces his

clutch gradually, permitting only part of the

power to be transmitted at first, thus starting

the car gradually and without the suspicion

of a jerk. It gathers way, slowly at first, but

before many yards have. been traversed the

clutch is forced home and the full power of

the engine is being transmitted to the gear

ing.

The saving in wear' and tear of engine.

gears, frame, springs, wheels and tires by

this method of starting is enormous.

Inlcctcd Water in His Tires.

it is often taken for granted that pneu

matic tires are unsuitable for the roads of

india and its climate alike. A motorist who

has had much experience in that country

combats this theory, however. He says that,

as a matter of fact, there was no reason

whatever wily cars going to india should be

specially fitted with solid tires. He himself,

indeed, had never had a single puncture

while driving in India... So far as concerned

heat. he found that this had no deleterious

effect on tire covers, but for the better pres~

ervntion of inner tubes he had discovered

that a plan which answered admirably was

to inject about a pint of water through the

valve of each tire.. The expedient sounds

novel. but, after all, “the proof of the pud

ding is in the eating."

TO SERVE TWO PURPOSES

Fan That Not Only Cools the Motor. but is

Claimed to Quicken Speed.

Not alone as a cooling apparatus, but as an

aid in propulsion is the aeroplnion, made by

15th

The device as ap

tlie .‘tcropinion (‘om-ern. Broadway,

Brooklyn, now put forth.

plied to a car, termed the Aerocar, and‘to a

vehicle. on runners for travelling on the ice,

was described in the. Motor “'orld last win

ter. and its makers are now preparing to

  

push it in its new form as a cooling fan

which can be applied to either air or water

cooled cars. So used, it is claimed to not

_only do the. work of c0oling much more ef

fectually than any other type of fan, but as

well to answer the purpose of an auxiliary

in the work of propelling the car. Experi

ments conducted with the fan are said to

have been of a highly satisfactory character.

  

At present the .-\cropinion company is con

fining its efforts to pushing the sale of the

fan as a cooling device. A practical illus—

tration of its working is being given at the

present time. A ("ameron car has been tit

tcd up with an aeropinion, the fan used to

cool it having been removed to make room

for the. former. Experiments with the car

standing still were made with first one fan

and then the other. With the regular fan the

engine cylinder became almost red hot, and

it was impossible to bear the hand near it;

but when the act-opinion was substituted an

instantaneous improvement is claimed to

have been made. No signs of excessive heat

ing appeared, and the lmnd could be brought

close enough to almost touch the engine. It

is also claimed that a marked increase in

speed and power was observable after the

aeropinlon had been fitted.

it is to the peculiar design of its blades

and hub that the aeroplnion owes its re

markable advantages. It affords the fullest

and most positive resistance obtainable from

the column of air with which, when in oper

tion, it comes in contact, scrupulously deliv

cring the full and unimpaired measure of

power transmitted to it. When revolving at

a working velocity it literally devours its

passage through the air, the enlarged peak

allowing a broad core of air to be continu~

onsly drawn in by the screw, rotary and for

ward movements, which is compressed

through the waistband and forced against

the points of greatest leverage on the blades.

Exactly the same volume of air emerges

from the rear that entered at the front. By

varying the flare of the peak and the taper of

the hub case, the discharge current may be

concentrated to any compass or direction for

such purposes as 'cooling motors. The man—

nor of construction renders it practically in

destructible by speeding. Every part is se

curely bound together at both hub and peri

phery, and all are protected by the bonnet.

I'scd as a fan, the aeroplnion sweeps the

heat from cylinder or radiator. lt advances

the vehicle while removing the heat, is

stronger and will stand more r. p. m. and dis

charge more cubic feet of compreSsed air at

each revolution, or, in any given time, than

any other kind 1 detached fan.

The velocity of the blast when delivered

upon the cylinder head is increased at the

moment of escape by expansion and absorp~

tion of heat, greatly accelerating its force

and cooling capacity.

(‘oinparing this current with that of fans

now in use, it is a cyclone to a strong wind.

'Applied to motors of competent radiating

surface. with bonnets so constructed that free

exit is provided for the heated air, its func~

tion is perfectly performed.

.\s stated. it is the intention of the concern

at present to push the acropinion as a cooling

fan. With that object it seeks to interest

makers of either air or water cooled cars,

and stands ready to prove its contentions re

garding the merits of the apparatus. .\ little

later it will push the Aerocar, which is sim

ply a car in which a much larger fan. power

driven, is used to drive the vehicle. on land

or ice, directly by the impact of the air from

the fan.

 

Home-Made Fire Extinguisher.

()n the theory that an ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of cure, this tip. is of some

value:

it is a good idea to hang a bottle contain~

ing about a gallon of ammonia from the top

of the tank or room containing the gasolcnc

by a string or fusible link. so that if the

gasolene takes fire the bottle will fall and

be broken, releasing the ammonia and

promptly putting out the burning gasolene.
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EFFORTS TO DOWN THE DUST

Experiments to That End That Were Made and

New they Panned Out.

 

 

Une of the best features of the oil method

of treating roads is the surprisingly enduring

character of the work. No data is yet avail

able shedding light on the exact length of

time a covering of petroleum products will

last, but experiments have gone sufficiently

far to indicate that the term of usefulness

will reach a year and perhaps longer. There

is reason to believe, too, that the renewing

process will be much easier and less costly

than the initial application, although this, as

well as the duration of the latter, is de

pendant to a considerable extent on the hard—

ness of the road. One having a surface of

stone will, of course, absorb less oil and re

tain it longer than one wholly or partly com

posed of loam or other natural soil. Call

t'ornia oil treated roads are said to show

splendid wearing qualities, while the Long

island sample, on the Vanderbilt cup course,

is, to all appearances, in the same condition

to-day as it was on the day of the race.

These conclusions are also borne out by ex

periments conducted on some roads in Scot

land. Westrumite was made use of, half a

ton being applied to a half-mile stretch on

each road.

Previous to the first application the road

was thoroughly cleaned and swept, and a

10 per cent solution applied by means of or

dinary watering carts. Three days there

after another 10 per cent solution was ap

plied, hut within a very few hours of this

second application torrential rain fell over

the district, which washed away a consider

able portion of the mixture. Consequently, a

third 10 per cent mixture was applied in

stead of, as was originally intended, two

successive application of 5 per cent.

Crude oil was applied over a stretch of

road comprising metalling at tvvo stages of

wear. In these cases the road surface was

swept clean, and the oil poured on by means.

of cans, and brushed over so as to saturate

the surface uniformly. in about twelve hours

thereafter the road surface was dry enough

to take the traillc, and not a single complaint

of damage done to the paint of any vehicle

thereby has been made. These experiments,

comprising nearly one and a half miles of

roads of fair average width, cost about $100

per mile, which is considerably less than was

expended on the Long island roads. The

various applications took place between May

31 and June 23 last.

In the case of westrumlte, for a very con

siderable time after the application there was

absolutely no dust raised by vehicles of any

description passing over the road, and three

months after the application there was none

to speak of, while the fact of the application

having taken place over metalling of various

stages of wear has demonstrated that on the

older portions the tendency to dust is greater,

as it Is there that it has begun to show most.

On one road the surface became glazed and

somewhat slippery, and some complaints

were made regarding this. On the other road

there was not the slightest tendency to this

whatever. It is believed that the hard metal

used on the latter is more suitable than that

used on the former. It is also observed that

specially good results were got on newly

metalied surface where the material taken

from the old surface was used for blinding.

and that this observation is applicable to

the results from both of the oils experimented

with.

In the case of the crude oil the results ob

tained from the different stages of wear of

road surface are not so noticeable. This ma

terial is most effective, but for the first week

or ten days after its application, especially if

wet weather prevails, It is not so clean as

the westrumlte; neither is it so easily ap

plied, nor so clean to handle. There is one

point in its favor, viz., that one application

suffices for a season. With the westrumlte

several applications are necessary, at inter

vals varying according to the nature of the

weather and the condition of the road.

The experiments have been so far success

ful, and have demonstrated the efficiency of

the materials used for the purposes of dust

prevention.

The Innkeeper and the Inquisitive.

They are a pretty curious set of people

down Rhode Island way, as the following

makes plain. Incidentally, the incident sheds

light on one more disadvantage of the num

bering system:

The proprietor of a popular roadhouse in

Warwick, near Providence, has been greatly

annoyed by the idle curiosity displayed by

some automobilists as to the identity of

others who patronize his place.

It is quite natural for a man who, being out

for a turn in the evening with his wife, drops

into the resort In question for a cooling drink

or a little luncheon, to prefer to remain in

cognito. If some one's else wife accompanies

him, it is more than natural that he should

want to keep his identity to himself. But

when the automobiles run under a shed, from

which the registery numbers shine forth for

all to see, like a good deal in a naughty

world, it is the easiest thing in the world for

some other party to drive up, look over the

numbers and when out on the road pull out

a registry boo-t, find out the names of the

persons who owned the machines and cause

them a good deal of discomfort over the tele

phone the following day:

This, according to the roadhousc keeper.

has been a favorite pastime ever since he

took hold of the place, and he gave a good

deal of thought to meeting the difllculties.

Finally he evolved a scheme. Nowadays.

when inquisitive people seek to learn, by

looking at registry numbers, who is in the

hotel, they find the number plates covered

with a bag, which effectually thwarts their

sinister designs.

SPEED CARS MINIMIZED

How the Touring Car is “Coming Into Its

Own " and to Good Purpose.

One of the most encouraging signs of the

times is the growing interest being taken in

the towing car, says the Motor Review,

Paris. Any attempt, even so recently as a

year ago, to organize meetings devoted solely

to touring vehicles would have run a very.

good chance of proving a failure. In hill

climbing and speed tests the performances of

the ordinary cars were regarded as an intro

duction to the more exciting part of the pro

gramme, when the high powercd machines.

with their skeleton frames and huge motors,

suggested Just enough peril to keep the

nerves of the spectators at high tension.

Touring car events were too amateurish to

be taken at all seriously. The public are

now showing a more rational interest in mo

tor car trials, and if the sporting instinct is

still uppermost, a growing acquaintance with

the automobile has awakened In them a dc

sire to keep in touch with its technical prog

ress. It is this which explains the success of

the recent hill climbing trials at Chateau

Thierry, when the vehicles competing had to

be of the ordinary commercial touring type,

certified by the makers as belonging to their

standard patterns, and as selling at the prices

marked on the programme. Close on seventy

vehicles were presented on that occasion, and

they offered an excellent opportunity of com

paring and judging of the improvements that

are being made in the French touring car.

As a special competition had been arranged

in connection with these trials, when prizes

were offered for the best carriage bodies, it

might have been expected that makers would

have presented some interesting novelties. it

must he confessed, however, that nmch less

has been done -in the way of creating new

patterns than might have been supposed. It

Is true that there were some highly luxurious

limousines on the Radia, Berliet and Aries

chassis, and that the carriage work was of

an excellent quality on meat of the vehicles.

But what is wanted is a greater variety of

patterns for ordinary cars. The purchaser of

a high priced_cur can go to any big carriage

builder, who makes a specialty of automo

bile bodies, and select designs that meet all

his requirements as regards, elegance, com

fort and finish. These bodies are titted up

with every possible convenience, and make

motoring a pleasure In sunshine or rain, in

dust or mud. The owner of such a car has

no need to dress himself like an Esquimau in

winter or carry about with him a full ward

robe in summer. The buyer of a much lower

priced car cannot, of course. expect to get

the same luxuries, but he ought at least to

procure bodies that will offer hhn the same

protection.

Among the cheaper cars assembled at

(‘hateau~'l'hierry there was a singular

absence of originality in carriage design.
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With the exception of a few double

pliaetous, they were all of the tonneau type,

generally with front entrance by a swivel

seat. The limousine, which seemed likely at

one time to supplant the tonneau, is usually

reserved for the more expensive cars. The

difficulty lies in the fact that as soon as an

attempt is made to design and build bodies

for moderate priced chassis offering adequate

protection to the passengers, the purchase

price is considerably enhanced. The prob

lem of providing a cheap and practical form

of body is becoming increasingly important

now that motoring is almost as active in

winter as it is in summer, in the sense that

owners employ their cars for general use all

through the year. \Vinter driving has entire

ly lost its drawbacks with the introduction of

non-skidding hands and other devices that

contribute to the safety and comfort of the.

motorist. A satisfactory feature of the tour

ing car is the improvement observable in its

general appearance. Owners no longer care

to distinguish themselves by driving about

ill chromatic vehicles. which, however dazz

ling they may look in their display of red.

yellow or green. have an appearance of being

a little too aggressive. These colors have

happily been toned down, aml we were par

ticularly struck by the ncutncss of the. De

llictrich, with its bonnet painted and veined

in a yellowish brow u color like the body. sug

vgesting the natural wood. These are little

The Keynote of Maxwell Construction

limiters, but they help toward an improve

ment in the general appearance of the car.

It is in the light and cheap class of vehicles

that improvement is most needed. These

little cars have less chance of making the

same progress as the bigger carriages, be

cause they do not receive anything like the

same attention, it being an almost general

rule that as soon as a new firm have taken

their stand in the industry as manufacturers

of small cars they drift insensiny into the

construction of large vehicles. The small mo

tor ear is too often regarded as merely a step

ping stone to the more expensive carriages.

This is a great mistake, and is responsible

'i'ol' many of the shortcomings in the auto

mobile industry. The maker goes in for big

cars because he finds that the only means of.

successfully doing a business in small ve

hicles is to reduce the cost of manufacture

by a heavy production, and as the small car

is a speeialixed branch, needing considerable

capital, there are very few firms in a position

to follow it up. Thus the small car continues

with very little change in its general lines. It

is almost always constructed to one pattern,

amt there is really nothing to show that it is

the best, while there is often an excessive

lightness about the steering gear, brakes nml

other parts that does not favorably impress

buyers on the lookout for vehicles capable

of doing hard work. The problem of the

small car must be seriously tackled in the

is Simplicity.

early future if the automobile industry is to

settle down on a solid and profitable basis.

In the biggest types of vehicles there is a

considerable improvement as regardsuroomi

ness and comfort, although, as we have said,

the thing chiefly lacking is a sufficient variety

of bodies offering protection to passengers.

l'p till recently the design of the touring car

has been following the lines of the racing ve

hicle, in the sense that; it is given a very low

centre of gravity with a long wheel base. As

is usually the case. these features, very desir

able in themselves, have been exaggerated un

til thcrc is a clearance in many cases of not

more than four inches between the crank

chamber and gear box and the road, while

the wheel base of nearly ten feet puts such

heavy strains on the frame that even in the

case of pressed steel frames it has been found

that they sometimes permanently deform as

the result of the violent shocks when riding

ovcr drains and obstacles at high speed.

 

If acetylene lamps'arc to be. expected to

give satisfactory service, the gas generators

should be thoroughly cleaned every time they

are tilled. A good way to do this is to use

a hose and water under pressure, compress.

ing the end of the hose so as to make. the

water stream out foreibty. See that all the

residue is thoroughly removed from the

generator before. refilling with carbide.

The minimum number of parts have been used, but into each the brain of the designer has put such

thought, such study, that a. maxlmum of practical value has been attained in each detail. ~

The Maxwell has no pump (thermo-syphon).

aluminum, and the double-opposed motor is so attached that they form a perfect whole.

to lift floor-boards or crawl under the car to get at any of the vital working parts.

ltoerank and transmission case are cast in one piece,ot

It is unnecessary

The Maxwell, on account of its correct design and perfect workmanship. is exceptionally quiet, easy run

ning and vlbrationless.

ear for practical people.

In every quality it is a car that will serve you Well year in and year out. a. practical

The Maxwell plant cost OVer $850,000, and has the most complete equipment of automobile machinery in the

world.

under the direct supervision of its designer, Mr. J, D. Maxwell.

This concentration of energy under one roof puts us in a position to promise our customers that prompt

ncss of delivery and absence of red tape that so often hampers the agent in making sales.

Although a new firm. the Maxwell-Brlseoe Motor Co. is old in eXperienee.

It is not an assembling plant, but one where every part of the Maxwell Automobile is actually made

Both Mr. Maxwell and Mr.

Briscoe have been closely allied with eVery improvement in construction since the invention of the automobile.

For twelve years they have been steadily working toward the completion of this car. Everything that pa

tience, brains, and capital can do, has been put into its construction—the result is perfection.

Write us for information.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, Tarrytown, N. Y.
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WHITLOCK

COOLERS

For 1905.

  

The Leading Automobile Builders

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

1 st: Because it is the most EFFI

FIClENT radiator yet pro

' duced. _ ‘

2nd: Becadsc ‘-no other approaches 1’

_ it iii STYLE and FINISH. '

3 rd : Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading car's.

4th: Because it is a TRIED DE- .

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6th: Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

‘ ers made in the United States.

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cur

tomcrs.

s

, We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

Piri; COMPANY -

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.

 

'Extemporizing a Spring.‘

A spiral spring for a valve or other pur

pose may he made out of a piece of unan

ncaled steel wire—such as piano wire—care

t'ully turned round a metal rod of proper

thickness, and core being taken to presierve

between the turns a regular distance equal

to that of the spring to be replaced. It is

easier to make a spring of this kind by turn

ing the rod on which the wire is being

wound than by turning the wire round the

rod. When the first of these methods is

adopted a brace can be utilized, a tool found

pretty well everywhere. It‘ a spring is not to

be subjected to bent on unannenled brass

wire may be used—that is to say, one having

all the elasticity possible. Such springs are

quite evidently not of such value as the

tempered springs obtainable from makers of

such articles, but while waiting to procure

the latter those improvised as directed abOVc

will be good enough to help one out of a

difficulty.

  

When Nuts or Bolts 00 Wrong.

If out: is obliged to drive with a defective

bolt. it may be made secure by flattening

slightly with a hammer on an anvil, a stone

or other hard material, so that the nut will

hold for some length of time. As a result of

the hammering the bolt will be sightiy oval

and the nut grips on the threads of the

greater diameter thus created. If it is the

nut that is stripped it should be made slight

ly oval by means of the hammer, but if of

iron it may readily crhck. wherefore tap

lightly. Sometimes a stripped nut may be

made. to hold for a time by twisting tow

around the bolt before screwing up. Nuts

may also be retained in position by wet

ting the part with spirit of salts. but the

same end may be attained by slightly rivet

ing the end of the bolt. '

 

One Cause of Porcelain Breakage.

.\. frequent cause of breakage in the porce

lain of :1 sparking plug is the exvessivo ten

sioning up of the plug holding the porcelain

in position. This should only be screwed up

~it' one may use the expression—"hand

tight." it having been folllltl from experience

that u plug so treated is practically everlast

ing. .\ frequent cause of a short circuiting

in Wet or foggy weather is caused by dump

becoming deposited between the fly nut hold

ing the. high tension wire across the porce

lain of the plug, and so to the frame. This

may be avoided by winding insulating tape

from the porcelain of the plug to the insu

lniing rubber of the high tension wire, then

treating the cross wirc terminal on the con

tact breaker in a similar fashion.

..\ washer can be improvised out of :1 mun

her of things—:1 piece of sheetiron, a metal

button. on old nut. if a thick washer is want

ed; with a piece of wire of suitable thickness

:1 ring eanjbe easily and rapidly made, which

will be found to llillil llne purpose, besides

bring it simple operation for any one.

WANTS Alli] Fllll SALE.

15 cents perlina of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

OR SALE—1904 \Nhite Touring Car with

top, gas lamps and side baskets. Car guar

anteed first class shape; $1450.00. Reason for

selling—buying 1905 Model "White." Address

T. W. J. SUITE, :8 Manhattan Blk., Cleveland

Ohio.
 

WANTED—Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

know how to work eltcctlvely and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

for men of the right sort, Address, TIRES,

P, 0. Box 649, New York.

 

OR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE C()., Detroit, Mich.

 

OR SALE—A solution that will not freeze for

25 cents. EMERAL WRIGHT, Box 164,

Greenville. Ohio.

 

4OR SALE—TOnneaus for the Ford and

Cadillac. They are large and roomy. with

big round corners. CRUMRINE CYCLE C(.).,

Greenville, Ohio.

 

SPECIAL LIST.

(lna Ford detachable delivery body,- $40.00

Two Cadillac detachable delivery bodies, 40.00

One 1903 Olds, detachable delivery body. 35 00

Five Olds Tonneaus, just the thing for

children, - - - ‘ i2.50

Four ()lds Tonneaus, largo rize, - - 18.50

CR UMklNE CYCLE (0., Greenviile, Ohio.

Ti. MIME IMPROVED

1905 MUFFLER.

 

 

  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Back-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONERY.

MARINE.

AGME MOTOR CAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKE. JII Plne 3t.,

5t. LOuil, Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH & EDWARDS, llo

Nassau 5L, New York City. '

Western Agents: E. J. DAY 6: (20.. SH) fillslon

3L. San Francisco, Cal.
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The Week's Patents.

TT-I.T2-"».—t‘_vlinder cooling system for in

ternal-combustion engines. (‘harles \\'. [[art.

(‘harles City. Iowa. Filed April 3. mos. t.\'o

tnodel.)

('laim.—The combination with the cylinder

of an internal-combustion engine of a jacke:

partially inclosing said cylinder: :1 radiatot

comprising an oil-chamber having its upper

aml lower portions connected with the jacket

and provided with a series of tubular alr

passages; a hood connecting the upper ends

of said air-passages and provided with a dis~

charge passage leading to the exterior: and a

duct leading from the exhaust-port to, and

discharging into, the hood in the direction of

said discharge passage. said radiator oil

chamber and cylinder jacket being filled with

oil and hermetically sealed substantially as

described.

TT-l.758.—Electric spark-gap. Thomas B.

Kim-aide, Boston, Mass. Filed May 25, 1904.

Serial No. 2(5),686. (.\‘0 model.)

('laim.—In an electric spark-gap. having op

posite discharge electrodes. heat separating

means consisting of a series of thin members

of heat—conductive material extending lateral—

l_\' outward and located contiguous to the dis'

charge-gap tor diverting and separating from

the electric current the heat efl’ects and pro

viding a cool discharge between said elec

trodes.

774.771.-—Self-propelled vehicle. Chester B.

.\lills. “'ilkiusburg, and Anthony Williams.

i‘ittsburg. Penn. Filed June 20, 1903. Serial

No. 162.373. (No model.) -

t‘laini.—ln an improved vehicle. running

gear. a frame and a body separater mounted

thereon, separate springs for the frame and

body. and a vertically sliding connection

between the frame and body.

THINK—Pneumatic tire. Edward H. Sed

don, Broklauds, Eng. Filed Nov. 24. 1903.

Serial .\'0. 182,338. (No model.)

(‘laim.—A pneumatic tire provided with an

inflating valve, adapted to tit a felly having

an annular groove in one side at the corner

and having annular flanges projecting above

the telly, one of which flanges partly covers

the said groove and is detachable, which tire

consists of an annular tube having a flat bot

tom adapted to sit upon the telly IX‘IWPPD

the annular flanges. an annular joint at one

side of the bottom and an outside flange

formed at the edge thereof, a “dovetail” head

formed upon the inside margin of the other

side or the. tire at the joint adapted to enter

the said groove and bear against the other

flange of the tire when the detachable flange

of the telly is secured thereto substantially

as and for the purpose herein described.

Willie—Vehicle wheel. Ralph Lancaster

and Joseph H. Lancaster, East Orange, N. J.

l-‘iled Jan. 20, 1904. Serial No. 189.789. (.\'o

model.)

(llaim.—.\ vehicle wheel comprising inner

and outer hubs provided with lugs. the lugs

on one hub overlapping and alternately ar~

ranged with respect to the lugs on the other

hub, anti a separate elastic cushion or ball

inserted between each two consecutive over

lapping lugs.

775,103.—Interual combustion engine.

James F. Din-yea, Springfield. Mass. lt‘iled

Dec. 22. .1902. Serial No. 136,168. 1N0 model.)

(‘lahu.—-'i‘he combination with an internal

combustion engine. having an adjustable in

let valve and a carbureter operativer con

nected with the engine through said valve.

of means for adjusting said valve, and con

ltections between said valve adjusting means.

and a part of said carbureter, whereby the

adjustment of the valve may be etfected iii

i'ependently within certain limits, and where

by beyond these limits, the valve adjustment.

and the adjustment of the carburetter may be

effected coincidently.

775.120.—Explosion motor. Fritz Henriod

Schweizer, Marin, Switzerland. Filed Dec.

10, 1902. Serial No. 134,807. (No model.)

Claim—In an engine, the combination with

the cylinder. the explosion chamber, and the

feedpipe, of means for forcing a current of air

over and in contact therewith, and side plates

provided with deflecting ribs adapted to pre

vent the diffusion or the air current and to

direct the same upon the parts subject to

heating.

775,150.——Automobile.

Philadelphia, Penn. Filed Jan. 21. 1904.

Serial No. 190,065. (No model.)

Hahn—An automobile having a main

frame, a truck frame pivoted beneath the

forward end of the same, a pair of steering

wheels and forward and rear pairs of driving

wheels. the forward pair of driving wheels

and the steering wheels being carried by the

riveted truck, the main frame extending over

all of said wheels and the connection between

the main frame and the truck frame being so

disposed as to distribute the weight evenly

upon the three pairs of wheels, substantially

as specified.

Soren C. Rockman,

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

'l‘rice 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas

sau street. .\‘ew York. '“

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

‘THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc. , ~

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY (10., - 233-5-7 Randolph SIICCI, Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

FOR MARINE AND STATIONARY MOTORS

SUPERIOR QUALITY, PROMPT DELIVERIES

THE MANUFACTURERS

CASTING-S
SEND PATTERNS FOR SAMPLES

OR BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

FOUNDRY 00., Waterbury, Ct.
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It’s the I905 Thomas

40 Horse “Flyer.”

_ That’s all—except our catalogue’s

out and we are making deliveries.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR 00., 1210 Niagara SI., Burtaio, N.Y.,U.S.I.

Members the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

TRY US FOR

PRESSEO STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perfect conditions of manufacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivetters, give us unsurpassed

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities. Where

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER l905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send us your drawing: and get our prices.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY co.,

CASE AVENUE and LAKE STREET. CLEVELAND. OHIO

 

“The A.B.IJ. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Cents Per copy.

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94 TRIBUNE aurLomc. new YORK.

THE M. SEWARO & SON 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

IANU'AOTURINO OI

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

‘ Special Forgings

Automobiles
YAND OTH ER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

The Best Automobile 7 Meters

  

Automobile obargine Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWElL-PARKEB ELEOTRIO OO,

CLEVELAND, O.

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

  

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

Is obtained.

Races are GROUND lN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING so.

cuvaumo. onlo- u. s. A.
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AND STANDARDS
NOW USED ON 

 

A “ACME” "AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT” B "BAKER"

  

c "CADILLAC" “COLUMBIA” “CORBIN” “CHAMPION”

  

E “ELWELL-PARKER” F “FORD” “FRANKLIN”

  

G “GROUT” “GAETH” “GIBBS” K “KNOX”

  

L “LENAWEE” M “MITCHELL” “MOLINE” “MATHESON” "MANHATTAN"

  

O “OLDS” P “POPE-HARTFORD" “PIERCE-RACINE" “PRESCOTT”

Q “QUEEN” R “RAMBLER”

  

s “STEARNS” "SOMMER" “SPRINGFIELD" “SNELL”

  

  

T “TOURIST” w "WAYNE" “WORTHINGTON” “WESTERN ELECTRIC"

  

Type

  

Pneuth 50p! , I904

  

WE NEVER EXPECT TO STOP MAKING IMPROVEMENTS

THE WHITNEY MPG. (10., - Hartford, Conn.

  

 

  

Z""2i',

\
\
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(4,\L”

“in.,“,5.

3-1_<"A

GRAY¢°~DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR ls Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.

Kingston Barhurolor.
OVER 21,000 I" "85- J _.

Famed mayll’m" L” 7 TRADE ORADOMETER MARK.

Pending.

  

 

 
  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent poutpaid on receipt 0! price, In”,

grade per cent. you are ancending or descending. THB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, I've,

Tho FURG GASULENE BURNER.
Belt and float Bflectlve Burner fllnulectured.

PETER FORC, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

 

  

nnnon
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Cells,

Spark-Plugs, Steerlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devlces. etc.

 

 

STA-RITE "A" I>lnv v" LOIIllY"

-' 1 It the most eatilhctory ignition plug in the
DETROIT - \ .‘ world at any price. More sold than all other ad

' 2

ll

  

 

  

y, 0. I1 size 85.00. Best porcelain obtainable

. Get a net right away. Send for complete catalogue

and discounts. Dynamos. Coill. Meters, etc.

If You Are Rushed-Have More Work Than You Ban Handle In Gooolimo—Lol Us Help You llul.

WE ARE HELPING OTHERS ON THEIR SPECIAL MACHINE WORK.

WHY NOT YOU ?

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Rear Axles, Transmlsslon Gears and Special Parts.

BYRIIE, KINGSTON It 00.. Kokomo. lnd.. U. S A_

 
  

  

 
 

  

 

  

    

        

       

    

   

 

 

 

         

    

      

'* H i , W on“ "illllilnf[1anI‘llllwlllllwllltm‘ nmonolnmuoumonniuinnnnmn unnufiuu"nuou‘n‘n U ‘
oil I “no '"‘ l l "‘ ‘ "-_ ll ‘ l |l l‘ I om ‘n o q, . n. , ‘ .‘n ‘o no. ‘

,‘HMWWWWWMWMWWWWWMnon »"o;
PW.WW%MWNMWWWWWWWMWWNQWThflnNanHu‘f ~o
hllm‘lflllllm l'i“Hilininlninlll“1|lull'lnll7lollnlln'lnlll lilnilnnnloll'nnllnllnnnl n u ‘ j “ l

annnmwmnmmmmwmmmWWWMannnmo

 
   

 
 

 
 

 R A D l AT0 R S, I Peeness Motor cars. Anti-Freezing Walor laokol Solution

Ks (SOLVAY PROCESS CO.'S)

TAN , _ , ..

MUFFLERS’ .1» ' 'nnn

FENDERS, so" r0. “1. by all Automobile Supply Homes.

H°°°s' ‘ THE onnoononn: onmont oo.. Carbondalo. Pa.

MMI 00" ' thO. NH“ YORK, BOITON, Barrow", Cmcnuo, Pun-slum",

will stand 90 below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

-S:na' for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jetierson Street, Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

Autolyte Lamps,

Imported Horns.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers 8t., N. Y.

 

 
 
 

QU l N BY Y

HUTQMOBILE-BOD
DEPARTMENT

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1834 Broadway, cor. oi 45th 5L. New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.
 

 
 

 

MMMWMOO:

O

iTOIIIIING BAR;

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A.

MMMOJ

1rBig Four

Route

1“)

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN .I. LYNCH.

L0. p, “4 r. Agent, Cincinnati, oJ

 

 

  

 

Pipes,Valves,FiIIingsandEquipment

STEAM AUTOMOBILES.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

IOC-I IO Centre St., New York.

 

 

 

 
Springfield Top
PATENTS FINDING.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Springim Ileial

Body 00..

7 Cypress St.,

Springfield, Mus.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands of acres of uncultiwnted farm lands in tracts of all

sizes, which can be urchased very cheaply. They are pro—

ductive, healthy. an close to good markets. In ten States

reached by the lines oI the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

For information about opportunities now available, prices of

'and, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

Tha Baldwin Chain Company

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Clears.

 

 

  

 

 

Baum enlist Mtg. 00.,

Worcester. Vlass., U. l. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER
Measures the Oil for the Bearings.

and Always Sends It there.

THE STEEL BILL COMPANY,
832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CRESTMOBILE
$800 for two persons, and $900 for four persons

The standard low prlced alr-cooled oar.

THE CREST MFG. COMPANY,

Cambridge. Mass., U. 5. A.

  

 

 

 

 

STELL STAMPINGS.

It's rather a bold statement to say no one can

make stampings like ours—it's never-thc-less tiuc.

Try us.

THE PARISH 8 BINGIIAM CO.,

Mfrs. of the Indestructible P. R B. Wheel,

Cleveland.
 

  

 

TI'IE‘

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

I'HB DUERR-WARD CO., No. 1787 Broadway, New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR O. BBNNE’IT, No. 20 IJKG St., Chicago

Distributor.

 

fifli ~ . i

Had. it the SPLITDOIIF LABORATORY.

Established 1868.

0. F. SPLITIIOIIF. I7 Vandevntsr St, I.

 

Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD NI FC. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

 

of electric bulbs,

finished In mahogany.

lavatory with nickel-plated waslmtand.

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats.

here.

datlons for 11 lovers of the weed at one time.

platform.

In addition to

the train Ia kept up to the standard.

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

" Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the O. H. a D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train c0nslsts ot a. combination baggage car and smoker, a. ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a. parlor car, which. when ll hted with a myriad

was resplendent and fascinating In the highest degree.

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

It will seat 44 people.

A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 60. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen.

shown In the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

It is so constructed that It is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo

At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

The beautiful moving palace has wide veatibuies. and each car has Its own elecu'lcll

apparatus for Ilghti B. In addition to the Pintsch gas system.

e regular parlor cnr porters, etc. there Is a neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

the coach lavatnrics are kept clcnn and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

very one of the cars

The ladies' coach seats 8! people.

But the triumph of modern our building In
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Now is

the Time

to submit your

SPECIFIBATIIIIIS

FliiiliOINGS

to Insure

prompt deliveries.

We are ready.

Don’t delay.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.

Makers 01

Drop Forgings of every Description!

RIM LIFE

means

 

  

 

  

 

Al) Al;

“ SW EDOH ”

Spring Steel Rims

are Iong-iived.

Their use insures long-lite to the tires to which they are fitted.

The composition of " SWEDOII " SPRING STEEL is peculiarly adapted

g0 automobile rim building. There's just the right proportion of

toughness to keep the rims round and just enough spring to soften

the shocks to which a rim is subjected.

“ SWEDOI'I " SPRING STEEL RIMS are now used by most builders of

high-class care, and are heartily indorsed by all tire manufacturers.

Made by

Tm: AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING CO.,

 

 

  

Ab

 

 

We own and operate our eteel billet

rneklng and hot end cold rolling

mills and stomping works.

 

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

 

 

THE ONLY WAY

to build automobiles that

will stand the test is to

use sheet metal parts in

place of castings.

WE DO HEAVY AND DIFFICULT

STAMPING.

The Crosby CO.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

  
  

  

 

LA TUBA "mm
  

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each,

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns.

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Homo Office—97-99-l0l Reade 8t., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St.. N. \'.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Suit Against Micheliniires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Ca

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J (30., Indianapolis, Ind.
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()LDSMOBILE
  

TOURING RUNABOUT.

$750.

STYLISH, SPEEDY, DURABLE.

The 7 H.P. motor equipment makes 30 miles an hour easy driving—takes heavy grades at full

speed. The simple, compact construction of the Oldsmobile insures durability and freedom from

disorders——)ou don’t buy trouble when you buy an Oldsmobile. There are no gaskets to leak and

cause trouble. Divided seat. Honeycombed radiator. Tilting steering post. Jump spark ignition.

Rear hub and transmission brakes. Water capacity—six gallons. Gasoline capacity—five gallons.

Transmission all-spur type, two speeds forward and reverse.

Oldsmobile the ONLY light car winning Gold Medal at

St. Louis.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

1832 Jefferson] A\'011L‘le,

{In S. A.

  

Member of the Aswolatlon of Llcenud Automobile Manufacture“.



Ebe motor “North.

A Grand Prize ‘
Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition C0. to '

THE GEORGE N. DIEDCE CO.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles
In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correcl engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

' PIERCE Slanhope, 8 11.1). - - $1200 .

Great Arrow, 24-28 11.1), Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ “ “ $4000 -

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. DIERCE co. Buffalo, N. Y.

crs 0 Association 01110 c Manufacturers.
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W[NWN

 

  

Model A Special, 40 H.P., - - - - $4500

Model A, 40 I1.P., -~ - - - - - 3500

Model B, 24 I1.P., - - - - - 2500

Model C, 16 l'l.P., - - - - - - 1800

All models have four-cylinder vertical motors.

Send for Booklet No. 3. It tells the exact reasons why WINTON Cars for 1905 are

already famous.

The Winton Motor Carriage Co.
 

POLAR GOMPOUND. MEMBER A- L- A- M

An anti-freezing lolutionnw' lhe Wmnm guaran

tee. W not corrode me . No need laying up

your Cl rou houl h coldest leason. We “ill

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

' advlse you lu'ry if \n ested.
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Suit Aaainsi Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber W0rks Ca

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber c0.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

. International Automobile 8t Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

THE G 8!. J TIRE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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GASOLENE

ficomaiile cARS.

I 9 O 5 MODELS.

I: OUR Styles in all. Each car equipped with a powerful four

cylinder front vertical motor, sliding gear transmission, and

beautiful double side-entrance tonneau body. The most

attractive line of high-grade cars on the market. Specially selected

materials. Workmanship and finish of the highest possible char

acter. Our complete line, record for reliability, and facilities for

early Spring delivery, will interest every agent. Write for full

particulars concerning our product and our agency proposition.

  

     

  

 
  

  

l5-20 H. P. MODEL. PRICE $2800, COMPLETE.

Equipment includes five lamps of host quality and lull .\s:oriment of tools, iCCCssorlCS and spare pans all ready [or iourin‘. All cars similarly equipped.

  

 

LOCOMOBILE LINE FOR 1905. '

15-20 H. P. 20-25 H. P. 30-35 l‘l.P. 40-45 H. P.

$2800 $3700 $5000 . $7500
35 h. a. motor with mechanically 45 h. n. motor with mechanically

  
  

20 h. n. motor with mechanic-ally ,d l "l , h ble 0 ( d p," " ingerchln cable
v r r . ' ' '

operated valves. all interchangeable. 25 h. n- "10"" “'“h automfluc in!“ open e ‘8 W" a n rc angel pew e ‘n ' a 8

Make and break ignition, current Make and break ignition. current
Make and break ignition, current valves, and jump snark lion. 1, v ‘ Th M t n r m m t F ' cod tum

from maimeio. Three—speed trans- Tin-0+ ed transmission. han- rfml mflknepo' dnezflpl fra a T l “mi->0- gedoutt 2| frame

mission. l’iossod steel frame. Vthel nel I! e frame.. “'hcol has". 96 $1.? 'lm'b awe, a&o|.hlra;(;') :1!" (inimso In; in ‘sni ht 8000

base. 92 in. Weight, moo n». in. Weight, 2300 11m. m 0° “56' n' e i ' J Mme ' ' K '
  

 

 

 

THE scocamabz'le COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Conn.
NEW YORK—Broadway, corner ollgbrrhbgtfgmcmuon 0f blatitzflgzwmw". manurntuirioflrEAOO—No. i554 Michigan Avnnuo.

  
PHILADELPHIA—No. 249 N. Broad 5t. BOSTON—No. I5 Ierkeloy St.  
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TWU ELMUNES WERE ENTERED

IN THE

EAGLE BOOK l'llLL DLINIBING DDNTEST

THAT

THEY WENT UP IN INIPRESSWE STYLE

GOES WITHOUT SAYING.

Their performances were consistent—2:41 4-5; 2:45 3-5—

and better than many of the cars costing twice as much.

The even, effective work of the ELMORE two-cycle motor was ever notable.

What sort of .a car are you handling?

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.

 

  

AlJTOMOBlI/BS 

THE DAIMLER MANUFACTURING CO.

955 Steinway Avenue, Long Island City, New York

announces that its

1905 MODEL WILL BE AN EXAOT REPRODUCTION OF THE

40-45 H. P. MERCEDES,

built by the Parent Company

THE DAIMLER-MOTOREN-GESELLSCHAFT, OF GERMANY.

THE DAIMLER MANUFACTURING CO.

controls all the foreign patent: of the Parent Company for the UNITED STATES and CANADA.

'4 Mplioe Calalogue will b¢ Rendy [or lh'sln‘bulion Early in January, 190.5.

a

 

 

 

 

Hand Book

01‘ GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFODMATION OF THE DUDLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasolene cars, one car and its specifi

cations to each page. It is.issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series 0! the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

Seni upon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps lor postage.

 

  

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST llnd STREET, NEW YORK.
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GOODRICH TIRES
last through a season of hard racing and still in good condition.

Other tires on the some tracks were barely good enough for one heat.

Racing tires must be of the strongest construction.

6

T F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.
EW RK. 66-68 Read St. B .

SAN FRANCISCO. 892 Mission .St. and 1m roadway

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St.

hommoeeeoeeooeeoeeeoeoooomoooooooeeeoeeoeeeeoooeoeeeeoeoecome

  

  

wm'rle 'rouamo CARS

\VHITE GARAGE

mV e um. "An-‘1!

  

’Ii SOUTH BIOADWAY

The B. F. Goodrich 60-, Lao Anulnna CAL Oct.6,19044

  

Akron, 0

Dear Sirs:

I am indeed glad to place myself on record as an ardent

advocate of your Goodrich Clincher Tire with which I have had four

years experience in direct competition with other makes of tires

and I truly believe them to be absolutely the best clincher tire

on the American market today.

I used a set of Goodrich tires which had been put on my

machine at San Francisco in November 1903 and which tires I used

for three days hard racing at Ingleside where the car won its first

race over Barney Oldfield; it was then shipped to Los Angeles and

did two days hard racing here giving Oldfield a hard chase for his

money on two occasions; the same car was used nearly every saturday

during the summer and then Shipped to Del Monte where it raced two

days fast racing winning the two open events with every mile better

than 1.04; it was then shipped again to Los Angeles and I can truly

say that these tires are still in good condition and ready for more

fast work at the coming meet Oct-21st. Ihpse tires have

never once had a pump put on them after being fitted to the rims at

gen Fra cisc last ear. All other makes of tires were repeatedlz
 

replaced between races and heats at Del Monte; at least six times

on one particular car where four different makes of tires were used,

none of which I am glad to es! were Goodrich

Yours very truly,

 

WHITE GARAGE

CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

BOSTON. 157 Summer St.

Bl"- DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St.

LONDON. E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

All GOODRICH tires are racing tires.

PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St

DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

“"OOQOOOOMWWOOOOO”0W0“.00.m”””m
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LOOKING BACKWARD,

Office 0!

DR. JOHN A. PRINCE.

628 West Capitol Ava.

Springfield, Ill.

ACME MOTOR CAR C0., Reading. Pa.

Dear Sirs: In answer to your favor of the 4th inst., I will say that

after two seasons' use of the Acme Car I am perfectly satisfied with it.

It always gets me there and brings me back. and I have never dealt with

a more obllging iirm than the Acme Motor Car Company. Wishing you ,

continued success, I am, i

Very truly yours,

1904.

JOHN A. PRINCE.

July 11, 1904.

LOOKING FORWARD, 1905.

The Best Car that Money and Brains Can Build.

At the some Price the Other Fellow sells a much inferior

Car at.

Cars that will Look Well.

Demonstrate Well, and Stay Well.

in fact, the EASIEST SELLING CARS in the World.

An interesting description or our 1905 line. with a. profitable azsncy proposition. will be rent for the akin: to 1in dealers

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

  

Reading, Pa.

 

 

ICI'IIGAN
LIGHT

TOURING CAR

FOR 1905

WILL CONSIST OF TWO MODELS, “D” AND "E"

Both will be equipped with the Michigan 2-cylinder 14-H.

P. motor, which has proven so satisfactory the past season,

Model D will have a removable tonneau and rear entrance,

Model E a stylish side entrance body of very swell hand

some design. Both have French bonnets, expanding hub

brakes, and many other excellent features. Prices reason

able.

New catalog will soon be ready. Send in your name.

Write for agency.

Michigan Automobile Co., Makers,

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

  

 

Northern Runabout ‘

6% Horse Power, Price I750

Handsome outline and finish that appeals to

the customer; convenient box under front dash

for storm apron, tools, etc. All working

parts enclosed and dust proof; most silent

operator extant.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO.

Detroit. Mich" U. S. A.

  

 

 

COMBINED BUSINEBI AND PLEASURE VEHICLE.

 

  

Member Nsiional Association Licensed Automobile Hsnnhctul'an.

KN Commercial
Are the Highest Type of Delivery Mode.

The artistic atmosphere is felt in every design; the architecture has that

ilnishedness and permanency that indicate workmanship oi' the most skilled.

most expensive calibre. Oi.’ c0ursi». beauty does not make a Cornmercill

Car—~but it is an integral part of present—day delivery service. And under—

neath this commercial magnificence there is the Knox mechanism. with an

incontestable record tor reliabllity—unapproached and unapproachable by

any other make.

It you want the quickest, the most reliable, the most beautiful and the

cheapest method of local delivery select a Knox. There is evidence of it.

at agents' or from us.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Momber ot the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Belling amnion in all principal cities.
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mlncomparahle

WHITE

CLIMBS HILLS.
Result oi the Eagle Rock Hill Climb. 

  

Car. H. P. l Value. | 11m°_

Renault.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 I $10,000 1m. 205. (flat)

Mercedes........................ 90 16.000 1:11.203-55.

F.I._A.T....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90 16.000 1 1m. 225.

FIA.T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 16,000 1m.221-t5s.

‘ 15 2,500 1m. 233-5s.

60 13.500 1m. 24 45 s.

 

 

HE 1905 WHITE.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS.

WHITE Silvtii'fie COMPANY, “ZZZ?”

  

 

 

 

 

 

The Keynote of Maxwell Construction is Simplicity.

The minimum number of parts have been used, but into each the brain of the designer has put such

thought, such study, that a maximum of practical value has been attained in each detail.

The Maxwell has no pump (thermo-syphon). Its crank and transmission case are cast in one piece oi.’

aluminum, and the double-opposed motor is so attached that they form a perfect whole. It is unnecessary

to lift floor-boards or crawl under the car to get at any or the vital working parts.

The Maxwell. on account 01' its correct design and perfect workmanship, is exceptionally quiet, easy run

ning and vibrationless. In every quality it is a car that will serve you well year in and year out. a practical

car for practical people.

The Maxwell plant cost over $350,000, and has the most complete equipment of automobile machinery in the

world. It is not an assembling plant, but one where every part or the Maxwell Automobile is actually made

under the direct supervision of its designer, Mr. J, D. Maxwell.

This concentration 0! energy under one rooi’ puts us in a position to promise our customers that prompt

ness of delivery and absence of red tape that so often hampers the agent In making sales.

Although a new firm, the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. is old in experience. Both Mr. Maxwell and Mr.

Brlscoe have been clossly allied with every improvement in construction since the invention of the automobile.

For twelve years they have been steadily working toward the completion 0! this car. Everything that pa

tience, brains, and capital can do, has been put into its construction-the result is perfection.

Write us for information.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, ~- Tarrytown, N. Y.
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“stoke”
  

SURREY, TYPE ONE. 1905 Model.

2 CYLINDERS, 16 I1.P., $1350. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Thursday afternoon, October 13, Arthur Gardiner, whose name was formerly well known on the cycle track, and

who now is final tester of every RAMBLER car made, drove the writer in a new Surrey, Type One, for a twenty mile

run about Kenosha. The country is perfectly flat, and the black soil makes poor roads, deeply rutted, so that this high

speed run furnished no hill climbing, but plenty of spring and power testing, as a narrow, deep rut made by farm

wagons in soft roads pinches pneumatic tires, and tests the springing by side crooks. Part of the time the car had

four passengers and part of the time it was on very bad, soft, muddy, uneven roads, always riding very smoothly,

Without the slightest tremble of the free front ends of the mud guards, which is most convincing proof of entire

absence of vibration, and always with abundant power to spare. The car is as still as it should be, silencing perfect,

no bouncing, easy side swing, and prompt response in every particular of control.-—HUGII DOLN AR, page 86, (I. say.

Cyc/r and Automobile Trude juurmzl, November, 1904

We shall be pleased to send you a copy of THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE, and other printed matter, free,

upon request.

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8t (0., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, WISCONSIN.

~._1;RANCHES.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 304306 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad Street.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, 134 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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FOR A PARTS SHOW

Discussion Finally Assumes Form—The Argu

 

ment in Favor of the Departure.

 

What has been in the wind for some time.

and met with more or less informal discus

sion, is to be brought up for official con

sideration at the meeting of the Executive

Committee of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers on the 7th first,

that is,‘ the advisability of holding separate

showa for complete cars and for parts and

accessories, the latter in the late summer

or early fall, say August or September. It

is understood that, in advance of the meet

ing, a plan for such a show already has

been submitted in writing to the members

of the Executive Committee.

The matter has been brought to a head

by the utter inability of the Association to

meet the demands for space at either New

York or Chicago. It is asserted that it is

absolutely impossible to continue the shows

on their present basis, not merely because

of the increased number of makers, but be

cause of the greater number of models and

of the larger sizes of models which are now

in vogue, and also because of the multipli

cation of accessory manufacturers. '

The plan for the parts show embraces the

display of chasses and commercial vehicles

which, it is stated, will not hereafter be

accorded space in the national shows, as now

constituted. Those who advocate the parts

show maintain that it will settle all con

flicting ideas as to the proper date for the

national shows, and that it will also enable

the parts man to better prepare for the de

mauds of the manufacturer and thus assure

prompt deliveries and reduction of expenses

for overtime and rush Work on the part of

all concerned.

It is also held that the development of

the commercial vehicle requires actual dem

onstrations, such as are not possible in Mad

ison Square Garden or at the Chicago Coll

scum. The location of the exhibition of parts

would be influenced by this consideration.

It is proposed that admission to the parts

show shall be confined to tradespeople and

such others as may be invited.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New Y0rk. U.'S. A., Thursday, December I. 1904.

Fox on the Scent of $8000.

Graham and Fox are "out." and Fox has

instituted suit for $8,000 against the Eisen

huth Horseless Vehicle 00.. Middleto'wn.

Conn., with which his erstwhile partner in

the Graham-Fox Co. has “taken sides."

It is the old, old story of a couple of men

with a "wondcrworker" finding a capitalist

with a factory and after many weary months

of trying to produce cars, of falling apart

and then rushing to court. Eisenhuth was

the capitalist and factory owner, and the

Graham-Fox compound motor, which utilized

the exhaust, was the “wonder-worker." For

about a year the work was prosecuted in the

Middletown plant, but if more than one our

ever was produced there is no general knowl

edge of it.

Some two months ago the factory came to

a standstill and apparently there was “noth

ing doing" until last week, when Fox—

I~‘rank A.—flled his suit and attached the

only “compoum” car in evidence. Fox al

leges breach of his contract, which was for

a term of two years. It is charged, how

ever, that he one day voluntarily left the

factory and, failing to return within a rea

sonable time, was notified that his services

were no longer required. His absence Is

claimed to have nulliticd his contract.

  

Cleveland Dealers Elect Officers.

The Cleveland Automobile Retail Dealers‘

Association, which was recently incorporated

as the Cleveland Automobile Dealers’ 00.,

last week elected the following as officers of

the corporation:

President, Mr. Price, of Price Brothers;

vice-president, G. F. Russel, Ohio Motor Car

00.; secretary W. S. Waite, White Sewing

Machine Co.; ti'easurer, C. M. Brockway.

Winton C0. Directors-The president, secre

tary and treasurer and Henry Chlsholf, Chis

holm-Phillips (30.; Ralph Owen,_ Oldsmobile

00.; W. N. Booth, W. N. Booth Motor 00.; A.

L. Sopcl and H. L. Moore.

Knox Opens In Buffalo.

The Knox Automobile Co. is opening a

branch house in Buffalo—in the new Rich

Building at Main and Tupper streets. Fran

cis L. Thomas will be its manager.

No. I0

FOR UNIFORM RATES

 

New York Dealers Agree on Figures for Many

Services—The ChauIIeur Problem.

At last the New York Automobile Trade

Association seems on the point of doing

something—of producing tangible results of

a character to fully justify its hitherto tran

quil existence. Its classification and rate

committees have formulated a plan for se

curing uniform charges for the storage of

cars, and for sundries and repair work. The

report of the former is having the finishing

touches put on it, and it is to be approved

and put in force on January 1. In addition,

the plan of maintaining a quasi employment

bureau for chaufleurs has been found llll

workable, and, in its original form, abun

doned: a modified plan of keeping track of

chaufieurs will, however, be maintained.

In a large part, the present activity of the

Association is due to the employment of a

paid secretary, Wm. P. Kennedy, who brings

to the position a thorough knowledge of lo

cal conditions, an aptitude for detail work'

and a sufficiency of time to devote to the

task of planning and carrying out the vari

ous schemes undertaken. Taken in conjunc

tion with n more active interest in the work

by the other officers and members of the As!

sociation. and a determination to accomplish

something definite, the change has worked

wonders.

At the last meeting of the Association.

held at the Hotel Navarre on November 10.

the Rate Committee, to which had been in

trusted the task of framing a uniform rate

schedule and issuing rate bulletins to be

posted in members' garages, presented a re

port in which these recommendations were

made: -

First-That as far as it is posible all mem

bers make the storage rate on large ton

neau cars twenty-five dollars ($25) per

month; small tonneau curs, twenty dollars

($20) per month, and on runabouts with two

seats only fifteen dollars ($17“ per month.

Second—That a resolution be adopted b_\‘

the members of the Association at the regu

lar meeting to the effect as follows:

Resolved, That whereas cost (if high grade
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machine labor-is steadily increasing in the

automobile business during the last few

years, and whereas the highest grade of men

must be selected from ,other trades and

drafted into the automobile business, and by

reason of the difliculty of retaining high

grade mechanics in the employ of the Asso

ciation, owing to the inducements held out

by owners of automobiles for them to become

chauffeurs, it is unanimously decided that

proper service cannot be given and a living

profit given to the parties maintaining a

high grade automobile business, at a ratio

of mechanical labor at less than 75 cents per

hour, and that this sum be from now on

charged by all members of the Association,

and customers notified to that eflect. That

a copy of this resolution be printed, signed

by the Association, and names of the mem

bers printed below and furnished in quanti

ties to each member for distribution.

Third—It is recommended that the standard

rate for transition storage be $1.50 for any

part of twenty-four hours, including one

washing and one cleaning of brass (by transi

tion is meant storage customers other than

those who maintain an open charge ac

count).

Fourth—lt is recommended, for the reason

that many expensive and high grade ma

chine tools are apt to be ruined and made

useless for further high grade work there

after by incompetent parties, that use of the

tools and machinery of the members of the

Association be denied to chauffeurs or others

not in the employ of the Association. This,

of course, excludes the use of special benches

and tool rooms titted specifically for use of

chauffeurs where such exist.

Fifth—The following inflrmation regarding

towing is placed before your Association by

your committee: In towing customer’s cars

into your garage you are responsible for any

damage inflicted either by the car towing

or the machine towed or to either one of

them; further responsible for accidents to

pedestrians or the public in general and sub

ject to suits for damage if any is inflicted.

For this reason it may be stated that ar

rangements can be made with outside par

ties for towing if so desired. One member

reports being able to make very satisfactory

arrangements with the New York Transpor

tation Company whenever a tow is required.

Sixth—It is recommended that a standard

charge for machine oil (in which is included

all of the lower grade oils for lubrication)

he 40 cents, and for cylinder oil not less

than 90 cents a gallon.

Seventh—It is recommended that not more

than one locker be included in .the contract

price for storage of each automobile; that

the charge for extra be $2.

The report was adopted with the proviso

that it take effect on January 1. It was

also voted to delegate to the Classification

Committee the task of compiling a complete

list of charges to cover every car carried in

New York, and submit it for action by the

Association at its next meeting, which will

m“ Place next week, This list will, in ef

fect, take the place of the first paragraph

in the foregoing report. Its purpose is to

put an end to all haggling and dispute over

storage charges by fixing a specific charge

on every car that is likely to be brought to

any member of the Association. A question

may arise as to whether a car is a runabout

or a small tonneau, or where the line of de

marcation is between a large and a small

tonneau. Taking advantage of this an owner

may go from one garage to another, asking

rates and pitting one dealer against an

other. By adopting a flat rate for each

car this will be avoided; a dealer has but

to consult his list to see what the charge

should be. The Classification Committee has

its schedule prepared; and the charges range

from $15 up. Odd figures, such as $17.50,

$22.50, etc.,~ appear on the schedule.

As stated, the Association has also threshed

out the chauffeur problem pretty thoroughly

and decided on its future course. It will be

recalled that some time ago the experiment

was tried of having chauffeurs in search of

jobs fill out blanks and send them to the

secretary. These blanks contained the names

and addresses of the employment seekers,

their record, evperience and a mass of other

details. Whenever a member of the Asso

ciation or one of his customers wanted a

chauffeur requisition was made on the secrtL

tary, who fished out some of the most likely

blanks and sent copies of them to the in

quircr.

The plan worked only indifferently well.

When it was sought to elaborate it and to

make it more valuable and useful, with the

idea of making a small charge for the work,

the Association found itself running counter

to the city License Bureau. Such a plan,

the latter claimed, was equivalent to con

ducting an employment bureau. To do this

a fee of‘$1,000 would have to be paid and

comprehensive and regular reports from the

Association would have to be made. This be

ing so, it wa decided to relinquish the

idea of elaborating the system.

This decision carried with it a change in

the method in use also. It was found that

very few of the desirable chauffeurs made

application by means of the blanks; it was

the ne’er-do-well kind that did so, and the

impossibility of examining each case, which

it was intended to do if the plan of charg

ing a fee had been adopted, made the whole

system a most unsatisfactory one.

In the future, therefore, a list of chauf

feurs will be kept by Secretary .tennedy—not

a blacklist exactly, but a list of men re

garding whom it is wise to make inquiry.

If a member of the Association desires in

formation regarding one of these men the

secretary will put him in touch with another

member who has knowledge of the chauffeur

and let the two exchange views.

It is not held, either by Secretary Kennedy

or the Association, that this is a satisfactory

solution of the matter. Any solution seems

at present impossible of attainment. Some

good will undoubtedly be done by the pres

ent arrangement, and there is a probability

M~91,

that the local Y. M. C. A., which is at pres

ent conducting an automobile school, will ap

ply itself to the task of bringing about an

improvement in the methods of supplying

chauffeurs. It is even a possibility that an

employment bureau will ultimately be es

tabllshed.

Small Failure in New York.

A petition in bankruptcy was filed last

week against the General Automobile and

Repair Works, of 764 Eleventh avenue, this

city, by the following creditors: William J.

MacFarquhar, $400; John J. Ivory, $100, and

Stefano Greco, $3. It was alleged that on

November 25 the corporation admitted in

writing its inability to pay its debts.

The corporation was organized under New

York laws, with a capital stock of $1,500.

with Charles Lein as president and treas

urer.

On Monday Judge Holt, of the United

States District Court, appointed Pratt A.

Brown receiver for the company. His bond

was fixed at $1,000. It is stated that the con

cern has liabilities of $4,000, divided among

thirty creditors, and $2,000 of assets. The

latter consists of machinery tools and ac

COIllitS.

 

 

Two When but One Existed.

The Wheeler Mfg. CO., Detroit, have dis

posed of their bicycle saddle business to l

ncw concern, the Wolverine Leather Special

ties Co., Detroit, of which Walter Thorn is

president and general manager and A. it.

Packard secretary and treasurer. The

Wheeler company will continue on a much

larger scale the manufacture of their several

styles of tops, and will make in addition a

full line of storm aprons, hampers, brass

trimmings, covers, etc. and will also carry a

full jobblng line of other accessories.

The Wolverine Leather Specialties Co. will

continue the name “Wheeler” on the sad

dle, and will also produce a complete line of

specialties in leather for the automobile and

carriage trades.

 

Unwin Gets a Good Start.

Harry Unwin, after a term of service in the

sales department of the Olds Motor Works,

is again in New York and in the Journal

Building, Broadway and Fifty-ninth street,

has just hung out his shingle as the Har

rolds Motor Car C0. He will handle the

Olds and Pierce Arrow cars, from which

names, assisted by his own prefix, the title

of his establishment is compounded. The

store occupies the entire Broadway front of

the Journal structure and practically facing

_ the entrance to Central Park, is one of the

choicest locations in the city. Unwin’s finan

cial sponsors are Steiner & Sons, wealthy

night shirt manufacturers, who have put a

large block of capital into the business.

Adams Gets the Corbin.

The New _York agency for the Corbin car

has been placed with well known George B.

Adams. The location of his salesroom has

not yet been selected.
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KNOX UNVEILS i905 LINE

Two New Models Embody a Number of

Changes—Power and Weight are Reduced.

For 1005 the Knox line will consist of two

entirely new models—a runabout convertible

into a four passenger vehicle, and a side en

trance tonneau. Both are handsome and at

tractive appearing cars, and diifer markedly

in outward semblance from the 1904 models,

although the design and construction of en

gine, transmission, etc., of the latter has un

dergone no material change.

The two models are identical in all essen

tial respects except the bodies. The power

plant of each consists of an horsepower

double opposed horizontal engine, positioned

centrally and driving through a central chain

to a live rear axle; the 1904 double cylinder

cars developed 16 horsepower. This power

reduction is occasioned by the use of 5x6-inch

cylinders in place of 5x7-inch, as were used

this year. A proportionate reduction in weight

—from about 2,700 pounds to under 2,000

pounds—more than compensates for this dim

inution of power, while the decrease in

piston stroke is in line with the latest trend

in engine design.

Both models are constructed with square

* bonnets, which, although “blind,” are indis

tinguishable from the regulation engine hous

ing bonnets seen on cars with vertical mo

tors. Wheei steer is another change from

Knox methods of the past, and the engine it

self has been improved by some changes in

valve construction. The side entrance ton

neau car is a roomy and luxurious looking

vehicle, while the runabout is, as stated,

convertible to a four passenger car by means

of an ingenious arrangement whereby the

rear part of the body is opened up to make

a cushioned seat.

The price of the runabout is $1,700 and of

the side entrance car $1,850.

_Two Models from Michigan.

The Michigan.Automobiie Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich, will market two cars next season,

Models D and E, as they will be styled.

Model D will be ubstantially the same as

this year, with the addition of a French bon

net. Model E will be a side entrance car,

the body being of very handsome design,

with divided front seat. The wheel base will

be 86 inches, wheels 30 inches, tires 3%

inches. Model D, with 3% inch tires, will

sell for $1,100, with 3 inch tires, $1,050. The

price of Model E will be $1,250. Both cars

will be equipped with a two-cylinder horizon

tal motor of 14 horsepower.

Duerr Takes on the Pungs-Finch.

The l‘ungs-Flnch car is the most recent

Detroit production to obtain entry to New

York. The agency for it has been taken by

the linen-Ward Co.

The Week’s Incorporations.

New York, N. Y.-Unlon Motor Supply 00.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital.

Directors—Rene E. Jarrlge, Jesse J. Beeitler

and Frederick C. Truckheim, New York.

New York, N. Y.—Harrolds Motor Car 00..

under New York laws, with $30,000 capital.

Directors, Edward J. Steiner and Edward

Brand, New York, and Harry Unwin, Detroit.

Chicago, Ill.—McDuflie Automobile CO., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,400 capital; to man

ufacture and rent automobiles. Incorpora

tors: J. H. McDuflie, W. E. Harvey, H. L.

Babcock.

Jersey City, N. J.—National Automobile CO.,v

under New Jersey laws, with $250,000 capi

tal; to manufacture and sell automobiles.

Corporators: Louis B. Dailey, H. C. Cough

lan, B. Stafford Mantz.

Detroit, Mich—Hammer Motor 00., under

Michigan laws, with $10,000 capital; $1,000

paid in cash, $2,000 in patents, etc. Stock

holders: Henry F. Hammer, Leon J. Pasyki,

Foster W. Allen and Harry W. Nlchoalds.

St. Louis, Mo.—Unlon Automobile Mfg. 00.,

under Missouri laws, with $12,000 capital, full

paid; to manufacture and sell automobiles.

Stockholders: Benjamin B. Huibert, Geo. H.

Martin and Geo. B. Louderback.

Columbus, O.—Automobile Garage Electri

cal Construction Co., under Ohio laws, with

$5,000 capital. Incorporators: C. A. Rosa,

J. B. Rhodes, E. F. Triplett, A. A. Douglass,

O. A. Osborne and L. R. Slocomb.

Detroit, Mich—Wayne Automobile 00.,

under Michigan laws, with $300,000 capital;

$8,200 paid in cash, $240,000 in stock of auto

mobiles valued at $43,331.06, goodwill of the

business, inventions, etc., of William Kelly,

valued at $172,561.94, and other property of

the old partnership concern. Incorporators:

Charles L. Palms, William Kelly, Roger J.

Sullivan, J. B. Book and E. E. Skae.

 

To Settle a $20,000 Wager.

Maurice Fournicr has started on a 4,600

kilometre tour through Europe in an Olds

mobile. He is making the trip to settle a

wager betwen Henri Fournier and M. Der

telie, of $20,000. The conditions were that

any Oldsmobile in the Paris salesroom of

Henri Fournier was to be selected at ran

dom and it was to cover the entire distance

without undergoing substantial repairs. The

route of the tour was as follows: Paris to

Bordeaux, Toulouse, Marseilles, Nice, Genoa,

Pisa, Rome, Venice, Vienna and Berlin, re

 

Olds Interests Change Owners.

Charles P. Adams has purchased and taken

over the Oldsmobile Co. of New England,

which under the same style will be continued

at 230 Columbus avenue, Boston. The pur

chase carries with it the Olds agency for

Boston and that portion of Massachusetts

east of Worcester County, Bristol excepted.

Adams will appoint sub agents in his terrl'

tory and will carry a full stock of Oldsmobile

parts for which he is exclusive agent in. New

England.

HE SAW NO ROSE I1UES

Frenchman, after Visiting England. Delivers

Himself of Some Pessimistic Opinions.

British, and especially London, trade is in

a very serious condition, if a French trades

man who has just visited the latter place is

to be believed.

“Everywhere I went I saw the same condi

tion of affairs, and every agent had the same

taie—‘nothing doing,"' he says. “In some

ol.’ the largest houses business was at stagna

tion point, and even French machines seemed

difficult to get rid of. A few Panhards were

being sold. it is true, but then Panhards al

ways sell well everywhere, so nothing can be

judged from that. A very well known dealer

told me that he was convinced the time was

c10se at hand when a large number of the

automobile dealers in London would have to

put up their shuters.

“i went to London with the object of pick~

lug up a few ideas, but I got few. The

only idea I did got was that the dealers in

France had a good deal to be thankful for.

While some of them may be in the same

condition as the London houses, the majority

can report excellent business, despite the

lateness of the season."

 

Mshoning Will Meite Air-Coolers.

At its annual meeting, held at Youngs

town, Ohio, last week, the Mahonlng Motor

(far (‘0. elected the following officers:

President, L. E. Cochran; vice-president,

W. J. Hitchcock; general manager and treas

urer, W. P. Williamson; secretary. D. E.

Webster.

The directors decided to build titty cars,

which will be ready for the trade next spring.

The cars will be two and four passenger

models, and will be equipped with a new air

cooled cylinder invented by Charles T. Gai

ther. The machine has been tested the past

few months and found to be entirely satis

factory.
 

To Build Steamers in Elyria.

The Hummeil Engine and Mfg. Co. has

been organized at Norwalk, Ohio. to engage

in the manufacture of steam automobiles.

The oflicers are as follows:

F. P. Hummell, of Bellevue, president; G.

W. Drlggs, of Elyria, first vice-president and

superintendent; W. D. Daugherty, treasurer.

The new corncern will erect a factory at

Elyria, and work on a large scale will be

commenced next year.

Henley Needs for the Coast.

A. B. Henley, 0f the Electric Vehicle Co..

has started on an extended tour of the trade

of the Far West and Pacific Coast. He will

call on the dealers of Denver, Ogden, San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma,

Seattle Md other leading centres.
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AT none OR ABROAD— .

Wherever Fisk Mechanically-Fastened Tires are Used,

THERE WILL BE FOUND CONTENTED CUSTOMERS

AND THE FISK’S BEST ADVERTISEMENT.
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HERE’S ONE SPLENDID INSTANCE OF THE SORT.

Copy of letter from Messrs. Charles Jarrott 5.: Letts, Limited, of 45, Great Marlborough Street, Regent

Street, W., to the South British Trading Company, Limited, 13-15 Wilson Street,

Firsbury, E C., dated November 12th, 1904.

We have no doubt you have read the Various accounts in the press of the successful

finish of the 3,000 mile tour of the two Oldsmobilee, one 7 horsepowm‘ and the other 9

horsepower. The test to which these cars were subjected. and which they lim'e successfully

withstood, is without question an excellent tribute to their good qualities.

In this connection we think it but Just that we give the Flak Detachable Tirem With Which

Him-'0 two ears were fitted. their share. of praise. They stood up splendidly. the same covers

being used throughout the tour. The cars were driven over all eonditions of roads and in

the lengthy travels encountered very severe Weather, and although they traveled over roads

which Were altogether unsuitable for motor it‘ufliC. being practically beds of loose flint. the

tires on the lnrgd car had only one iunctui'e in each of the hind tires. The front tires were

not touehed from the time they were tied to the. car, which has by this time done between

1mm and 6,000 miles. The Fisk 'I‘lres have come through the ordeal better than we hzui (IiII‘I‘tl

'ltlll“,

THE FISK RUBBER COl‘lPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Hass.

WESTERN SALES OFFICE: 52 STATE STREET. CHICAGO.

BRANCHES:

BOSTON, BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, MINNEAPOLIS,

SPRINGFIELD. DETROIT, ATLANTA. DENVER,

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, IDS ANGELES,

SYRACUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, OMAHA, LONDON.
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The Use of Searchlights.

The automobile manages to make many

enemies in one way or another. Some of the

causes of enmity are unavoidable, some arc

unreasonable: but some can be avoided.

The use of intensely bright headlights and

searchllghts is in the later category; such

lights constitute a positive danger to pe0~

pie coming toward them. If they do not

blind they frequently bewilder.

necessary for the one approaching to come

to a stop. This annoyance may be avoided,

certainly in part.

It is almost

One uscr of a powerful

soarchlight makes a practice, when coming

near another automobile or carriage, to throw

his light for to one side or directly upward.

This applies to the powerful searchlight only.

For the headlight there seems to be no way

It re

mains for some clever inventor to arrange a

shutter of some sort that can be closed mo

mentarily and opened'from. the seat.

at present to mitigate the- nuisance.

Automobillsts travelling between Boston

and “'orccster on the main trolley thorough

fare have noticed that many of the motor

mcn are very considerate and draw a shade

ovcr their electric searchlights when they sec

automobiles or other vehicles approaching.

It has been the experience of some that one

good sized searchlight will do all that a pair

of headlights will do for all ordinary pur

poscs. If the use of a searchlight becomes

gcneral in this way, then the mere turning

aside will entirely remove the troublc.

Air Cooling and the Frenchmen.

it has more than once been charged against

the French that they are unable to see be

yond the ends of their noses; in other Words,

they believe that the sum of human endeavor,

so far as ‘it relates to the design or manu

facture of automobiles, is found in French

curs. These incorporate everything that is

good or right; what is not found on thctn is

unworthy of consideration.

This sunny belief received a rude shock

several years ago when the French found

that other peoples—notath the Germaus~

could produce cars equal. or superior, to tin-iv

own. But thc old belief still survives. it is

evidenced in the French attitude toward air

cooled engines. The French makers found.

years ago, that when the horsepower got up

to 3 or 31/; some artificial means of carrying

ofi’ the excess heat became necessary, and

they tried water cooling. and made it prac

ticable. Since then they have water cooled

all except small bicycle motors, and they can

not understand how anybody can have the

face to contend that cars can be, driven by

They have no patience

That they can scarcely

air cooled engines.

with such claims.

believe that engines of this kind can run was

shown by the attitude of the French "ch

ports" at St. Louis who were called on to

pass judgment on American cars driven by

air cooled engines. It was with tho utmost

difficulty that they could be made to believe

that they could actually run!

The same intolerance and incredulity crops

up in an article by II. Andre in La France

Automobile on cooling methods. “From the

point at which the power of the motor ex

cccds 21/; or 3 horscpowcr cooling by air bc

‘ comes insufficient, and it is absolutely neces

sary for the good working of the motor to

cool by means of water," he says.

Facts and figures avail nothing in the face

of this dictum. The motors of half a dozen

years ago could not be effectually cooled by

air after they got to be. a certain size; ergo,

I
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nothing to-day over 3 horsepower can be

cooled by air, declares M. Andrc. What boots

it that there are cars in this country ranging

from 3% to 16 horsepower—one, two and four

cylinder—cooled entirely by air to say tin

cminent Frenchman nay? What matters that

they run efficiently and reliably, year in and

year out, indistinguishable from the water '

cooled kind as far as results are concerned?

They are not within the line of French vision,

consequently they are non-existent, a figment

of the imaginative American brain.

 

The Ormond Carnival. I

If sortie of the stuff that was printed last

week is to be accepted at its face value, the

Ormond Carnival is in a precarious state. Its

success is not dependent on the magnificence

of its everlasting beach, but is held in the

hollow of the hand of the "unselfish" inan

ager of the meeting, for it is gravely stated

that because he dared advise the Florida

East Coast Automobile Association to throw

the events open to the whole Wide world,

without first consulting the manager, Presi

dent Burgoyne has been discourteous to the

point of offensivencss, and it is as gravely

intimated that further rufliing of the manu

gerial feathers will be resented by certain of

his cronies who are employed by certain

publications. It is well that man shoulld stand

by his friends, and when the particular man

is in a poition to supply “free grub, free bed,

free everything," it may be twice as well to

“stand by” with more than usual firmness.

But when any man or set of men Would

make it appear that such a now world impor

tant function as the Ormond Carnival reposcs

in the person of any one man, they become

amusing. The fame of the Florida beach as

a speed ground is secure for all time. Every

effort to discover another course that will

even begin to compare with it has failed, and

so long as the Florida East Coast Associa

tion, or any other association, desires that

contests of speed be hold on the broad ex

panse it need not concern itself ovcrmuch

about men competent to manage them. The

man responsible for the "discovery" of the

beach and for the inccptiou of the idea of

such a carnival is deserving of every crcdit.

“The man with an idea." whether it nets him

a profit or whether it docs not. is always \vcl~

come, but when he or his misguided cronies

oonccivc him to be the “whole thing," and

fancy that without him collapse must cnsuc,

the danger point is reached.

Discourteous or otherwise. the best thing

for the Ormond meeting that ever occurred
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was the action of the promoting association

in rescinding the motion restricting entries

and in asking the world to participate. The

idea that the carnival was a one-man affair,

and chiefly aimed to bring boarders to cer

tain hotels at a period when boarders are not

numerous, was rapidly gaining lodgement. It

required action of some sort to lessen this

impression, and that action was taken at ex

actly the right time and in exactly the right

way. It was in the interest of the “fair field

and no favor” that is at the bottom of true

sport. An event of the sort is not one to be

used as a vehicle to settle individual grudges,

and before many days, if they be wise, the

promoters will see the need for a managing

committee rather than a lone manager who

"uses" the carnival in very many more ways

than one. "Unseifish" he may be, as his

friends allege, but when it is common prop

erty that while in the guise of an intensely

patriotic member, and apparently for “the

good of the cause,” he was enlisting as mem

bers of an automobile organization his friends

and business acquaintances, and was at the

same time working for his pocket and shar

ing the fees that his friends and acquaint

ances paid, there are those who wish to be

saved from such “unselfishness.” The labor

er ls worthy of his hire, but there is a difi'er

ence between laborers, patriots and Hessians.

 
 

On Keeping Busy.

Some dealers find it difficult to keep them

selves and their employes busy during the

winter months. They look to the annual

shows to divide the closed season into two

nearly equal periods, the pre-show time being

devoted to talking about and preparing for

it, and the post-show time to booking orders

and getting ready for the opening of the driv

ing season. Of these two periods it is during

the first that time hangs heavy.

There is another class of dealers that never

finds the days too long, even when the roads

are snow or slush covered and driving is as

near to a standstill as it ever gets. Some

of'them, indeed, complain that the days pass.

too quickly and that they find occupation for

every minute of the time in preparing to do

business when the season arrives. First they

set their household in order—make such

changes as the past season has shown to be

desirable. The salesroom, the repair shop, the

garage—all receive attention, and whatever

improvements or additions seem necessary or

desirable are made now, instead of waiting

until the spring rush begins.

Next the selling campaign is mapped out,

gone over, criticised, amended and finally

whipped into shape. The list of possible or

probable customers is corrected and added to

and a little missionary work done in some of

the more promising cases. Old customers are

hunted up and interviewed to see if they

have any grievance or trouble; and if such is

the case the matter is straightened out in the

best possible manner. They are urged to

bring in their cars to be overhauled, so they

will be ready for the opening of the riding

season, instead of- waiting until the last

minute.

To look after such matters as these is no

small job, and the dealer who does it thor

oughly will find that time does not hang

heavy on his hands.

 

Salesrooms That Help Sales.

One very noticeable and extremely gratify

ing tendency of the times is the trend toward

exclusive salesrooms and away from the com

bined salesroom, garage and repair shop. It

has been for some time evident that if the

automobile business is to remain on a high

plane some change must take place, and it

has begun none too soon.

The people who make up the greater part

of the clientele of automobile dealers take

notice of their surroundings and are im

pressed, favorably or otherwise according to

whether they are pleasant or unpleasant. In

the past they have been disposed to overlook

or condone shortcomings owing to their in

terest in the automobile and everything that

has to do with it. But that time is passing,

and in no great while it will be required that

all places where automobiles are sold shall

be clean and sweet-smelling, if not handsome

and attractive as well.

There is really no reason why salesrooms

should not be, as they are in a number 0f

cases, entirely divorced from the garage and

repair shop. While desirable, it is not even

necessary that the latter should be in the

same building. Salesrooms on prominent

streets, where retailing is done on a large

scale, are frequently much easier to ob'

tain, and at a much lower rental, than quar

ters large enough to accommodate the entire

business of an enterprising and progressive

dealer. A plate glass front and floor space

enough to accommodate two or three cars,

chairs, divans, etc., and an office, are suffi

cient. Then the estiietic side of the business

is alone presented, and no unpleasant re

minders of accidents and break downs are

held up before the prospective purchaser.

There are times when this is a decided ad

vantage, as those who have tried it know.

But it is an absolute essentialthat the sales

room idea should be strictly adhered to; any

siackness, such as temporarily disposing a

demonstrating car there, or of making even

trivial repairs, or permitting workmen or

chauffeurs to congregate in the salesroom.

proves fatal to the scheme.

The garage and repair shop can be main

tained in the rear or on a nearby side street.

Even if it has to be located at a distance no

great harm is done, for the automobile’s mo

billty bridges distance and makes it feasible

to receive and ship without undue delay.

Plenty of room is a requisite of an establish

ment of the kind,'nnd the lack of it cests

more than is represented by a little extra

rent.

Tim in Winter.

It is popularly supposed that the winter

driving is harder on tires than that of any

other season of the year. Frozen roads.

which are frequently covered with jagged

pieces of ice, are assumed to cut and punc

ture tires and inflict a great deal of damage

on them.

The belief is directly contradicted by some

motorists who have given the subject atten~

tion. They say that it is the summer driv

ing that is hardest on tires; that dry, dusty

roads do the greatest damage to them. This

is particularly true, they claim, in the case of

macadam' or other stone roads. The dry

weather loosens the top dressing and leaves

exposed a multitude of sharp stones, with

Jagged edges, and these cut the tires, punc

ture them and predispOse them to boils,

bursts. etc.

This view is, as stated, quite at variance

with the prevailing belief. It also conflicts

to some extent with the known fact that a

wet tire is more susceptible to puncture or

cutting than a dry one. To prove this it only

needs to take a piece of rubber and see how

much easier it is to cut when wet than when

dry.
 
 

Motor Age remarks that after December 1.1

Secretary Gillette, of the A. A. A., will b.

overwhelmed with belated entries for the

Bennett Cup race. It is just as well to bear

in mind that the Automobile Club of America

still has the bossing 0f the American end of

this race, and if there are any belated entries

they will find their way to Secretary Butler‘s

hands. The A. C. A. is not going to let go of

a good thing like the cup race until it has to

and that it is competent to cope with the task

is not to be gainsaid.
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Up Eagle Rock—Greatest of American Hill-Climbing Contests.

 
   

 

 

In the presence of an enormous concourse

of spectators. variously estimated at from

10,000 to 20,000, all previous hill climbing

contests in this country were cast in the

shade on Thanksgiving Day, at Eagle Rock,

near Newark, N. J. It was the fourth annual

contest held on the historic course, and new

records of all kinds were marked up, some

of which are likely to maintain their places

for a long time. The promoting organization,

the Automobile Club of New Jersey, showed

itself to have a fine grasp of the situation,

and, in conjunction with its officials, ably

conducted the affairs and ran the long list of

events off with such celerity that at a little

after one o‘clock the last trial had been com

pleted and the participants and remaining

spectators dispersed in ample time to par

take of their Thanksgiving turkey.

The contest was a notable one in a number

of respects. The most popular man on the

course, the man whom of all others the im

mense crowd went to see, the hero of the

1003 contest, “Willie” K. Vanderbilt, Jr.,

went down to defeat at the hands of a dar

ing and skillful professional driver; a defeat

that was doubly harrowing because the

premier position was lost, then regained, and

finally lost again by the exasperatingly nar

row margin of 3-5 of a second. Aside from

this, and the keen and close competition of

the octctte of big cars, the feature of the day

was the wholesale smashing of records. This

was of such consistent character that when

the finale was reached new figures had been

marked up in ten of the eleven events; even

the steam record for the course, which had

stood since 1002, was obliterated, the new fig

ures being scarcely more than one-half as

much as the old ones. The single class to

escape was that for cars costing between

$1,250 and $2.000, and even that was beaten.

strangely enough, by the cars in a cheaper

class. With the exception of this and the

class for cars under $850, the cuts were all

big ones, and represent pretty closely the

limit of speed possibilities on this hill. In a

number of events too, there was a remark

able fluctuation in the performances of cars

of the same class, and, consequently, of near

ly the same rated power. This was most

noticeable in two classes—those for cars cost

ing between $850 and $1.250, and between

$3,000 and $5,000. In the first mentioned

class the variance was between 2.18 2-5 for

the fastest and 5.25 1-5 for the slowest car,

1‘

and in the other class the figures were

1.5”»! 2-5 and 4.29 1-5 for the fastest and view

est cars, respectively. Ability to tak the

hill, or the greatest part of it, on a high

speed, undoubtedly had much to do with

these diverse performances, as well at skill

ful driving; but even allowing for these, then.

is indicated an abnormal diflerence between

rated and developed horsepower.

That the fastest time of the day—the 1.20

flat of M. G. Bernin in “I G. Brokaw‘s 60

horsepower Renault—is almost, if not quite,

as fast as can he made on the mile long

hill, with its average grade of 12 per cent.

and its maximum of 19 per cent., seemed

perfectly clear to those who stood at either

of the two nearly right angled turns on the

course. On them, and more especially on the

second one, located only a few hundred feet

from the finish line, the issue was staked and

the battle won or lost. To them almost

wholly was due the fact that 50 miles an

hour was the fastest time that the best

product of foreign or domestic factories could

average, as against the 77 miles an hour

accomplished on the celebrated Galllon Hill

in France. The latter is one kilometre long.

with a grade varying from T to 10 per cent.;
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’THREE VIEWS OF THE CROWD.

it is perfectly straight, with a smooth, hard

surface. The phenomenal speed of 77 miles

an hour is due to these conditions, and could

not possibly be duplicated on Eagle Rock

hill. Un the latter the grade is considerably

t

steeper, the surface much poorer and there

are two exceedingly bad turns. 0n the

straight stretches the big cars last Thursday ~

were driven at tremendous speed—just as

last, in fact, as was possible without overrun

ning the turns. On the latter the clutches

had to be thrown out to reduce speed suf

ficiently to enable them to get 'round at all:

and on the upper turn it was necessary to

come almost to a full stop in order to keep

from going into the ditch on the outside.

liere a combination of skill and nerve was

a requisite, and it was at this point that

Bcrnin overmastered Vanderbilt and won the

day by going around in grand style; although

it is only justice to the young millionaire to

mention that at the foot of the hill. in his

1.;03-5 trial, he had to slacken to avoid run~

ning into a man in the road. Had it not been

for this the result might have been reversed.

in spite of Bcrnin‘s superiority on the turn.

The day broke with mist and fog obscuring

the sun, but notwithstanding the Weather

Bureau's prognostieation of rain everything

pointed to a dispersal of the clouds and a

triumph of Old Sol. Thus it turned out, and

by 11 o'clock a glorious Indian summer day

was in full flood, in place of the crisp, frosty,

blood tingling, typically November day that

many had looked to succeed the morning's.

mist. In part the ideal day was responsible

for the enormous outpouring of Spectators.

Almost dwarfed as the automobile contin»

gent was by the mass of pedestrians, it was

still a large and notable one. it was among

the early arrivals. Only a few came after

11 o‘clock, and these were mostly from New

York and other comparatively distant points.

To the casual observer the number of cars

did not seem large; not as large. for exam

ple, as the gatherings at the Empire City

track on race days, nor as large as the mine

ber of motorists at the foot of the hill and

scattered along the course indicated. This

was due chiefly to the fact that there was

no general “parking” point. The cars were

all driven to the foot of the hill, where most

of them discharged their passengers, and

then the question of disposal came up. Soon

there was a congestion of cars at the start

ing point, and it became diflicult for arriving

ones to push through them. The bill itself

was kept commendably clear of cars, so there

was no relief there. The only thing left was

to drive the cars to the edges of the crowd,

and this pushed the newcomers further away

from the foot of the bill, so that many cars

were entirely out of sight, occupying all the.

roads within a radius of a quarter of a mile.

The cars were of all types. There were big:

touring cars, foreign and domestic, loaded

to their full capacity with motorists in ultra

costumes, and little. runabouts. with here and

there a relic of the dark ages in the shape of

a "dinky" steamer that seemed as if it had

been rcsuscitated for the day only. But the

palm for numbers was borne by the tonneau

car of moderate siae and power, carrying

four persons. It was seen everywhere, mn

noeuvering for a choice position or being

driven to the outskirts of the crowd.

The arrangements for handling the crowd

were simple and perfect as far as they went.

No one expected such an outpouring of peo

ple, consequently no atempt was made to

cope with it; and, short of an army of police,
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none could have been made. There were per‘

haps a dozen of the West Orange police, most

of them at the foot of the hill; outside of

these, there was a corps of hard working otti

cials at the start and finish and distributed

along the course. Most useful of these was

the gallant band 11 megaphoners and signal

men. The starting of a car was announced

by them. and the vocal and visual tokens

passed along from bottom to top of hill; the

men were in sight of and in tom-h with each

other and no car reached any point unhen

aided. The. celerity with which the crowd

scattered and sought vantage points at the

sides of the road was remarkable, although

many of them waited until they saw the car

actually approaching before moving. To this

quickness was due the entire absence of cas

nalties. one dog alone exeepted. which was

sent to canine heaven with astonishing quick

"(‘55.

The course was, as stated, in the Worst

cohdition since the contests were begun in

1901, The straight stretches were fairly

good, but the tWo turns were bad to begin

with and became much worse before the day

was over. The speeding cars hugged the

inside of the road closely and wore the road

bed into rats and loosened the stones and

scattered them in reckless fashion clear

across the. road, until the latter looked as it'

a train of traction engines had passed over it.

This was the more surprising. in view of

the fact that elaborate repairs had been an

dertaken for a week or more. before the day

of the contest. The \Vest Orange authorities

had taken charge of the matter. and the Au

tomobile Club of New Jersey was to foot the

bill. When a couple of days before a bill for

$247 for road repairs and $51 for policing

the course“ was presented, things looked

stormy for a few minutes. The authorities

"stood pat," however, stating that it was

“no money, no race," and the amount was

finally paid over. Coupled with the bill was

a demand for a $5,000 indemnity bond, ac

companied by the same ultimatum. For a

while this seemed a poser, but a bond from

a surety company, indemnifying the town

against damage caused by the participants in

the race, was finally presented by the club,

and after a long wrangle it was accepted.

The smashing of records began when the

first car, an electric, was sent ofi at about

0:15, and the slaughter dhl not end until the

contest was brought to a close more than

four hours later. That the electric record of

the year previous would go was considered

likely, and so it proved. it was cut by more

than tWo minutes—from 023891 to 4:22 3-5.

The steam car record of 2:42, standing since

1902, then came in for a bni't'cting. both at

the hands of VVebh .lay, in a stock 15 horse

power White car stripped for racing, and,

earlier in the day, by E. J. Foley, in a 71/5

horsepower Prescott. The latter's time was

1:52 2-5, while Jay elicited applause along the

line by gliding up the hill wittly and without

a sound in 1:28 2-5. Later, in the heavy car

class. Jay bettered this performance, covering

the course in 1:22 3-5. the fifth best time Of
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\‘ANDERIHIII‘ SLE\VlNG AROUND THE LAST TURN.

THE SHARP TURN HALF \VAY UP.

THE OFFICIAL STAND.

but such was not the case. It was a 190.1

stock model, as far as the engine. generator,

running gear, etc., are concerned.

In the class for cars between $850 and

the day and ahead of 60 and 70 horsepower

cars in the same class. It was the general

impression that Jay was driving a special

racing car, so swift was its flight up the hill,
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$1,250, the new Buick car, driven by H. J.

Koehler, the Newark (N. J.) dealer, made its

initial appearance, and in a twinkling

stamped itself a wonder. It carried off first

honors in its class by a wide margin, cutting

 

started forward, then disappeared over the

brow of the hill. In quick succesion the

Finis of Frank Croker and of E. Cedrino

made the ascent, and then a chorus of cheers

announced the coming of W. K. Vanderbilt,

  

WEBB JAY IN THE WONDERFUL WHITE.

the record from 4:131/2 to 2:18 2-5. The clean

cut and businesslike appearance of the car

and its quiet running caused much favorable

comment. The new 40 horsepower Thomas,

driven by M. H. Roberts, showed that its

work at Waverley on the preceding Saturday

was no fluke by cutting the record in thc

$2,000 to $3,000 class from 3:46 to 2:42.

In view of the large number of entries——

fifty-one in all—the start of the contest was

set for 8:30 a. m. It was nearly three-quar

ters of an hour later when the McMurtry

electric timing apparatus. which worked

perfectly throughout the day, recorded

the getting away of the first car. Be

ginning with the electrics, steamers and

small gasolene cars. and following the

plan of last year by dividing the com

petitors into classes according to motivc

power and price, a good start was made, and

by 10:30 the ground was cleared for the dc

pnrture of the cars in Class S—thosc listing at

more than $5,000. Good and fast work as

had been done by the previous compciitors.

it was the big cars that the crowd had been

waiting for, and when Sartori, in A. G. Van

derbilt's 90 horsepower Fiat. dashed up the

hill at a tremendous pace the first [.r0110unccd

cnthusinsm was shown. He got around the

first turn in good shape, but nearly came to

grief on the still sharper one near the top of

the hill. Steering close to the inner side of

the road, he withdrew his clutch and brought

his front wheels around. They acted as a

pivot, while the rear ones slowed around at

a tremendous rate and brought the car al

most struight across the road. Just at the

right moment 82 rtori engaged his clutch and

jr. He took thc bud turn widc, only to

repent Sartori's performance, the rear

whccls of his car slewing into the ditch and

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

  

THE OBSERVED OF ALL OBSERVERS.

ond run he beat Sartori’s time, 1:24 1-5, which

was up to then the fastest, by two-fifths of

a second, his time being 1:23 4-5. Vander

 
  

H. J'. KOEI-ILER IN THE NEW BUICK CAR THAT MADE A SENSATIONAL “DEBUT.”

bringing up at a hedge at the side of the

load. W'illinin \anlzu-c. of Boston, came

nvxt. and at this point rollcd his right front

tire oil"; but as through an error his time

was not taken he was given another trial.

This proved fortunate for him, for in his sec

bilt‘s time was 1:26 3-5.

pctc in this class.

All the big cars were billed for a second ap_

pearance in the heavy our class. All the

drivers had become better acquainted with

the course, and were thereby enabled to bet

Beruin did not com
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ter their times materially. 'As the White

steamer, although barred from the “over

$5,000” class owing to its list of $2,500, was

eligible to the heavy car class, it competed

and succeeded in surpassing all the times

made in the “over $5,000” class; and it was

beaten only by four racing cars costing six

or eight times as much.

Before the heavy class could be run ofl‘,

however, it became necessary to wait until a

comparatively clear road could be obtained.

It was almost 12 o’clock, and the crowd

seemed to be reminded of its Thanksgiving

dinner at one and the same moment. There

upon a hegira began that swept the officials

off their feet and stopped the contest for

nearly three-quarters of an hour. From foot

to summit the hill was one males of slowly

moving humanity, through which no car

could have made its way. It was only when

about three-quarters of the spectators had

left the hill that the contest was resumed.

Although Bernin had not yet competed, he

made the cleanest and most expeditious as

cent of the day, going at marvellous speed

and taking the turns with rare skill, his run

being clocked at 1:20 flat. W. K. Vander

bilt, jr., could only do 1:20 3-5, while Wallace

bettercd his own time to the extent of 14-5

seconds. Sartori came next, only one-fifth of a

second behind Wallace, and was hard pressed

by Webb Jay, two-fifths of a second later.

In the 1903 contest there were thirty-six en

trants, and premier honors wont to W. K.

Vanderbilt, jr. It is interesting to recall

that on that occasion he drove a 30 horse

power racing Mors, and his time was 1:36%.

This year his car was a 90 horsepower Mer

cedes, and his best time was 1:20 35.

Although no motorcycle events were sched

uled, three time trials were made with two

wheeled'machines, all of them being officially

timed by the McMurtry electric device. The

first trial was made by P. H. Johnson, of New

ark, N. J., who ascended the hill on an in

dian motor-bicycle in 1:59 4-5. Oscar Hed

strom, Springfield, Mass, made two trials

with a double cylinder Indian. He fell the

first time, and the second covered the course

in 1:41.

The summaries:

  

EVENT INO. l—EIECTRIC VEHICLES,

STOCK MACHINES.

Tigie.

Drl or. Car. . .J. W.vAyiesworth.....3 h. p. Torbensen....4:fi 3-6

H. W. Ewbank ...... .. Columbia .......... ..6:23 2-5

EVENT NO. Z—STEAM VEHICLES, STOCK

CARS.

bb ...... .. ...15 h. . White.... 1:282-63% Fan pp Prescott :52 2-5

. oley . . . . . .. h.

Edwin Shuttleworth..10 h. p. Stanley . . . . ..4:21 3-5

EVENT NO. 3—GASOLENE CARS, VALUED

AT LESS THAN “BO—STOCK MACHINES.

Geor ePaddock ..... ..5 h. p. Oldsmobile...3:061-5

C. CFHenry . . . . . . . . . ..ay, h. p. Cadillac....-i:33 2-3

EVENT NO. 4—GASOLEN'E VEHICLES,

VALUED BETWEEN 8850 AND 81350——

STOCK MACHINES.

  
  

H. h. p. Buick.... 2:18 2—6

C. h. p. Duryea... :33 2-6

H. h. p. Elmore.. .2:41-i-5

H. h. p. Elmore .... ..2:45 3-5

A. h. p. Buckmoblle.3:321-5

W. h. p. Franklin.....4:08 3-5

V. 12 h. p. Torbensen...4:26 H

Arthur Gardner..... ..16 h. p. Rambler.....5:251-i

EVENT NO. S—GASOLENE VEHICLES.

VALUED AT FROM 81,250 To $2.000

STOCK MACHINES.

H. W. Alden . . . . . . . . . ..14 h. p. Columbia....3:14 2-§

Arthur Gardner . . . . . ..16 h. p. anbler.....4:13 2-:_>

IV. H. Bex . . . . . . . . . . . . ..10 h. p. Franklin.....5:031—o

EVENT NO. B—GASOLENE VEHICLES.

VALUED AT FROM $2.000 TO $3.000—

STOCK MACHINES.

M. H. Roberts . . . . . . . ..40 h. p. Thomas . . . . ..2:42 4-5

EVENT NO. T—GASOLENE VEHICLES.

VALUED AT FROM $3,000 TO $5.000—

STOC'K MACHINES.

W. Walter . . . . . . . . . . . ..24-30 h. p. Waitercar.l:54 2-5

B. E. Fulton . . . . . . . . . ..24 h. p. Pope-Toledo.2:15 4—5

C. R. Greutcr . . . . . . . . ..24 h. p. Matheson....2:21 4-5

H. Sendnll . . . . . . . . . . . . ..30-35 h. p. Columbia..2:53 4-5

D. B. Gray........... ..24 h. p. Speedway....4:09 3-5

B. '1‘. Stinzing . . . . . . . . h. p. Desberon.....4:29 1-5

EVENT NO. d—GASOLENE VEHICLES,

VALUED AT MORE THAN $5.00)—

STOCK MACHINES.

  
William Wallace . . . . ..90 h. p. F. I. A. T....1:2$ 4-5

Paul Sartorl..... . h. p. F. I. . :24 1—5

edrlno . . . . . . . . . . . .. h. p F. I. 24 4-5

\V. K. Vanderbilt, Jr. -105 h. p. Merccdc .26 3-6

F . Croker . . . . . . . . . ..75 h. p. Simplex... :29 2-5

G H. Flinn . . . . . . . . . . . ..60 h. p. Mercedes....l:38 1-5

J. L. Breese .......... ..40 h. p. Mercedes....1:48 3-5

EVENT NO. 9—CARS WEIGHING FROM

1,432 TO 2,204 POUNDS.

M. G. Bernin . . . . . . . . . ..60 h p.

  
\V. K. Vanderbilt, Jr. 95-105 h. . Mcrccdes.l: 3-5

\Villiam “'allace . . . . ..90 h. p. I. A. T....

Paul Snrtori..... . 90 h. 1-5

Webb Jay. . 15 h. 3-5

E. Cedran. . 60 h. 1-5

F. H. Croker ..75 h. . 3-5

George H. Flinn. ..60 h. . : 1-5

J. L. Breese . . . . . . . . . . ..40 h. p. Mercedes....1:39 3-5

C. W. Hunter . . . . . . . . . .24 h. p. Pope-Toledo.1:~i3 3-5

S.T.Stlnzing . . . . . . . . . h. p. Desberon....2:09 4-5

EVENT NO. lO—CARS WEIGHING FROM 851

TO 1,432 POUNDS.

Guy Vaughn . . . . . . . . . ..40 h. p. Decauville...1:37 1-5

E. J. Foley . . . . . . . . . . . v.71/‘2 h. p. Prescott.....l:37 3-5

Webb Jay............ ..l5 h. p. “’11ch . . . . . . ..lz-iii

EVENT NO. ll—CARS \VEIGHING FROM 561

TO 851 POUNDS.

\\'. F. \Vinchester.....12 h. p. Franklin....2:26

F. F. Cameron . . . . . . ..10 h. p. Cameron.....3:07 1-5

At the close of the contest Harlan W.

Whipple, president of the American Automo

bile Association, tendered his customary din

ner to nearly one hundred guests at the

Orange Club. As usual on these festive occa

sions,mlrth and jollity abonnded,those present

giving themselves up to an abandonment of

good humor. Lively sallics of wit were ex

' changed after the viands had been discussed

and the specchmaking begun, and were pr0<

ductlve of keen enjoyment.

A notable guest was Inspector Smith of the

New York Police Department, who, when

called on for a. speech, gave an address that

for soundness and sensibleness could not be

surpassed. Hc declared that the police of

ficials were not opposed to automobiles, and

'thut if it were not for the reckless and incon

siderate minority of motorists there would

be no trouble and no friction.

To J. A. Hill fell the task of making the

presentation speech on behalf of friends of

Winthrop E. Scarritt, who had given him a

new 1905 White steam car, which he had

given its initial run that day. He declared

with a perfectly straight face that, to his

knowledge, Mr. Scarritt had owned nineteen

automobiles and had never ridden nineteen

consecutive miles on any one of them; that

he did not know how to make the smallest

repair to a car, but that he was now taking

lessons at the Y. M. C.- A. school in this city

in the hope of qualifying himself. William

Wallace made himself very popular by sing

ing a many versed ballad entitled “How

. Would You Like To Go Halves on That?"

the verse on Lydia Pinkham being the hit

of the song.

Houston Has a Rousing Meet.

What was said to be the greatest number of

spectators ever inside the gates witnessed

the races at the driving park in Houston,

Tex., on November 23. Colonel E. H. R.

Green, of Dallas, went to the meet with three

machines in a special car, and took away

with him two silver cups for winning two of

the events. The race for cars of 20 horse

power and over was the most exciting con

test of the day, Colonel Green's Pope-Toledo

defeating Howard Hughes, in a Peerless, and

Percy Pierce, in a Pierce Great Arrow. Sum

maries:

Three miles, for local cars of 8 horsepower

and under—Won by W. A. Burkett (Oldsmo

bile); C. Bender, Jr. (Oldsmobile), second;

James Bering (Cadillac), third. Time, 5:23.

Three-mile novelty race—Won by Dr. J. R.

Stuart (Winton); Dr. W. R. Eckhardt, sec

ond. Time, 13:45.

Two miles, for motor bicycles—Won by

Lewis Birdsong (Orient); J. Wade Cox

(Thomas Auto-Bl). second. Time, 4:34:34.

Three miles, for cars having less than four

cylinders and not more than 10 horsepower——

Won by G. W. Hawkins (Oldsmobile); Sey

mour Hanford (Oldsmobile), second; 8. E.

Bering (Cadillac). third. Time, 5:49.

Five miles, for cars of 20 horsepower and

under—Won by E. H. R. Green (Franklin):

8. H. Boren (Franklin), second; Dr. J. 13

Stuart (Winton), third. Time, 8:14 1-5.

Five miles, for cars of 20 horsepower and

over—Won by E. H. R. Green (Pope-Toledo);

Howard Hughes (Peerless), second; Percy

Pierce (Pierce Great Arrow), third. Time,

T :32 2-5.

 

Slow Going at Baltimore.

The races at Electric Park, Baltimore, on

Thanksgiving Bay, were witnessed by about

two thousand spectators, but were spoiled by

the condition of the track. A snowstorm two

weeks previous had caused the supports of

the electric lights to break, and pieces of the

light globes were scattered all around the

track. The most interesting event of the af

ternoon was the threc-milc contest for tour

ing cars, which was won by Thomas Geod

wln, in a 40 horsepower Thomas. He got a

poor start, but overtook Stanley chl's 20

horsepower Winton in the last half mile and

won in 6:08. The heat race, at two miles.

for machines costing loss than $1,000, was

won by Graham Hall in straight heats. Ed

mund Buchanan was second in both heats,

being the only other starter in the second

heat. Hull's time in the first heat was 4:20:

in the second heat, 4:21. H. J. Painter, of

California, won the unlimited Australian pur

suit race for motorcyclists in 7:34, the dis

tance covered being four and one-third milcs.

His only opponent was Ray Thomas, of Bal

Umore.
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Brooklyn’s One-Boy Power Automobile Race.

  

“ Soap Box " Beats " Grey Dolls" and Others.

Saturday last was a great day for the

small boy of Brooklyn, N. Y. Some two

hundred of him “motored,” as few of them

ever had “motored” betore. that is. in toy

“automobiles,” the kind propelled by pedals

and fitted with miniature "automobile bod

ies." The race was inspired by a similar

event in Paris and was promoted by a

Brooklyn department store. The contest

was run on the Coney Island cycle path and

attracted an- interested and interesting

crowd.

.\s toy "automobiles," in value $50, $22 and

$12 were provided by the promoters as

prizes, and as they charged no entrance fee

and also supplied the necessary "cars,"

things were easy for the youngsters, who

flocked to the scene in great numbers; every

mother‘s son of them was accompanied by

his mother and brothers and sisters and all

the other brothers and sisters of his particu~

Iar neighborhood.

The race was run in heats of five each,

the final of which will be run on Saturday

next. There were thirty-nine of the trial

heats run and. sad to tell,. none of the

highly ornamental “Grey Devils“ and “Roar

lug Lions" turned out be proud manufactur

ers, won the premier honors. Instead. in

genious little “Johnnie” .\IcKenna, whose

"car" was constructed of a soapbox and the

wheels and other parts of an old bicycle, ran

away from all the rest of the struggling con

tenders. Whether or no he will~be able

to “make good” on Saturday next remains

to be seen. McKenna pedalled over the one

hundred yards in twenty-five seconds. His

nearest competitor was 1 2-5 seconds he

hind him.

St. Louis Tackles Chaulleur Problem.

The St. Louis Automobile Club has at

tacked the chauffeur problem and settled it

to its own satisfaction, at least.

At a recent meeting of the board of direc

tors it was decided to issue chauffeur certiti

cates. These will be granted to the different

drivers of the city after a thorough exami

nation by a board appointed for that pur

pose by the club. A technical knowledge of

.ye machine will be required, as well r

other qualifications, such as character, physi

cal requirements and other general condi

tions. These certificates are authentic only

so far as the local club is concerned, and

will be the driver's recommendation to any

member of the club. The. certificate reads

as follows:

“This is to certify that John Smith lltts

been examined by a committee of the club,

and that he is duly qualified to act as an op

erator. His personal habits and character

are g00d."

The certificate will be signed by the presi

dent of the club and the committee.

:Why He Refused a Second Ride.

While an appetite for speed may be worked

up gradually, and often is, a too large dose

of speed during a first ride in an automobile

is frequently the means of arousing a preju

dice against motor driven vehiclcs which is

hard to overcome. An instance of this was

encountered recently when a man who- is

‘much given to hunting and shooting was

heard to say that he did not like automobiles.

He did not appear to be a very timid sort

of a person either, as he is more thanusix

feet tall and weighs more than 200 pounds.

“One experience in an automobile was

enough for me," hey said, when asked why

he disliked automobiles. “A lot of us were

out in New Jersey recently shooting at clay

pigeons, and when it came time for the party

to go home a physician volunteered to take

me to the train in his automobile. I had

‘ never been in one and so accepted the ot

ter. We had about five miles to go from

the gun club grounds to his house, from

which it was only a short distance to the

railroad station. He drove that machine to

his house as if he had been sent for. We

grazed a dozen or more farmers’ wagons and

i thought the machine would be wrecked

long before we reached the physician's house.

it seemed to me as if he were driving it

just as fast as he possibly could. and I hung

onto the seat, expecting to be thrown on my

head every minute. We had lunch at the

physician's house and after we had finished

he told me to get readv and he. would drive

me to the station, but I thanked him and told

him that I would much rather walk, which

I did. I do not want any more automobile

rides in mine."
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America’s First Specially Designed Automobile Club House.

  

N E\\’

The Automobile Club of tiermantown. his

toric suburb of Philadelphia, enjoys the dis

tinction of having the first house of any club

in this country which was designed and built

exclusively for the purpose. The clubhouse.

which was officially “warmed” last week, is

situated at Carpenter Station on the Penn

sylvania Railroad, in a commanding position

overlooking the country'for miles around,

and located so closely to the line of a rail

road leading into the centre of the city, it

has all the advantages of a central position

in the city while also enjoying the prodigal

ity of space which could be only secured in

the country or suburbs. The structure is

a low, rambling one. the main portion or

which is 45 by 65 feet, with an annex 20 by

3.1 which is designed for the ilL't'lllllHlUdathIl

of the caretakers of the house. The building

is two stories in height and has a sloping

root with great, overhanging eaves, which

give it a very characteristic and inviting ap—

pearance, which is enhanced by the wide

porch extending the breadth of the house:

the pillars employed are of very massive

proportions. _

One of the places of prime interest is the

garage. which is. of course, located in the

basement. with an entrance at the side of
the building. I'l‘his is the only entrance to

this part of the building, there being no

BUILDING ()F
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connection with the other part of the house

through the interior. This provision is to

prevent the odors and noises of the garage
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b‘iRE PLACE IN

THE GERMAN'HHVN AUTOMOBILE (‘LI‘R

from finding their way to the rooms devoted

to social purposes. Here there are :ncoin

modations for twenty cars. and the enti e

capacity of the place has been taken by the

members already, although it was not ex

pected that the place would be tilled for

some time yet. Ahead—- there is some talk of

enlarging the garage and further increasing

the acconnnodutions by opening another

doorway at the opposite end so that any of

the cars may be run out or in without tli.\‘~

tnrbing any of the others. There are ciowts

for each of the members. storage for lubri

cating oil. machine shop. washing stand and

repair pit.

Two excellent precautions are taken with a

view of reducing to a minimlnn the danger

of tire. The gasolenc tank is buried in the

ground at a distance of forty feet from the

house, although the fuel is delivered right at

the garage entrance by means~ ot' a pump.

Another feature of safety is that there is

no tire at any time in the house. The buii lv

ing is heated by steam, which is generated

outside and carried underground by means

of pipes. .\ special ventilating system has

been devised for the garage. by means of

which all the fumes are carried off through

the chimney, the air being kept in motion by

electric fans.

As one enters the main doorway he illula
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himself in a great hall or foyer, which is

used for a ball room on social occasions and

at other times, by the erection of screens, it

Is made to answer the purposes of reading

and lounging rooms. This hall runs through

the centre of the house to the roof with a

Moorish arrangement of arches extending

around on both the first and second floors.

The woodwork is of a deep brown color.

and the other furnishings arc of dark red,

Parson’s Injunction Covers All.

Confusion w'orsc confounded about hits off

the Chicago automobile situation just now.

The city and park officials are wondering

where they are “at,” while John Farson and

his rapidly growing band of admiring sup

porters are “standing put” and aking the

aforementioned ofi‘icials what they are going

to do about it.

’l‘hc Parson injunctions still hold. Fur

  

 

   

 

GARAGE ENTRANCE, GER MANTO\YN AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

and the effect of this combination is very

rich. 0n the first floor there are a number

of small rooms designed for the use of the

ladies of the members‘ families, who will

. always be made welcome, although there is

no provision for women membership of any

character. On the second floor there are

bachelor’s quarters for four men, a billiard

room and rooms for other purposes, such as

card parties and small dinner parties.

The club has inaugurated a scheme of dis

posing of supplies to the members which

will result in profit to them as well as the

organization. Tires of all kinds, gasolene,

lubrication oil, and all similar articles which

are constantly demanded, will be kept on

hand at all times, and, through the influence

of the members, arrangements have been

made to secure the most desirable kinds at

the lowest figure. These will be sold to the

members at a price which will make it worth

while for them to patronize the club and at

the same time will result in profit to the or

ganization.

The membership of the club is limited to

one hundred, and there has been a waiting

list since a few weeks after the scheme for

building the house took substantial form.

The officers are: President, Prescott Adam

son; vice-president, H. W. Butterworth; sec~

rotary and treasurer, Robert P. Hooper.

 

A Toronto (Canada) motorist has been con—

victed and fined for selling his car and keep

ing the license and number for the new one.

thermore, Judge Hanecy has declared that

they are binding against the park boards or

whoever else attempts to ignore them; and

as any motorist can obtain the protection of

the. injunction by merely asking to be made

a part of it—a batch of two hundred and fifty

did this at one lick last week—it will not be

long before there will be no one without the

pale.

Onc park board, that for the West Park,

passed a rule requiring horns to be sounded;

another, the North Side, forbid “tootlng.”

_Other conflicting rules were passed, until

Judge Hanecy was appealed to, and he de

clared that the original injunction given the

motorists would protect them against any

and all ordinances that-have been or may be

passed by the park boards.

 

Glidden Cup will be Handsome.

The design for the $2,000 cup which is to

be known as the Glidden Trophy has been

completed. The cup will be a sterling silver

globe, representing the world, supported on

a pedestal of two caryatides back to back,

conveying the idea of the eastern and west

u'n hemispheres. The style is classical re

naissance, treating the figures of victory in

conventional form, laurel wreaths pending

from the shoulders, flexible for use as han

dies. The wings support the globe turning

on axis, which will be etched and enameiled

to distinguish the water from the land, with

the principal countries disposed about the

sphere. The height. including that of a small

model automobile at the apex containing a

sprig of laurel, will be 46 inches. Four hun

dred ounces of silver will be used in the con

struction.

TIE AT PROVIDENCE

"I" Climbing Contest Provides Excitement and

a Protest Creating Odd Situation.

 

 

Sixteen cars competed in the annual hill

t'lllllb of the Rhode Island Automobile Club

at Providence on November 26. All of last

year‘s records in each class were lowered.

The bill is one-third of a mile in length, with

an average grade of 14 per cent. There are

two sharp turns, one directly at the bottom

and the other about a third of the way up,

where the road has a turn of nearly 90 de

grees. The bill rises steadily for about half

the distance, when a 23 per cent grade is

encountered, which reaches almost to the

top. Electric wires had been strung, and the

timers were to have been notified of the start

of each car by the ringing of a hell, but the

wires would not work, and flags were used

to signal the start of each car.

The grand prize for the best time was

awarded to B. I“. Blackinton, whose time

was 47 4-5 seconds. The prise was a silver

cup donated by C‘. Prescott Knight, and

must be won three times by the same man

before it becomes his property. Blackinton‘s

time was bettered by J. L. Snow, who made

the climb in 46 seconds in the run-off of his

'tie with A. E. Adams in the heavy gasolenc

class. Harry Martin, owner of the car that

Snow drove, protested against the award to

Blackinton, but the committee ruled that only

the times made in the regular events counted.

The club offered silver cups for first and sec~

ond prizes in all events where there were

three or more starters.

Arthur Feltham won in the electric class,

with Archie Hughes's Waverly in 1114-5,

which is less than half the time of the win

ncr in the same class last year, when H. H.

Itice won in 2:56. R. L. Lippit, who drove

the defeated car in the electric class, had the

satisfaction of winning in the class for gaso

lcne machines costing $1,500 and less. J. L.

Show, in Harry Martin's Peerless and A. E.

Adams in the Pope-Toledo owned by W. K.

Foss, former manager of the Pope store, in

Providence, and now at Boston, tied at 48

seconds in their first attempts. In the run

off. Adams was one-fifth of a second slower

than his first try, but Snow battered his time

by two seconds.

Summaries

Electric—
Archie Hughes (Arthur Feltham), “:averley,

time 1:114-5; R. L. Lippitt (owner), Waverley,

time 1:43.

Steam—
B. F. .Blacklnton (owner), Stanley, time

01474-5; L. T. N. Baldwin (owner), Stanley, time

0:52; Lowell Emerson (owner), Stanley. time 1:17.

Gasolene cars costing $1.500 and less—

R. L. Lippitt (owner), Franklin, time 11%; N.

S. Davis (J. Risley), Columbia, time 1:32; Archie

Hughes (Jeff Crawford), Pope-Hartford, time

1:35; Ezra Perkins (owner), Stevens-Duryea,

time 1:41; W Whitten (owner), Rambler,

time 12491-2.

Gasolenc cars costing over 81.500—

‘W. K. Foss (A. E. Adams), Pope-Toledo, time

0:48; ‘Harry Martin (J. L. Snow), Peerless, time.

0:48; Archie Hughes (owner), Pope-Toledo, time

0:56; John Shepard (A. Sexton), G. R. B., time

1:10; Darwin Almy (owner), Winton. time 1:11;

Arthur Lee (owner), Po e-Toledo, time 1:16.

'Tie. In the run-off, now‘s time was 46 scc_

onds, Adams's 481-5 seconds.
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BEVEL GEAR VS. CHAIN

Comparison of. the Two Systems of Trans

miuion Makes Honors Appear Easy.

 

 

The consideration of the merits of the bevel

gear drive for automobiles as compared with

the chain is naturally before the purchaser

when he thinks of buying.

The two types or principles still exist side

by side in the bicycle trade, and, probably,

always will. One purchaser is best suited

by a chain for his particular kind of use for

a bicycle; another is best suited by the bevel

gear, all things considered.

It is probable that this will he the final

outcome in the automobile industry as well.

There is no apparent reason why the two

systems should not exist, why each should

not fill the wants of a certain number of par

chasers. One manufacturer or purchaser

may be the strongest kind of an advocate of

the bevel gear and another of the chain.

The etiiciency of the two systems was very

carefully gone into, as connected with bi

cycles. It was positively determined by the

experiments of Benton, Souther, Carpenter

and others that the difference in efliciency

was so small, as compared with other losses

of power in the bicycle, that it might be en

tirely neglected.

For example, the diiference between a rac

ing tire and a road tire was easily shown to

be from 5 to 15 per cent loss of power. The

diiIerence between chains and gears, all

other things being equal, it was impossible

to measure. The amount of wind pressure

in the tires could be easily measured, and

‘ made a difference of 4 or 5 per cent.

Consequently, it is fair to say that the loss

of power of the one system more than the

other may be disregarded.

Looking at the construction in each case,

it is seen that the engine power is trans

mitted by a shaft, alike in both systems,

through clutch and transmission gears. With

a chain driven machine there comes next a

pair of bevel gears driving the countershaft.

which carries one or two small sprockets, de

pending upon whether single or double chain

drive.

The chains then transmit the power from

the small sprockets to large sprockets direct

ly connected with the rear wheels, running

loose and independently on the rear axles.

In the case of the bevel gear, the shaft.

after leaving the transmission case, is carried

directly to the rear axle, and has on its end

a bevel gear pinion meshing with a bevel

gear driving a shaft directly attached to and

rotating the rear wheels.

It is to be noticed, therefore, that both

systems transmit through a set of bevel

gears, the arrangement being quite different,

however.

As to strength of construction: The rear

axle of a chain driven machine Is exceedingly

simple in its construction; it is exactly like

that of any wagon, except that sprockets are

attached to'thc hubs, to be driven by chains.

The rear axle of a bevel gear driven ma

chine is considerably more complicated. it

has the bevel gears at its center. thus divid

ing it; an outer tubular axle through which

the driving axle runs, in which are support

ed bearings for the interior moving axle.

Properly constructed, with a sufiicicnt knowl

edge of the strains involved. and in consid

eration of the power transmitted, little trouble

has been experienced, and the machines made

by reliable makers have given good satisfac

tion.

In short, the complications of construction

are all centered on the rear axle of the bevel

gear driven machine. and are not distributed

bctwecn the rear axle and the countershnft,

as on a chain driven machine.

The care of a chain driven machine. as to

lubrication and wear, is distributed betwven

the countershaft, the chains and the rear

sprocket. _

The care of a bevel gear driven machine is

all confined to the rear axle, which must be

thoroughly lubricated by the best of oils.

Both systems of transmission have bcen in

use in the mechanical world as far back as

records g0. Immense improvements are be

ing made in both the manufacture of chains,

sprockets and bech gears. The nicety of

manufacture, relative cutting of chain and

sprockets, and fine meshing of bevel gears

has become an art. a specialty in machine

building. Some makers have found that rela

tion between pitch of chain and sprocket

which gives noiseless transmission; others

have not. Some makers have put out bevel

gears which are positively noiseless and can

not be felt; others have not.

The purchaser is free to buy without being

greatly influenced by the form of transmis

sion, being reasonably sure that the best of

either kind will give him good satisfaction.

It will be seen at once that the above re

marks do not apply to any automobile the

crank shaft of which is parallel with the

rear axle. It does apply to all machines

with crank shafts perpendicular to the. rear

axle.
 

Care of the Clutch.

The. proper care of a leather faced clutch

is essential to the smooth running of a car.

A clutch that is too dry is fierce, and causes

an unpleasant jerk and strain upon the car

when starting or changing gear, while if the

clutch is allowed to become saturated with

lubricating oil or water the consequent slip

is most annoying to the driver, besides being

bad for engine and transmission gear. The

leather should be well cleaned with gasolcne

occasionally, and then drcsscd with castor

or, better still, collan oil. This will keep it

supple enough to take good hold of the

metal of the coned flywheel, and yet In such

condition that the clutch can be allowed to

slip without undue jerking when it Is desired

to coax the car over the brow of a hill with

out changing speed.

USING THE WASTE GASES

How an Ingenious Frenchman Employs Them

for Ignition or Illuminating Purposes.

It is customary to style the gases which

issue from the exhaust as "waste" gases; but

in time this description will be quite erron

eous. Already some portion of the exhaust is

used for heating the carburetter, for supply

ing pressure In the various tanks, or for

pumping tires.

It has remained for M. Bleriot, a French en

gineer, to devise an ingenious scheme for

utilizing the heat of the exhaust gases in yet

another manner. He takes advantage of the

method by which thermo-electriclty is pro

duced, namely, the coupling together of two

metals, such as nickel and copper, and oh

tuinlng an electric current which depends on

the difference in temperature of the points of

contact, when one end of both metals Is heat

ed and the other cooled.

Around the exhaust pipe are a series of

copper tubes Insulated from the metal of the

exhaust pipe itself. into the copper tithes

nickel threads are run, so that each pair

forms a little thermo-electric battery. The;

are all coupled up in series, and are so ar

ranged that, while thc inner ends are heated

by the exhaust gases coming through the

pipe, the outer ends are cooled by contact

with the air. The current is collected at two

terminals, and may be utilized, the inventor

claims, for the headlights or for ignition pur

poses.

Chioago Tries a Street Sweeper.

Superintendent Fox, of the citizens' street

cleaning bureau of Chicago, has introduced

automobile street sweepers in that city and

is enthusiastic over their work. This ma

chine not only sweeps the street over which

it runs, but by an elevator system collects

the dirt into a box on top. It is also equipped

with a water tank. which sprinkles the

street and prevents the spread of dust. The

new machine is entirely automatic and re

quires but one attendant. It is claimed the

new method is mach cheaper than the old,

which required carts and attendants who

collected and carried away the dirt swept up.

Other cities will probably inaugurate auto

mobile street sweepers if they prove suc

cessful after a thorough trial has been given

them.

St. Louis Experiments with Sprinklers.

The street department officers in St. Louis

are busy experimenting with automobile

sprinklers to determine whether there is

greater economy in operating the sprinklers

with motor power or to continue drawing the

water wagons the old-fashioned way, with

mule power. The first test was made last

week, and was for the purpose of ascertain

ing how much power will be needed for the

propulsion of the water wagons. .\ 2-! horse

power automobile was hitched to the city‘s

largest sprinkler and pulled it easily. Anto

mobiles of less power will now be tried.
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l—IJE Gold Medal

Solar Lamps
- Award by the jury at the Universal Exposition at St. Louis

Confirms our repeated claims that Solar Lamps are THE BEST

acetylene and oil automobile, motor car and cycle lamps manufac

tured in this or any other country. This award was made after a

careful examination by the leading experts of the world of all lines

of lamps. We are justly proud of the showing made by Solar

Lamps and are more convinced than ever that our policy of honest

manufacture, use of best materials, and highest skilled labor, pays.

OUR 1905 LINE OF SOLARS NOW READY_

AND ARE BETTER THAN EVER.

To the manufacturers of au'omobiles we desire to say that Solar

Lamps as an equipment add greatly to the appearance and selling

qualities of any automobile.

To the drivers of automobiles we wish to enlarge upon the fact

that Solar Lamps and our 1905 Generator mean NO LAMP

TROUBLES.

We shall continue our policy of absolutely guaranteeing perfect

satisfaction. Let us know when you are ready for 1905 samples

and prices.

The Badger Brass Mfg. Q0.

WiSo, U. S. A.
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MEASURING POWER

Renard's Ingenious Device, How it Performs

Its Work and What It Discloses.

 

It is pretty well known that the Automo

bile Club of France has been in the habit

from time to time of conducting exhaustive

tests of important parts oi! the automobile, it

having installed in its laboratory some very

elaborate devices. A test of carburetters was

made last summer with marked success.

Recently another department has been

added to the laboratory for ascertaining the

power developed by motors and absorbed by

transmissions with the aid of the dynamo

metric mill invented by Colonel Renard,

whose name is well known as the inventor

of the military balloon “France” a quarter

of a century ago, the Renard road train and

a variety of other devices associated with

automobilism. i

Colonel Renard first-presented the dynamo

metric mill—the apparatus is much simpler

than is suggested by the name—at a congress

held in Paris two years ago. It is based

upon an entirely new principle of utilizing air

resistance as a means of measuring the power

developed. The apparatus employed for this

purpose is an arm of rectangular section of

elm, or other suitable wood, revolving on the

end of a shaft to which it is fixed. Through

this arm is bored a number of holes in which

two square aluminum plates are bolted, one

at each end. As the mill revolves the resist

ance offered by the plates varies according

to their area and to the distance separating

them—that is to say, as the plates are placed

closer together the resistance diminishes and

attains its maximum when they are at the ex

treme ends. The area of the plates is calcu

lated for mills suitable for testing motors

within certain limits of power.

Colonel Renard had necessarily to carry out

a very long and exhaustive series of experi~

ments before he could ascertain the exact re

sistance offered by the area of the plates.

their position and speed of mill, and incident

ally it may be remarked that in experiment

ing with various forms of plates he obtained

some extremely interesting data, a spherical

ball oii'ering about forty times less resist

ance than a flat Dlnte of the same ectional

area. This experiment fully bore out the

practical results obtained by makers in build

ing their high speed racing cars with bodies

offering curved lines to the air resistance.

It is evident that having obtained a scale of

resistance at various speeds and positions or

the plates, this very simple apparatus can be

employed to accurately measure the power of

the engine to which it is attached.

The engine to be tested is bolted to a

wooden bed, which is in its turn solidly fast

ened to girders built into the masonry. By

the side of the motor is a heavy wooden

frame bolted to the ground. To this is fixed

a horizontal tube in which revolves part of

the universal Jointed shaft, to one end ot

which is keyed the mill. The other end of

the shaft is keyed to the crank shaft. In test

ing the motor it is, of course, necessary to

know exactly at what speed the mill is re

volving, so that by referring to the scale the

resistance altered at this speed can be ascer

mined.

Besides the usual mechanical indicators

showing the number of revolutions in a given

time, the installation is fitted with the new

Teletachymetre constructed by JLQSSI'S. Chau

vlu & Arnaux. This consists oil a small mag

neto iixed to the frame and driven by a rub

ber band from a wheel on the universal

jointed shaft. The variations are indicated

by a needle on a gauge and corresponding to

the number of revolutions marked on the dial.

A number of mills of dlfierent lengths, and

with plates of ditTerent sizes, are employed

for measuring the power developed by en

gines ranging from little bicycle motors up

to motors of 100 horsepower.

It will easily be seen that if motors can be

measured in this way there is no reason why

a measurement should not be taken of the

power developed on the driving axle, so that

it is possible to ascertain with the greatest

accuracy the amount of power absorbed by

friction between the engine and the driving

axle. For this purpose an installation has

been fitted up, consisting of a bed of masonry

of a suitable height, with an incline up which

the car is drawn by winding gear. The front

of the car is fixed by ropes and the rear part

is raised on wooden supports bolted to

wedges inside the grooves formed by the

girders built in the masonry bed. On each

side of the bed is a stand carrying a mill, one

of them capable of being moved longitudinal

ly so as to adjust it to the width of the car.

The mill is the same as has‘already been de

scribed, but the end of the universal jointed

shaft carries a metal cone which is fixed to

the spokes by means of bolts and cross pieces.

The power developed on the axle is then

measured in the way already indicated, and

the difference between this power and that

developed by the motor gives the exact

amount of frictional loss in transmission.

The Renard apparatusis extremely useful

as a ready and accurate means of measuring

the power of engines, and it is providing a

lot of valuable data which will throw an in

teresting light upon the efficiency of the va

rious forms or power transmitting gears.

 

Taking Time by the Forclock.

Impelled by the belief marine doom of

the horse, so far as city streets is concerned,

is impending, a well known painter of

Parisian life, M. Louis Vallet, proposes the

organization of a permanent museum oi

vehicles, including in the collection those

used to-day not only in Paris but in all parts

of the world. Several great savants and col

lectors are supporting him in his scheme, and

it is hoped that the State will provide a

building and money for carrying the sugges

tion into effect. An exhibition of vehicles of

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

which already exists at Versailles, might

form the nucleus or the projected museum.

COOLING THE MOTOR

Frenchman Discusses the Subject and Concludes

that Problem has not been Solved.

 

 

In gasolene motors the combustion of .the

mixture releases a great quantity of beat, of

which one part is transformed into useful

work, another is dissipated in the walls 01'

the combustion chamber and cylinder, while

the third escapes through the exhaust, says

lI. Andre in La France Automobile. The

temperatures of the first two are pretty nearly

equal, and after experiments by investigators

it is estimated that at the moment of com

bustion the heat‘otten exceeds 1,800 and even

2,000 degrees centigrade.

That extreme heat would quickly carry the

walls 01! the cylinder to a temperature in

compatible with the proper working of the

motor 11' provision were not made for the con

stant cooling of their surtaces. Following

on the too great elevation of temperature 01'

the walls of the motor it would be exposed

to a number of evil consequences which we

will enumerate. In the first place, it would

be impossible to insure proper lubrication oi‘

the cylinders, because the best oils for re

sisting heat will decompose at about 300 de

grees, and give oi! carbonic deposits detri

mental to the g00d working of the valves

and motor in general. Second, the exccssive

and unequal expansion of the parts adjusted

with great precision, notably the cylinder

and piston, would interfere with the work

ing and play of the motor. Third, there is al

ways danger of the piston seizing; also there

is fear for the welding oi! the head of the

connecting rod and the crank; the bad effects

on the valves, esjeclally the exhaust valves,

which receive the rush of the burning gases.

Cooling, then, is absolutely necessary. But

it is not necessary to push this question of

cooling to excess, because a greater quantity

of heat produced by combustion will be dis

sipated in the walls without producing useful

work than is necessary, and the efliciency oi'

the motor will be to that extent diminished.

Unfortunately, in spite of the great progress

accomplished during recent years, there is

not yet any well defined limit oi! the extent

of this cooling, which constitutes one of the

greatest imperfections of the gasolene motor.

The method of cooling, of whatever kind,

must Iulill certain conditions, of which the

following are the principal: ‘1) The cooling

must be neither too energetic nor lnsutticlent.

(2) It must be independent of the speed of

the motor, and, as a result of that, of the

car.

The necessity for these conditions will be

readily understood. Suppose that the water

circulation is most active when the speed is

greatest, and, inversely, when the motor

slows on account oi! increased effort required.

such as surmounting a hill, the cooling be

comes less active. and the motor heats or

tends to heat. I! after slowing the motor

quickens, the cooling increases with brusque
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intensity, but the walla of the cylinder cool

before the piston, and, on account of the

slight clearance, there is a tendency to tric~

lion, resulting from the different rates of ex

pansion produced. The best mode of cooling

is that in which sudden changes are avoided,

and which tends to maintain the walls at as

uniform a temperature as possible.

The processes of cooling these may be

divided into two main categories: (1) The

processes in which the cylinder cedes the

heat to the surrounding air or to cold gases

introduced into its interior. (2) The processes

by which the cylinder codes the heat directly

to water or other liquid which may be put

into contact with its exterior or interior.

Cooling by air is generally eifected on the

exterior; sometimes, and especially with two

cycie motors, by a current of pure air or car

bidised air introduced into the cylinder; in

such case the current clears the burnt gases

from the cylinder. But the most efficacious

method of cooling by air is that in which

the cylinder codes the heat directly to the

surrounding atmosphere. To render this

method more eflicient the cooling surface is

increased by furnishing the cylinder with

suitable ribs or flanges. These ribs generally

form a part of the cylinder casting, but in

some cases attempts have been made to use

copper ribs because of its great conductivity

and extreme emissivc quality.

It is essential, however, in using air cooling

by ribs to provide for renewing the air about

the cylinder, and to render easy the circula

tion of the air about its surface. Some mak

ers have endeavored to increase the activity

of the circulation about the ribs by various

devices. M. Lepape has tried a method of en

veloping the cylinder in a sheath, in which he

creates a forced draught by means of an ex

tension of the exhaust. But at the end of a

journey of any length the eflicacy of this

system diminished, and the cooling was no

longer sufiicient. The Hurter and G. Rich

ard firms have tried the use of a fan in front

of the ribs, but the cooling then must depend

on the speed of the motor, as the fan is

necessarily actuated by the latter. This

means, then, that no one has solved the prob

lem In its entirety.
 

  

Our first. "Auto—talk" we devoted solely to value.

in this, the second, we will touch upon the subject of construction.

the good points of Autocur construction cannot be covered in a talk of thin length,

we want to bring to your attention some of the feature. of the Autocar which are

so obviously advantageous that they must be appreciated

The illustration above show: the easy accessibility

Is never necessary to crawl under an Autocar or to remove the body.

the motor you have only to hit up the hood in front.

case simply lift up the floor between front seat and dashboard.

The mechanism of the Autocar is exceedingly simple; this applies to both the

The novice will not find in the Autocar the appal

ling intricacy of parts that he may have come to believe inseparable from an

working and the steering parts.

automobile.

The engine in all Autocars is of the two cylinder horizontal opposed type,

The engine of the four-pal

sengcr car develops 12 actual horse power, that of tho runabout 10 actual horse

The engine is oiled automatically, ll water cooled, and the number of porn

which means that. there in no noticeable vibration.

power.

is reduced to a minimum,

The autocar transmission In ball—bearing,

Ample brakes are provided.

The double spark coil used In the Autocar In of the very best and most up

The gasolene tank holds ten gallons, which, on good roads, Is lumproved type.

went for 200 miles.

All parts of the Autocar, with the exception of bodies and tires, are made in

‘ are made by men who have been building successtulthe Autocar shops.

automobiles for eight years. Every part is made In

part, so that the entire mechanism operates in perfect

We know that none but the best materials go into

we know that the workmanship In expert and thorough

Autocar bodies are made for us by a leading body maker, and are flnisehd like

the finest. coaches.

The Autocar has a speed of from 8 to 35 miles an hour.

trol is attained through an unusually simple arrangement of levers.

The price of the Autocar Runabout, shown above, is $900; the Autocar Four

Passenger Car, $1,700

In our next month’s talk we will tell you of the Autocar'a performance.

booklet, which we send free_ gives full description of the Autocar's construction,

You should have itand addresses of our dealers throughout the country.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, -

Member .4 ssoeiation Licenced A UIOWIOMIC Man ulecturers.

NUMBER TWO.

The car In gear-driven—no chain.

While all

by the vericat novice.

of the Autocnr motor. It.

To reach

To get at the transmission

harmony with every other

unity.

Autocar construction, and

Extreme ease of con—

Our

Ardmore, Pa.

 

  

FRANK H. REED.

Gen. Pass. Agi., Chicago.

  

HEALTH FOR YOU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENCH lliiK-WEST BABEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana.

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

This

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations In plenty—Golf Playing Now

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

l MUHUH ROUTE

. II'lilfl [-mngn “plum

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling Ill about the water. and giving list of Hotel! and

Boarding Houles, wlth thelr rates, lent free.

GHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Traffic Man.
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ANY SIZE
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K-BERESFORD M'F'c. CO.,CLEVE LAND. 0.

THE BM iGNlTlON SYSTEM

noes AWAY WITH ALL lNDUC
TION AND SPARK cons. 500T
AND HIGH VOLTAGE TROUBLES.

THE BuM‘SPECI/xt" CAN

BE OPERATED WITH ANY
SIZE ORDINARY DRY BATTERIES
'ewb BEING AMPLY SUFFICIENT<V

AND EFFECTSv GREATECONOMY

IN CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

41\ ilk

r

WRITE FOR BULLETIN —W.
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TOURING IN HAWAII

Experiences that Added Interest to the Honey

mooning of a San Francisco Pair.

 

Many novel experiences were met with by

George A. Turner and Mrs. Turner, of San

Francisco, who spent their honeymoon tour

iing the Hawaiian Isladds in an automo

bile.

and all the driving was done in Mr. Turner’s

Rambler car, which he took with him for the

purpose.

There are many fine roads to all parts of

the island leading out of Honolulu, and the

plantation owners are taking it upon them

selves to improve the highways. Aside from

the many drives on the island of Hawaii, the

roads are being put into condition so that in

a very short time it will be possible, by tak

ing one of the inter-island steamers, to make

a trip to Kilauea, the largest active volcano

in the world. When this is finished—and it

is promised that it will be by next year-—it

will present a most interesting trip for the

automobilist. Mr. Turner intended to make

this trip, but was cautioned not to attempt

it, as the lava formation would ruin the tires.

During the month's tour of the islands but

one puncture did the tires invite, and that

was caused by a nail (sent across from San

Francisco).

it is quite probable that in the very near

future a great many larger automobiles will

be in use on the islands, not only for pleas

ure but for business, as the climate is ex

ceedingly hard on horse flesh, and it is

most expensive to keep equines, as there is

very little feed raised, the land being more

valuable for sugar cane, pineapple and other

products. The cars, however, must of neces

sity be of ample power, as the formation

of the islands is mountainous, and while the

roads give evidence of much careful en

gineering, and as a rule exceptional care is

taken of them, there are naturally many

grades that would tax the power of ordinary

cars.

The citizens, both native and white, are

very courteous and seem to welcOme the

automobile. The island people took very

kindly to the modern creation, and some

years ago a company was formed and a num

ber of electric machinc were put on rental,

,but the venture was not successful, as the

electric vehicles were in their infancy, and

as their facilities were not of the best they

caused a great deal of dissatisfation. There

are a great many people in Honolulu now,

judging ,from the first machines, who are

quite sceptical as, to the reliability of the

motor car of to-day, but this is gradually

wearing off, and it will not be long before

machines in the islands will be plentiful.

Mr. Turner relates many interesting storics

and incidents of his Honolulu trip.

"It was quite amusing," he said, “to note

many ways in which the natives received the

‘rod devil" in some of the more remote dil

The journey was made last summer,

tricts. I have in mind a trip we made up the

Keiihi Valley. We had been driving along

at a pretty brisk clip, and in making a turn

came upon what appeared to be a native pic

nic. We had given notice of our approach

by a liberal use of the horn, consequently

when we made our appearance on the turn

all were on a lookout to see what was com

ing. A number were on the fences that

lined both sides of the road, and at first sight

of the machine they nearly broke their necks

in tumbling off and seeking shelter, and the

next moment all we could observe was black

heads peeping out, reminding one very much

of the action of the little ground squir

rels as we pass along the road. We stopped

to give them a chance to see the automobile,

and very soon the more venturesome of the

party approached, but taking great care not

to get too close. We soon quieted their

fears, and before we knew it we were in the

center of a very much interested group

flocked about us with their fears fully al

layed.”

The horses on thesisland show no unusual

fright or timidity toward the automobiles.

There are no laws or legislation against

their use, and, in fact, there is not one ele

ment detrimental to a very pleasant tour of

the islands with an automobile. When one

considers the very low rates of transporta

tion there is no question but what future

tourists possessing automobiles will take

them along on trips to Honolulu.

In leaving San Francisco the Oceanic

Steamship Company accepts machines in

running condition, no preparation other than

the emptying of the gasolene tank being re

quired. It is very advisable to use these

steamers, as their ports are large enough to

permit a machine being run into the baggage

room, and this makes unnecessary the use of

a rope and derrick to hoist the automobile

aboard, as is the case on the other steamers

to the islands. The freight‘on a large sized

car is the nominal one of $35 a round trip,

and they handle the machine with the utmost

care. Mr. Turner’s Rambler had company

on the trip down, as the Rambler agency

shipped down on the same steamer a canopy

top touring car for Charles M. Cook, a promi

nent banker of Honolulu. Both cars went

through without a scratch.

There are many finely equipped machine

shops on the island, and gasolene is readily

obtained, and a good quality at $3.75 per

case of 10 gallons. The climate is particu

larly suitable for gasolene powered cars ow

ing to the constant high temperature. The

Von Hamm Young Co. carry a complete line

of tires, and in conjunction with their estab

lishment have a thorough equipped machiuc.

shop.

There are three first class hotels in Hono

lulu—the Alexander Young, the Royal Hawaii

and the Moana, all of which either have ac

commodations or are arranging same for

the care of automobiles.

The Palli drive is one of the most inter

esting trips of which one can conceive. The

run is from the west to the eastern portion of

Honolulu over eXceptionally well kept roads,

and there unfolds a view that would be hard

to excel. After a descent of some five miles

one suddenly is surrounded by rice and other

plantations of exceeding interest. In fact.

Honolulu as an automobile touring ground

of exceptional interest is hard to surpass ou

the globe. \

Mr. Turner has a few suggestions for mo

torists who contemplate taking this trip.

“Carry your canopy top with the machine,

as the rains, while of only short duration,

are a very frequent occurrence," he says.

“As they are warm, however, very little dis

comfort is gotten from them, and no doubt

they are beneficial, as they lay the dust and

make touring all the more enjoyable.”

 

Wreck Due to Politeness.

An act of politeness was responsible for

the wreck of the automobile belonging to A.

J. Hatch, a New York broker, whose home is

in Stamford, Conn. Mr. Hatch's son, Ed

ward, was ridlng alone in the automobile

up at Stamford street Tuesday afternoon last,

when a young woman acquaintance passed.

Hc raised his hat to her, and as he did so

the rear wheels caught in the car tracks,

swerved suddenly, and dashed against the

curbing. The collision demolished the front

of the machine and buried Hatch headlong to

the pavement but, strangely enough, he was

uninjured.

Here’s the Up-to-Date Sheriff.

Lawbreakers in Nebraska must needs be

wary now, as that State boasts of at least

one up-to-date Sheriff, who uses an automo

bile to run down persons who he thinks

would be safer behind the bars than at large.

Recently~ William Holden, a farm hand, en

tered the Platte Valley Bank, Platte Center,

Neb., demanded the bank’s cash, and on the

refusal of Cashier Barney Schroeder to sur

render it shot the latter in the breast, then

escaped in a buggy. Sherifl Carney took up

the pursuit in an automobile, and after an

exciting chase captured his man.

 

 

How the Bank was Saved.

Out in Ohio the automobile has proved a

valuable acquisition in time of a run on a

bank. Last week the depositors in the Wil

loughby branch of the Wade Park Banking

(‘0. of Cleveland heard that the bank had

been affected by suits brought against it.

and straightaway made a run for their sav

ings. The bank officials telephoned to their

bank in Cleveland for funds, and in a few

minutcs an automobile dashed up to the Wll~

loughby institution and unloaded $75,000,

which stopped the run and satisfied the dc

pnsitors.

Saws Wood and Says Something.

l'ulmcr Jordan, a farmer, living at Daniel

suu. (,‘0llll.. is doing almost all of the wood

cutting in his neighborhood at a low rate.

says the Boston Herald. He bought an uni

automobile in Providence recently, and fixed

it up so he can attach a belt to the machinery

and run a saw. He carries the saw around

in the automobile, and goes from one farmer

to another, cutting their wood for them.
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Sarcasm of the Star.

“Everybody that doesn't own an automo

bile knows that the man who does is 9. vii

lain and a pup," is the elegant way the Peoria

(111.) Star puts it.

"The automobilist has been tried at the

great bar of public opinion and convicted of

being a murderer, a coward, a destroyer of

happy homes and an enemy to righteousness

and the human t'rame. But until recently it

was not believed that he added to his other

crimes that of being a trickster.

“Yet such is even the case. Not long ago,

it seems, a travelling salesman of a particu

larly slick and insinuating sort struck Peoria.

lIe was selling a patent device to be at—

tached to automobiles whereby the chauffeur

could so manipulate the number which the

law compels him to place on the rear of his

machine that it would be made invisible at

will.

"Sad to say, this meretrlcious device for

cheating the law and tooling the public found

a ready sale here. In fact, it is stated that

the slick salesman sold out his entire outfit

in one day and had to telegraph to the house

for more.

"This is a terrible commentary on the moral

status of the Peoria automobilist, and shows

that the poor common people are at the

mercy of a lot of miscreants. For now all a

  

  

THE

WIllARD
LATEST

MODEL

chauffeur has to do is to run over a man, re

verse the number on the rear end of his

death dealing devil wagon and choo-choo

gayly away, giving the corpse and the mourn

ers and the slenths of justice the merry

ha-ita. .

“It is said by eyewitnesses to the affair

that when a big gasoiene touring car ran

into Mr. Fryc‘s buggy last Sunday across the.

wagon bridge be applied this devilish de

vice to his number, shouted deiiance at the

iuckless young luau and steamed carelessly

over the bridge, his automobile filled with

beautiful young ladies and millinery and his

heart filed with black wickedness. Here is

a matter for the city authorities to prayer

i‘ully investigate. if there is a naughty

scheme on foot to make automobile numbers

invisible and cheat justice of her prey in

case of a collision, it should be run to earth,

published forth to the world and the instiga

tors thereof punished as they deserve."

 

Gurney is Now Safe.

Among recent purchasers of Waverly elec

trics is Hugh Gurney, secretary of the

British Embassy to this country. His

unpleasant experience a month or two

ago, when a Massachusetts justice summa

rily fined him tor speeding, and was subse

quently obliged to apologize for his uncere

monious treatment of a member of the diplo

matic corps, will be recalled.

  
  

List! the Voice of the Farmer.

Farmers' journals are generally rabid in

their abuse of everything pertaining to an

tomobiles and their users. but the editor of

the Farm Star. Indianapolis, Ind., takes an

eminently sensible view of the question. He

thinks it hardly probable that any radical

measures will be adopted by the Indiana

State legislature this session, as there has

been too much heated discussion of the sub

ject. At'ter saying that in some parts of the

State the feelings of the farmers are very

bitter against automobile drivers, he adds

the following:

“The automobile is here to stay. It is no

longer a luxury, but it is getting to be almost

a necessity. The drivers have as much right

on the highways of the State as travellers

that may be using any other kind 0! locomo

tion. Some automobilists have undoubtedly

proceeded along the idea that no one else has

any rights when they are under full speed,

and this accounts for the strong feeling

against them.

“A low rate of speed when passing a horse

will probably be the gist of the measures

that will be proposed for adoption by the

State legislature. It is, 01' course, imprac

ticable to require that the machines come to

a full stop. The rate of speed, however,

should be so low that it would be the next

thing to a stop.”
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WOOD SEPERATOR. NEGATIVE PLATESHEATH OVER

POSITIVE PLATE.

 

 

LightWeiqht

STORAGE Biiiiiii! ,
MANUFACTURED BY

THE WI lAllDSlORAGEBATiERY t0.Cl.EVElANll.0lll0. *
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I HEARD m Tm 4 CIMP m; 077/61? 1%? Tfl‘AT 11w; msup“

FELLowS' wspf wr w ,1- wmv W1! wR/e/H' agar/amp

TIRES wHF/v or oval? T0 PUTT'I" 6" PM To TlPoumr

MESSRS. MORGAN & WRIGHT, Chicago.

Gentlemen—Allow me to co ratuliue ya on the excellence of your Clincher M

tires. 1 laced them on my ckard T011 2 mr hm Mav- and th ugh the car &has been constant use since, I have enjoyed the very maximum tire com- - i I

fort. The, hgva not giv me a moment's trouble, and to me. who, up to that time. N

has experienced all the re worries. and few of the pleasures of auto driving, it is 9‘" Yo'k DIYtOH Daron

cvrflilnly a pleuure to find so reliable a tire as is yours. at L I
Yours for the M. & “', Clincher tire, P, BRICKBAUN, M. 1)., st Louis, Mo. - °u ' all" Fl'flnOlsco Atlanta

 

Haste Makes Waste.
Don’t be in a hurry to place your order for I905. Wait

until you have seen the new ORIENT cars; there are some

things about them that will surprise you. Write us now so

that we can send you photographs and keep you posted. You

want the latest and best and we have it. “Any old car" will

not sell this season, they must be up to date. It will not cost

you much to write.‘

WALTHAl‘l MFG. CO., Waltham, Mass.
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THE B. &. S. ADJUSTABLE

AUTUMUBILEWRENBH
has a

place ofits own 5* ~

in the ’1

world of I)!

wrenches.

Every part

of it is

drop

forged and

it is made

to stand

. hard

usage.

The cut

shows full

size of

8 in.

wrench.

There are

three

larger

sizes,

ID in.,

l4 in., and

IS in.

Send for

Circular U,

which

describes

them.

Q
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We furnish

Electrotypes

for

Catalogues.

THE BILLIHOS 8!. SPEHOEH 00.,

HARTFORD, CONN., U.8.A.

PIONEERS OF DROP FORGING.
  

 

Aluminum Bodies

of the

HIGHEST GRADE.

TUPS, FENDERS and HUUUS.

@hassis Lengthenedeide Door

Entrances a Specialty.

MOORE & MUNGER 00., 602 West 52ml Sl., New York City.

TELEPHONE, 4425 Columbus.

THE M. SEWAHD & SUN 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Painting, Repairing

and Remodeling.

 

 

ém‘éi'ité'z
HARQ'XVARE

‘ Special [lrop Forgings .'

Auton'i'ohiles '
‘AND OTHER WORK.

  

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.
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41s 11»; - 40 H- P
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e. R. THOMAS motor: co., |2 l0 NtagaralSt., Buffalo, to. Y.

Members 0! the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile Bhoroino Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWELL-PABKEB ELEGTBIG 00.,

CLEVELAND, O.
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HARTFORD, -

WHITLOCK

COOLERS

For 1905.

  

The Leading Automobile

1905 for the following reasons .—

1 st: Because it is the most EFFL

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

3 rd : Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

4th: Because it is a TRIED DE

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6 th: Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States.

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers.

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

Builders

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

 

CONNECTICUT .

The Week's Patents.

775,224.—Automobile attachment. James B.

Mott, Fredonia, N. Y. Filed August 5, 1904.

Serial No. 219,631. (No model.)

Claim.—An automobile provided with a

rear deck section, means for removably se

curing the same in place, the deck section

being adapted to engage the stationary rear

deck portion of the automobile and said deck

section having a closure, and means for re

movably holding the same in active position.

775,233.——Automobile driving gear, George

C. Cannon, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 5,

1903. Serial No. 179,934. (No model.)

Claim—The combination of a sectional

crank shaft, said sections having flanges re

spectively on their contiguous ends, a gear

set between said flanges, gibs hearing be

tween the flanges and gear, and means for

fastening the flanges and gear together.

12.284.—-Change speed gearing. Louis P.

Moocrs, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to the Peerless Motor Car Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of West

Virginia. Filed Sept. 24, 1904. Serial No.

225,834. Original No. 737,442, dated August

25, 1903.

Claim—The combination of the driven

shaft C, the shaft E, a gear e' fast upon the

latter shaft, an endwise movable and normal

ly inactive reversing pinion h adapted to be

moved into mesh with gear e', a sliding gear

(1 on shaft 0, a single shifting device, and

mechanism operated thereby which moves the

gear d and pinion h toward each other and

carries the ger (1 into engagement with gear

e’ and then past it, and carries the pinion h

into mesh with both gears d and (1'.

775,321. Vaporizer for Hydrocarbon Motors.

August Wassmann, Astoria, N. Y., assignor

to Abbot Augustus Low, Horseshoe, N. Y.

Filed November 24, 1903. Serial No. 182,455.

(No model.)

Claim—d. In a motor of the character desig

nated. the combination of a piston cylinder

formed with a water jacket. means for intro

(inc-ing water into said jacket. an ignition

chamber communicating with said piston cyl

A Sharp Eye Ahead!
Driving an auto will be more of a pleasure and less of a

strain on the eyes it you use EVE-FIX. This tried and

true remedy strengthens weak eyrs, cures watery eyes and

aliays irritation caused by Wind and cold. It is an effective

 

 

  

tonic for eyes that are dull, tired or overtsxed—make

them bright and clear—removes the aches and pains.

Quickly cures sore eyes and instantly soothes eyes that are

injured by particles ol dustl etc. Carry EYE-FIX in

your pocket, a small vial and a dropper in a neat case. Use

it in a jiffy—two drops' is a dose. All druggists and op

ticians sell EYE-FIX at 50¢,

Every dealer in automobiles and sundries should have

EYE~FIX in stock. He will find a good sale lor it among

his patrons.

Inquiries cheerfully answered, and we send a trial bottle,

post-paid, for we.

EYE-FIX REMEDY co.,
Dept. 8., Detroit, Mich.. U. 8. A.

 
 

 

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.
l 5 cents perlinoof seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, a 5 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—1904 White Touring Car with

top, gas lamps and side baskets. Car guar

anteed first class shape; $1450.00. Reason for

selling—buying 1905 Model “White.” Address

T. W. I. SUITE, :8 Manhattan Blk., Cleveland,

Ohio.
 

WANTED-Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

know how to work eliectlvely and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

for men oi the right sort, Address, TIRES,

P, 0. Box 649, New York.

 

OR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

FOR SALE—A solution that will not freeze for

25 cents. EMERAL WRIGHT, Box 164

Greenville. Ohio.

SALESMAN.

A machine salesman, age 30, with 7 years’

experience, 3 years with automobiles, desires

position. Address E. N. B., care MOTOR WoaLn,

 

 

  

Motor Boat and

Sportsman’s Show

Madison Square Garden

New York City

February 21 to March 9, 1905

Address, J. A. H. DRESSEL, "35 B‘way, N. Y.

THE ABME IMPBUVED

1905 MUFFLER.

 

 

 

 

  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Bock-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR GAB 8t REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKE, Jii Pine St.,

St. Louis. Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH & EDWARDS, ilo

Nassau St.. New York City.

Western Agents: 8. .I. DAY 8: C0., SIO fllsoion

an. San Francisco, Cal.
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inder and formed with a hood having a water

space therein, means for admitting water

from the said cylinder water jacket to the

said hood on the igniter, means for controll

ing the flow of water to said hood and means

for discharging water from said hood for the

purpose described.

775,355. Chain Connecting Device. Cyrus

E. Smith, Fall River, Mass. Filed July 7,

1904. Serial No. 215,659. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a device of the class de

scribed, the combination with a frame hav

ing spaced bearings and carrying a hook, of

a shank movably extending through the bear

ings and having a hook, and an adjusting

device engaging the frame and shank for

moving the latter through the bearings of the

former and thereby moving said hooks tow

ard each other.

775,381. Motor Goggles. Harry Newbold,

London, England, assignor to Jas. Atchison,

London, England. Filed August 6, 1904.

Serial No. 219,799. (No model.)

Claim—1. A pair of goggles comprising

among their members a main frame consist

ing of two sections hinged together, an auxil

iary frame section movably connected to

each of said main frame sections and adapted

to fold thereupon, and a flexible shield of

fabric connected to each of said auxiliary

frame sections and extending to the adjacent

main frame section, whereby said main frame

sections may be folded together and the

auxiliary frame sections will fold upon the

sections of the main frame, one set of said

frame sections being provided with trans

parent material, substantially as described.

775,385. Incandescent Igniter for Explosive

Engines. Patrick J. Shouvlin, Springfield,

Ohio. Filed March 19, 1904; Serial No. 198,

911. (No model.)

Claim—1. An igniter for explosive engines,

comprising an ignition tube, a fine, or chim

ney. surrounding the same and provided with

an opening in its wall, and a burner sup

ported on said chimney and adjustable lon

gitudinally thereof opposite said opening,

substantially as deScribed.

775,409. Power Transmitting and Revers

ing' Mechanism. Robert Symmonds, Ken

osha, \\‘is., assignor to Thomas B. Jeffery,

i-e110slia, Wis. Filed April 9, 1904. Serial

No. 202,469. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a power transmission mechan

ism, the combination with a driving element,

of a clutch fixed thereto, a co-operating mov

able clutch member, a driven element, a eas

ing carried by the movable clutch member,

and gearing mechanism inclosed in said cas

ing operatively connecting the driving and

driven elements. 4

775.492. Pneumatic Tire for Vehicle Wheels.

Adrian R. Karreman and Oreste Del Guerra,

Chicago, Ill. Filed April 27, 1904. Serial No.

205,268. (No model.)

Claim—1.In a pneumatic tire, a rim, a seat

secured thereto and having side walls, and

means for inding said walls against a tire,

combined with a rubber tire having a thick

ened tread, a plurality of layers of fabric

within said tire and having the edges folded

within the seat to form two annular cham

bers of substantially rectangular cross sec

tion, and strengthening braces fitting in said

chambers, and through which braces the

binding means of the tire is passed, substan

tially as described.

775,503. Change Speed Gear. Alfred Soames

and Walter Langdon-Davies, Surrey County,

England. Filed January 18, 1904. Serial

No. 189,616. (No model.)

Claim—1. In change speed gear, the combi

nation of two shafts, gear wheels of varying

diameter on each, each wheel on one adapted

to mesh with a wheel on the other and one

wheel of each intermeshing pair capable of

being slid along its shaft to put it into or out

of mesh with the other wheel of the pair, a

friction clutch, a pesitive clutch driven by the

,frlction clutch and itself driving one of the

shafts, a selective lever by the movement of

which any pair of wheels can be brought into

mesh, a pedal lever, mechanism by which the

first movement of this lever disengages the

friction clutch, mechanism by which the fur

ther movement of this lever disengage the

positive clutch and locking mechanism by

which the selecting lever cannot be shifted

unless the positive clutch has first been dis

engaged.

775,544. Indicator for Fluid Tanks. Frank

A. Rantz and George W. Collin, Bridgeport,

(‘oniL Filed Nov. 8, 1902. Serial No. 130,618.

(No model.)

Claim—l. In a tillid tank indicator, the com

bination with a tank having a circular open

ing. a movable cap threadedly attached in the

ring, depending guides attached to said cap,

a yoke connecting the lower ends of the

guides and being of less length than the di

ameter of the opening. a vertically disposed

spiral stem rotatably mounted in the cap and

yoke, a float mounted on the guides and en

gaging the spiral stem in a manner to turn

the same by thefrise and fall of the fluid in

the tank, a magnet carried by said stem, an

indicating needle exterior of and attached to

the cap adapted to move and register with

the. position of and by the influence of the

magnet on the inside, and a movable cover

adapted to fit upon the cap to inclose the

needle, substantially as shown and described.

775,553. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. George W. Burton and Alfred F. Sei

bel, Toledo, Ohio. filed May 28, 1904. Serial

No. 210,162. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a carburetter, the carburetter

body having an air inlet and a mixed vapor

outlet, a valve slidably mounted within the

carburetter body having openings adapted to

be brought into alignment with the vapor out

let. and a wedge shaped spraying chamber

disposed at one end of the carburetter body

adjacent to the air inlet in operative relation

to said valve, substantially :1 described.

775,595. Dust Guard for Autocars. Will

iam H. Brown, Chicago, Ill. Filed March 31,

1904. Serial No. 201,003. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an auto—

car, of a skirt extending from the lower por

tion of the car body as high as the seat, said

skirt being spaced from the body and extend

ing along the rear portion of the side of the

body around the rear end thereof, substan

tially as described.

775,614. Carburetter for Explosive Engines.

Geo. F. Swain. Harvey, 11]., assignor of one

half to Henry E. Kellogg, Harvey, Ill. Filed

December 26, 1902. Serial No. 136,536. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A carburetter comprising :1 cas

ing having a vaporizer chamber and having

a downwardly extended passage the lower

end of which has a valve seat and is con

nected with the upper part of the vaporizing

chamber for supplying liquid hydrocarbon

thereto, a valve engaged with the valve seat

and adapted to be opened by upward move

ment for controlling the passage and having

a valve stem extended down into the vaporiz

ing chamber, a foraminous vaporizer secured

to the valve stem below the valve and

adapted to receive the liquid hydrocarbon

from said stem, said vaporizing being ex

tended across the vaporizing chamber. means

for admitting air to the vaporizing chamber

below the vaporizer, and means for discharg

ing vapor from said chamber above the

vaporizer.

775.753. Vehicle \Vheel. \Villiam B. Keigh

icy. Yincland, N. J. Filed May 12, 1904.

Serial No. 207,637. (No model.)

Claim—1. A wheel tire having a flat base.

and an outer elastic tire, having projecting

lugs secured to said flat base by means of

swinging clips, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, in a wheel tire, of an

outer elastic tire having undercut and trans

versely slotted base portions, a base tire upon

which said outer elastic tire. is seated, and

pivoted and swinging retainers for said

elastic tll'e occupying the transversely slotted

portions of the outer tire, substantially as

specified.

 

senRaoER UNIVERSAL VALVE.

 

  

H.

shown.

Trademark Registered.

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

SQHRHDER'S SQN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street. New York.

SIMPLE AND HBSGLUTELY HIR TIGHT. ‘

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in out, are made in four lengths as

Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.
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PREMIER
“The Quality Car”

DIRECT RADIATION.

if air cooling is not going

to win out in 1905 stronger

than ever, then we will

have about 500 Premier

cars on hand at the end of

the season. Our 1904

record is clean and open,

and r905 Premiers are of

the same general construc

tion as the 1904 car, with

an added refinementof de

tails not to be found in

any other light car made

in America. It you are a

possible purchaser of a

. motor car of quality, you
E . ‘ owe your own best inter

ests an examination and trial of the Premier. Think it over.

 

 

  

  

  

A [Kw first-[lass agents awarded in open terrilory.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

 

 

IF THE RIM

LESSONS OF 1904

are taken to heart

“ SWEDOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
are likely to be the general equipment of

all good machines in 1905.

“_SWEDO'I‘I': SPRING STEEL RIMS have conclusively demonstrated

their superiority by the severest tests in actual service, giving results

unattalnable wrth rims made of ordinary stock.

“SWEDOI'I” SPRING STEEL RIMS are made true and stay true.

True as "SWEDOII " steel is axiomatic.

Tm: AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING Co.,

(4% (4%

 
 

 

 
 

We own and operate our steel billet

maklng and hot and cold rolling

mills and stamping works.

 
 

 

 

 

 

YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

FISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile is worth anything at all. it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk’s Auto-Car Soap does it—

  

 

 

i
\J{H v

\ 'CorspRINGFIELDl'lAfiflU’SA Es

Cleans a dirty car as nothing else does. preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-orders from

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price 81.00.

to points as for West as and including Chicago, Ill.)

barrels and halt barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all jobbers, dealers and garages.

OUR PROPOSITION 18 INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

  

 

 

(Elvress prepaid

Also put up in

  

 

LA TUB Hmm

I

Kit-STARK luillii

 

   

    

THE latest European idea of a horn., Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each,

complete.

  

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns.

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home Office—97-99-IOI Reade St., New York Clty.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 381h St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Beston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 3r8-3zo North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Protection for Pipes,Va|ves,FiiiingsandEquipment ~ THE

for -

Man and His Motor STEAM AUTUMUBILES.

“I” “m M“ “SE .0.-.J.‘Z“C'Z..?.L"é.'“°"s ‘33:"..

CHAIN ROOT " '

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything elserequired by Automobilists ni-rssrs “some.

‘l?§f§i-"§§§§¢ The Car You Ought to

swirhzifliioiai Have at the Price You

01 0.,

763mm: 51-. t0 Pay

4- Springfield. Mass.

Amelyte Lamps’ H E in THE OUTH
'1‘ng intshe Southern States swing developmenli B'istling original and

thousands of acres of uncultivated farm lands in tracts of all 1
sites, which can be laurchascd very cheaply. They are pro- EXCIUSIVB Features'

A. H. ductive, healthy. an close to good markets. In ten States

reached by the lines 01 the

83 Chamber. 3*" N- 7- SOUTHERN RAILWAY“ Are you posted regarding them?
For information about opportunities now available, prices of

and, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

TheBaidIinGhaln Dom an_...._ p ' .VIITCHELL moroR CAR co.,

Automobile Chains,

svmckc‘l- 05W" ""1 5"" 9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

ears.

 

 

 

 

Send for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jeflerson street, Detroit. Mich.

.-.'

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 

 

QU I N BY Y

HUTQMOBILE.‘BOD

~ _ e DEPARTMENT _

EMERSON BROOKS. Manager.

l5.“ Broadway, cor. of 45th St" New York.

Telephone, 653b38th St.
 

 

_ rne DUBRR-WARI) co.. N . I787 13 d , N ‘

Baldwin Chain & Mtg. 00., ,m D.,,,‘,’,,,,,m '°' "’ “

\RTHUR CI. BENNETT, N0. 10 LIKE 5L, cthIIO

EQOMWMMOO Distributor.

i T 0 ii R l N G BA ll Z‘.°:”.“.'.°.‘.§';°;Z‘.'J2'.$22327""“"

' THE F- 8- STEARNS c°-- THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,
cLEVEU'w» °""°v u- 5- A- .3 832 Austin Ave., Chicago, in.

“WWW CRESTM 0 Bl L E

$800 for two persons, and $900 for four persons O'F'SPUTDORF‘" V'M'm'wt'm'v

r— . T The standardlow rlcrd lIr-cooled “r

Blg FOlll' 392%“

Route TIRE BUVERS.
Best Goods. Lowest Prices.

To
Write ior quotations and

S L .

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“The way of the world ,, Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the c. HJI. D.-Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach, combination

 

  

Worcester. \lass., ll. 5. A. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Acetylene Gas and Oil

Siting“ 01 other Auto Sup Fc.

Than H. Wiley union. Amesbury, Mass.

801: 78. hariford,Conn.

 

I Tiaz'case '

WIVN ;

~sAo

  

 

 

 

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which, when lighted with a myriad

m u" or electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. Every one of the can

except the baggage and the smoker. which is or Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

, ' finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

or S lavatory with nickel-plated washstnnd. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seats 88 people.

and has high‘back. rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is Iocatetd in the

‘ _ centre. with tour tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

FOl’ IIlfOI'IIlB-thI'l 3.5 [O IEICS, hotels shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shopl.

dd The mahogarfi' finish lsimitge morie effective :y the olive green revolving chairs.

' ‘ r The smo ng room n e par or car s t e most commodious ever seen on any train entering

and boardlng houSPs' a ess here. It is so fonstruc‘teg1 that i; lst absolutely privart‘e from thelrest oi' the car, and has accommo

' datlons tor overs o e was a one t me. At t a rear 0! t is car is a. plate glass observation

neareSt Blg Four Agent’ or platrorm. {Thilbfiautltu‘l mggtrti‘g ptzlfifa his: :vltllue vestibules, and each car has its own electrical

apparatus or x g. n a on o e n no gas system.

WARREN J. LYNCH, / In addition to a regular parlor car porters, etc.. there is a neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part or the train. see that

C. P. and T. Agent, Clncinnati,OJ the coach Iavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

 
 

the train is kept up to the standard.
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G RAY>+°-\DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.

Kingston Barhurolor.
OVER 22,000 IN USE

  

 

 

Pat. Jan. 10, 190:.  

Patented May in, 1903.

, ‘v '3 3"- “! Other Patenu‘

3?}, Pending. . .
> A ‘ ' i‘ - I An instrument that will enable you to determine the 5m! p00de 0“ “all” 0' Prlcer ‘l-SO

I grade per cent. you are amending, or deacending. THE ADAMS COMPANY. Dubuque, Iowa.

 

  

Thc FURR RASULENE BURNER.
‘ Beat and float Biiectlve Burner l'lanuilctured.

PETER FORC, Somerville, Mass.

, CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

a";
"huh-xi

  

nuo rn
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.

 

“It would be pretty hard to keep posted without

fl “\r TH: MOTOR WORLD.”

MUFFLE &CUT-UUT That remark correctly “sizes up” the situation.

qka'“.

> . Even the MOTOR WORLD’S rivals admit the truth

crane, rnrrcsrorr a. co. Kolromo, lnd., u. s. n. of it

  

 
  

 
 

Why Not Avail Yoursell oi ilur Facilities for Promnlly and liorreclly Handling Some of Your

Special Machine Work on which You are Rushed.

DIFFICULT AND SPECIAL WORK A HOBBY OF OURS.

LET us SERVE YOU.

, THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Rear Axles, Transmission Gears and Special Paris.

,_ ‘i i will' r. o

llonnll'lliuin lull"onion .r W
I in“! ,llliil'l'; A r w ' _

lii‘z il ,‘l I ' l R Ni 'l or. n “hth V .lr‘

:l ._ lull] M r, n inn or,“ {‘4' llin... illlllluhinirrillilhlihnllolir liiirlili nlnn ii on uni liollinni ulllil‘lll‘ 1'

  

 

i

 

l

o

l

  
l

 

 
 

 

  

    
  

    

’ I' nil
a

ll
 

 
  

  

ii
  

 

  

  

 
   

  
 

 

l
r ulnnnolnlnl

lillllllll l M l ninnnoiin.l

R A D IA TO R 3, Peerless Motor cars. Anti-Freezing Waler Jackal Solution

(SO LVAY PROCESS (“035)

. ninnolrlru in " Ill

 

  

TANKS _...m--wn.. I ‘
M u F F i- ER 8 Womrmmm wrll stand 90 below Zero Fahr. Without Freezing.

' a innnwrrnnwnr.homeroom-omens '

FEN - ‘ WMW'MWMWWWW‘ " For lalc by all Automobile Sulrlr‘)‘ Houses.

"li'l lllr"-'~ » -~-...,>-,,..._.,.,, i,

THE CARBUNllM-E CHENICAL 00.. OIIUOINIIIO, PI.

Mm. can. I Cleveland, Ohlo, le \‘oux, Boa-row, BALTIMORI. Cnrcuso, Pin-wt x001,
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AND STANDARDS
NOW USED ON

“ACME” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT" “BAKER” “CADILLAC” “Cowman”

"Comm" “CHAMPION” “ELWELL-PARKER" “FORD” “FRANKLIN”

“GROUT” “GAETH” “GIBBS” “Knox” “LENAWEE” “MITCHELL”

“MOLINE” “Manson” “MANHATTAN” "QLns" “POPE-HARTFORD”

“PIERCE-RACINE” “PRESCOTT” “QUEEN” “RAMBLER” “STEARNS”

“SUMMER” “SPRINGFIELD” “SNELL” “TOURIST” “WAYNE”

“WORTHINGTON” “WESTERN ELECTRIC” '

AUTO

STREET 3';; .r _- _ BY

SWEEPER ? r ~ ~
M WHITNEY

Made by

Hartford Motor

Machine Co.

Watch the Double Chain Drive and see it take the lead for

heavy Touring Cars and all Commercial Cars.

AT THE NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW NOTICE “WHITNEY” CHAINS

ON MOST OF THE LEADING CARS.
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iiiiE ficamaéile (comm

(UHF AMERHCA
FACTORY AT SEASIDE PARK. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Member Association 0! Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.

CHICAGO—No. l3“ Mlchignn Avenue.NEW YORK—Broadway, corner of 16th St.

BOSTON—No. l5 Borkoley St.PHILADELPHIA—No. 209 N. Brand 5!.

—_LL 1905 acocamabz'le GASQLENE CARS WILL HAVE

IA SIDE-ENTRANCE TONNEAUS. Front vertical motors,

sliding gear transmissions, automatic carburettors used exclusively.

aCacamabi/e Gasolene Cars have always been built on lines now considered

standard. Nothing untried or experimental. We are in a position to

make prompt and early deliveries. Advance folder ready.

BRANCHES

 
 

l5-20 H. P.

$2800

  

20-25 H. P.

$3700

  

30-35 H. P.

$5000

  

40-45 H. P.

$7500

 

  

20 h. [1. motor with mechani

rally operated \‘uh'es, all in

terchangeable. Make and break

ignition, current from mag

neto. Three-speed transmission.

Pressed steel frame. Wheel

base, 92 in. Weight. 1300 lbs.

:7- h. 1). motor with automatic

init-t Vii-IVI'H, and Jump spark

ignitionv Threempeed trans

mission. Channel steel frame.

Wheel base. 96 in. Weight.

2300 lbs.

35 h. '1). motor Willi mechani

cally operated valves, all in

tvrchnngvnhle. Make and break

ignition, current from mag

neto. Three-speed transmission.

Pressed steel tramem Wheel

base, 1'06 in. Weight. 2500 lbs.

45 h. p. motor with mechani—

cally operated valves. all in~

tin-changeable. Make and break

ignition. current from mag

neto. Four-speed transmission.

Pressed steel frame. Wheel

base, 110 in. “'t-ight, 1mm) lbl.

15-20 H. P. £0¢omgbilp side-entrance tonneau touring car.

assortment of tools, accessorle and spare parts, all ready for touring.

Price 523100.00, includes five lamps ni‘ best quality, full

All other models similarly equipped.
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EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES.

Purchasers of 1905 \\'lN'l‘ON cars secure in ournew four-cylinder vertical construction many exclusive advantages.

These leatures remove previous automobile faults and make motoring safe, easy and inexpensive.

 

 

Easy accessibility. Compensating springs. Automatic air governor. Absolutely sure ignition.

Positive, gear operated lubrication. Simplicity, strength and power.

Catalog No. 3, just out, presents the facts and nothing else. May we send you a copy?

Model C. 16-20 H. P., 51800. Model B, 24-30 H. P., $2500.

Model A. 40 50 H. P., $3500. - Model A. Special. 40=50 H P., $4500.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.,

PoLAR eoMPoUND. MEMBER A- L A. M- _ ' i

“WW-STE. 27.? W" flu'd “’20132131 CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S.A.
Lem. me. Not

metal or rubber. O filling lasts winter.

15 cent: per pllon,f. . Cleveland.
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'— THAT ETERNAL QUESTIIIN —

— Tire l‘laintenance —

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc

  
 

 

 

IAIZAYZD

  

 

 

“Creeping,” “Crimping,” “Rolling”and “Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band. which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself. '

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the_Tread

@- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.
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i Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to' notify the trade that we have

-commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe
ment of our letters patent on Clincher vAuto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licensesgranted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Ca

Morgan 6: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J Indianapolis, Ind.
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THE RECORD IOF THE FORD.
Victory after victory is credited to the Ford light racing car. When you consider that this car gets its power from two of our standard type horizontal

motors, you must admit it is proof positive of the correctness of the Ford design and construction for speed, strength and power. The Ford cars have

established a record in every day use of consistent reliability and unvarying satisfaction.

  

MODEL B. Price, $2000.00. Henry Ford’s Latest and Greatest Success. '

A strikinF example of the distinctive Ford construction. Weight r7ro lbs. Four-cylinder vertical motor developing over zo-horsepower. This giVea our car more power for itaIIeight than

any car of e in price In the world. Consequently there is less wear on the tires and ample reserve power for sleep grades and sandy roads. Wheel base 9: inches, direct drive With “mt/trill

coupling, cy tnders 41:; water cooled; automatic oiling devices with force teed, large side entrance tonneau seating three people.

‘ rt' as

  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The improvenreuts on the FORD two-cylinder car places this model ahead of any car on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in style and mechanical construction this car is a year

in advance of its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of to actual horsepower, planetary transmission, chain drive. and increased gasoline capacity. The most stylish low-priced car on the

make" SOME GOOD TERRITORY YET FOR LIVE AGENTS. WRITE US TO-DAY FOR FULL lNFORMATlON.

A g o o ' ' ' , Y R Sh .

THE JOHN WANAShedeAEZElijltSQSlfiian: fggtrxrfie‘: Y0r::nd Philadelphia.
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7H.

10H.

20 H.

10H.

16 H. P. Heavy Delivery Car,

The Standard Runabout is now}?

equipped with a new carburetor.

good for 30 miles an hour, and eats

(the motor Worth.

*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++

0LDSMO|3I
+~x~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++“HM-PH++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++4~+++HL

T0 DEALERS:

We beg to announce the most complete line of light automobiles made.

7 H. P. Standard Runabout,

P. Touring Runabout,

P.

P.

P.

Light Tonneau,

Touring Car,

Light Delivery Car,

$650

750

950

1 400

1 000

‘ 2000

It is“

[5*l

l}

1

 

'51

l
 

 

_1.—/*

 

hills alive. This machine won over all,

other light cars and beat most of the,

two-cylinder cars up Eagle Rock Hill

Thanksgiving Day. Can ship you

duplicate immediately. '

l-.r————
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k++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++M+++++++++++++++++++++++++++i

PROCLAMATION
@

H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++ +~I~++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++i

The new 20 H. P. TOURING CAR will be ready for early January delivery. Has double opposed

ugines, cylinders 5%:(6, runs forty miles an hour, climbs heavy grades on high speed, has side door entrance,

nest upholstery and finishing and is the peer of any $2,000 car on the market. Those who have seen it say it is

re ONLY low priced TOURING CAR. This car will sell quick because one demonstration will convince

1e customer.

Our TOURING RUNABOUT is the car for the fastidious driver. Best looking runabout in the .

'orld, speeds along 32 miles an hour and shows no weak heart when climbing a hill. Made three miles at

[ouston, Texas, on half-mile track, in 5:28.

The LIGHT TONNEAU is better than ever, more power, same good looks and easy riding qualities.

n its class is a most popular car.

The 10 H. P. LIGHT DELIVERY CAR has solid tires, large delivery body and iQ‘S'aving money al—

rarly for every merchant using it. Have sold a large number of these cars and can send you excellent letters

The HEAVY DELIVERY CAR will be ready for January shipment. Can build any body for it, and

1e engine has ample power to take very heavy loads up stifi' grades. A ten passenger car with a speed of 16

liles an hour will be ready at the same time.

Immediate delivery now and hereafter on Runabouts, Light Tonneau and Light Delivery Car. Large

ll‘S positively in January.

“7e have a larger line and will be in better shape than anyone else to make immediate shipment during

no rush of spring. Next season will be the biggest money maker yet for Oldsmobile agents. In the way of

roiits, we certainly have the goods to ofi'er. _ If we are not represented in your territory, you had better get

I on it. Write at Once for further particulars.

~1
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1332 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT, U. S. A.

.llem/wrr Arxwz'ation of [Jamal Automobz'lr Man/(failurns.

+++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++r
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G QTIZBESQQDS 6&J Innis

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP and

WORLD'S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD.

Peerless Green Dragon,

by seems“ SEQURE

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS,

Peerless Green Dragon,

Another World’s
11 miles, 10:181-5 “

12 miles, 11:15... “

13 miles, 12:121-5 “

14 miles, 13:09 . .. “

15 miles, 14:05 . . . “ ‘

16 miles, 15:01 “

17 miles, 15:57 . .. "

18 miles, 16:33. “

 

£22122; 12322212 I B. F. Dingley, driving a Pope

W°RL°§IJER¢VICIEEQF°°R°S Toledo @ar, won the Chancellor

F"L'GHJEYGEJ$HZI’€S.M'°°LE @up Trophy at Los Angeles,

13,2}255753'120 making a new world’s record

522? ff Zéiiiff for 5 miles for stock touring

33" " 33kg" ' cars. Time, 5:09 3-5.
 

Total, 4:43 3-5

WORLD'S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

for LIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

20 H. P. Ford,

b’F';5"';.'§.““°k' The G & .1 Thread Tires are

WORLD'S 5-MILE TRACK RECORD

For. gounliwled CARS. fast because there is no internal
ope- ea 0, . a

by ng-gggjg'ew friction. Isn’t it perfectly clear

WORLrll'g;-¥$bil;2Ag:R:IECORD ‘ if) you that IIIIS absence of II‘IC=

byP;§§;°';jj;e,: tion means durability too?

now-5. '

WORLD'S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR TOURING CARS.

Peerless.

by Barney Oldfield,

p 68315;:Co.

Factory, 549-6I7 East Georgia Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Write us for full information.

  

 

Branch 2 Branch:

1129 Wabash Avenue, 247 Jefferson Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL. _ DETROIT, MIC".
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The Keynote of Maxwell Construction Is Simplicity.

The minimum number of parts have been used, but into each the brain or the designer has put such

thought, such study, that a maximum of practical value has been attained in each detail.

The Maxwell has no pump (thermo-syphon). Its crank and transmission case are cast in one piece of

aluminum, and the double-opposed motor is so attached that they form a perfect whole. It is unnecessary

to lift floor-boards or crawl under the car to get at any of the vital working parts.

The Maxwell, on account or its correct design and perfect workmanship, is exceptionally quiet, easy run

ning and vibrationless. In every qualiLv it is a car that will serve you well year in and year out. a practical

car for practical pe0ple.

The Maxwell plant cost over $350,000, and has the most complete equipment of automobile machinery in the

world. It is not an assembling plant, but one where every part or the Maxwell Automobile is actually made

under the direct supervision of its designer, Mr. J. D. Maxwell.

This concentration of energy under one root puts us in a position to promise our customers that prompt

ness of delivery and absence 0! red tape that so often hampers the agent in making sales.

Although a new firm, the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. is old in experience. Both Mr. Maxwell and Mr.

Briscoe have been closely allied with every improvement in construction since the invention or the automobile.

For twelve years they have been steadily working toward the completion 0! this car. Everything that pa

tience, brains, and capital can do, has been put into its construction—the result is perfection.

\ Write us for tnfomation.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, Tarrytown, N. Y.

 

The Quality Car

REMIER‘
With 1905 deliveries

daily leaving our old

plant, our new plant

practically ready for

occupancy with a doub

Iy increased output,

and nothing carried

over from last season

but a long list of con

iented_and satisfied

agents and drivers, We

start the Premier on its

3d successful year/

  

(771! air main] 11m no .mmu/z).

Our rush has started. Yours will soon begin.

Think now and write us,

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
  

 

  

Hand Book

01‘ GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

El pages and illustrates 78 gasolene cars. one car and its specifi

cations to each page. It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products or the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series of the leading questions that arise in the mind of

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

 

Scnl upon receipt 0! 6 cents in stamps Ior posingc.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST l2ncl STREET, NEW YORK.
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AN INTERESTING AGENCY PROPOSITION,

EMBRACING THE

Easiest Selling Line of Automobiles Ever Manufactured, will be

unfolded to Live Automobile Dealers for the Season of 1905.

The agency for the Vertical engine,

Ball-bearing sliding gear transmission,

Long wheel base,

Side entrance,

Will be a valuable acquisition next year. Better write before closing.

ACME MOTOR CAR COl'IPANY, - = Reading, Pa.

Western Distributors: DEVLIN & COMPANY, i407 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Ill.

[CHIGAN
LIGI'IT

TOURING CAR Y

FOR 1905 SPEBIFlfBATIUNS

WILL CONSIST OF TWO MODELS, “D” AND "E" or

Both will be equipped with the Michigan 2-cylinder 14-H.

P. motor, which has proven so satisfactory the past season,

Model I) will have a removable tonneau and rear entrance,

ACMEl

 

 

  

Model E a stylish side entrance body of very swell hand- h Id h I
some design. Both have French bonnets, expanding hub ‘ cu mac us prompt? ‘0 :“um

brakes, and many other excellent features. Prices reason- Seasonable Deliveries.

able.

New catalog will soon be ready. Send in your name. ?

Write for agency.Michigan Automobile (30-, Makers, iiiE BILLINGS & SPENCERiBU" Hartford, cunt, u. s. i.

Makers of

KALAMAZOO’ MICH' Drop Forgings of Every Description.

A CONVINCING LETTER,

lumnu 0F DIRECI‘ORS.

liiRlNKS C. C. EXPRESS (10., City.

Gentlemenz—Below please find report of the Waterless Knox Gasoleno kpress wagon

that we have had in use tor 12 days and lZnights. Eighteen hours divided into two shim

u! 9 hours each, covering 150 miles per day 01' two shifts between Evanston, Oak Park and

\Voodlawn, and making between 6 and 8 triils during that time, not missing a schedule trip

except one trip 0! two hours, when an electric car ran into the auto, dishing one wheel.

The machine used 20 gallons 0! gasolene a day of two shins, or about 0114- gslion for

vm'li hour run. When we put this machine on we laid oi"! three wagons, twelve horses,

and they have been of! during that time, the horses being used elsewhere in the business.

We used two of the men on the auto and dIBpensed with the services of the other man.

By an investment or $2,450 for this Knox machine We can improve deliveries in our ~ B,_L~_,l_,liifi,

business, get better service and save the cost of leedlng above horses, one man's wages and -. ~ Hr | c Aclo

the investment in the future of three wagonsharnesa, etc. We recommend the purchase or \ _—'i

said unto. Resiwcllully submitted. A. P. BRINK, General Mgr. W

Superintendent, W. B. WYNE.

(‘ALL AY‘ ANY OF AGENTS FOR .4 DEA/ONS'I‘RA TION.

Selling Agents in all principal cities.

IF YOU WANT SERVICE, BUY A WATERLESS KNOX. ‘ '

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass. . “CRANE. CAR
Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. , WITH PORTABLE 'nor

“‘lll exhibit at the Automobile Show, Madison-Square Garden, New York. Jan. 14th to 21st, 1905.
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35.32%. WHITE *

Q4222? Eagle Rock Hill, ME

IN 1 MINUTE 23 3-5 SECONDS,

DEFEATING ALL OTHER AMERICAN-MADE CARS.

 

 

 

“ The performance of Webb lay in a

fifteen horse power White Steam Car compares

favorably with that of the winner, Bernin,

in a sixty horse power Renault whose time

was 1 minute 20 seconds. The winner was

a racing car of high price, while the steamer

was a stock car listed at $2,500 ”

—1V. Y. Hera/ll, [Vozu 26.

Nifiivriihsfi CLEggpoiiND,

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Haste Makes Waste.
Don't be in a hurry to place your order for 1905. Wait

until you have seen the new ORIENT cars; there are some

things about 'them that will surprise you. Write us now so

that we can send you photographs and keep you posted. You

want the latest and best and we have it. “Any old car" will

not sell this season, they must be up to date. It will not cost

you much to write.

WALTHAl‘l MFG. CO., 'Waltham, l‘lass.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE. 1905 Model.

2 CYLINDERS, 16 I'I.P., $1350. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Thursday afternoon, October 13, Arthur Gardiner, whose name was formerly well known on the cycle track, and

who now is final tester of every RAMBLER car made, drove the writer in a new Surrey, Type One, for a twenty mile

run about Kenosha. The country is perfectly flat, and the black soil makes poor roads, deeply rutted, so that this high

speed run furnished no hill climbing, but plenty of spring and power testing. as a narrow, deep rut made by farm

wagons in soft roads pinches pneumatic tires, and tests the springing by side crooks. Part of the time the car had

four passengers and part of the time it was on very bad, soft, muddy, uneven roads, always riding very smoothly,

without the slightest tremble of the free front ends of the mud guards, which is most convincing proof of entire

absence of vibration. and always with abundant power to spare. The car is as still as it should be, silencing perfect,

no bouncing. easy side swing, and prompt response in every particular of control.—IIUGH DOLNAR, page 86, rt. reg.

Cyc/z and Automobile Trad: journal, November, [904~

We shall be pleased to send you a copy of THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE, and other printed matter, free,

upon request.

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8t (1)., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, WiSCOIISill.

BRANCHES.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 304-306 Wabash Aienue. PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad Street.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, I34 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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WILL LOOSEN PURSE STRINGS

N. A. A. M. Plans Expenditures for Many Pur

poses—Parts Show Receives Scant Attention.

 

Although thcy canto to yesterday’s meeting

at New York headquarters fully primed on

tho subject, by a six or seven-page type

written letter giving reasons why a sepa

rate show of parts is necessary or desira

blc, the thirteen members of the executive

committee of the N. A. A. M. who were pres

ent made short work of it when it was

brought up for action. It did not come up

until very late in the afternoon, and evoked

little, if any, discussion. Instead. it was

promptly referred to the show committee

"for detailed consideration," as the secretary

expressed it. It is stated, however, that

the idea of a parts show did not meet with

the unanimous favor that was supposed

would be the case.

In many respects quite the most important

action of the meeting was the recording of a

motion favoring the institution of a test cast

to determine the legality of those laws re

quiring antomobliists to register and carry

license tags. A committee to confer with

counsel and outline the best mode of pro

cedure and to select the battlegrounds was

appointed and will render a report at the

next meeting. As the counsel of the asso

ciation had previously given as his opinion

that such laws were unconstitutional, there

seems small doubt but that a test case will

be undertaken. It will be fought to a finish,

too.

A committee was also appointed to inves

tigate the present status of the Brownlow

bill, which makes for Federal aid in road

improvement, and also the status of good

roads movements generally. This committee.

likewise, will report at the next meeting.

A contribution of $500 to help to defray

the deficit of the Vanderbilt Cup fund was

voted. ' '

It was voted also to abandon the annual

banquet and to promote instead a smoker and

entertainment on a large scale on Friday

of the New York show. The idea is' to hold

a general entertainment and Joillficatlon,

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, December 8. 19

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

 

which may he participated in by agents not

less than manufacturers. The annual meet

ing of the N. A. A. M. will be held on

Wednesday of the same week.

 

Meteor Falls Into New Hands.

W. L. Colt, sales manager of the Federal

Mfg. Co., has resigned that position to be

come the head of a new company, the Cleve

land Motor Car 00., which has been formed

to market what has been known as the Me

teor car, heretofore sold by the Worthington

Automobile Co.

As a section of the trade has been aware,

the Meteor was constructed by the Federal

Mfg. Co. for the Worthington people, but,

as the Federal Mfg. Co. were not inclined to

enter the market as manufacturers of com

plete cars. the new company is the direct

result. The Cleveland Motor Car Co. will

lravc headquarters in the city from which

it takcs its name.

 

Two Quit in New England.

Two New England concerns are in process

of liquidation, the Pope-Robinson Co., Hydc

i‘nrk, Mass, and the Crest Mfg. Co., Cant»

bridge. Mass. The former, as The Motor

World stated two weeks since, have disposer]

of their Sciden license to the Buick Motor

t‘o., Flint, .\Ilch., and the windinr' up of thc

t'tmt‘t’l'il is the direct result.

Tire Crest Mfg. Co. have been on financial

shoals during the year, and for some time its

future has been problematica]. A “for sale"

sign on the factory at Cambridge, however,

scents to settle all doubts on that score.

Exports Regain Strength.

After an interregnum of two months, when

losses were recorded, the exports for October

show the usual gain. The figures are $130,

891, as compared to $119,131, in October,

I903. For the ten months of the fiscal year

the figure are $1,576,877, as against $1,311,

960 in the corresponding period of 1903. and

$970,610 in 1902.

 

Snell Changes Name.

The Snell Motor Car Truck Co., of To

lch, Ohio, has changed its name to the

American Motor Car Truck Co.

04. No. ll

DON'T FAVOR PARTS SHOW

Accessory Makers Express Dissenting Opinions

—Busy Session oi M. & A. M. in Cleveland.

Cleveland, Dec. 3.—\Vhilc it did not come

before them officially or for action, the

suggested parts show—exclusive mention of

which was made in last week's Motor World

—wns freely, if informally, discussed by the

directors of the Motor and Accessory Manu

facturers at their meeting here to-day.

It cannot be said that they are whole heart

edly in favor of the idea. The prevailing

sentiment seemed to be that while such a

show might prove an excellent thing for

purely parts makers and makers of commer

r'lill vehicles, it would not appeal specially to

makers of accessories, Inasmuch as the latter

are almost as intent on reaching the public

as they are on reaching the trade. As om

of the directors expressed it: “The parts show.

if brought about, would simply require that

the makers of accessories be subjected to ad

ditional expense without adequate returns.

lwcatlise, even if they exhibited at the parts

show, they would still desire to be well rep

resented at the automobile exhibitions. It

would impose a burden of two or three

shows, instead of one or two, as at present."

Those present at the meeting were Presi

dent D. J. Post, 11. E. Raymond, W. S. Gor

ton. Harry T. Dunn, R. H. Welles, F. 1-1.

(‘astle. H. S. Chopin, V. E. Apple and i”.

Hussey.

While it had no reference to the matter.

the M. and A. M. took action that will fa

cilitate consideration of the parts show in

the event that the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers should elect to for

ror such a project—that is, they appointed a

permanent committee of fire, with H. E.

Raymond as chairman, to confer with a siml~

lar committee of the N. A. A. M. on all sub

jccts of mutual interest which may nrlsc

from time to time.

There was also appointed a committee to

see that the M. and A. M. exhibits receive

their due share of attention at the New York

Show. Among other things, the committee

will arrange for the display of suitable signs
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directing the throng to the restaurant and

balcony, where the accessories exhibits will

be displayed.

At to-day's meeting the following concerns

were admitted to membershin Utility Mfg.

Co., New York; Wheeler Mfg. 00., Detroit;

Mich; Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, and the In

ternational A. and V. Tire Co.

Incidentally, the directors issued sanctions

for the Detroit and Cleveland shows.

It was voted to hold the next annual meet

ing of the organization on January 13, 1905,

at 8 p. m., at the Astor Hotel, New York.

Woman Blocks Fox’s Way.

The situation following the falling out of

Frank A. Fox with the Eisenhuth Horseless

Vehicle Co. has almost a comic opera aspect.

Fox, as was exclusively stated in last week's

Motor World, entered suit against the com

pany for $8,000 for alleged breach of con

tract, and promptly attached what is sup

posed to be the only Graham-Fox compound

car which the company had succeeded in

producing in about a year's time. When Fox

woke up, he discovered that Miss Mary G.

Read, the secretary of the company, had pre

viously attached the property on a claim of

nearly $25,000, and, following Fox's action,

she promptly replevined the car, and the

case is made returnable for the first Tuesday

in February next. Miss Read, Fox's attor

neys claim, gave a bond for $4,500, the sound

ness of which they question. Accordingly,

they have made a motion that a new bond

be substituted, and this motion will be ar

gued on December 29.

The car is now in the possession of the

Sheriff, and the Eisenhuth company are in a

considerable tew, as they desire very much

to get hold of it in order to display it at

the New York show. As it is the only one

in sight, they must get it or they will be

numbered with the absentees.

 

Buick Selects Sales Managers.

Charles Van Horne, who was for many

years the sales manager of the Gormully &

Jeffrey Mfg. 00., when its Rambler bicycle

was in its heyday, has been appointed sales

manager of the Buick Motor Co., of Flint and

Jackson, Mich. That he brings to the posi

tion a ripe experience goes without saying,

and it may be added that he is an uncom

monly conscientious gentleman. In the East

H. J. Koehler, the well known dealer in New

York and New Jersey, will act as assistant

sales manager. From Newark he will handle

I goodly share of the Buick territory in this

part of the country.

 

Takes On the Thomas.

The Autovehicle Co., of Newark, N. J., has

closed with the E. R. Thomas Motor Co. to

handle the Thomas line in 1905. Manager

George Paddock went to Buflalo last week

and closed the deal, paying a deposit on an

order for twenty cars. With the Olds and

the Thomas the Autovehicie Co.‘s. line is

complete.

ABUSING THE GUARANTEE

Replacement of Parts Leads to Some Despis

abie Tricks by Unscrupulous Dealers.

“0! all the mean tricks I ever came across

the worst is that played by some utterly un

scrupulous and inherently depraved people,

who play hocus pocus with parts sent them

by makers under guarantee. The lengths to

which some of them go is almost inconceiv

able," said the manager of one of the East

ern branches of a big manufacturer to a

Motor World man recently.

“It is no more or less than downright steal

ing, in the first place; and it frequently causes

complications and no end of trouble. Fur

thermore, there is more of it done than you

will readily believe. It must take a lot of

nerve. combined with an utter lack of con

science—and most of us have a little of the

latter—t0 bring a man to the point of perpe

trutlng a double fraud, as he does when he

gets a part from a maker free under a guar

antee, and then sells it to an unsuspecting

customer, who is entitled to the part without

charge.

“I have one agent; or, rather, ex-agent, for

he no longer represents us, who, I am con

vinced, made a regular practice of ‘doing'

us by selling the parts he got from us under

guarantee. But he was very slick, and we

never could catch him “with the goods on,"

at least not until his connection with us was

ended.

"The worst thing I ever knew this man to

do came to our notice not long ago. The

home oiilce sent me a letter from a man in

Northeastern Pennsylvania, ordering a cer

tain part. We sent it, and got back word

that it would not fit. In ordering he had

merely given the model number of his car,

so I wrote him for the number of the car it

self. Back came word, and then I wrote him

again, saying that if his car was No. S0 and

So, the part we had sent him would fit, and

that I would stake my word on it. By wire

came word that it didn’t fit, or come any

where near it, so I knew there must be some

thing wrong, and jumped on a train and

went over there.

“On the way over I got to thinking about

the matter, and I build up a theory about it.

The theory was that there was something

wrong about the number. What it was I

didn’t know, but I connected my suspicion

with the fact that the place where our cus

tomed lived was the territory of the agent I

have mentioned, and felt that there was some

queer game up. Sure enough, the instant my

eyes fell on the car I was ‘on.’ Instead of

being the ear the number given indicated, it

was an entirely different model. Yet the

number plate was there; of that I satisfied

myself.

“A little conversation with the owner

enabled me to see through the matter. The

dealer had in some manner got hold of an

extra number plate, and when the customer

came along and wanted that model car, he.

being out of it and having another model of

a somewhat older date, had simply changed

the plates and foisted the old one on him at

the price of the new one.

“But that was not the worst of it. This

same dealer had received from us a short

time before an entire new engine, to replace

one that had developed some defect. and was

not exactly as it should have been. Rather

than have a dissatisfied customer we had re

placed the engine free of charge. Would you

believe it, the agent had put it in this car

and made the owner pay full price for it!

There was a situation for you. And yet

that dealer is handling several reputable

lines of cars and poses as an honest man."

 

Plainfield Garage in Trouble.

An order was secured in the Court of

Chancery at Trenton, N. J., last week, direct

ing that the Plainfield Automobile Garage

show cause why an injunction should not be

issued and a receiver appointed to take charge

of all the property of the defendant. The

complaint is made by Andrew H. Wilson,

who claims that he owns five shares of the

capital stock of the company, and that the

company is indebted to him for moneys

loaned in the sum of $1467.75.

The complainant alleges that the liabili

ties of the company amount to over $2,400,

while the only assets are a book account of

$138; oflice fixtures worth $500 and tools and

machinery valued at $450. It is alleged that

the company is hopelessly insolvent, and has

no funds with which to carry on its business.

The order carries with it a temporary in

junction restraining the company from trans

acting any business pending the litigation.

R. I". Von Minden, counsel for William B.

Smith, said that as to the direct cause for

the bankruptcy he preferred to remain silent

for the present. Smith, Andrew H. Wilson

and Charles H. Thornton are me stockhold

ers. The company will not be reorganiZed.

Smith is a brother of Mrs. Charles L. Fair,

who, with her husband, was killed in an au

tomobile accident in France about a couple

of years ago. He recently received consid

erable money from the estate, and invested

a portion of it in the Plainfleld concern.

 

Royal Enter: New England.

The Royal Tourist is preparing for no or

dinary reign in New England next season.

The first step in that direction is the con~

summation of arrangements with the New

England Automobile Co. for the handling of

the well known Cleveland car. The New

England Automobile Co. will be centrally lo

cated in the thick of Boston automobiledom

at No. 182 Columbus avenue, in the store

long occupied by George J. Dunham. who

will be the manager. The initial order which

secured the agency is understood to have

been a plump one, and otherplans are now

afoot which seem to assure that aha Royal“

wiil prove very much a factor-in the-slew. -

England States during-1905. ._;
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NEW YORK GARAGE OUTl'ED

Fire of Uncertain Origin Caum Big Lou—

Fircmcn Usc Axes on Tim.

 

 

What proved to be the first fire of moment

in a New York City retail automobile estab

lishment broke out at 1 o'clock last Monday

afternoon in the garage of the Standard Au

tomobile Company, at 146 West Thirty-ninth

street. Thirty cars were burned, entailing a

loss estimated at $150,000. Twelve of the

burned cars were not insured. The only

one of the cars in the garage at the time

which was saved was the machine belonging

to Mayor McClellan, which was pushed out

by hand.

Every etfort to trace the origin of the fire

has failed.

tion device and others have been advanced

as the cause, but the most plausible is that

some loose gasolene on the floor came in

contact with blazing coals that had fallen

out of the heating furnace, which, as there

was no basement, was in the rear of the

garage.

The first man to discover the fire was the

driver of a gasolene wagon belonging to the

Yaivoiine Company. He had driven into

the building and had attached the flexible

feed pipe from the storage tank to his wagon.

He heard a crackling sound behind him, and

when he turned saw a sheet of flame coming

from the rear of the building. He did not

have time to uncouple the feed pipe, because

the tire was so near, but drove the wagon

out of the building, the coupling being broken

and a stream of gnsolene following the wagon

out of the place and over into Seventh ave~

nue. This gasolene caught fire from the

flames in the garage and a stream of fire

trailed the wagon until the driver jumped off

the seat and smothered the flame with his

coat.

The building was of two stories, and the

eighteen men on the upper floor were all

forced to jump from the front windows to

save themselves. Eight of these men re

ceived injuries, two of them having broken

arms or legs and internal injuries. The

seven cars which were on the upper floor

were totally destroyed, as was a motorcycle,

which had been built by C. O. Snyder, su

perintendent of the repair department. One

of the cars was the racing machine which

Peter Cooper Hewitt had built as a candidate

for the American team in the James Gordon

Bennett Cup race this year, but which was

not completed in time. M. C. Hermann lost

two Panhards of 2i and 70 horsepower, but

both were insured.

There were quite the usual number of wild

Cigarettes, sparks from an igni

stories regarding explosions, but Fire Chief ‘

Croker said to a Motor World man: “The

only explosions that I could find any evi

dence of were the gasolene tanks of two of

the machines that were on the upper floor.

Some of the tires of the machines on both

fioors exploded from the heat, but that was

all. There was no evidence that I could find

that an explosion caused the fire."

When Manager R. H. Weaver, of the ga

rage, went to the building after the fire to

let the water out of the tanks of the machines

to prevent them from freezing, he was denied

access to the place. He had to obtain per

mission from the chief inspector of the de

partment before he was allowed to enter the

building and empty the tanks. Many of

the tires on the cars were chopped open by

firemen in spite of Weaver‘s remonstrances.

One fireman said he had been ordered to ch0p

open all of the tires, as many of them were

in flames.

Louisville Concern in Straits.

In spite of the fact that E. It. Thomas, the

millionaire motorist of this city, was a large

stockholder and a brother-in-law of the ex

ecutive head of the concern. the Motor Ve

hicle 00., of Louisville, Ky., is in the hands

of an assignee and its business will be wound

up. The deed of assignment, naming J. 8.

Tracy as assignor, was filed last week.

While no list of assets and liabilities is yet

obtainable, it is stated that they are equal.

The concern has done a large business in

automobiles of all descriptions, and attrib

utes the enforced suspension to the fact that

a great amount of capital has been tied up

in the most expensive cars, numbers of which

have remained on hand and have deteri

orated. '

The stockholders are R. Wortham Otter, of

Louisville, and Edward R. Thomas, of New

York. Assignee Tracy is Thomas's repre

sentative, and was agreed on as assignee by

both Thomas and Otter.

The Motor Vehicle Company was estab

lished by Otter and J. Kemp Goodloe and

Thomas, who is Otter‘s brother-in-law, pur

chased stock when Goodloe dropped out.

Five Exhibitors Get More Space.

Five of the exhibitors in the New York

hsow have been made happy by increases

in the size of their respective spaces. The

“fortunate five" are the Winton Motor Car

riage Company, E. R. Thomas Motor Com

pany, Haynes-Apperson Company, Knox Au

tomobile Company and the Olds' Motor

Works. The first four fell heir to the space

declared vacant by reason or failure to quail

fy of the Crest Manufacturing Company,

Black Diamond Automobile Company, Auto

motor Company and Upton Machine Com

pany. The Olds enlargement is due to the

courtesy of the Locomobile Company, who

tendered a slice of! their space.

Callie Completes its _Car.

The (‘aiile Bros. Co. of Detroit, who are

large makers of slot machines, have com

pleted their first car, which will be styled the

Du Brie-Caiile. in honor of its designer,

Stanley N. Du Brie, M. E. It is of the two

cycie type developing 25 horsepower, and is

's large, good-looking vehicle, that should

claim its'full share of notice.

FIGHT OVER FlATS FINISHED

Local Firm Gets Court Decision. and Exposl

 

tion Cars are Turned Over to Them.

 

After waiting more than eight months,

Hollander & Tangeman, of this city, have

obtained possession of the two Fiat cars that

were exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

The curious case was settled last week, and,

apparently, in an amicable fashion, after

months or litigation, judgment by consent

having been given.

It will be recalled that last spring Elmer

I'. Hollander, of the firm of Hollander dc

Taugelnun, applied for the possession of two

Italian automobiles which were on exhibit at

the Palace of Transportation at the World's

Fair, under the control of Fabbrica Italian

di Automoblli of Turin, Italy.

The petition claimed that the machines had

been paid for by Hollander and were his

lawful property. In the meaning of the law

the Palace of Transportation is a. bonded

warehouse of the United States, and prop

erty exhibited there is free from duty and

may not be removed unless by authority and

until the duty is paid.

Hollander alleged that he had offered the

amount of the duty to Charles F. Gallen

kamp, Supervisor of Customs, and that the

money had been refused, because the plain

tiffs were not the consignees of the machines.

As the niachincs were in the custody of Gal

lenknmp for the duty, he was made a de

' fenduut in the case, as also were the Louisi

ana Purchase Company and Giovanni Bran

chi, the agent for the Italian manufactory,

who had the machines in his charge.

The cars were brought to America on

March 31, and were received by Branchi,

who placed them in his exhibit at the World's

Fair without the consent of the owners.

A claim of $1,000 damages was put in by

Hollander against the Italian company for

holding the machines. The petition stated

that he had made several applications for

the possession of the machines, and that he

had sufl'crcd in that amount by not having

them. A further claim of $7,000, the value

of both machines, was asked in case the ma

chines were not delivered.

The plaintiffs paid the costs in the suit and

the duty on the automobiles. United States

Marshal Mersey removed them from the

Transportation Building, and turned them

over to Hollander.

Gsllahcr Lost: His License.

E. B. thillaher, New York, is no longer a

member o[ the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers. His Sclden license

was revoked last week because. it is under

stood, of nonpayment of royalties. During

last year, Gallaher, who filled many roles in

the trade and whose career has been marked

by considerable nimbleness, handled the

Richards-Brasier car. His was merely an

importing license, to which some history is

said to attach.
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We’re Always Glad to Meet Missouri People

or people from any other place who have

to be “shown” the superiority of

Fisk Mechanically=Fastened Tires.
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The thousands of satisfied users all over the

country bear willing witness to Fisk Worth.

The more you know about tires the better you’ll appreciate

FISK TIRES.

Used by all leading Automobile Manufacturers, and made by the

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

BOSTON,

SPRINGFIELD,

NEW YORK.

SYRACUSE.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

BRANCHES:

BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, MINNEAPOLIS,

DETROIT, ATLANTA. DENVER,

CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS. LOS ANGELES.

SAN FRANCISCO. OMAHA, LONDON.
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The Slam-bang Driver.

During the present period when the manu

facturers of automobiles are making ma

chines faster than decent drivers can be ed

ucated. the manufacturer has to suffer finan

t'lil] loss, and because of some circumstances

quito beyond his control.

Many of the drivers buying cars do not

realize, for instance, what tremendous power

they are handling. They start their cars

suddenly and stop them suddenly. They ap

ply the clutch so suddenly that the heads

and backs of the people in the wagon are

seen to snap disagreeahly. The driver himself

.locs not seem to notice it. In the first place

_ he is_ prepared for the shock, as he is in the

habit of starting in that way. Then it seems

to be u fact that the driver who has this

habit does not mind little things like this; he

seems to think it part of automobling to be

A yanked around roughly. He has no delicate

scnse of touch or feeling apparently, and the

machine‘s occupants have to suffer.

It is common practice in engineering to

calculate a machine that is going to stand

sudden blows by impact at double the

strength of a machine that would not be

strained in that way. It is a fact that a care'

less driver will throw double the strain onto

the parts of his machine that a careful

driver will put on it under the same cir

cumstances. To be sure, the machine is

made to stand three or four times what is

absolutely necessary, but this docs not mean

that this same machine will last as long and

give as good satisfaction when submitted to

sudden strains continually as it will when

treated properly. It simply will not do so.

There is little use preaching on this subject

because a driver who has not the right touch

in the first place will hardly acquire it

, through any amount of advice. He may get

it pounded into him after paying repair bills

and shifting around from one machine to

another in hopes of finding one that will

stand the kind of treatment that he gives a

machine. Experience will show him that all

machines can be smashed if abused. Then

ho may listen to reason and be willing to be‘

licve that his treatment is not good treat

llit'lli.

The Deposit System.

ln_the increasing eagerness} to dispose ot

factory outputs there is apparent a disposi

tion in some quarters to modify or abandon

altogether the agent's deposit system. This

was at one time strictly adhered to almost

universally, and even now it is the prevail

ing custom. The dealer who makes or re

ncws a contract to handle a certain make

of car in his territory binds the bargain by

making a deposit in cash, which is nothing

in. re or less than a payment on account of

the cars ordered. It is, therefore, more than

an evidence of good faith on the part of the

purchasing dealer; it helps, even though in

small part only, to pay the cost of produc

tion and docs much to assure the maker

that the curs ordcrcd will be taken and paid

for.

A policy of this sort is replete with pros

and cons. Automobiles run into money at u

tremendous rate. Half a dozen even of tin

t-hcapest stand for several thousand dollars.

and twenty-live curs cost the maker tens of

thousands of dollars and months of time.

it is only natural, therefore, that he should

want some positive assurance that his prod

“1" shall be accepted and paid for when it

is completed and ready for delivery. It is not

suflflclent that a dealer shall possesl :1 fair

rating in the commercial agencies, or that

his order is a bona flde one. His money may

take wings or become tied up, or the in

cllllatlon to carry out his contract may no

longer exist when the time comes to carry

it into eflfect. The deposit forms the link that

binds the maker and the dealer together and

makes it reasonably certain that they will

jog along together amicably. at least during

the lite ot the contract.

The amount of the deposit is neither too

large nor to small. It is St‘ldom over $100

or under $50 per car. It it were more than

the former sum, it might render the maker

indifferent to the wishes of his customer, as

the latter would have too much money post

cd to regard with equanimity any fracture

of the contract or even any strained rela

tions. Viewing it the other way, it the

amount of the deposit were to be materially

reduced the dealer’s stake would be t0o

small, and he might feel at liberty to take

strong ground on any subject in 'which he

was interested.

it is obvious, therefore, that the passing of

the custom or its material modification would

greatly influence trade conditions. Yet, as

stated, there are indications that it will not Do

so strenuously upheld in the future as it was

in the past. There are several concerns that

no longer regard it as a cardinal doctrine in

their policy, and the approaching season may

witness accessions to the ranks. Without dc~

posits to bind the contract the contract has

little force, and it is the easier entered into

by the party of the second part on that ac

count, for he does not have to lock up any

money, and if when the time for delivery

comes around he has changed his mind

about the cars, there is nothing to prevent

his declining to receive them. But it is not

easy to see what solid advantage accrues to

the party of the first part—the maker. He

is, it is true, enabled to dispose of his esti

mated output, quickly and easily—on paper.

But he does not know that deliveries will

cvcr be taken, and it is not easy to see how

he can count with any certainty on disposing

it his product. By overselllng largely he

minds a good chance of having all the cars

he actually turns out taken 0!! his hands, and

this is probably the actuating cause in the

matter, for a dealer will be more ready to

place an order for cars when he is not called

upon to make a deposit. and it the dealer

can sell more cars than he has paid a deposit

on he will very quickly call on the non-dc

posit ones. It is equally beyond question,

however, that it' the dealer is caught in a
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bear market—that is, finds his sales falling

.short of the number contracted for—he will

sacrifice the non-deposit cars without the

slightest hesitation. In the one case he loses

nothing, while-if he closes the season with,

say, ten cars on which he has paid a deposit

of $100 each, in the maker‘s hands awaiting

shipping instructions, he stands to lose $1,000

unless the maker will agree to release him.

It is true that the latter will frequently

do this, if he is convinced that the dealer

“played fair" and really tried to dispose of

the goods he had ordered. But if a car that

has no deposit system is pushed instead, the

maker of the deposit car is not likely to be

in a generous mood.

 

Owners Noi Blamclcss.

We are so accustomed to viewing the

automobile owner as an unwilling and im

potent victim of the unscrupulous chauffeur

that it will come to many of us as a shock

to learn that, in the opinion of many well

posted tradesmen, he really holds the key

to the situation; that he can do more to

bring about a reform of the nefarious abuses

that cry to high heaven than any other man.

This aspect of the matter, which is treated

at length in another column, is new and full

of instruction.

An owner who is an unwilling victim of a

system of “graft,” and who is helpless to

restrain the midnight marauderings of his

hired man, is one thing; quite another is the

owner who supinely permits himself to be

despoiled and the public to be annoyed and

even put in peril because he will not take the

trouble to act. Yet it seems induhitable that

he is the latter rather than the former.

can, it he only will, act, either in conjunc

tion with the garagekeeper or with the

decent chauffeur, to bring about a sweeping

reform. vNor does he need to go to any great

trouble in the matter. .It is sufficient to

back up dealers and garagekeepers who are

laboring to eradicate the evils that are so

loudly complained of, and who will succeed

if they are given the support that they should

receive.

Publicity is a good thing and the auto-

mobile is receiving its full share of it. But

there can be too much publicity—or, rather,

of the kind that does harm instead of good—

and the unrestrained and vociferous chaffeur

has been the medium through which it has

received an undesirable notoriety. Not only

does this arouse antagonism on all sides;

but it acts as a deterrent to tens of

He; .

thousands of people who would be probable

purchasers but for the harrowing tales that

' journals other than the yellow kind regale

their readers with. Alike for the good name

of the motor vehicle and the prosperity of

the industry, it is necessary to call a halt.

United action on the part of owners and

the better class of tradesmen will have the

desired effect.

 

Really the automobile world is ungrate‘

ful.

Motor Age has wandered out on the prairie,

and, climbing a stump, has patted its back,

pointed a proud finger at itself and screamed

like a tin eagle. And yet neither the Chi

cago nor the Hudson rivers have burst into

flame, and no one has heard even an echo of

the scream or seen a single hat streaking the

horizon. It's a downright shame! Indeed, it

is. But if the Motor Age will get from in

front of the mirror long enough to scan the

first pages of the Motor World for a year or

two past, and even as late as last week or

the week before, it may discover why its

cries have failed to strike responsive chords.

The Motor World’s are so nu

merous and so regular that they have be

come a part of its existence. They are not so

extremely rare as to require the use of sky

rockets or megaphones, nor have they re

quired that publication of the paper be de

layed either twenty-four or thirty-six hours

in order to obtain them.

On three several occasions of late the

“scoops”

 
 

Revere Beach, the chief point of interest

on the Massachusetts boulevard of that name,

is a modified Coney Island. The fact that

automobilists are prohibited the use of the

highway except during the icebound months

seems to suggest rather that the Massachu

setts crowds walk in the middle of the road

or cannot be trusted to take care of them

selves. Automobiles are not barred from

Coney Island, and there probably are more

women and children there in one week than

there are at Revere Beach in an entire

season. In fact, an automobile ride—0f about

half a mile—for “ten cents a ride" is one of

the many features of the Island. It is a

real snorting touring car, too, and, unlike

the fearsome Bostonese, “the women sigh for

it, the children cry for it.” -

=~=

it is a significant fact that steel manu

facturers are at last awakening to the im

portance of the automobile industry as a

large consumer of steel in a wide variety of

forms. So astute an observer as Charles M.

Schwab is quoted as saying in a recent in

terview:

“Here is something that I am investigating

just at this time," (indicating a catalogue of

automobile parts made of steel.) “I am look

ing up a plant for making all these fine grade

parts for automobiles, chains, gears. etc,

and I am going to make every one the best

that can be made, with the highest equip—

ment for that sort of work."

It does not take a prophet or the son of

a prophet to see that the trade of automobile

makers will, ere long, be eagerly sought by

steel mills. Indeed, a marked change has al

ready taken place in the attitude of steel

making concerns, and, as pointed out in an

other column, the buyer of automobile steel

no longer has to beg mills to take his orders

and wait their good pleasure in filling them.

It is interesting, but scarcely surprising, to

learn that M. Thery has been busy since his

return to Paris explaining why he figured as

an “also ran" in his first, and last, essay at

track racing in this country. His explana

tion lacks both point and pertinence, and it

can scarcely be regarded as convincing even

by his compatriots. It is this:

“French cars are very much superior to

American cars. My successive defeats proved

nothing at all. With a little training the

French competitors would easily beat all

American adversaries."

M—m. Yes, perhaps. But it would be wise

not to make the training too little. It will

be recalled that Thery did a little training

at the Empire City track in preparation for

the four cornered event in which he was

beaten by a long margin in the slowest heat

of the three.

If they have not already done so, the auto

mobilists of Massachusetts certainly should

have engrossed glowing resolutions of thanks

to the Metropolitan Park Commission for

their action in permitting automobiles to use

the Revere Beach Boulevard during the

months of snow and ice, when it is practi

cally abandoned by the general public. Such

generous, gracious action in thus permitting

the automobilists to use a public highway

for which their money helped pay, should not

be allowed to pass unheeded. Hung in the

office of the Park ,Commisslon, the resolu

tions a few years hence will prove an in

teresting exhibit of the “witch days" of auto

mobiling in the Bay State, and also of the

strenuous fashion in which the descendants

'of revolutionary stock fought for their rights.
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TOWING PROS AND CONS

 

Opinions are Divided as to Wisdom of Farm

ing it Out—Its Legal Status.

 

Considerable difference of opinion exists

among dealers in this city regarding the

method to be followed in 'towing disabled

cars. Some concerns prefer to attend to this

disagreeable duty themselves, as they have,

in the past, while others deem it the better

plan to turn the work over to others and

thus shift from themselves the responsibility

for the undertaking. There is still a third

'class which is opposed to towing at all, pre

ferring to make repairs, where possible, at

the point where the breakdown occurs.

Tire matter is receiving greater attention

among local tradesmen than has been given

it for some time. This is due in part to the

decision handed down by a Long Island Judge

a few weeks ago, holding that the concern

doing the towing, and not the owner of the

car, was legally responsible for any damage

that may be caused either by the towing or

the towed car. The case before the court

was a suit brought to recover damages caused

by Frank H. Croker‘s racing car, which was

being towed to New York after the Vander

bilt Cup race in October last. The suit,

which was brought against Croker, was dis

missed, the court holding that the plaintiff

had recourse only against Smith & Mabley,

who were towing the car to their garage.

Among the recommendations made by the

Rate Committee of the New York Automo

bile Trade Association, as exclusively report

ed in last week‘s Motor World, is one bearing

on this question of towing. Attention is

called to the fact that the legal responsibility

in case of damage lies with the concern doing

the towing, and not with the owner of the

car. “In towing customers’ cars into your

garage you are responsible for any damage

inflicted either by the car towing or the ma

chine towed or to either one of them; fur

ther responsible for accidents to pedestrians

or the public in general and subject to suits

for damage if any is inflicted," says the

committee. “For this reason it may be

stated that ararngcments can be made with

outside parties for towing if so desired. One

member reports being able to make very sat

isfactory arrangements with the New York

'l‘ranspu-tation Company whenever a tow is

required."

While some of the local dealers are very

glad to turn the business of towing over to a

concern making a specialty of the business,

and thus wash their hands of all responsi

bility, others are not disposed to view the

matter in the satire light.

“I am glad the matter has been gone into

and the situation made plain. so that the

trade knows Just what responsibility is being

incurred," said one branch manager whom

the Motor World man interviewed on the

subject. “But, at the same time, we shall

make no change in our policy. To begin

with, we do not have much towing to do, and

when the necessity arises we much prefer

to take charge of the job ourselves and bring

the car in quietly and without fuss. It is

true that we are liable for any damage that

may be caused, but as our men are careful

and experienced, the risk is not great; cer

tainly not of enough importance to cause us

to go outside of our establishment when a

case of this kind comes up."

Similar views were expressed by another

dealer who was seen. "It can readily be

seen, however," he added, “that some con

cerns will find it to their advantage to act on

the committee’s recommendation. An urgent

case may arise, and at that precise time it

may be impossible to dispatch a car and a

couple of men for the purpose of towing a

disabled car home, and a great deal of in

convenience is saved by simply turning it

over to some one else. To be thus freed of

responsibility is also a considerable relief,

especially in the case of a small dealer, who

cannot afford to saddle himself with any big

risks."

“We make it a practice to discourage tow

ing," said another branch manager. “Of

course, where any serious breakdown occurs,

there is nothing to do but bring the car in

and have it put to rights in the shop. But

many times the trouble is a trivial one and

can be remedied on the spot or, at most, in

some nearby garage. A good workman can

accomplish wonders, especially if he knows

before he leaves the shop just what the trou

ble is. This plan presents the additional ad

vantage of avoiding publicity; it leaves a bad

impression on people to .see a towed car go

by, as it strengthens the belief, so prevalent

in some quarters, that automobiles are con

tinually breaking down."

Stoddard interests in New Company.

The Stoddard Manufacturing Company, the

big Dayton, Ohio, implement concern, which

has been experimenting during the past year

with an automobile, has decided to embark

upon its manufacture. With that'end in

view a separate company. to be styled the

Dayton Motor Vehicle Company, will be

formed, and to it will be turned over the

rights, title and interest in the car. The

latter will be styled the Stoddard-Dayton,

and will be regularly finished in pearl gray.

It has been run in Dayton and other cities

for six months past, covering some 12,000

miles and proving most satisfactory. Its

noiselessneSs is a feature that is especially

commented on.

A portion of the Bainbridge street plant of

the Stoddard Manufacturing Company will

be leased by the Dayton Motor Car Company,

and the work of manufacture prosecuted

there. Special tools and machines have been

installed and work will be started imme

diately. It is expected to begin making ship

ments in February. As a starter, an order

for fifty cars has been booked with the newly

organized hIchtfee Automobile Company of‘

Chicago. > I , g

HOUPT’S EMPTY STORE

Causes that Brought it About and Others that

induced Him to Enter Business.

 

To be the possessor of a large and hand

some bttt absolutely bare salcsroom is not at

first blush exactly calculated to make a pro

prietor feel even fairly happy, yet it has that

effect on Harry S. Houpt, who handles the

Thomas line in this city. To a Motor World

man on Monday he explained the matter.

"It is sort of aggravatnrg to have not even

a car to show customers," he said. “But

what are you going to do when a man comes

in and shakes the money at you—even forces

it on you? You can't refuse him when he says

that, while he had not intended to buy Just

now, if he could get this car on the floor

he would take it, can you? Now, that is just

the way it is with me. The last two cars

have been whipped away from me in just

such fashion, and here i am without a thing

to show.

"I can’t complain in the least, however.

Since October 1, when I started in the auto

mobile business, I have sold just nineteen

Thomas cars. That isn‘t a bad beginning, is

it? The only thing that is worrying me is

not having enough cars to sell. My contract

with the Thomas company calls for seventy

two cars. They will be sold before the 1905

season is well under way. The worst of it is

that i am unable to get any more. I can‘t

increase my order, for the company‘s output

is sold—there are actual bona tide orders in

hand for every car the factory can turn out.

and no one can get a single car in addition

to those already ordered.”

Mr. Houpt is a striking illustration of the

fascination the automobile possesses for men

of energy and the impelllng force it exercises

on them. A tigure of note in the metropolitan

building trade, he purchased a Thomas car

early last season. So much pleased was he

with it that be conceived the idea of becom

ing interested in it, and entered into negotia

tion with the Buffalo concern to handle its

goods in the metropolitan district. The vent

ure was a success from the start, as Mr.

iiaupt‘s wide acquaintance among builders

enabled him to interest them in the car, and

after that sales were easy.

 

Death of Famous Drop Forger.

On Monday of this week James H. Will

iams, hcadof the big Brooklyn, N. Y., drop

forge concern of J. H. Williams & Co., died

at his residence in that city. He was fifty

nine years old, and leaves a. wife, two sons

and a daughter.

Until 1882 Mr. Williams was a member of

the firm of Bliss & Williams, now E. W.

Bliss & Co., makers of presses and dies. In

1884 he organized the firm of J. H. Williams

8: Co., whose extensive plant is in South

Brooklyn. Automobile forgings are among

their productions.
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X A Grand Prize '

Has been awarded by the Juries of the -

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. DIEDCE CO.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles

In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Stanhope, 8 H. D. - '- $1200

Great Arrow, 211-28 II.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32. “ “ “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE C0., Buiialo, N.

ers o Assoc lion 0 u omobllc Manulucturcr
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WEIGHTS AND STRAINS ’

Steels that do not Best Serve the Purposes—

Obstaclu that are Being Removed.

 

 

Up to the present time builders of automo

biles have confined the greater part of their

attention to constructing a machine that

would run well at all times and in any hands.

This has now been accomplished, but entire

ly, or nearly so, in disregard of the kind of

material that went into the machines and the

weight of the machines.

It is for this reason that we find a given

part of one machine twice as heavy as the

same part of a similar machine.

It was noticeable at the last New York

show, that the vital parts of the French ma

chines were not half as heavy to the eye as

There

is a good reason for this. The foreigner has

given much time and attention to putting the

best of materials into the vital parts of his

machine.

The weight of a machine, in proportion to

the horsepower developed, is becoming more

and more an important factor, and is likely

to become the talking point with salesmen in

the next year or two. Some manufacturers

have already realized it, and are pushing this

point very wisely.

On a level, the weight of the machine is

null of such very vital importance, but the

minute hill climbing begins, then every pound

of weight counts seriously against the per

formance of the automobile. On the level a

pound is carried along and increases the

wheel and road friction but a very small

amount. Going uphill it not only increases

the running friction as it does on the level,

but it takes just so many foot pounds of work

to raise it up the hill.

The recent hill climbing contests showed

this up very plainly. Unfortunately, it is not

possible to give tigures that will accurately

tlemonstrate the point in hand, because the

~exact horsepower developed is not available.

idnough is seen at a glance, however, in look

ing over the list of the competing machines

to learn that the machine with the greatest

horsepower per pound of vehicle was the

winner, all other things being equal. it was

noticeable, for example. that cars ordinarily

sold as touring cars, with places for four,

that“ were stripped down did for better than

the same machines fully equipped as a tour

ing car. it was extremely noticeable that

the machines stripped to racing condition did

tar better than any others.

Of course, it will be said that this is to be

expected, and so it is. The manufacturer

must remember, however, that results along

the same lines can be obtained by using the

best of materials and cutting down the

weight of the vital parts. of the machine

without injuring their strength.

There is too strong an idea among manu

similar parts of American machines.

facturers that steel is steel, and that strong

steel is brittle steel. It is hard for them to

believe that high carbon steel and nickel

steel and special alloys can be furnished by

reliable manufacturers that will be two and

three times as strong as anything they have

used, and yet as tough, it not tougher, than

anything they have used. As a matter of

fact. it is not always the toughest steel that

will stand the strains put upon it in auto

mobile members the best. In tact, it has been

demonstrated time and time again that soft

steel, like .10 carbon, will not stand repeated

shocks and strains as well as the higher car

bons, which are not considered as tough.

' ‘be crank shaft is a part of the automobile

that is called upon to resist alternate stresses

under shock to a degree greater probably

than any other part of the machine. If the

bearings are tight and well adjusted the

strains are bad enough; but the moment the

crank pin bearings become worn and lOOse

the punishment on the crank shaft is Just

about the same as though a lot of trip ham

mers were working at it. Only the very best

of material, which has been brought into the

best 'of condition by proper heat treatment,

should be used in crank shaft forgings. De

sign is quite as important, even more so than

material; but, assuming that the design is

corcct and has stood fairly well with the

ordinary machine steel picked up in the mar

ket, then a crank shatt made from good steel

properly treated ought to do three or four

times as well and last indefinitely.

On the other hand, if a. maker has had no

trouble with his crank shaft, using ordinary

machine steel, then it is perfectly certain that

he can greatly reduce the weight of the

crank shaft by the proper use of the steels

to be found in the market with a little extra

trouble. '

There is one difliculty, or rather has been,‘

in connection with a manufacturer obtain

ing special steels for special purp0ses. The

large steel maker is inclined to turn up his

nose at an order for a ton or two of crank

shaft steel, or whatever else may be ordered.

lie may take it, however, and put it through

the ordinary order books, and soon it is lost

among a multitude of big orders. it may be

sidetracked and forgotten, and then, when

tilled, the man who fllls it may not have the

slightest idea. of what it is going into or of

.what importance it is, and he may care less.

He will see that the order is only for a ton

or two and may send any old thing.

Fortunately this condition or aiIairs is un

dergoing a change. The steel manufacturers

are beginning to see that the automobile

business in connection with pleasure ve

hicles is a big thing, and that the automo

hile in connection with business purposes is

going to be a bigger thing.

It is now possible to get special steels with

absolute certainty, and for the manufacturer

to be assured that he will get what he asks

for and that his order will receive personal

attention by a man at the steel works who

does nothing else.

Better yet, it is possible to get the special

steels in a heat treated condition ready for

machining.

It is wise to have the maker of the stch

heat treat the forgings, because he has in

his employ men who know all there is known

of the art, and the best results can be ob

tained.

Forging companies, too, are going into the

heat treatment of steel very intelligently.

Only a few days ago tests were made show

ing an increase of elastic limit between the

annealed and the heat treated steel of consid

erably over 100 per cent; at the same time

the steel retained all its toughness and the

grain of it was much finer. Fine grained

steel is steel that is particularly suited to

withstand repeated strains; the finer the grain

the better.

This whole question of better materials

must be worked to the limit by the manu

facturer if he expects to get the best results,

and, also, if he expects to get on top and

stay there. HENRY SOUTHER.

 

The Week's lnoorpontions.

Detroit, Mich—Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.,

under laws of Michigan, with $100,000 capi

tal.

Binghampton, N. Y.—Troy Plate Battery

Co., under laws of New York, with $50,000

capital. Directors—E. A. Beman, A..C. Robe

and G. C. Bayliss.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Curtis Automobile Co..

under New York laws, 'with $1,000 capital.

Directors—Charles G. Curtis, Van Wyck Cur

tis and Alice W. Curtis.

Yonkers, N. Y.~—Motor Supply Co., under

New York laws, with $1,000 capital.‘ Dircc~

tors—David M. Harvey, William 'C. Dedgc

and P. F. \l'. Ruther. ' ‘

Washington, D. C.—Cahill Automobile Co.,

under District of Columbia laws, with $5,000

capital. Oorporators—Arthur E. H. Middle

ton, Frank S. Cahiil and William S. lluvall.

Jamestown, N. Y.—Du('1ue'sne Construction

t‘o., under New York laws, with $40,000 capi

tal; to make automobiles. Directors—William

J. Maddox, Brewer D. Phillips and Frank L.

Bliss. '

Dover, N. vJ.—Dover Garage Co.,-under New

Jersey laws, with $10,000 capital; to 'manu

i'acture and sell motor vehicles. Corporators

—Robert A. Bennett. Charles K. Clark and

Hiram P. Hall. '

Newark, N. J.—H. 0. 8. Engineering Co..

under New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital;

to manufacture and sell electric motors. Cor

porators—Ferdinand L. Crosley, Gilbert \\'.

Roberts and Oscar Weiss.

Cleveland, Ohio.7D. E. Mars Electric Ve

hicle Co.. lmder Ohio laws, with $2,500 capi

tal. Corporators—W. 0. De Mars, Charles

W. Baker, John R. Beakesley, Jr.. H. J. Gib

bons and A. M. Barnes.

Los Angeles, Cal.-Snn Joaquin Valley and

Coast Transportation Co., under California

laws, with $100,000 capital, $5 subscribed; to

operate lines of automobiles to ,transport

passengers and baggage, and to maintain eat

ing houses along the lines. Directors—A. D.

Laughlin, l. H. Wilmans, T. Forster, Lucius

0. Chase and M. Hopkins. '
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~ - I Duquune Gets a Fresh Start.

_ Arrangements looking to a reorganization

of the Duquesne Motor Car Company, of

Jamestown, N. J., were entered into this

week between LeRoy Pelletier, founder and

president of the concern, and a number of

business men of Jamestown, N. Y., and Corry

and Erie, Pa. As a result the concern will

be put on its feet, ample capital supplied

and the work of constructing the Duquesne

car vigorously prosecuted. As a preliminary,

the Duquesne Construction Company has

been incorporated with a capital of $40,000.

and the Motor Car Company will be operated

under this charter until a consolidation of

the two concerns is effected. It is proposed

that the latter company will then be con

verted into a motor boat and speed launch

manufacturing company.

It is also stated that a contract has been

made whereby the entire output of the com

pany is purchased by one concern, the Amer

ican Duquesne Company, comp0sed of Akron,

Cleveland, Indianapolis and New York men.

The latter concern will act as distributing

agents for all American and foreign tcrritory.

The Duquesne is_ a side entrance tonneau

touring car of 16-21 horse power propelled

by a four-cylinder, air cooled gasoline engine.

Among the new stockholders are Frank I..

Bliss, mayor of Corry, Pa.; W. J. Maddox.

of the Maddox Table Co., Jamestown, who

will take an active interest in the manage—

ment; Brewer D. Phillips, president of the

Bank of Jamestown; M. R. Stevenson, of the

law firm of Wade & Stevenson; M. H. Clark,

A. A. Amidon, Charles W. Herrick, George

S. Bright, Thomas Crane, Charles J. Andor

son, George 0. Meredith, Charles J. .lenncr, of

Jamestown; Fred C. Leary, of New York;

Seth Clover, of Erie, and Edward Heuer,

manager of the Erie Brewing Company.

 

Thomas Tries ilis Six-Cylinder.

The first of the Thomas six-cylinder cars

was completed last week and was given a

road trial on Saturday. Although the roads

were covered with snow and the ground was

slipppery, it is stated that the speed indica

tor registered over sixty miles an hour on

several occasions. This particular car will

be shipped to Major C. J. S. Miller of Frank

lin, Pa., who will make his debut at the Or

mond Beach Carnival in January, and who

will also participate in several other race

meets next year.

 

French Westinghouse Making Cars.

The Société Anonyme Westinghouse, under

which title the French branch of the big

Westinghouse company does business, has

begun the manufacture of automobiles. A 28

horsepower gasolene car has been produced

and has been favorably criticised.

 

Sampson to Build a Factory.

Property at Pittsfield, Mass, has been

purchased by Alden Sampson, who proposes

to erect thereon a factory to be used in

building automobiles. When it is completed

he will remove from his present location in

the Robbins Shoe Co. Building.

ablc.

Features of White's Limousine.

A recent addition to the 1905 White line

is a Limousine model, shown by the accom

panying illustration. The White branch, in

this city, has received its first car of this

type. and already has booked several orders

for it.

With the exception of the body the car is

a replica of the regular White 1905 touring

car. Two styles of Limousine bodies are

made. one permanent and the other remov

Pretnicr to rim New Factory.

The Premier Motor Mfg. Co., is obtaining

its full share of the prevailing prosperity.

Evidence of it is rearing skyward at Indi

anapolis in the form of a new factory that

will be ready for occupancy about January

1. This, with ample resources. due to the

doubling of the company's capital stock, will

render possible a substantially increased out

put for 1905, for which the demand is not

lacking.

  

The former lists at $3,200 and the lat

ter at $3,350, instead of the $2.500 charged

for the standard touring car. The entrance

to the rear portion of the Limousine is effect

cd from the back, and the seats, which run

lengthwise and facing each other, accommo

date four persons. A storage battery under

the seats supplies current for an incandes

cent electric lamp, which givcs enough light

to read by. A tiny clock, a mirror and vari

ous other toilct conveniences are disposed

within easy reach.

The front of the car has a removable glass

front, and the rout is extended to this glass,

so that the driver and other occupants of the

seats are fully protected also. except at the

sides, which are open.

 

Bramtetter Gets the Royal.

The Royal Motor Car Co. have placed their

agency for Chicago with the Henry Brans

tettcr Co., which will either build or rent a

suitable garage and salesroom. It is certain,

at any rate, that the building will be in keep

ing with the car, and that the sale of the

latter will be pushed energetically.

The Fisher Special Manufacturing Com

pany, Cincinnati, has finally taken possession

of its new factory. It is a three-story brick

building, 50 by 100 feet.
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THE “IHITE LIMUUSINE MODEL.

Diamond's New Battery .Iar.

To their varied products the Diamond Rub

ber Co., Akron, Ohio, have added the Dia

mond soft cover battery jar, which is speci

ally designed for use on automobiles. It is

constructed with an 1,~;,-inch wall—3-32 of an

inch hard- rubber, and oyer this 1452 of an

inch soft rubber—with a view to easing any

shock the jar may receive in handling or

otherwise, and keeping the jar whole, even

if the hard rubber should become cracked.

 

Shop Destroyed, Salesroom Saved.

Loss estimated at $3,000 was caused by a

fire on the premises of the Curtis Machine

Company at Elizabeth, N. J., last week. A

lot of automobile parts and the contents of

the repair shop were destroyed, but the con

ccrn‘s automobile salcsroom was located in

a detached building in the rear. This the

tiremcn managed to save.v

New Comer in Dayton.

The Dayton Automobile and Rubber Com‘

pany has just opened a store in the Ohio City

of that name. John Rock is president. of

the concern, and J. W. Brumbaugh manager.

They will handle the Imperial car and carry

a full line of tires. making the M. & W. their

leader. - _
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T0 CURB TllE CHAUFFEUR

The Propossd Law and How It Will Work—

Prccedent from Connecticut.

 

 

Among tradesmen who have given the sub

ject thought there is a growing belief that

the passage of a law making it a misdemeanor

to use automobiles without the knowledge or

consent of the owners is the most practical

plan yet put forth to check the abuse that is

prevalent wherever chauffeurs are em

ployed. The New-York State Association of

Automobile Clubs took the first step toward

the attainment of this end a couple of weeks

ago at its meeting in Syracuse, when it in

structed its legislative committee to prepare

such a bill for presentation to the legislature

of this State. There is little doubt that a

measure of this kind could be put through

without any great trouble, so much wrought

up is the public at the present time.

As it is now, the owner of a car is almost

helpless in the matter. Practically his only

recourse is to discharge the chauueur; the

alternative is to bring a civil suit against

him for any damage he may have caused—a

tedious and uncertain proceeding, with the

almost certainty that notning can be recov

ered even if the suit is won. Connecticut

has a statute covering the misuse of horses,

boats and bicycles, but making no mention of

automobiles. The law in question is SectiOn

1,232 of the Revised Statutes, which reads:

“Every person who‘shall wilfully take and

use the horse, boat or bicycle or another,

without his permission, shall be lined not

more than fifty dollars, or imprisoned not

more than three months, or both."

There is talk of having this amended so as

to include automobiles, but no steps have yet

been taken looking to this end.

“At least a year ago I advocated the pas

age of a State law making the unauthorized

use of cars a misdemeanor—Just such a law

as the State association is preparing," said

Manager Percy Owen of the Winton branch

to a Motor World man on iuonday. “Its pas

sage would put a powerful weapon in the

hands of owners, and make a beginning in

the work of remedying the chauffeur evil.

Until this is done, however, little can be ac

complished. Chauffeurs can continue to use

their owners' cars to take out parties of

friends with impunity, knowing that the most

that can be done to them if they are found

out is to summarily discharge them. They

simply take the chance of not being caught,

and if they are they look around for another

place and repeat the performance there."

Such a law as this would have the result

of “putting it up" squarely to the owner and

the garage people to abate, if not to stop nt~

terly, the long list of abuses charged against

the chauffeur. With it they could, if they

would, inflict summary punishment on any

chaufleur who indulged in these illicit prac

tices, and it would act as a deterrent in

finitely more powerful than any punitive

measures than can now be applied.

Olds’s Prices Remain Unchanged.

There will be no changes in the price of

Oldsmobiles for 1905. Speculation on that

point was set at rest this week, when the

Olds Motor Works announced its figures as

follows:

7 horsepower standard runabout, $650; 7

horsepower touring runabout, $750; 10 horse

power light tonneau, $950; 20 horsepower

touring car, $1,400; 10 horsepower light de

livery car, $1,000; 16 horsepower heavy de

livery car, $2,000.

The 20 horsepower model is the newest

addition to the line. It is the long expected

two-cylinder tourney car. It will have a

side entrance tonneau and Olds quality will

be “all there.”

The standard runabout is fitted with a new

carburetor, which has increased its power

and pace very markedly.

One of the yct unlisted vehicles, a ten pas

senger car, which will be ready probably in

January is a sign of the times and will meet

the demand of the scores of stage route pro

motors, that hitherto, has gone almost un

heeded.

Peerlm Placed in Philadelph a.

The Peerless agency for Philadelphia, re

cently relinquished by Banker Bros, has

been secured by the Eastern Automobile Co.,

a new concern, which has just been organ

ized, with temporary offices at 712 Girard

Trust Building. The incorporators are: N. E.

Brigham, A. B. Cumner, George T. Thomp

son, H. K. Buck and J. R. Maynes. Mr.

Cumner will be the active manager of the

concern.

In addition to the Peerless, they will also

handle the Stevens-Duryea, and will take on

another car to complete their line. They ex

pect to operate a fully equipped garage and

salesroom, but are not yet ready to announce

the location.

Lear to Handle His Own Car.

The Oscar Lear Automobile Co., Columbus,

Ohio, have relinquished the agencies they

held during the past year, and during 1905

they will market a car of their own, the

Freycr-Mueller, as it will be styled. About

fifty of them will be built. They will be of

the four-cylinder air-cooled type, the engine

being fitted with a blower in front, connected

by an aluminum pipe to four aluminum jack

ets around the cylinders. By this means, air

is blown directly on each cylinder.

Lozier Sails for Paris.

H. A. Lozier, president of the Lozier Motor

(‘0., sailed for France on Wednesday morn

ing. He will attend the Paris show and is

expected to return to this country about Jan

uary 4. The Lozier Motor Co. expects to

build three or four cars a week for next

year's trade. So far as can be learned, they

have not yet selected a location for their

New York saiesroom.

LIGHT ON CHAUFFEUR'S WAYS

Causes that Give Rise to Midnight Carousel:

and mums-want Responsibility Rests.

 

 

Wonder is often expresed that the “hack-.

ing" of cars, the wild midnight rides and

all the other evidences of chauffeur malfeas

ance is permitted to go on brazenly and

almost openly, month after month without

any real, or at any rate, any effective effort

to stamp them out. Do we garage keepers

or their cmpioyes “stand in" with the chauf

feurs, or are they simply lax in their

methods? Do owners know or care‘what

their chnuifeurs do with their expensive cars

out of hours? These were some of the ques

tions put to a number of tradesmen by 0.

Motor World man this week, and the replies

shed a remarkable amount of light on the

matter.

“it is not easy to give a categorical

answer to these questions." said one man,

whose concern has one of the largest estab

lishments in the city. "Iou must remember

that the automobile industry is a new one

and is suffering from abuses and inconsis

tencies that are liable to affect a business pre

senting so many and complex problems of

does this. At present the responsibility for

the chauffeur evil is a divided one. There

are three classes sharing the blame for the

existence of the prevailing conditions which

have done more to bring opprobrium upon

the automobile than all other causes com

bined. There is the garage keeper pure and

simple, the dealer who runs a garage as an

appendage to his salesroom, the owner of the

car, all to be considered. Each has his own

special viewpoint and the interests of the

three are diverse and frequently contra

dlctory.

“Take our own case first. Our business is

to sell cars. The garage is merely incidental

and was instituted and is maintained partly

because we have the room and the facilities

and partly because it is deemed good busi

ness policy to run an establishment where

our customers can store their cars and have

them properly looked after. Naturally, there

fore, our interests are identical with those

of our customers and there is no reason why

we should truckle to our chauffeurs or permit

them to put the cars in their charge ‘on the

bum,’ as the very expressive phrase goes in

the chautfenr's jargon.

"Now, we have about 100 cars regularly

stored with us, all of them our own make.

We have a separate storage department, with

a superintendent who looks after that end of

the business exclusively. Our system for

keeping track of cars is very thorough. A

record of every car is kept, the time of its

out going and incoming, and who has it in

charge on each occasion. in nearly every

case the owner authorizes his chauffeur to

get his car on demand; that is, he is not
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required to-have a written or. telephonic

order.

"When it is requested we send any cus

tomer a weekly report, giving in detail the

record of his car. But we do tilts only when

it is asked for. We find that most owners

are disposed to be easy. even generous with

their chaufleurs. If the car is always in

wlten they want it, and is kept in good run

ning order, they seldom ask any questions.

some of them have the utmost confidence

in their chauffeurs, and a few even permit

them to use the car for their own pleasure;

but this is'exceptionai. Most of them are

careless or indisposed to keep too tight 8

rein on their employes, and the latter have

things pretty much their own way.

"There is a better class of chauffeurs in

the employ of our customers than is usual.

for most of them are recommended by us

and are steady, reliable men. Of course.

there are exceptions; but we make it a point.

for our own protection, to see that our cars

are well taken care of, and that necessarily

means that the best men obtainable are

employed for the purpose. As a result, there

is very little ‘hacking' of cars, or abuse of

any sort. Furthermore, this is a matter that

our customers and ourselves can control

absolutely if the former will put the power

into our hands."

Views of much the same character were

expressed by the branch manager of a large

Western concern. He went even further in

pointing to the car owner as the one best

able to put a stop to the abuses referred to;

provided, of course, that he stores with a

concern not dependent for its chief revenue

upon its storagc business.

"We keep ‘tab' on every car that leaves

or enters our garage," he said. “A copy of

the record is sent to the car owner every

week, whether he asks for it or not. We

even go beyond this in our anxiety to prevent

the illicit use of cars. If we have reason to

believe that a chauffeur is using a car with

out the owner’s knowledge we give the

latter a hint. A case of this kind happened

not long ago, and I was surprised to be

told by the owner that he did not care

whether his chauffeur used the car or not.

Of course, we could not do anything after

that. It was the first time, however, that 1

_ ever saw such indifference displayed. A great

many of our patrons pay scant attention to

our weekly reports, I suspect, but the fact

that we send them helps to keep the men

under control. Then, too, they know that We

won't permit any abuse of the cars to go

on under our noses and they govern them

selves accordingly. ‘

"All garages are not as strict as this.

however. The other evening I had been to

the theatre, and on my way out I saw, on

a side street a car belonging to a friend.

The chauffeur was not in his seat, so I stop—

pcd and looked around to see where he was.

l'rcsently I saw him waiting at the stage

entrance. I stopped in a near by refresh

meut establishment and came out Just in time

to see Mr. t‘haul'feur loading up the car with

a party of chorus girls. - -You may imagine

the kind of a lark they had.

“The next day I saw my friend and made

a casual remark about his having been out

in his car the night before. As I expected.

he denied it. Then I told him that his car

was out and he was very much surprised.

" ‘llon‘t you get a report from your garage,

showing when the car is taken out?’ I asked.

lie replied that he did not, and that he was

not even aware whether any record was

kept.."

It is with the garages run as a separate

business, or with a salesroom “on the side,”

however, that the chauffeur evil flourishes

like the green bay tree. There the garage

keeper, if he does not actually “stand in"

with the chauffeur and wink at or even en

courage his transgressions, is at least from

the very nature of his position, obliged to

keep the chauffeur in a good humor. The

chauffeur has the car of his master and can

usually store the car where he pleases; this,

of course, is where he receives the “best

treatment." “Good treatment" consists of

a regular commission, usually 10 per cent,

on all cars stored and a similar “rake oi!”

on all accessories purchased and all repairs

made. The people in such establishments

are very reticent, and when they will talk

at all they are guarded in their statements.

“There is no use dening that commissions

are paid," said one of these in reply to the

question. “But they are not as general nor

as large as is commonly supposed. But we

have to get trade and where it is necessary

we do not hagglc about a few dollars more

or less. Nor can we afford to antagonize a

chauffeur if he wants to have a little amuse

ment with his employer's car when the latter

does not want to use it. We aim to treat

both owner and chauffeur right and I guess

we. succeed pretty well or we would have

these cars—" and he pointed to a long line

of vehicles, many of them high powered and

costly cars. .

While it will not do to condemn all garages I

of this kind, as a number of them do as close

to a legitimate business as the circumstances

will permit, it is undeniable that many of

them are in crying need of reform. But

here, too, no reform is possible without the

co-operation of the owners. If they are

careless and indifferent their chauffeurs are

unbeatable. No garage keeper can make

headway against them, no matter how desir

ous he is of doing so, without the backing

of the owners. With them enlisted, any

garage keeper can win out, while it is doubt

t'ui whether a combination of garage keepers

and chaufieurs could ultimately win out

against the determined owner, for there is

a class of garageman who wants to do right

and 'will if he has half a chance. One trades

man voiced this view of the matter when

he said:

"Nothing would please me better than to

conduct a garage on right principles. There

would be no nonsense about it, no commis-‘

siOllB, no bounses, no divies, no swelling of

bills to-give the chauffleur his share of the

‘chauffeur also.

. feet.

loot. no ~‘hacking"0f'ears. KiFI’he 9811‘ would

be prompt'and business like, the ~cars kept

in order and always ready for service and
the chauffeurs kept in 'check lat7all tithes.

l‘ll ventureito say such treatinent would

appeal not only to owners. but to the decenter

As it is now-it isa case of

graft all the way through. Why,- it is com

tnon talk in the street that one millionaire

owner paid $1,600 to_ have his car put in

order for one race. and $800 more to have it

repaired after the race; and it didn't win,

then. The owner,'so they say,- paid the bill

without a murmur! Do you Wonder that

clmufi‘euring is a profitable business?"

Why Gilson Wears Smiles.

En route to Detroit, J. W. Gilson, secretary

of the Hartford, Rubber Works 00., stopped

over in New York for a few hours on

Wednesday. Gilson is all smiles these days,

and the fashion in which the Dunlop per

fected detachable tire has “caught on"

quite Justifles the smile. It has been adopted

as regular equipment by the Electric Ve

hicle 00., the Cadillac Automobile Co. and

the Rec Motor Car 00., while Thos. B. Jef

frey & Co. will list it as one of three tires

which they will furnish on their Ramblers

lit-1905. The factory at Hartford has been

working nights for the last month to keep

pace with the demand ,and has now attained

an output of 100 sets per day. When Gil

son was asked if the success of the tire had

not surprised him, he looked hurt.

"Surprised?" he responded. "Why should

i be? We knew the tire was a sure winner

from the very start."

 

l'low Electric Cabs Have Expanded.

in retiring from the presidency of the

New York Transportation Co. last week Hen

ry Sanderson let fall some facts and figures

which _show vividly the onward march of

the electric cab in New York. '

“Five years ago,” he said, “the company's

total station capacity was 72,000 square feet,

and the company’s vehicles, in the course of

a year, covered 3_50,000 miles. To-day the

combined floor area of the company's _four

stations aggregates 222,000 square feet—over

tire acres—and those stations house over five

hundred vehicles, which in the course of a

year reached the tremendous total distance

covered of 2,000,000 miles."

Mr. Sanderson’s retirement was made the

occasion of the presentation of a testimonial

in the form of a handsome desk set of Tif

fany bronze, and engrossed and framed reso

lutions. He is succeeded by R._\V. Meade.

Packard Add: Another Story.

There is nothing the matttcr with the

Packard. Although the Packard Motor Car

(‘0. recently installed some $30,000 worth of

additional machinery and operated their

plant until 9 p. m. throughout November, the

pressure has required an addition tothe fac

tory at Detroit. The work on this was

started last week and takes the form of a

second floor addition to the north wing of

the building. The enlargement provides a

floor, 326 feet by 60 feet, or 19,650 square

It will be usedchiefly for the painting

and upholstering work.
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'OF‘ EXCLUSIVE DESIGN

Wealthy Motorist’s idea of a Touring Car-—

' Its Many NoVel Conveniences. i"

M. Theodore Kearney, who passed through

New-York this week en route from Paris to

liis'California estate, between which points

he shuttles annually, shipped ahead of him

seats sloping backward, so as to throw the

weight of the body on the back, and are ex

ceedingly comfortable. Three electric lights

are placed inside, also large peckets to hold

touring maps and books. There is a time

piece, also one of Smith & Son’s new speed

ometers, which constantly indicates the

speed of the car at all times, records the

run for the day and shows the total miles

run by the car since going into commission,

  

  

 

 

an uneonunonly interesting.ear—one fairly

bristling with features. and representing the

owner‘s idea of what a touringr car should

be. it combiims all of the latter day devices

that e. ntribnte to comfort. and, in addition,

a limousiln- body, designed by Mr. Kearney

himself and built by Hooper & Co., of Lon

don. after all of the notable French body

manufacttn-ers.had. refused to aeeepl .\lr.

Kearney‘s order. v

.The limousine, which is imposed oua 45

horsepower Mercedes ehasis, has practically

no overhang and no wide. flaring sweeps or

bulging sides, all of which Mr. Kearney

sought to avoid, and successfully. One other

idea he kept in mind wasa touring car har

ing a dosed body. which might yet be made

as open, or practically as open. as the too

neau type. This he contrived to do by the

use of not merely large sliding windows on

front, back and sides, but also by the em

ployment of shutters. It is believed to be

the first occasionon which these latter have

been used. The glass is made to slide down

in the body of the car, instead of swingingr

sideways or being suspended to the roof;

the Kearney design permits them to be

dropped out of sight, and, it running at high

speed. the shutters. which also slide down

alongside the glass. may be raised in the

rear and on hall.I of the sides to keep out the

dust. I _

The car is provided with seats i'or four

persons inside, all facing forward. ' The two

in front are movcahle, and when not re

qmrm imiy‘be folded and stowed under the

Fearlsear."v ' ' ' ’ ' ' ' ' ‘

The rear seats are upholstered in'shape like

the best railway carriages in France, with

 

A fur

one of Muhlbacher's

electric indicators, by which, on pressing the

whether it be 1,000 or 2o,000 miles.

ther convenience is

proper button. the indicator on the dash

board gives the chauffeur the following site

nuls: Left, Right, Turn. Go on, Stop, Slower,

Faster, House, etc. '

The chassis being a 1904 Mercedes, has

unusually long springs. which makes for easy

riding, but, in addition to this, the new Hart

  

ford-Truihnlt springs, or shock-absorbers,

have been added. The tires are Michelin, the

rear ones having the Samson non-skid cov

ers.

()t' the minor changes in the car may be

mentioned the luggage rail, which runs the

full length of the top, 80 that the weight of

the extra tires and four large suit cases car

ried there in touring may be evenly distrib

uted. and not centred over the rear wheels.

01’ the two forward lamps, one has a power—

i‘ul lens, to project the light a long distance

up the road. and the othcr_ls designed to

light up the road near the ear.

The chassis is painted a warm cream color.

with black stripes, and the whole body of the

car to the room is a rich blue. with the pali

els and windows outlined in black stripes

and light blue stripes laid on top of these.

The result 01' all is a very neat and artistic

car of graceful lines, that is much admired

by those who have seen it, and one that.

being quite “up to date." must prove.very

satisfactory to the fortunate owner.

The first annual banquet of the Newton

tMuss.) Automobile (‘lub on Saturday last

was graced by the presence of SOVPIBI nota

bles. among theta ll. \\'. Whipple, president

of the A. .\. A.: Elliot C. Lee, president of

the Massachusetts Automobile Club, and Al

exander Winton, of t‘leveland. and Harry

Fosdick, of the Winton staff. In all seventy

persons participated in the feast. Messrs.

 

Whipple, Lee and hos-dick were among the

speakers. Fosdick said he had knowledge

that even more. restrictive legislation would

be attempted at the next session of the Mas

sachusetts Legislature, and urged automo

bilists to get together and prepare to make

a stand for sell-protection.

)1. (l. L‘huufl'ollr, a l'arisian banker. is. up

propriately enough, an ardent motorist.
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WHIPPLE IS R“ NOMINATED

Will Again Lead the A. A. A.—Few Changes

in Present Slate to be Made.

 

 

Harlan W. Whipple will be president of

the American Automobile Association for an

other year. He was not particularly anxious

to serve another term, but was prevailed upon

to allow his name to be placed at the head of

the ticket again. All of the other present

ofilcers were also rcnominated at the meet

ing of the Board of Directors, held last Tucs

day at the rooms of the Automobile Club of

America. Several changes were made in

the Board of Directors. An important amend

ment to the constitution was proposed. In

place of electing seven directors. it is planned

to give eVery affiliated club, with a member

ship'of fifty or more, representation on the

board, but confining a quorum to four. as at

present. It was also decided to include the

second and third vice-presidents in the Board

of Directors and to change the meeting dates

from the first Tuesday to_ the first Monday

in the month.

The complete. ticket follows: President,

Harlan W. Whipple, Andover, Mass; first

vice-president, John Farson, Chicago; second

vice-president, W. H. Hotchkiss, buffalo;

third vice-president, M. Johnson, Los Angeles,

Cal.; treasurer, G. E. Farrington, Orange, N.

J., and secretary, C. H. Gillette, New York.

The directors named are D. H. Morris, W. C.

Temple, Elliott C. Lee, Windsor T. White,

A. R. Pardington, R. L. Lippitt and C. G.

Burgoyne. W. E. Milbank, B. H. Warburton

and J. A. Chase are the directors who will

retire.

The meeting was presided over by Presi

dent Whipple, and those in attendance were

Elliott C. Lee, Boston; W. T. White, Cleve

land; Dr. W. E. Milbank, Albany; G. E. Far

rington, Automobile Club of New Jersey; S.

H. Valentine, New York, and A. R. Pardlng

ton, Brooklyn. A. T. Post and Emerson

Brooks were also present. Five clubs were

elected to membership at the meeting, these

being the Geneva, Blnghamton, Chenango

County, Houston and Dallas organizations.

There are now forty-one clubs affiliated with

the A. A. A., while last year at this time

there were but sixteen. The annual meeting

will be held in New York City on January

16, and the annual banquet will follow.

New Britain Club in Shape.

At a meeting held last Thursday night, the

Automobile Club of New Britain (Conn)

adopted a constitution and by-laws. The

objects of the club are to promote the intel

ligent use of motor vehicles for pleasure and

for commercial purposes; to promote the so

cial intercourse of the members; to protect

the interests of automobile and motor bicycle

owners; to influence improvements through

the proper ofificials in the main roads sur

rounding New Britain; to co-operatc with the

 

authorities in maintaining legal speed by mo

tor vehicles passing through cities and towns

and to maintain signs along the main roads

wherever parties touring through that section

of the country will be benefited. The fol

lowing committees were appointed: 0n mem

bershop, F. H. Allis, F. S. Neal, of Piainville;

runs and tours. A. W. Stanley, D. E. Bradley.

of Berlin; M. 8. Hart; on legislation, W. H.

Caldwell, G. E. Sage, of Berlin; E. Allen

Moore; on good roads, E. G. Babcock, E. A.

Freeman, of Forestville; W. W. Mildrum, of

East Berlin; on rights and privileges, P. P.

Wilcox, E. W. Abbe, E. A. Bardoi. The

club will endeavor to have a law passed re

quiring lights on all vehicles.

How the Kentucky Colonel Got There.

Colonel Bennett H. Young and Frank Par

fltt, the city inspector of electric wires, made

a record-breaking automobile trip between

Louisville and Lexington, Ky., one day last

week. The distance of ninety-six miles was

covered in three hours and forty-five min

utes. The start was made from Louisville

at 5 a. m. and they reached Lexington at

8:45 o'clock.

Colonel Young had an lmporant case in the

court at Lexington, but missed his train,

which leaves at 3:30 a. in. He tried to char

ter a special train, but was unable to effect

arrangements. Parfitt is Colonel Young’s

neighbor, and owns a Rambler automobile,

and came to the rescue. He agreed to take the

Colonel, and they started in a heavy fog,

which was not lifted until nearly 8 o‘clock.

At times during the trip, it is naively re

marked, Colonel Young wished that he had

not engaged Mr. Parfitt, so rapid was the

pace of the machine, but when they reached

their destination fifteen minutes before court

convened Colonel Young was delighted.

Lone Entry for Bennett Cup.

Although entries for the 1905 race for the

Bennett cup close on Thursday next, but one

American entry is in sight, that of Dr. Har

old E. Thomas, the Chicago enthusiast, who

has had a Locomobile racer built to his order.

The entry is practically assured, but cannot

be formally accepted or announced until Dr.

Thomas is elected a member of the Auto—

mobile Club of America.

Two Changes in A. C. A.

Pressure of business has obliged Samuel

H. Valentine, the newly elected treasurer of

the A. C. A., to tender his resignation, and the

vacancy was filled last week by the election

of Emerson Brooks._ Retiring President W.

E. Scarritt was elected to the vacancy on

the board of governors caused by the eleva

tion of President Morris.

Harvard Student Goes to Florida.

A. H. Diston, a student of Harvard Uni~

versity, intends to make an early tart for

Ormond so as to be present at the races

there. He will ship his car, a Packard, to

Philadelphia this week from Cambridge and

will drive it over the roads from the- Quaker

t‘ity to Florida.

 

FOR FLORIDA'S CARNIVAL

Changes Eifected that Make for Permanent

Success—Philadelphia Becomes President.

 

 

Although it has not been officially decided

and heaven and earth are being moved in

the effort to prevent it (for the sake of hotel

receipts) it is quite possible that the races

over Ormond-Daytona beach will finish at

Daytona instead of at Ormond, as has been

the custom heretofore. Another change for

the better, and one that will remove the im

pression that the carnival is one-man affair,

is the likelihood that entries for the coming

meet in January will be received by J. B.

Parkinson, secretary of the Florida East

Coast Auto Association, at Daytona, as well

as with the “unselfish”

York City. To be sure, these changes are

bitterly opposed by the Ormond hotel keep

ers, who inaugurated a most reckless

expenditure of money for, telegraphing to

manager in New

everyone they knew in Florida as soon as

they heard about the plans. One thing is

certain and that is the fact that an under

taking of the magnitude and international

aspect of the Ormond-Daytona Carnival

should not much longer continue to be a

mere anex of a hotel, no matter how large

and magnificient the hostelry may be. It

should be understood that the hotels are

practically all that there is of Ormond.

while Daytona is quite a smart little town

Additional evidence that the “one-man"

regime has passed, and that the carnival will

cease to be a hotel annex, developed late on

Wednesday, when it was announced that C.

G. Burgoyne, of Daytona, Fla., had resigned

the presidency of the Florida East Coast

Automobile Association and been succeeded

by Edward M. Steck, of Philadelphia. Mr.

Steck is a millionaire coal operator and a

racing enthusiast. He is half owner of the

big Darracq racer which recently was im

ported, and was one of those who took a

firm stand in insisting that the Florida car

nival be thrown open to the world and not

used to satisfy the personal grudges of any

one man. Mr. Steck recently purchased a

residence at Daytona.

Baru Gets Kilometer Record.

Another cut in the flying kilometre record

was made at Ostend, Belgium, on November

14. Barns, on a 100-horsepower Darracq,

was the record breaker, he covering the dis

tance in 21 2-5 seconds, beating the previous

best time, that made by Bigolly, by the nar

row margin of one-fifth of a second.

 

First Entry for Glidden Trophy.

The first entry in the inaugural competition

for the Glidden touring trophy is reported

from England. The entrant is Roger H. Ful

ler, a member of the Automobile Club 0!

Great Britain and Ireland.
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THE TEST THAT FAILED

How a Series of Attempts to Destroy a Car

Came to Naught.

Following the custom inaugurated in 1903,

when the first four cylinder Packard was

produced, the Packard Motor Car Company

have been putting their Model N car through

A “destructive test" is

the apt designation of the series of ordeals

through which the car was put, and that it

turned out to be an utter failure, in so far

a course of sprouts.

ard car would ever expect his motor to run

at speeds approaching 2,000, to say nothing

of 2,500 per minute, but the testers desired

to- satisfy themselves that the motor itself

had enough margin of safety to meet every

requirement of the rational motorist.

The third test was made by Messrs. H. B.

Joy, S. D. Waldon, L. W. Conkling and E. W.

Roberts, with a brand new car, and consisted

of a 250 mile run over as bad roads as exist

in the country, at as high a rate of speed as

was possible, considering the safety of the

passengers and proper respect for the rights

of other users of the roads. It was the idea

in this trip to it‘ possible break or injure the

 

  

AN lN("lDENT OF THE TEST—A PUNCTURE REPAIRED IN 12

as the endeavor to dcstrcy the car or any

essential part of it, is cause for congratula

tion instead of lamentation. The car came

through all the tests with flying colors, and

it would he a futile task to attempt to con

vince any of the ‘crews‘ who participated in

the harrowing tests that any reasonable

amount of usage—either fair or unfair—can

detrimentally affect the Model N Packard.

The first of the tests was conducted in the

mountains of Pennsylvania. The new car

was shipped to New-York and driven from

there to Philadelphia, and up into the moun

tains around Scranton and Wilkesbarre,

where it was subjected to terrible abuse.

During its stay it lowered the record on the

“'ilkesbarre mountain from 14 minutes to 8

minutes. It performed in many other ways

to the satisfaction of General Manager Joy

and Vice-President Alger, who personally

conducted the test.

The second attempt to find a weak spot in

the car was made by Charles Schmidt, the

Packard designer, and was aimed at the

motor alone. There were brake tests at

speeds ranging from 400 up to and including

2,500 revolutions per minute. In this test it

was not the idea that any user of the Pack

MINUTES.

running gear and springs. if such abuse

would accomplish it. The car completed this

test in perfect shape, with the exception of a

Cape Cart top. with which the car was fitted,

which, though closed up and strapped down

to the body, received such shocks as to break

every one of the steel bows holding it to the

body.

The final test was made with a standard

model "N" Packard car just as it came from

the erecting shop, with the exception that

prior to starting the journey the four con

necting rods were loosened up so that each

one had sutiicient play (about 1-125 of an

inch) to produce quite a noticeable pound.

The car was then started from the factory

at 5 o'clock on the morning of November 19,

and driven as hard as the safety of the opera

tors and the conditions of traffic would per

mit through to Chicago, arriving there—313%

miles—at 9 o'clock the same night. It was

the idea that by putting through this test

with the connecting rods loose and pounding

at every revolution of the motor any de—

flciency in the factor of safety in any of the

important parts of the motor would be re

vealed by the continued hammering, and that

any weak spot that would not ordinarily

come out to notice, except after many times

the same amount of driving in the hands of

ordinary users, and probably not until the

middle of the season, would be at once de

tected. With the return journey to Detroit,

the run represents an average of over twen

ty-one miles an hour running time, as it was

completed in 32175 hours elapsed and 29 hours

and 20 minutes elapsed time. There was a

noticeable improvement in the action of the

motor during the last 200 miles over what it

had been during the first 200. In spite of

the looseness of the connecting rods, they

seem to be working quite freely, and ap

parently did not absorb enough power to

make any apparent reduction in the speed

of the car.
 

Chloride to Prevent Freezing.

Until now it has been difficult for motorists

to obtain clil..ride of calcium for use as an

anti-freezing mixture for water cooled cars,

owing to the fact that it was usually sold

only in large quantities. The demand for it

has so increased, however, that the Solvay

Process Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., is now put

ting it up in two gall..n cans. which are car

ried in stock in New York. Chicago, Boaton,

Pittsburg and Baltimore. The Carbondale

Chemical Co., Carbondale. Pa., are the gen

eral selling agents.

The chloride is put up in the form of a

concentrated solution of 1.400 specific grav

ity, containing 40 per cent of anhydrous cal

cium chloride; this, when diluted with an

equal volume of water, gives a 20 per cent

soluti..n of 1.200 specific gravity, which will

withstand a temperature of 9 degrees below

zero Fahr., without freezing, while its hoil

ing point is 220 degrees Falir.

The solution is water white and clear, and

is free from sediment: it is neutral or slight

ly alkaline in its reaction; it is not uccom

posed by heat. it is practically chemically

pure, free from chloride of sodium or salt

and from chloride of magnesium.

By varying the amount of water added, a

solution of any desired strength may be had,

according to the following table:

Specific gravity. Freezing point.

1.250 -32.ti°F

1.225 —18.0

1.200 —— 9.0

1.175 Zero

1.150 + 7.5

1.125 + 13.0

1.100 + 18.0

The solution retails for 50 cents per gallon.

Damcq Earns a Half Million.

One French concern that has made a great

deal of money during the past year is the

Imrracq Co. lts report and balance sheet

for the year ending September 30, 1904, show

a net profit of over $562,000, and this is ar

rived at after writing of! depreciation, com

misisons and all charges at the French

works and the London depot. After paying

Ii per cent on the preference shares and 621.5

cents per share on the ordinary shares, $250.

000 will be set aside for increase of works

and machinery, and $175,000 carried for~

ward. The capital of the company is $1.4

875,000.
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TO OPEN BEAR CREEK ROAD

Motorist Brings Suit Against Turnpike Com

pany, which File: an Amusing Answer.

 

 

To issue an order prohibiting automobiles

from using a public road is one thing, but to

give a legal reason for the order is quite

another. The Laurel Run Turnpike 00.,

which owns the Bear Creek Boulevard, near

Wilkesbarre, Penn., provided one horn of a

dilemma for itself by trying to keep auto

mobillsts off the road, as was told recently

in The Motor World. Charles E. Bertels, a

motorist of Wilkcsbarrc, imagined that he

had as much right on the road as other clti

Zt'llS who drove horse drawn vehicles, and he

has provided the other horn of the dilemma

for the company by bringing suit‘agaiust it

for the prohibition. He asked for a man

damus to compel the company to allow him

to drive over the road, alleging that he was

not allowed to use the road, even after he

had offered to pay toll for the privilege.

Some very unusual reasons are given for

the prohibition in the company's answer to

Mr. Bertels‘s suit. Part of the answer is

as follows:

"The said automobile did not come into

use until about the year 1898, and are now

in use by very few people in' comparison

with the great number who use vehicles

drawn by horses.

"The said automobile, by reason of their

size, great speed, rivalling the velocity of

railway trains, and alarming noise, are eX‘

tremer dangerous to the travelling public,

and their use on public highways is fraught

with great danger to travellers who drive

horses.

"The said turnpike was designed and con

structed expressly'for the .convenience and

pleasure of people in driving with horses

..ver_ the same, and by reason of grades.

high embankments and numerous curves

and passage of automobiles over the same

would be such a menace as to exclude ve

hicles drawn by horses, and give to automo

biles a c.1nplete monopoly of its use.

"in our Judgment, safety to the general

publicpre-emptorily demands the exclusion

of automobiles from our turnpike, and for

this reason we refuse passage thereof over

the same. ’

"Not only does the law fail to provide any

toll whatever, but it would be_impossiblc to

provide any reasonably adequate tell for

automobiles over turnpikes by reason of

their character above mentioned.

“Furthermore, we say that between the ter

minals of said turnpike, to wit, between

“'ilkesbarre and Bear Creek there already

exists. and for many years has existed. a

public road much shorter and more direct

than our .‘turnpik'e, and affording to the pe

titioner every facility for passage with his

automobile."

To Proueute Wisconsin Motorphobes.

Members of the Milwaukee (Wisconsin)

Automobile Club intend to put a stop to the

attempts of farmers to injure machines and

tires, and will prosecute all offenders in the

future. It is claimed that broken glass and

pieces of barbed wire are scattered on the

roads and that rails and logs are used as

blockades at night. F. C. Beach. a member

of the club, recently had both of the rear

tires on his machine punctured by a man

who shot at them with a rifle. The club’s

president, the Rev. J. F. Szukaiski, told of

one occasion when he found a road blocked

with logs in such a way that wagons could

pass without injury, but an automobile would

be badly damaged. It is also said that auto

mobillsts have. been compelled to stop at the

point of guns while farmers drove mockingly

past them. No attempt will be made to

prosecute past offenders, but in the future

prosecution will follow whenever evidence

can be obtained against the offenders.

 

Shanley “ Does the Honors."

B. M. Shanley, jr., tendered the ofliclals of

the recent meet of the New Jersey Automo

bile and Motor Club a mushroom dinner at

Maison Pedetious's hotel, near Plalnfield, last

week, as a celebration over the success of

the meet. The party went in four large

cars, Mr. Shanley leading in his ninety horse

power Mercedes, and the affair was one of

the most enjoyable at which motorists in the

vicinity have gathered. In the party were

President Frederick R. Pratt, of the New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club; Dr.

James it. English, its vice-president: (‘. S.

Wells, the secretary; W. C. Shanley. Peter

H. Murray, .1. \V. Mason, J. H. Wood. it. H.

Hurtt, .I. Y. (.‘lark, James M. Reilly. .i. .i.

U‘t‘onnor, jr., W. Y. Snyder, 1i. '1‘. Newton

and J. H. Dawson.

I Green It Genuine Enthusiast.

Colonel E. H. R. Green, presiden. of the

Texas Midland Railroad, is said to bare the

only private railroad car in the world dc

voted to the use of automobiles. ills private

car "Lone Star" was recently damaged by

tire, and he had it rebuilt to carry his racing

automobile. lie has three or four machines

which he races at contests in different parts

of Texas, and the private car has been titted

up with a repair shop. a repair man accom

panies the machines on their travels. The

car is fitted with an arrangement to facili

tate the loading and unloading of the auto

mobiles.

 

Oppressive Measures Likely- in Maine.

it. is regarded as almost certain that the

Maine legislature will, at its session this

winter, discuss automobile legislation. A bill

was before the body last winter. but failed of

passage. It is rumored that the new bill

will contain a clause restricting the use of

automobiles to certain-hours, and the motor,

ists of the State are already preparing to

fight the measure i-fv it contains ‘anythingso

outrageous.

THEY WANT THE WHOLE ROAD

 

Gentle Country Folk Will Petition Connecticut

Legislature to Prohibit Use of Automobiles.

 

In thchtield County, on the extreme west

ern edge of Connecticut, the farmers and

countryfolk generally are very much

aroused—so thoroughly aroused, indeed, that

the more hotheaded are actually circulating a

petition to the legislature praying that auto

mobiles be prohibited the use of the public

roads.

George S. Thompson, of Kent, appears to

be one of the leaders in the movement. The

burden of his argument is that the roads are

narrow. Apparently unconscious of what it

implies, be state, in other language, that the

countryfolk driving horses want all of the

road themselves. He admits, also, that. like

countryfolk, there are automobilists, who are

considerate, exactly as there are “young

nabo ." as he calls them, who are inconsid

erate.

He and his neighbors in Litchfield County.

however, appear to desire that both innocent

and the guilty shall be swept off the roads

entirely.

“Let the autos have their own road like

railroads," he pleads. in a public statement.

Although he admits that there is small

chance of the legislature heeding the petition.

he thinks that perhaps sufficient sentiment

may be aroused throughout the state to

“have something come of it." The petition

is as follows:

To the Honorable Senate and House of Rep

resentatives, State of Connecticut:—

We, whose names are herein signed. are

citizens of Connecticut and town of Kent of

the‘age of 21 years and over. and we petition

your body that an act may be passed prohib

iting automobiles or vehicles, whose motive

power is‘ steam, gasolenc or electricity from

use of country roads of 'this State on the

grounds that country higlnvays being gener

ally narrow with many sudden curvc< and

dangerous places, and from the extreme lia

bility of automobiles to frighten horses are

unfit courses of travel 'for such; and being

a pleasure vehicle of a comparative few. ren

der the roads unsafe for lllc‘lnfllly. who must

of necessity, travel the roads. And. we be

lieve laws regulating speed or making owir

ers of automobiles liable for damages are.

and will be difficult of'enforcement in coun~

try districts. We, therefore, pray they may

be prohibited from travel 'on country roads

of this State.

 

Coffee grounds are said to be efficacious in

aiding the removal of oil and grease stains

from the hands. A motorist who has tried

it gives this method of application:

Obtain a good lather with any household

or other soap. and taking a handful of cof—

fee grounds proceed to work it well into the

hands. After a minute or so the handS. when

rinsed free of the gritty mixture. ‘wtllabe

found to be beautifully soft, fresh and clean,
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MILWAUKEE’S MOTOR TRUCK

Incorporates Some Ingenious Features—What

They are and How They are Worked Out.

 

The first truck of the Four Wheel Drive

Wagon Co. of Milwaukee. has been practi

cally completed, and from the best reports

is giving a good account of itself. It is

shown by the accompanying illustration.

The truck weighs 2 tons, and is capable

of carrying 5 tons. The frame is of ship

channel iron 5~16 inches thick and 6 inches

deep, made in one piece 42 feet long and

joined at the rear. It is mounted on steel

cylinder water-cooled. mounted crosswise in

front and enclosed in a six-toot cab for the

engineer. Control is like that used on street

cars. circular. and so arranged that it auto

matically locks wherever placed. The driv~

cr’s seat will be over engine. Radiator will

he at one end, and water tank at the other

end of engine, and valves placed in pipes so

that water can he cut off from radiator

easily. Water pipes will be run around en~

glue, and the whole be enclosed in hood and

under the seat of the cab, which will leave

little chance for freezing in any weather.

A fan will also be so attached to radiator and

so arranged that it can be used at will.

The speed of the car with 5 ton load, high

gear, will he 10 miles; intermediate, 6; low,

  

  

 

 

MIL“'AUKEE FOUR WHEEL DRIVE WAGON. .

axles, weighing 350 pounds each, by plat

form springs of large size. The wheels con

stitute a new departure, being made of

wedge-shaped. wooden blocks set solid in

hub flanges, and reinforced by retaining rings

on each side, set 11/; inches from periphery,

which tend to prevent slipping ot the blocks

and aid in crossing tracks and other obstruc

tions. No tires are used, the wooden blocks

acting in this capacity. They all with gravel,

stones. etc.., from the road surface, become

rough and hard, and cannot slip.

Each wheel is pivoted in center of hub,

which is 11 inches outside and 7% inches

inside diameter. Any wheel pivot may have

the pin removed, or any two wheels may be

so treated, yet the wheels, it is claimed, will

always track perfectly. Each wheel is

driven from a central point by chains. The

central transmission wheel is directly con

nected to engine by chains.

In spite of the contrary appearance there

is no loss 01! power from the six chains. No

more difllculty is eXperienced in turning the

whole mechanism against the compression of

the engine than in turning the engine alone

against its compression. All the driving

mechanism can be moved by a pull of one

hand on the main chain. Each wheel has a

hand brake, which is equally efficient for

ward or back. There is a total brake sur

face of 500 square inches. There is no chance

of dead load as each wheel drives direct.

The engine is a 40-530 horsepower four—_

21,}. On low gear the engine. transmits at

ratio of 48 to 1. _

The completed trucks will be sold at prices

considerably lower than the prevailing quo

tatlons of $1,000 per ton capacity. This a'»

ton truck will bring $3,.)oo_ Other sizes will

also be built. Deliveries will be made Feb

ruary 1.

Syracuse Hotel to Use ‘Automobiles.

Four Columbia electric vehicles have been

purchased by the proprietors of a big hotel in

Syracuse, and will be put into commission

about the first of the year. Two oi! them

are 'bnses to carry passengers, and the

others are wagons to haul baggage. The

passenger vehicles will be made like opera

“buses, and will seat ten passengers each.

Will Follow the American Plan.

.\ heavy vehicle competition is to be pro

moted next year by the Automobile Club of

Marseilles, France. The plan of turning over

the competing cars to be operated for two

weeks by a carrying company, as was done

in the commercial vehicle test of the A. C. A..

last spring, is to be followed.

Always look at both sides of a punctured

inner tube, to ascertain whether the punctun

ing object has penetrated the under as Wen

as the upper portion of the tube, and thus

perhaps save a second dismantling of the

tire.

INDIA A GOOD MARKET

But Cost of Gasoiene Requires that Cars be

Equipped with Special Carburetters.

 

 

"To the English maker of cars India. is a

very far-away place. Doubtless; but in a

half-hearted kind of way he tries to get a

footing in the Indian market. But. the im

pression his spasmodic effort leaves on the

mind of the average Indian motorist is that

the English car maker is too busy supplying

the needs of the home country, and too in

sularly ignorant in regard to indlan condi

tions, to make a businesslike bid for the

Indian trade," says F. J. E. Spring, in the

Motor Car Journal.

"The consequence is that French and

American cars are cutting him out; and, just

as the French have already pretty well cap

tured the our trade in the Federated Malay

States, where the De Dion-Boutou reigns sn

preme, so they and the Oldsmobile and Loco<

mobile people will get a real footing in India

if English makers do not soon realize the po

sition.

"What we users of cars in ludia have

chiefly to colliplaln of is that the makers of

internal combustion engines will insist on

i'ol't'illg on as an engine with a carburetter

suited only to the use of petrol. Now In

dia is a bigglsh place, just about the size of

all lulll'opc, including the British isles, with

itussia cut oil'. It is a country of rich men

or the native land owning class, and of fair

ly well-0t! English ofliciais, who, as a (:lus‘s,

are sportsmen, and would like to use motor

cars, as well as their stables tull of horses.

if only the makers would take the trouble

to learn the local conditions and supply what

is required. What is wanted will be under

stood from the following:

"The temperature inside an iron covered

goods wagon during several months of the

year may run as high, for some hours of

each day, throughout great tracts ot India

as large as France and Germany, as 150 de

grees F. Similarlly, in the towns, or in pri

vate houses, where petrol is likely to be

stored, the temperature may run up, for like

periods, to anything between 105 ngI‘t‘US

and 125 degrees. Now, taese are not very

nice temperatures for petrol, and the conse

quence is that the Government, who prac

tically own the 27.000 miles of Indian rail

ways, and who, moreover, are responsible for

the public safety in general, whether on the

railways or elsewhere, tind it necessary to

place such onerous restrictions on the car

riage of petrol that, except in a few large

towns, the motor car owner is practically

unable to replenish his tank.

“At this moment a conference of all the

railway managers of India is sitting in coir

ciave, and one o! the subjects under consid

eration is the possibility of permitting con

signments of ten gallons of petrol to be dis

patched by passenger trains. At present the

motorist can only carry two gallons at a timev
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and he must be himself a traveller in the

same train. In other words, as a conveni

ence to motorists travelling by train, they

are allowed to be accompanied by a two

gallon tin of petrol. If they want any

further supply it must be sent ahead of them

by goods train, and in this country of mag

nificent distances that may mean that it

must be arranged for weeks ahead. Now

there is not the smallest use in the stay-at

horne British maker of ears thinking to him

self, ‘This is all wrong, it ought to be al

tered.’ Doubtless it ought, but it will not

be altered to suit his convenience. Mean

while he is losing his trade to Americans

and others, who, instead of saying, ‘The con

ditions of a country of three hundred millions

of people must be altered because my drum

rner has not put me up to the tip to meet

those conditions,’ say, ‘How can I adapt my

self to the conditions of the country ?”

“I have eXplalnedw hat these conditions are

as regards petrol. There is no trouble, ex

cept the cost of it, two to three shillings a

gallon, in certain great cities; but throughout

the rest of this vast country there simply

is not any petrol, and there is not going

to be any, whatever the British car maker

may think. Then he will doubtless ask,

‘What is there to take its place?’ There is

paraffin oil to take its place—kerosene we call

it—in unlimited quantities. There is prob

ably not a petty hamlet of half a dozen huts

along the roads of India, throughout the

length and breadth of the land, where kero

sene cannot be bought. Not high-flashing

oil that is only burned in rich people’s houses,

but low-flashing Russian, or Burma, or

Borneo oil, say 120 degrees flash point, most

.if it imported in bulk and run all over India

in bulk oil cars, to be stored in tanks near

the railway stations for sale to the villagers

either in bulk or re-canned.

“But the English car maker will insist on

putting carburetters on his cars, chiefly of

the float type, which do not permit of kero

sene being used. We owners of cars are

curious to know why he does this. Is it his

insularity? or is it cussedness‘i or is it the

intensely British idea, ‘Take my goods or

leave them?” For the last month an Ameri

can Oldsmobile has been running about

Madras, some twenty to thirty miles daily.

on common kerosene (paraffin) oil. The car

buretter, not a float one, serves equally well

for petrol and for kerosene when once

warmed up. Therefore, the owner starts his

car for about one hundred yards on petrol

and then changes over to kerosene. While

patrol here-in a seaport where it is compara
Itively cheap—costs 35., kerosene costs only

(id. per gallon. Therefore, if, as appears to

be the case. both do the same mileage per

gallon, the saving on 6,000 miles in a year.

at thirty-six miles to a gollon, will be. about

£130 in a year, or enough to provide the owner

of the Oldsmobile with a new set of tires

annually.

“But the saving in cost is a trifle compared

with the car‘s ability to take its owner prac

tically everywhere. throughout the length

and breadth of India.”

Improvements in Baldwin Chains.

The Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.. Worcester.

Mass. are offering for the 1905 season two

practically new chains, one of their wel1~

known detachable type, the other of the riv

eted variety; both are shown by the accom

panying illustrations.

The detachable chain is now made so that

  

the links cannot become detached by ac'

cident or breakage. It has less parts than

the original Baldwin detachable chain. Each

stud is riveted at one end on alternate sides.

The links, however, cannot slide together

when in use. The smaller cut shows the

shape the chain must assume in order that

the links may be detached.

The extension of the ends of the links of

  

the riveted chain and their rounded edges

constitute features, the extended ends in

both the riveted and detachable chain tend

ing to limit the side movement of the chain

when in use. The longer the chain is run

the greater the tendency for lateral sway of

the chain, and this is largely limited in both_

forms of the chain by the extended form of

the side links. This also makes the space

of the sprocket tooth in each link the same

width. The nicely rounded edges help the

chain to easily find its place on the sprocket.

This is desirable from the fact that many

users of cars, especially n0vices, are care

less in maintaining the alignment of their

sprockets. and when they are thus out of

line the sprocket tooth strikes against the

square edges and ends of the links of the

t‘IlilillS as they have been heretofore made.

prodtu-ing friction in running. By the use

of the rounded edges. there are. no square

t‘ul‘ilE'l‘S for the SDI‘Ot'kt‘t teeth to strike. The

chain is assisted as much as possible to its

place on the sprocket, and it helps in the

direction of quiet running.

For a Bee Line to Black Hills.

Though it is but 160 miles in a straight

line from Chamberlain or Pierre, South Da

kota, to Rapid City in the Black Hills, it is

necessary to make a railroad journey of a

thousand miles to get there. Since the set

tlement of South Dakota, no railroad lines

have been built from the Eastern part of

the State to the Black Hills. Residents of

the district who wish to visit the Black

Hills must go to Sioux City, Iowa, or Oma

ha, Neb., and travel westward through

Northern Nebraska.

To remedy this Joseph Moore, a wealthy

stockman, who lives in western South Da

kota, proposes to establish an automobile

line between Pierre and Rapid City. He

will run the machines over the straightest

and best road he can find betwen the Mis

souri River and the Black Hills, and thinks

the distance can be covered in ten hours. Al

though there are some rough roads between

the two points, Moore thinks the automo

bile line will be a success, as the r. ads will

be passable most of the time on account of

the light rainfall.

Symptoms of Progress in Russia.

An automobile factory is to be started in

Kieff, Russia. It is claimed that it will be

the first of the kind in the empire of the

Czar, and that some influential capitalists

are back of the prospective concern. It is

further stated that the government, in order

to encourage the local enterprise and have

the example imitated, will increase the tax

on foreign automobiles and alter the custom

regulations to that efiect

May Banish the Horse.

Automobile bosses are offered by the Paris

Automobile Co. as substitutes for all of its

horse drawn vehicles. The company has

made experiments with automobiles and

finds that steam machines will do their work

cheaper than horses. If granted abolition of

transfers at the way stations it will estab

lish the new service within one year and

reduce passenger fares.

 

Will Use Two Truck in Hartford.

Manager Evans of the Hartford, Conn..

trolley express has ordered two 20-horse

power trucks of the Knox Automobile Co.

for use in Hartford; they will be employed

for delivering goods carried by trolley. The

automobiles have a carrying capacity of one

and one-half tons,
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Good Road to Atlantic City.

The prospect of a good road for automo~

biles all the way from Jersey City to At

lantic City. N. J., running along the coast, is

the pleasing probability presented to motor

ists for next summer. Ocean County has com

pleted fifteen miles of improved stone road

along the shore, and it is the main highway

from Tom's River to Tuckerton.

The contract has been awarded for the

completion of the 'main road to the borders

of Atlantic County, and when what is fin

ished before the middle of next summer, it

will make a continuous good road from Jer

sey City to Atlantic City. The route will

be through the Amboys, across the new

bridge, over to the coast and thence to Lake

wood, Tom's River and Tuckerton and into

Atlantic (‘ity. There will not be a poor piece

of road on the whole route.

 

Motorphobia in Bryan's Country.

According to a dispatch from LIHCOIII, the

farmers of the northern part of Nebraska

are preparing to fight automobilists. There

are many good roads in that section of the

State, and the automobile travel is quite

heavy. The farmers have pledged some of

the State legislators from that section to in

troduce a drastic bill in the legislature to

regulate automobiles. It will he intended to

keep self propelled machines from the roads

altogether unless run at a very low speed,

and they must stop at the side of the road

as soon as a horse drawn vehicle comes in

sight. Motorists are preparing to tight the

proposed legislation, and will ask for equal

privileges with teams.

State Law is Superior.

City Solicitor Baker, of. Cleveland. Ohio. has

given an adverse. opinion on the. long pend

ing Maulberger automobile ordinance. It

seeks to limit speed to seven miles an hour.

whereas the State law fixes the speed limit at

eight miles an hour.

Boston's Generous Park Commission!

in addition to the parkways which the

Metropolitan Park Commissioners of Boston

opened for the use of automobilists some

time ago, the commission has recently decid

ed to open the Revere Beach boulevard

during a part of the year. The automobil

ists may now use this fine stretch of road

from the 1st 0! October until May 15, but

not at other times. This makes the boule

vard available for the automobilists during

the fall months which are among the pleas

antest for driving, and also in the early

spring months and during the winter. It was

thought best to still keep the machines from

the boulevard when the crowds are greatest.

Before granting the privilege the board

conferred with Revere residents, and none

of them found objection to the automobilists

using the road from the 1st of October until

May 15, but not at other times. That they

have this fine shore road practically all to

themselves during the winter does not mean

that they have any other unusual privileges.

They will be governed by the same ten miles

an hour speed limit that prevails on the

parkways that are open all the year round.

The Revere Beach Parkway gives access to

the beach boulevard from lverett and

Chelsea.

The Wager that Foley Must Pay.

An automobile figures in a novel wager

made between John T. Foley. of Omaha,

Neb., and Senator Patrick Sullivan, of Cas

per. Wyo.. the former being the loser. The

conditions were that the loser should buy

an automobile and deliver it in person to the

winner at his home. Foley must drive the

automobile the entire distance of 700 miles

himself and deliver it not later than January

1. He cannot water or provision on the trip.

but must depend on finding a place to eat

and sleep on the way. As the journey is

through long stretches of sand and sage

brush, and over rough mountain roads. the

loser has quite a task before him.

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.

15 cents polling of seven words. each with order.

In capitals, :5 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—1904 White Touring Car with

top, gas lamps and side baskets. Car guar

anteed first class shape; $1450.00. Reason for

selling—buying :905 Model "White." Address

T. W. ]. SUITE, 28 Manhattan Blk., Cleveland,

Ohio.

WANTED—Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

know how to work cltcctivcly and all the

tlmc need apply. Exceptional opportunity

tor men of the right sort, Address, TIRES,

P. 0. Box 649, New York.

 

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

in, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

SALESMAN.

A machine salesman, age 30, with 7 years'

experience, 3 year: with automobiles, derires

position. Address E. N. B., care Moron Wonu).

 

 

OR SALE—16H. P. four-ton Pnnhard Levas~

sor Delivery Truck in perfect running ordn;

a splendid machine at a bargain. FAIRMOUNT

ENGINEERING WORKS, 2652 Callowhill St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED—1904 Packard or will trade in 1904

Hoyneo-Appcrson (Runab ui). Addr' ss

M. 5., 4r Abington Ave., Newark, N. J.

 

OR SALE—Winton quad. In best condition,

with four hundred dollars worth of extras on

it. Very beat reason for selling. it will pay you

to investigate, it you are comlernpiating buying an

automobile at a bargain. Address Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danville, Ill.

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

THIS is THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
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GOODRICH TIRES
last through a season of hard racing and stfllin good condhlon.

Other tires on the same tracks were barely good enough for one heav.

Racing tires must be of the strongest construction. All GOODRICH tires are racing tires.

  

  

“’HI'I‘R TOURING CARS

\VHITE GARAGE

u n nvus. you."

712 snn'rn BROADWAY

The B. P. Goodrich C0-, 1400 Anemone Cu. Oct.6,1904a

Akron, 0

Dear Sire:

I am indeed glad to place myself on record as an ardent

advocate of your Goodrich Clincher Tire with which I have had four

years experience in direct competition with other makes of tires

and I truly believe them to be absolutely the best clincher tire

on the American market today.

I used a set of Goodrich tires which had been put on my

machine at San Francisco in November 1903 and which tires I used

for three days hard racing at Ingleside where the car won its first

race over Barney Oldfield; it was then shipped to Los Angeles and

did two days hard racing here giving Oldfield a hard chase for his

money on two occasions; the same car was used nearly every Seturday

during the summer and then shipped to Del Monte where it raced two

days fast racing winning the two open events with every mile better

than 1.04; it was then shipped again to Los Angeles and I can truly

say that these tires are still in good condition and ready for more

 
fast work at the coming meet Oct.2lst- These tires have

never once had a 2322 put on them after being fitted to the rims at 

Eon Francisco last year. All other makes of tires were repeatedly

replaced between races and heats at Del Monte; at least six times

on one particular cor where four different makes of tires were used,

none of which I am lad to es were Goodrich.
 

Yours very truly,
  

WHITE GARAGE

A // ngr.

/

H P Y Oh'I E B. F“. GOODRICH COM AN , Akron, l0.
NEW YORK. 68-63 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St. BOSTON. 157 Summer St. PHlLADELPHiA. 909 Arch SL

BUFFALO. 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St. DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St. LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

‘OOCOOJOOQOQOQDOOQOQOOOIOOOOOIOOOOOOQ0....00OiI..(“OOOOOQQCOOC.Q..Q”..Q..“OQOOOOOOOO.IQQCQQQOCOQOO :eeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeoeeeoooeeoeeeoeeeeooooeooooeeoooooeoeeooeoooeeeoosoeoeeoooeoooeoooooooeeeeeeeeeeeeooo

O...00.......0.‘....“.QQ.OOOOOIOOOOOOOOO..QOOOOOQOOCOOGOQOCOOQOOOIMUD”
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The Week's Patents.

775,765. Vehicle Train. Charles Renard,

Mendon, France. Filed January 7, 1904.

Serial No. 188.064. (No model.)

Claim—1. A train of driving and driven V8

hicles, the driving vehicle carrying a motor.

a shaft extending longitudinally of the train.

operable by said motor, and means operated

by the shaft for actuating the driving wheels

of the driven vehicle or vehicles independent

l_v of each other.

775,819. Explosive Engine. Charles Hib

hard and Warren Hlbbard, Sandyhill, N. Y.,

assignors of one-third to Sumner Hibbard,

Sandyhill, N. Y. Filed November 30, 1903.

Serial No. 183,212. (No model.)

Claim—1. An explosion engine comprising

a working cylinder having a radial admis

sion port for the explosive mixture, and a

boss closed at its inner end projecting in

wardly from the rear end of the-cylinder

having an annular space around it for the

circulation of the explosive gases and which

is shaped to receive the explosive mixture

from the admission port and to retard its pas

sage toward the exhaust port of the cylinder.

775,860. Means for Cooling Heated Sur

faces. James H. Sager and George D. Green,

Rochester, N. Y., assignors, by direct and

mesne assignments, to Regas Automobile

Co., Rochester, N. Y., a corporation of New

York. Filed October 14, 1902. Serial No.

127,273. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination, with a heated

body, of tubes projecting therefrom, each

tube having one end fastened to said heated

body and transverse perforations through the

walls of said tube between the ends.

775,871. Variable Air Gap Condenser. Fred

erick F. Strong. BOston, Mass. Filed May 23,

1901. Serial No. 209,299. (No model.)

("lailn—l. The herein described apparatus.

comprising means for producing a current of

excessively high frequency, an applying elec

trode. and a convective discharge means, in

series therewith between said electrode and

said producing means for interposing in the

current a convective spray discharge, thereby

modifying the current for therapeutic work.

775,872. Rotary Spark Gap. Frederick 1“.

Strong, Boston, Mass. Filed May 23, 190i.

Serial No. 209,300. (No model.)

Claim—1. A device of the kind described,

comprising a fixed disruptive charge elec

trode, a rotary electrode co-operatlng there

with. and are producing means in series

therewith located adjacent said electrodes.

775,908. Speed Regulator for Explosive

Engines. John S. Losch, Pottsville, Pa.

Filed May 28, 1902. Serial No. 109,283. (.\'0

model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine having a

fuel supply conduit and an admission port. a

rocking valve stem having an arm, and a

valve on said arm adapted to be moved to

and from the admission port to control ad

mission of fuel, said valve being normally

held closed. and a governor adapted to act on

said arm to open the valve.

775,932. Sparking Ignitor Device for Hydro

carbon Engines. James W. Packard, Warren,

Ohio, assignor to Packard Motor Car Com

pany, Warren, Ohio, a Corporation of West

Virginia. Filed June 27, 1905. Serial .\'o.

163,351. (No model.)

Claim.--'l. An igniting device for hydro

carbon engines comprislng, in combination, a

sparking circuit, a rotating shaft, a governor

device on said shaft, :1 disk of insulating ma

terial arranged transversely of the shaft. :1

contact plate carried by said disk, and a

contact point carried by the governor device

and arranged to travel over said disk and

contact plate, said disk having a portion of

insulating material extending radially out

ward from said contact plate whereby the

ignition is discontinued when the speed ex

ceeds a given limit.

775.941. Transmission Gear for Automo~

biles. Walter Simkins, London, England.

Filed May 16, 1904. Serial No. 208,256. (No

0 model.)

Claim.~—1. In combination, a drive shaft, a

chain sprocket attached thereto. a road driv

ing wheel, a pulley attached to said driving

wheel, a ring of teeth adapted to slip slightly

on said pulley and a chain transmitting the

power from the sprocket on said drive shaft

to the teeth on said pulley, substantially as

set forth.

775,999. Automobile Headlight Cover. Harry

S. Tompkins, Newark, N. J. Filed Feb. 8,

190-1. Serial No. 192,579. (No model.)

Claim.——1. The herein described cover for

automobile headlights comprising a back

piece and a top piece meeting at the highest

point of the cover, a circular front, and side

pieces each arranged with its front, top and

rear edges joined to the first mentioned parts

and at its lower edge overlaping the lower

edge of the other.

776,023. Motor and Frame Therefor for

Motor Vehicle. Norman T. Harrington. De

troit, Mich., assignor to Olds Motor Works,

Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed March 21, 190i. Serial No. 199,245.

(No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a crank

shaft of a casing therefor, having an opening

therein for the passage of the crank and

entering slots in its opposite walls for the rc

ccption of the crank shaft. filling blocks for

closing said entering slots and a cap for

closing said opening.

776,028. Speed Governor. Homer N. Mot

singer. i‘endleton, Ind., assignor t0 Motsinger

Device Manufacturing Company, Pendlcton.

lnd., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Sept.

21, 1t 3. Serial No. 174,044. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a speed governor, the com

bination with an electric generator, of a pawl

and ratchet mechanism for driving the same.

an electromagnet adapted to separate said

pawl and ratchet mechanism, and electric

connection between the generator and the

magnet, for the purpose set forth.

776,035. Tire. Walter C. Stokes, New

York, N. 1'. Filed Aug. 27, 1904. Serial No.

222,385. (No model.)

(Hahn—l. In a tire having an inner resil

lent portion and an outer tread portion, the

s-olnhination of means between said portions

to prevent the pncturing of the inner resil

lent portion and bolts extending through said

means and the outer tread portion upon each

side of the centre of the outer tread portion.

and nuts upon the outer ends of the bolts, for

the purp0se set forth.

776,047. Tire Rim. Charles G. Fawkes,

Denver, Col. Filed Jan. 15, 1904. Serial No.

189,214. (No model.)

illaim.——1. The combination with a cushion

tire having a cavity, of a shoe located in said

cavity, a duplex rim having engaging inter

locking parts located adjacent tile. inner

periphery of the tire. and a fastening device

having a threaded connection with the shoe

 

WHITLOCK

COOLERS
  

The Leading Automobile Builders

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

lst: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

Because it is a TRIED DE

VICE.

Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States.

Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers.

3rd:

4th:

5th:

6th:

7th:

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.
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and passing through the interlocking rim

members as well as the inner periphery of

the tire.

776,078. Running Gear for Vehicle. John

1“. Murphy, Jackson, Mich. Filed Jan. 15,

1004. Serial No. 189,189. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a running gear for vehicles,

the combination with a body, and wheel sup

porting means, of means for causing the

body and wheels to synchronously tilt in the

same direction.

776,118. Speed Regulator for Explosion

Engines. Michael H. Daley, Charles City,

Iowa. Filed Sept. 30, 1903. Serial .\‘0. 175,218.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a gas engine, an explosion

chamber, an adjustable head for varying the

volume of the chamber, means for adjusting

the head, an inlet valve, a valve operating

mechanism including a rocking lever and a

revoiuble member for engagement with the

lever, and means connecting the adjusting

mechanism of the head to the rocking lever

thereby to alter the position of the latter to

an extent proportionate to the degree of ad

justment of the head.

776,220. Controller for Electrical Vehicles.

Henry H. Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor

to the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Com

pany, Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of

Wisconsin. Filed April 15, 1903. Serial No.

152,701. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a suita~

ble controlling circuit, of a plurality of elec

tromagnetic windings connected therewith

and adapted to respond to variation of volt

age. and means for varying at will the volt

age impressed upon said controlling circuit

without thereby altering the resistance of

said controlling circuit.

776,366. Tire Inflating Pump. Samuel E.

Spencer, Springvilie, N. Y., assignor of one

halt to Ralph B. Waite, Springville, N. Y.

Filed May 2, 190-1. Serial No. 205,936. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A tire inflating pump mechanism

comprising a starting qank designed to be

removably engaged with the driving shaft of

the motor, the crank pin mounted to rotate in

the crank, a crank arm on said crank pin, a

pump cylinder mounted on the first named

crank, and a piston in said cylinder having

connection with the crank arm.

7762406. Vaporizer for Hydrocarbon En

gines. Elden P. Lamb, Rockland, Me, as

signor to Camden Anchor-Rockland Machine.

Company, Rockland, Me. Filed Nov. 23, 1903.

Serial No. 182,375. 1N0 model.)

Claim—1. In a vaporizer for internal com

bustion engines, the combination with the

mixing chamber and the liquid feed regu

lator, of an inlet nozzle in said mixing cham

ber, radially arranged air inlets in said mix

ing chamber above and below said nozzle,

means for opening and closing said air inlets

and a deflector between said upper and lower

inlets, substantially as described. -

776,480. Protective Coating for Storage

Battery Plates. Achiile Meygret, Paris,

France. Original application filed June 29,

1903. Serial No. 163,637. Divided and this

application filed July 27, 1903. Renewed

.\pril 6, 1904. Serial No. 201,915. (No speci~

mens.)

Claim—1. A protective coating or covering

for storage battery plates or electrodes, con

sisting of an envelope or sheath formed by

dipping the. plate or electrode. with the active

material thereon, into a solution of tetra

hutyrat of cellulose, substantially as de

scribed.

 

 FBig Fourl

Route

St. Louis

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

  

c. P. and '1'. Agent, Cincinnati, oJ
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' UQUI\\ D! U)“.

Special Trade

Prices !

We are now making

special quotations to

jobbers who catalog

VOLIER HORNS.

The VOLIBR DRAGON: Double turns not only add to the

beauty of the born but by providing a longer vibration cham

ber or sounding board. produce a deep, swelling, powerful tone.

THE POST & LESTER C0., 36 Sargeant

  

  

\10\.\¥_R '. PAWS

IQQELK “l LUXE

  

  

\l QUER 1 PlXPdS

  

“Built Di Ul‘fl.

  

No other horn enjoys the high

reputation that the VOLIER has

earned. The non-corrosive reeds

  and the chemically cured bulbs

have proved such superior features

as to make the \i'OLIER the

standard for motor car equipment.

About 80 per cent. of all the cars

made this year were equipped with

VOLIERS.

Street, Hartford, Conn.
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HARLAN BROS. .

St. Louis. ‘

MESSRS. MORGAN & WRIGHT. Chicago.

Gentlemen—After four months' testing of your Clincher tires on a St Louis &tor Car, I am conviner that they stand wlthout a peer. I have no suffered , I

o slightes nconveniencu In any respect during this (imam—a fact at is the

more remar able In view 0 some very rou usage which the res hav\- NQW York Dayton negro"

received You may rest assured that I w!" s rongly recommend m when

opportunity afford; St. Louis San Franclaco Atlanta

Yours very truly. ' EDWARD E, HARLAN.

 

KNOX

VEEDER
DLDSMOBILE

UDUMETEBS * axirm"
BAKER

are supplied as part of the BUFFALO ELECTRIC

regular equipment on the GUM

 

“ It’s Nloa to Know

- How Far you 60."

THE VEEDER MFG. co., - Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometera, Odometers, Techometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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The Yale provides what nine out of ten automobile purchasers want.

Send for new catologue and investigate the Yale at your first convenience.

The YALE $IfiOO
THE YALE WILL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MORE PROSPEOTIVE

PUROI'IASERS THAN ANY AUTOMOBILE ON THE MARKET.

You can ofier a prospective purchaser more for his moneyin the Yale than in any other automobile made.

You can otter and guarantee him a clergree of Efficiency, Dependability, Luxury and Simplicity of operation

to be found only in other can- costing twice as much. -

A roomy comfortable-riding. beautiful a earin farnil tourin car with ower sufficient to overcome all road difficulties and to develop a rate of speed that Will sitisfy any desire to " ride Inst." pp g y g P

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 950 Oakwood Avenue, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Member Association 0! Llcer-od Automobile Manufacturers.

 

TRY US FOR

PRESSEO STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perfect conditions of msnuiscture.

s

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivetters, give us unsurpassed

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities. Where

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO OONSIOER l905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send us your drawings and get our prices.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.,

CASE AVENUE Ind LAKE STREET. CLEVH..AND. OHIO

THE M. SEWARO & SON OO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURER. OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE'

Special fliriii Forgings

Automobiles
AND OTHER WORK.

  
  

We are prepared to make estlmates from drawlngs or models

and guarantee first-class work.

 

 

$3060

Ca@uo

upon

request

E. R.THOMAS MOTOR 00-, I2IO Niagara St , Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

 
 

 

The Best Aulomohilo Motors

AND

Automobile Bharoino Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ELWELL-PARKER ELEGTIIIO OI],

CLEVELAND, O.

 

I ;.v‘ . ’

il ~
s-s
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles an

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

cmvacmn, man. u. s. A,
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YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

FISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Sean does it—

  

  

‘ \fi/ /'/Z
\J.

PRINGFIELDMAwUSVA/LESP

. 4}

  

:/
\

  

Cleans a dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-orders from

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express prepaid

to points as tar West as and including Chicago, Ill.) Also put up in

barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers, dealers and garages.

. OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. 60., Springfield, Mass.

 

TALKING RIMS

is a difficult subiect.

% Cit

(the kind that stay true) is an art.

“ SW E DOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
represent the highest achievement of the art of rim

making.

They are used by most conscientious automobile

builders and are indorsecl by all tire manufacturers.

“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

are made by

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING Co.,

AE.BWMM. Ag

 

  

 

 

  

 

We own and operate our steel billet

Illlkllll and hot and cold rolling

mills and stumping works.

  

  

 

 

THE ONLY WAY

to build automobiles that

will stand the test is to

use sheet metal parts in

place of castings.

WE DO I'IEAVY AND DIFFICULT

STAMPING.

The Crosby Co.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

iA TUBA mum

 

 

  

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each,

, complete.

  

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns.

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and importer,

Home 0iflua~91-99-IOI Reade 8t., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. \'.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADRONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN IJOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Semi ’01 Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

25] Jefferson Street, Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

Autolyte Lamps,

Imported Horns.

A. H. FUNKE,

83 Chambers St., N. Y.

 

 
 
 

Qu r N BY Y

HUTOMOBILE- BOD
. _ . DEPARTMENT

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

l5." Broadway, cor. 0! 45th 5L, New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.
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: THE F. B. STEARNS CO., .

e CLEVELAND, OHIOI U. S. A. O
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RADIATOR,
    

TANKS, ‘ . .

. WWI m
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BRISOOE MFG. 00., - Dotroll

Peerless Meter liars.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR OAR 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

  

 

7 To Operators ot Steam Oars:

\Vrite us for printed matter on theSTEAM WATER PUMP, the only Posmve high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.,

l04-l to Centre St., New York.

 
 

I——~——t Springfield Top

' PATINTS PENDING.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Springtie] Metal

Body 60..

7 Cypress St.,

Springfield, Mass.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands of acres oi uncultivated tarm lands an tracts of all

sizes, which can be urchased very CI‘ichIYi They are pro

ductive. healthy. MCI) close to good mar ets. In ten States

reached by the lines of the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

For information about opportunities now available, prices of

and, character oi soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

The Baldwin Ohaln Company

—- MAKB —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Clears.

  

 

  

Worcester, Mum, U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER
Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Always Sends it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Non-freezing Water Jacket Solution
(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.'S)

will stand 30° below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE CARBONOALE CHEMICAL CO., Carbondale. Pa.

Nsw YORK, Barron. BALTIMORE, CHICAGO, Prr'rsnlmtm.

HIOll-ORAOE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. 'CO.

Amesbury, Mass.

 

  

 

 

Baldwin crane Mtg. 00.,,

THE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

"18 DUBRR-WARD CO., No. I787 Broadway, New

York D'Itributors.

ARTHUR 0. BENNE'IT, No. 20 Lake St., Chimps

Distributor.
 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. 8; D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which, when lighted with a myriad

of electric bulbs, was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. Every one of the cars

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats, is

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

lavatory with nickel-plated washstnnd. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seats 88 people.

and has high~back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern our building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more. effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo

dations for it lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Plntsch gas system.

in addition to the regular parlor cur porters, etc, there is a neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

the coach lavatorles are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

IHE ACME IMPROVED

1905 MUFFLER.
  

silent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Back-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR CAR & REPAIR CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DYKE, 3“ Pine 5t"

St. Louis. Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH k EDWARDS, lie

Nassau 5L, New York City

\\ estern Agents: E. J. DAV 6: CO., 5i9 fllsslon

$t.. San Pranclsto, Cal.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Into at the SPLITOORF LABORATORY.

Established 1868.

O. F.8PLITOORF, 17 Vsndswstsr St., I“
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GRAY.“DAYI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped Wlth Them. ' AMESBURY, MASS.

*Kingslon Garhurelor.
OVER 22,000 IN USE.

Patented May r2, r903.

 

 

Pat. Jan. :9, Igor.
  

Pending. I I

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent postpaid on receipt of price, ‘r.§o,

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. TI'IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dllbllquo, Iowa.

The FURG GASULENE BURNER.
Belt and float Bflectlve Burner flanulactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

 

  

KINSUN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steerlng Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Oevlces, etc.

 

 

STALRI'FE

"an" :1 ear an Lei-mar

  

 
STA'RITE ,

' , . In the most satiefacto ignition plug in the
DETROIT "' ' world at any price. MOI‘ZyIOId than all other ad

' venised Amerian made plugs combined. r8 sizes.

Olds. Ford. Rambler, Northern, Queen, Peerless,

_ Packard, Orient, Panhard etc., “.50 Winton,

'" \\\' 7,4' Autocar, Thomas, Locomobile, Knox etc.,h.75

(' "'"ét >- ' , . \ - . > , ‘ Mica plugs $2.00- Cadillac size plug 13.00. New

TH E R. E "AR DY 00., } “5 West Broadway, No. r7 size $5.00. Best porcelain obtainable used.

i Kokomo Ind U s A Former]; I)ETROIT Mo'rnn WORKS, Inc, woo. New York, N. Y. Get a set righraway. Send for complete catalogue
I 'I I 'I ' I

   

P_ J' DASEY , 435 Wabash Ave., Chicago. and discounts. Dynamos. Coils, Meters. etc.

You Will Not Miss it by Adopting Ilur Bevel Gear Drive Rear

Axle or Our Transmission Gear.

ASK US ABOUT THEM.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO.., Columbus, Ohio.

We Also Do Special Machine Work.

 

  

 

 

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles, Change Gears, Cone Clutches. Mufflers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. They are suitable for cars of all classes.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selllng Agent: HAYDEN EAMES, Amerlcan Trust Bulldlng, Cleveland.

NEW YORK SHOW—Section “ D," Concert Hall; CHICAGO SHOW—Gullery Space! 241, 242. 243 and 244.

 

 

 

 
 

  

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY 00., Waterbury, Ct.

WILL EXHIBIT SAMPLES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF

CYLINDER $3.”. CASTINCS
WHICH THEY ARE PRODUCING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE

At MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, New York City, JANUARY l4th to let, I905,

- CONCERT HALL — SEOT ION C.
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AND STANDARDS

Now' USED ON

“ACME” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT" “BAKER” “Cammc” “COLUMBIA”

“CORBIN” “CHAMPION” “ELWELL-PARKER" “FORD” "FRANKLIN"

“GROUT” “CAETH” "GIBBS" "HARTFORD MOTOR STREET SWEEEER"

“KNOX” “LENAWEE” “MITCHELL” '7‘M0LINE" “MATHESON”

“MANHATTAN” “OLDS” “ POPE-HARTFORD” “ PIERCE-RACINE”

“PRESCOTT” UEEN” “R AMBLER” “STEARNS” “SOMMER”

“SPRINGFIELD” “SNELL” “TOURIST” “WAYNE”“ WORTHINGTON"

“WESTERN ELECTRIC” '
 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

P—~60FEEY‘

 

k. _ _'_ .*_i._..__.-._soorsu if if a 7' a a _.V_.i

' - THE wmva moco HARTFORJ.CONN.— caouuo PLAN or PLAHY on: | 1904.

  

  

 

Customers should find our new Stock Building an advantage. In it we

will carry our Tools, Gauges, Finished Chains, etc., and a large quantity of

Chain Parts and Keys and Cutter for the Woodruff Patent System of Keying.

We expect to make satisfactory deliveries even if our Manufacturing Depart

ments should be destroyed by fire.

It is our intention to execute chain orders promptly after receiving spec

ifications and commencing January Ist, we will endeavor to fill all orders for

Keys and Cutters on the day they are received.

THE WHITNEY MFG. co., - Hartford, Conn.
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OLDSMOBILE

Two New Commercial Cars.

  

OLDSMOBILE

HEAVY DELIVERY CAR.

PRICE, $2000.

This car fully meets commercial requirements. Externally

it gives the impression of strength, capacity and endurance.

its construction shows a wonderful development in delivery

car building—83 inch wheel base, planetary transmission, two

speeds forward and reverse—gears encased and dun in oil—

clutch of internal sliding cone type, positive in action—double

chain drive from jack shaft to rear wheels—two cylinder verti

cal engine, 5 in. x 5 ln.—15 B. H. P.—carrylng capacity 1,500

to 2,000 pounds—space, 87 cu. tt.—-engine under seat, making

all spaCe back of scat available. Full particulars on request.

OLDSMOBILE

10 H. D. DELIVERY CAR.

PRICE, $1000.

The chassis of this car is the same as the Oldsmobile Ton

neau Car. The delivery body has a carrying capacity of 45

cu. ft. Wheel base, 82 inches; Oldsmobile carburetor, jump

spark ignition, honeycomb radiator, tilting steering post, rear

hub and transmission brakes; water and gasolene capacity,

seven gallons each. Full details promptly sent to those in

terested.

  

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,
1332 Jeiierson Ave.,

DETROIT, - U. S. A.

Member oi the Association oi Licensed Auiolnobile Mnnulncturors.
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GOODRICH TIRES
last through a season of hard racing and stfllin good condhion.

Other tires on the same tracks were barely good enough for one heat.

Racing tires must be of the strongest construction. All GOODRICH tires are racing tires.

  

“'Hl'l‘fi TOURING CARS

\VHITE GARAGE

H [1 RVUS, "nut"

  

7|: SOUTH BROADWAY

F. Goodrich (10., 1.06 Auulznm. Cu. Oct-639041

Akron, 0

Dear Sire:

I am indeed glad to place myself on record as an ardent

advocate of your Goodrich Clincher Tire with which I have had four

years experience in direct competition with other makes of tires

and I truly believe them to be absolutely the best clincher tire

on the American market today.

I used a set of Goodrich tires which had been put on my

hachine at San Francisco in November 1903 and which tires I used

for three days hard racing at Ingleside where the car won its first

race over Barney Oldfield; it was then shipped to Los Angeles and

did two days hard racing here giving Oldfield a hard chase for his

money on two occasions; the same car was used nearly every Seturday

during the summer and then shipped to Del Monte where it raced two

days fast racing winning the two open events with every mile better

than 1.04; it was then shipped again to Los Angeles and I can truly

say that these tires are still in good condition and ready for more

fast work at the coming meet 0ct.215t- These tires have

never once had a pump put on them after being fitted to the rims at

gen Francisco last year. All other makes of tires were repeatedly

replaced between races and heats at Del Mantel at least six times

on one particular car where four different makes of tires were used,

none of which I am glad to say were Goodrich

Yours very truly,

WHITE GARfiiékf/

___%
/

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.

“‘Q.......“'..Q”m...QOQO0......Om”000.0.0.0”...O‘QO0.0.eemeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeoeeoe:

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission St. BOSTON. 157 Summer St. PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch 5!

BUFFALO. 9 W. Huron St. DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St. DENVER. 1444 Curtis S!

CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St. LONDON, E. C.. 7 Snow Hill.

0...”...0...OQQQCOOOQQ.OOOOIOOOOOQOQQOOOOOOOO..(O...ODD”...O...0..OMQOOQOOOQQQ”Q...'OOQOC

'/ 0....”OOOQOOeeeooemoooeeeeoeeeeeeeeoee .QOOOOOQOOOO..”..'..”.m....”....'
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Purchasers of 1905 WIN'I‘ON cars secure in our new four-cylinder vertical construction many exclusive advantages.

These features remove previous automobile faults and make motoring safe, easy and inexpensive.

Easy accessibility. Compensating springs. Automatic air governor. Absolutely sure ignition.

Positive, gear operated lubrication. Simplicity, strength and power.

Catalog No. 3, just out, presents the facts and nothing else. May we send you a copy?

Model C, 16-20 H. P., $1800. Model B, 24-30 H. P., $2500.

  

  

  

 

Model A, 40-50 l'l.P., $3500. Model A. Special. 40-50 H. P., $4500.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.,

  

  
Non-freezing. Keeps water fluid at 10° below

zero. Will not chrysta'ize. Not in'urious to

metal or rubber. One filling last: al winter.

5 cents per gallon.f.o.b. C eveland.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
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_ Suit Against Michelin Tires
We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Ca

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co. '

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

THE C 8L J TIRE C°., Indianapolis, Ind.
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THE RECORD OF THE FORD.
Victory after victory is credited to the Ford light racing car. When you consider that this car gets its power from two of our standard type horizontal

motors, you must admit it is proof positive of the correctness of the Ford design and construction for speed, strength and power. The Ford cars have

established a record in every day use of consistent reliability and unvarying satisfaction.
  

MODEL B. Price, $2000.00. Henry Ford’s Latest and Greatest Success.

A strikin eirample oi the distinctive Ford construction. Weight i7io lbs. Four~cylinder vertical motor developing over 20-horsepower. This gives our car more power for itstweight than

lny ca_r of e PEI price in the world. Consequently there isles: wear on the tires and ample reserve power for steep grades and sandy roads. Wheel base 91 inches, direct drive ‘vith universal

coupling, cy inders 415 water cooled; automatic oiling devtces with force feed, large side entrance tonneaii seating three people,

_ f,"
n

  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The improvements on the FORD two-cylinder car places this model ahead at any car on the market at anytyhere near the price. Both _in style and mechanical construction this car in a year

in advance of its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of lo actual horsepower, planetary transmission, chmn dnve,antl increased gasoline capactty. The most stylish low-pnced car on the

"‘"kc-L SOME GOOD TERRITORY YET FOR LIVE AGENTS. WRITE us TO-DAY FOR FULL INFORMATION.

. . ‘Eh'b',S' G, N vxsn.THE CO., Detrort, MICh. JOHN WANzlideAlgElthSel‘iiiicgeAgZiitfzrfle‘: Yuri:an Philadelphia.

Canadian Fartory. THE FORD MOTOR CO. OF CANADA, “'nlkervllle, Out. a" i
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BULLETIN OF

G 8: J RECORDS

WORLD’S CHAMPIONSHIP and

WORLD’S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD.

Peerless Green Dragon,

by Barns; Oldfield:

9:1 3-5.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS,

Peerless Green Dr on,

by Barney Oldfi :

1 mile 0:521-5 sec

2 lies, 1:511-5 “

3 ' es, 2:47 “

11 miles, 10:181-5 “

12 miles, 11:15 . . . “

13 miles, 12:121-5 "

14 miles, 13:09 “

15 miles, 14:05 “

16 iles, 15:01. . . “

17 ' es, 15:57 . . . “

18 miles, 16'33

19 miles,

20 miles, 18:452-5 “

WORLD’S TRACK RECORDS

FIVE MILES,

For LIGHT WEIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

Ford Racer,

by Frank Kulick:

1st mile, 59 sec.

2nd “ 51 2-5

3rd “ 56 4-5 "

4th " 551-5 “

5th “ 551-5 “
 

Total, 4:43 3-5

WORLD'S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

for LIGHT a d MIDDLE

WEIGHT ARS.

20 H. P. Ford,

by Frasnk Kulick,

5 800

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS

SIX TO TWENTY-FIVE MILES

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

Peerl s Blue Streak,

by a l s Burman:

6 mi , 6:24
10 II

10:40

15 “ 16:022-5

20 " 21:24

25 “ 26:501-5

WORLD'S 5-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR TOURING CARS.

Po -Toledo,

by B. . Dingley:

5:093-5.

WORLD’S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR TOURING CARS.

Pope-Toledo,

by George Fuller:

1:003-5.

WORLD'S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR TOURING CARS.

b BPeerless.

y arne Oldfield

10:551-5. '

 
 

   

6&JIIRES

Score -

Another

Victorv.

@harles Burman, driving the

Peerless Blue Streak at Sacra

mento, made a new World’s

Record- for 6 to 25 miles for

stripped touring cars.

TIME

6 miles, - 6:24

IO “ = lO:llO

l5 “ = 16:02 2=5

2O “ 2l:2ll

25 “ - 26:50 1-5

THE FASTEST MILE WAS MADE IN

[:02 2-5.

The G & .1 Tires are fast because

there is no internal friction. Isn’t

it perfectly clear to you that this

absence of friction means dura

bility too?

Write us for full information.

0am]:Co.
Factory, 549-6" East Georgia Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

Branch:

429 Wabash Avenue,

GHIGAGO, ILL.

Branch:

247 Jefferson Avenue,

DETROIT, men.
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“130011105170
EASILY THE BEST BUILT CAR IN AMERICA

 

  

 

DUR CDMPLETE FOUR-CYLINDER LINE; RECDRD FDR ’

RELIABILITY; AND FACILITIES FDR EARLY SPRING

DELIVERY WILL INTEREST EVERY DEALER.

l5-20 h. p. £acomabl'lo—Prlce $2,800 Complete.

Equipment includes five lamps of the best quality, and full assortment of tools, accessories,

.md spire parts, all ready for touring. All other models similarly equipped and resemble

the I540 h. p. car in genera appearance. We are in a poeitiun to make

prompt and early deliveries. Write for advance folder.

I905 GASOLENE MODELS ALL SIDE ENTRANCE CARS

15:20 h. p., $2,800

Met-h \nivzilly operated valves, all interchangeable. Make and break ignition, current from

magneto. 3 speed transmission. Pressed steel frame. Wheel bale,9a in. Weight, [,500

pounds.

20-25 h. p., $3,700

Automllic Inlet valves and bump spark ignition? 3 speed transmilsion. Channel steel

frame. Wheel base. on in. \ eight, 2,300 pounds.

30-35 h, p., $5,000

‘ Mechanically operated valves, all interchangeable. Make and break ignition. current from

magneto. 3 speed tranamission. Pressed afecl frame. Wheel base, 106 in. Weight,

l 2,500 pounds.

40-45 h- 9-. $7,500
l MechanicaJy nperated valvest‘all interchangeable. Make and break ignition, current frnm

magneto. 4 speed transmission. Pressed steel frame. Wheel base, no in. Weight,

2 m0 pountls.

Bridgeport,

Conn.

The £ocomobile Company of America,

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

NEW \‘ORK, Broadwav, cor. of 76th St. CHICAGO, No. |354 Michigan Avc_

} PHILADELPHIA. No. “9 N. Broad St. I BRANCHES I BOSTON, No. I; Berkeley 51.
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The ELMCRE

THE BHllIllE [IF THE MAN WHII THINKS.

The choice of the man who “puts 2 and 2

together” and realizes the uselessness of using

four strokes when two accomplish the same service

more satisfactorily and naturally with less wear

and tear on the car.

Think it over yourself and then let us

mail you our literature.

interesting and instructive.

ELMGRE MFG. £30.. Qlyde. @hio.

It’s uncommonly

 

 

 

  

[means

 % RIM urr

 

TIRE LIEE.

“ SW E D0H ”

Spring Steel Rims
are long-lived.

Their use insures long-lite to the tires to which they are fitted.

The composition of “ SWEDOH " SPRING STEEL is peculiarly adapted

to automobile rim building. There’s just the right pr0portion of

toughness to keep the rims round and just enough spring to soften

the shocks to which a rim is subjected.

"SWEDON " SPRING STEEL RIMS are now used by most builders of

high-class cars, and are heartily indorsed by all tire manufacturers.

Made by

THE AMERICAN Tuar & STAMPING Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

We own and operate our steel billet

maklng and hot and cold rolling

mill. and stamping works.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

FIRE PROOF  

Hotel Lenox

Boylston and Exoter Streets

Back Bay,BOSTON

ONE or 'i‘l-lE FINEST MODERN

FIRE Paoor Horus IN THE

COUNTRY. Two MiNU'rEs’

WALK FROM THE BACK BAY

STATIONS, AND ONE BLOCK

FROM CorrizY SquAa E

CuARuls A. Grasses, h'mmgrr

Send for illusifll' l booklet
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16 i1. P. TOURING CAR

Price, for the Present, $1550

8 H. P. TOURABOUT

Price, for the Present, $700

 
 

 

MAXWELL POINTS

are bound to appeal to you on account of their extreme practical value to the

average American automobiiist.

The small number of parts in “ Maxwell” constructions and the absolute

simplicity of each part places these two cars in a class by themselves. If

you want an automobile that is to be depended upon—one in which there is

“ nothing to do but ride ” and which is a stranger to the repair shop, then get

posted as to the “Maxwell.” It is the car for you.

 

 

NO Double Opposed motor in front under the hood

and easily accessible in every part. Transmission case and crank shaft cast in one piece

of aluminum. Noiseless. smooth and strong.

Agencies for 1905 are now being placed.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, - Tarrytown, N. Y.

  

 

 

PREMIER
AIR COOLED DIRECT RADIATION

The car for the agent

to handle because it

makes sales. The car

for the driver to buy

.. because it is pleasing

in appearance, roomy,

light per horse power,

embodying only the

most upto-date me

chanicaiideasandhigh

est grade of workman

ship.

“The Quality éar”—-Built on Experience

and sold on Merit.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

  

Hand Book

01‘ GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This handsomely bound and artistically printed book contains

83 pages and illustrates 76 gasoiene cars, one car and its specifi

cations to each page. It is issued primarily for convenience and

information to the prospective purchaser of an automobile. The

products of the principal manufacturers throughout the United

States of America and the Importers of gasolene machines are

shown by illustrations and specifications. These specifications

form a series of the leading questions that arise in the mind 0!

the purchaser, with the answers thereto in red ink. The

questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is obvious, and

the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which are best

suited to the service required. to his personal taste. or the

means at his command. '

 

Scni upon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom [009. No. 7 EAST l2ncl STREET, NEW YORK.
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LAth ~ ' '

fir". ‘f‘, . __ . Q nonncnnnosort to.

~ Men‘s Outfitters

High Grade Gothic".

Shirt Tailors.

8“ 'Am“ “REIT, -

_ ? 9005M Rituals. “Nil

I TOURING CAR

FOR 1905 '

WILL CONSIST OF TWO MODELS, “D” AND “E”

  

. ~\ . . . . . .

,’ Both Will be equipped With the Michigan 2-cylinder i4-H.

P. motor, which has proven so satisfactory the past season,

K Waterless Model I) will have a removable tonneau and rear entrance,

commarcial Model E a stylish side entrance body of very swell hand

some design. lioth have French bonnets, expanding hub

STAND A8 LEADERS brakes, and many other excellent features. Prices reason

Amon! business Vehicles Know Waterless Cars stand as leaders. They able,

excel in economy of time and money saved, in service rendered. in practical

and scientific mechanism, and in case of operation. They give dignity to

  

w

the firm that employs them. and serve as a constant advertisement. All N€W cataIOg will 5000 be ready. Send in YOU!“ name.

worry is eliminated—no water to freeze, no complicated machinery to care , .

for. Vi rite for agency.

Call at our agents' and have a free demonstration, or send for com—

mercial car tests.

For Service Buy a Waterless Knox. ° ' .

KNOX AUTOMOBILE (20., Springfield, Mass. Mmhlgan AutomObIle CO» Ma‘s,

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

“'ill exhibit at the Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

New York, Jan. 14th to 21st, 1905.

 

 

uto ~
flan“ Now is

M... the Time

In taking up lthe subject ofiperformance in this 1"Auto-talk" we realize that

our space is too lmite to perm t of thoroughly cover ng the subject. First, how—

ewr, we will say that It is not our intention to offer as sole evidence of Autumn to 8meIt your

etiiciency professional "records" or exhibition trials.

While the Autocar can show its share of these records, we believe that the

tin-rage prospective purchaser is more interested in knowing the tiily—ill—Ziiltl‘dalP

our behavior of the cars than in statements that they carried off such and such P

honors in such and such a contest. Following we print one of the many letters

received from satisfied Autocar owners, because it tells of what was simply a

private test of the car and in many respects an every—day trial.

WORCESTER, MASS, Sept. 24, 1904. fOl’

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY. _

It may be of interest to you to know that I have Just returned from

a trip to Burlington, Vt., in an Autocar runabout, making the run Ill

fourteen hours and twenty minutes, the distance being 230 miles ti\‘+-l'

rough hilly country. In view of the fact that I had only oil side lights

and four hours of the run was after dark it will be seen that the time

was pretty fair. Over the mountain was the Worst of the going, of

course, but I seldom had to resort to the low gear, and then only for . '

the very str'cpcst pitches. The car is a. wonder, and my companion got to Insure

an eye opener in dead earnest,

The car gave absolutely no trouble except one tire, which I re~

placed at Rutland, as the tube was pinched.

  

The way it slid up those mountain roads was a caution to the

natives. Yours truly,

' H. E. SHILAND.

While we make no claims for the Autocar as a purely racing machine, its

maximum speed of 35 miles an hour is, however, high enough so that the Autocardriver can feel he has a car to “eat upthe road" If necessary. y

The points which we do emphasize in Autocar performances are these: Relia—

bility under all conditions of roads and weather; ability to negotiate any traveled

guide; extreme case and simplicity of control, including brakes sufficiently pow

i'l'TUI to stop the car in the minimum distance; simplicity and perfection of D d l

nwi-hzinism with consequent freedom from derangement; easy ut‘ccsslbility of all e ay

piirts, and absence of vibration. _

  

'i‘he Autocar has a speed range of from 3 to 35 miles an hour, and will travel

171'» miles with one filling of the Iii-gallon gasulcne tank.

To give you a more practical idea. of Autocar performance we will say that

our dealers all over the country have cars for demonstrating to any intending

automobile purchaser. Our booklet, which we will be glad to send you, gives &full details of Autocar construction and name of our dealer nearest you. , | s

Makers of

' Pa. Drop Forglngs of every Descript|on.

Member Association Lit-mow] Automobile Manufacturers.

0
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The ROYAL 'l'0lllllST
FOR - I905.

32-38 H. P.—(AGTIIAL TEST). .

$3000.00—STANIIARI] EQUIPMENT.

DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

Get in line and write for Advance Booklet NOW.

  

ROYAL MOTOR GAR GOMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE CO , DUERR-WARD 00., HARRY BRANSTETTER 60.,

Boston and New England. New York and Vicinity. Chicago and Vicinity.

  

 

Haste Makes Waste.

Don’t be in a hurry to place your order for 1905. Wait

until you have seen the new ORIENT cars; there are some

things about them that will surprise you. Write us now so

that we can send you photographs and keep you posted. You

want the latest and best and we have it. “Any old car" will

not sell this season, they must be up to date. It will not cost

you much to write.

WALTHAl‘l MFG. co, Waitham, l‘iass.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE. 1905 Model.

2 CYLINDERS, 16 l1.P., $1350. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Thursday afternoon, October 13, Arthur Gardiner, whose name was formerly well known on the cycle track, and

who now is final tester of every RAMBLER car made, drove the writer in a new Surrey, Type One, for a twenty mile

run about Kenosha. The country is perfectly flat, and the black soil makes poor roads, deeply rutted, so that this high

speed run furnished no hill climbing, but plenty of spring and power testing, as a narrow, deep rut made by farm

wagons in soft roads pinches pneumatic tires, and tests the springing by side crooks. Part of the time the car had

four passengers and part of the time it was on very bad, soft, muddy, uneven roads, always riding very smoothly,

without the slightest tremble of the r'ree front ends of the mud guards, which is most convincing proof of entire

absence of vibration, and always with abundant power to spare. The car is as still as it should be, silencing perfect,

no bouncing, easy side swing, and prompt response in every particular of control.—HUGH DOLNAR, page 86, rt. .reg.

Cyrle and Automobill Trade/vurnal, November, 1904

We shall be pleased to send you a copy of THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE, and other printed matter, free,

upon request.

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8t CO., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, WISCONSIN.

‘ BRANCHES.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 304-306 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad Street.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, 134 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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'TWO DAYS SESSION

Licensed Manufacturers Discussing Matters of

Moment—Engineers’ Branch Advanced.

While no inkling of its nature has been per

mittcd to cscapc, that the executive commit

tcc of the Association of Licensed Automobile.

Manufacturers is engaged with matters of

moment is indicated by a meeting at its 0f

fices in New York, which lasted all of yes

terday and will be continued‘ to-day; two

days' sessions are not usual. 'It is frankly

stated that business of importance is being

transacted, but it is added that it is not for

publication. ‘

The two items of news that have bccn dis

closed is the ratification of the transfer-rail of

thc Crcst license to .\ldcn Sampson, 2d, of

I'ittsticid. Mass, and the furtherance of the

projected cngineers‘ branch of the associa

tion.

'l'hc latter was ,uivcn impctus on Friday

last, when the cornmittcc of live cnginccrs

appointed for the purposc rnct at tho Engi<

nccl's' Club, New York. and decided-that such

:1 branch was both i'casiblc and dcsirabie. A

gcncl‘ai nrccting of all tho cniginccrs and

superintendents in the association will bc

caiicd for January 10, which falls during thc

Now York show. At that time the organiza

tion will be i'ornmliy compictcd. It will be

stylcd thc. Supcrintcmlcnts‘ and Engineers"

Branch of the Association of liiccnScd Auto

rnobilc .\lanufrmturers. It will, of course,

deal entirely with constructional features

and act in an advisory capacity, the aim be

ing, as was statcd when the prdjcct was first

broached in October last, the study of ureth

003 and exchange of ideas that will render

possiblc simplification of construction, the

standardizing of certain parts, the reduction

of factory costs, and, with it all, that reduc

tion of the cost of automobile maintenance

that is desired not lcss by users than by

makers.

Tire “committee of arrangements," as it

may be styled, were A. L. Riker, chief engi

neer of the Locomobiie Co. of America;

George \V. \Vcslc-y, superintendent of the

Electric \‘Uriclo (30.; Henry W. McComb.

superintendent or the Autocar Cc.; Kari

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, December IS, I904.

.\lmquist. chief cngincer of the \Vorthington

Automobile Co., and J. Frank Duryea, chief

cnginccr of the J. Stevens Arms & Tools

Works.

Fire Destroys Fifteen Oidsmobiics. .

0f the fifty or mrirc cars in the garage of

tho. Oldsmobile Co., of Cleveland, Ohio,

which was attacked by fire last week, fifteen

were entirely destroyed and tén morc'dam

aged. The loss is“ placed at $10,000.

Neither the police nor the firemen have.

bccn able to discover how the fire started.

Tire [building is located at No. 411 Euclid

avcnuc, and contains, in addition to the

garage, the Euclid Avenue Bowling Alleys.

More than a hundred people were in the lat

ter when the fire started, and they fled as

soon as the smoke bcgnn to appear. The

flames sprcad rapidly, and by the time the

tire cugilrcs arrived a number of the cars

were on tire. The remainder, amounting to

about half the total, were run out before

thc comiagration spread to thcln.

Fox Organizing Big Company in Syracuse.

It is rcportcd from Syracuse, N. 1'., that

(‘lurrlcs .\. Fix, of that city, is engaged in

thc for-Irratiou of a company with a capitali

zation of $450,000, to manufacture automo

bilcs. 'i'uc company, it is said, will manu

facture a touring car exclusively, which is

t» sci] for $2.500. The papers will soon be

ru-udy to forward to Albany for incorpora

lion, and thou a factory will be sccurcd.

 

Will Maitc Aluminum Bodies.

'l‘ln- Michigan Stch Boat Company, of De

troit, arc preparing an attractive line of

aluminum bodies, which are expected to be

ready for the market in a short time. The

designs for those bodies were worked out

after thc return of F. E. Wadsworth from

abroad, where he made a study of the pre

vailing foreign types.

Adams Joins the Olds Staff.

.Waltcr 0. Adams, formerly treasurer and

manager of the Crest Mfg. Co., and later

with the Ford Motor Co. as assistant to Man

ager James E. Couzens, has resigned to take

charge of the tort-inn (icparttucnt of the Olds

.\Iotor Works.

No. 12

SAMPSON GETS CREST

Pittsfielder Buys Stock and Seldcn License of

Cambridge Concem—Iiis Plans Outlined.

After all, the Crest Mfg. Co. will not go

out of business. The “For Sale” sign on the

factory at Cambridge, Mass, or something

else, attracted 'a. puréhaser in the person of

A-lden Sampson, 2d, of Pittsflcld, Mass, and

the latter is now the possessor of the entire

capital stock of the Crest Mfg. Co. and of

the material on hand, and also or the Scldcn

license, which goes with the capital stock,

and makes Sampson a member of the Associ

ation of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

It is understood that Mr. Sampson will pro

duce as many Crest cars as the material on

hand renders possible, performing the work

at the Crest factory. Later he will manu

facturc a large car of his own, and ultimately

remove the business to Pittsficid, where he

has a considerable plant, and where only this

uronth he purchased property for an enlarge

ment of it.

Mr. Sampson formerly built the Moyca car

for the defunct Moyea Automobile Co., and

last spring entered a car for the Bennett Cup

race, which was not, however, completed in

umc.

Russians Place Large Order.

The Northern Mfg. Co., of Detroit, Mich.,

are pluming themselves this week, and not

without reason, over an order receivcd from

Russia for forty of the new .\‘orthcrn touring

cars. Incidentally, this order has been the

source of considerable satisfaction to Peter

Fogtlrty, the New York agent 0! the com

pany, who only recently returned from

abroad.

 

Hartford Opens in Los Angeies.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co. has pur

chased the plant of the Williams Rubber- Co.,

at .\‘o. 118 East Ninth street, Los Angeles,

Cal., and will continue the establishment as

a branch house. H. 0. Harrison, former

rranagcr of thc place, will he rctaincd in that

capacity.
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BUICK IN JACKSON

Big Maker Selects Michigan Capital for Head

uarters—Will Not Make Runabouts.

Advices from Jackson, Mich., state that it

has been decided to concentrate the ofilce

and sales departments of the Buick Motor

Co. at that place. The Buick plant in Flint

will, however, continue to be operated and

will produce the motors, while the other

work will be done in Jackson.

Steps are now being taken to make the

changes necessary to adapt the factory to

the purpose of automobile manufacture, and

it is expected that by February 1 cars made

at the Jackson plant will be ready for the

market. It is not intended to entirely dis

continue work at the Flint factory at pres

ent, however. The force of men now there

will be continued, and parts of the Blnck

car will be made; these will be. taken to

Jackson, where the work of assembling will

be done.

It is the intention of the Buick Co. to turn

out 1,200 cars during 1905. These will all

be of one type—the 22 horsepower tonneau

car, which made such a splendid showing at

the Eagle Rock Hill climbing contest on

Thanksgiving Day, and which lists at $1,200.

It has been decided not to make a runabout

model.

Wants Them Adiudged Bankrupt.

'Efforts are now being made to have the

Motor Vehicle Co., Louisville, Ky., declared

a bankrupt. The concern, in which E. R.

Thomas, of this city, is a stockholder, it will

be recalled, made an assignment to J. S.

Tracy a couple of weeks ago. The present

proceedings have back of them the Charles

C. Stoll Oil Co., Albrecht & Heick and the

Louisville Gunning System. The petitioners,

whose claims amount to a little less than

$1,000, allege that the company, in making

an assignment to J. S. Tracy, committed an

act of bankruptcy. The petition further

states that Tracy is believed by them to be

:1 stockholder in the company.

Through R. Wortham Otter, president,

the Motor Vehicle Co., consented to an ad

judication in bankruptcy, admitting that

they had been insolvent for four months

prior to the time of filing the deed of as

signment, which they admit was an act of

bankruptcy. Judge Evans appointed 0. G.

Holt receiver in bankruptcy.

 

 

Won't Pay 25 Per Cent.

In the New Jersey Court of Chancery last

week Vice-Chancellor Bergen appointed Jus

tice Von Minden receiver of the Plainfield

Auto Garage Co., the embarrassment of

which was noted in last week‘s Motor World.

Counsel for Andrew E. Wilson made the

motion for the appointment of a receiver,

claiming the company was bankrupt and

insolvent. Justice Von Minden, counsel for

William B. Smith, a stockholder in the com

pany, was in court for the purpose of argu

' ing against the appointment of a receiver,

but he did not oppose the motion.

According to Judge Codington, counsel for

Wilson. the liabilities of the concern are

$2,500; assets unknown. The affairs of the

company are in such bad shape that it will

be impossible for creditors to receive as

much as 25 cents on the dollar. The chief

creditor is Andrew E. Wilson, who invested

about $1,600 in the company.

 

Will Make Lamps, Will Burn.

W. S. Burn, an East Orange, N. J., manu

facturer, has purchased from the receiver

the plant of the IIousatonic Mfg. Co., of

New Haven, Conn. He will reorganize it

and style it the General Mfg. (70. Under that

name he will continue the manufacture of

the Housatonlc Co.‘s line of goods, and add

automobile lamps and other automobile

parts.

Couzens Sweeping the Coast.

That the Ford Motor Company means to

obtain its full share of the Pacific Coast

trade is evidenced by the sweep that James

E. Couzens, secretary and general manager

of the company, is making of that portion

of the country. He is visiting practically

every point of promise, and will not return

to Detroit until after the holidays.

 

Marion Completes New Plant.

The new plant of the Marion Motor Car (10..

Indianapolis, has been finally completed, and

will be occupied WltlJllILll few days. It is of

two stories, 60 by 120 feet, and in it will be

located the offices and the assembling, finish

ing and body building departments. The ma

chine work will be continued in the old Shop.

which adjoins the new one.

 

Disputed Repair Bill Leads to Law.

A deputy sheriff last week attached a

racing car belonging to George H. Flinn, of

Pittsburg, Pa, at a Forty-third street ga

rage, in this city. He had previously re

ceived an attachment against Flinn for $1,

320, in favor of Smith & .\Iabley, to cover

a claim for repairs and storage. Flinn claims

that the charges are excessive.

 

Church Retires From Business.

.\‘orman \V. Church, the well known Los

Angeles dealer, has. on account of ill health,

been compelled to sell out his business and

go to Honolulu, where it is hoped the climate -

will have a beneficial effect. Church sold

out to the Messrs. Anthony, who operate as

the Western Motor Car C0.

 

Pattee’s Claim for Kansas City.

Among the visitors to the Cadillac factory

at Detroit last week was Fred Pattee, of the

(‘adillac Company, of Kansas City. Pattcc

attirms that Kansas City is a “Cadillac

town," and points to a record of eighty-two

cars sold there during the past season.

NORTHERN'S NEW LINE

Changes Made in Construction and Price—

Choice of Four Bodies Offered.

 

Two models will constitute the Northern

line for 1905, viz., the time-tested and popu~

lar runabout and the touring car which made

its appearance at the New York show in

January last. The former is retained prac

tically unchanged. Divided or bucket seats

have been substituted for the straight ones

formerly used, and the price has been re

duced from $750 to $650:

The touring car will be made with four

styles of bodies—a side entrance, with seat

facing forward, a detachable tonneau, a per

manent tonneau and a single seat (two pas

senger). These are priced at $1,700, $1,600.

$1,500 and $1,400, respectively. The double

opposed horizontal engine, with cylinders p0

sitloned transversely, is retained in this

model, but the cylinder dimensions have

been increased from 5x5 inches to 51-4 by

5 14 inches, with the result that the engine

now develops 18 H. P., instead of 15, as

heretofore. The wheel base is 102 inches, as

against 84 inches this year, giving plenty of

room and insuring a corresponding freedom

from vibration.

Packard Out; Maxwell Moves In.

No sooner had the Packard effects been

removed from the building at 317-319 West

Fifty-ninth street, this city, where the Pack

ard branch has been domiciled for several

years, than. painters and decorators were

put to work preparing the place for the debut

of the Maxwell‘Briscoe Motor Company. of

Tarrytown,-N. I. The latter have, as stated

several weeks ago, leased the premises and

will occupy them as a branch house, with

Colonel K. C. Pardee as manager. The

plate glass front now bears the lettering

“Maxwell Motor Cars,” with the concern‘s

catchy motto, “Perfectly Simple, Simply

Perfect," underneath in smaller characters.

 

Buick Apportions Territory.

Orlando F. Weber, the well known Chicago

and Milwaukee agent, has closed with the

Buick Motor Company for Illinois and Wis<

consln. In New York and Philadelphia, the

Buick will be handled by the Electric Ve

hicle Company.

Broad to Start in Alpena;

II. L. Broad. 0f Alpcna, Mich, will engage

in the automobile business shortly after the

lirst of the year. He has arranged to carry

four lines of cars, and will also do :1 repair

ing business.

Smith in Foreign Lands.

F. L. Smith, general manager of the Old;

Motor Works, is now on “the other side."

He sailed so quietly that few knew of his

departure.
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THOMAS TALKS IN PARIS

Buffalo Manufacturer Lets Fall a Prediction for

the Benefit of the Frenchmen.

 

E. R. Thomas, the Buffalo manufacturer,

who is at the Paris show, has expressed him

self as more confident timn ever before of

the great future of American automobiles,

according to a cable dispatch from the

French capital.

“Americans will be shipping automobiles

to Paris within three years.” declared Mr.

Thoma. “Undoubtedly the French were

ahead of us at first in mechanical equipment

and methods of construction. Labor here is

15 cents an hour; at home it is 22 to 25 cents,

but the superior quickness of our workmen

evens this up. we can obtain material nmch

more cheaply than the European makers

can, and the price of material here is in

creasing rapidly. lt may be that a prohibi

tive duty will be levied in France to keep our

machines out, but we are certain to have the

patronage of the rest of Europe.

“Since we adopted French designs, be

ginning where they left off, we have been in

a fair way to surpass them. The French

makers had an early advantage, due to situa

tion and accessibility of mechanism, but even

at the present time American manufacturers

give more for the money than the firms here

do. In America machines of 40 horsepower

are sold for $3,000, while here that much

money is demanded for cars of 20 horse

power. We build four hundred cars at once

on the chance of prospective orders, while

the French build one at a time. following

orders. The present demand here and at

home is for high powered machines.”

Gilbert Appointed Sales Agent.

Le Roy Pelletier, manager of the Duquesnc

Motor Car Company, of Jamestown, N. Y..

was in Detroit during the past week. With

him was Joseph Gilbert, 0! the Firestone

Tire and Rubber Company, who, in‘ conjunc

tion with his present work, will act as sales

agent for the Duquesne Motor Car Company.

As stated in last weeks Motor -\Vorid, this

company has been placed firmly on its feet

by the introduction of capital from James

town and Eric and Corry, Pa.

 

Drawing Tight the Selden Line.

How closely members of the A. L. A. M.

are adhering to its rules, and particularly

that one forbidding the handling of licensel

and unlicensed cars bv the same concern, is

shown by recent changes in the American

Automobile Storage Company, of this city.

'liiat concern this year sold the Olds and

another licensed car at its store on Sixth-lb

street. while the Oldsmobile (.‘ompauy, of

New York, did the same on Thirty-eighth

street. When Ray M. Owen, who was a

large stockholder in and secretary and geu- -

eral manager of both concerns, became gen

era] sales manager for the Rec Car Com

pany, and the Harrolds Motor Car Company

acquired the agency for the Olds, it became

necessary to divorce the Sixtieth and Thirty

eighth street establishments, as the iteo is

outside the A. L. A. M. fold. This was

done, the Eco offices and saiesroom being

located in the Thirty-eighth street premises.

Even this was not enough, however, so Owen

resigned as an officer of the. American Com

pany and E. S. Comanche was elected sec

retary. Thus Owen ceases to have any of

ficial connection with the American Company,

which will continue to handle the licensed

car referred to.

The Week’s lneorporations.

Mishawkn. Imi.~—Sinipiex Motor Car ('0.,

under indiana laws, with $100,000 capital.

Directors—E. I). Gnlick, Rudolph Kamm and

ii. L. Bcil.

New York, N. Y.—.\laxwell-Briscoc, under

New York laws, with $25,000 capital; to

make automobiles. Directors — Benjamin

Briscoe, .I. D. Maxwell and ltichard Irvin.

Portland, hie—National Electric Construc

tion Co., under Maine laws, with $500,000

capital; to manufacture electrical machinery

and appliances. President, M. W. Baldwin,

and treasurer, G. C. Knight. '

Detroit, Mich—Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $100,000 capital;

$3,000 paid in. and $22,000 in machinery, au

tomobiles, etc. Stockholders—Albert Marx,

Barney Finn, Celia Grabowsky and Max

Grabowsky.

Norfolk, \'a.—Virginla Automobile Co.,

under Virginia laws, with $25000 capital; to

buy, sell. manufacture. own, lease and con

struct ' automobiles. etc. ()tiicers—Moses

Nashimum, president; .i. Roy Collins, secre

tary, and J. J. Henneliy. treasurer. ,

New Haven, Conn—General Mfg. Co..

under Connecticut laws, with $500,000 capi

tal, $325,000 paid in; to manufacture auto

mobile fixturcs and lamps. (‘orporators and

otilcersiw. S. Burn. president; S. C. More

house, secretary and treasurer, and Arnon A.

Ailing. ' 

New Firm Formed in Worcester.

Nor-cross & Shiland is the style of a new

iirm in \\'orccster, Mass.. that starts with

excellent prospects, having already secured

the Pope-Toledo and Antocar agencies. The

members of the firm are Jesse O. Not-cross

and H. E. Shiland, the latter of whom has

had four years' echrience with B. A. Robin

son, the veteran Worcester dealer. They

will occupy the new store at No. 210 Summer

street, comprising two stories and basement.

30 by 100 feet.

Here Comes the Boss.

.I. Ii. Long and John Crawford, of Mass

silltill. Ohio, have formed a (to-partnership.

under the style. of the Long-Crawford Auto

mobile Co., and will begin to assemble and

sell a four cylinder gasolene car, to be named

the Boss. it will develop 24 horsepower, and

will have a side entrance tonneau body.

 

KIRK BACK FROM COAST

Speaks Enthusiastically of Conditions There and

Tells What is Worrying the Dealers.

From all accounts, if one particular part of

the country is to prove a “happier hunting

ground" for the automobile. trade than the

other parts. the Pacific Coast is the one.

Ezra id. Kirk, of the Consolidated Mfg. (30,,

who returned to the factory at 'l‘oiedo last

week after a six weeks‘ visit to the country

beyond the Rockies, is the most recent trav

eller to bring reports of the rose'hued condi

tions that exist there. He fairly bubbled with

the enthusiasm he had contracted. Automo

bile interest, he states, is at fever heat, and

evidence of it is to be seen and heard on

every hand. The dealers, with scarcely an

exception, are on the anxious seat, not for

lack of orders, but because they have booked

so many of them that they are fearful of de

layed deliveries. Their season beginning so

much earlier than is the case in the East,

they want the new models now; and have not

been able to obtain enough of them.

According to Mr. Kirk, these conditions pre

vail all the way from Los Angeles to Port

land, Ore.

In San Francisco, he. says, the rental trade

has assumed proportions scarcely dreamed of

elsewhere. In front of all the leading hotels,

says Mr. Kirk. are long lines of rental cars,

not electric cabs, but full touring cars, for

which patronage is not lacking.

 

The Elmores for I905.

R. C. Cornwall, of the Cornwall Automo

bile Co., Syracuse. N. Y., one of the many

agents who took up the Elmore cars last

season, to discover in them a veritable

“find.' was among a considerable number

who visited the factory at Clyde, Ohio, last

week, to renew contracts for the ensuing

year. The Elm re. line for next year, con—

sisting of the 16 horsepower twin cylinder

tWo cycle engines, side entrance car, listing

at $1,250, and n 10 horsepower single cylin

der detachable tonneau car, at $950, have

elicited the warmest connucndntion. The

Elmore people say that. contrary to the gen

eral impression, the majority of agencies are

not waiting for the show to close contracts.

adding, significantly, “They know better."

Which remark may convey a world of time

ly information to the dealers likely to be

intcrcstcd in Elmores.

Colt’s Car Christened "Cleveland."

The Cleveland Motor Car Co., with W. L.

(‘olt at its head, the organization of which

was exclusively reportml in last week‘s Mo

tor \\'orld, has located its executive ofiices

and saicsrooms at .\'os. It»; and 300 Erie

street. Cleveland, Ohio. The car, formerly

the Meteor, will be styled the Cleveland, and

will. of course. employ an 18 horsepower ver

tical tour cylinder motor. it will list at

$3,000,
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Wc’rc Always Glad to Meet Missouri People

or people from any other place who have

  

to be “shown” the superiority of

Fisk Mechanically=Fastened Tires.

  

The thousands of satisfied users all over the

country bear willing witness to Fisk Worth.

The more you know about tires the better you'll appreciate

FISK TIRES.

Used by all leading Automobile Manufacturers, and made by the

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

BRANCHES:
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SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT, ATLANTA. DENVER,

NE“? YORK, CHICAGO. ST, LOUIS, IDS ANGELES,

SYRACUSE. SAN FRANCISCO, HMAHA, LONDON.
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Time the Sleighs.

Although it is difiicult to conceive how the

Massachusetts law can be made more op

pressive, it is stated with every appearance

of' truth that certain Bay State motorphobcs

will ask the legislature to still further “pile

on the agony." In support of their prayer

they will submit an accumulation of “evi

dcncc" iu the form of reports or affidavits

by men who spent the summer in timing

automobiles in various parts of the State.

Whether or not evidence of the sort is

brought to bear, it will be well for the Mas

sachusetts automobilists and those of New

York,‘ New Jersey, Connecticut and other

States to fortify themselves by timing the

horse drawri sleighs just now so numerously

in use. It is really an opportunity that should

not be permitted to pass unembraced.

We believe it will be shown that the ve

hlcles on runners average double the speed

of the vehicles on wheels, by night as well

as by day, and that their drivers are never

arrested or in any way molested by the po

lice. We. believe it will be shown that when

guiding a sleigh, the gentle farmer, the gro

the milkman and all the other

“poor men," who, according to Magistrate

ccry boy,

Crane, make our laws, are as persistent vio

lators of the speed ordinances as the richest

and most arrogant automobilist who ever

drew the breath of life.

By all means let us have records of the

They can be used to good advantage

whenever and wherever motorphobes raise

their heads. It is a work in which all local

clubs should engage, and by no means should

the farmer folk be overlooked. Given a ve

hicle capable of speed, they are as prone

as any one to travel fast.

sort.

Instalment Sales.

It is not often that the trade is a unit on

any subject, but it would be difficult to find

much dlfi'erencc of opinion regarding instab

nu-nt sales of automobiles. As one trades

inan put it bluntly, “After instalments will

come the deluge. This is putting the case

rather too strongly, for other businesses has

gone through the instalment ordeal and come

out alive and hearty; the piano trade being

a conspicuous instance, and sewing machines

another, not quite so rosc-hued: That the

automobile should escape, when it is almost

marked out for the trying experience owing

to the wide extension its use will eventually

undergo, seems too much even to hope. Even

the most optimistic observers do not expect

permanent immunity.

Indeed, the entering wedge has already

been observed seeking entrance. In Chicago

last year a department store tried the plan of

selling cars on instalments, while an automo

bilc dealer in Washington is said to be pre

paring to follow the example. No marked

success attended the former venture, per

haps because it was gone about very cau

tiously; while of the latter it is already

prophesied that one season‘s trial of the plan

will put the daring dealer out of business.

That is prejudging the case, however.

It is scarcely necessary to say that endless

arguments can be urged against instalment

sales, and not one good one for them. Even

the plea of necessity docs not hold good.

There is no excess of cars, and customers are

to be found for all of reputable make that

are produced. To deviate from the cash sys

tem now in universal use is to invitc disaster

without any corresponding gain in the un

likely event of success. N0 sane business

man will bring himself to do this.

“To permit a piece of mechanism like the

automobile to get into the hands of inexperi

.cnced users by the payment of only a tithe

of the purchase money is foolish almost to

the point of criminality," declared one trades

lnan to us recently. "He can ruin it at any

time, or he may at any time unintentionally

damage it to an extent greater than his

equity in the vehicle. Could it reasonably be

expected, then, that such a man will con

tinue to meet his payments promptly? Why,

it he can do this only by dint of strict econ

omy, how will he do it when he has a big

repair job to pay for? Or could it be ex

pected that he would meet his payments and

let the car stand idle until everything was

settled? Certainly not."

Hcrctofore dealers have said to the instal

ment charmer, “Get thee behind me, Satan,”

and they probably will continue to do so for

years to come. A further safeguard is the

maker, without whose assistance few, if

any, dcalcrs can do an instalment business.

it is pretty safe to say that they will pre

vent any driving home of the wedge, for

they know too well the certain and speedy

disaster that would follow the adoption of

the system.

The Purchase of Special Steels.

In reaching out for special grades of stch

to fill certain purposes there is one pitfall

that the unwary must beware of.

It is the steelmaker who is not in the habit

of taking care of special orders, who 0011]!

do it perhaps if it was commercial, but it

seldom is commercial. He has no men whose

special business it is to look after special

orders; he has no system in shipping, where

by such orders are followed to a finish with

absolute certainty that the customer gets

what he wants and what he asks for. Once

in a while, however, a firm of this kind gets

hungry for business and will accept such an

order. and will even make very flattering

quotations below what the conservative

maker could make. He will take the order;

then will come a rush of business that is

more profitable to him, and the special order

will never be properly filled.

It is much better to pay the price demanded

by the systematic producer of specialties, be

cause you get what you want. what you need

and what you must have.

A good illustration of this was the purchase

of a lot of open hearth die blocks by a con

cern under just such conditions. The steel

maker wanted the order. and promised any

thing and everything at a low price.

The die blocks arrived after a tremendous
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delay, and without analyzing them or seeing

whether or not they were what was asked

for, the drop forger started In to use them.

All sorts of difficulties were encountered dur

ing the hardening of the dies. Then the drop

forger had some of them analyzed. The re

sults shOWed the best of reasons for the bad

behavior of the dies.

In the first place they were not alike, there

were several qualities of steel among the lot.

One die block in particular was just as bad a

piece of steel as could be found in the mar

ket; not the right carbon, in the first place;

the highest possible quantity of phosphorus

and sulphur in it, and, on top of all that, high

manganese, which always tends to produce

cracks during hardening operations.

The regular producer of die blocks would

not have dared any such behavior; it would

have cost him too much in reputation.

It may be claimed by some that the drop

forger was a fool to try to get open hearth

die blocks, but this is not so, inasmuch as

they are just as successful as any other die

blocks when of the proper quality and put to

the proper uses.

 

‘ March of Improvement.

It is doubtful whether any year in the his

tory of the industry can equal the present

one In the general advance in construction

that has taken place. With the New York

show a month away, enough has been dis

closed regarding the 1905 cars to warrant the

assertion that, with scarcely an exception,

they are better vehicles than their predeces

sors. They will be found more efficient, more

reliable, more nearly in accord with the best

constructional theories—both here and abroad

—thau they ever were.

It may be said that there are such changes

and improvements made every year, and that

some cars are being presented without ma

terial change from this year. Both conten

tions-are supported by facts; but that does

not alter the original contention. Nor is the

reason for this step forward difficult to find.

Que year ago the number of entirely new

cars was very large. The industry was In a

transition stage, and the influence of foreign

construction and design was very great. This

year there are almost or quite as many new

cars, and the European influence is equally

strong. But there is this difference: The for

eign designs were being tried almost for the

first time; new experience has revealed both

the merits of these designs and the desirabil

ityksometimes the neceSSlty—of changes. It

is no longer necessary to slavishly copy. We

can originate, graft improvements on the Im

ported stock, with marked benefit to the

cars that must be used on American roads.

This we have done, and the result will be

apparent at the forthcoming shows.

Along with this improvement in the new

models has come a very general, even if mod

erate, reduction in price per horsepower. It

is true that there are many increases In price, I

but in all cases they are accompanied by

more than proportionate increases in power,

to say nothing of efficiency and reliability.

There is scarcely a maker who has remained

stationary. His aim has been to give better

value than last year; and it makes little dif

ference whether he has done this by deliver

iug more power for the same price or re

duced his price and increased his power, or

increased both. The purchaser gets more in

ratio to the price paid than he did a year

ago, and if he Is discerning he will perceive

the fact before many months have passed.

" Spellbindcrs of the Bench."

It is to be said that Magistrate Crane‘s re

marks before the Automobile Club of Amen

ion on Tuesday night were ditinctly disap

pointing. As one whose scolding and speech

inakiug proclivitics when an automobilist is

before him as a prisoner merit for him the

title “spellbinder of the bench," there exist

ed the hope that some new thought or a pearl

of real price might fall from his lips. Shorn

of his judicial robes, however, his address

was without color, and suggested that the

particular newspapers which he peruscs

daily are of the “yellow” variety. When he

urged respect of the law he urged 'what is al

ready generally respected by those who heard

him, usually to the best of their ability.

When he stated that it is the poor man who

makes the laws, he gave utterance to mere

cant. When he suggested, in response to ex

President Scarritt‘s well timed retort, that

nutomobilists do the paid pollcemen’s duty

and bring before him those horsemen who

offend the speed laws, he merely begged the

question. '

There was no advocacy of an honest law,

such as will be easy of obedience; there was

no criticism of the police for their one

sided enforcement of the law as it exists;

there was nothing, absolutely nothing, broad

spirited 0r enlightening in all that the magis

trate said. He had recourse to two flagrant

and isolated ofiences committed by automo

bilist-s, and. like a “yellow” editor, he singled

them out and harped on them with emphasis.

He seemed to have no idea that all the at

tomobilist asks or'desires is a square deal—

an equal and exact dispensation of justice,

and not arrest and $50 fines for motorists

who violate the law while men driving horses

are permitted to violate the law with im

punity or to escape with $5 fines—mot scotch

lngs from the bench while horsemen are dis

missed with a smile or without a wordinot

the employment of flagrant and isolated in'

stances as pegs on which to hang condem

nations of all automobilists, while as was

recently the case in New York two children

were killed and three maimed within one

week by horse drawn vehicles. What the

automobilist desires is, if not justice tem

pered with mercy, then justice not influ

enced by the headlines of sensational news~

papers or false fears generated by news

paper utterances. Real justice is not influ

enced by the hue and cry of even Mr. Crane's

“poor men who make the laws." Real jus

tice Is not measured by the instrument with

which an offense is committed. The use of

an axe to crack a skull is just as bad as the

use of a blackjack. The fracture of a speed

law with a horse Is as bad as Its violation

with a motor, even if Cranes won’t see it.

The Automobile Club of America performed

a service in disclosing Leroy Crane the man.

It permitted a truer measure of the magis

terial kind.

The snowstorm of this week has filled the

roads and parks and avenues with the sounds

of jingling bells and the crunching of the

snow beneath the boots of fast flying horses.

It is an inspiring sight. The New York daily

papers, for Instance, give generous space in

the scene. They give the records of the

blooded animals driven to racing cutters by

well known men, and tell of the brushes and

the “merry pace" at which they move. All

of the horses are good for better than twenty

miles an hour, most of them for twenty-five.

and they are beingdrlven to the limit. Even a

Vanderbilt is Included in the speeding throng.

But, though the speed law is being violated,

the police look idly on, the newspapers make

no mention of it, “the poor man" is silent.

and not a magistrate has had an opportunity

to make a speech from the bench. No motor

ist begrudges the sleighers their pleasure, but

just suppose a Vanderbilt in an automobile,

or any number of other men in automobiles.

“cut loose" on the same thoroughfares! And

yet they say that the law bears on all alike.

regardless of race, color, creed or manner of

vehicle used!
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FERRY TEST CASE HEARD

Court Listens to the Lawyers and Experts—

Question of Freight is Raised.

Though he is himself a motorist and would

be one of those who would frequently be

bothered by the interpretation which he

seeks to have placed on the “ferry law,’ As

sistant United States District Attorney Bald

win nrgucd us the vcricst motor-phobc might

have done when the libel tigninst the ferry

hont Texas was before Judge Adams, in the

l'nited States District Court on Wednesday.

The libel of the United States Government

against the Brooklyn Ferry Company, own

ers of the Texas, and the answer thereto

by the company’s attorney, Herbert Green,

have both been published in the Motor

World, the libel being filed on November 7

and the answer on November 19.

The libel charged the ferry company with

violating the United States statute, which

prohibits the carrying of gasolenc as freight

on a passenger ferry, and provides that all

tire. ii' any, in an automobile, must be ex

tinguished before the machine enters a ferry

which carries passengers. The libel asked

that the regular fine of $500 for such viola

tion be assessed against the ferry company.

The answer denied that gasolene had been

carried as freight, and that there was any

fire in the machine, in the meaning of the

law. At the hearing yesterday Mr. Green

was aided by W. W. Niles, counsel to the

Automobile Club of America, and he had Dr.

Schuyler Skaats Wheeler present as an ex

pert in gasolene construction. Dr. \.nceler

is chairman of the Technical Committee of

the Automobile Club of America, but was

not called on to testify. The experts for the

government were Dr. Frederick Hutton, of

Columbia University, and Professor Dwight

S. Jacobus, of Stevens Institute, at Hobo

kcn. _

Professor Jacobus said that if it were pos

sible to see the interior of the explosion

chamber of a gnsolcnc automobile at the

time the explosion takes place, a flame could

he soon. He said further that he has ex

amined an explosion, and that there was

such a flame at the instant the eitplosion

occurred. He also said there could be fire

without any flame. Dr. Hutton, who is said

to be ii convert to the steam car, agreed to

what Professor Jncobus said, and appeared

anxious that no case be made for the gaso

lone car if the prohibition were to be ex

tciided to steamers only.

Mr. Baldwin said he realized the hardship

which the strict enforcement of the statute

would entail. He said he could better ap

preciate this, as he was the owner of a car

himself and had been forced to have his

machine pushed on and of! ferry hosts by

hand. He told Judge Adams that the car

which caused the libel to be made against

the Texas was numbered 11,119, and that it

was :i water-cooled machine. He said the

fact that it was necessary to cool the cylin

li1‘l'S of the machine by the circulation of

water proved that there was fire in it when

the engine was running. He said that in

:2 perfect car he did not believe there is

any possible danger to any inflammable body

that might be near the machine.

He told the Judge that he believed Con

gress had provided against anyone running

an imperfect machine aboard a passenger

ferry and keeping its engine going while the

boat was making a regular trip. Mr. Bald

win also explained thilt on most automobiles

the muflier pipe runs parallel with the frame

of the machine and its outlet is near the

gasolene tank of the machine, so that a fire

was possible if the tank leaked. Mr. Bald

win also claimed that all automobiles that

were transported on passenger ferries were

carried in violation of that part of the

statute which prohibits carrying gasolene as

freight.

Mr. Green said that the car in question

had been run onto the boat by its own

power, and as soon as it was in the place

on the boat appointed for it by the deck

hands, the electric current had been turned

off and the engine had stopped running. He

said further that the engine had not been

started up again until after the Texas was

fast to its slip at the end of that particular

trip across the East River. Mr. Green told

Judge Adams that he believed Mr. Bald

win‘s contention that the gasolene in the

tank of the car was carried as freight was

ci-i-oneous. He said that if this were true,

any boy who crossed the river on a passen

gcr ferry with a partly filled kerosene lamp

on his bicycle would render the ferry com

pany liable to a fine of $500 for each such

case. If a man were taking home with

him a small bottle of gasolene to take stains

out of his clothes, he also would make the

company liable to pay a fine of $500 for

uich violation. As the statute also in

cludes “loose cotton" in the list of inter

dicted articles, a lady who had been shop

ping and had with her a roll of cotton bat

ting, would also render the company liable

me $500 fine if the statute were inter

preted as Mr. Baldwin seemed to think it

should be. He also said that the machine

was not carried as freight, in any meaning

of the term.

Mr. Niles said that Congress had passed

the original statute and made the amend

merits thereto, with the sole idea of protect

ing to as great an extent as possible the

lives of the passengers who used the ferry.

He thought the aim had been to safeguard

the passengers as much as possible while

tuc ferry was on the river making its trip

bctwccn its terminals. He called the at

tcntioii of Judge Adams to the fact that the

machine had been run onto the boat under

its own power, but that the power was shut

off and the engine stopped as soon as the

WW was on the ferry. Nor had the engine

been started again until the passengers had

begun to leave the ferry at the end of its

trip. when there was no .onger any danger

of fire.

TM attorneys for each side will hand in

their briefs to Judge Adams within two

weeks. and after he has studied them over

he will make his decision in the case.

THREE ENTRIES IN HAND.

Eleventh Hour Swells American Representation

in Bennett Cup Race—Dam May Enter Also.

Eleventh hour entries received by the An

toniobile Club of America for places on the

American team for the James Gordon Ben

nett Cup race, to be run in France next

summer, seemingly assure an adequate repre

scntiition of this country in the historic con.

test. At this writing—Thursday morning—

three bona fide entries have been posted with

the Automobile Club of America, each of

them accompanied by the required check for

$600. The lists do not formally close until

December 1-3 at midnight, and any entry

mailed up to that time will, if in proper form.

he accepted by the club. A fourth entry is

talked of, but little is known about it, and

it is not regarded seriously.

The entries now in hand, in the order of

their receipt, are as follows: A 90 H. P.

Pope-Toledo, entered by Colonel Albert A.

l’ope; a similar car, entered by W. T. Muir.

of Lexington, Ky., 21 member of the Chicago

Automobile Club, whose mime has been pro

posed for membership in the A. C. A.; and

n 00 H. P. Locomobile, entered by Dr. H. E.

Thomas. of Chicago, and whose name is

also before the A. C. A. as a proposed mcm~

bcr. Of these entries, the first was re

ccived last week, the second came to hand

on Tuesday and the third was received by

the club on Wednesday morning.

With these entries, and any others that

may be received with to-day's postmark, the

A. C. A. will, within a week or two, make

formal entry of an American team. This

entry, together with a certified check for

3600, must be in the hands of the secretary

of the Automobile Club of France by Janu

ary -.

The only other entry in sight is that of

Andrew Dam, a Westerner, who appeared

r‘ the A. C. A. rooms yesterday and made

inquiries regarding the formalities neces

sary in making an entry. Secretary Butlcr

gave him the necessary information. ililli

he left saying he would seek a friend who

was a member of the club and how liliii

enter a car made by the Corlcss .nginc Com

pany, of Wisconsin, and called.the Trccnc.

It will, uam snid, develop 110 H. P.

 

Big Track Proiect in Newport.

Those bored members of the "400” who

gather annually at Newport may be provided

with an amusement that may arouse even

their jaded interest, if reports from “Fash

ion's Summer Capital" arc to be believed. it

is said that an immense amusement park is

to be installed there, the feature of which

will be a two-mile track, on which automo

bile raccs will be held. The park is to be lo

cated at the north end of the city, and will

be under the direction of the Newport Amuse

ment (‘0. Reginald Vanderbilt is said to be

one of those interested in the proposed track.
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_ A Grand Prize
Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. nuance co.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles
In recognition oi superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Stanhope, 8 H. D. - - $1200

Great Arrow, 24-28 H.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ “ “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

 

   

now for all unoccupied territory and
  

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE C0., Buffalo, N. Y.
Members 0! Association 0! Uccnscd Automobile Mnnulacturcrs.

  

LIST OF AGENTS.  

  

DOWLING 8: MAGUIRE, Boston Mass. J. A. PLACE. Geneva, N. Y. C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE C0., St. Paul, Minn.

R. W. WHI L , Blnzhamton. N. Y. L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angeles, Cal. MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY, San Fran

“. PAULMAN & C0., CthagO, Ill. HARROLDS MOTH“ CAR C0., New York, Cif‘t‘". Cal,

'l‘llE GEORGE N. PIERCE C0., Denver, Colo, N. 'Y. STANDARD MOTOR CAR C0., Scranton. l’u.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE C0., Detroit, Mlch. TUE GEORGE N. PIERCE C0., Oakland, \VESTERN AUTOMOBILE C0., St. Louls, Mn.

N. L. BIEVER, Derby. Conn~ Col. , M. c. BLACKMAN, Syracuse. N. . _

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. Elmira, N. Y. WILSON &- (30.. Ottawa. Canada. MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAB COMPANY.

“'ATERMAN 131108., Fresno. Cal. BANKER BROS. C0., Plttsburg, Pa. L'lit'll, N. Yv _

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE C0., Jackson- IL . WILLARD, Portland, Mane. CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANHC,

Ht Fla. II. V. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga. Vteeeeeeeer, Mass.

  

NE‘V YORK AUTOMOBILE SHO‘V, Center Aisle, Secllon F; CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHO‘V. $9800! Not/49. 50, 65 and 66. . I  
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INTERNALS_._OF TI'IE WINTON

The Many Ingenious Features Embodied in the

New Car—Accessibility a Characteristic.

\

.\'\it without rcnson do the \\'lnlon Motor

 

(‘nlriagc ('o. plumc thcmsclvcs on halving

mndc ti “tcn strikc" whcu tbcy dcsigncd their

11m?» linc. The cars ot‘lcr n widc range of

choicc, tho variation being from $1.800 for

the it; horscpowcr. Moch (2. to $4.500 for tin

41) horscpowcr Spccinl. witll tbc .\lodcl B at

$2.300 l'li horscpmvcrl. and thc .\lodcl .\ at

The dctnils' of conSime (40 horso|mwcrl.

  

 

 

    

 

  

 

struclion amply bcnr out the claims put forth

in bcbnll‘ ot‘ the cars. 'i‘hcy huvc been de

signcd with extreme care, every detail havingr

st't'lllIllgly rcccflved especial attention, in the

cfi‘ort to produce cars that in actual service

will give the maximum of efficiency with the

minimum of trouble. Accessibility of parts—

and especially of the motor parts—has been

aimed at and attained in a remarkable de

gree; simplicity of control, reliability of such

csscntinl parts as the ignition, lubricating

and cooling systems, and a method of car

buration designed to produce a constantly re

lin ble mixture—these are some of the features

of the car which merit more than common at

It‘IlIlUl], as will be seen from the accompany

ing dcscription.

Another feature worthy of remark is the

system of numbering the various parts, so

that in ordering there will be no confusion or

mistakes. The cuts accompanying the text

will be found extremely useful.

The side members of the frame are pressed

from sheet steel in one piece, channel section.

the dcpth of these members varying from 11)",

inches to 5 inches. N0 sub-frame is em

ploycd. the motor and transmission being car

ried on malleable drop frames. At the for

ward end of the frame the radiator casting

serves as a frame spreader, and also as a

hearing for the starting crank. Two cross

tubes join lhc'rcor onds of thc side members,

being attached bctwcctl thc two spring hang"

crs; lbost- Illltt‘s also support tllc gasolene

lnnk. SclnH-llipllcnl springs :lrc supportcd

on horns on cithcr cud ol' the frnmc.

'l‘hc springs thcmsclvcs arc of :l'xpccinl

pntcnlcd dcsign. uscd cxclusivcly 0n \Vlnton

l'ilI'-\'. 'l‘bc springs arc so constructed that

tin-y t-onnwnsutc for thc varying loads car

ricd. .\ dollle spring of six lench is so

.s-hncklcd that only thrcc lcavcs are engaged

whcn tlu- load is light. while if it is heavy all

six Ic:i\'c.\‘ nrc brought into cngngcmcnt.

’l'hc rcnr and front uxlcs arc consiructcd of

slim-tall :lxlc. stccl, and are mounted on special

103*‘2144 1
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place, thus giving ready acccss to thcm with

out hnving to not underneath the motor.

The forward cud of the crank case AIICIOSGS

lhc cam gout-s, fnu gcar. pump gear and nuns

llt‘l'O idlcr. pcrmittlng liberal lubrication

tbcrcof and cxciudim: dirt. The crank shaft~

conncctiu: rods and valves are drop forgcd.

and tho crnnk shaft and crank pin bearings

arc of ninplc lcngth to minimize wear. All

crnnk bushings are split, providlnpr for ad

Justmcnt in taking up wear. The inlet cham

bcr castings are cast in pairs. and are boltcd

to thc cylindcrs. havingr coppcr asbestos gas

kct joints. 'l‘hc inlct vnivc caps may be un

screwed by hand for inspection purposes. cx

posing the action of thc valch in opcrntion.

  

 

  

  

 

  

\\'i XTON CHASSIS.

J'ollcr bcnrings. 'i‘hc tw.cl\'c spokcd nl'tillcry

\vlu-cis. which vary in size from In inchcs to

:14 inches on the various models, are kcycd to

the axles and held in position by nuts. Thc

rcur axle pinion shaftis hardened, and re—

volvcs in t1 bronze bushing. 'l‘hc. axlc ('nscs

are split—Moch C horizontally and the other

models vertically, and a single ball joint strut

limits movement of the axle and absorbs the

breaking and driving strain.

Accessibility is the crowning feature of the

now Winton motor. As is well known, it is

of the four cylinder vertical type, watcr

cooled and mounted’in front under a bonuct.

The cylinders are cast in pairs. with bonds.

water jackets and exhaust valve chambers

integral. Crank shaft, connecting rods and

pistons are quickly rclnovablc, without dis

turbing cylinders or motor accessories. Thc

cum shaft gears are incloscd.

The method of obtaining access to the mo

tor is simple and ingenious. The aluminum

crank case is split vertically, one side being

rcndily detachable. On this side are two

opt-pings, through either of which inspection

is cosy by turning a hand screw and lifting

the cover. If, ofter_lnspecti0n, it is ticsircd

to remove the working parts of the motor,

the cniire side of the crank case may be de

tached by removing the bolts that hold it in

'l‘hc motors cxhnus't throuub ono outlct for

cnrh pnir. Thcsc outlcts loud d :wnwnl'd and

thou longitudinally into Ill" cxpnnsion chum

bcr, placed bencnth thc tonncnu. From bcrc

the cxhnust passes noisclcssly into the air.

The well known Winton systcm of trans

mission by individual clutches in retained

with some dctoil changes. The gear casc.

which is made of aluminum and split hori

zontally. is located immediately beneath the

front footbonrd. The dust and oil proof cnsc

cover can be instantly removed by simply un

screwing a hand whccl, while by removing

thc upper half of. the case, which is bolted to

thc lower half. thc entire transmission can

bc rcmovcd. Two speeds forward and u re

vcrsc are provided, the drive being direct on

thc high gear.

Anothcr time tcstcd feature that has been

rctnincd is the well known Winton air gov

crnor. This gives the widcst possible rnngc

of speed. the variations being obtained either

by a hand lever or a foot button, the press

ure being cithcr constant or variable. The

\Vinton system of air govcrning throttles not

the quality, but tho quantity of the mixture,

the quality rcmninmg always uniform. The

throttle is netnntcd automatically by air

pressure, produced by n gear driven pump.

which forces air against the plungers on the
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inlet valves and keeps these valves seated.

Consequently the valves cannot open to sup

ply mixture to the cylinders undess the

pressure is relieved. There are two methods

of relief—the hand lever above the steering

wheel and a spring button under the driver's

right foot. By the use of either lever or but

ton, air is released in a constant or variable

volume, as the operator desires, so that the

inlet valves may litt correspondingly. The

engine then draws a proportionate supply of

mixture and reaches a relative speed. The

operator may relieve the pressure by minute

degrees from the entirely closed point to a

point where pressure is no greater than non

compressed air, so that the motor is gov

erned with extreme flexibility.v

One water jacketed, float teed, compensat
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\VINTON MOTOR IN SECTION.

ing carburetter supplies the mixture to all

cylinders. This carburetter is placed close to

the motor, and, being water jacketed, tem-

perature variations cannot prevent its suc

cessful operation. The gasolene is pressure

fed from the main tank, placed under the

tonneau, to the auxiliary tank, located above

the cylinders, and is thence gravity ted to

the carburetter float chamber. The gasolcne

passes into the auxiliary tank through a

strainer, thereby preventing the possibility

of foreign substances working into the car

buretter. A pet cock on the auxiliary tank

enables the motorist always to have gasolene

at hand for cleaning purposes. It is impos

sible for the gasolene to flow back from the

auxiliary tank to the main tank.

Extending through the dash is a hand

screw, by turning which the supply of gaso

lene may be instantly cut off from the car

buretter or as readily turned on again.

An absolutely reliable system of ignition

is claimed to have been obtained by using a

gear driven. alternating magneto in conjunc

tion with a single non-vibrator coil. From

this coil the secondary current is returned to

the magneto and distributed to the spark

plugs through a mechanism integral with the

magneto; the interrupting mechanism is also

a part of the magneto.

0! more than ordinary interest is the

_ 7,172

method of lubrication employed. Attached

to the motor and extending through the dash

is a worm driven, roller teed lubricator.

which iubricates by direct teed.

From the reservoir above the cylinders

lubricating oil is fed by gravity to the auto

matic lubricator, being received in a float

chamber, whereby a constant level is main

tained and oil flow prevented when motor

is not running. From this chamber oil passes

into the main chamber of the lubricator,

where a gear driven aluminum roller re

volves in it. The viscosity of the all being

variable with the temperature, the thick

ness of the oil iilm on the roller would in

crease as the temperature decreased. re

sulting in an exeess of oil at low tempera

ture. To provide against this condition an

valves to get out of order and causetroubie

and expense, and operates without pressure.

The location of the oil reservoir and lubri

cator, both being directly atached to motor.

assures fluidity in any temperature by reason

or heat passing through bonnet.

The cylinders, carburetter and exhaust

valve chambers are all water jacketed, and a

constant circulation of water is secured by

means of a gear driven centrifugal pump.

The water is circulated through a vertical

lube radiator, with fins; :1 tan hack of the

radiator and a secondary fan cast in the fly

wheel aid in the work of cooling. No water

Milk is carried. The water is admitted to

the radiator at the top, and flows downward

through a sieve distribution into 89 copper

tubes; each of these tubes is 17 inches long.

assesses:
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adjustable metallic scraper carries OK the

superfluous oil, limiting the thickness of the

film to the distance between the scraper and

the roller. Passing this scraper, the oil film

I'ngilges a second scraper, in contact with

the roller, by which it is directed in equal

quantities through the ten oil leads extending

to all the bearings of the motor and ot the

rear axle.

This system of lubrication provides an oil

leed in exact proportion to the motor speed;

uSSlll'eS a uniform feed in any temperature.

with light or heavy oil: has no spring or

  

Winton Motor, side elevation, show detachable

portion and handhole cover.
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with l3-iii-inch square radiating tins, spaced

3-16-incb apart. From the bottom of the

radiator the water flows to the circulating

pump, and is then forced upward to the

water jacketed portions of the motor and

into the upper water connection, which di

rects it back to the top of the radiator.

The muflier consists of a single expansion

chamber of generous size, which acts so eifi

cient that no cut-out is necessary: the ex

hause is claimed to be practically noiseless.

A permanently attached dustpan beneath

the motor provides an effectual method of

preventing the entrance of dust, mud. etc.

it is a decided improvement over the leather

or rubber apron frequently'nnule use of.

line pedal and two levers control all trans

mission clutches and brakes, while levers

placed above the steering whcel operate the

spark advance and throttle mechanism.

The gasolene reservoir holds fifteen gal

lons. The only other tank is one of three

compartments placed above the cylinders.

The forward chamber acts as a receiver for

the air line, the middle chamber contains

ilw auxiliary gasolene supply, and the rear

thainber carries the lubricating oil. This

tank is higher than the level or the cai'buret‘

ter. so that the gasoiene flows therefrom by

gravity to the carburcrter float chamber.

The starting crank is not detachable, but
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is shifted into engagement through a spiral

slotted sleeve and out of engagement by a

helical spring.

The dropped front axle is of Lemoine type

forward steer.

The construction used on all external mo

tor and transmission bearings returns back

to the case all oil that works out of the

bearings. Drains are placed at the bottom

of the crank case and transmission case for

removing the oil. They also permit of flush

ing.

The top water conection supports fibre

bushed rings carrying the wires to the spark

plugs, preventing the chance of short circuit.

Between the motor and transmission is a

flexible coupling,( Which accommodates itself

to abnormal road conditions without strain

ing the mechanism. The universal joints are

incloscd.

Three of the models—A, B and C—are sup

plied with side entrance tonneau bodies,

seating two in front and three in rear. These

are made with cast aluminum body panels

and laminated wood seats. The front seat is

divided. The upholstery and trimmings are

made of first quality hand buffed leother,

best gray drawings and 4-inch cushion

springs of best temper; made up on heavy

sail duck; all buttons wired in. Pockets on

tonneau doors for gloves, etc. Roomy lock

ers underneath front and tonneau seats ac

commodate touring paraphernalia.

0n the Model C the bodies are furnished

either in silver gray or maron; it is optional

on the other models.

Fire Leads‘to Transfer of Garage.

Negotiations were brought to a successful

conclusion late last week, whereby the Stand

ard Automobile Company, of this city, ac

quires a commodious garage to take the place

of the one gutted by fire a week previously.

It has purchased from the Central Auto

mobile Company, 1684 Broadway, the garage

business of the latter, including the good

will. Thereupon the Standard Company en

tered into immediate possession of the ex

tensive Broadway premises of the Central

Company, taking over the entire stock of

cars there on storage and continuing the

contracts entered into with the owners of

the cars.

The Central Company, meanwhile, will

continue to have an office at the Broadway

place, from which they will make sales of

Mors and Napier cars. It is the intention

of the concern to secure larger quarters and

to open them as a fully equipped salesroom

for the cars mentioned—which will continue

to be the leaders—and for others which may

be added to the line.

 

Chester Woodward, of Lawrence, Kan.,

had his automobile stolen some time ago, and

was recently informed that it had been found

in Cleveland. The thief had driven it over

the roads between the two cities without any

breakdowns.

CRANE orr ms PERCH

Magistaate Orally l'lops About Betraying Child

like Timidity and Voicing One-sided Ideas.

 

"Gentlemen of the Automobile Club of

America, I am going to tell you some plain

truths to-night; pleasantly, to be sure, but

none the less plainly. The burden of my

text is this: that you must respect the law

and obey it."

Thus impressively did City Magistrate

t‘rane, who had been Invited to address the

Automobile Club of America on Tuesday

night on “The Automobile and the Magis

trate," begin his talk, and the nearly two

score members who had been drawn to the

meeting by the announcement of Judge

Crane's presence, settled themselves to hear

some straight from the shoulder remarks.

Judge Crane, who was attired in conven

tional evening costume, was perceptibly ner

vous. As he stated, he was no speaker, but

just a plain citizen, whose life was made

miserable by speeding automobiles. And

after this brave opening he plunged into a

long-winded, rambling discursive talk on the

sins of omission and commission of motor

ists; larding his denunciations with disclaim-'

ers of any personal feeling against his host,

for whom, as merchants, lawyers, railroad

ers and men of aflairs generally, be had the

kindest feelings. He alternately scolded and

flattered, besought the club to use its influ

ence to see that every “driver of a machine"

should come to respect the law anti obey it.

That was his Alpha and Omega—the law and

how it was to be obeyed, although, with

characteristic lllogic, he assailed it as being

complex and inadequate.

“You, gentlemen,” he said, “represent

everything that is good in every walk of

life except automobiles. You must get the

confidence of the people and thus hare them

respect you. You must respect them and the

laws they make. The poor people make the

laws of this city, and you must obey and

respect them.

“I have dodged automobiles every night

for months until to—night, when, thanks to

the beautiful snow, they are banished from

the streets." (There were three cars outside

the clubhouse waiting to take their owners

home.) “Three times i have been almost

run over, just escaping by jumping quickly.

Just think of the poor farmer who was run

down and left to die on the Pelham Parkway

last month, without a helping band; do you

wonder at the feeling toward automobilists'.’

You gentlemen have offered $100 reward for

the arrest and conviction of the miscreants

who wrought this awful deed. But it is not

enough. You are rich men, and you ought

to make that reward $1,000 at least. It will

all come back in respect—the respect the

people will feel for you.

“Now, let's talk about the legislator. Peo

ple think that the automobilists had the

present law passed to suit themselves. There

are four different laws, and each one of

them contradicts and supersedes the others.

It would take an Egyptian prince (sic) to

understand the law. What you want to do

is to make the law plain and strict, so that

men who don't obey it shall be punished.

Make the penalties heavier and enforce them.

Have the punishment $50 for a first offence,

$100 and ten days' imprisonment for the sec

0nd and $200 and thirty days for the third.

That will remove the fear of the people that

their children will be run over by these ma

chines.

“The magistrates of this city are a body

of men kind and merciful to you automo

bilists. We want you to go out in your ma

chines, merrily and gayly, and have a joyful

time; but you must respect the law. Have

on your walls in big, black letters, ‘Obey the

law.’

“Well, I am taking up too much of your

tinie"—. A long pause ensued, and then

ex-Prcsident Shattuck said, politely', “Not

at all."

“As I was about to leave home to-night,

my children asked me where I was going,

and I replied, ‘To speak before the Automo

bile Club.’ ‘Give it to them, papa; give it

to them hard.’ That shows you that even

the children are against you," concluded

Judge Crane.

In thanking the speaker, President Morris

took occasion to say that_there were 16,000

registered motorists in this State, while the

A. C. A. had only 600 members, or about 3

per cent., so that the club could scarcely be

held responsible for the conduct of all. He

then asked if any member wished to put

any questions to Judge Crane.

Ex-President Scarrltt said that he was

often reminded of Charles Reade's novel,

"l'ut Yourself in His Place," when he

thought of the present situation. That is

what non-motorists should do. Motorists

want to obey the law, but the law should be

such that it is possible to obey it. But it

is not. What he objected to was the unfair

discrimination that was shown. “An auto

mobilist, therefore a criminal." was the con

clusion of too many of his friends on the

bench. All vehicles violated the law. The

A. C. A. last spring conducted tests on River

side Drive and showed conclusively that

both automobiles and horse-drawn vehicles

persistently violated the speed laws. But,

while plenty of motorists were arrested, who

ever heard of this happening to a horseman?

Replying to this, Judge Crane said that he

did not discriminate. “Bring me a horse

man who has violated the law and i will

punish him," he cried. He went on to make

an earnest plea against employing chauf

t'eurs who drink. This struck a responsive

chord. and all the subsequent speakers in

dorsed his words in the strongest manner.

Some light on legislation at Albany was

shed by (ix-President Shattuck, who said that

at the last session, had the legislators been

willing, a simple, plain law would have been

agreed on. But the automobilists had to

light the legislators with their own weapons,

and the present law was the result. Mr.

Shattuck also spoke on the need of enforce

ment of the traffic rules in this city, and

commended the efforts of Commissioner Mc

Adoo to bring about an improvement in this

respect.

Colgate Hoyt, F. G. Bourne and other

members also spoke.
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How They Look After Going Through Fire.

 
 

  

THE REMAINS ()l" FUl'll

Fire Department Closes a Garage.

As a result of the disastrous fire in the

Standard Automobile C0.’s garage, in West

Thirty-ninth street, last week, Fire Commis

sioner Hayes has started a rigid investiga

tion into the gasolene storage question in

New York City. Fire Marshal I’eter Seery

has been engaged in an attempt to determine

just what caused the fire, but had made no

official report up to Wednesday night. The

falsity of the scarehead reports regarding ex

plosions is shown by an inspection made after

the fire by George. E. Murray, superintendent

of the. Bureau of Combustibles. He said that

the only explosions were those of two tanks

of machines which were on the upper floor,

where the heat was greatest. He found that

the lOO-gallon gasolene tank, buried two feet

under the floor. was entirely unharmed. His

'inspeetion showed that the Standard com

pany had fully complied with the laws re

garding safety in such places.

in the course of Commissioner Hayest in

_thors are as follows:

  

\‘esligations this week, he i'ound that two

hundred and fifty persons are employed on

the upper floors of the building at Nos. 132

to 140 West Twenty-seventh street, where

the garage of the Michelin Tire Co. is situ

ated. As he did not think it was safe to

permit the storage of gasolene in quantities

in the building, he revoked the Michelin com

pany's garage license on Tuesday last.

Helps at the Paris Show.

Following the usual custom, a number of

eonferences are being held during the Paris

show. At these conferences papers are read

by men of prominence in the automobile

world, and discussions of the subjects take

place. This year the papers and their an

“The Automobile in

General" and "Clutches," G. Forestier; "Elem

tric Vehicles.” “Motors in General" and

"Electric Ignition,” Arnoux; “Carburetters in

General." L. Perisse; "Electric Transmis

slim." Gasnier. and “Alcohol and Heavy Oil

Corbin-otters." Lumet.

  

 
 

 

 

BIG TOURING CARS AFTER THE STANDARD FIRE.

Broadening Y. M. C. A. Instruction.

Since the opening last month of the new

term of the Boston Y. M. G. A.’s Automo~

bile School, the work has been broadened

and improved by the addition of a great deal

of practical instruction on the floor of the

garage. Small groups of students are being

assigned to an instructor, and each given a

thorough drill in the mechanism of the car.

The mechanism is “queered’I or thrown out

of gear and the students are set to hunt for

the trouble. A request has been received

iron] :1 number of business men, brokers

and others, who are unwilling to give their

on nings to the school, for the establishment

of a day course, and this matter is now un

der consideration.

it has been suggested that the shop be

open on certain afternoons from 4:30 to G,

where the practical work might be studied

under the same men who have charge of

the night courses. A number of persons have

made application for such a course, and if

sufficient interest is manifested it will be

undertaken with the opening of the. new

year.
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The Most Powerful Peerless With a Notable Load.

  

The first of the new 50 horsepower Peer

icsscs is very much in evidence out Cleve

innd way. and is shown by the iti'COlllpilll)‘-_

in; illustration. A. 1'}. Morrison. manager of

Oldfield Again Batters Record‘Table.

Fresno, 0111., had scheduled an automobile

race meet for December 13, but the rain came

down and converted the trotting track into

a circle of mud. But as Barney Oldfield and

his Pecricss “Green Dragon” were the star

attractions, the promoters found a way to

permit them to perform. Barrels of gaso

lcne wore emptied on the truck and set u-iire.

drying out the surface so thoroughly that

Oldfield was enabled to further "burn up"

the track and establish new world's records

from fifteen to fifty miles.

Oldfield himsch held the former fifteen

lniic time, having placed the record at 14:05

at Denver on November 5 last, but at Fresno

llc bettcrcd this time by two seconds. His

new record for twenty-five miles is 23:38 1-5,

, and his time for fifty miles 48:391-5. The

former twenty-tive~uiile record was 23:59,

:md for lifty miles it was 55:42. Both of

tin-so records were made at Cleveland on

()i'tUllel‘ 19, 1904, Earl Kiser being the maker

or the twenty-five-miie record, and Charles

(iorndt of the other.

linst Orange (N. J.) motorists have made

complaint that raised sidewalks across the

streets give cars and their occupants a

jarring that. no amount of cure in driving or

the flue adjustments of springs can avert.

They therefore ask that a reform in this di~

l‘ectluu be made.

the I‘ccrh-ss branch, is at the wheel. and be

side him is Secretary L. ii. Kittredge. E. H.

i‘urkhursi and i.. i‘. .\[(D()i‘i'.\'_ of the factory

lunnncomont. :u-c smich in tho tonneau. Tin

Two Automobiles to Replace l9 Horses.

(‘ity l-Iici-trii-iun i'lllicolt. of Chicago, is

hulking experiments to dctcrminc it onto

mohih's cannot be employed in his dcpurt

mcnt to bottcr advantage than horses and

wagons. 'l‘wo cars will be used for two

months, and careful track will be kept of

the work of (‘ilt'li of them. One will be used

by a fire alarm rcpoir crow and will carry

n load of mntcriui, in addition to the work

mcn. The other will be used in the night

olcciric light patrol sci-vice. Speed is the

cssentiui quality in this service, which is

maintained for the purpose of keeping the

electric lights of the municipal plants in

working order.

"I believe that the city will save money

by substituting automobiles for horses," said

Air. i‘lllicott. “We are keeping nineteen horses

and wagons now for the work not two :1th

mobiles can do. It costs on an averugc

from $450 to $500 a year for the main

tcunucc of each horse and wagon. We are

going to make the experiments at the worst

time of the year and in districts where the

strccis arc in the worst condition imaginn‘

blc.”

\Vithout sticking his tongue in his Cheek.

.\lr. l-leicoti, who has wept tears over viola

tion of the spccd limits, says that the drivers

of the two experimental machines will be re

quircd to give a writth guarantee that they

will not drive the machines faster than ten

miles an hour.

car is titted with a motor which is the exact

duplicate of the one cmploycd in Oldfield's

Green Dragon, than which it is unnccvssary to

say more regarding its power and spccd.

New Club Forming in Detroit.

ii‘nthcrcd by.\\'illi:un 1'1. Mctzgcr. Roy 1).

i‘hupin, "Ned" itrondwcll and others of the

local trade, a projcct is well under way to

cstahiish an nutomnbilc club in the Russcll

ilousc, Detroit. .\rrnn;_'c|ncuts to that cf

l'oct are being consulnnmtcd this week with

ihc ltusscii Houso management. who ill'i'

licoriin in favor of the scheme, and who

hnvc ugrccd to lit up in tho rathskcllcr of the

hotel suitable (pun-tom in thc form of recep

tion, (lining and Silluliili! rooms. It is pro

posed to have tho duos for resident mcur

bers $20 per your, and for non-residents $10.

The membership wnl ho limith and by in

vitation only for tho nrcscnt. It is expected

that the now ('lllli will take the place of

the practically defunct I'lctroit Automobilo

i‘luh, and with such moving spirits us those

named the fuiurc of tho new organization

would sci-m to lli‘ :lssurcd.

 

Reward Offered for a Coward.

'i‘ln- liourd of Governors of the Automobih

i‘luh of .\mcricn. ilt its meeting last week.

itmk notion on the misc of Jacob Clemons.

tho fnrmcr whose wagon wus run into by

an unknown motorist on the Pclhnlll Park

way on Novomhcr iii, and who was wrnppod

in n blnnkci and loft at the roadside. Tho

govcrnors, on behalf of the club, offered it

rcwnl'ti of $100 for the nrrcst and conviction

of the guilty person or persons.
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Demonstrating the Duquesne Car.

    

  

\\'ith the strong infusion of fresh capital.

as detailed in last week’s Motor World, the.

rejuvenated Duquesne Automobile (To. James

town, N. Y., is now “hard at it" producing

cars. which will be of the type shown by the

Italy’s Successful War Experiments.

During September an interesting and suc

cessful trial of automobiles under the aus

pices of the Italian Minister of War was

held, in which it has been demonstrated to

the entire satisfaction of those concerned

that automobiles can be used to advantage in

war times. As horses owned by private

persons are subject to requisition by the

military authorities in the event of war, an

attempt will be made to render automobiles

subject to the same law.

Fifty owners of automobiles were invited

to take part in the manoeuvers, and of these

thirty responded. Thirteen routes were se

lected, leading to various points on the east

ern, western and northern frontiers. All

covered a considerable lQilgth,'flild many

were difficult. ()ue led to the fortress of

the “Spluga,” lying at an altitude of 2,107

meters “3,909 feet) above the sea level, and

another to the “Stelvio,” at a height 0 2,756

meters (9,042 feet), which is the highest car

riage road in Europe.

accompanying illustration. save that. instead

of chains, they will employ hcvel gear drive

and planetary gearing. The car will be fitted

with a four cylinder vertical motor, 3%){4

inches. developingr 16 horsepower at 1,125 r.

p. m. It will. of course. have a side entrance

At dawn. September 1. each chauffeur of

the thirty automobiles participating left the

town of Brcscia by a certain gate. and then

opened a sealed order containing the route

laid down for hlm. In view of the supposed

invasion of the country by an enemy the

routes were selected with regard to safety

as well as speed. The distance had to be

covered within twenty-four hours, and the

military authorities made every preparation

for verifying the routes, time of departure‘

and arrival, etc. Copious notes, also, were.

taken in order to suggest improved methods

in future trials. Some of the ears carried

officers.

Every one of the cars returned to chscia

before midnight of the same day, and but

one of them had an accident. Two cannon

were transported by the automobiles, and

bread and other supplies were taken to fic

titious military camps. In rapid delivery of

important supplies, such as heiiographs, field

telephones, etc., and for many other strate

gical purposes, it was found that the new

 

tonneau; indeed. the Duquesne people claim

to have been the original pioneer in this

form of body construction, in that they per

mitted entrance to the car by the tilting and

swinging 'of the front seats. The new

lmquesne. will list at $1.750.

service went beyond all expectations. The

longest distance covered was 540 kilometers

(3:13 miles).

Favorable to Oiled Roads.

The recent elondbursts in the Redlands

Grafton dial.) district demonstrated that

oiled roads will stand up under the heaviest

pressure. In- that vicinity there are nu

merous oiled roads, and, whereas the un

olled roads were badly washed and made

unfit for travel, the former came out of the

rush of waters as clean as a floor,.and in

nowise injured. One of the principal tests

is Colton avenue. where the flood was so

strong as to sweep away a bridge, but even

the embankment left after the bridge had

gone down stream was intact—the oil pre

venting the water from even undermining

the roadbed.

Welch Goes With Diamond.

Eugene Welch, formerly with the Boston

Woven Hose & Rubber CO., has joined the

Detroit stat! of the Diamond Rubber Co.
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National's Striking Car.

A number of important detail changes have

been made in the 1905 National gasoiene

car, made by the National Motor Vehicle

Co., Indianapolis. Ind., an excellent repro

duction of which is here given. As will be

seen, the most striking feature is the adop

accommodation of all manner of enterprises

devoted to the manufacture, sale or handling

in any capacity of automobiles. The struc

ture will be arranged in ten sections of fifty

feet each, but the dividing partitions will

not be placed until the tenants have made

deiinite pians'as to space required.

  

NATIONAL TOURING CAR FOR 1905.

tion of a circular radiator. used in conjunc

tion with a similarly fashioned bonnet. the

two together giving the. car a decidedly

original and pleasing appearance. especially

when viewed head on.

The car is of the popular side entrance

tonneau type. with roomy and luxurious

seats both front and back. The use of a

wheel base measuring 100 inches gives ample

space for the fitting of the side entrance.

As was the case with the 1904 National.

the power plant consists of a four-cylinder

vertical engine, mounted in front, but the

cylinder dimensions have been increased

from 3%:14 inches to 414x53 inches. With

this increase the engine develops a. full 20

B. H. P. The engine is now set lower on

the chassis, and the crank shaft, gears aml

propeller shaft are in line with the rear axle.

insuring a marked economy in the transmis—

sion of power.

One Building for Many Stores.

Plans are being drawn for a large structure

to be erected by the Perry~Payne 00., Oregon

street, Cleveland. Ohio, to be used as auto

mobile stores and garages.

The building will be one-story high and of

tireproof brick. steel cement and wire glass

construction. It will be 500 feet long and

will extend from the south side of Power

street to a new street and from Muirsov

street to a new- street extending from Power

to Oregon, between Muirson and Erie streets.

The structure will thus have streets on all

sides and can, in this manner, be furnished

with plenty of exits leading to paved thor

oughfares. .

The building will be arranged for the

The Remodeled mamas.

'l‘wo entirely new models are being pre

pared for the 1905 market by the Mitchell

Motor Car Co. Racine. Wis, both of them

water cooled. One of them. the two cylin

der car, is ready now. and the first of the

driven by a vertical eugiiic having two 4x4%

inch cylinders. The frame will be of pressed

steel. with a 78-inch wheel base and a 54

inch tread. The transmission is by sliding

gears, giving three speeds forward and a re

verse, ail actuated by one lever. The control

is by sparking advance and throttle, oper

ated by levers mounted on the steering post;

wheel steer, irreversible. is employed. The

cylinders are water jacketed. the circulation

being effected by a gear driven pump, insur

ing positive action of the water. A float feed

carburettor of the spray type is used, and the

lubrication is efl'ccted by pressure feed. Di

vided seats are fitted, and ample luggage ca

pacity is provided. The weight of the car is

1,050 pounds.

The four cylinder model also has cylinder

dimensions of 4x414- inches, developing 16-18

horsepower, and the wheel base is lengthened

to 88 inches and the tread widened to 56

inches. A bevel gear and shaft drive is eni

pioyed in place of the Ely-inch Whitney chain

used on the light car. The. price is $1,350

and the weight 1,401) pounds; otherwise the

specifications of the two cars are identical.

 

Harrolds’s New Home.

Freed from the hands of the painters and

decorators, who have been working indus

trioust to embellish the handsome sales

room at Broadway and Fifty-ninth street,

New York, the Harrolds Motor Car Com

pany is this week moving into these quar

ters. Both the Broadway and Fifty-ninth

street fronts are plate glass, with striking

lettering on each, “Oids and Arrow Motor

Cars.“ with “Hari'olds Motor Car Co." in

smaller letters underneath. The premises

  

R EMODELED MITCH ELL Rl'NA BUFT.

type has been reeelVed by the New York

agents, the Dnerr-\\'ard Co. The other, which

has four cylinders, will be ready just after

January 1.

.\s the. illustration makes plain. the new

two cylinder car is of pleasing appearance

and thoroughly modern design. It is rated at

a horsepower. and lists at $750. As it will

eventually be marketed, the car will be

consist of one large. lofty ceilinged room.

with two entrances on Broadway. it will

be used as a salcsrooin exelusively. .\‘o

demonstration or other cars with filled supply

tanks will find a place on the. floor. the lease

prohibiting the presence of gasolene in even

small quantities. The floor will he devoted

entirely to the display of new Oids and

Pierce cars. and the entire establisinneut

will be arranged in keeping with this plan.
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KNOX’S NEW LINE

Many Notable Changes Made, Both in Appear

d— ance and Mechanism. ,

 

In addition to the side entrance tonneau

and the folding rear seat surrey exclusive

ly described in the Motor World of Decem

her i, the Knox 1905 line will comprise an

hated; igniter‘ more accessible and improved.

in details; atomizer mounted on crank case

in very accessible position; automatic auxil

iary valve; aluminum dress guard around

high speed clutch; clutch absolutely noiseless

and smooth working; apron under meter.

The two entirely new models—the F tou

neau and the F3 surrey—have been materially

reduced in weight, they now scaling 2,000

and LEW) pounds. respectively. Except in

  

l-‘i runabout, the latter conforming closely

to the lines and specifications of the 1904

runabout. How the enterprising Springfield

concern has wrought an immense improve

nn-nt in the construction and appearance of

these cars, while retaining most of the time

tested Knox specialties. will he readily seen

from an examination of tho- accompanying

illustrations and description.

liolow are noted the important improve

ments in the line:

Incloscd crank

rods, transmission ainl all important parts

may easily be removed and taken apart with

out disturbing the body: spiral gears incloscd;

transmission exceptionally quiet, and will run

all day with one oiling; automatic mechani

cal oiling of all principal hearings by force

feed; large thrust collars for high speed

clutch; improved adjustment hctweeu rocker

and exhaust valve stem; :1 mutiier connection

allowing expansion and contraction without

tiistiil'l)iii;_r other parts: nickel steel rear axles;

fans run t u hall hearings; ainl idler is ciiiui

  

KNOX RUNABOUT.

case; pistons. connectiug>

inder dimensions of 516 inches, developing

14-16 horsepower, form the power plant.

Either wheel or lever steering is fitted, and

two speeds and a reverse are supplied. The

wheel are 30 inches, fitted with 4-inch tires.

Jump spark ignition from dry cells is em

ployed, and a single chain drive with plane

tary transmission is used.

The price has been fixed at $1,900 for the

side entrance and $1,750 for the surrey, this

being an advance of $50 in each case over

the prices at first announced. Tops are tur

nished at an advance of $100 to $115, and

glass fronts for $50 extra. The cars will

be supplied in carmine, green or blue finish.

The F1 runabout has a folding front seat, a

wheel base of 81 inches, 30x4-inch wheels,

and either wheel or lever steer. Otherwise

the. specifications are_identicai with the two

models already described.

First Marion Reaches New York.

lioniau & Schlitz, the local representatives

of the Marion Motor Car Company, Indian

apoiis, Ind., are as proud as the proverbial

peacock oyer the appearance of the first 1905

Marion air-cooled car. It is a handsome

vehicle and of approved modern design, be

ing of the side entrance type, with long

wheel base and an amplitude of room.

The engine is the familiar four~c_vlinder,

  
  

 

 

KNOX SURREY, WITH FOLDING REAR SEAT.

body design. whch hase, weight and price

the two cars are identical. One has a side

entrance tonneau, roomy and of graceful de

sign; the other is designed to carry either

two or [our passengers, an ingenious-folding

i‘t-ill‘ seat with cushioned back and sides be

in;_' provided, so constructed that it folds out

of sight. The side entrance car has a 00-inch

wheel base, whereas the. surrey‘s-hase is but

.\‘7 inch'o's. 7' ' -

The well known Knox double opposed air

cooled engine, centrally located and with cyl

\'cl'tical, air-cooled type used by the concern

this year. It is rated at ii-io H. P., and int

car weighs 1.050 pounds. and lists at $1,500.

.\ few detail changes have been made from

last year, notable anion;_r them being axles

of increased siZe'and :s'treugth.v .

H. E. De Loura, formerly of Fort Dodge.

Iowa, is now in San Diego, Cat, which place

he considers an eminently suitable loca~

tion for an automobile factory. He was for

merly in the same business at Fort Dodge.
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FREEZING PREVENTIVES

The Effect of Alcohol and Glywine—How

Chemical Salts do Damage.

‘In dealing with the results of my experi

ments with anti-freezing mixtures and rec—

ommendation of alcohol-glycerine," writes

Hairy Souther, “one important fact was

omitted, in that I did not state that wood

alcohol affected the rubber connections of

the cooling system to a very slight degree.

()ne entire season with a 33 per cent solu

tion afiected the rubber so little that after

' close examination with a knife and by tear

ii'ig in inner lining of the hose 1 was not

snrejthat there had been any change. Cer

tainb' there was nothing that had effected

the lose in any great degree.

"Gycerine does soften the rubber, but any

ordinry hose will stand a year in the pres

ence of it, possibly longer. The glycerine,

alcohtl and water mixture affects it to a

very llight degree in the proportions given

in my diagrams published by the Motor

World.

“The right way to handle the mixture is

to find out the equation for your own car,

using the alcohol you can possibly stand

and notiboil the mixtures on the mild days

sure to b met with in winter in this climate.

Some Inlchines will stand all alcohol—that is

. mixed wth water—others will not, and glyce
rine in I be used to keep up the boiling

point.

“Any umber of chemical solutions are ad

vertised ii the market. It is quite possible

that all ofthem will prevent freezing; I am

not able it say to the contrary. One thing

must be r embered, however, and that isevery salt Elssolved in water forms an elec

trolyte thr gh which electric currents pass

with the gl'titest readiness. Unless the en

tire system t‘ water cooling surface is of

exactly the me metal one or the other of

the different etals is sure to dissolve. A

cooling syte may last a year or two, but,

sooner or later,\he fatal results of electrolysis

will be felt antisome part of the system will

disintegrate. '1lese remarks apply to eVery

chemical solubl\ in water that can possibly

be used to adVa\tage as far as lowering the

freezing point is oncerned. It is also a not

unusual experien to discover that some of

the anti-freezing emicals have left a plas

ter-like deposit in he bottom of the tanks

that finds its wa into the pipes or tubes

and actually cakes ereln."

The Pri of Bodies: Q

Referring to ch es made that Paris

coachmakers charg excessive prices for

bodies when they or o be used with auto

mobiles, one of the ternity has this to

aayz' '

“Such a statement 1 entirely misleading.

In coachwork, as in o

dltferent qualities to

leading coach builders nly turn out one

  

'cluss of work—the best, and customers who

go to the best coach builders know what

they will have to pay.

“There is no exaggeration in their esti

mates for the work they produced. it is no

use judging by the prices for horse drawn

vehicles. Personally I would prefer to make

two horse drawn carriages rather than one

automobile body, for the simple reason that

an automobile body had so much work upon

it, in the matter of fitting, etc., which might

not be apparent to the inexperienced eye,

but which could easily be recognized by the

expert." '

 

How He Saves the Tires.

An adjunct of the local Winton establish

ment is a garage in Fifty-fourth street, Just

west of Broadway, where the cars are kept

on “dead” storage through the winter. As

giving an instance of the infinite pains taken

there, a course pursued to prevent tire de

terioration is intereting.

“See those jacks ?" queried Manager Percy

Owen, of the branch, one day this week, di

recting the Motor World man’s attention to

a workman who was walking over to the

garage with a pile of the jacks referred to

on each shoulder. Receiving an aflirmative

reply he went on:

“We put them under each car laid up for

the winter. Two go under each axle, and

raise the car an inch or two from the ground.

Thus the tires are relieved of all weight, and

kept .from contact with the ground. This

means a lot in the way of keeping them

from injury."

The jacks referred to were simply wooden

stands with four legs, the latter being cut

the proper length for a "Winton car. Two of

them are placed under each axle, near the

wheels.

 

The Use of White Lead.

White lead—the pure lead ground impalpa

bly fine—has a body, covering power and a

surfacing property, taken in connection with

a fine, soft texture and a density of fabric,

which makes it unsurpassed by any known

pigment. It is probably distinguished from

all other pigments by the ease with which it

mixes with oil and for its free, easy working

properties under the brush. While white

lead must yield in point of elasticity to the

red, it, at the same time, holds a place in the

front rank as a highly elastic pigment—not

only elastic, but wonderfully tough and

sinewy in film and body, with a surface par

excellence for leveling and smoothing for suc

(-eeding processes.

Stage Line in British Columbia.

An automobile seating twelve persons is to

be part _of the equipment of the stage line

between Greenwood and thnix, British

t‘olumbia, next spring. J. F. Itoyes, who l'lllla‘

the stage line between Greenwood and Grand

Forks, expects to put the automobile into

service when the Great Northern Railroad

begins running its trains into Phoenix.

TO TEST ELECTRICS

Contest Arranged for Next May—What it is

, Proposed to Bring Out.

So great has been the increase in the num

ber of electric vehicles in Paris that Le Velo

is organizing a reliability trial for electric

vehicles, which will take place in Paris in

May of next year. The competition will be

directed to deciding the merits of the ve

hicles for town and suburban service, and

will take into consideration, in addition to

ascertaining this important point, the cost

of upkeep per day for the distance run, the

relative comfort, ease of control and silence

of the vehicles, and the price. There will be

three categories, or classes, as follows:

Glass l—Two seated vehicles; maximum

weight 1.300 kilograms.

‘Ulass Z—Four seated vehicles; maximum

weight, 1_,500 kilograms.

-Caiss 3—Six seated vehicles, with luggage

carrier, to take 30 kilograms per passenger;

maximum weight, 1,800 kilograms. '

All classes may have either open or closed

bodies, or bodies which may be opened or

closed at will, but they must all be complete

ly upholstered as usually fitted. The weight

limits are those of the vehicle in running

order. Vehicles must have at least one double

acting brake, and also a sprag. The entries

me not limited, but no manufacturer may

enter two vehicles of similar type and dimen

sions. Entries close on May 1, 1905.

The trials will consist of daily runs of 100

kilometres about Paris or its suburbs, return

ing each evening to the charging station, and

will last for eight days.

 

About Wheels and Bodies.

"There are two important parts of the au

tomobile that can never cheapened," rc~

marked an Eastern travelling man the other

day to a Motor World man. “1 refer to the

body and the wheels. 0n the contrary, they

will cost more instead of less.

"Wood suitable for wheels and bodiesinnd

especially the formeryis becoming scarcer

and costlier every day," he continued. "We

now have to go South for a considerable part

of the lumber we are using, as it becomes

more and more ditiicult to get it from the

iml'thel‘ll forests, which have been our source

of supply for years. So you may set it down

that, whatever other parts of the automobile

may cost, the bodies and wheels will increase

in price."

"Unless we discover a substitute for wood,"

interposed another tradeslnan. “if we made

wheels and bodies out of steel or some other

metal—as a few makers do now—we should

do away at one stroke with the necessity for

using wood and increasing price."

 

Montreal now has sixty licensed automo

biles, twelve of them being business vehicles.
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BLISTERS ON FINISH

Some of the Things That Cause Them and

How They May be Avoided.

 

 

When the Liveryman, the Carriage Builder

and the Boss Painter next resumed conversa

tion, the Liverymau was in trouble over a

newly painted and finished cabriolet, the

varnish upon which had during the last sum

mer blistered upon the back panel and one

of the side panels," says the Carriage

Monthly.

“This was a new job, just-out of the fac

tory," said the Liverymnn, “and as it came

from a firm of high standing 1 can’t under

stand the cause back of the trouble."

“Why not call it a case of unscasoned

wood and free the painter from any imputa

tion which might be attached to him in con

nection with the matter?" chirped the Car

riage Builder interrogatively, with a look full

of suggestion shot straight at the Boss

Painter.

To which the latter made rejoinder: “With

due allowance for my friend the Carriage

Builder, who invariably refuses to recognize

his own chickens when they bravely return

home to roost, I may as well reiterate what

has often been said before—that blistering of

the varnish is due principally, although not

always, to unseasoned wood and to moisture

scaled up in the rough stuff coats."

“But what causes this moisture to develop

the blisters?” qncricd the Carriagc Builder.

“Certainly not the sun's rays in all cases, for

I have observed blistering on varnished sur

faces that had never been exposed to the di

rect heat of the sun."

"Oh, no; not always the sun's heat is the

cause of the blistering," replied the Boss

Painter; “but in the great majority of in~

stances it is. Heat is the cause always, but

an overheated repository has been known to

develop blisters upon the surface of vnrnih."

“But, in my time, as a paint shop inmate,"

interposed the Liveryman, removing an un

lighted cigar from his mouth with the air of

a man who is getting much enjoyment from

a dry smoke, “I was taught that blistering is

never seen unless there is excessive bent."

“Which, in the main, is true," answered the

Boss Painter approvingly; “but there are ex

ceptions in all cases of phenomena. It is gen

erally understood, and experience confirms

the belief, that the blistering of a varnished

surface after the varnish has had ample time

to dry thoroughly is due entirely to the

evaporation of moisture which lies confined

under the varnish. It matters comparatively

little whether the moisture comes from the

wood direct or from the coats of rough stuff,

boat will bring the confined moisture close

up under the film of varnish, and the direct

and intense heat of the sun softens the var

nish to such an extent that the evaporating

moisture undcrneath forces the garment of

\‘ill'llisli into what we painters call puff bails.

Now, a highly heated repository or carriage

house may not cause a similar condition of

the varnish to ensue so promptly. I have

noted, however, some cases of varnish blis

tering due to a high and uniformly sustained

room temperature."

"Such instances are not likely to occur un

less a very large percentage of moisture is

present in the structure of paint and varnish,"

added the Liveryman contemplatively.

, “That would depend upon the grade of

varnish, perhaps," suggested the Carriage

Builder.

“A varnish that dries quick and hard would

be practically proof against the heat of a rd

pository, however high it might reach."

“in such a case, what would become of the

confined moisture?" questioned the Livery

mun eagerly. '

“Why, the moisture would aflect the var

nish and circulate underneath it until around

mouldings and joints it would find an exit,

thereby breaking up the solidity of the sur

face at those points where the strain is great

est," answered the Boss Painter.

“You spoke a moment ago," said the Car

l'inge Builder, “of moisture in the rough stuff.

coats causing blister. Why not some of the

other coats?"

“The moisture in the rough stuli'," replied

the Boss Painter, picking up :1 indie used for

mixing rough stuff and cutting with his knife

at a sharp angle into the accumulation of

pigment, and then holding a microscope over

the gushed portion, “is full of small pores, or

tunnels—I call them pipe lines—as you will

note under the glass, and during the work of

rubbing the stuff with black pumice stone or

brick and water these tunnels absorb and

carry a surprising quantity of moisture. Un

less the surface, after rubbing, is set aside to

dry twcive or fourteen hours in a warm room

before it is coated with the color, the moist

urc is likely to be very largely sealed under

the color and later under the varnish."

“In a warm room, then, say heated at a

temperature of 65 or 70 degrees, the moisture

will quite all evaporate in the time you men

tion," suggested the Livcryman, question

ingly.

“It will evaporate from the ordinary quick

rough stuff in that time,” retorth the Boss

Painter, “but perhaps in case of English filler

or of American filler, with which an unusual

amount of white lead is mixed, an extension

of time should be granted."

“But such rough stuff will not absorb moist

ure as freely as the quick drying kind," ad

vised thc. Carriage Builder.

“Neither will moisture evaporate from it

so quickly," responded the Boss Painter.”

 

\thn black smoke issues from the exhaust

it means that too rich a mixture is being

used. The supply of gnsolcne entering the

explosion chamber should be lessened. On

the other hand, if the smoke has a bluelsh

tinge, it is a sure sign that lubricating oil is

being burned.

HERE’S THE SNOW CAR

Evolved in the Head of a Worcester Man and

has “ Beauties" all its Own.

.\ Worcester, Mass, man proudly proclaims

himself the “snow conqueror." and asserts

that an invention of his will “relieve the au

tomobile from the thraldom of winter and the

ice king, and make the use of the automobilc

in winter as common as it is in summer.“ All

this In face of the naive admission that the

lack of snow has hitherto prevented the trial

of his device!

Robert Staake is the optimistic inventor.

and he has filed application papers which he

hopos will result in the grant of a pateit to

him. Pending this grant he is reticent, bit to

:1 local newspaper mnn nnburdened himself

of these details concerning the vehicle he has

“invented.”

The car is mounted on runners, which are

such a distance from the body of the Oll‘, or

from the axles, that the wheels, whim are

left on the car as usual, do not toudi the

ground. The car is driven by the revolutions

of two procket wheels, which are irmed

with sharp spikes, which penetrate the earth

or ice, and as they revolve force the car

along on the runners. This part Of the inven

tion is not novel in itself.

What Staake considers the essenca of hi.

invcntion is an arrangement by WIIICJ by the

simple turning of a wheel or pullng of a

lever the wheels may be made to come in

contact with the earth or ice, and thus the

car will run across spots which are barren or

snow or ice.

The inventor considers that his invention

will enable an automobile~ to be rim at a

high rate of speed, if desired, across the

snow covered country, and that it will re

lieve the difiiculty which “'Ollll otherwise

be encountered when patches where the

wind has swept the snow from he roadway

are met with.

One of the chief beauties 0! lie invention,

he says, is that the wheels and the runners

are bi-auxllinry—thnt is, eithe may be made

auxiliary to the other at a noment‘s notice.

The motive power which dries the sprocket

wheels is the same as that vhich drives the

ordinary wheels, and the inventor claims

that its transferrence fror one set to the

other is so simple that it isa matter of little

moment. -

The invention is the culmination of about

three weeks of strenuou mental and me

chanical endeavor on th part of Stilllku.

Several times be though that he had satis

factorily solved the proiem, only to- find a

flaw which necessitate new planning and

different methods.

 

French makers do ht propose to lose the

opportunity to score i the forthcoming test

in India. Two of the], the De Dion and the

Richard-Brasher, hav already sent cars to

indie to compete, nd Darracq, Clement

Baynrd and others spect to be represented

also.
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The Week’s Patents.

776,542. ('arburetter. Francis Paul, Jr.,

Sore]. Canada. Filed August 7, 1903. Serial

No. 168,696. (No model.)

Claim—I. In a gas impregnator, an impreg

nating float comprising a horizontal plate

having a peripheral depending flange, one or

more concentric depending partitions on the

lower side of said plate, and a plurality of

radial partitions dividing the spaces between

the concentric partitions into a series of com

partments with portions cut away, the height

of some of said partitions being less than

that of the others, whereby gas delivered

under one of the central compartments is

caused to pass successively through the

others to one of the outer compartments.

770,557. Electric Transmission Mechanism.

Charles G. Simonds, Schenectady, N. Y., as

signor to General Electric Co., a corporation

of New York. Filed May 5, 1004. Serial No.

206.494. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination, two relatively

movable shafts in line with each other, and a

dynamo-electric machine having its field

carried at the extremity of one shaft and its

armature carried at the extremity of the sec

ond shaft, said field having a web extending

around said armature and forming a bearing

for said second shaft.

776,561. Automobile Driving Gear. Peter

Steinhauser, St. Louis, Mo. Filed March 10,

1904. Serial No. 197,577. (No model.)

(.‘laim—l. In an automobile driving gear,

front and rear axles, means for imparting

rotation to the same. a coupling pole con

necting the front and rear trucks, a pair of

screw shafts on the vehicle, means for rotat

ing said shafts, nuts travelling along said

screw shafts, and intermediate connections

between said nuts and front axle for deflect

ing the latter upon rotation of the shafts in

either direction, substantially as set forth.

776,650. Pneumatic The Charles E. Dur

yea, Reading, Pa. Filed January 16, 1904.

Serial No. 189,297. (No model.)

(‘laim—l. In a pneumatic tire, a retaining

shoe. having an airtight inner wall and thick

ened edges. in combination with a wooden

folly having inclined surfaces upon which the

said inclined edges hear. an iron rim shrunk

thereon and a suitable clamp and oppositely

disposed means engaging a common device

in said i’elly for binding the edges of the shoe

against the said iron rim and drawing said

edges downward against said inclined sur

faces to form an airtight joint.

776,656. Tire. Charles G. Fawkes, Denver,

(301., assignor to the Fawkes Rubber Co.,

Denver, Col. Filed September 10, 1003. Serial

No. 173,911. (No model.)

Claim—1. A cushion or pneumatic tire

formed of layers of canvas and rubber and

provided with external recesses formed in its

inner periphery, and interior protuberances

corresponding in degree and coinciding as to

position with the external recesses.

776,700. Sparking Device for Internal Com

bustion Engines. Charles E. Sterne, San

Diego, 0111., assignor to Sterne Bros. Co., San

Diego, Cal.. a corporation of California. Filed

May 2, 1001. Serial N0.. 58,530. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a sparking device, the com

bination with electrodes which are normally

out of contact. of a rocker arm for causing a

contact, the free end of which is perforated

and provided with a concave seat on each

side, a shouldered rod projecting through said

perforation, convex clamping means, one on

each side of said arm, one of them being

rigid and the one between the shoulder and

arm being movable, a spring between said

shoulder and the movable clamping means,

said spring being strong enough to return

said parts to their normal position by press

ure upon said clamping means. a guide for

supporting the free end of the rod, and means

for moving the rod longitudinally.

776,705. Induction Coll. Richard Varley,

Providence, R. I., assignor to Varley Duplex

Magnet Co., a corporation of New Jersey.

Filed December 30, 1903. Serial No. 187,199.

(No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an induc

tion coil, of a plurality of vibrators therefor

and a switch for throwing any one of them

into circuit at will.

2. The combination with an induction coil,

of two vibrators constantly subject to the
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WHITE

A speedy, luxurious touring car—

renowned the world over for reliability.

The automobile selected by a committee of

the Automobile Club of America as a

" ' present for their retiring

president.

[alarm-tint; 1/" rri/Vl't'r' mullerfrrr 0/! "quail.

wnm: 3.32:3. COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

  

 

WHITLOCK

COOLERS

For * 1905.

  

The Leading Automobile Builders

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

1 st: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

3 rd : Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

4th: Because it is a TRIED DE

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6 th: Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

crs made in the United States.

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers.

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.
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Opposes Change in New Jersey.

That Assemblyman Scovell is not to get his

proposed amendments to the New Jersey au

tomobile law through the legislature of that

State without encountering opposition is al

ready apparent. The amendments which

Scovell proposes to introduce permit the ar

rest of motorists without warrants, give mu

nicipalities the right to fix the rate of speed,

and forbid the carrying of any numbers other

tha1_1 the New Jersey insignia.

Criticising the changes, the East Orange

Record says editorially

“The question which the legislature of New

Jersey wants to be considered, and which

primarily should be considered by Assem

blyman Scovel himself, is as to whether New

Jersey wishes to withdraw from the position

which it has taken on the subject of automo

biling before the country at large.

“In the first place, what is the reason for

the change? New Jersey has not sufiered

under the present law. Statistics show that

there have been fewer accidents from vio

lation of the law in the State of New eJrsey

than in any other State where ther has been

an equal amount of automobile traflic.

“Take the city of East Orange, for in

stance. There is no record within the limits

of the city of an automobile accident which

has resulted in a lawsuit or an issue in court,

and yet East Orange was the first city to

recognize the true interpretation of the au

tomobile act that a violation of the speed

limits was not a crime for which the auto

mobilist could be arrested, but was a viola

tion of a penal statute for which he could

be summoned before a magistrate. This is

precisely the English law of to-day.

“The understanding in the Police Depart

ment was that a man was not to be arrested

unless an excess of speed prescribed by

statute directly resulted in an injury to life

or property. In other words, the automo—

bilist was arrested upon precisely the same.

grounds as a man driving a horse or walking

in the road would be arrested, viz., that by

his disorderly conduct and his criminal negli

gence be caused injury to life or property.

“Under this correct interpretation of the

law, and this proper administration of the

statute, East Orange has been more than free

from legitimate causes of complaint against

the automobilist."

 

New Road to Lakewood.

The decision of the Atlantic County. 'N. .l.,

Board of Freeholders to build a new road

from Hammonton to the Burlington County

lino near Atsion, from which point there

are good roads to Trenton and Lakewood,

thence to Jersey City, assures a new .auto

route. The new course will cut two miles

oil" the New York route, and vary the monot

ony of the journey for Phlladelphians.

The road is one of several important high~

ways to be built at public expense during

tia- coming year. The county board has

infinitely decided to build the proposed

boulevard, 100 feet wide, along the edge

of the mainland from Absecon to Somers

Point, at a cost of $50,000, and to expend

about $25,000 more on new gravel high

ways from Chestnut Neck, through Gallo

way Towushlp, to Cologne, on the Atlantic

City Railroad, and also from English Creek,

in the lower section of the county, to the

golf course at Northfield. Another impor

tant connection in the highway chain will

be a drive from May's Landing, the county

sent, through Downstowus and Buena to the

Cumberland County line, thence to Bridge

ton and Vineland.

 

Iowa Organizes a State Club.

Starting. oil? with a membership of more

than fifty motorists, the Iowa Automobile

Club was formally organized last week at

Des Moines, Iowa. The following officers

were elected: President, George B. IIippee;

first vice-president, D. B. Fleming; second

vice-president, Captain W. J. Riddell; secre

tary, F. L. Kern; treasurer, Charles Den

liam; consulting engineer, F. S. Dusenbury;

executive committee, L. Animan (chairman),

E. J. \Vilkins, W. P. Henry, G. B. Hippee

and F. L. Kern. The principal object of the

club is to further the good roads movement,

and it will co-operate with other organiza

tions to secure legislation for the improve

ment and maintenance of the public high

ways.

The club will try to have rational State

laws passed providing proper rules and regu

lations for the use of automobiles in cities

and the country, and it will do its best to

protect motorists from unreasonable legisla

lion. The club will also interest itself in or

ganizing tours, exhibitions and contests. Lo

ral members will pay $5 initiation fee and $2

yearly dues. Outside clubs admitted to mem<

bership will pay 25 cents initiation fee for

each member and a like amount for yearly

dues. The Governor of the State, the Mayor

of Des Moines and the members of the coun

ty Board of Supervisors and the Board of

Public \Vorks are to be honorary members

of the organization. The club will be atflli

ated with the American Automobile Associa

tion.
 

Wants Lights on All Vehicles

The Worcester (Mass) Automobile Club

will try to have a law' passed by the State

legislature compelling all vehicles to carry

lights after dark. Formal action was taken

at a meeting of the club last week, when

the following resolution was unanimously

adopted:

"Resolved/[hat it will'be for the welfare

of every‘ driver of any kind of a conveyance

that every vehicle travelling after dark

should be provided with lamps, whether miik_

wagons, carriages or automobiles, tor the

safety of every one using the highwaysflftcr

dark." ' .
 

France Name: Vanderbilt.

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., has been named by

the Automobile Club of France as its repre»

sentative on the commission in charge of the

competition for the Charles J. Gildden tour

ing trophy.

Massachusetts Club “Warrns”“.lts House.

Although the addition to the clubhouse of

the Massachusetts Automobile Club, Boston,

has been in use by the members for nearly

six months, it had not been properly

“warmed” until last Friday evening. The

addition, which is twice the sIZe of the origi

nal clubhouse, was completed last July, when

the Boston section of the St. Louis tour

started, and as many of the members were

out of town at that time it was decided to

wait until winter for the formal dedication.

Nearly one hundred members and guests

assembled in the rooms at 6 o'clock and

started the housewarming with a dinner, and,

remarkable to relate, “beans” were not on

the menu. Elliot C. Lee, president of the

Massachusetts Automobile Association, was

seated at the head table, and with him were

Harlan W. Whipple, of the A. A. A.; Asa P.

Goddard, president of the Worcester Auto

mobile Club, and Police Inspector Smith of

New York.

President Lee led the speechmaking, and

spoke of the growth of the club and praised

the spirit and enthusiasm of the members

which had given Boston the first automobile

clubhouse in the country. President Whipple

said that the Massachusetts club had set a

good example, and one that the Automobile

Club of America, in New York, has decided

to follow in building a clubhouse and gar

age combined. After the speechmaking the

guests were entertained by a glee, mandolin

and banjo club concert and by a quartet.

The enlarged clubhouse has a frontage on

Boylston street of 113 feet, and a depth of

nearly 100 feet, and is three stories high.

The social rooms occupy the second floor of

the old part of the house, and the repair

shop is on the third floor. There is an of_

tice for the superintendent and a ladies' wait

ing room on the ground floor, and a chauf

feaus’ room is on the second floor. The re_

mainder of the three floors and the large

basement is used for storing cars, those in

constant use occupying the street floor and

the others are stored on the floors above, as

they can readily be brought down on the au

tomobile elevator. There are accommoda

tions for two hundred cars.

Blackinton Gets the Cup.

B. F. Blackinton has been formally de

clared the winner of the Knight Cup, which

was the grand prize in the 'annual hill climb

ing contest of the Rhode Island Automobile

Club, held at Providence on November 26. As

was told-in the Motor, World, Blackinton's

car made the fastest time in the regular

events, though Harry Martin's Peerless bet:

tcred the time by one and four-fifths sec~

onds in running off a tie with the Pope-To

lcdo entered by W. J. Foss. Martin entered

a protest at the time, and it was considered

later by the committee in charge of the con

test. The committee ruled that the contest

was decided before the tie was run oif, and

accordingly awarded the trophy to Mr, Black

inton.
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Are your eyes bothering you? Do they

ache and pain you? Do they look red and

feel hot? Are you troubled with headache

and neuralgia? Does it hurt you to read

or sew, or use the eyes steadily?

Then don't waste another hour, but get

EYE-FIX, the only sure and painless cure

for all eye troubles. It never iails to give

instant relief, and as it contains neither

cocaine. atropine, belladonna or other dan

gerous elements, EYE-FIX is used univer

sally by physicians and opticians.

EYE-FIX is good to keep the eyes well

and strong. And it's the one sale remedy

for every eye trouble in both young and old.

It baby’s eyes are weak or sore—use EYE

FIX.

If grandfather’s eyes are weak and weary

—~use EYE-FIX.

If your owa eyes are had from any cause

—use EYE-FIX.

All druggisis and optlcians sell EYE-FIX

at 50 cents- Ask for it and take no substi

tute- No other eye remedy in the world is

like EYE'FIX, because no other remedy

produces the same splendid results as EYE

FIX. A trial bottle Ior lo cents will be rent

you direct from our laboratory. Eye-Fix

Remedy Co , Detroit, Mich. Dept. S.

 

 

“ Itwould be pretty hard to keep posted without

_ Tm: MOTOR WORLD."

 

magnetic attraction of the coil and a switch

for determining which of the vibrators shall

control the circuit of the coil.

776,708. Valve Gear for Explosive Engines.

Charles H. Way, Lansing, Mich., assignor to

Clarkmobile Co., Lansing, Mich. Filed De

cember 28, 1903. Serial No. 186,866. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a gas or vapor engine, the

combination of a main cylinder having suit

able inlet and exhaust ports; a main piston, a

suitable inlet valve, an auxiliary cylinder

connected to said main cylinder by a passage

or port, said passage or port being so ar

ranged that it is connected to said main cyl

inder when the main piston is in its outer po

sltion, and to the outer air when said piston

is in its inner position; a piston in said auxil

iary cylinder, a piston rod therefor, an ex

haust valve on said piston rod, of a diameter

less than that of said auxiliary piston, a

spring for returning said auxiliary piston to

its initial position, a passage through said ex

haust valve and piston rod by which said

auxiliary chamber is connected to the main

chamber when said exhaust valve is open.

said passage being sealed by the closing of

said valve, and a port for said auxiliary cyl

inder whereby the outer face of said auxil

iary piston is subjected to atmospheric press

ure, for the purpose specified.

776,982. Carburetting Apparatus for Ex

plosive Engines. Joseph D. Anderson, St.

Marys, Ohio. Filed January 4, 1904. Serial

No. 187,654. (No model.)

Claim—1. in a carburetting apparatus, the

combination of an engine cylinder, an ex

haust pipe leading therefrom, a vaporizing

chamber heated by said exhaust, an oil de

livery pipe entering the vaporizing chamber

through the exhaust passage, a gas outlet

pipe leading from the vaporizing chamber to

the engine, a reheating chamber inserted in

said outlet pipe between the vaporizing

chamber and the engine, said reheating cham

ber surrounding the exhaust pipe at a point

between the vaporizer and the engine, where

by the exhaust will iirst heat said reheating

chamber and then the vaporizing chamber.

 

Carriage Makers Heed the Signs.

Having put out a horse drawn vehicle with

iorruearr body, carriage builders are now in

r'tll‘llill'tlliilg “automobile seats” in their

models. These are merelyv the seats with

swelling sides and backs, such as mark un

totrrohile seats of the liol ties Belges type.

Evidently the carriage people deem it net-os

srrr-y to (lo sorrretiring to stay the side, as no

less than three bodies of this sort are illus

strutetl irt a recent number of the Carriage

Monthly.

4:

That remark correctly “sizes tip" the situation.

Even the Moron WORLD’S rivals admit the truth

of it.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t 5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, :5 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—Winton quad. In best condition,

with four hundred dollars north of extras on

it. Very best reason for selling. it will pay you

to investigate, if you are comtemplating buying an

automobile at a bargain. Address, Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danville, Ill

 

UR SALE—l904 White Touring Car with

top, gas lamps and side baskets. Car guar

anteed first class shape; $1450 oov Reason for

selling—buying r905 Model ““I'tlle." Address

T. W. J. SUl'l‘E, 25 Manhattan Blk., Cleveland,

Ohio

WANTED—Flitnn to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

know how to work etiectlvely and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

ior men oi the right sort. Address, TIRES,

P, 0. Box 649, New York.

 

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARKiAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

SALESMAN.

‘A machine salesman, age 30, with 7 years’

experience, 3 years with automobiles, desires

position. Address ii. N 8., rate MU'I‘uR “mun.

 

 

FOR SALE—roll P. four-ton Patrhard Levas

sor Delivery Truck in perfect running order;

a splendid machine at a bargain. FAIRMOUNT

ENGINEERING WORKS, 2652 Callowhill St..

Philadelphia, Pa.

in ACME IMPRUVED

1905 MUFFLER.

‘ filial

 

 

  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Back-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

Actt'r moron GAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKE, Jll Pine St..

St. Louis Mo

Eastern Agents: SIMITH k EDWARDS, no

Nullu 3L. New York City.

Western Agents: E. .I. DAY 6': CO., 5l9 I'Iluion

St.. San Francisco, Cal.
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HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each,

complete.

We have in stock torty other sizes and styles of horns.

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home Office—97'99-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St.. N Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston. Mass.

All Ruads Lead in Rome (N.Y.)
when it comes to securing the Best

Soap for Cleaning Automobiles.

THAT “ VELVETY FINISH,”

so attractive in a new car, may be

retained indefinitely by the use of

Home Linseed-Oil Snap.
Does not Scratch or Streak, but preserves the finish, im

parting a Gloss and Lustre satisfying to the eye of the most

fastidious.

LESSENS LABOR,

in that a car can be cleaned in LESS TIME and cleaned

immeasureahly better by the use of Rum Hugged-fl" 80”.

This soap has been for a long time, and is now, being

used by most of the leading garages in the country on the

most expensive machines.

00STS LESS THAN THE ORDINARY KINDS.

Put up in barrels. halt-barrels and pails. Money back if not satis

factory atter a trial. ls that fair enough? Send us a trial order. Our

proposition to the trade is a good one.

ROME SOAP MFG. 00., Rome, N.Y.

 

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
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\VOOD SEPERATOR.LightWeiqht "m .

STORAGE Billiliil
MANUFAC uneo BY

THE WlllARDSIthAGE BAIT RY C0.CtEVElAND.0llI0.

SHEATH OVER

  

ELEMENT COM PLD'I‘I.

NEGATIVE PLATE.
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pm) spy: /T's son's T0 {Br 01/ MM 540“) n m;

OTHER AUTomoB/USTS

Fm” 0‘” "w @292 “10 96-6” 2 mm”

(IL/"6W9 "mes; W/my MP5

FRED JASTRAM,

Freeport, Iii.

MORGAN & WRIGHT cchcoGentlemen—Halve covered a little more than six thousand miles in my , .

Cadillac Car since May 23rd. using Morgan & Wright Clincher Tires. The cost

of repairs for both our and tires during this time has been just $24.70 The

tires are still on the machine and are in good condition. and I can gladly recom- New York Dayton bench

mend them to any doubtful purchaser. st. Luu" San Franclaco ‘flanta

Yours very truly, FRED JASTRAM.

 

  

\lOUFR ‘. PMMS
m/firmiJON/F04

- Ifiulkl bl LUKE

  

No other horn enjoys the high

reputation that the VOLIER has

earned. The non-corrosive reeds

  

\l OUER 1 Phi-“S

“QDUJ. UL \UXi.

and the chemically cured bulbs
“Ouik‘. Bi. \“X'.

have proved such superior features

as to make the VOLIER the

Special Trade

Prices !

standard for motor car equipment.

We are now making

special quotations to

jobbers who catalog

About 80 per cent. of all the cars

made this year were equipped with

The VOLIHR DRAGON : Double turns not only add to the

beauty of the horn but by providing a longer vibration charm L I E

her or sounding board, produce a deep. swelling, powerlul tone.

THE POST & LESTER CO., 36 Sargeant Street, Hartford, Conn.
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In the I905 line of ACME MOTOR CARSA certain element of chance i i

we have entirely eliminated chance.

  

surrounds every business transaction.

From every stand-point, mechanical, commercial,

and pleasure, we employ only such

features of mechanical engineering as have

The greater the elimination

of chance, the greater the

 

opportunity of 81106658. been proven successful.

A line from you will bring our 1905 deal. The best that brains can make.

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - = Reading, Pa.

DEVLIN & CO., 1407 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 11]., Western Distributors.

WE WILL ANNOUNCE OUR ENTIRE I905 LINE NEXT WEEK.

Aluminum Bodies THE M. SEWARII & SUN 60.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

 

 

HIGH Eso-frmGRADE. 53:3";ng

ioPs, FENDERS and Hooos. sergeants“ HARDWARE

Special lifo'ii Forgings

Automobiles

Chassis Lengthenedeide Door

Entrances a Specialty.
v AND OTHER WORK.

& no" was‘ 8'" Now York We are prepared to make estlmates from drawings or models

TELEPHONE, 4425 Columbus. and guarantee first-class work.

. \ 1905 mums The Best Automobile Motors

' 40-Horse Flyer
$30M- Aulomoliile Bharaina Machines

A SEND FUR CATALOGUE.

  

 

 

 

  

w Bund ARE MADE BY

0

Motorcycles too.

ABlg, Powerful 'looiiogfiar lhal Laughs ai Mud and Hills. our!

E. ll. THOMAS MllTllll 00., - 1210 Niagara St, Buffalo.

Members .\ssor'lalion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. o.

SC‘ZI-IRl-IDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

smru—z AND ABsoLurELY mR room.
——

* “j; MOTOR TlRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

-5 shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

l - SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

  

 

 

  

.m

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQI-IRHDER'S SQN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street. New York.
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YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile in worth anything at all, it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Sean does it—

  

~weaaa=n~ll)
  

  

If so, nothing further need

Clean: n dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the finish and

be said. If not, you know

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-ordere from u"10:21:21: linieiiiitii-iigiiioii;tailing!“ $1.00. (Exprese prepaid les."__th€ ?

to points as far West as and including Chicago. Ill.) Allo put up in

barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbere, dealers and garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send ul a trial order.

FISK MFG. co., Springfield, Mass. ‘ S0 l ar

Lamp5

HEALTH FOR YOU THE “STAY LIT " KIND
flows out o; the lrocks at the flvarious me icina springs at'

THE “mrrusc LIGHT" KIND

FRENBH LICK-WEST BADEN SPRINGS ‘
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—~put you in condition.

  

 

 

The 1905 improved gen

erator is a wonder, and for

practical uses. nothing can

compare with our 1905 line

of Automobile, Motor Cycle

and Bicycle Lamps.

Outdoor and Indoor Racreailuns In Plenty—Go" Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accomr'nodations.

A-A

it
a) (mmojumuuous§|9msv|ur RAIlWAYvi 1 Y i '

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling all about the waters and giving lllt oi Hotels I'ld

Boarding Houses, with their rates, lent tree.

FRANK H. REED, CHAS. H. ROCKWELL.

Gan. Pm. Agi., Chicago. Trairo Man.

 

We are ready to furnish electros

and samples and quote prices.

 

 

 

BADGER BRASS MFR. 60.,
KENOSHA, - - WISCONSIN

Eastern Office, - i I Warren Street, NIW YORK.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Send (or Cum/0;;

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

  

le Jefleraon Street, Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Meier Bars.

THE PEERLESS Mtlltlll Hill 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 
 
 

QU l N BY

HUTOMOBILE-BODY
. . _ DEPARTMENT .

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

I534 Broadway, cor. at 45th 5L. New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.

 
 

 

 

Mmooooomoomooomoo

érounrrre our?
THE F. e. STEARNS co., i

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. 3. A. O

"MWommo.0:

~RADIATORS,

'0Q0...

 

  

TANKS, .. ..

mmmmmmmrmmme
M u F F L E R s' r ravenmmmrhrerrrreserrm-m -

F E N D ER8 , . mamgunmmmareymmmuum.

HOODS. ‘ ~ -- ~ ‘- -

  

BRBGOE MFG- 00" - Detroit.

  

To Operators ol Steam Cars:

\Vrite us for printed matter on the NELSDN'

STEAM WATER PUMP. the only Pfisitive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.,

l04-l IO Centre St., New York.

 

 

Springfield Top

Aluminum Bodlea

Aluminum Fender!

Aluminum Hooda.

Sprinng Halal

Body 60.,

7 Cypreas St.,

“L. Springfield, Mau.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting development

thousands of ac“: of uncultivated farm lands in tracts of all

sizes, which can be urchased very chea Iy. They are pro

ductive, healthy. and) close to good marten. In ten Slates

reached by the lines of the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

For information about opportunities now available, prices of

and, character of soils, elc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

 

  

 

The Baldwin tllraln Company

—- MAKB ~—

Automobile Chaim,

Sprocketa, Spur and Beve

Oeara.

Baldwin Chllchlr Mtg. 00..

Worceater, Mann. U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measure! the Oil for the Hearings.

and Always Senda it there.

THE STEEL EARLL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

lien-Freezing Water Jacket Seluliprr
(SOLVAY PROCESS C015)

will stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Suppr Houses

THE OARBUIIDALE CHEMICAL 00.. Garbondala, Pa.

New YORK, Boa-row, Barr-moan, CHICAGO. Pr'r'rsnunnu,

  

 

 

 

  

Name

Address

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(Else (lDotor "(ililorlo

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 

 

TI'IE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

THB DUBRR-WARD CO., N0. 1787 Broadway. New

York Dlatrlbutora.

ARTHUR (l. BENNETT, No. 20 Lake St., Chicago

Dlltrlbutor.

rBig FoulD

Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

U. P. and T. Agent, Cincinnati, 0_ I

 

  

 

  

Made It the SPUTDORF LABORATORY

Eltabllahed 1868.

.F.SPLlTDDl‘lF, l7 Vandovaier SLJI.
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GRAY»e2DAVl5 '
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps.”

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. '

Kingston Garhuroior.
OVER 22,000 IN USE

Patented May 12,1903.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

AM ESBURY, MASS.
 

 

Pat. Jan. so, r901.

nuns GRADOMETER MARK r I _

 
 

Sent pottpaid on receipt of price, Ir.5o.

THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuquo, Iowa.

An instrument that will enable you to deterrnine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

 

 

 

DESCRIPTlON OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. d. D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which, when lighted with a myriad

of electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highoot degree. Every one or the can

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies‘ coach seats 88 people,

and has high-back. rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

I centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

, " The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

' The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train enteringr!
F ' 8 ‘ here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo

. r - dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

J'I'

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Oiling Devlces, etc.

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., there is a neatly uniformed train porter.

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

rm. ' tfiuil'u- ’

 

 

 

  

 

  

 
 

Send Us a Print or Sample of Some Special Parts on Which You

Are Rushed and Let Us Quote Price and Delivery.

WE OFFER YOU THE SERVICE OF A MODERN PLANT MANNED BY EXPERT MAOHINISTS.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

  

 

 

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describts our Axles, Change Gears, Cone Clutches, Mutilers, Steerirg

Gears and other stantfard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. '1 hey are suitable for cars of all classes.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EAMES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

new YORK SHOW—Section "D," Conart mu; CHICAGO SHOW—(lsiitry Spaces 241, 242. 24s and 244.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 

TIRE UilVEIlS.
Besi Goods. Lowest Prices

Write for notations and

- cattlogue oi oi ier Auto Supv

plies.

The In Ii. Wiley It Son 00.

Box 78. Hartford, Conn

Motor Boat and

Spertsman’s Show

  

Madison Square Garden

New York City

February 2i to March 9. i905

Address, J. A. H, DRESSEL, “35 Funny, N. Y.
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NOW USED ON

“A0112” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT" “BAKER” “CADILLAC” “COLUMBIA”

“‘CORBIN" “CHAMPION” “ELWELL-PARKER” “FORD” “FRANKLIN”

“GROUT” “CAETH” “GIBBS” “HARTFORD MOTOR STREET SWEEPER"

“KNOX” “LENAWEE” “MITCHELL” "‘MOLINE” “MATHESON”

“MANHATTAN” “OLDS” “POPE-HARTFORD” “PIERCE-RACINE”

“PRESCOTT” “QUEEN” “RAMBLER” “STEARNS” “SOMMER”

“SPRINGFIELD” “SNELL” “TOURIST” “WAYNE” WORTHINGTON"

“WESTERN ELECTRIC”
 

 

 

  

l 

  

  

 
 

~—--60FEET‘'

 

  

 

  

bor‘r'u' 7‘ i H i L'iifl ;mi wruva mo co HARYFORU.CONN.— caouwn PlAN or PLANT 0:01 m4.

 PM W _..,fi..__.__._.

Customers should find our new Stock Building an advantage. In it we

will carry our Tools, Gauges, Finished Chains, etc., and a large quantity of

Chain Parts and Keys and Cutter for the \Noodruff Patent System ovaeying.

We expect to make satisfactory deliveries even if our Manufacturing Depart

ments should be destroyed by fire.

It is our intention to execute chain orders promptly after receiving spec

ifications and commencing January rst, we will endeavor to fill all orders for

Keys and Cutters on the day they are received. .

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., - Hartford, Conn.

wnrmivg - 3

PnT-SFFTI‘D-m
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OLDSMOBIL

ProCIamation No. .
Mr. Buyer:

We ought to know how to build the best automobile of to-day. We have

had 20 years’ experience, have built more machines than any other maker inv the

world, and have the largest factories. The crowning triumph of up-to-date Amer

ican automobile construction, the 100 per cent. plus of Oldsmobile excellence, is

our new I

20 HP. TOURING CAR.
Here is what we give you at the price :—

SPEED—~6 to 40 miles per hour. l'las surprising ability to climb hills on high

gear.

BODY—Side entrance, heavily upholstered, hand buffed leather.

$1 4 SEATING CAPACITY—Five passengers. Wheel base 90 inches.

RADIATOR—Honeycomb cooler—unsurpassed for efficiency.

MOTOR—Double opposed, 20 H. P.—cylinder" 5% x 6 in. Simplest construc

tion. All parts readily accessible. Valve mechanism above cylin

ders, away from dust and mud. Both valves mechanically

operated, Noise of exhaust completely eliminated.

 

\

Do you want the discomfort, small power, breakages and trouble of the cheap tonneaus,—

the complication, chauffeur and difi‘icult adjustment of the four-cylinder cars? We think not.

You want extreme comfort, at side entrance, surplus of power on hills and speed on the level,

simplicity of construction, and that well-known Oldsmobile reliability.

It is yours at $1400.00, January Delivery.

Write us or our agents forturther information, and place your order early.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

[lltfll/M/‘S of Licensed Axxuurlztion of Aaroma/11']: Manufacturers.

$¥§4++++++++++++++++++++++++§++4¥+¥¥¥++¥+++4+++++++++++++++++++++4++++++¥++¥4++++§+%§*§++++

++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++§++++++++++++

+

-++++++++++++++++H++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H++++++++++H+++++W+++H
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GOODRICI'I TIRES
last through a season of hard racing and still in good condition.

Other tires on the same tracks were barely good enough for one heat.

Racing tires must be oi the strongest construction.

  

WHITE NURING CARS

\VHITE GARAGE

n or RVUS. m!»

7 I2 SOUTH BROADWAY

The B. F. Goodrich Co., inn ANuana CAL Oct.6,1904¢

Akron, 0

Dear Sire:

I am indeed glad to place myself on record as an ardent

advocate of your Goodrich Clincher Tire with which I have had four

years experience in direct competition with other makes of tires

and I truly believe them to be absolutely the best clincher tire

on the American market today.

I used a set of Goodrich tires which had been put on my

machine at San Francisco in November 1903 and which tires I used

for three days hard racing at Ingleside where the car won its first

race over Barney Oldfield; it was then shipped to Los Angeles and

did two days hard racing here giving Oldfield a hard chase for his

money on two occasions; the same car was used nearly every Sdturday

during the summer and then shipped to De1,Honte where it raced two

days fast racing winning the two open events with every mile better

than 1.04; it was then shipped again to Los Angelea and I can truly

say that these tires are still in good condition and ready for more

 
fast work at the coming meet Oct-21st. These tires have

never once had a pgmp put on them after being fitted to the rims at  

§§n Francisco last year. All othglggkes of tires were repeatedly

replaced between races and heats at Del Monte; at least six times

on one particular car where four different makes of tires were used,

none of which I am glad to say were Goodrich

Yours very truly,

'HITE GARAGE

1181".

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.
PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

NEW YORK, 66—68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 393 Mission St. BOSTON. 157 Summer St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. St. DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St. DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

CLEVELAND, 42» Superior St. LONDON. E. C., 1 Snow Hill.

All GOODRICH tires are racing tires.

:eoooooooooooeooooooooeooeooooooooooooeemoooeeoooooooooooooooooo‘l.OOOOOOOOQIOOOOOOOOOOODOOIOOOOIIOOOO
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15-20 HP. MODEL. PRICE $2900.

Equipment includes five lamps. 0! best quality, full assortment of tools. accesmries and spare parts—all ready for touring.

All models similarly equipped. All cars have side-entrance tonneaus.

“EASILY THE

ficamhle ‘
OUR RECORD FOR RELIABILITY, COFIPLETE FOUR

CYLINDER LINE, AND FACILITIES FOR EARLY

DELIVERY WILL INTEREST EVERY AGENT.
 

15-20 H. P.—$2,800 N25 H. P.—$3,700 30--35 H. P.-$5,000 40-45 H. P.—$7,500

- 35 h. 9. motor with mechnnl- 45 h, 94 mom!- wnh mecmml.
20 h. . mate with m chanl- 2 h. . m tor with automatic ,cally gperaledr valves.e Make "The! galveg. and Jump spark cany operated vai‘es' Make Gully opera‘ed "31"95- Make

and break ignition, magneto. Ignition. Thrve—specd tram» ggiebge‘fkd 1%?Ltll‘ggahaggm'éfl if“! brpnk "Tum"- mnfnr‘o

Th r e e-s p e e d iransmlsslon. mlinlon. Channel steel frame. t e'dp‘f t ‘ !' ed 0 11 PS I! e 1' ll‘flnlm 5-“ 0n

P'eued “ee' "ame' Whee‘ WM“ bue- 96 “L Waugh" gin“: ne‘teeeIOTramgp “IzhteI EJSZ’FFIO'1‘§°'W'J&'RF“(33%?

base. 92 in. Weilht. 1800 Ibsl 2300 lbs. “189' “)6 In] Weight. 2500 ml ~ - - - -

Side-entrance tonnenu. Bide-entrance tonneau. Blde_enu-ance l0nneau_ sme‘enlmnce tonne“!

  

 

THE £oeomobile COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK—Broadway, corner of 70m Street. BRANCHES CHICAGO—No. [354 Michigan Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA—No. 249 N. Broad Street. ' BOSTON—No. ll Berkeley Street.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Mnnufncrurws
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Suit Aaainsi Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the _United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co;

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co. ,

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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THE RECORD OF THE FORD.
Victory after victory is credited to the Ford light racing car. When you consider that this car gets its power from two of our standard type horizontal

motors, you must admit it is proof positive of the correctness of the Ford design and construction for speed, strength and power. The Ford cars have

established a record in every day use of consistent reliability and unvarying satisfaction.
  

MODEL B. Price, $2000.00. Henry Ford’s Latest and Greatest Success.

A strikin example of the distinctive Ford construction. Weight r7|o lbs. Four~cylinder vertical motor developing over zo-liorsepower. This gives our car more power [or its weight than

any car of e ua price in the world. Consequently there is less wear on the tires and ample reserve power for steep grades and sandy roads. Wheel base 9: inches, direct drive with universal

coupling, cy inders 4:; water cooled; automatic oiling devices with force teed, large side entrance tonneau seating three people.

, , I _ \

\‘Lfffiifiififl t, -
. -» Q

s

9i")

  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The Improvements on the FORD two-cylinder car places this model ahead of any car on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in style and mechanical construction this car is a year

in advance of its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of to actual horsepower, planetary transmission, chain drive. and increased gasoline capacity. The most stylish law-priced car on the

"‘"k‘L som: coon TERRITORY YET FOR uvr: AGENTS. WRITE us TO-DAY ron FULL INFORMATION.

0 "' s See Exhibit, Space G, st New York Sh .

co" JOHN WANAMAKER. Selling Agent for New Yor:;.d Philsdsl-M

m“.n _ “J‘_.~ m M“-\ .IA_J\_ _,..
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G JELSQLZSQDS RQQOde!

WORLD'S CHAMPIONsHlP and

WORLD'S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD.

Peerless Gre Dragon,

by Barneg dfield:

9:1 3-5.

WORLD’S TRACK RECORDS,

Peerless Green Dragon, .

by Barney Oldfield:

1 mile 0:521-5see

g miIos ;:2;1-5 “ - '

1e: : “

11 'es: 10:181-5 “ . '12 u e nvmcl e
13 'es, 12:121-5 “

14 miles 13-09
M

15 miles: 14:03” “ e

20 m'les, 18:52 “ ,

25 '08, 23:381-5 “

50 miles, 48:391-5 “

W°RL5'.?.J§?.°.EE%.E°°“°S on G 8: J Thread
For LIGHT WEIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS. O Q .

Ford Racer,

by Frank Kullek:1st mile, 59 sec.

2nd “ 57 2-5 "

3rd " 56 4-5 " ‘~

22?. ‘5 2211211 Breaks all world’s track records from

Tom- Mas-s - fifteen to fifty miles at Fresno, Qal.,

W°RL°'8 "M'LE “M “m” December I3, on the Peerless Green
for LIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

20 H. P. Ford, Dragon 8

 

  

by Frank Kuliek,

55 see.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDSES mileS, IF361):< §?R|T=“¥ES'T¥65§EGME‘ARS. u IPeerlee Blue treak, , .

b100'lllilgys1g?é3mam u I ag3 :: ggiggg“ 5Q “ ., gel-348539 l-5

25 “ 26:501-5 ‘ ' '

WQRL$3R5¥Abg|§§g§ngaconp Every week brings-added. proof of

Pa -T°'=d°» the great speed andrdurablllty of the
B. . Dingley:

5:09 3-5.
WORLD’S 1-MlL'E-TRACK RECORD G & J Thread Fabric; Tires'

FOR TOURING CARS. . , - .

bféggggfgfifi'... We would like to tell-you more about

WORLD'S 10-MlLE TRACK RECORD ‘18.~ ’

FOR TOURING CARS.

B‘E§§§:§Zifi"d' 683175:Co.

Factory, 5219-617 East Georgia Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

 

 

 

Branch: , Branch 1

429 Wabash Avenue, 247 .Ieflerson Avenue,

GAIGAGO, ILL. DETROIT, MIGA.

We shall exhibit at the New York, Ghicago, Boston,

elevoland and Detroit Automobile Shows.
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“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims ;

   

all bear this trade mark:

LAUIL 00121121011130.

The official stamp of approval of the tire makers denoting that "Swedoh" Spring Steel les fit all standard detachable tires

“TRUE AS (‘Swedoh’) STEEL” '
has an added significance when applied to rims, meaning A TRUE CIRCLE OF STEEL THAT STAYS TRUE.

See that they are on all your automobiles.

P CLINCIIILB RIM MEASUREMENTS.

Rim ' Inside Dlam< Diameter oi’ Rims at

sum 360% star of Rims- Tlr'e Sent for Both

Rims for Wire Wheels. Rim. for Wood Wheels. ‘tIonH fQQthffd “Oogvggéll-‘V'rc
‘ 1. 1 .

“:2 In. 1;, 20.834 In 21 In.

'28:! “ Intel-emu; “ 1 21.884 “ '22‘ Interchla‘ngeahle

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

2:: Ir " 1 12-21: 11 z; r:
.083' 001215 " “ 001004 " :11 '

2010 " H 1 10.004 " 2 "

'2818 “ Intemhnngenble‘ “ 1 21.830 “ '22 “ Interchangeable
080‘: 01 n u t 23.8“ n 0" u 00

02:0 " -- 20.004 -' 20 "
0110 " -- | 21.000 " 211 "

86:8 " " I 20.834 “ 30 “

26x36 " . ‘ QM In. 21 “ '

'2812% “ Interchnngeahle “ | 21% “ '22 “ Interchangeable

'23

II II n ll Q“ 00 0|

’2‘: II II ‘ ll ll

an H Al l ll II

88:72 " " I 00% " 01 "
1| ll It ‘ ll

'28x8 " Interchangeable “ 21% “ “22 " Interchangeable
esoxs 1: u u 28% 01 Q“ n 00

II M Ii ll

“‘3 1 n 27% .. 28 u

3613 .- u 29 .. 3° 1.

201014 " 1). 2011-10111 21 “
001w, ~ ; " I 22 11-10 “ 20 "

021.2% “ , “ 24 11-10 “ 2s "
/ 34101,; “ “ 2011-10 " - 27 '

soxsv. “ ‘ " I 2011-10 " i 20 "

20:4 " 1 E. 1 1211-10 " l 20 "

non " .1 “ 21 11-10 “ 22 “

0214 " l " 20 11-10 “ 20 "
0414 “ ‘ " 20 11-10 " 20 "

0014 " l “ 21 11-10 " 20 '

28!‘ “ i F 1821-82 “ I. “

son “ l " 20 21-02 " 21 "
0214 “ ‘ " 22 21-02 " 20 "

' 84x0 " l " 24 21-02 “ 20 "

00x4 " 1 " ‘ 20 21-00 “ 21 “

_ 202120111411 0 0 In. “ ‘ 11 21-02 1' 10 '
001120 “ a 0 " l “ 10 21-22 " l 20 "

021120 “ a 0 “ ‘ " 2121-02 “ , 22 "
041120 “ a 5 “ i " 2021-02 " 20 "
001120 " a 0 u “ 25 21-32 -- 20 '

401120 " a s " l “ 29 21-02 " so “

Clrcurnfer

01100 at Tire

011 .

. n, l 000-10111. ;

, 000 t " ' '10 1-02 -- l
a 4 n ‘ 1° a_l° n i

H 10 in. l

. i 1' l 0054111.ll ‘ II I '

_ u l 101% u l ‘

I". '10 " ‘ T
u ‘l 74% u I

920 0 ll 1 8’ ll

“ 94 1 -16 In. '

' ' TZ‘J

' Note that the 28x2“ and 30112“; tlros are made Interchangeable

wlth the 28:3 and 30:8 tiresv m Mllllmetrcs.

We also manufacture a complete line of COPPBRIZBD AUTOMOBILE OILERS—the kind that last.

AMERICAN ‘I‘UBE 8: S I‘AMPING C().,
N. Y. Office, 258 BROADWAY. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

 

9W
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— THAT ETERNAL QUESTIUN —

— Tire Maintenance —

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tire
  

  

 

  

“Creeping,” “Crimping,” “Rolling’knd “Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

@- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, ind.
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THE MORGAN 8:. WRIGHT GLINGHER

has been the BIG success

in the Clincher Tire field in l904.

Its superior strength and resiliency, and its extremely tough cover, have classed its

users among the best-satisfied automobilists in the country so _

far as tire-equipment has been concerned.

  

 

MORGAN & WRIGHT, - - CHICAGO.

NEW YORK, DAYTON, DETROIT, ATLANTA,

ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO.

MEET US AT THE NEW YORK SHOW.
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Two

Models

and

HE"

  

LIGHT TOURING CARS

FOR I905

  

  

 

 

Appropriately Named AMODEL D ‘

“The Car of Power.” V V loosmcmcam

PRICE smoo‘
‘

DESCRIPTION z—These cars have our tried and tested 1904 Motors,

4 5-8 x 5 in., l4-horsepower, 2-cylinder, horizontal, opposed. Planetary

transmission with two speeds forward and reverse. 1 1-4 in. chain, Warner

differential, Hill Precision Oiler, Schebler or Kingston carbureler. expanding

rear hub brakes and brake on differential, lull elliptic springs of best quality

Frencb hood. Model D has 80 ineh wheel base, 30 x 3 12 inch tires, remov

able tonneau, rear entrance. With 3 in. tires, $l,°50. Model E has 86 in.

wheelbase, 30 x 3 1-2 in. tires. Side Entrance. Price. $I,250. We shall

be pleased to send you catalog or answer any question.

flADE BY

l'lichigan Automobile Company

Kalamazoo - Michigan

New York Show, Jan. l4-21, Sectlon C, Basement

oo Illlll lllllll
F O R I 9 O 5 .

32-38 II. P. FUUR SPEEDS.

$3UUU.UU—STANIIAIIII EQUIPMENT. '

IIELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

Get in line and write for Advance Booklet NOW.

ROYAL MOTOR GAR GOMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE 00., 0. A. DUERR a 00., Inc., HARRY BRANSTETTER 00.,

Boston and New England. New York and Vicinity. Chicago and Vicinity.
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“PUT-DQWN, 4 AND

SUBTRACT 2,”

And any teacher who knows'his book and is free from

prejudice cannot but tell you that the rnotor that success

fully performs the subtraction and accomplishes with two

strokes all that others require four to accomplish is a

distinct advance in the art.

The 2-Cycle Motor used in the Elmore Car

is an advance of the sort. There is no lost motion—no

useless strokes.

Our booklets will help you to “study up" on the subject.

They are free for the asking.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING Co., Clyde. Ohio.

  

 

THE ACME OE PERFECTION FOR 1905

Type 9 Runabout. Price $800 TypeiO Runabout. Price $1000v

Single Cylinder. Vertical Motor, 8 H.P. Two-Cylinder Vertical Motor, 16 H.P.

Three Speeds, Forward and Reverse. Three Speeds, Forward and Reverse.

Ball Bearing Sliding Transmission. Ball Bearing Sliding Transmission.

Bevel Gear Drive. Bevel Gear Drive.

Governed Engine ‘Autornatic Carbureter. Governed Engine Automatic Carbureter.

Weight 1100 lbs. Speed, 45 miles per hour.

Weight, 1 2 00 lbs.

Type 6 Light Touring Car Type 8 Touring Car Price $2750

 

 

° Four-C linder Vertical Motor, 28 H.P.

Four Siieeds, Forward and Reverse.

Two-Cylinder Vertical Motor, 16 H.P. Ball Bearing Sliding Transmission.

Three Speeds, Forward and Reverse. Double Chain Drive to solid rear axle.

Ball Bearing Sliding Transmission. Governed Engine Automatic Carburetor.

Double Chain Drive to Solid Rear Axle. Double Side Entrance Tonneau.

Governed Engine Automatic Carbureter. Magneto Ignition.

Detachable Tonneau. Seats 5. Folding Cape Cart Top.

Weight 1900 lbs. Speed, 45 to 50 miles per hour.

A very interesting proposition, with photos and detailed description of all our cars will be mailed to agents in unoccupied territory.

The Easiest Selling Line in America. Better write. '

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Reading, Pa.

oevun & 00., We will exhibit at

No. I407 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, III. New York and Chicago

Western Distributera. Shows.
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16 I1. P. TOURING CAR

Price, for the Present, $1550

8 H. P. TOURABOUT

Price, for the Present, $700

  

 

MAXWELL POINTS

average American automobilist.

posted as to the “Maxwell.”

are bound to appeal to you on account of their extreme practical value tolthe

The small number of parts in “Maxwell” constructions and the absolute

simplicity of each part places these two cars in a class by themselves. If

you want an automobile that is to be depended upon—one in which there is

“ nothing to do but ride " and which is a stranger to the repair shop, then get

It is the car for you,

 

 

NO PUMP. NO CI'IAIN.

of aluminum. Noiseless, smooth and strong.

Agencies for 1905 are now being placed.

 

Double opposed motor in front under the hood

and easily accessible in every part. Transmission case and crank shaft cast in one piece

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY,

  

- Tarrytown, N. Y.

   

 

TRY US FOR

PRESSEII STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them from the nghest Grade ol Cold Rolled Steel under

the most perlect conditions of manutacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivetters, give us unsurpassed

Wherefacilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities.

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER I905 REQUIREMENTS.

Send us your drawings and get our prices.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.,

CASE AVBNUB Ind LAKB STRBBT, CIBVBLANDJM'IIO

 

$3000

SEIIO FOR CATALOGUE.

We Build

Motorcycles too.

A Big, Polcrtul Tourlng Bar that Laughs at Mud and Hills.

E. H. THOMAS MOTOR CO., - 1210 Niagara St., Buttalo.

Members Associatlon of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 
 

THE M. SEWARII 8:. SUN
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURE“. OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

‘ Special map Forgings

r Automobiles

AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

The Best Automobile Motors

  

Automobile Bhainoine Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ELWELL-PARKER ELEOTBIO CO.,

CLEVELAND, O.
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The Old Reliable

WATERLESS

KNOX CARS
FOR 1905.

 

HIGHER IN QUALITY.

LOWER IN PRICE.
  

Superb in Style and Finish.

The Knox 1905 two-cylinder (air-cooled)

machine is as quiet and as smooth working as

any four-cylinder machine, with only half its

complications.

14-16 H. P. Side-door Tonneau, _ - $1900

14-16 I1. P. Convertible Surrey, - 1750

14-16 H. P. folding Front-seat Runabout, 1500

Single Cylinder Folding Front-seat Runabout, 1250

1905 Models will be on exhibition at the

New York and Chicago Automobile Shows.

 

Knox Automobile Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Member Auocintion 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Selling Agents in all Principal Cities.

Waterless Knox Automobiles awarded GRAND

PRIZE at Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

 

 

 

Former Records Fall Before [he

Peerless

At Sacramento. Dec. 4th, Chas. Burman, driving a

2441. P. stripped Peerless touring car, established

the following marks:

10 miles . . . 10 :40

15 miles . . . 16:02 2-5

20 miles . . . 21 :24 2-5

25 miles . . . 26:50

All the intermediate distances, from six miles up

were covered in times considerably less than the

‘ former records. Furthermore, the reports of every

race meet tell oi.’ the establishing of new world's

records by the “Green Dragon."

The Significance of “Green Dra

gon” Records

Is that an engine identical with the one in this

record-breaking car is placed in each 1905 model

5011.1’. Peerless ear. An engine built on similar

lines Is in each of our new 24-11. P. and 35-H. P.

ears.

Write for Information About the

1905 Models
 

Peerless l‘lotor Car Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Ianuiauurers
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Motorists and others WHO KNOW

select

C’beIIlCOIIl W18

. HITE

Those WHO DON’T KNOW,

and are oftimes influenced by

the widely advertised achieve

ments of specially built racing

cars, would do well to look into

the WHITE record for racing

and reliability with stock cars.

The WHITE is a Touring Car

that Tours.

Runs noiselessly without odor or vibration.

  

Unqualifiedly the most reliable

machine built regardless of

motive power or selling price.

WHITE COMPANY,

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

PREMIER
AIR COOLED DIRECT RADIATION

The car for the agent

to handle because it

makes sales. The car

for the driver to buy

because it is pleasing

in appearance, roomy,

light per horse power,

embodying only the

.most up-to-date me

chanicalideasandhigh

est grade of workman

ship.

  

“The Quality Car”—-Built on Experience

and sold on Merit.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

HEALTH FUR YUU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENIIH LlIiK-WEST BADEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor ami Indoor Rioroailons in Plenty—Golf Playing Now.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

  

A"

it
9))[mcmo1umomvous c-|9msviur RAILWAY

'v‘ v

 

 

 
 

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet toiling ull about the wuters and giving list of Hotels and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, sent tree.

FRANK H. REED, CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Gen. Pass. Agt., Chloago. Traffic Man.

 

 

 

 

' Hand Book

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gusolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about Feb, 1st, 1905. The products or the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States at America and the Im

porters o! gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi—

cations. 'I‘hese specifications form a series of the leading questions

that arise in the mind or the purchaser. with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is

obvious. and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the scrvice required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

 

Sent upon receipt oi 6 cents in slumps ior postage.

Association Of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. NO. 7 EAST lan STREET, NEW YORK.
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A bare car on which the purchaser must spend

further time and. money to supply deficiencies of

equipment, is not as attractive as a complete, well

equipped car.

g __ . g Veeder Odometers are properly a part of the

» .a- ' regular equipment. Men want them on their ma

§_<(/.;,¢..Jj;745‘“°"°"“" chines. Our sales and re-orders show that.

Ol-I- 20, 1904- Instead of trying to skin through with as little as

possible in the way of equipment, assume an inexpen

sive liberality and supply Veeder Odometers. An

odometer has a very great interest for the man who

Gentlemen =_ runs his own car, and when it is supplied, it conveys

We take pleasure m stating that we have an impression of considerate forethought on the part

equipped our entire product of STEVENS—DUR- 0f the mam-lfaCturer

YEAS the past year with your Odometers, and have - The COSt 0f supplying Veeder Odometers is pro

"OI had a Single complalm- portionate to the number of cars you sell, and is not

We have found your Odometers entirely satisfac- a heavy fixed Charge.

tory, and accurate. We shall continue to equip our

runabout for the season of 1905 with same.

Very truly Yours, The Veeder Manufacturing 60.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,

AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT.

nu van "on"

I sIlium-000.. I s!

‘Wl-lnu “no ulna-.7“

Veeder Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

26 Sargeant Street, Hartford, Conn.

Makers of C clomatars Odomet T ounterac. c. Hildebrand, Sales Mgr. y an; Hm, “angrmma'n' c

 

\i OUER ‘. PAWS

\1
o
\_
\
Y.

i

P

i“
s

“bulk! Bf. “M!

No other horn enjoys the high

reputation that the VOLIER has

\|O\_\ER '. PRRVS .

earned. The non-corrosive reeds

IOBKLK “f. LUXE

and the chemically cured bulbs
IODELK “l \.\l‘l\

Special Trade

Prices !

have proved such superior features

as to make the VOLIER the

standard for motor car equipment.

We are now making

special quotations to

jobbers who catalog made this year were equipped with

The VOLIBR DRAGON : Double turns not only add to the

VOLIER HORNS- t::";!:;i.‘.“.2.“;'.zr.it .112 first.?.t;%;r.?t.':2rari:a VOLIERS

THE POST & LESTER (10., 36 Sargeant Street, Hartford, Conn.

About 80 per cent. of all the cars
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BUICK

Good Everywhere

Best own Hills.

A sensible car, at a sensible price,

for sensible people.

  

WO—CCU WO—CUU

  

MODEL uC." PRICE, $1200.

GUARANTEED 22 a. n. P.

Correctly Designed, Honestly Constructed,

Complete in Every Detail.

A NEW STANDARD IN AUTOMOBILE VALUES.

_ For further Information address

Pactorleu:

BUICK MOTOR CO.

MICHIGAN. JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

Menmbera Afifioozlation Licen-ed Automobile Manufacturera.
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RO—CDU

  

i ii

Capital (paid in), = $500,000.

OFFICERS.

C. M. BDGOLE. President. DAVID D. BUICK. Secretary.

W. S. BALLDNGEB. Treasurer.

  

DIRECTORS.

w. A. Parnnsos, w. F. s'nzwam‘, w. s. BALLINGER.

.I. n. WRITING. (m0. L. WALKER. c. M. BEGOLE.

w. c. DURANT, P. H. WITHINGTON. n. n. BUICK.

ROI—CCU

THE HOME OF THE BUICK.

The largest automobile plant. in Michigan.

It requires something besides "capital" and “plant” to make automobiles—

that is the reason why Mr. Walter Marr, the recognized expert, who has had over 20

years’ experience in this line, is associated with us as designer and superintendent of

construction.

All communleatlons

regarding Agencies should

be addressed

BUICK MOTOR Co.
JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

Engine Works:

FLINT, MICHIGAN.

\

LOOK FOR U. AT THE NEW YORK Buow.
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BUCK ‘

our New Model

In View of the wonderful popularity of this Car, evidenced by the contracts

already booked, we have decided for the present to abandon all other styles.

_ Model “C " Is the ONLY CAR we will build for the season of l905.

   

DESCRIPTION—Side entrance tonneau with rear seat sufficiently wide to

carry three people comfortably. Extra wide door (hinged in front), having perfect

clearance and giving easy access. Planetary system of transmission. Six steel gears

(no fibre or internal gears), two speeds forward, one reverse. Gear parts run in oil

bath and enclosed in dust-proof case. Divided crank case permitting access to bear

ings without removing engine from ch'assis. Oil reservoir cast in crank case cover.

Square fin continuous coil radiator. Raymond double acting band brake. Tilted steer

ing column. Mechanical force feed multiple oiler. Splitdorf double spark coil.

Clincher tires 30x3% in. Laminated wood dash fastened to hood and entirely sepa

rate from body—permitting removal of body without disconnecting any of the wires or

small tubes. Hood, French type, containing gasoline and water tanks. Gasoline tank

holds 16 gallons, sufficiept for 250 miles. Wheel base, 85 inches. Weight, 1,700 lbs.

Finish, Royal Blue with fine Gold Stripe. Running Gear, Ivory White. Equip

RQMCW

(3

ment, two N0. 17 “Stay-lit” bullet lamps and tail light. Volier born with screen andcable.

A FEW AGENCIES.

ORLANDO WEBER, POWELL AUTOMOBILE CO., MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Chicago 6: Milwaukee. Omaha, Nebraska. Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Agent for States Illinois and Wisconsin. Agent for State of Nebraska. Agent “'estern Michigan.

OHIO MOTOR CO., Cleveland, Ohio. TREMONT GARAGE, PENN. ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.,
Agent lorIStnte of Ohio. 541 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. Philadelphia, Pa.

H. J. KOEHLER AUTO CO.,

Newark, Orange, Hontclalr.

Agent: for Northern New Jersey.

We have on file several hundred applications for Agencies. The more important

points will have our first attention—others in regular order as fast as we can reach them.

i IWV oTo co
WATCH .

TI'IIS LIST

onow. JACKSON, MICHIGAN.

ONE ’1‘llIN(} AT A TINIE ANl) THAT WELL DONE
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Our Claims.

amen

A 4%x5-inch double opposed cylinder engine, developing 22 B. H. P.

A car that will take any hill, “suitable or safe” for automobiling on high speed

gear.

A “car of quality” as well as power—simple in construction—built for wear.

A car that can be operated almost exclusively on high speed gear—range of speed

on high gear 3 to 415 miles per hour.

Our Performance.

At Eagle Rock,Thanksgiving, November 24,1904. The phenomenal record made

by a regular stock model “Buick” taken from the garage of Mr. H. J. Koehler, our

local dealer, at Newark, N. J. The car used in this contest was not specially built

or geared for Hill Climbing or racing, nor was it operated by a professional.

NOTE: -—- Many of the cars in this event were specially built and specially geared and driven by factory expertl.

CARS. PRICE. H.P. TIME.

Pope-Toledo $3500 24 2.15 4-5

BUICK I200 22 2.l8 2'5

Winner in its class over seven competitors In

sensational record-breaking event. Former record

by cars of this price, 4.13%.

Mathewson $5000 24 2.21 4-5

Thomas 3000 40 2.42 4-5

Columbia 4000 30 2.53 4-5

Franklin 1650 10 4.08 3-5

Rambler 1350 16 5251-5

Referring to the above, it will be observed that we are using higher priced cars only

for comparison. We respectfully refer you to official record for performance of

lower priced cars.

DUI VU lvruiU»

JACKSON, l'llCHlOAN,

IF YOU WANT POWER ‘BUY A BUICK
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A Letter.

We

  

NEW YOBK'OFFICE

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY,

52 Broadway.

December 20th, 1904.

JAS. ARTMAN, President,

Cycle & Auto. Trade Journal,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir: The statement made by your Mr. Arnold (writing under the nom de

plume “Hugh Dolnar”) in October, 1904, issue “Cycle & Automobile Trade Journal,”

to the effect that in his presence and with Prony Brake in good order, the “Buick”

two-cylinder 41/2x5-inch Motor developed 22 7-32 H. P. at 924 R. P. M. is generally

discredited. I believe some of our competitors “who need more power and don’t know

how to get it” are very largely responsible for it—at the same time, I think we are both

interested in setting the public right.

The “Journal,” as one of the leading publications devoted to the upbuilding of the

Automobile industry, cannot afford to let the impression prevail that its special corre

spondent is sent out to misrepresent, and I am equally certain that the Buick Company

will not make any claims that cannot be substantiated.

This matter should be taken up promptly and vigorously. What have you to sug

gest? Wire fully, my expense.

Respectfully yours,

W. C. DURANT,

for Buick Motor Co.

W111 Meet You at the Philadelphia Show.

  

xO—Cw
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The Reply.

 

OFFICE

CYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE TRADE JOURNAL.

Philadelphia, Dec. 20th, 1904.

BUICK MOTOR CO.,

52 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Gentlemen: It is not usual for Journals of “standing” and “character” to take

notice of rumors or through their editorial columns discuss the relative merits of com

peting lines. As this is a case involving our “veracity” and “intent,” we are most de

cidedly interested, and not only thank you for bringing the matter to our attention, but

will be pleased to co-operate with you in proving our absolute good faith.

We are not surprised that the statement to the effect that your Messrs. Buick and

Marr have succeeded in producing a 41/2-x5-inch two-cylinder engine of 22 B. H. P. cre

ated a sensation, as it is certainly very much in excess of power usually developed by

engines of this size. ,

We made the statement as a news item of interest to all makers and users of Auto

mobiles. We considered it worthy of special notice and attention, as we thoroughly

believed that Mr. Arnold’s figures were correct, knowing him to be a man of great abil

ity and experience in mechanical matters. It will not be difficult to verify Mr. Arnold’s

statement, and, as he is in Michigan, we have instructed him to visit your factory at Flint

again, and prove his figures, so that there can be absolutely no doubt about them.

Respectfully,

CYCLE & AUTOMOBILE TRADE JOURNAL,

JAMES ARTMAN, Editor.

SOMETHING DOING LATER—BUICK MOTOR CO.

  

7:oc:w
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EMECK

BUICK = BUICK = BUICK

BUICK} = BUICK

BUICK

P MORE/POWER, MORE SPEED,

5 MORE ROOl‘l AND STYLE.

I

c

LESS VIBRATION. LESS NOISE.

LESS WEIGHT PER H; P.

‘

than any Car for the money

In the market.

BUICK CO.
..3.ZZ§'J."F.“. .. $31.11... ~

JACKSON, MICHIGAN,

WE WANT GOOD AGENTS, NOT LARGE ORDERS.

WO—C'UJ
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iifiricw

UiQK

We are very young yet, but quite proud of our start.

Don't forget the name "Buick."

The fact that so many good people want us is certainly

a compliment.

Don’t forget the name “Buick.”

We conclude that our friends believe in us and in our

' ability to “make good ”— we will try not to dis

appoint them.

“ Don't forget the name “Buick.”

BUiCié iiiOTOQ CO.

JACKSON, l‘ilCHlGAN.

Our Motto :

l ' SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS."

LOOK FOR US AT T'HE CHICAGO SHOW¢

 

QMCGIJ

rev-1

f.\
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The current issue of THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE contains a thorough description

of our 1905 models, and other items of general interest. A copy will be sent, free. on

request. '

THQMRS B. JEFFERY 8: QGMPHNY,

Main Office and Factory, KENOSHH, WISGONSIN.

  



THE MOTOR WORLD.

A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

ENCOURAGING CLOSED CARS

Electric Vehicle Co. Greatly Enlarge: Its Line

of Bodies—The Prices That Apply.

It already is quite plain that development

in body construction, which carries with it

develOpment in the closed type of cars, is to

be one of the features of the new year.

The disclosures this week of the 1905 line

of the Electric Vehicle Co. shows this trend

very clearly. Those luxurious forms of closed

bodies that have long marked their electric

productions will no longer be limited to that

Instead the big Hartford

concern will regularly oiTer five choices of

body with their new four cylinder 40 here

power Columbia, and will also build special

designs to order. The standard body will

be, of course, of the side entrance tonneau

type, and so fitted the car will list at $4,000,

the“ same price at which their 30-35 horse

power car was catalogued this year. The

royal victoria, the straight front landaulet,

extension front landaulet and limousine are

the other bodies that will be oiTered.

The new 16 horsepower Columbia, with two

cylinder vertical engine, will be priced at

$1,750, and the 12-14 double opposed car,

which this year sold for $1,750, has been re

duced to $1,500.

In electrics the Electric Vehicle 00. will

market one new model, the Victoria phaeton,

as it is styled, at $1,350; the runabout, which

this year listed at $850, has been advanced

to $000.

class of vehicle.

Mitchell Adds to Capital.

Amended articles of incorporation were

filed with the Wisconsin Secretary of State

last week by W. T. Lewis, president, and

V. G. Rogers, secretary, of the Mitchell Mo

tor Car Co., of Racine. Under these the

capital of the concern is increased from $300,

000 to $500,000. Tie new capital is to be

used for the purpose (A increasing the busi

ness of the company. Additional factory

buildings will be erected early in the spring.

The number of men will be increased, and

the work of building the new Mitchell models

rushed.

Volume IX. New York, U. S. A., Thursday, December 22, I904.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

Second Dividend for Conrad Creditors.

The final meeting of the creditors of the

bankrupt Conrad Motor Carriage Co., Buf

falo, N. Y.,' will be held in that city on the

with inst. The trustee has a cash balance

of $3,625.42 on hand, out of which a second

and final dividend will he declared. The dis

puted claim of the Pennsylvania Electric Ve

hicle Co. will also come up for settlement,

and a date by set for auctioning the remain

ing effects of the bankrupt, which consist

chiefly of accounts receivable, records, etc.

Pegasus Charges Misrepresentation.

Two Chicago automobile concerns are in

volved in litigation in the Superior Court of

that city through the action of the Pegasus

Automobile Company. It seeks to regain

$6,000 worth of material which it asserts was

conveyed to the Royal Automobile Company

by misrepresentation.

Duerr Will Change Name.

On December 31 the firm of Duerr, Ward

Co., Broadway and Fifty-eighth street,

New York, will cease to exist, C. A. Duerr

& Co., Inc., taking its place. The change is

one of name only, C. A. Duerr having pur

chased the interest of his partner, Ward,

some months rig).

Medal for Rollin White.

Rollin H. White, the designer of the White

steamer, was among those honored by the

St. Louis Exposition because of the merit of

their inventions. He was awarded a gold

medal. The car itself, as will be recalled,

was given a grand prize.

 

Prices of The Pope-Toledo.

For 1905 the Pope-Toledo will be marketed

in three models, 20 horsepower (front en

trance), at $2,800 and 80 and 45 horsepower,

both with side entrances, at $3,500 and $6,000,

respectively. The 50 horsepower “Pullman”

will be built to order only.

 

"Something Doing" in Eiyria.

The presence of Charles M. Schwab, the

steel magnate, in'Elyria. Ohio, is reported

this week. He is in conference with A. L.

Gal-ford, the head of the Federal Mann

facturing Co.

ENFORCING FIRE REGULATIONS

New York Authorities Inspecting Garages and

Strictly Applying Laws Concerning Gasolene..

“Garage owners must hereafter obey the

law—the spirit of the law as Well as the let

ter. The regulations regarding the storage

and sale of gasolene, which the automobile

dealers themselves helped to frame, will be

strictly enforced from now on."

This is the dictum of Fire Commissioner

Hayes, as delivered by George E. Murray.

superintendent of the Bureau of Combusti

bles, New York Fire Department. Mr. Mur

ray was seeu on Tuesday at his office in the

Fire Headquarters Building, in West Sixty

seventh street. He had a copy of the Motor

World before him when he spoke.

“I hope the Motor World will lay particular

stress on the fact that no heating stoves or

furnaces will be allowed in garages," be con

tinued. “In future all heat, or steam used

for heating, must come from outside the

building. If stoves or furnaces were used

for heating garages there would always be

danger of fire. and their use is absolutely

prohibited for that rcason. There would

always be danger in the daytime, and at

nith there would be even more likelihood

of a fire, as no watchmen are employed at

many of the places. Even where there is a

watchman, one man could do very little tow

ard saving property if a tire should break

out and it got beyond his control.

“It is my opinion that the fire which de

stroyed the garage of the Standard Automo

bile Co. was caused by the heating furnace,

which stood at the back of the building, as

there was no basement there. Gasolene vapor

travels in a ‘thread,’ which varies in size from

a hair to about the thickness of a lead pencil.

The wagon which was delivering gaso

lene there just before the fire started had a

valve which was much higher than the bot

tom doors of the heating furnace. I think

the driver of the wagon made a faulty con

nection between the feed pipe of the storage

tank and the valve of his wagon, and that it

was a gasolene ‘thread’ from his wagon that

caught fire from coals in the bottom of the
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furnace. It is to prevent anything of that

kind from happening that the Fire Commis

sioner refuses to permit heating stoves or

furnaces to be used in garages in the future.

"So fur us explosions ure concerned. there

were none at all on the ground floor of the

Standard building except from heated tires,"

said Mr. Murray in response to a leading

question. "There were two explosions on

the upper floor, and they were of sufficient

force to turn the heavy automobiles com

pletely over. The two machines which were

damaged by thc explosions had their tanks

closcd by caps which did not allow the vapor

to escape. The caps on the tanks on the

ground flood bud vents which allowed the

vapor to get out, and it was burned just as

at strong gas would be, and there were no ex

plosions on that account."

Mr. Murray then threw some further light

on the intentions of the Fire Department.

“.\'0 license for the storage of gusoicne will

hereafter be granted where the ‘dny popula

tion' of the building above the garage is one

hundred people or more," he said. “In cases

where a license has been granted, and it is

found that such conditions exist, the license

will be revoked. Above the garage of the

Michelin Tire co, whose license was revoked

last week, it was fottud that 250 people were

employed on the several floors. Of this num

ber 140 were women and girls. There are only

two elevators in the building, and they will

carry but four persons and the elevator man

at :1 time. The stairwuys are very narrow,

and if the people employed above the garage

were to try to get out in cnse of a tire many

of them would surely be injured. If they

could be stood in line and marched out as

school children in fire drills it would take at

least ten minutes to empty the building.

\Inen these facts were brought to the Com

missioner's attention iic revoked the license

at oncc."

Whiic the Fire Marshal has not made his

official lcport of the invcstigation he has

been conducting into the cause of the fire in

the Standard Automobile (‘0. garage, it seems

very likely that the opinion of Superintendent

Murray as to the iirc’s origin is the correct

one. In the published reports of the fire the

Motor “'orld was the only publication which

told of the heating furnace in the rear of the

building, and which now seems to be re

garded as the cause of the blaze.

The regulations adopted by the Municipal

Explosivcs Commission of the City of New

York for the storngc of gnsolcne in "automo

biic storugc stations.“ and which will now be

enforced to thc icltcr, :rrc as follows:

Section 38. in automobile storage stations

the storage of naphtha tgnsolcne) shall be by

one of the following methods only:

in) In an iron or stch tank of design and

construction as approved by the Fire Com

missioner. said tank to bc Imricd undcrgound

with tho top of toast two t‘cct bcnctllh the sur

face, and thc maximum amount storcd there

in slmll not cxcccd two hnndrcd and seventy

tivc gallons: not more than one tank shall be

porutittod upon the same premises,

(bl In approved sealed metal cans, to a

maximum amount not exceeding fifty gallons.

Sec. 30. No sale of nuphthas shall be made

in automobile storage stations excepting in

the transaction of their regular business in

the way of filling the tnttks of automobiles,

and no sale of thcse products in cans shall

be made in such stations in less amount than

the entire. contents of an original, settled and

unbroken package.

Sec. 40. Immediater upon receipt of naph

thas in such stations the same, unless con

tilincd in cans, shall be transferred to the

storngc tank in such manner as to prevent

the leakage or dripping of the liquid after the

connccting piic is rcmovcd.

Sec. 411. .\'o nutomobilc storage station shall

receive a permit for the storage, sale or use

of nnphthas where the following precaution

nry regulations nrc not observed:

in) Sand shall~ be kept in buckets fit and

available for absorbing waste oil that might

fall upon the floor, and such sand when sutu

rutcd shrill bc rcmovcd to a safe place and

burncd free front the oils. The use of saw

dust for this purpose is strictly prohibited.

(Iii No naphtha shall bc put into or taken

out of an automobile within fifty feet of an

opcn tire, nor until lamps or other apparatus

intended to be carried upon the vehicle for

illuminating purposes or as pilot lights have

been extinguished.

(c) In no cnsc shull naphtha be allowed to

run upon the floor or to full or ans into the

druinnge system of the premises.

((1) Nuphthu shall not be carried in open

vcsscls about the prcmiscs; if it is neces

sary to convoy naphtha it must be done in

approved closcd can or cans with an auto

matic closing device which shall effectually

close sauna and of the capacity most closely

adapted for filling the machine, but not ex

cceding live gallons.

(e) If it is neccssury to empty the tanks of

ntltoillobiles, it shall only be done with the

utmost precautions against tire, and the fluid

must be returned directly to the approved can

or cans with the automatic closing device

which shall effectually close same.

(f) Buildings of this character shall be

lighted only by incloscd electric light.

Sleuth at Paris for Licensed Makers.

Although for smite reason his identity is

shrouded in 'sccrccy, and nothing was said

of his dc|mrturc. it is stated that the Asso

ciation of l.iccnscd Atltolllobilc Manufactur

crs had an export enginccr nosing around

and inking notcs at the Paris show. The

idea of the association is to prcscnt a first

lntnd rcport of the show to all its members.

The expert will, of course. reduce his ob

servations to writing and accompany them

with sketches of such subjects as he be

licvcs will inlcrcst the manufacturers con

crrncd. Later the report yvill be read and

tllscllsst'tl by the superintendent of the Su

perintendents and Enginccrs‘ branch of the

association, which. it is said, conceived the

idea of having a man on the ground in Paris.

Minneapolis Has a Broadway.

Minneapolis, Minn., business men have or

ganized the Broadway Automobile Co. and

elected these officers: F. A. Wing, president;

W. G. Kort-is, vice-president; O. L. Roy, sec

retary; Edward W. Herald, treasurer. The

trustees are C. L. Roy, W. G. Norris. H. B.

iinlinm, Joseph W. Parker and F. A. Wing.

The concern will locate in a new brick build

ing, which is now erecting at the northeast

corner of Madison avenue and Broadway.

The compuin will occupy nearly all the

ground flour. and will have storage room for

about seventy-five curs, besides an ample re

pair shop.

Prcsidcnt Wing has retttrned from a trip

to Cleveland and Detroit, where be arranged

to handle the Winton and Cadillac lines.

Negro; Cigar; Then Fire Engines.

Tire garage of the Mississippi Valley Auto

mobile Company, St. Louis, narrowly es

caped destruction on Sunday evening last.

Apparently the “not smoking" rule is not

vigorously enforced, and It is stated that the

dunnige that resulted was caused by the ac~

tion of a negro helper in lighting a cigar

and throwing the match. on the floor beside

a two-gallon can of gasolene. In the tire

that resulted the negro was the worst suf~

ferer. He was badly injured, but all save

two of the automobiles on the ground were

removed in safety. These two sustained

damage to the extent of $900, while the in

terior of the garage was also slightly dam

aged. '

 

 

Buick in the Biggest Garage.

Frank D. Strannhun, proprietor of the Tre

mont Garage, is the lucky man in Boston.

Mass, to secure the Buick agency. It is not

generally known that this is claimed to be

the inrgcst garage in the world. It occupies

the old Cycioruma Building, at No. 541 Tre

mont street. which has 40,000 square feet of

space on the ground floor and 150 feet in the

arena. It will accommodate 1,000 cars.

There are fourteen pits in the floor.

 

Increase in Scranton Trade.

A number of well known Scranton (Pa.)

business men have organized the Scranton

Garage & Motor Car CO., with a capital of

$25,000, and will apply for a charter. One

or more lines of cars will be sold, and 8. gar

age business conducted. Temporary quar

tcl's will be secured, and in the mean time a

location will be secured and a building espe—

cially designed for garage purposes erected.

 

Banker’s Order for Pierces.

Bricf as was the visit of A. L. Banker, of

the Banker Bros. CO., Pittsburg, to Buffalo

lust week, it resulted in the booking of a

$100,000 order. The George N. Pierce Co.

was the recipient of the order, which was for

25 Great Arrow cars. Five of these were

the snooo and 10 each of the $4,000 and

$3,500 models.
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LEGAL LIGHT ON REMINGTON

Litigation Brings Out Woes of Doing Business

on Small Capital—An Unique Sales Record.

Although the property of the defunct Rem

ington Automobile and Motor Company of

Utica, N. Y., has been sold, the liability of

the stockholders for the unpaid portion of

their stock still furnishes litigation for the

courts. vAt Utica last week an array of legal

talent was present to argue the matter before

Judge Ray. Evidence was being taken in

the proceedings brought by L. N. Soutbworth,

trustee in bankruptcy, to compel certain of

the stockholders to pay a balance of 70 per

cent. claimed to be due on their stock.

The testimony brought out related largely

to the early history of the concern and of its

predecessor, the Iiion Automobile & Vehicle

Company, of Iiion, N. Y. S.'C. Burch, of

Iiion, who was a member of the firm known

as the Iiion Automobile and Vehicle Co.,

which sold out to the Remington Co., testi

fied that he kept the books of the concern for

some time. He was the holder of 66 shares

in the Remington Co. In the course of his

testimony he said that the Iiion company

turned its assets over to the Remington corn

pany, receiving stock in the latter as pay—

ment therefor. When questioned, he said

that when the transfer was made, the Iiion

company had no outstanding accounts and no

debts, and had sold no motors. Attorney

De Angelis endeavored to find out what the

Iiion company did have, but without much

success.

It was stated that the Iiion company re

ceived $52,000 in stock for whatever it was

that it transferred to the new Remington

company.

James S. Holmes, Jr., former general man

ager of the Remington Co., in the course of

his testimony, said:

"The committee of the Utlca Chamber of

Commerce decided that it would be most ad

vantageous to the company if Mr. Schmidt

and I were to come here. I had been receiv

ing $3,000 a year at Iiion, but under the cir

cumstances I agreed to come here for $1,500.

Mr. Schmidt did not come. Mr. Van Sickle

came in his place. Just before coming here

the company in Iiion was principally engaged

in trying to get mpney. We had but one order

that i can remember of. We had only such

funds as capitalists in lllon had put up. As

to credit, we were able to buy locally oil,

coal. etc. We did not attempt to buy stock.

We were gradually getting further into debt.

At the time the Chamber of Commerce came

down to our relief we had negotiated with

other parties for funds, but it was our belief

that we had either to accept the offer of the

Chamber of Commerce or fall. We had at

tempted unsuccessfully to make arrange

ments for funds. Stock in the company was

sold locally for $25 a share, or 25 cents on the

dollar.

outside,"

We had been unable to sell the stock I

The testimony was principally to the effect

that the agreement entered into between the

Chamber of Commerce and the Remington

Co., whereby the latter located in Utica, was

made in good faith; that, as a matter of fact,

it was carried out with such changes or ub

stltutions as were subsequently agreed upon;

that the company was satisfied with the man

ner in which the chamber discharged its obli

gations, and that the stock was in reality

well paid for. ‘

The Week's Incorporations.

Boston, Mass—Eastern Motor Vehicle Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $50,000 capi

tal. Officers—Charles'G. McClntchen, Frank

W. Richards, treasurer.

Portland, life—Constant Spark Plug Co., -

under Maine laws, with $50,000 capital, $500

paid in. Officers and corporators—H. L.

Cram, president, and Charles H. Weston,

treasurer.

Middletown, (‘onn.—-Hubbard Motor Co.,

under Connecticut laws, with $100,000 capi

tal; to begin business with $50,200. Cor

porators—II. W. Hubbard, John '1‘. Eugenian

and ltobcrt II. llownes.

Chicago, Ill.—(.‘ommcrcinl Automobile Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to

manufacture motor vehicles. Corporators—

Paul Carpenter, Albert G. Miller and Albert

C. Howard.

Garwood, N. J.—Motor Construction Com

pany, under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—Henri G. Chatain,

Gustavus '1‘. Kirby, P. C. Midgley and Wil

liam B. Elliot.

St. Louis, Mo.——Park Automobile Co., under

Missouri laws, with $10,000 capital, one-half

paid in; to do a general automobile business.

Corporators—A. '1‘. Primm, jr., and Charles

E. L. Thomas.

Columbus, Ohio—The Cnrtin-Williams Au

~ tomobile Co., under Ohio laws, with $5,000

capital; to do an automobile manufacturing

business. Corporators—T. E. Curtln, Roy 0.

Williams, Frederick Wardlow, _Alfred A.

Williams and Charles Wardlow.

St. Louis, Mo.-South Side Antotmobile Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $5,000 capital, full

paid; to manufacture and deal in automo

biles. Shareholders—William R. Orthwein,

Newman Samuel, Louis A. IIocrr and John

iIocrr, jr.

Jackson, Flaw-The East Coast Automobile

Co., under Florida laws, with $10,000 capital;

to conduct a general wholesale and retail

business in automobiles, motor boats and ma

rine engines. (‘orporators—I‘. L. Sutherland,

Guy R. Champlain, E. A. Groover, A. D.

(‘ovingtpn and A. S. Hubbard.

 

Geisel Prepares for Enlargement

The Geiscl Automobile Co., Springfield,

Mass, have been-im-orporatcd, under the

laws of Massachusetts, with $35,000 capital.

They have taken the agency for the Winton.

and Cadillac, and in the spring intend to

build what will be one of the largest auto

mobile stations in New England.

FACTORY VISITS FASHIONABLE

 

Practice of Showing Customers Processes of Man

ufacture a Growing One—Its Effect on Sales.

“Buyers of cars are getting the 'factory

fever' in a pronounced form,” said at local

tradesman to a Motor World representative

one day this week. “if it goes much fur

ther it will soon be impossible to sell a car

except ‘subject to inspection and approval

of the factory.

“It works something like this,” he contin

ued, in a half disgusted tone: "A man came

in the store this morning and asked to be

shown a car. He proved to be really inter

. ested in the car, listened intelligently to all

I had to say, and I began to think that I

was going to book his order then and there.

But Just as I was patting myself on the

back and getting ready to take down his

specifications he took the wind out of my

sails by saying:

“ ‘I like your car very well, indeed, and be—

fore I decide I shall give it serious consid

eration. But I have an engagement to go to

the Blank factory to-morrow—travelllng by

car, if the weather is good, or by train if it

storms—and make a tour of inspection there.

They are very anxious to have me go

through it, and I have several friends who

have done so. Now, I suppose you would

have no objection to my doing the same with

your factory? I should not care to place my

order unless I had first seen something of

the methods and processes in vogue there.

You see, I should feel so nmch more com

fortable and satisfied after making an ex

_ amination of this kind.’

“Of course, there was but one thing to do,

and that was to say yes. I told him that We

should be glad to show him through our fac~

torv. as we were not afraid to have it known

what was being done there. He said that he

would see me again, and make an en

gagement, and with that understanding we

parted.

“How do I like it? Oh, I don't mind so

very much. Of course, it delays a sale and

adds something to the difficulty of making

it; besides, our factory is nothing like as

large as the one he is going to inspect be

fore onrs, and that may hurt us. But if he

has intelligence enough to disassoclate quan

tity from quality, and to note the care with

which we build, the quality of the material

we use and the admirable system of manu

facture, his decision can scarcely be any- ‘

thing but favorable to us."

 

Four More Get Show Space.

The space on the stage in the concert hall

of Madison Square Garden, which was not

allotted by the Motor & Accessory Mann

factm-ers when they apportioned their share

of show space, has been given to the Hess

Bright Co., Philadelphia, the Wheeler Manu

facturing (‘0., Detroit, and the Autocar

Equipment Co., Chicago. The space vacated

by (7. A. Mctzger has been awarded to the

Consolidated Manufacturing 00., Toledo.
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Carburelters to the Fore.

As usual, the first bona tide and informing

report of the Paris show comes from the well

versed correspondent of the Motor World.

His report, published in another column,

shows his excellent grasp of the situation,

and in the fewest words points out quite

plainly the trend of foreign trade.

It is evident that the day of sensational

developments has passed. and that the im

provement of automobiles is proceeding on

certain well defined lines, all making for in

creased efficiency; indeed, increased efficiency

may be reckoned the keynote of the Paris

show, and this, as always, is obtained by at

tention to and improvement of details.

It is not strange) that attention to the car

buretting systems has been one of the chief

factors in achieving results. The carburetter

may be said to be the only. or at any rate

the principal, vital part of the automobile

that has not received its full mood of notice

That it finally has

come or is coming “into its own" is a sign

and improving care.

of much promise.

If sensations arc in store, of which, how

ever, there is no indication, wc bclicvc they

will dchlop in the form of cairlmrctters.

There is small doubt but that the fluctua

tions in the horsepower of engines of simi

lar dimensions are due almost wholly to

differences In curburetting.

too long prevailed that increase of efficiency

and power, which are largely the same thing,

is to be had only by the employment of

larger motors, which carry with thcm in

crease of bulk and weight and strains in

many parts. Ultimately

that it will be shown that the some results.

or better, and without increase of bulk or

weight, are possible by improved means of

carbm'ctting. From this distance, the promi

nence of carburetters at the Paris show

“'0 are sanguine

stands out clearcut and well defined, and

holds hope of efficiency of the sort that is

appreciated not less by makers than by

users.

 

Visits to the Factories.

How quickly a new fashion “catches on"

is shown by the growing popularity of the

The

practice itself is not new; prospective pur

practice of making factory inspections.

chasers have journeyed to factories and ex

amined the processes in vogue there to their

own satisfaction and with the entire up

proval of the makers. But the custom was

little observed! and then only incidentally.

The representative of a maker might com

mcnt favorably on a desire expressed to in

spcct a factory, or even extend an off

hand invitation to do so.

ments or invitations were purely casual and

rarely resulted in a visit being actually made.

But such com

The present movement is a totally dilferent

one. It was conceived originally as a shrewd

scheme to clinch sales that were or seemed

to be doubtful, or which for any cause could

not be closed. In its ideal form, the plan

is to drive the customer to the factory and

conduct him through the latter for the pur

pose of enlightening him on the subject of.

motor car construction and making it per

fectly clear that a well organized and finely

equipped plant is ,absoluteiy necessary for

the construction of an np-to-dute car. “Let

me drive you up to the factory some day

soon and show you our improved processes

of manufacture." the invitation would tre

qnently be couched. "By so doing you can

obtain a splendid demonstration of our car

The idea has ,

and thcn see how we make It.” To some

customers a proposition of this sort appeals

with grcnt force, and it is not astonishing

that many such runs have been made, es

pecially before the approach of winter, with

its cold and snows, robbed them of the

greater part of their attractiveness. But It

did not stop even there. When the drive by

motor our heroine unpleasant, there still re

mained the railroad train as a swift vehicle,

capable of bridging the distance between

It presented the addi

tional advantage of increasing the radius

town and factory.

of action and bringing factories hundreds of

miles away within the scope of operations.

The drive in the car under consideration was

cut out entirely, of course; but there re

mained the run through the factory, which

to the intelligent non-mechanical visitor was

certain to be an eye-opening process, and to

the man of mechanical knowledge was a

joyous journey.

Here and there will be found tradesmen

who do not believe in encouraging this move

ment. It may be owing to their not feeling

satisfied that their factories will make a fa

vorable impression on visitors, whether be

cause of the small size, imperfect facilities

or backward stage of the product, or because

they do not wish to be bothered with visitors

or they fear that sales will be delayed. All

of these reasons have their influence, but the

more clear sighted tradesmen welcome the

visits and even make special efforts to at

tract them.

When spring comes and the selling season

opens in earnest, the practice is not likely

Buyers

will be too impatient to visit factories, to say

nothing of having looked over the field and

made up their minds.

to be followed to any great extent.

 

Lack of Holiday Trade.

Perhaps the dullest week since last winter

in local trade circles has been the present

one. The heavy downfall of snow has put

the finishing touches to a period when buy

ers are disposed to hold 011', in view of the

nearby shows, and the result has been al

most total stagnation in. practically every

store in the city. In all probability the same

condition has prevailed in most cities and

towns throughout the country. Seemingly.

no efiort was made to secure business; deal

crs reasoned that no one was disposed to

buy, and that it would be a waste of time

to take any steps to effect sales.

The unanimity with which a cold shoulder

has been turned to the Christmas time, and
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theholiday buying throng ignored is noth

ing short of remarkable. It is almost as if

these did not exist. Asked if there had been

any Christmas buying, must dealers smiled

pityingly and said no; some of them added

that people were not likely to buy automo

biles for Christmas presents, as they were

too costly. Nor had any effort been made

to call automobile accessories—lamps, horns,

baskets, etc.—to the attention of people who

might be looking for suitable articles for

Christmas presents.

There is scarcely any need to say that this

Is all wrong. The merchant instinct that

should actuate automobile dealers and im

pel them to seek means of extending sales is

strangely dormant, or this indifference would

not hold sway. No other class of retailer

permits Christmas to pass without seeking to

obtain his fair share of trade. Those who

deal in the cheaper classes of merchandise

are the most active, of course. To them

come the bulk of buyers, and they can count

with reason on an enormous output. But

bigger and more costly goods are by no

means neglected. The makers of sewing

machines, of pianos, of horses and carriages,

of boats and launches. of guns and a dozen

other useful but relatively high priced ar

ticles resolutely set themselves the task of

capturing their quota of the holiday trade;

and the retailers of such goods bid for the

trade just as eagerly, adroitly and systemat

lcally as do their fellow retailers whose

wares happen to suit humbler purses. And,

as we all know, they obtain a very fair

measure of success.

Tlieer is not the slightest doubt that auto

mbbile dealers could meet with similar suc‘

cess by deserving it. If they bid for trade

of this character, conducted a regular and

intelligent advertising campaign, attracted

people to their stores, having first dressed

the latter attractively and fittingly, there

cannot be the slightest doubt that a respecta

ble number of sales of cars would be made;

while accessory sales would far exceed them

in volume.

About Deliveries.

A mixture of the bitter and sweet is con

tained in a recent decision of a Paris court.

That the automobile industry has reached a

stage where the processes of production can

be predicated with a reasonable degree of ac

curacy and certainty, and that. therefore,

promises can and should be fulfilled, is the

court‘s contention, as put forth in these

words: I

II

‘J

“In consequence of the progress made for

some years in construction of automobiles,

builders sometimes for the purpose of not

losing an order make engagements which

they are unable to fill in the stipulated time.

'In such cases they must be liable to dam

ages."

The dictum was called forth by a suit

brought to recover for the non-delivery of an

automobile as agreed. The court found for

the plaintiff and awarded him damages in

the sum of $300.

While directly affecting only the French in

dustry, the decision is of interest in this coun

try. There are always two sides to a con

tract, and the one that has been most promi

nent heretofore is that which bound the pur

chaser and left the seller to all intents and

purposes free. The former usually paid a

percentage of the list price when he placed

his order; in past years he frequently had to

pay a premium or bonus as well. If he re

ceived delivery anywhere near the specified

time he was content, while long delays were

accepted philosophically as being a part of

the game. -

There can be no manner of doubt that this

stage is passing—has almost passed, in fact.

Prompt deliveries form the keystone of the

arch of success, and no maker can hereafter

afford to be ‘dilatory in filling his contracts.

Even more effective than a court decision in

spurring him on will be the force of compe

tition, the absolute necessity of taking ad

vantage of the prevailing trade winds and

obtaining every possible advantage. The pen

alty will be the 1085 of business, and that no

maker can afford to risk.

  

Side Entrances and Baskets.

With the appearance of the side entrance

car has arisen the necessity for a change in

the design of the wicker baskets which are

an almost indispensable adjunct of all tour

ing cars. These \vere fastened to the side

of the tonneau body,

room between the front and tonneau seats

for a basket long enough to hold almost

anything the passengers desired to put there.

Taking advantage of the almost uniform de-,

there being ample

sign of touring car bodies, basket makers

produced a few standard patterns, each of

which fitted a number of; well known cars.

With the sudden displacement of the ton

neau by the side entrance type, at least as

the leading 1905 model, has arisen the neces

sity for either abandoning the basket and

providing other means for carrying impedi

GOMING EVENTS.

Jan. 11-15—New York, Importers' Show.

Herald Square Exhibition Hall.

Jan. 13—New York, Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers, annual meeting, Hotel Astor.

Jan. 14-21—New York, National. Show,

Madison Square Garden.

Jan. 16—New York, American Automobile

Association, annual meeting and election.

Jan. 19—New York, Superintendents’ and

Engineers‘ Branch of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, meeting.

Jan. 20—New York, National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, smoker.

Jan. 21-—-New York, National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers, annual meeting.

Jan. {ll—New York, Automobile Club of

America, annual banquet, Astor Gallery,

Waldorf-Atoria.

Jan. 23-28—Ormond-Daytona,

annual speed carnival.

Jan. 23-28—Philadelphia, Automobile Show.

Feb. 4-11—Chicago, National Show, Coli‘

scum.

Feb. 13-18—Detroit, Automobile Show.

Feb. 20-25—Cleveland, Automobile Show.

Gray’s Armory.

Feb. 27-March 4'—Toronto,

Show.

March 6-11—Bufi’alo,

Convention Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Mechanics’ Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Symphony Hall.

March 27-April 5—Washington, Automobile

Show.

 

Fla., third

Automobile

Automobile Show,

Automobile Show,

Importers’ Show,

 
 

menta, or of changing the designs of bas

kets and adapting them to be attached to

the rear of the body which, of course, has

no door to interfere with its disposal. A

third course is to attach a small basket to

the side of the body, having it short enough

to extend only to the side door. Where the

car has a generous wheel base this plan

will be frequently followed, for we have be

come accustomed to the appearance of side

baskets and, almost unconsciously, resent

any change from them to rear ones.

At the same time, it is already apparent

that the rear basket will be extensively used.

Basket makers have been quick to notice

the change in body construction, and some

of them have already brought out baskets

designed to be attached to the rear of the

car. They will look a trifle odd at first,

and, of course, only one basket can be titted,

in place of the two side baskets now used.

But it will only be a short time before the

newness of the rearbasket will wear on,

and there is no reason why the size of them

slimlld not be increased so they will hold as

much as two side baskets.
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POINTS FROM PARIS

While Show Contributes Nothing Radically New

Much Refinement of Detail is Apparent—

Carburetter Improvement Conspicuous.

 

Paris, Dec. 9.—'l‘he seventh annual Paris

show, or, to give it the official title, l'Exposi

tion Internationale de l’Automobile du Cycle

et des Sports, was officially opened this morn

ing by President Loubet, accompanied by his

staff and a long train of officers, Deputies,

Senators, officials and journalists. who pa

raded the gangways and obtained a general

impression of the show’s appearance. At

the moment the chief magistrate entered the

Grand Palais the notes of “The Marseillalse"

gave the signal for the cessation of the din

of hammering, which, until that moment,

had been ringing round the galleries. So far

as the main hall was concerned, the stands

were nearly complete, and only needed a few

touches to put everythig in perfect order, but

around the galleries there is still much to be

done before the stands can be regarded as

completely finished.

OPENED BY THE PRESIDENT.

As President Loubet made his official prom

enade, chatting with the officials and occu

sionally stopping to compliment an exhibitor,

he certainly must have been strongly im

pressed, as every non-technical visitor will

be, with the wonderfully artistic setting in

which it is possible to diplay the severe

mechanical lines of an automobile. Every

year it is the aim of the organizing commit

tee, and of exhibitors themselves, to give a

note 0f originality to the exhibition. How

ever good a thing may have been in the past

it has to give way to something newer and

more striking, as well as more artistic, and

it must he confessed that all concerned have

succeeded in making the exhibition far more

attractive and wonderful than in previous

years. The one central idea in organizing the

show is to make it the rendezvous of Paris.

Outside the Grand Palais the long lines of

Corinthian columns and architrnvcs are

picked out in festoons of electric lights, and

along each side of the wide avenue are great

1 illars supporting multitudes of lamps, while

in the centre is a lighthouse that at night

time wlll send a beam of light to all quarters

of the city. Inside the magnificent building

a vast half globe is suspended from the glass

roof, covered with electric lights, and from

this are hung long interminable lines of in

candescent lamps. On the stands we find an

almost endless variety of novel designs, from

a wrought iron lighthouse to festoons 0f arti

ficial flowers. each concealing an electric

lamp. vWhen the current is switched on, the

whole of the palace, inside and out, is in a

blaze of light, forming one of the most brill

iant and artistic effects that we have seen

at any show of this kind. Altogether, about

two hundred thousand lamp are employed

in the decoration.

Notwithstanding the mass of design, the

decorations are arranged in such a way that

they in no manner interfere with the perspec

tive of the long lines of stands from one end

of the huge building to the other.

The trouble that was threatened last year

through the organizers being unable to find

sufficient accommodation for all the exhibi

tors has compelled them to provide extra

space. and the heavier parts of the exhibits,

such as machine tools, stationary engines,

motor boats, motor balloons and the like, have

been relegated to the Horticultural Palace, on

the banks of the Seine, within two minutes'

walk of the Grand Paints. In this way near

ly all the firms have been able to secure

space, although none of them have obtained

what they wanted, and a maker deems him

self very fortunate if he can exhibit a chassis

and three or four cars._

FOREIGN EXHIBITS FEW.

While great stress is laid upon the fact

that the annual Paris show is international,

it must be admitted that the foreign element

is not so strong as might have been expected.

in view of the continued progress of the auto

mobile industry in other countries. So far

us Great Britnin is concerned, this may be

partly attributed to an alleged sense of pa

triotism which induces the makers of Eng

land to patronize their own shows and save

themselves the trouble and expense of send

ing over vehicles to be shown in competition

with the French. The only British firms ex

hibiting are the Hozier Engineering Co., of

Glasgow, who had the distinction this year

of paying a dividend of 50 per cent; the Wols

ley Tool & Motor Car Co., Ltd., and C. S.

Rolls & Co. Nor is the United States repre

sented in the wnyjt should be. for the only

American cars exhibited are the Oldsmobile

and Pope, the latter having been just intro

duced into France with an idea of making a

good bid for business on this side. The suc

cess of the Oldsmobiles proves, indeed, that

there is something to be done in American

cars if only the price is right. Other coun

tries represented arc Belgium, Germany,

ltnly and Switzerland.

It is always the custom to give the show a

good send-off by distributing something like

one hundred thousand invitations for the

first day, so that the opening is nothing but

a deadbeat] show, when the whole of the

vast building is crammed with a compact

surging crowd that makes it quite impossi

ble to got more than a cursory view of the

stands. An inspection of the cars at most of

the leading works before they were sent to

the show has enabled the Motor “’orld rep

resentative, however, to get a fair idea of the

technical changes that have taken place in

. e new vehicles.

PANHARD EMPLOYS HYDRAULIC REGU

LATOR.

Panhard & Levassor have made no change

in their ordinary cars. but they are exhibit

ing a new 50 horsepower vehicle possessing

many new features which have been tested

during the last year on the racing machines.

This firm is one of the very few who still

employ the flitchplate and wood frame in

preference to the pressed steel frame, which

they use only on the racing cars. They claim

that the combination of metal and wood is

much more satisfactory for touring cars, in

the sense that it gives a greater rigidity.

Most of the makers have found it necessary

to brace the pressed steel frame so as to

avoid torsion through shocks when great

strains are thrown on the transmitting mech

anism. The Panhard engines continue to be

built with cylinders cast separately. and in

the iitlhorsepower car the engine is governed

by a hydraulic regulator, in much the same

way as the British Napier. The clutch is of

the type that has been employed on the rnc

ingmachines—that is to say. it is composed

of a number of flat metal plates placed alter

nately on a box on the crank shaft and on

the driven shaft, so that when pressure is

applied against the plates the friction of the

plates against each other is sufficient to give

a perfect clutching motion. at the same time

that this motion is rendered gradual by the

slipping of the plates until the maximum

pressure is npplicd to them.

Another departure from the usual Pauhard

practice in this new 50 horscpowor car is the

honeycomb radiator. It is probable that this

new car is intended to prepare the way in

thc coming season for it general change in

l‘anbard design. although it is certain that

the features referred to will not be adapted

to the standard cars unless it be found that

the 50 horsepower vehicle gives satisfaction

in practical work.

TREND OF THE TRADE.

The way in which I‘nnlm rd & Levassor are

bcsitnting about adopting ncw devices is

pretty characteristic of tho It‘rcnch trade gen

erally. Here and there we find firms making

changes in detail. which. however, in nearly

all cases tend to the settling down to general

types. In tho engines, for instance, the cyl

inders are generally cast scpnrntciy for the

snkc of economy and ease of boring, and the

mechanically operated induction valve is now

nearly always employed, although there are

still several firms who operate the valves by

two half time shafts instead of having all the

valves on one side so that they may be actu

ated by one cam shaft. The high tension

nmgncto is making rapid headway, although

it is custonmry to fit the accumulator and

coil as a stand-by in case of accident to the

magneto, which, on account of its somewhat

dclicntc construction. is calculated to give

users the impression that it is liable to get

out of order. It may be taken for granted

that the magneto will be so for improved as

regards solidity that motor car owners will

have no further four of trouble on this score.

in which event the accumulator and coll will

be entirely dispensed with. At the some time

the coil and trembler allow of rather more

elasticity to the engine by giving a higher effi

ciency with an advance of ignition. but this

little advantage is more than counterbalanced
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by the convenience of employing a generator

of electricity.

The only way in which makers haVe been

able to improve their engines is by paying

particular attention to the carburetter. Near

ly every big firm has brought out an improved

carburetting device of some form or other

with the object of getting a constant mixture

at all speeds. Among these devices may be

mentioned the new Decauvllle carburettor,

in which the gasolene is sprayed up with the

air around an elongated cone. The cone prin

ciple is, in fact, being adopted by many mak

ers, who find that this is the most satisfac

tory. way of getting a high velocity of air

over the gasolcne jet. Charron, Girardot &

Voigt have also intrOduced a new carburet

ter, based upon the principle of the Leon

Bollee carburetter, which was shown for the

first time last year, in which there are two

gasolene jets, a large and a small one, so that

the former can be closed when the engine is

running at low speeds.

In clutches the leather faced type is still

generally adopted in a much improved form,

and by an arrangement of springs under the

leather facing a much more gradual action is

given to the clutch, at the same time that it

is less liable to slip. Change speed gears

have undergone no change, except in very

small detail, and even De Dion, Bouton &

t‘ic. have dropped their internally expanding

clutch and have returned to the classic slid

ing gear.

The most rcnmrkable thing about the new

cars is that while makers have been able to

break away from standard patterns, they

have yet succeeded in considerably increas

ing the efficiency of the engines and of the

transmitting gear, in the former case by

means of more suitable carburetters and in‘

the latter by employing ball bearings in every

part of the vehicle except on the crank shaft,

although some firms have even gone to the

extent of employing ball hearings on this part

of the mechanism.

This rapid survey of the improvements car

ried out in the new vehicles will show that

there is, after all, very little change in gen

eral design, and that the only thing done dur

ing the last year has been to increase the

efficiency of the vehicles by little improve

ments in detail. The whole interest of the

show is, in fact, centred in detail, and there

is enough to be seen to keep the automo

bilist fully employed during the whole time

of the exhibition. As there is always a

stand at each show specially selected by pub

lic opinion as the "best," so on this occasion

every one admits that the best stand, so far

as appearance pf the cars is concerned, is

that of the great engineering firm of Delan

nay-Bellevllle, who are for the first time

showing cars of remarkably high engineer

ing finish.

The great crowds that'have filled the build

ing to-day have rendered impossible the pho

tographing of cars or features of special in

terest, and to catch the American mail only

this general snmmarizatlon is possible; de

tailed descriptions must be dealt with later.

'n. F. 0.

Pitcher Has Pretentious Plans.

The Memphis Automobile 00., of Memphis,

Tenn., which has been formed to put on the

market cars equipped with the Pilcher com

pound steam engine, has purchased twenty

acres of land near Memphis, has let contracts

for a factory and hotel building, and has the

finished working model of the new engine

ready to turn on steam.

The tract of land bought by the Automobile

company is located the miles from Memphis,

on the Mullens estate. This land lies along

the N. C. & St. L. Railroad, and on it the

new company plans to build its factory.

homes for the workmen, a small hotel, homes

for the officers of the company. and, in fact,

to establish a small town.

The main factory building, which will be

erected later, will be 50x150 feet, and will

have, in addition, two large wings.

The first working model of the new Pllcher

engine is finished at the Duke Machine

Works, and steam will be put in it in a few

days.
 

Expansion in St. Louis.

St. Louis is rejoicing in the prospect of an

addition to its industries in the shape of an

automobile plant which will be "the largest

in the world." The St. Louis Car 00. is to

bring this dream to realization, and to that

end it has increased its capital to $500,000.

This stock, however, will not be offered in

the open market. The Whitaker-Weber tin

plant, at No. 5,300 North Second street, has

been purchased, and will be remodelled at

once. The plans provide for a floor space of

100,000 feet, and 1,500 men will be employed.

it is stated. Work will be started in thirty

days.

Models of French gasolene cars of 18, 24

and 50 horsepower are to be manufactured,

and a smaller and more popular priced ma

chine besides the $3,000 to $8,000 machines

of the larger type will also be placed on the

market.

How Snow Caused Damage.

A peculiar accident occurred at the New

port, li. 1., establishment of the Pope Mfg.

Co. last week. The heavy weight of snow

which fell in the storm the night before

crushed the roof down upon the tops of

many automobiles, including one belonging

to Oliver H. P. Belmont.

Parts of the roof had to be sawed away

to release some of the automobiles. Repre

sentatives of the company moved automo

biles to stable and burns, and with a force

of mechanics set to work to repair the dam

aged machines.

New Concern Completes Organization.

Stockholders of the newly formed Curtin

Williams Automobile 00., of Columbus,

Ohio, have completed their organization by

the election of thcs officers: President, Thom

as E. Curtin; vice-president and superintend

ent, Roy Williams; secretary-treasurer, Fred

Wardlow. The officers named and Charles

Wardlow and Dr. Yateman Wardlow will

constitute the board of directors. The com

pany decided to open its garage at No. 121

Parsons avenue this week, and the building

is now practically completed for its new

tenants.
 

Buffalo Trade Selects Leaders.

0. W. Rose was elected secretary of the

Buffalo (N. Y.) Automobile Trade Associa

tion last week, succeeding D. 11. Lewis, who

declined to serve after being re-elected.

Lewis was made manager of the approach

ing showy to be held next March, however.

()thcr officers were elected, as follows: E.

R. Thomas. president; J. A. Cramcr, vice

prcsident; John J. Gibson, treasurer. The

executive committee is composed as fol

lows: E. 0. Bull, Jesse B. Eccleston and P.

W. Eigner.
 

White Honors Retiring Manager.

To-day the White Sewing Machine 00., of

Cleveland, Ohio, is tendering an informal

luncheon at the Hotel Astor, New York, to

Paul H. Deming, manager of the New York

branch. who retires from that position on

January 1. The guests include Dave Hennen

Morris, president of the A. 0. A.; W. E. Scar

ritt, H. W. Whipple, James B. Dill, A. T.

Post, A. R. Pardington, 8. M. Butler, Emer

son Brooks and Windsor T. White, represent

ing the company.

 

’Frisco Iilll Climbers Secure a Site.

The Hill-Climbing Auto Manufacturing

00., of San Francisco, have purchased a site

on the Nystrom addition for a factory to

manufacture automobiles. The ofllcers of

the company are: President, P. J. Lehar~

bach; vice-president, A. B. Cameron; secre

tary, M. Mackowltz; treasurer, G. W. Pol

lls; attorneys, Frisble & White.

 

Greenwood Get: One, Too.

Greenwood, 1nd., plumes itself on having

secured an automobile factory as an addi

tion to its industries. A committee of citizens

signed a contract last week with the Stand

ard Engine & Automobile 00., under the

terms of which that concern will locate in

Greenwood and keep its factory running for

five years. The factory will be 50x250 feet.

 

The Temptation of Aurora.

E. G. Struckman, of Bartlett, Ill., and

Charles Gotta, of Rockford, Ill., are coquct

ting with Aurora, Ill., with a view of locat

ing an automobile factory in the latter place.

They state that they mean business, but de

cline to give out any details of the nego

tiations.

Tray Plate Battery Changes Owners.

The Tray Plate Battery 00., Binghamton.

N. Y., have purchased the patents, equipment.

etc., of the Smith Storage Battery 00., and

will continue the manufacture of the pat

ented Tray Plate storage batteries. They will

likewise produce a cell type battery for motor

vehicle use.
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The Most Recent Creation in Oldsmobiles.

  

About the Newest Oldsmobile.

Details of the much talked of and long ex

pct!th double cylinder Olds car have at last

bccn made public. The accompanying illus

tration gives a good idea of its appearance,

and the following description will make its

general construction clear.

The car is styled the Oldsmobile touring

car. It has the popular side entrance type

or body, with a 90-inch wheel base and a 55

inch tread. The weight is 2,350 pounds.

Upon an angle steel frame is mounted a

double opposed cylinder engine, with Til/43(6

inch cylinders, developing 20 horsepower at

a normal speed of 750 r. p. in. At this speed

the car will attain a speed of twenty-three or

twenty-tive milcs an hour; the range of speed

on the high gear is six to forty mllcs an hour.

Memchunically operated valves are used, fit

ted above the cylinders aud out of the dust.

A 2-inch crank shaft is used, with a drop

forged stch connecting rod; four piston rings

are fitted. The front axle has ball and the

rear roller bearings. The wheels are 30-inch,

with 31/2-inch front and 4-inch rear.

The transmission is of the planetary type,

with two speeds forward and reverse, steel

and bronze gears, encased in oil, being used.

A radius rod is employed to adjust the chain.

The well known Olds side springs support

the body. Brakes on the transmission and

hubs are fitted, all being operated by foot

levers. The cooling system consists of a

honeycomb radiator on front of frame. ,The

radiator surface is of large size. and has

proven extremely efficient. Circulation is by

gear pump. A night feed lubricator, with

tubes running to various bearings, is fitted.

Gasolene tank capacity, 15 gallons; water

tank capacity, 8 gallons, both tanks being

located under a hood.

Disappearing Salesman Run to Earth.

The Standard Automobile CO., of Pitts

burg has got on the tracks of N. J. Farrend.

who is accused of having stolen an automo

bile from them. Farrcnd appears to have

made a business of purloining automobiles.

ior he was arrested in Lima, Ohio, charged

with a similar crime. Singular-1y enough.

Furrcnd's wife was arrested at Topeka, Kan.

on the same day that the Lima authorities

apprehended Far-rend. Mrs. Farreud, who is

said to be the daughter of a prominent man

in Geneva, Ohio, denied all knowledge of the

crime with which she is chargcd.

The Standard company charges that about

a year ago Far-rend was sent with two auto

mobiles to Lima to sell. He made the sales,

which amounted to about $2,000, and is said

to have kept the money. He disappeared,

and the case was turned over to a local de

tective agency which failed to get any trace

of the man. i

Requisition papers will be sent to Ohio for

Far-rend, and it the. police of that city do not

prosccutc him he will be brought to Pitts

burg for trial.

“That 'one iuugcr‘ over there." was the lan

guage the workman used as he pointed to a

small car in the corner of the garage. It re

quired inquiry to discover that “one lunger"

mcnut a single cylinder car. In some parts

of the East the term is coming into use to

describe all such car.

Carousing Chauffeur Haled to Court.

Will Haliiburtan, a discharged cmploye of

the Anderson Automobile Company. Nash

ville, Tcun., gave the police of that city a

iivcly time last week and incidentally landed

himself in jail, charged with houscbreaking.

larceny and with bcing drunk and destroy

ing property. In the houscbrcaking cascs

W. T. Anderson is the prOsccutor, while

(ioodloc Lindslcy is prosecuting the larceny

cnscs.

Lindsle has bccn nccustomcd to keep his

car at the Andcrson Automobile Company.

Hailiburtnn was formcrly an cmployc or the

company, but had n kcy to the shops and.

with n companion, entered and secured the

machine. The men, it is said, had been

drinking and lost control of the machine on

Union strcct. It turned and crashed into the

glass front of Marshall & Bruce. The glass

was shattered and the machine was badly

damaged. The machine was valued at $2,500

and sustained damages or about $200. The

wheels and a fine headlight were broken.

Neither of the men was injured.

 

Will Not Consider Defects Unavoidable.

Owners as well as drivers of automobiles

are to be held to a strict accountability for

accidents under a bill introduced in the Ger

man Rcichsiag. Under its provisions both

are made responsible for injury to persons or

property by their cars. Responsibility can

only be avoided by proving that the accident

was due to iinavoidnble circumstances or to

the fault of the person injured. However, it

will not be regarded as an unavoidable con

tingency if the accident is attributable to in

terior machinery or to a defect therein.
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Breakage: oi Axles.

Carriage axles in case of accident head,

but very seldom break; they break only under

a very severe shock. Continued shocks, suc

cessive vibratory action, overstraining and

improper construction may affect the quality

of the material, but usually the material used

is of the very best and is calculated to resist

shocks and vibrations, overstrains and over

loading. Improper construction will wear

them out sooner, but if the material is of the -

best they will not break if the size of the

axles is in conformity with the weight they

are calculated to carry.

Wagon axles break, and break very often.

The causes are that the material on com

mon wagon axles is not of the best. The

vibration is such that from the constant use

of wagons the vibration affects the inferior

iron and the axles generally break on the

round part in front of the collar, which is

generally due to crystallization.

If the iron or steel is properly prepared for

welding and properly welded, there is no rea

son why a fracture should occur at the point

of welding sooner than at any other point.

Fractures very seldom occur at the weld

where a thorough union has been effected.

If they do occur, they are usually near the

weld, and which is solely due to a wasting

of the metal at that point while generating

the necessary heat for welding. Fractures

occur in such places where there is most

strain, and at the weakest point, if there is

a weld or not.

The theory is that iron breaks more readily

at a weld than at any other place, but smiths

of forty years‘ experience in the carriage and

wagon shops deny it. Experienced smiths

all agree that if the weld is perfect it will

not break at the weld, excepting when over

strained, and if the material is of the very

best it will bend and not break.

 

About Irreversible Steering.

By many people the term “irreversible

steering," a feature claimed for almost all

cars, is only vaguely understood. It is noth

ing more or less than a worm and segment

operated lever in place of the direct steering

formerly used on steam runabouts and most

other lever steered cars.

Irreversible steering is applied to the form

of steering which is so geared that if the

front wheels strike a brick on the road they

are not deflected and do not transmit the

shock to the steering wheel. To test for

one‘s self whether the steering be really ir

reversible is a simple matter. The front

wheels should be jacked up off the ground,

and if the wheels can be moved in any di

rection by grasping hold of them and push

ing them, then the steering cannot be claimed

to he irreversible.

To have the irreversible quality, it is nec

essary to have the lever, which is operated

by the worm segment, very short, and this

necessitates a complete revolution of the

steering wheel before the front road wheels

are half locked or turned.

In practice, it is found desirable to sacrifice

some of the. "irreversibility" of the steering

to the handiness of having a steering wheel

to which the front wheels quickly respond.

Reconstruction of the Pope-Hartford.

The Pope-Hartford of 1905 is one of the

cars that leave no resemblance to the vehicle

that bore that title during the current year.

As the accompanying illustration bears wit

ness, it has been entirely remodelled, and

passes from the single cylinder to the double

opposed class. The construction of the en

gine is such that the various internal bear

ings are easily accessible for adjustment. All

gears run inside the case, and are properly

lubricated by splash. The wrist pin bearing

of the pistons is of the trunnion type, made

hollow and ground to fit. The bolt that locks

Buck Building a Big Garage.

Davenport, Iowa, is to have a pretentious

garage and salesroom. 0n the corner of

Fourth and Ripley streets Patrick Walsh

will erect a four story building, fronting 150

feet on Fourth street and 120 feet on Rip

ley. The three upper stories will consist of

twenty-four roomy flats, with all the latest

improvements. The first floor and basement

will be ocupied by the Buck Auto, Carriage

and Implement Co. .The first floor is to be

divided into salesroom, garage and auto re

pair station. The salesroom will be 150 feet

front on Fourth street by 80 feet deep on

  

THE REMODELED POPE-HARTFORD.

the connecting rod to the wrist pin fits in a

groove which makes it impossible for the

pin to ever score the cylinder sides. This

construction provides what the Pope Mfg. Co.

say mechanical engineers agree is the very

best form of hearing.

The car, which has a side entrance ton

neau, is fitted with double brakes, wheel

steer and jump spark ignition. The control

is by spark and throttle levers, placed con

veniently on top of the steering wheel post.

There are three speeds forward and one re

verse. Between the engine and the trans

mission gear case there is a compensating

joint, which will take care of any twists

which might tend to throw these two parts

out of alignment. The power is transmitted

through this to the gears in the transmission

case. and then to the rear axle through a pro—

peller shaft.

First Test in the Snow.

The Berkshire Automobile 00., of Pitts

field. Mass, turned out its first touring car

last week, and at once gave it a severe test.

It was driven through six inches of snow to

West Pittstield and return, and sh0wed up

in excellent fashion.

Ripley. The automobile garage will have a

40 foot front on Ripley, running 150 feet

east. and the east fifty feet will be ocupied

by the repair shop.

The basement, 150x120x10 feet in the clear

will be constructed of solid concrete walls

and floor. With the exception of a portion

of the west end, which will contain the liv

ing rooms of the building and the steam

plant, the basement will be used as a stock

and storage room. .

The floor space occupied by the Buck Auto,

Carriage and Implement Co. will be 32,500

feet, four times that of their present place

of business.

Locks and Keys for Side Doors.‘

One of the little things worth considering

is the equipment of side doors with locks and

keys. Several owners of closed cars have

had the work done at their own expense, and

the idea is so good that there is no reas0n

why it should not be quite generally adopted.

It is a check not only to the "borrowing"

practices of chauffeurs, but is also a safe

guard wheu for any reason the car is left un

attended out of doors.
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TO CLEAN THE STREETS

Hartford Offers a Notable Production for the

Purpose that Bristles With Ingenuity.

There is promise that street sweeping will

soon be robbed of its attendant nuisances.

The Hartford automobile street sweeping

machine, made by the Hartford Motor Ma

  

Economy of operation, not less than sani

tary thoroughness is claimed for this Hart

ford machine. With an eight-foot sweeper

its makers place the cost of operation at $1

per hour of 18,000 square yards of surface,

whether asphalt, wood, brick or stone. With

a wider brush the relative rate is, of course,

greater.

The machine is of steel construction, 16

feet in length, and weighing about 8,000
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slip through their hands entirely. Thus L.

E. Burr. secretary ofC. P. Kimball & 00..

Chicago, in speaking of the automobile, says:

“The day is close at hand when the carriage

maker and automobile manufacturer must

combine, as in France, and make the auto

mobile together. The automobile manufact

urer here is like every Yankee. He wants to

get it all. The first car a man buys gets

but little notice as to the body—anything

so long as it is a car. The man, however,

soon becomes particular, and if he cannot

get a body to suit him, he has one built ac

cording to his own ideas of comfort and

beauty.

“The automobile manufacturer is too busy

perfecting the chassis to worry much about

the body, and consequently the man with

ideas of his own seeks the carriage manu

facturer who will carry out his plans. Event

THE HARTFORD AUTOMOBILE STREET SWEEPING MACHINE.

chine Co., of Hartford, Conn., and shown by

the accompanying illustration, is the sign of

promise.

Its makers assert without reserve that it

will traverse any paved street at the rate of

four miles an hour, and remove all dirt and

dust from its pathway without the emission

of smoke, dust or odor; that it gathers all the

dust but sends none into the atmosphere. It

does its work without having to wet the

pavement, leaving it absolutely clean and

dry. The dust is dampened as it is taken up

by the rotary brush, upon which a current of

hot steam is constantly directed, and is thus

prevented from passing into the outer air.

A remarkable feature of the machine is

that it takes up all the finest dust and retains

it, and also all solid matter as large and as

heavy as a brick. All dirt and refuse is

thrown as gathered by the broom directly

into a dirt box large enough to contain two

ordinary cartloads. This box is unloaded at

the curb, and it may be completely emptied

almost instantly. The mechanism by which

this process is effected is extremely simple,

as is every part of the machine.

pounds. It is steered by a wheel like any

automobile.

A water-tube boiler and engine located at

the rear of the machine furnish the power for

moving the machine and for operating the

rotary broom. The engine is wholly incased,

no moving parts being exposed. Steam 'is es

sential in the operation of the Hartford ma

chine, not only as a source of power, but for

the complete suppression of the dust, which

is one of its features. Oil is used for fuel,

and _a supply of oil and water sufficient for

five hours' work may be taken on at one

time. Solid rubber endless tires of the larg

est dimensions on artillery wheels protect

the mechanism of the sweeper from jolting.

and obviate all noise in its movement through

the streets. Roller bearing hubs in the wheels

which require oiling but once an entire sea

son, are also employed.

Carriage Makers Become Interested.

Although carriage builders originally

scoffed at the motor vehicle, and thus lost

the opportunity to become a factor in its

manufacture, they are unwilling to let it

nally the chassis will be made by the auto

manufacturer and the body he left to the

carriage maker,"

 

More Bodies in Sight.

By the completion of an addition to their

plant the Pontiac Body Co., of Pontiac,

Mich., have almost doubled their capacity.

This will enable them to relieve the Conges

tion caused by the rush of orders, and which

has caused the company considerable annoy

ance. The new building is 60le feet in

siZe, and is constructed of cement block. It

is equipped with steam beat and electric

lights, and is modern in every detail. A feat

ure is a wide strip of cement bottom, which

runs through the centre the entire length of

the building, the wood floors extending both

sides. This greatly facilitates the handling

of jobs, especially the heavy automobile

bodies.

0. J. Bronson, Grand Rapids,'Mlch., has

secured the Winth agency for that city, and

will enlarge his business in 1905. One or

more other makes will probably be added to

his line.
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Lear Makers Free Use of Aluminum.

_ Launched by its makers, the Oscar Lear

Automobile Co., of Columbus, Ohio, as “a

scientific contribution to the cause of air

cooling," the Frayer-Miller motor and car,

Shown by the accompanying illustrations, ap~

parently are entitled to more than passing

notice, particularly as the 24 horsepower car

weighs but 1,650 pounds.

The motor is a four cylinder, vertical 24

horsepower, each cylinder being surrounded

  

with an aluminum jacket open at the top

and bottom, leaving a space around the cyl

inder through which air is driven from n

centrifugal blower geared from the engine

shaft. A large bustle pipe, also of aluminum,

conveys the air from the blower to the top

of the jacket. Innumcrnble spikes are cast

on the outside of the engine cylinders, over

which the air is bloWn at a predetermined

rate and volume. The effect is the perfect

cooling of the cylinder, doing away ubsolutc

iy with water jackets, the radiator. water

piping, pump, water took and all danger and

annoyances connected therewith. .\ir can

be. supplied by this method to whatever ex

tent and degree necessary, i. 0., it is within

controllable limits. The motor reumins cool

with car standing still on the low gOtlt'.

The extensive use of aluminum, the saving

effected by the substitution of light alumi

num jackets for the heavy cast iron jackets

used for water circulation, the elimination of

the heavy radiator with its load of water and

other savings, makes it possible to produce

this car at 1,650 pounds—tho lightest weight

for 24 horsepower ever heard of. The ef

fect of this on speed and power can be re

alized, to say nothing of the saving on tires

and'in amount of fuel used.

The blower is driven by means of spring

cushion gears to guard against shocks such

as would come from the quick starting of

the motor 'wlth the spark or other similar

causes. The blower is geared four times as

first as the engine. The starting crank is on

the blower shaft. making the motor extreme

ly easy to crank over. The blast wheel is

made of aluminum throughout, and the

FRAYlCR-\III.I.ER 24 H. P. TOURING OAR.

blower casting is of the same material. The

blower shaft is run on n Babbit bearing, sup

plied with oil direct from the force of the

feed lubricator.

The carburetor is the float feed type, the

gas spray nozzlc being of the. single opening

kind, the hot air being drawn froln under

ncnth the air jackets.

The steering gear is worm and segment

type, the worm being quadruple threaded.

half-inch pitch, both made of soft steel and

  

" M \-7

leaves, the rear springs being of semi-plat

form type, 2-inches wide, six leaves. All

springs are composed of very thin leaves.

The effect of the platform spring and this

form of spring suspension ls-that no matter

how light or heavy the load, the maximum

amount of comfort is secured. The rear

springs are secured by open shackles to pre

vent the reaction movement as lunch as pos

slble.

The muffler is of the dash pot type, with

drum 6 inches in diameter and 30 inches

long. The shell is made of sheet metal 1-16~

inch thick; heads are made of steel castings,

the muffler being extremely quiet and with

no back pressure. The exhaust pipe is 2

inches, with l-lG-inch wall.

One More Aluminum Alloy.

Zinnlium is the name of a new aluminium

alloy, which has as main substance alumi

num. with additions of small quantities of

magnesium and zinc. The specific weight of

the alloy is given by the technical testing sta

tion as 2.6—2.7?» The alloy is harder and

much more useful for making into sheets and

wire. than ordinary aluminum. Sheet metal

made from the alloy has a draught tcuncity

of 23—35 kilograms per square millimetre,

or twice that of the ordinary alumlum. “'irc

made from the alloy has been stretched with

a power of 30—37 kilograms. The zinallum

can be filed, planed and forged like steel.

  

PRAYER-MILLER AIR COOLED

cusc hardened. The steering gear housing is

made of steel, bolted rigidly to the sub-frame

of the machine.

The transmission curse is cast aluminum in

two halves. All bearings are of the best

semi-babblth bronzv type already described.

Three speeds forward and one reverse are.

provided by single lever shift.

['niversnl joints are self-lubricating. The

cardinal cross is made of large diameter, in‘

the centre of which is a large cavity, in

which is placed wool waste saturated with

heavy oil.

Three point spring suspension is used. The

cross spring in front being 21/rinch wide, six

/,lnm | in\\\\\\\\‘
  

 

  

 

MOTOR.

The alloy is 10 to 121/; per cent cheaper than

ordinary aluminum, and equally impervious

to chemical influences; it has at the some

time a smaller resistance against an electric

current. The material is'considered as of

special value for the motor industry. and it is

said has been largely adopted by leading Ger

man concerns.

Work will shortly be started on a new

building for (lithens Bros. Chicago. It will

be twice the size of the present building at:

No. 1,412-14 Michigan avenue, but will be

erected on the some ground.

a
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CADILLAC RUNABOUT, MODEL E, $750

While the veil of secrecy regarding the de

tails of the new four vertical cylinder Cadil

lac still screens it from view, some of the

principal specifications_have come to light.

The engine is rated at 28—30 horsepower, has

planetary gearing and will list at $2,800. A

flywheel clutch is employed in conection with

the gearing, and the three speeds forward

and reverse are operated by a single lever.

Exclusive of this, the leading model, the

1905 Cadillac line will consist of the Model B

touring car, a Model E runabout, a Model F

touring car and a Model F delivery wagon.

All of these cars are driven by the famous

Cadillac single cylinder horizontal motor,

rated at 8% horsepower, but developing 10

horsepower.

In the Model F the Detroit concern has a

taking looking car, with double side door en

trance, 18 inches wide, and individual front

seats. A well designed bonnet adorns the

front of the ear, and 30-inch wheels and 31/;

inch tires and a 76-inch wheel base insure

smooth running. The front axles are ball and

the rear ones roller bearing. while the tread

is 561/; inches standard, with an option on a

til-inch. The running gear is finished in prim

rose. The list priee is $950. The‘Modei 14‘

is also made as a delivery wagon, the chassis

being almost identical with that of the tour

ing model. The front axles of the former

are of a pressed steel pattern. The price is

the same, $950. The weight is 1,400 pounds,

and the capacity 400 to ‘600 pounds. The in

side dimensions ot the body are: Length, 42

inches; width, 40 inches, and height, 50

inches.

The 1905 runabout is styled the Mode] E,

made with a top, at and not convertible

at $750. Both styles are fitted with L’q-inch

wheels and 3-inch tires. The wheel base is

74 inches, with a_561/-_i-inch tread (61-inch op

tional), and the weight is 1,100 pounds. In

dividual seats, trimmed in hand buiTed black

leather are used. With rubber top the price

is $780.

    

CADILLAC TOURING CAR, MODEL F, $950.

The Model B is made with a detachable

tonneau, aml lists at $900. The wheel base is

76 inches and the tread 56% inches, although

a 61-inch tread will be furnished if desired.

The wheel are 30 inches, with 3-inch tires,

and the car weighs 1,430 pounds.

The standard tire equipment is the Per

fected Dunlop, but any standard clincher tire

will be furnished if desired.

Platinum of atomic. weight 195, specific

gravity 21.5, fusing point 1750 degrees, Cent.,

the most malleable metal known next to gohi

and silver, resists oxidation at high tempera

ture, and is unaffected by acids. The world's

production ranges annually between 160.000

and 170.000 troy ounces, supplied chietiy from

Russia, and Colombia, South America. Owing

to the war in the Far East the price has ad

vanced so much for ingot platinum at New

York that it is now nearly the valuation of

gold, and about thirty-tour times that of sil

ver.

 

 

 

  

‘

 

 

MODEL E RUNABOUT, WITH TOP, $800. CADILLAC DELIVERY \VAGON, 81'5".
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E OLDFIELD IN LOS ANGELES

Again Upsets the Record Table and on a Track

that Played Havoc with Tires.

Los Angeles, 0211., Dec. 21.—Following his

record-breaking exploits at Fresno on De

cember 13, Barney Oldfield came here last

week and performed a few gyrations for our

benefit. He was scheduled to race against

Frank Kulick and Bert Fuller on Friday.

Kuiick was to drive the Ford "skeleton,"

while Fuller was slated to pilot the famous

old "999." The Ford was delayed in transit

and did not arrIVe here until late Saturday

night. The “999" disappointed everyone,

as has frequently been the case in recent

months, and did not get here until Saturday,

while Fuller, .its driver, remained at his

home in Denver. The “999” is still at the

freight stationhere. .

A “quadrangular motor derby" was accord

ingly arranged for Friday, with Oldfield, Ku

lick, Frank A. Garbntt, of this city, and

Charles Barman, Oldfield‘s_mecanicieu, as

competitors. Oldfield won from Barman

in the first'heat of five miles, one of Bur

man's tires giving out in the first mile. Old

field made one mile in 54 seconds, establish

ing a new record for the track. Oldfield and

Garbutt met in the second heat at three

miles, Oldfield winning by a small margin.

Both drivers kept on for two more miles,

Garbutt leading at the end of the fifth mile.

Garbutt in his Stewart-Garbutt car, Burman

with a 24 horse-power stripped Peerless tour

ing car and Oldfield in the “Green Dragon"

made some record trials, but the fiinty sur

face of the track wore the tires out quickly

and prevented fast time.

The feature of Saturday’s racing was the

three-mile event between Garbutt and Bur

man. They kept together all of the way and

Garbutt won in 3 minutes 12 seconds by a

narrow margin. It was the most exciting

race ever witnessed here. Bert Dingley, in

a Pope-Toledo, won the five-mile handicap

from Barman in 6 minutes 25 seconds. He

had a handicap of three minutes. Barman,

whose time for the five miles was 5:17, made

one mile in one minute flat. Oldfield tried

for the nine-mile record of 8:17, made by

Charles Basie, at Providence in September

last. but his time was 8 minutes 22 2-5 sec

onds. owing to trouble with his tires.

The absence of Kulick's racer caused the

remainder of the programme to be postponed

until Monday. then Tuesday, and the events

were finally run off to-day. Kuiick could

not get the Ford running very well to-day

and wore out a set of tires in four miles. He

put on a new set, and they were cut badly

after going a few miles. Oldfield fitted a

new set of tires on the “Green Dragon" and

worked on his engine for an hour before

trying for the nine-mile record again. He

succeeded in taking 13 seconds oi! Charles

Baslc‘s time of 8 minutes 17 seconds. His

fastest mile was made in 53 seconds, and

he made new records for three miles, and

from five to nine miles inclusive. The old

and new records from two to nine miles are

as follows, Oldfield having held all of them

except that for nine miles:

Dis- Old Oldfield's

tance. Record. Time.

2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:46 1:46 2-5

; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 :41 2:39 4-5

4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3:33 1-5 3:35

5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:30 4:29

6. . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5:25 1-5 5:22 2-5

7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6:181-5 6:15 4-5

8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7:13 1-5 7:09 1-5

9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:17 8.01

 

Oldfield Under Pickens’s Wing.

Barney Oldfield may go through Texas un

der the management of W. H. Pickens, ac

cording to a report from California, where

both are at present. Pickens has been act

ing as advance agent and promoter of the

race meets at which Oldfield has been ap

pearing in California since the pilot of the

Peerless “Green Dragon" arrived on the Pa

cific coast. Pickens has been shipping the

old “999" around with him and announcing

that it would be driven in competition against

Oldfield by Bert Fuller, 0! Denver. Up to

date, however, there is no recorded instance

that the famous old racing machine has

actually appeared against the “Green

Dragon." Pickens paid a fine of $250 to the

American Automobile Association about a

month ago for running the “999" at outlaw

meets.  

How Jerseynian Enioy Themselves.

Nearly one hundred members and their

friends were present at the first smoker of

the New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club,

on December 17 last. Corncob pipes, a cold

luncheon, singing and monologues were the

principal features of the evening's entertain

ment. There was no set programme, as the

smoker was more for the purpose of mutual

acquaintance than for enjoying the artists.

The concert was managed by the house

committee, which consists of '1‘. H. Dawson,

chairman; W. I. Fish, Edward Zusi, Dr.

Clement Morris and C. W. Outhout.

 

Germany Contribth a Queer Ruling.

A German court has just rendered a char

acteristic decision. It appears that a phy

sician driving in the Grunewald went past a

solicitor named Meyerhof so closely and so

fast that the lawyer sustained a severe nerv

ous shock. The lawyer summoned the phy

sician. The court declared the shock of see

ing the automobile rush by so close could be

regarded as a personal injury, and fined the

defendant.

Rhode Islanders Make Nominations.

The following ticket has been placed in

nomination by the. nominating committee of

the Rhode Island Automobile Club: For

president, Dr. Julian A. Chase; first vice

president, C. Prescott Knight; second vice

president, Darwin Almy; treasurer, Howard

D. Wilcox, and secretary, Elliot Flint. The

election will be held the first week in Janu

ary.

 

FOR THE GLIDDEN TROPHY

Date and Route of First Contest Fixed—Will

Replace Endurance Run.

Tuesday, July 11, has been fixed as the date

for the start of the first contest for the C. J.

Giidden Touring Trophy. The tour will take

the place of the annual endurance run of the

American Automobile Association. It will

start from New York City and continue for

two weeks over a course of one thousand

miles. The route will be through Stamford,

Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford, Spring

field and Worcester to Boston. One day will

be spent in a run of one hundred miles around

the latter city. Then the tourists will go to

the White Mountains, and return to New

York City by way of Lowell, Worcester,

Lenox, Albany and Poughkeepsie. Two days

will be spent in the White Mountains and one

in the Berkshires.

These details were settled upon at the first

meeting of the committee which has charge

of the contest. The meeting was held at the

rooms of the Automobile Club of America on

Tuesday last. Those present were Harlan

W. Whipple, chairman; Dave H. Morris, rep

resenting the Automobile Club of America;

W. C. Temple, American Automobile Associ

ation; W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., Automobile Club

of France, and Augustus T. Post, who rep

resented the donor of the trophy. Mr. Glid

den is now on his way to the Fiji Islands on

his globe girdling tour, and after visiting

New Zealand, Tasmania, Australia, Japan

and Singapore will come back to this coun‘

try in time for the start of the contest. He

will leave his car at Singapore, and will wit

ness the Bennett Cup race before returning to

America.

Each competing car will be credited with

a given number of points at the beginning

of the tour, and eVery stop en route for re

pairs wili be penalized at the rate of one

point for each minute lost. The cost of re

pairs will not be counted. The contest is to

be decided on stops for repairs and gasolene

consumption. The gasolene consumption will

be figured on a basis per ton mile. Tire re

pairs which require stops will not count

against competitors. The machine which

makes the best combined showing of fewest

points lost and least gasolene consumed per

ton mile will be declared the winner of the

trophy. The runs each day will average less

than one hundred miles, and violators of

speed laws will be disqualified.

One of the conditions in the deed of gift is

that owners of competing cars must either

drive their own cars or be passengers during

the contest, which is, of course, open to the

world. Several entries are expected from

England and Continental Europe.

 

A Berlin paper is authority for the state

ment that a large motor racing track is to

be constructed at Ruhleben, between Char

iotenburg and Spandaa, Germany.
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OLDFIELD'S WORK AT FRESNO

Details of His Record Breaking Performance,

Which Resultcd in 36 New Figures.

Later advices from Fresno, Cal., give fuller

details than were published in last week’s

Motor \Vorld of Barney Oldfield's “track

burning“ on December 13, when he made new

records from fifteen to fifty miles, but no

mention is made of burning gasolene to dry

out the track. Oldfield had tried the track

the previous day, and had declared it was a

good one, though a trifle soft on the turns.

The misty weather had caused Oldfield to call

the races off in the morning, but when the

weather cleared up at noon the track cham

Oldfield

now holds all the records from one to fifty

miles, except that for nine miles, made by

Charles Basie.

It was after 3 o'clock when the first event

was run off. This was a four-mile trial by

Charles Burman, Oldfield's mecanicien, in a

stripped Peerless touring car. He covered

the distance in 4:13 7-10 seconds, hls fastest

mile being the lastI which was made in

1921-5. This was gravely announced by

Advance Agent Pickens as equalling the best

record for lightweight cars, though the rec

ord is really 55 seconds, made by Frank

Kulick in the Ford “skeleton.” It was then

announced that Oldfield would try for all of

the records up to fifty miles in the Peerless

"Green Dragon.”

The time for his first mile was 562-5 sec

onds, and he took 5.) 2-5 seconds for each of

the following four circuits. The sixth mile,

in 54 1-5 seconds, was the fastest one of the

,fifty. He did not begin to cut'into the rec

ord table until the fifteenth mile was reached,

but from thenon he put up an entirely new

set of figures. He out two seconds ofl.’ his

own time for fifteen miles and 20 2-5 seconds

off Kiser's record for twenty-five miles. He

was nearly five minutes ahead of Gorndt's

thirty-mile time. The “Green Dragon" be

haved well until the forty-ninth mile, which

was covered in 1:05, the last mile being two

seconds faster than the previous one.- He

lowered Gorndt’s fifty-mile record by more

than seven minutes, it having stood at 55:42.

After Oldfield‘s ride Burman gave another

exhibition, but the machine refused to run

more than four miles. The fastest inter

mediate mile was covered in 1:03 2-5. The

last event was a motorcycle race, for which

Thomas Yuck and Ben Bresee were entered.

The lattcr‘s machine would not run, and

Harry Babcock, a newsboy, rode against

Yuck. Babcock received a handicap of half

a mile in the five-mile contest, and won it

by a quarter of a mile.

. OLDFIELD'S TIME.

pion declared the races on again.

Dis- | Dis

tance Time. | tance. Time.

1 . . . . . . . . . . 56 2-5 | 26 . . . . . . . . . 24:35 2-5

2 . . . . . . . . .. 151 4-5 | 27 . . . . . . . . . 25:36

3 . . . . . . . . .. 2 47 1-51 28 . . . 26:371-5

One of the Americans Who Covets the Bennett Cup.

u

 
 

  

DR. HAROLD E. THOMAS. OF CHICAGO (AT THE WHEEL). WHO WILL DRIVE A

90 H. P. LOCOMOBILE, NOW BUILDING. IN THE BENNETT CUP RACE OF 1905.

 

 
4 . . . . . . . . .. 3:423-5 29 . . . . . .....27:384-5

5 . . . . . . . . .. 4:38 30 . . . . ......28:384-5

6 . . . . . . . . . . 5:32 1-5 31.. . . . . . . . 29:38 4-5

7 . . . . . . . . . . 6:28 3-5 32 . . . . . . . . . 30:38 3-5

8 . . . . . . . . .. 7:25 33 . . . . . . ....31:383-5

9 . . . . . . . . .. 8:211-5 34..........32:373-5

10 . . . . . . . . . . 9:18 3-5 35 . . . . . . . . . .3336 5-5

11 . . . . . . . . . .10:15 3-5 36 . . . . . . . . . 34:36 3-5

12 . . . . . . . . . .112113-5 37 . . . . . . . .. .3535 3-5

13 . . . . . . . . . .12:07 3-5 38 . . . . . . . . . .36284

14 . . . . . . . . . .13:04 3-5 ' 59 . . . . . . . . . .37133

‘15 . . . . . . . . . .14:02 35 40 . . . . . . . . . 38:31 3-5

16..........15:013-5 41 . . . . . . . . ..39:30

17 . . . . . . . . . .15:59 3~5 42 . . . . . . . . . .4029

18 . . . . . . . . . .1615? 2-5 ~13 . . . . . . . . . .4129

19..........17:552-5 44 . . . . . . . . ..42:29

20..........18:524-5 45 . . . . . . . . “43121)

21 . . . . . . . . . .1939 4-5 46 . . . . . . . . . .4428 3-5

22 . . . . . . . . . .2014? 47 . . . . . . . . . .45 :29 3-5

23..........21:-H 48 . . . . . . . . ..46:311~5

24 . . . . . . . . . .22:41 3-5 49 . . . . . . . . . .4736 1-5

25 . . . . . . . . . .23 :38 3-5 50 . . . . . . . . . .48 :89 1-5

‘Xew world's record until the finish.

 

Pardington not to Accept Reappointmcnt.

When the incoming administration of the

American Automobile Association assumes

the reins of office, it will, in all probability,

be called upon to select a new head for the

racing board. it is understood that Chair

man A. R. Pardlngton, who has served the

association ably and conscientiously in that

capacity almost since its inception, will do

cline to serve another term. The appoint

ment is made by the president, subject to

approval by the. Board of Governors.

“The King can do no Harm."

A bill has been introduced in the Spanish

Senate for the purpose of forcing King Al

fonso to desist from driving through the

streets of Madrid at a thirty-mile rate of

speed. The government, however, acting on

the King's request, has refused to pass the

bill.

Tinkcring with Missouri's Laws.

Three hills which were introduced in the

House of Delegates at St. Louis, M0., on De

cember 16 have the unqualified support of the

Automobile Club of St. Louis and the local

motorcyclists. The first provides for the

identification of automobiles by immovable

number plates, placed at the rear of each ve

hicle, and requires each car to carry a lighted

lamp at night which will throw a red light

to the rear and a white light upon the num

ber plate. The measure also provide a pen

alty for duplicate number plates. The second

bill places the speed limit at fifteen miles an

hour during the day and ten miles an hour

at night. The present speed regulation al

lows eight miles an hour on public thorough

fares and six miles an hour in the park limits.

The third bill makes a radical change in

the license fees for motor driven vehicles

At present all are charged $10 a. year, even

the motor bicycle owners paying that rate.

The rates in the proposed ordinance are as

follows: Pleasure vehicles, one seat, $3; two

seats $5; broughams. three seats, $6; four or

more seats, $10. Trucks, delivery wagons

or carts, capacity one ton or less, $7; more.

than one ton, $10. Motor bicycles, $2.

There is also an ordinance pending before

the City Council which provides for the ex‘

amination and registration of chauffeurs. It

requires all persons who wish to operate an

tomobiles on the streets of the city to obtain

certificates from the inspector of boilers and

elevators. A. B. Lambert, president of the

local automobile organization, is heartily in

favor of the latter measure. He says that

the club itself has decided to grant certifi

cates to capable hired chauffeurs, and the

members of the club have agreed to employ

only chauffeurs who hold certificates,
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A Grand Prize .
Has been. awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. DIEDCE co.
On its exhibit of

Pierce Automobiles
In recognition oi superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together

with correct engineering and design.

The DIEDCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Sianhope, 8 ILD. - - $1200

Greai Arrow, 24-28 H.D., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ “ “ $4000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

TI‘IE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
Members 0! Association 01 Licensed Automobile Monulacturcrs.

mm or mum‘s.

DOWLING 8c MAGUIRE. Boston M1185. J. A. PLACE, Geneva. N. Y. C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE (30.. St. Paul. Minn.

R. W. WHIPPLE. Blmzhamton. N. Y. L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angeles, Cal. MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY, San Fran

H. PAULMAN & CO., Chicago, Ill. ARROLDS MOTOR CAR CO., New York. cisco, Cal.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Denver, Colo. N. Y. sTANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton. Pa.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit,Mich. THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Oakland. WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Louis. Mo.

N. L. BIEVER, Derby, Conn. Cal. M. C. BLACKMAN, Syracuse. N. Y.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY, Elmira, N. Y. _ \VILSON 8: CO.. Ottawa. Canada. MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

WAAAA(MAN BROS, Fresno. Cal. BANKER BROS. CO., Plttsburg, Pa. L'tlczt. N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackson- H. J. \VILLARD, Portland. Maine. CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

ville, Fla. R. V. CONNERAT, Savannah. Ga. Weeeeeeer. Mass.

NE‘V YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW, Cantor Aisle. Section F: CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW. Spaces Nos. 49. 50. 65 and 66.
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CROKER ON FIRE ENGINES.

New York's Chief Points Out the Obstacle to

Use of the Self-propelled Machines.

Until some device can be found that will

prevent slipping and skidding on ice and

snow covered pavements, Chief Edward

(‘roker of the New York Fire Department

does not believe the automobile fire engine

will prove thoroughly practical. He is, how

ever, a believer in the automobile as an auxil-,

iary, and uses a Columbia touring car as his

"chief‘s wagon" in making his inspection

tours and in attending fires where his pres

ence is needed. The car he is using at pres

ent was supplied by the city. Croker's pre

vious experience with a small steam carriage

that was his own personal property led to

the purchase of the larger vehicle.

“The ‘self-propellers,’ " as Mr. L‘roker called

the automobile fire engine, “are all right so

long as they can be run on dry streets," he

said when his views were sought, “but they

cannot be used over icy streets or over wet

wooden and asphalt pavements. One reason

is the great weight of the latest patterns of

pumping engines, which scale about six tons.

If fire engines could be run as slowly as

brewery and other heavy trucks are propelled

over the streets automobile fire engines would

be all right, but, of course, speed is the great

est factor that we seek, only it must be speed

with at least a reasonable element of safety.

“While it is often very hard to guide one of

the six-ton engines on an icy pavement with

three horses pulling it, it can be turned in

any direction. If any of the big engines were

self~propellers it would be almost impossible

to steer it around a sharp corner if it were

travelling as fast as a fire engine ought to

travel. They have a steam 'self-propeller' up

at Boston, but it is used only for second and

third alarms, and we cannot afford to have

machines in this city that are good only for

limited duty. If solne way can be found to

prevent sueh heavy machines from slipping

on wet or frozen streets I will be one of the

first to advocate the use of automobile fire

engines. Personally I can get to a fire, espe

cially if it is at any distance, much quicker

by using an automobile than I can with a

horse and buggy, and accordingly I use an

automobile. For such purposes it is the best

thing that can be had, but as an ‘every day

in the year' fire engine, the slipping puts the

‘self-propeller' out of our calculations."

A former Bostonian who was told of Chief

Croker's remarks about the Boston “self-pro

peller" said he thought the chief was mis

taken. He was of the opinion that the Boston

automobile fire engine answered all alarms

in its district as regularly as the horse drawn

engines. The engine has steel tires, which

are provided with soft steel or iron "studs,"

much like those on non-skidding pneumatic

the covers.

Chief Croker's remarks were brought out

in answering questions regarding the proba

bility of a grade of “automobile firemen" be

ing added to his department. According to a

daily newspaper, examinations were being

held for this alleged new grade, but this is

declared to be an error by Chief Crokel'. He

said the examinations referred to were to

provide regular drivers for the gnsolene tour

ing cars used by himself and Deputy Chief

Lally, of Brooklyn. instead of the examina

tions being for “automobile firemen,” the

chief said the Civil Servicev Commission had

announced examinations for “automobile en

ginemen," the latter term being used in

place of the usual term “chauffeur.” As the

salary provided for the “automobile engine

men" is but $1,200 a year, it has been rather

a difficult matter to get men, as the drivers

of the chiefs' cars are required to be on duty

all of the time.

Made Ready for Tire Trouble.

To meet a demand that has arisen the Hart

ford Rubber Works Co. have just placed on

I005 TIRES

t.- n .

the market the tire repair outfit, shown by

the accompanying illustration, which is so

complete and in such compact and con

venient form that it can scarcely fail of

ready sale.

This repair outfit includes a B. & S. style

of wrench with combination screwdriver,

soapstone, cement, a handy tool for rough

ing the surface of inner tubes, patches, patch

ing cement, wide tape; tire dctachers and

special pigskin sectional cover to strengthen

the tire at the point of repair; friction duck,

patching rubber, parts for valves, and in

fact everything that is used in making re

pairs on double tube tires, either in the gar

age or on the road, all being neatly placed in

compartments to prevent general mix-up of

contents.
 

To Hold Auction Monthly.

W. D. Grand, of the American Horse Ex

change, Broadway and Fiftieth street, New

York, who has conducted an automobile auc

tion sale annually, has found that the idea‘

has met such favor that henceforth he will

hold such auctions monthly. The next sale

has been set for December 30. Nearly one

hundred cars have been alaeady entered. Mr.

Grand has arranged to obtain the use of the

horse ring, which will permit of actual demon

strations.

  

SUBSTITUTES FOR RAILWAYS

Ceylon Adopts Automobiles and Success of

Experiment Will Lead to Extended Use.

 

 

The authorities of Ceylon have finally de

cided, after considerable cogitatlon, to estab

lish an automobile service on that island, to

carry the mails and passengers for a period

of ten years, beginning July 1, 1905, and

sealed bids have been advertised for.

will be five routes, the longest of which is

from Badulla to Batticaloa, covering a dis

tance of 105 miles, and the automobiles are

to make one trip each way per day. An al

most equally long trip will be that from

Matale to Trincomalee, ninety~seven miles,

while the other road on which one trip a day

will be made is from Chilaw to Ptittalnm,

thirty-two miles. On the shorter lines—Ban

darawela to Radio (18 miles), and Colombo

t0 Chilaw (50 miles) two daily trips will be

made. ~

The Ceylon automobile service is primarily

designed to carry the government mails, but

will also be adapted to passenger traffic, and,

it is presumed, carry light parcels and lug

gage as well. The automobile service will

fill one of Ceylon's long felt wants. Rall

way communication is practically non-ex

istent in thaf country, and the towns are situ

ated so far apart that it is extremely difficult,

if not well nigh impossible, under present

conditions, to traverse the island.

Unless the automobiles are powerful hill

climbers trouble is likely to be encountered

on the proposed route between Baduila and

Bandarawela. The road begins at a point

two thousand feet above the sea level, and

ascends to four thousand feet. Many of the

bills have a grade of 12 to 30 per cent, and

to climb this, it would seem, will be no easy

task for a heavy automobile loaded with pas

sengers and baggage.

if the automobile service proves a success

in Ceylon there is a bare possibility that a

similar service will be adopted in India.

There are many large tracts in India which

are just as badly served by railways as in

Ceylon, and in which automobile communica

tion would be equally as beneficial as in the

island.

There

Germany's School for Chauffeurs.

Another school for chaufl'eurs has been

started, this time in Germany by the Auto

mobile Union. The stipulations are that the

pupils “must be young, in sound health and

possess thoroughly perfect eyesight." In the

lessons they will be taught repairing the

mechanism, taking to pieces the different

parts of the cars, and afterward reassem

bling them. They will be also instructed in

“geography, motor law, the customs regula

tions and skilful driving."

The last coaching season was the most dis

appointing Paris ever knew. The popularity

of the automobile is assigned as the cause of

the wane of coaching.
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“The only dealer who will find fault with the Orient

Cars, this season, will be the dealer who hasn’t got them.

It is too soon to say that any motor-car has been produced yet that is. faultless. But the 1905 Orienis

will be nearer faultless than any cars that have been made.

There is no exaggeration in that—there is simply a reason for it.

The 1905 Orients are the product of the combined automobile brains of a number of the best men in the

business.

These cars have 4—cylinder, vertical, tandem motors, positive air-cooled by an air-blast from a powerful

d-bladed fan and a specially designed system of flanges. _ i

The motors also have Mr. Gaylor’s new mechanical valve, which makes them run absolutely without

noise.

They will develop continuously higher power for the weight of the cars than any other motor you ever

saw.

They climbed the steepest hills in Massachusetts last summer, carrying five people (1000 lbs.) and with

out‘a single case of over-heated cylinder.

SPECIFICATIONS.

18-20 ‘H. P. Orient. Model G. Price, $2,000. 14-16 H. P. Orient. Model F. Price, $1.500.

Body: Tonncnu Side Entrance.

Frame: Pressed sicel, tapering pattern.

Springs: 40 inch front; 45 inch rear.

Color: Body and Hood Olive Green; Gear Red; Black striping.

Hood: Mercedes type; Aluminum top; Removable.

Seating Capacity: Five persons.

Total Weight: 1650 lbs.

Wheel Base: 90 inches.

Wheel Gauge: Standard 56 inches.

Wheel Diameter: :2 inches.

Axles: 11/. inch diameter; Touhgened steel.

Tires: 31/2 inch International G. 8; .1. Pattern.

Steering: Brass plated steel upright; wood run wheel.

Brakes: Band and Emergency.

Gasoline Capacity: 10 gallons.

Motor: 4 cylinder, vertical, modem; Positive Air—coolcd.

Cylinders: 4 inch bore; 4% inch stroke.

Crank Shaft: 4—ihrow; 1% inches in diameter; 5 extra long bearings.

Cooling: i'owcrful. 4-bladed, ball bearing fan.

Fly Wheel: 16 inches in diameter; weight, 60 lbs.

Clutch: Cone pattern; Internal grip.

Transmission: Sliding gear pattern in aluminum case; ball bearing.

Ignition: Two four-coll batteries,

Speeds: 3 forward and reverse.

Commutaior: Latest French Pattern.

Vibrator: 4-coil; best type.

 
Body: Tonneau, Entrance, swinging front seat.

Frame: Pressed steel, tapering paiiern.

Springs: 34 inch from; 42 inch rear.

Color: Same as 18—20 H. P. Cars.

Hood: Mercedes Type; Aluminum lop; Removable.

Seating Capacity: Five persons.

Total Weight: 1450 lbs.

Weight without Tonneau: 1350 lbs.

Wheel Base: 82 inches.

Wheel Gauge: Standard 56 inches.

Wheel Diameter: 80 inches.

Axles: 1% inch diamelcr; Toughened sieel.

Tires: 3% inch International G. & J. Pattern.

Steering: Brass plated steel upright; wood rim wheel.

Brakes: Band and Emergency.

Gasoline Capacity: 7 gallons.

Motor: 4 cylinder. vertical, tandem; Positive Air—cooled.

Cylinders: 3% inch bore; 4% inch stroke.

Crank Shaft: 4 throw; 1% inch diameter; 6 extra long bearings.

Cooling: Powerful 4ebladcd, ball bearing fan. ~

Fly Wheel: 16 inches in diameter; weigh: 00 lbs.

Clutch: Cone pain-m; Internal Grip.

ignition: Two 4—ceil batteries.

Transmission: Sliding Gear Pattern; ball bearing.

Speeds:3 forward and reverse (one-lever).

Commulaior: Latest French pattern.

Vibrator: 4 coll; best tie.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Sales Office for New York, New Jersey.

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, North Caroline, South Caro

line, Georgia and Florida,

44 Broad St., New York City.

Factory and General Sales Offices,

Waltham, i'iass.

THIS FIEANS HONEY.

We are going to push the Orient line in 1895 as no line was ever pushed before.
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WHITLOCK

COOLERS

For 1905.

  

The Leading Automobile Builders

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

1 st: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

3 rd : Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

Duh. Because a a a TRIED DE

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6 th: Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States.

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers.

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.

 

The Week's Pahnb.

777,219. Elevated Platform or Support for

Motor Vehicles. etc. William C. Owen, Eal

ing, England. Filed March 4, 1904. Serial

No. 196,627. (No model.) ‘

Claim.-—1. A platform for motor and other

road vehicles consisting of two supporting

parts a a, held apart at their front and rear

ends by suitable bars or rods, and supported

by legs at the front and rear ends and at

or near the centre, the rear legs being turn

able or collapsable so that they can be fold

ed or so placed that the end of the platform

can be lowered to rest upon the ground or

floor, in order that the vehicle can ascend

onto the platform, and then readjusted to

their normal position when the greater

weight of the vehicle has passed the centre

legs and so caused the platform to assume

its horizontal position, substantially as and

for the purpose herein set forth.

777,220. Carburetor for Explosive Eu

gines. Fred Patee, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed

October 24, 1901. Serial No. 79,755. (No

model.)

Clilllll.——1. In a carburetor, the combination

with a hydrocarbon retaining vessel, a par

titioned chamber supported by said vessel,

wicus laced through the partition and ex

tending through a wall of the vessel, into

the body thereof, and an inlet-valve for ad

mission of air into the chamber beneath its

partition, substantially for the purpose de

scribed. '

777,229. Power-Transmitting Mechanism.

Charles C. Vaughn, San Francisco, Cal., as

,siguor of one-half to George J. McConnell,

San Francisco, Cal. Filed March 31, 1904.

Serial No. 200,076. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a power-transmitting mechan

ism, the combination of a power-shaft, a

conical driving-gear slidnbly mounted there

on, a spring adapted to normally hold said

gear in operatiVe position, a lever adapted

to withdraw said gear from its operative

position, a counter-shaft at right angles to

the power-shaft, a pair of pinions feathered

on said counter-shaft on opposite sides of

said gear, and means for moving said pin

ions alternately to and from their desired

positions of engagement with said gear,

consisting of pivotaily-connected rods, and a

lever for oppositely actuating said rods in

unison.

777,200. Stepper Attachment for Auto

mobiles. Henry M. Landcs, Sacramento,

Cal. Filed March 14, 1004. Serial No. 198,

008. (No model.)

(Jlairu 1. In an automobile or the like, the

combination with a main propelling motor,

of a reciprocating carriage, means independ

ent of the main motor for effecting and con

trolling the rcciprocation of said carriage,

and a stepper operatably associated with

said carriage. >

777,295. Speed-Regulator for Explosive

Eugines. George Marx, Jr., Nuremberg,

Germany, assignor to The Firm of Vere

inigte Muschinenfabrik Augsburg und Mas

HIGH-GRADE LAMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

 

  

Amesbury, Mass.

WANTS Mill FOR SALE.
1 5 cents poriine of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—Winlon quad. In best condition,

_ with four hundred dollars worth of extras on

it. ' Very best reason for selling. It will pay you

to investigate, if you are comtemplating buying an

automobile at a bargain. Address, Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danville, Ill.

WANTED—Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab'

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

IKIIOW how to work etiectively and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

for men of the right sort, Address, TIRES,

P, 0. Box 649, New York.

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

res, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich

SALESMAN.

A machine salesman, age 30, with 7 years'

experience, 3 years with automobiles, desires

position. Address E. N. 13., care Moron Wortu).

 

OR SALE—16H. P. four-ton Panhard Levas

sor Delivery Truck in perfect running order;

a splendid machine at a bargain. FAIRMOUNT

ENGINEERING WORKS, 2652 Callowhill St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

OR SALE—Bargain: 1903 Winton Touring

Car. 32x4 tires, speedometer, long tube horn,

three lamps, side baskets; splendid order. Price

8rroo. Address 1. C. WOOD, |7rr 14th Street,

Washington, D. C.

 

OR SALE—Bargains: Oldsmobile Runabouts,

$250 to 5500; Oldsmobile Touring Car, 1800;

Cadillac, 85cc; 2-cyl. Toledo, $8co; Orient Run»

about, with top, $100; Columbia Electric, 3350;

Steamers, $50 up. Many others. Send for list.

NATIONAL AUTOMOBan CO., Washington,

D. C.

OR SALE—White 1904 Touring Car; gun

ante ed in perfect condition and newly paint

ed; $325 “0th of extra equipments; price $1400;

with top and glass front, M500. Reason ior sell

ing, have bought [905 White. H. B. MALLORY,

Danbury, Conn.
 

FOR SALE—One 1904 White, with canopy

top, nearly new, $500; one Pope-Hartford,

run about 300 miles, 8750; three Oldsmobilel,

1903 model, 8250, $300 and $400; one Pierce
Motorette,leathertop,good repair,5350. AKRONv

AUTOMOBILE GARAGE, Akron, O.

 

OR SALE—1904 model four~cylinder 20 H.

P. vertical, air-tooled touring car; seats five.

This car was originally a Santos-Dumont, but has

been equipped with standard pattern sliding gear

transmission, three speeds ahead and reverse;

direct drive on high speed; one lever controls all

speeds; one foot tread throws out clutch and ap

pliel brake; other foot tread throws out clutch

and applies emergency brake'; throttle and spark

advance on steering wheel; car under perfect con

trol; is in fine condition; tires practically as good

as new. Write for photograph, further description

and prices to A. S. HILL, Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

FOR SALE—Six latest r903 Oldsmobile Run

abouts, entirely new, fully guranteed. Four

more secondhand Oldsmobiles. first class condi

tion. Must be sold at once. i’rices reasonable.

R, D. CHAPIN, 13|2 Jefferson Ave., Detroit,

Mich
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chinenbaugesellschaft Nurnberg A.-G., Nur

emberg, Germany. Filed March 3, 1903.

Serial No. 145.90%. (N0 model.)

Claim—1. In combination, a valve, a lever

connected thereto, a movable fulcrum for

the said lever comprising a lever w, a gov

ernor for controlling the position of the. said

lever w, mechanism for operating the lever

b arranged to be disengaged therefrom, and

means for throwing the said mechanism out

of engagement with the said lever b at a

certain point of the stroke, substantially as

described.

777,369. Motor-Vehicle Attachment. Henry

Hayes, DenVer, Col. Filed May 16, 1004.

Serial No. 208,160. (No model.)

Claim 1. The combination with a motor

vehicle, of a figure attached to the front por

tion of the said vehicle and provided with a

swiveled supporting-wheel in front.

2. The combination with a motor-vehicle.

of a figure pivotally attached to the front

portion of the vehicle, for movement in a

verticle plane. said figure having a support

ing wheel beneath the forward portion

thereof.

777,457. Battery-Case. Reinhold H. Wap

pier and Frederick H. \Vappler, New York,

N. Y. Filed April 20, 190-1. Serial N0. 204,

040. (No model.)

Claim 1. A battery-case, comprising a

base and a cover therefor both having series

of aligning and corresponding grooves for re

ceiving the battery-cells, means for connect

ing the cover to the base. parts secured to the

base and between which the cover at oppo

site edges is received, and which means are

intermediate of the aforesaid parts, ter

minals secured to the case. and means for

completing the electric circuit between the

cells and to the terminals.

777,571. (‘asting Apparatus. Herbert G.

i'nderwood, Stamford, Conn, assignor to H.

H. Franklin Manufacturing Company, Syra

cuse, A. Y., a (‘orporation of New York.

Original application filed June 17, 1807. Re

newed January 11, 1900. Serial No. 1,145. Di

vided and this application filed December S,

1902. Serial No. 144,430. (No model.)

(‘lalm.—1. In a casting apparatus, a source

of supply for the material to be cast, an

exit-port for communicating with the source

of supply. a model having an ingate for com

municating with the exit-port. a supporting

member for the mould movable relatively to

the exit-port. means for forcing the material

from the exit-port through the ingate into

the mould. a clamping member movable to

ward and from the supporting member, and

movable means connected to the clamping

member for actuating the same automatical

ly, substantially as and for the purpose de

scribed.

777.578. IIydrocarbon-Burner. George E.

Whitney, Boston, Mass. assignor to Whitney

Motor Wagon Company, lfiittery, Maine.

Filed l-‘ebruary .. I, 1800. Serial No. 700,253.

(No model.)

Claim 1. The within described hydrocar

lmn-burner comprising top and bottom plates

normally separated by intervening spacers

and held together by tubular members pas~

sing through said plates auzl headed over at

the outer face of each. air-supplying tubes

arranged within said tubular members and

in contact therewith at the bottoms of the

latter but separated therefrom at the upper

ends of the latter. said tubular members be

ing constructed to furnish communication

from the chamber between said plates to the

resulting annular space between said tubular

members and said air-supplying tubes.

777,017. Inflatable. Vehicle-Tim. Jay \V.

Farnofl’. Buffalo, N. Y., assignor of two

thirds to Henry Koons, Buffalo, N. Y.: Ed

ward L. Koons and Mary A. ltclman execut

ors of said Henry Koons. deceased. Filed

January 21, 1004. Serial No. 190.0%. (No

model.)

Claitn.—1. An inflatable tire consisting of

an annular inner tube. a filling-piece held

against the inner circumference of said tube

and having lateral extensions, and an outer

covering surrounding said tube and the fill

ing—piece and having opposite lateral ex

tensions to fit the extensions on the filling

piece, substantially as set forth.

777.018. Fastening for Vehicle-Tires. Jay

W. it‘arnofl’, Buifaio, N. Y., assignor of two

thirds to Henry Koons. Buffalo. N. Y.; Ed

ward L. Koons and Mary A. Iteiman, ex

ecutors of said Henry “cons, deceased.

Filed January 21, 1004. Serial No. 190.029.

(No model.) ‘

(Jlaim.-—'i‘he combination of the wheel

felly, a metallic band secured to said felly

and having its longitudinal marginal por

tiolls extending beyond the sides of said

felly, a tire having lateral extensions. and

channeled locking-hoops embracing said ex

tensions and the said marginal portions of

the metallic band.
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THE AMERICAN

THE Bull“ IGNITION SYSTEM ’

DOES AWAY WITH ALL INDUC

TI0N AND SPARK COILS. SOOT
AND HIGH VOLTAGE TROUBLEs.

THE BuMI‘SPECIAL" CAN

BE OPERATED WITH ANY
SIZE ORDINARY DRY BATTERIES
“,6 BEING AMPLY SUFFICIENT_(V

AND EFFECTS- GREATIECONOMY
IN CURRENT COngMRTIoN.

I
r

WRITE FOR BULLETIN -\Al._v

I)\

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish arr

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head.

is obtained.

Smooth and Easy Steering

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

BALL-BEARING C0.

cuaveuso, omo 0.5. A,
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YOU OAN SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
It an automobile is worth anything at all. it’s worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soap does it—

it 5* :1 %/  

Cleans a dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-orders from

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express prepaid

to points as tar West as and including Chicago. ill.) Also put up in

barrels and hill! barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers, dealers and garages

OUR PROPOSITION ISIINTERESTING.

Send us a trial order. .

FISK MFG. 60., Springfield, Mass.

  

 

  

Your

SPEGIFIBATIONS
for

FORGINGS‘
should reach us promptly to insure

Seasonabie Deliveries.

ARE YOU READY?

WE ARE.

THE BILLINGS 8i SPENCER 00., Hartford, Conn, U. S. l.

Makers of

Drop Forgings of Every Description.

 

 

 

THE ONLY WAY

to build automobiles that

will stand the test is to

use sheet metal parts in

place of castings.

WE DO HEAVY AND DIFFICULT

STAMPING.

The Crosby Co.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

 

LA TUBA “URN

.’v.

\
ACLSYAHLWUEX

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each,

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns.

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer.

items Mitts—87-99-l0l Reade 8t., New York City.

Rem}! Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch : 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CIIAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

8014' for Catalog

AUTOMODILI'.’ EQUIPMENT COMPANY

 

25I Jeflerson Street, Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Motor Cars.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CIR CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Qu I N BY

HUTOI'IOBI 1.12.— BODY

DEPARTMENT _

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

I534 Broadway, cor. oi 45th 5L, New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.

 
 
 

 

MOWMMMO

TOURING OAR;

THE F. a. sTEARNs co.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.

WWW

‘LRADIAT,

0......Q.

 

  

TANKS, _. ,

M U F F L ER 8 - F .~..

FE" DERS, , i We: an/wyrmrnmnm:

Hoops. :

  

BRISOOE MFG. 00., - Doll-old.

 

To Operators of Steam Cars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAIA WATER PUMP, the only Positive blah

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIM MONS CO.,

 

I04-I IO Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATENTS PENDING.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Springtlo] Ioial

Body 00.,

7 Cypress 8t.,

Springfield, Mall.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern States awaiting developmeni

thousands of acres of uncultivated farm lands in tracts of all

sizes, which can be purchased very chea ly. They are pro

iuctive, healthy, and close to good marEets. In ten States

reached by the lines o! the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

For iniormation about opportunities now available, prices of

and, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Southern Railway.

The Baldsln Chain Company

— MAKE —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Beve

Gears.

Baldttln Chain—8r Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mass., U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil Ior the Bearings,

and Always Sends it there.

rue STEEL EALL column,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

lion-freezing Water laoket Solution
(50LVAY PROCESS C035)

wi'l stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE CAIiBOllOALE CHEMICAL CO., Carbondale. Pa.

NEW YORK. Bos'rml, BALTIMORE. CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH.

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

Name

Address

 

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (Iboth "(lillorlo

for one year, commencing with the issue of r, . V ,s .

r

 

 

 

TIIE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard ~Ave., Racine, Wis.

I'HB DUBRR-WARD CO., No. I787 Broadway. New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR 0. BENNETT, No. 20 Lake St., Chicago

Distributor.

rBig Four?

_ Route .1

 

 

~_r~

St. Louis

to the

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

 

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair ,,

 

U. P. and '1‘. Agent, Cincinnati, OJ

 

 

_ lads at the SPUTOORF LABORATORY. I .

Established 1868. '

7 :5, o.r.sr>urnonr.17 VllltIlVIlilI‘ sr.,||.v.
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GRAYe‘DAYI5
"Makers of Smart Auiemeblle Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AM ESBURY, MASS.

Kingston Barhurelur.
0VER 22,000 I" USE.

Patented May n, 190;. v _ _ '

Other Patents ' TRADE GRADOMETER MARK'

Pending.

 

 

Pat. In. so, 190:.

  

  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent [)0le on receipt oi price, $1.50.

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, by",

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the O. H. t D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach, combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which, when lighted with a myriad

KINGTN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils, of electrtilc gulba, was seaplendentkand fra‘sclilmiating iii] the )night“ degree.t Evgryhoge of the can

- except t e aggage an the smo er. w c s o ems 0a wt ra tan lg ack seats. is
spark PIUBS' Stearlng wheels' finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

Pumps, Olllng DOVIOOS‘ O‘c- lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seats 88 people.

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A nevelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumifii of modern car building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handeomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide veetlbuiee, and each car has its own electrical

apparatus fer lighting. in addition to the Pintech gas system.

in addition to the regular parlor cor porters, etc., there is a neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train, see that

the coach lavatorles are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

firm/cqu-“F‘

EM-Hlyn.

  

  

 

   

BYRIiE, KliiiiSTiiii It 00., liokomo, llld., U. S. A,

If You Are Rushed—Halo More Work Than You Gan Handle In Goudlime—iel Us Help You llul.

WE ARE HELPING OTHERS ON THEIR SPECIAL MACHINE WORK.

WHY NOT YOU ?

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Rear Axles, Transmisslen Gears and Special Parts.

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles. Change Gears, Cone Clutches, Mufflers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. They are suitable for cars of all classes.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EAMES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

new voaK SHOW—Section " 0." Concert mu; CHICAGO SHOW—Gellery Spec" 241, 242. 24s "a 244.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY CO., Waterbury, Ct.

WILL EXHIBIT SAMPLES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF

CYLINDER ASS. CASTINCS.
WHICH THEY ARE PRODUCING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE

At MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NOW York City, JANUARY i4th to Bist, IQOS,

CONCERT HALL—SECTION c.
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The “Ford” Racer and “Whitney” Chains.

Everybody knows what they have been doing.

 

Chain,

" WHlTNEY”

Roller Type,

l-ineh- Pitch;

 

 

The Jumbo “ Seeing New York Car,” operated by Park Carriage

C0., 241 Fifth Ave., New York, made; by “Gibbs” and driven by

“Whitney” Chains.

Chains.

“ WHITNEY”

Roller Type,

2-ineh Pitch.

 

\—

m

M

i
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()LDSMOBILE

roclamatiOn No. .
Mr. Buyer:

We ought to know how to build the best automobile of to-day. We have

had 20 years’ experience, have built more machines than any other maker in the

world, and have the largest factories. ' The crowning triumph of up-to-date Amer

ican automobile construction, the 100 per cent. plus of Oldsmobile excellence, is

our new

20 H. P. TOURING CAR.
’ Here is what we give you at the price :—

SPEED—G to 40 miles per hour. Has surprising ability to climb hills on high

gear.

BODY—Side entrance, heavily upholstered, hand buffed leather.

$1 4 SEATING CAPACITY—Five passengers. Wheel base 90 inches.

' RADlATOR—l‘loneycomb cooler—unsurpassed for efficiency.

MOTOR—Double opposed, 20 I1. P.—cylinders 5% x 6 in. Simplest construc

tion. All parts readily accessible. Valve mechanism above cylin

ders, away from dust and mud. Both valves mechanically

\ operated. Noise of exhaust completely eliminated.

 

Do you want the discomfort, small power, breakages and trouble of the cheap tonneaus,—

the complication, chauffeur and difficult adjustment of the four-cylinder cars? We think not.

You want extreme comfort, a side entrance, surplus of power on hills and speed on the level,

simplicity of construction, and that well-known Oldsmobile reliability.

It is yours at $1400.00, January Delivery.

Write us or our agents for further information, and place your order early.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

.Members of Licensed Assorialian 0f Automobile Manufizcturers.

+++++++++++++++++++r+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-1~++-:-++-x-++++++++++++++++++1-4~++++++++++-i-+++1;

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~H~+++++++++++++++++-|-++-i-++++++++++++++++++++

+++++

.- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++1-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++4
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GOODRICH TIRES

FIT ALL ROADS.
The GOODRICH CLINCHER AUTOMOBILE TIRE is

an American tire built for American roads and affords the opportun

ity to travel untrammeled and on an itinerary of your own choosing.

It is a matter of record that the longest and hardest trips have been

successfully made on Goodrich Tires.

Winners of the GRAND PRIZEat the St. Louis Fair.

THE HIGHEST HONOR EVER AWARDED AUTOMOBILE TIRES. __

THE B. E. GOODRICH CO., Akron, 0.

 

 

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade IL and 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

BOITON. 1" Summer St. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Million IL PHILADELPI-HA, 909 Arch St.

BUFFLLO, 9 W. Huron It. DETROIT, 80 E. Congreal It. DENVER. 1444 Curtll Bl.

CLEVELAND. an Superior 5L LONDON. E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

 

 

meansamen?
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THE RECORD OF THE FORD.
Victory after victory is credited to the Ford light racing car. When you consider that this car gets its power from two of our standard type horizontal

motors, you must admit it is proof positive of the correctness of the Ford design and construction for speed, strength and power. The Ford cars have

established a record in every day use of consistent reliability and unvarying satisfaction.

  

M

‘u n

Le

,..
-

MODEL 8. Price, $2000.00. Henry Ford’s Latest and Greatest Success.

A strikin enample of the distinctive Ford construction. Weight taro lbs. Four-cylinder vertiwl motor developing over aohorsepower. TI'HI gives our car more power for its weight than

any car of e pa price In the world. Consequently there is less wear on t e tires and ample reserve power for steep grades and sandy roads. Wheel base gaIinchel direct drive with universal

coupling, cy lnders 4:; water cooled; automatic oiling devices with force feed, large side entrance tonneau seating three people.

sens“at “ii I
.A- .u

.

  

~__1;', ,M- _ . . '

- ~ i’ I." "H ' .0 0, '.

‘1. I _

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The im rovemenb on the FORD two-cylinder csr places this model ahead of any car on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in style and mechaniul construction this car is s your

in advance 0 its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of to actual horsepower, planetary transmission, chain drive, and increased gasoline capacity. The most stylish low-priced en en the

m'kn' SOME GOOD TERRITORY YET FOR LIVE AGENTS. WRITE US TO-DAY I'OR FULL INFORMATION.

° ' See Exhibit, Space G, at New York Show.

THE 60-, Detronq MICh- 1mm wmmaxex. snarl; Agent for New York and remap“

Ollldhl Mry. m IORD [MOB 00. or OAKLDA. Wllkorfllll, 0.0.
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I Suit Azainst Michelin lines

We beg to notify the-trade that we have

  

i commenced suit against the United States

AgencylMichelin Tire Company for infringe,

~ ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires: and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

' The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co..

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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ficamvlile
1905 GASOLENE CARS.

OUR COMPLETE FOUR-CYLINDER LINE; RECORD

FOR RELIABILITY; AND FACILITIES FOR EARLY

SPRING DELIVERY WILL INTEREST EVERY AGENT.

1905 MODELS
  

15-20 H. P.—$2,800 20-25 H. P.—~$3,700 30--35 H. P.—$5,0w 40-45 H. P.—$7,500

_ 35 h. :1 motor with mechanl- 45 h. 9. motor wlth mechani£311); Ebfifz‘fi “wefwfii'fie Isle? 351$§I°Znfin§hfig°$ififi ca"? Operated WIIYH- Make cally operated valven- Make

and break Ignition, magneto. Ignltlon. Three-speed trans- and break Igmflon- magne'o' and break Ignition- magnimo'

Three-BDeed transmission. rnlsslon. Channel steel frame. Three'sp‘KEG "I‘namiaalon- 6:" Fnur-Speell transm$h°ni

Pressed steel frame. Wheel Wheel base, 96 In. ‘Welght. rem ("he 0“ mp “pee ' Pro-“ed ""1 frame" ee

base 92 m welzht 1800 lbs 2300 lb, grease‘dos aiteelvvl'r’argf. zrgghlgel base, 110 In. Weight. 2800 lbs.

' ' ~ ‘ aae. ' n. eg . J a.

Slde-entrance tonneau. Slde-emranca tonneau. Slde-enh'ance tonneau. Side'emmnce tonnaau'

 

 

THE acocomobile COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Conn;

NEW YORK-Bronawny, corner 0| 7olh emu. B KHICAOO—No- 1384 Mkhlnn Ave-"=

PHILADELPHIA—No. 249 N. Broad sum. R‘NCHBS' BOSTON—M 18 Berkeley Mmt

  

Member Auoclstlon of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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BULLETIN OF

G 8: J RECORDS

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP and

WORLD’S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD.

Peerless Green Dragon,

by Borne; Oldfield:

9:1 3-5.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS,

Peerless Green Dragon,

by Barney Oldfield:

1 mile,

5 miles,

10 miles,

15 miles,

20 miles,

25 miles,

50 miles,

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS

FIVE MILES,

For LIGHT WEIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

Ford Racer,

by Frank Kuliek:

1st mile, 59 see.

2nd “ 57 2-5 "

56 4-5 "

551-5 “

551-5 “

Total, 4:43 3-5

WORLD'S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

for LIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

20 H. P. Ford,

by Frank Kuliek,

55 see.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS

SIX TO TWENTY-FIVE MILES

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

Peerless Blue Streak,

by Charles Burman:

6 miles, 6:24

10 “ 10:

15 “ 16:022-5

2O “ 21:24

25 “ 26:501-5

WORLD’S 5-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

Pope-Toledo,

B .F. Dingley:

5:093-5

WORLD’S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

Pope-Toledo,

by Geor e Fuller:

1:083-5

WORLD’S TRACK RECORDS—

ONE AND FIVE MILES,

FOR STOCK CARS IN FULL TOUR

ING CONDITION.

Pope-Toledo.

by B. F. Dingley:

1 mile, 1:113-5

2 miles, 6:021-5

 

 

very World’s

Track Record
IS NOW HELD BY

G 8: .I THREAD

FHBRIQ TIRES.

When the G 8: .I~ Tires excel so unquestion:

ably in racing work, which is known by everyone

to be the hardest of all tests on tires, there can

be no question in anyone’s mind as to their

great durability in ordinary road work.

TI-IKE A TIP

from the following famous drivers and

USE G 8: J’s.

BI-IRNEY OLDFIELD, FRRNK KULIOK,

WEBB JAY, FRANK GROKER,

FRANK GHRBUTT, B. F. DINGLEY,

OHZ-IRLEY BURMZ-IN, GEORGE FULLER.

Dec. 18, at Los Angeles:

8. F. Dingley, in Pope-Toledo, broke one

and five mile records for stock cars in full

touring condition.

1 mile, lzll 3-5. 5 miles, 6 6:2 [-5.

Dec. 2|, at Los ‘I-Ingeles:

Barney Oldfield, in Peerless Green Dragon,

lowered all track records from two to nine

miles.

2 miles, 1:46; 5 miles, 11:29; 9 miles, 8:04.

This performance gives Oldfield and G 8: J

Tires every world’s track record from one to

fifty miles.

6&JIlnr; C0.
Factory, 549-617 East Georgia Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. B h

. I'IIIC I

247 Jefferson Avenue,

DETROIT, MIC".

Branch:

429 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAGO. ILL.
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Hand Book

01' GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition ot this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about Feb. 1st, 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America. and the Im—

porters of gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi

cations. These specifications term a series of the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is

obvious. and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best sillth to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out or print.

 

Scnt upon receipt 0! 6 cents in stamps lor postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009.

  

 

 

IF THE 'RIM
 

  

  

No. 7 EAST Iona STREET, new YORK.

LESSONS OF 1904

are taken to heart

“ SW E DOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
are likely to be the general equipment of

all good machines in 1905.

“SWEDOI'I” SPRING STEEL RIMS have conclusively demonstrated

their superiority by the severest tests in actual serviceI giving results

unattainable with rims made of ordinary stock.

"SWEDOI‘I" SPRING STEEL RIMS are made true and stay true.

True as “ SWEDOII " steel is axiomatic.

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING Co.,
 

 

 

 

We own and operate our steel bille't

mlklng and hot and cold rolling

mills and stomping works.

 

AE Bridgeport, Conn. A

 

 

 

 

The Old Reliable

WATERLESS

KNOX CARS

FOR 1905.

HIGHER IN QUALITY.

LOWER IN PRICE.

s "1}

 

  

Superb in Style and Finish.

The Knox 1905 two-cylinder (air-cooled)

_machine is as quiet and as smooth working as

any four-cylinder machine, with only half its

complications.

14-16 I1. P. Side-door Tonneau, - $1900

14-16 H. P. Convertible Surrey, - 1750

14-16 H. P. Folding Front-seat Runabout, 1500

Single Cylinder Folding Front-seat Runabout, 1250

1905 Models will be on exhibition at the

New York and Chicago Automobile Shows.

 

Knox Automobile Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Bomber Amclstion 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Selling Agents in all Principal Cities.

Waterless Knox Automobiles awarded GRAND

PRIZE at Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

WIII exhibit at the Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

New York, Jan. 14th to 21st, 1905.
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THE HEIGHT OF THE SEASON

— FOR 'IHE —

PREMIER AIR-COOLED

JANUARY and JULY.

    

Did you ever stop to think when you saw your neighbor in New York drive away in his Premier, the thermometer at 0°, that the other fellow’s

neighbor in Los Angeles was enjoying the same plivilege with the thermometer at 80°.

It’s a business proposition for agents.

It’s a satisfactory proposition for drivers.

(let the “CAR 0P QUALIIY," and have s sstilfsctory business proposition for next year. (The air coo'rd Ill! no lesson.)

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. 0C)., - - - Indianapolis. Ind.

  

 

 

FIFTH ANNUAL

Automobile Show
Under the auspices of the Automobile Club of America,

National Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

and Madison Square Garden Company at

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
NEW YORK

JANUARY 14th TO 21st, 1905

JAMES C. YOUNG, Manager

 
 

The trade admitted free up to r o’clock each day upon presentation of business card

and registering name and address at the BUREAU OF INFORMATION.
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We wish 'our friends

and patrons everywhere

a Happy and Prosperous

New Year.

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

Chicago.

Meet us at the New York Show—Space W.
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’

;IIIGAN _

LIGHT TOURING CARS .

FQR l905.

“ T11e Car of Power.” Two Iodals,

  

  

This superb new creation tor the coming season must be seen to be

appreciated. It first appeals to the purchaser by its beauty, then it

satisfies him by its speed, strength and durability.

These cars have our tried and tested 1904 Motors, 14 Horse Power, 2 cylinder,

horizontal, opposed. Strong planetary transmission, Warner differential, Hill

Precision Oiler, Kingston or Schebler carburetor, expanding rear-bub brakes, full

elliptic springs, 86inch wheel base, 30-inch wheels, 3 1-2 inch tires, side entrance

body, individual front seats.

Get in line for a Michigan Agency while you can get one.

  

Made by

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE c0., ~- _ n. i

w. 52:71:":2.20;... i'iZLZAl'M. Modal E, ; PRICE $1,250

in Mill Will
$3000.00.

32-38 H. P. DOUBLE SIDE ENTRANCE BODY.

ITS EQUAL l'lAS NEVER BEEN PBUDUBED BEFORE.

READY TO DELIVER NOW.

ROYAL MOTOR GAR GOMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

New York Show, - - Section “ NI."

Chicago Show, - - Stands 33-34-35.

new ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE co , c. A. DUERR a 00., Inc., HARRY anaus'rr-z'r'rsn 00., ‘

182 Columbus Ave., Boston, Maaa. Broadway .1 58th 8m, New York. Chicago, Ill.
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16 H. P. TOURlNG CAR 8 H. P. TOURABOUT

Price, for the Present, $1550 Price, for the Present, $700

MAXWELL POINTS

are bound to appeal to you on account of their extreme practical value to the

average American automobilist.

The small number of parts in “Maxwell” constructions and the absolute

simplicity of each part places these two cars in a class by themselves. If

you want an automobile that is to be depended upon—one in which there is

“ nothing to do but ride ” and which is a stranger to the repair shop, then get

posted as to the “ Maxwell." It is the car for you,

 

 

 

 

N0 Double opposed motor in from under the hood

and easily accessible in every part. Transmission case and crank shaft cast in one piece

of aluminum. Noiseless. smooth and strong.

Agencies for 1905 are now being placed.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, - Tarrytown, N. Y.

 

 

 

“PUT DOWN .4 AND

SUBTRACT 2,"

And any teacher who knows his book and is free from

prejudice cannot but tell you that the motor that success

fully performs the subtraction and accomplishes with two

strokes all that others require four to accomplish is a

distinct advance in the art.

The 2-Cycle Motor used in the Elmore Car

is an advance of the sort. There is no lost motion—no

useless strokes. "
 

Our booklets will help you to "study up" on the subject.

They are froo for the asking.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO.. ‘Clyde. Ohio.
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The current issue of THE RHMBLER MAGAZINE contains a thorough description

of our 1905 models, and other items of general interest. A copy will be sent, l'ree. on

request.

THGMHS B. JEFFERY 8: GQMPHNY,

Main ("lice and Factory, KENOSIIH, WISC'ZONSIN.

  



THE MOTOR WORLD.
A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE AUTOMOBILE

Jury Decides for Electric Vehicle Co. in Case

Involving Steering Knuckles.

The Electric Vehicle 00. has won its suit

against the Weston-Mott CO., Utica,_ N. Y.,

for royalties due under the Elliott steering

knuckle patent. The case was tried before

_ Judge Ray and a jury in the United States

Circuit Court at Utica on the 23d inst., and

a verdict rendered for the plaintiffs for

$1,092.67 and costs.

The proceedings in no way involved the

validity of the Elliott patent, which has since

expired, being in the nature of a non-fulfil

ment of contract. It appeared from the evi

dence that on October 25, 1901, the Weston

Mott Co. agreed to recognize the validity

of the patent in question and to pay a roy

alty on each knuckle thereafter produced.

Despite the facts, no payments were made,

the Weston-Mott people refusing even to

state the number of knuckles they had pro

duced and sold until the Electric Vehicle Co.

tobk the matter to the court and compelled

the disclosure of the information. The suit

for royalties was then instituted.

Argentine Lowers lts Rates.

The Argentine Republic has fixed the duty

on finished motor cars and motor vehicles of

all kinds, together with spare parts and fit

tings for the same, at the rate of 10 per

cent ad valorem. Hitherto motor cars have

paid 50 per cent and other kinds of motor ve

hicles and parts and fittings paid 5 per cent.

To the new duty of 10 per cent must be added

the additional duty of 2 per cent, leviable on

articles subject to a taritf duty of 10 per cent

ad valorem or more.

Here’s a Deep, Dark Secret.

Unusual secrecy is being preserved re

garding the details of a company formed by

capitalists of York and Lancaster, Pa., to

manufacture automobiles. Although opera

tions are eXpected to start next month, and

twenty-five four cylinder carsare to be ready

for delivery April 1, no names have been

made public nor the place of manufacture

disclosed. It is said that fifty men will be

employed at the start.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday. December 29. l904.

November Exports Below the Record.

November was only a fair month for ex

ports of automobiles and parts. The values

were slightly less than for November, 1903,

viz., $106,117 last month, as against $107,521

a year ago. As a result of this small de

crease, and the larger ones of August and

September, the showing for the eleven

months of the fiscal year is less satisfactory

than has been usual. For the eleven months

ending November, 1904, $1,682,994 worth of

goods were shipped abroad, as compared to

$1,419,481 for the corresponding period of

1903, and $1,026,083 in 1902.

Big .lobbers to Enter Field.

The New York Sporting Goods CO., who

for several years have been extensive whole

salers of bicycles and cycles accessories, as

well as sporting goods, are making ready‘

to embark in the automobile trade, and will

do so on a large scale. They have already

leased the entire building at 15 Warren

street, New York, and obtained the services

of Charles Richards, who for very many

years has been E. J. Willis’s right hand

man.

Trying- to Revive Fredonia.

It is reported that a plan is on foot to re

organize the Fredonia Mfg. CO., of Youngs

town, Ohio, which was overtaken by finan

cial, trouble last summer. The plan eon

templates supplying the concern with $100,

000 capital and having it resume business in

1905.

Gets Tickets for the Show.

The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers

have purchased a big block of admission tick

ets to the New York show, and these will

be parceled to members at .25 cents each.

There will be no occasion for the latter to

negotiate direct with the show management.

Will Use His Own Name.

Henceforth, P. A. Williams, Jr., the well

known Boston dealer, who has conducted his

business as the Ford Automobile CO., will

employ his own name. He will still retain

thelNew England agency for the Ford car,

but will handle the Marion, also.

No. l4

TO CUT OFF COMMISSIONS

New York Dealers Strike at “ Rake Of " Sys

tem—Garage Tariil Waits on Cash Bonds.

Notwithstanding the absence of most of the

importing members, who were attending the

Paris show, there was a remarkably good at

tendance on Thursday, December 22, at the

meeting and dinner of the New York Auto

mobile Trade Association, which took place

at Reisenwelber’s cafe. Twenty-four mem

bers were present. The knowledge that the

schedule of uniform garage rates that had

been drawn up by a special committee, de

tails of which appeared in the Motor World

several weeks ago, would come up for pas

sage had much to do with the large turnout.

and is indicative of the keen interest that is

taken in this and kindred subjects.

Contrary to expectations, the new rate

schedule was not adopted, consequently it

will not become effective on January 1, as

was intended. Instead of being sidetracked,

however, the measure is merely postponed.

and when it comes up again it bids fair to

have attached to it a clause that will virtu

a-.y wipe out the present system of paying

commissions to chauffeurs. Furthermore, it

is the endeavor of the association to have

every member firmly enlisted in support of

the standard prices and to provide a method

of preventing violations by the filing of cash

bonds with it by the members. It was this

cash bond feature and the introduction of the

commission issue that led to the postpone

ment of the rate schedule.

When the latter was brought before the

meeting it was found that every one present

was in favor of it. But there were some ab~

sent members whose assent had not been se

cured. It also developed that there was a

strong feeling that some effectual method of

binding the signatories to the agreement and

of providing a penalty for violations must be

found if the plan was to prove successful. A

cash bond was suggested, and several of the

larger concerns represented announced their

willingness to make a deposit of $1,000, or

even more, with the association, to be forfeit

ed in case any deviation from the rates sched

uled was made. The idea met with general

favor, but a difference of opinion developed
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over the amount of the cash bond. Some of

the members declared that $1,000 was too

large a sum to be taken from their business

and locked up. They were doing business on

a small capital, they said, and needed all they

had in the business itself, and the withdrawal

of $1,000 in a lump sum was, in some cases,

an impossibility. At the same time, they

hastened to add that the plan itself was a

good one, and if it could be put through in a

modified form it would receive their indorse

ment.

After a long discussion it was decided to

hold the rate schedule in abeyance and to

appoint two committees to deal with the mat

ters under discussion. The first of these, con

sisting of A. Comancho, American Auto Stor

age 00.; W. M. Haradon, Victor Automo

bile 00., and J. Sheldon, Locomoblle Co.

of America, was intrusted with the task of

securing the support of the few members who

have not yet assented to the plan. The other,

its members being 0. Andrade, Oldsmobile

Co. of New York; Elliot Mason, Pope Mfg.

00., and Secretary Kennedy, was directed to

prepare for submission to the association a

plan combining a cash bonding system with

uniform storage rates. These committees are

to report to the association during the New

York show.

In the discussion a suggestion was made

and received with favor, to the effect that an

arrangement be made with the smaller con

cers whereby they could deposit, say, $250

in cash, and then pay over to the associa

tion $1 a month for ten months for each car

they have on regular storage, “dead” storage

not to be counted. In this way the required

$1,000 could be accumulated by graduated

stages and without marked inconvenience.

It was at this point that a member sug

gested that unless some method was taken

to prevent it there would be danger of cut

ting storage rates under the guise of com

missions. For example, a member could

name the standard rate and then give a com

mission on the business, and if he had not

been in the habit of paying a commission it

would be an undoubted cut, yet one so cloaked

that it would be exceedingly difficult to con

vict the offender of a violation of the agree

ment.

This precipitated a discussion of the com

mission business‘in general. As showing the

change that has taken place since the subject

came up for discussion a year ago, with the

result of almost disrupting the association, it

is noteworthy that the system of paying com

missions had no ontspokenadvocates. The

general opinion seemed to be that the prac

tice had been abused, and that it could well

be dispensed with. The only stipulation was

that it must be abandoned by all. Provided

that their competitors did this, each speaker

announced the willingness of his concern to

also discontinue the practice. As for the ab

sent members—most of them, it will be re

membered, being importers -—- enough was

known concerning their views to render it

certain that they would interpose no objec

tion to the abandonment of the system.

It was made plain in the course of the dis

cussion that it was commissions on storage

cars and repairs that were aimed at, and not

commissions on sales of cars. The latter are.

of course, regarded as entirely legitimate and

inseparable from the business of the associa

tion‘s members.

To a Motor World man Secretary Kennedy

stated that efforts would be made to reach

an early settlement of the matters under con

sideration. April 1 is the date now set for

putting the new rates into effect.

_ The Week's lneorporatiom.

Detroit, Mich—International Automobile

00., under Michigan laws, with $25,000 capl

ta}.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-—The Hoyt Motor 00., under

New York laws, with $100,000 capital. Di~

rectors—G. H. B. Hoyt, F. E. Kruger and G.

A. Phail.

Rochester, N. Y.—United States Automobile

00., under New York laws, with a capital of

$200,000. Directors—H. S. Woodwortli, H.

H. Love and J. A. Borhile.

Colorado Springs, Colo.—The Miller & Wil

son Automobile 00., under Colorado laws, .

with $10,000 capital. Directors—R. A. Miller,

II. A. Wilson and L. B. Miller.

New York, N. Y.—Internationa.l Motor Car

Supply 00., under New York laws, with a

capital of $25,000. Directors—R. E. Jarrlge,

Louis Frankel and Richard Ely.

Rochester, N. Y.—Tlie United States Auto

mobile Co., under New York laws, with a

capi'ni of $200,000. Incorporators and d1—

rectors—H. S. Woodworth, H. H. Love and

John A. Borhite.

Wilson, N. C.—The Wilson Auto Transit

00., under North Carolina laws, with $100,

000 capital, to operate automobile and elec

tric car lines. Incorporators—W. B. Young,

.T. C. Hales and W. B. Kincaid.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The'Frontier Gasoline Mo

tor Co., under New York laws, with a capi

tal of $10,000, to manufacture, lease and sell

gasolene motors. Directors—Louis Ducro, W.

H. Ahlers, George F. Graf and Oscar R.

Cheney. .

New York, N. Y.—The D. W. Payne 0011‘

troller & Engineering-00., under New York

laws, with $48,000 capital; to manufacture

motors. Incorporators and directors for the

first year—E. P. Hampson, W. A. Robinson

and D. W. Payne. .

Detroit, Mich—The Reliance Motor Car 00.,

under Michigan laws, with a capital of $400,

000. Incorporators—J. M. Mulkey, Fned O.

Paige, Sydney T. Miller, William H. Miller,

Hugh O'Connor, E. J. Davis, George C.

Wetherbee, John V. White, Luck H. Bliss,

J. T. Lynn, John B. Corliss, Fran'k R. Tharll,

D. O. Paige and others. '

In the Retail World.

The Pioneer Automobile Company, Benton

Harbor, Mich., will open a garage on Elm

street. The concern will handle the Olds line.

Abe Levi will, about January 1, open a

salesroom and garage at Middletown, Ohio.

Both automobiles and sporting goods will be

carried.

A certificate has been filed with the New

York Secretary of State by the Troy Auto

mobile Exchange. to the effect that its capi

tal stock of $5,000 has been paid in.

The agency for the White car has been se

cured by the Michigan Automobile Co., of

Grand Rapids, Mich. Western Michigan is

the company’s territory on these cars.

The Motor Car 00., Newark, N. J., has

added two new cars to its 1905 line, viz., the

Winton and the Packard. The Cadillac and

Autocar will be handled, as in the past.

W. S. Hartsough will open a garage at

Aberdeen, S. D., in the building at No. 501;

South Main street. He was formerly in

charge of the repair shop of the Pence Autm

mobile 00., of Minneapolis, Minn. '

The Houston Motor Car 00. has been

formed at Houston, Tex., and established it

self at Nos. 1,013-15 Main street. A general

sales and garage business will be conducted.

(in January 1 the Southern Automobile

00., of Nashville, 'i‘cnn., will move into their

new quarters at No. 167 North College st.

The place is now being fitted up as an up-to

date garage, and will have space to store

forty cars.

The Rec Automobile Co. is the style of a

new concern just organized in Chicago with,

C. H. Foster as president. A company of

the same name has also been formed in

Cleveland, Ohio, but its personnel has not yet

been disclosed.

Williams to Take a Partner.

1‘. A. Williams, Jr., New England distribu

tor of Ford and Marion cars, takes unto him

self a partner on Saturday next in the per

son of Miss Helena Clancey, of Brookline.

Mass.

As everyone who knows Williams knows

he does not let grass grow under his feet,

therefore when he avers that the first two

days following his marriage will be devoted

to the endeavor to land a $5,000 order for

- "delivery wagons," the shock that would or

dinarily be caused by such a statement is

considerably softened.

Thereafter, according to Mr. Williams, the

honeymoon proper will begin and will in

clude an attendance at the Oi-mond, Florida,

races.

Doctors Disagree; Courts Will Decide.

Two prominent physicians of Milwaukee.

Wis., are involved in a legal tangle wherein

an automobile plays a conspicuous part. Dr.

John Bruess asserts that the car was sold

him for $400, of which he paid $225 and gave

notes for the remaining $175. He claimed

that the machine was in bad condition and

cost him more than the amount due for re

pairs, and therefore refused payment on the

notes. Dr. R. J. Fleischer, who sold the car.

would not pay for the repairs, and brought

suit for the amount due him, while his oppo

nent entered a counter claim for $500 dam

ages.
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THEY sAw THEiiSlGNS

Pope Exhibit in Paris Caused “Misgivlngs”

and Gave Frenchmen Food forgRellection.

As being the first American car designed

along what are usually spoken of as French

lines, and therefore directly conflicting with

the home product, the Pope-Toledos exhib

ited at the Paris Salon have attracted a con

siderable amount of attention. If they haVe

not created a sensation, they have at least

been closely scrutinized and received with

respectful attention. In some quarters ex

tremely favorable comments have been made,

although French tradesmen are, of course,

chary of giving expression to their opinions.

A correspondent of the Paris Herald voices

some of these opinions when he says:

“There can be no doubt whatever about

the fact that the Pope-Toledo automobiles,

brought over from America at enormous ex

pense to illustrate to the French manufactur

era the progress that has been made in auto

mobile construction outside Paris, ' have

caused considerable misgivings in certain

quarters. That is to say, their general excel

lence is so pronounced that French makers

who have relied very largely on American

custom for the disposal of their outputs have

been made to see that they will shortly have

to look up trade elsewhere.

“It can hardly be said that the Pope ma

chines rank with the first four French makes,

but it is obvious to any one after a close in

spection that nothing in Europe can be pro

duced to equal them at the price. These

machines are made in enormous numbers,

and though to some people this fact would be

damning, to those who consider the matter

carefully it becomes plain that in the end all

makers will have to adopt the same method

if they are to bring their prices within tol

erable bounds.

“The workmanship throughout is of such a

character as to give confidence to the pur

chaser, and especially is this the case in re

spect of the coachwork, which is made by

the Pope people themselves. A handsome

Pullman saloon on one of the 50 horsepower

chassis has been surrounded daily by inter

ested crowds, who talked of the ‘comfortable’

of it, and tried the ‘comfortable' to such an

extent that if it is not soon removed by some

purchaser it will require re-upholstering."

IiWM(any; in W.

Prominent Rochester (N. Y.) business men,

headed by Harry S. Woodworth, the well

known motorist of that city, have organized

a company of more than ordinary financial

strength and ambitious scope. It was origi

nally intended to be called the General Auto

mohiiams and incorporatiolrpa'pers bearing

that name were filed at Albany. Owing to

the fact, however, that there is a company of

that name operating in this city, it was de

cthcus—s the tiflanhseUnited States Auto

mobile Co., and incorporation papers under

this style have been filed.

The concern is incorporated with a capital

of $200,000, and has organized with these

officers: President, Harry S. Woodworth;

treasurer, Henry H. Love; ecretary, Austin

F. Crittenden; directors, Harry S. Wood

worth, J. Foster Warner, Charles F. Garfield,

John A. Barhlte and Austin F. Crittenden.

of Rochester, and Henry G. Day, of Provi

dence.

0f the $200,000 capital, $100,000 is 6 per

cent. cumulative convertible stock and $100,

000 commen. The company will_deal in

automobiles and accessories, conduct a ren

tal and repairing business, etc. It has se

cured a lease of a store at the intersection

of Main street east and Elm street. which

will be used as a show room for the exhibi

tion of cars and the 'sale of commodities.

Three garages will be constructed, one in

the heart of the city, another at the eastern

end of East Avenue and the third on Main

street west.

Price was $l50 Too Low.

Due to a confusion of figures in their ad

vertisement in the Motor World last week.

the. Waltham Mfg. Co. has had a flood of

inquiries respecting their 16—14 horsepower

light touring car, Model F. The price given

was $1,500; it should have been $1,650. The

lesser figure is the price of the touring run

about, Model E, which, like Model F,is one of

the notable additions to the Orient line, which

is to be pushed with unwonted vigor in 1905.

In giving announcement to this latter fact,

the advertisement made it appear that the

vigor would be applied in 1895—a mistake

manifest on its face. The record of the

Waltham Mfg. Co. is not a behind the times

record, and when the full line for 1905 is

disclosed it is stated that it will be found so

complete and so up to date that the “sitting

upgand taking notice" will be general and

noticeable. “

lPope Transforms Another Car.

Like the Pope-Hartford, the Pope-Tribune

car, which latter is produced at the Pope

Mfg. Co.'s Hagerstown plant, has undergone

a complete transformation. It bears no re

semblance to the former model, being of the

two. cylinder vertical, water jacketed type,

instead of a single gylinder air cooled, as be

fore. A float feed carburetter, bevel gear

drive, individual clutch transmission, giving

three speeds forward and one reverse, are

among the other specifications. The body

will have bucket front seats and have a de- y

tachable side entrance tonneau.

- Bicyclist- Sues for Big Damages.

The Automobile Livery Co., of Los Angeles,

Cal., is the defendant in a suit filed in the

Superior Court of that city by Thomas H.

Walsh, claiming damages in the sum of

$5,790. Walsh alleges that while riding a bi

cycle along Spring street on December 4 last

he was run down and thrown from his bl

cycle, whereby he sustained a broken leg be

sides other lesser injuries.

RELIANCE IS REORGANIZED

Detroit Concern Gets Fresh Capital and Makes

a New Start Auspiciously.

Still another addition to Detroit’s big auto

mobile manufacturiug concerns is promised

as a result of the reorganization of the Re

liance Automobile Manufacturing Co., which

has just been announced. New capital has

been secured, and the company’s name

changed to the Reliance Motor Car 00.

Preparations are now being made to increase

the force of workmen to 300 and to turn cut

1,000 cars during 1905.

The new incorporation begins business with

a capital of $400,000 and under the presi

dency of J. M. Mulkey, widely known as the

president of the Detroit Salt Co., and a di

rectory consisting of Fred 0. Paige, State

manager of the vMutual Life Insurance Co.

of New York, vice-president; Frank R.

Tin-all, secretary and general manager;

James ’1‘. Lynn, largely interested in gas and

electric lighting; Sidney T. Miller, lawyer

and capitalist; Hugh O'Connor, president

Michigan Wire Cloth 00.; Geo. C. Wetherbee,

manufacturer and wholesale woodenware.

Frank It. Thrall, the new vice-president,

was for twelve years vicepresident and act—

ively engaged in the management of the

Muncie Wheel & Jobbing Co., Muncie, Ind.

The business will be carried on at the old

plant, 67-89 Fort street east, Detroit. it

consists of thre large, brightly lighted floors,

aflording over 152,000 square feet of floor

space. -

Chauffeurs Favor an Age Limit.

Drivers of automobiles in the rental service

should be at least old enough to vote, accord

ing to the tenets of the California Chauf

feurs' Association. The association has ap

pointed a committee to ask the San Fran

cisco Police Commission that such a rule

be established. The members of the asso

ciation have been divided into three classes.

In the first class are placed those competent

to handle four cylinder cars. in the second

are the two cylinder experts, and in the third

are the one cylinder or runabout operators.

Several of the San Francisco dealers are sup

porting the association in their age limit pe

tition and classification arrangement. .

Olds Agent Wins Big Wager.

Maurice Fournier, brother of Henri Four

nier, returned to Paris on December 21 after

completing his tour of 5,000 kilometres (3,125

miles), in twenty days in an Oldsmobile run

about. The trip was undertaken as the

result of a wager between Henri Fournier

and M. Destrelle of 100,000 francs that the

Oldsmobile could not travel 5,000 kilometres

in twenty days. The trip was successful.

The route covered was through Bordeaux. the

Riviera, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Germany

and Belgium. '
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The New York Show Numbers of the

Motor World will be of date January 12

and I9, As always, they will deal with

the Show In comprehensive fashion, and,

if anything, will be even more than

usually Informing In character.

What the Year Wrought.

In preparing to turn over the proverbial

 

new leaf, a glance at the pages of the past

year reveals more of interest and instruc

tion than the busy man in the bustling

workawny world is inclined to believe is to

be found there. Events succeed each other

so rapidly that only the more volcanic are

In this

way Time leaves its footprints and move

ments attain force almost before it is real

ized that they are in motion. Perhaps the

best example of the sort is the transforma

more than vaguely remembered.

tion of the model which only one year ago

stood as the typical American car.

A year ago, in reviewing the events of the

previous twelve months. we stated that the

car which, more than any other, was typical

of the American industry was one with a

single or double cylinder, horizontal engine,

placed in the centre of the car. Since then

an almost complete transformation has taken

place; a transformation that has, in the rush

of crowding events, been almost unnoticed,

In the short space

of a year a virtual revolution has been ac

complished. The vertical cylinder engine,

placed in front, has made gigantic strides,

and if the horizontal, centrally positioned

type has not been crowded out, it has been

relegated to a secondary position. To-day

there is to be found scarcely a maker who

has not prepared for the 1905 market a car

with its engine mounted under a bonnet. In

an overwhelming majority of cases this en

or only dimly perceived.

gine has vertical cylinders; but in some

of them the double oppOSed horizontal en

gine, transversely disposed, has been given

the preference.

This virtually marks the end of an era.

We have almost passed the transition stage,

and while for a long time the horizontal m0

tor, and especially in its opposed form, will

be found on American cars, it will be

in a decided minority. In future the stand

ard type here will be, as it ha for years been

in Europe, a car having a vertical motor with

multiple cylinders. Coincident with its ap

pearance is the disappearance of the horse

less carriage type of automobile. HoweVer

views as to its permanency or utility may

differ, the evolution of the new type has been

completed, and everywhere it finds accept

ance as the most approved form of the mod

ern motor vehicle.

This transformation oi? the automobile has

been much more complete in the casc of the

runabout, using the term in the sense of two

or three years ago. Henceforth such a car

will be little more than a memory. Whether

the future two passenger vehicle shall be

known as a-runabout, a touring runabout or

a light touring car is immaterial; the impor

tnnt part is that in design and construction

the two and four or more passenger cars will

he almost indistinguishable. That is to say,

both will have bonnets, long wheel base and

whch steer. The change to a tonneau or

side entrance body will transform a two pas

senger car into one seating tour or five. or

the latter type will undergo a like mctomor

phosis—reverscd, of course—by the substitu

tion of a body with a single seat for a double

seated one. This point of convertibility will

hereafter be a more important one, especially

In the moderately powered and priced models.

The development of bodies especially

adapted for use on automobiles, and par

ticularly touring automobiles, has gone on

A year ago came the first awakening

from the general

apacc.

indiflerence regarding

bodies that had prevailed for so long. The

open, unprotected body was replaced by a

multitude of forms, ranging from sunshades

and folding tops to entirely inclosed produc

tions Produced by experienced coachmnkers.

During the year experience has revealed

many shortcomings and defects, and at the

same time has pointed the way to many im

provements designed to add to the comfort,

pleasure and safety of the occupants of the

cars. The rear entrance tonneau, long al

most the universal type for four or more pas

senger cars, has been displaced by the side

entrance style; and as this permits the use of

either the surrey or tonneau kind of seats. a

wide variety of styles have made their ap

pearance. Taken as a whole, the art of body

building as applied to automobiles has shown

great advancement, and motorists in 1905

will find themselves much better sched in

this respect than they ever have been in the

past

The upward tendency in powers, prices and

weights continues unabated. There is a

wider range of each than ever before, al

though the expnnsion has not affected the

lighter classes of vehicles to anywhere hear

so great an extent as the medium and heavy

weights.

powers averaged under 20 horsepower. they

now exceed that amount.

24, 28, 30 and 35 horsepower have become

quite usual, and 40’s and even 50’s crop up

occasionally. They are. of course, the out

come of a desire to supply the demand for

an adequately equipped touring car that will

Where a year ago touring car

Such ratings us

prove itself equal to all demands made on

it, regardless of the character of the roads or

their gradients.

The passing of the single tube tire, referred

to a your ago. has been accomplished. The

clincher type of wheel covering now reigns

Its design is undergoing modifi

cation, through the increasing dcsli-e to make

supreme.

the methods of fastening purely mechanical,

instcnd of, as in the past, depending partly

on the inflation of the inner tube. The in

crensc in wheel and tire diameters still cou

tlnucs, and with good results. Another sig

nificant manifestation is the increasing at

tention given to non-slipping covers or trends.

Although the exports of automobiles and

pnrts have continued to increase, the gain

has not kept pace with that of previous years.
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The total for 1904 will be only about 15 per

cent greater than that of 1903, whereas the

latter exceeded that of 1902 by about 50 per

cent. The meaning of this can easily be

read between the lines.

ports consisted almost entirely of small cars

-—many of them steam runabouts. We still

hold the bulk of that trade, but it is dimin

ishing, and this decrease is reflected in our

There is

every reason to believe, however, that we

shall shortly begin to export touring cars in

larger quantities, and when that movement

begins the export values will again swell.

The year has seen the close welding of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

f:.cturers.

Formerly our ex

proportionately falling exports.

There is no longer lukewarm

ness or perfunctory interest in its ranks. The

members have all become thoroughly im

bued with the spirit of its objects and are

co-operating to a degree not previously

thought possible. At the same time, the as

sociation has lost its bugabooish aspect to

those outside the fold, and whatever may be

the ultimate outcome of the litigation based

on the Selden patent, it is now seen that

the A. L. A. M. has not proved a detriment

Without regard

to the merits of the litigation, such influence

as it has exerted has been good influence.

Not even its bitter antagonist can deny the

And not the least of its good eflects

has been the wholesome check on the vul

turelike company promoter.

to or in restraint of trade.

fact.

Concerns of
standing have not been deterred fromi em

barking in the trade. But the way of the

professional promoter, who waves the “mill

ions in it” wand, if it has not been made im

possible, has been rendered unusually diffi

cult, to the great good of the whole industry.

Given freer rein, the great multiplicity of

factories and the consequent overproduction

which follows in his wake and which spells

stagnation 0r ruin probably would he now

in sight. His most notable elfort of the

year, the formation of a so-called “inde‘

pendent manufacturers’ asociation,” ended

in a sorry fiasco. The independents have

fought shy of such tempters, and the more

substantial of them appear able and willing

to paddle their own canoes without fear of

obstacles.

Although no regularly designated endur

ance contest—such as marked the seasons of

1901, 1902 and 1903—was held this year, the

tour to St Louis proved to be a worthy suc

cessor to these successful enterprises. What

the latter did for the industry and pastime

was duplicated by the semi-transcontinental

Journey to the junction of. the Missouri River

to the Father of Waters. Not even the soul

trying contet of 1903, with its troubled prog

ress over mountain trails, amid torrential

rains, surpassed it as a convincing testimonial

to the surpassing excellence of modern auto

mobiles. While favored with good weather

for the major part of the distance, the ex

panse of country traversed was so great and

the variety of roads—real and alleged—so in

finite that the arrival of the tourists at their

destination in practically undiminished num_

bers was a marvellous performance. It

demonstrated beyond cavll that even the

worst American highways possessed no ter

rors for well designed and soundly con

structed cars.

Almost equally convincing was the result

of the commercial vehicle test conducted in

the spring under the auspices of the Automo

bile Club of America. It made plain that the

self-propelled delivery wagon has reached a

stage where it is eminently practicable. N0

scrutiny of costs, no comparison of service

made by unbelieving superintendents accus~

tomed to horse drawn delivery of good need

now be feared. In the contest under notice

the contesting vehicles were turned over to

express companies and put into service cheek

by jowl with horse drawn wagons; and they

proved themselves to be fully as reliable and

far more speedy and efficient, as well as

cheaper, than the latter.

It is distinctly disappointing, in view of

this and other equally convincing tests, to

note the small number of makers who are

interesting themselves in the manufacture

and marketing of the gasolene type of com

mercial wagons. Only one concern has gone

into the matter in earnest. That this concern

has been successful beyond all expectations

should spur those who are moving half

heartedly in the matter to renewed efforts.

In the domain of racing much has been ac

complished. The American industry has, dur

ing the last year, tasted the bitter and the

sweet. On the road the miserable fiasco 0f

the Bennett Cup trials was without mitiga

tion of any kind; but the Vanderbilt Cup

race, run on Long Island roads in October

last, had its compensations. It proved that

American cars were at leat reliable, and

only needed to be endowed with power akin

to that of their foreign rivals to emulate

them in the field which hitherto had been re

garded as their own.

On the track we wellnigh carried all be

fore us. The race meets of the year have

brought to the front a plenitude of both cars

COMING EVENTS.

Jan. 11-15—New York, Importers’ Show,

Herald Square Exhibition Hall.

Jan. 13—New York, Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers, annual meeting, Hotel Astor.

Jan. 14-21—New York, National Show,

Madison Square Garden.

Jan. 16—New York. Americau’Automobile

Association, annual meeting and election.

Jan. 19—New York, Superintendents’ and

Engineers’ Branch of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, meeting.

Jan. 20—New York, National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, smoker.

Jan. 21—New York, National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers, annual meeting.

Jan. 21—New York, Automobile Club of

America, annual banquet, Astor Gallery,

Waldorf-Astoria.

Jan. 23-28—0rmond-Daytona,

annual speed carnival.

Jan. 23-28—Philadelphla, Automobile Show.

Feb. 4-11—Chicago, National Show, Coli

scum.

Feb. 13-18—Detroit, Automobile Show.

Feb. 20-25—Oleveland, Automobile Show.

Gray’s Armory.

Feb. 27-March 4—Toronto,

Show.

March 6-11—Buffalo.

Convention Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Mechanics’ Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Symphony Hall.

March 27-April 5—Washington, Automobile

Show.

 

Fla., third

Automobile

Automobile Show,

Automobile Show,

Importers’ Show.

  

and drivers of high class. As a consequence

the merry game of record breaking has gone

on with little interruption, until the close of

the season finds them where they will not be

easy to displace. Of the drivers, Oldfield

will be accorded the palm with practical

unanimity. His utter rout of the pick of the

foreign cars and drivers at the Empire City

track more than made amends for his reverse

of a week earlier, and he closes the season

fittineg in possession of almost the entire

record table.

Wonders were wrought on the Florida

beach last January, and the 39 seconds for

the mile, accomplished by W. K. Vanderbilt,

jr., is still unapproached, being world' rec

ord for either a straightaway or circular

course, although it is not, strictly speaking.

either a road or a track record. It is. how

ever, considerably faster than either the

mile or the kilometre European record.
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SMALL CARS WERE SCARCE

Few of Them in Evidence at Paris and Not

Much Newness in Motors.

Paris, Dec. 16.—Apart from the uniformity

of car construction that is apparent, the

thing that most strikes the visitor to the

Paris Salon is the almost complete absence

of small vehicles.

It is true that one comes across a small

car now and then; for example, the little

car constructed by the Minerva Motors,

Limited, of Antwerp, a Belgian concern

running with English capital, and also by

Gregoire, and perhaps one or two others,

but these small cars are entirely swamped

in the magnificent display of big vehicles

that dazzle in all the brilliance of polished

steel under the myriads of incandescent

lamps from the glass roof and the beautiful

J I!“ T ‘\
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illuminations of the stands. The small car

has been getting smaller in numbers with

ouch succeeding show, until now it has be

come difilcult to pick them out in the great

display of big vehicles.

The impression obtained by the foreign

visitor is that the French makers have given

up catering for the huge class; who can only

afford to purchase cheap and reliable cars.

To a certain extent this is true, but it would

be a mistake to suppose that the French

makers are no longer looking out for the

requirements of the general body of auto

mobile users. In a general way it may be

said that the conditions of the automobile

industry in France are not altogethcr fa

vorable to the production of light and cheap

cars. In an industry which is developing

so rapidly it naturally follows that a large

number of new makers are constantly enter

ing the trade, when they start by giving

attention to little cars usually built up from

parts supplied by different firms, and then,

when they start equipping themselves for

manufacturing the vehicles themselves, they

go in boldly for the bigger cars, with the

result that in this country the small car is

usually regarded as merely an introduction

to the more serious part of the business. So

long as the industry is carried out on these

lines, it follows that the small car cannot

develop so rapidly as it should do, because

makers do not bring sufficient experience

to bear upon the design and manufacture of

these vehicles, so that the unsatisfactory

character of the majority of the small cars

put on the market is a further reason why

makers should turn their attention to the

big type of touring car into which French

experience has mainly crystalized. More

over, lt seems to be a general rule that the

French maker prefers to secure a big profit

on a few expensive cars than to content

himself with the same return on a heavy

production of small and cheap vehicles.

As the French maker thinks he can see

greater possibilities of profit in the big car,

he seems to regard the small vehicle as a

little beneath his reputation, and therefore

THE LEGROS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR.

it follows that in a show which is Intended

to he a manifestation of the French indus

try, the big car should almost entirely mo

nopolise attention. As we have said in a

previous letter, there is not much novelty

observable in the cars themselves. It is

only when we take each part of the mechan

ism, and see the many little changes and im

provements, that we can understand the

lines upon which the French industry is de

veloping.

A striking feature about the show is that

there is much less variety in the motors

exhibited than was to be seen on previous

occasions. As automobile engineers are gain

ing in experience they have lived down the

freaks which used to make the show so in

teresting, in the sense that we were able to

see how much misdirected ingenuity was

being spent upon the designing of motors of

every conceivable type that might appear

to have some advantage over the four cycle

engine. The only two-cycle motors exhib

ited are the Dobclli, of Italy, and the Rene

Legros, which latter certainly possesses some

promising features. This engine has one

cylinder and two pistons, one of them being

fixed. The fixed piston is carried on an

arm hollowed out for the passage of the gas

mixture from the carburetter to above the

fixed piston. Over this piston travels an

other in the form of a cylinder with a cross

head at a point so that it clears the end

part of the fixed piston on the upward limit

of travel. The cylinder has two very large

exhaust ports, and a pipe connects a cham

ber communicating with the hollow arm

carrying the fixed piston with the induction

valve on the top of the cylinder. In opera

tion the upward travel of the moving piston

draws in a charge of gas up the hollow arm

above the fixed piston, where it is com

pressed on the downward travel. The in

duction valve is loaded for the admission

of the gas at a certain pressure, so that at

the moment the moving piston descends and

uncovers the exhaust ports the induction

valve opens to admit the fresh charge, which

expels the burned gas remaining in the cylin

 
 

der. The great merit of this motor ls its

complete absence of complication, and it

certainly appears to overcome many of the

objections that are usually raised against

the two-cycle motor.

Duhme's Queer Vehicle.

A Cincinnati engineer named John H.

Duhme has built a three-wheeled motor ve<

hicle designed for trucking and farm work,

and having a number of novel features. Two

of the wheels are in the rear and are of the

regulation wagon type, with wood hubs and

spokes and steel tires. The third wheel is

much larger than the other two and is fitted

with a pneumatic tire. The power is fur~

nished by a gasolene engine, which is geared

to this large front wheel. It is claimed that

the vehicle is easy to handle, particularly in

congested streets.

Winton to Exhibit in London.

Space in the main hall at the Olympia

show, to open in London, England, on Feb

ruary 10, has been secured by the Winton

Motor Carriage Company. All the 1905 Win

ton models will be exhibited there.
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A Grand Prize
Has been awarded by the Juries of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co. to

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.
On its exhibit of .

Pierce Automobiles
In recognition of superior quality in

workmanship and materials, together '

with correct engineering and design.

The PIERCE Line for 1905 will include

PIERCE Stanhope, 8 HP. - $1200

Great Arrow, 24-28 H.P., Side Entrance, $3500

Great Arrow, 28-32 “ ‘ $11000

Dealers can secure this splendid line

66 “

now for all unoccupied territory and

correspondence to this end is solicited.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

ms'r or aomrrs.

DOWLING & MAGUIRE. Boston Mass. J. A. PLACE. Geneva. N. Y. C. P. .IOY AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Paul, Minn.

R. W. WHIPPLE. Binzhamton. N. Y. L. PI. JOHNSON. Los Angelou, Cal. MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY, San Fran

l-I. PAULMAN 8: CO., Chicago. Ill. HARROLDS MOTOR CAR CO., New York. cis co . Cal

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Denver. Colo. N. Y. STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO., Scranton. Pa.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit. Mich. THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Onkinnd, “'ESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis. Mo.

N. L. BIEVER, Derby. Conn. 91. M. C. BLACKMAN, Syracuse. N. Y.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. Elmira, N. Y. WI .SON & CO Ottaw . Canada. MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

WATERMAN BROS. Fresno. Cal. BA ’KER BRO.. C ., itteburg. Pa Utlca. N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO., Jaaaaan- H. J. IVILLARD. Portland. Maine. CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

ville. Fla. R. V. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga. Worcester. Mass.

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW, Center Aisle, Section F; CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW, Space! Not. 49. I50. 65 Ind CO.
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First of the Four-Cylinder Cadillac Family.

  

None of the many new and radically dif

fering cars that will mark the 1905 8988011

has been more jealously screened from public

view than has the four cylinder Cadillac, the

principal specifications of which were ex

clusively given in last week 5 Motor World

and an illustration of which is here shown.

That it would be something more than ordi

narily good went almost without saying. The

Detroit concern’s remarkable success with its

single cylinder car, and its reputation for

thoroughness, was suflicient guarantee that

in departing from its established design and

putting forth a multiple, vertical cylinder

cur it would be seen that it possessed the

qualities necessary in an up to date touring

car.

When the car itself appears—which will

be during the Madison Square Garden show

in January—the unusual qualities claimed

for it will become apparent. General Cut

ting, of the local Cadillac company, who re

turned from a factory inspection last week.

gave :1 Motor World man a glowing account

of his first ride in the car. He extolled its

entire freedom from noise and vibration and

the remarkable flexibility of the engine. or

the latter he said that while on the high

speed the engine was throttled down to such

an extent that the operator stepped to the

ground and jogged along with it, while on

resuming his seat he opened the throttle and

speeded the car up to in excess of forty miles

an hour.

The car is rated at 30 horsepower, and

will list at $2,800. It has a wheel base of 100

inches and a length over all of 146 inches.

The favorite side entrance body—made either

of aluminum or wood—with individual front

seats, is used, and is free from tanks and

similar encumbrances.

The engine has four vertical cylinders, cast

separately with copper water jackets, all

joints being ground to take care of leakages.

A scored, cracked or injured cylinder can be

replaced without the necessity of tearing the

engine down, and at a cost of a few dollars

for the new cylinder.

An automatic mixing valve supplies the

four cylinders with gas of an even tempera

ture by taking warm air from the exhaust.

This device has been used for several sea

sons, and gives a perfect mixture under all

conditions and is not affected by changes of

weather. It is practically indestructible,

and requires only occasional adjustment. An

auxiliary air inlet is provided, which oper—

ates at the maximum engine velocity.

The engine is controlled by a hydraulic oil

governor, gear driven, operating upon a va

riable inlet valve. The speed of the engine

increases the pressure of oil in the gov

ernor, which correspondingly increases the

opening of the inlet valve, thus admitting

:1 greater quantity of gas.

Lubrication of the engine is by a gear driven

pump, forcing the oil through one' central

pipe line, from which each cylinder receives

its oil through a branch line. Only one sight

feed is provided, the adjustment of which

supplies each cylinder equally. Each cylin

der receives its given amount of oil regard

less of the grade percentage, by having a

series of bridges in the engine frame to pre

vent the oil from flowing to either end.

The crank shaft is supported on five main

bearings of white metal and bronze, with a

ingenious arrangement for oiling them.

The transmission gives three speeds for

ward and reverse, with the direct drive on

high speed, transmitting the power to the

rear axle by a ball bearing shaft drive.

The gears are cut from drop forged stecl

blanks, and can withstand the shock of

changing from direct drive to reverse when

going at the speed of fifty miles an hour.

Absolute silence in operation is secured

through accuracy in cutting the teeth and

providing a permanent bath of oil.

All speeds are operated from one lever,

thereby securing a remarkable ease in hand

ling. By applying the foot brake the clutch

in the flywheel is released, the engine im

mediater diminishing its speed automati

cally. In an emergency the reverse can also

be used as an additional brake.

The transmission is coupled to the flywheel

by means of leather faced duplex disks with

adjustable springs between. The springs per

mit of the clutch engaging more slowly and

with greater ease. thereby avoiding too sud

den and unneccssnry strains on the motor.

Both the engine and transmission are kept

in permanent and perfect alignment hy- hang

ing each to two pieces of heavy steel tubing

running parallel with the pressed steel frame.

This tubing is set in a cross frame of pressed

steel and held in place by four bolts. The
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ease with which the engine and transmission

can be moved from the chassis is obvious

when it is only necessary to first remove

these four bolts.

The rear axle receives its power through a

bevel gear and shaft drive.

The dash is made of aluminum, in which

is formed a five-gallon gasolene tank, fed

from a large reserve tank in rear of car. A

glass gauge is provided, showing at all times

the quantity of gasolene in tank. There is

also an oil reservoir in the dash with suffi

cient capacity for a thousand-mile run.

Boston to Have a New Club.

Due largely to the influence of the rather

exclusive policy of the Massachusetts Auto

mobile Club came into being on Thursday of

last week at the offices of the Columbia Mo

tor Vehicle Co., on Stanhope street.

The prime movers were W. W. Burke, man

ager of the Columbia M. V. 06.; Harry Fos

dick, A. E. Gilmore, of the Rambler branch;

Underhill, of the Reed-Underhill 00. H. L.

Bowden, one of the Bay State’s few real

democratic millionaires, and a number of

others more or less prominent in Massachu

setts automobile circles, who by their pres

ence or letters lent hearty support to the

movement. ,

Active steps will be taken at once to place

the club on a sound footing, and from pres

ent indications the movement is assured of

active support throughout the State.

One of the first matters to be taken up

will be the agitation of a uniform State ordi

nance permitting a speed of twenty miles an

hour outside of city limits.

The Fairy Tale of Four Drummers.

According to St. Louis (Mo) newspapers,

the utility of the automobile for the use or'

commercial travellers has been recently es

tablished by a test conducted "under the

auspices of the Travellers' Protective Asso

ciation." Four “drummers” of that city are

alleged to have made a four days' trip in an

automobile between Flora, Ill., and East St.

Louis, during which they are said to have

covered 385 miles at a total cost for repairs

to the car of $1.85. Unfortunately, however,

when the Motor World’s St. Louis corre

spondent attempted to verify the story, he

was told by the secretary of the Travellers’

ProtectIVe Association that the test had not

been made under the auspices of the organi

zation, and that he did not know any of the

four men who made the trip. Only one of

the men had his name in the city directory,

and he has left the firm he had been with

and they did not know his present loeation.

Not " Farm Implements," Say Farmers.

Farmers of ingham county, Mich., want

automobiles insured. They have asked the

ingham County Farmers Mutual Insurance

Company to class them, not as farm imple

ments, but with other vehicles standing in

the barn of the insured. The matter came up

at the annual meeting of the company, and

was referred to the executive committee.

SALTS TO PREVENT FREEZING

Souther Takes a Strong Stand Against Them

and Explains the Mischief They Make.

 

During the last few "ears very many of

those who make and those who use automo

biles have been using calcium chloride very

successfully to prevent freezing in the cool

ing systems, and because no outward indica

tion of injury has shown itself' these men

helieve that the chloride or any other salt is

harmless. _

The case is not unlike that of the water

companies, whose pipes are subject to elec

trolytic action. Some of these companies

believe that they are escaping the inroads of

electrolysis by some marvellous good luck or

some condition entirely different from other

companies. They have attributed leaks in

service pipes, shut—off valves and connections

in general to ordinary wear and tear, until

finally some investigating mind begun to

examine more closely. The result of such

examination has usually shown that even the

heavy cast iron pipes are found to be slowly

disintegrating; some of them it is possible to

cut with a knife, nothing but the graphite

of the cast iron being left.

An automobile is not wholly dissimilar.

The manufacturers may have thought that

the leaks in elbows, or connections that did

develop, if such did develop, were nothing

more or less than ordinary deteriorations.

They may not have kept the cars in their

possession long enough to develop any injury.

The cars have, doubtless, passed into the

hands of unsuspecting purchasers, and they

will get the results of the slow but sure

electrolysis that has been taking place.

immediate destruction of radiator, elbows,

unions and metals coming in contact with

the electrolyte is not probable. It takes time

to dissolve metal in this way, but that it

does dissolve is as sure as fate.

Take such a combination of metals as a

radiator, for example, delicate and efficient—

etiicient because it is delicate, made up of

copper, brass, solder, connected with iron or

steel pipes, which, in turn, may be connected

with a cast iron engine. All of these metals

are either positive or negative to one another.

This means that one of them gives and the

other takes. The metal in the cooling coil

is not thick enough to stand very much giving

up. and is sure to be injured in a season or

two.

One of the first questions that the writer

would ask it he were purchasing a second

hand machine would be, “Have you ever used

in your cooler any salt to prevent freezing?"

Were the question answered in the affirma

tive, the writer would say positively that he

would not consider the purchase of that ma

chine. Even though the machlue were per

fect in every joint with no sign of leak in

the cooling system, there would be no assur

ance that leaks would not develop within a

short period.

The writer reaps no benefit from urging the

use of alcohol and glycerine or a combination

of both, but is merely taking this position to

keep purchasers and users of automobiles out

of trouble. A delicate machine like an auto7

mobile has ills enough of a legitimate kind;

there is no use manufacturing other kinds.

HENRY SOUTHER.

Y. M. C. A. Enlarges its Usefulness.

Boston‘s Y. M. C. A. automobile night

school, which is now in its third succesful

year, is to be supplemented by the institution

of a day class. This was first talked of sev

eral weeks ago, and the project met with

such a favorable reception that it has been

decided to go ahead with it. Accordingly the

advisory board of the school has made the

following announcement:

“The school will be in operation through

out the entire year for private instruction.

special arrangements having been made for

private instruction for ladies at hours which

will suit their convenience. This department

has been placed in charge of a thoroughly

competent man of excellent reputation. A

day school for business men has been estab

lished, and will open on Monday, January 2.

at 4:30 p. m., the steam course meeting on

Monday and Thursday afternoons, and the

gasolene course on Tuesday and Friday after

noons from 4:30 to 6 o'clock. These classes

will be held in the Park Square Automobile

Station, in Columbus avenue. Additional ar

rangements have been made for road and

driving lessons, and those desiring instruc

tion in any particular car will be able to

secure special instruction."

The attendance upon the school this year is

very large, and exceeds that of last year.

Many have entered whose homes are in dis

tant cities, Omaha, St. Louis, Pittsburg. Chi

cago and many others from New England

and adjoining States.

The association has established a registra

tion bureau for chauffeurs in connection with

its employment department, and special fa

cilities will be ofl‘ered to men desirous of

securing chauffeurs' positions with the open

ing of the season. A large amount of ad

ditional apparatus and several cars have been

secured for the gasolene course, and every

effort will be made to increase the amount of

practical instruction.

To Test Accessibility of Parts.

It is proposed by Les Sports, a new French

journal, to promote a series of novel competi

tions, beginning in February next. The com

petitions will have for an object the demon

stration of dismounting various parts of a

motor car. An ofiiclal timekeeper will stand

ready, and the judge will say to the com

petitor, “Give me the exhaust valve, take out

the float of the' carburetter," etc. The ease

with which such organs are detached and

replaced is a matter of importance to mo

torists, and these original trials will undoubt

edly prove of great service.
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Here’s the Long Looked-for Four-Cylinder Autocar.

  

Among the. concerns known to be preparing

to launch a four cylinder car in 1905 was

the Autocar (30., Ardmore, Pa. The reputa

tion of the Pennsylvania concern for clever

designs and sound and ingenious construc

tion is such that an exceptionally fine crea

tion was confidently expected. and the ac

companying illustration makes it clear that.

so far as appearance goes, this expectation

has been quite fulfilled. The mechanical ex

cellence of the car becomes apparent as it is

examined in detail.

This four cylinder car, which is styled Type

XI, will constitute one of three Autocar

models that will be marketed in 1905, The

two companion vehicles are models that hav

been marketed this year, viz., Type X. the

two passenger runabout. at $900, and Typ"

VIII, the four passenger tonneau listing at

$1,400. The latter are offered in an un

changed form, their remarkable success dur

ing the last season having demonstrated con

clusively that they would prove almost equal

ly popular in 1905.

The Type XI Autocar is a contribution to

that rapidly growing class of medium pow

ered and priced cars that have of late be

come a marked feature of the American in

dustry. They mark the acceptance by Amer

ican makers of the Europefin theory of de‘

sign—a car driven by a four cylinder vertical

engine, placed in front under a bonnet and

transmitting the power preferably through

sliding gears and either a propeller shaft and

bevel gear to a live rear axle, or by double

chains direct to the rear wheels. In the case

of the Autocar, it is the shaft and gear drive

type of transmission that is used. At the

same time the European design has not been

slavishly copied; there are many evidences

of the Originality and ingenuity that have

always distinguished Autocar product. The

rated horsepower of Tyxc Xi is 16—20, the

weight 1,900 pounds, the price $2,000. The

body is of the popular side entrance type.

with tonneau in the rear, the latter designed

to carry three passengers or a total of five.

Deliveries will begin to be made January 16

The chassis consists of an armored wood

frame—a pressed steel section with a wood

lining—mounted on semi-elliptic front springs

34 inches long and 2 inches wide, and on rear
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AUTOCAR CHASSIS.

platform springs. consisting of side springs

35x2 inches and a rear spring .‘wx2 inches. The

whole. is imposed on four tweIVe spoke Mi ige

ly steel wheels. 30 inches in diameter. These

wheels are fitted with Wig-inch Fisk heavy

tires. The wheel base is 96 inches and the

tread 54 inches. This combination makes an

unusually comfortable riding car, peculiarly

adapted for use on rough roads.

The front axle is of 2%-ineh steel tubing.

while the live rear axle is made of l-‘Sé-inch

solid steel, with squared ends at the wheels

obviating the use of keys. The. rear axle case,

' which contains the bevel gear differential, is

in three parts, bolted together, the top por

tion being removable so that the entire. case

and gears are visible and accesible.

The power plant consists of a four-cylinder

vertical engine, water cooled, placed in front

under a hood. The cylinders are cast in

pairs and have a 3%-inch bore and a 4-inch

stroke. The inlet and exhaust vaIVes are.

mechanically operated and interchangeable.

All valve gears are encased. The long engine

bearings are bolted to the upper half of the

crank case. the lower half being removable

without interfering with the bearings. [d

brir-ation is by splash and continuous force

feed from a gear-driven oil pump. Engine

and transmission are on the same pressed

steel cradle. and protected by a motor shield.

Three speeds forward and reverse are giVen

by the well known Autocar type of sliding

gears, the latter being strong and having

very broad faces: they are cut from drop

forged steel. hardened, and the shafts are

carried on generous sized roller bearings.

From these sliding gears a propeller shaft

and bevel gear drive transmits the power to

the live rear axle.

On each hub is a hand brake, and on the

driving shaft at the rear of the transmission

case is the emergency brake. A foot lever
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controls the hub brakes, a side hand lever

the emergency brake. The first effect of

moving the emergency brake lever is to

throw out the clutch, the emergency brake

and clutch being interlocked.

The control is on the right hand side of the

car. A wheel steer is used with bevel gear

and sector. The spark and throttle control

handles are in the rim of the wheel. A foot

operated clutch is used, and the clutch pedal

is controlled by the left foot. When it is

desired to hold the clutch disengaged, a

clutch _holdout may be operated by moving

the foot slightly to one side of the pedal so

as to remove the foot pressure from the

clutch holdout button, and the car left stand

ing without having to shift the gears to their

neutral position. This clutch holdout is in

stantly released when it is desired to again

start the car by simply pressing the foot on

the clutch pedal as a whole.

Unusually large radiating surface is se

cured by a special coil radiator, with hori

zontal tubes and fins placed above the frame.

Back of the radiator is a fan, around which

is no housing to interfere with the natural

draft produced by the car in motion.

A single vaporiser of the float feed type,

the Autocar Co.‘s own design, is used.

The ignition apparatus consists of two bat

teries of dry cells wired to a four-point coil

with gear driven, spark timer mounted on

the dashboard and in full view of the oper

ator. Ignition is by jump spark.

All cardan cross caps, dust caps on trans

mission case and other similar parts requir

ing locking, are held in position by an in

genious spring pin, that cannot work out,

become loose, shear off or break. Each car

dan cross cap is also clamped by a bolt to the

yoke.

Only a few minor parts are oiled directly. _

The engine is lubricated by splash and con

tinuous force feed of oil by a gear driven oil

pump. Transmission and rear drive are

oiled by splash lubrication.

Large bearings, designed to run with a

minimum friction, are everywhere fitted.

'lhe engine bearings, for example, being

from 3 inches to 31,5 inches. The engine,

steering knuckles and steering posts have

bushings, while the transmission, rear drive

and rear and front wheels have roller bear
ings. I

The equipment consists of two front oil

lamps, one tail oil lamp, horn, tire repair

outfit and tools and storm apron.

Car for St. Louis's Fire Chief.

St. Louis, Mo., has voted $2,000 for the pur

chase of an automobile for the use of Charles

E. Swingley, the‘chief of its fire department.

The fact that the city is spread over a wide

area, being six miles wide and having a river

front of about twenty miles, and that several

long runs had ruined the chief‘s horses, in

fluenced the City Fathers in authorizing the

purchase. The police department of St.

Louis has had an automobile patrol wagon in

use for some six months.

BENNETT RULES UNCHANGED

Cup Commission Votes Down Proposed Altera

tions but Defines Light and Heavy Cars.

After all the talk about changes in the rules

governing the Bennett Cup race, it has been

decided to conduct it, in 1905 at any rate,

without change of any kind. This conclu

sion was reached on December 12, when the

International Commission, to which had been

lntrusted the management of the Bennett

Cup race, met in conference' at the head

quarters of the Automobile Club of France,

in Paris. Eighteen delegates attended,

France being represented by Baron de Zuy

len, the Marquis de Dion and the Chevalier

Rene de Knyfl.

The broad lines on which the next cup race

will be arranged were decided. The confer

ence agreed that the race shall be run under

the same regulations as last year. The pro

posals for reducing the weight-limit of cars,

for a team contest, for a two days’ race over

1,000 kilometres, and for allowing only a

fixed number of tires and covers to com

petitors, were discarded. It was decided that

the great annual contest shall always be

held in the last week of June, or as nearly

as possible to that date.

The contest of next June will be competed

for under exactly the same regulations as

before. The suggestion of a two-days’ race

over double the distance was impracticable,

while the reduction of the weight limit would

have increased the danger of the contest.

Other decisions arrived at by the confer

ence were that henceforth only one club in

every country will be officially recognized,

that in future danger and caution signals

shall be blue and yellow, instead of red and

green (the German Government have'pro

hibited the latter colors because of their use

on railways), and that due notice of all ex

hibitions and sporting events shall be given

by each club to all the others to avoid

clashing.

After discussion, the classification of cars

by weight already established was officially

adopted for all countries save Belgium, which

accepted it only provisionally. Henceforth,

accordingly, the term “car” will invariably

mean a car weighing over 650 kilos. (1,432

pounds), and a “light car” one under that

figure, while the limit for motor-cycles is

fixed at 50 kilos. (110.23 pounds). The rule

of a 7 kilos. (15.4 pounds) in favor of cars

and 3 kilos. (6 pounds 9% ounces) for motor

cycles when magnetos are used instead of

accumulators, will now be ocfliially binding

in all contests.

A propOsal to appoint an international com

mittee for all sporting events was shelved,

and another to create an international sign

to be carried on motor cars for the purpose

of identifying lawbreakers was dropped as

being impracticable.

Questions relating to customs formalities

were discussed, but nothing was agreed to.

Preparing for Bennett Cup Race.

Notwithstanding the talk of the limits of

power and speed having been reached in the

races of the past, makers are preparing for

the 1905 Bennett Cup race cars that will far

exceed in the respects mentioned any cars

yet produced. France, Germany and Eng

land are the leaders in this movement, near

ly half a hundred cars being under way in

the first named country alone. Few of the

cup cars will be rated at less than 100, and

some of them will go as high as 150 H. P.

Following are the firms which are so far

reported as definitely building cup cars, to

gether with the number of cars and their

  

  

horsepower:

Makers.

Richard Brasler . 3

Mors .............. .. 8

De Dietrich ....... .. . 3

Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 140

Gobron-Brillie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 150

Renault; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 90

La. Buire ........ .. . 2 120

Rochet-Schneider . 2 120

Panhard ....... .. . 3 12]

Turcat-Mcry . . . . 3 120

Bayard-Clement . 8 120

I—Iotchkiss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 160

Gardner-Seroollet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 —

Delaunay-Belleville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 120

Berliet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 130

Boyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 120

The question of the nationality of the

drivers has now cropped up in France in

several quarters. In all probability foreign

drivers will only be permitted to drive in

the French Eliminating Trials, provided they

have been resident on French soil for not

less than two years immediately preceding

the date of this trial. From the commence

ment it has been strenuously‘urged that it

should be imperative that drivers in the cup

race should be of the same nationality as

the cars which they drive. In any case

it is suggested in France that any driver who

is entered for driving a cup car in the Elimi

nating Trials for any other country should

not be allowed to drive in the French Elimi

nating Trials.

For the English Selection Trials four mak

ers have announced their intention of com

peting, viz., Napier, Wolseley, Siddeley and

Star. For these trials an entrance fee of

$500 must be paid, which is under no circum

stances returnable. Beyond this fee a de

- posit of $500 must be made as a guarantee

of compliance with the regulations of the

A. C. G. B. I., this fee being returnable under

certain conditions after the winner of the

1905 race has been declared. Entries and

fees must be received before noon, December

31. In the event of the car presented for

examination to the races committee being

found not to be a bona fide racing car, the

$500 deposit mdy be forfeited, as also in the

event of an entered car not being at the

starting point ready to start for the race, or

following disqualification of a car by the

International Commission.

 

The number of automobiles in use in Bel

gium has progressed by large strides. In

December, 1901, there were 1,332 cars; in

1902 the number had increased to 1,991, and

in 1903 there were 2.618. This year the

licenses show 3,698, which is 2,366 more than

in 1901. These figures do not include motor

cycles. of which there are considerably over

four thousand.
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‘LOZIER'S CAR READY

Proves to be an Attractive Creation, Showing

Skill and Close Study of the Subiect.

After twenty-three months of trial and

preparation, the Lozier automobile is now

ready for uncovering. As the Motor World

forecasted, it is a 30—35 horsepower touring

car, and in every way worthy of its name;

it reflects the skill and long experience of

  

valves is a nickel-steel composition with low

co-efl‘icient of expansion, thus minimizing dis

tortion. Area of valves and shape of ports

are such as to insure easy entrance and exit

for gases, thereby gaining in efficiency.

The cam shafts are direct driven (without

intermediate gears), by steel pinion on crank

shaft meshing in with large combination

fibre and bronze gears—a noiseless and dur

able transmission.

The cams and valve lifters are inclosed in

small chambers in communication with the

light as possible and perfectly balanced, in

suring a quiet and smooth running machine.

Jump spark ignition is used in connection

with a high tension magneto, or with stor

age batteries and induction coil, as desired.

Speed control is secured by spark and throt

tle levers accessibly located on the top of

the steering wheel. The motor is fitted with

an automatic carburetter.

Honeycomb radiator, with fan and gear

driven centrifugal pump. make up the cool

ing system.

 

 

 

LOZIEP. CAR “71TH TESTING
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INLET SIDE OF LOZIER

its makers. the Lozier Motor Co., New York,

whose gas engines and motor boats are well

known to the world.

The motor is of the vertical tour cycle type.

having four cylinders, cast in pairs, and

bolted to an aluminum crank case.

The valves are mechanically actuated—in

let on one side and exhaust on the other—and

are easily accessible by removing one nut

and strap for each pair. Valves, springs and

lifters are all interchangeable. Material of

ENGINE.

main crank chamber, receiving splash lubri<

cator therefrom. Readily removable alumi

num covers afford an easy entrance to these

chambers.

The crank shaft is made from mild open

hearth steel forging—30 point carbon—with

liberal sibe zearings. Crank pins are hard

ened and ground in a special machine built

for this purpose, which is, so far as is known,

the only machine of its kind in existence.

All reciprocating and rotating parts are as

PLAN VIEW WITH GASOLINE TANK REMOVED. ‘

The clutch is of the leather cone type, with

self-contained thrust, fitted with springs

under leather to afford advantage of easy

engagement. The clutch cone is easily re

movable for renewal of leather without dis

turbing the motor or gear case.

The flywheel is inclosed in an aluminum

pan, which forms a connecting member be

tween the motor and gear case, which, with

an interediate shaft titted with universal

Joints between engine and clutch and gear
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case, together with the manner of suspension,

insure against cramping of bearings due to

twisting of frame members.

The car has three speeds forward and one

reverse. The direct drive is on the highest

gear to cross sprocket shaft, with counter

shaft in gear case idle. All speed changes

are made with one lever, which it is impos

sible to move until the clutch ls thrown out.

Both shafts of the gear case are nickel steel

and run in ball bearings. The gears are

hardened and have teeth of 6-inch cut to a

formula which gives a much stronger tooth

outline than regularly used. The drive is by

two chains to rear wheels from cross differ~

ental shaft, which runs in ball bearings.

There are two brakes. 0n differential shaft,

a metal to metal brake applied by means of

foot pedal; this brake has an easily renew

able sheet brass shoe. Rear wheel brake is

of the expanding type. disengagcs the clutch.

being interconnected therewith. The emer

gency brake is not tims interconnect-d, which

fact permits of using the motor (connected to

low gear) as a brake, in addition to the emer

gency brake, in descending very steep hills.

The chances for skidding are lessened on

greasy downhill travelling when using the

motor for brake alone.

The wheel base is “51/; inches for side en

trance tonneau. The axles are of l-beam sec‘

tions, made of nickel steel t'orgings. The

springs are SSXI-‘Yl front anti 421/;x'i rear. The

wheels are 36-inch, with ball bearings front

and rear; tires, 41,4) inches.

The car is fitted with an aluminum body,

and the upholstery and beauty of finish and

equipment is in keeping with the general

high class construction. The weight of the

car complete is 2,500 pounds, and the price.

approximately, $5,000, carrying according to

style of body desired.

 

Beginning Made in Bogota.

"Last week the first automobile made its

appearance upon the streets of Bogota, and

the excitement was unparalleled,” says A]

ban G. Snyder, American Consul General at

that point, in a report dated October 24.

"Crowds have blocked the highways for

squares, rendering traffic almost impossible,

and great interest has been aroused as to the

possibilities that this mode of transportation

may offer in the future.

“This automobile is an American machine,

and some business may result from the pres

ent enthusiasm. I shall be pleased to receive

catalogues from automobile manufacturers

of the United States for filing in the reading

room here.

"it is rumored that a concession is shortly

to be given to a transportation company for

the exclusive use of the Camhoa road, which

leads from the upper Magdalena River to

Bogota. Automobiles are to be used ex~

clusively by this company."

 

Three Champalgn, 111., men, named Wal

lace. Gulick and Brown, have built an auto

mobile and will test it in a few days. If it

should prove successful, they expect to or

ganize a company to undertake the manu

tacture of similar cars.

Sprague's Newest Top.

To their already great diversity of canopies

and other carriage tops the Sprague Um

brella 00., Norwalk, Ohio, have added the ex

tension top, here shown, as applied to a

Thomas touring car. When the curtains are

put‘on they inclose the car entirely, making

it waterproof. Without removing any bolts

or hooks, the top can be brought back and

unhooked from the front seat and booked in

a receptacle on the back seat and folded

there, making a complete dust shield; the

bows fold snugly and lodge in a receptacle

on the top of the back seat, where they are

immediately detected, and once discovered, it

can be remedied in the following manner:

If the edge has been knocked down or flat

tened, it is rather difficult for an amateur to

conveniently repair it himself, but generally

a competent blacksmith can put it right, with

the aid of a pair of tongs. 0n the contrary,

If the damage arise from slight bulges, they

can be removed by means of a small hammer

carefully used in order to prevent denting in

the rim.

It must not be overlooked that these little

attentions remove the paint from the rim,

and it is therefore necessary afterwards to
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SPRAGUE EXTENSION TOP

strapped in so that they cannot rattle or be

shaken out. When this is done the glass

front is stationary and forms a good wind

break. By removing four bolts the canopy

can be taken off the car in a few moments

and replaced as soon, or by removing four

bolts the whole top can be taken 05 the car,

leaving nothing but the stubs, which are not

unsightly or in the way.

 

Why Rims Merit Attention.

Motorists are inclined to be somewhat care

less in many respects with regard to the rims

to which the tire covers are attached. It

often happens that after running on a de

flated cover, or as the result of any slight

accident, the rim gets knocked slightly out of

shape, causing the edge of the rim to have a

certain cutting action on the beaded edge of

the cover. The rims, therefore, should be ex

amined from time to time by jacking up the

car and turning the wheel round, making a

close examination of the edge of the rim in

which the cover fits. By this means the

slightest dent or malformation of the rim is

APPLIED TO A THOMAS CAR.

give the parts operated upon two or three

coats of paint and varnish, as an unpainted

0r badly painted rim will soon rust, and r

rusty rim will spoil more covers than any

thing else.

First oi New Studebaker: Arrives.

At the local Studebaker establishment. at

Broadway and Forty-eighth street, the first

of the 1905 models has been received, and is

attracting attention because of its graceful

and quietly elegant lines. It is a victoria

phaeton, and especially adapted for ladies'

and physicians’ use, being roomy and luxuri

ous and so designed that eaq ingress and

egress are afforded.

The vehicle is designed to carry any type

of battery, sliding partitions being fitted so

they can be shifted according to whether

cells of the Exlde or the Edison types—the

latter requiring more room—are used. An

uncommonly good effect is obtained by the

disposal of part of the battery in front under

a bonnet; the remaining cells are carried in

the rear of the body. The vehicle has a

u leage capacity of forty to forty-five miles
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The Automobile in lndia.

  
 

  

For the Instruction of Providence.

So succesful was the experimental course

in automobile construction conducted at

Providence, R. I., by the local Y. M. C. A.

last spring that it will be repeated this win

ter. It will open January 10, with Parker H.

Kemble, superintendent of the Boston autos

mobile school, in charge. He will be as

sisted by two experts on gasolene and steam

engines, who are also giving instruction in

the Boston school.

A series of lectures, open to ladies and

gentlemen, dealing with the fundamental

principles of the various types of cars, their

operation, adjustment and care, are also to

be given by Professor Kemble.

A shop course will be given Wednesday

and Friday evenings of each week, under the

direction of F. P. Barker, chief draughts

man of the Waltham Mfg CO., on gasolene

engines, and instruction on steam machines

will be by E. J. Loving, a well known auto

mobile engineer.

 

Cmvhez Gives a Cup.

The well-known Belgian motorist, the

Baron Pierre de Crawhez, is presenting an

international cup to he competed for by

automobile manufacturers. The contest will

be over a distance of kilometres, and

will be for both speed and reliability. Each

firm entering the competition will haVe to

send a team of three cars, and marks will

be allotted in accordance with the order of

arrival at the finish. The firm securing the

least number of points will hold the cup for

a year. The cars not completing the whole

distance will be credited with as many marks

as competitors, plus one.

  

  

Elected George, but he’s in Doubt.

At a meeting last week E. S. George was

elected to the presidency of the Detroit Auto

mobile Club. Tile retiring president, 14‘. O.

Paige, refused a renomination owing to his

inability to devote suflicient attention to the

ofiice on account of business pressure. Al

though Mr. George appreciated the honor.

he declared it improbable that he could ac

cept the office, but the members are of the

opinion that he can be induced to act in the

capacity.

 

Will Canvass for Members.

Heroic measures are to be adopted by the

Kansas City (Mo) Automobile Club to in—

crease its membership. A solicitor is to be

employed, who will endeavor to get all the

motorists in the city to Join the organization,

the initiation fee being suspended while the

canvass for new members is being conducted.

At a recent meeting the members talked over

plans for a clubhouse, and it is probable that

a suburban location will be secured in the

spring.

 

Seven Hundred Increase in Quaker City.

During the last eleven months 22,340 licenses

have been issued in Philadelphia, while only

1.663 were called for during all of 1903, which

is an augmentation of 700. it is possible that

more licenses would have been issued by

the municipal authorities, but a mistake oc

curred. This forced a number of persons to

go to other counties for the tags, which are

good in all parts of the State.

No Motorphobia in Kearney.

Kearney, Nob, apparently is filled with the

spirit of fairness and progressiveness. As

evidence, drivers of all vehicles, bicycles and

tricycles excepted, are included with auto'

mobilists in the new speed ordinance passed

by the City Council or that place at its meet

ing last week. The regulation provides for

a speed of twelve miles an hour in the out

lying parts of the city and for eight miles

an hour on Central avenue, Avenue A, First

avenue and the intersecting streets between

Fifteenth and Twenty-sixth streets. In turn

ing corners in the latter district five miles

an hour is the highest speed allowed. Vio

lators of the ordinance are liable to arrest

and tine of not more than $100 or imprison

ment not to exceed thirty days.

All of the members of the Council voted in

favor of the ordinance except Councilman

Bolte. He wasin favor of limiting the terri

tory to which the ordinance should apply to

a zone extending nine blocks on each side

of Central avenue. He gave it as his opinion

that after that part of the city had been

passed that all danger from a higher speed

was eliminated. He thought if an attempt

were made to regulate the speed in all parts

of the city that the ordinance would be con

stantly violated. He said he was not in

fa\'or of an ordinance which would make

lawbreakers of the people.

 

Alleged Thief: Long Drive.

\V. H. (‘unningham and wife, of inde

pendence. Kan, are in limbo in Topeka.

where they are facing a charge of stealing

the automobile in which they travelled from

the Kansas capital to Collinsviile, Ill.

The machine is valued at $2.500. Cunning

ham and his wife were arrested at Lima,

Ohio. to which place they went after leaving

the automobile at Colliusville to be repaired.

The couple say they were on their way to

New York. Cunningham alleged that he had

borrowed the car from Charles Woodward,

of Topeka. for the trip. Mrs. Cunningham

claims not to know how her husband had

secured it. It was through a letter to Topeka

friends describing their journey that the

couple were traced.

 

No Novices Wanted in Butte County.

The grand jury which has recently been

in session at Oroville, Butte county, Cali

fornia, has drawn up a somewhat remarka

ble automobile ordinance. One of its pro

visions is that no one shall drive an auto

mobile ou the public highways of Butte

county unless he has had at least three

months' experience with automobiles. The

automobilist must also have a permit from

the County Clerk, and must not drive faster

than twenty miles an hour. When nearing

anyone on a public highway who is leading

or driving animals, the automobilist must

reduce his rate of speed to three miles an

hour, and if the animals are frightened, he

must stop until they pass.
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Endangered Mrs. Predmore’s Maltese ca.

The, following choice bit of literature was

furnished a Lakewood, N. J., paper by a

Burnegat correspondent, who evidently has

a bad case of “mixed metaphoritis":

“Fast driving of automobiles through our

town is becoming a matter of daily occur

rence. Somebody will yet be injured or

killed. Our authorities should take some ac

tion to prevent this and stop the reckless

riding; or will they wait, as usual, until the

horse is stolen before they lock the stable

door?"

The same rural correspondent several years

ago contributed this, on the occasion of a.

motor cycle passing through the village one

Sunday afternoon:

"()ne of those nefarious contraptions of the

devil passed through our city last Sunday

afternoon, disturbing the religious services of

the Methodist Sunday school, which was in

progress. it is believed the thing was a

motor bicycle, but it went so outrageously

fast that none of our residents could tell the

nature of the beast. A demon, arrayed with

goggles and leggins, was sitting on the ma

chine, and he seemed to have little regard

for the town's safety, going as fast as he

could. Why, he actually came near running

over Mrs. Predmore’s handsome Maltese eat.

We thought when bicycles made their ap

pearance our lives were in danger, but now

it is worse. The bieary goggleeyed monsters

go about seeking whom they might devour."

 

All the Raiahs Gave Prizes.

The Delhi-Bombay reliability trials, under

the distinguished patronage of Lord Curzon

and Lord Kitchener, as is known, will be held

from December 26, 100l, to January 2, 1905.

The following is the oilicial programme for

this interesting contest: First day, Delhi to

Agra, 133 miles; second day, Agra to Gwa

lior, 73 miles; third day, Gwalior to Goona,

130 miles; fourth day, GOona to Maksi, 123

miles; fifth day, Maksi to Khul Ghat, 90

miles; sixth day, Khul Ghat to Dhulia, 110

miles; seventh day, Dhulia to Igatpuri, 126

miles, and last day, lgatpuri to Bombay,

8?» miles.

The prizes, and more especially their don

ors, are of more than usual interest. They

are as follows: A cup of the value of $500,

presented by H. H. the Gaikwar of Baroda

for the most reliable car; a cup of the value

of $250, presented by H. H. the Maharajah

Cindia of Gwalior for- the most economical

car; a cup of the value of $250, presented by

H.- 11-.» the Maharajah of Mysore for the ‘car

in the best condition after the trial; a cup of

the value of $125, presented by H. H. the

Maharajah of Kapurthala for the car best

suited-to district work in India; a $250 cup,

presented by Messrs. Jeremiah Lyon & 00.,

of London, for the car making the best per

l'orllmllce as regards reiiabilitly and costing

not more than $2.500 as landed in India; a

consolation prize by the proprietors of the

Times of India, value $125. " ‘ ' - ' '

Interest Increasing in Hawaii.

Even the Hawaiian Islands are not free

from the vexations of automobile speeding,

as the following extract from an editorial in

the Honolulu “Bulletin” will show:

“Honolulu is just getting its hand in as a

tourit town, also as an automobile town.

Photographs of the first automobile parade

that was a thing of real beauty have been

sent abroad primarily ‘for tourists.’ Follow

ing cloa. on its heels comes the arrest of a

tourist for ‘fast and furious' driving. Per

haps the tourist likes it. Possibly more

will come, finding they can enjoy the arrest—

ing fad here, as elsewhere. Whether more

tourists come or more are frightened away,

the community must reach a decision on

some points this incidentnaturally suggests.

“On the other hand, is the question of ar

rests, determination of what constitutes

scorching, to be ‘vested in the discriminating

capacity of an intelligent Honolulu police

man? Are automobiles to be held down to

the staid and admittedly peaceful gait of the

historic missionary family horse. 'with the

policeman to pass personal judgment on

whether the automobilist shall go direct

where he started for or take a side trip to

the police station that his name may be

registered? We have no municipal regula

tions because we have no municipality, and

one officious policeman can head on fifty

tourists and all they represent to the town.

“With these facts in mind it is well to

have a care that the town shall not unneces

sarily make a fool of itself."

When Cab and Car Stuck Fast.

An automobile and a hansom cab stuck

together was an amusing sight on Twenty

third street, New York, the other day. The cab

was waiting for the fare. who was making

purchases, and the automobile just brhind had

slowed up to the curb. The horse started

backwards and the rear wheels became fast

ened to the hood of the automobile. Spec

tators and police tried to separate the two

vehicles, but all attempts to do so were

futile. Finally, acting on the suggestion

of a bystander, the horse was unharnessed

and the cab driver descended from his perch,

and through lowering the back part of the

cab the two vehicles were separated. In the

meantime the lady who had hired the cab

appeared and, without knowing who was to

blame, accused the policeman of favoring the

"rich" automobilist, and insisted on the cab

driver examining his vehicle to ascertain

whether any damage had been done. Repri

manding the police for their favoritism in the

accident, she compelled both parties to give

their names for a few cents worth of paint

which had been scratched off the cab. Both

automobilist and police sergeant smiled as

the cab drove away. '

 

Seventy-five automobiles have been as

sesscd for taxation by the Tax Commissioner

of Omaha, Neb. ' It is thought that about a

dozen more cars will be rounded up before

the job is ended. ' - '

For Making Light of the Law.

Recently American residents in Paris were

thrown into consternation by reading that a

prominent young society woman had been

imprisoned for five days without the option

of a fine. The cause for this drastic action on

the part of the court was something in the

nature of “Lese Majeste." It appears that

she entered the Bois in her car after dark,

when her attention was called by a policeman

to the omission of rear lights. Scarcely repri

manded for this breach of the law her Ameri

can ire was aroused, and to revenge herself

on the following night she passed the same

spot and the same officer of the law with her

machine profusely decorated with Chinese

lanterns. Noticing this and recognizing her

as the woman he had spoken to on the pre

vious night, the oflicial compelled her to at

once accompany him to the nearest police

station. The magistrate would listen to no

excuse for literally'making light of the law,

and sentenced her to confinement in a room

in the building for five days.

The Story of “Sis's” Press Agent.

“Sis Hopkins," who in everyday life is

known as Rose Melville, is a motorist of

more than common note. She owns a “$5,000

machine," and has aspirations to become a

racing chauffeuse. As a preliminary, she has

invited Barney Oldfield to race. “Sis” is also

a consistent, not to say persistent, user of

the motor car. When this season’s tour was

arranged Miss Melville had a new steel

trucked baggage car constructed to hold her

automobile as well as the “Sis Hopkins"

scenery. A special compartment was built

for the automobile, and also berths for two

attendants. The automobile compartment

has its own entrance and a runway. When

ever the actress arrives in a city or town

where she is to play the attendants have the

machine in readiness to slide down the run

way. As soon as the train stops Miss Mei

ville is speeding off to her hotel and then

takes a spin over the surrounding country

before going to the theatre. At least. this

is the press agent's story of the contrivance.

Motoring as a Cure for Asthma.

The automobile as a cure for asthma and_

other throat troubles is its newest virtue.

George P. Braun, of Chicago, is the gentle

man who subscribes to this belief. For sev

eral years both Mr. Braun and his daughter

were compelled to go South immediately cold

weather set in because of asthmatic affec

tions. This year. however, he purchased a

Locomobile, and as winter has not brought

a return of their troubles, he attributes it

entirely to the use of the car.

The Kaiser Will be Heralded.’,'

Automobiles belonging to the Kaiser will be

easily distinguishable, even at a distance,

from the ordinary ruck by their signals, as

a bugler sits on the front seat next to the

driver, and uses an instrument which is very

like the trumpets of the mediseval heralds.

liven the little banner attached to these old

time trumpets is to be replaced on the bugles

in the imperial motor stables. ~
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STATE LAW iS NO GOOD

Any Little Community May Over-ride it Says

the Wise Judge Oriady.

 

In affirming the decision of a lower court,

which flned Samuel Bell, Jr., a Philadelphia

motorist, Judge Oriady, of the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court, holds, in effect, that a town

‘ship can override the law of the State in

.the endeavor to prescribe a reasonable speed

limit. The-decision is of considerable lm

portancein its bearing on the whole ques

hair’s: automobile legislation, and if n is

_' not reversed- will leave Pennsylvania mo

torists at the mercy of the legislators of

townships and villages. It is directly op

posed to the theory of uniform regulations

throughout the State, which the 1903 law

was supposed to establish. Already it is

predicted that the decision will be followed

by speed regulations for automobiles in all

the principal townships of the Common

wealth. '

The case decided by Judge Oriady was

that of Samuel Bell, Jr., a member of the

Automobile Club of Philadelphia, against

Radnor Township, Delaware County. Rad

nor Township has an ordinance that limits

the speed of automobiles to ten miles an

hour. Bell was arrested for travelling more

than ten miles an hour and fined. Bell took

an appeal from the fine, but the appeal was

dismissed by Judge Johnson, of Delaware

County.

Bell then took the case to the Superior

Court, maintaining that Judge Johnson’s de

cision was opposed to an not passed by the

Legislature in 1903, fixing the speed of auto

mobiles at eight miles an hour in cities and

boroughs, but permitting a speed of twenty

miles an hour outside city and borough llm

its. Judge Oriady, in affirming the decision

of the Delaware County Court, says:

"The State Legislature has, beyond QUes

tion, the power to provide for the construc

tion and maintenance of the public highway.

whether streets in cities or boroughs, or

roads in townships, and it has as full and

clear power to provide regulations for their

use. It must also be conceded that this

power may be delegated without diminution

to a local municipality. A municipal cor

poration has for its object the interests, ad

vantage aud convenience of the locality and

its people.. It is a local government pos

sessing powers of legislation, within its dele

gated or reasonably implied powers, and is

charged with the general welfare of the

people.

“Some of the townships of the first class

represent a larger population and their high

way are more used than those of many

boroughs. We are not prepared to say that

an ordinance limiting the speed of an auto

mobile to ten miles an hour is unreasonable

when a lower rate of speed is prohibited by

the Legislature in less densely settled com

munities. The commissioners are prlma facle

the best judges of what is a reasonable

speed for such a vehicle in Radnor Town

ship. No special fact is suggested in this

record to show that ten miles an hour is not

a reasonable limitation, nor that sixteen

miles an hour—the rate at which the de

fendant was going when arrested-is un

reasonable.”

Wilmarth Now Long Island‘s Presidtnt.

The Long Island Automobile Club dinner,

held on Wednesday, was attended by eighty

two members. The affair was the first func

tion held in the club's new house, in Cumber

land street, Brooklyn.

There was no opposition to the regular

ticket, which was elected by acclamation, as

follows: President, Alfred Wilmarth; vice

president, Augustus A. Post; secretary, Frank

L. Evans, and treasurer, Raymond Healy;

governors, for one year, Frank G. Webb, Lau

rence Abraham and Dr. F. M. Sharp; for two

years, A. R. Pardington, L. R. Adams and

Z. N. Allen; membership committee, Edwin

Melvin and F. B. Stephenson. '

At the dinner which followed the meeting

W. P. Richardson was toastmaster, and the

speakers included Frank G. Webb, the retir

ing president; Alfred Wilmarth, the incoming

president; L. R. Adams, A. R. Pardington

and A. A. Post.

The secretary‘s report showed 123 members

in good standing. In connection with the

clubhouse is a garage with storage accommo

dation for twenty-nine machines, and all the

space has been taken. The club has bought

land adjoining, upon which it will erect an

addition to its building, which will more than

double the storage facilities.

The clubhouse is situated near Fulton street

and also near the new Atlantic avenue boule

vard, thus affording members easy access to

one of the main routes of Long Island.

 

 

“Non-Stop" in South Africa.

A few years ago it was a case of going to

the front, meaning South Africa; at present

that continent is coming to the front in or

ganizing contests for automobiles. One hun

dred miles reliability non-stop trials have

been arranged for the purpose of testing the

ability of the various makes of cars to nego

tiate the different, steep and awkward roads.

Speed is a minor factor in these trials, and

will not count at all in the awarding of the

certificates, the Automobile Club of South

Africa being averse to fast driving. Particu

lar attention will be paid to the power of the

engines to keep cool in making the steep as

cents. The higher powered cars are, of

course, more subject to overheating than the

smaller, and efforts to meet this difilcuity are

being made by some motor agents on the

spot by fitting the cars with an additional

water cooling tank.

 

A reverse of conditions is shown recently

‘in Turin, when the Princess Loetitia’s mag

nificent automobile was run down by an art

lcss cabman. The car was damaged consid

erably, and both chauffeur and coachman re

ceived injuries. The former, it is said, will

only receive fifteen days—in the hospital.

though he was wholly to blame for the acci

dent.

GOOD ROAD TO NEWARK

Or Rather There Is Promise of One—The

Plans of the Improvement.

 

Motorists who have dreaded the short trip

between Jersey City and Newark, N. J., on

account of the wretched condition of the

only two roads between the cities, will be

glad to know that a plan is being considered

to improve one of the roads. The plan con

templates the abolishment of the Plank Road

across the meadows, and the building of a

concrete and granite highway to be 100 feet

wide. The plans have been drawn by the

county engineers of Essex and Hudson coun

ties, and it is thought that they will be up

proved at the next meeting of the Joint

Bridge Commission, composed of members of

the two Boards of Freeholders.

The present roadway is from 22 to 24 feet

in width, not including the trolley tracks,

which run at each side. The estimated cost

of the improvement is placed at $1,000,000.

The land needed for the extra width has been

offered by the Hackensack Meadows Com

pany to each of the counties for a considera

tion of $1. As soon as the contract for the

construction of the road has been officially

awarded, the Meadows Company will trans

fer the land to the two counties. As the

present surface of planking will be torn up, a

new title will have to be found for the road,

and it has been suggested that it be ‘called

the Essex and Hudson Boulevard.

According to the plans, the road will be

widened from' the point where it abutts on

the pavement in Newark to the end of the

present Plank Road in Jersey City. The en

gineers‘ drawings provide for the location of

a double line of car tracks in the centre and

roadways at each side, with sidewalks on the

outer edges. The tracks will occupy a space

of twenty feet, and there will be trolley

poles in the centre between the tracks to car

ry the wires. The trolley company has as

sured the Freeholders that it will plant and or

grass seed between the ties, so as to catch the

dust raised by the cars.

There will be a curb at each side of the

tracks to keep wagons off and at intervals

of 500 feet there will be openings, so that

the road can be easily repaired when neces

sary. There will be sections of curbing, or

bars, however, which will be put up when

the opeings are not in use by road repairers,

so that wagons cannot cross the tracks.

The roadways at each side of the tracks

will each be 28 feet wide, and the sidewalks

will be 12 feet wide. The trolley tracks will

form the crown of the road, and there will be

a gradual slope on either side to the walks.

There will be a bed of concrete, which will

support granite blocks on each roadway. A

series of sewer pipes draining into the Pas

saic and Hackensack rivers ‘will run beneath

the sidewalks.
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To Test Tension of Valve Springs

It has been said that the liability of valve

springs to variation of tension constitutes an

important objection to automatic valves, in

that one valve may from this cause onen

sooner than another, and thereby destroy the

equilibrium of the engine. With valves of

large opening this objection would scarcely

apply, because with the greater freedom of

intake the cylinders could make up towards

the end of the suction stroke what they

lacked at the beginning of it. In this way

balance would tend to keep established.

Moreover. it is an easy matter to test the

tension of the springs of automatic valves,

and replace any spring which has grown

weak through overheating or other causes.

One of the best methods of verifying uni

formity of tension consists of, first, remov

ing the valves complete. Holding one in

each hand by the seating, the extremities of

the stems then should be placed together so

that the stems are in a straight line. A

slight pressure of one hand towards the other

will then cause the two valves to open syn

chronously if the springs are of equal tension

and in order. '

Good Results from New Carburetter.

Some marvellous results have been attained

by the Olds Motor Works through the adop

tion of a new carburetter of their own manu

facture, which will be fitted to all the 1905

standard runabouts (the curved dash model).

The carburetter is of the float feed type and

replaces the mixer previously used. Its use

is said to have enabled the engine to de

liver an increase of power over the 7-horse

—the rated power of the standard runabout

—-an increase that has reached as high as

10 per cent. so eflicacious is the mixture de

livered to the combustion chamber by it.

So much pleased are the Olds people with

the device that i' may be used on some of

the other models. ~

 

New Features of the Mercedes.

One of the features of the 1905 Mercedes

car, which was exhibited at Paris during the

show, is a “perpetual sprag." This is a

kind of ratchet and pawl which immediately

comes into operation on the automobile show

ing a tendency to go backward on a hill. It

is only released when the reversing lever is

operated. Another distinguishing feature is

that the gas is cut down when the clutch is

thrown out by a lever working mechanically

in connection with the pedal.

Motor Car Replaces Locomotive.

“Automobiles are cheaper and more prac

tical” is the decision of the owners of the

Silberton Northern Road of Denver, Go]. For

this reason they have authorized the pur

chase of a gasolene automobile coach to run

on the tracks to carry miners to work at

change of shifts. The car will accommodate

about forty persons, and will cover sixteen

miles in forty five minutes, at a fraction of

the expense of operating a locomotive and

passenger coach.

Iiow Chains have been Improved.

In the new Whitney chains, here illus

trated. there is one feature that will appeal

alike to those who sell and those who use

them, and which has not before been empha

sized, i. e., their interchangeability. The

riveted parts may be used in the cotter de

tachable chain or the detachable parts in

the riveted chain. It simplifies matters-not

  

a little, and considerably lessens the stock

that must be kept on hand.

These chains are now being made with

projecting inside links—a foreign idea that

the Whitney people have cleverly adapted.

The chains are also being furnished with spe

cial bronze cotter pins instead of the steel

ones previously employed. Those of bronze

are not only extremely tough, but, what is as

important, they will not corrode, and-there

fore are always and despite all weathers

easily removed.

Toledo Dealer’s Useful Innovation.

The Litchie Automobile 00., Toledo, Ohio,

have instituted a novel and meritorious spe

cial service that should meet with quick ap

preciation and even imitation in other cities—

an “emergency service,” as they aptly term

it. It consists in keeping several inclosed

'cars always ready for instant duty for the

use of doctors or nurses desiring to reach

patients quickly. The cars respond to calls

at any hour of the day or night.

How Hughes is Educating his Repairmen.

In order that they may acquire a thorough

mechanical knowledge of the new models,

Archie Hughes, manager of the Pope Mfg.

Co's Providence, R. I., branch, has sent six

of his best mechanics from the garage repair

shop to the Pope-Toledo and other factories.

The men left Providence last week, and will

return early in the spring.

Memorable Good-bye to Deming.

To-inorrow, Paul H. Deming, the manager

of the White branch in New York, leaves

that office preparatory to an indefinite stay

abroad. His leaving was marked by a lunch

eon at the Hotel Astor on Thursday last.

tendered in his honor by the White Sewing

Machine Co. as a mark of their appreciation

and by the presentation of a silver loving

cup by his associates in the branch. Among

those present at the luncheon were Winthrop

E. Scarritt, Windsor T. White, Augustus

Post, C. H. Gillette, Emerson Broaks, A. L.

McMni-try and Harry Unwin. After the

luncheon Mr. White made a few appropriate

remarks, and introduced Carl H. Page, who

for two years has been Mr. Deming’s right

hand man, and is to succeed him. Mr. Page

presented the loving cup in the name of his

associates.

Mr. Scarritt, who is becoming the Depew

of the automobile world, was among the few

speakers. He made a great hit when be

compared the Mercedes to the Fifth avenue

belle, bautiful to look upon and attracting

the attention of every eye when she ventured

forth in fine weather. But the stately belle

must be petted and pampered, else there is

trouble. The White, on the other hand, Mr.

Scarritt compared to the country girl. glow

with robust health and going about her rou

tine regardless of bad weather or other dis

turbing conditions.

Mr. Deming has been the manager of the

White branch since its establishment in New

York, and by quiet, effective work, and with

out the aid of skyrockets or brass bands, has

done himself and his company proud. His

successor, Carl Page, is of the same effective,

obliging, likeable type.

 

Soap as Made by the Romans.

The fact that the Rome Soap Mfg. 00.,

Rome, N. Y., have added an“automobile soap"

to their productions is a matter of more than

passing moment. The concern is one with a

big reputation, earned by the merit of their

linseed oil soaps, and the best evidence of

this merit is the Romans’ offer to refund the

purchase price if their soap proves not satis

factory. The virtue of linseed oil for clean

ing and polishing glossy surfaces is well

known, and it is not strange that it should

be turned to use on automobiles. Rome soap

is put up in pails for the benefit of those who

desire a money-back trial, and in barrels and

half barrels for the use of those garages that

know it to be equal to its claims.

About Valve Grinding.

If there is any doubt as to the need for

valve grinding, and automatic valves are in

question, it is only necessary to pour a little

gasoiene into the seatings. If drops make

their way through any one, then by all means

grind them. The operation of grinding is

described at length in many text-books, but

it is generally omitted to mention that be

tween every two or three turns of the valve

head the latter should be lifted from its seat.

This prevents particles of the emery powder

adhering to one spot, and cutting rings upon

the face opposed to it.
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TEST FOR TOURING CARS

British Club Formulates Rules Defining those

Vehicles and lmposes Admirable Restrictions.

The commission appointed by the Automo

bile Club of Great Britain and Ireland have

now issued the rules and regulations con

cerning the_touring car race for the United

Kingdom Cup. The resolutions that the spe—

cial commission agreed on are that the tr0phy

shall be put up for competition between May

1 and October 1 in each year, on a date to be

fixed by the A. C. G. B. I., which is in future

to be known as "The Club." The contest

shall take the form of a race for touring

cars, with a limited quantity of fuel. In

each new race “The Club” will organize the

event and recommend the place where it is

to be held. ‘

Cars may be entered by members of any

recognized foreign automobile club, and of

any automobile club or organization in the

United Kingdom which is afliliated to the

Club.

The distance of the race, including controls,

shall be not less than 150 and not more than

250 miles.

The fuel to be used shall be provided by

the club, and shall be petroleum spirit having

a specific gravity of 0.695 to 0.705 at 60 de

grees Fahrenheit. The allowance of petro

leum spirit shall be determined by the Club

according to the nature of the course se

lected and the conditions of road surface on

the day of the race.

The allowance for the course selected shall

be equivalent to an allowance of one gallon

of petroleum spirit for every twenty-five

miles of dry average road, the term “aver

age road" signifying a course similar to the

road from London to Oxford via Uxbridge,

ligh Wycombe and Stokenchurch.

The car completing the course in the short

est time shall be the winner. subject to the

compliance with these regulations.

The weight of the chassis shall be not less

than 1,300 pounds nor more than 1,000

pounds. Accumulators and other ignition ap—

paratus, the tires on the wheels, the bonnet,

tanks (empty), dashboard, steps, lamp brack

ets and front mudguards shall be treated

as part of the chassis. Ne ignition accumu

lators or magneto or other source of electric

energy shall be carried except those fixed to

the chassis at the time of weighing.

The load carried by the chassis, exclusive of

fuel, oil and water, spare tires, spare parts,

luggage and provisions, shall be not less than j

950 pounds, including (1) the body with rear

mud guards and their stays, floor boards and

lamps; (2) the driver and one passenger,

averaging not less than eleven stone each,

and (8) not less than 300 pounds of loose

ballast in the portion of the body in which

the two unoccupied seats are situated.

The chassis shall have not less than four

road wheels. The distance between the cen

tres, of the wheels on each axle (i. e., the

track) shall not be less than 4 feet, and the

distance between the centres of axles (i. e.,

the wheel base) shall not be less than 7 feet

6 inches. Efficient mud guards to the front

wheels shall be fited to the chassis.

The body shall be of the ordinary touring

type, properly upholstered, comfortably seated

for driver and three passengers facing forward,

two in front side by side and two behind

side by side, on seats at least 34 inches from

the ground, and giving for every two seats

a clear seating space not less than 40 inches

wide between cushions. Efficient mud guards

to rear wheels shall be fitted to the body.

The platform behind the dashboard shall not

be less than 6 feet 6 inches long nor less than

30 inches wide.

Between the start and finish of the race the

driver and his passenger shall alone be per

mitted in any way to assist a car, and no

stores,, supplies, spare parts or spare tires

other than those actually on the car at the

start shall be taken on to the car during the

race. Everything (except fuel) which is on

the car at the start must be carried through

out the race.

Not more than two cars by one manufact

urer will be accepted. The Club reserves the

right to refuse any entry, and to limit the

number of acceptances as circumstances may

require.

*Every entry shall state the maker’s sell

ing price of the chassis; and shall be ac

companied by a written guarantee by the

manufacturer of the car to accept at the

declared price all orders within one month

after the race for exact duplicates of the

chassis entered. and to deliVer all such

chassis so ordered complete and in perfect

working order within a reasonable period

from date of order, provided a cash deposit

not exceeding one-third of the price of the

chassis is paid at the time of giving the

order. Should the manufacturer fail to com

ply with such guarantee, the name of such

manufacturer may be struck or kept off the

competitors‘ register, at the discretion of the

Club, for such period as they think fit.

Every car shall be provided with fuel tanks

capable of holding not less than twelve gal

ions.

The driver and one passenger shall be the

only persons on the car during the race.

L\0 fuel capable of being used for propul

sion of the car question shall be carried on

the car, except the fuel provided by the club.

It has been further recommended by the

committee that the first race he held in the

Isle of Man in September, 1905.

The Club have not up to the present pro

cured the trophy, and a suggestion has been

made that the members head a subscription

list for a $500 cup in preference to having

one donated.

There are seventy-nine automobile owners

registered with the recorder of Nashville,

Tenn.

ONE MAN REGIME IS OVER

Florida Association Takes a Hand in its Speed

Carnival—Ormond no Longer Headquarters.

No longer is there a “sole American and

foreign representative" of the Ormond-Day

tona speed carnival. The former professional

six-day cyclist who conceived himself to be

that thing, and who carried the title on his

stationery, has had a full awakening. As a

result the entry blank which be rushed into

print and circulated has been called in, the

selected list of officials made up of men

whom he had booked for the gratuities that

go with the ofiices has been knocked awry,

the particular hotel which he has boomed so

industrioust will not be official headquar

tors, and he himself will no longer be per

mitted to pose as the “whole thing.‘

It was all brought about so diplomatically

at a meeting of the Florida East Coast Auto

mobile Association that the ex-six-day

"grinder" has not yet fully appreciated what

happened to him. He was let down so gently

that he does not know he is down, if not en

tirely out. He has, however, cast an anchor

to windward by flirting with certain people

in Cuba, where he is not so well known. He

has induced the Cubans to open their high

ways for a series of road races or speed trials.

So far as the Florida carnival is concerned.

however, there will be a revised entry blank

issued this week, and C. H. Gillette, secre

tary of the A. A. A., and S. M. Butler, secre

tary 0f the A. C. A., will receive entries.

either American or foreign. and Daytona and

not Ormond will be the official headquarters

of the Florida association.

 

Gave the Judge a Speedometer.

At_the annual meeting of the Automobile

Club of Bufi’alo, held last week, the retiring

president, Judge William H. Hotchklss, was

presented with a speedometer-odometer as a

token of the members' regard. The presenta

tion was made by August H. Knoll, the new

ly elected executive. The other officers

chosen are as follows: Vice-president, H. A.

Meldrum; secretary, Dal H. Lewis; treasurer.

Charles Clifton; members of board of govern,

ors. E. H. Butler, E. R. Thomas and W. H.

Baker.

Rockf0rd Clubmen Choose Officers.

The Rockford Automobile Club, of Rock

ford, Ill., held its annual election of officers

last week, with this result: President, N. F.

Thompson; vice-president, 0. W. Johnson:

secretary, H. W. chkerman; treasurer, . E.

Scott. E. K. Barnes and D. L. Cutler were

chosen directors, the latter succeeding him

self and the former succeeding Fritz Ulrich.

Physician Heads Naps Club.

The Naps. Automobile Club has been or

ganized at Napa, Cal, and the following offi

cers elected for the ensuing year: Presi

dent. Dr. E. J. Hennesscy. of Napa; vice

president, Dr. Osborne, of St. Helena; secre

tary, F. S. Jacks, of Napa; and treasurer,

Burt Norton, of Napa.
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In taking up the subject of performance in this “Auto-talk" we realize that

our space is too limited to permit of thoroughly covering the subject. First, how

ever, we will say that it is not our intention to offer as sole evidence 0! Autocar

eillciency professional “records” or exhibition trials.

While the Autocar can show its share of these records, we believe that the

average prospective purchaser is more interested in knowing the day—in—and—day—

out behavior of the cars than in statements that they carried oi! such and such

honors in such and such a contest. Following we print one or the many letters

received from satisfied Autocar owners, because it tells of what was simply a

private test or the car and in many respects an every—day trial.

WORCESTER, MASS., Sept. 24, 1904.

 
  

 

 

   

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY.

It may be of interest to you to know that l have Just returned from

a trip to Burlington, Vt., in an Autocar runabout, making the run in

fourteen hours and twenty minutes, the distance bein 236 miles over

rough hilly country. In view of the tact that I had on y oil side lights

and four hours 0! the run was altvr dark it will be seen that the time

was pretty fair. Over the mountain was the worst of the going, 0!

course, but I seldom had to resort to the low gear, and then only {or

the very steepest pitches. The car is a wonder, and my companion got

an eye opener in dead earnest.

The car gave absolutely no trouble except one tire, which I re—

placed at Rutiand. as the tube was pinched.

The way it slid up those mountain roads was a caution to the The l ' '“fives, You" "my. H E SHILAND deal car for shopping and for evening use.

i - ~ There is lent of room. '
While we make no claims tor the Autocar as a purely racing machine. its p y seats 8“ people.

maximum speed of 35 miles an hour is, however, high enough so that the Autocar PriceI 0

driver can feel he has a car to "eat upthe road" it necessary.

The points which we do emphasize in Autocar perlormances are these: Relia—

bility under all conditions (1)! roiaclls and weather; ability to negotiate any traveled

grade; extreme case and 5 mp c ty of control, including brakes sufficiently pow—

erful to stop the car in the minimum distance: simpliciiy and poriection ofmechanism with consequent (reedom from derangement; easy accessibility of all '

parts. and absence of vibration.

The Autocar has a speed range of from 3 to 35 miles an hour, and will travel

175 miles with one filling of the lO—gaiion gasolene tank.

To give you a more practical idea of Autocar performance we will say that

our dealers all over the country have cars tor demonstrating to any intending

automobile purchaser. Our booklet, which we will be glad to send you. gives SEWING CLEVELAND,

tull details of Autocar construction and name of our dealer nearest you. MACHINE , omo

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, - Ardmore, Pa.

Member Association Llccnse'd Automobile Manufacturers.

Send lor particulars.
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BREATH OVER WOOD SEPERATOR. NEGATIVE PLATEvLightWeiqht WW“ " ‘ \

STORAGE Blllllil
MANUFACTURED BY

THE WI iAllDSliiliAGE BATTERY C0.CiEVEiANii.0ill0.
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WHITLOCK

Coouias

For 1905.
  

The Leading Automobile Builders

have adopted the Whitlocl: Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

lst: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

3 rd 2 Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

4 th: Because it is a TRIED DE

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6 th: Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States.

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers.

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THEI WHITLOCK con

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.

 

The Week's Patents.

777,710. Steering Mechanism for Motor

Road Vehicles. Charles P. Wright, London,

England. Filed January 15, 1904. Serial No.

189,163.

Clalm.—1. Steering mechanism for motor

road vehicles, consisting in combination of a

worm, means for causing the rotation thereof,

a worm wheel gearing with said worm, a

lever integrally connected to said worm

wheel, a fore carriage, links connected to

each side of said fore carriage, a lever to

whose extremities the said respective links

are connected, and a link connection between

said first and last named lever, substantially

as described.

777,727. Driving Gear for Motor Vehicles.

Hans T. Hansen, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed

January 3, 1904. Serial No. 210,920.
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Are your eyes bothering you? Do they

ache and pain you? Do they look red and

Ieel hot? Are you troubled with headache

and neuralgia? Does it hurt you to read

or sew, or use the eyes steadily?

Then don't waste another hour, but get

EYE-FIX, the only sure and painless cure

for all eye troubles. It never fails to give

instant relief, and as it contains neither

cocaine. atropine, belladonna or other dan

gerous elements, EYE-FIX is used uniVer

sally by physicians and opticians.

EYE-FIX is good to keep the eyes well

and strong. And it's the one safe remedy

for every eye trouble in both young and old

If baby’s eyes are weak or sore—use EYE

FIX.

If grandfather’s eyes are weak and weary

—use EYE-FIX.

If your own eyes are bad from any cause

—use EYE-FIX.

All druggists' and optlclans sell EYE-FIX

at 50 cents. Ask for it and take no substi

tute- No other eye remedy in the world is

like EYE-FIX, because no other remedy

produces the same splendid results as EYE

FIX. A trial bottle for 10 cents will be sent

you direct from our laboratory. Eye-Fix

Remedy Co., Detroit, Mich. Dept. S.

  

 

WANTS AND Filli SALE.
r 5 cents perline of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

FOR SALE—1903 Olds Runabout, good condi

tion. ? D. N. SNYDER, Neoga, Ill

I O WHI l‘E STEAMER for sale. In per,

9 4 feet condition; run very little. Canopy

top, glass front, baskets, D. & G. lamps, extra tire,

dust shield, odometer, gradometer, clock, steam

whistle and horn. Cost without extras' $2,275.

$|,800 will buy. Reason for selling, I want a 1905

White. Address H. C. COLLIER, Binghamton,

N. Y.

FOR SALE—Vises, gasoline engines, and pat

terns, pumps, tires. copper tanks, belting,

pulleys, hangers, shafting, carburettors, lamps,

Apple dynamos, storage batteries, steam car fit

tngs, bells, Edison mimeograph. power air com

pressor, chains, electric cars $roo.$|50; steam

cars, $|50 and up; Autocar. 5250; Winton, EH75;

Winton delivery wagon, $400; Oldsmobile, with

top, $200; one hundred cars, all kinds, very low,

to clear out; 75 automobiles, $100 and up, all

kinds. ATLAS AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

OR SALE—Winton quad. In best condition,

with four hundred dollars worth of extras on

it. Very best reason for selling. It will pay you

to investigate, it you are comtemplating buying an

automobile at a bargain. Address, Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danviiie, Ill.

 

 

 

OR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.
 

WANTED—Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

Know how to work eiiectively and all the

tlme need apply. Exceptional opportunit

for men oi the right sort. Address, TIREg:

P, 0. Box 649. New York.
 
 

THE MIME IMPRUVEII

1905 MUFFLER.
  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple In Construction.

Without Back-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR OAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKE, 3“ Pine 5t.,

5!. Louis, MO.

Eastern Agents: SMITH A EDWARDS, Ito

Nn-nu St. New York City.

.Wenern Agents: B. J. QAY & C0" 519 fllllion

3., San Prsnclaco, Cal. '
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Claim.-—1. The combination with a driving

shaft and a driving wheel mounted so as to

oscillate with respect to the axis of the driv

ing shaft, of a universal joint connection be

tween the shaft and the wheel comprising

outwardly extending forks secured to the

driving shaft. and having notches in their

ends. a part of the hub having inwardly ex

tending forks provided with end notches and

a block having two pairs of gudgeons in

transverse planes, said pairs of gudgeons

being arranged in the end notches of the

shaft and hub respectively.

777,740. Variable Speed Gear. Charles

Monin, Boulognc-sur-Seine, France. Filed

July 9, 1904. Serial No. 215,922.

Claim.~—1. A variable speed gear allowing

of passing from the speed 4 to the speed 1

and vice versa, comprising a rotary shaft b

extending through the apparatus, two cams

or eccentrics fixed to the shaft b at angles

of one hundred and eighty degrees with re

gard to each other, a tubular rotary shaft a

surrounding the shaft b and revolving inde

pendently from safe, a plate (1 fixed to the

shaft a and provided with two diametrical

recesses crossing each other at right angles.

an intermediate plate 1 independent from the

shafts a and b, placed between the cams and

the plate d, and provided with two diametri

cal recesses crossing each other at right

angles, means for guiding the plate 1 in such

a manner that it shall be caused to revolve

eccentrically about said shafts a and b, and

two cams or eccentrics fixed on the plate 1

at one hundred and eighty degrees with re

gard to each other and engaging the recesses

of the plate (1. substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

777,853. Device for Effecting the Radiation

of Heat. Ralph B. Hanscom and George A.

Prior, Hartford, Conn. Filed January 15,

1903. Serial No. 139.237.

Claim—1. As an article of manufacture a

heat radiating attachment comprising a

series of similarly curved loops of continuous

wire to a corresponding section in each of

which is brazed a grooved metal connecting

piece, whereby said series of loops may be

attached to a metal chamber.

777,964. Automobile. Vincent Link, Gene

va, Ohio, assignor to the Geneva Automobile

and Mfg. Co.. Geneva, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed July 16, 1904. Serial No. 216,770.

Claim—1. In an automobile, the combina

tion of the housing for the compensating

mechanism: which housing has laterally pro

jecting tubular members adapted for con

nection, through springs, with the vehicle

body, and has also an open front end, with

an engine, and a housing which is rigidly

connected with the engine cylinder and in

closes the working parts of the engine, and

is open at its rear end and is removably con

nected with the open front end of the differ

ential housing to form one large inclosed

chamber, and a supporting link which is

pivoted at its upper end to the vehicle body.

and at its lower end to the front end of the

engine, both of the pivots of said supporting

link being horizontal, and one being ex

tended transversely of the body and the

other being at right angles to said pivot.

777,979. Pneumatic Tires. Jules F. de

Savignac, Marseilles, France. Filed, April

6, 1904. Serial No. 201,894.

Clain1.—1. The combination, with a wheel

and its tire, of a plurality of tire protecting

tread sections, retaining hoops disposed at

either side of the tire, and each consisting of

a plurality of contiguous hoop segments.

bolts for adjustany connecting said hoop

segments, and means for connecting said

tread sections and said retaining hoops.

777.983. Automobile Lamp Cover. Harry

S. Tompkins, Newark, N. J. Filed January

27, 1904. Serial No. 190,790.

Claim—1. An automobile side light cover,

comprising front and back portions, each

having a laterally widened or flaring upper

end, and side pieces alternating with said

front and back portions and having nar

rowed or tapering upper ends, all said por

tions being joined at their adjacent margins.

778,025. Solder for Aluminium or Alumi

nium Alloys. Ricardo Fortun and Eduardo

Semprun, Madrid, Spain. ' Filed July 2, 1904.

Serial No. 215,100.

Claim—1. The herein described solder for

aluminium or aluminium alloys, including

the following ingredients, silver, aluminium.

zinc and tin, at least a portion of the silver.

aluminum and tin being phosphorized and

at least a portion of the zinc being sulphu

rated. -

778,133. Motor Vehicle. Warren H.

Keates, Atlantic City, N. J. Filed May 27,

1904. Serial No. 210,117.

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the com

bination of an electric generator. a spring

motor geared thereto, a counter shaft geared

to said spring motor and also to the driving

axle of the vehicle, and means for throwing

said counter shaft into or out of gear with

said driving axle, substantially as set forth.

778.136. Pneumatic Tire. Philip Magnus,

Northcote, Victoria, Australia. Filed Octo

ber 5, 1904. Serial No. 227,227.

Claim.-—-1. In pneumatic tires a series of

segments formed of "flesh" leather, aid seg

ments having been immersed in a solution

approximately of seventy (70) per cent of

naphtha and thirty (30) per cent india rubber,

then passed between rollers having prickers

and a solution of approximately sixty (60)

per cent naphtha and forty (40) per cent india

rubber on the rollers, then immersed in a

solution approximately of sixty (60) per cent

naphtha and forty (40) per cent air, and

means for securing said bricks in position,

substantially as described.

778,159. Automobile Sled. Frank Walter,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 8, 1904. Serial

No. 211,663.

Claim—1. An automobile comprising a

body portion, a motor supported thereby, a

running gear comprising a forward steering

axle and a rear axle, runners mounted on

the ends of said axles. a shaft journalled in

said rear runners, means for rotating said

shaft from the motor, and spurred wheels

fixed to said shaft, substantially 11 described.

Amtraliaanoads Require Narrow Gauges.

Owing to the peculiar condition of the av

erage Australian road, changes in the design

of motor ears are necessary if they are to

give good service in the land of the bush.

“Motor cars will never be anything of note

on the Northern fields until a car has been

introduced to stand on 3 feet 6 inch wheels,

so that the axles will be 23 inches from the

ground, and fitted with self-regulating wheels

to run in 3 feet 6 inches and 3 feet 8 inches

cart tracks," says a West Australian trades

man. “The running of these cars would be

very expensive, too, as the gold field roads

are so rough, and at times the wheel tracks

so deep, that the tires would very often be

torn on the inner and outer sides. But in

Kalgoolie and Cooigardie and within a few

miles cars are running frequently."

 

  

 

Every Dog Has His Day!

THIS [5 THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, ill.
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Correcting an Error.
 

 

In the recent issues of two or three of the prominent

trade journals the price of the ORIENT Model F Light

Touring Car, with Tonneau, was wrongfully given as

$1500. It should have been $1650.

This error would not have caused much trouble if it had not been for the fact that deal

ers all over the country had gotten wind of what is going to happen and wrote us at once, as

soon as the price was printed.

The Model F is a Light Touring Car with Tonneau, weighing 1450 pounds and carry

ing a 141-16 horse-power,'Positive Air-Cooled Motor, of our latest 4-cylinder, vertical tandem

type.

The Positive Air-Cooling system consists of a direct air-blast from a powerful 4-bladed

fan, and a special system of flanges, the air-blast circulating completely around, above and

below each cylinder, and finally escaping at the bottom.

We tested the motor over some of

the hilliest roads in Massachusetts, last summer, and not even the paint on hood or dash would

The cooling is thoroughly adequate and efficient.

blister—even on the hottest days. That’s a supreme test for air-cooling. The-motor devel

oped a speed of 35 miles an hour.

In appearance this car is a beauty, designed on essentially the same lines as our 18-20

Horsepower car, which is pronounced a triumph of motor-car designing.

The Orient line is complete, including eight cars, at prices ranging from $375 to $525,

on the various styles of the Buckboard line; and up to $1500, $1650, $2000 and $2250 for

the four Touring Cars. The 18-20 Horsepower, de Luxe Touring Car, at $2250, is a su

perbly finished car.

Write us about territory.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,

Sales Office for

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina,

Florida and Georgia.

44 Broad St., New York City.

Factory and General Sales Offices:

WALTHAM, MASS.
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A NEW EPOCH IS MARKED IN AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

BY THE

1905 LINE OF ACME CARS.

Photos of the line will be shown in this space as soon as cuts can be prepared.

THE ACME OF PERFECTION for 1905 will be a revelation—that’s all.

;\ line from live agents will bring photos and our 1905 deal. Our mivelers are now out. Shall they call?

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

DEVLIN & c .,
r407 Mlchlgln B u award, We will exhibit at the

Our Jaw“... READING, PA' New York and Chicago Shows.

 

 

' Aluminum Bodies THE M. SEWARD & SUN 60.
of the NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HIGHEST GRADE.

TUPS, FENDERS and H0008. ’IL'L"22:.'ZZZ?.'JZ‘

Ghassis Lengthenedeide Door

Entrances a Specialty.

& no" we“ s", New Yo'k We are prepared -to make estimates from drawings or models

TELEPHONE, 4425 Columbus. and guarantee first-close work.

05 moms The Best Automobile Motors

623333;:
‘ HARQxVARE ‘

' ; Special lirop Forgings ‘

~ Auioriiohiles

  

 

  

 

 

$3°°°- Automobile Ghonrboinu Machines

I 2 serro roo cmooeur.

  

We Build ARE MADE BY

Motorcycles too.

ABlg, Powerful Touring liar um Laughs at Mud and Hills. THE [twat-PARKER [[Efl'mlfl [1|],I

E. Ii. THOMAS MDTUR 00., - 1210 Niagara St, Buffalo.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Hanutocmrerl. o.

seuRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

. SIMPLE AND HBSQLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

_

I MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

#555 shown. Cut is exactiy half size of the 2 in. valve.

A , SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 

 

 
  

 

l MANUFACTURED BY

A. SGHRHDER’S SQN, u». 30-32 Rose Street. New York.
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YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU U8]

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile II worth anythinlP at all, We worth keeping

clean. Fisk“. Auto—Car Soap does it—

  

Cleane a. dirty car 0.! nothing else does. preserves the iiniah and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-orderl from

thoe who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express prepaid

to points u for Welt an and including Chicago. ill.) Ailo put up in

barrels and hair barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable leiier to all Jobbere, dealers and garage;

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a. trial order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

 

Now is

the Time

to submit your

SPECIFICATIONS

routines
to insure

prompt deliveries.

We are ready.

  

Don’t delay.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER COMPANY, Hartford. Conn.

Makers of

Drop Forgings of every Description.

 

 

 

 

 
 

\I OUER '. PRRVS

“Gill-Li Q1 \UXE

The : This is indeed the horn :1: In."

0! AUTO home. The double turns are not only beautiiully deligned, but by

providing a longer vibration chamber add greatly to the deep, swelling, poweriul

tone. We are only too glad to send full description and our special prices on the

vnnoul sizes.

The POST a. LESTER (20., - Hartford, Conn.

.Bxcluslve American Distributors oi Voiler Horns.

 

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each,

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns.

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home 0ffloa—97-99-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Protection ior

Man and His Motor

. RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

Cl'lAIN 2001'

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Semi for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

IN Jefferlon Street, Detroit, Mich.

 
 

 

 

Peerless Meier liars.

lllE PEERLESS Mllilili Gilli 60.,

Cleveland, Ohlo.
 

 
 
 

QU l N BY

HUTQMOBILE-BQDY

DEPARTMENT ‘ _ '

EMERSON BROOKS. Manager.

1534 Broadway, cor. M145“: 5L. New York.

Telephone, 6536-381h St.

~_.._

 
 

 

 

'OOOWMMMOQ:

TOURING Gilli;

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.

“MWMJ

RADIATOR,

"0.0.0....

 

 
 

TANKS, . .. .. .. . .. ,
.mnmmmwmawnremm

M u F F L ER s ' 't rwilmmrmrrlrririiiierrirrlrirrrrele'rin ~

FENDERS, .mewm mu ' .e

BRISGOE MFG. 00" - Dob-oli

 

To Operators of Steam Oars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

sriAiir WATER Purge, the only P°5ifive high

pressure boiler fee .

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

lOl-l i0 Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATENTS PENDING

Aluminum Bodlea

Aluminum Fendarl

Aluminum Hooda.

Springfield Metal

Body 00.,

7 Cypreaa St.,

Springfield, Man.

HOMES IN THE SOUTH.
There are in the Southern Staten awaitin development

thouaauda of acres of uncultivated farm land: in tracts of all

ail-ea, which can be laurchued very cheaEly. They are pro

ductive, healthy, on close to good mar eta. In ten Slates

reached by the lines o! the

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

For information about opportuuiliea now available, pricea of

land, character of soils, etc., write to

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Induatrlal Agents,

WASHINGTON, D. G" Southern Railway.

The Balrlrrln Chair Company

'- MAKE —

Automobile Chains.

Sprocketa, Spur and Beve

Geara.

Balrlrrln Chain—8i Mg. 00.,

Worceater, Maaa., U. S. A.

HILL PRECISION OILER

Moaaurea the Oil for the Bearinga,

and Always senda it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, lll.

llen-Freezing'Waler iaekei Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.’S)

will stand 30° below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For aale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE BARBUNDALE UHEIIIGAL 00.. Carbondala, Pa.

NEW YORK, BorroN, BAu-monn. Cnrcaco, PITTSBURGH.

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

THE

 

 

 

 

Name

Address

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Che (Iboth "(Llilorlb

i for one year, commencing with the issue of V a , .

THE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR 00.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wla.

rHB DUERR-WARD C0., No. 1781 Broadway, New

York DIatributora.

ARTHUR 0. BENNETT. No. 20 Lake St, Chicago

Distributor.

rBig Fourw

Route

St. Eouis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

LG. P. and T. Agent,

 

 

 
 

 

7 ; lhdo It the SPLITDOBF LABORATORY.

Established ma.

1 l e.r.si'urnoirr,rrvluidmmsr.,||.i. . -
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GRAYe‘DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR I8 Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.

Kingston tialhulotor.
0vsn 23,000 M! ass.

. Patented May 12, lgog.

1 A :3" .
f". \M ' M 6; Other Patents

' Pending.

  

 

Pat. Jan. :9, tool.
  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent poltpaid on receipt of price, $1,“,

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. TI‘IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuqug' hw

\

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit ” on the G. H. d. D.—Poro Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect_drenm of a parlor car, which, when it hted with 1 myriad

Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Collin of electrri‘c gulbl, was Seaplendentkand fglsclilnating 153‘ the thighivt degree. very one of the car!

_ except t o aggage an the smo or, w c s o em s on w t rattan high back seats, is
spark Plugs' steerlng Wheela' finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

Pumps, Oillng Devices, etc. lavatory with nickel-plated waahstand. n will seat 44 people. The ladies! coach cents as people.

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it. is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibulec, and each car has in own “ecu-1M]

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

in addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., then is a neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train, see that

the coach iavatories are kept clean and supplied with frolh towels, and that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

  

 
 

 

 

   

BYIIIIE, KINGSTON ll 00., Koiomo, Ind., U. S. A_

 

Why Not Avail Yourself oi llor Facilities for Promptly and correctly Handling Some of Your

' Special Machine Work on which You are Rushed.

DIFFICULT AND SPECIAL WORK A HOBBY OF OURS.

LET us ~8ERVE vou.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. 00., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axios, Roar Axles, Transmission Gears and Spooiai Parts.

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles, Change Gears, Cone Clutches, Mufliers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. They are suitable for cars of all classes.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

- Selling Agent: HAYDEN EAMES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

NEW YORK SHOW—Section " D," Concert Hall; CHICAGO SHOW—Gullery Spaces 241. 242. 24a and 244.

HIGH-GRADE LAMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

  

 

 

  

 

 

.TIRE BUYERS.
‘ NATIONAL

Bast Goods. Lowest Prints.

  

Motor Boat amt Sportsman's Show
Write for uotations and

 
 

I TIREStSEE Sitélogue oi ot er'Auto Sup- l Madison Square Garden

ATWOOD MFC. 60., ' throkn cm
The Wm. Ii. Wiley it Son 00. FEBRUARY 2,5,", MARC" 9m mos
Box 78. Hartford, Conn. lfi

  

Amesbury, Mass.  
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The “Ford” Racer and “Whitney” Chains.

Everybody knows what they have been doing.

 

Chain,

“ WHITNEY”

Roller Type,

l-inch Pitch.

  

 

The Jumbo "Seeing New York Car,” operated by Park'Carriage

CO., 241 Fifth Ave., New York, made; by “Gibbs” and driven by _

“Whitney ” Chains.

“ WH [T N EY"

Roller Type,

2-inch Pitch.

  

  

THE WHITNEY MFG. co..

M

¢§< :69 ei: :‘s
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“ Easily the

ficamalile
Our complete four-cylinder line, record for

reliability, and faoilities for making early Spring

delivery will interest every agent. See our large

exhibit at the Automobile Show, Madison Square

Garden, New York, Jan. 14-21.

 
  

15-20 H. P.—$2,800 20-25 H. P.—$3,700 30-435 H. P.—$5,000 40-45 H. P.—$7,500

20 h. 9. motor with meohani- 25 h‘ p. mom,- wnh aummaflc 35 h, p_ mom,- wnh mecham. 45 h. p. motor with mechani

cally operated valves. All in— "not vn|ve5_ and jump gpark cully operated valves. All in— tally omrnll'd \‘fllvi‘fi All 1"

terchangeable. Make and break lrnnlon. Thromgnped "any [erphangeabm Mm“. and brmk tt-rvhungeable. Mako and break

ignition, magneto. Three~ mlsslon‘ DIN," (MW on mp lgnmonl magmm. Three- lgnliirm. nma'm-mv Fn\lr*$p('l"|

5999‘! "anmllfion- Presse‘i Spt‘l'i‘, Channel steel frame, Nnved transmission. Pressed lrflnHmI-‘SIOI'I- l'rPBM‘d Slrvl

steel frame. Wheel base. 92in. Wheel has.“ 96 1n. wash," in.“ {mum “"heel base, 106 frame. “11w! bare. 110 in.

Weight. 1800 lbs. 23001bs_ |n_ “'elght' 2500 lbs_ Weight. 2801] lbs.

Bide-entrance tonneau. Side-entrance tonneau. Side-entrance tonneau. SldP-mlmnce ""1""!!! 

THE £0wmobz'le COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Conn.

Member Association of Mutual Automobile Manufacturers.

NBW YORK—Broadway, corner oi 70th Street. BRANCHES CHICAGO-No. [354 Mlchllll! Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA—No. 249 N. Bro-d street. ' BOSTON—No ll Berkeley Street.
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GOODRICH TIRES

EIT ALL ROADS.
The GOODRICH CLINCHER AUTOMOBILE TIRE is

an American tire built for American roads and affords the opportun

ity to travel untrammeled and on an itinerary of your own choosing.

It is a matter of record that the longest and hardest trips have been

successfully made on Goodrich Tires;

Winners of the GRAND PRIZE at the St. Louis Eair.

THE HIGHEST HONOR EVER AWARDED AUTOMOBILE TIRES.

THE B. E. GOODRICH C0., Akron, 0.
NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade SI.- und 1&5 Broadway.

BOSTON, 157 Summer St. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mlssion St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron 8t. DETROIT. 80 E. Congress St.

CLEVELAND. 420 Superlor St.

 

 

CHICAGO. 141 Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA. 909 Arch St.

DENVER. 1444 Curtis 5!.

LONDON. E. C" 7 Snow Hill.
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THE RECORD OF THE FORD.
Victory after Victory _is credited to the Ford light racing car. When you consider that this car gets its power from two of our standard type horizontal

motors, you must admit It is proof positive of the correctness of the Ford design and construction for speed, strength and power. The Ford cars have

established a record in every day use of consistent reliability and unvarying satisfaction

  

MODEL B. Price, $2000.00. Henry Ford’s Latest and Greatest Success.

A strikinp example of the distinctive Ford construction. Weight r to lbs. Four~cylinder vertical motor developing over ao-horsepovrer. This gives our car more power for its weight than

anycar 0! e pa pnce in the world. (,onsequeptly there is_less w_ear on t 2 tires and ample reserve power for sleep grades and sandy roads. Wheel base 91 inches direct drive raith universa

coupling, cy rndere 4x5 water cooled automatic oiling devrces with force feed, large side entrance tonneau seating three people.

1"”; "ems ,

i 1.)."- ’ .t '

Q“ \ t
\n

  

MODEL C. Price, $950.00.

The improvements on the FORD two-cylinder car places this model ahead of any car on the market at anywhere near the price. Both in ster and mechanical construction this car is a year

in advance of its nearest competitor. Double opposed motor of re actual horsepower, planetary transmission, chain drive,and increased gasoline capacity. The most stylish low-pnced ear on the

"‘"m' SOME 0000 TERRITORY var FOR LIVE AGENTS. WRITE us TODAY FOR FULL INFORMATION.

CO., Detroit, MiCh- 1mm wsnjrfiealicxgfi‘sflisr‘:13:31::llfkviiifzrd Philadelphia

Canadian Mary. at: FORD MOTOR 00. OF CANADA, Walkervlllo. 0“.
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SuitAgainst Michelin Tire
We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 6: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J 60.. Indianapolis, Ind.
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Be sure to see the

1905 Models

POPE-HARTFORD

POPE-TRIBUNE

Gasoline Cars

AUToMOéiLE SHOW.

POPE MFG. CO.,

IHARTFORD, CONN.

QP£
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THE “@LEVELHND”

A high=grade, light-weight touring car.

  

 

  

  

18 h. p. four cylinder vertical engine. K Price, $2,899.

:-—91 inch wheel base; pressed steel frame: aluminum underbonnet; spark and throttle control on top of steering wheel;

three-speed transmission with direct drive on high speed; mechanically actuated inlet and exhaust valves; iumpspark

ignition; side door entrance.

  

We are establishing Agencies Write for particulars.

GLEVELHND MQTSR GAR 36.,

  

@LEVELAND, 6.

    

 

 

 

HORSE. POWER
‘ v Some of our competitors try to make CADILLAC dealers believe that we lack ‘sufficient horse

\_ r power, and that we only “ claim six and one-half horse power.” It is true we rated our 1903 engine

at but six and one-half horse power and our 1904. engine at eight and one-quarter horse power.

We had an object in doing this. We knew we had sufiicient horse power to drive a CADILLAC

over any road and up any hill that any automobile would go. No CADILLAC engine was sent out

of our engine factory that would not test above eight and one-half horse power actual brake' test

after one hour’s run on the block.

FOR 1905
we have continued to use the same engine in all models under $1000 00 in price. We are confident

that we have increased the horse power delivered to the ground. We gear the heavier models for

moderate speed and great power, the light ones for both power and speed. The superior construction

'of all models enable us to assure all prospective customers of greater road ability than we gave last

year. The CADILLAC has all the power necessary to drive it anywhere at reasonable speed.

We’ve never claimed any more than we had. A CADILLAC engine has on several occasions

demonstrated its ability to do more work than some so called 12 to 16 horse power gasolene engines

can do when mounted in a carriage.

CADl LLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

DETROIT, MIC l1.

Members of Ametatlon of Licensed Automobile Manufacture".
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V Square Garden. n

v 1905

ANNOUNCEMENT

  

 

 

  

We believe that the Autocar in all its types repre

sents the highest excellence in automobile design.

workmanship and material. Every Autocar is built

on honor. “'e feel, therefore, that our new type will

meet with a cordial reception. '

This car, Type Xl., larger and more powerful than

the other types, nus a four-cylinder vertical engine

of 10-20 horsepower. The body is built on the new

est and most approved French lines. The front

seat is divided and both front and rear seats are

large and comfortable.

While this car is built upon the tried Autocar prin

ciples which have been so splendidly proven, it shows

a number of very important improvements making

for increased simplicity, ease of operation, safety and.

comfort.

In fact, though Autocars have always been noted

for absence of bewildering intricacy of mechanism,

yet no one can but be impressed with the extreme

simplicity of this new car. It is a triumph in scien

tific construction and arrangement.

This car has more than met our highest expecta

tions in the road test. In fact, its performance has

been a. surprise to experienced automobile men. The

power of the car carries it, fully equipped and loaded

with five passengers up, tested 12 per cent. grades,

for instance, at 20 to 25 miles per hour on the direct

drive, while on the level the car attains a speed of

~10 to 45 miles. The car is a superior climber on any

hill. '

Altogether our eight years' experience has enabled

us to produce in this type, a. tour cylinder car we

are assured cannot be surpassed by any similar car

at any price.

The price of Type XI. is $2000.

delivery January 16.

Type Vlll.-Four-Paasenger at ($l400'.)_5nwcrlr

Typo X.-Runabout at ($900,)

have made Autocur Reputation. Each stands at the

head of its class for value and efiiciencv.

Autocars, Types VIII., X. and XI. will be. on exhi

bition at the New York Automobile Show, Madison

  

Read y for

 

 

 

  

Catalogue descriptive of the 1904-05 types, will be sent

tree upon request. This catalogue contains also addresses

of our dealers throughout the country who will be glad w

give demonstrations to prospective automobile purchasers

and explain in dctuil the merits of our cars.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY,

Ardmore, Pa.

Member Association of Licensed

Automobile Manutacturera.

  

 

The Old Reliable

WATERLESS

KNOX CARS

FOR 1905.

HIGHER IN QUALITY.

LOWER IN PRICE.

Superb in Style and Finish.

The Knox 1905 two-cylinder (air-cooled)

machine is as quiet and as smooth working as

any four-cylinder machine, with‘ only half its

complications. .

14-16 H. P. Side-door Tonneau, -

14-16 I1. P. Convertible Surrey, - 1750

14-16 H. P. Folding Front-seat Runabout, 1500

Single Cylinder Folding Front-seat Runabout, 1250

$1900

1905 Models will be on exhibition at the

New York and Chicago Automobile Shows.

Knox A Automobile C0.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

‘Selling Agents in all Principal Cities.

Waterless Knox Automobiles awarded GRAND

PRIZE at Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

WIII exhlbit n! the Automobile Show, Madison Square Garden,

New York, Jan. 14th to let, 1905.
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THE HEIGHT OF THE SEASON

— FOR THE —

PREMIER AIR-CQOLED

JANUARY and

1..“.,;/"‘ll’lMI/nml/W

Did you ever stop to think when you saw your neighbor in New York drive away in his Premier, the thermometer at 0", that the other feliow’s

neighbor in Los Angeles was enjoying the same privilege with the thermometer at 80°.

- It's n business proposition for agents.

it's n satisfactory proposition for drivers.

CM the “CAR OF QUALITY," and have s satisfactory business proposition Ior next year. (The air cooled has no lesson.)

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO., - - - Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

EIETI‘I ANNUAI.

Automobile Show
Under the auspices of the Automobile Club of America,

National Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

and Madison Square Garden Company at

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

NEW YORK

JANUARY 14th TO 21st, 1905

JAMES C. YOUNG, Manager

    

SPECIAL NOTICE 3:;312.3321:."zzssdzttit'tz’: 2:252, "52:
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The ’’

  

(a
When you have ridden once in a Maxwell Automobile you may perhaps realize its smooth running qualities, its ease of

manipulation, and its extreme simplicity of construction; but it is on long acquaintance only that you can fully appre

ciate those details of construction—those “ Maxwell points," as we call them-that have made it a car to be relied on

year in and year out, in any weather, on any road—a car that stays out of the repair shop, and in which “there is

nothing to do but ride.”

i6 H. P. Tourlmz Car 8 H. P. Tourabout

$ | ,550 $100
for the present for the present

  

  

The “ Maxwell" cars have no pump (thermo

siphon). Their double opposed motor shaft

dnve is in from under the hood and easily

accessible in every part. Bevel Gear Drive.

Metal Bodies. Transmission Case and Crank

Shaft cast in one iece of Aluminum. “Sim

ply perfect and perfect y simple."

MAXWELL-BRISGUE Mama Bu.

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

 

 

“F’UT DOWN 4 AND

SUBTRACT 2,”

And any teacher who knows his book and is free from

prejudice cannot but tell you that the motor that success

fully performs the subtraction and accomplishes with two

strokes all that others require four to accomplish is a

distinct advance in the art.

The 2-Cycle Motor used in the Elmore Car

is an advance of the sort. There is no lost motion—no

useless strokes.

Our booklets will help you to “study up" on the subject.

They are free for the asking.

 

ELMORE MANUFACTURING (3C).. Clyde. Ohio.
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A MATTER OF VALUE.

ru lllll lllllll ~
32-38 H. P.

$3000.00.

Ifs equal has never been produced before.

NEW YORK SHOW, Section “M.” CHICAGO SHOW, Stands 33-34-35. 1

' Write Dept. I. for Catalogue.

 

 

ROYAL MOTOR GAR GOMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE (:0v , c. A. DU ERR a 00., Inc., HARRY BRANSTETTER 00.,

i82 Columbus Ave., Boston, Maee. Broadway at 58th 8t'., New York. Chicago.

 

 

 ..... a, $ A bare car on which the purchaser must spend
‘ r ‘ 4 Q i i‘ ‘ WM! further time and money to supply deficiencies of

' equipment, is not as attractive as a complete, well

. " equipped car.

'e Veeder Odometers are properly a part of the
  

. ‘ -- nm’jllji'éiljfllfllj!) regular equipment. Men want 'them on their ma
Il'mn I" -~-~--' , 7 'IYIvnrowrvu‘Au-Ieuomru. .w'Y-‘Jmififigfllfi-‘éa ::-C6{wplemzZ.>/m»’//.?J{ chines. Our sales and re-orders show that.

OFI- 20. 1904- Instead of trying to skin through with as little as

possible in the way of equipment, assume an inexpen

sive liberality and' supply Veeder Odometers. An

odometer has a very great interest for the man who

Veeder Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen ;_ runs his own car, and when it is supplied, it conveys

we take pleasure m stating that we have an impression of considerate forethought on the part

equipped our entire product of STEVENS—DUR- 0f the manufaCturer

YEAS the past year with your Odometers, and have The cost of supplying Veeder Odometers is pro

not had a single complaint.

We have found your Odometers entirely satisfac

tory, and accurate. We shall continue to equip our

runabout for the season of 1905 with same. d4—

v... "or, you... The Veeder Manufacturing 00.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL co,

AUTOMOBILE DEPARTMENT. q

C. C. Hildebrand, Sales Mgr

portionate to the number of cars you sell, and is not

a heavy fixed charge.

26 Sargeant Street, Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometero, Tachometore, Counter:

and Fine Castings.
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The MlQl-IIGAN
Two Models—“E” and “1).”

Light 'i‘puligng Qars -

.5

  

    

Model E, 1905 Michigan—Price, ".260. Wheel Bane.

This superb ncu- t'l't'nliuii for the coming scusuu must be such to be ulmrcciuted. t first uppcals to the purchaser by its beauty.

turn it satisfies him by its Si'ifli-li), STRENGTH :uui I)l'it.\Bii.i'i‘Y.

86 Inches.

    

.‘Iodel D, 1905 Michigan—Price, $1,100. “'heel Base, 80 Incheo.

These magnificent cars are cquipped with our tricti and tested 1904 Motors. 45,453 in., 14 brake test Horsepower. two cylin

der. horizontal opposcd. Planetary transmission, with two speeds forward and rcversc: 11/4_inch chain. Warncr differential, Hill

Precision oilcr, Kingston or Schcbier carburetor. expanding rear hub brakes and brake on (inferential. full elliptic springs of best

quality. French hood. Wheels. 30 inch. Diamond or other standard tu-e, 3% inch. Construction throughout, first class.

B7 This car ls unsurpaSscd in speed, powct', appearance, casy riding, flexibility and general utility by anything at samevrlcg

We invite correspondence.

Both Models on exhibit at the New York Automobile filinw, Jun. 14-21. Sefllflll 0. Bllflement- Call and 018mb! them in detail.

memozuv AUTOMOBILE ee., Makers, Kalamazoo, Mich.
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i++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ififi‘

()LDSMOBILE'
AT THE war

A WONDERFUI
++++++b+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i+++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++§++++++++++++H

A 20 HP.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CAR, g

PRICE $1400,

is the new member 0f the OLDSMOBILE family. (\

20 HP. 2=Cylinder Motor. Side Entrance.

This car has been built in response to a distinct demand and has been eagerly expected by dealers and the pub

lic alike. It combines comfort with speed, hill climbing ability, and plenty of surplus power. The motor is

double opposed, 5%x6 in.;wheel base, 90 inches. Construction is simple and durable. High grade material used

throughout. Noise of exhaust completely eliminated.

  

 

THE STANDARD RUNABOUT.

Price $650.

Still continues to be the most popular ear ever produced. Each

year has found it better and stronger and more reliable than ever.

This year a new carburetor gives increased power with a less

consumption of fuel. It climbed Eagle Rock in record time. M.

Fournier just completed a tour of all Europe with this car, win—

ning a wager of $10,000.

  

 

Call on us at Madison Square Garden, or writd

$44++++++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++h+++++++++++++++++++++

NWMH++++++++++++++++++~H~++++++++++++++++++++'H'+++++H+++++H++++++++++H+W+H++HWWT
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EX H I BIT
{ORK SHOW.

LINE OF CARS.
+++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++4++++++++++++M+++MH+++NW+++++++++++++++++++++++++

  

Price $750.

This car is especially adapted for the doctor's and

It combines style, speed and con—

Its simple construction and durability elimi—

nate petty annoyances.

business man's use.

venience.

  

LIGHT DEIvERv CAR.

Price $1000.
Equipped with 10 H. P. motor and all the improved

fixtures. There are a large number of these cars in

active service, and users testify to their convenience and

economy. We will gladly furnish you with evidence

showing the relative expense as compared with the old

' method of delivery.

ADDRESS

 

 

I 1.7

LIGHT TONNMEAU—‘CAR.

‘ Price $950.

Increased power—style and comfort all combine to

make this the most popular car of its class. Is equipped

with Oldsmobile 10 H. P. motor. Has tilting steering

post, honeycomb radiator and parts easily accessible.

4

CAR.

  

Price $2000.

16 H. P. 2 cylinder motor—every part built to secure

This car meets commercial

It has a very

Ready for January delivery.

Full details sent on application. '

strength and endurance.

requirements to a remarkable degree.

large carrying capacity.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

 

1332 Jefferson Ave., DETROIT, U. S. A.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

L+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~w+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

H-W+W++W+WH+++++++W++++++++H++++++H+H+MHWHW*
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(MUENT TOUR
Model de Luxe, 18-20 Horsepower.

NG CAR,
Price, $2,250.

,

' qu"’l-’

:r/

  

As we stated three or four weeks ago, our reason for withholding the illustrations of our new Orient Touring

Cars was an excellent one. . '

\Ve didn’t want them copied this season.

The illustration shown above ought to tell you what good reason we had to fear that the lines would be copied.

There is all the sweep, and power, and massiveness of the 60 Horsepower cars, with the lightness and beauty

of line and coloring that distinguish the highest priced foreign models. '

Yet the price is only $2250. .

The car has a 4—eylinder, vertical tan'dem engine, of 18—20 Horsepower, the cylinders being cooled by direct

air-blast from a powerful, four-bladed fan. The air-blast circulates so perfectly, all around the cylinders, that the

rear cylinder is actually cooler than the front.

Speed, over ordinary roads, 35 miles an hour. Not a racing car, but the car for five—tenths of your possible

Touring Car customers, because it is simple, reliable, a quiet runner, fast enough; and in a class by itself for

beautv.

Three other Touring Cars in the Orient line—the Touring Runabout; the Light Touring Car with Tonneau,

at $1650, and the Touring Car, Model G, at $2000. All these cars are of exactly the same desigri—4-~cylinder, ver—

tical tandem engines, as in the Model de Luxe, illustrated above. In addition to these, the Buckboards, at $375

this year.

Write us.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING co.,

Members oi Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manulacturerl.

Sales Office for New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro

lina, Florida and Georgia.

44 Broad St., New York City.

Factory and General Sales Offices:

WALTHAM, MASS.
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Orient Buckboards, 1905 Model, $375.

 

 

  

Surrey, Price $450. Run-bout, Price $475

The dealers throughout the country who have handled the Orient Buckboards have enjoyed a great advantage over

their competitors in two ways.

1. They have been able to sell a great many buyers who could not afford to pay more than the price of the

Buckbbards.

2. They have sold a great many larger cars to people who first acquired a love for motoring from running about

in a Buckboard. ‘

The 1905 Buckboards are bett'er than ever, and still lower in price. There is the Buckboard, $375; the Surrey,

$41-50; the Runabout, $475; and the Tonneau, $525.

These are winners—you ought to have them.

W M“ WALTHAl‘l l‘lANUFACTURING c0
vanll, Delaware, Maryland, Vlrglnla, North '!

cm‘ll". 50""! CINIIUI. Flor”. llld Geomll- Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

44 Broad St.. New York City. Fa¢t°ryand Gwen" Sales Offices: WALTI‘IAM, MASS.

See leparnte Advertisement on the Intent Orlent Air-Cooled Tourlng Cert.

 

THE BAKER ELEQTRIQ
AT THE NEW YGRK SHGW

WE WILL EXHIBIT OUR LATEST PRODUGT,

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriage,

The Most Elegant 0! all Electrics.

.

HLSO,

RunnBours, srnnnomzs,

sunnevs, ers., are.

WE RRB READY T0 TALK BUSINESS.

'THE' BZ-IKER MSTGR VEI-IIGLE QGMPI-INY, ('ZLEVELHND, GHIQ.
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BULLETIN OF

G 8: J REC‘ZORDS

WORLD’S CHAMPIONSHIP and

WORLD'S 10-MILE TRACK RECORD.

Peerless Green Dragon,

by Barneg Oldfield:

9:1 3-5.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS,

Peerless Green Dragon,

by Barney Oldfield:

5 miles, 4 29 “

9:123-5 “

15 miles, 14:033-5 “

20 miles, 18:452-5 “

25 miles, 23:383-5 “

50 miles, 48:391-5 “

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS

FIVE MILES,

For LIGHT WEIGHT and MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

Ford Racer,

by Frank Kulick:

1st mile, 59 sec.

2nd “ 57 2-5 "

3rd “ 664-5 "

4th “ 65 1-5 “

5th “ 55 1-5 “

 

Total, 4:43 3-5

WORLD'S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

for LIGHT and» MIDDLE

WEIGHT CARS.

20 H. P. Ford,

by Frank Kuliek,

55 see.

WORLD'S TRACK RECORDS

SIX TO TWENTY-FIVE MILES

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

Peerless Blue Streak,

by Charles Burman:

6 miles, :24

10 “ 10:40

15 “ 16:022-5

20 “ 21:24

25 “ 26:501-5

WORLD'S 5-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

b P;P?T%'-°d°'
y . . mgley:

5:093-5

WORLD'S 1-MILE TRACK RECORD

FOR STRIPPED TOURING CARS.

Pope-Toledo,

by Gear 0 Fuller:

1:083-5

WORLD‘S TRACK RECORDS“

ONE AND FIVE MILES,

FOR STOCK CARS IN FULL TOUR

ING CONDITION.

Pope-Toledo.

by B. F. Dingley:

1mile, 1:113-5

2 miles, 6:021-5

 
 

 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

Every World’s

Track Record
IS NOW HELD BY

G 8: J THREAD

FABRIQ TIRES.

When the G 8: .l Tires excel so unquestion:

ably in racing work, which is known by everyone

to be the hardest of all tests on tires, there can

be no question in anyone’s mind as to their

great durability in ordinary road work.

TAKE A TIP

from the following famous drivers and

USE G 8: J’s.

BARNEY OLDFIELD, FRANK KULIGK,

WEBB JAY, FRANK GROKER,

FRANK GARBUTT, B. F. DINGLEY,

GHARLEY BURMAN, GEORGE FULLER.

 

Dec. 18, at Los Angeles: -

B. F. Dingley, in Pope-Toledo, broke one

and five mile records for stock cars in full

touring condition.

1 mile, 1:" 3-5. 5 miles, 6 0:2 l-5.

Dec. 2|, at Los Angeles:

Barney Oldfield, in Peerless Green Dragon,

lowered all track records from two to nine

miles.

2 miles, 1:46; 5 miles, 11:29; 9 miles, 8:04.

This performance gives Oldfield and G 8: .1

Tires every world’s track record from one to

fifty miles.

6a.] llnn Co. 1
Factory, 549-617 East Georgia Street,

8 h INDIANHPSLIS, IND.

ranc 8

429 Wabash Avenue,

GHIGHGO, ILL.

Branch |

247 .Ieflerson Avenue,

DETROIT, men.
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We Base Our Claim

for the superiority of Peerless cars upon the

consistent record of victories achieved during

the year 1904 in every class of competition—

hiIl-climbing contests, races open to stock cars,

match races open to the world’s fastest machines

and special exhibitions against time.

All Pccrlcss Owners Have Shared »

in the pleasure of driving a.fast car. In the

little rivalries of the road. the Peerless always

gives a good account of itself. The simplicity

of our cars, combined with intelligent design in

every detail, insures that they are always ready

for service.

Do You Want Further Information

of America’s Best Machine?

If so, write to us to-day for descriptive matter.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAD CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

   

WHY DOES

  

20 H. P. I620 lbs.

Ride easier, wear longer, look better,

have less tire trouble and

in fact give better

satisfaction P

BECAUSE OUR

SPRING TRUSSED FRAME

equalizes the load and does away with all

the ioIt and jar on both passengers ,

and machinery.

WW“emnoomuwoom”“OOOOOOOOOOQOOOOQOOOMW

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT

“THAT CAR OF QUALITY”

WWWMOOWM

See us at the New York Show January 14—21,

Section B, Exhibition Hall.

t

i

i Ebe logan

‘ Eonstruction 60..

CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.
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The current issue of THE RHMBLER MAGAZINE contains a thorough description

of our 1905 models, and other items of general interest. A copy will be sent, free. on

request.

THGMHS B. JEFFERY 8: QQMPHNY,

Main Office and Factory, KBNQSHR, WISGONSIN.
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CONDITIONS IN THE SOUTH
 

Returned Tradesman Interestingly Surveys the

Situation—Cotton Surplus Affects Prospects.

The situation in the South and the promise

held out by that section of the country are

among the things about which there is no

settled opinion. Generally speaking, the con

dition of the roads is not such as tends to

encourage the use of automobiles, and while

few have expected great results, some of

those who have covered the territory have

returned with very pessimistic opinions in

deed.

J. D. Anderson, vice-president of the Hart

ford Rubber Works Co., is one of the trades

men who recently visited the South, and as

he had no cars to sell and was merely intent

on personally meeting good customers and on

"sizing up" conditions and prospects, his im

pressions are of more than usual weight.

Mr. Anderson spent nearly three weeks of

December in company with his concern’s

Southern representative, Arthur W. Kirk.

Among other places they visited Atlanta, Sa—

vannah and Augusta, Ga., and Jacksonville,

Tampa, Miami and Daytona, Fla.

In Atlanta Mr. Anderson did not find condi

tions particularly flattering. The highest

numbered car there is 82; there are probably

forty machines in actual use, only one of

them being a big touring car. The prospects

for this year are only fair.

In Augusta, a nice little city, with good

streets and with good roads in the outlying

sections, there are probably twenty-five ma

chines. Field & Kelly, the Rambler agents,

appeared to be the only ones doing any busi~

ness, and a very limited trade next season is

in sight.

Savannah is the bright spot of the South.

so far as automobiles go. There are over

two hundred cars in the town, and with its

thirty-four miles of asphalt streets, level sur

faces and fifty or sixty miles of good

"cement" roads, as they are locally termed

in the suburbs, there are excellent prospects

of good business. T. A. Bryson, the prin

cipal dealer in Savannah, has practically

completed a three story brick garage, which

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, January 5. l905.

he will formally open during the latter part

of January.

In Jacksonville the prospect of business is

fair. In Tampa there is one dealer only, and

fair prospects for business. In Miami, al

though there are a number of machines in

use that are owned by winter visitor, there

is not a dealer in the town.

“The general business situation in the

South, however, is better,” said Mr. Ander

son. “In Georgla one gets the strong impres

sion that future prospects very naturally de

pend entirely upon the market price of cot

ton. At the present time they have the cot

ton with no demand, except at a price show

ing no profit for growing.

"To sum up the whole situation in a very

few words, we can reasonably expect a very

good business from the Southern territory in

automobile tires during the coming season,

reflecting a gradual improvement in the gen

eral business situation in the South."

Appemm Open in New York.

The Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Ko

komo, Ind., is the most recent Western con

cern to emulate Lochinvar and to plant it

own standard in New York. It has leased the

premises at No. 66 West Forty-third street,

formerly occupied by the Brooklyn Automo

bile Co., and secured as manager L. A. Hop

kins, the former treasurer of that company.

A stock of the new Apperson cars is expected

to arrive within the next week.

Diamond Handling in Denver.

Hereafter Diamond tires will be handled in

Denver, 001., by the Overland Rubber Co.,

No. 1,735 Araphoe street, arrangements to

that end having been recently effected. The

Diamond Rubber Co.‘s own branch in that

city 'will confine itself to hose, belting and

tires other than those for antomobiles.’

To Exploit Edison’s Battery Abroad.

In Berlin, Germany, a company has been

formed for exploiting and selling the new

Edison battery. The directors of the new

corporation consist of prominent bank di

rectors and M. Bergmann, general manager

of the Bergmann Electrical Society. The

company will start with a capital of $75,000.

MUST BE FIRE-PROOF

So Say the Authorities About Decorations at

New York Show—Cause of the Order.

Although the use of gasolene in even the

smallest quantities at the forthcoming Madi

son Square Garden show has been prohib

ited, the local authorities are not satis

fied with this precaution against fire. The

solicitude felt by the Bureau of Buildings is

such that it last week issued a warning to

the management of the Garden, to the ef

fect that the laws on the subject would be

strictly enforced this year. Consequently

Manager Young of the M. S. G. 00. sent a

notice to each exhibitor that has caused no

end of perturbation, misgivings and uncer

tainty. The notice in question read:

"This company has been officially notified

by the Department of Buildings that all

decorations in future shows must be fire

proofed. Kindly notify your decorator."

Disqnieting as this notice is, it does not

entirely cover the case. It is not only the

decorations that must be flreproofed, but

everything that an exhibitor installs in his

stand, the automobiles or other articles ex

hibited alone excepted. That is to say, the

platforms, railings, signs, rugs. curtains, etc.,

it' of an inflammable nature, must be treated

to resist confiagration. This, however, is

neither a costly nor a diflicult task, nor do

the solutions on the market injurionsly affect

the most delicate fabrics.

The appended extracts from the rules in

force relating to the prevention of fires bear

directly on the duties imposed on exhibitors.

They were furnished the Motor World by

the Bureau of Buildings, and are as follows:

“Numerous solutions and paints for the

' tire-proofing of fabrics, scenery and wood

work on theatre stages were submitted to

this Bureau for test during the year. All of

the samples submitted made a good showing,

but no approvals were issued inasmuch as

results in actual practice cannot be judged

from samples. Acceptance of the treatment

depends on tests made on the materials inf

each individual case, and a certificate is

issued where the following specifications of
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this Bureau are met: In the case of fabrics,

scenery and the wood frames for the same,

there must be no flame or glow after the ap

plication for fifteen seconds of the flame of

an ordinary alcohol lamp or torch.

“Fireproofing solutions and fireproof paints

which have been tested or are being used in

this borough (Manhattan), meeting the above

requirements, satisfactorily are made by the

following concerns: Maas Fireproofing Com

pany, Reliance Fireproofing Company, Antl

pyros Klugiana, Blenio Fireproofing Com

pany, Electric Fireproofing Company, Fire

proofine Company, Frank Ring, Gordon Fire

proofing Company.

“Any treatment, however, that will render

the material sufficiently fire-resisting to meet

the above requirements will be accepted."

To a Motor World man who put the ques

tion whether these regulations, in connec

tion with the automobile show at least, were

not new, Superintendent Isaac A. Hopper, of

the Bureau of Buildings, said:

“The regulations were always on the books,

but under my predecessors in office were a

dead letter. Since the Iroquois fire in Chicago

(which occurred about a year ago) a change

has taken place, until now every theatre and

place of amusement in the city has been

obliged to comply with these mics. All of

them are inspected regularly, and if any vio

lation of the rules is detected they are com

pelled to remedy the matter at once."

At first Superintendent Hopper said that it

would be necessary for exhibitors to submit

to him sketches of the plan of their stands

and decorations—“unless,” he added, “they

were erected at the last show and are still

standing." Reminded that everything was

taken down and carried away immediately

after the show last January, be repeated that

it would be necessary to submit sketches to

him, as the department was held responsible

for any accidents that happened. The Motor

World man suggested that as there were

nearly two hundred exhibitors, some of them

a thousand miles or more away, and as the

show opens on Saturday of next week, it

would be manifestly impossible to do this.

At this juncture the chief engineer of the

department suggested that it would serve

the purpose if he gave the Motor World a

memorandum of the requirements, and this

was done, as already noted.

“That will inform your readers of what

must be done to comply with the law. As

Mr. Hopper says, if any accident happens

through the platforms or railings not being

strong enough to support the weight put on

them, or from fire, we get the blame. Conse

quently we must sce that everything is done

right. We have a large corps of inspectors

out, and if they find anything wrong they

immediately notify the exhibitor and the

lessee or owner of the building, and if the

matter is not remedied in twenty-four hours

we close the building," said the chief en

glneer.

“Now, our test of flrcprooiing consists of

applying a lamp or torch to the material

twat, and if it does not ‘glow or flame‘

inside of fifteen seconds we pass it. Our tn

spectors will go to each stand and select at

random several pieces of the fabrics or

other materials used for decorations, and if

they stand this test it will be considered.

that everything is all right. The wond and

other materials used will also be subjected to

the flame test.

“We do not assume responsibility for the

solutions sold by the concerns whose names

are given. The first three, however, do

most of the work of fireproofing, and we

have never had any fault to find with them;

but we test all materials on the stands. \Ve

understand, too, that these fireproof solu

tions are non-injurious to even the most deli

cutc fabrics."

The Week's lncorporations.

Camden, N. J.—Mnrtiu 8: Hart Motor 00..

under New Jersey laws. Incorporators—F. R.

Hanscll, Joseph I". (‘otter and George H. B.

Martin.

Springfield, Mnss.—Geiscl Automobile Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $40,000 capi

tal. Dir-er-tot's—.-\(iolpli A. Geisel and Theo

dore R. (icisel.

New York, N. Y.—'l‘hc R00 Motor Car Co.,

under New York laws. with $10,000 capital.

lncorporators—R. E. Olds, C. Andrade and

R. M. Owen.

Yonkers, N. Y.~—Ardsley Motor Car Co., un

der New York laws, with $75,000 capital. In

corporators—T. S. Fuller, F. P. Fuller and

A. E. Rittenhouse.

Milwaukee. Wis—Curtis Automobile Co.,

under \Visconsin laws, with $10,000 capital.

lncorporators—Orin L. Curtis, Harry Lan<

dnuer and Frank Thnnlmuscr.

Syracuse, N. Y.——Tllc Iroquois Motor Car

Co., under New York laws, with $450,000

capital. Directors—’l‘bonms W. l‘elham.

Frank II. Clement, Charles T. Blanchard, L.

li‘runk'Urmsbec and l.. F. Mnhnn.

Boston, Mass—The Peerless Semi-Pneu

matic Tire Co., under Massachusetts laws.

with 5550.000 capital. Officers—George I1.

Prescott, president, and Charles P. Cum

mings, treasurer.

Augusta, Mc.—l.citch Manufacturing 00..

under Maine laws. with $40,000 capital. to

manufacture and deal in carriage and auto

mobile bodies. also motor boats. ()ilit‘ci‘sA

l. l.. Fairbanks, president and trcnsurcr.

Port ('llt‘sit'l'. N. Y.— The Minnns Motor

Works, under New York laws, with $100,000

cupitnl subscribed. ()tiiccrs—(icorgc Gray,

president; lt‘rcdcrick A. llubbnrd. vice-presi

dent; August 1’. Avery. sot-rotary; Charles

B. Allyn. trcnsurcr.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Thc Edmunds & Jones

Mfg. (‘0.. under New York laws, with $0,500

capital, to nmnui'm-turc automobile and

coach lumps, gcncrntors and shoot metal

work. liircctors—(icorge l'ldmunds. \Villinm

ti. Jones. George Roberts. Edward C.

llumphrcys and llnrry W. Brooks.

The Macks in Allentown.

The most recent addition to the industries

of Allentown, i'a.. is the Mack Bros. Motor

Car Company, a concern incorporated last

-nmin as heretofore, viz:

year with a capital of $300,000 to manu

facture commercial vehicles. The concern

has just purchased the plant of the Weaver

Hirsch Foundry and Machine Company and

will at once move in and begin active opera

tions. It is stated that enough orders are in

hand to‘keep the plant busy for a year.

The company proposes to confine its efforts,

solely to the manufacture of such commercial

vehicles as motor cars of large sizes for

sight-seeing and passenger purposes, express,

brewery and other trucks of large carrying

capacity, equipped with motors capable of

producing from 50 to 100-h0rsepower or more

as may be desired.

' 'l‘hcir motors, it is added, “will revolu—

tionize the manufacture of motor cars in this

country; the details of their construction are

vastly different and superior to all others."

The officers are Jos. S. Mack, president;

Jos. Mack, treasurer, and Leo E. Schimpif.

secretary.

 

.Iobbers Big Increase of Capital.

The New York Sporting Goods CO., the

news of whose entry into the automobile

supply trade was published exclusively in

the Motor World last week, will not take

posscssion of the building No. 17 Warren

street, New York, which they have leased,

until May 1 next. Until then business will

be done at the present address, No. 61 Nas

sau street. which later will be continued as

a retail store. Concurrent with their de

r-isinn to enter the automobile trade, the

capital stock of the company has been in

“ creased from $5,000 to $100,000. The added

capital will be used in the automobile de—

partmcnt. The ofliccrs of the company re

Prcsident, P. R.

Robinson: vice-president, Richard Nelson;

sccretury-trcnsurer, James E. Murray; direc

Mrs, A. R. Robinson, Thomas F. Barnes and

Roger l". Murray. ' ‘

Bailey Remains True to Rambler.

The F. O. Bailey Carriage Co., of Portland.

will handle the Rambler in the State of Maine

during 100.1. Last year that well known car

was coliti‘OIlPd by the Maine Motor Carriage

(70., which practically was the Bailey com

pany operating under another name. When

thcy were this year given their choice of re

linquishing either the Rambler or the other

cars for which they held the agency. they

elected to stand by T. B. Jeffery & Co., and

will therefore devote themselves to the Ram

blcl' cxclusively.

To Handle Mitchells in Milwaukee.

'l‘lrrce Milwaukee (Wis) business men have

formed the Curtis Automobile Co., with a

capital of $10.00). and will conduct a sales

no.1 garage business in that city. Arrange

ments have been made to handle the Mitch

cll line, and u garage will be opened on

Grand avcnuc. The principals are Harry

l.:liltl:ltl(’t‘, buycr for Landaucr & 00.; Frank

'l‘hnnhausor, manager at the same company's

establishment. and urin L. Curtis, 2! drafts

man.
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IMPORTANCE OF KNOW-HOW

How it Cuts an Unusually Large Figure in

Automobile Trade—An Apt Illustration.

 

“In nearly all businesses it is the ‘know

how’ thatis of the greatest importance and

possesses the most value. You may be ever so

industrious and conscientious, but if you

don't know how it is largely a matter of luck

whether you meet with any success at all

when you tackle even an easy proposition.”

The speaker was the Eastern travelling rep

resentative of a large Western maker, who

had been discussing some troublesome phases

of the industry with a Motor World man.

“Frequently the most puzzling source of

trouble in a car is really the most obvious,

and if the man who was at work on the car

had used good judgment he could have put

the car to rights in a tithe of the time he

spent on it. In such cases the question arises,

How much shall I charge for this job? It

seems plain that, say, ten hours’ time should

not be put on the bill when half an hour

would have been sufficient; yet it may have

been actually spent, and some one must pay

for it.

"Now, my plan is to always look for the

most obvious source of trouble at the begin

ning. Three times out of five that is where

I find it. But one must have, in addition to

knowledge and experience, a generous sup

ply of ‘gumption,’ and be able to tell almost

by intuition whether he is on the right or the

wrong tack. Lastly, he must take an inter

est in his work. If it is a labor of love, the

chances of success are much greater than if

the work is gone about in a perfunctory way.

“When I began to study the automobile

business I came to the conclusion that a

superficial knowledge of it would not do.

So I took a course in the theory of the gas

engine. Then I went to the factory and

worked at the bench for several months.

Next I went on the road and got in touch'

with both dealers and users, so that by this

time I was able to view the industry from

all sides. Then I was put to work ‘round

ing up' difficult cases. If there was a car

that wouldn‘t run and the local repairing

talent could not make it go, I was sent to

the spot and given the task of putting it to

rights. I would go north into Canada, and

east, south and west, and I met with an im

mense amount of success, simply because '1

used my head and examined the parts the

local men had passed by as not being worth

looking after.

“There was one case that looked as if it

might stump me as it had everybody else;

but it actually proved very simple and scarce

ly worth mentioning except for the trouble

it had given and the amount of work that

was charged against it.

“it appears that one of our large agents

had a customer whose car was of no use to

him. For three or four weeks 'it had been

worked over, taken apart, put together and

then dissected again; but all to no purpose,

for it obstinately refused to run. The en

gine was taken apart and set up again.

Every bit of the wiring was renewed and

new batteries put in; but all to no purpose.

Go it would not. A repair bill of $30 or $40

had been run up, without a cent's worth of

good having been done. At last, in despair,

they sent to the factory, and the latter di

reeted me to go there and see what the

trouble was.

“I arrived, listened to the tale of woe and

made some mental notes. Then I took a

look at the car. I tried half a dozen things

and found them all right. But certainly the

engine would not run. I could not get even

an explosion out of it. This puzzled me a

little, for usually in such cases something

wrong is found quickly. But I persevered,

and a few minutes later I found it. The en

gine was timed wrong, and it never could

have been made to run until that was fixed.

In less than half an hour I had everything

put to rights and the owner almost fell on

my neck, so filled with joy was he. A more

crestfailen set of repairmen you never saw.

They expected to see me fall, as they had

done, and were ready to laugh. But I had

an the merriment on my side."

Its Load too Heavy for Truck Company.

Acting on the application of creditors of

the Union Motor Truck Company of Philadel

phia, Judge Mitchell, in the Common Pleas

Court of that 'city last week, appointed

George DeB. Myers receiver for the Union

Motor Truck Company, manufacturers of au

tomobile trucks. The company was admitted

to be insolvent by its president, John P.

Murphy. It is a West Virginia corporation,

capitalized at $500,000. Its liabilities were

lixed at $6,000, and the assets, including

patents, at $4,000. The Diamond Drill and

Machine Company and Clement & Sons were

the petitioners.

The Union Truck Company has for sev

eral years been engaged in perfecting a gaso

lene truck embodying a number of original

but very complicated features. in both the

1903 and 1904 commercial vehicle contests

held in this city the concern entered trucks,

but they perfbrmed only fairly well.

Pope Fixes Iii: Prices.

The price of the new two cylinder Popc

iiartford car, about which there has been

some little speculation, finally has been set

at $1,600. Its “cousin,” the two cylinder

Pope-Tribune, will list at $900. The idea that

prevailed that these cars replaced the single

cylinder models of the same titles proves

to be erroneous; the new models are simply

additions to the Pope line, which will be

marketed in connection with the single cylin

der cars.

Eldridge Re-enten the Trade.

\V. E. Eldridge, former manager of the

Pope Motor Car Co.'s Boston branch, has en

gaged with the big Tremont Garage, of that

city. His new duties will enable him to

lliilke the most of the Buick agency, recently

secured.

VEEDER REACHING OUT

Making a Big Bid for the World's Trade—

The Arrangements Already Effected.

 

If the Veeder odometer does not dominate

the foreign market almost as completely as

the Vceder cyclometer has dominated it for

many years, it will not be for lack of eflort

to that end. Living evidence of this effort

is at present in Europe in the person of H.

J. Boon, head draughtsman of the Veeder

Mfg. Co., of Hartford, who is visiting the

principal automobile manufacturers of Eng

land and Continental Europe, obtaining the

necessary drawings and information to ena

ble the company to manufacture fixtures for

applying Veeder odometers and tachometers

to .aeir cars. He already has arranged to

have the special attaching fixtures for for

eign cars manufactured in Paris.

Mr. Boon was in charge of the Veeder ex

hibit at the Paris show, and during the ex

hibition he obtained drawing or sketches

of the wheel and knuckle construction of all

the cars that were shown. During the show

two of the Veeder form D, or dashboard,

odometers were shown, one applied to a Re

nault and the other to a more dash. The

instruments were shown attached to the

wheels, just as they would be on the cars.

and as the wheels revolved, the readings in

kilometers were shown correspondingly on

the dashboards. The Veeder form B odom

eter, a gear driven instrument which at

taches to the steering knuckle, was shown

on a Darraeq wheel, which was likewise re

volved.

The Vecder tachometers or speed indicators

were shown in two sizes, the six inch scale

and the 12 inch scale. As in the case of

the form I) odometers, they were shown on

t..e dashboards of cars. The wheels were

revolved, and the tachometers gave readings

in kilometers. according to the speed at

which the wheels revolved to which they

were attached.

 

Winans Gets Michelin Rights.

E. D. Winans. who formerly was connected

with the United States Agency, Michelin

Tire Co., is himself now the p0ssrssor of the

Michelin rights for the larger part of the

Western Hemisphere. He returned from

Paris on Saturday with the necessary doeu

ment in his pocket conVeying to him a per

petual license to vend Michelin tires in the

United States, Cuba, Mexico and Central

and South America. Meetings are being held

this week for the purpose of organizing a

company that will make the most of the

license. incidentally, Winnns states that

representatives of the parent company are

now on route to this country to consult with

their counsel, Coudert Brothers. reapecting

the allegelnent of Michelin’s infringement of

the G & .l rights, which is now pending in

the United States courts.
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1905
Will be the

“Mechanically Fastened

NOTE THE

CUSHION

THE SUCCESS OF THAT TIRE.

the manner in which it has solved the tire problem and reduced the troubles and the

cost of tire maintenance simply has compelled acknowledgment.

SUCCESS ALWAYS BEGETS iMlTATlON.

The Fisk was first—it is still in front. It is the only mechanically fastend tire that

actually has stood the test of time. it has left off where the others are but just

beginning.

The Fisk Rubber Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass,

BRANCHES: NQW York. 754-756 Seventh Ave., Chicago, 52 State Street.

BOSTON, BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA. LOS ANGELES.

SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT, ATLANTA, MINNEAPOLIS, LONDON.

SYRACUSE, SAN FRANCISCO, ST, LOUIS, DENVER
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New YORK, JANUARY 5, [905.

The New York Show Numbers of the

i'lotor World will be of date Jan'uary l2

and l9. As always, they will deal with

the Show in comprehensive fashion, and,

if anything, will be even more than

usually informing in character.

 
 

Beware of Spurious l905 Model!

Advices of a thoroughly trustworthy char

actcr indicate that the time has arrived

when extreme caution should be exercised in

the purchase of foreign cars—caution that

should be particularly wide-awake during the

m .itinuuncc of the shows.

That not all of the European manufactur

crs were able to entirely dispOse of their

1901 product is common property. It is not

so well known that America is considered

the most likely “dumping ground" for tnis

surplus, and that quite an influx of well

groomed, well-spoken “dumpcrs” who will

put up at: expensive hotels is due to reach

these shores at about show time. Some of

them will assist agents already appointed,

while others will seek to appoint agents and

to make. sales direct to individual purchasers.

The game to be played is the working off

Already it

In one in

of the old cars as 1905 iiiOticis.

has been attempted in this city.

stance the sale of three cars actually was

ctfccted, and only the awakened victims’

threat to air the matter in the courts served

to prevent exposure. How many cases of

the sort remain undiscovered is, of course,

not known. It is certain, at any rate, that

the foreigners have a number of 1904 cars

that must be disposed of, and that America

is due to receive their solicitous attentions.

In the absence of other assurance, proba

ble purchasers will do well to obtain or

examine the serial numbers of any foreign

cars that may be offered them. There usu

ally is a considerable lapse between the num

bers of the 100-1 and the 1005 models, and

a low number on an alleged 1905 car should

afford grounds for immediate suspicion.

 

Side Entrances and Mud Guards.

About two out of every three of the popu

lar side entrance cars now being unveiled are

marked by an arrangement of mud guards

and step combined. The stop almost in

variably consists of a single piece of planed

board, reaching from one mud guard to the

other, and affording an easy and safe means

of stepping into the car. In carriage con

struction much the same effect is obtained

by employing the step of a victoria or simi

lar vehicle to connect the two mud guards.

in the latter case, however, the step is much

shorter, besides being made of iron or steel

and finished like the remainder of the ironing

of the vehicle.

With the automobile step referred to, how

ever, its utility alone commends it. Its ap

pearance is anything but pleasing. It looks

crude and clumsy, even unfinished and quite

out of keeping with the remainder of the ve

hiclc. Already unfavorable comment has

been aroused, and prospective purchasers

have expressed wonder that so unsightly a

piece of work has been allowed to slip

through and invite criticism. A very little

time and money would have made everything

right. But the wood is rough instead of

smooth, and paint and varnish seem to have

been applied sparingly, with the result noted.

Even now it is not too late to apply a remedy

and thus prevent the belief getting about that

the cars referred to are hastily constructed

and cheap looking.

0f some of the side doors themselves, it is

fair to assume that their designers are skilled

contortionists, and that they fancy that the

rest of mankind and.womankind are pos

sesscd of the same agility and suppleness of

joints. The size, shape and position of thc

doors suggcsts nothing else.

Tires and Homeless Nonsense

Some men wear whiskers because they be

lieve them tohe becoming; others wear them

because they are too lazy to shave or too

stingy to patronize the barber. Some men

are given to chasing rainbows; others are

given to dealing with things as they exist.

Some men want tires that never will give

trouble, that never will puncture, that never

willircquire to be removed from the rim.

and with such tires they desire the speed

and comfort that can he obtained only with

pneumatics. How such tires are to be ob

tained they have not the remotest idea, nor

do they attempt suggestion. They simply

yawp and chase the rainbow.

These observations are born of the yawpings

of the Horseless Age on the tire question—

which really is no question at all. The man

who desires no trouble and no comfort should

employ steel tires; he who desires it little

more comfort at the expense of a little more

trouble should use solid rubber tires, but he

who would have real comfort must use pneu

matic tires, and until the Horseiess Age or

some other rainbow chaser finds a means of

carving a circle of air out of the atmosphere

and of securing it to a rim, such men will

be content to use air as it is confined in the

other most elastic material, rubber. And as

rubber will puncture and wear, the man

whose sense is not of the horseiess species

and who values his comfort, will recognize

that facility for securing such tires to rims

and for removing them therefrom is of vital

importance.

Fact vs. Fury.

If the stranger in New York who had oc

casion to run over the files of certain of the

city‘s newspapers for 1901 failed to obtain

the impression that the automobile was not

:1 juggernaut that daily slaughtered man,

woman and child, he would prove an inter~

l‘Stillg exhibit for a museum of natural his

tory.

The reams of paper and gallons of ink that

have been devoted to making the automo

hile appear a demoniacul instrument of death

and destruction have been not short of re

markable. The ink has fairly scorched the

paper, so heated have been some of the edi

torial utterances on the subject.

How sound are the bases on which they
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were founded is shown by the Police De

partment’s report of homicides that occurred

during the twelve months. Excepting mur

' der, they were as follows:

Building accidents, 3; automobiles, 7; der

ricks, 5; runovel's (wagons), 62; building ele

vator accidents, 21;irunovers and other accl

dents caused by cars of Interurban Co., 51;

killed by cars on Brooklyn Bridge, 3; acci

dents on lines controlled by Interborough

company, 12; killed by New York Central

and other roads running into Grand Central

Station and along Eleventh avenue, 20.

Of the seven deaths charged to automobiles

three occurred at the same time. A drunken

chauffeur drove over an embankment at mid

night, and, with two of his carousing com

panions, was killed.

The table proves how little real substance

there is in the rabid frothings against auto

mobiles. It is chiefly sound and fury. Of

course, sound attracts a crowd, and if it is

ominous, the crowd will become fearful and

shudder, and this is exactly the situation as

regards automobiles. It is the same unrea

son that but a few short years ago inspired

many reputable editors to volcanically assert

that bicycles were juggernauts and that their

riders were little short of demons seeking.

whom they might slay. Very many people be

lieved it. And yet common sense would have

told any of them that for any man‘ on a bi

cycle to strike a human being or other ob

stacle meant that the cyclist himself would

It is the

same unreason that causes pe0ple when they

hurry out of the way of an automobile to feel.

offended or to fancy that they have been en

dangered, although daily they may and prob

ably do jump out of the way of a dozen

wagons or streetcars_and not give the matter

a second thought. i I

It really does seem about time that the

thinking writers who “mould public opinion"

should rid themselves of their own fears and

cease playing on the fearfulncss of the popu

lace.

fall and be the most likely sufferer.

Not one man in a million, it matters_

not what manner of vehicle he may guide, in

tentionally runs into another man. The aim

of every driver is to avoid accident, and as

an automobile cannot guide itself, its driver's '

eyes are always" open and his senses alert,

which, however, is more than can be said of

many drivers of horses. The sight of the

honest farmer and the city trucknmn asleep

at the reins is not rare.

What is needed is less sound and fury and

more cool common sense when automobiles

are discussed. Such statistics as those here

quoted from the New York Police Depart

ment's report plead for it most eloquently.

 

Why Powers Increase.

Powers and prices appear to be tightly

linked in a skyward movement, the end of

which no man can tell. For several years

we have all been predicting that powers

would go no higher; that already they were

too great to be used to their full capacity

But this is theory, and

the facts are just the other way. Powers

are still increasing, not only here, but abroad.

This is because users find that it is a good

on the average road.

thing to have a reserve of power, even if

they employ it only occasionally. It not only

gets them out of tight places but enables

them. to bid defiance to hills hnd heavy or

bad roads. They do not have to use all the

power at their disposal, but it is found that

an engine that is never run at its capacity

will last longer and give better ail-around

service than one that is forced to deliver its

times.

Bridges are built to carry several times as

full quota of power at nearly all

much loud as will ever be imposed on them.

Foundation walls and buildings generally

have the same excessive factor of safety,

and no one attempts to question the wisdom

That automobile should

have some reserve power is hardly \to be

of~ their designers.

questioned:

 

Woodbury's One-Sided Selections.

It is always interesting and sometimes in

structive to discover the reasons actuating

the selection of' aparticular cur. _

sons inducing the "purchase by the City of

New York of two foreign cars for the use of

its Street Cleaning Department are of the

instructive sort. When the able head of that

department, ~Dr. .John McGraw Woodbury,

applied for the necessary appropriation of

$5,000, a considerable ado was made over it

by the daily press. It caused the importers

to chuckle in their sleeves and out of them

and considerably discomfited the home trade:

it induced the Motor World to interview Dr.

Woodbury, with the result published in an

other column.

None can read his comments without being

convinced that that gentleman has con

demncd the American product on insufficient

He is of that quick, nervous, im

patient temperameiit that cannot brook petty

troubles. He has made mountains out of

moiehilis. If he fancies that foreign cars

are free from such ills as broken springs and

steering knuckles and clutch troubles, he is

evidence.

The rea- >

due for a rude awakening, unless he is pre

pared to forgive them as “acts of God.” His

selection of an Italian cur is evidence of

influence brought to bear on him, for, as a

matter of record, the one public perform

ance of that particular vehicle is a record of

failure. In the Vanderbilt Cup race two of

those cars started, and they were among the

very first to go down and out. It took hours

for a skilled machinist to induce one of them

to run, and then it ran less than thirty miles.

The other failed inside of ten miles. Eleven

other .foreign cars failed to complete the

course, and even the particular French car

which finished first, sustained broken springs.

$0 inth for Mr. Woodbury’s assertion that

His state

ment that, although one American car did

give full satisfaction, he put it aside because

of its price in favor of a second hand foreign

vehicle, and apparently without attempting

foreign cars “run all the time.”

to discover whether a used model of the

American product could be similarly pur

chased is one other fatai flaw in the Wood

bury argument.

There is no doubt of the Commissioner’s

honesty and intercstcdness, but despite the

fact, it is as patent that he has not been

wholly fair to the industry of his own coun

try. He has given it a nasty and undeserved

slap in the face.

Value of Good Photographs.

First impressions are valuable. in cre

atingIthem nothing is more immediate or

more potent than pictures—good pictures. It

wilibe well for manufacturers of automo

biles to keep the fact in mind, as not all

the photographs of new cars that have ap

peared can be termed good, even by a

stretch_ of cohrtesy. It is an open question

whether these pictures have not done the

cars some harm.

There really is small _excuse for poor pho

tographs, and no economy is so false as that

which stints their price. At this season of

_ the year, when snow is on the ground, poi

isiied surfaces, such as the sides of a car.

reflect the whitness, and some weird effects

have resulted. This and poor light and back

grounds which aiford no contrast are the

chief faults of many photographs of 1905

models that have reached us. Dull, unim

pressive illustrations are the result. Per~

contra, other photographs are not short of

magnificent—big, clear cut, highly finished,

and every line well defined. The very sight

of them inclines one faVorabiy toward the

cars.
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' PIERB IN 1905
The award of the Grand Prize at St. Louis to Pierce automobiles but confirms a progress

that has been steady and conclusive for five years.

On their 1905 cars the George N. Pierce Company asks

abroad. .

The output in 1905 will be confined to six designs and three mechanisms.

The first mechanism is the 28-32 H. P. Chassis mounted as follows:

  

no odds of anybody here or
  

The Great Arrow, side entrance, King of Belgium .type

Tonneau, $4,000.

  

The Suburban, - ' - $5,000

The Landaulet, - - ‘-~ 5,000 Enclosed Bodies by 0ulnhy.‘

The Opera Coach, - - 5,000

  

The second mechanism is the 24-28 H. P. ‘Chassis four cylinder, side entrance, King of

Belgium'type Tonneau, $3,500.

The third mechanism is our well-known single cylinder Stnnhope 8 H. P. $1,200.

These cars are the result of 21 Progress that has studied every step of the design before

making the change. Some of the differences from other cars are radical. but the evidence

of some of the best automobile designers is with us. ' .. _

‘ Pierce cars will invite a special study at the Automobile Show in New York City in

January. >

  

TiIE GEURGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, Billialll. Y.

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles.
'0

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

  

  

  

FOR SALE. BY
  

  

DOWLING & MAGUIRE. Boston Mass.

R. W. WHIPPLE. Binzhamton. N. Y.

H. PAULMAN & CO., Chicago, Ill.

THE GEORGE N. PXERCE (70., Denver. Colo.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO.. Detroit, Mich.

N. L. BIEVER. Derby. Conn

'ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. ‘Elmlra, N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS. Cal.

J. A. PLACE, Geneve. N.

Fresno,

Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO.. Jackson

ville. Fin.

L H. JOHNSON, Lon Angeles. Cal.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE (30-, Oakland.

Ca.

WILSON & CO.. Ottawa. Canada.

~BANKER BROS. CO.. Pittsburz- P...

H. J. WILLARD, Portland, Maine.

R. V. CONNERAT. Savannah. G&

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE C0., St. Paul. Minnv

MOBILE CéflllfllAGE COMPANY. San Fran

ae .co. .

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton. Pa.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE (‘0, St. Louis. Mo.

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. Syra

cuse. N. Y.

MILLER'MUNDY MOTOR CAR COM?ANY.

l'ilca, . Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

Worcester, Mass.

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHO‘V. Center Allie, Section F;

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW. 8000.! N00. 4.. W. .5 ad .0.
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The “Sturdy Nerihem" Runabout
long ago justified its name. With ample reserve

power, strongly built and with body hung on

swivel entirely independent of the frame, rough " i

roads and smooth roads are alike, so far as riding

Silent as the Snow

i is the operation 0! the Northern Touring Car. The

plans of this superb vehicle called for the elimina

tion of all noise and vibration, and every part

  

i; has been caretuuy worked out with this end In
view, _ qualities go. Its record in the hands of thousands

That the result aimed at is fully “La-med, the of users all over the country proves its durability

' car itself proveg_ ' and efficiency under all conditions.

T'I‘ THE NORTHERN TOURING CAR IS THE THE 1905 NORTHERN RUNABOUT, grown in

., ' QUIETEST, EASIEST RUNNING CAR IN THE everything except price, embodies all the teatures

It WORLD. suggested by experience and the advancement of

l l, The molar is a 554x511 t,Wc,_wlinder of the 0p_ the art of automobile construction. Among the

(l I posed type, developing ample power to take the improvements are new body design, larger fenders,

I car anywhere an automobile can go‘ Wheel base larger oil cups, full back moulded seats and nu

merous detailed refinements of working parts.

Largely increased facilities make it possible to

now oi'ler this sturdy, ideal "Runabout" at $650.

The NORTHERN meets the demand for a sturdy

runabout, simple in construction and operation and

durable enough to withstand all demands upon it,

more fully than any other runabout on the market.

A WINNING PAIR WITH WINNING WAYS.

It will may you is gel in iouch wilh NORTHERN Aulomoliiles.

- is 100 inches, with wheels fitted with 30x4 de

tachable tires. Tonneau is of. exceptional size.

seating three passengers. Choice of four dii'terent

bodies. Two—passenger body, a poweriul, speedy

. machine, $1.500. Four or five passenger, rear en

trance, Sl,600, and tour or five passenger, side en—

trance, $1,700; and, lastly, a superb limousine body,

$2.500. All styles interchangeable.

WRITE FOR CATALOG l6.

~—.-p

  

. ~v “sea—~11;

Q" it *1
EOIT, MICHIG

-__,-..-~
.

  

_l
I

 

» . _;¢:r.v-e~*t.
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Science as Applied to Automobiles.

Science is at the bottom of all structures,

whether it is so recognized or not. Very

often science is reached backwards. by “rule

of thumb" methods and actual experience.

It is possible to see, when the thing is ac

complished, where the science comes in; it

was not possible before.

The application of science to a structure

called upon to carry a simple dead weight

or load is the simplest thing in the world.

For example, the weight and thickness of

-the plates of a tank necessary to contain a

given amount of water, and, in turn, the

weight and dimensions of the columns that

will be called upon to_ support this tank.

When the structure is called upon to carry

moving loads, science enters with greater

dimculty. For instance, a bridge called upon

to bear the strain of a wagon and a pair

of horses jolting over the rough planks. A

factor of safety must be allowed to accom

modate this uncertain incaiculable load. This

factor of safety is another name for a guess,

an estimate. After all the figures are care

fully drawn on a scientific basis to carry a

given dead weight, then they must be multi

plied by 4, 5 or some other number, which is

a matter of estimate, a guess, to make the

bridge safe.

Going one step further: Take the locomo

tive running upon a smooth set of rails

and subjected to comparatively few jolts and

jounces. Here the factor of safety is a dif

ferent one from that of the bridge or tank.

Science was used in designing a great many

parts of the locomotive, but empirical or prac

tical ..nowledge was called in for as many

more parts in the shape of a factor of safety

of varying quantity.

In the bicycle all ordinary rules of mechan

ics were thrown aside and the factor of safe—

ty was made smaller than it was ever be

fore made in any machine. Science was

brought into it in several, but comparatively

few, places. Much was done by the process

of elimination—by building model machines

which, in the opinion of their builders and

designers, were sure to fail, and which did

fail in parts. Another model was then built,

and that part or parts strengthened which

had given out. In this way the lightest

possible machine was arrived at. Such a

method does not seem scientific, nor is it

under a strict interpretation of the word

"science." At the same time, it was the

only way, and men of science actually con

ducted the experiments mentioned. It was

not possible to sit down and take the for

mula given by our best text books and de

sign a bicycle that would be salable. Pure

theory absolutely failed, as it almost always

does fall. But a knowledge of theory cou

pled with a wide experience is sure to win

out in the end.

The automobile resembles the bicycle in

this respect. The strains it is called upon to

bear are immeasurable, incaicuiable and not

possible to foresee. The average automo

bile gets into the ditch sooner or later, and

the owner of it is not pleased if it does not

come out of the ditch and go along about

its business as if nothing had happened. A

wheelbarrow is not submitted to such pun

ishment as is the automobile. Thd unex

pected culvert in the country road, the rain

worn gully, throws a strain upon an auto~

mobile that can be no more measured by

scientific methods than the strains involved

in a railroad collision.

Take, for example, the wheels of an auto

mobile. Gradually we have arrived at wheels

that do good work, and certainly not by sit

ting down and figuring out the size of the

spokes, the rims and the hub by formu

la. The axles have been guessed at, to put

it plainly. The wheel bearings have been

under scientific control to a certain extent—

that is, the plain journals have. The hear

ing surfaces have been made to apply ap

proximately, at least, to the accepted prac

tice of railroad and engine construction.

Scientific calculation of the dimensions of

a spring would not produce a good set of

springs for an automobile, simply because

the load that is coming upon those springs

cannot be measured or calculated. One can

only guess at it.

The frame of an automobile cannot be fig

ured, simply because one cannot know the

strains that are coming upon it. The en—

gineer has guessed at suitable dimensions.

Some of them have guessed rightly and some

of them wrongly. The proportion of fall

ures have been comparatively few. Good

frame design will be evolved, not from sciv

entific formula, but from the experience

gained from those now in service.

There are some points, though, in automo

biles where science will come in, and come in

very strongly. It will play a part in auto

mobile design just as mueh as it has in

steam engine design, in boiler practice and

in the burning of coal or other fuel under

boiler. The same problems exist in the au

tomobile and must be answered along scien

tific lines, it at all.

To-day the right shape of an engine cylin

der to get the best efficiency from expansion

and explosion is in' dispute. One engineer

claims one shape, another one radically difier‘

ent. One is probably right or certainly better

than the other. Which, can only be deter

mined by investigation, aud very careful in

vestigation at that. Quite as much work must

be put upon this problem as has been put

upon similar problems in steam engine de

Ilen
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it is probable that most of the gasolene

consumed to-day in automobile engines is not

consumed to the best advantage, either be

cause the carburetter is not all that it ought

to be or for some other allied reason.

The degree of water cooling possible for

any given amount of power is in question,

and quite properly so. All the heat carried

away and dissipated by the water and the

radiator is lost and there is no doubt about

that. Some of the heat of the gas engine

ought to be carried away, and must be car

ried away by radiation into the air or into

water, but how much is the question. Water

cooling or air cooling may be carried per

haps to too great an extent. The efficiency

of the engine may be seriously cut down.

Unly careful scientific, practical investiga—

tion can determine these points.

The degree of compression in an automo

bile engine creates no end of discussion.

Theoretically, the higher the compression the

more power. Practically, this is not so, be

cause of practical reasons. Overheating

takes place, premature explosions take place.

and more efficiency is lost by undue in

crease of compression than is gained. There

is a midway point somewhere that can only

be found by careful investigation along sci

entific lines.

The size of exhaust valves and inlet vaiVes.

their location in the engine, as regards each

other, and cooled surfaces are talked of, each

man having his own idea. Just the proper

arrangements and dimensions will be dc

.cided by careful investigation, and in no

other way.

it was assumed by a great many that be

cause certain manufacturers had made bi

cvcies in years past, and brought them to a

high degree of perfection, that they could

jump directly from the manufacture of hi

cycles of a perfect type to automobiles of a

perfect type. 'i‘he'size of the problem con

fronting them was not properly realized. Tile

automobile is a most complicated structure.

called upon to endure more punishment than

any other vehicle of transportation.

If no scientific investigation ls undertaken.

the points in question will gradually work

themselves out after a long period of years.

Schools and colleges will take up the inves

tigation suggested after a while, when they

learn that there are such problms. Scientific

study will be obtained in that way.

But, if the manufacturers would only take

up this same line of investigation when the

time is ripe, much more could be obtained in

a much shorter space of time. Moreover,

the manufacturer standing back of and ClOSt'

to such investigation can do far more effl

cicnt work and reach much more practical

results than any scientific school can pos

sibly do. The school is not close enough to

the industry and the practical side of it. It
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works its experiments out along lines too

scientific. There is no practical man around

to hold the scientist down.

The scientific results obtained are studied

by the practical men, and finally a common

sense result ls arrived at, or a commonsense

interpretation of the results is found.

Science has plenty of chance in connection

with the automobile, but the best results

will be obtained by a combination of science

and practice and a systematic series of in

vestigations into the vital prolems of the

industry.

One of the most common errors in design

ing is to try to formulate something where

there is nothing to formulate. Most of the

few real failures in automobile design may

be traced to the use of too many scientific

formula, and not using the results of prac

tical experience. The problems are so com

plex that scientific formula cannot be ap

plied. A Belgian engineer tried to design

entirely from scientific formula and made a

7 II. P. automobile that weighed 2600 pounds.

It is quite as useless to attempt to apply

scientific formula to automobile design as it

is to measure bricks with a micrometer. It

may look scientific, but it is not

HENRY SOUTHER.

 

Some Illuminating Facts.

In prosecuting their work of establishing

their chain of depots at which their Prestolite

tanks charged with gas may be bought or

empty, tanks exchanged for full ones, the

Concentrated Acetylene CO., Indianapolis,

have met with marked success. They have

already appointed 106 agents between New

York and Denver, all of whom will carry the

tanks in stock. With 700 tanks in use during

October, November and December, it was

found that the average time of servicek-that

is, before recharging was necessary—was sev

enty~two days.

hi it 1.;

\i a .

THE FOUR CYLINDER ROYAL OF 1905.

  

 

Reproducing the Mercedes.

In the endeavor to build an exact replica of

the 1005 Mercedes the Daimler Mfg. CO., who

hold the American rights, have found it nec

essary to import a number of parts and some

of the raw materials from which other parts

are made, due, 'they say, to inability to in

duce steel makers of this country to produce

the necessary alloys.

For example, the crank shafts will be of

nickel steel from the makers supplying the

parent company. The axles, gears and gear

shafts will be forged from a special imported

steel, identical also with that used in the

i'annstadt Mercedes. The aluminum castings

will be of practically the saine composition

as, and of equal strength to, those used

abroad; and the small parts of steel and

bronze will be required to stand the same

tests. Even the radiator tubes are being

made thinner than anything yet attempted

by American makers, in comformity with the

gauge of the originals.

In certain vital parts of the machine the

actual parts made or used by the parent com

pany have been imported. Thus. the axles

will be not only of the same steel, but from

the same forge shops and the same dies as

those used by the parent company. The

same is true of the steering gears and the

ball bearings, which, used throughout the

transmission system, are by the Daimler peo

ple said to constitute “one of the secrets of

the extraordinary efficiency of the Merce

dcs cars."

Enormous Growth of French Industry.

The Chambre Syndicate de l'Antomobile

has just made a report to the Council of State

on the growth and present extent of the au

tomobile trade in France during the last few

years. In 1898 French makers delivered

1,530 automobiles; in 1004 they delivered 22.

000. The total value has grown from $80,000,

000 francs ($16,000,000) in 1808 to 176,000,

000 francs ($35,200,000) in 1904. The value

of exportations in 1808 was 1,750,000 francs

($350,000); in 1904 it was 74,000,000 francs

($14,800,000).

Salaries now paid amount to 80,000,000

francs ($16,000,000). The industry employs

55,000 workmen, 25,000 miscellaneous cm

ployés and 20,000 chauffeurs and machinists.

Gives Cup to Encourage Body Building.

Recognizing that the increasing demand

for comfort in automobile bodies is so rapid

ly adding to their weight that it is almost

impossible for the manufacture of pneumatic

tires to keep pace with the growing loads.

.\I. Michelin has offered a trophy, to be known

as the Michelin Cup, which shall be awarded

to the constructor of the lightest automobile

body for'real touring; The body must have

been run over a certain distance, and due

regard paid to the matter of suspension. The

cup has been accepted by the A. C. F., and a

committee of selection is about to be formed.

The cup will be of tits value of $5,000.

Norwallt Has Visions of a Factory.

Negotiations are reported to be in progress

between a “veryydesirable automobile con

cern," name not given, _aud a Norwani

tConn.) business man, looking to the re

moval to that town of the plant of the con

cern. The latter is described as being de

sirous of iiicreasing'its output, and needs

more factory space fDr that purpose.

 

Beginning January 1, S. T. Klingensmith

took over the duties of superintendent of

the Keystone Automobile Co., of Pittsburfl

He was formerly in charge of the branch

of the Lake Side Battery CO., of Chicago.
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CHANGES IN MERCEDES "

Many Small but Significant Alterations Mad

and Several Innovations Adopted.

 

The much-talked-of 70 H. P. Mercedes

model has made its appearance on “the other

side," and while it contains no sensational

departures from the standard Mercedes prac- .

tice, there is embodied in its construction a

number of interesting features that are being

commented on, particularly in French manu

facturing circles. The car is unusually large;

it is designed for a wheel base of from 86

inches to 101, inches, while the track is 56

inches.

The new features of the engine are that

the two cylinder castings are further apart

than usual, that the gear wheels (which are

now fitted in front instead of behind) are

enclosed in an aluminum casing, that the

governor gear is, in consequence, slightly

modified, that larger valves are used, that

the igniters are fitted to the cylinders at an

angle instead of on the side, as formerly,

and that the cam gear operating them is en

tirely cased in. It is, moreover, designed to

run at a higher maximum speed than pre

vious engines—at 1,400 instead of 1,100 revo

iutions per minute—and all the bearing sur

faces are proportionately larger. A special

characteristic of the low tension igniters is

that the insulated terminal can now be re

moved separately for cleaning, and that

there are small pet cocks (for introducing

gasoline to the contact points) arranged

above the igniters in the cylinder heads, in

addition to those fitted centrally above the

cylinders.

A peculiar innovation is the provision of

small spring-loaded valves in the top of each

water jacket, which presumably serve the

double purpose of relieving the pressure,

should any steam be generated in the cooling

system, and of enabling all air to be let out

when filling up with water.

A considerable change has been made in'

connection with the lubricating system,

which is now rendered automatic by the in

troduction of a mechanically driven pump,

of the gear-wheel type, that supplies the re

quired quantity of oil to all the bearing sur

faces, and dispenses with the “splash” sys

tem. ,

Another important, improvement is that the

sliding exhaust cam shaft, which reduces

the compression in all four cylinders, is an—

tomatically operated by the starting handle

itself; the mere action of pushing the handle

back into its engaging position renders it

quite easy to turn the crank shaft.

The method'of controlling the engine has

been materially modified, 'and although the

-carburetter aots in very much the same way

as before, yet a disc valve has been substi

tuted tor the piston ‘valve. The throttle

valve is now connected with the clutch pedal,

so that the power of the engine is automatic

ally reduced when the clutch is withdrawn,

while an accelerator pedal is now provided

for having a converse effect when depressed.

Owing to the increased length of the frame,

and to the desirability of keeping the side

chains reasonably short, the difi’erential coun

ter-shaft and the bevel wheels driving it are

no longer contained inside the change-speed

gear-box, but have a separate casing of their

own which lies some little distance behind

the gear-box. The position of the change

speed-gear itself remains unaltered, and its

design is practically the same as before. The

gear-lever, however, is arranged so that it is

drawn back towards the driver for the “sec

ond,” for the “third,” and for the “reverse”

gears, while it is pushed forward, in the al

ternative slots, for the "first" and the

“fourth” speeds—an arrangement which is a

return to previous practice.

Perhaps the most ingenious innovation is

the provision of an automatic sprag of thc

pawl-and-ratchct type, on the counter-shaft,

which has already been referred to in these

columns. This is so arranged that the pawl

only comes into contact with the ratchet

wheel when the car begins to move back

wards, and that the pawl is, further, auto

matically lifted up out of the way when the

reverse gear is introduced. This sprag de

vice consequently needs no attention from

the driver, and although it is always ready

to come into action, yet—unlike most devices

of its kind—it is quite silent. The pawl is

normally controlled by a fibre friction wheel

fitted on the counter shaft, and its connection

with the reversing gear is made by a simple

rod that forms a continuation of—and is

hinged to—the sliding shaft in the gear box.

The only drawback there appears to be to

this device is that it is impossible to push

the car backwards—as, for instance, in the

garage—unless the clutch is held out of en

gagement, for the pawl can only be drawn

out from the ratchet -wheel by introducing

the reverse gear, and consequently the en

gine would prevent the car from being

pushed, unless disconnected by the clutch.

Two foot brakes are, as usual, provided,

in addition to the “and brake on the driving

wheels. One of these is on the front end of

the second-motion-sbaft, and the other on

the counter-shaft; both have hollow drums

into which water is automatically admitted

to cool them.

Kries Coquetting with Greenwood.

It develops that the deal whereby the

Standard Engine and Automobile Works will

locate at Greenwood, Ind., has not yet got

beyond the talking stage. Joseph Kreis, rep

resenting the concern, was in Greenwood last

week endeavoring to sell the eighty town

lots offered as a bonus. Upon his success

depends the success of the venture. Mr.

Kries emphasizes the ability of those he rcp

reseuts to secure a bonus elsewhere in case

Greenwood turns a deaf ear thereto, and

local interests are asking for assurances that

the plant will be operated if the proposed

bonus is secured. Thus far the lots are not

selling rapidly.

EFFECT OF SIDE ENTRANCES

Gives Designers Wider Scope for Their Talents

and Purchasers More Lafittde.

 

Until the appearance of the side entrance

body nine out of ten cars carrying more than

two passengers were of the tonneau type, in

which the passengers sat facing partly for~

ward and partly crosswise. This was not as

comfortable a position as one facing entirely

forward, as in a body of the surrey type.

but this was considered to be compensated

for by the greater passenger and luggage car

rying capacity of the tonneau. This aside,

however, there was little choice, for a rear

_

entrance almost put a surrey arrangement of

seats out of the question.

With the side entrance, however, the body

designer or builder has his choice of the two

types. The result is that surreys are dis

tinctly gaining ground, without, however.

pushing the tonneau into the background.

The latter has, as stated, its advantages. If

the outside body dimensions are sufficiently

generous there is room, by carrying the seats

forward on each side, to seat three or four

persons without crowding, as well as to leave

some room for luggage. With a surrey, how

ever, only the width of the body can be util

ized, and at the most there is room only for

three passengers. But a surrey—or forward

facing—seat is considerably more comfort

able when a long ride is to be taken; both

because there is more room for the legs and

because there is no necessity for craning or

twisting the neck to see in front.

So far, the result is that there is great

diversity of opinion on the subject. Design

ers are no longer restricted to one model.

They can take their choice of a variety of

patterns, or even evolve a new type, as they

did when they produced the now well known

tonneau. It is by no means improbable that

a composite body, incorporating the good

points of both the tonneau and the surrey.

will appear, in which case a warm welcome

would almost certainly be accorded it.

Slusser Goes with l'larrolds.

R. W. Slusser, who was in charge of the

N. A. A. M. exhibit at the St. Louis Exposi

tion, has been added to the staff of the

Harrolds Motor Car Co., New York. Than

Slusser few men have had more of that ex—

perience that should serve him to advantage

in advancing the Harroids line, Plerces and

Oldsmobiies, in this vicin’ity.

 

Lake Shore to Adopt Mott rs ?

From Buffalo comes the interesting rumor

that the Lake Shore Railroad has ordered

100 gasoline engines with which to equip

cars to fight the interurban trolley lines in

its territory.

A. R. Bangs, Boston, Mass, has added the

agency for the Baker electrics to his ac

counts.
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Stevens's Four-Cylinder Car Appears.

As it was known to be in course of

preparation, the submission of an entirely

new and radically different Stcvcns-Duryea

model will create little surprise in well in—

formed tradc circles. It is of the steadily

wing family of side entrance cars, with a

four cylinder vertical motor mounted in front

under a hood. It is rated at 20 horsepower,

weighs 1,650 pounds and lists at $2.500. As

Jeffery’s Expanding Export Trade.

The progressive King of Siam will here

after move about in an American automo

bile—a Rambler. Thos. B. Jeffery & Co.

have already shipped the carfia 1905 model,

with canopy top and every other appointment

that fashion and regal ideas could conceive.

It is expected to start the Siamese trade

Rambler-wise. It is but one of approximate

ly one hundred Ramblers that have been

  

THE 1905 STEVENS-DURYEA, $2500.

the illustration makes plain, the car ls de

signed along good lines, and presents a dis

tinctly pleasing appearance.

The pressed steel frame of channel section

is carried on semi-elliptical springs, those in

front being 40 inches long and the rear ones

v44 inches. The front axle is tubular, 2 inches

in diameter, and the rear one of 2% inch sec

tions. These carry 30-inch artillery wheels,

shod with 31,5-inch heavy Fisk tires. The

wheel base is 90 inches and the tread 56

inches.

The engine has, as stated, four vertical

cylinders, cast separately, and with water

jackets and heads integral with the cylin

ders. The cylinder dimensions are 3715x4512

inches. and the valves are on the same side,

the inlet being mechanically operated.

The transmission device consists of sliding

gears In conjunction with a propeller shaft

and bevel gear drive to the live rear axle.

Three speeds and a reverse are furnished, and

the drive is direct on the high speed. The

clutch is of the multiple disk type. with

leather bearing on steel, affording a splendid

grip. A single float feed carburetter is used,

with an automatic compensating device.

Reversible whch steering is used, with

Elliott steering pivots. The motor and trans

mission shafts have bronze bearings, the

' front wheels conical roller, and the rear

wheels and pinion shaft flexible roller bear

ings. There are two expanding brakes on

rear hubs and one constricting brake at rear

of gear case. The method of lubrication is

by multiple sight feed—the gravity system.

A cellular cooler of the Mercedes type is

fitted, the circulation being by centrifugal

pump. Jump spark ignition. the current be

ing supplied by dry cells. Both Ignition and

throttle are operated by hand.

stripped to the Orient by Jetl'ery & Co. dur

ing the past season, due in part to the ex

cellent work done by their representative

who toured the Far East in 1903 on a Model

E car. Indeed, during the last ten days ship

ments of Ramblers were made to New Zea

land, Australia, South Africa, Siam, India

and Italy.
 

Regarding the New Reliance.

The rejuvenated Reliance Automobile Mtg.

(70., Detroit, Mich, which recently received

an influx of new capital ample to place it on

a sound and prosperous footing, is preparing

to market a car that is expected to prove a

producing end is being perfected, and It: will

undoubtedly prove equally effective.

The car, which is styled the Reliance, is of

the popular side entrance typo, similar to the.

original Reliance car, which, although it is

not generally known, is claimed to have been

the first car in this country to be built as a

tonneau with side entrance. The power plant

consists of a double cylinder opposed engine,

rated at 16 horsepower, and possessing re

markable flexibility. A distinctive feature

is the control system, the friction clutch and

expansion brake being operated entirely by

means of a single foot pedal, which is claimed

to give the entire speed range of from two

to forty miles an hour ,on the direct drive, at

fording free use of the hands and prolonging

the life of gears indefinitely. Spark and

throttle control is secured by means of

ratchet levers mounted on the steering tube.

the supply of fuel being regulated for uni

t’orm speeds in this way, with a foot acceler

ator for emergencies:

The wheel base is 92 inches, and the car

weighs about 1.700 pounds. The price is

$1,250.
 

How Imports I‘Iave Increased.

Just over 500 is the record of foreign cars

imported into this country during 1904, mak

ing almost double the number entered during

1903. The value of these 500-0dd cars is

placed by Appraiser Whitehead of the Port

of New York at, approximately $1,700,000.

How great the increase is may be seen

from a comparison with the previous year,

when the automobile imports at New York

were 253 machines, which the appraiser found

to have a total value of $800,000.

Harvey T. Andrews, Assistant Appraiser of

the Ninth Division of Appraiser Whitehead‘s

ofl'ice, who is charged with the immediate

examination and appraial of automobiles.

said that naturally the appraised values of

the automobiles as returned to Collector

Stranahan give an inadequate idea of the

price paid to agents on this side by the pub

  

THE 1905 RELIANCE, $1250. I

tempting bait for buyers seeking exceptional

value for their money. Ample facilities for

its manufacture are possessed by the Bell—

ancc company, and it is preparing to turn out

1,000 of these cars for the 1905 trade. A

sales organization commensurate with the

lie. To the appraised values as returned by

the customs officers are added the customs

duties, agcnts’ commissions, freight charges

and other expenses, so that by the time the

automobiles are turned over to individual

buyers the selling prices far exceed the values

put upon the machines by the Custom House.
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ACME’S l905 -LlNE

Pennsylvania Concem's Attractive Productions

Bear Sign! of a Strong, Improving Hand.

Among the concerns that will this year

market a side entrance car of approved mod

ern design, with a four cylinder vertical en

glue, is the Acme Motor Car 00., Reading,

Pa. This car, which is styled the Acme

9, at $800, is the lowest priced model.

a runabout and is rated at 9 H. P.

The chassis of Type 8 consists of a pressed

steel frame, mounted on semi-elliptic springs

front and rear, the former being 42 inches

long and having 7 leaves, and the latter 48

inches with 9 leaves. This chassis is im

posed on 34-inch artillery wheels, having 12

spokes each and shod with 4-inch tires of

any standard American make. The wheels

are set well apart, the base being 1021/;

Itis immediately above the exhaust.

The transmission is of the well known

sliding gear type, with double chains to the

rear wheels. Four speeds forward and a re

verse are provided, the drive being direct

on the high gear. The transmission bearings

run on balls, while rollers are used for the

wheels and jack shaft, and plain bronze for

the engine bearings. Two compensating band

brakes are tited to the rear wheels and a

similar number on the jack shaft back of

 
  

  

 

At‘ME, TYPE 8. $2750.

Type 8, is, as the accompanying illustration

makes plain, of handsome appearance. and

quite bears out the claims put forth in its

behalf by the Pennsylvania concern during

the past few months. It will be the com

pany’s leading model. In addition, there

will be marketed two double cylinder cars—

a tonneau and a touring runabout—and a sin

gle cylinder runabout.

The Acme Type S is rated at 30 H. P. and

priced at $2,750, with folding Cape Carte tap

and full equipment. Type 6 is a 16 H. P.,

rear entrance tonneau car, listing at $1,650;

Type 10 is termed a touring runabout, hav

ing seating capacity for two passengers regu

larly, with a dos-a-d0s attachment, develop

ing 16 H. P. and costing -,--,000; while Type

inches. The tread is 56 inches, and there is

10 inches clearance between the ground and

the lowest part of the mechanism. The front

axle is tubular, 2 inches in diameter, and

the solid rear axle is made of 11,5 inches

square nickel steel.

The ear is driven by a four-cylinder ver

tical engine, mounted in front under a bon

net. The cylinders are cast separately, the

water jackets and cylinder heads being late

gral with the cylinders. The latter have a

bore of 4 inches and a stroke of 5 inches.

The engine speed ranges between 200 and

2400 R. P. M., the rated power, 30-Horse,

being developed at a normal spaed of 1000

it. P. M. The valves are located on the same

side, the inlet—which is automatic—being

  

  

 

 

ACME OPERA 'BUS, $2000.

APME, TYPE 10, $1000.

the ditTerentlal. Steering is by wheel, irre

versible, with quadruple screw and nut. A

governor is fitted on the throttle, which is

also controlled by a lever; a hand lever con

trols the ignition.

Ignition is by jump spark, with coil and

high tension magnet; current is provided by

high tension magnets and storage batteries.

A float feed carburetter ls employed, auto

matically compensating and governing. The

clutch is of the conical type, the surfaces

being leather against cast iron. The clutch

is self centering and self contained, and

there is no end thrust on the bearings.

The body is of the double side entrance

tonneau type, seating five to seven passen

gers; the front seats are of the popular di

vided type. The car weighs 2,300 lbs.

Types 6 and 10 have many points of simi

larity, both being driven by a two cylinder

vertical engine having cylinder dimensions

of 4x53 inches and developing 16 H. P., at

a normal speed of 1000 R. P. M. The same

general desiin employed in the four cylinder

engine has been adopted in the ease of tin

one in question. The frames, however, are of

armored Wood, with platform springs, on the

Type 6. and semi and full elliptical springs

on the Type lit. The wheels of the former

are 32 inches. with 3%- int-hes. and the wheel

base 84 inches: while the latter has 28 inch

wheels, 3 inch tires and 7!) int-hes wheel base.

Both cars have three speeds and referse.

the Type 10 having sliding gears and double

chains and Type li sliding gears and bevel

gear drive. '

A single cylinder engine drives the Type

9. the dinn-nsions being 4%.xfi inches, de

veloping 9 ii. l‘. The transmission is iden

tical with that of Type 10. as are the frame,

wheels, wheel base and other important de

tails. The seats are divided. with sloping

back; a dos—a-dos is also fitted.
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Morris Names His Committees.

Standing committees to serve during the

ensuing year have been appointed by Presi

dent Dave H. Morris, of the Automobile Club

of America. as follows:

House Committee—Capt. Homer W. Hedge,

chairman; Gen. George Moore Smith. Robert

Walton Goelet, W.-H. Browning and J. V.

Black.

Law Committee—Winthrop E. Scarritt,

chairman; W. W. .\‘iles and another to be

chosen.

Committee on Membership— Emerson

Brooks.~ chairman; Clifford V. Brokaw and

John V. Trevor.

Racing Committee—George I. Scott. chair

man; William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., and D. H.

Morris.

Library Committee—A. R. Shattuck, chair

man, and Philip '1‘. Dodge.

Good Roads Committee—A. R. Shattuck,

chairman; William Rockefeller, J. F. Plum

mer, Jr., and M. D. Chapman.

Runs and Tours Committee—M. M. Belding,

.lr.. chairman.

Foreign Relations Committee—Chauncey

Gray Dinsmore, chairman.

Exhibition Committee—Gen. George Moore

Smith, chairman.

Motor Boat Committee—J. H. Carpenter,

chairman; Frank Croker, P. Chauncey Ander

son and C. V. Brokaw.

Technical Committee—Dr. Schuyler Skaats

\Vhecler, chairman.

 

Chicago Thief Confesses.

Time was when automobiles were safe from

theft, both because of the knowledge re‘

quired to operate them and by reason of the

fact that, if stolen, they would be diflicult to

dispose of. Both obstacles have been over

come, however. Whether chauffeurs have

turned thieves or thieves learned the art of

cliaut'feuring is still not clear; but it makes

no particular difference which it is, as long

as automobiles are stolen. The latest dev'el

opmcnt is that dealers are to be found who

will buy stolen cars. A Chicago thief who

was run to earth last week confessed that

he had disposed of one of the cars he had

stolen to a Wisconsin dealer. The latter

must have been either extremely credulous

or downright dishonest to have purchased the

car from an utter stranger.

Another Tall Tale from Paris.

Parisian motorists who wish to earn a few

dollars "on the side" have hit upon a new

scheme, and as a result automobiles plying

for hire are appearing on the streets of Paris

in a new guise. A certain number of them

daily take their stand like ordinary fiacres,

and airy one who is desirous of going out for

a day, half day or even an hour's automobile

run can engage their services. They are gen

erally driven by experienced chauffeurs, who

appear usually to be the. owners of the ve

biclcs as well as their drivers, and it is

stated that their politeness to customers

forms an agreeable contrast to the offensive

demeanor which is a characteristic of the

Paris cabby.

Gemtany’s Two Open Contests.

The International Herkomer touring com

petition, so-called because it was originated

by and its most valuable prize donated by

Hubert von Herkomer, the famous Bavarian

painter, which was to have taken place last

summer, will be conducted in August next.

The conditions and minor details of the con

test have Just been given out.

The Herkomer competition is open to mem

bers of any automobile club whose names

are sent in by the secretaries of the clubs,

accompanied with the entrance fee of $60, to

the secretary of the German Automobile Club

before May 31, 1905. The Herkomer compe

tition will occupy six days, as follows:

First day—Exhibition in Munich of all ve

biclcs entered. to be judged upon as to beauty

and practical use of coach work.

Second day—Hill climbing contest on‘the

Kesselberg, four and one-half miles.

Third day—Speed trials on level stretch in

li‘orstenrieder Park, near Munich, three and

thrce‘iifths miles.

Fourth, fifth and sixthdays—Touring relia

bility trial over this route: Munich, Bruck,

Ausburg, Ulm, Tiibingen, ' Baden-Baden,

Stuttgart, Nuremburg, Regensburg and back

to Munich. An observer will be placed on

each car during the touring trial to note the

number of involuntary stops, their cause and

length of time. Reliability and not speed

will count.

The prizes offered are numerous and valu~

able. The Herkomer trophy, valued at

$2,000, must be won twice within three years

to become the property of any competitor.

The second and third competitions are to

take place in the country of the previous win

ner, under the management of the club to

which the competitor belongs. The winner

in the Herkomer competition will aISo re

ceive an honorary prize, a work of art valued

at $400. The winner in each years contest

will have his portrait painted by Hubert von

Herkomer. A silver trophy, valued at $200

will be given for the best average speed in

hill climbing and running on flat.

silver prize, worth $200 will be given for

the handsomest and most practical coach

work. _

The Bieichroedcr international race will

start immediately after the Herkomer com

petition, and will last two days. The race

is open to all racing machines weighing up

to 2,204 pounds, and in case of magneto

ignition, up to 2,222 pound. The entries

close June 30, 1005, and the fee is $60. A

bill climb up Kcsselberg will be the first day’s

attraction, and on the following day a three

and three-fifths mile run in Forstendrieder

Park. The best aVerage time will decide the

event. A first prize of $1,600 cash and a sec

and prize of $400 cash is offered.

The present coaches in Denmark are to be.

replaced by automobiles. This is the result

of the activity on the part of the Automobile

Club of Denmark, which for some time past

has been endeavoring to persuade the author

ities to relinquish the primitive vehicles and

replace them by automobile ’buses.

 

Another '

For Use in the Gold Fields.

The four cylinder Columbia which L. L.

Patrick recently purchased in San Francisco

to carry passengers between Tonopah and

Goldfield, Nev., made the trip overland from

the Golden Gate without any mishap except

a broken spring owing to bad bridges near

Sacramento. It reached Reno. Nev., one of

the most difficult trips in the West, in four

days, though some of the roads were in very

bad condition. There are no roads to speak

of in the vicinity of Tonopah, and operators

are compelled to use a compass to guide

them. The distance between Tonopah and

Goldfield is about thirty miles, and a Win—

ton Quad, which has been carrying passen

gers between the two places, is giving excel

lent service over the rough mountain roads.

 

Want the Golden Gate Opened.

Some of the roads in Golden Gate Park.

San Francisco, 'are closed to automobiles, and

an effort is to be made by the San Francisco

Chauffeurs Association to have them opened.

A committee has been appointed, consisting

of President T. P. Jarvis, Robert Turner, F.

W. Hoadley and A. J. Cleary, to send a let

ter to the Park Commissioners asking for

more liberty. The letter will be followed by

a petition bearing the signatures of motorists

and of many horsemen and owners of private

conveyances who do not object to automo

biles. Both the letter and the petition will

contain a clause from the rules of the associ

ation calling attention to the fact that mem

bers violating any ordinance will be ex

pelled.  

Why the Mayor is Wroth.

Mayor Jeffrey of Columbus, Ohio, will rec

ommend to the Council of his city that an

amendment be added to the local law regu

lating automobiles prohibiting any one but

the owner of a car from taking out a license.

He recently had a narrow escape from being

run over by a scorching motorist who was

driving a car which he did not own and

which bore a license tag which had been se

cured by still another person. The Mayor

ls also in favor of enforcing that part of the

present regulation which requires motorists

to use lamps at night which throw alight on

their license tags.

 

For the Exploration of Sahara.

Further exploration of the Desert of Sa

hara in automobiles is likely to take place.

.\I. Pierre de Margiaida, a‘member of the

.ilgerian Automobile Club, has given achal

lenge cup for the automobilist who pene—

tratcs fartnest into the Sahara each year.

The cup- will become the possession of the

holder after being won thrice. The condi

tions will be fixed by the Algerian club.

 

Suit Based on Inferior Gasolene.

Dr. Wilbur S. Conkiing, of De Moines, is

a gentleman of large faith. He has com

menced an action in the district court ask

ing for $1,000 from the Standard Oil Com

pany for the burning of his automobile, claim

ing that an inferior grade of gasoline was

sold to him.
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ROAD RIGHTS lRREVOCABLE

Counsellor Terry Digs Deep into Legal Authori

ties and Quotes Them to Advantage.

 

In the opinion of Charles Thaddeus Terry,

counsel to the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers, the order issued a

short time-ago by the County Court of Grant

County, W. Va., excluding automobiles from

the highways, is clearly unconstitutional.

This contention is upheld by Mr. Terry in an

elaborate opinion, fortified by citations from

decisions in that and other States, which he

has prepared at the request of the N. A.

A. M. To a Motor World man on Wednesday

Mr. Terry stated that he believed that it

would be an easy matter for any motorist in

Grant County to have the order revoked by

instituting legal proceedings with that end in

view.

The order in question was issued on 0c

tober 5 last, and was widely commented on

at the time. The full text of the order is as

follows: .

“At the County Court held for the County

of Grant, at the'courthouse thereof, on the

5th day of October, 1904, the following order

was made and entered:

“ “It appearing to the court that by reason

of the running of automobiles upon the high

ways of Grant County. injury to both the

person and property of some of its citizens

has been sustained;

“ ‘And it further appearing to the court that

the public sentiment of the people of the

county is against the running and operation

of such machines in this county, it is there

upon ordered that all persons he and are

hereby prohibited from running and operat

ing automobiles, or machines of like charac

ter, upon any of the highways of this county,

and the several superintendenis and sur

veyors of roads of the county are directed to

strictly enforce this order. “Any one violat

ing the provisions of this order will be sub

ject to a penalty 'of $100.’ 1’

It appears that David L. Luke, a motorist

resident in, Grant County, approached the N.

A. A. M. on .the subject of the validity of the

order. The executive committee of the as

sociation gave the matter attention at its last

meeting, and directed Mr. Terry to prepare

an opinion on the validity of the order for

the benefit of Mr. Luke and any other per

sons interested. This Mr. Terry did, and

the result is the opinion referred to, which

is lengthy and deals with the subject in an

exhaustive and able manner.

"This order absolutely forbids and prohibits

t0 automobilists the use of the pilblic high

ways in Grant County, and would be comic

in its absurdity were the results of its eu

forcemeut not so pernicious,” he says. “How

ever, the logic and propositions of law neces

sary to determine that so despotic a man

date cannot long stand are not far to seek.

The very purpose of the framers of the

United States Constitution, as stated in the

preamble thereto—namely, to secure the bless

ings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity

—-would be far from accomplished if such an

order could be permanently enforced. It is

so much in contravention of the very spirit of

liberty dominant in the United States that

any American schoolboy should, without hesi

tancy, declare it void. When we seek to

give the grounds for the unconstitutionality

of this order our difl‘lculty comes not in find

ing reasons, but in attempting to make any

orderly arrangement of our reasons. They

may, however, all be comprehended under

the following general heads:

“First—It is an illegal usurpation of the

powers of the legislature by the Judiciary.

“Second—It is in violation of the Fifth and

Fourteenth amendments of the United States

Constitution and in violation of Article II,

Section 6, (if the West Virginia constitution,

in so far as it deprives citizens of both lib

erty and property without due process of

law.

“Third—It is an excess of the police power

of the State. and a deprivation of both lib—

erty and property without due process of

law. .

“Fourth—The order discriminates between

users of the highways and deprives automo

bilists of the equal protection of the law, and

is therefore unconstitutional and void."

In regular order Mr. Terry then proceeds

to marshal his facts in support of these con

tentions. Referring to the first, he traces

the functions of two of the three branches

of this country‘s government, viz.. the legis

lative and the judicial. The function of the

latter, he says. is to interpret and construe

the laws made by the legislature. The prov

ince and duty of judges is to determine what

the law is upon existing facts, while that of

the legislature is to make laws. He cites

decisions, some of them from West Virginia,

to support his claim that courts have no

power to make laws, and that even legislat

ures have no right to delegate their power

to courts. He quotes from the constitution

of West Virginia to the effect that the three

branches shall be “separate and distinct so

that neither shall exercise the powers prop

crly belonging to either of the others." This

condition of affairs must continue to exist

until the constitution itself is changed, he

says.

The second contention is next taken up,

viz., that the order is a violation of both the

United States and the West Virginia con'

stitutions.

“The constitution of the State of ‘Vcst Vir

ginia, Article ll, Section 6,” he says, “pro

vides:

“ ‘No person in time of peace 'shall be de

prived of life, liberty or property without dile

process of law.’

“The Fourteenth Amendment of the United

States Constitution contains a similar pro

vision, together with the guaranty that no

State ‘shall dcny to any person within its

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.‘

it is not necessary that a man's property be

physically taken from him before it can be

said that he has been deprived of his prop

arty, nor that he be imprisoned before it can

be said that he has been deprived of liberty.

The proposition that a citizen is deprived of

both liberty and property by restriction of

his right to use his property as he may see

fit is one that cannot be doubted. Like

wise deprivation of a party of any of the

rights which are possessed by persons gener

ally is the depriving of his liberty within

the meaning of the Constitution.

“The general law on this subject is well

stated in 10 A. M. & Eng. Ency. of Law, 2d

Ed., 209-299, as follows:

“‘It is also considered that any person

may be deprived of his property without any

physical taking thereof, and the Constitu

tion is violated by any law which destroys

the value of the property, takes away any

of its essential attributes or deprives the

owner of the lawful use of it.’

“An extended examination of the au

thorities discloses that this view is sustained

in the cases generally.

“In the matter of Jacobs, reported in 98

N. Y., 96, Judge Earle says:

“ ‘The. constitutional guaranty that no per

son can be deprived of his property without

due process of law may be violated without

the physical taking of property for public or

private use. Property may be destroyed or

its value may be annihilated. It is owned

and kept for some useful purpose, and it has

no value unless it can be used. Its capability

for enjoyment and adaptability to some use

are essential characteristics and attributes

without which property cannot be conceived;

and hence any law which destroys it or its

value or takes away any of its essential at

tributes deprives the owner of his property.

“ “The constitutional guaranty would be of

little worth if the legislature could, without

compensation, destroy property or its value,

deprive the owner of its use,-deny him the

right to live in his own house or to work at

any lawful trade therein.

“ ‘So, too, one may be deprived of his lib

erty and his constitutional right thereto vio

lated without the actual imprisonment or

restraint of his person. Liberty, in its broad

sense, as understood in this country, mean!

the right not only of freedom from actual

servitude. imprisonment or restraint, but the

right of one to use his faculties in all law

ful ways, to live and work where he will, to

earn his livelihood in any lawful calling, and

to pursue any lawful trade or vocation. All

laws, therefore, which impair or trammel

these rightsfwhich limit one in his choice

of a trade or profession, or confine him to

work or live in the specified locality or ex

clude him from his own house or restrain

his otherwise lawful movements, are in

fringements upon his fundamental rights of

liberty, which are under constitutional pro

tection.‘ ”

The third contention is then taken up. viz.,

that the order is in excess of the police power

and a deprivation of liberty and property

without due process of law.

“Any legislation to be warranted by the

police power must be exercised for the bene

fit of all classes of the public, and must not
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work an oppression upon any one class," he

says. “The moment the legislature passes

the limits required by the necessities of the

public, regarding the use of the particular

thing regulated, then the constitutional pro

visions regulating the deprivation of prop

erty or liberty are violated, since such re

strictions cannot be deemed to constitute due

process of law. It hardly requires any argu

ment to show the order under consideration

is both unreasonable and beyond the limits

required for the protection of public safety.

The extreme unreasonableness of the law

may be seen when we consider the damage

that might result from the prohibition of his

right to operate an automobile."

"The rule as to the exercise of police pow

ers is clearly set forth by the United States

Supreme Court.

“In the case of Lawton vs. Steele, 152 U. 8..

tin 1.. Ed., 385:

" "l‘o justify the State in thus interposing

its authority in behalf of the public it must

appear, first, that the interests of the public

generally, as distinguished from those of a

particular class, require such interference,

and. second, that the means are reasonably

necessary for the accomplishment of the pur

pose and not unduly oppressive upon indi

viduals. The legislature may not, under the

guise of protecting the public interests, arbi

trarily interfere with private business or im

pose unusual and unnecessary restrictions

upon lawful occupations. In other words, its

determination as to what is a pr0per exer

cise of its police powers is not final or con

clusive, but is_subject to the supervision of

the courts.’

"This case has been generally quoted and

approved by the State courts. In the New

York case of Colon vs. Lish, 153 N. Y., 188,

the. court says:

‘f‘The legislature is not vested with the

power to arbitrarily provide that any pro

cedure it may choose to declare such shall be‘

regarded as due process of law. If it pos

sessed that power the guaranty of the Consti

tution would be rendered unavalling and pri

vate rights of citizens would be within its

absolute control.’

"Similarly in the case of the matter of

Jacobs, previously quoted, ~we find the fol

lowing:

" ‘Under the mere guise of police regula

tions personal rights and private property

cannot be arbitrarily invaded, and the deter

mination of the legislature is not final or con

cluslve.’ " ‘

Finally, Mr. Terry supports his fourth and

last contention. that the order is void as dis

criminating between users of the highways,

and its corollary that this deprives auto

mobilists as a class of the equal protection of

the laws. He ascribes the order to an “in

sane and jealous prejudice" against automo

bilists. lie contrasts the danger from a horse

and an automobile. to the favor of the latter.

saying that accidents from its use result

only from careless or reckless handling. The

famous case of Mason vs. West, 61 App.

Div., 40, is referred to, in which it was held

“that the use of the streets must be extended

to meet the modern innovation of rapid loco

motion," and that it is not meant “that an

automobile or any other modern means of

conveyance is an unlawful orimproper user."

Proceeding along this line, Mr. Terry says

that it is too late to question the fact that

the automobile has come to stay. He de

clares that the time is now almost passed

when automobilists are regarded as crimi

nals. Highways have always been consid

ered public property, and each citizen may

use them in such lawful manner as he sees

fit, provided he does not interfere with simi

lar rights of others.

The provisions of the order in question

should in reason apply to all vehicles alike,

says Mr. Terry. If it does not it is void. He

cites decisions in support of this, one of

them. in the case of Walston vs. Nevin, 28

U. 8., 578, as followm “Unless the law oper

ates alike on all persons and property simi

larly situated, equal protection is denied and

such legislation is unconstitutional.”

Crossed Desert and Mountain Range.

Covering 110 miles over mountain'roads,

across numerous streams and part of the

Mojave Desert, and climbing from sea level

to an elevation of 7,000 feet in 7 hours and

25 minutes actual running time is one of the

latest achievements to the credit of an au

tomobile. This trip was made recently from

Los Angeles, Cal, to the Big Horn mine, at

the summit of the San Gabriel Range. by

F. C. Fenner, a mining engineer of Los Ange

les. The journey was made in a White

steamer, which was driven by H. D. Ryus.

of Los Augelcs. They encountered a rise of

800 feet in the last mile and a half.

The entire time consumed by the journey

was 9 hours and 5 minutes, of which 1 hour

and 40 minutes were used for dinner and

other stops. On the return trip, the next

day, the car travelled the last seventy miles

into L0s Angeles in 4 hours and 45 minutes.

in addition to its passengers, $2,500 in pure

gold was carried—and over a “hobo” infested

loute, too.

Mr. Fenner is general manager of the Low

ell & California Mining Co., and is required

to make frequent journeys to the Big Horn

mine. He was so pleased by the perform

ance of the car that he bought it from the

White agency on his return to Los Augeles.

 

Farson Resigns the Presidency.

t‘hicago clubmen are mourning the resigna

tion of President John Farson, which was

presented last week. Nominally the resigna

tion docs not take effect until March 1. By

agreement, however, the actual duties of

the presidency fell upon Vice-President Ira

N. (‘obe on January 1.

“My business compels me to be in New

York so nmch of my time,” Mr. Farson is

quoted as saying, “that i have felt it justice

to the club to resign. There is the most

harmonious feeling in the club.”

It was only about a couple of months ago

that John Farson was unanimously reelected

president of the Chicago Automobile Club.

He has long been the leading spirit in the op

position to the numbering and licensing

schemes of the Chicago authorities, and again

and again has thwarted them in their ef

forts to enforce them. His cleverly planned

and executed injunction coups have attracted

wide attention, and he has held his club to

a pretty consistent stand of opposition in

spite of some disposition to vacillate.

U. P. to Use Railroad Automobiles.

Dispatches from Omaha, Neb., state that

the Union Pacific Railroad at last has adopt

ed a type of gasolene motors to use on its

branch lines in Nebraska and Kansas. This

month will see a number of them installed, it

is said, and soon all the smaller branches of

the company will be equipped with this type

of motive power, to the exclusion of the loco

motive.

In general appearance the new car is about

the slze'of an ordinary railroad coach, one

end being fitted up for passengers and the

other end as a baggage and freight car. The

motor is between the two. It is expected

that the car will develop sixty miles an hour,

and its use will enable the company to give

more frequent service on its branch lines.

Only a motorman and conductor are neces

sary to run this car, and the company will

save the expense of train crews.

Seven Nation: File Entries.

Seven different countries have qualified for

competition in the Bennett Cup race by de

positing $600 each with the Automobile Club

of France and making formal entry of a

team. The list closed on Saturday, Decem

ber 31, as under the rules governing the con

test entries mnst be in the hands of the cup

holding club by the end of the year. The

seven countries entered are Germany, Great

Britain, Austria, the United States, Italy,

Switzerland and France, the latter being now

in possession of the cup.

 

The Green Dragon a Trotting None!

The practice of applying fanciful titles to

racing cars has its drawbacks. Thus the

Panama Star and Herald prints an alleged

cable dispatch from Fresno, Cal., gravely

stating that “the world's trotting record had

been broken by the American horse 'Peerless

Green Dragon,’ driven by Barney Oldfield."

Not even the fact that the time given was

for fifty miles, in 48:39 1-5, shed light on the

Panama publication.

 

Woe of Panama's Lone Motorist.

There is just one automobile in Panama.

and its owner, D. Carl Henry, is not wholly

happy. “The available gasolene has given

out," he writes the Motor World, "and I am

awaiting the arrival of a fresh supply from

the States before I can use my car.”

 

A movement is on foot among French mo

torists to establish a “Ligue des Chaufleurs."

it will be formed along the lines of the Motor

Union in Great Britain.
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ABOUT BALL BEARINGS

Signs of increasing Favor Apparent—South"

Answers Some of the Obiectlons to Them.

 

Bail bearings are slowly and surely creep

ing into favor again. ‘ There was a time

when they had received some very black

eyes, and were apparently sidetracked for

Graduaiiy some of the lighter ma

chines adopted them on the wheels or else

Natur

t‘ V91”.

where, and they gave satisfaction.

ally, manufacturers of a medium sized ma

chine began to use them, and were success

ful by simply increasing the diameter of the

balls used. _

Six or seven years ago the writer broached

the question of ball hearings to one of his

clients and was laughed at, saying they were

absolute failures for heavyweights. I took

the ground then that if the size of- the ball

was suitably proportioned t0 the weight it

burst carry they would be successful. It is

logical and natural to believe that if a

small ball will carry a small load, a large

ball will carry a larger load.

Such has proved to be the case, and I now

firmly believe that, with a perfectly designed

bearing, there is no service to which a ball

hearing may not be applied successfully, as

far as the wear of the bearing is concerned.

The only obstacle met with is the difficulty

of making large bearings cheaply and as ac

curate as they must be. It is difficult to

get a large cup, perfectly symmetrical, and

keep it so during hardening and tempering

operations.

The design of the bearing is much more

important than the quality of the material

entering into the halls and races. It is quite

possible to design a hearing which will crush

or otherwise destroy any balls or cones that

go into its make-up. Bearings have been

seen by the writer so constructed that when

the load came upon the ball, the tendency

was to thrust it, not normally or nearly so,

against a bearing surface, but toward _a

wedge-shaped opening, the ball acting as the

wedge and tending to spread apart the ele

ments of the hearing or be crushed. No

hall or material can stand under these cir

cumstances. -

Another idea that has led many designers

into trouble is that the ball must have point

contact only and run upon a line, the smaller

the better. This idea is most fatal to a.

ball hearing. The moment a little pressure

is brought to bear upon a ball, it bears upon

a surface by compressing the metal, instead

of upon a point. A_s it rolls along it deforms

the surface of the metal repeatedly in finding

a suitable area upon which to support its

load. After this deformation has gone on

for a little while, the steel begins to disin

tegrate, if it is hard, or spread out if it is soft.

The bearing goes to pieces very rapidly un

der these conditions. The obvious and only

way to avoid such behavior and to get the

very best out of a ball bearing is to give it

what it will take, and it must have a suitable

surface to run upon while carrying a heavy

load.

The experience of the writer has shown

that this solution is entirely possible for all

ball bearing construction, and that there will

be no deterioration of ball or cone or cup

when so constructed.

The radius of the cup and cone should be

made to conform to the radius of the ball

as nearly as is commercially practical.

Objections will be raised that this will in

crease the friction of the ball bearing to a

very great extent. In answer to this ob

jection the writer can state that careful tests

made under very heavy loads have positive

ly demonstrated that the friction between the

ball bearing in which the radius of the bail

conforms closely to that of its bearing sur

face and one where a bail bears on a point

only is immeasurable; in fact, the friction

of the ball hearing may be practically disre

garded as an element in the construction of

an automobile. When compared with the

friction of the tire rolling on the ground, it

is nothing. HENRY SOUTIIER.

 

Why New Bids were Called for.

Bids for “one or more" automobiles were

recently advertised for by the San Francisco

Fire Commission, but no cars have yet been

purchased. There is quite an interesting

story behind the ,delay in purchasing the ma

chines, which were to take the place of

buggies for the use of the chiefs of the de

partment. When the various dealers read

the specifications upon which to base their

bids they were amazed to find that but one

firm had any chance to get the contract, as

the specifications were so worded that the

Autocar was the only machine that titted the

description. The dealers selling other cars

made such a strong protest that the bids

were rejected and a more flexible set of

specifications were ordered drawn up that

would give all machines a chance in the com

petition. it is said that in the original speci

fications even the width of the seat was

specified as 38 inches, which is the width of

the Autocar scat.

 

I For Quick Seasoning of Wood.

A new method for seasoning timber has

been adopted by several European automo

bile works. The advantages claimed are tha“

the process seasons newly felled timber with

in a few days, increases its strength, tough

ness, durability and resiliency. it reduce.

also the porousncss, thereby diminishing its

tendency to shrink, expand. or warp. and

split, and it prevents dry rot and the p be

tratlon of w00d-destr0ying germs. As it

improves the appearance of many kinds of

woods, it is particularly suitable for deco

rative purposes. The process is both novel

and simple, every fibre becomes thoroughly

impregnated, and owing to the reduction of

the porousness of the wood it 'givesa much

tiucr polish. The cost of the whole process,

which is applicable to every kind of timber,

compares most favorably with that of other

methods of preserving and seasoning timber.

WOODBURY, HIS REASONS

Why He Chose Foreign Cars for City Use

lmagines They Give no Trouble.

 

In asking a week or two ago for an appro

priation of $5,000, with which to buy two au

tomobiles for use in his department, Gilli]

missioner John M. Woodbury of New York‘s

Department of Street Cleaning stated that he

proposed to purchase foreign cars with this

money. He was quoted as saying that the

latter at $2 500 apiece were vastly better

than domestic cars at $1,800.

With the purpose of “drawing out" Major

Woodbury and ascertaining why be consid

ered foreign cars superior, a Motor World

man sought and found the Commissioner at

his office in the Park Row Building on

Wednesday morning.‘ In spite of his being

a tremendously busy man, working under

double or triple pressure in consequence of

the ten-inch fall of snow the night before,

Major Woodbury gave generously of his time

in discussing the subject, and showed himself

to be keenly interested and possessed of a

splendid grip of the essentials of the matter.

“Yes, i got the money, and now have the

cars in service,” he said in reply to the first

question. “They cost me $2,500 apiece; one

is of French, the other of Italian manufac

ture; both were second handed, but neither

had been driven more than a few hundred

miles.”

"You prefer foreign car and consider them

superior to the American product?"

"Yes."

“May I ask why?"

“Because they are,” the major replied with

a snap of his jaws and an emphatic nod of

his head.

"But again, why?”

“Because they are; because they run—run

all the time, everywhere and under all con

ditions.

“Now, look here: We have more than one

thousand miles of streets to look after. We

must inspect these—not slowly and at.our

leisure, but in a hurry and at all times. No

horse can do the work we. have to do. There

fore we use automobiles. We have a num

ber of them—not foreign ones only, but sev»

erai domestic ones—and shall want many

more. Where we shall get them is a ques

tion of absorbing interest. We load these

automobiles up with four or five men aul

send them all over town, over rough streets

as well as smooth ones. We stop suddenly

and we start suddenly, and that is where

most of the domestic automobiles fail. They

won’t stand the racket."

These remarks were buried at the Motor

World man in disjointed sentences and amil

many interruptions. Clerks ran in and out or

the office, delivered messages and received

orders, the telephone rang about every other

minute, and documents for Major Woodbury's

signature were thrust under his hands when

ever the latter were not otherwise employed.
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Two sheepish looking teamsters were'hrought

in and summarily discharged by the Commis

sioner himself, after a short and heated dia

logue, they having been caught red handed

in the act of dumping snow taken from the

streets into manholes. In the midst of this

episode the Motor World man made a move

to withdraw, but Major Woodbury stopped

him with voice and extended arm.

“Come back here," he cried. "I want to

talk to you. Tell me why we can’t make as

good automobiles as they do abroad?"

He was assured that we could and did, and

half a dozen names were mentioned of cars

in the foremost rank. In return Major Wood

bury was asked if his poor opinion of do

mostic cars was bascd on actual experience

with them. .

“Of course it is," he replied. “Don't you

suppose every dealer in town has been to

see me and got me to try his car? Of course

they have, and a nice time I have had with

them."

“Well, what happened?

citic cases."

“I'll give you plenty of them," was the

quick reply. “To begin with, there was the

Franklin (an air cooled car); we hadn't got

half a mile with it before it heated and

stopped dead, and we had to abandon it.

Then there was the Knox; it did get us to

Brooklyn, and there it broke down. What

happened to it? Why, it broke down.”

“But there must have been some particular

part that gave way. It couldn’t have been

like the One Hoss Shay and gone to pieces

all at once," it was suggested.

“Oh, I suppose not, but I don‘t know. I

never heard what ailed it. Next there was

the Winton. Its transmission gear went all

to pieces and it stopped.

"What caused it?”

“Well, we found that a piece of wire that

was in the street flew up and got caught in

some part of the gear and caused the dam

age." _

“But wouldn't the same thing have hap

pened to your French car or any other?" was

asked.

“Oh, no; it wouldn‘t have hurt it,” was the

confident reply.

“But why?" the Motor World man per

sisted. “If_that wire had got caught in the

sliding gears of the French car I am sure it

would have stripped or broken them; such

things have been known to happen, even to

French cars,"

“Well, if it had it would have been an act

of God," was the naive reply.

“There's the Pope-Toledo," he went on.

“We tried it and it did well; we thought it

would prove all right, but then it broke a

rear axle in a rut, and, of course, that ended

it. A Ford did pretty well, too, but some

thing, I don't remember what, happened

to it.”

“There was the Premier we tried last

year," remarked an official who had been an

interested listener to the conversation. “It

ran all right, but we broke a steering knuckle

one time and an axle another. But we did

have a pretty heavy load on it," he added.

Give rue some spe

“What do you think of the Searchmont?

Is that a good car?" asked another official.

“It isn’t made now, but tue last cars they

turned out all right; they were learning to

make a pretty good car."

“Well, that Searchmont is the best do

mestic car we have in the service," was the

reply. “It runs all the time, the same as the

French car." .

“There is the Locomoblle," said Major

Woodbury, coming into the conversation

again after declaring that one American car

was “putrid,” so had was it. “We tried one

of them; it was the very latest ‘agony,’ I be

lieve, and it did very well indeed. I have no

complaint to make of it.” _

“Why didn't you buy a Locomobile then '2"

he was asked.

“Because I didn‘t have $6,000 to spend for

one. I got two second hand cars for $5,000."

“But why not buy a second hand Locomo

bile?"

“Didn't know anything about the old pat

tcrns, while I did know the French car. I

could not afford to experiment."

When told that the 1905 Locomobilcs were

but little changed from the 190-1 pattern_

Major Woodbury remained unconvinced or

indifferent. The foreign cars ran and the

domestic ones did not; that was the way he

put it. No amount of questioning availed to

bring out instances of structural weakness

or to show that any account had been kept

of the behavior of cars left with the depart

ment for trial purposes.

hnp occurred that was, apparently, regarded

as final; the car was put aside and another

one put through its paces. No one could

listen to Major Woodbury and believe aught

but that he was sincere in his denunciation

of American cars, or that he would rejoice

to find cars equal to the second hand foreign

ones that he spoke of. But it was equally

plain that unfortunate experiences with some

domestic cars—some of them extending some

distance back—had disposed him to view

them with strong suspicion.

“Don’t suppose for an instant that I think

all French cars are good ones,” he said. “On

the contrary, there are many bad ones. But

the good ones are good all through, and Grey

are built strong and heavy and will, there

fore, stand the rough usage we subject them

to. When we can get domestic cars equally

cheap and good we shall do so. And I hope

that day will soon come. ,

“Now, don‘t you go to work and write up a

flaring interview with me. If you do I

shan‘t let you see me again," he said as the

Motor ~World man started to leave; but there

was a twinkle in his eye that robbed the in

hibition of much of its force.

 

Fire Department Closes Another Garage.

“When garages jeopardize human lives

their licenses to store gasolene must be taken

away from them. We cannot afford to run

any risks at all in such cases," is the way

George E. Murray, superintendent of the Bu

reau of Combustibles, explains the attitude of

the New York Fire Department on the gar

age question. Tadlnl F. Gerome, whose

Whenever any mis- '

place of business is at No. 71 South Wash

ington Square, is the latest garage owner to

fall under the ban, his license having been

revoked on Friday last by Fire Commis

sioner Hayes.

The revocation, which is the second within

a few weeks, is the result of a rigid investi

gation into the conditions surrounding gar

ages in the city. The first garage to lose its

license was that of the Michelin Tire CO.,

which was told of in a recent number of the

Motor World. I11 the rooms above the Ta

dini garage forty pcOple are employed and

several families live there, while three hun

dred people are employed in a factory at the

rear of the place. The place was heated by

two large stoves, which Mr. Murray recently

told the Motor World would not be allowed

in garages, and the storage tank was in

closed in a wooden partition, while the regu

lations state that partitions must be of brick

or stone.

Fierce Fire Did Not Touch Gasolene.

The long expected report telling the result

of the investigation into the cause of the fire

in the Standard Automobile Co.‘s garage, in

West Thirty-ninth street, was tiled with Fire

Commissioner Hayes last Friday by Fire

Marshal Peter Seery. The investigation was

made by Assistant Fire Marshal John P.

Prial, who agrees with the opinion ex

pressed by the Motor World regarding the

probabie cause of the fire in the following

Words:

“In my opinion, the tire was caused by gas

olene vapor entering the lower door of the

furnace, which was frequently open, and

igniting. The weather was cool and doors

and windows were kept closed, so that vapor

had a chance to accumulate.”

One remarkable feature of the fire which

was brought out by the investigation was

that the storage tank under the floor was not

damaged at all. On the contrary, it had

preserved its contents intact. To again quote

Mr. Prial:

“Gasolene tank was intact, and after a test

the tank showed that it contained consider

able gasolene. In fact, occupant claims that

it had lost none during fire. In some cases

gasolene tanks on cars that were in the very

heart of the fire were intact, only a few hav

ing exploded. Those that were intact had

contained gasolene previous to the fire, but

it appears that gasolene vaporized during the

progress of the fire, as at present they con

tain little or none.”

 

Gives Cup to Demonstrate Slow Speed.

C. L. Charley has given $1,000 for the crea

tion of a cup to be given to the car which

covers ten miles in the fastest time and ten

miles in the slowest time. The idea of this

contest, which will take place this month

at Ormond Beach, is to prove to buyers that

high powered automobiles can be run also at

a snail’s pace.

The control of the race Mr. Charley is will

ing to leave unconditionally to the Automo

bile Club of America. He only stipulates

that the contest must be held on Ormond

beach, and that the competing cars must be

those which figure in the other races during

the meeting.
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A. E. MORRISON, MANAGER OF THE PEERLESS BRANCH, GIVING A PARTY OF BOSTONESE A “'INTER DEMONSTRATION.

 

To Give Meaning to Mile Records.

Those much discussed mile records~52 2-5

seconds, made by Oldfield at Denver, and

52 4-5 seconds, made by Kiser at Cleveland

—will probably tail of acceptance by the

Racing Committee of the American Automo

bile Association. Chairman Pardington said

yesterday that a mail vote had been taken

on the question, and that he expected to

make a formal announcement of the result

some time this week. Both of the records

claimed are for intermediate miles, and as

it is known that the reports of the timers do

not agree as to the time by miles in each of

the record breaking rides.

The action of the A. A. A. will put a stop

to the practice of picking intermediate miles

in record trials of 25 to 50 miles, and require

that one-mile records constitute one-mile per

formances. The honesty of the timers at

Denver and Cleveland has not been ques

tioned, but it seems to he the general feel

ing that th chances of an error in such cases

are too great to allow such mile records to

be oflicially accepted.

 

l‘las l‘lurt Fox Terrier Trade.

The'automobile‘s latest crime has come to

light. A dispatch from Paris states that

the growth of automobilism has practically

destroyed the trade in tox terriers. Fox

terrier breeders say that the dogs are far

too lively to sit still in a swiftly moving

machine. On the other hand, the more

sedate collie has had a marked rise in favor

with chauffeurs. The classic poodle is com

pletely out of date, and toy bulls reign su

preme for the present among lap dog va

rieties.

Glidden's Wire From the Fiiis.

On New Year's Eve Globe Girdlcr Glidden

was in the Fiji Islands. In spite of the sev

enteen hours diiIerence in time, Mr. Glidden

decided to send good wishes to his friends

in America. Accordingly he calculated the

time accurately enough to have the message

arrive in Boston about three minutes after

midnight. In one of the messages the donor

of the Glidden Cup stated that the inhabi

tants oi' the island had christened his motor

car “Father of all devils."

Mrs. Kirk’s Christmas Present.

A Christmas present to be proud of was

that given by David M. Kirk, of Pittsburg,

to Mrs. Kirk. It is a 32 H. P. Pierce Great

Arrow, with a special limousine body, de

signed to seat six passengers, and was or

dered through the Banker Bros. Co. The

car is fitted up elaborately, having an elec

tric heating and lighting plant and every

other convenience found in broughams and

similar vehicles.

Where Touring is Expensive.

In the majority 0! small Bavarian towns

the automobilist is made to contribute to the

wear and tear of the roads. In order to carry

out this bylaw eflectually a fixed sum is

collected in tolls at the boundaries of the

respective villages or towns. To go from

Bamberg to Nuremberg it costs 55 cents for

the distance of seventy-three kilometres. The

fare by train is $1.25. This manner of in

creasing the municipal receipts added $1,200

in six months to the wealth of one small

town.

Railway President's Electrical Timer.

Colonel E. H. R. Green, of Dallas, Texas,

whose fame as the son of Hetty Green is

greater than his renown as the president

of the Texas Midland Railroad, and who of

late has been prominently in the eye be

cause 01' his racing cars, has invented an

electrical apparatus for timing them. “Cop

per tapes stretched across the track at inter—

vals register the time on watches placed in

the judges‘ stand.” is the description watted

up from Dallas. Mr. Green is also interested

in a project to build a three-mile track.

Barney Oldfield has felt impelled to rise

to deny that he is in St. Louis to assume

the management of an automobile company.
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TO GRIND OUT NEW LAWS

New England Legislative Mills Unlimbering for

Action —New Hampshire in Line.

 

In five of the six New England States

legislatures are convening this week. The

exception is Vermont, which has recently

ended its session. That automobile legis

lation will be brought up in some form or

other in each of the other five states there

is regarded as certain.

At the present time in all the New Eng

land States, w’lth the exception of New

Hampshire, laws have been passed govern

ing the operation of motor vehicles. These

laws are nearly uniform, particularly those

relating to registration of cars and drivers.

They have been copied one from another,

Vermont being the last state to enact a

registration law.

New Hampshire stands alone among the

States. There is no law on its statute books

in any way governing speed or registration

of vehicles. But it is known that at the

coming session of the legislature at Concord

there will be passed some sort of laws. Just

what they may be is problematical.

Whatever laws are passed by the Granite

State legislature will be of interest to thou

sands of people, not alone throughout New

England, but all over America. New Hamp

shire, by reason of its delightful climatic

conditions in summer, is the mecca of thou

sands of visitors from every State in the

Union. Among the number are hundreds

of motorists. Therefore, while it is not ex-

-pected that New Hampshire will place itself

on record as fawning to owners of these ve

hicles, still it is thought that there will be

no prejudicial sentiment animating the rep

resentatives.

An idea of what New Hampshire may

enact in the way of automobile legislation

has been given by one of the members of

the State legislature. He says that when

the session opens in January a bill will be

presented to enable the State to construct

good roads. ,

This bill has already been drawn up, and

it is said to have the sanction of the Gov

ernor. It was indirectly brought about by

the increase in the number of vehicles, par

ticularly automobiles, which have bee_n tra

versing the roads lately. The benefit to

the State and the public will be inestimabic.

These proposed roads, three in number, will

go through the Connecticut valley, another

to the sea, and the third through toward

Maine.

There will also be regulations regarding

speed. What this may be is merely con

jecture. It will probably vary from ten or

a dozen miles in the cities to a limit of

perhaps twenty outside. That there will be

a registration law is practically certain. It

will be about on the same lines of those in

ti '1 other States.

-Y. M. C. A. will Instruct Ladies. too.

Springfield, Mass, will next week be

added to the increasing number of cities

having regularly organized automobile in

struction schools. It will be Opened on

January 11 in the local Y. M. C. A. building,

and will be divided into two courses. The

first of these will consist of a series of eight

lectures on the construction, operation and

repair of gasolene carriages of all types, by

Parker H. Kcmblc. superintendent and con

sulting engineer of the Boston automobile

school. The. first of these lectures. which

will be held on Wednesday evening. January

11, will be free. All the eight lectures will

be open to both men and women, and will

be held weekly on nednesday evening. '1ne

Springfield Automobile Club has contributed

$100 toward the expenses of these lectures.

The second part of the course will be for

men only. It will consist of six talks by

D. L. Gallup, instructor of mechanical en

gineering in the Worcester "Tech," illus

trated with parts of the automobile. They

will be given on Monday nights, beginning

with January 16, and will be upon the en

gine construction and repairs of minor

breaks. These will be. followed by shop

demonstrations at the factories of the Knox

and the Stevens-Duryea companies. At the

end there will be a course in driving auto

mobiles tor those who have successfully

completed the shop course.

 

Lights for All in Massachusetts.

A bill has been drafted for presentation to

toe Massachusetts legislature providing that

all vehicles shall carry lights after dark.

Motorists throughout the State are being

urged to support it, a systematic canvass

being conducted with that end in view.

The proposed bill provides that every ve

hicle propelled by muscular power, carriage

or bicycle shall from an hour after sunset to

an hour before sunrise, when travelling on

a public highway, carry lights which shall

be visible 300 feet in front and in the rear

of the vehicle.
 

Legislative Deluge in Indiana.

So many ambitious members of both houses

of the Indiana State Legislature have an

nounced their intention of introducing auto

mobile biils during the coming session that

it has been suggested that a special joint

committee of House and Senate be appointed

to receive the many bills and embody the

principal features of all of them in one meas

ure. One of the bills proposes to lega‘ize

twenty miles an hour in the country and ten

miles an hour in cities and towns. This bill

provides for a fine of $200 for each violation.

IUp "Pike's Peak or Bust."

.Out in Colorado they are still talking of

the proposed “Pike’s Peak or Bust" climbing

contest. which they hope to run next sum

mer. The most tangible thing about the

affair that has developed to date is the agree

ment of the Colorado Springs 'Chamber of

Commerce, which thinks the affair would be

a good advertisement for the city.

 

:OPPOSES lNTlER-CITY RECORDS

Chicago Club Takes Action to Suppress Such

Scorching and Aims to Form State Association.

 

Indiscriminate road racing has been for

mally frowned upon by the board of directors

of the Chicago Automobile Club in resolu

tions which they recently adopted. Their

action is a result of the many attempts at

record breaking between'the Western me

tropolis and nearby cities, Milwaukee, South

Bend, Cleveland and St. Louis being favorite

objective points for the would-be record

breakers. The directors believe that such

rides are responsible for much ill feeling-tow

ard all motorists on the part of farmers and

the officials and citizens of the smaller towns

through which the record breakers travel at

high speed.

The resolutions are as follows:

Whereas, The attention of the board of di

rectors has been called to the increasing

number of automobile road races and at

tempts to lower the record for automobiles

between Chicago and certain other cities;

and,

Whereas, In making such attempts auto

mobiles are driven at a high rate of speed,

in excess of the rate permitted by law; now.

therefore,

Be it resolved, That it is the senSe of the

directors of the Chicago Automobile Club

that such road races and attempts to lower

records should not be indulged in by mem

bers of this club without having first ob

tained permission from the various municipal

corporations-through which the route to be

traversed shall pass. ’

The directors have instructed Secretary

Gorham to send invitations to each automo

bile club in the State of Illinois to send a

delegate to a meeting which is to be held at

the Chicago Automobile Club, on February 8.

The directors hope to then form a State as

sociation of automobile clubs, which will

work for better roads and for more rea

sonable legislation. It is planned to have

the association issue a road book of the State

and to erect signs along highways which are

used by motorists.

 

Boston's New Club Chooses Officers.

Bay State Automobile Club is the title of

Boston’s new club, the organization of which

has been formally completed by the election

of the following oflicers: Lewis B. Speare.

president; F. H. Tudor, vice-president; H. L.

Bowden, treasurer; J. C. nerrison, secre

tary; Harry Fosdick, A. E. Gilmore and W.

W. Burke, directors. Mr. Speare is of the

well-known oil producing firm which bears

his name; Mr. Tudor is an official of the Mas

sachusetts Automobile Club, and Mr. Bow

den is the Waltham millionaire who has

earned fame on the track. The new club

purposes reaching out for members in all

parts of the State, and to “do things" will

be its aim.
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TO TRY TRACKLESS TROLLEY

New York Town Purchases Cars and Prepares

to Operate a Public Service.

 

While much has been heard of the trackless

trolley, very little has been seen of it in

this country. Salamanca, N. Y., has, how

ever, actually moved in that direction, and

a service of the sort is expected to be in full

operation next spring, when the Salamanca

TheElectric Traific Co. ereets its pole line.

The body is semi-incloscd, and has, cross

wise, four seats, each accommodating four

persons. The seats are upholstered with

box spring cushions. Five of them have up

holstered lazy backs, while the rear seat has

a solid back, which is also upholstered. The

floor is covered with battleship linoleum.

The top is constructed in the same manner

as the tops of open streetcars, with self-act

ing waterproof side curtains, which slide in

the grooves of the wonden standards. The

car is vestibule front and rear, with a drop

sash. The interior has mahogany finish on

 

 

accompanying illustration shows the first of

the semi-inclosed electric omnibuses with

which the line is to be equipped, the cars be

ing manufactured by the Auto-Car Equip

ment Co. of Buffalo. The first one is equipped

with a storage battery of forty-two cells.

15 M. V., which will give. the car a radius of

forty miles on a single charge over level

roads. As soon as the pole line is installed

the storage battery will be dispensed with.

The car shown is iiil/2 feet long, with a

wheel base of 10 feet and n Ti-foot track. it

has double motor equipment and direct chain

drive to rear wheels, platform springs, three

point suspension. The axles are solid steel,

with roller bearings throughout. The heavy

artillery wooden wheels are shod with 36

inch endless solid rubber tircs, 4 and 5 inches

wide, respectively. A gear wheel steering

device is used. The frame of the chassis

is made of seasoned oak, 7x21/; inches, placed

cdgcwise, and the frame is armored with a

steel plate 3-16 inch thick bolted to the oak.

The brakes are internal expanding, operat

ing in the drums attached to the rear wheels.

which also carry the driving sprocket and

have extra wide bearing surface. These

brakes are foot operated, with an interlock

.ing ratchet. and can be held by the driver on

a steep grade.

  

natural wood. The car is lighted by three

overhead incandescent lamps of 16 candle

powcr, and there is an electric headlight.

0n the panel front of the. vestibule inside are

distributed the Volt and ammetrcs, double

polo double throw main switch and charging

switch. cut-out, etc. The car has an alarm

gong, a signal bell for starting and stopping

and a fare register.

The horizontal controller is placed under

the front seat. The controller lever is at the

extreme left. and is provided with four speeds

ahead and three reverse. The maximum

speed of the car is thIve miles an hour.

The Salamanca company has bui t and

equipped a new power house, and is operat

ing on schedule time at a five cent fare. The

present equipment provides for a line of

three and one-half miles. and it is expected

that this will be extended next spring.

Following the idea of having “taximetre.“

regulators on horse drawn cabs in Paris, the

company operating them fitted an automo

bile with the same device, which measurer

gives the exact distance within a few yards

covered by the cab. and also marks the

amount due. No extra charge will be made

for the automobile, the fare being the same

as for other cabs. If it “wrrc not for the

'taxlmctre’ and the red flag,” it is added that

“the new car might be mistaken for a pri

vate brougham."

NO MORE CARBIDE FOR HIM

Bitter Experience that Convinced One Motorist

that there are Better Anti-Freezing Materials.

 

“As an anti-freezing mixture, calcium chlor

ide is all right as long as your water cir

culating system works properly. But just as

soon as anything goes wrong with it, you

are bound to have trouble," said a New

York tradesmall recenuy.

“It has been my practice for a number of

years to fix up my demonstrating cars with

an anti-freezing mixture. I have tried gly

cerine. but it does not satisfy me. In the

first place, it is pretty expensive. The best

you can do, even if you get the inside whole

sale price, is $1 per pound, and it will cost

from that price all the way up to $8 per

pound, depending on where you buy it.

While it does not evaporate very quickly, it

does deteriorate, and in a short time you

must clean out your tanks and pipes and put

in a new supply of botu water and glycerine.

"For this reason I always gave the prefer

ence to calcium chloride. and got pretty good

results from it until this year, when I met

with a very peculiar experience. It is my

custom to buy the necessary ingredients and

prepare the mixture myself. I put four

pOuuds of the salts to each gallon of water.

and as the tank of my car holds four gal

lons. there was sixteen pounds of the salts

in the cooling apparatus.

"Everything went well until one day my

pump got out of order and the liquid ceased

to circulate. (‘onscqucntly the water got

hot, boiled and linnlly evaporated—all with

out my noticing that anythlug was wrong

until it was all gone. infortunatcly, as l

discovered shortly, only the water had cvnpd

rated. The salts were still there. They had

caked in the bottom of the pipes, and were

as hard as rock. Nothing [could do would

get the deposit out, short of taking a cold

chisel and hammer and cutting it out. That

is what we had to do, and it took many long

hours. Now I am very careful not to use

calcium chloride hs an anti-freezing mix

ture."

’Frisco Want Less Oil and Les Nola.

Several times legislation prohibiting the

dripping of oil from automobiles to asphalt

streets has been threatened, and new San

Francisco motorists are in a fair way of be

ing saddled with an absurd law on the sub

ject. An ordinance requiring suitable devices

to be attached to automobiles for the pur

pose of preventing oil drippiugs being dc

poslted on the public streets was passed to

print by the Board of Supervisors of that city

last week. Supervisor Lunstcdt also coir

tended that the noise made by automobiles

while standing still in the public streets, ow

ing to the machinery being allowed to run,

was a greater nuisance than dripping oil,

and suggested that another ordinance pro

hibiting the noise be passed. He promised

to submit such a measure.
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SHAKE-UP SNAKES OUT NEW LIST

Florida's Revised Programme Not of One-Man

Variety—Starting Date Set Back One Day.

 

 

Having caused the withdrawal of the pro

gramme sent out by Its self~siyled “sole

American and foreign representative," the

Florida East Coast Automobile Association

last week issued the official list of events

for the Orinond-Dnytonu carnival, January

24 to 28, it having been decided that the

racing shall not begin until Tuesday. 24th.

Entries close on next Tuesday, the entry fee

being $20 for each event. The list is as

follows:

One hundred miles, international, for the

W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., Trophy.

One mile, international championship, tor

the Sir Thomas Dewar Challenge Trophy.

One mile, time trials, classes A (1,432 to

2,204 pounds), B (851 to 1,432 pounds), and

C (551 to 851 pounds).

One kilometre, time trials, classes A, B

and C (weights as in events No. 3).

Ten miles, Ormond Derby, open, for the

Major C. J. S. Miller Trophy.

Fifty miles, Daytona Handicap, open, for

the Florida East Coast Automobile Associa

tion Challenge Cup.

One kilometer, Record Race, open, for the

H. L. Bowden Trophy.

One mile, steam cars, for the Colonel R. C.

Cluwry Trophy.

One mile, cars or sixty horse power and

under, amateur owners only to drive, for the

Colonel L. C. Wier Cup.

Fifty miles, open to American built cars

only, for the Lozier Trophy.

Ten miles, Mercedes cars only, for the Al

len-Hulle Trophy.

Ten miles, Fiat cars only, for the Hollan~

der and Tangeman Cup.

Twenty miles, open, for the Edward R.

Thomas ChampiOnshlp Traphy.

Five miles, stoek cars, $1,001 to $1,800, In

clusive.

Five miles, stock cars, $1,801 to $2,750, in

clusive. 0

Five miles, stock cars, $2,751 to $4,000, in

elusive.

Five miles, handicap, open only to the first

tour cars in events Nos. 14, 15 and .16. No

entry or fee required.

Five miles, stock cars, $4,001 to $6,000, in

clusive.

Five miles, stock cars, $6,001 to $8,000, in

clusive.

Five miles, open.

Five miles, stock cars, $8,001 to $10,000,

inclusive.

Five miles, Great Orinond Handicap.

Five miles, gasolene stock cars, $650 and

under.

Five miles, stock ears, $051 to $1,000, in

clusive.

Ten miles, stockcars, $1,001 to $1,800, in‘

clusive.

Ten miles, stock cars, $1,801 to $2,750, in

clusive.

  

 

. a
MAJOR C. J. S. MILLER‘S 6 CYLINDER 60 H. P. THOMAS, WHICH HE iWILL

DRIVE 1N THE FLORIDA SPEED CARNIVAL.

 

Ton miles, stock cars, $2,751 to $4,000, in~

clusive. _

One mile, time trials, stock cars, price

classification as in above events.

Ten miles, handicap, open.

One kilometer, Class A (1,432 to 2,204

pounds).

One kilometer, Class B (851 to 1,432

pounds).

One kilometer, Class C (551 to 851 pounds). .

One mile, Class A, as above.

One mile, Class B, as above.

One mile, Class C, as above.

Gymkhana race.

Green Sets Up l00 Mile Record.

To the Dallas ('l‘ex.) Automobile Club he'

longs the distinction of running the first one

hundred-mile track race in this country, the

club having promoted such an event on the

fair grounds track on January 2. Colonel

E. II. R. Green, one of the club mem

bers, who had donated a trophy worth $250

for the race, won the contest, covering the

100 miles in 2:06:00 in a 24 horsepower Pope

Toledo. Five cars in all were entered.

A. B. Wharton, oi} Fort Worth, Texas,

driving a Columbia ear of the same horse

power as Colonei Green’s machine, was tied

with the latter until a bolt broke during the

seventeenth mile. Up to that time there had

been a great contest between them, and they

had been making the miles at the rate of 1:14.

The club recently joined the American Auto—

mobile Association, and the meet was the

first it had held under A. A. A. rules and

sanction.

WIII Talk Good Roads in Florida.

Thirty-six State and territorial assemblies

are to be visited by the crew of the “Good

Roads" train, which will start on its travels

for the year on January 9 from St. Louis

over the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Rall

way. The National Good Roads Association

is the sponsor for the train, which will be

operated over other roads after it has fin

ished its work along the line of the M., K. &

T. The annual convention of the National

Good Roads Association will be held at Jack

sonville, Fla., on January 19, 20 and 21.

 

A. C. A. Clubhouse Will Cost $420,000.

Dave H. Morris, president of the Automo

bile Club 01 America, has called a special

meeting 01' the members of the organization

for Tuesday evening, January 10, at the club

house. The report 0! the Board or Gover

nors telling of the plans proposed for the

new club house and garage will be discussed,

and it is likely that some definite action

will be taken toward providing the organi

zation with a home of its own.

The plan suggested for the building of a

club house and garage calls for the eXpen

diture of about $420,000. It is proposed to

raise among members of the club $150,000 by

issuing second mortgage 4 per cent bonds

A in denominations of $500 and $1,000 each, the

balance of the $420,000 being taken care of

by money on hand and a first mortgage. The

Governors of the club have secured the un

derwriting of more than $100,000 of the sec

ond mortgage bond issue. As the Governors

believe it advisable that as many members

of the organization as possible should be

holders of 'the second mortgage bonds, they

have invited subscriptions from their fellow

clubmen until the entire $150,000 has been

subscribed.

Wallace to Sell his Racing Cars.

William Wallace, the well known amateur

racing motorist of Boston, has announced

that his racing cars are for sale. This does

not mean his permanent retirement from

racing, but he will not be a competitor at

the Florida races, as had been expected. To

a Boston interviewer, Mr. Wallace made the

following statement: “Retire from the racing

game? Well, hardly. It is' too great a

sport. My ears are for sale, it is true. but

that simply means that I am going to South

America soon to attend to putting the ma

chinery into some mines there. I will be

absent from Boston for five or six months,

and as my cars will be of no use to me dur

ing that time, I have decided to dispose of

them,"
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Highwaymen. Revised Edition.

Spurred by the example of those ingenious

Jerseymen who set up a mock court of jus

tice on the public highway and administered

“justice” to unsuspecting motorists, pocket

ing the cash received from fines, some Minne

sota. marauders have turned the trick

by establishing “kangaroo courts” on the

roads near St. Paul. Gay automobilists,

sprinting down country roads at a twenty

mile clip, have been hauled before a be

whiskered justice of the peace, fined heavily,

lectured solemnly and told to go and sin no

more. Investigation in several instances has

proved that both the constable who made the

arrest and the magistrate who failed to sea

son his Justice with mercy were sharpers.

The man with the big stick was not a real

constable, and the man with the judicial as

pect had no right to impersonate a justice of

the peace.

The fact that each town or village in Min

nesota has the right to regulate the speed

of automobiles while inside its limits gives

opportunity for the smooth work of the men

who have been holding moot court down

Shakopee way. The automobilist, innocent of

wrongdoing, is easily victimized when he is

apprehended in a country district for driv

ing his machine faster than the local ordi

nance permits. He does not know what the

provision of the ordinance may be, and

when, as has been done a number of times

recently near Shakopee, he is stopped in the

highway and placed under arrest for fast

driving, he gladly accompanies the supposed

constable to the nearest justice of the peace.

Several times the justice has held his kanga

roo court in the woods, and farmers say that

when the automobile driver has disappeared

his money has served to furnish the neces

sary refreshment for a gathering of choice

companions of the road.

Chicago Contributes a Joke.

The halcyon days of the fairy tale origina

tor have by no means passed; he is still

ever ready to feed to a gorging public that

which they crave. A versatile writer in the

Chicago Record-Herald tells of a city auto

mobile on a rampage that skipped the side

walk and took a header into a shoemaker's

basement shop, turning a few somersaults

and finally stopping with its wheels in the

air, revolving and sputtering. The old cob

bler was found jammed into a corner, un—

hurt, but dazed.

“What did you think it was?" his rescuers

gasped.

“I tought,” he breathlessly replied, “dot it

vas a customer vat vos mad apout his

shoes!"

Triangle to Denote Dangerous Turns.

To denote dangerous turns to automobilists

triangular signs have been erected in some

parts of England. In order to make the idea

practical at night time, the same sign is

painted on the glass of the street lamps.

The Law That Indiana Farmers Want.

The farmers of Elkhart County, Ind., are

very bitter against automobillsts, and have

circulated a petition to be presented to their

representatives in the State legislature. The

petition asks for the enactment of a law with

the following provisions:

1. Compelling owners and operators of an

tomobiles to provide for each machine large

numbers on either side conspicuously dis

played at all times.

2. Establishing a speed limit of five miles

an hour when passing a horse or horses be

ing driven or ridden on a highway.

3. Subjecting automobile owners or opera

tors to a heavy fine for refusing to come to a

full stop when signalled to by a rider or

driver of a horse or horses.

4. Making it a penal offence for operators

or owners of automobiles leaving their vic

tims without rendering all reasonable assist

ance when an accident has occurred, caused

by any form of horseiess carriage or autocar,

and holding owners of all such vehicles re

sponsible tor damages caused by them.

Orders Another Railway Automobile.

Two more railroad automobiles to carry

passengers have been ordered by the Uintah

Railroad, according to reports from Denver.

The road runs from Mack, 00]., into the Uln

tah reservation, in Utah, and has had one

machine in operation for several months

which has given excellent satisfaction.
 

 

Automobile Buyers

Desiring really luxurious Tonneaus, Limousines or Landauiets

that will be very durable, ride easy, finely painted, having the

same attention paid to details they received in their fine horse

drawn Broughams and Victorias, can obtain same from the

first firm in America to build Automobile Bodies.

THE NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE CO., New Haven, Conn.
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— THAT ETERNAL 0058mm —

.'— Tire flaintenance —

--' Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc
  

[All/l 775'!)

  

 

 

 

’7 “

Crimping,” ~‘Rolling”and “Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself, and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

@- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permittlng the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

“Creeping,

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.
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WHITLOCK

Coorras

For 1905.

  

The Leading Automobile Builder

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

1 st: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

Because it is a TRIED DE

VICE. '

Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States.

Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers. i

3rd:

4th:

5th:

6th:

7th:

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WI'IITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.

 

The Week’s Patents.

778,289. (fombined Internal-Uombustion

and Air Engine. chning F. “’allmann,

(‘hicago, Ill. Filed August 21, 1900. Re

nen-ed December 16, 1902. Serial .\'0. 135,462.

Claim—1. In an internal-Comimstion en

gine. the combination of a combustiznrcyl

inder, a double-acting,r compressor. a cank

shat’t. pistons in operative connection with

said combustion-cylinder, crank-shaft and

double-acting compressor, respectively, mean..

for delivering air from said double-acting

cornprassor to said combustion-cylinder 0n

the same side of the piston thereof with each

successive cycle of said engine, a source of

fuel and means for delivering charges there

of during predetermined cycles only to the

same side of the piston of said combustion

cylinder and withholding the same during

intermediate cycles.

778,320. Radiator for Autocars. Antoine

Loyal, Paris, France. Filed June 16, 1902.

Serial No. 112,003.

Claim.—A radiator for motor-vehicles, com

prising a vertically disposed series of small

continuous parallel tubes bent back and forth

into a plurality of parallel horizontal courses,

the several tubes of each course being each

in a different horizontal plane, a series of

parallel radiating tie-plates through each of

which all the tubes 0! each course extend

and to which they are rigidly connected, and

collectors of large capacity connected to the

ends of the tubes.

778,375. Speed Regulator for Explosive

Engines. Karl Reinhardt, Dortmund, Ger

many. Filed November 25, 1903. Serial No.

182,656. I

Claim.——In an explosive engine, the com

bination of the cylinder and inlet valve, of a

gas conduit and two air conduits, a valve

controlling the same, operating means there

for constructed to move said valve on the

charging stroke to first open one air con

duit, then to close that conduit and open

the other air conduit and the gas conduit,

substantially as described and for the pur

pose set forth. -

778,399. Speedometer. Arthur H. Brown,

Lynn, Mass, assignor of one-half to Waldo

L. Pevcar, Lynn, Mass. Filed September 28,

1904. Serial No. 226,255.

Ulaim.~1. In a speedometer, the ('Ombillil:

tion with a rotatable member, of a pump

connected with said member to be driven

thereby, a fluid-supply tank or vessel, means

for connecting said supply tank with said

pump to form a circuit, a fluid in said circuit.

a gage communicating with said circuit and

responsive to variations in pressure of the

fluid in said'circuit, and a valve actuated by

the fluid pressure in the circuit to regulate

the pressure upon the said gage, substantially

as described.

778,417. Muiiler for Internal-Combustion

Engines. Frederick Lamplough, Willesden,

England. Filed July 25, 1904. Serial No.

217,993.

Claim—1. , In a muffler {or internal-corn

bustion engines, the combination with 'an ex

pansion schamber into which the exhaust

gases are led, of an eductor having an air

inlet and an outlet the area of which latter

is less than that of the air-inlet, substantially

as and for the purpose herein described.

778,425. Heat Radiating Device for Inter

nal Combustion Motors. Henry J. Muntz,

I'oughkecpsie, N. Y. Filed January 6, 1904.

Serial No. 187.869. _

Claim—1. The combination with a cylin

der for internal combustion motors or metal

 

WANTS ANII 'FIIII SALE.
t 5 cents perline of man wordl. cash with Oidcl.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

MORE UNIFORM MIXTURE can be ob7

taincd by the use of our automatic air gov

ernor when applied to the Oldsmobile miXer. This

means more power and speed. Easily attached.

Not necessary to remove mixer. Sent upon receipt

of price, $2.50. Circular upon application.

MORE-POWER CO., Box 175, Lowell, Mass.

FOR SALE—Winton quad. In best condition,

with four hundred dollars worth of extras on

it. Very best reason for selling. It will pay you

to investigate, if you are comtemplatin‘g buying an

automobile at a bargain. Address, Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danville, Ill.

 

OR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.
 

WANTED-Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

Know how to work eiiectively and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

for men of the right sort, Address, TlREs,

P, 0. Box 649, New York.
 

OR SALE—Vises, gasoline engines, and pat

terns, pumps, tires, copper tanks. belting,

pulleys, hangers, shafting, carburettors, lamps,

Apple dynamos, storage batteriel, steam car fit

tngs, bells, Edison mimeograph, power air com

pressor, chains, electric cars $100,850; steam

cars, $l50 and up; Autocar. $250; Winton, 5175;

Winton delivery wagon, $400; Oldsmobile, with

top, $200; ore hundred cars, all kinds, very low,

to clear out; 75 automobiles, 5100 and up, all

kinds. AI LAS AUTOMOBILE CO., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

 

THE MIME IMPROVED

1905 MUFFLER.
  

Silent. Light Weight.

slrnple in Construction.

- Without Bock-Preuure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR CAR 8: REPAIR 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKB, .m Pine St..

St. Louis, Mo.

Hutern Agents: SMITH A EDWARDS, no

Nunu 51., New York City.

Western Agents: E. .I. DAY 4': CO., 519 flllelon

51., San Francisco, Cal.
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comb strips having the flaring ends of their

teeth cast in said cylinder, substantially as

described.

778,451. Speed and Distance Recorder for

Tram-Cars, Motor-Cars, &c. Henry Hartley

and Vincent (.‘anova, Birmingham, England.

Filed February 4, 1904. Serial No. 192,012.

Claim—1. In speed and distance record

ers having a continuously travelling log sheet

or register for tram-cars, motor-car and the

like. the combination consisting of a scriber

adapted for movement at right angles to the

direction of motion of the said log sheet or

register, a spirally grooved spindle engaging

and imparting movement to the said scriber,

and a centrifugal governor connected with

and imparting motion to the said spindle,

substantially as set forth.

778,455. Motor-Vehicle. Ralph G. Lewis,

Boston, Mass. Filed April 19, 1904. Serial

No. 203,876.

Claim—1. The combination with a ve

hicle, of a hood mounted thereon, a motor

cylinder located within the hood, and a rear

wardly and inwardly inclined deflector hav

ing its outer end projecting from the ex

terior of the hood and its inner end located

directly contiguous to, but spaced from the

cylinder for directing air against the same.

778,460. Spring for Automobiles or the

Like. John W. Nesmith, Denver, 0010. Filed

September 19, 1904. Serial No. 225,017.

Claim—1. In a Vehicle, the combination

with the supporting-axle and vehicle-body, of

an elliptical spring supported by the axle, a

spiral spring supported by the central por

tion of the elliptical spring, and a connec

tion between the body and spiral spring, sub

stantially as described.

778,495. Pneumatic Tire or Other Flexible

Tubular Article. Arthur H. Marks, Akron,

Ohio. Filed May 3, 1904. Serial No. 206,146.

Claim.—1. A tire cover comprising a pin

rality of layers of thread, said layers being

of varying degrees of elasticity and arranged

with the layer of maximum elasticity inner

most and each succeeding layer of less elas‘

ticity than its predecessor.

778.496. Pneumatic Tire or Other Flexible

Tubular Article. Arthur H. Marks, Akron,

Ohio. Filed May 3, 1904. Serial No. 206,147,

Claim—1. A tire-cover comprising layers

of fabric, each layer being cut at a different

angle, the innermost layer being cut approxi

mately bias, and each succeeding layer at a

greater angle than its predecessor, tor the

purpose set forth.

778,542. System of Equilibrium for Mo

tors. Arthur C. Krebs, Paris, France, as

s'gnor to Ste. Ame. des Ancieus Etablisse~

nients Panhard et Levassor, Paris, France.

Filed August 9, 1901. Serial No. 71,516.

HIGH-GRADE [AMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFC. '00.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

  

 
 

Claim—1. In a two-cylinder motor, means

for equilibrating the disturbing couple cre

ated by the reciprocation ot the masses of

t'e pistons and their rods, which consists

of a fly-wheel unsymmetricaily proportioned,

and a counterweight upon the crank, the fly

wheel and the counterweight being arranged

and proportioned to produce a couple which

equilibrates said disturbing couple.

778,560. Supporting and Shifting Battery

for Automobiles. Allan H. Whiting, Orange,

N .1. Filed September 9, 903. Serial No.

173.877.

Claim—1. In combination with an auto

mobile, a support for suspending a battery

case beneath the same, said support consist

ing of a ledge or angle iron providing a

channel-way for receiving the corresponding

part of the battery case, and opposite the

said ledge a second adjustable support for

receiving its corresponding portion of said

battery case.
 

 
 

  

.

~
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SEWING

MACHINEWHITE

 
 

 
 

Unequalled performances in every reliability

and- endurance contest, a unique record for

service in the hands of private owners, and

a notable series of victories in

hill-climbing competitions have won for the

WHITE Steam Car the first place in the

esteem of discriminating automobilists.

Write to us for printed matter.

COMPAN ,

  

\\\\\\\\;\

WHITE

W I N 5

FIRST

PLACE

track and

CLEVELAND,

OHIO.

 

 

B l J-SB-SO

 

ITS AWFUL EAS
to handle work done

by our process of

ELECTRIC WELDING.

Send as a trial job or write us first for quotations if you like.

THE STANDARD WELDING 00., Cleveland.
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TIIE IIIIIIIGIIN & WRIGHT GLINIIIIEII

WAS THE BIG GLIIIGI'IEII TIIIE SUGGESS (IF 1904.

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR EVERY SERVICE

TELEPHONE‘54‘cAI-UMET

MANUFACTURERS OF

STORAGE BATTERIES

OFFICE, |42| MICHIGAN AVENUE ACCUMULATORS

CHICAGO. U. S. A- ’ATEN‘I’ED

ChicagO, Dec. 22, 1905.

Morgan & Wright)

Chicago;

Gentlemeni

It gives me the greatest pleasure to let you know how

well the Morgen & Wright tire has stood up on our Knox automobile.

The machine was delivered to us in April with a set of -~~~~* tires

on same? Inside of a month one of these tires was used up; It was

RhEn replaced with a Morgan & Wright tire which has outlaated the

three‘original tires which have gradually been replaced with your

'clincher; This tire, which was put on in May and run almost ever

since, looks as good as new.

'Yours very truly,
  

CHICAGO BATT

Secretary.

A tire that has MADE GOOD to car owners everywhere, under all sorts of condit!ons.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, CHICAGO.

New York Dayton Detroit Atlanta St. Louls San Francisco

Space W, New York Show.
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MERCEDES
“AUTOMOBILES~

IN DESIGN, WORKMANSHIP,

PATTERNS AND MATERIALS

PRIGE, $1500.

THE NEW

 

the 1905 American Mercedes FQR lgc5.

WI" be A iew oi the Leading features in construction and

an EXACT duplicate of the i905 Cannstatt Mercedes equipment mat appeal to everyone imerut'd

Twelve H. 1’. horizontal engine, running in an aluminum case

of h \\~ith_m-w continuous oiling device, luhricating every moving art.

- posittvvly. lk" copper, wire bound, boiler of our own make. t 07*

(‘Jflulgltiy'tgutaruntreilé bNew tone lpihec; case iron buguer with noiseless

. , u_ ta canno e ex ngus e by any win . New throttling

i “[6 have the sole nght to bufld device in connection with perfected superheater. New fuel system

that eliminates complication. Power, air and water pumps that

cars in America run off countershai‘t and remoye all illegitimate strain from the

. engine. Antl»Freezing device Car can be left standing in zero

weather. Side chain drive. internal expanding brakes of new

Look for our 0‘... at the New York Show construction. Automatic drought arrangement. Very long springs

and most morlorn body hang up. The equipment includes full set

Add or tools and parts in special tool case on running board. Large

"55 acetylene headlight and acctylens water glass lamp from one

C()I generator. Two side oil lamps, all oi brass. Large horn and tube.

9

  

 

 

53 Steinway Avenue, - LONG ISLAND CITY, N. v. GROUT BROS' AUTO C0" 987 E- Min St" Orange, Mass.

 
 

 
 

 

  

A GOOD CAR

ls Known by

Hand Book

01‘ GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

 

 

 

  

ITS EQUIPMENT. ' TliE [NFODMATION or THE PUBLIC tho

-3: ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

‘ FACTUDE, SALE AND U315.

To be prefect it must

have perfect tools.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about. 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about Feb. 1st, 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America and the Im

porters ot gasoiene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi

cations. These specifications form a series at the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out oi print.

5
The best imported and 5

domestic cars have

B & 8 tools in

their kits.

Scni upon receipt 0! 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

Association of Licensed

THE BILLINGS &. SPENCER 00., Automobile Manufacturers,
Hartford, Conn. Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST lan STREET, NEW YORK.
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A Sprague Extension Top on a

“Thomas Flyer”; recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

See our Exhlblt at New Yorlr, Chicago and

Cleveland Shows.

Send for Catalogue.

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

Norwalk, Ohio,

U. S. A.

 

 

 

The Bloom of Youth
so sadly lacking in most cars after they have been in

service, may not only be retained, but actually

enhanced by the use of

Home tinseerl-llil Soap
in cleaning. Not only cleans. but preserves.

Everyone is familiar with the softening, soothing

properties of Linseed-oil. In Rome Linseed-Oil

Soap they are found in their fullest perfection.

You lloulrl Bathe a Baby With It

and the baby would be better off for it. The highly

finished surfaces of automobiles and fine carriages

retain their lustre unscratched and minus the streaked

and blotched appearance when cleaned with Rome

Linseed-Oil Soap.

Put up in barrels, half-barrels and pails. Send

us a trial order. Money back it not satisfactory.

ROME SOAP IVIFG. OO., Rome, N.Y.

 

QPREST-O-LITE‘R; *

7. .,_ . GAS TANK "

The new system of acetylene lighting

for automobiles and launches, More

thanll.000 Prest-o-Lite Tanks sold since

September lst. More than l00 of the

best agents in America have placed

orders for Pres'.olite Tanks.

TEN THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

l905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

ing up agencies now. Write us for cat

alogue and full information.

The Concentrated Acetylene llo.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

New York Show Space, 52. Chlcaao Show Space, 326.
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KEEP YOUR EYE ON TWO THINGS.

THIS SPACE
AND

NEXT WEEK

OUR EXHIBITS AT THE SHOWS.

Our New Pour Cylinder. Th6 BEST that MONEY and BRAINS can MAKE.

(Adllll) 28 H. F's-$2,750.

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

DEVLIN 8 CO.,

1407 Agchi'ln Bonievnrd,

hicago, III.,

Onr Western Distributors.

READING, PA.

  

We will exhibit at the

New York and Chicago Shows.

 

Aluminum

Banopy Tops,

Extension Tops,

Three-Bow

6 Leather Tops,

. . a P o. BaoofiaoTooo
# ‘ m )a\. Seat Upholstering,

(ZN ' k\ j.

' ~~ ~ Aprons and Hoods.[HNBKHH films 253-255 Jefferson Ave.,

'l DETROIT, MICH.

Oldest Canopy Builders In America.

  

  

TRY US FOR

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
We are making them from the Highest Grede of Cold Rolled Steel under

the molt perfect conditions of manufacture.

Latest types of Hydraulic Presses and Rivetters, give us unsurpassed

facilities for making pressed steel frames in large quantities. Where

accuracy and quality are considered we guarantee satisfaction.

NOW IS THE TIME TO GUNSIDER l905 REQUIREIEITS.

Send Ill your drawings and get our p“

 

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.,

CASE AVENUE Ind LAKE STREET, CLEVHANDJN'IIO.

 

“ThoA.B.B. of Electricity”.
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Per Oopy.

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94 TRIBUNE BUILDING. NEW YORK.

 

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile Bharoino Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWEll-PARKER ELEUTBIG 60.,

CLEVELAND, O
 

 

 

  

  

 

  

THESE HUBS

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Buy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Gone Seats on Spindles an

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manulacture for the trade only.

are drawn from Sheet

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING 00»

mm.ll._A,
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YOU GA” SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU UII

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
I! an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soap does it—

  
  

.r llillllllllll_|lllllll|m

”W a

ll
JSES'

.- uuuuuuuuu on

/\1Illllllllllrlllllllw ‘
  

  

. g\"‘ 7’4

5‘ o.s‘l: \ ‘ ~\ .‘.\ I —- g

6'C°>SPRIN6H£LD.MA55u§A'E$ /v

  

 

 

Cleans a dirty car as nothing else does, preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre.

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Re-orders Lrom

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price ".00. (Express prepaid

to points u is: West u and including Chicago, Ill.)

barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobbers. dealers and garages.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

Also put up in

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

   

 

[A TUBA HURN

  

  

THE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

i complete.

  

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home 0ffloo—97-99-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 

 

élh
TALKING RIMS

is a difficult subject.

 
 

 

MAKING RIMS

@
(the kind that stay true) is an art.

“SWEDOH ”

Spring Steel Rims
represent the highest achievement of the art of rim

making.

They are used by most conscientious automobile

builders and are indorsed by all tire manufacturers.

“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

are made by

THE AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING Co.,
 

 

@lh.

  

 

Bridgeport, Conn.

We own and operate our steel billet

lllklngsnd hot and cold ruling

mills and stmplnl works.

 
 

élh

  

 

 
 

 
 

WHOLESALE. RETAIL.

Largest Automobile

Supply House in lhe World.

Yankee Mica Spark Plug. PRlclgrarflrrrr lack.

' $3.50

 
 

  

  

Compression End, 8|.50

Open End, - $l.00

Thousands in use and no complaints.

Both guaranteed 90 days.

  

Guaranteed to be as represented or money

refunded. There is none better.

 

 

Don't fail to visit our Booth at all the Auto

Shows, and see the Great Non-Vibrating

Steering Wheel and new Grade Meter.

EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTUMUBILE.

Biz Free Catalog.

  

Dlscounts to Dealers. _

E. l. WILLIS 60., - 12 Park Place, New York.
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Protection ior

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CIIAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

iIorns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Saul for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

 
 

251 Jefferson Street, Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Molar Bars.

THE PEERLESS MllTllll Bill 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 
 
 

QU r N BY

HUTQMOBILE.’ BODY

DEPARTMENT _ < '

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1834 Broadway, cor. oi 45th St. New York.

Telephone, 6536-58th St.

‘-,

 
 
 

 

MMMWO”.

irourrme are
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A. .3

WWW
 

FENDERS,

HOODS.

BRISGOE MFG- OO" - Detroit.

  

  

 

To Operators of Steam Bars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSQN

STEAM wrrrrr PUMP. the only positive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

 

l04-l l0 Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATENTS FINDING.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Springilai Metal

Body 00.,

7 Cypress St...

Springfield, Mus.

 

 

 

  

 

CHEAI) AIATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of All lrinrl~ arc in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, whilt- Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

'l‘rsverses Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a locat on, or an investment, write,

M. Y. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southem Railway Company, Washington, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, 171 Broadway, New York City.

 

The Balrlsln Ghaln Company

— MAKI —

Automobile Chnins,

Sprocket-s, Spur and Beve

Gears.

Bllllllll enlist Mlg. 00.,

Worcester, Mns., U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Always Sends it there.

THE STEEL IBALL COMPANY.

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, lll.

lion-Freezing Water Jacket Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.‘S)

will stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE CARBONDAIE CHEMICAL 00., Carbondale. Pa,

an YORK, Bus-row, BALTIMORE. CHICAGO, Pr'r-rsauncn.

 

 

 

Name

Address

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-90 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(Elie motor "(llllorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 

Tl'lE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

THB DUBRR-WARD CO., No. 1787 Broadway, New

York Distributors.

Alfl‘l'lUR CI. BENNETT. No. 20 Luke 5L. Chicago

Distributor.

rBig FourD

Route

St. ljouis

“The Way of the World "

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

,, nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

l G. P. sad '1‘. Agent, Cincinnati, 0.

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

V r ths srurnonr uamrum. ,

Estsbiished Im

n.r.sr>trruonr.11 Vlnilllllll' 8L,I.l ~
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GRAYe‘DAVI5
I “Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps." '

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS

I Kingston Garhureinr.

OVER 23,000 "I USE.

Patented May 1:, 190;. ’ t l ‘

, Other Patents ' TRADE GRADOMETER Manx.

I " Pending.

  

 

 

Pat. Jan. so, near.
  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent postpald on receipt of price, Inge.

grade per cent. you are mending or descending. THB ADAMS CDMPANY, Dllbllqug. la",

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the O. H. a D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists o! a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which. when 1i hted with a myriad

KINGSTUN
Carburetors, Musfflers, Spark-Old“. or elem-Ills gulhs. was Seeplendentkand igiscxi‘natini 1131m-i khlghrt degree. very one of the cars

- tear' 093 except t e aggage an the smo er, w c s o em s on. w t rattan high back seats, is
spark Pluggfil D 18 Wht I finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

| umpsv "8 9" cast 9 c' lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies’ coach seats 88 people,

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with tour tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is
I -. shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

\ _ V\ 1 -._ _ g, . The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

Fl .r -"‘ The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

8, '- here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car. and has accommo

r -> . datlons for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear 0! this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibuies, and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Plntsch gas system.

__._...u. ‘ In addition to the regular parlor car porters. etc., there Is a neatly uniformed train porter,

‘ ' whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach art of the trail. see that

the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, an that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

BYRIIE, KINGSTON It 00., Kokomo, lnd., U. S. A,

You Will Nol lliss il by Ado ling ilur Bevel Gear Drive Rear

Axle or ilur ransmission Gear.

Y‘ASK US ABOUT THEM.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. 00., Columbus, Ohio.

We Also Do Special Machine Work.

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles, Change Gears, Cone Clutches, Mufflers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. They are suitable for cars of all classes.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN GAMES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

NEW YORK FHbW—tection " D," Cor cert Hall; CHICAGO SliOW—Cisllery Spaces 24!, 242. 243 and 244.

   

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY CO-, Waterbury, Ct.

WILL. EXHIBIT SAMPLES OF“ VARIOUS TYPES OF

CYLINDER $3.". CASTING-S
WHICH THEY ARE PRODUCING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE

At MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NQW York City, JANUARY l4th to alat, IQOS.

CONCERT HALL—SECTION c.
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AND STANDARDS
NQW USED 6N

 

 

    

“ACME” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT” “BAKER” “CADILLAC” “COLUMBIA”

  

 

  

"Comm" “CHAMPION” “ELWELL-PARKER" “FORD” “FRANKLIN”

“GROUT” “GAETI-I" “GIBBS” “HARTFORD moron STREET SWEEPER"

"Knox" “LENAWEE" “MITCHELL” “Momma” “MATHESON"

“MANHATTAN” Y “OLDS” “POPE-HARTFORD” “PIERCE-RACINE"

“PRESCOTT” ‘QUEEN” “RAMBLER” “STEABNS” “Some”

“SRINGFIELD” “SNELL” “TOURIST” “THOMAS 60 III P."
  

“ WAYNE" “WORTHINGTON” "WESTERN ELECTRIC”
  

 

  

Secure Souvenir of the New York Automobile Show

at “WHITNEY” @hain Exhibit.

  

  

“WHITNEY ” ROLLER 1

CHAIN, RIVETED TYPE

All links on both sides are

Riveted with exception of the

one Connecting Link shown.

  

  

“ WHITNEY " ROLLER

CHAIN, COTTER DE

- “A TACHABLE TYPE.

‘ All links on one side are

, " ii, 'i' "“ Riveted and all links on

opposite side are Detachable. One link only is considered the Connecting Link, this being

distinguished from the others by notches in the top surface.

The Whitney Mfg. (20.. "aéiffifif"

, d ‘

\ [MWWMi/A 'bi
i\_./:\ M huuvuvufi M M

Cai :- 9 ('2‘: :h 3 G6: nrmcvge - c‘< 2‘3 G A -

PAT-SEPT'9O4.
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YOU WANT AN

OLDSMOBILE
—TEN SOUND REASONS WHY:

I.

go

Oldsmobiles have more reliability, more com

fort, more value received and better appear

ance. \Ve build by thousands to give these

qualities at a low price.

Our guarantee is the broadest and our care of

customers the best.

We build the largest quantity and the greatest

variety of light cars. Some one of them is sure

to fill your requirements. '

“Oldsmobile” spells “economy.” Maintenance

cost minimum. Ask an Oldsmobile owner.

Mt. Washington and Eagle Rock hill again

proved Oldsmobile hill climbing qualities.

You take steep grades on high gear with all

our new cars.

Oldsmobiles go wherever you see them, and

you see them wherever you go.

Business and professional men are our largest

customers. To them the Oldsmobile means a

saving of at least two hours’ time per day.

The only light car to receive gold medal at the

St. Louis Fair. We got two of them. Olds

mobile merit is universally acknowledged.

Twenty years’ experience and unequalled

manufacturing facilities make the Oldsmobile

the best thing on wheels.

“As good as the Oldsmobile” is often heard.

What could be better?

THESE CARS CAN BE SEEN AT THE

NE‘V YORK SHOW.

7 H.P. Regular Runabout, $650. 20 H.P. Touring Car, $1400.

' 5.

6.

. 7_

8.

' I 9.

10.

7 H.P. Touring Runabout, $750. Light Delivery Car,

EOR SPECIFICATIONS ADDRESS

ows MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT, MICI‘I.

Member of Me Assoriation Licensed qf Automobile Alanufaeturers.

W”

   

1000.

10 H.P. Light Tonneau, - $950. Heavy Delivery Car, 2000.
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‘1'},

tlThc Ford Model “0"

-. has a 10 H. P.. double opposed motor with the suc

cessful Ford planetary transmission, a lengthened

wheel base and perfect distribution of weight, making

it the most practical car on the market for business

or professional men or for ordinary family use. The

price of Model “"’ is $050 with detachable tonneau.

so the car can be used as a runabout if desired.

,p
.‘i‘‘

~V\\

)1?"
(o

is?y

The Ford Model “B”
_ A tour-cylinder (vertical) engine. extra long wheel

wq‘igiw ,_ ‘ base, side entrance tonneau, direct drive, and an

r ("35? "' “ absolutely new and original idea in driving construc

" '5‘ tion. Weight is 1700 lbs., and as the engine de

velops more than 20 H. B, it gives the car more

power for its weight than any Automobile of similar

type.

The Ford driving frame is such an evident advance

in construction that everyone interested ought to

have our new catalogue describing this wonderful

i-‘ord invention. Price 01' Model "B" $2000.

"g

r
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? Economy 0‘ mainlcnalwt‘. always I! fC-Ilurt ollllle Ford “"8, is further guaranteed in the 1905 Models. by light. strong Construction and mechanical simplicity and excellence.

T0 AGENTS:—li the Ford-Mlmcy is not taken up in your territory, it's to your interest to see us about it.

(‘lzllrlngur srnl on request.

FORD mIOTOR COMPANY, = .= - = . = Detroit, Alien. .

Canadian Trade supplied by FORD iMOTOR COMPANY, oi Canada, Ltd,, \Valkerville, Ont.

Ill

  

" l
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8;§REASONS
WHY THE

 

1.—Standard design. No freak features.

2.—Result of long experience on proper lines.

3.—Special material for each art.

4.-All material analyzed an tested.

S.—-Forgings used instead of castings.

6.-Every part made interchangeable.

7.-Caretul attention ven to minute details. )

8.—Convenience of t a customer considered at every pomt.

See our large exhibit at the Automobile Show,

Madison Sq. Garden, Jan. l4-2l.

I905 MODELS—15-20 h. 0.. 2,800; 20-25 h. 1).. 88.700;

30—35 h. 0.. 86.000; 40-45 h. 0.. 87,500.

  

 

 

  

Th6 ecocomobile Bridgeport, Conn.

NEW YORK—Broadway corner of 71th Street CHICAGO N ' '. . — o. I Mich an AvenuePHILADELPHIA—No. :49 N. Broad Street BRANCHEb BOSTON—No. Isaélrkelcylgtreet

Alan/10' Assaro'uh'an Lirnunl Anionic/rile Jlnuufal'tnrzn.
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Suit Against Michelin Tires
We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

' Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J CO" Indianapolis, Ind.
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These Advantages are Exclusive Winton Features.

All working parts immediately accessible and removable, without detaching cylinders from crank case or uncoupling oil,

water, electric or air connections. .

Air control, whereby operator can graduate speed from 4 to6o miles an hour, without touching a speed lever or changing

 

gears.

Ignition by gear-driven magneto and single non-vibrating spark coil. No dry or storage batteries. No intricate, multiple,

vibrator spark coil.

Lubrication absolutely automatic and positive. No springs, needle valves, sight feeds, or pressure. Lubrication in exact pro—

portion to motor speed. No splash lubrication anywhere—even connecting rod bearings oiled mechanically.

Springs of unique design, combine resilience and resistance in ideal proportion. Add 30 per cent to life of motor. Take

half the wear 05 the tires. Make motoring always comfortable.

Screw and nut steering gear, cannot wear unevenly. Cannot “wedge”—hence is always safe.

Simplicity.—One pedal and two levers control all transmission clutches and brakes. Operation easy to learn.

Price—Cars of equal horse power are listed by other makers at from $500 to $3,000 higher than \Vinton prices, and have

none of the exclusive advantages of Winton construction. Winton cars combine highest quality with lowest price.

Five Models—All with Four eylinder Vertical Motors.

Model e, Side Entrance, . . . . l6-20 H.P., $l800

Model B, Side Entrance, . . . 24-30 H.P., $2500

Model B, Limousine. . . . . 24-30 H.P., $3500

Model B, Side Entrance, . . . 40-50 H.P., $3500

Model A, Limousine, . . . . 40:50 H.P., $4500

Get eatalogue No. 3.

The Winton Motor Carriage Co.
MEMBER A. L. A. M.

POLAR GOMPOUNDKeep. water fluid at IO 6:101” zero. One filling D O U

lasts all winter. 25c. per gallon, f. o. b. Cleve- ’ .’ . . .

land. Shipping cans extra—5 gal., 50c.; logal. 75c.
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T52 “QLEVELAND”
A high-grade, light-weight touring car.

  

18 h. p. f0ur cylinder vertical engine. Price, $2,899.

' :-—9l'inch wheel base; ssed steel frame; aluminum under-bonnet; spark and throttle control on top of steering wheel;

three ed transmiss‘ with direct drive on high speed; mechanically actuated inlet and exhaust valves: jump-spark

ignlt' ; side door entrance.

We are establishing Agencies. Write for particulars.

GLEVELHND METQR @HR (26., = = GLEVELAND,6.

 

THE BAKER ELEQTRIQ
AT THE NEW YQRK SHGW

we WILL anmrr OUR LRTESTflPRODUeT, ' V;

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriage,

The Most Elegant ol‘ all Electrlcs.

  

 

 

  

ALSO,

RUNHBQUTS, STBNHGPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETG.

  

 

  

’

. _ “a,we mm READY TO TALK BUSINESS. L\-_\ W; is r e

THE BAKER MGTQR VEHIQLE @6MPHNY, GLEVELHND, QHIO.
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l/WORLD‘S REC‘DS

  

  

.' ‘A '..Ju1.Y-12~19oq 0/l/ a

‘ .. “i .QLIME-29-Mle-4/géq -- ‘ .

“\kx‘“ T ' . ' 1.

*iEBqR‘“ \
..1

  
  

TRACK RECORDS

Made in 1904 by Barney Oldficlc

in the

PEERLESS GREEN DRAGON

  

  
k ,--. I. 1 Miles. Time.

'LOS.ANCELES CAL 1 - - E r ~ - - ~ -- gfgg

ch.12.|90+ 5 - ~ ~ - - - » -- -
TlME~1-MIN. FLAT. 1o w . . 4 . l . l .. 9:123 5

" —-- 15 . . . . . . . ., 14=osa 5

20 . . . . . . . . ..18:452 5

25 . . l . v v l , ..23=3sa s

so . . . . . _ , . ..482401-5

THE PEERLESS CAR

also holds all intermediate

miles.

  

OCT. 29-1004.

lO-MILES —TIME-9<MINS.19.-8/S~S:I905 MOTORS

are of the same type as used in

PEERLESS “GREEN DRAGON”
These wonderful motors are governed and con

trolled so perfectly that they run smoothly, silently

and, at wnl, as slowly as an electric, yet there is Fr

record making power and speed always in reservv.

Catalogue of New Models Sent on Request.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

.lltmbtr A. L. A. III.

  

  

  

  

' mini ' '
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We believe that the Autocar In all its types repre

sents the highest excellence in automobile design,

workmanship and material. Every Autocar is built

on honor. We feel, therefore, that our new type will

meet with a cordial reception.

This car, Type Xl., larger and more powerful than

the other types, nus a tour-cylinder vertical engine

of 16-20 horsepower. The body is built on the new

est and most approved French lines. The front

seat is divided and both front and rear seats are

large and comfortable.

While this car is built upon the tried Autocar prin

ciples which have been so splendidly proven, it shows

a number of very important improvements making

for increased simplicity, ease of operation, safety and

comfort.

In fact, though Autocars have always been noted

for absence of bewildering intricacy o! mechanism,

yet no one can but be impressed with the extreme

simplicity of this new car. It is a. triumph in scien

tific construction and arrangement.

This car has more than met our highest expecta

tions in the road test. In fact, its performance has

been a surprise to experienced automobile men. The

power of the car carries it, fully equipped and loaded

with five passengers up, tested 12 per cent. grades,

for instance, at 20 to 25 miles per hour on the -direct

drive, while on the level the car attains a speed 01!

40 to 45 miles. The car is a. superior climber on any

hill.

Altogether our eight years" experience has enabled

us to produce in this type, a. tour cylinder car we

are assured cannot be surpassed by any similar car

at any price.

The price of Type XI. is $2000.

delivery January 16.

Type Vill.-Four-Passenger at ($1400.) and

Type X.-Runabout at ($900,)

have made Autocar Reputation. Each stands at the

head oi! its class for value and efiiciencv.

Autocars, Types VIII., X. and XI. will be on exhi

bition at the New York Automobile Show, Madison

Square Garden.

Catalogue descriptive o! the 1904-05 types will be gem

lreo upon request. This catalogue contains also addresses

of our dealers throughout the country who will be glad to

give demonstrations to prospective automobile purchase“

And explain in detail the merits or our cars.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY,

Ardmore, Pa.

Member Association 0! Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.

Ready for

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

The Reliable

WATERLES

KNOX CAR

FOR 1905.
 

HIGHER IN QUALITY.

  

Superb in Style and Finish.

The Knox 1905 two-cylinder (air-cooled)

machine is as quiet and as smooth working as

any four-cylinder machine, with only half its

complications.

14-16;". P. Side-door Tonneau, - $1900

14-16 H. P. Convertible Surrey, - 1750

14-16 H. P. folding front-seat Runabout, 1500

Single Cylinder folding Front-seat Runabout, 1250

1905 Models will be on exhibition at the

New York and Chicago Automobile Shows.

 

Knox Automobile C0.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Member Association of Licensed Automobllo Manufacturers.

Selling Agents in all Principal Cities.

Waterless Knox Automobiles awarded GRAND

PRIZE at Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

Will exhibit at the Automobile Show, Madison Bqnm Garden.

New York, Jun. 14th to 21st, 1906.
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The MIQHIGHN
Two Models—“E” and “D.”

Liaht Tpulg‘gianQars

  

Model B. 1905 Michigan—Price,

This superb new creation for the coming season must be seen to be appreciated. It first appeals to the purchaser by its beauty.

then it satisfies him by its SPEED, STRENGTH_and DURABILITY.

81,250. Wheel Base, 88 Inches.

  

  

Model I), 1905 Michigan—Price, $1,100. Wheel Base, 80 hobs.

These magnificent cars are equipped with our tried and tested 1904 Motors, 4%!5 in., 14 brake test Horsepower, two cylin

der horizontal opposed, Planetary transmission, With two speeds forward and reverse; 11/4 inch chain. Warner ditIerential, Hill

Precision oiier, Kingston or Schebier carburetor, expanding rear hub brakes and brake on differential, full elliptic Sprlngg of best

quality. French hood. Wheels, 30 inch. Diamond or other standard tire, 3% inch. Construction throughout, first class,

C7 This car is unsurpassed in speed, power, appearance, easy riding, flexibility and general utility by anything at same price.

We invite correspondence. -

Both Models on exhlblt at the New York Automobile Show. Jan. 14-21. Section 0, Basement. Call and examine them In detflL

MIQHIGHN HUTQMfiBlLE ('36., Makers, Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Thread Fabric
4 .

, 6&J IIRES

Maximum of Durability

Maximum of Speed

Maximum of ('Zomfort

Minimum of Trouble

The thread fabric construction removes all

internal friction from the fabric, so that the

tires do not heat up under the longest drives

at the highest speed. That is why G. & .I.

threadvfabric tires are the most serviceable

automobile tires in the world.

6&Jlmn'Co.

‘ [FACTORY

5119-61-7 E. Georgia Street

Indianapolis

BRANCHBRANGA

n29 Wabash Avenue
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16 I1. P. TOURING CAR 8 H. P. TOURABOUT

Price, for the Present, $1550 Price, for the Present, $700

MAXWELL POINTS

are bound to appeal to you on account of their extreme practical value to the

average American autornobilist.

The small number of parts in “ Maxwell ” constructions and the absolute

simplicity of each part places these two cars in a class by. themselves. if

you want an automobile that is to be depended upon—one 1n whrchlthere rs

“ nothing to do but ride ” and which is a stranger to the repair shop, then get

posted as to the “ Maxwell.” it is the car for you.

 

 

 

NO Double opposed motor in from under the hood

and easily accessible in every part. Transmission case and crank shaft cast in one piece

1 of aluminum. Noiseless, smooth and strong.

Agencies for 1905 are now being placed. /

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, - Tarrytown, N. Y.

 

 

 

“PUT Dova 4 AND

SUBT'RACT 2,".

And any teacher who knows his book and is free from

prejudice cannot but tell you that the rnotor that success

fully performs the subtraction and accomplishes with two

strokes all that others require four to accomplish is a

distinct advance in the art.

The 2-Cycle Motor used in the Elmore Car

is an advance of the sort. There is no loot motion—no

useless strokes.

 

Our booklets will help you to "study up" on the subject.

They are free for the asking.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Clyde. Ohio.
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e WAYNE CARS

  

  

MODEL "C." PRICE $l250.00.

The Wayne Model “C” is a five passenger touring car, 16 H. P. double opposed motor, planetary transmission, 90-inch wheel

base, double side entrance tonneau; in fact, a $2500.00 car in everything but price.

The motor and fly wheel are hung under the chassis frame, making the centre of gravity low. This improves the running of

the car, giving stability in turning corners and, by decreasing skidding on the‘ curves, lengthens the life of the tires, so that

the expense of running the Wayne is less than any car of similar type.

Model “A” has practically the same mechanical construction

as model “0,” except that the tonneau has a rear entrance

and is detachable, enabling this model to be used as a run

about it desired.

Seven years hard labor has been spent in developing and

perfecting the Wayne Cars, and this alone assures purchasers

of freedom from many troubles found in new and experimen

tal designs.

The Wayne Model “B” tour~cylinder Touring Car will be

the talk of the show. 24-28 Horse Power, bevel gear, direct

drive, sliding transmission, wheel base 102 inches, side entrance

tonneau, weight 1550 lbs. Price $2000.00. This car has fewer ~~

parts than any 4 cylinder Automobile made. MODEL “A.” PRICE $I200.00.

  

NEW YORK SHOW. SPACE C. CHICAGO SHOW. SPACES 107-108.

We shall be glad to demonstrate the merits of our cars at the New York and Chicago Shows, or to send our catalogue to

those who appreciate quality and reliability at a moderate price. Will you write us to-day?

We have some good territory open for Live Agents and have an attractive propOsition to make if you will write us at once.

THE WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO., Dept. Q. Detroit, Mich;

NEW YORK AGENCY—Wayne Automobile Agency, 308-3l0 W. 89th 5t. CHICAGO AGENCY—McDutieo Automobile (70.. I449 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON A0ENCY—Wllter 0. Masters, I4 6: lo Columbus Ave.

I '-\ g ,, -‘-' I‘ A\_‘V_‘M”r_’_e,\w ‘, . < ' " %

WWWMWM/

NWVMW
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GOODRICH
CLI NCHER

AUTOMOBILE TIRES

HIGHEST AWARD

,7 v
‘ as! __V

  

Another Tribute to Goodrich Superiority.

Goodrich Records Prove Goodrich Goodness.



  

Reliable Goods. ‘

ATTENTION TO ORDERS!
RER, JOBBERE

5: P11 iladelphla Branch 318 320 N. Broad St. _

x New York Retail Branl

*W» ++++++ H “WtflHHMM M w M+WHMH§+M
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§

. 4

iUTOMOBlLE SUPPLY

\MERICA.
i

Liberal Treatment. %

.ARGE OR SMALL.

MPORTER AND EXPORTER,

MILLER.

\lew York City“, N. Y.

Boston Branch, 202=204 Columbus Ave.

)ldway and 38th St.

§

§

1
§

‘

“wwwnvwwwM
 

§§H§§§§+N§§§§§+§§H§§§§§H§§§+§§§§§H§§§§+§§§§§§§§§Q§§§§§§§+§§§§§§
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The Name

WHITLUBK
on a Cooler

is an index to the

quality of the car.

Seek where you will, you will find Whit

lock coolers only on those high grade

cars, the reputation of which have made

the reputation of the American industry.

 

We have manufactured

90 per cent.

of all Cellular Coolers made in the

United States to date.

 

Exhibited at New York Show,

Spaces 42-44, First Tler Boxes.

TheWHITlUBK Gilli PIPE 00.
Hartford, Connecticut.

 

  

  

 

 

Wee—gr
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I , . , , ‘ , , . . . . . . _

A CLEAN SWEEP
MADE BY THE

 

  

mmmazn:

T,

  

WISE DEALERS WILL SPECIFY IT. I I MAKING ITREGULAR EQUIPMENT.

  

‘ HARTFORD RUBBERWORKS C0. :5
I HARTFORD, CONN. l'é

BRANCHES I

NEW YCDRK PHILADELPHIA (CLEVELAND ,

BGSTON MINNEAPGLIS QHlC-IAGCD._ BUFFALQ SAN FRANcls-co DENVER II

I DETROIT LOS ANGELES ST. LOUIS i:

' wens?» I
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+++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%++++++++++++++++*+1

, IF YOU WOULD KNOW MORE ABOUT THEE

EXCELLENCE OF

The Perfected

Dunlop Detachable Tire

examine it for yourself at any

of.the Automobile Shows.

THE QUALITIES THAT HAVE MADE IT

The Tire of the Season
—~~—e— AND

E The Tire For All Seasons

are strikingly apparent. The superiority of the Dunlop

has been quickly and decisively recognized by the “Men

Who Know.” If you are among them you are assured of

a Happy New Year so far as tire experience goes.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS co.,

All'Dealers. HARTFORD, CONN.

 

+++++++++++++++++++++§++§+§+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++¥i++++

H4"Ha-W-t-w-M+++~r~+++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++w+++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++N++HH+

.5.
+§+¥+¥*++++++¥+++++%+¥+*+***++¥+*%+*++++++++++**%++*+*¥++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++*¥+
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TE HARTFORD CLINCHER TIRE

REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST

STANDARD
OF ITS TYPE

Asbestos Fabric

Prevents Rim Cutting

Hard Bead. Increased Durability

at a Weill Point

Other Manufacturers Pay Tribute to

Open Cure

Extra Tread

Details of Quality

HARTFORD

and Construction

by fldopting HARTFORD Methods_

SEE US AT NEW YORK AND CHICAGO SHOWS

'THE hflR'TFORD RUBBER LUORKJ' CO.

Factories, No. I and 2, Hartford, Conn. No. 5, New Brunswick, N. j.

BRJINCHEJ':

Boston. New York, Phlladelphln, Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago. Denver, Detroit, Minneapolis, San Francisco, St. Loull, Lon Angela.
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The Test Of Time and Service

on the heaviest trucks and hardest used delivery wagons by the best

known and most substantial concerns in the country prove

  

  

THE TUNER

ENDLESS SOLID TIRE
to be the only successful tire for commercial vehicles.

ONCE ON THE RIM, THERE’S NO COMING OFF.

  

  

Investigate its merits. It is in universal use

throughout the entire country.
  

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS C0., Hartford, Conn.
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LTI‘IE LOZIER MOTOR CAR. 30-35 HORSE-POWER.

MBODIES the best elements of construction

E Known to modern automobile engineering—

Absolutely high grade—The four cycle,

four-cylinder, vertical type motor, being

a "Lozier," carries with it every assurance

of perfection—Absolutely automatic carburetor—

115 l—2—inch wheel base~36—inch wheels—4 l-2-inch

tires—Double chain drive—Double side entrance

aluminum tonneau—Large seating capacity—Hand

somely finished. Price, $5,000 and upward, accord

ing to style of body.

CATALOGUE READY IN A DAY OR TWO. Send for a Copy, or ask us

for one at the Madison Square Garden Show.

Motor Boat Agents 35°. fili:‘§‘..l°d7.$fin'li.'°'

The Lozier Flotor Co., New York City.
I BROADWAY, Suite 9.
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Mark XLI is an entirely new electric light, fast, of

wide radius of action, luxurious in comforts, artistic

in design and elegant in appointments and finish. It is

the most resourceful light electric carriage yet built.

Leading constructive features arestcel chassis, single

niotor, chain drive, side lever steer, new and simple

controller, with three speeds forward and two reverse.

and equal division of battery weight over both axles.

The body follows the most approved Victoria lines

with swing panels, and allows for ample seat room and

harmonious battery disposition. The hand-buffed leather

hood is perfectly fitted and lined with the finest broad~

cloth.

Mark LXI realizes an ideal vehicle_ for town and

suburban use where a I5-miie speed is sufiicient, and is

high in favor with physicians, ladies, and others who

find electric power best for their requirements.

Supplied standard in green and royal blue, with up

llfll\lt‘rill].f to match.

Mark LXI. Victoria-Phaeton. $1,850.

The new electric light runabout, mark LXr is the fast

est, most etiicient, and widest in range of single battery

charge of any electric carriage of similar weight. Ex~

elusive of the body it is the same car as the Victoria

phat-ton, and a season's popularity and successful use

attests its many qualities of automobile worth.

Price, $900.

Wlnwnilaniages
Columbia supremacy in the building of Electric Town

Carriages for private service~1lruughamm Landaus".

Landaulets, liansoms and Rear Boot Victorias—is uni

versally conceded. Perfect in design and equipped with

every possible device that can add to the comfort of the

occupants, these vehicles are the vogue with New York

society people and are extensively used in other large

cities. They have many important electric and mechani~

cal features, found in carriages of no other make, which

are the result of our years of experience in providing for

the requirements of purchasers who demand the very best

of everything that pertains to vehicles or their use. _

The leading position of Columbia electric commercial

vehicles»light and heavy electric delivery wagons and

trucks—is equally well established.

  

Separate Catalogue of Columbia Electric Carriages and Columbia Electric Commercial Vehicles will be sent on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.‘

HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW YORK: 134-136-138 West 39th Street. BOSTON, 74 Stanhope Street. CHICAGO, 1413 Michigan Avenue.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The new four-cylinder 35-40 h. p. Columbia,

Mark XLV, perpetuates the main features which

placed its predecessor, Mark XLII, first among

American cars, and incorporates such changes in

details as have been suggested by a year’s use.

Most important among these is a new carburetter

of the aspirating type, which represents the very

latest and best practice and gives material in

crease of power. Another new and important

feature is the spark and throttle control. by

means of two levers so mounted on a revolving

head within the steering wheel as to insure great

delicacy of adjustment. The new pedals operat

ing the clutch and foot brake are much larger

than formerly, while the hand brake and speed

changing levers are of new and greatly improved

design. Added convenience in operation is se

cured by a dash-mounted mixture changing lever;

compression releasing rod extending through both

the cooler and the dash, so that it can be worked

from either end; oilcr driven by flexible shaft,

replacing belts; and folding side-opening bonnet. ,

arranged to open from either side and also bodily removable, and fenders which

can be instantly taken off for close motor inspection. _

The standard side-entrance tonneau body with 108-inch wheel base 15 of an

entirely new design, which we believe to be the best that can be devised for an

open car with full width cross seat at the rear. The lower rearward curves bar

monize perfectly with the general design, and have a tendency to deflect dust.

The upholstering is of the richest and most enduring character. The body IS

painted dark green and the running gear yellow. Canopy or cape tops are sup

plied to order. _

With the Mark XLV chassis, with the wheel base extended to H2 inches,

we supply Royal Victoria, Landaulct and Limousine bodies. The Royal Vic

toria is ideally suited to park and boulevard driving, where speed is desired and

a considerable distance is to be traveled. It is also a delightful touring car. The

Landaulct and Limousine bodies meet every requirement for winter use and in

clement weather touring. On these cars the style and color of the painting and

trimming are at'the purchaser’s option.

Prices: Royal Victoria Body. 85.000: Landaulet and Limousine Bodlu. 85.500.

. ‘7;

  

“93 Mark XLV., 4 Cylinder, 35-40 h. p.

 

 

 

 

Price. $4.000.

SPECIAL BODIES

2 Opposed Cylinder

I8 h.p.

Mark XLIV. niade its first public ap

pearance as a class winner in the Eagle Rock

Climbing Contest Thanksgiving Day. It

has a double horizontal opposed 18 h. p.

engine under forward bonnet, sliding gear

transmission, propeller shaft drive, three

forward and one reverse speeds operated

by a single lever, automatic cylinder lubri

cation, standard spark plugs, foot-operated

throttle, expanding metal to metal foot

operated clutch, hand and foot brakes, and

spark advance lever in the steering wheel.

The wheel base is 81%. inches. The luxuri

ous side-entrance tonncau body is bcauth

fully upholstered in dark green morocco.

The entrances are broad and easy of access,

and the car comfortably seats four persons.

The body is painted dark green with gold

striping, and the gear in long-wearing

straw color. The long running boards

have rubber, brass-bound treads. Equip

ment includes gas headlights, oil side and

tail lights, horn and tools.

$1.150

Catalogue of Columbia Galolene Cars will be sent on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE (:0.

H A R T F O R D ,

mew YORK: 184-136-138 West seen Street.
 
 BOSTON, 74 Stanhope Street.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

CONN.

CHICAGO, 1418 Michigan Avenue.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I
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THE NAME

BESPEAKS THE QUALITY

POPE-VVAVERLEY-ELECTRICS

Fifteen distinct models from $850 to $2.250.

Trurlm Built on Specifications of Purchaser.

Pope Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

POPE-TOLEDO GASOLINE TOURING

 

  

  

 

CARS

20 H. P. Side Entrance, Price, $2,800

30 H. P. Side “ “ 3,500

45 H. P. “ “ “ 6,000

50 H. P. Pullman built to order.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, Ohio.

POPE-HARTFORD and POPE-TRIBUNE

GASOLINE CARS.

18 and 12 H. I”. Prices $1800 and 8900.

Pope Manufacturing Co.,

HARTFORD, CONN, Dept. A,

Members Association Licensed

Automobih Manufacturers
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HE WHO IS WISE

Takes this factor into account when selecting

a car: “Are the records to which attention

is called in connection with each make, those of

a single machine or of the cars of a single year;

or, on the other hand, has this make of machine,

from the first, made a consistent record for

excellence ?”

A systematic survey of the claims of various

makes of cars discloses the unique position of

the White. Since its first appearance, in 1901,

it has consistently won first honors in every

reliability test. The great collection of V_Vhite

trophies—first prizes in track races—bear the

dates 1901, 1902, 1903 and 1904. Each year

White owners have taken the longest, hardest

tours.

Have you made this all-important com

parison?

Write to in for Literature which may help you decide.

HI SEWING

MACHINE ’

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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105 “Logan.
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SLIDING [iEAII TRANSMISSIIIN

(no gears in action on high—runs in oil—impos

sible to strip2gears when shifting),

AND OUR

2
' i

EQUALIZED SPRING TIIIISSEII FRAME

(which does away with all jolt and jar

of a rough road),

ARE ONLY

Two Features of Many

THAT MAKE

(Che iLogan

“THAT CARLOF QUALITY”

Price, $I600.

See us at New York Show, Space B.

iLogan

Gonstruction 60.,

CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE, WITH TOP, 18 n. P., $1500.

COMPLETE WITH LAMPS, TOOLS, ETC. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

 

 
_ POSTAL TELEG'RAPH-CABLE COMPANY "' “Iii-“"THE COMMERCIAL CABLE COMPANY.

, “- mac: mum“. hibil. cunucz n. “KARWIM

s“ Lemmas, IV.KIM£I.V.F.AG.I. mm seesaw. uaowm.v.r.o _ .
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TELEGRAM

The haul Triogrnph-(‘ahlv (unyu; irlnflh ud drilym thn nnulr IIth to the III-1MIN z u

/"y" wry” ‘ aInt/73W ; I Ie\_: . /<9’M'.

  

  

  

The season in Los Angsles, San Francisco and other points on the Pacific Coast had advanced two months when this telegram was sent

and constant use had developed enthusiastic admiration of the vehicle. What has happened, will happen again—and in your city.

THOS. B. JEFFERY & CO., Main Office and factory. Kenosha, Wisconsin.

 

BRANCHES.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad Street.

NEW YORK AGENCY, I34 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

_
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PANHARD CRIES “ENOUGH!”

Famous French Firm Withdraws Opposition to

selden Patent and lniunction is Entered.

There was a considerable fluttering on the

top floor of Macy’s dry goods store on Tues

da night; in fact, even the lights flickered

ominously. It was the night that that col

lection of some fifty foreign cars, most of

them 1904 models, which is denominated “im

porters‘ was exposed to private

view. At about the same time that the band

was blaring, news reached the roof of the

drygoods store that one of the most impor

tant of the foreign manufacturers, Panhard

& Levassor and A. Massenat, their repre

sentative in this country, had “struck their

colors" and surrendered to the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, or,

in other'words, had acknowledged the valid

ity of the Selden patent and discontinued

legal opposition. It was not news of a nat

ure to cause the spirits of most of those in

terested in the “saloon” to bubble.

Panhard & Levassor's capitulation is com

plete. They not only recognize the validity

of the Selden patent, but agree that judg

ment and an injunction against them shall

be issued. The settlement, of course, carries

with it adjustment of back royalties and

payments on future importations.

The suit which, as usual, was brought in

the name of the Electric Vehicle Co., was

tiled December 28, 1903. In their reply, the

Panhard attorneys caused some little com

ment by citin" patent .\‘ov 403,082, of March

7, 1893, granted Clarence Gillette, Glovers

ville, N. Y., which applies to a “new and im

proved road wagon," adapted to use “steam,

compressed air, electricity, etc."

The settlement of the suit naturally has

caused elation in the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers, particularly as

Panhard's surrender was made in the face

of the Gillette patent and despite the fact,

they say, that all the testimony in the Ford

case was placed at the disposal of the Pan

hard counsel.

saloon,"

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, January I2, I905.

Flare-upixpected in Eredonia.

Interesting and perhaps sensational devel

opments are looked for next week, when, on

January 17. at Youngstown, Ohio, the credit

ors of the bankrupt Fredonia Mfg. 00. hold

their first meeting. The hearing will reveal a

condition of affairs unexpected and extremely

discouraging for the creditors, according to

Referee W. C. McKain, who last Week issued

the necessary notice for the meeting.

Receiver McKain reports that the books

show that there are 325 creditors of the

company, and that the total liabilities are

72,500. The total assets consist of $3,185

in the hands of the State receiver and three

unfinished automobiles and seven unfinished

carriages, upon which there are chattel mort

gages to the amount of $3,300. It now de

velops that one year before the Fredonia

company made an assignment it sold all its

real estate to Mrs. Mary A. Smith for $20,000

in cash and $16,000 in mortgages. The deed

of this sale was not oflered for record until

the day before application was made for a

receiver. ' '

Westinghouse to Build Cars?

Pittsburg advices state on alleged “good

authority" that the Westinghouse interests

will in the near future install an automobile

factory in the plants at East Pittsburg.

It is added that the first two cars built in

the Westinghouse‘s French factory recently

arrived in Pittsburg and are at present stored

in the garage of George Westinghouse at

his residence on Homewood avenue.

Bowman Reads the Writing on the Wall.

Sidney B. Bowman, who long has been one

of the most vehement shouters regarding the

superiority of foreign cars, has seen the great

white light that gradually is breaking on the

handlers of the imported product. Through

II. J. Koehler,_the S. B. Bowman Automobile

Co. has Just secured the New York agency

for the Buick car.

Panhard to Form American Company.

Concurrent with their settlement with the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers, it is authoritatively stated that

Panhard & Levnssor will incorporate an

American company.

No. l6

NEW Sl'lllW DEAL

End of Triple Alliance Brings Matters

»to a Climax—Licensed Manu

facturers Likely to Secure

Lease of Garden.

It is almost beyond peradventure that the

show which will be inaugurated in Madison

Square Garden, New York, on Saturday night

will be the last one conducted by the triple

alliance—the National Association of Auto

mobile Mauufacturers, the Automobile Club

of America and the Madison Square Gar

den Co. _

The contract which bound them together

for a period of three years will then termi

nate. It is not likely to be renewed; indeed.

before the show will have closed on the Sat

urday following it is almost certain that the

situation that will develop will be akin to

the explosion of a dynamite bomb thrown

into the very centre of the trade.

Certain surface indications are pointing

with no uncertain finger to the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers as

the most liker sponsor of the show of 1905.

While confirmation of the statement is not

possible, that it is well founded the develop

ments of the next few days are more than

apt to prove.

It is understood that the A. L. A. M. will

ally itself with no other organization; it will

conduct its show unaided and, according to

one story, without cost to its members. 0!

course, if the deal is consummated-if it has

not already been consummated—it will mean

that only steamers, electrics and licensed

gasolene cars will be exhibited in Madison

Square Garden next year, and possibly for a

term of years.

That such a result will cause a widespread

sensation goes without saying. and that it

will affect several of the meetings that are

due to occur next week is as undoubted. It

will cause an enttre rearrangement of show.

aflalrs.
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POPE FILES FIRST REPORT

Shows a Fair Profit, and a Healthy and En

couraging State of Affairs.

 

According to its annual statement, made

public this wee]; the Pope Manufacturing

Co., in its first year of existence, was suc

cessful in earning a fair profit, while its

predecessor, the American Bicycle Co., never

was able to keep from sinking deeper in the

financial mire.

The Pope year ended July 31, 1904, the bal

ance sheet showing a profit of nearly $51,000.

The income account is as follows:

Gross earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7,226,589

Expenses and cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,995,793

Net earnings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,230,796 -

Other income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62,158

Total income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,292,954

General expenses and interest. . .. 1,441,961

Balance net earnings . . . . . . . . . . . 50,992

The balance sheet, dated July 31, 190i,

follows:

Cost of properties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18,523,632

Expended during year . . . . . . . . . . . 392.270

Properties not used . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 538,008

Other capital expenditures . . . . . .. 297,166

Inventories (at or below cost). . . . 3,111,398

Accounts receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . 734,904

Bills receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 98,154

Miscellaneous investments . . . . . . 126.330

Cash.................... . . . . . .. 283,ch

Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,104,965

First preferred stock . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500,000

Second preferred stock . . . . . . . . . . 10,000,000

Common stock' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000,000

Stock Federal Co. outstanding. . . . 105,600

Bankers’ loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,095,000

Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310,054

Payrolls accrued . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43,317

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,992

Total liabilities . . . . . . . . - . 24,104,965

Commenting on the report, a director of'

the company says:

“We are very well pleased with the result

of our last year’s business. _

"The company has.a surplus of quick as

sets over liabilities of $3,000,000. As there

is only $2,400,000 of first preferred stock is

sued which represents the money paid in at

the time of the reorganization, the quick

assets not only represent 100 cents on the

dollar for the first preferred stock, but $600,

000 in addition. The auditors, Jones, Caesar

& Co., of New York, have marked down all

the fixed ascsts to a very low valuation, yet

their figures show real estate and plants

amounting to $4,700,000. which, with the

$600,000 above mentioned, gives'an actual

cash valuation to the second preferred stock

of over $50 per share, and good will, patents.

licenses, trade marks, etc., represent the

balance.

“The year just ended was the first year or

the new company, and, as is necessary in

such cases, a great deal of time and money

was spent in readjusting and organizing the

business, replacing bicycle machinery with

automobile machinery, etc. The most grati

fying feature of the report is that the auto

mobile business showed a handsome profit.

“The bicycle business is only susceptible of

a fixed amount of sales. regardless of the

amount of money spent in advertising, and

this department has now been so organized

that only such plant capacity will be de

voted to that department as is necessary to

supply the natural demand for bicycles, and

that department this year should show a fair

manufacturing profit.

“The number of bicycles sold last year was

about 89,000. The number of automobiles

sold were about 300 Pope-Hartfords and

Pope-Tribunes, 569 Pope-Toledos and 355

Waverly electrics. A great many more To

ledo cars could have been sold, but plans

had originally been made to make 500, and

by putting on a night force 569 were finally

finished.

“The following statement of December 1

shows a most interesting comparison for the

business of four months of this year, August

1 to December 1. The company has sold

in that period 16,000 bicycles, against 12,000

last year, and has on hand unfilled orders for

22,000, against 14,000 last year.

“The company has sold and delivered 149

gasolene automobiles, against 90 last year,

and has on hand unfilled orders for 501 gaso

lene cars, against only 3 last year. It has

sold and delivered 115 electric automobiles,

against 500 last year, and it is believed that

filled orders for 38, as against 19 last year.

“The Toledo factory report for the month

of December shows orders received for 172

more cars during December, making total

orders received for the five months of 706

Pope-Toledo automobiles.

“This year double the last year‘s product

has been put in the factory, viz., 1.000 cars,

against 56 last year, and has on hand un

after the New York and Boston automobile

shows the entire product for the year will

be sold."

Stimulating Electrics in the West.

A notable addition to Milwaukee’s retail

contingent is the Electric Vehicle and Sup

ply Co., which was incorporated a short time

ago with $25,000 capital. A new building at

Third and Wells streets has been secured

and fitted up with charging outfits and other

paraphernalia. The Studebaker and other

lines of electric vehicles will be handled.

It is the intention of the concern to estab

lish charging stations at various points

throughout the State. Eight of these have

already been opened on the road to Chicago.

Brokaw in Selden Net.

IV. Gould Brokaw, the New York million

aire, has been added to the list of those who

must prove that they are not using imported

cars in violation of the Selden rights. He

was served with the necessary papers on the

3rd inst., and has since been chirping about

forming a syndicate to fight the case.

 

To Enlarge Lamp Factory.

So greatly has its business of making auto

mobile lamps increased that the James W’.

Brown Mfg. Co., of Columbus, 0., will at

once begin the enlargement of its plant.

When this is completed, the capacity will

be materially enlarged,

TIRE FACTORY FOR DETROIT

Big Rubber Company Secures Option on Site

and May Build Plant There.

It is not improbable that the Rubber Goods

Mfg. Co. will establish a tire manufacturing

plant in Detroit. The recent visit of Charles

H. Dale, president of the company, to that

bristling automobile centre gave rise to the

report, and on Tuesday, after his return to

his New York office, Mr. Dale admitted that

the report did not lack substance. To a Mo

tor World man he stated that while in De

troit he had met a number of representative

men identified with the automobile industry,

and, after viewing the field, had obtained

a ninety days’ option on a desirable factory

site. Whether or not a plant will be erected

will be ofiicially decided within that period.

Mr. Dale also confirmed the report the Rub

her Goods factory at New Brunswick, N. J.,

heretofore operated by the India Rubber Co.,

had been taken over by the Hartford Rubber

Works Co., and will be used in adding to the

production of perfected Dunlop tires. He

was plainly very proud of the success of the

new tire.

He said that the company decided last win

tcr that this tire was built on the right prin

ciple, and that, after thoroughly testing he

method of attachment under all sorts and

conditions of usage, they decided to make it

the leading production of the Hartford Ruh

ber Works, but that 'they never anticipated

the immense demand for the Dunlop tire so

early in the season. It was the orders in

hand that impelled them to take over the

New Brunswick, N. J., plant.

During the last month this factory has been

thoroughly overhauled and put in excellent

condition for the manufacture of Dunlop

tires. In a short time it is estimated that,

with the immense facilities at the command

of the Hartford Rubber Works 00., they will

be able to turn out one thousand tires a day.

In furthering their campaign the Hartford

peol.le have made an unusual departure by

purchasing outright some ten automobiles,

which are being used by their own men in

demonstrating the Duhlop. One car, repre

scnting the product of the nearest manufact

ul'cr. is attached to each branch, and radiates

therefrom.

Will Retail Now, Manufacture Later.

It is the purpose of the newly formed

Evans Automobile Co., of Columbus, 0., to

eventually embark upon the manufacture of

automobiles. For the present, however, only

a retail business, including a garage, will be

conducted. The concern‘s capital is $30,000.

and it organized by electing tnese officers:

.1. ('fyrus Morrison. president; Smiley Cald

well. vice-president: George W. Smith, sec

retary; Charles E. Lcist, treasurer, and Wil

liam E. Evans, general manager. Quarters

at 63 East Gay street have been leased.
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LOOKS LIKE A LOAN EXHIBIT

Fifty Cars. Chieily Old Models, Constitute a

"Salon"—One Lonely American There.

 

 

What is officially styled the “Importers'

Salon," but what is in fact a display of about

fifty foreign cars,_m05t of them 1904 models,

suggesting a loan exhibit, was formally in

augurated last night. It occupies the top

floor of Macy's bargain drygoods store, Thir

ty~fourth street and Broadway, New York.

It was informally opened the night before,

Tuesday, at which time the vulgar throng

was denied admission, and only those who

had received invitations attended. Accord

ing to the press agent, Senator Chauncey M.

Depew would deliver the “inaugural address"

at that time and press a button that would

shed electric light on the subjects displayed.

But the Senator was conspicuous by his ab

sence.

ing were performed by the versatile and

obiiging Winthrop E. Scarritt. The press

agent had also heralded that the Ambassa

dors of France, Germany, Italy and a few

other places would come on from Washington

and beam on the crowd of Americans whom

the importers hope to separate from their

dollars. If the ambassadors had agreed to

do anything of the sort, they failed ignobly.

Instead of coming themselves they sent cer

tain of their understudies, who beamed as
well as they knew how. i

As of the gilded brick, it must be said that

the decorations are pretty and in good taste.

The prevailing tint is green, the signs over

each booth are of this color and, with the

“impressive” display of 1904 cars, coupled

with the odor and close proximity of the bar

gain counter, suggest that green was select

ed in the hope that it might find lodgement

in the American eye. As a side show there

is an alleged Japanese “tea garden,” which

fills a lot of space which otherwise would

have been filled chiefly with echoes.

The preponderance of 1904 models makes

evident that the “salon,” or “saloon,” as

nearly everyone laughingiy dubs it, holds

little that is new or novel or instructive.

.Three American cars, Frankllns, are included

in the collection. Their display is in viola

tion of the N. A. A. M. agreement, but one

of the Franklin local representatives, hear

ing the American name Comanche, talks air

iiy of the violation and asserts that as Frank

lin could not obtain all the space at Madison

Square Garden that was asked for, he is

justified in getting it elsewhere. '

There are ten or twelve accessory firms—

chiefly handlers of foreign wares—displaying

their goods. And, oh! yes. the Macy dry

goods store is very naturally occupying the

most generous space, and, of course, showing

some of the garments that are daily displayed

on the bargain counters of the lower floors

of the same building.

The speechmaking and button press

Cadillac Makes an Acquisitiom

What is substantially a consolidation of

two Detroit concerns that have been so

closely linked as to have been almost one

has been effected by the merging of the Le

land & Faulconer Mfg. Co. into the Cadillac

Automobile Co. For three years the former

have been making the Cadillac engines. Un

der the new order of things Henry M. Le

land becomes general manager of the Cadil

lac Co., and Wilfred C. Leland, assistant

treasurer.

It is a jointure that means much to all con

cerned, Henry M. Leland’s reputation as a

thinker and designer being of the highest

order. For nearly forty years he has been

at the head of large manufacturing institu
tions, seventeen of them being spentiwith

Brown & Sharpe. Twenty years ago he lo

cated in Detroit and founded the Leland &

Faulconer Co. Since then his mechanical ge

nius has had free scope and has been used to

the fullest advantage. The fine tools and ma

chinery that he has evolved and the fine

goods produced have served to keep his fame

secure. One of the most notable of his com

paratively recent creations was the machin

ery for cutting bevel gears for bicycles, pre

viously considered an impossibility.

 

Still fighting Bankruptcy.

A severe setback was received this week

by the stockholders of the embarrassed Chi

cago Motor Vehicle Co., of Harvey, 11]., who

are seeking to have the resumption of opera

tions made possible. Judge Kohlsaat, sitting

in the United States District Court, declared

the concern bankrupt. This will not be ac

cepted as final, however. An appeal taken

from Judge Kohlsaat’s decision will continue

the fight until next October, when the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals will hold a

session.

It was given out that the liabilities consist

of $60,000 worth of merchandise claims,

$8,000 labor claims and $150,000 mortgages

on the company’s plant at Harvey, Iii.

 

Matheson Will Build in Spring.

The Matheson Motor Car Co., Hoiyoke,

Mass, which has bought a five~acre site on

the Grand Boulevard, Detroit, is to erect its

new factory on that site in the spring. Pend

ing its completion, the company has opened

a Detroit office at No. 910 Hammond Bulld

ing, in charge of F. A. Hinchman, of Detroit,

who has recently been elected treasurer of

the company, and F. F. Matheson, secretary.

The company's main office will continue at

Hoiyoke, Mass, until the plant is removed

.to Detroit.

 

Wolverine to Come East.

Land comprising one and one-half acres at

Suifren, N. Y., has been purchased by Presi

dent Charles L. Snyder of the Wolverine M0

tor Works, Grand Rapids, Mich. The prop

erty will, it is stated, he used for the erec

tion of a plant for the manufacture of auto

mobiles. to be begun in the spring. When

completed the concern will remove from

Grand Rapids and begin operations at the

new plant.

TREATY OF PEACE SIGNED

Kansas City’s warring Dealers Bury their

Hammers and Agree on Rates.

 

 

Kansas City, Jan. 6.—In Kansas City peace

reigns once more. Although it may not be

generally known, peace has not always

reigned here; indeed, until Friday last, the

dealers were at each other’s throats. It was

one of the very few places in the country

in which prices of every nature were being

slashed to the quick.

How much longer the war would have

waged had not C. A. Wardle, the travelling

emissary of the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers, appeared 0n the

scene is a matter of conjecture. Wardle’s

duty is to keep his eye on such disturbed

centres, and although the embattled dealers

did not know it when he arrived-he carried

with him a sprig of olive and a vial of trou

bled-water oil. But when he waved the

sprig, hands that clutched throats released

their grips, and then Wardle had a chance to

point out to them the folly of it all and the

benefits of the get-together spirit.

This accomplished, he had the former war-'

riors meet at the festal board in the Balti

more Hotel last night, and there, under mel

lowing influencesVWardie unbottled his fa~

mons fluid, and in no time at all the licensed

dealers and the independent ones, all of

whom had gathered, permitted the dove of

peace to perch over them. They quickly saw

that improvement in their respective busi~

nesses was impossible under the conditions

that had prevailed, and were not slow to

reach a mutually satisfactory agreement. It

assures a wholesome order of things in the

future, assurance which will be further

strengthened by the formation of the Auto

mobile Trade Club of Kansas City, which it

was decided to formally organize on the 14th

inst.

In addition to Wardle, those present at

last night’s meeting. were as follows: E. P.

Moriarty, of E. P. Moriarty & C0.; Henry C.

Merrill, of the Kansas City Automobile 00.;

Fred Patee, of the Cadillac 00.; J. O'Mara,

of O‘Mara & Ledwidge Automobile 00.; E.

Richter, of Richter Bros; G. J. Ferguson, of

the Ferguson Implement 00.; F. D. McMil

len, of the Western Automobile C0.; Karsher

& Greenlease, P. A. Pollock, of the Belmont

Automobile & Cycle Co., and E. Caps, of

Caps Bros. Mfg. Co.

The agreement entered into, which proba

bly will prove of interest and instruction

elsewhere, is as follows:

Not to sell any new automobiles of current

year’s model at less than list price, F. 0. B.

factory.

Not to allow more than the folowing on any

second hand automobile taken in trade, viz.:

1004 model, 60 per cent of list price; 1903

models, 50 per cent of list price; 1902 models,

40 per cent of list price. '

All supplies and tires to be sold at cata

logue prices, no supplies and tires to be
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purchased of any supply house which sells

direct to users at less than standard list

prices. _

No commission on sales to be allowed to

chauffeurs or to anyone not an authorized

salesman.

Livery rates—Not less than $4 for the first

vhour, and $3 per hour each hour after the

first for each automobile rented.

A charge of not less than 60 cents per hour

to be made for all repairs including punct

ures. -

Storage—The charges for storage to be as

follows, viz.: $20 per month for 5-passenger

,cars; $15 per month for small 4-passenger

cars, under $1500 in price; $12.50.per month

for runabouts; $17.50 per month for large

4-passenger cars. Delivery to be $2.50 extra

per month or 30 cents for single deliveries.

Gasolene to be charged for at the rate of

_20 cents per gallon. Cylinder oils to be not

less than 75 cents per gallon. Lubricating

oils to be not less than 50 cents per gallon.

.Washing and polishing, $1 per car. Towing

to be $2 per hour, or any fraction thereof.

 

lows Retailers to Incorporate.

Incorporation papers are being prepared

for the Davenport Automobile 00., of Daven

port, Ia., with a capital of $10,000, and will

be filed at once. The principals are F. L.

Bills and P. C. Peterson. the latter a prac

tical automobile-man. The firm of Stotten

berg _& Reimcrs, automobile dealers, haVe

been bought out by Bills and Peterson, and

'their quarters at 115 and 117 Harrison street

taken possession of. Arrangements have

been made to handle the Northern car.

 

Sweden Orders a Carload.

The receipt of a carload order for Michi

gan cars from Sweden is reported by the

Michigan Automobile Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Their Model D car was the one selected by

their foreign customer. The Michigan people

have recently made a shipment of the same

style or machine to Wellington, New Zealand,

and say that foreign inquiry is showing a

'very marked increase.

 

Mead to Make a Change.

It is proposed to reorganize the Mead Cycle

00., of Chicago, which has been dabbling in

the automobile business for a year or more.

The plan is to style the new company the

Mead Motor 00., and to make George S.

Lewis president. - The present premises at

Nos. 1.24345 Wabash avenue will be re

tained.  

Waite to Join Royalty.

George S. Waite, manager of the Cleve

land branch of the White Sewing Machine

C0,, has resigned that position to connect

himself with E. Shriver Reese in the sale of

Royal cars. Waite was with the White Co.

for a number of years, and is well known in

the trade. ' 

The New York agency of the Matheson

touring car has been placed with Shepard

Bros., 500 Fifth avenue.

DAIMLER DROPS WAGONS
 

'Peculiar Reasons that Brought About the Decision

—Will New Build Touring Cars Only.

 

In discontinuing the manufacture of com

mercial vehicles to devote themselves wholly

to the production of the American Mercedes

touring car, the Daimler Mfg.v Co. has ex

actly reversed its policy. The reason for

this radical action is uncommonly interesting

and, while not unusual, is rarely permitted

to enter into' discussions bearing on business

‘vehicles. It is the'old‘question'of not only

obtaining but of retaining competent drivers.

C. M. Bouggy, president of the Daimler

Company, says that, as usual nearly all the

Daimler wagons were sold in or near large

cities, and that it was the invariable experi

ence of the purchaser that as soon as a young

man had been properly broken in to drive

the machine, he forsook his “job” for the

more congenial employment of a chaufleur or

demonstrator. As the owners of the ve

hicles could not aiiord'to maintain training

schools for private owners and garage keep

ors, it became apparent that. until equili

brium between supply and demand should be

reached in the chauffeur market, it would

be impossible to give the business vehicles.

i'ulr test on its own merits as a money saver.

 

The Week's lncorporations.

New York, N.'Y.——Diamond Rubber 00..

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital.

Directors—T. B. Smith, E. B. Root and J. W.

Ingram.

Milwaukee, Wis—Franklin Automobile 00.,

under Wisconsin laws, with $5,000 capital.

Incorporators—Henry W. Ramien, H. L. Ra

mlen and Richard B. Ramien.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Rocklifl Motor Truck

(30., under New York laws, with $50,000 capi—

tal. Directors—Sidney D. Van Wagner,

Charles H. Patterson and Charles Rockliff.

Columbus, Ohio—Dayton Motor Car 00.,

under Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital. In

corporators—John W. Stoddard, John F.

_ Campbell, William J. Jones and Harry Cron

inger.

New York, N. Y.—-The Michelin Tire Ameri

can Agency, Inc., under New York laws, with

$35,000 capital. Directors—Eben D. Winans,

George W. Wilder and Charles D. Wilder,

New York.

Columbus, Ohio—The Evans Automobile

(30., under Ohio laws, witn $30,000 capital.

Incorporntors-G. W. Smith, W. E. Evans,

Smiley Caldwell, J. C. Morrison and Charles

E. Leist.

Milwaukee, Wis—Orlando F. Weber 00.,

under \Visconsin laws, with $80,000 capital,

to manufacture automobiles and parts. In

corporators—Orlando F. \Veber, Alfred R'ecke

and A. F. Solliday.

Reading, Pa.-—Reading Automobile Co., un

der Pennsylvania laws, with $20,000 capital,

to manufacture automobile specialties. In

corporators—Harry 0. Koller, James O. Kol

ler and James Rick.

Milwaukee, Wis—Middleton Mfg. 00..

under Wisconsin laws, with $200,000 capital;

to manufacture automobiles and parts. In

-corporators—William C. Middleton, Freder

ick S. Middleton and Albert S. Schrewe.

Springfield, Mass—The Rubber Appliance

00., under Massachusetts laws, with $50,000.

to manufacture a collapsible rubber wash
basin for automobiles. Officerszi President,

S. J. Rosenfeld; secretary and treasurer, D.

E. F. Radasch; directors, S. J. Rosenfeld,

D. E. F. Rndaseh and Samuel McWhorter.

 

Eisenhuth Effects Reorganization.

Plans looking to a reorganization of the

Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle 00., of Middle

town, Conn., were put into effect last week.

As a result new officers and directors were

elected as follows: President, I. E. Gates.

New York; vice-president and general man

ager, G. T. Schull, Middletown; treasurer,

Charles Babbadge, New York; assistant treas

urer, Vaughn M. Coyne, New York; secretary.

D. H. Hilton, New York; general superintend

ent. D. F. Graham, Middletown; superintend

ent, J. Unser, Middletown; sales manager, F.

C. Carter, Middletown; directors, I.’ E. Gates.

G. T. Schull, J. A. Hilton, D. H. Hilton, J.

W. Eisenhuth and D. F. Graham.

The concern manufactured what was for

mcrly termed the Graham-Fox car, fitted

with a compound gasolene engine.

 

Fire Inspectors Prod Stearns.

' Walter H. Stearns. of 154 East Fifty-sev

enth street, is the latest garage keeper to re

ceive the attention of the Bureau of Com

bustibles of the New York Fire Department.

Though it was at first reported that he had ,

been conducting the establishment for overs

year without a license, this turns out to be

an error. Stearns had been an unwilling vio

lator of some of the regulations for garages.

but will have the necessary changes made in

his premises at once. When this has been

done he will be allowed to resume his busi

ness.  

Chicago Concern Changes Name.

Hereafter the Automobile Exchange, No.

1,502 Michigan avenue, Chicago, will be

known as the Holmes-Schmidt Motor Co.

The ofilcers are G. E. Holmes, president, and

Otto B. Schmidt, secretary and treasurer. A

number of changes are being made in the

premises, among them being the transform

ing of the first floor into a garage and room

for demonstrating cars. The salcsroom and

office will be on the second floor. The Ford

is the concern's leader.

 

Hannan Takes on Michigans.

George E. Hannan, of No. 1445 Weltou

street, Denver, Colorado, has taken the agen

cy for the Michigan light touring cars for

the coming season. He is said to be the

largest dealer in Denver, and had the agency

for the Olds line last season.
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The Routing of a Bugaboo.

it was probably just as well that the use

of gasoline was almost uniformly prohibited

nt the earlier exhibitions, as it is now, so

that the cars could not be shown in opera

tion. ()thcrwise most of the prospective

buyers of cars would have been frightened

off—thr- nttcndants would have suffered from

cranial ncbcs, simulating those of the morn

ing after vruicty, and very likely the sheriff

would have had to step in and levy on the

cxhibits to pay the hull rent. For. if there

was one thing that curly attempts produced

in u superlative dcgreo, that thing was noise

combined with a gcncrous mcusurciof smell.

.\'o necessity then to look up and down the

road to scc if a car huppcncd to be coming;

thcy announced their approach from a dis

tnncc. and u very gench comment on the

part of the uninitiated was "How do they

stand the racket?" meaning the occupants.

of course. _

Each year has marked a decided improve

ment in the production of an increasingly et

ticicnt engine that will work silently. Ono-e the

mistaken idca of loss of power through muf

fling down the exhaust was relegated to the _

limbo that holds so many other exploded the

orics, more attention was paid to this impor

tant requisite of comfort. with the result that

the average I car to be seen at the shows

doubtless could be run witlmut discomfort to

the spectators. who usually surround every

cxhibit So closely. ' _

The bugaboo or earlier years where muf

flers were concerned was "back pressure."

Both the presence andeffect of it were exag

gerated to 'a great degree in the mind of the

There

seemed to be no escaping the fact that 9.

average engine builder of the'time.

certain amount of power must be wasted be

tween the cylinder and the air, until experi

incnts were made with various types of mu!

ticrs that effectually silenced the exhaust,

and it was found, as a surprise to many,

that the loss of power was a negligible quan

tity.

The old puppet-box type was probably the

first to nit-jet with any gcneralacceptution,

but very shortly gave way to enclosed si

lencers employing variously arranged baffle

plates, and this form has now been brought

to a point of development where the need of

further attention to 'the subject seems almost

superfluous. Those old timers, in many in

stances,'wcre little more than boxrs, built

with or without a theory as best suited their

inventors, who were usuiilly too busy in

remedying other defects to regard comfort

as on essential. IAnd the majority of them

overlooked the necessity of maintaining the

aperture through which the expanding gases

escaped of a uniform size of not less diame

ter than that of the exhaust opening itsclf.

Hence the bugaboo of back pressure.

Once the exhaust was adequately silenced;

other noises, hitherto unheard because

drowned in the din of the former, impressed

themselves on the improvcr, and it isnot

too nmch to say that what with the great

:ulvam-emcnt in the cutting of sprockets and

chains, and the adoption of the shaft drive.

thch also huvc practically been eliminated.

Of course, therc are still cars that go

thumping along, and sonic of those were par

ticularly noticeable during thc post season.

owing to theiuct of their being so far in

the ininorit'y. Then there are cn'rs that ham

mer and pound, but thnt's another story and

docsn't' involve muflicrs. It is safe 'to say

there will be fewer noisy and ill-smelling

cars running on our roads during the coming

season than have ever graced them before

in the history of the industry.

 

Handling Second-fiend Cars.

Like the bicycle industry when at the

height of its prosperity, improvements in the

automobile field have followed upon the heels

of one another with such rapidity that the

question of what to do with the second hand

In the first

stages of development changes were so radi

cars will soon become pressing.

cal that old models of motor cars, like the

primitive forms of safeties, were forced into

retirement by their very ungainliness as com

pared with the inodels'that superseded them;

few self-respecting men wished to be seen

And, despite the

fact that all motor cars begin to look more

in public driving them.

and more alike, and there is less diflerence

between the models of each succeeding year,

second hand cars grow amazingly in num

ber, and the question of what- to do with

them comes with increasing force to an agent

every time he has to dicker about taking a

model of the previous year iii trade. '

Not that it is at all likely that this phase

of the industry will ever reach a crisis simi

lar to that solved by piano richlch during the

lust Year by the cremation of about a thou

sand old squares which had been taken in

trade. no end of times. Though long past its

youth, a piano may still live on to torture

all who are compelled to endure. it, but the

uvcragc motor car will eliminate itself by

reaching the junk pile through the ordinary

processes of wear and tear long before rcnch~

ing any such venerable ago, so that a con

sideration of this side of thc qucstion is not

called for.

0n the other hand, the qucstion of handling

this constantly growing uumbcr ol’ [mini—inc

downs, more or loss of which must always be

taken in trade by every agent, has :issumcd

such proportions that one large dcnlcr scri

ously- contemplatcs the opening of a store

under a totally difi'crcnt namo, nr-rcly to

take care of this influx. By this mcnns noth

ing but thc spick and span new modcls of

the prcscnt generation will greet thc intcnd

iog purchaser‘s eye, and he will not be tempt

cd to look for bargains. The second hand

c:er will bc confined to another qunitcr cu

lircly, apparently having no connection what

cvcr with the first.

'l‘ruc. it will not be so cosy to changc thc

s \coiitl hand buyer‘s intentions for tho better

so rcndily by tinnliy persuading him to pur

cbnsc n new car, wln‘rc this mcthod obinlns,

but the rcversc of the proposition holds true,
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and the dealer in question rightly assumes

that even where a prospective purchaser will

have none but a used car, he will be posi

tioned to direct him to the “very best place

to obtain one.”

It is certain, at any rate, that the display

of a second hand car on a salesroom floor is

frequently a distraction, and any means

that lessens its influence is of real value and

merits earnest consideration.

  

Lengthening of Wheel Bases.

Only a year ago there was a revulion

abroad against extremely long wheel bases.

It. was felt that the'movement in that direc

tion had been carried unduly far. Racing

cars had been copied for touring models,

with the result that the length of the latter

approximated the former, and weak and sag

ging frames were the entirely unnecessary

outcome. '

To-day foreign wheel bases are as long as

they were, and in this country longer. The

side entrance body is chiefly responsible for

this right about face. It has compelled a

lengthening of the frame, and this necessity

caused the ban on the practice tube with

drawn. Consequently designers have been

given practically a free hand in the matter,

and have availed themselves of it to a re

markable extent.

Looking over the leading 1905 models, as

at the approaching shows, the observer will

notice a number of cars having wheel bases

of 100 inches and more. When it is recalled

that only a year or two ago such bases as

60 and 70 inches were considered fairly long,

and that only a short time before that the

“dumpy” runabouts of unlamented memory

were the vogue, the tremendous change that

has been made will be apparent. The first

steps toward longer chassis were taken in

response to a demand for easier riding cars;

this was still in evidence when tonneau cars

became popular and made it desirable to

place the axles still further apart. Then

came the side entrance, and necessitated still

another lengthening.

It is easy to see that these long wheel bases

materially increase the car’s liability to give

trouble. ‘

designers and builders, and they take what

they deem to be suflicient precautions against

sagging, twisting and buckling frames. It

can be determined only by actual use whether

they have done enough. They have to build

strong and provide against the severest

stresses and strains, and each time they

lengthen the frame the problem of giving it

This is, of course, well known to

strength to support the weight of engine,

transmission, etc., becomes increasingly dif

ficult. Whether it has been solved in all

cases only the future can disclose.

 
 

At last it has been revealed why certain

supersensitive motorists of Dorsetshire, Eng

land, objected to using license numbers bear

ing the initials “B. F." It will be recalled

that a great hue and cry was raised about

these initials a few weeks ago, letters were

written to the Times, Parliament was peti

tioned to permit a change, and it was stated

that many motorists of the shire were going

into adjoining counties and buying their num

bers, to the sore loss of the Dorsetshire treas

ury. Through it all, however, no mention

was made of the reason for the dislike of the

mystic letters “B. F.” Now it appears that

the average Britisher—whether of bucolic or

urban origin—interprets these letters as

meaning “bloody fool." It was made clearto

us by an Englishman, and it seems that we

are very dense not to have known that any

motorist carrying a tag with “B. F.” on his

car would have “bloody fool" yelled after

him! If it had been “D. F.” now, we might

have “tumbled.”

  

It- has a tendency to emphasize our imma

turity to have it made known that, although

automobiles are taxed 45 per cent by our

beneficent government, the law under which

this duty is levied does not contain the word

“automobiles.” The Dingley tarifl was

drawn in 1897, and at that time the motor

vehicle, while made in small numbers, was

quite unknown to our solons. Consequently

when the first foreign car reached this coun

try the customs authorities were much puz

zled to know how to classify it. They finally

hit upon “manufactures of metal” as being

pretty 010se to what an automobile was, and

as such manufactures were assessed 45 per

cent ad valorum, it was decided to asSess au

tomobiles in this sum. The practice has, of

course, continued ever since.

 

It is in no carping spirit that the suggestion

is let fall that if, within two weeks, frost an

inch deep does not fall on the top floor of

Macy’s drygoods store, in New York, it will

be'because that floor has lost its natural af

finity for frost or because one of those whose

fingers is deepest in the “salon” pie is an un

commonly able newspaper man attached to

an uncommonly influential, New York daily.

To believe that the American public can be

long hoodwinked into paying for the “privi

lege” of gazing upon a small assortment of

COMING EVENTS.

Jan. 11-15—New York, Importers’

Macy's Dry Goods Store, top floor.

Jan. 13—New York, Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers, annual meeting, Hotel Astor.

Jan. 14-21—New York,- National Show,

Madison Square Garden.

_ Jan. 16—New York, American Automobile

Association. annual meeting and election.

Jan. Iii—New York, Superintendents' and

Engineers’ Branch of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, meeting.

Jan. 20—New York, National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, smoker.

Jan. 21—New York, National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers, annual meeting.

Jan. 21—New York, Automobile Club of

America, annual banquet, Astor Gallery,

Waldorf-Astoria.

Jan. 23-28—Ormond-Daytona,

annual speed carnival.

Jan. 23-28—Philadelphia, Automobile Show.

Feb. 4-11—Chicago, National Show. Coli

scum.

Feb. 13-18—Detrolt, Automobile Show.

Feb. 20-25—Cleveiand, Automobile Show.

Gray‘s Armory.

Feb. 27-March 4—Toronto,

Show. -

March (HI—Buffalo,

Convention Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Mechanics’ Hall.

March 13-18—B0ston,

Symphony Hall.

March 27-April 5—Was'hlngton, Automobile

Show.

 

Show.

Fla., uni-d

Automobile

Automobile Show,

Automobile Show,

Importers’ Show,

  

foreign cars, chiefly 1904 models, such as

have been shown in salesrooms during the

last twelve months, is to fully believe Bar

num's historic remark.

 
 

To put it mildly, those officers and members

of the Automobile Club of America who per

mitted their names to be used as “patrons”

of the “wildcat” or unsanctioned show now

running on the top floor of Macy’s drygoods

store, in New York, did not display the best

of good taste. Shorn of empty excuses, that

display was designed to detract from the

Madison Square Garden show, in the promo.

tion of which the A. C. A. is a co-partner and

from which it will derive a considerable reve

nue. To even passively join with those who

would lessen its success is not playing fair

or exhibiting that mutual cooperation and

goodwill due from one partner to another.

 
 

The New York Herald is able to exist be—

cause of American manufacturers and mer

chants, but if it is a real friend of the Amer

ican automobile industry, the fact has yet to

be effectively demonstrated.
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THE INDUSTRY IN DETROIT

Impressive Figures Showing How it Gradually

has Expanded and the Volume Attained.

Some interesting figures regarding the

growth of the automobile industry in Detroit

were given out last week by John B. How

nrt, chairman of the Board of Commerce

in that city. From one lone concern in 1901.

with $500,000 capital, the industry has grown

until during 1904 there were fifteen new

companies incorporated, while the amount

of invested capital had increased to more

than $4,500,000. Mr. Hownrth made public

these facts in the course of an interview re

gnrding the industrial development of the

“City of the Straits," and his remarks con

cerning the automobile manufacturing busi

ness were as follows:

“Up to the end of 1901 this industry was

represented in Detroit by a single company,

with a capital of $500,000," he said. “In

1902 two other companies were incorporated,

one with $300,000 and the other with $50,000

capital, making the total investment for use

in Detroit $850,000. In 1903, by additions to

the capital of old companies and the incor

porations of new ones, this was increased to

$2,200,000. During the year just closed fif

teen new companies were incorporated, with

authorized capital of over $2,000,000.

“As showing the progressive character of

the industry, there was one company organ

ized in February with subscribed capital of

$75,000; lately it increased its capital stock

to $400,000. Three other companies which

began business within the year have already

found it necessary to increase their capital.

“Aside from the companies engaged in the

manufacturing or assembling of automobiles,

there are three other large concerns and many

smaller ones, whose industry is directed al

most entirely to the manufacture of auto

mobile engines and accesories. These con

cerns added not less than $500,000 to the cap

ital actively employed in this industry, mak

ing a total of over $4,500,000 invested. Still

another company, with a capital of $500,000,

has purchased a site for a factory and is

about to remove here from another city. The \

direct exports of automobiles from Detroit

during 1904 were about $150,000.

“The automobile output is valued at not

less than $10,000,000. The indirect exports

by way of the Atlantic and Pacific seaboard

were probably five times as much as the di

rect exports. Detroit automobiles have been

sent to Mexico, South America, South Af

rica, New Zealand, Australia and Japan, to

every country in Europe, to Turkey, Persia,

india, Burmnh and almost every country of

Asia."

Edward Campbell will open a garage at

Marlon, Ind., and conduct sales and repair

departments. He will. handle the Winton

car. -
<4

No Foreign Cars for Crolter.

Whatever Major John M. Woodbury, the

head of New York’s Street Cleaning Depart

ment, may say derogatory to the American

product in defending his purchase with the

city‘s money of two foreign cars, his views

are not shared by Edward Croker, Chief of

the Fire Department. A Motor World man

met the latter one day this week, and re

marked Major Woodbury’s opinion of Ameri

can cars as quoted at length in last week’s

Motor World.

“Humph!” ejaculated Croker, and added:

“Thinks American cars won’t run, does he?

Well, if he‘ll follow mine for a while, he

may learn something about them'."

As Chief Croker uses a big Columbia tour

ing car in answering alarms, which require

him to go everywhere and at high speed and

at all hours, his opinion probably is worth a

great deal more than that of the Street

Cleaning Commissioner. At the time he de

livered his all sufficient comment he was in

the Electric Vehicle Co.'s New York depot,

' negotiating the purchase of two additional

cars, which added emphasis to what he had

said.

 

Will Give Away Automobiles.

There is small room for doubt but that the

exhibit of Charles E. Miller, the well known

supply man, will be a storm centre during the

New York show. Without violation of the

Seiden rights, he has brought from France

some fifty thousand automobiles, and these

he purposes giving away during the week.

The cars are of three models, two being types

of touring cars and the third a racer. One of

the touring cars and the racer are of golden

finish, and blowing on the “tnllboard” pro—

duces a shrill whistle; the other is of silver

finish, and is mounted on a stickpin. Miller

will occupy two spaces at the show, and as

he himself expressed it, he “will give an im

ported automobile to all who find his exhibit

on the top floor." His space there is rather

small, and it was diflicult to tell whether or

not his remark was'satiricnl.

Realizing that the little conceits make un

commonly effective souvenirs, when he placed

his order, Miller did 80 conditional on no

others being shipped to this country previous

to February 1. Until then he will enjoy a

“monopoly.”

I Boston Show Needs More Room.

The Boston show management is consider

ing the advisability of renting Paul; Revere

Hall, so as to secure needed additional space.

Mochanics' Hull, where the show is to be held

in March, is more than twice the size of

Symphony Hall, where the 1904 show was

held, and it was thought that there would be

more room than could be utilized. The de

mand for space still continues, however,

hence the consideration given Paul Revere

Hail. The latter Is in the Mechanics' Build

ing, but separate from the main exhibition

hall.

VALUE OF GOOD LOCATION

Aptly Illustrated by the Sales of a New Store

of a New Company.

 

“Talk about location! We're the best in

the city. Already we.have done enough busi

ness to pay our rent for a year, and we have

scarcely got started," said R. G. Howell, who

looks after the city sales for the Harroids

Motor Car Co., to 11 Motor World man one

day this week.

“As an advertisement alone the store is al

most worth the rent," he continued. “See our

location; fronting on Broadway from Fifty

eighth to Fifty-ninth streets—no retail mer

chant in New York, except John Wanamaker,

has an entire Broadway block—and also on

Fifty-ninth street, facing the park. Colum—

bus Clrcle is one of New York’s centres now,

and the number of people passing our store

is immense. We have our big glass windows

on both streets artistically lettered, which in

themselves would prove a great attraction.

With the_0]ds and Pierce cars behind them

they compel people’s attention.

“All this is from an advertising standpoint.

' In the way of selling and demonstrating it

has equal or greater advantages. We are

practically in the park. There is only one

line of car tracks to cross and no streets to

thread our way through, giving nervous pas

sengers spasms. A hundred feet and we are

away from clnnginc' bells and trucks and

teams of all sorts. Yes, sir; it has down

town beaten :1 mile, and we are thoroughly

satisfied, both with the outlook and what we

have done already."

 

Why American Cars are Preferred.

“Though English made cars still have a

preferential tariff of 10 per cent over foreign

made ones in New Zealand, yet motors of

American make have a far better sale, for

the simple reason that they are made for 10

cal requirements. A few days ago I asked

a motoring friend why he did not purchase

an English machine. His conclusive reply

was, ‘English and French machines don't

track,’ " says a correspondent writing from

Timaru, New Zealand, to the Autocar. He

also states that the wheel gauge in New Zea

land is practically the same as In Australia

and America, that is, from 58 to 02 inches.

The worn wheel and horse tracks on a road

are each abt'mt a foot wide, so he deems it

unsafe to purchase a car with a gauge less

than 54 inches. The correspondent Also

dwells upon the importance of having the en

gine built slightly higher than is done for

other countries. The bad condition of the

roads and the DUIIIGX'OIIS_RIDIIII streams which

have no bridges necessitate the parts af

fected by going through the water being set

high.

Louis Ohnhaus, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., has dis

posed of hls interest in the Randall Motor

Co., of that city, and will open a salesroom

and garage of his own.
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The Show of American Achievement

The 1905 Exhibition in Madison Square Garden

Will Demonstrate its Right to the Title—Four

Cylinder Motors and Side Entrance Bodies

thev Most Conspicuous Foreshadows but the

Improving Hand will be Apparent Everywhere;

At no previous show has there been such

an outgiving of entirely new and of rede

signed and reconstructed cars as will be sub

mitted to public gaze on Saturday night. It

is scarcely short of a revolution. Nothing

more conclusively demonstrates the great

strides that have been made by the industry

or reveals more clearly that the point has at

last been reached where no comparison with

anything produced elsewhere need be feared.

it is scarcely too much to say that there is no

more to be learned from across the water de

signers; certainly it is not going too far to

predict that hereafter American designers

will impart as much as they absorb.

Comparing the show that opens Saturday

night with its two predecessors at Madison

Square Garden, one is led to characterize it

as the show of achievement. It is quite fair

to regard 1903 as the year of promise and

1904 as the year of progress.

along these lines. one is impelled, as already

stated, to style 1905 as the year of achieve

ment. Having evidently comé to the conclu

sion that the public want cars with vertical

engines in front under a hood, they have.

after considerable experimentation, produced

cars of this type in great numbers, and now

present them in the contident expectation that

they will “make good."

0! this large number of new models many,

perhaps most, have already been described

and illustrated in these columns. A few have

managed to prevent the withdrawal of the

Reasoning

veil of secrecy that has enveloped them dur

ing the period. of experimentation, test and

construction; but nearly all of them will make

their first public appearance on Saturday

night. The. throngs that will assemble at the

Garden will find on nearly every stand en

tirely new cars, not all of them, it should be

stated, of the. vertical cylinder engine-in

front type. The stands where new models

do not appear will be few and far between,

and even many of the old patterns have,

while still retained, been subjected to a proc

ess of reconstructionthat will materially alter

them for the better.

Next to the rush to the four cylinder type

of car, which is, of course, the most note

worthy feature of the day, the. greatest atten

tion is being given to body construction. It is

remarkable how this has progressed within a

year. On the eve of the 1904 show the ten

dency to give prominence to canopies and

glass fronts was remarked in these columns.

Faint signs of dissatisfaction with the rear

entrance tonneau body was also noted at

about the same time. When the show opened

it was seen that canopies and glass fronts

were even more predominant than had been

expected. But of closed bodies and side en

trant-e tonneaus or surreys there was, with

two or three notable exceptions, absolutely

no sign. The exeeptions noted were objects

of curiosity as well as admiration. But they

Were as oases in a desert, surrounded on all

sides by open and rear entrance cars.

Even in advance of the opening of the pres

ent show it is known that the concerns that

will fail to have a side entrance car for their

In fact,

side entrances will scarcely be a matter of

leading models will be very few.

discussion; they are accepted already as the

“proper thing" without delnur or objection.

if the four cylinder car is not accepted with

equal unanimity, it is because a very consid

erable section of the trade still holds aloof

entirely from the movement or has retained

its horizontal cylinder cars while at the same

time bringing out a four cylinder model.

A few of these four cylinder models have

already made their appearance.

them are the Thomas, which has been mar

k'eted for a number of weeks. It displaces

the three cylinder type sold last year, and at

Among

$3.000 has been recognized as marvellous

value. At least one of the new Winton

models—the 16 horsepower Model (‘, listing

at $1,800-éhas been shown at the Winton

agencies. ‘

New four cylinder cars that will be shown

for the first time, although they have already

been described are the following: The 28 -

30 horsepower Cadillac, listing at $2,800; the

' 20 horsepower Ford, the price of which is

$2,000; the 16—20 horsepower Autocar, at

$2,000; the 18—20 horsepower Orient, at $2.

250; the 28 horsepower Acme, at $2.750; the

_ 20 horsepower Stevens-Duryea, at $2,500; the

28 horsepower Haynes, at $3,000, and the 30

—35 horsepower Lozier, at $5,000. Itis also

known that there will be shown four cylin

der cars of these makes: Studebaker, Cor

bin, Yale, Mitchell, Duquesne, Pnngs-Finch.

Covert, Wayne and a few others.

The conclusion that the horizontal type of

engine has disappeared, which is apt to be

'drawn from the foregoing lengthy list, is.

'however, a mistaken one. Such concerns

as Haynes-Apperson, Cadillac, Ford, Auto

car‘ and Stevens-Duryea are retaining their

time tested models of the opposed type, while

concerns that put out this type alone are the

Olds, Elmore, Rambler, Pope-Hartfo.d,- North

eL'n, Knox, Michigan, Buick and Maxwell. a

very respectable list.

A novelty is the appearance of a six cylin

der car, the Duqucsne. it will make its

debut on Saturday.

Although the four cylinder car may occu

py the centre of the stage, it will not prove

the "whole thing." Such two cylinder cars

as the new Oldsmobile, the new Pope-Hart

ford and the Maxwell, listing at well under

2.000, are most attractive creations that

really establish new standards of values.

There is this to be said of practically all of

the American cars—each possesses an lndl‘
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vidnality that is distinctly marked. There is

no slavish design of body, no sameness in

hoods or radiators. Each is sufficiently differ

ent from the other to render instant recogni

tion possible.

Because the American engine maker and

the American body builder have brought

themselves abreast of their foreign competi

tors, it is not merely in engines and bodies

that the improving hand has shown its

strength. In frame construction, in carbu

retting devices and in ignition appurtenances -

will be round a number of marked develop

ments.

In tires, the advance of the mechanically

fastened types will be made apparent. If it

may be said that there is any pronounced

feature or development, in this department

oi! the trade, the mechanical fastening must '

of right he considered the most conspicuous.

Taken all in all, it will be seen that the

show will contain much more of novelty than

it has ever done. The upward tendency oi.’

both powers and prices, even as compared

with last year, will be made plain. The ex

tremes of price are between $375 and $7,500,

which does not materially differ from the

preceding show, but the average price is con

siderably higher.

The Exhibitors and their Exhibits.

The .exbibitors—alphabetically arranged for

convenience in locating them—and the wares

they will display are as follows:

M. F.—Maln floor.

‘. P.—Elevated Platform.

B.—Upper balcony.

13.—Balcony extension.

H.—Exhibitlon hall.

—Resiaurant.

T. B.—First tier boxes.

13.—Central boxes.

. A.—Fourth avenue rooms.

.. l-l.-—Concert hall.

S. T. 13.—Second tier boxes.

(ALPHABETICALLY ARRANGED.)

pace

cuppa

 

Apperson Bros.’ Automobile Co., Kokomo.

1nd,, Block K,'M. F.—Apperson 4 cylinder

touring cars.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa., Block I, M. F.—

Autocars, comprising the new 4 cylinder '

vertical and two double cylinder opposed

models.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass, Block

N. vM. F.—Ma'rsh cars and motorcycles.

' American Roller Bearing Co., South Fram

ingham, Mass, Block U, E. P.—American '

roller bearings. 1 .

American Ball Bearing Co., The, Cleveland,

Ohio, Block X, E. P.—Ball bearing axles, .

wheels, etc.

American Coil Co., west Somerville, Mass,

Block X, E. P.—Coils.

Auto Supply Co., New York City, Spaces 1

and 2, U. B.—Supplies.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich,

Block A, E. H.—Austin cars.

America Co., Inc., Rockford, Ill., B. E.—Spe

cialties.

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa., Block H,

E. H.—Acme cars, including the new 4 cyl

inder 28 horsepower model.

Autocoii Co., Jersey City, N. J.,'Space B, C.

' H.—Colls. '

Weights,
at a Glance

Powers and Prices

and incidentally providing an interesting comparative study of strokes and

JAR; _

Orient Backboard . . . . . . .

Orient Surrey. . . . . . . . . ..

Overland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Oldsmobile . . . . . .> . . . . . . .

Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L .

Northern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Covert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

, Cameron . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. .

Maxwell

Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pierce-Racine . . . . . . . . . .

Marsh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rambler

Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Overland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Acme . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . - . -

Marsh

Prescott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Grout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Autoear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Crestmobile

Pope-Tribune . . . . . . . . . . .

Cadillac

Cadillac

Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Yale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Arnie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

OldsmobileCameron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Michigan . . . . . . . . . . .'.. . .

Pierce-Racine - . . . . . . . . . .

Yale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ford

Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Model

Duryea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Premier

Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Jackson

Wayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Reo

Duryea

Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rambler

Studebaker

Compound

St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Franklin . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Oldsmobile

Autocar . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . .

Columbia

Duryea

Mitchell

Overland

Northern

, Grout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ilolson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Franklin

Knox

Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Marion

Maxwell

Pope-Hartford . . . . . . . . . .

Model

Logan

Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Orient

Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pungs Finch . . . . . . . . . . .

Franklin . . . . . . . . .._. . . . . _.

Northern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - - . . - - - . . . - - - - - Q . .

 

 

   

’ l illorsu- .\‘uml-w

Weight. If power. i cylinder. l Dimension.

5“) 4 1 3%x4%

550 4 1 3%x454

900 - 6—7 2 31,5x4

. . . 7 1 5x6

850 8 1 4%x6

1,000 61/; 1 4154146

750 6%,» 1 4x414

750 8—10 2 3%x3%

850 8—10 2 4x4

. . . 7 1 5x6

1,150 8 1 . . _

785 10 | 2 4x4

1,400 8 | 1 5x6

1,100 9 1 5x5

1,000 8—9 a 31/2x4

. . . 9 2 4x4%

IJOO 8 1 4x5

900 10 2 4x4

1,400 7% 2 Steam.

1300 7% 2 Steam.

1,200 10 2 3%);4

1,000 8% 1 4x5

1,550 12 2 4542x4542

1,450 9 1 5x5

1,350 9 1 . 5x5

173m 2 41/;X4

. . . 10 1 5%:(6

1,600 14—16 2 4%x4%

1.650 12 2 5x4

1,200 16 2 4x5

. . . 10 1 51/2x6

1,150 12—15 3 3%x3%

1.600 14 2 4%):5

1.550 16 2 . . .

1,650 14—16 2 4194x415

1,600 16 2 5X5

1,400 12 2 41/pr4

1,740 22 2 41,4236

1,200 12 2 41/435,

1.750 '16 2 6x4

L250 8 1 3"5/1oX45/m

1.550 16 2 5X5

1,200 12-15 3 41,51,455

1,500 16—18 4 3:};114174

1,650 14 2 4%):5

1,600 18 2 .5x5

1,600 16 2 5x5

1,490 16 | 2 4%x6

1,000 12—15 3 415x414,

1,500 16—18 2 5x5

2,000 18 2 5x6

2,000 15 2 5x555

1,250 12—15 3 4x4

1,725 12 1 6x5%

1,000 12 4 3143314

. . . 20 2 514:“;

1,700 12 2 4x4

1,800 12—14 2 5x454

1,100 12—15 3 41/111454,

1,700 18—20 4 4x41;§

1,500 15—16 4 sléxs

1,900 17 2 514x514

1.750 12 2 Steam.

2,000 20 2 5%x6.

1,100 12 4 314x314

1,850 14—16 2 5x6

1,500 16—18 2 5x5

1,600 16—18 4 4x4

1,800 16—18 2 - 5x5

1,900 16 2 4%x41/_.

1,400 16 2 41/2167

1620 20 2 4%](5

1,250 12 4 3141314

1,450 14—16 4 314x454,

1,000 16 2 4x5

L700 20 4 4x4

1.650 ' 12 4 314x314

2,000 17 ' 2 514x554

l’osli
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bores, and the variations in power which they effect.

Wheel I

> base

80

80

72

66

72

70

72

76

72

76

76

80

81

74

78

76

76

92

68

76

70

76

82

76

76

7

82

83

81

76

83

90

80

90

85

Price.

$375

450

600

650

650

650

650

650
n

I

750

750

750

750

750

750

750

800

850

850

850

900

900
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' Weights, Powersiind Prices

Duryea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Duquesne . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Knox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wolverine

Wolverine

Winton

Pungs-Finch

Knox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W'ayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Autocar

Orient

Model

Ford

Compound

Rambler

Stoddard-Dayton . . . . .

Covert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lane

Frayer-Miller . . . . . . . . . . .

Marmon

Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Winton

National . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Duquesne . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Stevens-Duryea

Yale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N . .

Meteor

Acme

Locomobile

Cleveland

- Cadillac

Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ormond

Haynes . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . .

Rambler ‘

Studebaker . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Austin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Royal

Thomas Flyer . . . . . . . . . ..

Packard

Peerless

Standard

Berg

Great Arrow . . . . . . . . . . .

\Vinton

Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Austin

Limousine

Thomas Flyer . . . . . . . . . . .

Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . . . . .

Packard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Locomoblle

Apperson

Apperson

Columbia

Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Great Arrow . . . . . . . . . . ..

Stearns

Peerless

Royal Tourist . . . . . . . . . . .

“’eleh

Lozler

 

Ormond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Locomoblle . . . . . . . . . . . .'

Speedway . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]

Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l

Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i

Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I

Thomas Flyer‘. . . . . . . . . ..l

Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . .' . .‘.|

Loeomobile . . . . . . . . . . . .|

American Mercedes. . . . -'

at a Glance

and incidentally providing an Interesting comparative study of strokes and

“’elghrt’. _

1,800

1.200

1,650

1,950

1,700

2.500

2 300

2.700
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'Hiorsci— Number I i i

power. 7 (“.‘v'llilldernI Dimensionxigi. ’

1s 2 53454

12-15 :: 41,5x41k

18 4 3%x4

14—16 2 5x6

20 2 5X5

2O 2 5X5

16—20 4 3551(5)

22 4 4114175

14—16 2 536

24—28 4 4X5

16—20 4 3%!(41/4

16—20 4 31/;X4

18—20 4 4x414

2O 2 5X7

20 4 4%X5

2+es 3 .U |

20 2 5x6

25 4 4X4 '

24 4 4X4%

20 3 4%}!5

15 2 Steam.

30 4 41/,X4%

20 3 4%)(41/1

24 4 4 1-6x51,§ |

16—20 4 4x4

20 4 4X4

24—30 4 4%.‘(5

4 41/1X5

24 6 Ill/2x4

20 4 37AX41/1

24—28 4 431x415

18 4 3%X4%

30 4 4X5

15—20 4 334x454;

18 4 3%X4V;

30 4 4%:(5

2O 4 3%X4-Yl,

m 4 .U |

35—40 4 5x5

20 2

20 '4

35 4

32—88 4 i)

40 4 uxa'ilé

22 4 371‘63143

24 4 4142(7)

25 I 4 4X5V;

24 I 4 4x5

24—28 I 4 3"/,,,X4% '

40-50 i 4 5%x6

30 I 4 5X5

50 4 5%)(5’

40 4 5x515

50 4 5%.‘51/2

30 4 4%x5l4

28 4 r 4‘/,,,XZ'|% I

20—25 4 4x5

24—30 4 4%x5

40 4 Fax?»

35—40 4 5x5

24—30 4 4%.‘(51/2

28—32 4 4%x4%

32-—40 4 4%X57/{g

35 4 4%X51/2

32-—38 4 5x595

30—36 4 4%)(5

' 30—35 I 4 4%x5%

25 I 4 . . . I

40—15 4 41/;X51/2

22—28 4 4%.‘(5

' 24 4 41/2x0

60 4 fiaxfia

4O 4 4%!(6

00 ii Til/Axfil/l

. . 45 I 4 5x531

40—45 I 4 5X6

MP“ | 4 5m

bores, and the variations In power which they effect.
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AurOra' Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

111., Space B, C. H.—'1‘hor motorcycles and

fittings.

Allers & Co., H. A., New York City, Space

14. S. T. B.—-Speclaltles.

American Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 8, S. T. B.—Century lubricators.

Angiulli, Luigi, New York City, Space 10, S.

T. B.—Specialties.

American Electrical Novelty 8: Mfg. Co.,

New York City, Spaces 23 and 25—Electri

cal goods. . 4

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

'Block E. M. F.—Baker electric cars, con

sisting of a runabout, a StanhOpe, a new

surrey model and a depot wagon.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass,

Block U, E. P.—Baldwin detachable and

riveted chains.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Block

U, E. P.—Gears.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Block V,

E. P.—Radiators and tenders.

Brennan Motor Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Block

X, E. P.—Brennan gasolene motors.

Badger Brass Mfg, Co., Kenosha, Wis., Block

X, E. P.——Solar acetylene gas lamps.

Baker & Thatcher, Attleboro, Mass, Space

25, u. B.—-Puncture preventors.

Breeze Motor Co., Newark, N. J., Space 14.

U. B.—Motors and carburetters.

Brown, Wm. H., Chicago, 1ll., Spaces 31 and

32, U. B.—Dust shield.

Buick Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich., Block

E, E. H.—Buick double opposed cylinder

cars.

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. H., Detroit, Micl1.,

Block D, R.—Queen cars.

Brown, James, Machine Co., Pawtucket, It. 1.,

Block H, E. H.—Ca1neron cars.

Bartholomew Co., The, Peoria, 111., Block H,

E. H.—Glide cars.

Byrne-Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind., Space

A, C. H.—Carburretters.

Bowscr 6: Co., Inc., S. I“., Fort Wayne, lnd.,

Space C, C. H.—Gasolene outfits.

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.. Providence, R. 1.,

Space t‘, C. H.—Machinery.

Bridgeport Dcoxidlzcd Bronze & Metal Co.,

Bridgepzrt, Conn., Space 16, S. '1‘. B.—Cast

ings.

Bl'e\\'~li:|tclier Co.. Cleveland, Ohio, Space

Iii—Brewdlaicher cars.

Cadillac Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Block F, M. F.—Cadlllac cars, including

the new 4 cylinder model and the Model B.

and F.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn., Block G, M. F.—Corbin 1005

gasclene cars.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Lockport, N. Y.,

Block Q, M. l“.—Covcrt cars.

Columbia Lubricant C0. of New York, New

York City. Block U, E. P.—-Lubricants.

Cooper, Dr. T. J.. Paterson, N. J., Space 4,

U. B.—Tl.res.
- _.-._..... . _._‘
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Continental Caoutchouc Co., The, New York

City, Spaces 20 and 21, U. B.—-Tires.

Cramp & Sons' Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.,

Wm., Philadelphia, Pa., B. E.—Castings.

Coldwell Lawn Mower Co., The, Newburgh.

N. Y., Block B, E. H.—Motor lawn mowers.

Central Automobile Exchange, Providence.

R. 1., Block A, E. H.—Specialties.

Crest Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass, Block G.

E. H.—Crest cars.

Columbus Motor Vehicle Co., Columbus.

Ohio, Block G, E. H.-—Gasolene cars.

Concentrated Acetylene Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., Space 52, F. T. B.—Acetylene gas and

gas tanks.

Commercial Motor Co., New York City, Block

E—Moyea cars.

Cleveland Car Specialty Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, Space A, C. H.-Pressed steel frames.

Carlyle-Johnson Machine Co., Hartford,

Conn., Space A, C. H.—Gears and clutches.

Cook’s Sons, Adam, New York City, Space

12, S. B.—Grease.

Custead, W. D., New York City—Spaces 23

and 25—Speciaities.

Constant Dynamo Co., Boston, Mass., Space

7, S. T. B.—Dynamos.

Daimler Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,

Bloek O, M. F.—American Mercedescars.

Duryea Power Co., Reading, Pa., Block K,

M. F.—Duryea cars.

Dietz Co., B. E., New York City, Block T,

E. P.—Lamps.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, Block T,

E. P.——Diamond detachable clincher tires.

Dow Portable Electric Co., Braintree, Mass,

Block Z, E. P.—Spark coils.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio,

Block X, E. P.-—Apple dynamos.

Demmerle & Co., New York City, Spaces 22.

and 23, U. B._—Clothing.

Duane 8: Co., W. J., New York City, B. E.—

Specialties.

Dolson & Sons, John L., Charlotte, Mich.,

Block E. E. H.—Doison cars.

De Dietrich &.Co., New York City, Block F—

De Dietrich cars.

Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space C, C. H.—Steel specialties.

Dut! Mfg. Co., Allegheny, Pa., Space 18, s. T.

B.—Auto jacks.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn., Block

in, M. F.—Columbia gasolene and electric

cars, including several new models.

l-lllnol-e Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio, Block 0, M. F.

—Elnlol'e Pathfinder and other models, all

driven by the Elmore two cycle, double

opposed engine.

Electric Contract 00., New York City, Space

11. U. B.—Electrical goods.

English & Mersick Co., New Haven, Conn..

Spaces 27 and 28, U. B.—Locks, lamps

and other metal specialties.

i'ldison Storage Battery Co., Glen Ridge, N.

J ., Space 26, U. B.-——Storage batteries.

Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co., Middle

town, Conn., Block F, E. H.—Compound

engine gasolene cars.

Ford Motor 00., Detroit, Mich., Block G,

M. F.—Ford cars. including the new 4 cyl

inder vertical mode].

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.,

Block S, M. F.—Franklin cars.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

Block U, E. P.—Solid tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Fails, Mass.

Block Y, E. P.—Fisk mechanically fastened

tires.

Funke, A. 11., New York City, Spaces 37 and

38, U. B.—Lamps, horns, supplies, etc.

Federal Mfg. Co., Eiyria, Ohio, Space D, C.

H.—Frames, axles, gears, etc.

Grout Bros.’ Automobile Co., Orange, Mass,

Block J, M. F.—Gr0ut steam cars.

Gray & Davis, Amesbnry, Mass, Block U,

E. P.—Headlight, side and tail oil and

acetylene gas lamps.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., The, Akron.

Ohio, Block T, E. P.—Goodyear detachable

clincher tires.

Gleason-Peters Air Pump Co., New York

City, Block Y, E. P.-—Pumps.

Gas Engine 8: Power Co. & Chas. L. Seabury

Co., Consolidated, Morris Heights, N. Y.,

Block C, E. H.—Speedway cars.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio. C. E.—

Goodrich detachable clincher tires.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapoli, Ind., Block T.

E. P.—G & J detachable clincher tires.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

_ Conn., Block Y, E. P.—Perfected Dnnlop

detachable and Hartford and Turner tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York City,

Spaces 23 and 25—Shock absorber.

Hardy Co., R. E., New York City, U, E. P.—

Sta-rite spark plugs.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Space C, C. H.-—Bail bearings.

Hine-Watt Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., Space 40,

F. 'l‘. B.—Lamps.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.,

C. B.—Bearings.

Hussey Drop Forge 8:. Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, Space 46, F. T. B.—Fittings and sup

plies.

Howard Motor Car Co., Yonkers, N. Y.,

Block G, E. H.-—Gasolene cars.

Hjorth & Co., Wm., Jamestown, N. Y., Space

33, U. B.—Wrenches.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass, Space

17, U. B.-—Indian motorcycles.

lIerz & Co., New York City, Bloek X, E. P.

-—Spark plugs, etc.

Haynes-Appcrson Co., Kokomo, Ind., Block

D, M. F.—Hayncs cars in three models,

including the new 4 cylinder vertical engine

car.

international Automobile & Vehicle Tire Co.,

New York City, Spaces 35 and 36, U. B.—

Tires.

Imperial Wheel Co., Flint, Mich., Space D,

C. H.—Artiilery wheels.

iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., Space
9, S. T. B.—-Tanks. I

Jeffery 8: Co., Thos. B., Kenosha, Wis., Block

H, M. F.—Rambler cars, including the new

side entrance model.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.,

Block A, E. H.—Jackson cars.

Joseph W. Jones, New York City, Block X.

E. P.—Speedometers.

Jersey Brake Co., The, Newark, N. J., Space

K, C. H.—Brakes. ‘

Keils Mfg. Co., W. J., Jersey City, N. J.,

Spaces 23 and 25—Radiators.

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo. Ohio, Block E, M. F.—

Yale cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Block I and M, M. F.—Knox cars, includ

ing two new double opposed models.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport.

Conn., Block DE, M. F.—Locomobile gaso

lene and steam cars, the former, in four

models.

Lane Motor Vehicle Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

Block PP 1, M. F.—-Lane steam cars.

Light Mfg. & Foundry‘Co., The, Pottstown.

Pa, Block X, E. P.——Motorcycles and cast

ings.

Lunkenheimer Co., The, New York City.

Space 10, U. B.—0ilers.

Livingstone, D. McRae, New York City.

Space 24, U. B.--Specialties.

Logan Construction Co., The, Chillicothc.

Ohio, Block B, E. H.—Logan 20 horsepower

09.11.

Lear Automobile Co., Oscar, Cleveland, Ohio.

Block A, E. H.-—Miller-Frayer cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis, Block

D, M. F.—Mitchell cars, including two new

models.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Ltd., Holyokc.

Mass, Block F. M, F.—Gasolene cars.

Midgeley Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio, Black L'.

E. P.—~Midgeley pressed steel wheels.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, 111., Block

W, E. P.—Morgan & Wright clincher de

tachable tires.

Motor Car Equipment Co., The, New York

City, Spaces 18 and 19, U. B.—Supplies.

Metz, Charles IL, Waitham, Mass, Space 16.

U. B.—Motorcycles.

Mack Bros. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., Block A

E. H.—Cars and bodies.

Miller, Charles E., New York City, Space 34

U. B.—Sulldries and supplies.

Michigan Automobile Co., Kalamazoo, Mich,

Block C, E. H.—Michigan cars in two new

models. .

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, ind-i

Block C, E. H.—Marion air cooled cars.

Morse Motor Vehicle Co., Springfield, Mass.

Block E, E. H.-—Morse gasolene cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N

Y., Block C, R.—Maxwell runabout 11""

touring cars.

Model Gas Engine Works, Auburn, Ind-

Block G, E. H.—Model gasolene cars.

1
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Mas‘on, Norris N., “Bollee,” New York City,

Block F.—Bollee cars.

Motsinger Device Co., Pendlton, Ind.. Space

A. C. H.—Auto sparkers.

Miller. Chas. E., New York City, F. A.. A.—.

Supplies, parts and sundries.

McGiehan Odometer & Mfg. Co., New York

City, Space E, C. H.—0dometers.

Manufacturers’ Foundry Co.. The, Water

bury, Conn., Space C, C. H.—Cylinder and

.other castings.

Mesinger Mfg. Co., H. & F., New York City,

Spaces 24 and 26, S. T. B.—Tire protectors.

McCord & Co., Chicago, Ill., and New York.

City, Spaces 20 and 22, S. T. B.—Oiilers.

Myers & Alexander. New York City, Space 6.

S. T. Bz—Specialties.

Meyrowitz Mfg. Co.. New York City, Space

15, S. T. B.—Goggles.

Merrell-Stevens Mfg Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich"

Space 11, S. T. B.——Jacks.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., Block Q, M. l“.—Naii0nal electric and

gasolene cars, including the new model

with circular bonnet.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Block J,

M. F.—Northern touring car and runabout.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Block

U, E. P.—Columbia dry batteries.

New York & New Jersey Lubricant Co., New

York City, Block U, E. P.—-Lnbricants.

NOI'IIIEID'LIOIOI‘ Sleigh Co., Boston, Mass,

Block B, E. H.—M0tor sleighs.

New York Edison Co., New York City,

Spaces 39 and 51, I“. T. B.—Electrical spe

cialties.

National Car Wheel Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

Space F, C. H.-—Specialties. _

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York

City, Spaces 3 and 5, S. T. B.—Supplies.

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich., Block D,

M. l“.—Olds cars, including the new double

cylinder model and the light tonneau'and

the touring and curved dash runabouts.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., Space, C. H.—

Jacks. 5" _

Ot'eldt & Sons, F. W., Br..o_kl»yn, ‘N'. Y., Spaces

23 and 25—Trucks. . _

Pope Mfg. Co.. New York City, Block BC,

M. l“., also Block X. E. P.—Pope-Toledo,.

Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune gaSoIene and

Pope-Waverley electric cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Block G, M. l<‘.—-Peerless cars.

Phelps Motor Vehicle Co., Stoneham, Mass,

Block A, M. F.—l'belps cars.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., Block

Q, M. l".—I'ackard cars, including the new

Model N, with 4 cylinder vertical engine.

Pierce Co., The Geo. N., Buitalo, N. Y., Block

F, M. F.—I’ierce Great Arrow and Pierce

Stanhope. _

Prescott Automobile Mfg. Co., The, New

York City, Block S, M. l“.——Prescott steam

cars. a - l '

Phineas Jones & Co., Newark, N. J., Block X,

E. l’.—Artlllery wheels.

Parish & Binghnln Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Block U, E. P.—l~‘raines, parts and fittings.

Pltisfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield, Mass,

Block X, E._P.—Spark coils.

Pueurnatfiire Protector Co., Dayton, Ohio,

Space 9, U. B.—Tire protectors.

Post & Lester Co.. The, Hartford. Conn..

Spaces 39 and 42, U. B.—Sundries and

supplies.

l‘icrce Engine Co., Racine, Wis, Block A,

E. H.—Pierce-Raeine ears.

Fangs-Finch Automobile & Gas Engine 00..

The, Detroit, Mich., Block E. E. H.—Pungs

Finch 4 cylinder touring cars.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind..

Block A, R.—Premier air cooled cars.

>Palais de l’Automobile, New York City,

Bloek F—Panhard and Renault ears.

Panhard & Levassor, New York City, Block

F—Panhard cars.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.. Jeannette, Pa.,

Space C, C. H.—Tires.

Poly-Phase Ignition System Co., New York,

City, Space 1, S. T. B.—Electrical special

ties.“ ~~> .

Parker, Henry F;, Newburgh, N. Y.. Space

13, S. T. B.——Specia‘lties.4

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Block G. M. F.——Reliance 16 horsepower

cars, ivitb double opposed cylinder.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Block

*M, M. F.—Royal cars, including the new

model with circular hood.

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Biainfleld, N. J.,

Spaces 7 and 8, U. B.—Lamps.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Block Y,

P.—I.amps.

Reliance Motor Cycle.Co., Addison, N. Y.,

Space 15, U. B.——Mot0rcycles.

Roche, Wm., New York City, Space 30, U. B.

-—Aut0gas dry batteries, plugs, etc.

Reid Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Block 1;; E. H.

~W01verine cars. ,

Reo Motor Car 001, Lansing, Mich., Block

D, R.-—Re0 cars.

Rutter & Co., Arthur '1‘., New York City,

Space C, C. H.—-Specialties.

Stevens Arms & Tools Co., The J., Chicopee

Falls, Mass, Block A, M. F.—The new 4

cylinder vertical car, and also with the

double cylinder opposed Stevens-Duryea

type. .

Stearns (‘o.. F. B., Cleveland, Ohio, Block A,

M. F.—Stearns 36 horsepower car, with

4 cylinder vertical engine.

Standard Motor Construction Co., Jersey

City, N’. J., Block P, MFR—Standard gaso

lene' cars. I

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City, Block T,

E. P.—Splitd0rf spark coils.

Smith & Mabley Mfg. Co., New York City,

Block R, M. F.—Simplex cars.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind., Block It, M. Iii—Studebaker electric

and gasolene (iil‘S, the latter in two and

four cylinder models.

Springfield Metal B::dy Co., Springfield,

Mass, Block U, E. P.—Metal bodies.

Scandinavian Fur & Leather Co., New York

City, Spaces 5 and 6, U. B.—Fur garments.

Scovillc 8: Peck Co., The, New Haven, Conn.,

Space 3, U. B.—l'ilot searchlight lamps.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa., Block

Y, E. 1).»~S('Llllll('SS steel tubing.

Standard \‘I’elding Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio,

Block X, E. P.—Rims, tubing, etc.

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., St. Louis, M0.,

Block C, E. H.—St. Louis cars.

Standard Wheel Co., Terre lIaute, Ind.,

Block ll, E. H.~—Artillery wheels.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk. Ohio,

Spaces 48 and 50, l". '1‘. B.—Sprague tops.

Swinehart Cushion 'l‘lre & Rubber Co., Ak

ron, Ohio, Space A, C. H.-—Swinellart non

punctnrable cushion tire.

Smith Co.. The A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis, Space

1), C. li.—l"rumes, axles, gears, etc.

Smith 8; Co.. Edward, New York City, Spaces

2 and 4, S. ’1‘. B.—Spccialties.

Steel Ball 00., Chicago, 111., Space I, C. H.—

Hlll oiler, Hill starter, etc.

Schwarz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Space

21—Wbeels. ’

Springer Motor Vehicle Co., New York City.

Block N, M. F.—Springer cars.

Saks & Co., New York City. B. E.—Clothing.

Thomas Motor Co.. E. B., Buffalo, N. Y..

Block M, M. F.-Thomas cars, all of the

four vertical cylinder type.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

Ohio, Block X, E. P.—Roller bearings.

Trebert Automobile & Marine Motor Co..

Rochester, N. Y., Space 13, U. B.—-Motors

and transmission gears. ' ‘

Torbenson Gear Co., Inc., Bloomfield, N. J.,

Block E. E. H.~Gears.

Tokheim Mfg. Co., The. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Space BKC. H.—Gasolene outfits.

20th Century Mfg. Co., Newli'ork City, Block

X, E. P.—Lamps. ‘ ‘\

Utility Co., The. New York City, 'Space 11.

S T. B.——Spark pings‘and specialties.

United Motor Vehicle Co., New York City.

Block E, E. H.-Mot0rs.

United Electrical Mfg. Co., The, New York

City, Space 12, U. B.—Electric goods.

Upton Motor Co., Lebanon, Pa., Block E. E.

H.—Pumps.

Union Automobile Co., The, Union City, Ind..

Block E, E. H.—~Union gasolene cars.

Vacuum Oil Co., New York Ci , S ce 29.
U. B.—Lubricants. ty pa

Veeder Mfg. Co., The, Hartford. Conn.. Block

Ut, E. P.—Veeder Odometer-s, Tachometer-s,

e e.

Vehicle Equipment Co., New York City,

Btiock O, M. l".—Electrlc trucks, broughams.

e c.

Valentine & Co., New York City, Spaces 23

and 25—Varnishes.

Warren Automobile Co., Warren, Pa., Block

H. E. H.—Gasolene cars.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass, Block

F, M. 1".—Orieut touring car and Orient

buckboard, the former a 4 cylinder verti

cal type.

Whrte Sewing Machine Co.. Cleveland, Ohio,

Block B, M. F.—Full line of White 15

horsepower steam cars.

Worthington Automobile Co., New York City,

Bloek E. M. F.—Worthington 4 cylinder

cars. ‘

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Block I, M. F.—Winton cars, comprising

four new vertical 0 'llnder models.

Weston-Mott Co., Utica, N. Y., Block I', E.

l'.—Wheels, axles and rims. ,

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Block I'.

P.~Whitney roller chains and standards.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind., Block X.

E. P.—Gears.

Welch Motor Car Co.. Detroit and Pontiac,

Mlch.. Block I), E. H.—Welch ears. '

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich., Block

C, lt.—Wayue ears.

Worthington Automobile Co., New York

City, Block B, R.—Meteor ears.

Wray Pump & Register Co.. Rochester, N.

Y., Space B, C. ll.—-Pumps and registers.

Warner Instrument Co.. Belolt, Wis, Space

B, C. Il.—-Specialties.

Willis Co., E. J., New York City, F. A., B.—

Supplies, parts and sundries.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.. Hartford, Conn..

Spaces 42 and 44, l". T. B.—Whitlock cool

ers.

\Vebb Co., The. New York City, Space G.

C. I'L—Speed indicators.

Whitehouse & Co., Chas. F.. New York City.

Spaces 23 and 25—Speclalties.
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POPE-TOLEDO or 1905

Famous Car Undergoes Considerable Refine

ment—Some of the Changes Made.

 

Few of the new models have been awaited

with more interest than the Pope-Toledo. It

finally made its appearance this week and

proves to have been worth waiting for.

bolted, not depending on keys to hold it.

The crank shaft bearings are five in number

and are of the finest phosphor bronze. The

bearings are reamed after bolting into the

case and then scraped to a perfect fit to the

shaft itself.

The crank shaft bearings, crank pins and

cam shaft bearings are oiled by the splash

system. Just enough oil is used in the bot

tom of the case for this purpose and yet

  

.. _
’
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30 H. P. POPE-TOLEDO, TYPE VIII.

The leading Pope-Toledo feature, “direct

drive on the high speed with all gears out

of mesh is retained,” but is worked out in

more effective manner, the entire transmis

sion device being considerably altered, the

free use of ball bearings—which has been an

ear mark of the car—having permitted of

some desirable refinement.

The essential features of the car are as

follows: '

The cylinders are plain cylindrical castings

with no cased water jackets, and are ma

chined outside concentric with the bore, thus

insuring an even thickness throughout, con

scqliently there is no difficulty of warping

out of shape due to unequal expansion or

contraction. The upper part of cylinder is

surrounded by a spun copper water jacket

scoured at its lower end by being let into

an annular groove surrounding the cylinder

and caulked with lead. and at the top ex

tending over the end of the cylinder, forming

the gasket between head and cylinder. The

cylinder heads are. water jacketed elbow

castings, containing the exhaust and inlet

valve chamber, also ignition plug, which is

placed directly over the centre of the cylin

der. Each head has projecting arms cast

on them which extend out and meet corre

sponding arms on adjoining heads, and are

tied together by means of a bolt and capped

washer. thus insuring the perfect alignment

of the cylinders.

The crank shaft is a weldlcss drop forging

of high grade steel and is turned in special

fixtures designed and built in the Toledo fac

tory. Thc object of these special fixtures is

the production of a perfectly straight and

round shaft, and no expense has been spared

to attain this end. A flange is turned on one

end of the shaft, to whicu the fly-whecl is

avoid an over-quantity being thrown into

the cylinders. The cylinders are fed with a

special form of mechanically driven oil pump.

The feed of this pump is always in sight of

the driver, thus avoiding any uncertainty in

the important matter of cylinder oiling.

with modifications and considerable improve

ments, the most noticeable being the ad

Justable ball hearings on the drive shaft,

which can be taken up for wear or loosened

in the same manner and with the same tools

as are used on the jack shaft bearings. The

high speed clutch on the diflerential has been

strengthened and the reverse gears arranged

to be thrown out of mesh on all speeds for-'

ward. The speed ratio between the engine

and Jack shaft has been increased from one

to ten-sevenths, which permit use of larger

jack shaft sprockets and thus get quieter

running and longer life out of the chains.

Another improvement of great importance

to the efficiency and life of the transmission

is the removal of the countershaft and gears

from the bottom of the gear box and arrang

ing them in the rear of and in the same hori

zontal plane as the jack shaft. This arrange

ment, with the addition of a centre support

and the substitution of ball bearings for plain

bearings, produces a quieter and smoother

running combination and prevents chattering

of the gears.

The direct drive on the high speed with all

gears out of mesh and silent is retained, but

the result is accomplished in a different man

ner: The gear box, which is of aluminum

alloy in two parts, divided horizontally, is

hung on transverse cross members of the

frame. In addition to this support, the jack

shaft brackets, to which are secured steel

casing tubes brazed in flanged ends bolted

to the gear box, are hung between and se~

curely bolted to the vertical flanges to the

  

20 H. P. POPE-TOLEDQ, TYPE X.

The commutator is of the rubbing contact

type and is driven by spiral gears from the

cam shaft. The location is such that it may

readily be inspected and cleaned. Oil does'

not affect it; in fact. it is provided with a

wick oiler, which keeps the bearings and

contact surface constantly oiled, thereby ln

suring long life.

The fan for circulating air through the

radiator is belt driven and is provided with

ball bearings.

The change speed gear in this model is in

principle the same as formerly employed,~

side of the members of the frame. This ar

rangement forms one complete and rigid unit

of frame and transmission, and prevents any

loss of power between engine and sprockets

due to springing and twisting of the frame.

The jack shaft and drive shaft ball bearings.

outside and in, are all adjustable from the

outside without removing any part of the

gear box, by means of a spanner wrench be

ing applied to bail cup. This transmission

gives three speeds forward and one reverse.

all being controlled by means of one hand

lever.
.
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The Pierce Car was awarded the Grand Prize at the. St. Louis Exposition as

the best expression of an American car built for American conditions and American

temperaments.

The Grand Prize thus awarded is but a recognition of a standard toward which

we have been working for five years, and which we believe we have. attained.

The six cars which we have built for 1905 comprise the best we know of suc

cessful motor car building.

Catalog and technical descriptive matter sent on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Makers of PIERCE Cycles. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

FOR SALE BY

gOiviéngglgpggAGglRf, lgostolré BANKER BROS. CO.. Pittsburg. Pa.

. . . as am on. . . H. J. WILLARD, P n a, .

H. PAULMAN & 00.. Chicago. In. R v. CONNERAT °ga$;“,,,,a,‘;“g‘;
THE GEORGE N. PIERCE 00., Denver, Colo. ' '
STIRLING AUTOMOBILE 00.. Detroit, Mich. C' 1" JOY AUTOMOBILE CO" 5" PM“ mm“

X L_ BIEVER' Derby. Conn. MOBILE céulmmcm COMPANY. San Fran

a.ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY, Elmira. N. Y. CW0.

WATERMAN BROSI Fresno. CaL STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton. Pa.

J_ A_ PLACE, Geneva. N_ Y. WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Louis. Mo

EASTmCOAF‘fiT AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackson- M fLfiCI‘E'MAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Syra

v e. a. u e. . .

L. H_ JOHNSON. Los Angeles. Ca]. MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

HARROLDS MOTOR CAR CO., New York. Utica, N. Y.

N_ y_ CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. Oakland, “'orcester. Mas.

Cal. UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Roch

WILSON & 00.. Ottawa. Canada ester, N. Y.

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

Center Aisle, Section F:

GHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

Spaces Nos. 40. 60. 65 and 66.
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“All There Is To It”' .

mend
1905

Detachable Clincher Tires

  

 

500 sets sold and in use from six weeks to six months—from

gating the record that our 1905 wrapped tread construction will

any other process.

After thousands of miles of service their remarkable external

much as marred.

Even punctures have been so rare as practically to cease to

All occasion to remove the tires from the wheels is reduced

Not only does Diamond wrapped tread construction increase

the limit by many considered the maximum of rubber’s possibil

therefore a faster, than the usual process.

Diamond inner tubes for 1905 are as good as our wrapped

less. We know them to be the bestéwearing and the most reliable

other should be used in Diamond 1905 tires.

A poor tube in a good casing is a costly and trouble=breeding

Every requirement of the trade and consumers, and all ad

  

BRANCHES

THE DIAMQND
I717 Broadway.

BOSTON

174 Columbus Ave.

PHILADELPHIA A K R O N
304-306 No. Broad St. 5

BUFFALO

715. Main Street. ‘ .

DETROIT Send for our book, “The Servure Your Tires Should Give."

310 Woodward Ave.

 

<—
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Wrapped TI’QGQ Construction

-TA‘T.‘ I I _ 1'4

c1

500 to 4000 miles—prove to the satisfaction of everybody investi=

give from three to five times greater service than tires made by

 

strength and the tough vitality of the tread and walls is not so

be a factor.

to a point of insignificance. .

the resistance to penetration and wear in every way, far beyond

ities, but it makes a tougher, livelier, more resilient tire, and

tread construction casings, exceptionally heavy gauge and end=

inner tubes made. They will prove their worth in any tire. N0

  

combination.

iustments,etc., will be taken care of by our branch establishments.

I 4- BRANCHES

CLEXELANS]?

RUBBER co aa
Q 167-169 Lake 5:.

CHICAGO

1241 Michigan Avenue.

SAN FRANCISCO

O H l O 608 Mission St.

DENVER -

1735 Arapahoe St.

‘ ST. LoUIs
F Will be ready soon. A‘ postal card is the only cost. Mifigk‘gOSIE-IS

6n First Ave. S.
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1E RUYAL UUHIS
“ TRUE BLUE.”

5lii
  

  

Model F.

32-38 H. P. 2500 lbs.

$3000.00.

Its Equal Has Never Been Produced Before.

1 NEW YORK SHOW—Section "M." CHICAGO—Stands 33-34-35.

Write Dept. l for full description. Guaranteed Deliveries.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE CO. C. A. DUERR 6: CO., Inc. HARRY BRANSTETTER C0.

I82 Columbus Ave., Boston. New York. Chicago.
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FIGURING HORSE POWER

The Formqu That Apply and Why They Ai

ford Only Approximate Results.

With the approach of each annual exhibi

tion,~ much comment is called forth by the

'Widely varying results obtained by different

designers of motors with so little apparent

variation in dimensions.

It is a matter of commOn knowledge that

attempting to follow the empirical constants

evolved for the steam engine led gas engine

designers so far astray in the first instance

that one and all dropped them forthwith, and

seemingly they have never come together

again. The indicated horsepower of any en

gine-is equal to 1-33,000 multiplied by the

product of the mean effective pressure, the

area of the piston, length of stroke in feet

and number of power strokes per minute. In

the case of steam engines this is usually ex

presed by the formula

PLAN

H. P.-—-——

33,000

in which:

P. Mean effective pressure in pounds per

square inch.

L. Stroke in feet.

A. Piston area in square inches.

N. Number of power strokes per minute.

Taking into consideration actual working

conditions, and allowing for drop in pressure

from various causes, the results of this for

mula will be found to fall within close lim

its of error. But with the explosive engine

so many disturbing factors are present that

it is almost impossible to predict from cylin

der dimensions, speed and fuel what power

a given engine will actually develop. The

most that can be done is to say what it

should produce, granted that the numerous

conditions of eifective working are complied

with. _

Assuming a given compression sufliciently

short of the practical limit as not to involve

any danger of spontaneous combustion, a

speed that is neither unreasonably low nor

excessively high, that the various parts have

been correctly designed, that the mixture is

good and ignition takes place at the proper

point, that the resistance of the various ports

and passages is not so great as to prevent

the cylinder receiving an approximately full

charge, a formula may be evolved which will,

as above mentioned, show the best result

theoretically that may be expected from an

engine of given bore, stroke and speed.

By omitting the compression factor, the

man who visits the show or who reads in a

catalogue that the stroke and bore of a mo

tor are of given dimensions, and that R. P.

M. are of a specified number, may obtain ap

proximate results by following this simple

formula, the calculation in this instance giv

ing the brake or actual horsepower.

D ' x L x N

B. H. P.

18,000

 

Q‘.-u

in which:

D. Piston diameter in inches or bore.

L. Stroke in inches.

N. Revolutions per minute.

The denominator varying according to the

design of the engine and the character of

the fuel.

By assuming a piston speed, this may be

simplified to such an extent that, given the

piston diameter, what any engine is capable

of producing may be known with but little

calculation.

General practice in four-cycle engines fa

vors a piston speed of 500 feet per minute,

'in small stationary and marine engines up

to 700 feet, and in automobile motors 800

to 1,000 feet, so adopting 600 feet per min

ute as a mean, we have

2 L x N

12

-piston speed in ft. per minute, or

=600

 

I LN=3600

D’x3600 D'

B.H.P. =
 

18,000 5

in which D, L and N represent the same

values as above. Thus with this piston speed

the horsepower per cylinder would equal ap

proximately one—fifth of the square of the

bore. In other words, an engine, with a

5x6 inch cylinder, should produce 5 horse—

power at 600 R. P. M., but this is somewhat

lower than the speed of the average automo

bile motor. The denominator four will ap

proximately express the diiference represent

ed by an additional one to two hundred revo~,

lutions per minute, and the same engine at

750 R. P. M. will produce 6%. H. P., and so

on in proportion as the speed increases.

For gasolene, E. W. Roberts, in the gas en

gine handbook, gives the following:

D ' x L x N

B. H. P =———

13.500

and this has been found to work out well in

practice. A

But the engine builder who blindly follows

set formula is vastly disappointed at the

concrete result, and the majority of those

who have started with them as a working

basis, toiled over a long and weary road,

full of vexatious obstructions before produc

ing a motor that fulfilled expectations to any

extent.

Formulae, generally speaking, represent

. maximum values obtainable under ideal con

ditions, and this is particularly the case

where they have not been continually modi

fied and readjusted as the result of experi

ence extending over a number of years, as

is the case in automobile motor practice.

The Veteran and His Home Made Car.

At the forthcoming Lewis and Clark Expo

sition there will be shown a home made auto

mobile manufactured by a veteran of the

Civil War; Major R. B. Walker, an Oregon

City machinist.

After exhibiting the vehicle, which will

have a capacity of more than 1,000 pounds

and will weigh about 840 pounds and be

driven by steam, the engine being 71,5 horse

power, the major expects to make a trip

across the continent from Portland, Ore., to

Portland, Me., in the car.

. ABOUT COMPOUND ENGINES

The Efforts to Evolve Them and Why They

Have Made Small Progress.

 

While it is now forty years or more since

M. Beau de Rochas evolved the principle of

the successful internal combustion engine—

more often termed the “Otto cycle" through

the fact of the latter inventor’s having ap

plied it—the period of greatest development

of this power has been virtually confined to

the past twelve to fifteen years, as has that

of its rival in the automobile field—elec

tricity.

More economical than steam at the outset

by reason of its adaptability to the use of

low grade fuels, the cost of' maintenance has

been so low as compared with other power,

and so many other problems have engrossed

the entire time and attention of designers

and builders, that the question of further

cheapening by means of a. repeated utiliza

tion of the expansion of the exploded gases,

or compounding, has not received much

thought. The steam engine has been brought

to the last point of ecfliiency by the repeated

expansion of the steam until the latter fails

to atmospheric pressure, and as the com

pound engine is much more eifective than

one utilizing but one drop in pressure, so

the quadruple expansion—using the steam at

four successive stages of pressure—has been

found to be the most economical.

However, the diflerent nature and action

of the fuel, as well as the limitations of the

internal combustion engine, have been such

as not to readily permit of utilizing the ex

pansion of the exploded gases more than

once. In the steam engine cylinder a much

better vacuum is present than can be ob—

tained with the hydro-carbon engine, owing

to the manner of exhausting the burnt gases,

and there is no retarding action due to the

lack of power and the necessity of com

pressing the fresh charge on the inward

stroke. The steam is admitted at a point of

compression regulated by the cut—off and ex

pands more evenly, while the most effective

expansion of the fuel in the hydro-carbon en

gine is brought about by exploding it at a

point very slightly before the dead centre on

the compression stroke is reached, and is

more in the nature of a blow.

By an accurate computation of the amount

of fuel to be cXpioded in the compression

chamber of a cylinder of given dimensions,

it is evident that this can be so adjusted as

to utilize a very large percentage of the ef

fective expansion of the gases in but one op

eration—from the highest point of compres

sion to slightly more than atmospheric pres

sure at exhaust. When this result is at

tained, we have what even the novice de

clares a “smooth-running" engine;- one that

operates almost noiselesst at full speed

with the minimum need for mufiiing. It is

the combination of a properly designed en

gine equipped with an effective carburetor

of the right capacity—both adjusted to pro
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duce the best result, and, needless to say,

there'are any number of cars whose build

ers, after years of study and experimenting.

have found just how to bring about this

condition.

But this has been such a difficult stage

to reach for many that there has been little

desire and less time to experiment with com

pounding. A single expansion engine that

will perform all that is expected of it has

been the goal, and still is, with not a few.

And with those who have attained to this

there is a greater desire for further im

provement along the same lines than one

to delve into new complications, which, in

the light of the present efficiency and needs

of the automobile engine, promise little.

However, experiments have been made

looking to the development of this type of

internal combustion engine, but, as is readily

evident, more with a view to applying it to

stationary power purposes, such as electric

lighting, in which the better balance obtain

able is a greater advantage than for motor

cars. ‘ . ,

More attentipn has been given to the sub

ject in England than probably in any other

country, and though the engines constructed

were successful, they have never been placed

on the market. As no material economy is

effected, it is much tov be doubted if the ad

vantages gained compensate for the addi

tional complications in the form of an extra

cylinder, crank, connections, etc., and the

necessarily intricate valve mechanism. There

is the added advantage of eliminating the

muffler, as the burnt gases are expelled from '

the low pressure cylinder at atmospheric

pressure, but a muiiier is far cheaper and

equally effective.

Patents were granted in that country sev

eral years ago on a compound gas engine,

and one of 100 I. H. P. was built and gave

satisfaction. It was equipped with two high

pressure cylinders on either side of the ex

pansion cylinder, and was of the four cycle

type, thus obtaining two impulses—one. ex

plosive and one expansive—per revolution.

The latter was found to add very little to

the power of the engine, but was of great

benefit in its scavenging effect, entirely rid

ding the high pressure cylinder of burnt

gases. Silent operation was obtained by a

simple system of distribution operated by a

rotary valve, and for stationary power pur

poses the engine had much to recommend it.

It will be recalled that an attempt has been

made to apply the same principle to the au

tomobile motor in this country, but up to

the present without any marked success.

While a high state of efficiency has been at

tained in the four-cylinder vertical motor

now favored in general practice, improve

ments are constantly being made, so that it

is dltilcult to predict what the end will be,

nor that in the process of evolution this type

may not disappear. But as economy in fuel

consumption is one of the features of the

problem that will solve itself as increased

efficiency is obtained, little attention may be

expected to be given at present to such a

radical departure that promises so little as

does compounding.

WATER JACKETS NOT FINAL

Sir Oliver Pronounccs them Wastelul and Sug

gests Substitutes with Red-hot Cylinders.

That he could not regard the water jacket

as final in the construction of gasolene en

gines was the conclusion of Sir Oliver Lodge

in a lecture delivered before the Automobile

and Cycle Engineers' Institute, London, Eng

land, last month.

He first treated of the tiring and combus

tion of the charges in the cylinders of cum

bustion engines and the best methods of et

fectlng the best results, and pointed out that

for the purpose under review a gaseous mixt

ure was better than a vaporous mixture, but

remarked that a mixture of gas and air, in

which the liquid fuel was sprayed into the

latter, was coarser than the steam which

issued from the spout of a kettle. A gas was

simply a liquid divided ad infinitum. The

bits consisted oi! molecules themselves. Sir

Oliver then demonstrated by sketches on the

blackboard the action of atoms in mixed

gaseous bodies and the behavior of the coin

bustion of such bodies, showing that com~

pression of the charges was necessary ‘to

bring the lgnitive particles in closer relation

to each other in order that the combustion

might be more rapid and the effect more pro

nounced.

He pointed out that each ignited particle

fired the next one, and that therefore combus

tion of such charges, really occupied an ap

preciable time. Rarefactlon prevented com

bustion; compression aided it. It was also

pointed out that the combustible atoms in a

mixture must not be regarded as stationary.

They were always in a state of motion, and

the more lively that motion the more rapidly

would the combustible atoms encounter each

other. Therefore it was necessary to keep

the temperature high, as an increase of tem

perature made the atoms more lively.

Then Sir Oliver showed that exact chemi

cal mixtures did not give the best results

from a combustion point of view. The rea

sons underlying the causes of powerful and

weak explosions were attributed to the pres

ence of other gases, which had a retarding

influence upon the combustion by getting be

tween the inflammable particles in the same

way that water penetrated between the

grains of sand. To get the best results, mixt

ures should be compressed and then ignited

at several points at once. The lecturer then

discussed the most desirable point at which

charges compressed by pistons into the com

bustion chambers of cylinders could be ig

nited, and was in favor of doing so as near

the piston as possible.

The speaker then demonstrated the nude

sirability and waste caused by water jacket

ing, and dwelt upon the possibility of motors

with redhot cylinder walls. He could not

regard the water jacket as final. The alter

native might come in the shape of a turbine

or Pelletan wheel, in which the disks and

the walls might be redhot with advantage.

Sir Oliver pointed out that if the air or gas

were sufficiently compressed it would ignite

combustible matter introduced to it. as in the

Diesel engine, but thought that electrical ig

‘nition might be regarded as the natural

method of producing the desired effect. He

then showed that low tension ignition de

pended upon self-induction and magnetic in

duction. Self-induction might be called elec

trical inertia, and it was not always realized

that electricity possessed inertia. Starting

an electric current was like starting a barge

in the water. Time was required for the

current to attain its maximum velocity, and

the park at a spark gap was practically the

smashing of the air by the current in bridg

ing the gap.

 

Detroit’s Y. M. C. A. School Expands.

The automobile school of the Detroit (Miclm

Y. M._O. A. has grown so fast and the de~

mand for its work is sogreat that new men

have been added to- the corps of instructors.

Bernard Fishback, who was formerly con

nected with the Searchmont Automobile Co.,

but is now superintendent of the erecting de

partment of the Packard Motor Car 00., will

have charge of the elementary course, and F.

L. Faurote. assistant superintendent of the

testing room at the Olds Motor Works, will

have charge of the advanced course. Messrs.

A. P. Brush, of the Cadillac Automobile Co.;

H. W. Cotlin, of the Olds, and E. J. Stoddard,

of Parker 8: Burton, will still retain their con

nection with the school as lecturers. The

winter term opened on January 3, 1906.

Why Some Men Select Foreign Cars.

The real reason why some men purchase

foreign cars in preference to the domestic

product was recently unconsciously disclosed

by a wealthy and bewhlskered snob who

chances to be a director of the Automobile

Club of America and who figures as a “pa

tron” 0f the little collection or imported ma

chines now being displayed on the top floor

of Macy’s dry goods store.

Another member of the club—one of much

more prominence than the snob in question—

had just remarked his purchase of one of the

biggest and most reputable American cars,

hearing which the snob rejoined:

“You don‘t buy your clothes in Baxter

street, do you?”

 

Shatluck Pleads for Good Roads.

A. R. Shattuck, former president of the Au

tomobile Club of America, appeared at a

meeting of the Chamber of Commerce 0! New

York last Thursday and urged the members

to indorse a resolution urging the eXpendi~

ture of $70,000,000 on the-highways of the

State. The resolution was referred to the ex

ecutive committee. -
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THE OLDSMOBILE MAIL “'AGONS AS EMPLOYED BY

A. C. A. Prepares to Build.

The much-talked-ot' plan for a clubhouse

and garage for the Automobile Club of Amer

ica assumed definite shape at a special mem

bers' meeting held last Tuesday night in the

organization’s present quarters, at 753 Fifth

avenue. The board of governors was author

ized to term a construction company. it they'

deem it advisable, to take over the site of

the clubhouse and garage and carry on such

building operations as the governors may di

rect. The stipulation is made that the con

struction company must first enter into a

contract with the club to sell the property

with the building back to the organization

when the structure has been completed. A

building committee, comprising Albert R.

Shattuck, chairman; Colgate A. Hoyt and

Dr. S. S. Wheeler, was appointed by the

board of governors and confirmed in a for

mal resolution by the club members.

Another resolution directed the board of

governors to secure a site “located in such

part ot-the Borough of Manhattan as they

shall deem most desirable, and to erect there

on a suitable clubhouse and garage." The

president and treasurer were “authorized to

sign all papers, contracts, agreements, mort

gages and bonds in relation to the building

of such clubhouse and garage which are ap

prov ll by the Building Committee." Presi~

dent Dave Hennen Morris presided at the

meeting, at which much wealth was repre

sented. Among those present were Homer

\V. Hedge, Charles E. Miller, J. D. Thomp

son, Orrel A. Parker. Winslow E. Buzby, A.

R. Shattuck, J. V. Black, George F. Cham

berlln, John Jacob Astor, George. B. Adams,

Jefferson Seligman, James L. Breese, Wil

liam H. Browning. Henry C. Cryder, S. W.

Taylor, Emerson Brooks, A. II. Overman, G.

(i. Bain, F. G. Bourne, \V. W. Niles, Freder

ick B. Cochran, Arthur Iselin, Robert Goelet,

W. E. Scarritt, Alan R. Hawley, J. A. Blain,

R. W. Meade, Charles S. Towle, Augustus

Post and Carl H. Page.

The Lady Meets the Promoter.

Mrs. R. 1“. Woodward. who is described

as- one of the best known horsewomen on

Long Island, is reported to be the chief pro

moter of an organization to take over the

racetrack at Huntington, L. I., with a view

to running fairs, horse shows and automo

bile meets. Many prominent residents of

New York and Brooklyn are said to be in

terested in the project. A former six.da_v

bicycle racer. is also alleged to have given

his more or less valuable approval ‘to Mrs.

Woodward‘s projected enterprise. He is said

to have told the lady he could see no reason

on earth why national meets should not he

held on the track, and even “unselfishly"

volunteered to arrange and manage a meet

some time during the coming season.

THE DETROIT Pt )S'FOFFH ‘IC.

Rhode Islanders Elect and Eat.

The Rhode Island Automobile Club, of

Providence, held its annual election and ban

quet last week. Officers for the ensuing year

were elected as follows: - President, Dr.

Julian A. Chase; first vice-president, \Villlam

Penn Mather; second vice-president, Darwin

Almy; treasurer, Howard D. \Vilcox; secre>

tary. Elliott Flint; governors, to serve until

1908, Charles 0. Read and Darwin Almy.

The election was held in the cluhrooms in

the Crown Hotel, after which the members

adjourned to the Wellington Hotel for the

banquet, President Chase acting as toast

master. Among the speakers were President

Harlan W. Whipple, Augustus T. Post and

Secretary C. H. Gillette of the American Au~

tomobile Association, and President Asa God

dard ot the Worcester Automobile (‘lub. Mr.

Gillette reminded the clnbmen that the first

automobile race in this country was run at

Narragansett Park, in Providence. during

1888, when eight machines comm ted in a

tive~mile contest.

“A beautiful two-seated, canopied, light

touring ear, with a seating capacity for four

persons.” is to be the principal prize at a

baseball carnival to be held at Dubnque,

Iowa, on February 6 to 11. The vehicle

cost $900, and the tickets will be sold tor 10

cents 'each.
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MURPHY’S PARTING BLAST

New Jersey's Retiring Governor Urges Low Gear

law and High Annual Fee.

 

If it had been delivered by an incoming

instead of an outgoing executive, the mes

sage of Governor Franklin Murphy, of New

Jersey, would doubtless carry more weight.

The message, which was read to the New

Jersey State Legislature at Trenton on Tues

day, contained a veritable broadside at auto

mobilists. In fact, the Governor was so

taken up with the subject that he devoted

three times as much space to the “Regula

tion of Automobiles" as to any other single

subject. In this section of his message he

offers two suggestions, one an almost entirely

new idea, though the other is based upon the

long prevalent theory in New Jersey that

antomobilists are legitimate prey for all sorts

of exactions.

As a means of stamping out the “scorching

evil,” Governor Murphy advocates a law

which will compel all automobiles using the

highways of the State to be so geared that a

greater speed than twenty miles an hour

would be impossible. He thinks that auto

mobiles have been so improved that such a

plan is feasible, as the cars could be so fixed

they could still use their reserve power to

climb hills. The other plan would lead a dis—

interested observer to think that the Gov

ernor was taking a leaf from the book of

those gentle New Jersey bandits who not

so long ago wayiaid automobile parties on

lonely roads and then, in the assumed guise

of officers of the’law, proceeded to fine each

individual member of the party without any

discrimination. He proposes that the Legis

lature revoke the present law, which pro

vides a perpetual license for the modest fee

of one dollar, and offers a somewhat aston

ishing substitute. Charge all automobilists

five dollars a year for permission to use the

State highways, says the Governor, and he

adds, as a sort of sop to the automobile fra

ternity, and allow the State authorities to be

guided in some slight measure by the auto

mobile clubs in picking out the highways

which would be built or improved with the

funds collected for licenses.

That part of the Governor’s message re

lating to the regulation of automobiles was

as follows:

“I desire to call the attention of the Legis

lature to the necessity of a revision of the

present law concerning the regulation of an

tomobiles. That law was carefully consid

ered by the Legislature when it was passed

two years ago, and it is generally regarded

as, upon the whole, perhaps the best law

that has been passed by any State. The dif

ficulty lies in its enforcement. The speed is

limited on country roads to twenty miles an

hour, but a large number of machines that

are constantly used on the roads of the State

have a speed of thirty or forty, or even fifty

miles an hour, and they use it. In cities the

speed is limited to eight miles, and in certain

other localitips to varying speeds up to the

highest limit. '

“There seems to be an infatuation in the

running of a machine that incites the driver

to get the best possible out of it whenever

he thinks he can do so with safety, and, not

withstanding a certain element of danger, the

exhilaration of the sport is such that it seems

to be impossible for him to resist the tempta

tion to send his machine along at its utmost

speed whenever he may do so without being

arrested for violation vof the law. Indeed,

he forgets the law in the pleasure of the

sport.

“The result is that horses are frightened,

and women and children who are out for a

pleasure drive have their enjoyment greatly

diminished, if not wholly destroyed, by the

fear that their horses may run away because

of the machines, and in many cases accl

dents happen which result in permanent in

Jury, and much too often in loss of life. I

understand perfectly well the attitude of the

automobile driver. He thinks that there is

little, if any, danger, and he assumes that

the people will get out of the way and that

the road will be made clear for him by other

vehicles, which, up to the time of the inven

tion of his death-dealing machine, felt that

they had the right to the road.

"Hardly a day passes when the papers do

not speak of some serious accident caused

by the automobiles. It may be to the occu

pants, or to the helpless and frightened citi

zen ,but death and accident are of daily oc

currence. If the number of accidents from

reckless automobile driving could be col

lected, their number would be appalling, and

-I think it is not going too far to say that,

however alluring and interesting a sport may

be, no one has a right to pursue it at the

cost of permanent or fatal injury to others.

I am informed by those who are qualified

to know that if the law were fully observed,

and no machine was ever run at a speed to

exceed twenty miles an hour, at least ninety

per cent. of all the present accidents would

be avoided. It seems to me, therefore, to be

clearly the duty of the Legislature to, provide

for the strict enforcement of the law, which

limits the speed to twenty miles an hour.

"Fortunately, this can be done without

the slightest difficulty. When the present

law was passed, I suggested that the ma

chines should be so geared that it would be

impossible that the speed named could be

exceeded. At that time I was informed that

the power necessary to cause a machine to

ascend the grades on our steepest roads was

such' as would cause them to make a much

higher speed on the level, but improvements

have been made so that a machine can be

geared to attain a speed not to exceed twenty

miles an hour and still have a reserve power

which will take it up the steepest grade. I

earnestly recommend, therefore, in the in—

terest of a frightened and uttering human

ity, that the present law be so modified that

no machine shall be permitted on the roads

of this State unless it shall be geared so as

to make a speed higher than twenty miles

an hour impossible.

“The present law requires a license of $1

to operate an automobile in the State, and,

having once paid the dollar, the privilege

continues indefinitely. The number of licenses

issued amounts to over 7,000.

“I think a license fee of $5 a year can be

obtained without serious objection, and I

suggest that the law be amended to require

this, and that it be provided that the sum ob

tained from the sale of licenses to automo

bilists, which may easily reach upward of

$30,000 per annum, shall be expended on the

improvement of the roads of the State under

the supervision of the commissioner of roads,

controlled, as far as he may think wise, by

the requests of the automobile clubs of the

State, and the sum expended on the roads

from this source be in addition to any sum

appropriated by the Legislature.

“I think, also, that the examination of au

tomobilists is not as thorough as it should be.

A man who drives an automobile should be

enough of an engineer to understand his ma

chine, and better supervision for his more

thorough examination should be made. It is

important, also, that he should not only un

derstand his machine, but should also know

the law which governs the use of automo

biles in the State, and I suggest, in the pro

posed amendments to the law, that the ex

amination of the driver shall include his

knowledge of the automobile law, as well as

the construction and operation of his ma

chine.

“I understand perfectly well how much my

suggestions as to speed limit will be objected

to by those who have high-powered machines

built for speed or for speed contests. But

the answer is swift. No pleasure is justified.

nor will it be indulged in by humane persons

at the cost of fatal injury to others. Let

high-powered'machines be built, and let them

be run on tracks prepared for the racing.

Let them be taken there and taken away by

other contrivhnces, but let them be kept off

the roads absolutely, and let the punishment

for any infringement of the speed law be im

prisonment for not less than thirty‘ days,

without any exception whatever. The speed

law cannot be enforced as long as the pen

alty for infringement is- a fine.”

 

Indianiatu Prepare for Battle.

The Marion (1nd.) Automobile Club has

taken steps to combat the hostile automobile

bills which are likely to be introduced in the

State legislature in the near future. At its

last meeting of the organizatiton Charles

Michaels was appointed as chairman Of a

committee, with authority to select his asso<

ciates, which will arrange with other clubs

in the State to have their interests repre

sented at Indianapolis when the session iii

the legislature opens.
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EFFECT OF NIGHT AIR

ingenious Attempts to Explain the Changed

Behavior of Motor: After Sunset.

 

 

0n “the other side” the discusaion of the

question, “Why does an engine run so much

better at night than during the day?" has

attained strength and volume that have

brought with them a number of attempted

explanations that are at once interesting and

ingenious, although none has yet advanced

the proposition that the better running at

night may be due to the fact that license

numbers are not so much in evidence.

Here is what one of, the foreign motorists

deems the “true explanation“:

“Assume the engine running full power

and the atmosphere dry. Then a perfect

carburettor will supply a full charge of ex

actly such proportions of petrol vapor and

air as will result in complete combustion.

Now, if we suppose the atmosphere to hold

a certain quantity of water vapor in suspen

sion, as is the case in damp weather, I think

consideration will show that for every rea~

sou loss of power will follow: For (1) the

atmosphere is less dense and there is less

pressure to force the charge into the cylin

der, (2) the water vapor will be converted in

to steam on entering the hot cylinder, and so

greater resistance to compression will be

olfered, (3) the heat developed by the first

part of the explosion will be taken up in

part in expanding the free steam, and com

bustion will consequently be checked, and

(4) (most important of all) the air being less

dense, there will not be the same proportion

of oxygen available, and combustion will

therefore not be complete. In considering

these points, the simple principle of the pe

trol engine should be borne clearly in mind.

namely, that the mixture of petrol vapor and

air, when ignited, burns and forms carbonic

acid gas and water (in the form (if steam),

and that it is the expansion of these gases,

caused by the heat generated on their for

mation, which gives the power. The greater

the heat, therefore, the greater the power.

“On a bright, clear day the radiation of

heat from the earth‘s surface is free and un

interrupted owing to the absence of clouds.

“When the sun sets, this radiation is very

rapid and quickly cools down the air in the

neighborhood. This fall in temperature

causes a portion of the moisture in the air

to condense and be deposited; consequently

the air is rendered a more efficient compo

nent for the mixture, and any engine inhal

ing it should develop greater power.

“This explanation is that given to account

for the familiar phenomenon known as “fall

of dew,” and will be found in any text book

on physics."

Another party to the discussion affirms in

all seriousness that his car runs better when

“far from the madding crowd," suggesting

that there may be necessary new legislation

to prevent the contamination of the atmos

phere in large cities. His engine, he adds,

“seems to take the bit in its teeth and fairly

romp home." Sounds like the actions of a

“dinner bound" nag, but here is his humble

opinion of the cause:

“I believe, to get the maximum of work

from a petrol engine, the cylinder must be

hot (not overheated), and these short runs

tend to thoroughly warm up the cylinder,

thereby thinning the coatingyof lubricating

oil, and, if the piston rings are in good con

dition and a good fit, allowing the pistonto

work easier (without loss of compression)

than if the cylinder were cold and the oil

therefore thicker, tending to clog the piston

ring.

“But not only this, the hot cylinder warms

the gaseous mixture'at points furthest from

the point of ignition, making it of a more

even and higher temperature all through,

this, I believe, tending to quicker and more

instantaneous combustion than would be the

case if some portions of the mixture were

of a lower temperature than others, the

colder portions having more of a burning

action than an explosive one.

"Now, as a contrary cause, I have observed

that on approaching the country from the

town the engine runs better, due to the air

being purer, this purer air aiding combustion

owing to the greater proportion of oxygen

which it contains.

“1 would suggest the theory, therefore, and

would be glad of confirmation or correction,

that during the day the sun absorbs a cer

tain amount of oxygen from the air, varying

in proportion as the sun shines brightly for

hours or only intermittently, and that as the

sun goes down and night approaches the air

gets cooler, this cooler air containing a great

er proportion of oxygen, therefore forming a

better mixture.

“To this I ascribe the fact that an engine

developing a certain power requires less air

in the colder months than in the warmer

months to develop this power, the smaller

volume of cold air containing about the same

amount of oxygen as a proportionately larger

volume of warm.”

The explanation put forward by the next

correspondent is short and to the Point. It

is a gem, and really deserves a niche in the

Hall of Fame. He accounts for the phe~

nomenon “by the higher atmospheric gases

that come from the leafage, trees, etc., which

does not show itself in the daytime. This

causes a richer mixture, 8. better explosion,

and so more power in the engine," entirely

overlooking the fact that the composition of

the atmosphere is kept practically constant

by the absorption of carbonic acid gas by

plant life and the radiation of this revitalized

air by the sun's heat. Consequently more

“atmospheric gases from icafagc” are pro

duced during the day, but the sudden drop

in temperature at sundown renders the air

proportionately denser and richer in oxygen.

This is very noticeable in the invigorating ef

fect of the air shortly after sunrise in spring

and summer, which disappears in a few

hours.

The density of the atmosphere naturally

varies with its temperature, and the effect

on a running engine would be very marked

if the latter were suddenly transferred to a

cold storage room on a warm day.

Berlin Motorists Become Patriotic.

The Berlin Automobile Club is forming a

“voluntary corps" of automobilists, to serve

as a regular section of the Prussian troops in

time of war. The military authorities have

accepted the ofler of this corps and thanked

the club for its initiative.

Members of the corps will furnish their

own automobiles, but if it can be shown that

the automobile is of real service in the field

the authorities have the intention of organiz‘

ing another corps on a more decided military

basis. The question of the utility of the auto

mobile in war time has been much discussed

in Berlin for some years, but opposition tow

ard making so expensive and seemingly un

certain experiment has been so strong in

some quarters that there has never before

been a practical trial. The club has engaged

competent engineers to study the subject of

the type of car most suitable for use in the

field, and to outline their general idea of.the

role the automobile should play in war time.

Russian Devises a Sleigh-Boat.

For crossing Lake Baikal a Russian engi

neer has invented a combination motor sleigh

and boat. It will run over the ice or in the

water. Its form resembles that of a boat,

below which are set two steel bars, which

serve as runners. The sleigh is propelled by

a wheel driven by the gasolene motor, the

wheel having points to enable a grip of the

ice to be obtained. When the boat is in the

water the motor is connected to a propeller

by a clutch.

Lottery at the ParisLShow.

Every visitor to the Paris Salon received a

numbered ticket entitling him to participate

in the “Tombola” or draw for the hundred

or so prizes which are annually oflered by

various firms in connection with the exhibi

tion. The draw took place on Sunday even

ing, at the end of the show. The first prize

was at 10 horsepower car, the second a piano

and the third a car body.

 

Paris's “ Chair of Automobiling.”

For a new industrial college shortly to be

opened in Paris a chair of automobilism is to

be jointly supported by the State, the De

partment of the Seine and the city of Paris.

Students at the college have to undertake a

four years’ course of lessons, and will not

reach the motoring instruction until the first

three years are passed.

 

Where Horsepower is Taxed.

Six dollars a year and $1 a unit horsepower

is the heavy tax imposed by the province of

Liege, in Belgium. Chauffeurs and owners

are warned that any mistake make in filling

out their declaration will be severely pun

ished, either by fine or imprisonment.
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“ WHY AIR-SHIPS DON’T FLY

A Subieet that Examplifies the Paramount

Importance of Getting the Proper Motor.

At first sight the question, Why won‘t air

, ships fiy? will strike the average motorist

. ,with about the same force as would the ques

tion, Why wouldn’t the Keeley motor work?

The Keeley did work, but not very long. So

* does the flying machine fly, but the sickening

regularity with which it comes to earth or

takes towater are, to say the least, painful.

To go back a few years, Why has nothing

.more been heard of Count Zeppelin‘s tremen

dous creation? The largest of its kind ever

attempted, the prediction of “its value in peace

and war halted at nothing short of the im

possible. Why did Santos Dumont drop with

such amazing frequency? Why did e Medi

terranean airship contest end i the wet':

Likewise, why did Professor Langley bathe

in the Potomac so often? Why were the

much advertised St. Louis airship races one

and all a fiasco—in other words, why were

there no St. Louis races and no claimant for

that $100,000? It isn't necessary to look to

the stars for answer. Aeronauts have had

more than half a century‘s eXper-ience in

building balloons, and one of the latter has

made a highly successful trip of twelve hun

dred miles—with the wind. It had no motor.

The most of instances cited had motors that

were things of beauty, but not a joy, for more

than than a few minutes at a time, when

they quit, often for all time.

Engineering formulae only become of value

through long experience, and after their ap

plication and its results in actual practice

have become definitely ascertained. The first

designers of internal combustion engines took

the experience of the steam engine builder as

a guide, for it was the only data available.

There is no necessity of recalling the result,

for it is now many years since the builders

of motors and motor cars came to a realiza

tion of the fact that there were no standards

to follow, and set about making their own.

In the light of present day success the

years of struggle with cylinder dimensions.

stroke, compression and the thousand and

one details that harassed the man who would

build an engine of a certain power that would

run and develop that power, are like a night

mare. At one period of this process of evo

lution there were scarcely two engines of

identical dimensions on the market at the

same time, while others that varied but a

fraction of an inch in horc or stroke were

rated several horsepower apart at practically

the same speed. Searceiy any two agreed on

thematter of the admission of the fuel to

the cylinder and the manner of freeing the

latter from the burnt gase simultaneously,

but the question of ports or valves and th

dimensions resolved itself into one of th at

/

ter (in the case of 4-cyele engines), on which

point there still exist two distinct schools.

Likewise the majority of other differences

have either been settled by agreeing on a

standard worked out as the result of long

experimenting or, as in thc case of the rad

ical diversion of opinion as to the efficiency

of automatic or mechanically operated

valves, by setting up two or more standards.

Instead of taking advantage of the hard

earned experience of the motor car builders, ‘

many designers of gasolene engines for aero

nautical purposes have gone ahead almost en

tirely on their own hook. To a certain ex

tent only have they begun where the man

who by dint of perseverance in the face of

heart sickening failures, finally learned to

build a motor, left off. They have accepted

his power formula, and using it as a basis

have in many instances, almost regardless

of mechanical or other limitation, tried to

improve upon them. The results have been

amazing to contemplate—on paper, and equal

ly amazing to the man who has tried to oper

ate one of these creations. With the use of

a few hundredweight of metal, seldom reach

ing or exceeding the quarter-ton mark, is

produced a motor confidently rated by its

builder to give 20 to 30 H. P. By the mere

use of a pencil, paper and a few figures, 10

to 20 pounds of metal in conjunction with the

usual mixture of gasoline and air properly

exposed under compression, are to be com

pelled to raise 33,000 pounds one foot per

minute, or its equivalent in effective work—

and they do in theory. Oh, no; the figures

don‘t lie, but the motor does, as a rule, ex

cept when it is cranked.

In order to reach this marvellous result,

speed is the greatest desiderata, and the

airship motor is designed to run at 2,000 to

2,fl10 R. P. M., despite its attenuated cylin

der walls and moving parts. The moving

parts of a high speed reciprocating engine

must be light in order that too great a pro

portion of the power developed be not con

sumed in turning the engine alone, so that

it is not ordinarily in this feature that the

engine is greatly at fault. But, consider for

a moment what 2,000 B. P. M. involves.

Given a stroke of 6 inches, it means a piston

travel of 12,000 feet a minute; in other words,

bearing surfaces are being rubbed together at

a speed of more than twenty miles an hour,

and the engine is air-cooled. In the space

of sixty seconds each valve must open and

close one thousand times. At 2,000 R. P. M.,

but .03 of a second is available for the com

pletion of each revolution, and but .06 of a

second is consumed in the performance of

the four parts of the cycle necessary to an

explosion. Light will penetrate a focal plane

shutter and cover every part of the sensitized

plate in a camera in 1-1200 of a second, but

a gasolene mixture will not fill a cylin

der and simultaneously expel practically its

own bulk of exploded gases in the course of

.015 of a second, as is necessary in the case

of a two-cycle engine. Where a four-cycle

. engine is concerned, this length of time (.015

seconds) would be available for each opera

tion—i. e.. suction and exhaust, but in either

instance as the effective area of the valve

or port opening is but a small fraction of

the space to be filled, its limitations are

sharply defined. Still, in spite of this and

numerous other shortcomings, these engines

do run—at times—but their operation is more

of a mystery than their failure to do so, and

it is usually only after persistent tinkering

for days at a time that they start—'more

often to the surprise of the inventor than

otherwise—only to lay down again in a short

time. A replica of the experience met with

in the first automobile engines, though from

different causes.

All questions or balloon or aeroplane in the

background, the principal reason why one or

the other will not fly where wanted, for any

length of time at least (record performance

is between one and two miles), may be ap

preciated in a glance at some of the nu

merous reasons why the motor, usually built

by the inventor from his own original ideas,

won‘t mote, and there you have it. Even a

trolley car comes to a stop when the power

is 06. ARIEL.

“Jail ’em," Says Connecticut's Executive.

Connecticut‘s simple and efifeetive automo

bile iaw has hitherto been regarded as alm0st

a model of its kind. But it evidently does

not please the Governor of the Nutmeg State.

Even the requirement that all rubber tired

vehicles shall carry lights after dark does not

got far enough to suit him; he wishes it made

to apply to all vehicles—which would be a

rattling good step.

The views of Connecticut’s Executive rela

tive to the law are given in the appended ex

tract from his annual message:

“The law regulating the speed of automo

blles on our highways has proved a failure,

largely because the penalty imposed for it!

violation is not severe enough to insure its

observance," he declares. "I recommend that

the penalty for the violation of that law be

increased so as to permit a jail sentence in

aggravated cases. I am credibly informed

that wealthy residents of other States, who

use Connecticut merely to run over it, boast

of the fines they have to pay, and count pur

suit by the oflicers of the law a part of the

fun of the transit of the State. Every auto

mobile shouid be distinctly numbered. There

should be no exception.

“The loopholes in the present law are taken

advantage of to abuse and discredit it. The

bicycle lantern law is dead and ridiculous.

. In my opinion, the public safety would be

greatly advanced if the law required all

wheeled vehicles out after dark to carry

lighted lanterns."

White numbers on a flaring crimson ground

will show the 1905 automobile license num

bers of motorists in the staid Quaker City

For these tags and a renewal of his license

for 1905 each Philadelphia nutomobillt must

pay or or get a license in some other county

At the license bureau in the City Hall the"

were 2,338 licenses issued for last year, will].

in 1903 only 1,663 machines were registered
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OLDFIELD’S TONGUE WAGS

Talks Freely of Mile Records and Lets Fall

Some Unpleasant lntimations.

Barney Oldfield has some friends with pe

culiar ideas. If only part of what he told a

-Detroit interviewer is true, some Denver

friends of the track champion “have some

Oldfield's remarks

are especially interesting, in view of the fact

that A. R. Pardlngton, the retiring chairman

of the American Automobile Association‘s

racing board, intimated strongly this week

that both the Oldfield and Kiser mile records

would be rejected. A mail vote of the mem

bers of the racing board has been taken

and Mr. Pardlngton has referred the whole

case for final decision to the directors of the

A. A. A. at their meeting in New York next

Monday. Though Oldfield made an interme

diate mile at Denver in 0:51 1-5, according to

his pres agent and some few partisans, the

fastest intermediate mile announced at the

track side that day was a full second slower,

or 52 1-5 seconds, it being the fourth mile of

an eight-mile ride.

"The fastest mile ever driven in an automo

bile on a circular track was in 53 seconds,

and I did it several times at Los Angeles,"

said Oldfield in Detroit.

"1 never claimed that mile in 51 1-5 seconds

at Denver, which, I see, the racing board has

refused to allow," he continued. “That was

a mile like Kiser made. You remember Kise;

claimed one in 52 4-5 seconds in Cleveland,

and friends of mine who clocked it got it in

56. Anyhow, it was advertised, so I did not

object when Denver friends of mine sent out

' that I had driven in 51 1-5, but I never asked

the racing board to sanction it. I did claim

a mile in 53 1-5 seconds that day, and have

since claimed miles in 53 flat at Los Angeli-s.

where the meet was regular and sanctioned,

and I guess this record will be allowed.”

After having paid his respects to Kiser.

Oldfield proceeded to air a few of his views

regarding the timing of races at Ormond

Beach, which should not increase his popu

larity when he arrives there. In the course

of his remarks he hinted that records de

pended on the timekeepers. When he was

asked how fast he expected to drive at Dr

mond he answered:

“I don't know, but my machine is to-day

faster than was Vanderbilt’s when they al

lowed his record of 30 seconds. Funny thing

about that record of Vanderbilt’s. He drove

in 39 one day, they said, and next day I

beat him in 46, and it was 49 when he fin

ished.

“The whole trouble is this: Everybody is

motor speed mad. They all overestimate the

Ormond beach; there isn't a man who under

estimates lt. The man who built my Green

Dragon wrote me and said he expected that

i would drive in 33 seconds there. That's

all up to the timekeepers. I'll drive as fast

as any man ever did."

thing coming to them."

Only Horses May Soil ’Friseo‘s Streets.

When the ordinance requiring the attach

ment of suitable devices to automobiles, in

order to prevent oil drippings being deposited

on public streets, came before the San Fran

cisco Board of Supervisors for final passage

last week no difficulty was experienced in

putting it through, and it is now a law.

Not satisfied with this, however, an ordi

nance was introduced prohibiting unneces

sary or unusual noise to be emitted from the

exhaust pipes of automobiles; it was referred

to the street committee.

It was asserted in support of this ordinance

that complaints have been made to the su

pervisors that the “chug-chugging" of motor

wagons while standing by the curb has in

many cases been very annoying. Especially

has this been the case when the machinery

has been permitted to run at full speed while

the vehicle stood in the street in a residence

section. The exhaust of a gasolene or steam

engine, it is said, often makes such a loud

noise that it annoys an entire neighborhood.

This is particularly the case when such an

noyance occurs late at night and when per

sons in the vicinity are sick.

It is contended that the power can be re

duced so that the machinery will not make

enough noise to be objectionable. In the

bill submitted there is a provision that no

machine shall stand on the street longer than

five minutes with the engine working at full

speed. After that length of time it will be

obligatory on the chauffeur to reduce the

speed of the machinery.

Col. Green's Record by Proxy.

Later advices from Dallas. Tex., give the

information that Col. E. H. R. Green did ndt

drive his Pope-Toledo when it won the 100

mile race there on January 2 in 2 hours 6

minutes and 42 2-5 seconds, as reported in

last week’s Motor World. The driver who

piloted the machine on its long journey was

Oliver Saviu, who is one of Colonel Green's

chauffeurs.

The fastest single mile was covered in.

1:05 2-5. In the third mile, while passing

another competitor, the Pope-Toledo struck

a fence post and an axle cap was knocked

oif. Savin said he was forced to shut off

power and skid around the turns. One of

the tires blew up in the ninety-sixth mile,

but the car finished the remainder of the

distance without stopping to replace the tire.

Col. Green’s Pope-Toledo and Franklin car;

a Peerless, owned by J. Howard Hughes. of

Houston; A. B. Wharton‘s Columbia, from

Fort Worth, and a Cadillac, owned by

George Schoiield, of.Dallas, were the com

peting machines.

"Sockituem." say Thrse Jerseymen.

For overpowering, undilutet “nerve” and

brazen effrontery, a proposition made, ap

parently in good faith, by the frecholders of

Mlddlesex County, N. J., is a long way in

front. A committee of these freeholders

will recommend to the legislature that a tax

of $10 a-ycar be levied upon non-resident au

tomobilists for the use of the stone roads of

the State, the money derived from such tax

to go to the road appropriation!

FOR A CONSOLATION RACE

Frenchmen Can't Enter Enough Cars in Cup

Contest and Provide for the “ Also Rans."

Announcement was made last Friday that

the French government had decided to per

mit the contest for the Grand Prix de l’Au

tomobile Club de France, which is to be run

in connection with the International Ben

nctt Cup race over the Auvergnat course.

A Parisian daily newspaper, the "Auto,"

has come out with a novel plan to establish

cash prizes for the makers of the first cars

to finish in the Grand Prixde 1’Automoblle

Club de France race. The paper has started

a subscription for the purpose, and will itself

give the maker of the victorious car a check

for $20,000, while the total amount sub

scribed will be awarded to the makers of

the second, third and fourth cars.

The race was established owing to the con

tention of the French manufacturers that it

was unfair to France that entries in the

International Cup contest should be restrict

ed to three cars for each nationality. It will

be open to all, regardless of country. It is

reported from Paris that many of the French

manufacturers are disinclined to enter the

elimination trials for the International Cup

on account of the great expense involved.

The makers must pay an entry fee of $2,000

for each car entered, which entails an ex

penditure of from $2,000 to $6,000 for each

manufacturer whose product competes in the

trials. .

The Auvergnat course, over which the two

big races will be run in June, was used for

the Tour de France race in 1899. It starts

from Clermont-Ferraud, and the route passes

through Rochefort, Bourglastic, Pontaumur.

Pontgibaud and then back to Clermmt-Fer

raud, the course being in the province Puy

de Dome. It is a very trying course, as there

are many hills and several steep zig-zags.

The total distance of the course is 135 kilo

metres. There are three railroads to be

crossed, over which it is proposed to erect

temporary viaducts.

The Rush to Register.

Beginning the day after Christmas, there

was a small sized rush to register cars at

Trenton, N. J. This sudden increase is as

cribed to the giving of automobiles as Christ

mas presents. It brought the. number of

cars registered up to December 31 at the

ofllce of the Secretary of State to 7,820 auto

mobiles of all types. This figure represents

the entire number licensed to run on New

Jersey roads since the approving of the State

automobile law, March 23, 1003.

When the law was first passed the ma

chines most registered were of the light run

about type. Stcadlly that type of machine

has disappeared in applications for licenses

being sworn to in the office of the Secretary

of State, until now there are none being regis

tered at all.
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Common Sense on Honolulu’s Bench.

Honolulu’s first trial of an automobilist for

“furious and heedless" driving through the

streets of that city ended with the discharge

of the motorist by Judge Whitney, before

whom the case was tried. C. W. C. Deering,

a tourist visiting the island, had been ar

rested for driving his White steamer at a

rate of speed which was considered excessive

by the mounted patrolman who made the ar

rest. The trial aroused much interest among

Hawaiian motorists, who were naturally

much concerned with the outcome. Mr. Deer

ing’s arrest was the one referred to in the

editorial of the Honolulu Bulletin, which was

reprinted in the December 29 issue of the

Motor World.

The trial was virtually a test to determine

whether or not automobiles were amenable

to the regulations provided for vehicles drawn

by animals. Judge Whitney’s decision was

that under existing laws automobiles were

exempt, as there was no statute regulating

the speed of automobiles on the streets of

Honolulu. Mr. Deering admitted that his

machine had been travelling between twenty

and twenty-five miles an hour, but added that

he had it under perfect control and was ex

ercising due care. He said that while such

a rate of speed would be dangerous for

crowded city streets there was no risk in

curred on the open roads. If he had met

any vehicles he could easily have avoided

running into them.

In rendering his opinion and discharging

Deering, Judge Whitney said that it appeared

that the defendant had been going at a speed

of between twenty and twenty-five miles an

hour; that he was exercising care and that

he was able at any time to avoid any obstruc

tion that might have been in the road; he

was not heedless in his progress, and the

only point that remained to determine was

in reference to the speed itself; inasmuch as

there was no statute regulating the speed of .

automobiles, and inasmuch as there seemed

to have been no furious or heedless driving,

unless it could be called such merely because

it happened to be twenty-five miles an hour,

there was nothing in the evidence to prove a

violation of Section 217 of the Penal Laws

and the defendant was discharged.

Seattle Wants Fire Engines.

Out in Seattle, Wash., there are men who

believes that automobile fire apparatus will

supersede the horse drawn sort, and who

take a radically different view of the ques

tiian than Chief Edward Croker, of the New

York Fire Department, who is anxious to use

self-propelled engines, but cannot get around

the side-slipping difficulty. At a recent meet

ing of the Seattle Board of Public Works,

City Engineer Thomson suggested that the

city take steps to install automobile fire ap

paratus. He stated as his belief that such a

course would save money for the city, owing

to the fact that the horses now used had to

be replaced so often and at such a great

expense. He also thinks they would give bet

ter service than the present horse drawn ap

paratus.

Binghamton Wrestles with "Chauffeur."

“A correspondent wants to know how to

pronounce the word ‘chauffeur.’ Some peo

ple call it ‘shofer,’ some call it ‘shawfewer,’

John D. Rockefeller pronounces it ‘chofer,’

and we recently heard one lady talking volu

bly about her ‘chaffer.’ One unlettered, but

ingenious fellow, has been known to refer

to an automobile driver as a ‘chitfoner,”’

says the Binghamton Herald.

“The second pronunciation, with the accent

on the 'fewer,’ is about as near right as any

of them, although some cultured people pre

fer ‘shofer.’ If you own an automobile and

can hire a chauffeur you can pronounce it

any old way, and those of your friends who

are without a machine will in no single in

stance refuse to ride with you on that ac

count. Some Of them will even give you a

hint that they think a ride in a motor car

(that’s English for automobile) would be just

too delightful for anything.

“When you go to get your machine at the

garage you should be very careful to state

that you are on your way to the ‘garrazzhe,"

with the accent on the last half of the word.

If you can’t do that people will understand

you if you say that you are going to the au

tomobile stable, or the place where your

whizz wagon is kept."

" Big Four ” to Employ Automobiles.

Reports from Benton Harbor, Mich., have

it that the “Big Four" railroad will soon in

stall gasolene propelled railroad automobiles

on its line between that city and Indianapolis.

The competition of the interurban electric

rbads is given as the cause of the adoption

of the gasolene machines. Other reports say

the road will also use railroad automobiles

between Danviile and Urbana, in Illinois,

and Eikhart and Indianapolis, in Indiana.

Motor Stage Line in Texas.

Daily passenger service was begun on New

Year‘s Day by the automobile line between

San Antonio and Pleasanton, Tex. The big

machine, with its load of passengers, left

San Antonio at 8 a. m., and arrived at Pleas

anton at 10:25, the distance being between

thirty and forty miles. The machine will

carry the United States mail in addition to

passengers.

Why New London is Proud.

New London, Conn., is crowing over the

achievements of the automobile chemical en

gine of Niagara Engine Company No. 1. One

night last week it was sent out with its crew

of fifteen men, and, despite the snow covered

streets, the machines climbed the steep hills

without trouble. In addition to the fifteen

men, the machine carried one thousand feet

of hose.

No Trolley Tracks for Tampa.

Word comes from Florida that the promot

ers of the proposed streetcar line for Tampa.

will use gasolene passenger vehicles, if they

succeed in obtaining a franchise. The first

line is planned to be run from West Tampa to

Ybor City, passing through the business dis

trict of Tampa on each trip.

Railroad Automobiles in England.

While not a few railroad automobiles are

regularly run on various American railroads,

both as standard equipment and as offsets

to trolley car competition, railroad managers

in England have not neglected the subject.

In this country all of the machines are driven

directly by gasolene engines, but in Eng

land for some time past the Northeastern

Railway has had two rail automobiles in

service, the motive power for which is sup

plied by a Wolseley gasolene engine, which

drives a dynamo, thus generating electricity

for the propulsion of the car. This gasolene

eiectric system, which has also been adopted

in some types of motor driven omnibuses,

promises good results, but it has the draw

back of waste of efficiency through the trans

formation of power.

A light car, capable of seating thirty-two

passengers, has been built by the Great

Northeastern Railway Company, and

equipped with two four cylinder gasolene

engines of the Daimler type. This car was

successfully 'run from Doncaster to London

in September last, and since the 20th of

that month it has been making experimental

trips on the branch line between Hatfield

and Hertford.- As was only to be eXpected.

a number of difficulties have been met with

in regard to details of the machinery. These

have been overcome, and the car is now run

ning regularly on a nine~mile branch, making

tour round trips daily, but not carrying pas

sengers.

A great feature of the Great Northern

car is the lightness of its machinery, which

weighs only two tons. It seems probable

that more powerful engines will have to he

installed in future vehicles of this type, so

as to enable a trailing vehicle to be hauled

when the traflic demands it. A capacity of

thirty-two passengers is small even for a

short country branch; moreover, it is very

desirable that the rail automobile should be

able to haul a horsecar or other non-pas

senger vehicle occasionally; otherwie a lo

comotive may have to be kept constantly in

attendance.

The total weight of the Great Northern car

is only eleven tons, as compared with an

average of quite thirty tons for the steam

and gasolene-electric cars, so that, even if

the gasolene vehicle were to be doubled in

size and power, it would probably still be

lighter in proportion to its capacity than

either of the other types.

Japanese Using Motor Wagons.

On more than one occasion have automo

biles proved their value to both Russians and

Japanese in Manchuria during the war. The

roads in this vicinity are veritable mires and

bogs, but when “Jack Frost" sets about his

work the snow hardens and the roads be—

come a practicable means of communication.

Of this state of affairs the Japanese are tak

ing full advantage, and are bringing up their

provisions from their bases at Antung and

elsewhere on motor wagon—at least that is

the story that comes across the seas.
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GT 99 “America's Finest lVlotor Oar."

@fi CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES.

_ . Self-starting fro the seat.

z: Practically Nola sa.

Absence of Vlme .

24 H. P. 550‘")- 40 H- I’- $6000. Four-cylinder Vent Engine.

Valves. in the head.

Automatic Cnrburettor, neve re lres adjuatment.

Automatic Speed-C . trol, by ov> nor.

Automatic-Lubrlca n.

Single-Lever C ntrol.

“Makchnnd-Bre " Ignition.

Irreversible Steering-Gear.

Four P werful Brakes.

Tlmken alter-Bearings.

Ar red Frame.

R0 Clearance of 12 inches.

Side Entrance.

Alu inum Body.

\Vh Base, 106 inches.

. Imported "Continental" Tires.

,lmported Honey-Comb Radiator.

Long Lite—insured by using greater factors or safety

in every vital part than ordinarily ployed.

Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 80 miles on ur. accordinx

to H. P. and gear.

MATHESOII MOTOR OAR OO., - H0l|0k0,_Mtss.

N. Y. Agentl, Shepard Bros., 500 Filth Ave

 

Send for Catalogue.
    

  

 

 

Desiring really luxurious Tonneaus, Limousines or Landaulets

that will be very‘durable, ride easy, finely painted, having the

same attention paid to details they received in their fine horse

drawn Broughams and Victorias, can obtain same from the

first firm in America to build Automobile Bodies.

THE NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE 00., New Haven, Conn.

  

 

 

 

The YALE $i600
THE YALE WILL MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF MORE PROSPEOTIVE

PUROHASER8 THAN ANY AUTOMOBILE ON THE MARKET.

You can ofler a prospective purchaser more for his money in the Yale than in any other automobile made.

You can offer and guarantee him a dergree oi Efficiency, Dependability, Luxury and Simplicity of operation

to be found only in other can costing twice as much.

The Yale provides what nine out of ten automobile purchasers want. A roomy, comfortable~riding, beautiful appearing famin touring car with power sufficient to over

come all road difficulties and to develop a rate of speed that Will satisfy any desire to “ ride fast."

Send for new catologue and investigate the Yale at your first convenience.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 950 Oakvvood Avenue, TOLEDO, OHIO.

timber Annotation o! M Automobile Manufactuan
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5, 1895.

herewith.

as follows:

 

AUTO IMPORT CO.,

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.,

TRE CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE CO.,

HOLLANDER a TANOEMAN,

F. A. LA ROCIIE CO.,

sTANnARn AUTOMOBILE CO. 01‘ N. Y.,

sMITB a MARLEY, INC.,

I-ANIIARI) a LEVAssOR,

WORTHINGTON AUTOMOBILE CO.,

APRERsON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO. .

TIIE AUTOCAR CO..

BUICK MOTOR CO.,

BUFFALO OAsOLENE MOTOR CO.,

CAIIILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

ansT MANUFACTURING CO.,

'I'HE COMMERCIAL MOTOR Co..

ELECTRIC \"EIIICLE CO.,

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO.,

II. II. FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CO.,

THE BAYNEs-ArI-ERsON CO.,

TIIE KIRK MANUFACTURING CO.,

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.,

LOCOMOBILE CO. OF AMERICA.

NOBTRERN MANUFACTURING CO.,

OLDS MOTOR worms,

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.,

TIIE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR 00..

THE OEOROE N. PIERCE CO.,

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

POPE MOTOR CAR CO.,

TIIE sANImsRY AUTOMOBILE CO.,

TBE sTANnARI) MOTOR CONsTRUCTION CO.,

TIIE .I. STEVENS ARMS a TOOL CO..

sMrrII a MABLEY, INC.,

TIIE F. B. TEARNs CO.,

sTUnEBARER AUTOMOBILE CO.,

E. R. TROMAs MOTOR CO.,

“'ALTHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,

TRE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO..

WORTIIINOTON AUTOMOBILE CO..

Notice to the Public.
All. USERS OF OISOIIIIE AUTOMOBILES IIIO ILI. IIITEIIOIIIO PUIIOIIASERS IIIIE HEREBY NOTIFIED:

That there has been a complete surrender by the I’anhartl & Levassor Company, of Paris, i‘rauce, and the members of that

corporation who represent it in New York City, to the rights of the Association Of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, under the

Selden patent by the recognition of the validity of the basic U. S. Letters Patent NO. 549,160, granted to George B. Selden, November

A capitulation has been made also by the present American representatives Of the Mercedes automobiles hereinafter named.

In the future all Panhard motor cars, brought into the United States by or through Panhard & Levassor, or Smith & Mabley.

and all Mercedes cars brought in by Allen, Halle & 00., through their representatives, Smith & Mabley, all of New York City, will

come in under-licenses granted by the Electric Vehicle Company, of Hartford, Conn., under the Selden patent, with the authorization

of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Suits had been brought and vigorously prosecuted against the representatives of the Panhard and Mercedes cars for infringe

ment of the basic Selden patent, No. 549,160, by the unlicensed importation of the cars named, and this surrender now clears the

way for these makesef foreign cars to have license plates attached to them, when sold by or cleared through the parties named

The royalty on all Mercedes and Pauhard cars heretofore brought in by the parties named since. January 1, 1903, having

been adjusted, Selden license plates will be furnished the present owners Of such cars upon application to the agents.

The full list of licensed importers (who represent all the leading makes of foreign cars) from whom cars may he purchased.

or through whom they may be cleared in any port of entry, without liability of suit for infringement of the Selden patent, is now

1786 Broadway, N. Y.

52 “2 43d St" N. Y.

1884 Broadway, N. Y.

5 W. 45th St., N. Y.

I47 W. 38th BL, N. Y.

138 W. 88th St" N. Y.

513 7th Ave, N. Y.

232 W. 13th 8L. N. Y.

547 5th Ave., N. Y.

All persons are now finally warned that suits will be brought against firms and individuals who import hereafter any gasoline

automobiles, of any foreign make, through any entry port of this country, or who buy any foreign made gasoline automobiles not

imported by, or cleared through, one of the licensed importers above named. -

William A. Redding, Esq., attorney, of 38 Park Row, New York City, has been authorized to make adjustments with persons

who have in the past unwittingly infringed the Selden patent by the importation or purchase of unlicensed foreign made automo

biles, and who choose now to guard themselves against prosecution.

The American manufacturers n0w licensed under the basic Selden patent, No. 549,160, are:

Kokomo. Ind.

Ardmoro, Pa.

Flint, Mich.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Detroit, Mich.

Cambrldlre, Mass.

Jersey City. N. J.

Hartford. Conn.

Clyde. 0.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Kollomo, Ind.

Toledo, 0.

Springfield, Mass.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Mich.

Cleveland, 0.

Bufialo. N. Y.

Hartford. Conn.

Toledo, 0.

Sunduoky, 0.

Jersey City, N. J.

Chimpoo Falls, Mass.

513 7th Ave.. N. Y.

Cleveland, 0.

South Bend. Ind.

Buffalo, N. Y.

“'altham, Mass.

Cleveland, 0.

547 5th Ave., N. Y.

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

7 EAST 42d STREET, NEW YORK.
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Are your eyes bothering you? Do they

ache and pain you? Do they look red and

feel but? Are you troubled with headache

and neuralgia? Does it hurt you to read

or sew, or use the eyes steadily?

Then don’t waste another hour, but get

EYE-FIX, the only sure and painless cure

Ior all eye troubles. It never fails to give

instant relief, and as it contains neither

cocaine. atropine, belladonna or other dan

gerous elements, EYE-FIX is used uniVer

sally by physicians and opticians.

EYE-FIX is good to keep the eyes well

and strong. And It’s the one sate remedy

for every eye trouble in both young and old.

It baby’s eyes are weak or sore—use EYE

FIX.

If grandfather’s eyes are weak and weary

—use EYE-FIX.

If your own eyes are bad from any cause

~use EYE-FIX.

All druggists and opticians sell EYE-FIX

at 50 cents. Ask for it and take no substi

tute- No other eye remedy in the world is

like EYE'FIX, because no other remedy

produces the same splendid results as EYE

FIX. A trial bottle for 10 cents will be sent

you direct from our laboratory. Eye-Fix

Remedy Co., Detroit, Mich. Dept. S.

  

 

 

 
The Week's Patents.

Pneumatic Tire or Other Tubu

lar Flexible Article. Arthur H. Marks,

Akron, Ohio. Filed March 31, 1904. Re

newed November 10, 1904. Serial No. 232,132.

Claim—1. In a tire-cover. a plurality of

layers of fabric constructed and arranged so

that the elasticity of each layer decreases

beginning with the innermost layer, for the

purpose set forth.

778,626. Steering Mechanism for Automo

biles. Fred H. Bogart, New Britain, Conn.,

assignor to The Corbin Motor Vehicle Cor

poration, New Britain. Conn., a Corporation

of Connecticut. Filed September 20, 1904.

Serial No. 225,172.

Claim.—~1. In a steering apparatus, a ro

t ‘able shaft, bearings therefor. a worm on

said shaft, :1 plunger arranged parallel to

said shaft, a rack on one side of said plunger

engaging said worm. a second shaft and a

link connected thereto and to said plunger.

778,621. Automobile Controlling Mechan

ism. Fred H. Bogart, New Britain, Conn.,

assignor to The Corbin Motor Vehicle Cor—

poration. New Britain, Conn., a Corporation

of Connecticut. Filed September 20, 1904.

Serial No. 225,173.

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the charac

ter described, a hollow shaft. a second shaft

extending there through projecting below the

lower end thereof, a sleeve mounted on the

lower end of the hollow shaft and spirally

movable thereon, a sliding connection be—

tween the said sleeve and said inner shaft

whereby when the angular position of said

snafts is varied the sleeve will be shifted

longitudinally upon its support.

778,497.

778,632. Engine. George C. Cannon, New

York, N. Y. Filed November 5, 1903. Serial

No. 179,033.

Claim.—1. A valve-operating cam, corn

prising a sleeve forming the body or main

part, and reverse and ahead cam-sections

spaced from each other on the sleeve, the

reverse-section having essentially square or

longitudinal shoulders and the ahead-section

having one square or longitudinal shoulder

and a triangular shoulder, the said reVerse

and ahead cam-sections being set opposite

to each other. .

778,653. Electric Battery. Arnold Gabriel

son, Milwaukee, Wis.. assignor of one-fourth

to Ole H. Lee, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed July

21, 1904. Serial No. 217,457.

Claim.~An electric battery. comprising a

zinc cup, coated with mercury on its inner

surface, with a lining of paper soaked in

dilute sulphuric acid, and filled with a mix

WANTS AIIII FIIII SALE.
1 5 cents perline of seven words. cash with order

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

Tonneau Auto Car, canopy top and

I headlights; runless than 500 miles;

Ar condition; timoo. ARTHUR McNALL, 67

South ave., Rochester N. Y.
 

Winton, practically new, three months’

I904 wear; perfect condition; canopy top.

side baskets, $Izoo.oo. T. H. PHELPH, Okla

homa City, 0. T.
 

A MORE UNIFORM MIXTURE can be ob

tained by the use of our automatic air gov

ernor when applied to the Oldsmobile mixer. This

means more power and speed. Easily attached.

Not necessary to remove mixer. Sent upon receipt

of price. $2.50. Circular upon application.

MORE-POWER CO., Box 175, Lowell, Mass.

 

FOR SALE—Winton quad. In best condition,

with four hundred dollars worth of extras on

it. Very best reason for selling. It will pay you

to investigate, it you are comtemplating buying an

. automobile at a bargain. Address, Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danville, Ill.

 

OR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

WANTED-Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

now how to work effectively and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

for men of the right sort, Address, TIRES,

P. 0. Box 649, New York.

FOR SALE—Vises, gasoline engines, and pat

terns, pumps, tires, copper tanks, belting,

pulleys, hangers, shatting, carburettors, lamps,

Apple dynamos, storage batteries, steam car fit

tngs, bells, Edison mimeograph, power sir com

pressor, chains, electric cars Sroo,8|50; steam

cars, $150 and up; Autocar. $250; Winton, $r75;

Winton delivery wagon, $400; Oldsmobile, with

top, 3200; one hundred cars, all kinds, very low,

to clear out; 75 automobiles, $loo and up, all

kinds. ATLAS AUTOMOBILE C0,, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

 

 

 

 

rrf'g

Northern Touring Car, $l.700.

F“ NORTHERN

\ NEW YORK,
See

Pctcr Fogarty,

142 West 38th Street.

  

Northern Runabout, $650.
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ire of coke dust, powdered graphite and

il-ammoniac crystals, wet down with a pot

sh solution, and sealed; a battery carbon

.ipported by and within the filling mixture

1 said zinc cup; binding posts on the said

up and carbon, and an insulating covering

round the said cup.

778,707. Igniting Device for Internal C0m~

ustion Engines. Fritz Reichcnbach, Char

ittenburg, Germany. Filed February 26,

904. Serial No. 195,414.

Claim—1. In a quick-running internal

ombustlon engine, the combination with the

ngine-shai't and the means for rotating it,

t a fly-wheel, a magnet fixed thereto, an

shaped stationary armature, formed with

nd pieces which are as long as the spaces

etween the ends of the poles of the magnet

nd completely bridge said spaces during the

station of the magnet, a bobbin surrounding

aid armature, whereby the rotation at the

y-wheel will generate an electric current in

aid bobbin and there will be no air gap be

ween the armature and magnet during the

otation of the magnet, and means for utiliz

1g the currents thus generated for igniting

he explosive mixture in the engine cylinder.

778,710. Steering Device. Joseph H. Rob

ason, Quincy, Mass, assignor to Frank Bur

ess, Quincy, Mass. Filed July 11, 1904. Se

ial No. 215,994.

Claim.—1. In a steering device for a mo

tor-vehicle, a casing provided with a groove

in its exterior and a bracket projecting into

said groove fast to said casing and adapted

to be fastened to the body of said vehicle.

778,768. Shoe Protector for Wheel Tires.

Clifford A. Worthington, Trenton, N. J. Filed

August 24, 1904. Serial No. 221,984.

Claim—1. A shoe protector for automobile

tires formed of rubber and canvas moulded

into shape, and braced longitudinally by a

thickened portion extending along the tread

and thickened portion extending along each

free edge and tapered downwardly along the

end 01' the protector, the said ends being

molded to a thin edge, and eyelets embedded

in the reinforced longitudinal edges, the said

canvas being exposcd 0n the inner side of

the shoe, substantially as decribed.

778,791. Axle for Automobile Vehicles.

William S. Morgan, Russell, Minn. Filed

February 11, 1904. Serial No. 193,155.

Claim—1. In combination with a driving

shaft, comprising an intermediate section

and end sections flexibly connected thereto

for angular movement, an axle, comprising

steering‘knuckles forming flexible connec

tions between the intermediate and end axle

shaft sections, and having inner and outer

members provided with bearings for said

axle-shaft sections, respectively, said bear

ings including removable members to facili

tate the attachment and removal of the driv

ing-shaft sections, bolts, pivotally connecting

the inner and outer members of the steering

knuckles together, trusses secured to and by

said bolts and also to certain of the re

movable bearing members of the steering

knuckles, and connections, independent of

the axle-shaft, between the inner members

of the steering knuckles, substantially as de

scribed.

778,810. Motor-Vehicle. Thomas L. Stur

tevant, Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturtevant.

Wellesley, Mass. Filed May 12, 1904. Serial

No. 207,629.

Claim.-—1. In an automobile, the combina

tion with a vehicle frame comprising side

bars, of an opposed cylinder engine frame

arranged transversely to the vehicle frame,

and hung by its cylinder portions from the

under sides of the said side bars, thereby

bracing the vehicle frame transverser and

so mounting the engine as to give it a low

center of gravity.

778,811. Motor-Vehicle. Thomas L. Stutte—

vant, Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturtcvant,

Wellesley, Mass. Filed July 6, 1904. Serial

No. 215,460.

Claim—1. In an automobile, the combina

tion with a vehicle frame, of a dashboard, a

carbureter supported by said dashboard, and

a fuel supply ta-nk located above the level of

said carburetor and delivering fuel thereto

by gravity.

 

a

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY co, - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, ill.

 

 

 

 

the JOHNSON MARINE REVERSE GEARS and FRICTION CLUTCHES exhibited in Concert Hall at

Square Garden during the Automobile Show. '

unexcelled in DESIGN, QUALITY and FINISH.

NEAT, and have excellent wearing qualities.

M a d is o n f

They are

POWERFUL,

  

The Barler Johnson Machine Co.,

REVERSE (I EAR.

SEE

on the market.

LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

ASK FOR CATALOG.

HARTFORD, CONN.

COMPACT,

Absolutely the best

Have been adopted by the

  

SINGLE CLUTCH.
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e national 1°65?
“ GOES THE ROUTE ”

With NATIONALS ‘ You

 
 

 

 

  

LEAD - - OTHERS FOLLOW  
 

NATIONAL MODEL C. PRICE $2,500

Side entrances to detachable tonneau. Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. ' Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires, 34 x 4. Positive oiling. All weight taken ofi‘ inner axle and differential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case,

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

i Four cylinder 4%, x 5 vertical. Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and transmis

Bevel gear drive. sion on sub frame. Double steering connections.

The Best Touring Car Agency in America for 1905

National Motor Vehicle Co.,
1007 E. Twenty-Second St., Indianapolis, Ind.

i wRITE Now. NEW YORK snow SPACE. Q.

 

 

 

  

YOU CAN’T AFFORD to MISS IT.

THE

P R E M l E R

~— AlR=CO0LED

at the

‘3

,
/_ J i .. New York Show,

Jan. l4th=21$t.

  

Q

\

  

SECTION “A”

in the

RESTAURANT.

“The Quality Car.”

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. 00., = Indianapolis, Ind.
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16 h. p. (and lots to lpare); weight

1750; speedI up to 45 miles.

Plice, complete, -

Meet us at New York,

Chicago and Detroit Shows.

  

Thoroughly Proven in IQQII.

 

To Please Let us tell you, Mr. Agent, that the Reliance at $1.250 will “make a hit" at first sight with a greater

the MOST People percentage of widely different kinds of “prospects” than any car you can get for your 1905 line.

  

 

Construction, trimming and finish finest on any car at any price. Unique control system—every speed on direct drive without touching

gear levers.

Big tonneau. with comfortable side entrancel; double-opposed motor; full elliptic springs that make the Reliance the easiest riding

American car regardless of price or reputation; wonderful hill climber; extremely quiet in operation.

I00 CARS READY FEBRUARY I. WE HAVE A SYSTEM OF GUARANTEEING DELIVERIES.

lVrr'tr mm' for our .V’m‘in/ Tr'I'flIJ

 

 

 

 

Raunuela moron em: ea, (Dept. B), Detroit, Mich.

For 1905 surpasses everything

heretofore seen in the market.

LOOK over our line at the New York and Chicago Shows.

C l: 17-27 VANDEWQTER STREET,

0 o ’ NEW Y0 K, N. Y.
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WHOLESALE RETAIL

Largest Manufacturer of Auto Specialties in the World

' '~e~,. .ii

 

  

l905 Yankee Non-Vibrating Steering Wheel

Price, $I0.00

Takes up all the vibration and at the same time hafs greateé—

tensile strength for steering purposes than the old- ashione

wheel Very ingeniously constructed \Vrite for descriptive c1r- 1905 Yankee Grade-meter

cular. Price. $7.50

This Grade—Meter is the handsomest article of its kind on the

market and is positively accurate.

No vibrating of the indicating hand.

 

  

  

Yankee Mica Spark Plug

Closed End, $1.50 Open End, $l.00

Both guaranteed 90 days.

Thousands in use and no complaints.

~ tram
  

Yankee Silent Mulfler

  

Price, $6.00 . V .

Composed of 24' opposed disks enclosing escapement holes -

in exhaust pipe. Gas escapes through the thin outer edge of all Yankee Cid-0"! SWHCII

the disks simultaneously. ‘ ‘ pflce’ s|_50

The point of escapement is so many times larger than the bore

of the exhaust pipe that there is no back pressure. Switch blade instantly detachable which locks your car in

Equal distribution of the escaping gas over so long a line solve; your absence. Cannot be short circuited.

the muffler question. May use two sets of batteries. separately or alternately, or you

Positively noiseless. may double your amperage at will.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Quick Chain Repairers (sells for 50c.), Foot Bellows for Horn (sells for $3.00). Wind Shield, Price $7450 (keeps dust out of back

of tonneau). Battery Connections (sells for 36¢. doz.), Repair Plasters, $1.00 each. -

We manufacture 33 other Auto Specialties Cuts furnished free to jobbers and dealers.

BIG FREE CATALOG. Discount t0 Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers.

E. J. WILLIS CO., 12 Park Place, New York

— -
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SOLAR GAS HEADLIGHT. ' ' SOLAR SEARCHLIGHT. ' SOLAR GAS HEADLIGHT.

I

,1

so L AR 5

ALL OF THEM

 

 
. m .

~\ ‘ Me" ' I 1

i \ \ I Ibe- Same Ihai Won i} ‘5‘"

, . The Gold Medal i f 1

' " AT THE \ '1'

St. Louis Exposition '- v ‘
I, o I

SOLAR LENS-MIRROR HEADLIGHT.

'KSATISFACTIQN

is the portion of all who use them

B A D G E R

Brass Mfg'. Co.

KENOSHA, WIS.

Eastern Offices," Warren Street, New York

NEW YORK SHOW CHICAGO SHOW ‘

Elevated Platform, Block X Sane. Nos. 212 and 218 SOLAR Doug“;

SOLAR GENERATOR. GENERATOR.

SAR GAS HEADLIGHT.
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SILENT AS THE SNOW

is the operation or the Northern Touring Car. The

plans of this superb vehicle celled for the elimina—

tion of all noise and vibration, and every part

has been carefully worked out with this end in

view.

That the result aimed at is fully attained, the

car itself proves.

THE NORTHERN TOURING CAR IS THE

QUIETEST, EASIEBT RUNNING CAR IN THE

WORLD.

The motor is a 554x514, two-cylinder of the 0p

posed type. developing ample power to take the

car anywhere an automobile can go. Wheel base

is 100 inches, with wheel" fitted with 30x4 de

tachable tires. Choice of four different bodies.

two-passenger body, a powerful, speedy machine,

$1,500. Four or five passenger, rear entrance, $1,600.

\nd four or five passenger, side entrance, $1.700; and.

lastly, a superb Limousine body, $2,500. All styles

interchangeable.

WRITE FOR ATALUG i6.

NPMTRN
DETRIT, M

Tm: “STUDDY NORTHERN”

RUNABOUT

long ago justified its name. With ample reserve

power, strongly built and with body hung on

swivel entirely independent of the frame. rough

roads and smooth roads are alike, so far as riding

qualities go. Its record in the hands of thousands

of users all over the country proves its durability

and efficiency under all conditions.

THE 1905 NORTHERN RUNABOUT, grown in

everything except price, embodies all the features

suggested by experience and the advancement of

the art of automobile construction.

improvements are new body design, larger fenders,

larger oil cups, full back moulded seats and nu

merous detailed refinements of working parts.

Largely increased facilities make it possible to

now offer this sturdy, ideal "Runabout" at 8650.

Among the

it wnll pay you to get in touch

' withv NORTHERN Automobiles,

ICHIGAN.

 

F T
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FIFTY DOLLARS LESS.

BUCKBOAQ D, $375.

RUNABOUT, $475 TONNFA U. $525.

The price of the Orient Buckboard, Model, A, is $50 less this year than it was last.

Our dealers sold thousands of these cars last year, at $425. This year the price is only

$375, and the car is better and faster than ever. There is no doubt that thousands of dollars

can be added to your gross sales if you carry the Buckboards.

The thing to consider is that there is nothing else like them, and that there is a big

demand for them.

They are as simple as a bicycle, dependable as steel beams, speedy as a 40-Horsepower

Touring Car, and cost so little to buy and maintain_as to put them within everybody's reach.

Get our superb color catalogue—the handsomest ever issued and by a new process.

WALTHAM. MANUFACTURING C0,,

Members ol Anoclatlon ol Licensed Automobile Mennllcturerl.

Sales Office for New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro

lina, Florida and Georgia.

44 Broad St,. New York City.

Factory and General Sales Offices:

WALTHAM, MASS.
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0

The Orient Touring Car Line.
  

Orient Light Touring ‘Car with Tonneau, 16 H. P. Speed, 35 miles per hour.

Name of

Specifications.

n u . u u u Q . o a . . . Q -

F‘EA'I‘I .\'(i CAI’ACITY

I"RA .\I I“; ~ I - - . . . . . Q . . , .

- v , - n n - u ~ . . .

u n . . c 0 o I . l - n ~ . . .

TOTAL

“'1. Eli].

‘VIII‘IEI.

“'11 EEI.

:\ Xlllfis

“'EIGHT

BASE . . . . . . .‘

GAUGE

DIAMETER

. - a - - I a n . a o u , . -

a...

TIRES . . n u 1 o - c - p n I n o 0

- n u I r Q . , . . .

II "AK F5

GASOLIN I" ( 'A I’ACITY

MOTOR | . . - . l . , I n o - I a .

(‘YLINIIERS

(‘IIANK SHAFT

(‘00LING u u . . . a . . | o . . n

. , . . a a v a a

(‘I.l."I'(.'H

IGNITION

- - 0 a I a I o l u u n a.

I o I I a o o u ¢ nu

I a I - I I

SI’I‘J EDS

(‘OSI .‘I UTATOR

- - . . - - . o - l . ~ ' ~

 

V I IIIIA'I‘OR - - . . o o . . o - ~

NO'I‘E.—The de Luxe differs from the Model G in finis

finish is the finest that can be found in America or Europe.

Model B

Touring Runabout,

16 11. P.

$1500.

Runabout, semi-racing model.

Two persons.

Pressed Steel,

tern.

34-inch front;

tapering pat

~i‘.’- inch rear.

Same as 20 H. P. Cars.

Mercedes type; aluminum top;

removable.

1,350 pounds.

82 inches.

Standard.

30 inches.

114. inch diameter;

steel.

3%, inch

pattern.

Brass plated steel

wood rim wheel.

Band and Emergency.

7 gallons.

~l-cylinder, vertical.

positive air-cooled.

3% inch bore; 4% inch stroke.

~i-thr0w; 11,4; inch diameter; 5

extra long bearings.

Powerful. 4-bladed, ball-bear

ing fan.

inches in diameter; weight

60 pounds.

Cone pattern;

56 inches.

toughened

International G. & J.

upright;

tandem;

16

internal grip.

'I‘wo 4-cell batteries.

Sliding gear pattern; ball—

bearing.

3 forward and reverse.

Latest French pattern.

4-coil.

 
Model 1'

Light Touring (‘ur with

Tonneau,

16 ll. 1’. $1650.

 

Tonneau, entrance. swinging

front seat.

FiVe persons.

Pressed steel. tapering pattern.

31-inch i'ront; 42-inch rear.

Same as 20 H. P. Cars.

Mercedes type; aluminum top;

removable.

1,450 pounds.

82 inches.

Standard,

30 inches.

11,»; inch diameter;

steel.

31/2 inch International G. &J.

pattern.

Brass plated steel

wood rim wheel.

Band and Emergency.

7 gallons.

4-c_vlinder, vertical,

positive air-cooled.

3% inch bore; 41,4 inch stroke.

4-throw; 11,1; inch diameter;5

extra long bearings.

'56 inches.

toughened

upright;

tandem;

Powerful, 4-bladed, ball—bear

ing tan. -

16 inches in diameter; weight

60 pounds.

(‘one patteron; internal grip.

. Twn 4-celi batteries.

Sliding- gear pattern; ball

bearing.

8 forward and reverse.

Latest French pattern.

4-coii.

 
Model G.

Touring (far,

20 II. 1'.

$2000.

'l‘onneau, double Side entrance

Five persons.

Pressed Steel,

tern.

iO-inch front;

tapering pat

45-inch rear.

Body and hood olive green:

gear red; black striping.

Mercedes type; aluminum top:

removable.

1,650 pounds.

96 inches.

Standard.

32 inches.

1% inch diameter;

steel.

3%- inch International G. &J.

pattern.

56 inches.

toughened

Brass plated steel upright;

wood rim wheel.

Band and Emergency.

10 gallons.

4-cylinder. vertical, tandem;

positive air-cooled.

4-inch bore; 414 inch stroke.

~i—throw; 11/, inches in diam

eter; 5 extra. long bearings.

Powerful 4-bladed, ball-bear

ing fan.

16 inches in diameter; weight

60 pounds.

(‘one pattern; internal grip,

Two 4-cell batteries.

Sliding gear pattern in alumi

num case; bail-bearing.

3 forward and reverse.

Latest French pattern.

4-coil.

 

Price, $l650.

de Luxe Touring (‘ar.

20 II. 1’.

82250.

Model

 

Tonneau. double side entrance.

Five persons.

Pressed Steel,

tern.

40-inch front; 45-inch rear.

tapering pat

Body and hood olive green;

Rear red; black striping.

Mercedes type; aluminum top:

removable.

1,650 pounds.

96 inches.

Standard, 56 inches.

32 inches.

1% inch diameter; toughened

steel.

3% inch International G. &J.

pattern.

Brass plated steel upright;

wood rim wheel.

Band and Emergency.

10 gallons.

4-cylinder. vertical.

p0sitive air-cooled.

tandem;

i-inch bore; 4% inch stroke.

~i-throw; l% inches in diam

eter: 5 extra long bearings.

Powerful 4-bladed, ball-bear

ing fan.

16 inches in diameter; weight

60 pounds.

t‘one pattern; internal grip.

'i‘wo 4-celi batteries.

Sliding gear pattern in alumi

num case: ball-bearing.

3 forward and reverse.

Lair st French pattern.

~i-coil.

.i _-___

h and upholsteiy. It is magnificently upholstered in hand-buffed leather, and the body

No car built is richer than the Orient de Luxe.

I ' 0 . '

As you Will observe, both our 16 Horsepower models are. built on exactly the same lines as the more powerful cars, em

bodying the same. superior engineeringr features.

'l‘ln-y are the only motor-cars of 16 Horsepower (or less) which

sliding gear transmission.

The swinging seat on the $1650 car is not one of the clieapiy.buiit, hinged, tipping :ll'i'illl‘h“.

swinging forward on a metal track—one of the fine features of this exceptional car.

forward speeds and reverse.

Sales Olllco for New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl

vanil. Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North

Corollna. South Carolina. Florida and Oeoqla.

44 Broad St.. New York City. _

It is a

_ have 4-cylinder vertical tandem engines, direct drive, and

regular Darracq type,

Both 16 Horsepower cars have thrie

WALTHAH MANUFACTURING CO.,
Member! of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Factory and General Sales Offices: WALTHAM, MASS,
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E. H. R. Green, President & Gen’l Manager, Texas

Midland Railroad, knows that

 

MORGAN kWRIGHTTIRES

ARE eoob TIRES

 
  

 

 

Form No. 1864'.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.
INCORPORATED—i~>—_—~

23v°°° OFFwES m AMERICA.C_—NLESE_RVICE To ALL THE WORLD,

This (‘nmpany TRANSMITSI and DELI VI-I RS messages 0 I on condin‘ s limili its lnablluy, whlch have been muted m by the sender of the follomng mm.

Erronl can be named Bgmusl only by repcdllug a meeugn l vl: m Lhese mg as n for comparison, and ma Company will not hold itself llsble for errors or delays

in trans ission or ive of Uurepeated M changes, beyond the amount of tolls pan! thereon, nor in any case when the clam: u not presented in writing Ill-bin SIX! Y 48?"

after t memge is fll with the Company (or transmlsslon.

This ls an UNRl-JPEATED MESSAGE. and Is dellvered by Nquost of the sender. under the condiuoua named shove.

ROBERT C. CLOWRY. President and General Manager.

 

 TRTEOEVIVEIL: w gidli—oxvurmn S;

6-CH UL J 4 0 DH

Dallas Texas Jan 9nd 5rd 1905

  

Morgan & Wright

my pope toledo with your tires won one hundred mile race today

in'twc hours six minutes and forty two seconds We are sending one

of the tires back to show you how they finished in one hundred

mile race.

 

QUALITY COUNTS.

Investigate—Space W, New York Show.

  

 

MORGAN 8:. WRIGHT, CHICAGO.

EW YORK. DAYTON. 0E1 ROIT. ATLANTA. ST. LOUIS. 'BAN FRANCISCO.
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APPERS N.. ,e-wsee'waveers-98,:

  

AA

$3
(9

52

O

  

FORTY HORSE POWER.

The FaSteSt Cars in the World of anything like equal power.

‘ Hand Made Cars for a Few Good Customers.

Special Cars for Those Who Want The Best.

24-30-40-50 HORSE POWER.

Side Door Bodies. Limousine Bodies.

Collapsible Cape Tops.

Victoria Tops.

Full Leather Tops.

Eleven Years Building Automobiles.

Three Years Building Four-cylinder Cars.

The Oldest Makers in America. The Best Cars in the World.

Our Large Catalogue now ready.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston; 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Member Auoelltlon of Licensed Automobile Mlnuflchlreru.

 

  

' OO ' OOO ' OOO ' OOOOOOOOO 'WDQQGDGQM OOO ' O ' OOOO " ' O 0 0000 ' OOOOO 'K'I'EW 00°00 ° OOOOOOOO ° OOOOOOOO 3"
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+++++¢++++++++¢++++++++++++++++¢++++++§¢¢++++§+¢+¢¢+++++++++¢++¢+¢++++++++¢+¢++¢+¢+++++++¢§¢+

THEY ALL TOLD US

that the American trade and the American public would

not pay the price of a truly high grade tire.

Ullli ANSWER

was the

FISK HEAVY BAR TYPE TIRE,

NOTE THE

CUSHION

  

which was made first and priced afterward.

It costs more than any other because it is worth more It represents

the finest workmanship and the very best materials money can purchase

,lts success proves that just such a tire was wanted, particularly with

such a fastening as goes with The Fisk.

The RUbber company, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 784-756 Seventh Av... Chicago, 82 State Street.

BOSTON. BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA. OMAHA, LOS ANGELES,

SPRINGFIELD. DETROIT, ATLANTA, MINNEAPOLIS. LONDON,

SYRACUSE. SAN FRANCISCO, ST. LOUIS, DENVER,

+WW+NWWM§+§WWWWWWW§§+§§HW§HM§

¢++++M+++++§++++++¢§+¢+§+§§+64¢+§¢§+¢§¢+§§+++¢++H+¢++H+4>+H+§¢+§++++++§§¢+H+§4§++§+++++§§+§§§§§¢+H++§+§0+

1+s+++++++++++++++++++++¢+§+¢++++¢+++++++++++§++¢+++++++¢++¢++++++++++++§+§++++++++++¢+++
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§§ 4»

at
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OUR NEW BOOKLET

will tell you many things

about tires that are well

worth knowing. Naturally

it deals largely with the

\ ISK TIRE

and

ITS FAMOUS FASTENING.

mwwwwtw¢+++++++w++w+wI

but it treats the whole subject of‘

tires in a manner that is full of

_ information and instruction to

automobile users. We will gladly

send you a copy.

Th6 Rubber company, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 52 State Street.

nos'ruN. BUFFALO, PHILADELPHIA, OMAHA, ins ANGElJ-TS.

SPRINGFIELD, DETROIT, ATLANTA, Poms, LUNUUN.

SYRACUSE, ‘ SAN FRANCISCO, ST- LOUIS. DENVER. '_

»W+§+HH§¢§§¢§§+§+++++++§4++++++§+++§+++t§§§§§4>++§4>+§§§+++§++§§+++H++§¢+++§H+§H++H+++H++H+++HH+¢++§++¢+§++

++++4+++++++++++++++H+++H+++¢+H+++++¢++H++++¢++++¢+++M+H++¢¢+¢+MMMHH

HN§HH+§M+WWW+§+WW+HW++§§§§++§+§+¢+§ +++++¢+§¢+¢++¢+¢++ ¢ + »
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The Test of Time and Service

on the heaviest trucks and hardest used delivery wagons by the best

known and most substantial concerns in the country prove

—‘flu“.

  

 

THE TNER

ENDLESS SOLID TIRE
to be the only successful tire for commercial vehicles;

ONCE ON THE RIM, THERE’S NO COMING OFF.

Investigate its merits. It is in universal use

throughout the entire country.

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS C0., Hartford, Conn.
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Atwood Automobile Lamps
ADD LUSTRE TO ALL TYPES OF CARS.

USED BY MOST WISE MAKERS.

HANDLED BY ALL. WIDEAWAKE DEALERS.

SPECIFIED BY DISCRIMINATING BUYERS.

MADE IN ALI- STYLES AND KINDS.

SIDE LIGHTS.

  

HEADLIGHTS.

  

TAIL LIGHTS.

  

‘Lil-11'

ATWOOD ' MFG. COMPAY,

SEND FOR/NEW CATALOGUE.

See our Exhibit at New York Show in Chas. E. Miller’s Space.
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Mark XLI is an entirely new electric light, fast, of

wide radius of action, luxurious in comforts, artistic

in design and elegant in appointments and finish. It is

the most resourceful light electric carriage yet built.

Leading constructive features are steel chassis, single

motor, chain drive, side lever steer, new and simple

controller, with three speeds forward and two reverse,

and equal division of battery weight over both axles.

The body follows the most approved Victoria lines

with swing panels, and allows for ample seat room and

harmonious battery disposition. The hand-buffed leather

hood is perfectly fitted and lined with the finest broad~

cloth.

Mark LXI realizes an ideal vehicle for town and

suburban use where a I5-mile speed is sufficient, and is

high in favor with physicians, ladies, and others who

find electric power best for their requirements.

Supplied standard in green and royal blue, with up

holstering to match.

Mark LXI. Victoria-Phaeton, $1,850.

The new electric light runabout, mark LX, is the fast

est, most etticient, and widest in range of single battery

charge of any clcctric carriage of similar weight. Ex»

clusive of the body it is the same car as the Victoria

phaeton, and a season's popularity and successful use

attests its many qualities of automobile worth.

Price, $900.

Winwnllaniages
Columbia supremacy in the building of Electric Town

Carriages for private service—Broughams. Landaus,

Landaulets, Hansoms and Rear Boot Victorias—is uni

versally conceded. Pcrfcct in design and equipped with

every possible device that can add to the comfort of the

occupants, these vehicles are the vogue with New York

society people and are extensively used in other large

cities. They have many important electric and mechani

cal features, found in carriages of no other make, which

are the result of our years of experience in providing for

the requirements of purchasers who demand the very best

of everything that pertains to vehicles or their use. ’

The leading position of Columbia electric commercial

vehicles—light and heavy electric delivery wagons and

trucks—is equally well established.

  

Separate Catalogue of Columbia Electric Carriages and Columbia Elz ctric Commercial Vehicles will be sent on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

NEW YORK: 134-136-138 West 39th Street. BOSTON, 74 Stanhope Street. CHICAGO, 1418 Michigan Avenue.

Member Association'of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The new four-cylinder 35-40 h. p. Columbia,

Mark XLV, perpetuates the main features which

placed its predecessor, Mark XLII, first among

American cars, and incorporates such changes in

details as have been suggested by a year’s use.

Most important among these is a new carburetter

of the aspirating type, which represents the very

latest and best practice and gives material in

crease of power. Another new and important

feature is the spark and throttle control. by

means of two levers so mounted on a revolving

head within the steering wheel as to insure great

delicacy of adjustment. The new pedals operat

ing the clutch and foot brake are much larger

than formerly, while the hand brake and speed

changing levers are of new and greatly improved

design. Added Convenience in operation is se

cured by a dash-mounted mixture changing lever:

compression releasing rod extending through both

the cooler and the dash, so that it can be worked

from either end; oiler driven by flexible shaft.

replacing belts; and folding side-opening bonnet. _

arranged to open from either side and also bodily removable, and fenders “l’llCl'l

can be instantly taken ofl‘ for close motor inspection. _

The standard side-entrance tonneau body with io8-inch wheel base 15 of an

entirely new design, which we believe to be the best that can be devised for an

open car with full width Ci'OSS seat at the rcir. The lower rearward curves har

monize perfectly with the general design, and have a tendency to deflect dust.

The upholstering is of the richest and most enduring character. The body 15

painted dark green and the running gear yellow. Canopy or cape tops are sup

plied to order. .

With the Mark XLV chassis, with the wheel base extended to 112 inches,

we supply Royal Victoria, Landaulet and Limousine bodies. The Royal Vic

toria is ideally suited to park and boulevard driving, where speed is desired and

a considerable distance is to be traveled. It is also a delightful touring car. The

Landaulct and Limousine bodies meet every requirement for wmter use and in

clement weather touring. On these cars the style and color of the painting and

trimming are at the purchaser’s option.

Prices: Royal Victoria Body, 85.000: Landaulat and Limousine Bodies. $5.500.

  

Mir-k XLV., 4 Cylinder, 85-40 h. p.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Price. $4.000.

SPECIAL BODIES

2 Opposed Cylinder

I8 h.p.

Mark XLIV. made its first public ap

pearance as a class winner in the Eagle Rock

Climbing Contest Thanksgiving Day. It

has a double horizontal opposed 18 h. p.

engine under forward bonnet, sliding gear

transmission, propeller shaft drive, three

forward and one reverse speeds operated

by a single lever, automatic cylinder lubri

cation, standard spark plugs, foot-operated

throttle, expanding metal to metal foot

operated clutch, hand and foot brakes, and

spark advance lever in the steering wheel.

The wheel base is 81% inches. The luxuri

ous side-entrance touncau body is lit'Zlilil

fully upholstered in dark green morocco.

The entrances are broad and easy of access.

and the car comfortably seats four persons.

The body is painted dark green with gold

striping, and the gear in long-wearing

straw color. The long running boards

have rubber, brass-bound treads. Equip

ment includes gas headlights, oil side and

tail lights, horn and tools.

$1,750

Catalogue of Columbia Gasolcne Cars will be sent on request.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE (:0.

H A R T F O R D .

saw YORK: 134-136-138 wm 39th Street.

C O N N .

BOSTON, 74 Stanhope Street. CHICAGO, 1418 Michigan Avenue.

Member Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

0
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THE li‘RE F“

HAS A ‘

WRAPPED TREAD

But that is not “all there is to it.”

IT HAS

FISK QUALITY
AND THAT

Famous Fisk Fastening

    

rem

 

 
 

which absolutely holds the tire on the rim until it is desired to remove

it, and which then permits it to be removed without recourse to physi

cal culture on the part of the motorist. ~

The Fisk Was the First Wrapped Tire.

The Fisk Was the First Mechanically Fastened Tire.

If the wrapped construction and the mechanical fastening had not been

successful nothing would now be heard of either. The Fisk blazed the

way that others might follow where it dared to lead and where it con

tinues to lead.

The Fisk Rubber Company. Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branches: NEW YORK, 754-756 Seventh Avenue. CHICAGO: 52 State Street.

 

Boston Buffalo Philadelphia Omaha . Los Angeles

Springfield Detroit Atlanta Iinneapoliii London

Syracuse San Francisco St. Louie Denver
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The Day the FISK

MECHANICALLY ATTACHED TIRE

was introduced was a

RED LETTER DAY
for automobilists and

the automobile industry.

  

It Marked

the

Beginning

of REAL automobile tires—not

merely enlarged bicycle tires,

but tires especially designed

and compounded and con

structed for automobiles, and

equipped with a fastening

specially designed to stand the

work of automobiles. That red

letter day was some two years

ago. That such a tire and such

a fastening were needed and

wanted, the emphatic success of the FISK is ample and indisput

able evidence.

The Fisk Rubber Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branches: NEW YORK, 754-756 Sevenih Avenue. CHICAGO, 52 State Street.

Beaten ' Bufl‘alo Philadelphia Omaha Los Angelou

Springfield Detroit Atlanta Minneapolis London

Syracuse Ian Francisco St. Louis Denver
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THE ORIGINAL FACTORY BUILDING, AND THE QFFICES.

CHIEVEMENT, rather than explana

A tion, will best serve as an introduction

to this announcement. The thousands

(if RAMBLERS in daily use by satisfied

owners speak far more eloquently of RAM

BLER merits than is possible for words. A

brief retrospect will perhaps not be out of

place, inasmuch as it will best serve to ac

centuate the extreme practicability of the

typical American motor carriage, the RAM

BLER.

The RAMBLER automobile of to-day is

the result of an evolution of many years, the

head of Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. being he,

who, with Mr. It. Philip Gormully (deceased)

designed and long built the bicycle of the

same name. so deservedly popular among

those who were boys a generation ago.

  

THE MAIN

Commencing in 1891 with experiments on

a small scale, the succeeding years have seen

ideas tried,-abandoned and tried again, until

in 1901 they had taken a sutiiclently practi

cal form to warrant the acquisition of a large

factory for the purpose of producing the re

sults in a marketable form. But even then,

with the results of ten years‘ experimenting

in mind, the type of construction formulated

was found it not unfit, at least inadvisable,

for use on American roads. Further experi

menting followed, and in January, 1902, the

RAMBLER as now known made its initial

appearance. The knowledge gained in the

years of experimenting was valuable in de

veloping the new idea, and the immediate

recognition by the public of the RAMBLER'S

suitability for use on average roads furnishes

AISLE OF ONE OF THE MACHINE SHOPS.

the most conclusive evidence of its worth.

t‘ommenclng with vertical cylinders, sliding

gear transmitting mechanism, direct driVe

with bevel gear connections, all were dis

carded for the more direct type of horizontal

engines, planetary type of transmission and

chain drive, as being more simple, having far

fewer parts and capable of transmitting tin

engine power to the wheel rim with prac

tically no friction loss. The earmark of

American ingenuity is simplicity, and that

earmark is in evidence in every part of the

RAMBLER. Not a part but has some use.

every part a means to an end. Refinement

followed experience, and to-day the RAM

BLER stands without a peer for touring on

these roads of ours.

The enormous demand and consequent in

crease in facilities for production (the latter

probably without precedent in any branch of

the nuchanical arts) have enabled us i“) ofl'er

tile best value on the market in automobiles.

The factory, originallv bttt seventy thou

sand square feet in area, exclusive of out

buildings, now covers nearly twelve acres.

and. with the testing track, loading plat

forms and adjacent grounds, thirty-three anzl

one-half acres.

Machinery has been added almost daily.

until to-day the RAMBLER factory is admit

tedly not only the largest individual auto

mobile factory of modern construction in the

United States of America, but the finest

equipped tor its purpose.

But few parts go into the RAMBLER that

are not made in our own factory, and those

few consist of the woodwork (the bodies and

wheels), the tires and the induction coils.

Save for two of the largest steel forgings.

the ltl\.\lltl.l'1lt drop forge shop provides all

those used in the. carriage. The gray iron

castings, such as cylinders. pistons, etc., are

all made in the RAMBLER foundry, under

expert and careful supervision.
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The pressed steel frames, unique in their

design, are made in the forging plant; In

fact, to further explain would be but to read

through the list of component parts of the

RAMBLER.

'l‘he essentials for a practical touring car

are, briefly, simplicity of design, pcrtectness

of construction, ease of control, spring sus

pension, road clearance and immunity from

trouble, the latter being dependent upon al~

  

A N D THE LAST

construction and an introduction of comfort

that was soon copied by other manufacturers. .

Especial attention has been given to the road

clearance, the RAMBLER being pre-emi

nently a touring car. fitted for use on any

rideahle roads.

Upon the transmission of the engine power

to the wheels without undue loss by friction

depends the success of the carriage, and

while there are at least three known methods,

MOTOR DEPARTMENT.

most all the former. In the RAMBLER the

simplicity is unquestioned, there existing not

a superfluous part; the thousands in con

tinued daily use speak decisively for the

thoroughness of construction; the control is

by one lever and the throttle, the former

convenient to the operator on the right side

and the latter immediately beneath the steer

ing wheel and operable with the left hand,

so that it is never necessary to remove both

hands from the steering wheel. The four full

elliptic springs of the RAMBLER have but

to be tried to be appreciated, their adoption

on the RAMBLER marking an era in motor

each perhaps with some advantage of its

own, we believe that the planetary system

as adopted and used in the RAMBLER has

so many points of superiority that it far out

weighs those. possessed by the other types.

The RAMBLER engine is admittedly so pow

erful in comparison with the weight of the

car that it is seldom necessary to use the slow

speed; when running on the high speed the

power is conveyed direct to the wheels with

out the mediation of gears. and with abso

lutely no frictional loss. Both the high, low

and the reverse gears are put into operation

by one lever, and without Jerk; there are no

llI'Ithl Nil ER ICC'I‘I'I I).

gears to mesh suddenly, no teeth to strip and

the mechanism adds its weight centrifugaliy

to the fly wheel.

Ordinary care only in the way of lubrica

tion is necessary for the RAMBLER type,

with which it will last indefinitely. The

operator has none of the delicate adjustments

absolutely requisite in other types to annoy

him, and there is no fixed dead weight to

add to the engine load, the whole mechanism

being locked solid with the fly wheel when

running on the high speed, and, as pre

viously stated, adding its Weight to the

centrifugal force of the fly wheel.

NGINE.—The RAMBLER engine is now

E probably so well known that it is per

haps unnecessary to describe it. In

brief, there are but few alterations, which

alterations may be better classed as refine

ments. It is of the two-cylinder, horizontal,

opposed type, each cylinder being 5x6 inches,

with mechanically actuated valves, both sets

being worked from one cam shaft. This

design is preferred for the reason that

long connecting rods can be used; that

the pistons can be thoroughly lubricated

all around and that the weight of the

rapidly reciprocating parts balance each

other. All bearings are of large surface and

composed of what is known as “non-friction"

material. The pistons each have six rings,

another RAMBLER feature, and are fitted

to the cylinder with a variation of not more

than one~th0usandth of an inch. The piston

rings are ground on their faces and sides to

insure a close and accurate fit. Practically

all the hearings in the engine and cam shaft

are self-lubricating. The number of moving

parts is ridiculously small as compared with

those necessary to operate other types of en

gines, while the vibration, reduced to a

minimum by careful balancing, is communi

cated longitudinally to the frame and almost

entirely absorbed before reaching the opera

tor.

ting gearing on the RAMBLER is

greatly simplified by the longitudinal

location of the engine in the centre of the

car, inasmuch as only a single chain is

TRANSMISSION—The power transmit
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necessary to transmit the power to the point

at which it is to be applied. It is of

the planetary type, with two speeds forward

and reverse, and is somewhat different in

detail to that hitherto used on RAMBLERS.

and is greatly improved.

The RAMBLER engine is sufficiently pow

erful to drive the car almost entirely upon

the high speed, at which time the engine

drives direct to the rear axle without the

mediation of gears. Occasionally, however.

deep sand or heavy grades are encountered,

when greater power is necessary, and for

that purpose the secondary speed in the

transmission is provided.

For reversing, the same lever is used as

for the secondary speed. but in a more for

ward position, and is then engaged with the

mechanism by applying the foot to a pedal

on the foot board.

The engagements are effected through tricv

tional leather covered clutches that avoid all

noise, do not jar, and which are all adjust

able and easily replaceable when worn.

These clutch bands are unused when the

car is running on the high speed. and the

entire gearing and transmitting mechanism

rotates on the crank shaft with and becomes

practically a part of the fly wheel.

The transmission is entirely disengaged

from the engine when the car is at rest, and

the ordinary unpleasant noise of idly re~

volving gears is not in evidence on 1905

RAMBLERS.

GNITION.—Ignition isproduced by means

of a jump spark and the now standard

type or plug. Two sets of dry batteries

are provided—obtainable at most automobile

garages and stores, or from any electricnl

supply house—only one set being in use at a

time. A two-point switch is attached to the

coil box, so that either set can be used. avoid

ing the possibility of the operator being left

without electrical energy. Each set is con

nected to induction coils—made by the best

known maker of such coils in the United

States—and from the coils to the ignition

plugs located in the head of the engines. The

location of these plugs is so well chosen that

many instances are known oi! operators

using a RAMBLER an entire season without

the necessity having arisen for examination

of the plugs. Both sets of batteries and the

coils are located on the dashboard, where

connections and adjustments can be readily

made.

The time of the explosion of the mixture

is controlled by an automatic governor ro

tating in time relation with the crank shaft,

and so constructed that the charge is ig

niicd later when the engine is running slow

than when running fast. When the engine

  

'i‘iiE ADDITION SINCE RIB—SEVEN CARS BEING LOADED AT THE PLATFORM.

sary. The automatic feature was first

used in America on RAMBLERS, and it

has been so developed that we believe it the

best of its type in existence. It relieves the

operator of the annoyance of obtaining an

exact mixture. the proportions being deter

mined and the adjustments made at tho

factory in testing the carriage. An easy ad

justment is provided, however, so that the

proportions can be varied for the different

  

AXLE DEPARTMENT.

is at rest the governor is in its most con

tracted position, thus giving electric contact

and ignition at the extreme end of the piston

stroke and rendering a reversal of the start

ing crank impossible. Briefly, the RAM~

BLER governor provides ignition at exactly

the proper moment at all speeds of the en

gine at which to obtain the best results, and

is far superior to any method of hand timing

yet practised.

as the keynote, the RAMBLER car

buretter was evolved some two years

ago with the idea of dispensing with one

lever. previously considered absolutely neces

CARBURETTER.—With simplicity again

_ tion or doubt proved its efliciency.

altitudes at which the carriage may he used.

in addition to the automatic feature a lever

connected with additional air spaces is pro

vided and attached immediately beneath the

throttle, which can be used when running on

level roads for the purpose of admitting more

air and consequently reducing the consump

tion of gasoline.

expends no part of its power in keep

ing its cylinders cool. The thermo

syphon system, which has become a part

of the RAMBLER, has beyond all ques

pnrt of the RAMBLER, has beyond all ques

It has

RADIATION—The RAMELER engine
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been tested in every climate of the world.

and with the benefit derived from past ex

perienccs it is believed that the radiator on

1905 RAMBLERS will leave nothing to be

desired.

It is situated in the front of the bonnet.

meetingthe air unobstructedly, is of large

area and radiating surface, containing, as it

does, eight hundred and twenty-four thin

brass tubes. The water, as heated by the

engine, flows naturally from the upper part

of the radiator, is cooled passing around the

tubes and returns naturally, without the ex

penditure of power, from the lower part of

the radiator, to resume its duties in the

engine.

Gauges are supplied in the front of the

radiator that the quantity of water may be

determined, but so little is consumed by

evaporation that practically no waste occurs,

and very little attention to this detail sufllces.

the hood of the carriage, far removed

from the heated engine and the igni

tion circuit. The tank is of brass, considera

bly larger than ordinarily used, and has a

capacity of about 12% gallons of gasoline.

FUEL.~—The fuel tank is carried under

on the transmission and the other act

ing directly on the rear wheels. The

former is that generally used, and it is ex

tremely powerful. The latter is the emer

gency or secondary brake, and is sufficiently

powerful to lock both rear wheels. Both

are put into operation by means of a pedal

immediately in front of the operator on the

foot board, and when necessary can be oper

ated together.

A novel combination is provided on the

1905 Surrey type cars by which the applica

tion of the brake also releases the clutch

from the fly wheel; where the traffic neces

sitates many and sudden stops, this is a

great convenience.

BRAKES.—Two brakes are provided, one

variety, and is of RAMBLER origin.

There is little possibility of wear, all

parts being thoroughly covered, protected

from dirt and well lubricated. Two seasons’

use have proved its strength and freedom

from complication. The connections to the

steering knuckles are made with RAMBLER

universal joints, each one adjustable to one

thousandth of an inch.

STEERING—This is of the screw and nut

possible character and provided direct

for the cylinders by two large glass

oil cups immediately over them and easily

accessible for refilling. Other moving parts

are taken care of in a like simple manner,

and no revolving or moving part of the

RAMBLER is left without the necessary in

brlcation. No power pump is used, owing

to its fallibiliiy in cold weather, the location

I UBltlUATION.~—This is of the simplest

of the oil cups in the RAMBLER rendering

it absolutely certain that the oil will flow

even in the coldest weather, the heat from

the engine keeping it liquid.

initiated the greatest change in RAM

BLER construction. The angle steel

hitherto used for frames has proved its

reliability beyond question, but the Dc~

cessity of lightening the carriage without

sacrificing its strength made a change dc—

sirable and the pressed steel frame appro

priate. To overcome the objections to this

type in having so many cross members that

should be rigid and integral with the side

frame, but ordinarily riveted or bolted, in

genuity was again exercised, and the long

steel channel, by an enormously heavy ma

chine built especially for the purpose, was

bent to the shape desired. This is a feature

possessed by no other carriage, and is of

no mean merit. The depth of the channel

steel, combined with the one piece construc

tion, provides the RAMBLER with a frame

that for stiffness and lightness is unexcelled.

The remaining cross members, to which are

suspended the engines, levers, etc., are

formed or U-shaped steel, with the ends bent

and doubled to form the greatest riveting

surface to the side frames. Factory tests

have revealed the fact that this type of

frame will sustain far more than twice the

dead weight of the angle steel, and yet with

a considerable saving in weight.

The whole of the mechanism is protected

on the underside by a waterproof cover

fastened to the chassis frame by spring

clamps, but which can be readily removed

when necessity requires it.

CHASSIS—This part marks to the un

to under rather than overestimate

the horsepower, the RAMBLER has

been

HORSEPOWER—Believing it advisable

until this year classed as sixteen

1905.

horsepower. The refinements in the engine

warrant the inciease of from sixteen to

eighteen in 1905, and upon the Type TWU

from eighteen to twenty, and it is confidently

believed that with this increase they will

still be able to tour with machines of double

their nominal power. The public perfum

ances of the RAMBLER in touring and in

some cases, racing, have revealed to an as

tonishing degree the elasticity of the term

"horsepower," and while all RAMBLERS are

rated modestly, their operators need never

fear competition with other cars of con

siderably higher rating. Its various public

performances are probably sufficient evidence

on this point without further explanation.

PRINGS.-—The RAMBLER habit of

S using four full elliptic springs has added

so much comfort to the carriage that

the style will be continued, and, with the

lengthened wheel base, the 1905 RAMBLERS

should as far excel their competitors in com

fort as they have in the past.

XLES.-Included under this heading is

A the differential mechanism, which is

located on the rotating lnclosed rear

axle. This is of the spur gear type and en

tirely incIOsed, being practically oil and dust

proof.

The two portions of this axle are held to

gether with large steel drop forgings on

heavy tubes, whose outer ends carry roller

bearings of large diameter and whose inner

ends are fitted with ball bearings, insuring

a free movement of the axle. and of such

construction that it will require but little

care and attention.

The front axle is of an extremely strong

design of tubular construction, with walls

one‘quarter at an inch in thickness, to the

ends of which are attached heavy forged

yokes for the steering knuckles. The latter

are also heavy drop forgings.
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heavy and durable pattern, lnade by

the foremost manufacturer of chains

in the country, and are practically immune

from trouble.

HEELS—The wheels are of the wood

artillery type, 28 inches in diameter

for the Models "G" and “H” and

the Delivery Wagon, 30 inches for the Sur

rey Type One, 32 inches for the Surrey 'l‘ypo.

Two and 34 inches for the Limousine. These

need no extended description, inasmuch as

they are now practically standard, the dif

ference in value being governed only by the

quality of the material.

The rear wheels (excepting on the Surrey

Type Two and the Limousine) are fastened

on the axle by means of keys and accurately

tapered fittings and, when squarely seated.

are then made fast by a lock nut at the

outer end.

In the Surrey Type Two and the Limou

sine, howevcr, the rear wheels revolve on

ball bearings, the rear axle in that model

being rigidly attached to the springs, the

wheels being independently driven by a

chain wheel on each hub, with power from

a chain wheel on a counter shaft, containing

the differential mechanism. located in the

centre of the truss rod about midway be

tween the engine and rear axle.

The front wheels of all models revolve on

ball bearings of large diameter. are adjust

able by cone movement and fastened with

lock nuts.

CHAINS—These are ot‘ an especially

Delivery Type One these are twenty

elght inches by three inches, on Sur

rey Type One they are thirty inches by

three and one-half inches, on Surrey Typo

Two thirty~two inches by four inches and

on the Limousine they are thirty-four inches

by four and one-half inches, and an option

is offered in Goodrich. G & 1., Diamond,

llartfordr and Duniop.

TIRES—On Models G and H and thc

French front will be continued for Mod

els G and H. the latter being the for

mer model with the addition of a tonneau. In

.Surrey Type One the wheel base is ninety

inches, and the body known as the Surrey

'l‘ype, with side entrances. These are one

picce bodies, and the rear part cannot be re

moved as in the old style tonneau bodies. In

Surrey Type Two the body is of the same

variety, but larger, longer and more luxuri

ously finished, while the wheel base of the

carriage is increased to one hundred inches.

The Limousine is naturally a closed body,

with room for at least five persons, and has

been designed with the idea of its use as a

theatre or station ’bus.

BODY.—'l‘hc now well known RAMBIER

wvwv v vvvvv v v vvvvv v

(lcsigncr of the RAMBLER has suc

ceeded in making every part perform

its duties thoroughly, and has simplified them

by multiplying their duties. There are no

power consuming dcvices, such as the

water circulating pump or air circulating

fan, no power-driven lubricators, no air

compressor or magneto. While it may be

Gl'lNlfili.\l.I.Y.——it will be seen that thc

  

true those devices do not consume a great

amount of power, it is indisputable that they

do not run of their own volition, and that

they add unnecessary mechanism. No essen

tial of any description is omitted from thc

  

CHASSIS, SURREY. TYPE ONE.

ltAMBldClt, but cvcry component part has

its work to do, and accomplishes it.

The materials used in every part of the

RAMBLER car are of the best that can be

obtained. Experience has shown what is

best suited for each purpose, and in the

RAMBLER there are no misfits. every part

being made of that material best suited for

the work it has to do.

rvvvv v Vwi

1905.

Their size, power and beauty put them in

a class by themselves, it bcing beyond the

power of any other manufacturer to offer

such value as the RAMBLER for its price.

It is only possible with the RAMBLER be

cause of the immense and exceptionally

equipped factory.“ The RAMBLER factory

has no board of directors, no multiplicity of

high priced officials, wastcs no money in_

racing or useless advertising, the whole aim

and ctTort being to give to the people ex

ceptional and unapproachabie value fortheir

money.

ARRANTY. — We WARRANT all

w goods furnished by us for sixty days

following the date of their ship

ment, based upon the date of invoice cover

ing the goods, this warranty being lim

ited to the replacement in our factory of all

parts giving out under normal service in

consequence of defect of material or of

workmanship.

If the clrculllstanccs do not permit that

the work shall be executed in our factory.

this warranty is limited to the shipment.

without charge, of the parts intended to re

place those acknowledged to be defective.

It is, however, understood that we make

no warranty whatever regarding pneumatic

tires, coils or the batteries. complaints re

garding which must be taken up with their

respective makers.

ch cannot accept any responsibility in

connection with any of our motor cars when

they have been altered or repaired outside

of our factory.

We are not responsible to the purchaser of

our goods for any undertakings, promises

or warranties made by our reprcscntatlves

beyond those expressed above.

TERMS.~AH carriages are free on board

cars at Kcnosha. Wisconsin. \Vhen

delivered to the railroad company they

are ready for immcdiatc use. Twenty-live

per cent of the purchase price in current

funds is required with an order and thc bal

ance at the time of shipment.

Carriages will be crated for an additional

charge if desired, but undcr the prevailing

tarifli there are but very few points where this

would effect any saving in the freight

charges, and to all Eastern points the charge

would be higher for a machine oratcd than

if set up.

Our responsibility ccascs when we dclivc!

carriages to a railroad company and havc

its receipts for them in good order.

RANCHES AND AGENCIES. * Tim

B branches are at No. 145 Columbus avc

nue, Boston; Nos. 302-301 Wabash nvc

nuc, Chicago, and N0. 242 North Broad strect.

Philadelphia. The New York agency is at

No. 134 West Thirty-eighth street, while rep

resentatives arc to be found in substantially

every other city in the United States.
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THE RAMBLER IN 1905.

DELIVERY “'AGON, $83).

Convertible into runabout without expense and

Into tonneau for $100 extra.

  

SURREY, TYPE ONE. $1350. LIMOUSINE, $3000.

THOMAS B. IEFFERY & COMPANY.

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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GETS THE GARDEN

License Association Secures the Lease and Con“

trols Show Situation in New York——

Dates in January are Selected.

January 13-20 will be the dates of the 1900

automobile show in Madison Square Garden,

New York. It will be confined to members

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, and of makers of steam and

electric vehicles, and doubtless of parts and

accessories.

This is in the nature of confirming what

the Motor World cxdusively stated last Week,

1. e., that the A. L. A. M. had quietly negoti

ated for and had obtained an option on a

lease of the Garden for a term of years.

This lease, it is understood, was signed on

Tuesday. It certainly was ratified at the

general meeting of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers on that

day. It covers a period of two years, with

privilege of renewal for two years more. The

lease is of an exclusive nature. It forbids

any other display of automobiles of any kind

by any one during the life of the contract.

it is known that dates specified fall next

year on the dates as here given.

While it is yet too early to talk of plans,

it is certain that the license association aims

to make the show a source, if not of profit,

then of no expense to its members. The re

ceipts will be equitably distributed.

lt develops that the decision to secure an

option on the lease of the Garden<wns defi

nitely reached at a quiet meeting of the A.

l.. A. M. executive committee held in ButTalo

last month. it was known that the meeting

occurred, but that anything of such mo

mentous importance had been discussed was

not even suspected, although but a short time

previous an officer of the organization, in

discussing show matters, let fall a remark

that, in the light of to-day, is seen to have

been fraught with significance.

What move the X. A. A. M. or the inde

pendent trade will make in the direction of

holding a show is problematlcal. It is said

that in view of the termination of the “triple

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday. January l9. l905.

alliance" some members of the N. A. A. M

came to New York with a new show plan

well outlined—in fact, President White in his

annual address plainly said so—but appar

ently the result of the annual election on

Wednesday, at which it was shown that

members of the A. L. A. M. were in such

strength as to hold the whip hand, was suffi

cient to subdue any inclination that may

have existed to consider such plans.

Pope to Return to Hartford.

The Pope Mfg. Co.'s headquarters are go~

ing back to Hartford. For several months

the step has been under consideration, but

the definite decision was reached only this

week. The oiiices will, of course, be at

tached to the Hartford factory, and it is be

lieved that again being in immediate (Ollz'll

with the manufacturing end of the business

will facilitate matters in many respects.

Hartford, as is well known, was the birth

place ot‘ the original Pope Mfg. Co., the New

York otiiccs being taken over at the time the

new corporation of the same name pur

chased the ei‘fccts of the late American Bi~

cycle C0.

Fisk Promotes Two Managers.

At a meeting of the Fisk Rubber Co. on

Thursday last, at Chicopee Falls, Mass, the

following directors were elected: A. N.

Mayo, [1. T. Dunn, H. G. Fisk, Edward Pyn

chon, W. T. Baird, P. T. Jackson, Jr., and

E. H. Broadwell.

At this meeting E. H. Broadwell, manager

of the Detroit branch, was elected first vice

president. and Frank C. Riggs, manager of

the Chicago depot, second vice-preldent. The

other officers remain as heretofore, viz.: H.

T. Dunn, president; H. G. Fisk, clerk, and

A. N. Mayo, treasurer.

Miller to Invade Cleveland.

Charles E. Miller,. the well known New

York supply man, is about to invade Cleve

land. He has made all necessary arrange

ments to establish a depot there. It will be

the fourth in the Miller chain.

M. & W. Gets a Dunlop License.

Morgan & Wright have added a mechani

cally fastened tire to their line. It is of the

perfected Dunlop type, being made under

cover of that patent,
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MET TO ADJOURN

Independent Makers Confer, but Fail to Take

Definite Action~Reo Threatens to

Sue A. L. A. M. for $500,000.

That the Motor WOrld's great scoop of last

week, reporting the pendency of the since

consumated deal or the Association of Ll

censed Automobile Manufacturers for the

lease of Madison Square Garden for show

purposes, provided a sensation of the first

'magnitude is beyond doubt.

It was the first intimation that those out

side of the ranks of the license association

had that anything of the sort had even been

Several of'them acknowl

edged being fairly stunned by the news. So

sensational was the report that few of those

who were in evidence at the show on Satur

day were able to bring themselves to be

lieve it. As the day wore on, however, the

truth of it was confirmed; and on Monday

evening it brought results in the form of a

quiet meeting of some fifteen independent

manufacturers at the Fifth Avenue Hotel.

They had no particularly definite plan in

view, but seemed of a mind that the confer

ence might evolve something of mutual inter

est. The discussion developed that a gen

eral dissemination of the independent propa

ganda would be of value, and the talk was

along that line. As most of those in attend

ance at the meeting did not, however, feel

authorized to commit their companies to any

policy, or to the expenditure of funds without

consulting their directors, the meeting really

availed nothing. T. B. Jeffery dz Co., it .5

said, were not represented. '

Probably the most interesting feature of

the meeting was the appearance of R. M.

Owens, sales manager of the Bee Motor Car

Co., with his lawyer, who announced that he

would this week institute proceedings against

the Licensed Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers, or the responsible parties in the

association, for $500,000 alleged damages.

Owen has figured that the the Rec business

has been damaged to that extent; but there

are those—even among his friends—who con

dreamed possible.
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sider that he is taking the wrong tack. As

one of them expressed it: “The Rec Motor

Car Co. has little more than started, and,

perforce, can have little or no business to

have sustained damage." The man who held

this opinion thought that a suit of this sort

could have but one outcome, and that that

would not be favorable to the lndependents’

cause. If almost any one else took action

of the sort, he said, it would have far more

weight.  

The Week's lncorporatiom.

Bath, N. Y.—The Kirkham Motor Co., un

der New York laws; capital, $25,000. Di

rectors-C. B. rkhaui, C. A. Elias, W. L.

Dolson, Bath.

Middleton, Conn—Hubbard Motor Car C0..

under Connecticut laws, with $100,000 capi

tal, to manufacture engines for marine'and

stationary use.

Troy, N. Y.—Hudson River Motor Vehicle

00., under New York laws, with $3,000 capi

tal. Incorporators—Sarah xPst‘llllll, William

Cothell, Jessie Cothell.

New York, N. Y.—Unitcd Motor Car and

Supply 00., under New York laws; capital,

$25,000. Directors—E. D. York, Flushing;

H. S. Byrne, F. N. Whitney, New York.

New York, N. Y.~Acme Motor Car 00.,

under New York laws, with $12,000 capital,

to make automobiles. Incorporators—J. D.

Maguire, It. L. Julian and G. ll. Strout.

New York, N. Y.—Gotham Automobile C0.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital,

to sell automobiles. Incorporators—H. A.

'l‘rlmm, A. C. Thompsim, S. \V. Mathewson.

New York, N. Y.—Internationai Observa

tion Motor Car 00., under New York laws,

with $200,000 capital. Directors—S. M. Fish

er, E. G. Laureau and Charles S. Sinsheimer.

Mlddletown, Conn—Simplicity Auto 00.,

under Connecticut laws, to manufacture m0

tor vehicles. lncorporators—\V. H. Kltto, A.

S. Pollard, W. H. Chapman and Perry & T.

W. Hale.

Will Cease Sunday Work.

The Cushlnan Motor Company, of Lincoln,

Ncb., has at last decided to do away with

Sunday labor, and hereafter its cmployes will

only be compelled to work six days a week.

This change was decided upon at the an

nual business meeting of the company last

week. The officials and directorate elected

at the time. are as follows: President, L. H.

Cushman; vice-president, Everett B. Cush

man; treasurer, S. H. Burnham; directors,

L. S. Cushman, 1'}. B. Cushman, L. \V. Cush

man, H. E. Cushman. J. \V. CTTslean, S. H.

Burnham, George W. Bonncll and F. A.

Mupes. W. E. Jackway succeeds A 0. Tay

lor as manager.

 

Andrews is a Miss.

Few who see tch namc of A. M. Andrews,

which appears on the letter heads of the new

ltco Automobile (‘o., of Chicago, are aware

that the Andrews concerned is a Miss An

drcws. She figures as vicc~prcsidcnt and

secretary of the company, and is taking an

active part in its management,

BENNETT THREW A BOMB

But They Wouldn't Let it Burst at the N. A.

A. M. Meeting—Selden Men in Control.

 

 

What was expected to prove an animated

gathering of the National AsSOciation of Au

tomobile Manufacturers was held at the Vic

toria Hotel, New York, on Wednesday morn

ing, the 18th.

nual meeting, and the previous knowledge

that tTvo tickets were in the held, one practi

Association of Li

It was the occasion of the an‘

cally representing the

ccnscd Automobile Manufacturers, the other

the independent manufacturers, led to the

assumption that there would be “something

doing“ in the way of excitement.

As a matter of fact, the election itself was

very one-sided, and what little there was

done was dispatched in less than an hour.

The only trace of excitement was apparent

when George \V. Bennett, of T. B. Jeflery &

(10., boldly sought to introduce this caustic

resolution bearing on the show situation:

“Resolved, That in view of the fact that

:1 majority of the show committee of the na

tional zissuciation have shown themselves to

be unmindful of the bcst interests of this as

sociation, and unfaithful to the trust imposed

in them. that they be and are hereby dis

charged.”

In leading up to this resolution Mr. Ben

nett asked if the members of the N. A. A. M.

show committee, two of whom are members

of the A. L. A. M., had been cognizant of the

purpose of the license association to secure

a lease of Madison Square Garden for show

purpOses. President Windsor T. White, a

manufacturer of steam vehicles, and hence

in a position to view both charmers with

equanimlty, is a member of the N. A. A. M.

show committee. He replied that he himself

knew nothing of the movement leading up to

the lease, and then promptly ruled Mr. Ben

nett's resolution out of order.

After this slight flurry the election of direc

tors was proceeded to. The result, as stated,

was one sided, the adherents of the Selden

patent being elected by an overwhelming ma

jority as follows: R. D. Chapin, Olds Motor

Works, 28; S. T. Davis, jr.. Locomoblle 00.,

27; Charles Clifton, George N. Pierce C0., 27;

S. D. Waldron, Packard Motor (.‘ar 00., 27; L.

H. Kittridge, Peerless Motor Car 00., 26.

The “independent” candidates polled the

following votes: J. S. Bretz, Corbin Motor

Vehicle 00., 12; Charles E. Duryca, Dtlryea

Power C0., 10; J. E. (louzans, Ford Motor

(10., 11; Thomas Hay, National Motor Vehicle

(‘0., 11; E. It. Shu'rmcr, Royal Motor Car 00.,

11.

It was also unnounccd that the esccutivc

committee had appropriated the sum of $500

to the good roads committee, of which It. D.

tilmpin is chairman. This money is to he

used in furthering the Brownlow bill.

G. W. Bennett offered a resolution extend

ing a vote of thanks to Percy Owen for the

excellent entertainment afforded the associa

-work of the year.

tion and its guests at the smoker given at the

Waldorf-Astoria on Tuesday night.

The treasurer reported a balance on hand

of $10,500.

The directors will meet on Saturday to

choose officers for the 1905 term. In this con~

nection it may be interesting to note that

the directors of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers now comprise

twelve members of the Licensed Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, two indepen

dents, one electric, and Windsor T. White.

representing the steam interests.

President White’s report was an interest

ing document. It, of course, reviewed the

During that time were

held eleven meetings of the executive com

mittee and one general meeting. The aver

age attendance was fourteen. Nine activc

members were admitted, five left the ranks -

and eight associate members resigned, the

latter to cast their lot with the Motor and

Accessory Manufacturers, which, Mr. White

stated, had been “formed with the approval

and encouragement of your executive com

mittee."

No new associate members have been ad

mitted to the h. A. A. M. since August last,

because it was believed to be to the best

interests of the association that the parts

and accessory people should flock by them

selves. '

During the year the membership committec

continued the policy previously approved—

that is, of declining to admit new applicants

until they had been in business at least one

year and were known to be reliable.

As the result of the formation of the Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers, 11 joint confer

ence committee had been appointed. result

ing in some substantial advantages in tlic

form of defercntials.

Mr. White remarked the failure to obtain

a modification of freight rates, and reportcd

that there was threatening an increase of

Western classification, efforts to avoid which

were being made.

He explained the action of the N. A. A. M.

in deciding to test the legality of the license

laws in the following language:

“The legality of requiring the automobile

to be licensed by every State, county or town

ship has been thoroughly considered. Your

committee first discussed a plan to test the

legality of such laws as require an automo

bilist who has secured a license in one State

to take out another when he enters another

State; in other words, your committee be

licves that one license which would cover all

States would not be particularly oppressive.

We were advised by counsel, however, that

any lawrif valid in one State, would be valid

in another, and that there is no way of

forcing one State to accept a license issued

in another. Our counsel has prepared an

opinion to the effect that it is not legal to

require an automoblllst to take out an)‘

licenseeat all, and a committee has been 81*

pointed to prepare a test case, or, if neces

sary, as many, as three test cases, in an on

deavdr to secure such a decision as will be

binding iipon the legislatn-M ~' ~" States
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Your executive committee, in deference to

public opinion, has acted in this matter with

great caution, but now that every State.

county and township has taken it upon itself

to demand a license, and in some cases to go

so far as to prohibit the use of automobiles

entirely, we feel that the interests of manu

facturers demand aggressive action.

“Opponents of the automobile insist that

licenses are necessary because of the acci

dents which occur upon the public highways.

It is true that accidents are too common. but

we maintain that they are due in no small

measure to the condition of our roads, and

that the proportion is steadily decreasing.

The daily press, unfortunately, devotes three

or four lines to an accident to a horse-drawn

vehicle which results in the death of two or

three persons, and gives a column to an

automobile upset resulting in trifling bruises.

One of our leading papers recently devoted

cight inches of space to a record of the rail

road accidents in 1903, yct this record, as

officially reported by the interstate Com

merce Commission, showed that 11,006 people

were likely and 80,673 were injured in one

year. Here is a record of thirty deaths and

2-16 injuries every day in the year.”

The result of the association’s work in con

nection with the St. Louis Exposition, Mr.

White reported, was one of its “greatest ac

complishments.”

That Mr. White himself had no previous

knowledge at the intention of the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers to se

cure a lease of Madison Square Garden was

made evident by a reference to the show sub

ject in his report.

“Your committee has under consideration."

he said, “plans for the future which, it is

hoped, will relieve the pressure and giVe to

the members of this association :1 good deal

more space tlmn they have at present.”

 

Body Builder: Meet Tire Man’s Offer.

With the idea, apparently of carrying the

war into the enemies' camp, the Associated

Body Builders of the Automobile Trade in

France have met M. Michelin’s offer of a

cup to be given for the lightest touring body

by offering a cup of their own. TlIIs cup will

be given to the company for designing pnen

matic tires which proved to be the best ca

pable of sustaining the weight of a thor

oughly reliable and satisfactory touring car.

The Michelin cup will be competed for

every year, and will be decided by a com

mittee appointed from committees of the A.

C. F., the T. C. .F., the Association Generale

Automobile, the Chambre Syndicate de l'Auto

mobile, and the Chambre Syndicate de Cycle

ct de l’Automobile. The regulations adopted

and the style of vehicle selected will vary

each year and will be announced by the first

of March in each year. For the first compe

titlon, which will be held next spring, a 24

H. P. Chassis, with a body capable of pro

viding commodious accommodation for six

passengers, has been selected. The‘weight

of the chassis and fittings will be deducted

from the total weight of the car, thus giving
the weight of the body. I

M. s. A. M. lN snow MATTERS

Retiring President Drops Hints and Makes Some

Recommendations—New Officers Chosen.

 

To add to the much compounded interest

that attends the existing show situation, it

is not impossible that an. exhibit wholly of

parts and accessories may come to pass. The

intimation was‘ let fall by President D. J.

Post, of the Motor and Accessory Manu

facturers, at their annual meeting in the

Hotel Astor on Friday evening last, 13th

inst. It was contained in his annual report.

After suggesting the desirability of perma

nent headquarters in New York, in charge

of a salaried assistant secretary, Mr. Post

said:

“I personally favor, first. a show alliance

with manufacturers of complete vehicles,

but, failing in that, i believe creditable, prof

itable and exclusive parts and accessories

shows can be held by this organization."

He said that he conceded to manufacturers

of automobiles a premier position. and the

right to lead in show, as well as in all other

matters of general interest to the industry;

but he contended that, as representing the

parts and accessories trade. the M. & A.

M. was of next importance and should be so

recognized.

President Post's report also seemed to in

timate that in the event of again particl

pating in national shows, it might be the

intention of the M. & A. M. to do so in the

role of a “partner.” In fact, he used this

exact term, adding that the partnership

would provide the necessary funds for main

taining suitable permanent offices and ren

der an increase in dues, which he was “tempt

cd to recommend,” unnecessary.

In connection with the suggested New York

office, he thought that a credit bureau could

be conducted to good advantage. The estab

lishment of the office, he said, would relieve

the ofiicers of all detail work and result in

much good to the organization generally.

Mr. Post also recommended the question

of an associate membership. to be composed

of jobbers, or those who were termed “com

hinntion jobbcrs and manufacturers," and

also trade journals.

He recounted the effective work of the as

sociation in securing for its members a fair

and equitable division of show space. “Noth

ing.” he said, “better showed the effect of

organized effort."

Although the meeting was held at an inop

portune time, very many of the members

being at Madison Square Garden putting the

finishing touches to their exhibits, a repre

sentative number was in attendance. Proba

bly the most important work of the meeting

was the decision to accept the report of the

committee on incorporation, of which W. S.

Gorton was chairman. The committee recom

mendedjhat the organization be incorporated

under the laws of Connecticut, which recom

mendation was adopted.

Mr. Gorton moved also that hereafter the

annual meeting be held in the City of New

York, during the third week in January of

each year, and that an additional meeting be

held at such time and place as may be de

termined by the directors. This also was

agreed upon.

Two new members were elected—C. T.

Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., and the

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, Ill.

The nominating committee presented

twelve names for selection as directors. Of

the number the following seven were elected:

H. T. Dunn. Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls,

Mass; P. S. Steenstrus, Hyatt Roller Bear

ing Co., Harrison, N. .T.; Clarence E. Whit

ney, Whitney Mfg Co., Hartford, Conn.;

George L. Weiss, Cleveland Car Specialty

00., Cleveland, 0.; William Gray, Gray &

Davis, Amesbury, Mass; H. S. White, Shelby

Steel Tube Co., Pittsfield, Mass; J. W. Gil

son, Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford,

Conn.; D. .T. Post, Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford;

M. H. Moffett, National Carbon 00., Cleve

land, and C. S. Mott, Weston-Mott Co., Utica,

N. Y.

Later, at the meeting of the new directors,

the following officers were chosen for the

ensuing year: President, H. W. Chapin, Syra

cuse, N. Y.; first vice-president, H. E. Ray

mond, Akron, 0.; second vice-president.

George L. Weiss, Cleveland. 0.; third vice

prcsident, C. E. Whitney, Hartford, Conn.;

treasurer, W. H. Gorton. Cleveland, 0.; sec

retary, J. W. Gilson, Hartford, Conn.

Fire Came Near to Columbia.

What might have developed into a disas

trous conflagration in the Electric Vehicle

Co.’s plant at Hartford. Conn., one after

non last week was quickly put out by the

firemen employed in the building. The work

men on the third floor were hurrying some

work, when one of the men ran around the

room with a lighted plumber's torch, and as

the place was filled with paint and varnish

the gasolene in the blower started a blaze.

The damage amounted to about $30).

Will Make Electrics Later.

For the present the 'I‘ritt Electrical Co., of

South Bend, which was incorporated last

week with a capital of $100,000, will confine

itself to the manufacture of electrical special

ties. Later it is its purpose to include in its

productions electric vehicles and electrical

automobile supplies generally. The ofiicers

of the company are B. E. Trltt, president; D.

M. Calvert, vice-president; W. B. Pershing,

secretary, and C. M. Kreighbaum, treasurer.

Maxwell Seeks Foreign Trade.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Co., through Richard

Irvin & Co., New York, are making an active

bid for foreign trade. One of their repre

sentatives, l. C. Kirkham, is now in London

 

 

planning the first stage of the campaign.

 

To Sell Yalu in Chicago.

The Yale automobile Co. is the style of a

new concern just formed in Chicago. It will

handle the Yale car exclusively. W. W. Tarr

is its chief sponsor. A salesroom is now be

ing sought.

Baker Doubles Capital.

The Baker Motor Vehicle Co., of Cleveland,

has doubled its capital stock, from $200,000

to $400,000.
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H POINTER T6 AGENTS.

THE

WPIER€E=RHGINE
Embodying, as it does, all that [9 years' experience as gas engine builders suggests, coupled with an intelligent study of present-day demands.

has proved a mighty attractive proposition.

  

Looks Good,

and is as Good

as it Looks.

Model B=2.

Price. $1250.

 
 

  

Here are a Few Features:

Vertical motors with mechanically-operated valves. Single-lever control. Three-speed transmission. with flexible connection to

motor. Carouretter absolutely automatic and reliable under all conditions. Perfect cooling and lubrication systems. Long wheel

bsse and full elliptic springs. Side-door entrance.

These constitute a hint of the wealth of goodness found in the Pierce-Racine.

whom we'll gladly furnish detailed description.

PIERC‘ZE ENGINE (‘36.,

We invite correspondence from reliable agents, to

llbl eiark Street, Racine, Wis.

 

 

 

 

 

STEVENS-DURYEA

New 20sHorse Power, 4:Cylinder C Model R.

 

Great Strength.

High Power.

Light Weight.

Eminently suitable

it is universally

conceded that the

STEVENS-DURYEA

Runabout (Model L)

is in a class by

itself. Therefore,

he sure to investigate

the claims we make

for our latest

notable offering.

ASK YOUR AGENT.

of the tourist,

Send for detailed

descriptive matter,

illustrating Models

L and R.

  

  

 

Leading Features: Aluminum Body—Side Entrance Tonneau—Capacity, 5 Persons.

 

PRICE. $2,500
Send forA cnts -

wrirefor Special Jo Q COO, Descriptive folder

Proposition ea I No. Main Street, Embodying

Full Details.Chicopeo Falls, Massachusetta

Memb‘ers Association Licensed Automobile .\lzuml'm-turers

Unocc upied Territory

 

to the requirements

Pressed Steel Frame—Three Speeds and

Reverse—Three Brakes— Four Individual Cylinders—chl Gear Drive—Water Cooling—Standard Equipment—Weight, 1650 Pounds.
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Beware of the Boom!

Undoubtedly they mean well, but the men

who have begun to talk and write of “the

arrival of the automobile boom“ are uninten

tionally doing the industry more harm than

good. "Boom" suggests inflation, and “in

flatlon" carries with it suggestions of future

collapse. A boom would be about the worst

thing that could visit the industry. and the

men who can head it off when it comes in

sight will be the trade‘s best friends. What

is wanted is a slow, strong, steady growth

that will endure and be well and deeply

rooted. Booms and talk of booms simply

create false impressions, and cause fools to

rush in where angels fear to tread; disaster

always follows in their train.

Now in the Front Rank.

If the show demonstrates anything, it

demonstrates effectively that the American

car no longer requires odds of the cars of

foreign build. There still remain those in

clined to assume that the foreign cars are

superior, but close questioning does not evoke

a single sound reason. Nor can the skeptic

who is questioned, as a rule, specify in what

particular points the foreign car excels the

American article.

It looks as though there were no question

about it; it seems clear and well defined that

the domestic car fills the wants of this coun

try, its climatic conditions and bad

roads, better than the imported car. There

is a long list of American cars that run Just

with

as smoothly, just as noiselesst and endure

us well as any foreign car. Moreover, it is

a fact that the American car is simpler,

easier to operate, easier to care for and easier

to repair. In fact, as far as one can find out.

the foreign car is in the repair department

more often than the American car. All ad

mit that it is exceedingly speedy and runs

wonderfully while it is running.

Thereis one feature where the foreigner is

probably in advance. That is in the selection

of materials which enter the car. He has

been willing to take the time to do it. His

customer has been willing to pay the price

that is necessary to get the best material,

and the careful and painstaking French me

chanic has made good use of the special ai

loys now in the market and of the special

methods of heat treating familiar to those

skilled in the art.

There is a long list, as stated, 0f Ameri

can cars that have no startling features

about the way their motors are arranged and

assembled; but their motors, their transmis

sion and the whole makeup of the chassis

show careful consideration, and have resulted

in a well balanced, thoroughly practical car.

Of course, these remarks apply to the class

of cars having four cylinders as a rule, which

is about all that can be compared with the

foreign cars, as the foreigners exhibit noth

ing else. Some of this class of American

cars follow closely the lines of the foreign

built car, except that in nearly every in

stance they are simpler. For example, the

Haynes, the Pierce, the Cleveland, the Royal

Tourist, the Locomobile, the National, the

Apperson, the Peerless, the Packard, the 'Au

tocar, the Pope-Toledo, the Columbia, the

Lozier and the Thomas. There is no ques:

tion but that these cars behave as well under

our conditions as any car in the world. When

price is considered. there is two and three.

times the value in the American car that

there is in the imported car; indeed, it is fair

to say that the domestic industry has reached

that point when the purchase of a foreign

car may be said to be merely an indulgence

—the indulgence of wealth.

It gives the very wealthy a chance to have

something that his neighbors cannot pos

sess—that vicious spirit of rivalry which ex

ists in the. society of our big cities to a marked

extent. 1

The show demonstrates that there is actu

ally no sound reason why any American

should purchase a foreign built car, unless

he wants a special one, and then, it may be

added, if he would pay the American manu

facturer as much as he pays the foreign one

it could be obtained right here. It would be

odd indeed if the American designers and

mechanics, who evolved and produced so

much of the machinery that has made the

foreign car possible, could not, when they

apply themselves to the task, best produce

the wares the machinery was designed to

produce.

There is a class of cars at the show which

cannot be compared with foreign cars be

cause Enrope holds nothing with which they ,

may be compared. These cars fill a want in

the United States that is tremendous. The

numerical sales of the medium and low

priced car are away in excess of the high

priced. The volume of busiu'ess in dollars

and cents is even greater. The relatively

small American car offers greater value for

the money than is offered in any other coun

try on the globe, and in this class are such

wonderfully successful cars as the Olds, the

Rambler, the Cadillac, the Ford, the Knox

and the Buick.

These machines are seen everywhere—they

are reaching into all the markets of the

world. They are understood by every repair

man. The care of them is reduced to a mini

mum. Their mechanism has been simplified

to the extreme limit. They can be operated

by any one with average intelligence.

If too much is not required of them and an

attempt is not made to get them to do what

a high powered, high pricedcar will do, they

will meet all expectations and every call of

the man of moderate means.

Stability of the industry.

' For an infant industry, born and brought

up in less than a decade, nurtured by bigoted

prejudice on the part of those blind to‘ its im

portance and world-revolutionizing mission,

' and struggling and kicking against it own
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well as acnumerons shortcomings as

five outside opposition. the automobile

youngster, as shown in the full strength

of its early youth at Madison Square

Garden this week, is entitled to crow long

and loud. It has taken its place among

the industrial powers—not like those others

of the same appellation, deriving its life. from

water and wind and fostered by silver lubri

cated channels of legislation, but upon a

solid foundation of its own erection, laid

through experience and based upon healthy

competition. Millions of capital and thou

sands of operatives but inadequately describe

the tremendous interests now depending sole

ly on the automobile as their raison d‘ctrc,

and. were such a thing possible. its sudden

fall would bring about an economic disturb

ance but little short of a widespread panic.

As yet in the very first flush of its young

days, it has assumed proportions which but

presage its growth in years to collie, and to

predict the extent of this would be to at

tempt the impossible. And it is a matter for

great congratulation on the part of all con

cerned that its advance to the present stage

has not been of the mushroom order, liable

to be swept away overnight, but on a basis

regulated more by the economic safety valve

of popular demand than the average industry

which has been made, put on its feet and

climbed skyward on a rocket in a few years.

Overcapitalizatlon was greatly feared two

years ago, and the number of concerns rush

- ing into the business of building cars threat

ened to flond the market with cheap and

worthless automobiles and involve themselves

and others in bankruptcy. At the time this

loomed on the horizon as an evil of no mean

proportions, and while it did not disturb

prominent interests to any noticeable extent.

there was a natural feeling of unrest, coupled

with a desire not to have the industry come

in for' any unwelcome publicity, such as

would be brought about by the failure. of a

number of such concerns at one time. But

the “survival of the fittest" has taken care

of this influx, and there are many sadder and

wiser people to-day who have come to a re

alization of the fact that a serviceable car

cannot be built for a song, and that a cheap

and flimsy affair is not saleable to a paying

extent at any price.

There are others, in addition, who started

in to do large things in the shape of $3,000

and $5,000 cars that were going to make their

huiiders' fortunes. such was the attraction

the industry held for capital, but they have.

come and gone, and none the wiser but them

selves. Flve thousand dollars seems a great

sum of money to the average man to put into

an automobile, and the popular impression is

that a very large slice of the price stands for

profit pure and simple; but the gentlemen in

question found it was not so, to their cost.

The industry still holds out a powerful

magnet to capital looking for paying as well

as conservative investment. but the get-rich

quick investors are bound to be disappointed

in more ways than one. There is still plenty

of rooln for legitimate expansion, but not for

the boomer, whose only object is to squeeze

out all there is in it during the short time he

thinks things will last, and then stands from

under. letting the other fellow pay the freight.

But the automobile industry, although only

an infant of five shows. is in it to stay.

The Ignition Problem.

Seemingly too little attention is being paid

to the matter of improvement where the ap

plication of electricity to the gasolene car is

concerned. ’l‘rue .enough, it forms a very

small part of the motive power, and is usual

ly the last item to be applied; probably this

is the moving cause of its being also at the

tail end of consideration by many, but the

part it plays is so large as to overshadow

almost everything else but the carburetter

problem, and in the matter of vexatious mys

teries both may be classed together.

it is safe to say that of all the problems

confronting the builder of motor cars, this

has in the past few years probably come in

for less serious consideration at his hands

than any one other; due no doubt, to the fact

that a reasonable measure of success had

been attained, and as anything better in

volved a greater expenditure. a halt has been

called at this intermediate step and many

have gone no further. It has proved itself

"good enough," at any rate. and certainly

“sufficient unto the day," etc.. “so what‘s the

use of bothering about it further." Hence

the matter of improvement along this line

has been left entirely in the hands of those

who live by it—the makers of batteries, gen

erators and similar apparatus, and the car

builder is now usually only too willing to let

Both the high

tension magneto with synchronous distribu

his customer take his choice.

tion, and the low tension type for make and

break spark—forming as close an approach

to self-contained simplicity as has yet been

evolved—have been old stories abroad for

some time past, but the instances in which

they have been taken up here could be enu

merated on the fingers of one hand last year,

and probably the two \vould yet sufi‘lce to

cover all.

COMING EVENTS.

Jan. 11-24—New York, Importers’

Macy’s Dry Goods Store, top floor.

Jan. 14-21—New York, National Show,

Madison Square Garden.

Jan. Iii—New York, Superintendents' and

Engineers‘ Branch of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, meeting.

Jan. 23-28—0rmond-Daytona, Fla., third

annual speed carnival. '

Jan. 23-28-Philadelphia, Automobile Show.

 

Show,

Feb. 4-11—Chicago, National Show. Coli

scum.

Feb. 13-18—Detroit, Automobile Show.

Feb. 20-25—Cleveland. Automobile Show.

Gray’s Armory.

Feb. 27-March 4—Toronto, Automobile

Show.

March (HI—Buffalo,

Convention Hall.

March 13-18—Boston, Automobile Show,

Mechanics’ Hall.

March 18-18—Boston,

Symphony Hall.

March 27-April 5—Washington, Automobile

Show.

Automobile Show,

Importers’ Show,

 
 

One very good reason for this lies in the

fact that until quite recently there was not

a magneto produced in this country that mer

ited the name, and the imported ones not

only had the disadvantage of being very

high-priced, but, in the opinion of many who

saw them, the distributing apparatus too

closely resembled the interior of a watch—

"too much jewelry in the box," was the usual

verdict. and consequently they did not find

favor except in isolated instances.

There is every reason to believe that had

this exceedingly important part of the mo

tive power received the amount of attention

that has been devoted to the problems of

transmission, carburretion and similar knotty

ones by the leading lights of the indus

try during the past few years, it would be in

a much more advanced state to-day. The

fact‘that these authorities are, in the major

ity of instances, better versed in things me

chanical than electrical, and that the intri

cacies of alternating current generation have

not been gone into very deeply by them, may

account for this in part, while the further

fact that no surplus of highly skilled talent

of this order is in evidence among the manu

facturers of accessories isdoubtless respon

sible for the remainder. But all things will

come in time, and trips of several thousand

miles without ignition troubles show that

much may be accomplished with the imper

fect apparatus now available.
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A. C. A. AT THE WALDORF

The Mayor and Sir Thomas Dewar the Guests

of Honor—Both Speak in Happy Vein.

“One touch of automobiliousness makes

the whole world kin.” This was the opening

flash of that Chauncey Depew of the

automobile world,'Winthrop E. Scarritt, as

he took the chair at the annual banquet of

the Automobile Club of America at the Wal

dorf-Astoria on Tuesday evening last.

The sally tickled the risibilitics of the

two hundred prosperous and well groomed

men who fringed the tables, and, as one of

them afterward iaughiugly said, “That one

witticism was sufficient to obtain for Mr.

Scurritt forgiveness for the setpiece which he

has so often delivered, that one beginning:

The curiosities of to-day are the common

places of to-morrow,’ and so forth."

As toastmaster Mr. Scurritt was in good

form, and performed the oilices in his usual

graceful fashion. The two guests of honor,

Mayor George B. McClellan and Sir Thomas

Dewar, the latter in particular, shared lau

rels with the toastmaster.

Sir Thomas is a witty speaker, and adopt

at turning (left compliments, and is no

"slouch" as a gentle sntirist. 1n the course

01' a bristling speech he said that he looked

to America for a tire that would not burst,

a carburetter that' will be reliable and u

cbaufleur that will work when his master is

not looking. He admitted that he had been

surprised at the progress shown in automo—

bile construction in this country, and turned

a pretty compliment by stating that he trust

ed the industry would continue to flourish. if

for no other than the selfish reason that

England expects to eventually find here thc

best to be had in automobile manufacture.

Mayor McClellan informed his hearers that

he was present in a dual capacity, one to on

force the law and one to obey the law.

"The motor car," he added, “has surely

come to stay, and no longer is the once fa

miliar cry of 'get a horse' heard when one

travels in the eastern part of the city. in

deed, lt is possible to go aim st anywhere

now, and only be stoned occasionally. You

still have your oppressors, and as a bit of

interesting information, let me say right

here that a few days ago I received a poti

tion from a very respectable lady of tax

payers, begging that they might h:ch bet

ter police service as a protection against

burglars and motor cars."

This pointed reference to the agitation

against motor vehicles by the West End As

sociation evoked sailies of laughter.

"What the motor car industry really

needs," continued the Mayor, 'is an engine

that is cheap, simple and strong. By hard

cxpcrience I know the difficulty of securing

all of these attributes, but I know that

A mericnn ingenuity will eventually succeed

in giving us the ideal motor car."

Referring to the speed laws, Mayor Mc

Clellan said that if changes were desirable

“ 'nobile members were the men to ob~

tain proper concessions, but that as long as

the present law was on the statute books he

would do all in his power to enforce it.

The banquet, which took place in the As

tor Gailery, was presided over by Harlan

W. Whipple, president of the organization.

and among others at the speakers‘ table were

Winthrop E. Scarritt, first president of the

Automobile Association of America; Dave II.

Morris, president of the Automobile Club of

America; Sir Thomas Dcwur, John Fat-son,

president of the Chicago Automobile Club;

Judge \V. H. IIotchkiss, president of tho Butl

falo Automobile Club; Elliot C. Lee, presi

dent of the Massachusetts Automobile Club;

Dr. \V. E. Milbank, president of the Al

bany Automobile Club; W. C. Temple, presi

dent of the I‘ittsburg Alitomobilc Club; Asu

Goddard, president of the Worcester Auto

mobile Club; E. Schrivcr Rccsc, president of

the Cleveland Automobile. Club; Dr. Julian

A. Chase, president of the Rhode Island Au

tomobile Club; W. L. Brown, president of the.

Syracuse Automobile Club; Alfred Wilmartb,

president of the Long Island Automobile

Club; Ii. S. “'oodward, president of the

Rochester Automobile Club; I". E. Cons-tans.

president of the Brockton, Mass, Autoinobilc

Club; (i. F. 1i‘arrington, president of-thc Au

tomobile Club of New Jersey, and Windsor

T. White, president of the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers.

Addresses also were made by Messrs. Mor

ris, 'l‘cmple, Hotcbkiss and others.

 

When Show Business Was Forgot.

Among the minor functions attendant on

the New York show was the E. Schwartzkopt’

breakfast on Sunday and the dinner of the

New York Motor Club at the Hotel Astor 0n

the same cvcnlng. Sir Thomas Dewar was

the most conspicuous guest and speaker on

both occasions. > - '

Scliwartzkopf publishes an alleged automo

bile daily during the week of the show, and,

it is said, gave the breakfast in order to

case his conscience. Chief among those in

vitcd to attend were those who have advertis

ing or influence to dispense, but a number of

ucwspapcr men and a few club officials were

includcd in the gathering to lcavcn the mass.

The dinner of the New York Motor Club

was in the nature of a reception to Sir

Thomas Dcwar, who was induced to prcscnt

a cup and to come to this country by a fel

low countrymnn. who originated the club in

question and who seems to be acting as a

sort of trustcc and prcss :lgcnt for Sir

Thomas.

The X. A. A. M. slnokcr on Tuesday night

was a huge, well attended and wcll ordcrcd

afl'air. The talent provided was good, ditto

the tobacco, ditto tbc cdiblcs, ditto the inan

:igcmcnt, of which I‘crcy ()wcn was the life.

 

Law to Confine Cars to Cities.

Senator .lctton. of the Tennessee-Legislat

ure, has made his bid for fame. Among sev

eral fool bills that have been introduced into

that body is onc, of which he is the proud

sponsor, limiting the use of automobiles to

cities of nine thousand inhabitants and over.

A. A. A. IN BUSY SESSION

Officers Elected and Much Good Work Performer

—Temp|e Now Head of Racing Committee.

 

Harlan XV. Whipplc‘s rc-elcction as prcsi

dent. the appointment of W. C. Temple, oi

Pittsburg, as chairman of the racing coili

mittoc in place of A. R. I‘ardington, win

because of not bcing in sympathy with tin

president. declined rc-nominntion, and tin

rejection of all intermediate mile rcc0rd>

made during 1904 were the important action:

at the annual meeting of the American Auto

mobile Association and its directors. 11ch

on Tuesday last, 16th last, in New York.

There was no opposition to thercgular tick

ct, and all the officers that will serve ii;

1005 held the same positions last year. It

was reported at the meeting that forty-om

clubs now belong to the A. A. A.. with :1

total membership of 4,000. Thcrc are dis.

200 individual members.

The old racing board reported that thc_\

had decided to reject the intermediate lnilc.~

made by Oldfield, Kiser and others last

year, and that the accepted milc figuri- is 52

seconds, made by Oldfield at Los Angclcs

Deccmber 21. They rccommcndcd to tin

new board that no intermediate milc tiilice

be accepted in the future. Oldfieid‘s rcc. rd._

of three miles in 2 min. 30-1-5 sec" of nim

miles in 8 min. 4 sec. and fifty milcs in 1

hour, 12 min. ~10 3-5 scc. were accepted. 'l‘ln

100-inile record made by E. H. It. Grecn‘:

chauffeur, Oliver Savin, at Dallas, Tcx.

was recommended for acceptance by the old

board.

Mr. Temple‘s associates on the racing com

mittcc for 1905 will be,\\'. K. Vanderbilt

.ii'., '1‘. M. Hillyard and George Isham Scott

of New York; H. L. Bowden and “'illian

Wallace, of Boston; ~George L. Weiss, oi

Cleveland; I“. C. 1).:nald, of Chicago; R. l.

Lippitt. of Providence; E. H. R. Green, (I

Dallas. Tex. Technical advisers, A. L. lecr

E. 'l‘. Birdsull and Roland White.

The officers elected were: l‘rcsidcnt. Iiur

lnn W. Whipple, Automobile Club of Amcri

ca and Automobile Club of New Jerscy: first

vice-president, John Farson, Chicago Auto

mobile Club; second vice-president. Judah

William II. Hotchkiss, president of tbc New

York State Association of Automobile Clubs

third vice-president, Dr. Mlllbunk Johnson

,i.os Angeles, Cal., Automobile ('lub; sccrc

tul'y, C. II. Gillette, Automobile Club oi

America; treasurcr, George E. l~‘arrington

prcsldcut of the Automobile Club of New

.lcrscy; directors; Elliott C. Lcc. Massucbu

sctts Automobile Club; William C. 'i‘cmplc.

I‘ittsburg Automobile Club; have ll. .\_lo|-

ris. Automobilc Club of Amcrica; A. it. l‘ard

ingtou, Long Island Automobile Club; it. l..

Lippctt, Rhoda island Aut..mobilc Club;

Windsor _'I‘. White, Clcvcland Automobiic

Club; E. M. Stock. Florida East Coast Au

toluobilc Association.

Albcrt' It. Slnlttuck was appointed clulir~

lililll of the, good roads committee, Augustus

ll. I‘ost chairman of the touring C(Jlllllliticr

and James B. Dill “mi—""1" at the law com

mitteee. -
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Show Marks Start of a New Era.

Giant Strides the American Industry Has Made Clearly Shown

and its Product Proved the Peer of Any in the World—

Success of Show Unbounded 'from the Begin

ning—All Attendance Records Broken.

Although they may never meet again—that

is, in the promotion of a show, they, that is,

the “triple alliance," are certainly going out

in a blaze of glory.

It is the third show under the auspices of

the “triple alliance"—the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers, the Auto

mobile Club of America and the Madison

Square Garden Co.—and the force of the

whirligigs of time, men and patents requires

that it be “three times and out," and that it

is a case 01' “it may be for years, and it may

be forever," so far as very many of the ex

hibitors at the present show being again gath

ered under the roof of Madison Square Gar-'

den, the sensationally altered show situation

strongly suggests.

That the show which opened on Saturday

night is by far and in every way superior to

all those that have gone before admits of no

possible argument. It is not only the best

show and the largest one, but the brightest

and busiest. The demand for space fore

casted a bustling state of affairs, but it is

safe to say that comparatively few conceived

that the exhibition would attain such dimen

sions or arouse such intense interest—for in

tense interest is the word that best describes

the situation.

The attendance on the part of both trade

and public has been astonishingly large—all

previous records have been knocked to smith

ereens. At night, so crowded are the ailes

that progress is almost impossible. There is

nothing left for the spectator to do but‘float

with the human tide that surges up one aisle,

In the

morning hours, given over to the trade peo

liU‘Vil the other and back again.

pic only, the crowd is almost as dense, al

though not a few of the manufacturers who

are exhibiting have very largely or wholly

disposed of their outputs, and many of the

dealers who are in evidence have fully ar

ranged their lines for the season about to

open. It appears almost that every mother’s

son of them felt it a bounden duty to attend

the show. If a roll of the trade, both manu

facturers and retailers, could be called, it

would probably be found easier to enumer

ate those who are absent than those who are

present.

The volume of business transacted is in

keeping with the attendance. It is quite the

busiest public function of the kind that can

be conceived.

 

Summary of Veh'idé on Exhibition.

 

Gasolene—

Six cylinders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Four cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

Three cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Two cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

'One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17?

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

Total cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 212

Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

Motor bicycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

 

In general appearance this show does not

difler radically from its predecessors. The

demand for space required that individual

exhibits be smaller than in the past, and for

this reason 'the booths are unduly congested.

The manner in which some of the exhibitors

were able to find room for the number of

cars they display must have necessitated

much study of angles and much use of tape

measures. ‘

Due to the rule forbidding the use of plat

forms or railings, the shows in Madison

Square Garden have never been rightly

termed picturesque. That wealth of decora

tion and elaboration of signs which make

the foreign shows so pleasing to the eye

have been absent. This year, however, a few

of the exhibitors stretched the letter of the

regulation and “defied the lightning," and a

touch of the ornate is the result.

T. B. Jetfery & Co. are showing their Ram

blers in a space which stands out like a

“house afire," because of the white and gold

pillars surmounted by opaque globes that

mark it.

The Packard display also is marked by

pillars, shorter and of more generous propor

tions that those of Jeffrey & Co., and these,

too, are surmounted by globes.

At the Ford booth, the ends of golden scroll

work rest on tall pillars, and the top of the

sign is surmounted by a iivered eagle,

perched in quiet rather than defiant attitude.

The beauty or picturesqueness that the

show holds is apparent at night. It is then

at its best. For the first time the exhibitors

generally have had recourse to electric signs,

and the effect is such that the light studded

dome of the Garden itself is hardly neces'

sary. The signs are of every size, shape and

hue.

At one end of the Garden the Edison peo

ple have spelled out, in lights of red and gold,

the virtue of electric vehicles, and the fact

that they themselves supply current for such

conveyances. At the other end the B. F.

Goodrich Co. fling their name to thepublic

in blazing letters of heroic size. In its Well

known script, the Electric Vehicle 00., in red

lights, spells “Columbia.” Pierce spells his

name in white globes, the familiar arrow

which pierces the name being fashioned in

red lights.

Around the title "Orient," lights, which are

alternately flashing red and green, revolw.

unceasingly. The name "Mitchell," in flam

ing green script, is suspended in mldair.

The Pope and Winton signs are bordered

with electric embroidery of white globes.

Olds, Royal, Northern, Peerless, Packard,

Corbin, Baker, in fact nearly all of the ex—
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NIGHT VIEW OF THE SHOW AT THE GARDEN.

hibitors on the main floor, employ electric

signs.

(in the elevated platform, whereon all of

the better known tire and accessory manu

facturers are neighborly located, there is also

.a wealth of electric light. “Diamond tires"

are spelled in green globes. The “G. & J.

Tire Co.." in the style of lettering made fa

miliar by this concern, spell their name in

white. The same is true of Hartford and

Dunlops, while the "Fisk tires" is fashioned

in red lights. Morgan & Wright, apart from

their neighbors at one corner of the plat

form, have arranged their name in italic let

ters of distinctiveness and of heroic size.

The name rests on a background of dark

maroon, and no eye can escape it.

By comparison with the exhibits of cars

and other wares, these tire booths are dis

tinctly restful. None is congested with the

wares made by the respective manufact

urers. There are simply a few tires for dem

onstration purposes, a few pieces of office

furniture, a carpeted floor. a velvet back

ground, and they are all sutiicient. There is

plenty of agreeable elbow room and breath~

lng space.

Such familiar names as "Solar" and

"Vecder" likewise blaze out, and up aloft,

where the many and sundry are gathered in

the galleries, there also are electric signs. not

so large nor so handsome as those which

shine below them, but they are electric signs

just the same.

In the restaurant there is anoth' r blaze of

light, and in the rather forbidding and low

ceilinged basement. called for politeness sake

exhibition hall, such brightness is'also to be

found; indeed, as has been suggested, it is

easily and literally the brightest automobile

show that has ever been held, on this side of

the water at least. Here and there is a

potted palm, but these are not munerous.

(‘rowds and color. however, are merely the

frames of the picture. The cars. of course.

constitute “the thing." and the promise of

them given by advance information amply is

borne out.

The show is, as the Motor World styled it

last week, a show of American achievement.

The fact is evident to all. It marks the be

ginning of the end of the imported car. The

American manufacturers who conceived and

designed much, if not most, of the machin

ery that enabled the foreigners to produce

the cars that have been the world‘s standard

of excellence have proven that. as they made

the machinery, so also they can turn it to the

same advantage in producing the wares they

are fashioned to produce. ividence of this is

on every side. The improving hands have

been strong, and as skilful as they are

strong. It is not contended, of course, that

those American cars which sell for $1,000 or

2.000 are the peers of the foreign cars

which sell for three. four or five times as

much (a mistaken idea that is possessed by

all too many). and that is flung back to the

hurt of the industry, but at equal prices, or

even for less money. no American need be

ashamed of the product of his country or

hesitate to make a selection from the diver

sity that is offered him.

This remark or opinion is so general that

it no longer excites argument, and the truth

of it is admitted even by some of those who

have been inculcated with the germ of for

eign superiority. Even the snob whom the

Motor \Vorld quoted last week, who defended

his purchase of a foreign car on the ground

that he “did not purchase his clothes in Bar
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ter street,” has placed his order for an Amer

ican vehicle.

One of these small, but not unexpected in

stances, that show how great ls the advance

that has been made occurred at the exhibit

of the Manufacturers' Foundry Co., of Water

bury, Conn.

Displayed on the stand are two specimens

of American cylinders cut sectionaily. Among

the many who stopped to inspect them was

a Teutonic appearing individual, who evinced

more than ordinary interest. This interest

finally induced him to bring out a pair of

calipers, with which both cylinder sections

were carefully measured.

“A clever idea, that of displaying a Ger

man Mercedes cylinder alongside the Ameri

can article,” remarked the Teuton, whose

, accent betrayed his origin, as he put away

his calipers. and hastened to add that he had

been once connected with the Mercedes fac

tory in Germany.

“But neither of them is a German cylin

der," said Manager Beach of the Foundry

company, .to whom the German’s remark was

addressed. “They were both made in our

foundry in Waterbury.”

“Remarkable! Remarkable!“ was the Ten

ton‘s response. But he quickly sought to

cover his tracks. “They look like the Met.

cedes product, but, of course, Americans

never will be able to make cylinders equal

to ours," he retorted. “You will always

have to import them, the same as the mak

 

' man.

ers of the American Mercedes have done in

attempting to reproduce the German car.

The cylinders in the American Mercedes

show that they are the imported article.”

"But they are nothing of the sort," re

sponded Beach. “They were made in our

foundry in Waterbury."

“W-hat!" ejaculated the astonished Ger

“It is remarkablehremarkable!" was

all he could say.

This is but one little instance of many that

serve to show how great is the extent of

American achievement and how thoroughly

the American industry is coming into its own.

Up to Wednesday night it is estimated

that the attendance has been fully 40 per

cent. 'greater than last year.

The Show from the Viewpoint of the Engineer.

To the observer familiar with mechanical

matters relating to automobile construction

the New York show of 1905 furnishes much

food for thought.

It shows the wonderful power of the Amer

ican mechanic to evolve a piece of machinery

from a crude, ill-proportioned machine to a

finished and well-proportioned one.

By proportions, the general external ap

pearance of the car is not referred to. It is

the proportioning of the mechanical details

In relation to each other; the size of the axles

as compared with the loads they must carry;

the proportions of the steering gear, the rods,

the pivots, the steering arms and all that.

Wonderful advances have been made, and

well balanced machines in this respect are

almost universal. Tremendous advances ever

since the New York-Pittsburg endurance run

of last summer are evident.

i‘here are one or tWo instances in which

it looks as though the designer had crowded

all the metal he p0ssibiy could into some

parts of the mechanism, many of them being

extremely large for the work they must per

form and the complication of arrangement

being something wonderful to look at. How

ever, these one or two cars are the excep

tion, and may almost be classed as freaks.

The American mechanic has not been slow

in following the Frenchman with his beauti

fully polished exhibition chassis. The idea of

the American in years past has been to show

what he has to sell, and not what he can do

in the way of polishing and finishing a ma~

chine for show purposes only. The public

has forced the American, however, to build

just such uncommercial machines, because.

the public is easily deceived by fine finish,

and believes that a company which can make

the most handsome exhibit along these lines

is necessarily the company which will make

By HENRY SOUTHER.

the best finished stock product. Consequent

ly the number of exhibition chassis shown

is very large, their quality very high and the

cleverness used in showing the construction

is of a very high order. Sections of car

buretters, clutches, transmission, engine

  

U

Stevens-Duryea Transmission.

valves showing operations are in evidence.

If the ordinary observer uses his time to ad

vantage he will learn mnch from such sec

tional exhibits about how an automobile real

ly operates, while the motorist himself may

even learn so much that he will understand

his car better the coming season and get

better results out of it because he does know

more. In other words, the show is of great

educational value, and its value because of

this should not be underestimated.

Another thing evident to the skilled ob

server is the potency of what may be termed

fashion—that certain fashionable design that

seems to be acceptable to the buying public

at this time in the way of motors, arrange

ment of engine, transmission and other vital

parts.

In a way this prevailing fashion is a bad

thing. An engineer may have the best rea

son ln the world for departing from this de

sign. He might be able to increase the eth

ciency of his motor, cut down fuel consump

tion and get many other advantages if the

commercial end would allow him to. But

commercial end says, “We cannot allow you

to do this; we could not sell the cars. The

public has got its mind set on certain pre

vailing designs, and would not buy any piece

of mechanism that did not have, approxi

mately, the recognized exterior form and .n

mensions."

Marked examples of departure from the ac

cepted arrangement are seen in the four cyl

inder Stevens-Dnryea. Its flywheel is at the

front end of its engine, consequently the

clutch arrangement, transmission and whole

train of mechanical parts from engine to

bevel gears are absolutely different.

The Peerless, in the shape of its cylinders,

position of inlet and exhaust valves, also

has departed from what may be termed the

“fashionable.”

In these instances their designers have

real reasons for these changes. It remains

to be seen whether the public [will accept

radical departures and buy as readily as it

will buy the old accepted forms.

ENGINE LOCATION.

Engines are found in nearly every available

place on the chassis, a single cylinder and a

double cylinder opposed under the body, or

two cylinder opposed under the hood at right

angles to the body, the four cylinder vertical
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across the body under the hood and in line

with the body under the hood, and the two

cylinder vertical under the bood, across and

in line with the body.

In the Northern two cylinder opposed car

high up. because the entire engine is above

the frame, under the hood is found the most

marked example of bringing the crank shaft

into such a position that it points directly at

gine released from its load the throttle lever

may be returned to the desirable point so

that the engine may run slow. Such promi

nent makers as the Pope-Toledo people and

the Pierce~Arrow are radically opposed in

this respect, the Pope-Toledo having aban

doned the governor, believing it to be of

no use, while the Pierce-Arrow retains it and

depends upon it.

 

 

 
 

 

  

Arrangement of Northern Motor and Driving Mechanism.

the rear axle, requiring no motion in the uni

versal joint in the propeller shaft at all. The

tiy-wheel on this engine is at its front end,

quite above the frame. The flywheel is very

large in diameter, and the spokes are in the

shape of a fan. The crank shaft carries at

its rear end, and in contact with its engine

case, the transmission gearing, which is of

a modified planetary type. This system

gives only two speeds ahead and one reverse,

but it is exceedingly simple and strong. The

Northern engine is supported at its two cyl

inders on top of the frame and at its third

point of suspension at the rear of the trans

mission case.

In the Stevens-Duryea four cylinder car is

a most striking departure from ordinary

practice in the location and form of the en

gine, the clutch and transmission gears. In

the first place, the flywheel is at the front

end of the crank shaft. The engine is sup

ported by a frame engaging with the side

members of the chassis. It stands in a

vertical position quite like others, but its

crank case, its clutch case and its transmis

sion gearing case are continuous, supported

at one point only, at the rear end of the

whole system. This gives the three point

suspension, a most desirable feature, and a

neat appearance to the whole arrangement.

GOVERNORS.

Discussion with the engineers of the va

rious manufacturers shows widely varying

difference of opinion in the matter of gov

ernors for large cars. Some are perfectly

confident that a governor that will prevent

the car from “racing” when suddenly re

leased from its load is an absolute necessity.

Others are of the opposite opinion, that a

governor is an unnecessary complication,

and that there is no trouble going to arise

from the absence of a governor of any kind,

that when the clutch is opened and the en

The types of governors are many where

they exist. There is the mechanical ball gov

ernor, flying out under spring tension, some

of them adjusted at the factory once and

for all at a certain speed, others having vari

able springs, so that the operator may vary

the spring tension from the seat and set

his car at a slow or rapid speed. This seems

to be a most desirable feature. The Winton

car depends upon its air governor. When the

machine begins to race the air pressure in

the system prevents the valves from opening

and slows the engine. The Cadillac circu

lates oil, working against a piston controlling

the throttle in the carburettter. When the

engine begins to run fast the oil cannot by

pass fast enough, pressing on the pistons and

closing the throttle. If the car is running

along with the governor set and meets an ob

struction or hill the oil pressure is dimin

ished, the throttle opens and the car main

tains its even speed.

Several builders show cars without gov

ernors, but with a device which prevents

“racing” of the engine when the clutch is

released. This safeguard is brought about

by a lever working from the clutch lever to

the throttle. When the clutch is opened it

automatically closes the throttle to a certain

desirable point. This does away with all

danger of “racing” as a result of the opening

of the clutch.

There is no doubt but that a skilled op- '

orator can run a car without a governor,

but it is also certain that there is one more

thing for the operator to think about when

he is busy thinking about other things.

There are times when an operator’s hands

and feet are rather busy meeting an emer

gency. At such a time if he has his clutch

open for only the smallest part of a minute

the engine increases its speed withoutJhe

governor to a dangerous extent, whereas it'

there were one, a governor would prevent it.

TRANSMISSION.

On the large car by all means the greater

proportion of them drive at high speed direct,

without any gears in the driving train work

ing, except the bevel gears. The counter

shaft in the transmission case may be idle

or may not, either system giving perfect sat

isfaction. About the only exception to the

sliding gear transmission is the Winton and

the Cadillac—that is, in the large cars. The

Winton uses its old type of cone clutches,

individual clutches being used for all speed

changes; it Is to be added that it is very

cleverly worked out.

The Cadillac people have done a daring

thing in using the planetary system for their

four cylinder 25—30 horsepower car, with

three speeds forward and a reverse. They

have certainly gone in the right‘direction in

using tremendously large dimensions. This

will lead to success, if anything will, in this

system and in transmitting so much power.

The Knox people on their large cars also

still retain the planetary system. It runs in

heavy grease, and all noise is thus elimi

nated.

There seem to be no radical changes in

the sliding gear transmission. Generous

gears and dimensions are the rule. Carefully

hardened gears are universal, and the re

sult will undoubtedly be even more satis

factory than in the past. Perfectly operat

ing clutches have made the sliding gear a

very satisfactory mechanism.

  

Haynes Roller Drive.

in the four cylinder Haynes is found a

transmission which is apparently a sliding

gear, but which differs from all others in that

all the gears are absolutely idle when the

car is on high speed and driving direct. Not

only are they idle, but they are without mo

tion. This is accomplished by a patented de

vice and by means of ratchets, which work

automatically and the pawls of which en

gage only when called upon to do so by the

shifting of the gears.

A novelty in the way of drives is shown in

the Haynes-Apperson exhibit. To all external

appearances it is a bevel gear, but, in fact.

it is one of the oldest forms of gearing in

history, or rather a modern adaptation of it

The large gear resembles a sprocket with the

teeth turned over sidewise, so that they en
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gage with a pinion which consists of two

flanges carrying hardened rollers between

them. The action is very much like that of

a roller chain, except that the chain is

wrapped tightly around the pinion and bears

upon the sprocket teeth direct. This set of

gears transmits the power from the 35-40

horsepower four cylinder Haynes-Apperson

engine successfully, quietly and with good

endurance. It goes without saying that it

runs in a bath of oil.

Up in the gallery, in an obscure corner. is

found a working model of the Custead trans

mission, which is something distinctly new.

By means of connecting rods from a main

engine shaft motion is transmitted to regu

lar locomotive links. By means of a lever

f, A

 

 

 

  

  

 

    

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

Custead Variable Transmission.

these links are thrown into long or short

strokes. On these links are grips which en

gage with pulleys, not by means of a ratchet,

but by a form of ratchet clutch. These pui

leys are on the same shaft with a sprocket 0r

sprockets, which transmit the power to the

wheels in the ordinary way. The speed may

be from the slowest possible visible motion

to anything within the limits of the strength

of the mechanism. Reversing is simple and

instantaneous. It looks as though, with

proper handling and careful development as

to dimensions and materials, this new sys

tem might be worked up into something valu

able. It is well worth the inspection from all

skilled mechanics; the layman would not un

derstand it.

Outside the specifications there is nothing

startling in the way of the main drive for

the car.

The two chain type is probably most evi

dent for heavy cars. The bevel gear is a

great favorite with medium weight cars, and

finds some users among the heavy weights.

The simple single chain drive is on all the

runabouts, almost without exception. It nat

urally finds a place here because of low cost

and simplicity. The roller chain is in almOst

universal use. and the block type is difficult

to find and is in use on few cars, if any.

While it may not be startling, it is of no

small importance and worthy of remark that

some of the prominent makers have been

clever enough to introduce the highest class

of heat treated nickel steel into the shafts

of their transmission gears. They have real

ized the fearful strains that come upon the

parts, and know that even with the best of

dimensions and design failures can take

place. It is usually through the ignorance

or carelessness of a driver, and at such a

time. with the full power on, the engine run

ning at full speed and a quickly engaged

clutch putsthe whole strain suddenly onto

the shafts.

CARBURETTERS.

It looks as though the automatic carbu

retter that takes care of itself at high speeds,

low speeds, under heavy hill climbing condi

tions and under every other condition, has

about reached its limit. The carburetter may

be found that will operate fairly well under

all these conditions, but no carburetter can

be at its best under all of them. A driver of

a car ought to be in a position to be able to

adjust his carburetter so as to meet extreme

conditions and variations.

The water circulation about the carburetter

is not very much in evidence, which shows

good sense on the part of the designers in

not adding a complication, which is of very

questionable benefit. Instead, hot air is being

conducted to the jet of many of the cars,

and it is right in principle.

The Columbia carburetter of the Electric

Vehicle 00., here illustrated, is a direct de

parture from the automatic principle. A

lever on the dash, A, permits the variation

of the size of the jet, B, admitting gasolene

to the carburetter from the float chamber, 0.

This puts it in the power of the operator to

give a rich mixture at comparatively low

engine speeds and a weaker mixture at high

speeds. With intelligent use, the gasolene

consumption can be minimized. It also had

an additional advantage in that when the

motor is being allowed to stop a rich mixture

can be left in the cylinders, so that the self

startiug properties of the motor are greatly

improved.

All the engineers appear to realize the tre

mendous importance of the carburetter as

related to the performance of their cars, and

the questions of size of the air inlets, the

amount of vacuum produced about the gaso

lene jet, so that the suction will be correct

at all times, is plainly receiving its meed of

attention.

All realize the necessity of getting more air

into the mixture at high speeds than at low

speeds, and do it by various mechanisms.

_..___

Some allow increased suction at the time

the engine is at high peed to draw from an

extra inlet against spring tension. Some ac

complish the same object by a rubber dia

praghm. Another class gives additional air

by connecting an auxiliary air inlet with

the throttle lever.

The makers do not hesitate to exhibit and

explain their carburetters, because they real

ize perfectly that mere inspection of this Mr

portnnt part will not reveal the secret of its

success. It would ,be a clever man, indeed.

that by mere observation could appreciate

 

  

Columbia. Carburetter.

the essential points underlying the secret of

success in any given carburetter. It must

be tried, used on an engine under all condi

tions and carefully studied.

The carburetter presents the great problem

of the day to the automobile engineer.

This Columbia carburetter is cut away so

that the operation of it may be very easily

studied. it takes its hot air in starting from

the exhaust pipes through the tube, D, but

the moment the governor comes into opera

tion it opens an additional air supply, E,

which is not hot. The amount of the mixture

entering the engine is under the full control

of the operator on the wheel, and the throt

tle valve, F, and air valve, E, bear a fixed

relation to each other, and are adjustable, so

that the best mixture may be arrived at.

    

Cadillac Carburetter.

Probably the simplest carburetter in evi

dence is that shown on the single cylinder

Cadillac. It consists merely of a very light

copper disc, A, which is lifted by the suction

of the engine, allowing gasolene to drop. If

the engine is running slowly, it drops onto

a wire gauze cone, B, and is picked up slow

ly by the inrush of air. if the car is run

ning fast, there is more suction, the copper
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disc is lifted up higher, admits more gaso

lene, and the air picks it up as it drops. Un

der extreme conditions of speed, the disc, B,

or, rather the stem on it, comes up and in

contact with the spring 0, the tension of

which can be varied. On the four cylinder

model the same carburetter ls employed, but

with the auiliary inlet shown by the accom

panying illustration. The well known power

of the Cadillac car with this carburetter is a

sure prbof that, even as simple as it is, it is

effective.

The Haynes carburettter is rather diifer

ent from the others in the fact that the gaso- ~

lene flows from the float chamber, and, in

stead of rising through a jet and coming in

contact with the air, as most of them do, it

passes downward, over a cone, the air meet

ing it, mixing with it in the mixing cham

ber and passing into the engine. It is also

notable because of its regulation. With an

increased amount of air admitted by the air

valve, which is controlled by the hand on

the wheel, comes an increase in the amount

of gasolene—that is, the size of the jet is

increased simultaneously with the admission

of a greater amount of air. The propor

tions of increase have been very carefully

worked out through a term of years, and

with great success.

The construction of all steel frame pre

dominates throughout the exhibition. It has

been worked down to a fine science, and

beautiful proportions are in evidence as far

as is possible with an all steel frame of the

type now in vogue. Some, notably the Pack

ard, have gone so far as to lighten their

cross members and gusset plates by cutting

holes in them. This is a step in the right

direction, as useless metal is removed.

A great many of the frames are drawn in

opposite the engine, so that there need be no

sub-frame, short cast members supporting

the engine base and engaging directly with

the side member of the frame. At this same

portion of the frame several prominent mak

ers have adhered to the sheet steel pan, which

supports the engine and attaches it to the

frame. This is successful construction when

enough intelligence has been put into the

study of the proper weight of metal to do

the work and, also, to make the engine itself

self-sustaining 0 that it depends upon the

supporting structure for none of its strength.

As usual, striking innovations appear in

the Cadillac, the construction of which is

something original and departs almost entire

ly from old methods. This is seen in the

polished chassis, in the tubular sub~frame

supported at the front end by an elliptical

truss, which is unquestionably very stiff and

strong. From this truss, toward the rear,

run very large seamless tubes, which carry

the engine and transmission. Their whole

frame is of generous proportions and shows

intelligent thought.

One or two fairly good examples of the

composite frame are in evidence, the best

one being that of the Autocar. This is going

along the right lines, the pressed steel side

members taking the form of a channel to

which all cross members of the frame of

light sheet steel are attached. The side bars

are nicely reinforced on the outside by rect

angular wooden side members. The con

struction is neat and, without doubt, very

strong, stiff and resilient. With this frame

there certainly need be no fear of perma

nent bending; the side members of wood

would insure against that.

There is one instance of composite struc

ture for part of the length of the side mem

bers, where the wood extends throughout the

part of the frame upon which come the great

est strains. This is another step in the right

  

Packard Frame Members Showing Cutaway.

direction, and if intelligently used may prove

to be the best solution of the problem. It

is apparent that much care has been used in

having close contact between the wood and

the steel at all points. This is essential to get

the best results from composite structure.

The truss frame has disappeared from one

prominent make of car. Inquiry reveals the

fact that it proved to be too stiff, and, conse

quently, caused failure in some other parts

of the frame where the strains centred. This

might not have been easy to foresee, but it is

very interesting. It is not at all certain that

a truss cannot be applied, however, that will

properly distribute the load and strains. but

without any danger to any other part of the

structure and without being too stifi. This

points again to the fact that wood is the

natural stiffener for frames.

  

Cadillac Sub-Frame.

The inverted "U" frame is seen in Its

highest development in the Pope-Toledo. It

is tied together at frequent intervals, making

practically what is a box girder, except that

the lower side is open. This type is fine

from a structural engineering standpoint, but

has some disadvantages in the attachment of

the cross members and parts.

The angle iron frame is still in evidence,

almost exclusively on the small cars. Of

course, the frame in these cars is of minor

importance, because it is comparatively

short; many are composite.

One car has practically no frame at all,

the front and rear axle being connected by a

cylindrical structure containing all the trans

mission, and propeller shaft. The body rests

upon springs fore and aft. The main side

timbers of the body are strong and do all

the work ordinarily done by the frame.

The materials 00mposing the all-steel frame

are. still of a most ordinary grade. No at

tempt has been made yet to furnish high

class sheet steel for this purpose. It must

be made, and undoubtedly will be made dur

ing the coming season. Nickel steel frames,

heat treated, will give something double the

stiffness of the present material, and yet

be tough enough at that. Judging from

the hardness of some of the French racing

car frames, it is apparent that they have

done something along these lines, just what

has not been investigated. The time has ar

rived for our manufacturers to take up some

of these finer' details, which will go to make

up a perfect car—light and strong.

TORSION STRUTS.

Few ordinary observers at the show realize

the problem presented to the engineer in tak

ing care of the violent twisting strain that

comes upon the car in_ connection with bevel

gear drive. When the power is applied the

rear axle tries to rotate. Something must be

interposed to prevent it.

A large variety of these devices are in use,

and in one or two cars, in the Autocar and the

Northern, for example. they are transmitted

through the springs. which are made heavy

and of special design for the purpose. Struts.

where they exist. take many different forms.

One that seems to be increasing in favor is

a tube lnclosing the propeller shaft. It serves

as a casing for the shaft and its moving

parts, and also as a torsion rod. These rods

usually engage somewhere in the neighbor

hood of the transmission box, attached to

the frame in that locality, or even to the box

itself, and cushioned by springs or buffers.

One exception to this form is that shown

by the Haynes people, where the torsion rod

passes vertically to a part of the frame and

telescoping in it. This makes a very short.
ver rigid rod. I

BEARINGS.

The so-called “anti-friction" bearing is

creeping to the front slowly and surely.

There was a time when it was sidetracked

in favor of plain journals. Now it is found

in the shape of plain rollers, tapered rollers

and balls, and with bearings consisting of a

combination of balls and rollers.

increased knowledge has brought with it

increase of dialneier in both balls and roll

ers, and the success of anti-friction bearings

is assured just as long as reasonable diame

ters for the loads to be carried are adopted.

On the Cadillac there is a fine example of

large balls for wheel hearings, on the rear

axle lye-inch balls being used. The hub looks

large. but at the same time inspires the me

chanical observer with confidence because of
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its size. Bali bearings are found throughout

the transmission gears and bevel gear drive

of several first class cars.

BRAKES.

Every variety of brake is to be found in

the show. The exceedingly safe and proper

scheme at having all the brakes directly on

the rear wheels is creeping into general use.

The Pierce-Arrow on its large car has two

sets of brakes, one internal and one ex

ternal, all bearing on the same drum on its

rear wheels, that deserve study. They are

strong, well built and of very generous di

mensions, the drum being fourteen inches in

diameter. A glance at these brakes inspires

absolute confidence in their good proportions

and safety.

Wire rope is used rather more than for

merly in transmitting motion from the body

of the car to the brakes. This is a thing that

is found in a great many foreign cars. it is

cheap construction, but there is always the

chance that the wire rope will wear Without

being observed and fall at the time most

needed. This is an accident that is out of

the question with properly constructed brake

rods.

()n the long Pierce the observer will notice

an extremely large intake pipe to the car

buretter. It is 214-inch outside diameter, 1';

gauge and leads around the rear end of the

engine so as to take warm air from the ex

haust pipe. This makes the pipe somewhere

about twenty-fiveor thirty inchesiong. A large

intake is well recognized and desirable, 0

that the air may go to the engine freely with

out friction and without wire drawing. The

long pipe also plays another beneficial func

tion. The air within it has considerable in

ertia and helps fill the cylinder quickly. This

would not be so with a small pipe, where the

friction would overcome and olfset the in

ertia, but with the dimensions given it must

have a marked effect. This is one line point

of engine building, and a good one.

AIR-COOLED MOTORS AND CARS.

Judging from the exhibitions at the show,

the successful performances of the air-cooled

motors of the past, and the tremendous

amount of intelligent thought that is ,being

put into the problem, the air-cooled motors

have come to stay in some form or other,

even in large powers.

0110 apparently very promising type, and a'

new one this season, as far as the public is

concerned, is the Frayer-Miller. At the for

ward end of its crank shaft, in front of its

engine, is a good, substantial fan of the Stur

tcvant blower type, some twelve or fifteen

inches in diameter, possibly more. Leading

from this directly up in front of and along

the top of the four cylinders is a generously

proportioned and well finished air blast pipe.

lIat-h cylinder has an aluminum jacket, very

much like a water cooled cylinder jacket,

only that it is open at the bottom to allow

two exit of _air. Under these jackets are a

comparatively few spines, which assist in

distributing the air rather more than in

forming a function of giving additional cool

ing surface. A powerful blast is transmitted

by the fan down around each cylinder, it

being distributed very carefully by careful

proportioning of air passages. There is little

doubt but what this means of air-cooling

actually keeps the eylindens cool. It is quite

possible that so much air might be forced

through as to overcool the engine. The only

questionable point in the proposition is as

  

Frayer-Miller Cooling System.

to the amount of power necessary to drive

this fan and force so much air through con

stricted passages. The machine as seen

running on the street is smooth and noise

less.

The air-cooled motor developed by the Ori

ent people for their motor-cycles and buck

bourd has been evolved into a very neat

four-cylinder engine for a moderate sized

touring car. It is simple, compact and evi

dently well thought out. The claim is made

that the cooling is perfect.

in the Corbin car, which really makes its

debut at this show, a new and simple type of

air cooling spines is used, the rapid current

of air being induced by a fan over each pair

  

Corbin Cooling Spines.

of cylinders blowing downward. The car, as

a whole, is well considered and shipshape in

all respects. .

The good old stand-by, the Knox car, re

turns again with comparatively littie change

in the motive parts. Little refinements have

been added to quiet the car, to cool it a little

more thoroughly by using the fly wheel for

a fan and taking the hot air away from the

centre portion of the motor. The wheel

steer is also used. Their lubrication has

been somewhat improved by force feed

pumps, but, as before stated, the refinements

are along the lines of perfecting, rather than

changing. This motor lends itself beautifully '

to their commercial trucks. It is undoubt

edly extremely successful in the hands of the

class of men who operate such cars.

An interesting air-cooled car is the

Marion, seen in the basement. The motor

is a four cylinder, with the four cylinders

set across the top in front of the hood. The

most startling part of the air-cooled motor

is the tremendous size of the exhaust valves

and their location, directly at the end of the

cylinder. This allows the exhaust of gases

to pass quickly and relieves the cylinders

in the quickest possible time of the old

gases. The clutch and transmission me

.chanism are interesting by the very gener~

ous dimensions and rather peculiar arrange

ment. The arrangement also has a lot of

good points in it.

The means of changing the chain adjust

ment are, perhaps, the most radical points

on the car. To adjust the front chain lead

ing from the sprocket shaft to the engine

shaft, the whole countershaft may be re

moved rearward. This naturally siackens

the rear chains under ordinary construc

tion. Provision is made for this in the fact

that the rear springs are hung on very large

  

Marion Chain Adjuster.

pivots, and the whole rear axle swings

backward by lengthening the strut rods.

In addition to this, and to take up the rear

chain elongation, the rear axle rests in a

slot on the under side of the spring and

may be pushed rearward by set screws two

inches more or less. This latter point is ex

actly similar to the adjustment of the rear

chain of the bicycle.

In the MaxWell-Brlscoe car is found the

type of motor that is fast growing into

favor for medium weights; that is, the two

cylinder opposed, under the hood. These

people have a very nice arrangement, some

thing weli worth careful observation. Their

fiy-wheel is in front, another instance of

previously questioned construction which

has been adopted by some very good“ engi~

neers this year. It 'will be very interesting

to see how this works out. There is noth

ing wood about the whole car or its body

except the footboard and the wooden strip

holding the apron on the front seat. All

the rest of the car is of metal.

LUBRICATION.

The lubrication of the vital parts of the

cars seem to be tending all in one direction,

and that is the force feed pump, operated by

the engine and driving oil by piston pump

and positive pressure to the parts lubricated.

Of course, the small cars still have the grav

ity feed, assisted by pressure from crank case

or muffler.

The 18 horsepower Columbia, Mark XLIV.

shows a very ingenious and eflective lubri~
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cation from a box directly over the engine

and with feed pressure in the crank case.

This is their second year of this type, which

is pretty good proof that it has been a suc

(1'58.

The most notable system of lubrication for

the engine is shown in the Pierce-Arrow. It

results in wonderfully small consumption of

oil for the engine, and at the same time giVes

_ most efficient service. A geared oil pump

operated by the cam shaft drives oil from a

pit at the bottom of the crank case and forces

it into a reservoir at the top of the engine.

From this reservoir pipes lead to the crank

shaft bearings and the crank pin hcarings.

By proper channels the oil finds its way

through the centre of the pins and is thrown

by centrifugal force outward on to the cam

shaft and upward, so that the piston is lubri

cated only by oil from the crank pins.

A continuous flow of oil from the reservoir

down through these vital parts into the small

pocket at the bottom of the crank case is

assured. The flow can be copious and more

than enough, because no oil is wasted, it be

ing pumped right back again up into the

tank, where it is cleansed by a little cotton

waste filter and returned as good as new. The

Pierce people haVe used this now for sev

eral seasons, and have no idea of departing

from it, so successful has it been.

Grease is used by most builders at some

part or‘ another of the car where the hear

ing must be left to take care of itself for

some little time. Of course, the transmis

sion gears and bevel gears run in oil, and are

thus most efficiently lubricated. The wear

of transmission gears is not a serious men

ace to the life of the machine. Those in use

several years giVe no serious indication of

wear when lubricated in this manner by

proper grades of oil.

' The greatest problem of lubrication is in

the crank pins and main engine bearings.

A good deal of difference exists as to the

thickness of oil that ought to be used in an

engine, but it resolves itself to about this—

that the single or double cylinder engines

with big bore and stroke are best handled

by heavy oils, and that other engines of high

speed are best taken care of by a light or

medium oil.

In the air cooled engine the question of

cylinder lubrication is at much importance,

and is met by them by proper grades of oil

flashing at high temperatures.

A constant level splash lubrication is main

tained in the Haynes four cylinder car by

means of atank which feeds by gravity and

a float which opens and admits oil when

the level falls below a given point and closes

when it reaches a correct level. In addition

to this, oil is fed to the tour pistons by the

regular oil pump. It is worthy of notice that

the Packard engine is oiled entirely at one

point. A pump feed enters the crank case

at the top, near the centre, and all parts of

the engine mechanism, such as crank pins,

hearings and pistons, are oiled from this one

supply.

As far as the lubrication of bearings is

concerned, the question sinks into insignifi

cancc in connection with roller and ball bear

ings. Just enough oil should be applied to

keep them from rusting.

Cl,I"l‘(‘Ill€s.

A feature in clutches that will be overlooked

is the compensating springs of the clutch of

the big Columbia car. The peculiarities of

it are. this: The ordinary spiral spring E.

holding the cone clutch, l", in which plays

the foot pedal, B, are supplemented by an

auxiliary and compensating spring, C. There

is a slight difference in the strength of these

two springs. and one operates against the

other in such a way that at the instant the

1

  

the two cycle type,'and have done Well with

it without doubt. As to its actual elficicncy

as compared with the four cycle, there is

really no good inforlnalion. If the old charge

is thoroughly swept out by the incoming new

charge, then it ought to be equally etlicicnt.

The Elmore Mfg. (7o. have experimented \‘cl',\'

greatly with a flange on the top of their

piston, which is for the purpose of deflecting

the incoming charge in such a mancr that

it will drive every bit of the old exhausted

charge out of the exhaust port without mix

ing the two. It certainly is interesting to

remark that with the. two cylinder, two cycle

the explosions are just the same per revolti
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Columbia, Clutch.

clutch comes in contact with its seat the oper

ator is dealing only with the difference in ten~

sion between the two springs, instead of the

whole tension of one of them. This means

that he can move his foot almost tivo inches

without allowing the clutch to seat sudden

ly, whereas with the ordinary single spring

the clutch is liable. to seat suddenly the min

ute it comes in contact with the flywheel.

This is brought about by putting the fulcrum,

B, on the foot pedal, A, against the com

pensating spring, C. The device is exceed

ingly simple, but the advantage of it is not

easy to see nor easy to explain.

In the Stevens-Duryea, four cylinder, is

found a clutch which stands alone in the

show. It is a series of leather-faced discs

bearing on steel, brought in play by a spring

ratchet drive in a compartment by itself.

It is built up along right lines; it must be

examined and it must be recognized by the

engineer as a coming proposition. The

principle is not new by any means, and it

has been accepted in many places in the

mechanical world as good for a clutch

which will take hold gently but positively.

SOME GENERALITIES.

The only two cycle motor in the exhibition

is shown in the Elmore, both single and

double cylinder type. horizontal under the

body. In the two cylinder car both the cyl

inders are on one side of the crank shaft.

The Elmore people have faithfully clung to

tion as with the four cylinder, four cycle en

glue.

The Rambler car shows the same type of

motor as last year. two cylinder opposed, un

der the body, with the cylinder diameters of

5x6. There has been substituted :1 'prcssed

steel frame for the one of angle iron pre

viously used. and a very Sil’O‘l'; and stiff Ullc

it is, too. In the ltamhlcr the ignition is ad

vanced and retarded by the governor, so that

the operator does not have that to think of

at all. This is an exceedineg good scliciiic_

and is likely to be adopted to a considerable

extent in the near future. It meets nearly

every condition of all th0se possible to arise.

As the engine speeds up the spark advances.

due to the action of the governor, and this

is exactly what should be done by the hand

to operate the spark intelligently.

Probably the most startling thing about the

Rambler motor is the fact that it operates

perfectly without a circulating pump, on the

principle of the thcrmo-siphon. Notwith»

standing the fact that it is something over

six feet from the extreme end of the motor to

the radiator, and that the pipes are neces

sarily level, or nearly so, for the greater part

of that six feet, the water circulates per

fectly. Careful inspection reveals the secret.

it is that the pipes are very large in diameter

and very smooth, and without unnecessary

or sharp bonds. The tubing is all brass, 1‘,/,~

inch diameter. The Rambler radiator is of
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the accepted steam engine condenser type,

a most reliable and well established form.

The spaces between the tubes are not as much

constricted as in some of the cellular radia

tors, and it is probable that this type would

be necessary with any thermo-siphon. The

water must have free passage to operate suc

cessfully on this system.

The Rambler also uses a wiper ring on the

end of their piston near the cranks, to insure

against too much all finding its way up into

the motor from the plush in the crank cham

ber. This is a precaution that ought to yield

good results in any horizontal engine. There

have been some decided changes made in the

material entering into their planetary trans

mission, bronze wheels, being substituted for

fibre and steel. It is absolutely dust tight,

and retains all the oil that is put into it.

This, of course, adds greatly to the smooth

running and wearing qualities. The reverse

and slow speed bands of the transmission are

steel straps lined with fibre, in place of the

leather formerly used. It is believed that the

fibre gives better service.

The hearings or the machine are one-hali

inch balls of, the two point type, running on

curved cones and cases, which insures long

life and easy adjustment.

One of the most remarkable small cars is

the Bottom, weighing 930 pounds, for two

people, at a cost of $1,200. This departs

very decidedly from the regular outward ap

pearance for this type of car. There are

four cylinders, 4 x 4, located under the hood

in front. Everything about the car is com

pact, light and strong. It should be one of

the most powerful runabouts in the trade;

by all means examine it carefully.

There is one newcomer which must com

mand the attention of the public, the Buick,
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already famous for the claims of wonder

ful development of horsepower from a rela

tively small engine.

Mr. Buick realich that his claims are apt

to be questioned, and very generally and in a

very nice way explains why he certainly is

getting more horsepower than engines of.

similar size. Twenty-two guaranteed

horse power from two 41/; x 5 cylinders is

equal to, if not in excess of, the best perform

nnccs by a motor of any kind. There are

these points which are good and unquestion

ably gocd about the Buick motor, all of

them tending to give good results in burn

ing the gasolene: In the first place his

valves, 1% inches in diameter, \are at the

end of the cylinder; the diameter given is

generous. The gas as it enters, enters the

piston clearance at the end of the piston

immediately. His spark plug is on the side

0! the cylinder about midway between the

pistons, at the top of the stroke and under

the cylinder head. This puts his ignition

point directly in the cylinder proper. Com

pare this with the fashionable type of valve

chambers, sometimes twa or three inches

from the cylinder pipe, and it is easily seen

that quick burning of the gases is arrived

at, with the pressure exerted quickly and

immediately upon the pistons, and that all

those points tend to give better efliciency.

The fashionable type is good for a lot of

things, but it is pcrfectlysure that the

quicker you burn the gas the quicker you

fill your cylinders, the better the horse

power dcvelopcd. '

The well known Peerless comes back again

this year with all its time features and refine

ments. It brings with it, though, a motor

that is new in design and, in one respect—in

the Peerless—in principle. The new design

is the fact that both inlet and exhaust valves

NATIONAL

are directly at the top of the cylinder, with

the spark plug on the side of the cylinder

about midway in the clearance. The thing

new in particular is, however, that there is

an arrangement which practically gives a

double exhaust. It may be explained in this

way: Assume the charge just exploded, the

piston travels downward in this cylinder. ' At

a point one-quarter inch about from the end

of its stroke it opens a port one-quarter inch

wide and about two inches long directly into

the exhaust pipe. This relieves the high

pressure exhaust. Then the piston starts

buck, pushing out the old exploded charge

through the exhaust valve in the regulation

manner. The claim for this is that the en

gine heats less and runs quieter. The de~

vice is a new one for the Peerless company.

and most naturally excites a very great deal

of attention and comment. The Peerless put

on the magneto also this year, with the jump

spark, doing away with the batteries. They

have also changed the angle of their clutch,

giving rather a milder engagement with just

as strong final holding power.

The most notable feature in the Ford ex

hibit is their splendid, simple and compact

tour cylinder chassis. This istheir new

model., The engine is exceedingly simple.

the pump being run directly from the end of

the cam shaft at one end of it, and the com

mutator directly from the cam shaft at the

opposite end. The fan has a pulley on the

front end of the crank shaft. There is, there

fore, no gear visible or used about the en

gine, except the one gear which runs the

cum shaft. The simple planetary transmis

sion is used with two speeds ahead and a re

verse. It is small and compact. The power

is transmitted from the transmission to the

rear axle by one universal joint only. This

A ? 
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is so arranged by a large ball socket that no

strain on the rear axle reaches the forward

part of the car at all. The impression given

by the chassis is of extreme simplicity and

lightness. Altogether it is a fine piece of

work. Their old Ford is practically the same

as before, except that the 12 horsepower en

gine is rather more powerful.

The Bufium exhibit should not be over

looked, for two reasons: First, because

there is a $4,000 car, the finish of which is

perfect, the mechanical points along the

best~accepted lines and carried out in every

detail to the utmost nicety. The motor car

ries two systems of sparking, the jump and

the make and break. Either may be used

separately or both together. This machine.

is mounted upon ball bearings and rolls on

the floor at the slightest touch. The ball

bearings are coming, there is no question

about that, where the price of the car will

allow it. H. S.

IGNITION.

First impressions of tabulated statistics

showing the methods of ignition obtaining

with all the makers represented at this year‘s

show would lead one to the conclusion that

the latter have left this very important prob

lem entirely to the manufacturers of ignition

apparatus during the last year. Out of some

seventy-odd cars of different makes to be

seen in the Garden, no less than thirty

elght, or more than 50 per cent, have retained

the dry battery, some in connection with ac

cumulators, others with a generator, and still

others with a magneto, but all these excep

tions taken together will be found to con

stitute a pitiful minority of the thirty-eight,

the majority of whom stick to the dry cell and

coil in its original form of application.

The next largest group comprises those em
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ploylng accumulators in various combina

tions and figures a total of twenty makers,

or somewhat less than a third of the whole

number. Of these the majority have simply

substituted the storage battery for the dry

cell; others have used the accumulator for

ordinary running with a set of dry cells as

a reserve, as in the case of the Pope-Toledo

cars, while some, as in the Packard and

Pierce cars, provide a reserve set of accumu

lators, and the Pierce car is, in addition,

provided with an extra coil, readily substi

tuted for one failing to operate, owing to the

adoption of the unit system of dashboard

coils used in this make. Unit or sectional

vibrator coils may be said to be practically

universal this year, but this probably is the

only car to be seen at the show that has

made such provision against accident. A

very small subdivision of the accumulator

class uses the latter in connection with a

small direct current generator of the "Apple"

type, in shunt with the storage cells, and

this should prove an ideal outfit, .as even in

case of accident to the ource of current sup

ply the accumulator should be more than

sutlicient to get home with. Two cars, the

National and the Studebaker gasolene, have

this sub-head entirely to themselves.

The drop to the next class, or those em

ploying high tension magnetos, is a long one,

as it is represented by but eleven cars in all,

three of which are foreign. The domestic

makers included under this head are the

Stcarns, Walter, Winton, S. & M., Acme,

Lozier, Upton and Peerless, and in the case

- of the last it is left to the purchaser of the

car; he may have whatever his preference

dictates, either batteries and coils or

the magneto, and by selecting the form with

which he is most familiar have the advan

tage of knowledge gained by experience,
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or at least have no one else to cuss but him

self when it goes wrong. Several other mak

ers, among them the Wolverine, Buffum, Dur

yea and S. & M., accord the buyer the privi

lege of choosing his own medicine, and are

willing to apply what he may fancy, whether

the latter be high or low tension magneto,

direct current generator or batteries, dry or

storage, though some of these mentioned

specify exactly which of these forms they

will supply, while others include all. The

three foreign cars in the above cited class

are the Panhard and Renault, using the Eise

mann system, and the Leon Bollée (Worth

ington). On the latter car are provided two

entirely independent systems of ignition, sep—

arate even to the extent of operating through

different spark plugs. These are in the form

of a high tension magneto and distributor and

a set of accumulators, with the usual four

part dashboard vibrator coll, so that both

are at least similar in supplying a jump

spark. Either may be called upon at any

time or both used simultaneously, though

their object is naturally to provide an infal

iible reserve—infallible, at least, to the. ex

tent that no part of either system is at all de

pendent on the other, and that one may be

totally destroyed, if that were possible, with

out ati'ecting the reserve set.

Several makers have thought it worth while

to provide two entirely independent sets of

ignition apparatus, as outlined, protecting to

as great an extent as possible the relay ap

paratus from being rendered inefficient

through accident to its working mate, by iso

lation, though only two others have gone to

the same extent, the Phelps and Buffum, in

which both make and’break and jump spark

ignition are provided. The others, such as

the Walter, only stop short of this point and

provide everything in duplicate except the
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firing device in the cylinder itself. The in

terchangeable combination of make and

break and jump spark on the same car, as

represented by the Phelps and Buffum sys

tems, is probably one of the most radical de

partures to be found in this year‘s attempt at

the solution of the ignition problem. Both of

these cars employ a low tension magneto sim

ply to supply the make and break spark.

which in the former is not the familiar wipe

or hammer and anvil movement, but a needle.

contact, spring controlled and moved upward

by the cam shaft in its revolutions and merc—

ly touching against a similar point inside the

cylinder. The needle remains at rest except

when making contact, and is retained in

place by a spiral spring. The systems of ig<

nition are readily interchangeable, and one

may be substituted for the other without

delay or the necessity of making any compli

cated adjustments. 0n the Buffum the pur

chaser is allowed either storage or dry cells

for the jump spark side.

A further classification of the cars from the

ignition point of view places those relying

solely on the low tension magneto in another

subdivision, comprising nine makers in all,

of which one is foreign, the De Dietrich, and

two are adaptations of a foreign system, the

American Mercedes and the Locomobilc.

\\'here the latter car is concerned, this marks

a“ jump from heights of complication to the

lowliness of simplicity, as their product of

only two years back was marked, and, in

the opinion of some, marred, by the employ

ment of an unusually large direct current

generator, two sets of accumulators, pro

\‘idcd with an automatic charging and cut

out switch, and sufficient wiring on first sight

to fit out a small sized charging station. Now

the jump spark has been discarded utterly—a

low tension magneto provides the current

for the make and break system provided

with individual switches on each cylinder for

ready inspection. Of the other makers in

this class. both the Standard and Matheson

cars are now in the make and break line,

employing Remy low tension magnetos.

This partial return to a system that was

abandoned by one and all at the inception of

the building of four cylinder high powered

cars in this country, as something totally un

suited to the use of the motors in question,

though it was at the. time in successful use

on the other side, is a development that will

doubtless be closely watched by makers in

general here, and in all probability will lead

to its extension to other cars before the end '

of the year. It is indicative of the general

feeling of dissatisfaction on the ignition ques

tion, and is more in the nature of a retrying

out of a system that was cast aside pre

viously without being accorded a very thor

ough test.

Coming to the next class, there are three

lonesome representatives who are pinning

their faith to the small direct current gener

ator, the Duryea, nsing_it with dry cells, al

though the cnstomcr is allowed an option on

other forms of ignition, and two, the Stude

baker gasolene and the National, using it: in

connection with a set of accumulators placed

in shunt with it and always charging, and,

on the whole, forming a simple and econom

ical source of current supply and reserve at

the same time. Of those which may be listed

to a certain extent in a classification of their

own are the De Dietrich, using the Simms

Bosch low tension magneto, and the Speed

way. with a high tension magneto and a set

of dry cells as a relay. The Eisemann high

tension system is present upon but two cars,

the Panhard and Renault, the former con

cern having fostered it originally and giving

it the official seal of approval some. time

back. The Remy magnetos are in evidence

to a much greater extent, though but in a

few instances In the. high tension type.

(‘oming from the source of current supply

to the feature of distribution on the multi

cylindered engines, it is noticeable that there

has been very little effort to centre this on

the dashboard, as previously, and probably

not more than one or two cars in all, such as

the Napier and the Autocar, show this. On

the other hand, the distributor has been

moved about in many instances, and is no

longer to be universally found lying hori

Zontally and pointing forward or aft at the

front or rear of the engine, as was formerly

the case, but has in several, of which the

Ford, Packard, Autocar, National, Haynes

.\pperson, Covert, Royal and Pungs-Finch

are examples, been placed on a vertical shaft

rising slightly above the level of the engine,

and is driven by bevel gearing from the cam

shaft, as usual. In the case of the Autocar.

this shaft comes inside of the dashboard,

rendering the working visible. On the Napier

what appears to be an ordinary four part

dashlmard coil box. except that it is pro

vided with plate glass lights, houses the

single coil commutator and distributor in a

central and instantly accessible location.

The Eiscnhuth (‘ompound—the only car of

its kind at the show—provides a duplicate.

arrangemen't of jump spark plugs, one in

the inlet passage and one in the centre of

the head of each active cylinder. 'l‘hesc

plugs spark simultaneously, and should not

only be the means of providing more com

plete and rapid combustion, but, as they are

wired in multiple from the distributor, double

the chances of firing the charge.

While frequently not in evidence. when

must wanted, the vital spark is sometimes

present when and where it is not at all de

sirable—at starting. This is the result of ab

sent mindedness on the part of the operator,

and failure to return the lever to the start

ing point often results in a vicious back kick

on cranking the engine. This is provided

against on the Acme car, using the Remy high

tension magneto by connecting the spark ad

vance with the starting crank. Should the

former be left at advance on leaving the

car, grasping the starting crank causes it

to fly back to the beginning of the quadrant

before the engine can be turned over.

“New Dur Exploder“ is the name of a

magnetic plug being placed on the market

by the Duryea Power (Jo. This consists of a

solenoid equipped with both a plunger and

an armature, though the former does not

act magnetically. Normally it rests by grav

ity on the contact located on the under side

of a bridge spanning the plug and complet

ing the circuit. 011 the opposite end of the

magnet which is inclosed in a metal casing

is a hinged circular armature through which -

the plunger passes, and engaging the latter

by means of a washer forced on it. Upon

the current passing the armature is attract

ed, and with its release the plunge' is jerked

upward, rupturing the circuit and producing,

not a spark, but a somewhat blinding flash.

The principle involved is not new. by any

means. but has seemingly never met with

any favor at the hands of the manufacturers

of cars, though several attempts have been

made within the past few years looking to

this end.
 

Folding Bicycle: for Emergencies!

Most people hold that the automobile has

had an adverse influence on the use of the

bicycle. From Paris, however, comes the

story of a portable bicycle that owes its "In

vcntlon" to the vogue of the motor vehicle.

In this case the cycle is a tail to the automo

bile kite, dcsigned to be carried in the car

so that in" case the latter becomes en panne

from any cause the bicycle can be utilized to

carry the driver to his destination.

M. Prudor is the name of this distrustful

motorist, and he has been granted a patent

on his invention. According to the patent

specification, the latter is “an emergency bi

cycle, to be carried by and used in connec

tion with motor cars, so that if the car should

break down or meet with an accident the

chauffeur can leave it on the roadside and

proceed to the nearest village where he can

get assistance or telegraph or take any nec

essary steps. The bicycle is such that it can

bc collaple or folded, and will then occupy

by a very small space, under the seat or in

the lnud guard baskets. Four of these bi

cycles can be carried in the lam] guard bas

kets of an ordinary car" (presumably to al

low all tbe crew of the car to escape}. "Nob

withstanding its small dimensions, the big

cycle has the power” ('3) “of a bicycle of cur

rent pattern, and the cyclist rides it in the

usual position."

'l‘wo illustrations are given, one showing

the machine in its collapsed position and the

other expanded ready for a bold man to ride.

The frame consists of four tubes, crossed

and joined about the centre, so that they are

free to be collapsed. The extremities of

these tubes are connected by wires. Those

in the forward end of the bicycle are con

nected at one end of two projecting pins on

the steering fork, and at the other to each

side of the handle bar. Thus when the

handle bar is moved, the wheel will move

with it—perhaps. The inventor suggests that

these steering cords add lateral rigidity to

the machine.
 

According to the police records, there are

1,143 automobiles in use in Detroit, an in

crease of nearly 100 per cent during the year.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES ‘

Barring the advent of some revolutionary

improvement in the shape of an accumula

tor, visitors to the show did not anticipate

finding any great difference in the types of

electric vehicles for either pleasure or com

mercial purposes, but both have come to be

such a necessity in many ways for city use

that these exhibits, though locking in the

drawing power of the high speed gasolene

cars, have come in for their share of atten

tion. Edison's new battery, which at the time

of its initial exploitation was confidently pre

dicted to be the immeasurable superior of

any other form of accumulator in the mar

ket, has fallen so far short of this that, like

the boy who cried wolf too soon and too

often, it does not now receive the attention

it merits. It has been adopted by several

large users, and has considerable to recom

mend it, but as these features have long

been a matter of common knowledge it is

unnecessary to detail them here.

The Baker line of pleasure vehicles pre

sents a full complement of this type for the

intending purchaser, and as this firm has

bccn the only one to adopt and successfully

carry out in practice a system of low voltage,

a snuillcr number of cells, with consequent
gain in charging expense as well ius weight,

is a feature of their carriages. The depot

carriagc, with motor under a bonnet in the

front of the car and bevel gear shaft drive,

shows the marked effect on public taste of

the prevalent form of motor carriage as ex

cmpiilicd by the gnsoicnc vehicles. This type

is very convenient for stormy wcuthcr use,

and has become quite popular. No attempt

has been made to increase the speed of any

of these types, the maximum of which re

mains at iiftccn miles an hour. In the Bake:

line of vehicles only twelve cells are used

on the light runabout, and but twenty-four

on their heavier types, their =34 horsepower

motor on the former, operating at 24 volts

.and 2" to 28 nmpcrcs, consuming only bot

to 000 watts. Any battery the customer pre

fcrs wii-l be installed.

The Electric Vehicle Co.'s engineers have

dcvotcd their attention to further improve

ments in the already very effective Exldc

cells, and have reduced the bulk somewhat

by omitting some of thc corrugated wood and

rubbcr scpnrntors which were found to bc.

unneccssnry. Improvements have also been

made in the manner of connecting the plates

in the various types of cells; in that intended

for pleasure vehicles this takes the form of

a new pillar post connection, to prevent the

plates breaking away, and the top strap of

which is simply forced on so as to be readily

removable. 0n the heavy express wagon

type these top straps are made unusually

substantial, and are burned on; the L form

of connection previously in usc. has been re

totncd on the medium heavy cells. New rec

ords have been added to the lnureis of the

Exide coll during the last year, and they

hnvc bccu adopted by a number of large

usch for commercial work. '

The Pope Waverly line of “always ready"

electrics comprises a‘dozcn or more different

styles of pleasure vehicles, and this firm is

making a strong bid for delivery wagon and

heavy truck orders. Their “herringbone”

gearing for transmitting the power to the

axle is made of gun metal, and hardened

steel in the case of the small pinion, and is

conducive to absolutely quiet operation—an

advantage to be dwelt upon.

The Studebaker Mfg. Co. is devoting most

of its attention to the production of heavy

business vehicles, which are being turned out

in numbers, although pleasure vehicles are

also included in its line. On the latter the

equipment consists of a battery of twenty

cight Exide cells, with a special Westing

house plain bearing motor and double reduc

tion gczlr. Speaking of heavy commercial

vehicles, the Rainier-exhibit should prove a

factor of educational value in demonstrating

to what a phenomenal extent electricity is

being harnessed to the heavy delivery wagon.

IIuge trucks for carting every imaginable

kind of materials from drygoods or con

densed milk to beer in kegs confront the

visitor, and they are but samples of the ex

tcnsive number supplied to large concerns

all over the country, particularly for use

under crowded traffic conditions.

The universal adoption of alternating cur

rent supply in new installations has made it

increasingly difficult for the owner of an

electric to obtain charging current without

going to the expense of a rotary converter

or motor-generator set, either of them calling

for quite an investment and skilled super~

vision. To obviate this the General Electric

Co. has recently placed on the market a mer

cury are rectifier, an extremely simple de

vice for charging storage batteries from an

alternating current, and unique in the fact

flint it is without any moving parts. Com

pnrcd with the common motor-generator set,

it shows a higher efficiency and power fac

tor, and has a lower first as well as a lower

operating cost, while its simplicity makes

its use possible for persons not familiar with

electrical apparatus to charge their own ve

hiclcs. It consists, in brief, of a panel, tube

and holder and a compensating reactance.

The panel is of the usual slate construc

tion, and on it are mounted the tube and

_all necessary switches and terminals. The

tube itself is an exhausted glass vessel of

peculiar shape, containing two anodes and a

cathode, provided with metal caps for the

terminals which protect the electrodes, re

ducing to a minimum the liability of break

age and burning out. The leads from the

unodcs are connected to the compensating re

acttincc, while the lead from the cathode

forms the positive side of the direct current

circuit. The holder consists of a moving

member mounted on the face of the panel

and provided with spring clips for holding

the tube.

The compensating reactance‘is connected

directly across the alternating current sup

ply mains, and is mountcd either on the back

of tho pnncl or may stand on the floor he

ncuth it. Leads are brought out from the

reactance to a dial switch mounted on the

front of the panel, and by means of which

the voltage and amount of current may be

varied within the limits of the rectifier. A

tap is brought out from the reactance, and

forms the negative side of the direct cur

rent circuit. The complete outfit‘occupies

very little floor space, and is made in ca

pacities of 10, 20 and 30 amperes, and will

be furnished for any commercial frequency.

STEAM CARS.

The White presents new models which are

irresistibly attractive to the passer-by. Those

who have ridden in the White and used it

need not be told what a delightfully smooth

running car it is. The Frenchmen who ex

amined it at the World’s Fair in St. Louis

pronounced it to be undoubtedly the smooth

est thing on wheels, although they did not

exactly care for steam. White has added

some very valuable functions to his motor.

Perhaps the most important is the fact that

he has got a change of gears. one of them

being three to one and the other seven to

one. This gives tremendous power on hills

and allows the engine to run at high speed;

consequently keeps the generator full of

water, even on the most severe hills. It also

allows the operating of the motor while

standing still for purposes of pumping up the

boiler without the use of a hand pump. A

large fan back of his steam radiator brings

about the condensation of a very much larger

proportion of the steam, which, of course.

allows the car to travel further on one tank

ful of water. There is a larger generator

in the car, so that more horsepoWer may

be developed. The air pump for the gaso

lene tank is thrown into operation by the

mere closing of a valve. In short, it seemed

as though the operating of the motor had

been reduced to perfection.

The Grout steamer is one. that has made

immense advances this last vcar. Its genera

tor is in front of the dash, the engine under

the footboard and the gasolene under the

seat. The chassis, which is exposed. shows

a good, commonsense arrangement and pro

portioning of parts, and it would sccm. from

the description of its mechanism, that every

emergency had been guarded against.

 

To Build the Mora in St. Louis.

It came out this week that the automobile

which the St. Louis Car Co. will manufact

ure will be none other than the More. M.

Mors is now in this country, and on Satur

day last made definite announcement of the

fact.

The St. Louis Car Co. is one of the largest

producers of streetcars and railway coaches

in the country, and with such facilities {15

thcy command should cut no small figure In

the automobile industry of this country.

A Sharon (Minn) farmer is alleged to p08

scss an automobile which is propelled by

vapor produced by the slacking of lime. Un

fortunately, however, the agricultnrist its!

not come out in the limelight sufficiently to

be identified.
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TIRES.

In tires, those “feet of the automobile.“ in

which interest both trade and public is hard

ly less keen than in the complete themselves,

the year has brought forth notable develop

ments.

The most noticeable tendency, of course, is

in the extension and expansion of the me

chanically fastened principle, though the

very great advance of this type. has been

stubbornly contested by the already strongly

intrenched “clincher,” which has been im

proved past belief, hard bends, asbestos

fabric to prevent rim-cutting, open heat cur

ing, giving largely increased external

strength and tougher vitality to the tread

and walls, and, lastly, but not least, the in

troduction of simple and handy tools, greatly

facilitating removal and replacement, have

marked long steps forward in clincher tire

development. This “battle of the tires,"

however, has been and is a royal one, with

honors easy, for though, as indicated, the

first named has gained much ground and

  

M. k W. Tire Tool.

favor, there is little reason to suppose that

there is any real danger of its materially

displacing the older form of construction—

for the next year, at least.

Conspicuous in the mechanically fastened

type the well known Fisk tire shows marked

advance. The number of fastening parts

have been reduced 25 per cent., a three-piece

threaded bolt being now employed in place

‘of the four-piece hexagon bolt with clip in

side, this, of course, tending to greater ease

in manipulation. All bolts and nuts, too,

have been galvanized, rendering them im

pervious to rust. The clamping rings also

show some alteration, this section being now

made in a special shape that insures the tire

against any undue wear in the event of its

being run when punctured.

In the Fisk heavy car tire, which is enjoy

ing much favor, an extra heavy outside tread

is employed, thus materially protecting the

envelope and making it possible to renew

the tread when required. Samples exhibited

which have given the creditable performance

of over 17,000 miles without replacement

show comparatively little wear and indicate

the real progress made in the line of tir.~s

carrying great weights. This success is iii

no small measure due to the high quality

of rubber employed, the tire as now made

being of practically pure rubber, the erro

neous idea that a pure rubber tire punctured

easier and was not stiff enough to enjoy long

life having been effectually dissipated. The

reverse has proved true, and this conclusion

carries with it the conviction that first cost

of tires is not likely to be reduced in the

near future, though the item of tire up-keep

will show a big reduction.

The new perfected Dunlop tire, the advent

of which gave a decided impetus to the me

chanically fastened type, shows, so far as

outward appearance gees, no change what

ever. The reason is simply that none was

required, the tire which enjoyed such marked

favor the past season and which looms very

big on the 1905 horizon showing no reason

for change or chance of improvement, so far

as mechanical construction is concerned. But

the Hartford Rubber Works C0.. its original

makers, have been far from idle, busying

themselves in the perfection of "open heat"

curing, claiming for this process a marked

superiority, and contending that the old style

of curing in moulds overheated and weak

ened the side walls of the tire in the process

of subjecting it to the great heat necessary

to cure the largely increased thickness of ,

the tread. This process, of which they claim

to be the originators, is extended to all their

product, including the Hartford clincher,

the only changes in which is the employ

ment of a hard “bead” and asucstos fabric

to prevent rim-cutting.

A full line of the time tried Turner endless

solid tires, that “once put on never come

off," are also shown with proof of their

worth.

The Diamond Rubber Co., that enterpris

ing, aggressive organization, which has made

such a marked impress in the automobile

world, show forth with a complete line in

variety enough to satisfy the most exacting.

In the mechanically fastened field they are

there with a tire of the “turn-buckle" variety,

which is adaptable to any regular clincher

rim, and which seems to afford the acme of

simplicity with the maximum of worth. In

the regular Diamond clincher tires they

blossom forth with what they 'term a

“wrapped tread" construction, showing res

markable external strength and tough vi

tality to the tread and walls, while actually

giving increased resiliency. This wrapped

tread process is a long, slow cure in open

heat, and its value is attested by the de

cided favor with which these tires have been

received. Inner tubes, of which the Diamond

Rubber Co. make a specialty, are made

endless, are thicker and of heavier gauge,

and have their full share of the improve

ments suggested by experience.

Nor in tire protectors or non-slip devices

has the Diamond Rubber Co. been behind.

In the former they show a protector of the

most approved foreign type, which examina

tion reveals to be every whit as gond, if not

superior, to anything shown by foreign mak

ers, which in n lion-slip tirc they have a

tread formed of a succession of “studs,”

which seems to do much toward accomplish

ing the purpose for which they are designed.

The B. F. Goodrich Co., standing as they

always have for everything conscivativc and

respectable ill the rubber llne. "stand pat"

on Goodrich tires, so far as changes of con

structlon are concerned. “.\‘onc whatever

were made, for none were needed," is their

simple statement. And yet they have been

far from idle, though it would take the eye

of the expert to detect the change. Improve

ment there has been, and much of it in the

employment of an even better compound, in

suring the upholding of the Goodrich reputa

tion for goodness. The only addition is a

“thread fabric" tire. a fast, extra resilient

construction, designrd for electric carriages

where long mileage is the. great desidcratum,

or wherever fast work is required.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.‘s chit-f

  

Goodyear Detachable Tire.

novelty is the new Goodyear universal rim.

adaptable to all of the ordinary type of

clincher tires. This rim consists of a single

iiat steel hand, rolled to shape, and adapted

to fit any wheel with a wood felioe carrying

’5: [74’ f3

Goodyear Universal Rim.

standard clincher tires. Two removable end

less stcei flange rings. adapted in contour on

the one side for engaging the ordinary clinch

cr type of tire, and on the reverse side for

the Goodiear tire itself, where it has a steel

locking ring, which locks the flanges in posi

tion. The whole is claimed to be rendered

rust proof by galvanization.

This concern shows, in addition. a com

plete line of endless olld tires and much in

teresting matter regarding them.

The G. & J. Tire Co., makers of the origi

nal "clincher," and under whose patents all

American clincher tires are made, return to

first principles in the abandonment of all

lugs, asserting with emphasis that a lugicss

construction makes the tire less liable to self—

destruction and is the improvement in every

way. Aside from this departure, the only

change observable is a slight lengthening of

the head on toe of the outer casing. The G.

& J. Tire Co. have been fully alivv to the

lessons experience has taught and have prof

ited by them.
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Morgan & Wright, with the reputation of

“doing things," have one of the mast inter

esting tire exhibits in the show. In their

demonstration of the M. & W. clincher, the

goodness of which they back up with a large

hunch of testimonials, they employ what is

really an invaluable little tool, cut and de

scription of which appear elsewhere in this

issue. By its use a clincher tire may be de

tached and attached in a minute and a half,

a feat they perform countless times for the

enlightenment of the skeptical.

their courtesy the G. & J. Tire Co. are per

mitted the use of this time and trouble saVer

and will furnish it regularly.

Morgan 8:. Wright show also another useful

and handy article in a crotch stick, for use

on the front wheels, preventing them from

revolving when working on them. The end

of the stick resting on the ground or floor is

shod with a blunt iron point, and while sim

plicity itself, this little article is of much

practical value.

A recently consummated arrangement has

been the taking out of a license to manu

facture and market the new Perfected Dun

lop Tire, so that Morgan & Wright will now

be in a position to supply this tire, in addi

tion to their own M. 8.: W. clincher.

In solid tires the Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co., of Akron, 0., have a most instructive and

interesting display.

Proudly exhibiting data showing that every

rubber tire in service at the World's Fair

was a Firestone, and that every commercial

Through '

  

wagon (except one) Operating in St. Louis

during the same period was fitted with Fire

stone Tidewatcr Tires, they also show the

performances of the tire under various con

ditions, all with excellent results.

In construction the Firestone Tire has

steel cross bars inserted laterally at regular

intervals near the base, vulcanized in the

rubber and becoming an integral part of it.

The tire is retained in the channel by two

cold-drawn steel wires, made into hoops.

which rest on the shoulder formed by the

crossbar-s and hold the tire perfectly solid

with an even compression throughout. The

fact that there are no internal cavities to

cut out or to wear the rubber, that a new

section of any size may be quickly inserted,

are a few strong Firestone features.

ACCESSORIE&

Of accessories and sundries or specialties

there has been an amazing multiplication.

They are of all sorts, sizes, shapes and con

ditions, and perform all sorts of function's

in all sorts of ways. The greatest influx is

of speed indicating instruments and of non

puncturing and non-skidding devices and of

automatic tire inflators.

genious; some of them will prove useful.

Most of the standard accessories—lamps, for

instance—have been splendidly improved, the

better known wares now comparing favor

ably with the best foreign product, which,

is. in fact. rapidly disappearing from the

American market.

All of them are in- -

IGNITION ACCESSORIES.

Induction coil making has reached a stage

where it is a matter of improving upon im

provement to such an extent that radical

changes of any nature in this field are hardly

to be looked for. Not that the apparatus of

the present day exemplifies the last word in

the direction of betterment by any means.

but, short of the unexpected, the induction

coil may be relied upon to retain its nowa

day familiar features unchanged for some

time to come. And unexpected changes .111“

not made by the manufacturers on the first or

each passing year, they come as a bolt out

of the clear sky; existing things are revo

lutionized, and every one hustles to get in

line with the fortunate inventor. Nothing of

this order has appeared on the horizon dur

ing the last 365 days, nor is anything radical

foreshadowed by what may be gleaned from

a sifting of the aggregate showing of the

coil makers at this year’s exhibition.

The “tilting bridge," or hinged vibrator.

permitting of the instantaneous examination

of the contact points without any disturb

ance of the adjustment, as shown on the

l‘ittsfield and American coils. is an innova

tion that will not only be appreciated by all

users. but will tend to lighten the makers“

troubles, for many a good coil has received

its quictus at the hands of an amateur ad

juster when in reality the battery was a!

fault. The makersof the Pittstiehl coils

have come to recognize the merits of the

French article, and their product is now in
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The Pierce (‘ar was awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition as

the best expression of an American car built for American conditions and American

temperaments.

The Grand Prize thus awarded is but a recognition of a standard toward which

we have been working for five years, and which we believe we have attained.

The six cars which we have built for 1905 comprise the best we know of suc

cessful motor car building.

Catalog and technical descriptive matter sent on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Makers of PIERCE Cycles. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

FOR SALE BY

\

DOWLING & MAGUIRE, Boston Mass.

R. W. WHIPPLE, Binzhamton, N. Y.

H. PAULMAN & CO.. Chicago, Ill.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. Denver. Colo.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO.. Detroit, Mich.

N. L. BIEVER, Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY, Elmira. N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS, Fresno. Cal.

J. A. PLACE, Geneva, N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackson

ville. Fla.

L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angelea. Cal.

CAR CO.. New York,

N. Y.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE co.. Oakland.

Cal.

WILSON & CO.. Ottawa, Canada.

BANKER BROS. CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

H. J. WILLARD, Portland, Maine.

R. V. CONNERAT, Savannah. Ga.

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Paul, Minn

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran

cisco, Cal.

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton, Pa.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Louis. Mo.

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. SYra—

cuse, N. Y.

MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Iltica, N. Y.

EXCHANGECENTRAL AUTOMOBILE

“’nrcester. Mass.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Roch

ester, N. Y.

NEW YORK AUTOMOBlLE SHOW.

Conth Aisle, Section F:

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

Home" N00. 40. 50. 85 and M.
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Model F.

32-38 H. P. 2500 lbs.

$3000.00.

_lts Equal Has Never Been Produced Before.

NEW YORK SHOW#Section "M." CHICAGO—Stands 33-34-35.

Write Dept. l for full description. Guaranteed Deliveries.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE CO. C. A. DUERR 6: CO., Inc. HARRY BRANSTETTER C0.

l82 Columbus Ave., Boston. New York. Chicago.
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its essential features, as well as in detail,

such as the adoption 0! spring screw binding

posts and sectionalizing the units for con4

venient replacement, patterned after the lat

ter.

That weak point or the majority of early

attempts at high tension coil making—insula

tion—has been practically overcome entirely,

so that it is a poorly made coil indeed that

should suffer nowadays from punctures in the

secondary itself or between the latter and

the primary or the condenser. One of the

most efiective methods of accomplishing

this part of coil construction has been

brought about by the use of a mould

ed receptacle of insulating composition.

Spaces to exactly accommodate the primary,

both sections of the secondary, which are

separated by a substantial insulating wall

between them, and an independent pocket

at the side for the condenser, are pro

vided, the mould being made in two pieces.

The windings and condenser being inserted.

the other half is placed over them and both

are sealed by melting the composition to

gether at the joints. This is a feature of the

American coils.

Another early trouble was the more or less

frequent puncturing of the sparking leads

where high tension was employed, either

from inherent defects in the insulating cover

ing itself—this in many instances being to

tally inadequate tor the purpose—or after

it had been attacked by waste acid or oil or

.i;

'it.

r

-_

  

a combination of all three. First attempts

to remedy this resulted in wires which were

little short of cables, so many were the lay

ers superimposed over one another and over

that important little piece of wire. Great

advances have been “made in this direction.

c ‘ v ‘

lusts;
»

imtihn ,

. .

M1"~

“3‘

and the present day wire, which the makers

one and all assure the intending buyer is ab

solute proof against the ravages of the three

destroyers above mentioned, will doubtless

fulfil to a very large extent all the good

things predicted for it.
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Improvements in distributing and commu

tating devices are confined almost entirely

to the detailed make-up of the apparatus.

which in some instances has been brought to

a state of simplicity consistent with eflicient

working and rapid investigation of its “in

nards” when trouble is met with. This is

exemplified to a great degree in the distribu

ters and commutators shown by the Pitts

fleld Coil Co. Screws have been entirely

eliminated, and each of the contact elements

is not only self-contained, but is so placed

that it may be instantly lifted from its seat

with a pair of pliers and without disturbing

any other parts or adjustments. The burn

ing and consequent rapid deterioration of

contact surfaces subjected to the high ten

sion current has been overcome by the em

ployment of hardened steel, and in one in

stance by the use of steel balls similar to

those employed in bearings—in fact, a ball

bearing contact. Trouble from this source is

further guarded against by filling the com

mutator or distl'ibuter with heavy oil or

grease, which serVes the double purpose of

preventing the sparking and oils the bearing

of the mechanism, as well as illustrating the

fact that grease and the high tension current

are on speaking terms, and the former has

nothing to fear from a little lubricant. This

is the Leavitt Ball Contact Timer, made by

the Brooklyn Automobile Co. and handled by

Charles E. Miller.

Speaking of this, the makers of small direct

current generators have followed the lead of

fan motor designers and adopted the oilless

hearing, as oil, grease and their accompany

ing load of dirt when distributed over the

commutator of the small dynamo—invariably

the case under road working conditions—al

ways proved a detriment to the latter. This

is one of the improvements noticeable on the

"Apple" dynamos, made by the Dayton Elec

trical Mfg. Co., which concern has brought

its product to a much higher state of effi

ciency by increasing the output of their ma

chine to 10 volts and 5 amperes, and the use

of wide and heavy brushes of copper gauze

embedded in carbon, with regulating devices

similar to those in vogue on larger genera

tors. Form wound fields complete the re

semblance, so that these dynamos are now

practical replicas in miniature of those em

ployed for lighting purposes. Motor gener

ator sets of the same capacity for use in con

junction with a 110 volt supply are provided

for those who do not wish to install a gener

ator on their cars. Further improvements

have been efiected by the addition of raw

hide pinlons for direct drive from a shaft or

periphery of the flywheel, for which purpose

they also supply a toothed shell to fit any of

the standard flywheels. The latter may be

attached by merely drilling and tapping for a

few machine screws, and in conjunction with

the rawhide gearing on the dynamo make a

very smooth running machine. This is a

variation of the leather bevel gear flywheel

drive, and overcomes any lost motion due.

in the latter case to a worn bevel wheel or

insufficient friction from any cause. An in

  

novation that will be appreciated is the use

of a storage battery in shunt with the ma

chine and always charging, so that the igni

tion current taken from the dynamo is

boosted by the battery and an adequate sup

ply at constant potential is maintained. The

accumulator is in the shape of convenient

units, four of which are used in series to give

the same voltage as the generator, and as

they are of 30 ampere hours' capacity, the

current is further utilized for two six-candle

power headlights and a four-candle tail light.

Control is through a three way snap switch

on the dashboard, making any desired com

bination but a matter of one or two turns.

This firm is also showing a line of coils with

a two piece, spiral spring controlled vibrator,

for which advantages over the ordinary type

are claimed.

Plugs have doubtless come in for their

share of attention during the last twelve

month, but, aside from a few novelties, there

is not a' great deal of either advance or radi

cal improvement over previous existing types

to place on record. Built up insulation of

transverse layers of mica put together under

powerful compression—a foreign idea, origi

nally hailing from Germany and scoffed at to

greater or less degree by most of the do

mestic makers a few years back—has come

to be quite a general favorite. The “Con

stant"—a double ended plug with a double

gap at each end—is one of the few new things

noticeable, and has some features that merit

attention. It is, in brief, two plugs placed

end to end, though made practically in one

piece, heavily mica insulated and having, in

stead of the familiar platinum points, a bridg

lng point at iron'with a gap from each end

of it to the rim of the plug. Either end of

this plug may be inserted in the cylinder, the

 

exposed portion being protected by a cap and

mica cover, rendering the working of the

plug visible. In case of accident it may be

instantly reversed, and, if desired, either end

may be cut out by short circuiting it. This

should in a measure at least obviate the ne

cessity of carrying extra plugs.

Mosler, of “Spit Fire" plug fame, shows a

plug of his make designed for a thousand

horsepower engine, and while it is not likely

to be in universal demand, makes an inter

esting exhibit. An innovation in plug mak

ing is to be found in an ingenious attempt to

do away with the inevitable sooting, so com

mon to many, by providing two small air in

lets on each side of the core of the plug and

through which the suction of the engine will

draw air into the cylinder between the walls

of the plug, thus preventing a deposit of this

objectionable carbon. To avoid an escape of

compression via the same passages they are

automatically closed by ball checks on the

compression stroke.

'Switches have been brought to a stage of

improvement where compactness and con

venience are prominent features, those shown

by the Pittsfleld makers exhibiting the same

absence of screws with consequent simplicity

and the placing of all parts behind the hard

rubber base, thus protecting them from

moisture. A novelty in the shape of a switch

is provided either with a lock or a combina

tion, and no one not possessing one or the

other of these essentials can start the car.

Its object is to assist the absent minded man

who is forever misiaying or losing the ordi

nary plug cut out, by providing something

that cannot get away from him. It is termed

the Parker lock switch, and is manufactured

by a firm of the same name in Newburg. '

N- Y.

 



C. F. Splitdorf, the “man who makes coils"

and has been making them for a good many

years, has, in addition to bringing his prod

not right up to date, turned his attention to

the magneto problem, and has evolved a ma

chine which should add to his fame. This is

a high tension alternator, with permanent

fields of circular form placed end to end—it

is, in short, the result of experiments on the

inventor‘s part in revolving a complete induc

tion coil before a magnetic field. Both the

primary and secondary windings are on the

arms of a laminated H armature of well de

signed proportions, the condenser being lo

cated at the side and the collector and dis

tributer just above it so that it forms in it

self a complete self-contained ignition outfit

that has many good points to recommend it.

The same maker has delved into the effect

of hysteresis on the magnetic core, and to

reduce the latter to a minimum has brought

out a coil with ventilated core, this being ac

complished by drilling holes longitudinally

through the latter. Beyond a certain tem

perature both iron and steel are not aiIected

by magnetism, but rapid pulsations of mag

netic force, such as are set up in the core of

a coil when working, are productive of heat,

and it is to minimize the effect of the latter

that these air passages have been made. As

the coil is used in vertical position, the as

cending warm air causes them to act much

the same as a chimney on a miniature scale.

This is a refinement in coil building hitherto

unsought for.

  

The principles of the inductor alternator

are such as to render its application to an

engine both simple and economical, and it is

strange that this system has not come in for

more serious consideration on the part of en

gine builders. The Polyphase Ignition Co.

have adapted this principle to the sparking

problem in a manner that presents many and

obvious advantages to one familiar with its

workings, and the lack of attention accorded

it is due in numerous instances to the fact

that it is so far above the calibre of the

many who are still wedded to the dry cell

that it is regarded with more or less sus

picion and deemed a matter of endless com

plications, as is likewise the high tension

magneto and synchronous distribution. As

applied by this concern, a circular perma

nent magnetic field is mounted directly on

the main shaft of the engine, and the fly

wheel is cast integral with segments so as

to form the inductor. Either single or double

phase may be used, and the machine has been

designed to produce a flattened current curve

on the magnetizing impulse, dropping sharply

to a peak on the demagnetizlng side, so that

in the latter case one curve follows the other

so closely that they almost coincide, with a

consequent elongation and increased dura

tion at the sparking terminals. The distrib

utor used in connection with this generator

is patterned after the “comb” collectors used

on static machines, and, as in the latter, the

teeth do not come in contact with anything,

but are passed close to what in the ordinary

767
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distributor would be the bearing surfaces,

thus producing an additional intensifying

gap. The field being mounted on the engine

shaft, this permits of a very wide range of

advancement or retardation in the time of

ignition. This system merits close attention

on the part of designers desirous of bring

ing this feature of their motive power to an

advanced state of efficiency, and while it may

not have been solved to a certainty by the

concrete example of its application cited

above, more study will be given it in the

fulness of time, and then many will wonder

why it was not taken up sooner. But as it

marks a step in advance of the high tension

magneto with synchronous distribution—and

not many have come to the latter as yet—it

is too much to expect that this step in the

process of evolution toward a higher stand

ard should be passed over.

The ignition problem has proved a boon to

the dry cell industry, and doubtless enough

are now turned out annually for this purpose

alone to reach across the continent. The

makers of the “Ever Ready" cells have al

most doubled the capacity of their batteries.

which now test to 30 amperes in the case of

the standard, or 6-inch, size, and 35 amperes

in that of the 7-inch, as compared with an

average of 15 to 18 amperes, which represents

the maximum heretofore obtainable. Spark

ing apparatus is being wound almost uni

versally for 8—10 volt current, so that no at

tempt is being made to increase the voltage

of dry cells, particularly as the latter would
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tend to greatly shorten the life. The auto

matic battery case is an Innovation provided

for the benefit of dry cell users by the Ameri

can Coil Co. With its aid it is only neces

sary to insert the cells and put the connect

ing strip in place. Two thumb nuts are prO

vided which render the latter “fool proof"

and prevent its insertion in anything but the

correct way. This strip has spring brass

wires which, when in place, engage all the

binding posts of a four or six cell set and

make automatic connections.

To sum up the results of careful observa

tion of everything in the shape of ignition

accessories, little can be said except that im

provement has in the main been confined to

detail, and that on the whole matters are in

very much the same condition as they were

a twelvemonth back, where this end is con

cerned.

TIRE APPLIANCES.

Throughout the show it was Obvious that

it any particular line had been omitted, it was

certainly not tire protectors and non-skid

ding devices. The Republic non-skid bands,

manufactured by the Republic Rubber Tire

& Shoe 00., New York, showed a leather

non-skidding cover. This cover can be ap

plied to solid, cushion, or pneumatic tires,

and is fitted with large brass studs. H. &

F. Messenger Mfg. Co., New York, displayed

their detachable leather tire protector, which

is merely strapped on the rim of the wheel.

Le Marquis is another tire cover made of

leather with metal studs. The Detroit Mo

tor Supply Co., Detroit, Mich., have a heavy

puncture proof leather case or cover, which

is rather more thickly coated with steel studs

than the others. It certainly has a solid

appearance, and is also strapped to the rim

of the wheel. The Pneumatic Tire Protector

00., New York, exhibited a rubber cover

which is far lighter than the other pro

tectors, though perhaps less effective. It

only covers that part of the wheel which

comes immediately in contact with the

ground.

There are a number oi? “next-door neigh

bors" to these puncture preventers—one is

an adhesive repair ‘patch shown by the

Charles 0. Pingley Co., Rahway, N. J. No

cement is necessary to make it stick. It

incorporates the porous-plaster idea, the

heat generated by the road friction softening

the rubber and causing the patch to adhere

fast to the inner tube. By far the most amus

ing exhibit of this kind is what maybe termed

a puncture alarm, made by the Worcester

Auto (10., Worcester, Mass. Through the use

of a contact arm bearing on the tire and

two concave discs a clicking noise is pro

duced on the alarm immediately the tire is

deflated badly enough to cause any detri

ment to it. The Garlick Auto Prop 00.,

Paterson, N. J., contend that tires suffer as

much from the car resting on them while

hut in use as they do from actual traveling.

As an aid to this trouble they showed a

woollen tripod stand about thirty inches

high for the purpose of placing under the

axles and elevating the machine when in

the garage. Four of these tripods are need

ed to keep the tires from the ground.

Efforts to automatically inflate tires are

unexpectedly numerous. The Hibbard Auto

exact time of departure, and on another

space will naturally mark the incoming time.

The Sprague Umbrella Co. show a sixteen rib

extension top, the ribs being of tempered

steel and the covering of mohair. The Wheeler

matic Tire Pump, marketed by McCord & \ Mfg. 00. had some new light canopy tops on

Co., of Chicago, presents an ingenious device

of the sort. The pump is fastened to the

spokes with spoke clamps. The hose of the

pump is then attached to the valve of the

tire in the ordinary manner. The pump is

operated by means of an eccentric arrange

ment which surrounds the wheel hub, and

one part of the device is held against rota

tion by a cord, which may be fastened to the

mud guard or some other fixed portion of the

car above the wheel. The apparatus is

equipped with a cut out appliance, through

which it ceases to act after a pressure of

110 poimds is reached. In the event of a

leak the pump will maintain the pressure,

though, of course, it would necessitate con

tinued action. Anyhow. with this pump the

tire will always remain at a uniform point

without attention. For inflating the rear

wheels the device may be applied, and the

rear part of the vehicle being jacked up, the

tires may be filled by starting the engine.

The Brown-Lipc Gcar Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.,

also have a pump which is supposed to

eliminate much of the trouble caused by de

flating tires. This pump is worked by the

engine only, the spark plug must be un

screwed, and the air valve is screwed into

the cylinder, while a long rubber tube con

nects with the tire. It is claimed to do the

work in three minutes, and is the invention

of Arthur G. Bolster. The Auto Supply Co.

have the P. T. C. Power Pump, which must

be attached to the vchir-In in such a manner

as to allow the friction pulley to be brought

in contact with the fly wheel of the engine,

when the pump is moved along the sliding

base by the thumb screw. One end of the

hose is attached to the valve in the tire, and

the other end to the pump, which is started

by turning a screw to the right. The pres

sure is registered on the gauge. and when

the necessary pressure is obtained, the screw

must be. turned to the left. A multiple gear

pump has been launched by the Wray Pump

& Register 00., which is said to require less

than half the ordinary power to drive it.

The same company has also a pressure regis

ter for the purp0se of ascertaining whether

the tires are evenly inflated. The Gleason

l‘etcrs Co. pump is not a bad idea. When in

usc the handle is horizontal, but when it is

folded it is vertical. and the foot rest closes

with a spring on the cylinder of the pump,

making it very portable. The Ultra Com

pound Pump is being shown by the Post &

Lester Co. This pump has an indicator on

top for the purpose of knowing exactly the

air pressure upon the tires. ‘

The Champion automobile repair kit is dis

played by Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter,

New York. The Calculograph Co.. of New

York, demonstrated a time register, to be

used principally by garage people who rent

cars by the hour. It marks on a card the

view. The one for touring cars weighs 40

pounds, and an extension top of the folding

type weighing about 35 pounds.

Covers of every conceivable type are made

by the Gilbert Mfg. Co.. New Haven, Conn.

They have some good waterproof covers of

combination rubber and cloth for lamps, and

one new feature in the way of a similar

cover for automobiles, which clothes every

part of the vehicle except the wheels. The.

Poughkeepsie Art Pulp Co. have a new tour

ing car side hamper, through which the dust

cannot penetrate. Saks & Co., New York.

have a new kind of automobile hat made

of leather, but shaped something like a Pa

nama, which it is supposed to represent.

They also showed some novelties in the way

of women’s headgear, made of red leather.

with a black brim.

NE‘VNESS IN LAMPS.

Lamps are of an infinite variety. but for

downright novelty, L. Angiulli, New York.

easily takes the palm. He seeks to make

his lamps not only useful, but unusually or

  

One of Anguilil's Lamps.

namental. There is on his stand, among

others, a revolving searchlight in the shape

of a bell. When not in use it hangs down

exactly like a hell; it is made of brass, with

a straight, wooden handle. Another osten

tatious light was one in the shape of a hel—

met, with two visors, which may be regu

lated to obscure, or partially obscure, the

light. Another helmet lamp is shown with

a white eagle on top and without the

visors. The Twentieth Century Mfg. Co..

New York, displayed some handsome lamps.

They have just launched a new generator

in which the conditions of water and car

bide are reversed. by the carbide dropping

in grains in the water and thus causing the

gas. The C. P. Ham Mfg. 00., Rochester.

N. Y., have some handsome oil burners.

What is termed the cold blast principle has

been introduced. The idea is that a fresh

supply of cold air gives a brighter light.

They have a double body, through which

the warm air is forced out at the bottom,

leaving only fresh, cold air in contact with
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the flame. A new tail lamp is also exhib

ited, which is made with a solid brass han

dle. and also serves the purpose of ascer

taining the cause of trouble in the machin

ery. It has a white light on the side and

the usual red light in front. The N. Y.

Coach and Auto. Lamp Co., New York, have

a. lamp called the latest French creation.

It is round in shape and is fitted with a for

eign lens, and throws a powerful light, and,

like a camera, has a focussing arrangement

in front. Of course the Badger Brass Mfg.

Co., Kenosha, \\-'is., show their famous

Solars to advantage, their parabolens gen

erator head lamp being the most recent cre

ation. The innovation consists of the com—

bination mirror reflector and a polished

magnifying piano convex lens in front.

The Autolyte projectile type is another

powerful light, and is fitted with Bausch &

Lomb lenses. The .aotor Car Equipment Co.

ban a unique lamp, shaped like a ball and

termed the Fire Ball. The claims made for

this shape are the absence of seams and ease

of cleaning. It goes without saying that

Gray & Davis. with their Bullet lamp, were

conspicuous, the lamp being made more

conspicuous, perhaps, by.one or two crude

efiorts at imitation of the Builet‘s shape,

that were thinly disguised under other

titles. A new oil tail lamp was included in

the exhibit. The Atwood lamp is shown on

Chas. E. Miller's stand and is quite equal to

the Atwood reputation.

A new low-priced gasolene pump is ex

hibited by the S. F. Bowser Co., Fort

\Vayne, Ind. It works well and costs only

$12. The company had their usual stock of

gasolene tanks and equipments. The Iron

clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., showed the

model of a new steel‘hooped metal barrel,

hermetically .closed, and opening from the

top by means of springs.

DELUGE OF SPEED INDICATORS.

Numerous speed indicators have recently

been placed on the market and quite a num

ber were shown in ditferent exhibits. Among

the newest ideas of this kind is the Auto

Meter, manufactured by the Warner Instru

ment Co., Beloit, Wis. It is a combination

distance and speed indicator, showing the

rate at which the car is travelling and the

distance covered on one particular trip, also

the entire distance covered from the time

the register has been in use. A magnet is

its power, and as it works independently of

weights, liquids or air, the makers are of

the opinion that it is not subject to the law

of centrifugal force, and they contend that

the scale is absolutelv even. The magnet

revolves freely on ball bearings and is not

connected with the indicating dial. The lat

ter is suspended in front of the magnet, and

a partition separates them, which is said to

preclude the possibility of air afiectiug it.

The dial is mounted on a pivot, of which the

ends ride in sapphire bearings. A hair spring

holds the dial to zero point, and the magnet,

when revolving, has a tendency to draw the

dial in the direction of its revolution, while

the hair spring opposes its tendency. The

greater rapidity of the magnet‘s revolution.

the greater the displacement of the dial, and

when the speed of the magnet doubles, the

displacement is doubled. The length of the

dial is practically six inches, which is large

for the size of the instrument. The worm

driven by the same shaft that drives the

magnet operates the worm gear, which is

connected directly to the odometer. Mounted

on the dashboard, it can be tilted to any

angle to accommodate the vision of the mo

torist, and thus it is possible for him to de

termine the distance covered at any stage of

the Journey.

Another speed indicator not wholly new is

the one manufactured by the Webb 00.. wno

have their factory in Newark, N. J. It is

constructed with a taper bore and a long,

thin aluminum wire called a “tiyer.” There

is also a blower, which is a combination of

two gear wheels, and is similar in principle

to the water circulation pump which feeds

the radiator of the water cooled automobile.

As the speed of the car becomes greater or

less, the size of an opening and the height

of the flyer vary accordingly. The diameter

of the fiyer is exactly .500 inch. Its weight

is five and one-quarter grains. There are

three different types, varying from 40 to 100

miles.

The McGiehan dashboard odometers. made

by the McGiehan Odometer & Mfg. Co., New

York, had an interesting exhibit of their

Models A and B. For.speed indicating, the

company suggests timing the passing miles

by watch. The Veeder Tachometer, or speed

indicator, manufactured by Veeder Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn., attracted attention. It

registers somewhat on the order of a ther

mometer, a red fluid marking on the glass the

speed of the car. The Jones Speedodometer is

actuated by a flexible shaft and gear drive

on the front wheel. There are two sizes of

this instrument made with indicating dials,

three and four inches in diameter.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. showed

an interesting speed-odometer of the dash

board type. Like the weather chart, the

speed indicator records on paper the differ

ent speeds of the journey by means of a

needle and a reel of paper inside the indi

cator, thereby creating a permanent record

of the entire trip.

The R. & C. Indicator Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., are exhibiting their gasolene gauge

applied to the filling opening of the gasolene

tank, and by which the quantity of gasolene

in the tank is marked. The indicating point

is actuated by a permanent magnet, which

is lncased in a brass tube depending from

the indicator top to the bottom of the tank.

Many of the jacks shown were similar in

type and mention is hardly necessary, as it

would only mean a general repetition with

the name of a different manufacturer. -The

Wray Pump & Register Go. exhibited a good

automobile jack, which works by means ofa

pump, very much the same idea as used in

inflating tires. The car ls lowered by open

ing a small valve. This is undoubtedly one

of the foremost Jacks on the market. The

Duff Mfg. Co., of Pittsburg, 2a., demon

strated what they term a Barrett jack. 'It

raises on the downward movement of the

lever only, supposedly an improvement over

the double acting jack.

The improved equalizing gear shown by the

Brown-Lipe Gear Co. is interesting. By an

addition of six pinions, making twelve in all.

the capacity is doubled without increasing

the she and making it very little heavier.

Charles E. Miller, New York, shows an

almost endless variety of supplies for the

needs of an automobillst, and among his

latest novelties is the Manoincter, which is a

pressure gauge for indicating the pressure

of the cooling water on gasolene cars. It is

intended to be connected to the return pipe

from the cylinder Jacket to the radiator coil.

The necessity of maintaining good circula

tion is important. This Manometer has a

flange with screw holes on the back of the

case, permitting it to be screwed to the dash

board, and the rigid method of fastening

secures correct registering.

WILLIS'S THREE NOVELTIES.

There were three distinct novelties dis

played on the stand of E. -J. Willis & Co.,

New York. The first and perhaps the most

recent of these innovations i the Grade

Meter, which is placed on the dashboard in

  

Willis's Grade-Meter.

full view of the driver, who can immediately

discern the grade of the hill the car is climb

lng. It is an ingenious employment of gears,

glycerine and a balance weight. and is so

simply, yet perfectly, constructed that it in

dicates the grade exactly without any vibra

tion of the indicating hand while the auto

mobile is in motion. The dial is at an angle

and the figures are large enough to be read

from the seat. Willis also shows a new

muiiier, called the Automatic Yankee Silent

Mufl'ler, composed of 24 opposed spring discs

on the end of the exhaust pipe. At 12 regu

lar intervals the exhaust pipe is bored with

several small holes opening into the cham

ber. The gas passes into the 12 radiators

at the same time and escapes from around

the outer edges of thee discs in a thin

stream. This form of mutiler has been found

to be noiseless, and as the outlet point of

escape is so much larger than the bore of the

exhaust pipe, there is no back pressure. The

discs free themselves of all soot and foreign

matter by the force of gravitation accelerated

by the force of exploding gases. The Yan

kee Non-Vibrating Steering Wheel is another

Willis novelty. It has a flexible rubber disc

in the centre, and the spokes are much

shorter than in the ordinary run of wheels.

The fact of having a rubber diaphragm les

sens the jar on the wrists and does not de

tract from the power or strength of the steer~

ing gear.
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HORNS OF ALL SORTS.

What looks extremely like an organ pipe

ls the new Gabriel Horn, the invention of C.

H. Foster, and manufactured by the Gabriel

Horn Manufacturing Co., of Cleveland, 0.

The feature of the new invention is the mu

sical note it makes, and the fact of it being

operated from the exhaust, blowing a full

blast with less than one pound pressure. The

horn can be placed on the bonnet 0f the car

or underneath the body. 011 gasolene en

gines that have a specially light exhaust

a valve is placed on the exhaust pipe, which

is manipulated by the cord that blows the

horn, opening the pipe to the horn and clos

ing the end leading out, causing all the ex

haust required to pass through the horn. It

has no reed and is said to be unaffected by

water or oil. More of these horns are in course

of construction with three pipes, instead of

  

Gabriel's Horn.

two. Another idea of musical born is shown

in the exhibit of A. H. Funke, New York.

His specialty is a double horn, operated by

the usual bulb, which gives out a double

note, probably not the perfection of har

mony, yet it should be very effective in its

purpose. Funke has also on exhibition a

triple auxiliary horn, with stops on it similar

to a comet and blown after the same manner.

It is supposed to be used in the event of an

emergency, and a bugle call could easily be

blown on it to warn pedestrians. Not alto

gether a new design is the Dragon horn; ex

hibited by both Charles E. Miller and the

Post & Lester Co. It has a large mouth, but

for the purpoe of avoiding the wind and

dust, a wire shield is provided which lessens

the size of the opening, but does not dimin

ish the sound. The double turn in this horn

gives a deep bass stentorian sound and

should be appreciated by those enjoying the

pleasure of a long tour, as it can be heard

from afar. In connection with the exhibi

tion of horns, a foot blower is shown, made

by the Pneumatic Tire Protector (30., Day

ton, 0. It is attached to the side of the ma

chine, where it does not interfere with the

other pedals, and a slight pressure of the

foot will blow the horn.

R. E. Hardy & CO., New York, are show

ing the Dome gasolene outfits. One feature

of their pump is worthy of notice. On top of

the gasolene pump is a glass dome shaped

device, and all the gasolene going into the

tank first passes through the glass, and the

quantity and impurities can be immediately

detected. One movement of the pump handle

empties the gasolene, and it remains in the

glass bowl on the pump. A downward move

ment of the handle returns the gasolene to

the storage tank. For filling the automobile

tank a faucet is placed on the pump, and the

exact quantity can very easily be regulated.

Single glass goggles are becoming quite

the rage, and to meet the fastidious tastes of

many E. B. Meyrowitz, New York, is ex
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hibiting curved glass goggles, which are

made in one piece, permitting thus to look

in any direction without actually bending

the head. They are comfortable, and a plush

lining prevents them chafing the skin. The

fact of there being no dark space in the mid

dle keeps the view much clearer, and also

they do not depend on the nose for support.

The Motor Car Equipment CO., New York,

have some collapsible goggles and the new

feature is having them folding as well as

collapsible, so that they can be placed in a

small pocket.

Summary of Cars Exhibited.

Duryea Power CO., Reading, Pa.—Duryea

cars; one three seated family phaeton, gaso

lene, three cylinders.

Phelps Motor Vehicle CO., Stoneham, Mass.

—Phelps gasolene cars; one three cylinder

car; one chassis.

Apperson Bros‘.’ Automobile 00., Kokomo,

Ind.—Apperson gasoleue cars; one four cyl

inder ear; one chassis.

Winton Motor Carriage 00., Cleveland,

Ohio—Winton gasolene cars; two touring

cars and one limousine, four cylinders; one

chassis.

Knox Automobile 00., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox gasolene cars, four; three two cylin
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der cars, one single cylinder car; one chassis.

Thomas Motor 00., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Thomas gasolene cars; three four cylinder

cars; one chassis.

Royal Motor Car 00., Cleveland, Ohio—

Royal Tourist gasolene cars; two four cylin

der cars.

American Motor CO., Brocktou, Mass.»

Marsh gasolene car; one two cylinder run

about.

Springer Motor Vehicle Co., New York City

—Springer gasolene cars; one four cylinder

touring car and onetwo cylinder delivery

wagon.

Daimler Mtg. 00., Long Island City, N. Y.—

American Mercedes gasolene cars; one chas

sis, four cylinders; one body.

Vehicle Equipment Co., New York City—

Nine cars, all electric; four heavy trucks,

three delivery wagons, one Victoria and one

cab.

Lane Motor Vehicle 00., Poughkeepsie, N

Y.—Lane steam cars; one car and one chassis.

Covert Motor Vehicle CO., Lockport, N. Y

—Covert gasolene cars; one four cylinder car.

one single cylinder car.

Packard Motor Car 00., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard gasolene cars, two four cylinder

cars; one chassis.

National Motor Vehicle 00., Indianapolis
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Ind—National cars, gasolene and electric;

three cars, one gasolene, tour cylinders; two

electrics; one chassis.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind.—Studebaker cars, gasolene and electric;

seven cars, two gasolene, one four cylinder

and one two cylinder; five electrics; one

chassis.

Smith and Mabley Mfg. Co., New York

City—Simplex gasolene cars; two tour cylin

der cars; one chassis.

Prescott Automobile Mfg. Co., New York

City—Prescott steam cars; one steam car.

Stevens Arms & Tools Co., Chicopec Falls,

LIass.—Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars; two

cars, one four cylinders, one two cylinders;

one chassis.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio—Elmore

Pathfinder cars, gasolene; two cars, one sin

gle cylinder, one two cylinder.

Standard Motor Construction Co., Jersey

City—Standard Gasolene cars; two four cyl

inder cars.

Pope Mfg. Co., New York City—Pope-To

ledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune gasolene

cars and Pope-Waverly electric cars; two

single cylinder cars, two two cylinder cars,

four four cylinder cars and tour electrics.

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich—Olds

on rs, gasolene; tour single cylinder cars and

two two cylinder cars.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.-—Locom0blle gasolene and steam cars;

six tour cylinder cars; one chassis.

Haynes—Apperson Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes gasolene cars; one four cylinder car

and two two cylinder cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.—

Mitchell cars, gasolene; one two cylinder car,

one four cylinder car.

Worthington Automobile Co., New York

City—Meteor gasolene cars; six four cylinder

cars.

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Yale gasolene

cars; one two cylinder car and one four cyl

inder car.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland. Ohio—

Baker electric cars; one ‘bus, two Stanhopes.

one delivery wagon and one two seat car

riage.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland.

Ohio—White steam cars; two cars.

Stearns Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Stearns gaso

lene car; one four cylinder car; one chassis.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—North

ern gasolene car; one single cylinder car, one

two cylinder car, one chassis.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.—Autocars, gas

olene; one four cylinder car, two tWQ cylin

der cars, one chassis.‘

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn—Co

lumbia electric and gasolene cars; tour four

cylinder cars, one two cylinder our, six elec

tric cars, two chasses. .

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mas.—

Orient gasolene cars; two single cylinder

cars, two tour cylinder cars. one chassis.

Pierce Co., The Geo. N., Buflalo, N. Y,~

Pierce Great Arrow and Pierce Stanhope,

gasolene; three four cylinder cars, one single

cylinder car, one chassis.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Holyoke, Mass.—

Gasolene cars; one four cylinder car, one

chassis.

Cadillac Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac gasolene cars; one tour cylinder car,

three single cylinder cars, one chassis.

Lozier Motor Co., New York City—Lozier

gasolene car; one four cylinder car.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn—Corbin gasolene cars; two

four cylinder cars.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Ford gaso

lene cars; two two cylinder cars, one four

cylinder car, one chassis.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Reliance gasolene cars; one two cylinder car.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

‘ Peerless gasolene cars; three four cylinder

cars.

JetYrey & Co., Thos. B., Kenosha, Wis.—

Rambler gasolene cars; three two cylinder

cars.

Grout Bros.’ Automobile Co., Orange, Mas.

—Gront‘steam car; one car, one chassis.

Commercial Motor Co., New York City—

Walter gasolene cars; one four cylinder car,

one chassis.

Buick Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Bnick gasolene car; one two cylinder car.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich—Rec

gasolene cars; one single cylinder car, one

two cylinder car, one chassis._

Blonstrom Motor Car 00., C. H., Detroit,

Mich—Queen gasolene cars; two two cylin

der cars, one chassis.

Buifum 00., H. 11., Abington, Mass—Gaso

lene cars; two ion: cylinder cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.—

Maxweli gasolene cars; three two cylinder

cars, one chassis.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Wayne gasolene cars; one two cylinder car,

one four cylinder car.

Worthington Automobile Co., New York

City—Three four cylinder Reo-Boiiee gaso

lene cars (imported).

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, ind.

~Premler gasolene cars; three four cylinder

cars.

Panhnrd & LeVassor Automobile Co., New

York City—Panhard gasolene cars; tour tour

cylinder cars.

De Dietrich & Co., New York City—Four

four cylinder cars, De Dietrich gasolene cars.

Palais de i'Automobile, New York City—

Gasolene cars; two four cylinder Renault

_ cars, three four cylinder Panhard cars.

Welch Motor Car Co., Detroit and Pontiac,

Mich—Welch gasolene cars; one four cylin

der car, one chassis.

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., St. Louis,

Mo.-—St. Louis gasolene cars; two single cyl

inder cars.

Gas Engine & Power Co. & Chas. L. Sea

bnry Co., Consolidated, Morris Heights. N.

Y.—Speedway gasolene cars; one four cyi~

inder chassis.

Michigan Automobile Co., Kalamazoo,
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Mich—Michigan gasolene cars; two two cyl

inder cars, one chassis.

Marion Motor Car 00., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Marion gasolcne cars; one four cylinder car.

Cleveland Motor Car 00., Cleveland, 0hio—~

Cleveland gasolene car; one four cylinder

car, one chassis.

Acme Motor Car C0., Reading, Pa.—Acme

gasolene cars; one two cylinder runabout,

one four cylinder touring car, one two cylin

der opera 'bus.

Bartliolemew C0., Peoria. Ill.—The Glide

gasolene cars; two single cylinder cars.

Ardsley Motor Car 00., Yonkers, N. Y.—

Ardsley gasolene cars; one four cylinder gas

olene car, one chassis.

Mack Bros.’ Motor Car 00., Brooklyn, N. Y.

-—Manhattan transportation gasolene cars;

one four cylinder passenger car.

Jackson Automobile 00., Jackson, Mich..—

Jackson gasolene car; one two cylinder car,

one chassis.

Austin Automobile 00., Grand Rapids.

Mich—Austin gasolene cars; one four cylin

der car, one chassis.

Pierce Engine 00., Racine, Wis—Pierce

Racine gasolcne oars; one single cylinder car,

one two cylinder car.

Oscar Lear Automobile 00., Columbus,

Ohio—The Prayer-Miller gasolene car; one

four cylinder gasolene car, one chassis.

Knox Automobile C0., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox Waterless cars; one single cylinder car,

two two cylinder cars.

Napier Motor Co., oi! America, Boston.

Mass—Napier gasolene cars; two six cylin

der cars, one chassis.

Coldwell Lawn Mower Co., Newburgh, N.

Y.—0ne gasolene lawn mower.

American Motor Sleigh C0., Boston, Mass.

—One motor sleigh.

Reid Mfg. Co., Detr|it, Mich—Wolverine

gasolene car; one two cylinder car. one chas

sis.

Logan Construction 00., Chillicothe, Ohio—

Logan gasolene cars; one two cylinder car.

Black Diamond Automobile C0., Utica, N.

Y.—Buckmobile gasolene cars; two two cyl

inder cars, one chassis.

Dolson & Sons, John L., Charlotte, Mich-

Dolson gasolene cars; one two cylinder car.

Buick Motor 00., Jackson, Mich—Buick

gasolene cars; one two cylinder car, one

chassis.

Upton Motor C0., Lebanon, Pa.—Upton

gasolene cars; one four cylinder car. _

Union Automobile Co., Oakdale, Mass.—

Union gasolene cars; one two cylinder car,

one chassis.

E. H. V. 00., Middletown, Conn.—Com

pound gasolene cars; one three cylinder car,

one chassis.

Crest Mfg. 00., Cambridge, Mass—Crest

mobiie gasolene cars; one single cylinder car.

Browne Machine C0., James, Pawtucket,

R. I.-—Cameron gasolene cars; one single cyl

inder car, one three cylinder car.

Pungs-Finch Automobile & Gas Engine 00..

Detroit. Mich.—Pungs-Finch gasolene cars;

one tour-cylinder car; one chassis.

Franklin Mfg. C0., Syracuse, N. Y.—Frank

iin gasoiene cars; three tour-cylinder cars.

Model Gas Engine Works, Auburn, Ind.—

Model gasolene cars; one two cylinder car;

one four cylinder car.

Summary of Accessory Exhibits.

American Roller Bearing (70., South Fram

ingham, Mass.— American roller bearings.

American Barr Bearing Co., The, Cleveland,

Ohio—Ball bearing axles, wheels, etc.

American Coil 00., West Somervilie, Mass.—

Coils.

Auto Supply Co., New York City—Supplies.

America 00., Inc., Rockford, lll.—Specialties.

Autocoii C0., Jersey City. N. J.—Coils.

Aurora Automatic Machinery 00., Aurora,

Ili.—Thor motorcycles and fittings.

Allers & Co.. H. A., New York City—Special

ties.

American Lubricator

Century lubricators.

Angiulii, Luigi, New York City~Lainps.

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. C0.,

New York City—Electrical gonds.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. 00., Worcester, Mass.

—Baldwin detachable and riveted chains.

Brown-Lipe Gear 00., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Gears.

Briscoe Mfg. 00., Detroit, Mich—Radiators

and tenders.

Brennan Motor 00., Syracuse. N. Y.—Bren

nan gasoiene motors.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis—Solar

acetylene gas lamps.

Baker & Thatcher, Attieboro, Mass—Punct

ure preventors.

Breeze Motor 00., Newark, N. J.—M0torcy

cles and carburetters.

Brown, Wm. H., Chicago, Ill.—Dust shield.

Byrne-Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind—Car

buretters.

Bowser & (30., Inc., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.

—Gasolene outfits.

Brown & Sharpe Mtg. 00., Providence, R. 1.

—Gears.

Bridgeport Deoxidized Bronze & Metal Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn—Castings.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool 00., Chicago, Ill.—

Little Giant pneumatic drills.

Columbia Lubricant Co. of New York, New

York City—Lubricants and polishes.

Cooper, Dr. T. J.. Paterson, N. J.—Tires.

Continental Caoutchouc C0., The, New York

City—Tires.

Cramp & Sons’ Ship & Engine Bldg. 00.,

Wm., Philadelphia, Pa.—Castings.

Carbondale Chemical 00., New York City—

Lubricants.

Coldwell Lawn Mower C0., The, Newburgh,

N. Y.—Motor lawn mowers.

Central Automobile Exchange, Providence,

R. I.—Specialties.

G. II. Curtis Mfg. Co., Hammondsport, N. Y.

—.\Ioturcycles.

Concentrated Acetylene 00., Indianapolis,

ind—Acetylene gas and gas tanks.

Cleveland Car Specialty 00., Cleveland,

Ohio—Pressed steel frames.

Consolidated Mtg. (30., Toledo, Ohio—Yale

Motorcycles.

Carlyle-Johnson Machine

Conn—Gears and clutches.

(30., Detroit, Mich.—

Co.. Hartford.

Cook‘s Sons, Adam, New York City—Grease.

Custead, W. D., New York City—Specialties.

Calculograph Co., New York City—Time re

corder.

Constant Dynamo 00., Boston, Mass—Dyna

mos.

Dietz, 00., R. E., New York City—Lamps.

Diamond Rubber 00., Akron, Ohio—Diamond

detachable clincher tires.

Dow Portable Electric (10., Braintree, Mass.

—Spark coils.

Dayton Electrical Mtg. 00., Dayton, Ohio—

Apple dynamos.

Demmerle & Co., New York City—~Clothing.

Duane & Co.,1W. J., New York City—Special

ties.

Detroit Steel Products 00., Detroit, Mich.—

Automoblle springs.

Duff Mfg. Co., Allegheny, Pa.—Auto jacks.

Electric Contract 00., New York City—Elec

trical goods.

English & Mei-sick 00., New Haven, Conn.—

Locks, lamps and other metal specialties.

Edison Storage Battery 00., Glen Ridge. N.

—Storage batteries.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Solid tires.

l‘isk Rubber Co., Chic0pee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk mechaniwlly fastened tires.

h‘unke, A. H., New York City—Lamps.

horns, supplies, etc.

Federal Mfg. Co., Eiyria, Ohio—Frames,

axles, gears, etc. ‘

Gilbert Mtg. 00., New York—\Vaterprooi

cases for cars and lamps.

Gray & Davis,‘ Amesbury, Mass.—Headlight,

side and tail oil and acetylene gas lamps.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber 00., The, Akron,

Ohio—Goodyear detachable clincher tires.

Gunther’s Sons, C. G., New York—Fur coats.

Gleason-Peters Air Pump 00., New York

City—Pumps.

Goodrich 00., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Goodrich

detachable clincher tires.

G 8: J Tire 00., Indianapolis, Ind—G 8: .i

detachable clincher tires.

Ham Mfg. 00., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.—Oii

lamps.

Hartford Rubber Works C0., Hartford, Conn.

—Perfected Dunlop detachable and Hart

ford and Turner tires.

Hartford Suspension 00., The, New York

City—Shock absorber.

Hardy Co., B. E., New York City—Starite

spark plugs.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa.

—Ball bearings.

Hine-Watt Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ili.—La|nps.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.-, Harrison, N. J.—

Bearings.

Hussey Drop Forge & Mtg. 00., Cleveland.

Ohio—Fittings and supplies.

Hjort & 00., Wm., Jamestown, N. Y.—

Wrenches.

I-lendee Mfg. 00., Springfield, Mass—Indian

motorcycles.

Hera & Co., New York City—Spark plugs.

etc.

International Automobile & Vehicle Tire Co.

New York City—Tires.

(Continued on rage 778)
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The Week's Patents.

778,821. Connecting Rod. James F. Dur

yea, Springfield, Mass. Filed March 27, 1900.

Renewed May 12, 1904. Serial No. 207,695.

Claim.—1. A connecting rod having at its

end a cup-shaped socket, interiorly threaded

at its mouth and a longitudinal lot in the

wall. of the socket which extends to the

mouth thereof. a threaded plug screwed in

the socket and a lock-nut threaded to the

plugand havingaprojeeting rim which en

gages the mouth of the socket to secure it

against spreading, in combination with a

ball and supporting arm therefor, substan

tially as described.

778,894. Proces of Making Spongy Lead

for Secondary Battery Electrodes. Charles

J. Reed, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Se¢

curity Investment Company, a Corporation

of Pennsylvania.‘ Filed May 7, 1903. Serial

No. 156,094. ‘

Claim.-——1. The process of forming spongy

or finely-divided lead for second battery

electrodes, which consists in mixing one or

more compounds of lead with finely-divided

metallic zinc. then subjecting such mixture

to a liquid which will convert the lead com

pound into metallic lead and the zinc into

a soluble zine salt, and lastly washing out

the zinc salt.

778,988. Carburetter. Francis L. Merritt,

Shepherds Bush, England. Filed November

8, 1904. Serial No. 231,866.

Claim—1. In a carburetter, the combina

tion with a chamber having a valve-con

trolled air iniet, an oil admission inlet com~

mnnicating with said chamber, a cone

shaped valve controlling the admission of

oil into said chamber, and a deflector lo

cated in said chamber and surrounding said

valve with its upper end open and termi

nating in a depending cone and effective to

deflect the incoming air so as to assist in

the atomizing of the oil.

, 779,034. Means for Fastening Tires to

Wheel Rims. Charles G. FaWkes, Denver,

Colo. l'g‘i‘led January 15, 1901. Serial No.

189,213.

Claim.-—1. In means for fastening rims

to tires, the combination of a shoe adapted

to be inserted in the tire and engaging the

inner surface of the inner periphery thereof,

and suitable means connected with the 'said

shoe for fastening the rim to the tire, com

prising a part having a threaded connection

with the shoe, said part being' provided

with a flange adapted to engage the outer

surface of the inner periphery of the tire.

779,111. Brake. Frank H. Ball, Plalnfleld,

N.‘ J. Filed June 29, 1903. Serial No.

163,609.

Claim.~1. In a brake the combination of

a friction wheel; a split band on said wheel:

means for holding either end of said hand

against the action of the wheel, and for per

mitting a movement of the free end of the

band, a lever connected to one end of the

band, and a link connecting the lever with

the opposite end of the band.

779,120. Motor-Vehicle. Louis S. Flatau,

St. Louis, Mo. Filed December 23, 1903.

Serial No. 186,318.

Claim.—1. In a motor-vehicle, a driven

axle having independently movable spin

dles bearing wheels, with their bearings

axially pivoted in position, arms fixed to

said bearings, a pilot bar pivotally con

nected to said arms, a manually-actuated

shaft having an arm controlling the move

ment of said pilot-bar, a second shaft, and

reversing mechanism connected up with

said second shaft.

779,207. Sparking Igniter for Internal

Combustion Engines. Henry Devlin, Phila

delphia, Pa. Filed November 4, 1903. Se

rial No. 179,760.

Claim—1. In an internal-combustion en

gine an igniter comprising a reciprocating

rod; 11 slide-block running on the rod; a

fixed electrode projecting within the com

bustion-chamber; a rock-shaft also project

ing within the combustion-chamber; amov

ing electrode on the rock-shaft within the

combustion-chamber; an arm pivoted to the

slide-block and fast to the rock-shaft where

by movement of the slide-block along the

rod rocks the shaft, and thereby makes and

breaks the electric circuit; a trigger-arm

pivoted to the reciprocating rod which,

when moving in one direction, advances the

slide-block until contact of the electrodes

is effected; mean for thereafter tripping

said trigger so as to free the slide-block

from it; and a spring whereby the slide

block is upon such release driven in the op

poslte direction and the electrodes sepa

rated, substantially as described.

779,216. Starting Mechanism for Engines

WANTS AND FUR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

1902

vice: guaranteed to run 30 miles an hour.

ARD CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

Winton Touring Car, 5 passenger,

20 horse power, double sparking de

HOW.

 

FOR SALE—Delivery Top to fit A Model

Cadillac, or will trade for Tonnenu of same

L. M. JOHNSTON, Dayton, 0.

 

size.

Tonneau Auto Car, canopy top and

I headlights; run less than 500 miles;

Al condition; $1,100. ARTHUR McNALL, 67

South ave., Rochester N. Y.

 

MORE UNIFORM MIXTURE can be ob

tained by the use of our automatic air gov

ernor when applisd to the Oldsmobile mixer. This

means more power and spsed. Easily attached.

Not necessary to remove mixer. Sent upon receipt

of price. 52. 50. Circular upon application.

MORE-POWER CO., Box 175, Lowell, Mass

 

FOR SALE—Winton qusd. In best condition,

with four hundred dollars worth of extras on

it. Very best reason for soiling. It will pay you

to investigate, if you are comtemplsting buying an

automobile at a bargain. Address, Room 403, First

National Bank Building, Danvillo, Ill.

 

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod -

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

WANTED—Fifteen to twenty traveling

salesmen by a well-known and estab

lished tire manufacturing company, mak

ing standard goods. Only active men who

Know how to work effectively and all the

time need apply. Exceptional opportunity

for men of the right sort. Address, TIRES,

P, 0. Box 649, New York.
 

THE WISE MAN PROFITS BY THE EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS.

1710“
" ‘ I

“r ovusoms

. as r I is!
Inn-pull“ I»

“use. 7». u

M .

m l‘ . Ill!
t, tun-w“

. ml!

2%x6 in. high.

General

4 .i .11 I gs

“1900 SPEC

Experienced people say that the

  

IAL” DRY BATTERY

Is unexcelled in all the qualities that characterize

a strong, up to date Dry Battery for ignition.

MANUFACTURED BY

Sales Office, 128 Jackson Boulevard, I I

 
 

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago.
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or Motors.

burg, Germany.

Serial .\‘0. 19!.076.

(‘Iaint.—1. In a starting mechanism for

engines, the combination of a shaft, astart

ing element for said shaft normally inef~

fective, a hand lever having a sleeve for

moving the starting element into its ef

fective position. means for preventing rela

tive llluliull of the said lever and shaft start

ing element when the former is manipu

lated. said shat't having means serving to

automatically return the starting element to

its normal ineil‘u'tiu- position on the initial

motion of the shaft_ a t'lllit‘ll \vhcel sur

rounding the shaft and means carried by

the starting element and engaging tlle said

wheel for locking the starting element and

hand lever to all ineffective position when

the shaft rotates ill a revvl'se direction.

770.2251. lnduetion ('ui]. John G. Meyers,

East Providence. it. 1.. assignor to Varley

Duplex Magnet Company, Phillipsdale, R.

1.. a corporation of New Jersey. Filed Au

gust 4. 1004. Serial No. 219.542.

(‘laim.—1. An induction coil embodyinga

primary winding divided into sections con

nected in series. and an electrical control

ling device connected in the. primary circuit

between said sections.

779.23}. Speed Regulator for Explosive

Engines. Alfred Bougault. Paris, France,

assignor to The Societe Francaise de Con

strllctions Mecaniqucs (Anciens Etabllsse~

ments Cail). Paris. France. Filed Septem

ber 21, 1903. Serial .\‘0. 174,122.

Claim-1. A speed-regulator for explo

sive engines, having an inlet valve, a mixing

chamber provided with ports for the en

Wilhelm Hagspiel, Ludwigs

Filed November 6. 1903.

trance of gas and air in predetermined pro

portions. the discharge of the mixture from

said chamber being caused by the opening

of said inlet valve. a distributing valve ar

ranged to simultaneoust close said air and

gas ports. mechanism for opening the two _

valves, the distributing valve, when opened,

serving to simultaneously uncover said

ports, and governor-controlled means for

causing the closure by said distributing

valve of said ports on each stroke of the

engine, said distributing valve being opera

ble independently of the inlet valve on Its

closing movement.

770,302. Vehicle. Lionel Norman, Brook

line, .\iass. Filed May 20, 1901. Serial No.

208,819.

(‘laint.—1. A sleigh, having, in combina

tion. runners, power mechanism carried

thereby, propelling means engaging the road

surface and actuated by the power mechan

ism and means for reversing the operation

of the propelling means so that the sleigh

may be driven either forward or backward.

779,303. Sleigh. Lionel Norman, Brookline,

Mass. Filed June 11, 1904. Serial No. 212,

100.

Claim—1. A sleigh, having. in combination

a pusher engaging the road surface, means

for reciprocating the pusher, and means for

raising the pusher during alternate strokes,

acting to render either the backward strokes

or the forward strokes of the pusher inopera

tive at the will of the operator. according as

the sleigh is to be driven forward or back

ward.

779.335. Wheel Tire. Alfred J. White,

Akron. Ohio. Filed May 10, 1904. Serial No,

207.288.

Claim—1. In a wheel the combination with

the felly having a flat face, of a metallic rim

fitted thereto and having an inwardly ex

tending tiange lying flush with the side of

the telly, the tire having the flanged base

portions. an annular plate secured to one side

of the telly having an inturned end. or flange.

engaging the flanged base of the tire. an an

nular plate secured to the flange of the rim,

but capable of longitudinal movement there

on, and having an inturned flange engaging

the flanged base of the tire, and means for

fastening said movable plate, substantially

as described.

770.351. Driving Gear for Motor Vehicles.

William H. Douglas, Bellevllle, N. J., ls

signor to Healey & Co., New York, N. Y., a

t-orporaliOH of New York. Filed February 20,

1904. Serial No. 194.522.

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle. the combina

tion with an axle having pivoted stub axles.

and wheels journalled on the stub axles, of

an internal gear wheel on each wheel, a pin

ion in mesh with the gear wheel, a motor

mounted on the said axle, and a universal

joint between the shaft of the motor and the

shaft of the said pinion. as set forth.

779,418. Motor Vehicle. Charles E. Foster,

“'ashington, D. C. Filed July 5, 1902. Serial

.\‘0. 114,492.

Claim—1. The combination with the body.

seat and platform of a motor vehicle, of a

casing forward of the platform, a boiler ar

ranged within the casing, a burner below the

boiler, and devices for controlling the supply

of burning mixture accessible from above the

platform, substantially as set forth.

“Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

.\‘assau Street. New York. “'

 

Automobile Buyers
  

Desiring really luxurious Tonneaus, Limousines or Landaulcts

that will be very durable, ride easy, finely painted, having the

same attention paid to details they received in their fine horse

drawn Broughams and Victorias, can obtain same from the

firmfirst in America to build Automobile Bodies.

THE NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE C0., New Haven, Conn.
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AT THE SHOW

THE HAYNES,
AS EVER, WAS A HIT.

' I

“a.g} ‘ > V 0'

r . is

four-cylinder vertical motors, roller gear, shaft drive (direct on

high gear), five-passenger double side entrance tonneau, and

Haynes Standard of Construction throughout.

_ This, the latest and greatest offering of the Oldest Motor Car Makers in America. shows more

real and substantial improvement than any 1905 four-cylinder car on the market.

Interesting descriptive matter on application.

THE HAYNES-APPERSON CO., - Kokomo, Ind.

1715 Broadway, New York. I420 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
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Summary of Accessory Exhibits.

(Continued from page 772)

Imperial Wheel Co., Flint, Mich—Artillery

wheels.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Gaso

. lene hooped tanks.

Jones. Joseph W., New York City—Speed

ometers.

Jones & Co., Phineas, Newark, N. J.—Wood

on wheels.

Jersey Brake Co.,

. Brakes.

Kells Mfg. 00., W. J., Jersey City, N. J.—

" Radiators.

Klenal Mfg. Co., New York—Soaps.

Lehman, I., New York—Universal Bending

Joint.

Eight Mfg. 8: Foundry Co., The, Pottstown.

_ Pa.—Motorcycles and castings.

Lunkenheimer Co., The, New York City—

' Oilers and generator valves.

Livingstone, D. McRae, New York City—

‘Specialties.

Lighthouse Co., New York—Signs.

Mldgeley Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio—Midge

ley pressed tubular steel wheels.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, Ill.-—Mor

gan & Wright clincher detachable tires.

Motor Car Equipment Co., The, New York

City—Goggles, hoods. batteries and lamps.

Metz. Charles H.. Waitiham, Mass—Motor

cycles. '

Miller, Charles E.. New York City—Sundries

and supplies.

Merkel Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis—Motors

and motorcycles.

Motsinger Device 00.. Pendlton, Ind., Space

-A. C. H.—Auto sparkers.

Miller, Chas. E.. New York City, F. A.. A.—

_Supplies, parts and sundries.

McGiehan Odometer & Mfg. Co., New York

City. Space E, C. H.—Odometers.

Manufacturers’ Foundry Co., The. Water

bury, Conn., Space C, C. H.—Cylinder and

other castings.

Mesinger Mfg. Co., H. & F., New York City.

Spaces 24 and 26, S. T. B.—Tire protectors.

McCord & Co., Chicago, Ill., and New York

(Tlty—Oilers‘and Hlbbard pump.

Myers &,AJeXander. New York City, Space 6.

S. T._ B.—-D'list and waterproof hampers.

M'eyro'wi'i! Mfg. Co., New York City, Space

15, S. T. B.—Goggles.

Merrell-Stevens Mfg Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich..

Space 11, S. T. B.—Jacks.

Hilding, Nelson, Newark, N. J.-—Coolers.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Block

U, E. P.—Columbia dry batteries.

New York & New Jersey Lubricant Co., New

Yorir‘ City, Block U, E. P.—Lubricants.

Noera Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn—Hand

oilers.

New York Edison Co., New York City,

Spaces 39 and 51, F. T. B.—Electrical spe

cialties.

National Car Wheel Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

Space F, O. H.—Spccialties.

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York

City, Spaces 3 and 5, S. T. B.—Supplies.

Oliver‘l‘igg. Co., Chicago, 111., Space , C. H.—

Jacks.

The, Newark, N. J.—

Ofeldt & Sons, F. W., Brooklyn, N. Y., Spaces

23 and 25—Trucks.

Patterson, Gottfried, & Hunter. New York—

Tool equipment.

Parish & Bingham Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Block U, E. P.—Frames, parts and fittings.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Plttsfield, Mass,

Block X, E. P.—Spark coils.

Pneumatic Tire Protector 00., Dayton. Ohio,

Space 9, U. B.—Tire protectors.

Post & Lester Co., The, Hartford, Conn.,

Spaces 39 and 42, U. B.—Sundrles and

supplies.

Pantasote Leather 00., New York—Leather

for coverings and apparel.

Pennsylvania Rubber 00.,

Space C, C. H.—Tires.

Post Mfg. Co., New York City—Tire protec

tors.

Poly-Phase Ignition System Co., New York

City, Space 1, S. T. B.—Electrlcal special

ties.

Parker, Henry F., Newburgh, N. Y., Space

13, S. T. B.—Specialties.

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield, N. J..

Spaces 7 and 8, U. B.—Searchlig’hts and

lamps.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Block Y,

E. P.—Lamps.

Reliance Motor Cycle Co., Addison, N. Y.,

Space 15, U. B.—Motorcycles.

Roche, Wm.. New York City, Space 30, U. B.

—Autogas dry batteries, plugs, etc.

Rutter & Co., Arthur T., New York City,

Space C, C. H.—Specialties.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City, Block T,

E. P.—Splitdorf spark coils.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass, Block U, E. P.——Metal bodies.

Scandinavian Fur & Leather Co., New York

City, Spaces 5 and 6, U. B.—-Fur garments.

Scoville & Peck Co., The, New Haven, Conn.,

Space 3, U. B.—Piiot searchlight lamps.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa., Block

Y. E. P.—-Sea1nless steel tubing.

Standard Welding Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio,

Block X, E. P.—Rims, tubing, etc.

Standard Wheel Co., Terre Haute, Ind.,

Block H, E. H.—Artillery wheels.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Ohio,

Spaces 48 and 50, F. T. B.—Sprague tops.

Swinehart Cushion Tire & Rubber Co., Ak

ron, Ohio, Space A, C. H.—Swinehart non

puncturable cushion tire.

Smith 00., The A. 0., Milwaukee. Wis., Space

D, C. H.-Frames, axles, gears, etc.

Smith & Co., Edward, New York City. Spaces

2 and 4, S. T. B.—Varnishcs and colors.

Steel Ball Co., Chicago, Ill., Space 1, C. H.—

Hill oiler. Hill starter. etc.

Schwarz Wheel 00.. Philadelphia, Pa., Space

21—Wheels with dovetailed spokes.

Saks & Co., New York City, B. E.—Cl0thing.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

Ohio, Block X, E. P.—Roller bearings.

Trebert Automobile & Marine Motor Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., Space 13, U. B.—Mot0rs

and transmission gears.

Torbenson Gear Co., Inc., Bloomfield, N. J.,

Block E. E. H.—Gears.

Tokheim Mfg. Co., The, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Space B, C. H.—Gasolene outfits.

Jeannette. Pa.,

20th Century Mfg. Co., New York City, Block

X, E. P.—Lamps.

Utility 00., The, New York City, Space 11.

S T. B.—Spark plugs and specialties.

United Motor & Vehicle Co., New York City,

Block E, E. H.—Motors.

United Electrical Mfg. Co., The, New York

City, Space 12, U. B.—Electric goods.

Upton Motor Co., Lebanon, Pa., Block E, E.

H.—Pumps. _

Vacuum Oil Co., New York City, Space 29.

U. B.—Lubricants.

Veeder Mfg. Co., The, Hartford, Conn., Block

U, E. P.—Veeder Odometers, Tachometers,

etc.

Valentine & Co., New York City, Spaces 23

and 25—Varnishes.

Weston-Mott Co., Utlca, N. Y., Block U, E.

P.—Wheels, axles and rims.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Block U.

E. P.—Whltney roller chains and standards.

Warner Gear 00., Muncie, Ind., Block X.

E. P.—Gears.

Worcester Mfg. Co.,

Puncture alarms.

Wray Pump & Register Co., Rochester, N.

Y., Space B, C. H.—Pumps and registers.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis, Space

B, C. H.—Specialties.

Willis Co., E. J., New York City, F. A., B.—

Supplles, parts and sundries.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn.,

Spaces 42 and 44, F. T. B.—Whitlock cool

ers.

Webb Co., The, New York City, Space G.

C. H.—Speed indicators.

Whitehouse & Co., Chas. F., New York City.

Spaces 23 and 25—Specialties.

Wheeler Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Canopy

tops and hampers.

Worcester, Mass.—

Tut of Heavy Ols.

There seems no end to the diversity of

tests undertaken in France. The most re

cent was one designed to demonstrate prac

tically the value of heavy oil as a combusti

ble. For this purpose a number of vehicles—

a veritable caravan—at the head of which

was a steam automobilc, was used. The

course was from Paris to liouen, a distance

of J36 kilometres, which was covered at a

cost of 4 francs 68 ccntimes; that is, 39htres

of heavy oil at 12 centimes per litre were

used, the average speed being 41 kilometres

per hour. The trial was controlled by two

representatchs'of the Minister of War and

conducted under the superintendence of a

well-known automobile manufacturer.

itaiy Encouraging Stage Routes.

With a view to increasing public interest.

the Italian government is proposing to grant

subsidies to local bodies that are prepared to

establish automobile services. The only stip

ulatlon is that neither tramways nor rail

ways exist in the chasen districts. These

subsidies will probably amount to $10011 kllv~

metre for a service for passengers and freight

traific; $80 where the line is confined to pll'

sengers, and $40 where only freight in col?

veyed. ' _ .
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For the first time interest in the Ormond—

Daytona speed carnival, which will be in

augurated on Tuesday next, may be said to

be general. The interest permeates all con

cerned with automobiles, both in and out of

the trade, and the attendance is certain to

be of record breaking proportions. There

will almost be an exodus from the New York

show on Saturday.

The entry list has filled well, being tar

larger and more representative than ever

before, and including a number of new men

and new cars. That records are likely to be

shattered is indicated by the mile in 37 sec

onds by H. L. Bowden, the Waltham million

aire, who, with Oldfield, Christie and a few

others, is already on the beach.

The entries are as follows: W. K. Vander

bilt, Jr., H. L. Bowden, Harry S. Houpt,

Louis S. Ross, Arthur E. McDonald, Edward

R. Thomas, F. A. La Roche and E. M. Steck,

B. M. Shanley, Jr., F. A. La Roche, Isaac

E. Emerson, Harry S. Houpt, Frank H. Cro

ker, W. Gould Brokaw, Standard Automobile

Co., B. R. Kimball, George H. Flinn, John

Caswell, A. C. Webb, Charles Soules, Charles

Soules, Alfred G. Vanderbilt, James L.

Breese, James L. Breese, Olds Motor Works,

William Wallace, Major C. S. Miller, Joseph

H. Heller, S. B. Stevens, Chas. N. Wheeler,

Walter Christie, Electric Vehicle Co., Elec

tric Vehicle Co., Henry Ford, W. E. Evans,

S. B. Stevens, Charles Canaut, W. J. Ed

munds, Louis S. Ross, Rollin H. White,

Webb Jay, H. W. Fletcher, Barney Oldfield

and M. B. Aultman.

The thirty-six events to be decided are as

follows:

l—One hundred miles, International, for

the W. K. Vanderbilthr" Trophy.

2—One mile, International Championship,

for the Sir Thomas Dewar Challenge

Trophy.

3—0ne mile, time trials, Classes A (1,432 to

2,204 pounds), B (851 to 1,432 pounds),

and C (551 to 851 pounds).

4—One kilometre, time trials, Classes A, B

and C (weights as in Event No. 3).

D—Ten miles, Ormond Derby, open, for the

Major 0. J. S. Miller Trophy. _

6—Fifty miles, Daytona Handicap, open,

for the F. E. C. A. A. Challenge Cup.

Conditions as specified in deed of gift.

7—0ne kilometre, Record Race, open, for

the H. L. Bowden Trophy.

SEOne mile, steam cars, for the Colonel R.

C. Ciowry Trophy.

0—One mile, Corinthian, amateur owners

only to drive, for the Colonel L. C.

Weir Cup.

10—Fifty miles, open to American built cars

only, for the Lozier Trophy.

11—Ten miles, Mercedes cars only, for the

Allen-Halle Trophy.

12—Ten miles, F. I. A. T. cars only, for the

Hollander and Taugeman Cup.

13-—Twenty miles, open, for the Edward R.

Thomas Championship Trophy.

14—Five miles, stock cars, $1,001 to $1,800,

inclusive.

15—Five miles, stock cars, $1,801 to $2,750,

inclusive.

Iii—Five miles, stock cars, $2,751 to $4,000,

inclusive.

17—Five miles, handicap, open only to the

first four cars in Events Nos. 14, 15 and

16. No entry or fee required.

1&—Five miles, stock cars, $4,001 to $6,000,

inclusive.

19—Five miles, stock cars, $6,001 to $8,000,

inclusive.

20-Five miles, stock cars, $8,001 to $10,000,

inclusive.

21—Five miles, open, for the W. Gould Bro

kaw Trophy.

22—Five miles, Great Ormond Handicap,

  

open only to the first three cars in

Events Nos. 18, 19, 20 and 21. Cars to

compete in exactly the same condition

as in Events 18 to 21, inclusive.

23—Five miles, gasolene stock cars, $650 and

under. ,

24—Five miles, stock cars, $61 to $1,000, in

elusive.

25—1‘en miles, stock cars, 1,001 to $1,800.

inclusive.

26—Ten miles, stock cars, $1,801 to $2,750,

inclusive.

27—1‘en miles, stock cars, $2,751 to $4,000,

inclusive.

28—0ne mile, time trials, stock cars, price

classification as in above events.

Bil—Ten miles, handicap, open.

30—One kilometre, Class A (1,432 to 2,204

pounds).

31—One kilometre, Class B (851 to 1,432

pounds).

32—0ne kilometre, Class C (551 to 851

pounds).

33—0ne mile, Class A, weights as above. '

34—Une mile, Class B, as above.

35—0ne mile, Class C, as above.

30—Gymkana race.

As, on the occasion ot the Florida speed

carnival, the headquarters of the Florida

East Coast Automobile Association are this

year to be established at Daytona, instead 0!

Ormond, as formerly, Daytona is claiming

that share 0! attention that has been its due.

It is carrying with it attention to the spa

cious Clarendon Hotel, located directly on

Daytona Beach and but two minutes from

the association's clubhouse. The hotel is

modern and high class in every particular;

it is steam-heated and electrically lighted;

has private baths and also hot and cold

water in all rooms. The spacious garage,

with competent mechanics, which is attached

to the Clarendon, leave nothing to be desired

from the motorist's standpoint
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NOTHING BETTER MADE

24 H. P. BERG TOURING CAR

  

Cars in stock for immediate

delivery

 

Worthington Automobile Co.
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To Handle Acmes in New York.

The Acme Motor Car Company of New

York, which was incorporated under the

laws of the State of New York, promises to

prove a notable addition to the trade of the

metropolis.

The president of the new company is R.

Lewis Julian, of the real estate firm of Stock

daie & Julian; the vice-president and gen

eral manager of the company is George H.

Strout; the secretary and treasurer of the

company is J. De Smet Maguire, president of

the American Electric & Controller 00. The

three above named gentlemen also compose

the board of directors for the first year, and

all are residents of the city of New York.

Mr. Strout is well known among a large ma

Jority of those now engaged in the manu

facture and sale of automobiles, owing to

the fact that he was for six years identified

with the bicycle business, and was for three

years the sales manager in New York 61

the Eastern branch of the Monarch Cycle

Manufacturing Co., of Chicago.

The new company will occupy on February

1 the salesroom at Nos. 941-943 Eighth ave

:ue, formerly occupied by the Pope Manu—

facturing Company, and the new company

has been made distributing agents for the

eastern half of New York, the northern

half of New Jersey and Fairfield County,

Conn., for the Acme line of automobiles

manufactured by the Acme Motor Car Co.,

of Reading, Pa.

‘a

Two Suits Against Stockholders.

Arvide C. Hester, receiver for the defunct

Toledo Fire and Police Notification and Auto

Parcel Delivery Company, has filed two suits

in the Common Pleas oCurt of Toledo, Ohio.

One is against Charles F. Nighwander, Mau

rice Weiss, Louls Litchie, Charles F. Tan

ner, Charles G. Wilson, George Harris, W. F.

Edman, Douglass Long, F. M. Given and

Warren B. Wyman, stockholders of the com

pany. Hester avers that the defendants.

while directors of the company, received

moneys which rightfully belonged to the com

pany, but of which they made no accounting.

It is also charged that Harris, Nighwander

and Wyman, at different times managers,

disposed of property belonging to the con

cern, for which there was no accounting to

the company. Another and separate suit is

filed against Warren R. Wyman, and the

claim is made that the defendant bought 938

shares of stock in the company at $10 a

share, for which he never paid. Judgment

is asked for the amount with interest.

How it Climbs Hills.

“It goes well on the flat and romps up-hill

in a manner ‘almost Japanese.’ ” This comes

direct from England and illustrates the latest

effect of the Eastern war upon English as

she is written when applied to describing the

performance of a late addition to the rapid

ly growing list of British motor cars—or the

tri-car, which is half tricycle, half run

about.

As is already known, the Chicago Show,

which opens February 4, is full to overflow

ing. The complete list of those who secured

1to 3
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6to 8
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13 to 15
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20 to 23

' 24

25 to 28

29

30 to 32

33to 35

36 to 39
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41, 42

43 to 45

46to 48

49, 50

51 to 54

55, 56

57, 58

59 to 62

63

64

65, 66

67 to 70

71. 72

73, 74
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84, 85
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108

110

112
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115 to 117
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128
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134, 135

136 to 140

141

142
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144
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149

101,

105,

107,

109,

111,

150, 151

152

153 to 155

156

157, 158

159, 160

161

Now for the Chicago Show!

room and the spaces allotted them has not.

however, before been made public. They

are as follows:

MAIN FLOOR.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

National Motor Vehicle Co., 22d & Belt R. 3., Indianapolis, Ind. “

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend, Ind.

Chicago Motorcycle Co., 536 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Chicago Caloric Engine Co., No. 536 \.abash avenue, Chicago, Ill. ' v.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich. 1

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.

Haynes-Apperson Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Jeffery, Thomas B., & Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Duryea Power Co., Reading, Pa.

Woods Mot0r Vehicle Co., No. 110 East Twentieth street, Chicago, Ill.

Royal Motor Car Co., Lake street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.

Haynes-Apperson, Kokomo, Ind.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio.

Thomas, E. H., Motor Co., 1,200 Niagara street, Buflalo, N. Y.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., 110 East Twentieth street, Chicago, In.

Pierce, George N., Co., 58 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Pope Motor Car 00., 21 Park Row, New York City.

Olds Motor Works, 50 Concord avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio. '

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Maxwell-Brlscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Pierce, George N., Co., 58 Main street. Buffalo, N. Y.

Pope Mfg. Co., 21 Park Row, New York City.

Olds Motor Works, 50 Concord aVenue. Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Loeomoblle Co. of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine. Wis.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

White Sewing Machine Co., 300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.

Cadillac Automobile Co., 1,343 Cass avenue, Detroit. Mich.

Stevens, J., Arms 8: Tool Co., Chicopee Falls. Mass.

Franklin, H. H., Mfg. Co., Syracuse. N. Y.

Blomstrom, C. H., Motor 00., Detroit, Mich.

Union Automobile Co., Unicn City, Ind. ‘

Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa.

Columbus Motor Vehicle Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Mollne Automobile Co., Mollne, Ill. -'

Check Room, Public Stenographer, Photographer. ‘ '

Buick Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich. - _

Wayne Automobile '00., Dubois and Franklin streets,-Detroit', Mich. .

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., 1,212 North Vandeventer avenue, St. Louis. .

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Monarch Auto Car Co., 218 La Sailc street. Chicago, Ill. ¢

Marion Motor Car Co., 113 Monument Place, Indianapolis, Ind.

Banker, A. 0., Co., 1,255 Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill. .

Hagmann & Hammerly, Oakley avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Heisman Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.

Premier Motor Car Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.

Welch Motor Car 00., Detroit and Pontiac, Mich.

Wayne Works. -

Reo Car 00., Lansing. Mich. I

Model Gas Engine Works. Auburn, Ind.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. _

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Reliance Motor Car 00., 67 Fort street, Detroit, Mich. " *

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind. i '

Tincher Automobile Co., 6.521 Wentworth avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Kiifyre, 84 La Salie street, Chicago, 111.

Standard Wheel Co., Terre Haute, Ind.

Mead Cycle Co., 1,235 Wabash avenue. Chicago, Ill.

Dolson, John L., & Sons, Charlotte, Mich.

ANNEX (First Floor).

Acme Motor Car 00., Reading, Pa.

Hammer Motor Co., 573 Gratiot avenue, Detroit, Mich.

American De. Dietrich Motor Car Co.. 1% W. Thirty-fourth street, New York

Michlgan Automobile Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. '

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, 11]. I

Royal Automobile 00., Cleveland, Ohio. ;

Stearns, F. 3., Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

M .7

\
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\
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62 Michigan Automobile Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.» , 1
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176
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180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187, 188

189

190

"-' 191, 192

193
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179'

Pierce Engine Co., Racine, Wis.

Pungs-Flnch Automobile & Gas Engine Co., Detroit, Mich.

Reid Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Stearns, F. B. & Co., Clchland, Ohio.

Vehicle Equipment Co., Fiftieth street and Broadway, NewYork City.

Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Marble-Swift Automobile Co., 29% Aldine Square, Chicago, Ill.

Fredonia Automobile Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Caldwell Lawn Mower Co., Newburg, N. Y.

" GALLERY.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Ohio.

Dow Portable Electric Co., Braintree, Mass.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.

Steel Ball 00., 840 Austin avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, Ill.

Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Wray Pump 8: Register Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Briscoe Mfg. 00., Detroit, Mich.

Hardy, R. E., Co., 225 West Broadway, New York City.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Standard Oil Co., 5 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.

194 Hine-Watt Mfg. Co., 60 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.

195, 196 Morgan & Wright, 331 West Lake street, Chicago, Ill.

197 Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., 17 Warren street, New York City.

198 Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., 94 Rieboldt Building, Dayton, Ohio.

to$5

205, 206
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. 212, 213

- 213, 214

';, 218, 219
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Diamond Rubber Co., Akron,Ohio.

Dietz, R. E., Co., 60 Laight street, New York City.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 550 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton, Ind.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Springfield, Mass.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Fails, Mass.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass.

G. &J. Tire 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Goodyear Tire 8r. Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

Rose Mfg. Co., 910 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Goodrich, B. F., Co., Akron, Ohio.

Bowser, S. E, & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind.

Herz & Co., 56 Grand street, New York City.

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Knoblock‘I-leideman Mfg. Co., South Bend, Ind.

Pope Mfg. Co., 21 Park Row, New York City.

Splitdorf, C. F., 23 Vandeventer street, New York City.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., 1,820 Frick Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

India Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Tokheim Mfg. Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

McGeihan Odometer & Mfg. Co., 137 W. Thirty-second street, New York City.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.

Electric Contact Co., 202 Centre street, New York City.

American Roller Bearing Co., 34 Blinford street, Boston, Mass.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Baldwin Chain Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Timkin Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio.

Goodrich, B. F., Co., Akron, Ohio.

Imperial Wheel Co., Flint, Mich.

238 Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.

Oliver Mfg. Co., 203 South Desplnines street, Chicago, Ill.

240 to244 A. O. Smith Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

245, 246 Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.

247 Jones, J. W., 127 West Thirty-second street, New York City.

248 Stolp Mfg. Co., Huron & Townsend streets, Chicago, Ill.

249 Webb Co., 417 Park Row, New York City.

250 Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa.

252 Long Mfg. Co., Michigan and La Salle streets, Chicago, Ill.

'Ii-‘Q'Jl‘é.i_l1|$Ql-‘(¢?Q'IQJ¢'

c No. 261 to 263, E. J. Willis & Co.; 264, Hill

Mfg. Co.; 265, Pneumatic Tire Protector Co.;

266, Autocar Equipment Co.; 267, Chicago

Storage Battery Co.; 268, Cullman Wheel Co.;

269, Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.; 270, Joseph

Dixon Crucible Co.; 271, Whiteley Steel Co.;

272 to_276, Excelsior Supply Co.; 277 to 279,

C. P. Kimball & Co.; 280, Vesta Accumulator~_

Co.; 281. Standard Carriage Lamp Co.;: 282

to 286, Excelsior Supply Co.; 287 to 289, C. P.

Kimball 8: 00.; 2,90,» MqQord & Co.; 231,

American Electric NOVelfy &‘1\Ifg. Co.; 292,

Charles Kaestner Mfg. Co.; 293, Hartford

Suspension Co.; 294, Hendee Mfg. Co.; 295 to

oté‘ésoo—ivvesocilss-id \-- ..-v

ANNEX (Second Floor).

297, Automobile Supply Co.; 298 and 299,

Motor Car Supply Co.; 300, SherwimWilliams

Co.; 301 to 303, Motor Car Equipment Co.;

304, J. Lanth Co.; 305 and 800, Chicago Bat

tery Co.; 307 and 308, Beckley-Raiston Co.;

309 and 310. Pantasote Co.;‘ 311 and 312,

Wheeler Mfg. Co.; 313, Limousine & Car

riage Co.; 314, Star Remedy Co.; 315, Mer

rill-Stevens; 816, William Roche: 317 and 318,

C. B. Borland; 319 and 320, Exmoor Storage

Battery Co.; 321 to 323, Motor Car Supply

Co.; 325, Valentine & Co.; 326, Concentrated

Acetylene Co.; 327, Advance Packing & Mfg.

Co.; 328, Continental Engine Co.

-\ .- v‘- '.\,

Suits Follow Garage Failure. .

Further litigation in the case of the bank

rupt Plainfield (N. .7.) Automobile Garage has

resulted in non—suit being given by Justice

Smalley in the case of Joseph Loughead

against Andrew Wilson at Plainfield last

week. The evidence brought out by the law

yer for the defence from Loughead himself.

showing“ that the case was one which con

. cerned the Plainfield Automobile Garage, was

what lost'the case for the plaintiff, who was

suing for the recovering of money advanced

in payment of the garage’s debts.

When the garage closed up there was the

sum of $56.55 owing to the employes, all of

which was paid by- Loughean on the verbal

agreement with Andrew Wilson that the lat

ter would pay half of the amount. The evi

dence was brought out in cross-examination

showing that the debt was one in which the

company was concerned and the result was.

as stated, a non-suit.
v

Cannon Goes With Grout.

By what seems to be a natural transition

George C. Cannon, well known as a close

student of steam vehicle construction, has

graduated into the automobile industry. It

became known this week that he has be

come the consulting engineer of the Grout

Bros. Automobile Co., of Orange, Mass. It is

stated that some of his ideas have already

been incorporated in the 1905 Grout models.

Cannon will be remembered as the Har

vard student who made‘ the steam automobile

his hobby. As long ago as 1901 he changed

over a Locomobile steam runabout, and with

it made records on the Providence (R. I.)

track. Afterward he built several cars 0'!

his own, embodying some pet theories in

boiler construction, etc., and they proved

very fast.

Pope's Garage Nearing Completion.

Work on the pretentious new P0pe build

ing, Broadway and b‘iftyiifth street, this

city, has now progressed sufficiently to per

mit a good idea of its appearance to be ob»

tained. The outside work is practically com

pleted, and the putting in of the plate glass

front is now in progress; that of the ground

floor has been finished. The entire front will

be of glass, except the steel framework and

two strips of light colored brick, which mark

the finish of the ends.

The building has a frontage of 75 feet on

Broadway, and is four stories high. The

words, “Pope Garage," in bold lettering ap

pears on the front just under the roof, worked

in metal. It is probable that the building

will be ready for occupancy in February.

Detroit Show Sold Up.

All the space in the Light Guard Armory.

where the Detroit show is to be held from

February 13 to 18 has been sold, including

the entire gallery. Secretary Lewis has been

overwhelmed with applications of late, but

has been obliged to refuse them all. He says

he could have disposed of nearly double the

space at his disposal. _

1 .II t 'v' \' €'\-
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THE SEAL OF PUBLIC APPROVAL WAS PLACED ON

THE ACME CARS
AT THE SHOW.

Their power, simplicity and perfection in detail has placed them among the leaders of the year.

Agencies were closed all over the country. but we have a few desirable territories left.

  

 

forward end reverie, lliding transmission, interlocking gear—shift and automatic carbureter.

Weight a275 lbs.

§

i

; ACME, Type l0. Price, complete, as illustration, SIOOO. Two-cylinder vertical,

i

i

l

l

  

l6 H.P.,thrce speeds forward and Ieverle,slidiug transmission, interlocking gear shift

and automatic carbureter. Wei‘ht | 175 lbs.

SEE US AT THE CHICAGO SHOW.

 

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

m1qu 4: co.w14o1 Mlchl‘ln Blvd., Chicago, In. READING, PA.

eaters Dlnrlbutou.

\ _ . ' r -.

ACME, Type 8. Price, complete, as illustration. $2780. Four-cylinder, 38 H.P., four speed. I z
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Be sure to see our

1905 Models

' ' AT THE AUTOMOBILE SHQW.
' POPE-*WAPVEKIEYP EITEETEQICS.

Fifteen distinct models, $850 to $2,250.

Trucks Built on Specifications of Purchaser.

' I POPE MOTOR CAR 00., Indianapolis, Ind.
 

POPE-TOLEDO GASOLINE TOURING CARS.

20 H. P. Side Entrance,

30 H. P. “ “

45 H. P. “ “

50 H. P. Pullman built to order.

POPE MOTOR CAR CO., TOIedO, OhiO. ’

POPE-HARTFORD and POPE-TRIBUNE

Gasoline Cars, 16 and 12 H. P., $1600. and $900.\

POPE MANUFACTURING co.,

Dept.A, HARTFORD, CONN.

Membcr snociation licenscd

Auwn '1: Manufacturers.
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HAVE MEN PROGRESSED?

History Shows that Since Time of Chariots they

' Have Opposed All New Vehicles.

While each suceeeding generation is given

to prattling of its superior enlightenment and

of the progress it has made, nothing so well

proves that the nature of mankind has un

dergone no change than the reception ac

corded the several forms of improved loco

motion. While the grandfathers of to-day

laugh to scorn their parents' opposition to

locomotives, they and their own sons were

similarly fearful of bicycles and trolleys; and

to-morrow their grandchildren will read

or listen with wonderment to the history of

opposition to automobiles now being made

by their immediate forebears. -

It is possible to go back to the time of the

chariot to prove how empty is the boasted ad

vancement of the present day. That clumsy

two wheeled vehicle was of very ancient use

in war, but the carriage for the purp0se of

private conveyance was known first to an

cient Rome at a comparatively late period,

and there the law restricted its use to per

sons of high rank, who sent messengers in

advance warning the crowds in the street

to make way for its coming. This was nec

essary because there were no sidewalks.

1n mediaeval and chivalrous Europe the use

of carriages was prohibited because it was

considered that they produced effeminacy.

Feudal usages of the time required men of

the upper class to be expert horsemen, and

the suzerain would not permit his vassals

any practice that rendered them unfit for

military service. Monks and women rode

she asses or palfreys. The women frequently

mounted behind their armored lords on the

warlike steeds they bestrode. The disdain

of carriages at that time is not surprising

when the crude contrlvances called carriages

in that day are considered.

Covered carriages were not knowu until

the beginning of the sixteenth century, when

their use was confined to women of high

rank. They were forbidden by law to all

others. A German authority on the subject

says: “Covered carriages were for a long

time forbidden even to women, but about the

end of the fifteenth century they began to be

employed by the Emperor, Kings and princes

in journeys and afterward on state occa

sions." There is still in existence an ordi

nance issued by Philip the Fair in France,

in which citizens' wives are prohibited the

use of carriages. As late as 1550 there were

only three carriages in Paris. One of these

belonged to the Queen, the other to Diana ot’

Poitiers and the other to Rene de Laval, a

very corpulent nobleman who was unable to

ride on horseback.

it was as late as the beginning of the sev

enteenth century before coaches were em

ployed as a means of public conveyance, and

it was in 1601 that a bill was introduced in

Parliament “to restrict the excessive use of

coaches," but it was rejected on second read

ing. This bill, which was much discussed

and agitated, seems to have been urged

largely on the same ideas that influence the

introduction of anti-automobile bills. It was

said the coaches were dangerous to pedes

trians, and also that they frightened the

horses that met them in the highway. The

chief supporters of the bill in Parliament,

however, were the friends of the Thames

watcrmen, with whom the coaches competed

in carrying passengers. A poet of the times,

who was in sympathy with the water-men,

wrote:

“Carroachcs, coaches, jades and Flanders'

mares

Do rob us of our shares, our areas and fares.

Against the ground we stand and knock our

heels,

While all our profit runs away on wheels.”

It is a historical fact, and a very curious

one in the light of modern progress, that

travel in carriages was prohibited by law all

over Europe for several centuries, and that

these vehicles gradually came into use over

prejudice and adverse legislation which both

ignorance and prejudice induced. The motor

car, whether in its present form or of an im

proved and cheaper construction as merely

traveling the route followed by all other im

proved forms of locomotion, and will win

its way into popular favor as the others

“won out.”

Maine Club .Ioins With Farmers.

Owing to the inactivity of the Automobile

Club of Maine, at Portland, Lewiston motor

ists have organized the Eastern Automobile

Club, and contemplate undertaking a good

roads propaganda in connection with the

Maine State Grange.

There has been absolutely nothing done by

the Automobile Club of Maine during the

present season. Not a run has been at

tempted, and, as far as is known, no organ

ized movement has been begun for the better

ment of Maine roads. And this, too, when

every owner of an automobile is complain

ing about the condition of the thoroughfares

of Maine. After having had a two days‘ con

ference with members of the Maine State

Grange, which sat in Lewiston, President 0.

V. Emerson of the Eastern Clu'b outlined his

plans thus:

“Our club has incorporated in its constitu

tion and bylaws a clause relating to the im

provement of roads in the State of Maine. I

was very glad to read the admirable sugges

tions of the master of the Maine State

Grange in regard to better roads in Maine.

“Our automobile club, and probably every

other automobile club. in Maine, will join

hands with the grange in presenting this

matter before the Maine legislature this

winter. At the next meeting, which will be

'held soon, we shall cpmbine with the latter

in a proper presentation of this important

feature of Maine's future prosperity before

the legislature this winter,

“We are with the $111qu heart and soul, in

this matter."

INUNDATION IN INDIANA

Legislative Floodgates Opened and a Deluge of

Proposed Laws Follows—The Text of Them.

 

 

Four State Senators have endeavored to

answer what they believe to be the cry of

the public for automobile legislation by in

troducing bills in the Indiana Senate. Far

ber, of Clinton and Carrol counties; Moore.

of Putnam; Bell, of Lake and Porter, and

Crumpacker, of Laporte and Starke, are the

sponsors of measures introduced last week.

and the methods of each differ from those of

the others.

Senator Moore proposes that every owner

of an automobile shall obtain a license from

the State Auditor, and that a record of each

license shall be kept, together with the con

secutive numbers. These numbers must be

displayed on the rear of all machines. No

tice of any change of ownership in a ma

chine must be filed with the auditor. For a

violation of the section containing these pro

visions the penalty shall be a fine of not

more than $500 or imprisonment in-the coun

ty jail for not more than six months.

The speed limit shall be ten miles an hour

inside city limits and twelve miles an hour

outside. The penalty for a violation of the

speed regulation shall be the same as for the

I, first section.

' It is provided that drivers of automobiles

shall stop on the signal of any person in an

other vehicle. The penalty for a violation of

this provision is fixed at a maximum of

$1,000 fine or imprisonment, at the discretimi

0f the court. '

All automobiles shall be equipped with lat

est patterns of brakes, horns anl lamps. At

night a white light shall be displayed in

front and a red light at the rear. For vie

lating this section the penalty shall be not

more than $100 or imprisonment, at the dis

cretion of the court.

The bill oiTered by Senator Crumpacker

limits the speed of automobiles in the busi

ness portion of a city to eight miles an hour.

in the residence section to fifteen miles an

hour and outside the city to twenty miles an

hour. White lights shall be displayed on the

front and red lights at the back of all ma

chines.

The bill offered by Farber requires automo

bile drivers to keep to the right side of the

road in passing vehicles, and to leave one

half the road free for other traflic. The

speed limit is fixed at ten miles an hour in

cities and twenty miles an hour outside cities.

The penalty is fixed at a fine of not less than

$20 or more than $100, to which may be

added imprisonment in Jail not to exeeed

thirty days for any violation of the law.

The measure proposed by Senator Bell has

several features that are different from the

others. One provision is that the speed of

an automobile shall be slackened t0 10“?

miles an hour when approaching or pull"
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another vehicle, and to the same rate of

speed when approaching a crossing or a turn

in a road. In case of a horse becoming fright

ened, it is provided the driver of an auto

mobile shall stop his machine and not pro

ceed until the animal is pacified.

To road supervisors are given police pow

ers to regulate the speed of automobiles, and

they are to receive 50 per cent. of any fine

that may be imposed. The penalty for any

violation of the act is to be a fine of not leSs

than $5 or more than $100, to which may

he added imprisonment not to exceed thirty

days. _

In the House, Representative Martin W.

Yencer, of Wayne county, has offered still

another bill which seems the fairest of the

lot. It provides that the speed limit outside

cities shall be twenty miles an hour for auto

mobiles and inside corporation lines shall be

ten miles an hour. By the proposed law,

motor cars would be required to lessen their

speed at all street crossings, and always

when approaching and passing any vehicle

drawn by a horse. Should the horse appear

frightened, the bill provides, the person driv

ing the machine must bring it to a standstill.

It is provided by Yencer’s bill that no city

or town or borough shall have any power to

make any ordinance respecting the speed of

motor vehicles, and that no ordinance here

tofore or hereafter drawn by any city or

town shall have any force or eiTect.

One section of the bill sets out that the

Mayor of any city or the Selectmen of any

town may, upon special occasion, whenever

in their Judgment it may be deemed advisa

ble, grant permits to any person or to the

public to run such motor vehicles during a

specified time, or until such permit is re

voked, upon specified portions of public high

ways, at any rate of speed.

The penalty clause pr0vides for a fine of

not more than $200, which may be assessed

for aviolation of the act. An emergency is

declared to make the act take effect from the

date of its passage.

Still another bill is fermenting in the brain

of Representative McDowell, of Wells county.

He has not been able to reduce it to writing,

but he inclines to a measure similar to the

threshing machine law. This requires such

machines to halt when meeting other ve

hicles, and also that engine not only be

stopped, but the man in charge is compelled

to lead around it any horse that may show

signs of fright. ., ' '

Meanwhile Mr. McDowell has added to the

gniety of Indiana by preparing a bill aimed

at circuses and the like. He would estab

ilsh one price of admission to ail-n0 reserved

seats for him!

 

Though the Pike’s Peak climb from Denver

is still “in the air,” three sanguine members

of the Chicago Automobile Club have already

sent in their entries.

Thomas, H. Hulman, jr., and Jerome A. Ellis.

If the climb occurs Dr. Thomas will drive the

90 horsepower Locomobile which he has en

tered in the International Cup race, and Ellis

will use a special 75 horsepower Haynes-Ap

person.

They are Dr. H. F.

White’s First Racing Car.

 

 

 

   

Rollin H. White's New Racer. Which Makes Its "Debut" at Ormond-Daytona.

Hunter Heads Dallas Club.

The Dallas (Tex.) Automobile Club has

elected the following officers for the 1905

term: President, John G. Hunter; first vice

president, E. H. R. Green; second vice-presi

dent, Henry Garrett; third vice-president, E.

J. Kiest; secretary, Eugene Corley; treas

urer, Gross R. Scruggs; directors, S. H.

Boron and Henry Garrett (three years), W.

H. Haggard (one year), Jess Illingworth (two

years), E. J. Kiest (three years), Sam Mor

gan (one year), S. D. Murray (two years),

J. D. Scoficld and George A. Titterington (one

year).

The Colonel Accepts the Challenge.

Things are getting warm in Dallas, Tex.

No sooner had Colonel E. II. R. Green's

chaufi'eur set up the first American 100mile

record than Houston and Fort Worth were

heard from. J. Howard Hughes (Columbia),

of the former place, and A. B. Wharton

(Peerless). of Fort Worth, both of whom had

previously been beaten by Colonel Green's

car, hurled challenges. The colonel lost no

time in accepting them, and has set Febru

ary 11 as the date for the race. It will occur

on the Fair Grounds track at Dallas.

Anxious to Jail Automobilists.

The West End Improvement Association, a

body of elderly, wealthy and very respecta

ble New Yorkers, in which a few profession

al reformers are conspicuous, is very anx

ious that automobilists who infringe the

7 speed law be placed behind the bars, without

the usual option of a fine. Accordingly they

have hired a lawyer and sent him to Albany,

with a view of urging a measure of the sort.

The association is so thorough in its re

spectability that they do not concern them

selves with speeding horsemen or cyclists.

__-__l_ -

Pasadena's Acrobatic Bicycle Policemen.

The bicycle police of Pasadena. Cal., will

take a lot of beating. Two of them recently

arrested an autonmhilist, and when the case

' came up last week they asked the court and

a jury to believe that they had. while at full

speech: pulled 'out'their stop’ watches and

timed the car over a measured course. Com

putation brought out that they had performed

this wonderful feat of timekeeping while go

ing at the rate of 26.6 miles an hour. It is

not surprising that the jury refused to take

stock in such marvellous agility, even on the

part of policemen, and acquitted the dc

fondant.

 

Coyote Hunter licard From.;

L. E. Bartels, who is described as the pio

neer coyote hunter of Colorado, has offered

to pilot a party of Denver automobilists who

are considering the practicability of a coyote

lnmt with automobiles. A number of mount

cd attendants with greyhounds will accom

pany the party; coyotes will be started in

some of the eastern counties which are as

level as floors, and many chauifeurs believe

they will be able to keep pace with the dogs.

Colorado Springs motorists are also inter

vested in the proposed hunt, and it is prob

able a trial will be made soon.

 

Carousing Chauffeur Goes to Jail.

They do some things better in England. For

taking his master‘s car without permission

and driving furiously in London at 2 o'clock

in the morning, an Englishman's servant

was given two months’ imprisonment. He

dashed into an excavation, the vehicle jump

ing a hole 4 feet 6 inches wide. His only

excuse was thatit was dangerous to pull up

because the roads were “skiddy.” The

magistrate declared that the case was not

one for a fine, so gave the luau two months’

imprisonment.

 

Buffalo Club in New Quarters.

Quarters iu‘ the chk Theatre Building are

to be leased for the clubrooms of the Auto

mobile Club of Buffalo. This was decided

upon at a meeting of the board of governors

held last Saturday. when a committee, con- _

sisting of Dni H. Lewis, W. H. Baker and

H. A. Meldrum, was appointed to make the

final arrangements. It is expected that the

new home of the organization will be ready

for occupancy by the middle of February.
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Michelin

The King of all Pneumatic Tires

Why? The proof—

During the year 1904 MICHELI N

TIRES did not lose a single important

race, and all the cops have been won on

them.

March 31. Rothschild Cup France

April I. De Caters “ “

May 20. Chasseloup-Laubat Cup “

June 17. GORDON-BENNETT CUP Germany

July 26. St. Louis Non-Stop Run . America

Sep. 4. Brescia Circuit “$335,515? Italy

Sep. 15. Consuma Cup “

Oct. 8. Vanderbilt Cup America'

1905—First Important Race this Year.

Delhi to Bombay Reliability Contest, Dec. 26-]an. 2. Count Guilio de

Groppelo driving a 16 20 H. P., F. I. A. T., with Michelin Tires won the

cups offered by the MAHARAJAH of KAMPUR and the MAHARAJAH

of GWALIOR.

The more you know about tires the better

you like the MICHELIN.

Immediate delivery. All sizes for touring and

racing. Write for instructionbook, free.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY

Incorporated

6 West 29th Street, New York

E. D. WINANS, General Manager
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Gasoline Automobiles a Selden Patent
United States Letters Patent No. 549.160, granted to George B. Seldeu, control broadly all gasoline automobiles which are

accepted as commercially practical.

The Commissioner of Patents, in his annual report for 1895, said:

“Selden, in 1895, received a patent, Nov. 5, No. 549,160, which may be considered the pioneer invention in the application of the

compression gas engine to road or horseless carriage use.”

The following manufacturers and importers who deal in the leading gasoline cars of the United States and Europe, ranging

from 4 to 100 h. p., are licensed under the Selden patent: ‘

American Manufacturers.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO. ..

THE AUTOCAR CO.,

BUICK MOTOR CO.,

BUFFALO GASOLENE MOTOR CO.,

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO..

CREST MANUFACTURING CO.,

THE COMIIIERCIAL MOTOR CO.I

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.,

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO.,

II. II. FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING ‘10-.

THE HAYNES-API'ERSON CO.,

TI-IE KIRK MANUFACTURING CO.,

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.,

LOCOMOBILE CO. OF AMERICA.

Kokomo. Ind.

Ardmore. I'm.

Flint, Mich. -

Bufl‘alo, N. Y.

Detroit. Mleh.

Dorehesier, Mass.

Jersey City. N. J.

Hartford, Conn.

Clyde, 0.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Kokomo. Ind.

Toledo, 0.

Springfield, Mass.

Bridgeport. Conn.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO.I Detroit, MIch.

OLDS MOTOR “'ORKS, Detroit, Mich.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO., DetrOIt, Mich.

TIIE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, 0.

Buflalo. N. Y.

Hartford. Conn.

TI'IE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.,

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.,

I’OI’E MOTOR CAR CO.,

THE SANIIUSKY AUTOMOBILE CO.

TIIE STANDARD MOTOR CONSTRUCTION CO.,

'I‘IIE J. STEVENS ARMS 0 TOOL CO.,

SMITH & MABLEY, INC.I

THE F. B. STEARNS CO"

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

“'AL’I‘HAM MANUFACTURING CO.I

THE \VINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO"

“'ORTHINGTON AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Imp0rters.

AUTO IMPORT CO.,

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE 00..

THE CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE CO.I

HOLLANDER 81 TANGEMAN,

F. A. LA ROCHE CO.,

STANDARD AUTOMOBILE CO. OF N. Y..

SMITH E MARLEY, INC.,

PAN‘HARD a LEVASSOR.

WORTIIINGTON AUTOMOBILE CO..

Toledo, 0.

Sandulky, 0.

Jersey City, N. J.

Chicopee Falls, Mall

513 7th Ave.. N. Y.

Cleveland, 0.

South Bend, Ind.

Bufl'alo, N. Y.

“‘ulthnm, Mans.

Cleveland, 0.

547 5111 Ave., N. Y.

1786 Broadway, N. Y.

52 W. 48d St" N. Y.

1684 Broadway, N. Y.

5 W. 45th St" N. Y.

147 W. 88th 50., N. Y.

136 WV. 88": St. N. Y.

513 7th Ave, N. Y.

232 W. 18th St.. N. Y.

547 5th Ave., N. Y.

 

Suits for Infringement. are now pending against manufacturers, importers and users of and dealers in unlicensed cars, and

the policy of the licensees hereafter will be aggressive.

Do Not Buy a Lawsuit with Your Automobile!

SEE THAT A SELDEN LICENSE PATENT PLATE

IS ON THE CAR BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.

ALL PERSONS ARE NOW FINALLY WARNED

that suits will be brought against firms and individuals manufacturing, selling and using unlicensed gasoline automobiles.

William A. Bedding. Esq., Attorney, of 38 Park Row, New York City, has been authorized to make adjustments with persons

who have in the past unwittingly infringed the Selden Patent by the importation or purchase of unlicensed foreign made automo

biles, and who choose now to guard themselves against prosecution.

Many individual lnfringers already have sought and en’ected settlements.

ASSUBIATIUII 0F LIGEIISEII AIITIIIIIIBILE IMIIIFAGTIIREIIS,

7 EAST 42d ST., NEW YORK.
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The Paint Shop in Cold Weather.

During the cold months of the year the

carriage paint shop is probably the most un

wholesome department connected with the

carriage making or repairing business, says

the Carriage Monthly. Unfortunately, what

modern ingenuity and invention has done for

many industries has as yet been denied the

paint shop, and poor light, worse ventila

tion and equally bad heating arrangements

have combined to expose the workman to

conditions inlmical to his health and to his

earning capacity.

It would be difilcult to prophesy the re

sults which might accrue if paint shops were

better lighted, better heated and better venti

iated. A travelling salesman who sees the

larger portion of the Northeastern States re

cently told the writer that, taking the aver

age carriage paint shop as a basis for an

estimate, it is the most poorly provided for

shop in the country, and the facilities for

handling and painting work are totally in

adequate and notoriously ill proportioned to

the importance of the industry in question.

' This is a seemingly sweeping indictment,

but there is no doubt that paint shop condi

tions and conveniences are far from being

what they should be. Indeed, speaking from

actual observation and experience, we may

justly deplore the existing status of the paint

shop in respect to all that assists to make it

a better paying and healthier department of

the carriage business.

' The paint shop so situated that it must

depend upon its own resources for heating

power should be made as tight and Weather

proof as possible. in order that every frac

tion of heat generated by the stove, furnace

or other heating device may be utilized. The

yolume of list heat is an item of large ex

pense to a majority of shops, and in the paint

shop the loss is more quickly and more ex~

tensively felt than elsewhere. While the dull

srason hangs heavy over painting aifairs,

it is a matter of finance, not to say of per~

sonal comfort, to look the shop carefully

over and tighten up window casings, side

walls, ceiling and floor. A nail here and

there, driven at the right spot, and a piece

of siding placed where it is needed, or a

Window tightened and made more secure, are

the means to an end which the twentieth

century carriage painter may well urgently

desire. There is small danger of getting the

paint shop too warm, and, if so, an excess

of heat may very quickly be disposed of.

Better at all times to have a surplus of heat
at disposal. - I

'Lumber placed where it will do the most

good is cheaper than coal, and both are

cheaper than labor that cannot be utilized in

a room insutiicicntly heated.

Ventilation is the handmaid of heat, and

n.» shop can be properly heated until it is

adequately ventilated. it is important, there

fore, that in making the shop Weather proof

and heat retaining provision be also made

for some system that really ventilates with

out exposing the work to danger from stir"

ring dust-Matom" 'Haeremre nus
cars.

merous ventilating devices which open into

the shop from the roof, but the old style, in

expensive sert are. after all, about as ef

feetive as any.

Each individual room should be furnished

with a ventilator leading directly out to the

roof. and it should be arranged so that open

ing and closing of the device may be regu

lated by the workman in the room. Many

of the‘ su-callcd modern ventilators cannot be

operated from the shop, which is a marked

disadvantage.

Of course, ventilation secured through

lowered and raised windows is better than

no ventilation. but it is a crude system, and

not reliable nor thorough enough to meet the

needs of a shop carrying a vitiated and poi

son saturated air as does the paint shop.

Moreover, in cold weather the ventilation

which the window offers brings with it so

much of personal discomfort to the work

man, and delay in shop operations, that it is

highly objectionable on this score. At first

reckoning the cost of a first class roof venti

lation, in comparison with the seemingly

inexpensive ventilation obtained through the

opened window, may appear like an unnec

essary expense, but the developments of time

will show the economy of the former.

in connection with heat and ventilation

must be considered the question of light. The

real value of light is expressed in the Divine

command, “Let there be light," etc. In the

paint shop it is a paramount issue; the chief '

factor in the greatest trinity of shop necessi

ties, deprived cf which the paint shop is a

derelict on the remorseless sea of business

enterprise.

it is a great pity, andthe cause of a large

share of unprofitable business, that so many

paint shops are dark and dismal, retarding

shop operations and the drying of paint and

varnish, handicapping, in fact, the whole line

of paint shop activity.

Light is an active drying agent, a pro

moter of health and comfort, and a powerful

aid in abstracting profits from the bottom~

less pit of present day competititou. Let

there be more iightl

Michigan Concerns in New Quarters

The three story brick block at the corner

of Tilden street and Genesee avenue, Sagi

naw, Mich, has been purchased by the Nor

ris Automobile Co., of that city. . we of the

four stores on the ground floor are already

occupied by the Norris Co., and they will

tit up a repair shop and charging station in

the rear and make other improvements.

 

Spacious new quarters in the Thum Build~

ing, Louis and Ottawa streets, Grand Rap

ids, .\iich., have been leased for a term of

years by the Michigan Automobile Co., of

that place, and will be occupied at once.

They have been fitted up to conduct a gen

eral sales and garage business in the most

approved style. The garage will house 100

.--— q.“

I

The Jeweler Spins a Yarn.

You “pays your money and you taken your

ehoice”—providing you haVe. blink notes in

your purse and stoeks and bonds layouti

strong box—between a. $7,000 miniature tntoi

mobile studded with jewels and one of the

“really” kind that will carry you instead on

you carrying it. This latest gee-gaw is

described by a jeweller as having been "very,v

popular this season among that class which

has more money than it knows how to,

spend." 3

He took from a little satin-plush box a'

miniature automobile, about an inch and a:

half long, and sent it spinning across tth

show case. It struck two or three otherz

articles of jewelry, and, in true automobile,

style, bowled them over. ;‘

The little automobile was perfection in

manufacture. The frame, made of platinum;

had not a part missing. The hubs of the'

little wheels (the wheels being not much?

larger in diameter than a pencil) were diaé

monds; diamonds ran along the sides of the

seats, and the seats themselves were made

or several rubies forming a radiant, thouth

hard, cushion. 'ine lamps were a ruby and

an emerald on either side, and a diamond in5

the center of the dashboard. 0n the back

of the automobile was a pin by which to tit-g

tach it to the neck of the dress. '

The price on the tag was $7,000.

h,-_...

 

How They Help Their Workmen.

To enable their workmen to live outside

the city, the big chocolate making firm of}

Stoilwerck’s, Cologne, have hit upon a happy

idea. Some time ago the firm erected a num

ber of model dwellings in the country, but

they nearly all stood empty, as the distances

to and from the factories were too great in

most cases for the men employed. The firm

owns two heavy electric trucks, and these

were fitted out with covers and canvas sides

,whieh transformed them into large and con

venient omni'buses, as seats were alreadi'

provided. These two wagon are now sent

down early every morning to the little col

ony, where they collect them and con

vey them to the works, and take them home

again at night. Punctuality is enforced, as

the men who are not ready on time have to

trudge the best part of the way on. foot. AS

soon as the wagons reach the factory {1195'

are stripped of their accessories and perform

their ordinary duties. Thanks to this idea.

the colony is now fully occupied, and further

buildings are being erected.

Here’s the Circus Car;

An Englishman named Livet claims to b0:

the inventor of an automobile that can tum’

somersaults without, injuring the voccupalllsj

of the car. An ordinary machine is fitted

with a pair of steel rockers rqnning parallel;

and in a curve ’ov'erhoad from the front lot

the rear wheels: The inventor says that "P1

setting in his car is impossible, and that ill“

machine can run over any embankmwl and,

i- r“lwa
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RlENT TOURING CAR.
l'lodel de Luxe, 20 Horsepower. $2250.

This advertisement is written and published primarily for the benefit of those dealers who

did not go to the New York Show.

Those who were there and saw the Orient cars know, better than we could tell them, the reasons why we have already

closed with a large number of the very best dealers in the country.

If you did not go, we want you to know, as they know, just win! the Orient Touring Cars stood out, head and shoul

ders, above any other cars in their class.

We want you to know that in beauty 01’ design and finish, in perfection of engineering detail and in all around Selling

qualities, they ranked, in the opinion of experts, in a. class with cars quoted at three thousand to five thousand dollars.

We want you to realize that the Orient de Luxe Touring Car looks every inch an imported, five thousand dollar machine-

yet sells for $2250—that the Orient Model F, Light Touring Car with Tonneau ($1650) is the only our of 16 horsepower (or

less) in America, having 4-eylinder. vertical tandem engine, Positive Air-Cooling, direct drive, sliding gear transmission, and

three forward speeds and reverse.

Furthermore—We want you to realize that no line is complete this year without air-cooled cars—and that the Orient from

ever-{standpoint is the air-cooled car. It is made by the Waltham Company—and you know what “Waltham” means in fine

mac nnery.

if we can get these facts before you clearly, you will sell Orients this year, unless the other man gets them first. And

you will be helped by the biggest advertising and selling plan (combined) ever invented.

Write for details and illustrated catalogue. '

TOURING CARS. BUCKBOARDS.

Touring Runabout, Model E, 16 H. P., $1500 Buckboard, Model-A1 4 H- Po $375

Light Touring Car, with tonneau, Model F, 16 H. P., $1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H. P., $450

Touring Car, Model G, 20 H. P., $2000 Runabout, Model 0. 4 H. P., $475

Touring Car, Model de Luxe, 20 H. P., $2250 Tonneau, M0691 D1 4 H- Po $525

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING (10.,

Members oi Association oi Licensed Automobile Mlnuiacturera.

Sales Office for New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro

lina, Florida and Georgia.

44 Broad St., New York City.

Factory and General Sales Offices:

WALTHAM, MASS.
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WAYNE MODEL 13. A 4-Cylinder 24-28 H. P. Touring Car tor $2,000.00.

Every feature of excellence found in the highest price

4-cylinder cars at about half the coat. Sliding gear trans

mission, direct drive. [02-inch wheel base, weight only

1550 lbs., side entrance tonneau and fewer moving parta

than any 4-cylinder car made.

[6 H. P.. sideMODEL C. Double-Opposed Motor,

entrance tonneau. wheel base 90 inches.

Price, $l250.

MODEL A. Same as Model "C," except that the

tonneau is detachable, enabling the

pear take the place of a Runabout.

Price, $1200.

  

Catalog and Full Particulars of All Cars uni on request.
MODEL C.

Our Agency Proposition is perhapa the moat attractive In America.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Dept. Q, DETROIT, MICH.

NEW YORK AGENCY:

Wayne Auto Agency, 308-3l0 W. 59th St.

BOSTON AGENCY:

Walter C. Maltere, i4 and lo Columbus Ave.

CHICAGO AGENCY:

McDuflee Auto. Co., H49 Michigan Ave.

MILWAUKEE AGENCY:

The Milwaukee Auto Supply 8: Engine Co., 106 Winnebago St.

  

 

TO MEET THE POPULAR DEMAND—1905.

THE AUTOMOBILE STREET CAR.

Ueed as Peedera tor Trunk Linea,

Croutown Lines,

k ural Linea.

, - l. ‘

1,

i

a

6

  

N9]. Built by

T a. The Auto-Car

I \ Equipment

.1 ; Company,

Makers of

Commercial

Vehicles,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

 

Delivery Wagons,

Omnibusses,

Sight-seeing Cars,

Trackless Trolley Cars.

Trucks,
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RH) HCTT AIR

   

ABOUT THE _

Prayer-Miller Air-Cooled Car.

-, ~ ' w. _ __ LIGHTEST

24 H. P.; 1,650

pounds.

. Aluminum used

The only a'r'cooli’d wherever possible.

car on the market that

looks like a real auto

mobile and is one. SIMPLEST'

No water tanks.

No radiators.

Contains more inge- N0 pumps.

nuity to the square

inch than any car in
MOST MECHAN

the world.
ICAL.

Cooled by Controlled

air.

Air when you want

it and in proper vol

ume.

  

These few points are merely a hint of the wealth of goodness incorporated in the most modern car ever built. See it for yourself

at the New York Show, Exhibition Hall, Block A. We will be glad to explain the other good points in detail.

THE OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OHIO
 

 

 

 

Auinlyte

Lamps

and

M Generators.

IMPORTED HORNS, SPARK PLUGS,

GOGGLES, Etc.

Send f0r Catalogue.

A.H.FUNKE,
83 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.
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Send for Catalogue. (If 99

, Mathesonl

% 24 n. P. $5000. 40 n. P. $0000.

"

"-, Kt

 

“ America's Finest Motor Oar."

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES.

Belt-starting from the seat.

Practically Noiseless.

Absence of Vibration.

Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

Valves, in the head.

Automatic Carburettor, never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed—Control, by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication. '

single—Lever Control.

“MeJre-and-Break" Ignition.

Irreversible Steeflng—Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Timken Raller~Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

Side Entrance.

Aluminum Body.

Wheel Base, 106 Inches.

Imported "Continental" Tires.

.lmported Honey-Comb Radiator.

Long Lite—insured by using greater factors or safety

in every vita] part than ordinarily employed.

60 miles an hour, according

  

Speed—Guaranteed 40 to

to H. P. and gear.

MATHESDN MllTllll Gilli 00., - litigate. Mm.

N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bros“ 500 Filth Ave

 

 

 
 

THE MARION CAR

16 H8§%%ED 83555

 

Built to llun and

Lost for Years
{Ififv I“? '

fl

Air cooled 16 H. P. vertical motor. 4

Side (211- l

l

trance detachable tonneau. Double chain

cylinders, 4" stroke. 4" here.

I

drive. High road clearance. Long wheel I

base (96” inch). Full elliptic springs.

guaranteeing case and comfort on the

Simple control and powerful

brakes. Finish

of the highest possible quality. Pricc

road.

Complete equipment.

  

 

  

complete, with tonneau, $1.500.

MARION mom on co. onion ind.
New York. cor. 38th Street and Broadway.

Denver, 155R Broadway.

Chicago. 1337 Michigan Ave.

Boston. 147 Columbus Ave.

St. Louis, 47th and Olive Sts. i

SEE US .87

EXHIBITION HALL, NEW YORK

 

 

 

 

 

_2

    

IT HAS THE FIELD AT

TO ITSELF. $IOOO.OO

Does it sound like exaggeration to say that the Yale at $1000.co has the field to itself? Stop and study the situation for a moment and you'll

see that there’s no exaggeration about it. Here’s a Touraround developing 14 to 16 H P. which goes like a flash without jolt or jar and slot"

and stops at the crook of a finger; a car which luxuriously seats five people and rides as easy as a leather rocker—is there anything evfll

approaching it in America at $1000?

  

Sand for Literature and See.

KIRK MFG. CO., 972 Oakwood Ave.,

Membch Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

Toledo, Ohio.
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‘ YOU CAN’T AFFORD to MISS lT.

THE

‘. e PREMIER

AlR=COOLED
,1

  

‘ this; _- __.
a;

  

Chicago Show,

‘4 February 4 to 11.

Spaces

~ _ ~.:‘ 120 and 121,
.\v.

“The Quality car," will-‘2'“

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO., = Indianapolis, Ind.
 

 

. MODEL

nationalil‘ "cons THE ROUTE“

i 4 With NATIONALS You

 

LEAD - - OTHERS FOLLOW
 

  

NATIONAL MODEL C- PRICE $2.509

Side entrances to detachable tonneau Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood.. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires, 34 x 4. Positive oiling. All weight taken oif inner axle and diti’erential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex thrOttle C0ntr01. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes. _

Four cylinder 4% x 5 vertical. Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and transmis

Bevcl gear drive. sion on sub frame. Double steering connections.

The Best Touring Car flgency in America for I905

National Motor Vehicle Co.,
1007 E. Twenty-Second St., Indianapolis, Ind. ‘

wRITE Jvow. NEW YORK SHOW SPACE. Q.
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Are your eyes bothering you? Do they

ache and pain you? Do they look red and

feel hot? Are you troubled with headache

and neuralgia? Does it hurt you to read

or sew, or use the eyes steadily?

Then don't waste another hour. but get

EYE-FIX, the only sure and painless cure

for all eye troubles. It never fails to give

Instant reliet, and as it contains neither

cocaine. atropine, belladonna or other dan

gerous elements, EYE-FIX is used univer

sally by physicians and opticians.

EYE-FIX is good to keep the eyes well

and strong. And it's the one sate remedy

for every eye trouble in both young and old

It baby’s eyes are weak or sore—use EYE

FIX.

If grandfather’s eyes are weak and weary

—use EYE-FIX. '

If your own eyes are bad from any cause

—use EYE-FlX.

All druggiats and optlctans sell EYE-FIX

at 50 centn- Ask for it and take no substi

tute. No other eye remedy in the world is

like EYE-FIX, because no other remedy

produces the same splendid results as EYE

FIX. A trial bottle for 10 cents will be reng

you direct irom our laboratory. Eye-Fi1

Remedy Co., Detroit, Mich. Dept. S.

  

 

“ ' Concerning the 1905 While.

The conservative English authority, the Au/amo/or journal, in a recent

issue said:

“The new car is, in our opinion, quite as far superior to the to H. P.

model as that model was to its prototype." * * *

“Silent as have been the earlier models, yet this 15 H. P. car is even

more completely so; small as has been their water consumption, yet the effi

ciency now attained in this respect is even more remarkable; and easy as tlky

always have been to manage, yet the control of this larger model is easier than

ever."

WHITE $521315: COMPAN , “35%;”
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Northern Tourlll Car, 51,700.

For NORTHERN

A
NEW YORK,

E

Peter Pogarty,

I42 West 38th Street.
Northern Runabout. $650.
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SILENT AS THE SNOW

is the operation of the Northern Touring Car. The

plans of this superb vehicle celled for the elimina

tion of all noise and vibration, and every part

has been carefully worked out with this end in

view.

That the result aimed at is fully attained, the

car itself proves.

THE NORTHERN TOURING CAR IS THE

QUIETEST, EASIEST RUNNING CAR IN THE

WORLD.

The motor is a 554x584 two-cylinder ot the 0p

posed typo. developing ample power to take the

car anywhere an automobile can go. Wheel base

is 100 inches, with wheelr' fitted with 30x4 de

tachable tires. Choice of four different bodies.

two-passenger body, a powerful, speedy machine,

$1,500. Four or five passenger, rear entrance. $1,600

and four or five passenger, side entrance, 81.700; and.

lastly. a superb Limousine body, $2,500. All styles

interchangeable.

WRITE FOR CATALOG lo.

.i ___~_-___.__..--. s-“ flaw /*._._-'¢ K_.__._)= .

  

.4. a ,

HN
s- l_ .Mu. w s- " ' >~b' ~P. ' ‘ ' 4““: -

  

THE “STUDDY NORTHERN”

RUNABOUT

long ago Justified its name. With ample reserve

power, strongly built and with body hung on

swivel entirely indeoendent of the frame. rough

roads and smooth roads are alike, so far as riding

qualities go. Its record in the hands of thousands

of users all over the country proves its durability

and efficiency under all conditions.

THE 1905 NORTHERN RUNABOU'I‘. grown in

everything except price, embodies all the features

suggested by experience and the advancement of

the art of automobile construction. Among the

improvements are new body design, larger fenders,

larger oil cups, full back moulded seats and nu—

merous detailed refinements of working parts.

Largely increased facilities make it possible to

now offer this sturdy, ideal "Runabout" at $650.

It Will pay you to get in touch

with NORTHERN Automobiles,

.4
q

I

-§..

‘5T

vfl

@‘i
3

. l

I
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If you missed the New .

York Show, meet us at

Detroit or Chicago . .

16 h. P. (and lots to spare); weight, 1,750 lbs.;

speed, 45 miles (if you want 9

it); price, complete, . . . ,

 

 
 

 
  

 

ASY SELLERS, because people who know Automobiles can

E see at first glance that the Reliance is a good car, while

novices pick the Reliance because it “looks good to them"

for the money; in fact, with purchasers of any class it's “the

- ear too good for the price.”

. Reliance Transmission is the sliding-gear type, “too costly" for

“N0 Nome About It but the Horn,” other manufacturers. Works the same over all kinds of roads.

' requiring no attention to keep it adjusted and thoroughly lubri

cated, something you cannot say of any other car at anything like the money.

Simple pedal control, both hands free; all speeds without touching gear levers, giving absolute control on the direct drive in

tight places; saving on the nerves. Easy for women to operate; no strength required. Easiest riding car now built at any price.

Finest finish and upholstery that can be produced. Smart body with luxurious tonneau for three persons, and COMFORTABLE

side entrances. Wonderful hill climber. ‘

We build it all ourselves; we KNOW it‘s right.

One hundred cars ready Feb. 1. We have a system of guaranteeing deliveries. Write now for our special terms.

RELIANCE MOTOR CAR CO., - Dept. B, Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

  

  

 

 

The Pungs - Finch 4 - Cylinder Touring Car x

    

 
Motor—Four cylinders, 20 H. P.

Sliding Gear speed change.

Three forward speeds and reverse.

Bevel Gear transmission to divided rear axle.

Wheel Base, Model D. 80 inches.

Model F. 97 inches.

Tires, Model D. 30 x 3%.

Model F. 32 x 3%.

Weight, Model D. 1,750 lbs.

Model F. 1,825 lbs.

Side or rear entrance tonneau, seats four or five pas

  
 

 
  

 

 

 
  

 

   

  

sengers.

PRICE:— .

1» Rear Entrance Tonneau, Model D. $1,700. - ‘ MODEL F“ 7

Side Entrance Tonneau’ Model F. $1,850. See our Exhibit m Basement at N. '1. Show.

EXPERIENCE: Fifteen years ago the Sintz Gas Engine Company built a practical and successful automobile that covered

thousands of miles and was ten years in advance of the times. Constant study and years full of valuable, practical experience in the

building of thousands of Gas Engines, are the secret of our ability to produce a reliable Touring Car for $1,700.

Send for full description of this up-to-date car. '

\Ve build Practical, High-Speed Auto Boats and Yachts, Marine Gasoline Engines,

both two and four-cycle--one to four-cylinder, from 2% to 100 H. P. Fifteen years' experi

ence. Send me. for large Marine Catalogue.

PUNGS-FINCH (30., Detroit, Mich.
s . t sm'rz GAS ENGINE co.
"mm" ° MICHIGAN YACHT & POWER co.

 

 

 

1
New York Representative, DUERRILUflRD &- CO. -

Chicago Representative, LUILJ‘ON MOTOR CO
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PRIGE, $1500.

THE EXCELLENT

GROUT
No Noise. No Vibration. Will not Freeze in

Zero Weather. @limb Any Hill.

Speedy, Reliable. Simple in Qperation.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE C0"

287 Main St., Orange, Mass.

BOSTON BRANCH: 15! Columbul Ave.

 

 
 

 

 

  

rheAmeriean Mercedes.

  

A faithful reproduction of the 40-45 h. p.

Mercedes, built by our parent company, the

Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft, formerly of Cann

statt, now of Unterturkheim, Germany.

Heretofore no American builder has been able

to duplicate the materials used in the higher- .

powered foreign cars. We are doing it. Our_

booklet tells how. '

D

 

Address DAIMLER MANUFACTURING (1).,

955 Steinway Ave, Astoria, L. l.

 

 

 
  

Ebe i

% logan.
  

(no gears in action on high—runs in Oil-—impos

sible to strip gears when shifting),

AND OUR

EQUALIZED SPRING TRUSSED FRAME

(which does away with all jolt and jar

of a rough road),
\

mm000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000W0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

ARE ONLY

Two Features of Many

THAT MAKE

(the iLogan

“THAT CAR OF QUALITY”

Price, $l600.

See us at New York Show, Space B.

i

i

e
z

§
§

§ sunmu sill iiiilsmssmn

;

§  

iLogan

Glenstruction 60.,

CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.
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The IGNITION PROBLEM is SOLVED in the

 

 
  

 

  

"mus m “7 “Hill

for JUMP SPARK IGNITION

  

 
 

 

_ K

 

We Guarantee this Device to be

ABSOLUTELY PERFECT

We have done the experipenting

NO BATTERIES, NO COIL

NO COMMUTATOR

See it at the

IMPORTERS’ AUTOMOBILE SALON

 

 

  

 

‘1!

  
 

w"?\ l ,‘

' .1, , ‘I
*1 ‘. I

 

Everything for Electrical Ignition

w. 5T0, N. Y.

LEQN RUBAY
  

SOLE U. S. AGENTS



I 1- . m mm mm. ’99

 

  

 

Auto Rims.

OUR RIMS ARE SEEN IN EVERY SPACE

IN COLORS DARK AND LIGHT;

1 THE REASON lS—YOU NEED NOT QUIZ, l

BECAUSE WE MAKE THEM RIGHT.

It Stands

For Good

Quality.

  

NO STRONGER WHEEL

FOR AN AUTOMOBILE

CAN BE MADE THAN WHEN BOUND

BY STANDARD RIMS OF STEEL.
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MO”.

SPLITDORF

IGNITION _
For 1905 surpasses everything

heretofore seen in the market.

Lool< over our line at the New York and Chicago Shows.

C. F. SPLITDODF,

OOM00OOOMOOWOO“WWW”MNOOOOMNOOOOMMOOOOOOOMOOOOWM

17-27 VANDEWATER STREET,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

 

“WMOW

  

Hand Book

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC vWIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

 

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

tor mailing about Feb. lst, 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America and the Im—

porters o! gasolene machine: are shown by illustrations and specifi—

cations. These specifications (arm a series 0! the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

Sent upon receipt 0! 6 cents in stumps lor postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom I009. No. 7 EAST lan STREET, NEW YORK.

 

 

New York Show Space, 52.

TfiPrest-n-Liie Gas Tank

The new system of acetylene lighting

for automobiles and launches, More

than 1,000 Prest-o-Lite Tanks sold since

September lst. More than lOO of the

best agents in America have placed

orders for Presiolite Tanks.

TEN THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

[905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

ing up agencies now. Write us for cat

alogue and full information.

The Concentrated Acetylene Go.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

Chicano Show Space, 326.
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— THAT ETERNAL QUESTIIJN —

— Tire l‘laintenance —

— Solved at Last —

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attachch Tirc

 

 

 

  

  

  

“Creeping,” “Crimping,” “Rolling”... “Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself, and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Tread

@- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Incl.
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WHOLESALE RETAIL

Largest Manufacturer of Auto Specialties in the World

 

  

. ,1

HEAT. ream“?

1905 Yankee Non-Vibrating Steering Wheel

Price, $l0.00

Takes up all the vibration and at the same time has greater .

tensile strength for steering purposes than the old-fashioned

wheel. Very ingeniously constructed. Write for descriptive cir- 1905 Yankee arlde'Metel'

cular. . Price, $7.50

This Grade-Meter is the handsomest article of its kind on the

market and is positively accurate.

No vibrating of the indicating hand.

  

 

r

  

  

\

‘

Yankee Mica Spark Plug

Closed End, $l.50 Open End, $1.00

Both guaranteed 90 days.

Thousands m use and no complaints.

 

  

em. ...-...‘;l‘l'

  

Yankee Silent Muffler

Price, $6.00

Com osed of 24 o osed disks enc‘osing escapement holein exhgust pipe. Gaspgscapes through the thin outer edge of all YBflkee cur-0U! Switch

the disks simultaneously. Price, $1.50

The point of escapement is so many times larger than the bore

of the exhaust pipe that there is no back pressure. . Switch blade instantly. detachable which locks your car in

Equal distribution of the escaping gas over so long a line solves your absence. Cannot be short circuited.

the mufiier question. May use two sets of batteries, separately or alternately, or you

Positively noiseless. may double your amperage at will.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Quick Chain Repairers (sells for 50¢), Foot Bellows for Horn (sells for $3.00), Wind Shield, Price $7.50 (keeps dust out of back

of tonneau), Battery Connections (sells for 36c. doz.), Repair Plasters, $1.00 each.

We manufacture 33 other Auto Specialties. Cuts furnished free to jobbers and dealers.

BIG FREE CATALOG. Discount to Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers.

E. J. WILLIS (30., 12 Park Place, New York
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The Name

WHlTlllllK
on a Cooler

is an_index to the

quallty of the car.

Seek where you will, you will find Whit

lock coolers only on those high grade

cars, the reputation of which have made

the reputation of the American industry.

 

We have manufactured

90 per cent.

of all Cellular Coolers made in the

United States to date.

 

Exhlhlted at New York Show,

Spaces 42-44 First Tier Boxes.

The WHITLUGK lllllL PIPE [ll].
Hartford, Connecticut.
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The Home of the ‘

~ flutomobile Trade

 

 

 

'I)1‘.

‘'2,v

.r _,.T

  

YOU’LLFINDTHEMALLTHERE.

  

Esra»if4it-

 

 

 

 
1MI.Ii.l-lr.

 

1'...

 

=.1“.

VLAH’T“

'LVE]OJ.SDNli-ij.GOOD:lOSUNDI'T'IV

{Fanny-291k gut.

“TI-IE BRESLIN,” >
BROADWAY, 29th STREET.

New York’s Latest and Greatest Hotel.

500 Superb Suniit Rooms. 300 Baths.

The Breslin Hotel Co.

JAWES H. BRESLIN, President.

 

GEO. T. STOCKHAM, Vice-Prest. and Gen. Flanager.

 

 

  

-THE

CLARENDON

Seabreeze "32:21:" Florida

A MODERN

HIGH CLASS

HOTEL

particularly adapted to cater to the wants of the

motorist, owing to its immediate access to the greatest

Speedway in the world. Spacious Garage and skilful

‘mechanics connected with hotel.

Only two minutes from the Florida East Coast

Automobile Club House. Hotel can be reached at any

stage of the tide, from the beach.

Private Baths, Steam Heat, Electric Lights, Hot

and Cold Water in every room.

Rates and further information upon application.

THE CLARENDON

Seabreeze 'Daytona Beach Horida

E. L. POTTER. Proprietor

C. H. KNAPPE, Mgr.
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As clearly observed by all visiting “ trade wise "

dealers at our booth at the New York Show.

  

They do not need the verdict of the International Jury at the St. Louis World’s Fair, by which

Solars were awarded the Gold Medal, to convince them that the automobile

drivers will insist upon Solar equipment on all 1905 cars. Be wise and meet this demand.

Solar lamp equipment means “no_lamp troubles” and that is what you want.

Don’t fail to see our l905 line it you visit the Show.

it not, write us for samples, electros and prices.

IPMWWW!

  

  

 

 

KENOSHA, - - - WISGQNSIN.

New York Office, 11 Warren Street.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.

 

 

 



  

OLDESTAND LARGEST

HOUSE 1N1

ATTENTION T0 ORDERS;
HANUFACTURER,JOBBE%I

CHAS. Bi

Home Office, 9: l 5t"~

Philadelphia Branch, 318=3 20 N. Broad St.

 

i

i
z Reliable Goods.

1 New York Retail Branch, '1

 

HWMHHMHWMH ‘
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AUTOMOBILE SPPLYAMERICA. a

Liberal Treatment.

LARGE 0R SMALL.
IMPORTER AND EXPORTER,

MILLER,

New York City, N. Y.

Boston Branch, 202=204 Columbus Ave.

h t$r0adway and 38t S .

 

WWW
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Briscoe _
 

Radiators

 

 

  

 

OUR EASTERN BRANCH, NEWARK. N. I.

need no introduction to the automobile trade. They are known everywhere as the

most efficient, modern, tasty and economical radiators that can be used.

During the past season the demands on our factory were so great that we have

been compelled to open a new plant at Newark, N. 1., to handle our eastern trade.

At the same time our Detroit factory has been materially enlarged and improved, so

that in 1905, as in past years, we shall continue to make more radiators than all other

manufacturers combined. This year our specialties are:

Ft . FLAT-TUBE

_~ , _ . RADIATORS,

'- -_ _ I 1 ‘ “STAGGERED
. . a... TM... yr

RADIATORS,

(+41 HONEYCOMB

RADIATORS. '

All old types refined and improved. With our increased facilities and the large stock of materials which we

carry on hand at all times, we are prepared to make prompt deliveries.

BRISCOE HOODS, FENDERS, TANKS, ETC, ARE STANDARD.

  

t

  

‘l

See us at the Shows.

NEW YORK SHOW—Space V, Elevated Aisle. CHICAGO SHOW—Spaces 187-188, Balcony.

DETROIT SHOW—Space G-4, Balcony.

Write for Catalog and full particulars.

@RiscoE MFG co. ‘
Main Office, Detrbit, Mich. Eastern Branch, Newark, N.
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@ See New York Automobile Show.
 

Acetylene Gas,

Portable

Lamps,Generators

and

Storage Cylinders.

  

 

 

ZOTBCEIITURY lIGHTS

Hill AUTOMOBILES.

 

 

special consideration.

++++++++++++++++++++++~l~+++++i+++++++++++++++++++

++++++

ZOill OENlURY LAMPS, ALL SIZES NOHNS, OIL GUNS.

A FULL EXHIBITION ALWAYS at the Offices of 20th CENTURY MFG. 60., l9 Warren Street, New York.

  

Acetylene Gas,

House and Town

Plants.

See us about Lighting

your Country Homes.

 

 

Aluminum (parabola) reflector and mirror lenses with contained or for separate generators.

NEW GENERATORS

a steady, safe and sure generation.

The cleanest of all generators—Be sure to see this—It is certain to have a large sale.

NEW STORAGE OYLINOERS

lure, clean system, giving unvarying light, and as many lights from one cylinder as wanted.

Various size cylinders—Burns from 14 to 80 hours. Tanks recharged at small cost. A very important matter for

880 20th OENTUNY 1905 OATALOOUE.

Improved automatic water-drip system, various sizes and prices.

Entirely new patented carbide feed (dYOPPing Carbide into wait")

No generation only when wanted—No waste of carbide, etc.

Operated exclusively by us under license from

the Commercial Acetylene Go. An absolutely safe,

Always ready—

+++~r~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~I~+++++~I+++++++++++++++++++++++

mnmwwmww-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

 

  

OI’ Unit

in making your trans

portation arrangements

to attend above show

consider the line train

service of the

MICHIGAN

Gwen
Tn: NIAGARA Faus Rour:

Several fast trains daily ,

carrying through sleep- ‘ '

ing and dining cars bc- ‘ _

tween Boston, New ‘ '

York and Chicago.

For iull iniormation and

fold rs inquire of ticket agents

w. H. UNDERWOOD,

U. E. P. AgL, Bufialo, N.Y.

O. W. RUGGLES,

G. P & T. Ag!" Chicago, l

Chicago Autmobile Show

February 4th to 11th, 1905.
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I_3_ALDWIN STANDARD CHAINS.
ALWAYS IN ADVANCE IN DESIGN AND QUALITY.

  

PATENT PENDING.

  

Our new detachable chain cannot separate by acci

dent nor when broken. It 18 as firm as a riveted chain. This cut momma mm” om" chain“), “pnmngit.

Our Riveted Chain for 1905 also has new features. There are no square edges {01‘ the

sprocket tooth to wear against. They make for QUIET and SMOOTH RUNNING. THE

BALDWIN WAY is the SMOOTH WAY. —

For full description send for our Annual No. 7.

BALDWIN CHAIN 81 MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.

  

  

+++++++~H~+++++++++M+++b++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++M

++++++++++~+++++++++++++++++++++++

+++++++++++++++++++++++

"PQTE'NT "ski; ‘ PETERSON & DRAPER, 166 Lake s:.. Chicago, 111., Sales Agents.

+++++++'1‘+++++++++'§++++*t+'l'++++i'+‘l"l‘++'i'++++++++++++++++'l‘4"?++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++HH4
4‘
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ACIVIE AUTO SUPPLY COMPANY
CLEVELAN D, O HIO.

ACME TONNEAU DUST SHIELDS.

‘
/

  

 

  

  

Made 0 fit any style car. Rolls up like a curtain.

ACME MUFFLERS.

LIGHT,

SILENT,

NO BACK PRESSURE.

MARINE, -. - v >- m

AUTOMOBILE, w > - .i orMOTOR th LE.

  

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

A. l. DYKE, 5t. Louls, MANHATTAN STORAGE CO., New_'York, E. J. DAY & (20., San Francisco,

Southern Agent. Butern Agents. Western Agents.
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GOCODRICH ~
Ll NCHER

AUTOMOBILE TIRES

  

\

GRAND

HIGHEST AWARD -
W ' " fxe .

.\ ‘ __, vr

Another Tribute to Goodrich Superiority.

Goodrich Records Prove Goodrich Goodness.
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“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

    

all bear this trade mark:

LABEL COPYRIGHTED.

The ofiicial stamp of approval of the tire makers denoting that “SWNOII” Spring Steel Rims fit all standard detachable tires ;

“TRUE AS (‘Swedoh ’) STEEL”
has an added significance when applied to rims, meaning A TRUE CIRCLE OF STEEL THAT STAYS TRUE.

See that they are on all your automobiles.

CLINCHER RIM masons-mas. -

Rim } Inside Dlam- 1' Diameter of lel at

eter 01 Rims Tire Seat for Both
sec: for Wood Wood and ere

le3 far Wcod Wheels. tlon

 

 

Wheels. 1 Wheels.
 

m '

‘2818 Interchangeable $384 “ '22 Interchangeable

 

‘2 ’6 I“ ‘ C. ‘ 20%|!- 1'2;. ‘ ., .1 1

“ Interchangeable “ u .u “ lnterchgngenble

82x2 “ " 26% “ 27 “

34x2 “ " 28% “ 29 “

86x2 " u 208/. " 81 "
‘l ‘1 ll 20. ll

'2818 "Interchangeable " 21 " 1°22 “ Interchangeable
‘80:; u u u 28% u ’24 n n

8213 “ " 25% ‘ 28 “

an: -' " 27% “ 1 28 “
86:8 " 1 -' 29% " 80 "

2111319 " '1 n. 5 2011-16ln. 21 '
BOXBPQ “ I “ 1 22 11-16 “ 23 “

' 1 “ 1 24 11-16

84x3% “ _ “ 1 26 11-16

36x31/fi “ ‘ “ 28 11-10

28x4 “ E. 19 "-10 “

80x4 “ 1 “ , 21 11-16

82x4 “ 1 “ 28 11-18

 

A“:s
’T

=.

 

34x4 “ ‘ " ‘ 2511-10

8614 “ ‘ “ 2111-10 " ‘28 “

O

l O

0

28:4“ " - F. 1 1821-32 " 10 " o

sonv, " “ 20 21-32 " 21 “

3211 " " l 22 21-32 “ 28 "
34“ u u I 24 21_82 u 25 n

36x4 0 u ‘ 28 21_32 u 27 a:
  

   

I, u ‘ n

28x120m-m a 6 In. 1721-32 " 18
0’11, "'56 301120 '1 a s N ‘ “ ‘ 1921-112 " 20 "

ll/l/I/l/II/I/I/I'II/II/I/I/ 32;]20 “ a 5 fl “ 2121-32 H 22 H

341120 “ a 5 “ 1 “ 1 23 21-32 " 1 24 "

361120 " a 5 “ ‘ “ 1 25 21-82 " ‘ 26 “

40xl20 " a 5 “ “ 28 21-82 “ i 80 "

l ‘ if 4— — l A

I ‘ ' Circumfer

l ence at Tlre

Seat.

 

 

 

  

750m-mx 85m-m ‘ 69 5-16 In.

1100 “ x as " 1 ~ 761-82 "
u x no u ‘ ll 1 II

II x II II tn.

II x so II It ‘ h:- ‘

u u ‘ 1

1: $3 .. 1 .. ‘ 1131'; .. ‘ x
“ 1120 " F. 10 " 1
.1 “20 .. .. 74% .
II ll ‘ ll ‘1 IA

“ 1120 " 1 " 1 9415-18 In. ‘_ ________
' q '7»! P

  

7 ' ~51. m; the 28x2“ and 30:21:, tlres are mado Interchangeable
with the 28x11 and 30:3 ttrea. m Mllllmetres.

We also manufacture a complete line of COPPERIZED AUTOMOBILE OILERS—the kind that last.

AMERICAN TUBE 6: STAMPING CO.,
11. Y. Office, 258 BROADWAY. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

WWW

:zgt““‘A““

“‘
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GEARS.
g g

STEERING. ~
    

BROWN-LIFE.

The reputation or our gears adds to the value

of any car.

THOS. J. WETZEL, 11 Warren St.. New York

PETERSON a; DRAPER, 166 Lake BL, Chleago I mm" Sal" Rep'e‘enmmu‘

  

97 Reade St.. New York New York. Philadelphia

CHAS. E. MILLER, { 818-20 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia } and Boston Sales Agent,

202-4 Columbua’Ave" Boston carrylng stock.

. POST & LESTER CO., Hartford, Comm, Eastern Salel Agent...

mi BROWN-LIPE GEAR COMPANY.

204 8. Ceddea 8t., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

   

A Sprague Extension Top on a

“ Thomas Flyer ” ; recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

See our Exhlhlt at New York Chicago and

Bleveloml Shows.

Send for Catalogue.

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

  

v V I h r, ' ' ~ o > 7. Norwalk, Ohio,

< <' U.S.A.

  

  

 

 

 

SEE ~
the JOHNSON MARINE REVERSE OEARS and FRICTION CLUTCHES exhibited in Concert Hall at

M a dis 0 n . Sq uare Garden during the Automobile Show.

They are unexcelled in DESIGN, QUALITY and FINISH. COMPACT,

POWERFUL, _ NEAT, and have excellent wearing qualities. Absolutely the best

- on the market. Have been adopted by the

LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

ASK FOR CATALOG.

=' The Barlyle Johnson Machine 00.,

Rgvgksg QBAR_ 'HARTFORD, CONN

  

SINOLE CLUTCH.
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UUUMETERS FUR MOTOR CARS

will‘be on exhibition at our spaces at New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland

and Boston, where we shall be very glad to talk with manufacturers of cars

concerning the special discount we make to those who equip their output

with Veedcr Odometers.

Dealers and jobbers are likewise invited to drop in at our booths to

discuss the sale of Veeder Odometcrs for this year.

Automobile owners who wish to see the odometers in actual operation

. , , should feel perfectly free to come in and ask all the questions they choose.

- * That is what we are there for.

THE, VEEDER MFR. 00., 26 Sargeani Street, Hartford, Bonn.
Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.

 

 

 

 

Pope Manufacturing Company,

1111p0rters and Jobbers of

ACCESSORIIES.

FRENCH HORNS,} 35 STYLES, EACH THE BEST OF ITS KIND IN

(No others) TONE). F‘INISH. APPEARANCE.

We have a buyer in Paris, Our line of Imported

and are in a position to

HORNS AND

GOGGLES

secure the

BEST .< H l i

that are made. This cut on view New York Show

Week, at Hotel Victoria,

Broadway and 27th St.

shows one style of very

large, deep-toned horn.

  

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE of Sundries, Supplies, Tools. Our facilities for the prompt shipment of order: are absolutely unex

celled. Our stock is large, varied and complete.

WE WANT THE NAME of every DEALER and GARAGE for our mailing list, and to send our r905 100 Page Catalog.

EVERYT“'"° POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

rMAN 5??“ iirige cm. Eastern Department, Hartford, Conn.
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By supplying the demand for a tire that w0uld give

assured service, the

FIREJ'TONE

TIDE=LU1RE

MOTOR TIRE

nade possible the success of the Commercial Automobile

of to-day, and is. the recognized standard for this class

of service.

Many of the best and most reliable Electric Pleasure

Cars are equipped with Firestone Side-VVire Motor Tires

know not of tire troubles.

Manufacturers of Gasoline and Steam Pleasure Cars,

in recognition of the demand for a reliable, non-trouble

I giving tire, are designing mochs adaptable to

High Efficiency Firestone

Jide=lUire Motor Tires

 

  

The High Efficiency Tire marks another advancement

in our efforts to meet the demand of the pleasure car

owner. It has been carefully planned and tried out for

this class of work. It will make its initial public appear

ance for favor at the New York Automobile Show.

See our exhibit or write for information.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

AKRON. omo

l788 Broudwny, 828 Arch St., 65 Beverly SL,

New York Philadelphia Boston

550 Wabash Ave" 22l2 MN: St.,

Chicago St. Louis

 

   

 

 

 

 

AWrench is a Wrench!

YOU on?

It is until it

breaks,

and then it

is scrap!

5'

5'
m

D

r
z

z:

:5.
Om

3n;(0

v

on

°§z
1%

O

P

The “ B. & S.”

' Auto

Wrenches

are every part

Drop

Forged

and are built to

wear a

lifetime.

There are 4 sizes:

8 in., 10 In., 14 in.

and 18 in.

The cut shows?: in.

Wrench

with Pipe Wrench

attachment.

  

Send ior Circular W.

 

The

Billings 6» Spencer Co.

Hartford, Conn.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremer light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish arr

obtained.

Center line of Spokes Is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

 

  

   

 

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

CLEVELAND. OHIO U. S. A.

 

YOU TRY N0 EXPERIMENTS

WHEN YOU TRY OUR

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
The Leading flakere oi the lhduatry Have Long Ago Proved Their Worth.

Springfield Tops
For Runabouts, Tonneau and Side Entrance Cars.

ALUMINUMBODIES.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel

 

 
I v . Q ‘

I I under Perfect Conditions of Manufacture.

1’ l‘ - Aocur'ao! and Qualltz Guaranteed.

  

See Specimens at the Madison Square Garden (New York) Show, Section A.

Concert Hall, or send drawings and get our prices.
Hoods, Etc. For All Cars.

Springfield Metal Body Company

366 Blrnle Avenue, Briahtwood, Springfield, Mass.

 

CLEVELAND OAR SPECIALTY 00.,

CASE AVENUE and LAKE STREET, CLEVHANDJJHIO

 

Aluminum

Canopy Tops,

Extension Tops,

Throo-Bow

Loathor Tops,

Capo Bart Tops,

Seat Upholstoring,

.-I_-, A' “I, _ z ' Aprons and Hoods.

[EINBAUH BIBS, 2531,235nggffgfgaAve"

Oldest Canopy Bullders In America.

SQHRADER

a. smrus nun ABSOLUTELY run near.

5%?
t

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile liIttIIEIIIE Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWELl-PABKER ELEBTBIB 00.,

CLEVELAND, O.

UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

  

 

 

 

W MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

{-555 shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

m

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRHDER'S SQN, Noe. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.

 

AJAM
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“The Cheapest Lila Insurance”
IS WHAT

COLUMBIA LUCK NUTS
have been termed by one who knows their value. Use will

demonstrate that the description was not misapplied.

\lOL\‘i.R ‘. PAWS

loam “i \“\E

  

NOT LIKE OTHER NUTS.

It is the ONL Y NUT that can forever withstand the shocks and

strains to which an automobile is subjected, Locke automatically

and absolutely. Made in two units. it combines the three force. of

wedge, screw and lever, forming a binding lock of immense power.

The v°L| ER DRAQON : special price, w jobber, and Made in all sizes and is of universal application. Write for prices.

dl h d th h .Th"thh 't' ithereralndv patios; Tenarl'iierzo‘i': :bdutei: sycomin‘; lus]: aid :‘Iiiiigogof‘elviodluegion: & cu" -

than you could by reading all night.

The POST a LESTER co., at 80mm st. Hartford, Conn. "m" Y°"" °"'°°' 25 5”“ 5mm

  

 

 

 

, YOU CAN SEE YOUR FINISH

WHIN YOU USI

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP THE ONLY WAY
It an automobile is worth enythin; at nil, lt'l worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Car Soup doee it—

i

[0 build automobiles that

will stand the test is [0

use Sheet metal parts in

place of castings.

WEDO HEAVY AND DIFFICULT

STAMPING. .

    

(21am 1 dirty our on nothing elle doel. preserve. the finish and

keep! it looking new with I" it: Oflllllll lustre. Re-ordere from

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin Plill. Price 81.00. (Exprul prepaid

to point! In for Welt .- and Including Chicago. Ill) Aleo put up in

barrel. and hell ban-ell. ' Q,

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable leller to all jobber:i dealer! and melee.

ova PROPOSITION 1s m'rmnns'rmo. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Bend u- . trial order.

FISK MFG. CO" Springfield, Mass.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Semi for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

25! Jeflerson Street, Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

 

Jump Spark Coils

For all purposes—Single.

Double, 'I‘riple and Quadrup

tor Stationary hingines and Au

tomobiles. Guaranteed in every

particular. rine Vibrator.

sann FOR carabouua n.

The Knobloclt-lisilismsn Ilig. Co.,

sou-m narw mu.

  

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

QU r N BY

AUTOMOBILE.” BODY

DEPARTMENT

EMERSON BROOKQ. Manager.

to.“ Broadway, cor. of 45th 5t.. New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.
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TOURING OAR

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A. “i

WWW

RADIATORS,

 

  

TANKS, .

MUFFLERS, ., ,,

FENDERS, . '

HOODB.

BRISOOE MFG. 00-. - Detroit.

film“

  

To Operators of Sloan Oars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAM WATER PUMP, the on]! Posiii‘le high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

IOA-l IO Centre St., New York.

 

 

 

_, Springfield Top

Aluminum hodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Sprinng Halal

Body 00..

1 Cypress St.,

Springfield, Mass.

   

 

CHEAP MATERIALS

in the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, \hi‘e Exceptional

Tnnsportatron Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which arh growing taster than

any other rt oi the United States.

If looking for a location, or an inVestment, write,

M. V. RICHAR DS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Company, Washington, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, a7r Broadway, New York City.
 
 

Tho Baldwin Chair Company

— nus -

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Dave

Gears.

  

anon con—o Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mass., U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Always Sends It there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

lion-Freezing Walar Jackal Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.'S)

will stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

TliE CARBOIIIALE CHEMICAL CO., Osrbondlls. Fr.

New YORK, Boa-ron, BALTIMOII, Clue/ico, Prrnsuaon

 

 

 

 

 

Namew .. L - a ..

Address ,,

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (Iboth "(illlorib

for one year, commencing with the issue of L - L

 

 
v v v v vvvvvwvvvv'r'

 

THE
1

MITCHELL ‘
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristllng With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regardlng them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

TI'IB DUBRR-WARD CO., No. 1787 Broadway. New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR 0. BENNETT. No. 20 Lake 8t., Chicago

Distributor.

F . ‘ \

Big Four

Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

 

 

  

U. r. and T. Agent, Gndnnati, (u

 

4—,,

Mug-Qflr—q“A,

4‘-*fl
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iNDIVIDUAL CLUTCH‘ 'ouR sP I Direct DrivfiTl'grfe 5:25;“ Reverse.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

Transmission Cears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

  

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.
*2 .

SYRACUSE GEAR co., - Syracuse, N. Y.

Kingston liarhurolor.
OVER 23,000 IN USE

 
 

 

Pat. Jan. so, real.

Patented May 11,1901. - _ 7_

Other Patents ' TRADIIGRADOMETER MARK J

Pending.

  

  

An instrument that will enable you to determrne the Soul postpaid on receipt of price, “.50.

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. TI‘IB ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuquel [Wt

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit ” on the C. H. & D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker. a ladies‘ coach, combination

coach and dining car, and a perfectdream of a parlor car, which, when li hted with a myriad

  

runoon
of electric bulbs, was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. ery one of the eel-

carburatgisr “usfflenll spew-0'0"!- except the baggage and the smoker, ghltill'i is of Flertnhishhoa: siltthh ra‘ttaln IllI‘h bazkdseata. is

- u 3 tear n 993 finished In mahogany. Even the com no on car a e on o e ran a provi s with a
spar g ' s w ' lavatory with nickel-plated washstsnd. It will seat 44 people. The ladies’ coach seats ll people,

Pumps, Olllng DBVIOOS. etc— end has high-back. rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration Is the coach

. and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to he the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more eifectlve by the olive green revolving chairs.

' "l The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

v here. It Is so constructed that It Is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has aooommo

' T- ' datlons for 11 lovers of the weed out one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

r platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibulee. and each car has its own electrical
P‘s-IE'PF" apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

~ In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc.. there is a neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach gar-t of the trail. see that

the coach lavatoriee are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels. an that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the stan d.

, n1 , any/.3...

  

 

 
 

BYRIIE, KlllBSTilll & 00., Kokomo, Ind., ll. 8. A,

If You Are Rushed-Hare Moro Work Than You Gan Handle In lloorlllmo—lol Us Help You llul.

WE ARE HELPINC OTHERS ON THEIR SPECIAL MACHINE WORK.

WHY NOT YOU ?

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Roar Axles, Transmission Gears and Spools! Ports.

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles, Change Gears, Cone Clutches, Mufiiers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. They are suitable for cars of all classes.

~ FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EANIES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

NEW YORK snow-section " 0," Concert Hall; crrrcaoo SHOW—Geller, Spaces 20. 242. 24a and 244.

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY CO-, Waterbury, Ct.

WILL EXHIBIT SAMPLES OF' VARIOUS TYPES OF

CYLINDER 0:32. CASTINCS
WHICH THEY ARE PRODUCING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE

At MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, N.W York City, JANUARY I4th to Zlat, IQOB

CONCERT HALL— SECTION C.
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SEE THEM

{ON MOST OF

THE LEADING CARS

AT THE

New York Autumnhile Show

R ___/-\ “WHITNEY” ROLLER

: All links on both sides are

~ ' Riveted with exception of the

one Connecting Link shown.

“WHITNEY” ROLLER

I CHAIN, COTTER DE

TACHABLE TYPE.

"W'll'i-"L;"“""' "'1: 2;;le Riveted and all links on

opposite side are Detachable. One link only is considered the Connecting Link, this being

distinguished from the others by notches in the top surface.

The Whitney Mfg. ('20., "aégfii'f’
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THE success of our demonstrations, the enthusiasm of our visitors, the

magnitude of our sales, testify to the leading part played by the

Oldsmobile in the New York Show.

Qur sales were unprecedented and indicate a prosperous year in store

for our agents.

Our 20 H. P. Touring Car fully met every expectation. In

demonstration it easily took 12 and r 5 per cent. grades on high speed.

Our commercial vehicles and Ten Passenger Coach attracted favor

able attention, particularly on the streets in demonstrations.

We did it with this line:

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, - = I = $050

Qldsmobile Touring Runabout, - = - = $750

Gldsmobile Light Tonneau Gar, = = = =1 $950

Oldsmobile Touring ear, 2 @ylinder, - = = $1400

Oldsmobile Light Delivery em, = = = = $1000

Qldsmobile Heavy Delivery ('Zar, - - - - $2000

Did you get copies of “ Good Talk" and George Ades “The Rolling

Peanut "? If not, write for a free copy.

OLOs MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Ave., -- - - - DETROIT, U.S. A.

Mombor a! nu Assoclatton of Licensed Automobile Manutacturern.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i++++*++++++++++++++++++*t++++++*++++++++++++%+++++++++++*+&+++

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++0++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++i++++++++++++++4+++++++++++++++

+
'k+++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++w
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Model C, Side Entrance. l6-20 H. P., $|800

Model B, Side Entrance, 24-30 H. P., $2500

Model B, Limousine,

Model A, Side Entrance, 40-50 H.';P., $3500

Model A, Limousine,

 

  

Twin Springs—An Exclusive Winton Feature.

Automobile springs generally have one of two rndicnl faults.

First—Some springs are so stifl' that they do not absorb the shocks of travel, but transmit them to the motor, greatly to

its damage, and jar the passengers in a most uncomfortable manner.

Second—Other springs are so rIustic that the car bounds up and down, like a ship at sea, distressing the motor and the

passengers alike.

The ideal spring. consequently, is one that combines resistance (stlflness) with resilience (elasticity), in such proportion

that the motor sustains no shocks and the passengers travel in complete comfort.

WINTON Twin Springs alone possess this combination of merit.

Two tour-leaf springs (200 and 201) are united in the centre and shackled at either end (198).

(2) by means of shackle (199), which is attached to spring horn, and spring plate (202).

Because of the freedom of action allowed by the shackles (198), the result, when car is used, is a light spring for light

loads and good roads, and a heavy spring for heavy loads and rough roads.
l

The efficiency of these Twin Springs has been absolutely proved, not only by mechanical tests, but also by use on WIN

TON cars for more than a year.

Individual owners who have used them could not be persuaded to ue any other kind. The comfort these Twin

Springs provide adds a new delight to motoring.

Twin Springs are but one of many exclusive features to be enjoyed by Winton owners in 1905. Booklet No. 3 tells

about the others.

 

They support the frame

five Models—All with four-Cylinder

Vertical Motors.

24-30 H. P., $3500

  

40-50 H. P.,I$4500 Mm

",005‘ 0 Ae/cef/aoo

The Winton Motor Carriage Co.
 

Keep. water fluid at to0 below rero. One filling

lasts all winter.

MEMBER A. L. A. M

POLAR GOMPOUND

CLEVELAND, 0., U. S. A.
25c. per gallon, t. o, b. Cleve

land, Shipping cans extra“; get, son; regal. 75c.
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“From my eXperience, I would

certainly recommend a Locomo—

bile to any one considering the

purchase of a tom'ing car."—J.

H. M., New Haven, Conn.

-

"I must say the Locomobile

has given me entire satisfaction

in every way; the more i drive

it the more I think of it."-C.

L., New York.

 

 

“As you know, I had in N.

Y. City the celebrated

($6,700 foreign car), but it is not

in the same class with the LOCO

to my mind."—D. M. 8.. Am

herst, M888.

 

 

  

 

‘Wehavobadaiettsrn-oml

 
his chaufleur, saying Mr. B.

is highly pleased with his Loco

mobile, it having gone 700 miles

and no delay; or difficulties."—

J. H. 31., Boston, Mass.

 

  

"The Locomobile has now run

about ten thousand miles, and is

in as good condition as ~-u-r."~

A. A. 31., San Francisco, Ca].

 

  

 

“Met on this trip

three parties who

were running 4-cyl.

Locomobiles, and they

seemed to be very

much pleased with

them. One man, in

fact, said he would

not exchange his LO—

CO for the best for~

 

 

 

  

eign car built."—F.

G. T., Springfield,

Mass.

"The Locomobile is

delightful in every re

spect. and there has

been no trouble what

soever so far."—H. S.

New York.

 

l
,I

 

“In every way the

Locomobile has been

entirely satisfactory;

never has failed to do

what was required of

it. Refer any to me

you care to.”—A. G.

M., Norwich. Conn.

 

 

 

  

1

“I am very much pleased with

the behavior of the Locomobile.

and consider it way ahead of

last year's car, although that

gave good satisfaction.”—F. W.

15., Bridgeport.

_ - L

"I think the Locomobile Com

pany's claim of “Easily the

Best Built Car in America" is a

perfectly just one. I can readily

claim it to be superior to any

American and equal in the. same

horse power to any French car.

and at the same time perfectly

adapted to American roads."—

J. C. 8., Boston. Mass.

l

 

 

 

“I have used it now three

months in my business, which is

constant. We are averaging six

ty miles per day. up hill and

down. The Locomobile is cer

tainly all you have recommend

ed."—Dr. R. W. L, Ridgefleld,

Conn.

trance tonneau.

 

 

"My Locoombilo delivered to

me in November, 1902, is run

ning satisfactorily, and with the

exception of such adjustments

as are necessary on all cars is

always in commission."——M. M.

R, New York City.

“I wish to say the Locomobile

fulfills my expectations in every

respect; it runs magnificently.

does its work easily, quietly and

without vibration."—A. S. P.,

Wichita, Kan.

 

*

  

“My LOcomobile has made

SinCe the 22nd of January, 1903,

13.950 miles.“~l{. ii. .\i., New

York, Mart-h 31, 1004.

4! 1 4

'I‘. .\i.,

Ind.

. “It gives me much

pleasure to say a.

good word for the

Gait) time hinting (Cain.

“Easily the Best Built Car in America.”

  

Write for full information regarding our 1905 product.

All models are of the four-cylinder type, with side en

Prices, $2800 to $8000.

The £ocomobi/e Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. I

NEW YORK—Broadway, corner oi 76th Street

PHILADELPHIA—No. :49 N. Broad Street

BOSTON—No. 15 Berkeley Street

CHICAGO—No. 1345 Michigan Avenue

Member Association Licnued Automobile Manufacturers.

‘ L -_ '

  

 

 
  

" Have run my Locomobile

easily 8,000 miles. She has al

ways gone and returned from

every place I have started for

without any troti’ble."—D. N.

.\.. Bridgeport, Conn.

"Evt-zy time I drive the Loco

mobile 1 am more than gleam-ti

with it. Saturday evening last

I drove 20 miles in 42 minutes.

including three long hills, and

the car ran like a watch."—F.

w. M.. Jr., La Salle, 1n.

 

 

"(‘annot say too much in

praise of the LOt-omobile. Ilave

several friends who own cars.

and they say it is equal to, if not

bettcr, than the foreign cars."—

0. L. H., Norwich, Conn.

3 —

"I have now operated the 1.0—

comobile for about five months.

During that time I have never

Wiinlml the car when it was not

ready to go out."—\\-'. A. \V..

J12, Ilnusit: Falls, N. Y.

 

"The Locomobile is runningl

beautifully and giving entire sat

isfat;'tlon."—\V. A. R., \Voon—

socket, Mass.

 

F

 

"This is the fifth

automobile that I

have had, but of all

the cars I have seen

or used, there is none

that will compare

with the Locomobile

in any manner.”—~S.

Iafayettte,

 

 

 

 

Locomobile Gasolene

Touring Car-—I re

gard it as the most

reliable and generally

satisfactory of any

of the twelve auto

mobiles I have

owned."—(}. F. C.,

New York, N. Y.

  

 

“I have now run

my Locomobile for

about 6,000 miles. and

it has never refused

to come home under

its own power.”—F.

W., Fitchburg, Mass.

 

 

“Came up to Boston yester

day. The bocomohile went like

a bird. Have been over 500

miles, and have not missed an

explosion.”—F. H. 'I‘., New

Bedford, Mass.

 

“I think the construction (of

the Locomobile) is absolutely

perfect, for never was a more

rigid test given a machine than

our trip from Bridgeport to

Providence.”—A. h P., Provi—

dence, R. I.

 

 

“Have run the 4-cyl. Locomo

bile purchased from you last

November about 5,000 miles.

About 4.000 miles of this was

through the mountains of Cali—

fornia. I do not think any ma

chine could give better satisfac

tion.“—D. 11. G., N. Y.

if

 

“I am frank to say I am de

lighted with thc Locomobile.

Believe there is no better ma

chine made—in fact, do not be

lieve there is another machine

in the country that would have

gone where 1 did last Sunday."

——i7. B. .\i.. Minetto, N. Y.

 

"i can offer no suggestions

which would be of value as to

the improvement of the Locomt»

Mic. it has far surpassed my

expectations."—\\'. 8.. Boston,

Mass.

   

 

  

  

"I have yet to see a car which

i think is better than my Loco"

mobile, or will stand up as well

over all kinds of country roads

with the ordinary usage which a

car gets.”—P. W. \\., Boston,

Mass.

 
— 1 J

 

F

"I fail to see how you could

improve in any way upon the

lim'unifiliilv, as its details seem

perfect, and it is without doubt

"easily the best built car in

America."—A. L. P., Providence,

R. .

m

l

I

I

I
 

' “Where my Locomobile was

this summer for a month it was

the only car out of two dozen,

including high-priced foreign

cars, that was always in good

shape and running ever day."—

C. \V. L., New York, Y.

 

m
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MORGAN kWRIGHTIIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

SUPERIOR IN DIRECT COMPETITION.

  

 

THE MAINE ELECTRIC COMPANY
(nwcoRPonATnD)

MANUFACTURERS 0F DYNAMOSAND Morons.

ELECTRIC Hols'rs AND SPECIALMACHINES.

mum

CONNECTION- tommum

mmmm1‘"A"WWMIC].

A“ mm0H mIKEO

WN‘I‘IANDALL "II.M“m

0!."ImamMIDI.

PORWME"_ JamlO/IQOB

Morgan & Wright,

John Hancock Bldg.,

Boston, Mass.

Dear Sirs:

During the past year we have used a number of your tires as well

as a number of other makes. Some of these have been in direct competition

on the same machine, and our experience is that the Morgan & Wright tires

are much better suited to the severe usage to which they are subjected

here than any others which we have tried.v We are using them wherever we

 

 

can.

Very truly yours,

The Maine Electric Co.

QUALITY COUNTS.

Sand for l905 Catalog.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK, DAYTON, DETROYL ATLANTA, 'ST.LOUI& SAN anucwca

iIziI

MQ
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“ TRUE BLUE.”
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\ \ ' E k. _ "I E 1  

32-38 H. P. 2500 lbs.

$3000.00.

Its Equal Has Never Been Produced Before.

It will pay to investigate carefully at the Chicago Show. Stands 33-34-35.

GUARANTEED DELIVERIES.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE C0.

l82 Columbus Ave., Boston.

C. A. DUERR 6: (20., Inc.

New York.

HARRY BRANSTETTER CO.

Chicago.

WWW0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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THE “QLEVELAND”

A high-grade, light-weight touring car.

  

  

18 h. p. four cylinder vertical engine. Price, $2,890.

3—91-inch wheel base; ressed steel frame; aluminum underbonnet; spark and throttle control on top of steering wh I;

threc-apeed transm' 'on with direct drive on high speed: mechanically actuated inlet and exhaust valves; jumpep

ignition; side door entrance.

We are establishing Agencies. Write for particulars.

.GLEVELAND M®T$R GAR (‘36., = = GLEVELAND, 6.

  

 

  

 

 

THE BAKER ELEQTRIQ
AT THE NEW YGRK SHQW

WE EXHIBIT OUR LATEST PRODUQT, [Afi

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriage,

The Most Elegant of all Electrics.

  

 

 

 

ALSO,

RUNABDUTS, STANHQPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETQ.

  

 

  

WE ARE READY TO TALK BUSINESS.

VEHIC‘ZLE QGMPANY, @LEVELAND, QI-IIO.

  
 

  

THE BAKER MQTGR
  



Give “)0th Worth.

  

  

  

Speaking of Motor Cars
What factor most influences your

purchase—is it fine finish and smart

exterior appearance of a car, or the

dependability of its motor and work

ing parts—0r both? You have in

THE LOZIER MOTOR CAR a cor

rect combination of both.

Fine appearance is a large

item, and is as essantial to the

Motor Car as is

correct dress to the

human family—it

must be in keeping.

But the MOTOR

—that is the im

portant factor, and in that is where

we excel. Better not have :1 Motor

Car if its motive power and con

trolling mechanism are not absolute

ly dependable.

Our many years experience in the

manufacture or High Grade Gaso

line Motors and our very large out

put, have given uSapi-actical kn0wl~

edge of the subject that few manu—

facturers possess. Our facilities and

Motor Boat Agents

  

equipment for the building of this

product are the best in the country,

and as it has ever been the LOZIER

policy to build the best that money

and brains could produce, a Lozier

Motor is a guarantee of excellence

in itself. Its correct installation and

control, and consequent quiet run

ning, are assured.

The body and fin

ish throughout are

in keeping with

the high grade mo

tor and control

ling mechanism—in

short, the entire combination is

correct.

The motor is of the tour-cylin

der, vertical type—Ignition by high

tension magneto—Tonneau, double

side entrance—Seating capacity, 5

to T—Wheels. 36 inches—Wheel

base, 115% inches (one of the largest

American cars)—Price, $5,000 and,

upward, according to style of body.

Semi for a copy of our catalogue.

are requested to write as for

our motor boat discounte

The Lozier Motor Co., New York.

 

l BROADWAY, Suite 9.
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W M1%FEfiWENT.

of all cars exhibited

at the

New York Automobile Show were equipped’with

CLlNCHER TYPE TIRES '

THE

  

Winner of first place in the great endurance runs and awarded

the Grand Prize—Highest Award by the St. Louis Exposition.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO, Y

14] Lake St.

PHILADELPHIA,

909 Arch St.

DENVER,

NEW YORK.

66-68 Reade 5t. and 1625 Broadway.

BOSTON,

155-l61 Columbus Ave.

DETROIT,

80 E. Congress St.

SAN FRANCISCO,

392 Mission St,

BUFFALO,

9 W. Huron 5t.

CLE VELAND,

420 Superior St.

LONDON, E. 0.,

7 Snow Hill.

2

i?E
5%

3%i

Q The OriginalfFAmerican Clincher.

5;

§

5
it

Wemw'M‘MWW/Ww

1444 Curtis 5t.

M’M/MWWWMMW

i

ii
$1
ii

i

VI
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Bl'l
Light Touring

For 1905.

Two Models—“E” and “D.”

Qars

Model E. 1005 Michigan—Price, $1,250. Wheel Base, 86 Inches.

This superb new creation for the coming season must be seen to be appreciated. It first appeals to the purchaser by its beauty.

then it satisfies him by its SPEED, STRENGTH and DURABILITY.

xi.

“K; I; .

Model D, 1905 Mlchllln—Prlce, 81,100. Wheel Base, 30 Inches.

These magnificent cars are equipped with our tried and tested 1904 Motors, 4%!5 in., 14 brake test Horsepower, two cylin

der, horizontal opposed, Planetary transmission, with two speeds forward and reverse: 1% inch chain. Warner diflerential, Hill

Precision oiier, Kingston or Schebler carburetor, expanding rear hub brakes and brake on differential. full elliptic springs of best

quality. French hood. Wheels. 30 inch. Diamond or other standard tire, 31,5 inch. Construction throughout, first class.

it? This car is unsurpassed in speed, power, appearance, easy riding, flexibility and general utility by anything at same price.

We invite correspondence.

MIQHIGHN HUTOMQBILE ('30.. Makers, Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Thread

Fabric

  

RES

- Most Durable

Fastest

Safest

The thread fabric construction

removes all internal friction from

the fabric, so that the tires do not

heat up under the longest drives at

the highest speed. That is why

G & .1 thread fabric tires are the

most serviceable automobile tires

in the world.

 

 

OaJIrmaCo.

Factory 8

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Branches:

GRIQRGO, ILL. DETROIT, MIG".

 

 

Rims branded in the channel

with these copyrighted l‘l'arks

have been inspected and pro

nounced perfect. We guaran

tee our tires on all rims so

branded.
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\ __i 
 

50 H. P. CAR WITH LIMOUSINE BODY.

24-40-50 HORSE POWER ' CARS. _
Limousine Bodies. Side Dom-"Bodies.

,We do not turn out thousands of cars of the hand

me-down type, but we make a few good cars for

"1086 WhO want the best. Our cars are carefully

made by highly skilled mechanics, who have been

with us for'many years.

OUR CATALOGUE, which is now being distributed, tells you how they are made.

The Oldest Makers in America. The Best Cars in the World.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE (0., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston; 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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We believe that the Autocar in all its types repre

sents the highest excellence in automobile design,

workmanship and material. Every Autocar is built

on honor. We feel, therefore, that our new type W1“

meet with a cordial reception.

This car. Type Xl., larger and more powerful than

the other types, nus a four-cylinder vertical engine

of Iii-20 horsepower. The body is built on the new

est and most approved French lines. The front

seat is divided and both front and rear seats are

large and comfortable.

While this car is built upon the tried Autocar prin

ciples which have been so splendidly proven, it shows

a number of very important improvements making

for increased simplicity, ease of operation, safety and

comfort.

  

In fact, though Autocars have always been noted

for absence of bewildering intricacy of mechanism.

yet no one can but be impressed with the extreme

simplicity of this new carf It is a triumph in scien

tific construction and arrangement.

FIRST IMPRESSION OF A

This car has more than met our highest expecta

been a surprise to experienced automobile men. The u )H,’ "a ‘ - »

power of the car carries it, fully equipped and loaded ‘ -

with five passengers up, tested 12 per cent. grades,

for instance, at 20 to 25 miles per hour on the direct

drive, while on the level the car attains a speed of

40 to 45 miles. The car is a superior climber on any

hill.

  

The first impression of an automobile is

gained from its external appearance. You

cannot look upon a Peerless model without

being impressed with its strong, clean cut,

GRACEFUL LINES.

Moreover, the artistic treatment of finish

and upholstery, and the elegance of its ap

pointments, appeal to you as in thorough

keeping with its ideal proportions, and the

PERFECTION OF DETAIL,

everywhere observable. In buying a Peer

less car, you of course, get much else besides

grace and beauty, but you get these to a

degree unknown to any other car.

24 H.P. 30HiP. 35 H.P. 60H.P.

$3,200 $3,750 $4,000 $6,000

._ ‘ Send'for Catalogue now ready.

PEERLESS MOTORCAR
C LEVELAND o HIO

MEER ALAimi. www

  

Altogether our eight years" experience has enabled

us to produce in this type, a four cylinder car we

are assured cannot be surpassed by any similar car

at any price.

The price of Type XI ls $2000. Ready for

delivery January 16.

  

Type Villl—Four-Ps‘ssenger at (21400.) and

Type X.-Runsbout at ($900.)

 

  

   

have made Autot'ur Reputation. Each stands at the  

 

head of its class for value and efficiency.

 

  

Catalogue descriptive or the 1904-05 types will be sent

free upon request. This catalogue contains also addresses

of our dealers throughout the country who will be glad to

give demonstrations to prospective automobile purchasers

and explain in detail the merits of our cars.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY,

Ardmore, Pa.

Member Association of meenggd

Automobile Manufacturers.
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ORIENT TOURING CAR.
l'lodel de Luxe, 20 Horsepower. $2250.

If you can think of any surer way to make money than by selling the Orient Touring Cars

this season, please tell us about it.

We have been eleven years in business, building first bicycles, then motorcycles, then water-cooled automobiles, then

air-cooled automobiles.

During the last seven years we have been continuously engaged in motor work—so we ought to know something about

motor building.

\Ve how. more than three thousand air-cooled motors in successful operatiorhso we ought to know something about

air-cooling. .

And we state positively that there are no curs in America that equal this year's Orients, at anything like the same

prices or power ratings.

The Orient Positive Air-Cooled i-cylindcr. vertical tandem engine is a triumph in motor construction. It runs coolly

and quietly, developing its full rating pom-r. and combines till the best features of up-to-dute motor designing.

The same type of engine is used in tho 11; ll. 1'. us in the 20 H. P. cars. The lighter cars also have direct drive, sliding

gear transmiSsion, and three forward speeds and reverse.

The Orieuts are superbly designed. 'i‘lu-y have all the snap and style—the muss-ire, powerful lines, gracefully treated—

of the high-priced foreign curs.

TOURING CARS. BUCKBOARDS.

Touring Runabout, Model E, 16 H. P., $1500 Buckboard, Model.A, 4 H. P., $375

Light Touring Car, with tonneau, Model F, 16 H. P., $1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H. P., $450

Touring Car, Model G, 20 H. P., $2000 Runabout, Model 0, 4 H. P., $475

Touring Car, Model de Luxe, 20 H. P., $2250 Tonneau, Model D, 4 H. P., $525

Write for details and illustrated catalogue.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING (10.,

Members oi Association at Licensed Automobile Manniecturcre.

GENERAL SALES OFFICES

(including Western Massachusetts

and Connecticut).

44 Broad St., New York City.

Factory and New England Sales Offices:

WALTHAM, MASS.
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» Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

  

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe~

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co. '

Continental Caoutchouc Go.

THE C- 81. J TIRE C0" Indianapolis. Ind.
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SILENT AS THE SNOW

is the operation of the Northern Touring Car. The

plans of this superb vehicle called for the elimina

tion of all noise and vibration, and every part

has been carefully worked out with this end in

view.

That the result aimed at is fully attained, the

car itself proves.

THE NORTHERN TOURING CAR IS THE

QUIETEST, EASIEST RUNNING CAR IN THE

WORLD.

The motor is a. 5%:(514 two-cylinder of the op

posed type, developing ample power to take the

car anywhere an automobile can go. Wheel base

is 100 inches, with wheel" fitted with 30x4 de

tachable tires. Choice of four different bodies.

l‘wo-pasfleuger body, a. powerful, speedy machine,

$1,500. Four or five passenger, rear entrance, 81.600

and tour or five passenger, side entrance. $1,700; and

lastly, a superb Limousine body, $2,500. All styles

interchangeable.

WRITE FOR CATALOG lo.

.1,— _-.

  

DET
,“

Tue “STUDDY NORTHERN”

RUNABOUT

long ago justified its name.

power, strongly built and with body hung on

swivel entirely independent of the frame, rough

roads and smooth roads are alike, so far as riding

qualities go. Its record in the hands of thousands

of users all over the country proves its durability

and efficiency under all conditions.

THE 1905 NORTHERN RUNABOUT, grown in

everything except price, embodies all the features

suggested by experience and the advancement of

the art of automobile construction. Among the

improvements are new body design, larger fenders,

larger oil cups, full back moulded seats and nu

merous detailed refinements of working parts.

Largely increased facilities make it possible to

now offer this sturdy, ideal "Runabout" at $050.

With ample reserve

it will pay you to get in touch

with NORTHERN Automobiles,

(a.

;u<-
- 9.. m - a . v ‘ < ’.-.

r" " WI: 53 . 4' i

l

  

we!

ROIT, MICHIGAN.

v
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Michelin
i The King of all Pneumatic Tires

Why P The proof—

During the year 1904 MICHELIN

TIRES did not lose a single important

race, and all the cups have been won on .

them.

March 31. Rothschild Cup France

April I. De Caters “ ' “ '

May 20. Chasseloup-Laubat Cup “

June 17. GORDON-BENNETT CUP Germany

July 26. St. Louis Non-Stop Run America

Sep. 4. Brescia Circuit ngjijiffs‘ Italy

Sep. 15. COnsuma Cup “

Oct. ' 8. Vanderbilt Cup America

Delhi to Bombay Reliability Contest, Dec. 26—]an. a.

Groppelo driving a [6-20 H. P., F. I. A. T., with Michelin Tires won the

cups offered by the MAHARAJAH of KAMPUR and the MAHARAJAH

1905—First Important Race this Year.

of GWALIOR.

We are the only direct representatives in the United States,

and control entire shipments of Michelin tires. W'e also guar

antee full protection to manufacturers, iobbers, dealers and

consumer: against all litigation.

The more you know about tires the better

you like the MICHELIN.

Immediate delivery. All sizes for touring and

racing. Write for instruction book, free.

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY

Incorporated

6 West 29th Street, New York

E D. WINANS, General Manager

Count Guilio de
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no YOU WANT A6001) ~CAR
a car that will go anywhere i youwant, up hill and

down, over good roads and bad? _

We know you do. Now, our new four cylinder car is such

a one. Vertical engine, in front. Individual cylinders, with copper

water jackets—you know what that means. Thirty actual horse

power—with us, that means more. Duplex disc clutch, with springs

between the friction surfaces—no shocks on starting—no unnecessary

strains on motor. Three speeds and reverset planetary transmission

handled by one lever. And the gears don’t clatter or grind when

going into engagement—some gears do. ‘

Positive and

sufficient lubrication. Brakes you can depend on. A proper

Shaft drive, running on ball bearings.

muffler which silences the exhaust as it should be silenced. This

and our usual excellence of design and workmanship makes the

car unusually free from noise and vibration—and don’t you want

A QUIET CAR?

Our “big " car for 1905 is that kind.

Our smaller cars of the detachable tonneau-type will

continue to be made. They will be equipped with the same

engine and transmission as last year—there are no better of

their kind.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,"

DETROIT; MlCH. *

Member of the Azoclatlon of Licensed Automobile AManututurors.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE, WITH TOP, 18 H. P., $1500.

COMPLETE WITH LAMPS, TOOLS, ETC. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
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The season in Loe Angelee, San Francisco and other points on the Pacific Coast had advanced two months when this telegram was sent

and constant use had developed enthusiastic admiration of the vehicle. What has happened, will happen again—and in your city.

THOS. B. .IEFFERY & CO., Main Office and Factory, KQIIOSIIH, WISCONSIII.

BRANCHES. _

BOSTON. 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, :4: North Broad Street.

  

 

  

NEW YORK AGENCY, [34 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.
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Promoters Had Secured a Sanction, but Over

looked one Detail of Some Importance.

There will be no automobile show in To

ronto, after all.

Although Toronto is a British possession,

the National Association of (American) Auto

mobile Manufacturers had duly issued a

sanction for the show, and even the dates—

February 27 to March 4—had been duly pro

mulgated and the manager designated by

the secretary of the N. A. A. M., Mr. 8. Ar

thur Miles, formerly of England. The man

ager named was William J. Morgan, one of

Miles’s old pals, who makes his living in

America and hurrahs for the British flag.

He used to race on a bicycle for a living, but

of late he has been wearing a white vest,

and seems to be a sort of boomer of hotels

and wealthy foreigners who need booming.

Automobile races, speedways, shows and al

most “any old thing” are the favorite medi

ums employed by Morgan to “deliver the

goods.”

Morgan has been very much occupied with

his boomings of late, and, whether the fact

was In any way responsible for the Toronto

fiasco has not yet developed. At any rate, it

appears that such a trifling detail as obtain

ing a hall In which to hold the show had

been overlooked. It was supposed that one

of the Toronto armories could be secured for

the purpose, but it is now given out that the

Canadian government has refused to rent the

buildings for show purposes. But, whatever

the cause, the show is off. That much is cer

tain.

Ground for White Garage.

The estate, N0. 230 Newbury street, Bos

ton, owned by F. B. Riedell, has been sold

to the White Sewing Machine Co., but the

price has not been given out yet. The White

company will erect a large garage, sales

room and repair shop on the property. The

property consists of a lot containing 7,260

square feet and a three story brick stable,

and is assessed at $49,000.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

 

New York. U. S. A.. Thursday. January 26, l905.

Kitto Heads Simplicitics.

W. H. Kitto has been elected president of

the recently organized Simplicities Automo

bile Co., of Mlddletown, Conn. The new com

pany will occupy the old Worcester cyclc

factory in William street. This week Kitto

issued to the company a bill at sale of all

parts, pieces, cars complete or in the course

of construction at the factory of the com

pany, and conveyed all the patents owned

by him, granted or pending, and also the

goodwill 0f the business.

 

Monnicr Changes His Title.

On February 1 the Monnier Cycle Supply

Co., the Detroit jobbing house, will become

the Monnier Auto & Cycle Supply Co. The

change is of name only. The management

of the concern and the business will be con

ducted as it has been for the last seven

years, by Charles S. Monnier, who is sole

proprietor. With an eye to expansion, Mon

uicr has leased the entire building at No. 68

Congress street, East, and the upper portion

of No. 66 Congress street, East.

Smith Goes to Cleveland. '

George H. Smith, formerly with the Pack

ard branch in New York, has become man

ager of the Automobile Storage 8.: Repair

06., Cleveland. W. C. Anderson, former

sales manager of the Columbus Motor Ve

hicle Co., will be his right hand man. The

concern will continue to handle Cadillacs,

Autocars and Packards.

Iowa Jobber: Enter Trade.

The Iowa Automobile & Supply Co., which

was organized a short time ago, has leased

all of the old Western Newspaper, Union

building, in West Fourth street, Des.M0ines,

Iowa, and will enter the jobbing trade.

This means, of course, that a full stock of

accessories will be carried.

Trout 'Gocs With Reliance.

George Trout has been appointed sales

manager of the Reliance Motor Car 00. He

brings to the office ripe experience, gained?

in the service of the Ford, Kirk and Sandusky

concerns.

ENGINEERS ORGANIZED

Licensed Association's Factory Heads Finally

Choose Leaders and Outline Plan of Action.

By the election of Charles Clifton, treasurer

of the George N. Pierce 00., as temporary

chairman, and Karl Almquist, chief engineer

of the Worthington Automobile Co., as per

luanent secretary, the mechanical branch of

the Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers finally asumed definite shape on

Thursday last, 19th inst. The meeting for

the purpose was held at the association’s of

fices in New York on that date.

At the same time a committee of four, con

sisting of A. L. Riker, H. G. McGomb, H. P.

Maxim and John Wilkinson, was appointed

to select subjects for discussion and the men

to handle them; for it is the purpose of the

branch to carry forward the work in a man

ner corresponding closely to the work of the

Society of Mechanical Engineers, for exam

ple—the writing of papers on the vital prob

lems of the day, as far as motors and automo

bile construction is concerned. The discus- '

siou of these papers and addresses by promi

nent engineers and experts on the theoretical

principles underlying the problems to be

worked out practically are included in the

scope.

It is also not out of the range of possibili

ties that certain principles may be worked

out experimentally under the auspices of this

section of the association, and that knowl

edge may be acquired by them which will be

come of vital importance to the members of

the association. Frequent meetings are to

“be held, and as the section has the hearty

.7 support of the commercial end of the but

llcss nothing seems necessary to insure its

usefulness. _ ,

Wayne Gets More Room.

The Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich._

has secured an addition to its factory in the

building' at No. 121 to 129 Champlain street,

that city. The company will continue the

manufacture of cars at its Franklin street

factory, and the new place will be used as

alstoreroom,
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PHILADELPHIA SHOW OPEN

" Full House” of Exhibitors, but Blizzard

Weather Has Affected the Attendance.

 

 

Monday evening, following closely on the

heels of the New York exhibit at the Gar

den, the first of the succession of local

shows, which will extend well into spring,

opened in Philadelphia under the auspices of

the Automobile Trades Association of that

city. A large number of the prominent

makers were well represented by fitting and

eflectively decorated displays made, in the

majority of instances, by their local repre

sentatives, and the First Regiment Armory,

in which the show was held, was crowded.

Demonstrating cars were greatly in evi

dence from the start, and though activities

in this direction were brought to a sudden

halt during the middle of the week by the

advent of the storm and snow-blockaded

streets, operations were rcsumcd immediate

ly after, despite the high wind‘and biting

weather, which made riding anything but a

pleasure—in an open car this partook more

of the nature of torture than otherwise,

and short demonstrations were the rule, for

not even the, ,most enthusiastic would-be

buyer was anxious to insist upon a long ride.

Well over' a score of different makers ex

hibited from one to three or more cars, with

here and there an exhibition chassis, which.

as usual, formed the nucleus of the inevitable

admiring crowd in every instance. The mo

tor bicycle is in evidence in several exhibits,

and the sundry dealers, with their assorted

collections of anything and everything in the

way of specialties for the automobile and

the automobilist, flourished like the prover

bial green bay tree. It is matter for remark

that, in spite of the overwhelming attraction

offered by the large cars and the highly

polished chassis, clearly showing the modhs

operandi of the internals which the spec

tators never seem to tire gazing at, the

booths of the sundry dealers always man

age to have an interested assembly before

them, and it must be admitted that these

enterprising members of the fraternity al

ways have something new and novel that is

worth seeing. _

Practically every automobile dealer in the

Quaker City put in appearance at his ex

hibit, some of them having no necessity to

draw on their agency cars for display

purposes, as some of the New York ex

hibits were transferred in toto. While the

main floor of the armory provided excel

lent fucilitics for showing cars, so far as it

went, the exhibits were somewhat crowded

for space, and many of the smaller exhibit

ors were compelled to show in the' company

and otiicers' rooms. This is the fourth an

nuul show, and, judging from the attendance

on the first evening, it will greatly surpass

all previous attempts in this direction, both

from the exhibition point of View and the

amount of business done.

Cars of various types, with here and there

an exhibition chassis, were exhibited by the

agents of the following makers:

Winton Motor Carriage CO., Knox Auto

mobile Co., E. R. Thomas Motor CO., Pack

ard Motor Car Co., Elmore Mfg. 00., Pope

Mfg. CO., Olds Motor Works, The Locomobile

Co. of America, Haynes-Apperson 00., White.

Sewing Machine CO., The Autocar Co., Wal

tham Mfg. CO., Cadillac Automobile 00.,

Ford Motor CO., Buick Motor Co., Maxwell

Brlscoe 00., Eastern Automobile CO., Black

Diamond Automobile Co., Quaker City Auto!

mobile Co., Keystone Motor Car 00., Reo

Automobile CO., Rose Automobile CO., John

Wanamaker, Penn Electric Vehicle 00.,

Chadwick Automobile CO., Crawford Auto

mobile Co., Simplex Automobile Co., Pre

mier Motor Mfg. CO., Dnrracq Automobile

Co. I

The sundry makers and dealers. tire manu

facturers, etc.. many of whom were forced

to fit up booths in the company and oiilcers’

rooms, were as follows:

C'. E. Miller. supplies; Atlantic Refining

Co., oils; E. J. Willis. supplies; Cushman Mo

tor Co., Cushmnn motors; Twentieth Century

Mfg. (30., lamps; Rose Mfg. Co., lamps; Gray

& Davis, lamps; S. F. Bowser 00., gasolene

outfits; Rnfl'ex Flash Light CO., of Passaic.

N. J.; Mobiloll CO., 011.

The motorbicyclcs exhibited were the In

dian. Racycle, Light, Mayo and Thorough

bred. '

The latest advances in tiremaklng were

shown by the Hartford Rubber Works 00.,

Diamond Rubber CO., H. F. Goodrich CO.,

Fisk Mfg. CO., Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

 

Suits and More ol Them.

Clyde P. Warner has brought a sult for

replevin in the Superior Court at Chicago to

recover an automobile which was seized by

Constable Louis Grecnberg. The action is

the outgrowth of an injunction suit filed

several months ago by Everett G. Eberhart,

who Owns the machine, asserting that Green

berg had seized the machine upon executions

Obtained against C. H. Hurlburt, the former

owner. Eberhart asserts he purchased the

automobile from Hurlburt, and afterward

gave it to Warner for the latter to sell. It

was wmle the machine was in Warner’s p0s

session that Greenberg is alleged to have

seized it.

Seneca Falls has Hopes.

If present plans do not miscarry and suffi

cient stock is subscribed for to warrant its

moving there, Seneca Falls, N. Y., will have

a new enterprise in an automobile factory.

The Syracuse Automobile Co. is given as the

title of the concern that is anxious to locate

at Seneca Falls.

 

Jacob Pflcigel, of Brooklyn, Y., will

erect a garage on Stewart street, that city.

The building will be a one story brick. with

n fireproof growl roof.

NAMES THEiDELINQUENTS

Many Automobile Concerns included in New

Jersey's Lengthy Annual "Blacklis "

 

Former Governor of New Jersey Franklin

Murphy made his annual housecleaning

among the corporations chartered under the

New Jersey laws before his term expired.

and as a result 1,300 of these concerns are

without a “legal” right to continue business.

The list of corporations that failed or neg

lected to pay the State corporation tax has

just been published, and the following, con

nected with the automobile trade, are mAen

tioned in the list: Automobile &‘Marinc

Power CO., Automobile Patents Exploitation

CO., Automobile Transit CO., Church (Aqu

mobile & Specialty (20., Du Bols Automobile

Agency, F. L. C. Martin“ Automobile 00.,

Forest Automobile 00., Gasper Motor 00..

Henrietta Motor Vehicle 00., Hercules Motor

Co., Hird Cushion Tire 00., Hogan Motor

CO., of West Haven, Conn; Motormobile 00.,

New Jersey Automobile Co; Branch, New

Jersey Motor Carriage Co., New York Motor

Vehicle 00., Oldfelt Automobile & Steam

Launch CO., Remington Automobile & Mo

tor 00., Rutenber Automobile & Mfg. Co

Sneckner Motor CO., Standard Automobile

Co. ovaew York, Standard Rotary Motor

CO., Thompson Automobile CO., Thornycroft

Steam Wagon Co. of America, Traction

‘ Truck 00., Union Tire CO., United States Tire

Inflater CO., Wheel Within Wheel Co., Woods

Motor Cab 00. of Detroit, Woods Motor Cab

C0. of Washington and Woods Vehicle Co.

 

Replacing the Speaking Tube.

Paris couchbuilders are at present making;

a feature of the various systems of communi

cation between a passenger in a closed ve

hicle and the driver. The best of these, if

the ordinary speaking tube be placed momen

tarily aside, are those worked by a small

electric battery. Inside the automobile is a

keyboard with a number of knobs, under

each one of which is written some com

mand, such as “home.” "left," “right” and

“turn.” These correspond with an indica

tor on the dashboard immediately in front

of the driver. When a knob- ls pushed avbell

rings. and the order in question is seen on

the glass of the indicator in illuminated let

ters. Thus the device is equally practical

either by day or night. One of them recent

ly was shown in this country on a Mercedes

car brought over by Mr. Theo. Kearney, of

Fresno, Cal.

Columbus Sues the Railroad.

The Columbus Motor Vehicle 00., Colum

bus, Ohio, has sued the Pittsburg, Cincinnati.

Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Co. for $1.200

for allotted improper delivery or a Duwoll

his“ _ . ' I .
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TALE OF TWO DOCTORS

Told in Court it Wins Verdict and Brings

*2 [Out Some Interesting Evidence.

 

That a balky automobile and a refractory

horse are much the same in the eyes of the

law was the substance of a decision ren

dered by Judge Williams, in Milwaukee,

Wis., in an interesting damage suit against

the B. & P. Co., from whom the Drs. P. H.

and J. J. McGovern purchased an automo

bile two years ago. .

The McGovern doctors bought the car

from the B. & P. 00. two years ago, and be

cause, as they claimed, the machine balked,

suit was instituted against the automobile

company for $750, the price of the machine,

and $1,000 damages. The suit was a long

drawn out one. in which much “expert”

testimony concerning automobiles was

brought out by both sides. Dr. P. H. Mc

Govern, in giving his experience, said that

a machine of a make especially consistent

with physicians' demands had been con

tracted for, but on steep grades with this

particular car there would result “patient

and patience losing trouble." He detailed

some of his woes.

But the principal witness for the plain

tiffs was Dr. Ralph Elmergrecn, former pres

ident of the Milwaukee Automobile Club. Dr.

lilmcrgreen qualified as an expert after stat

ing that he had been “soaked” several times

and spent $7,000 to learn what he knew

about the things he was called to talk about.

His testimony was interesting, to say the

least. ‘

“It has done me good,” said Dr. Elmer

green, “to see the doctors working, swearing

and sweating. A 4 horsepower engine on a

1,250 pound machine will have about the

same results to the machine as a 50 pound

man doing eighteen hours' work a day will‘

have on the man. The machine in ques

tion was worth about $150 to a man of my

experience to-day. I did not always have it.

To a 'sucker’ the machine might be worth

from $750 to $1,500. A horseless carriage

is one in which the body is built to suit the

engine; in an automobile the engine is suited

to the body of the machine. The McGov

crns‘ automobile does not come under either

classification." Dr. Elmergreen then told

the court what he “thought” about the Mc

Govern automobile.

“We don’t want ‘thinks’; we want ‘facts,’ "

thundered the court. '

“Well,” was the answer, “we have to think

a whole lot about automobiles."

E. E. Warner, of the defendant company,

then took the stand. He said: “I do not

consider that the Drs. McGovern have sense

enough to run any machine. They would

not follow my directions, and several times

applied the high speed clutch when I told

them not to do so. I have gained my knowl

edge of automobiles by actual experience in

the shop." Pressed by the attorney for the

4-1, .':- ..¢. $.49 4.7 .27., 5.1L, .,

plaintiffs to give the horsepower of an en

gine with a 6%x9-inch cylinder, he said he

could not do so, and added by way of ex

planntion that no man could do such a task.

When he.fir'st went into the manufacture of

automobiles he had no designer, he said, but

had copied his designs from those of other

manufacturers.

After carefully listening to the testimony

on each side Judge Williams rendered this

interesting verdict:

“I consider a bulky automobile the same as

a bulky horse—neither is worth very much.

An automobile is an article which is ordi

narily desirable only on account of its com

mercial value or its mechanical fitness for

the uses for which it is made and sold; I

have no power to unmake the contract, but

judgment should be entered for the differ

ence between the real value of the machine

when it was sold, $200, and the value as it

had been warranted, 750.”

By the decision the Drs. McGovern recover

$550 of the purchase price and retain pos

session of the automobile, at an exceedingly

low cost of $200, and after two years’ usage.

 

The Week’s lncorporations.

New-Haven, Conn.—Ochsner & Sons' Com

pany, under Connecticut laws, with $15,000

capital; to manufacture automobile appli

ances.

New York, N. Y.—United Motor Car & Sup

ply Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital. Incorporators—E. D. York, F. N.

Whitney and H. F. Wells.

Elmira, N. Y.—'I‘he Wntrous Automobile

("0., under New York laws, with $10,000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobiles. Incorpor

ators—T. S. Watrous, H. R. Brate and S. B.

Clarke.

Baltimore, Md—The Auto & Moto Co., un

der Maryland laws, with $7,000 capital; to

rent automobiles, launches and motor ma

chines. Incorporators—N. Tip Slee, Bonio H.

Bittle, Julius H. Wyman, Otto Kubitz, Milton

C. Davis, E. Clay Timanus, and W. Bernard '

Duke.

Bridgeport, Conn—The Miller Motor Car 8r.

Supply 00., under Connecticut laws, with

$2,000 capital paid in; to deal in motor ve

hicles and supplies. Incorporators—Willard

R. Miller, Alma E. Miller and Edward M.

Wells.

 

Garage for Electrics Only.

Trenton, N. J., is to have a new garage for

electric machines .only, to be conducted by

Wilbur Dorsett and W. G. Osborne. The

proprietors will protect their patrons by

carrying insurance policies on all automo

biles stored with them.

 

Leaving Detroit for Lansing.

The Wilson-Hayes Co., manufacturing au

tomobile supplies, will move its factory from

Detroit to Lansing, Mich. They will occupy

the factory just vacated by the Reo Motor

Car Co.

ST. LOUIS HAS A SECRET

Million Dollar Factory Being Erectcd. but

Deep, Dark Mystery Surrounds it.

 

St. Louis County, Mo., is to have a million

dollar automobile factory near Kirkwood,

and work has already been started upon the

buildings, but for some unaccountable rea

son the greatest secrecy has been observed

in all the transactions. The enterprise is be

ing' promoted by A. L. Steinmeyer, of the

Peyton Investment Co., who declares the en

terprise is' being financed by twenty New

York and Boston capitalists.

A tract of twelve acres, one and one-half

miles south of Kirkwood, includes the pur

chase, and to keep the purchase of the land

a secret the deeds to the property were made

out in the names of young women stenog

raphers in Steinmeyer’s office. The main

factory building, which is now in the course

of construction, occupies a ground area of

300x300 feet, and will be three stories high.

An office building will also be erected on a

plot of ground, 50x90 feet. Contracts have

been let for the construction of 140 cottages,

and from this it seems that the workmen

will be expected to live on the premises.

Steinmeyer refuses to give out any particu

lars, except that the car the company pro

poses to manufacture will be of the gaolene

type.

Lorain to Branch Out.

The Lorain Automobile Co., of Lorain.

Ohio, composed of Frank Floding, F. S. Rath

well and 'H. Fredericks, will branch out in

the spring and make a bid for business in

four counties instead of one. The firm has

the agency in Cuyahoga, Lorain, Erie and

Huron counties for me Elmore Mfg. Co.'s

Pathfinder car, and will open a permanent

store in Cleveland in March.

 

Kautner Elects Oiiicers.

The Charles Kaestner Mfg. Co., South

Bend, Ind, making automobile engines and

supplies, has elected these officers: President,

John G. Libstein, jr.; vice-president, Adolph

Kaestner; treasurer, Edward B_. Reynolds;

secretary and general manager, Charles D.

Cutting; directors, J. G. Libstein, jr., E. B.

Reynolds, 0. D. Cutting and Otto Iinoblock.

 

Hartford Chooses Directors.

The Hartford Motor Machine Co., of Hart

ford, Conn., has elected the following direc

'tors:" James M. Thompson, Samuel E. El

more, Henry Farnham, R. Ballerstein, Ar

thur D. Coflin, John W. Hatstat, John 8.

Hunter, John T. Collins and Gilbert W.

Chopin.

Will Move in March.

Tdeilmington Automobile Co. has so

cured the agency in that city for the Winton

and Autocar. The firm will move from its

present location. in Orange street, to Tenth

street, in March. when they will stock up

with the new cars.

I , -.\' p
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NOTE THE

CUSHION

IN I] EIII THE ovum or THE can.

ITS COST

due to the use of only the very best

materials procurable, and the expensive pro

cess of production, coupled with its life

preserving fastening, are such that only

those automobile manufacturers who place

REPUTATION BEFORE PROFIT

will use it.

 

Our new Booklet deals fully with the subject.

 

The Fisk Rubber Company 6...“... F... M...

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. CIIIGIIO, 52 State Street.

BOSTON, 226 Columbus Ave. CHICAGO. 1251 Michigan Ave.

SPRINGFIELD, 40 lezhr SL ST. IDUIS.3903 Ollve St.

NEW YORK, 754—756 Seventh AVE. OMAHA, 1110 Famum St.

PHILADELPHI \. fiflSvArch, St; , KANSAS CITY, 1330 Main St.

ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 chnenln Ave.

SYRACUSE-$23 So. (illnth Ht. DENVER. 1584 Glenarm St.

BUFFALO, 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELEB, 1034 SO. Main St

DETROIT, 254 Jefteraon AVG.

MONTREAL. CANADA IDNDON. ENGLAND

i
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liow Values Govern Price.

The many who are confidently predicting a

great lowering of prices in the automobile

field with each passing year and awaiting

the time when a good machine will be with

in the reach of all who would buy, will be

sorely disappointed to note that, despite

an increasing demand, prices are climbing

higher.

This apparent anomaly is readily explaina

Die by the fact that it is not merely an in

creased demand, but a call for a higher

powered and at the same time a more luxu

riously fitted type of car, that accounts for

the rising figures. Up to the opening of last

year 16 to 24 horsepower was deemed to be

the limit in this direction for heavy tour

ing cars; now the question of power has

been reversed to the extent that last year's

maximum, 24 to 30 horsepower, ls practi

cally this year’s minimum and 40 to 60

horsepower cars for touring purposes form

an item of the lines of several prominent

makers.

Great advances in body making, more lux

urious fittings and a much more general de—

mand for weather protection such as is at

forded by the various styles of tops or en

tirely inclosed bodies further account for

advances.

Two years ago $5,000 and $6,000 were con

sidered top notch figures for the product of

the American maker, and it was confident

ly predicted by many that these would go

down at least 50 per cent before strenuous

efforts at cheapening. Quite the reverse has

collie to be the established fact, however,

and no astonishment is now manifested at

$10,000 for a stock car. For those who aim

to be unique in the matter of price paying—

and there are enough included in this cate

gory to make it profitable for a few manu

facturers to cater to their whims—there is

no longer any necessity to look abroad for

something over this figure; anything can

now be had of the American maker, who

need acknowledge no superior, and 45 per

cent of the price won’t be Dingley tarlfl, a

costly part of the imported machine, that

aids neither its looks nor its speed, and

doubles the expense of replacements, which

likewise have to be imported. ’

So far as this applies to the heavy tour

ing cars of increased power, there can be no

gainsaylng the fact that prices are way up,

but they have not been increased. More ex

pensive cars have been turned out. and from

a perusal of the above standing alone it

would seem that the automobile was to all

intents and purposes solely within the pur

chasing power of the wealthy.

But when the great range of prices at

which serviceable cars can now be had is

considered little reason is apparent for wait

ing indefinitely for prices to be lowered be

fore purchasing. On the standard types of

runabouts, light and heavy touring cars of

the classes put forward very largely last year,

numerous improvements have been made in

all directions, without any increase in price,

and this applies equally to practically all

machines listing between $450 and $2,500;

above the latter figure, such as $3,000, $3,700

and $5,000, many radical innovations involv

ing great expenditures on the part of the man

ufacturer to bring them about are in evidence,

though the figures remain the same. It is in

the creation of new types to sell at the last

three mentioned figure, as well as above

the $5,000 mark, that larger prices are ap

parent. The touring car which sold at $2.500

last year can still be had in improved form

at the same figure, and, with greater power

and added refinements in the way of more

luxurious fittings, it is priced $1,000 or $1,500

higher.

this year as an entrant into the fold will

find that he can suit his taste and purse with

out any great diflicuity, and if he buys a

standard make he will receive in return a

machine that not only in appearance but

service and comfort will amply repay him

for the investment. As to the man who has

already been the owner of a car for a year

or more, he needs no advice.

The man who is looking for a car

French Sportsmanship!

It certainly would be interesting to dis

cover the process by which the promoters of

that French “consolation race." styled the

Grand Prix, arrived at the "relative impor

tance" of the automobile industry of this

country.

France, Germany and England are placed

in the front rank, while the United States

are placed in the same class with those little

splashes on the map of Europe—Italy, Bel

gium, Austria and Switzerland. It suggests

that the Frenchmen are either handing out a

left handed insult or are unconscious jokers

or monumental ignoramuses, at least so far

as concerns the volume and extent of the

American industry.

But, then, the whole race is something or

a joke, if not a studied attempt to tear down

the importance of the Bennett Cup contest.

The idea of giving a lot of “also rans" what

practically is a surreptitious chance to defeat

those who had already defeated them may

be a French idea of patriotic commercial

ism, but it violates the rule and spirit ,of

real sportsmanship. When the Frenchmen

display such false colors it is time for the

rest of the world to protest and to hold aloof

and for Mr. Bennett to withdraw his cup.

It looks as if France is determined to win

or to have the hog’s chance of winning, re

gardless of price and decency.

 

Alcohol and Gasolenc.

In Great Britain they are beginning to seri

ously advocate the necessity of a "home sup

ply" of fuel, and to suggest that every car

owner should be possessed of sufficient pa

triotism to throw off the yoke of Rockefeller

by looking into the advantages of alcohol as

a motor fuel and discarding the present odor

iferous explosive medium. It constitutes a

significant state of affairs.

Alcohol has many advantages over gaso

lene, from almost every point of view, and
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about the only reason why it has received

so little attention in this country 'is that it

would be just about as practical to advocate

the use of cologne in they cylinder; one could

be had about as cheaply as the other. Chief

among the points in which it rises superior

to present day fuel are its far greater safety,

its property of being miscible with water,

which presents great advantages, and its

greater heat value, not to mention its lack

of objectionable odor. ' '

Germany took the subject in hand oflicial

ly almost a decade since, and the extent to

which it has progressed in/the empire is

startling to thoSe who have not had an op

portunity to investigate, as the figures pre

sented in another column serve“ to show.

France also has investigated the matter

somewhat thoroughly, 'and has produced al

cohol motors for the automobile which have

given satisfaction; a number or them were

shown in a special exhibit in Paris two or

three years ago. 'A general'im'pression pre

vails, however, that, nothing further of note

resulting as the outcome of‘the exhibit, the

subject has been dropped owing to the fail

ure of this fuel -to'tuliil expectations; but

this is not the case. The impression is

probably'due to the'tact 'that a very large

percentage of the cars 'manu'faqtured in

France being marketed in torcign'countries

would have necessitated the production of

two separate-types of cars, one for home

use and one for export, as alcohol'as a fuel

_ is obtainable only in Germany and France.

The former country now produces more de

naturized alcohol for commercial purposes

anndally than the'United States‘does of wood

alcohol in a'quarter of a century. taking

the present rate of production in each case

as a standard for comparison. As a result

the price is such that the new fuel is prov

ing a sharp competitor of the Rockefeller

product, of which millions of gallons are

annually exported to Germany, and it is not

a matter of a great many'years before the

industry should be strong enough to place

the empire as a whole in the position which

the government has sought to bring about

by the fostering measures in- question—en

tirely independent of any outside source of

supply of fuel or this nature. "

If the price at gasolene is to soar every

time a.new endowment is to be handed out

it may not be Wholly surprising if 'the 'mat

'tcr or alcohol should‘claim 'incr'easin'g atten

tion even in this'country.‘ Potatoes,"sugar

refuse and the like form-the basis of the

'materials used for distillation in Germany,

and the process employed is so simple that

‘cvcry‘ farmer makes alcohol for the market

and his own use. The former and several

similar materials of like nature should be

capable of production very cheaply on a large

scale in this country, so that there is little

reason why alcohol at 12 to 20 cents a gal

lon should not be a possibility here.

LValves, Automatic and Otherwise. 1;?!

Although the adherents to the automatic

principle as applied to valves have supported

'their contentions with numerous, to them,

irrefutable arguments, there have been, none

the less, many detections from the ranks, and

-the mechanical valve is steadily gaining

ground.

- The theory of the automatic inlet valVe

'has been demonstrated not to be a constant

‘tactor, in that the action of the valve varies

> with its speed and that it is practically im

possible to provide it with a spring which

will overcome its vagaries under all condi

The adjustment of the spring ten

sion of an automatic valve is a delicate mat

tions.

‘ ter, as on the latter depends the amount of

the charge drawn into the cylinder. Should

the spring be weak the suction of the piston

will permit the entrance of a large charge of

gas, but, on the other hand, by not closing

vthe inlet/Openings 'as fast as would be the

case with a much stronger spring, part of the

~charge is'forced back into the inlet pipe.

Thus a strong spring is essential to a rapid

closing of the inlet the moment the piston

reaches the end of its stroke, but too much

tension prevents the ready opening or the

valve. This again is varied by the speed, as

at a'low speed the valve remains open longer,

and not only is there ample time to admit of

a full charge being drawn in, but the weak

spring has likewise a greater latitude in

which to shut. .

From' this it will 'be apparent that the

higher the speed the less time is allowed for

the opening and shutting of the valve and

the admission of the gas, and it has been

ascertained that this is not always absolutely

'in proportion to the number of revolutions

per minute, as must perforce be the case

with the mechanically operated valve.

The lift of the mechanical valve remains

the same regardless of the speed, and a

strong spring closes it the moment it is re

‘leased by the turning under 01! the cam. To

overcome the necessity of too long a lift in

the case of engines of 'large capacity, two

or more valves are fitted to the same stem, 0;

practice adopted by Panhard and other tor

elgn makers; The' shortcomings of auto

matic action due to the varying pressure of

comma EVENTS}

Jan. 23-28—Ormond-Daytona, Fla, third

annual speed carnival.

Jan. 23-28—Philadelphla, Automobile ShOW.

Feb. 4-11-Chlcago, National Show. Coli

seum.

Feb. 13-18—Detroit, Automobile Show.

Feb. 20-25—Cleveland, Automobile Show,

Gray’s Armory.

March 6-11—Buifalo.

Convention Hall.

March 13-18—B0ston,

Mechanics' Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Symphony Hall.

March 27-April 5—Washington, Automobile

Show.

 

Automobile Show,

Automobile Show,

lrnporters' Show,

 
 

the spring have seemingly caused this form

of inlet to be regarded with distavor.

The door has been opened, and it is now

possible for any donor of a trophy, whether

he sells whisky or prayer books, to name

his own race committee and practically his

own rules. There was as much reason in

the appointment of a “commission” to direct

the contests for the “Scotch Highball Cup"

as there was for one to control the Vander

bilt or dozen other trophies given for the

Ormond-Daytona meet, which is to say that

there was no reason at all, and, worst of all.

or a commission composed chiefly of men

who are not automobilists. When the A

A. A. permitted a cunning ex-protessional

six days' bicycle racer with an interesting

record, to dictate, or partly dictate, term, it

was guilty of a weakness unworthy or the

men who compose it. Courtesy is a vel'i'

pretty quality, but the blunt truth of it IS

that Sir Thomas Dewar was lacking in

courtesy to permit such a situation which

one word from him would have relieved and

merited none in return. He might easily

have remunerated his chief trustee and press

agent in some other way.

 

Frank Croker was a real sportsman—an

American sportsman, for the love of the

sport which brought his untimely end. His

love of it was as patriotic as it was unpro

fessional. He had faith in the product of his

own country, and evinced his faith by hi!

works. His loss leaves a void. There re

main few of his kind.

- ===

It gasolene in the tank of an automobile ll

“freight,” as a Federal court has Just 6*

creed, what, then, is the air in the tires?
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“GREATEST EVER”

New York Show Maintains its Glory to the

End—Immense Volume of Business Done—

Frost Falls on the Importers.

 

If ever a lot of tired men earned their rest,

they were those whose duties required them

to spend last week at Madison Square Gar

den, New York.

When the doors closed on Saturday night

on what, in view of recent occurrences, will

probably prove the last general show of

automobiles in the Garden, the exhibitors,

with few exceptions, had double cause for

thanksgiving—first, for the unprecedented

volume of business transacted during the

week, and, second, that the week‘s work

For, as a matter of fact, there

never was such another automobile show.

The promise of the first few days held true

to the end. All day and all night—that is,

until 11 o'clock—the big building was fairly

thronged. After 8 in the evening it was

literally packed. There was no diminution

of the attendance on a single day, on the part

of either trade visitors or the general public.

The former were present in astonishing num

bers. The dealers came from everywhere—

from as far South as Louisiana and Texas;

from as far West as California. There were

few States in the Union unrepresented.

As very many Of them had placed orders

for their 1905 goods weeks “before, the pres

ence of many of them was at first difficult

to comprehend. As the week wore on, how

ever, it was made plain, and another and

newer side or influence of the show was un

covered. These dealers from afar were there

to definitely close orders with customers

with whom they had been dickering, but

who would not finally purchaSe until they

had seen and inspected the cars exhibited at

the show. This class of purchaser was quite

numerously in evidence, and, as a rule, was

inclined to the purchase of large cars.

That many of the dealers who came to the

show to meet them. and to obtain assistance

from the factory stafis who were in attend

ance 0n the exhibits, achieved their purpose

is well known. As an instance, one dealer

sold seven cars to residents of his city who

had held aloof until they were able to look

over the show.

There has been various and sundry jug

gling with figures in an attempt to estimate

the volume of business transacted, but they

are, at best, wild guesses and serve no pur

pose. It is beyond doubt, however, that the

1905 show, from the business standpoint—

and from the attendance standpoint as well

—was far and away the most profitable ever

held.

“We did more business on the first day of

the show than we did during the whole week

“’88 over.

last year,’ was a remark that became so

common as not to excite comment. In a

few instances 11 Motor World man was privi

leged to see the order books of some of those

who made this assertion, and is able to

vouch for the truth of the statements. The

sales simply exceeded the wildest estimate

that might have been formed, and the ex

hibitor who did not obtain his share of the

business has either himself or his product

to blame for his empty-handedncss.

While the runabout was not wholly over

looked. it is certain that the major part of

“the greatest on record." The weather itself

throughout was simply superb. It was of

the “made to order" variety, and it was not

until late Saturday afternoon that the skies

were even fiecked with a cloud. At about

that time a gentle snow began to fall, as if

rcgreti‘ul that the end of the show was at

' hand.

By comparison, the display of imported

cars, which opened on the top floor of Macy's

dry goods store three days before the opening

of the Madison Square Garden exhibit, and

continued until two days after it had closed,

 
  

 

 

 
  

 

 

the business transacted was in those cars

listing at $1,500 and upwards, and with spe

cifications for March, April and May deliv

eries. The big cars were the objects of the

most interest, and the demand for them

points unerringly, as the Motor World stated

last week, to the beginning of the end of

the imported product.

Not a few of those manufacturers who,

wholly or largely, disposed of the outputs

which they had planned to produce for the

year, left the Garden full of that enthusiasm

which took the form of a resolution to revise

their plans and increase their outputs. It

is probable, however, that, after reaching

home, most of them have found cause for

reflection that will bring them to decide to

move circumspectly in that regard.

The crowd that attended was a free-handed

crowd—how free-handed is instanccd by the

unverified remark of a waiter in one of the

better known hosielrics.

“The automobile crowd beats the horse

show crowd," he is alleged to have stated.

“I made $106 in tips during the week, Where

I never made more than $40 during the

horse show."

Everything combined to make the show

J. H. BECKER TOTALING THE ELMORE SALES ON SATURDAY.

was a graveyard. It was designed to be a

rival of the Garden exhibit, but to term it

“rival” is to employ sncrilcgc in its most

sacrllcgious form. A pretty sum was spent

in newspaper and billboard advertising; but

not even the nude in art nor the most zealous

and liberal efforts of the Franco-American

New York Herald served to attract the

American public to what was, at first,

grandiloquently called “Imported Salon,"

which style, however, in the frenzy of the

last few days, gave way to “Foreign Auto

mobile Show."

There were tall stories printed of immense

sales made to prominent personages, but they

all should be well suited and well peppered

before being swallowed. One afternoon, when

Madison Square Garden was almost packed

to the doors, by actual count the number of

people attending the display on the top floor

of thc Macy store was exactly twelve. On

another afternoon, when the same condi

tions cxistcd, there were twclvc pcople in

the “Salon.” The front crunched beneath

their feet, and their footfalls awoke echoes

in the almost deserted hall. The speculation

which is now going the rounds of the trade

is: Who is to pay the freight?
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TIME TO BREAK AWAY

So Says Souther Regarding Copying of Foreign

ldeaFSiiting of the Show Brings Much

More to Light to Justify the Advice.

The most startling thing of all in the whole

New York Show was the Shattuck trans

mission. It has not been worked out prac

tically for automobile application, and it may

never do. There may be something about

it which will prevent, but it is startling, in

teresting, hard to understand and most en

ticing.

The principles are applicable to both bevel

and spur gears. The principle is that the

pinion is carried up a cone of stepped gears,

climbing from one to the other without stop

ping, jarring, or any possible interruption.

It may be shifted to the high speed running

slow or fast.

To think it out, as Mr. Shattuck says, was

a nightmare, but the product is something

more substantial than that produced by a

nightmare. It is to be hoped that Mr. Shat

tuck will apply this to some well known

automobile and give the engineers interested

in transmission gears a chance to see how

it works. ’

 

It was apparent from inspection of the

air cooled motor exhibits that this type of

engine had received more attention as to

the location of valves than the water cooled

type. This is natural, because it has undoubt

edly been forced upon them. Every detail

that will tend to keep an engine cool must

be taken advantage of by the maker of an

air cooled motor.

Consequently, we find valves in the air

cooled machines very close to the cylinder

proper, doing away with all extra metal and

resulting in getting a charge into and out of

the cylinder quickly and reducing the cool

ing proposition to the best possible basis.

The point to be made is this—that what is

good for the air cooled type is just as good

for the water cooled type. It is just as im

portant for the water cooled engine maker to

run his engine cool as it is for the maker of

an air cooled engine. Otherwise, the pump,

the radiator and the circulating system must

be larger than would be necessary if he

did so.

 

Some of the makers of the water cooled

type have fully realized the importance of

compactness of the cylinder at the top of the

stroke. Take, for example, the Welch and

the Peerless. They have carried thi idea to

an extreme, and a good extreme, at that, it

will be found before the industry is much

older.

The arrangement is not as neat looking,

perhaps, because it necessitates bringing the

valve cam shaft up on top of the cylinder

somewhere, or else to have what seems to be

a complicated series of levers to operate the

valves. When you stop to think of it, it is

j ust this reason that has produced a bad lo

cation for valves. The desire to get some

thing neat and easy to build was so great

that an uneconomical and inefiicient arrange

ment was arrived at. The time for building

something pleasing to the eye, rather than

something correct from an engineering

standpoint, has gone, and the old saying

will apply, that “Handsome is as hand

some does.”

In connection with this point, it is to be

noted that our engineers are too prone to

copy what the Europeans are doing. For ex

ample,-if the Mercedes or the Panhard makes

a change in the location of their valves, our

engineers are liable to follow. The time has

arrived for this to cease. We have no means

of knowing why these people change from

one type to another. It may be for commer

cial reasons, it may be for the sake of a talk

ing point, and it may be to suit European

fashion. None of these reasons are weighty

enough to affect a good engineer.

The only reason that ought to make any

engineer change is because he actually'finds

some one type better than another type. It

is up to the engineers to test carefully and

systematically what location of valves gives

the best efficiency, and abide by their own

findings, and build that which does give the

best efficiency, Just exactly as the steam

engine builders have been forced to build,

and have built what has been proven by

careful investigation to be the best construc

tion.

Here we are beginning to follow and are

following the Europeans in the matter of

magneto ignition. The questions arise at

once, are we following in the right direction?

is it as good as they think it is? How do we

know?

Is it not time for somebody to get to work

and make some tests, and absolutely estab

lish which of the two systems is superior on

any given engine? There ought to be a sound

reason for every mechanical change made.

There has been a long period of guessing

and copying. It is about time another meth

od of arriving at the results be adopted.

 

In the Phelps exhibit at the show there

was one motor found hung upon springs. A

cross spring under the front end of the en

gine supported it, the rear support being in

a long cylindrical tube, which led back to

the rear axle. It is a three cylinder engine,

ignited by a "make and break” of very sim<

pie construction, the needle making the spark

being removable and very light, which is cer

tainly good practice, as inertia becomes of

importance in rapidly moving parts.

The Phelps lubrication is rather ingenious,

too, as it provides a means for maintaining

a constant leva in the crank case that is ex

ceedingly simple. It works on the inverted

bottle principle, the opening being at a

proper height in the crank case, and a small

three pint tank fastened to the side of the

engine, sealed tight, of course, by a proper

cap. This tank feeds oil to the crank cham

ber whenever it is needed—that is, whenever

the oil in the crank case uncovers a small

opening a bubble of air rises up and lets

down an equal amount of 01]. There is no

other lubrication on this engine, which

makes it neat and clean, to say the least.

The principle of transmission involving in

dividual clutches has been worked out in

this machine to a very nice point. In the

first place, the transmission case and bevel

gear case are one near the rear axle, of

course. Each transmission gear has within

it an expanding bronze friction band, op

erated by cams. Release is positive, and

there is no chance of centrifugal force throw

ing the clutches into action, inasmuch as a

lever is so arranged as to counteract this

action.

 

One maker, the National, deemed it advisa

ble to adopt extraordinary measures for safe

ty as far as the steering mechanism was con

cerned, and in place of having one'cross

member between the arms of the steering

wheel two were adopted, one in the front

and one in the rear. The claim was also

made that this gave extreme rigidi_ty-and

positive steering qualities.

Another innovation appeared in two or

three machines—that of carrying the front

end of the steering post to a point very near

to the front axle, making almost an imme

diate connection with the steering cross rod.

This gave a very slanting steering post, of

course, but not objectionany so to look at.

\—

The control of the automobile is as varied

as seems possible to make it. In the first

place, there is the simple throttle levemwhich

opens the carburetter 0r valve at some point

in the gas system so as to give the motor

more or less fuel. Side by side with this is

the spark advance independent of the throt

tle, two levers controlling the machine as far

as fuel and speed are concerned.

The next system is where these two levers

are united into one, the spark advance with

the throttle lever. This seems rather danger

ous, because if the engine slows down it will

knock, but the secret underlying it is that

the engine must not slow down, that the gear

must be changed soon enough to avoid it.

The next system is that in which the op

erator has nothing to do with the igniter

whatever, and has a gas throttle regulated

by either hand or foot, the spark being en

tirely taken care of by an engine governor,

advancing with an increase of speed and re

tarding when the engine slows down.

Then there are cases of the governor op

erating not only the spark, but the spark and

the gasolene supply. When the motor slows

more gasolene is admitted and the spark is

retarded; when the motor speeds up the

spark is advanced and the gasolene dimin

ished.

Then comes the additional possibility of

changing the tension of the springs in the

governor from the seat, so that the gov

ernor may be set at any speed from the very

slowest to the fastest; then, in addition to

this, is the accelerator, which permits the

motor being quickly accelerated by means
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‘of the foot throwing the governor out of

action for a minute or more.

There are. other combinations of these

coupled together in various ways. The op

erator becomes skilled in the use of any of

them, and usually each maker or owner

thinks his system is the best because he is

used to it. There is one point, however,

which is of much importance in the matter

of the position of the levers on the wheels,

whether they take the form of levers or

handles which turn, or buttons. One may

become, as stated, skilled in the use of any

thing, but the controlling device which can

always be found in the same position, with

out regard to the movement of the wheel, is

undoubtedly the simplest and the safest. As

the wheel moves around, if the controlling

device follows it, the eye must be directed

toward it to be sure that the correct con

troller. (spark or throttle) may be seized at

the proper instant. At night the hand must

follow the wheel around, and by the slow

' process of touch find it in its changed loca

tion.

 

There must be some decided difference in

the location between the controllers usually

on the wheel, so that it may be recognized

in the dark, if not in position, then in “feel.”

Every one of these objections is done away

with in having a controller or controllers in

such a position that they do not move and

can always be found instantly in the dark

or at any time.

There are times when instant action will

avert accident, and slow action cause accl

dent. It is just such a simple thing as this

which makes the difference between perfec

tion and lack of it.

 

The question of fuel consumption and effi

ciency of the motor is undoubtedly pushing

to the front. As an evidence of this is the

attention being given to the location of the

.valves in the engine. Very thoughtful men

who understand the principles underlying the

whole matter are doing their level best to

get thegases into the cylinder quickly, get

them in cool, so that there will be Just as

many heat units in a given volume as possi

ble, and, after burning, to get them out

quickly. They are accomplishing this by

locating the inlet and exhaust valves just as

close to the end of the cylinder as is possible.

The accessory valve chambers and explosion

chambers are done away with entirely.

The radiating surfaces, the crooked pas

sages which tend to wiredraw the gas and

heat it on its way in, the large amount of

compression space which must be filled com

pletely, the probability of dead gases remain

ing in the corners and mixing with the good

gases, all these points enter into the prob

lem; then, when the gas is once there, at

tention is being given to putting the lgniter

where it will meet the gas which is surely

fresh and where the explosion will be trans

mltted immediately to the piston. This prin

ciple will be fol-lovved to a finish, and it will

be undoubtedly found (when the trade real

due the importance of it) by careful tests

that the efficiency of the motor has been

greatly improved, that the horsepower de

veloped per pound of gasolene will be meas

urably and appreciably greater.

 

0n the. 18 horsepower Columbia is an ef

fective development of gear shifting levers

that is at once simple and commendable; it

is here shown. One hand lever, A, is made

to do all the work done by the two levers

used last Year. There are really two levers,

  

The Columbia Shifting Levers.

B and O, the same as last year, but the op

erator need know nothing of it. By a clever

device the hand lever is made to engage

either one or the other, as desired, giving

three speeds ahead and reverse.

 

With the advent of magneto ignition comes

one disadvantage, and that is the lack of

possibility of self-starting with the four cyl

inder motor.

This very thing may create a demand for

some such device as that shown by Mack

Brothers. It is nothing more or less than a

heavy spiral spring at the front end of the

crank shaft, occupying a small cylindrical
box at the front of the frame. This has evil

dently been very cleverly worked out. While

ldle it does not touch the shaft in any way

whatever to wear it. It releases and seizes

the crank haft, no matter, in what position

the shaft may have stopped. It gives three

complete rotations of the crank shaft before

exhausting its power. After the engine has

got under way, it picks up the spring again,

winds it and locks it ready for use. Although

this sounds very simple, it is, evident that

much thought has been, put into it to elimi

feurs.

uate all the possible objections that might

be raised in the way of noise, wear, rattle ‘

and its action. For a small sized car the

spring is wonderfully compact and unobjec

HENRY SOUTHER.

Chicago Club Prepares to Build.

Detailed plans of the new clubhouse of the

(.‘hicago Automobile Club have just been is

sued, and the plans call for a splendid struct

ure on Plymouth Place, just south of Jack

son Boulevard. The Chicago club now has a

membership of over five hundred, and for a

long time the members have realized that the

present clubhouse at No. 243 Michigan ave

nue is inadequate to their needs, and a com

mittee was appointed to plan for erecting a

new building.

The club has secured an option for a nine

ty-nine year lease on a lot 96x93 feet, on

Plymouth Place, west front, one hundred feet

south of the boulevard. It is intended to

erect on this site as soon as possible a five

story building, to be devoted exclusively to

club purposes. In order to finance the prepo

sltion the committee recommends the issu

ance of fifteen year 5 per cent bonds in an

amount not exceeding $150,000. These bonds

are to be secured by a first lien on the build

ing and the leasehold interest, which extends

for a period of ninety-nine years without re

valuation. Each club member is invited to

subscribe for such amount of the bonds as

he may see fit. The work of construction will

begin as soon as the bonds have been

bought.

In the basement of the building will be lo

cated the boilers, dynamo and repair shOP

Such space in the basement as is not utilized

for the above purposes will be occupied as a

garage.

The first floor will be used exclusively for :1

garage. It is intended to make this featnN

of the club as perfect as possible, and so to

arrange the service as to assure members

that their machines will not at any time be

tampered with, and lockers will be provided.

Inside the garage entrance the plans are such

that ladies may ascend direct from the car!

to a reception room, where an elevator may

be taken to the rooms above.

, On the second floor will be located a gentle

men’s lounging room, grillroom, billiard room.

barber shop, cardrooms and bowling alley.

The ladies’ reception rooms, dressing rooms

library and general dining room will occupy

the third floor. The fourth floor will contain

about twenty-five bedrooms and bathrooms.

together with servants’ rooms.

The garage will accommodate about 0M

hundred and fifty cars, and will contain all

appurtenances, including a testing room. I

storeroom and a room for the use of chauf

 

During the two weeks of the Paris All“?

mobile Salon 320,000 people passed the tun!"

stiles. This is an increase of 60,000 over his!

year. On one Sunday 54,000 people visited

the Salon, the highest number for any W

day a yearago having been 87,000.
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“Dark Horses” Develop_on the DaytOna Beach
Louis S. Ross, in his Little American Steam Car, “Plays Tagl”.with therlmported Monsters and Proves

the Sensation of the Meet—McDonald, of England, Gets the Mile and Five Miles Record.

 

  

H. L. Bowden, the Waltham Millionaire. in the Most Powerful Machine in America—120 H. P. >»“'h0se Mile in

341-5 Seconds, Was Nuliifled by the Overweight of His Car.

Daytona, Fla., Jan. 24.—One of those “dark

horses" that you hear about trotted out to

day and served to make this, the first day of

the third Florida speed carnival, memorable.

In reality. the. “horse" was not a horse,

but a big 90 horsepower Napier racing car.

and, of course, it did not trot—it fairly flew

over the broad expanse of marblelike beach—

fiew over the five miles of closely knit sand

faster than ever an automobile traveled be

fore. It was driven by a hearty young Eng

lishman of the name A. C. McDonald. He

had been here for several days, and, though

he had been going great guns in practice.

none of the sharps or press agents seemed

to fancy him, and he passed unnoticed and
unsung. A v '

However that may be, there was no fluke

about his performance to-day. He gave full

measure. In his first trial he covered the

five miles in 3:32, but four‘flfths of a second

outside of the record held by W. K. Vander

bilt. Jr. He claimed that he had been in

tcri’ercd with and compelled to siacken pace,

and accordingly was given a second chance.

He deserved it. He “made good" to the tune

of 3:17, fairly smashing the old record to

smithereens and averaging 39 2-5 seconds per

mile.

McDonald‘s performance was the one bright

spot in an otherwise dull and uneventful day,

The only other occurrence smacking of an

lncidiiilt happened in the that event, the one.

kilometre race. Webb Jay, driving the 15

horsepower Whitefbroke his shaft within

two hundred yards of the finish, but he was

then so far ahead of his only rival, Le Blanc.

in a 20 horsepower Darrncq, that he coasted

over the line a winner.

Webb’s accident disarranged the entire af

ternoon's programme. He was entered in

the next two events, and to give him a

chance to repair they were held over.

Charles Soule. in a 30 horsepower Pope-To

ledo, and H. P. Maxim, in a gasolene Colum

bia, were in all other respects the lions of

the day. Each of them won two events in

hollow fashion. There was no semblance of

excitement. The races were the usual run

aways.

It is scarcely necessary to say more: you’ve

all seen runaways and know what they’re

like.

For the first time since the speed carnival

was instituted. the. races were to-day starter!

from Daytona, and not Ormond. It obliged

a lot of the Ormond visitors to travel six

miles to reach the starting point, and not all

of them relished it. But the scene on the

beach while the travel was in progress was

an animated one. Every sort of Vehicle

imaginable was pressed into service. The

crowd this year is. of course, much larger

than ever before, but when it is scattered

over a length of ten miles, it is difficult to

arrive at a true eltimate of its proportion,

The beach itself was in perfect condition,

save at the Ormond end, where soft red sand

had been washed up, making the going rather

heavy. The weather itself was coquettish.

A slight westerly wind blew across the

course and piled up banks of clouds, but

though the wind died away, the sun played

hide and seek. One moment the balm of

spring was in the air; the next, the chill of

_ autumn made itself felt.

The summary of the day's sport follows:

ONE KILOMETRE—FOR VEHICLES WEIGH‘

ING 851 TO 1.432 POUNDS.

Driver and car. Time.

Vi'ebb Jay, 15 h. p. White steamer . . . . . . . .. 0:l4%

A. Le Blane, 20 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ozfiilt

FIVE MILES—FOR STOCK CARS COSTING

$2,751 TO $4.000.

Driver and car. ' Time.

Charles Sonic. 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . .. 5131+.

M. Roberts, 40 h. p. Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 511744.

John Council, 35 h. p. Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5:488";

FIVE MILES—FOR STOCK CARS COSTING

$4.000 TO $6.000.

  
  

Driver and car. Time.

Charles Sonic. 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . .. 5.17%

A. Le Blane, 20 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6:225ii

FIVE MILES—FOR STOCK CARS COSTING

$651 T0 $1,000.

Driver and car. Time.

Louis 8. Ross, 8 h. p. Stanley steamer 632%

\V. E. Evans. 18 h. p. Autocnr... : ‘

C. N. Wheeler, 12 h. p. Glide...

RECORD TRIALS—FIVE MILES.

(World's record, 32.11%.)

Driver and car. Time.

A. C. McDonald. 90 h. p. Nupier..First trial 3:32

A. C. McDonald, 90 h. p. Napier..Sec. trial 3:17

Guy Vaughn. 40 h. p. Decauvllle . . . . . . . . .. 423256

H P. Maxim. 18 h. . o um 202%

Gilli

. C 1 hi .-....... .1

u. 1:. am. u p5,. Pope-Tahunm-u-nu:
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TEN MILES.

M. G. Bernin, 60 h. p. Renault............. .. 7:42

Time at five miles, 3:5156.

TEN MILES—FOR STOCK CARS COSTING

$1,001 TO $1.800.

Driver and car.

H. P. Maxim. 18 h. p. Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

C. N. Wheeler, 12 h. p. Glide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

Time, 141293.

FIVE MILES, HANDICAP (STOCK CARS.)

Driver and car. Time.

H. P. Maxim, 18 h. p. Columbia (1:47) . . . . . . .. 7:18Vs

Chas. Sonic, 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo (scratch). 79.8%

John Caswell, 35 h. p. Columbia (0:35) . . . . ..10:35%

All of yesterday and the day_ before the

crowds gathered. Every train increased the

numbers, until the spacious hotels were full

to overflowing. The scenes at both Daytona

and Ormond and on the course to-day sug

gested that a large part of the attendance at

the New York show and at the Automobile

Club's banquet in the Waldorf on Saturday

night had been mysteriously transported to

Florida. Familiar faces of men prominent

in trade and in club life are everywhere. It

may be strange land, but he is an unusual

individual who finds himself among stran

gers. The tragic accident to Frank Groker

has rather dampened the spirits of the crowd,

but the interest in the races is intense.

In oflicialdom the Dewar trophy—dubbed

the,“Scotch Highball Cup"—has been proving

a bone of contention. ‘Sir Thomas, who is

here and who might have settled the conten

tion with a breath, has shown no disposi

tion to do so, and W. J. Morgan, whom the

Floridans placed on the toboggan this year

and who seems to have hypnotized Dewar.

has all to say, and is saying a lot before he

reaches the end of his downward slide. He

provided for a commission to control the

trophy, and the commission is made up of

himselLand his cronies, to whom the entry

fees will go for future disposition. The A.

A. A., as the ruler of racing, rightly considers

that its rules should apply, but out of a

desire to be courteous to the titled donor, a

compromise has been effected, and two A. A.

A. oificials will 'be substituted on the com

mission for two of Morgan’s intimates.

Daytona. too, has been urging its claims

to full recognition, not in the Dewar affair,

but in the matter of headquarters. In pre

vious years Ormond has had the lion’s share

of publicity and everything else. Ormond,

as may not be generally known, consists

chiefly of two hotels, run by Flagler interests.

It is something of a “spite town," having

amenities? e ,.
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been established by Henry Flagler, the rail

road magnate, after Daytona had refused to

bow d0wn to him. Daytona, which is “quite

a place," and has not two, but several, hotel

of its own, feels that its share of the speed

carnival is overdue, and has taken a firm

stand—so firm that Ormond no longer will be

the “whole thing.” As a result, to-day’s races

were started from Daytona, and an agree

ment reached that each day hereafter the

starting point will be alternated between the

two towns, subject, however, to the direction

of the wind, which sweeps the beach like a

young gale when it blows at all. It is, of

course, a vital factor for or against fast

going, hence the agreement.

The new Ford racer arrived to-night. The

big Darracq is also here, but has a cracked

cylinder that will prevent its use.

 

THE SECOND DAY.

MCDONALD SETS THE MILE AT 344~5, AND

THEN BOSS TROUNCES HIM.

Daytona, Jan. 25.—“Steam has its victories

no less renowned than gasolene."

If this paraphrase sounds atrocious, don’t

you care; it’s true, and Louis S. Boss, of New

ton, Mass., to-day proved its truth. In that

turtle-shaped thing of his, with its stumpy

smokestack pointing upward and rearward,

suggesting that a devil-possessed turtle is

skimming the earth hind end foremost, he

to-day vomited steam all over the “gaso

leners." His queer appearing craft is popu

larly dubbed “the Stanley steamer,” but Ress

himself says it is Boss‘s steamer. He is an

engineer of no mean ability, and fashioned

his car and brought it up to the concert

pitch which it showed to-day.

Ross not only annexed the Clowry Cup of

fered for the swiftest steam vehicle, but he

also gathered in the much smoked “Scotch

Highball Trophy," otherwise the Dewar cup,

to compete for which all comers were we]

come, provided they first paid $50 for the

welcome. The several fifty dollars’ received

from the source is to form a special fund

which will be applied to the Lord and one

other man knows what. All the biggest rip

snorting gasolene racers tried for the whisky

man’s gift, and though they “vollied and

thundered," Ross’s little vehicle, shod with

Diamond tires and making not much more

noise than the ghostly spirit it suggests,

claimed it as its own. McDonald’s big Eng

  

lish Napier, and Vanderbilt’s even bigger

German Mercedes, Brokaw’s French Renault

Heller’s Belgian Pipe, Oldfield's American

Green Dragon—they all contended. No auto

mobillng nation was unrepresented. But the

smallest, most insignificant creation of them

all, the little American steamer, lowered their

colors and showed them how to run. It won

its heat in 413-5 seconds, and the final in

42. It won easily, too, and with open

daylight between itself and the next best.

It was a great day for Ross, for steam

and for America. It was a bitter gulp for

the whiskey man and some others. And,

oh! yes. Oldfield, in his American car, won

his heat, too, and was fourth in the final.

Only these two American vehicles started.

And then, earlier in the day, Ross went out

and proved that he was not “all out” in

V the “Scotch Highball" event, by skeedaddling

a mile in 38 seconds. 'The best that even

Bo'wden’s German monster of 120 h. p. could

do was 34 1-5. Ross's machine is rated but

20 horse. Bowden’s record, however, stands

for nothing, as his car is 300 pounds over

weight.

In the record trials McDonald and his N8

pier did 34 45, which time is now the ofliciiil

record for the mile. The beach was not 8!

its best to-day, and those figures may not

prove of long life.

Vanderbilt, who held the old record of 39

seconds, tried again to-day, and though he

drove a more powerful car than last year

he could do no better than 42 3-5. If he was

disappointed, the affable young millionaire

did not show it. But he at once set about

changing his gears. There were those, how

ever, who were disappointed. Nearly all tht‘

“wise ones" expected “Willie K.” to swet'l'

the decks clean. Only yesterday Bowde"

was among those who let fall that prediction.

'l‘o-day was notable for two close finishes.

as finishes go in automobile races, and alsv

for the appearance of E. R. Thomas' the

New York banker, and B. M. Shanley. of

Newark, N. J., in the role of drivers. Hither

to they have been content to let their chauf

feurs take the risk, but that the Croker acri

dent had not filled their hearts with fear

their work today amply demonstrated

Thomas, Vanderbilt and Shanley, represent'

ing literally a battle or flight of Wealth'

were in one heat of the Corinthian our eve“

and Vanderbilt won. But 'I'homas‘ii’fls 5"
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most at his heels, and Shanley well up. In

the first heat of the Dewar Cup race, Vander

bilt and Thomas came together again, and

this time the latter turned the tables; they

finished third and fourth, respectively. The

heat itself was won by Ross and his little

steamer, after'a pretty fight with McDonald

and his big Napier. The struggle was re

peated in. the final, for which McDonald

qualified as fastest loser. He got the best

of the start, but Ross overhauled him in the

first quarter mile and led by an open length

until within 100 yards of home. There the

Englishman challenged and drew alongside,

but Ross knew his machine, and, giving it a

wide throttle, drew away and won by two

fifths of a second, in 42 seconds fiat—a new

competition record. William Wallace, who

did not go to South America, was third, and

Oldfield fourth. The latter, who is outclassed

‘by the big foreign cars, qualified by winning

the third heat by clever jockeying, beating

out a 90 F. I. A. T., an 80 Pipe and a 90

Mercedes. ,In the second heat the Pope-T0

ledo lined up, but did not start.

In the mile time trials, Vanderbilt’s record

of 39 seconds was beaten three times, by

McDonald, 3445; Ross, 38, and Bowden,

34 1-5, but, as stated, the latter‘s car is over

weight, and his performance does not count,

nor has he been eligible for any of the

events. The fact that he is a member of

A. A. A. racing committee makes his lapse

In this regard the more remarkable. Two

other competitors got inside of 40 seconds—

Wallace, 39 1-5, and Stevens, 39 2-5.

The balmy zephyrs of Florida that people

read about were conspicuous by their ab

sence to-day. Instead, a stiff wind blew that

chilled the spectators to the marrow. As it

blew toward Ormond, the starts were made

from Daytona, instead of from the “spite

town," and Daytona smiled, of course. The

air was so cold that “racing in heats” became

something of a joke. As a matter of fact.

the warmest things on the beach were the

scarlet caps worn by the officials, or, rather,

' they were the warmest things until several

spectators lighted fires in the eiTort to keep

themselves from freezing. The beach itself

was not at its best.

The summary:

ONE MILE—TIME TRIALS.

H. L. Bowden, 120 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . .. 0:34%

A. C. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napier... .. 023483

A. Duplus, 80 h. I~e ........... .. .. 023498

,houis S. Ross, 20 . p. oss steamer . . . . . . .. 0:

William Wallace, 90 h. p. F. 1. A. T. . . . ..

'S. 13. Stevens, 90 h. p. Mercedes.....“'aller Christie, 60 h. p. Christie . . . . ..

R.

  

E. Thomas. 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . .. I

~\V. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., 90 h. p. Mercedes 0:423

B. M. Shanley. 90 h. Mercedes . . . . . .. Drill/u

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. _. I. A. T....... .. .. 0245?,

LI. G. Bernin, 60 h. p. Renault.............. .. 0145‘s

Guy Vaughn, 40 h. . Decauville . 024838

Webb Jay, 20 h. . White steamer. . :53

J'. L, Breese, h. Mercedes. . 053%

Oscar Hedstrom, Ind n motor bicycle..... 1:02

James L. Breese, 18 h. p. Mercedes........ .. 1:0.‘M

ONE MILE—FOR DEWAR CUP.

Fl r s t H e a t. .

Louis S. Ross, 20 h. p. Ross steamer . . . . . . . . . ..

A. C. MacDonald. 90 h. p. Napier..... ..E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . .. ..

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., 90 h. p. Mercede

TimohRoss, 031%; MacDonald, 033%.

S e c o n d H e a t.

William Wallace. 90 h. p. F. I. A. T

B. M. Shanley, 90 h. p. Mercedes

M. G. Bernin, 60 h. p. Renault..

Time—Wallace, 0:49; Shanley, 0:54; Bernin

Third Heat.

  

  

  
JIGIONH

  “NF

  

:iéa.

  

  

Barney Oldfield, 60 h. Peerless ............... .. 1

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. . I. A. T., 2

A. Duplus, 80 h. Pipe....... .. 3

E. B. Stevens. 90 . . Mercede . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Tim ldfield, 024995.

Fi n a l H e a. t.

Louis Ross . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

A. C. MacDonald.. 2

Paul Sartori ...... .. 3

Barney Oldfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Sartori,Time—Ross, 0:42; MacDonald, 032%.;

038%.

ONE MILE (STEAM CARS) — FOR R. C.

CLOWRY TROPHY.

Louis S. Ross, 20 h. . Ross steamer . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Vl'ebb Jay, 15 h. hite steamer............ .. 3

J. W. Edmonds, h. p.

  

R. R. Kimball, 10 h. p. Stanley ............... .III

Time—Ross, 057%; Jay, 058%; Edmonds. 1:64.

ONE MILE (AMATEéngEZ—FOR CORINTHIAN

F i r s t H e a t.

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.. 90 h. p. Mercedes

E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes ....... .. .

B. M. Shanley, 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . .. 3

Time—Vanderbilt, 037%; Thomas, 037%; Shan

u .

  

  

  

ley, 0: 5

S e c o n d H e a t.

S. B. Stevens, 90 h. p. Mercedes..' ............. .. 1

William Wallace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T. 2

James L. Breese, 40 h. p. Mercedes ............ .. 3

Time—Stevens, 094.5%: Wallace. 0:46%: Breese,

057%. Final heat not finished.

TIME TR‘IALB.

Webb Jay, 20 h. p. White steamer ......... .. 1:00%

\V. E. Evans. 18 h. p. Autocar ............. .. 1:3!

 

THE FATAL ACCIDENT TO CROKER.

For the first time since its institution, the

Florida speed carnival was marked, or, more

correctly, was preceded by an accident, and

one that unfortunately cost two lives. Frank

H. Croker, the well-known New York sports

man, and his chauffeur, Alexander Raoul,

were the victims. The tragedy occurred on

Friday last, 21st lnst., while Croker, accom

panied by Raoul, were indulging in a prac

tice spin on the beach. They were moving

at a terrific pace when, in an endeavor to

avoid a motorcyclist directly in their path,

‘Croker swung his car too sharply, and it

overturned. The car careened into the ocean,

carrying both men with it. When lifted out

of the water, Raoul was found to be dead

and Croker was lnsensible. He was imme

diately carried to Hotel Ormond and five

doctors summoned. He was found to be so

grievoust hurt and the shock had been so

great that, though he regained consciousness,

the physicians, while hoping for the best,

were fearful that the young man’s wounds

were mortal. His injuries were found to be

a compound fracture of the left forearm, the

bone protruding through the flesh; right thigh

broken near the knee and a little above it;

serious injury to' left elbow; three ribs frac

tured; right tlmmb fractured; right ear lacer

ated; scalp :scr'aped; ‘numerous abrasions

about the face and- body and internal in

juries, all intensified by the great shock.

Croker lingered until 6:20'Saturday morn

ing, when death came to his relief. His

body, with" that of "Raoul, was forwarded to

New York. It reached here on Wednesday,

where it awaits the arrival of his father,

Richard Croker, the former leader of Tim!

many Hall, from Ireland, where he now re

sides.

The best accounts of the accident make it

appear that Newton F. Stanley, the motor

cyclist concerned, altered his course to es

cape a wave that washed in on the beach,

seeing which Croker swerved to avoid him.

At the same instant the ear struck a spot

of soft sand, which ripped 01! a tire, and the

tragedy followed in a twinkling. The Motor

World’s representative on the spot, after in

specting the wrecked Simplex and talking

with several expert motorists, wires that the

blame does not rest on the tires. He says

that the axles appear to have been too weak,

the rear one having buckled when the car

made' its violent swerve. One sad circum

stance of the accident was that, despite Cro

ker‘s sacrifice, the motorcyclist did not en

tirely escape. He was knocked down, and

sustained a compound fracture of the leg.

Frank Croker was 25 years of age and a

fine specimen of young manhood. Big, broad

shouldered, robust, smooth shaven, in the

sweater which he usually wore when speed

ing, he looked the college football player who

radiates health and good humor. He was

every inch a sportsman. At Brown Univer

sity, where he entered with the class of ’01,

he played on both the baseball and football

teams. Leaving college, he became interest

ed in dogs and horses; he owned several

high-bred bulldogs. He took up both auto

moblling and motor boating. being the owner

of the X, P, D, N, C, Y, one of the fastest

boats in these waters. He had it with him

in Florida. where he intended to' engage in

the motorboat races that occur next week.

As an automobilist be last year set up a

string of records on the Empire City track,

and also competed in the Vanderbilt cup race.

0n the latter occasion he flirted with fate

by driving a car that literally had been rid

dled with holes in order to bring it inside the.

weight limit. The car in which he went to

death was similarly riddled.
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UNDER THE WALDORF PINES

A. C. A. Banquet a Superb Spectacle and Flow

of Eloquence—Even Birds Caroled There.

 

Each succeeding banquet of the Automo

bilc Club of America proves more magnifi

cently impressive than its Immediate prede

cessor. They have really taken high place

in the functions of the year. The six of the

line (which several papers had confused with

the annual dinner of the American Automo

bile Association the wcek previous), which,

as usual, was held in the ballroom of the

Waldorf-Astoria on Saturday last, 21st inst,

was almost 'beyond comparison. It was a

sight to be remembered.

The grand ballroom had been converted

into i1 clearing in a pine forest. The tables

were laid literally in a grove of evergreen.

Walls, pillars and galleries were hidden by

overhanging pines and hemlock. A rockery,

laden with moss and forns,'occupied the cen

tre of the big room; palms were utilized in

every conceivable manner. Small evergreen

trccs adorned the boxes filled with handsome

women, and flowers and berries of bright

hue completed the inviting and beautiful

picture. Even the tables were not neglected

in the decorative scheme, and never has the

setting of a banquet been more effectively

carried out with results so unique and start

ling. The speakers table was arrow~shaped

and pointing away from the guest tables, a

unique arrangement.

The feast began at 7:30 o’clock, following

a reception, after which the guests were

escorted to the ballroom through a hall that

had been prepared for the woodland scene,

the beauty of which excited an outburst of

enthusiasm. On one side of President Dave

Hennen Morris sat Lieutenant Governor

Bruce, and on the other err-President W. E.

Scarritt. One feature of the banquet was

the serving of iccs packed in miniature mo

tor cars.

At the guests table, besides President and

Toastmaster David H. Morris, were: General

George Moore Smith, Commodore Frederick

G. Bourne, Thomas A. Edison, James P. Dill.

Creswcll MacLaughlin, Hon. Henry A. Van

Alstync, William C. Gotshall, Attorney Gen

eral Julius Mayer, Hon. M. Linn Bruce, Win

throp E. Scarritt, Colgate Hoyt, Colonel John

Jacob Astor, Jefferson Scligman, Park Com- ,

missioner John J. Pallas, Samuel Walter Tay

lor, William Phelps Eno, William H. Page,

Jr.. John Brisben “'alkcr and John Furson.

Other leading motor enthusiasts in evi

dence were cx—Presidcnt A. R. Shuttuck, who

had a table of guests: Augustus Post, R. Lee

Morrcll. A. TV. Church, Royal R. Sheldon, G.

E. )lcivcstcn, John Shepherd. .Ir.. John 1’.

Holmes, A. Lincoln Lippctt, Fred 0. Stevens,

II. J. Err-rail, Luwrcncc Abrams, Chauncey

P. Anderson. A. L. Barber, M. 'l‘oscan Ben

nctt, H, B. Vrcclnml, C. L. Eilcy, Fi'cderlck

Closeup.

Men prominent in the industry were nu

merous. Among them were Windsor ’1‘.

White, S. T. Davis, Jr., A. L. Riker, H. B.

Joy, W. D. Gash, James Couzens, George H.

Day, H. F. Cuntz, A. H. Ovcrman, Paul

Deming, Carl H. Page, L. P. Mooers, J. J.

Amory, Charles L. Seabnry, Alden Sampson,

2d, J. H. McAiumnn, Frank Eveland, J. D.

Anderson, H. W. (“hapin, (‘hnrlcs E. Miller,

J. J. Mandery. ‘

In his address of welcome President Mor

ris told of the growth of the club and of

the automobile‘s development in the last few

years. In contrast to the banquet of Satur-'

day night, he reminded the diners of the first

feast of the club. which was held at the

Waldorf in 1899 and at which only a handful

of men who “owned or intended to own"

automobiles appeared.

Continuing, he said:

“Now glance at our club itself. Our mem

bership limit has been twice reached, and

now the waiting list is long—n list comprising

some of the greatest names in America.

Look at our membership, the most demo

cratic of any in this country—beside the

millionaire is the artisan, the only qualifica

tion bcing that of gentleman in its best sense.

Within the fortnight we have voted to build

it half-million-dollar clubhouse and garage,

where we may accommodate the thousand

members we soon shall have on our rolls,

and through which we can curb and control

the professional chauffeur."

Mr. Morris then introduced err-President

Winthrop E. Scurritt, “one of the noblest

Romans of them all," whose readiness of

speech has made him in great dcmand on all

occasions. At its banquet each year the

A. (‘. A. introduces some startling sidepiay.

Probably because it was suspected that Scar

ritt had searched the skies or the Bible for

his rhetorical flight, this year‘s innovation

was introduced as he arosc to speak. It was

in keeping with the woodland setting. Birds

were unloosed and perched in the trees;

their warblings seemed to say “Cheer up!

(‘hecr up! Cheer up!" Scarritt refused to

he disconcerted, but the carolings did inter

fcre with the speech making.

Mr. Scarritt did not disappoint expecta

tions. He declared the automobile to be the

gift of the gods to the poor earthmen, the

idea of Vulcan. “The earthmen," he said,

“demanded from Jove some means of ‘rapid

transit,‘ and he called a council of the gods.

Mercury suggesth wings, but Mars remun

strutcd that Olympus would be endangered,

so Vulcan made the tire car.

“The automobile is both an evolution and a

revolution. It is an evolution in that it has

been evolved out of the necessities of mod

ern life. It is a revolution in that it is a

revolt against the slow. antiquated and in

tolerable conditions of‘ transportation since

the days of Abraham.

"It was the lamented Garfield who said

that the Pilgrim fathers were opposed to

hanging only wbcn they were the people to

In: hanged. The average American, with

good red blood in his veins. is opposed to the

automobile only until he zeta one himself,

and then he becomes an enthusiasflc advo

cate of this sport for kings and king of

sports.

“Notwithstanding thi great and solemn

fact, a late Governor of the Mosquito State,

with more audacity than wisdom, recom

mended in a recent message that no auto

mobile be permitted in the State of New

Jersey that could run over twenty miles per

hour. And yet this distinguished gentleman,

who loves a horse, would swell with righte

ous indignation ,if it were suggested that a

law be passed to hobble a horse so that it

could not do a mile in better than three min

utes.

"Four years ago there was in this country

one automobile to every 1,500,000 inhabitants.

Two years ago there was one to every 6,500

inhabitants. To-day there is one to every

1,200 inhabitants. Give us another five

years and they will be as thick in this coun

try as mosquitoes in the Huckcnsack mea

dows."

Lieutenant Governor M. Linn Bruce was

uccused by the diners of playing to the gui

leries, where many women sat. He got

more applause from that quarter than any

of the other speakers when, raising his glass,

he proposed this toast:

"To the ladies, the only autocrats who

elect without voting, who govern without

low and who decide without appeal."

Mr. Bruce admitted that he didn‘t own an

automobile and that he had never ridden

in one more than two or three times in his

life. As for automobilists, he had, he said.

usually seen them coming at him with gog

gles on, disguised, their hands upon the

wheels and their feet upon the brakes, trav

elling at the rate of forty miles an hour. On

this occasion, though, he said he was glad

to meet automobilists as “equals, glass for

glass and bottle for bottle."

Former Lieutenant Governor Timothy L.

“'00de has been converted to untomobil

ism. Although he admitted that he hadn‘t

been invited to the dinner, he came, he said.

to declare the fact of his conversion. Mr.

Woodruff said that he was one of the men

who believed once that he would never give

up the horse for the automobile, but he had.

he confessed, become a victim of the craze.

“And I have," he announced, “a French

chauifeur."

William H. Page told the diners that his

experience with the automobile had included

almost everything exeept owning one and

being run down by one. He then let fall the

suggestion of a national licensing law as a

way out of the turmoil of State numbers

and State legislation. William P. Eno spoke

at length of “Street Traffic Regulation." and

State Engineer H. A. Van Alstyne, of 800d

roads, while Samuel Walter Taylor declared

that most of the members of the Automobile

' Clu'b were lovers of horses, and that. instead

of relegating the horse to the tomb, the all-ll?

mobile was bringing emancipation to lum

It was to the horse what labor saving IBB'

cllluet‘y was to man. he said, and he prophtjj

sled a future “brotherhood of man and burst

similar to what be imagined must have ex

isted in the case of the Arab and the Indlfl"

oi the plains.
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ALCOHOL AS 'MOTOR FUEL

Tremendous Strides Made in Germany—How

it Compares with " Standard Oil’s " Product.

Following the lead of Germany, or proba

bly because that country has solved the

problem of producing an efiicient fuel for

the internal combustion engine at home so

satisfactorily within recent years, the ques

tion of doing likewise is now 'up for discus

sion in England.

Germany imports vast quantities of pe

troleum in its crude state, as well as its

many products of refinement, but, realizing

that in case of war this supply would be in

danger of being entirely cut ofl’, the war and

naval departments counselled encouraging

the manufacture of a substitute. This has

been found in alcohol, for which the tremen

dons crops of potatoes grown on the sandy

plains of the eastern and northern parts of

the empire furnish abundant material. The

waste of the immense beet sugar factories is

also used for this purpose.

An apparatus so simple as to be readily

handled by every wayside farmer has been

devised for the process of manufacture, and

in 1901 the industry had reached proportions

where its annual output was in excess of 31,

000,000 gallons, :1 very large percentage of

which was consumed for power purposes. In

the following year an exposition was held

in Berlin, at which everything from an alco

hol student lamp up to a 25 horsepower lo

comotive was shown in operation.

The display of alcohol automobiles in

Paris a year or two previous will also be

recalled, and, though the latter showed won

derful advances. far surpassing anything of

the kind hitherto shown, not a great deal on

the subject has been heard from that coun

try since. The industry has been fostered in

Germany by the passage of consistent legis

lation removing the tax on this spirit, as a

result of which it sells at from 12 to 25 cents

a gallon. It is denaturized by the addition

of various chemical substances. in no im

pairing its value a a fuel or for us; in the

arts, but rendering it absolutely unfit for

drinking purposes.

While the engine has to be designed for use

with alcohbl as a fuel, the latter has so

many advantages to its credit as to be well

deservlng‘of consideration in this respect.

One of the chief reasons why France has

not pursued further inquiry along this line

is owing to the fact that a large part of the

product of her makers is marketed abroad,

whereas alcohol fuel is only obtainable at

home and in Germany. This is set forth at

length in an interview with an English au

thority on the subject by the Autocar, a con

temporary that is urging the matter in Eng

land.

Its greatest advantage lies in the fact that

its specific gravity permits of its being mis

cible with water, so that, using air, water'

and fuel in varying proportions, the cost of

the latter is appreciably reduced. The steam

generated in the cylinder gives a more even

expansion and permits of a longer stroke,

indicator cards taken from some of the best

types of agricultural engines in Germany and

France closely resembling those of the

steam engine. The heat absorbing properties

also obviate the necessity of water cooling

to the same extent as is necessary with gas

olene. The heat efficiency of alcohol as com

pared with the latter is also superior and a

better utilization of the heat units in the

form of work is possible.

Until the vast fields of Russia are devel

oped Europe must look to the United States

for her supply of petroleum, and it is to

guard against a failure of the supply in time

of war or 9. raising of the price through the

endowment of universities that Germany has

put forth such strenuous efforts and accom

plished so much. Within another decade the

Teuton will be able to put his fingers to his

nose at Rockefeller, and it will not be from

the bad smell of gasolene, either, as alcohol

is free from that, too. England is in the po

sition that Germany drew herself out of, but

is taking up the propaganda more from pa

triotic motives.

New Idea in Water Pumps.

“Amac” is the title of a new centrifugal

pump recently placed on the market in Eng

land for circulating the cooling water. Its

chief advantage lies in its relation to the

engine by means of which, should the circu

lation be suspended for any cause not with

in' the capacity of the pump to remove, the

engine is brought to a stop. Many a break

down for which the car owner has had to

give up handsomely to the repair man, might

be averted through such a device should it

prove reliable. The dashboard pressure

gauge is of course an almost universal pre

ventive on the better class of cars in this

country, but it needs in many instances, as

pointed out by George Ade in his suggestions

as to improvements for the "Rolling Pea~

nut." a device which will give the driver a

“smart kick in the shins" and inform in a

gentle, but firm voice “to back up," for its

pointer sometimes loses count of the num

erals ornamenting its dial through the agony

of internal pressure in its system and the

man at the wheel “chaufl's” on all unheeding

until the engine itself backs up and lays

down.
 

This Motor Cuts Some lee.

From Lewiston, Pa., comes an account of a

genius of that place who has just devised an

attachment for automobiles to cut ice. Two

years ago E. E. Spangler came to the con

clusion that he needed an automobile in his

business, and built a machine capable of

running fifteen miles an hour. This year he

entered the ice business, and, to save buy

ing an ice cutting machine, determined to

devote his home made automobile to this

purpose. A circular saw attached to the rear_

axle answered the purpose. The Lewiston

man claims that the automobile ice cutter

does away with the work of many men and

horses, and he is now seeking a patent.

TIRES NOT TO BLAME

Tests Designed to Demonstrate that Punctures

and Detachments are of Small Effect.

Tire experiments in the shape of tests to

demonstrate that the average pneumatic is

not as readily punctured as it is thought to

be, formed an interesting exhibit at the Crys

tal Palace, London, that drew many spec

tators. S. I". Edge set .‘out to. prove that

punctures and cuts are not the most common

causes of breakdowns. . I

A specially prepared road, on which were

thickly strewn broken bottles, spikes and

chisels, was employed for the test, and over

this both a touring car and the racer used

by Edge in the Bennett Cup competition

were driven at a speed of forty to fifty miles

an hour. The result was a surprise in that

the touring car passed over this chevaux-de

frise a dozen times before a puncture was

made, but so little effect had the accident

on the car that the occupants were not

aware of it until they pulled up. It was not

so difficult to puncture the racing machine

tires, and one of the latter was soon deflated.

no attention was paid to it, however, and the

car kept on as if nothing had happened.

The deflated tire was then loosened at one

side, in order to permit it to leave the rim at

high speed. It flew ofl’ when the car was

running at full speed, and was whirled quite

a distance along the road, but did not disturb

the car or its occupants, and the former kept

on its course without suflering any further

damage. - -

In the light of the recent deplorable acci

dent in Florida, the latter experiments are

extremely interesting and directly in point,

though they fail to shed any light on the for

mer, owing to the radically differing condi

tions. \
 

Variation oi Float Feed Brinciple.

New carburetters are such a matter of

daily recurrence as to scarcely merit pas

ing notice. The majority go as they come,

unheralded and unmounted. So much so that

good points in many that might be availed of

are overlooked. Tile Hennebutte is the name

of a more or less recent arrival in France.

devised by La Société Force Motrlce Econo

mique of Neuilly-Sur-Maine, and is said to

be receiving considerable attention. Apart

from the manner of controlling the gaso

lene feed by means of the float, it follows ,

accepted lines, but in this respect an im

provement worthy of note has been intro

duced. As compared with the usual man

ner of effecting this, i. e., supporting the float

on the liquid, the float in the Hennebutte car

buretter is scarcely ever fully upheld by the

weight of the liquid lt displaces, and begins

to act only when its unsupported weight

overcomes the pressure of a spring surround

ing the stem of the intake valve. The elect

of this is said to be a marked diminution in

the variation of the fuel level due to vibra

tion and jolting when under way.
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The Pierce Car was awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition as

the best expression of an American car built for American conditions and American

temperaments.

The Grand Prize thus awarded is but a recognition of a standard toward which

we have been working for five years, and which we believe we have attained.

The six cars which we have built for 1905 comprise the best we know of suc

cessful motor car building.

Catalog and technical descriptive matter sent on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Makers of PIERCE Cycles. BUFFALO, N. Y.

‘ Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

FOR SALE BY

DOWLING it MAGUIRE. Boston Mass. BANKER BROS. CO., Pittsburg. Pa.

1}} Cignflézl‘lmon. 1%."! H. J. WILLARD. Portland, Maine.

- -- cago- - R. V. CONNERAT. Savannah. Ga.

THE GEORGE N- PIERCE CO» Dim"?- C°1°- c. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE 00.. St. Paul. Minn.

§T1¥L1§9figgog935w053~ Dam“ mm MOBI‘LE CCARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran
' h ' ' ’ csco. a.

Evk‘i‘rgfi‘gmfimgnggfigfi, 15‘3"" N' Y' sTANDARO MOTOR CAR CO., Scranton. Pa.

J. A. PLACE, Gangvg, N_ y_ WESTERN AUTOMOBILE 00.. St. Louis. Mo.

EASTmCOASIT AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackaon- M- 0. 3!.ngAN AUTOMOBILE 00.. Syria

v 0. Fa. cu . . .

r. R JOHNSON, Log Angel", Cat MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.
hARROLD M R A ., , iltica. N. Y.

N Y s 0T0 C R CO New Y°rk CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

THE . . , _, Worcester. Mass
C3.EORGE N PIERCE CO oakund' UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE (30.. Roch

WILSON & 00.. Ottawa, Canada. ester. N. Y

 

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE “HOW.

Roam-l N00. 49. 50. 65 and 68.
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FERRY TEST CASE DECIDED

Court Says Gasoicne is Freight and Rules Against

Automobiles—Congressional Relief Sought.
 

According to the decision of Judge Adams

in the United States District Court for

the Southern District of New York, the

gasolene carried in the tank of an automo

bile is “freight,” and not merely the source

of energy, as is popularly supposed. And

while it is “not so clear" to'the judicial mind

that there was fire on the particular car con

cerned (a four cylinder More) when it went

on and off the boat under its own power

which is reasonably clear to all who have to

do with motors—the judge had ruled that it

is plain that “when a motor of this class is

in motion under its own power it carries a

fire." As a result, he decided that the ferry

boat Texas had violated the Federal law—

Section 4,472 of the Revised Statutes as

amended in 1901—when it transported the

car in question, and sustained the libel

against the boat, which is the property of

the. Broakiyn Ferry Co.. and imposed the

statutory penalty for the offence, $500.

This is the outcome of the suit instituted

last fall. at the instigation of the Automobile

Club of America, as a means of testing the

federal law governing the transportation of

automobiles on passengers boats.

The decision was handed down on Jan. 20.

'iue opinion goes into detail. and is quite

lengthy; it is averred therein that the “scien

tific testimony of two witnesses was taken

on the trial on behalf of the government, but

none on the part of the claimant, which ap

parently was satisfied with the government's

case in such respect." The "scientific" char

acter of the testimony in question may best

be judged from the statement “there is not

much difference between gas and steam

machines—that in a four cylinder car moving

at even a moderate speed. the time between

the explosions in the respective cylinders

would be very short; that the hot tube ma

chines, steam cars, giving a steady, continu

ous flame, are in very successful operation,"

made by F. R. Hutton, professor of mechani

cal engineering at Columbia.

Then follows a lengthy, academic discus

sion as to the distinction between fire and

flame, and the presence of the latter in the

cylinder; likewise the danger of flames lssu~

ing from the muffler through failure to ignite

in the cylinder and then being fired through

a subsequent explosion in the latter, and

whether surrounding objects or parts of the

car itself would catch fire from this.

was part of the testimony of the same ex

pert, who, on being recalled, stated “that

there could be fire without flame; that there

could be fiaine without glow, as the result

of chemical action or union; that flame and

fire are not synonymous terms; that you may

very easily have a fire without a flame."

Divested of all superfluous verbiage, the

contentions oi the iibeilant (the government)

constitute'but tWo questions, which can be

This ~

summed up in a few words: “First, whether

gasolene as carried by the car in this case

was freight, and, second, whether in the

method of operation there was a fire as such,

which had not been extinguished when the

car went on the ferryhoat and was relighted

before it went ashore."

The attorney for the government during

the trial said in this connection that “we

have abandoned the idea of a spark being a

flame,” this admission following a statement

by the witness, Dr. Hutton, that the electric

sparks should not be described as a fire, and

then the claimant contended that the language

of the act, especially the use of the words “all

fire, if any,” and “reilghted” clearly contem

plate the two types of automobiles, one

with a fire in the ordinary and popular sense,

fed by gasolene and giving forth a continu

ous flame, and the other, like the one in ques

tion, having no such fire; that it is only by a

stretch of language that the intermittent

electric flashes can be described as a “fire”

which must be extinguished before entering

and not relighted until after leaving the

boat; that the mere circumstance of there

being an insignificant residuum of carbon in

the cylinder does not make these flashes a

fire." The claimant further referred the'

court to the history of the legislation result

ing in the amendment of 1901, and furnished

copies of the Congressional reports showing

the obvious intent of Congress in passing the

amendment, and that the difference above

outlined was then taken into consideration.

Both parties to the action were agreed that

the burner in the usual type of steam ma

chine using gasolene as a fuel has a diameter

of 14 to 20 inches, according to the size of

the vehicle, and that the steady flames aris

ing therefrom are from one to two and a

half inches in height. And upon this admis

sion and the reports above referred to the

claimant contended that the latter was the

class of automobile which it was intended to

exclude from passenger steamers. and not

the one using the electric spark.

The opinion goes on to state that “the con

tention that the word ‘freight’ in the act is

used in the ordinary sense to indicate the

cargo, or any part of it, or anything carried

for pay, as this car concededly was, and it is

a necessary corollary that all of the machine

and everything belonging to it partook of

the same character."

After an examination of the briefs and the

testimony the judge concludes that “there

does not seem to be any doubt that the con

tents of the tank which formed a part of the

vehicle was freight within the meaning of

the statute.’ But “that the question whether

there was a fire on the car when it went

aboard and left the boat is not so clear. It

appears from the testimony that there was

no real danger to the gasolene in the tank

from the sparks. But, whatever the inten

tion of Congress may have been in this par

ticular, it is really unimportant in the de

termination of the question here—that is,

whether there was a violation of the law. It

is apparent that the act of 1901 required the

car to enter and leave the boat by some

other method than the use of its own power.

and it must be presumed that Congress so

intended, however inconvenient it might

prove, otherwise the requirement would not

have'been inserted. The testimony of the

experts here makes it clear that when a mo

tor of this class is in motion under its own

power it carries a fire." Then, after compar

ing the steam and gasolene machines and

stating that Congress has made no distinc‘

tion between them, he goes on to say that

"it is obvious, however, that neither class of

machines can produce motive power without

heat, which in these cases is the result of

fire, the prohibited thing."

The claimant in its brief set up that a boy

carrying kerosene in a bottle or in a bicycle

lamp would be equally a violation and,

touching on this, the opinion says: “The

suggestions of counsel concerning the vari

ous possible slight infractions of the law

do not bear on the question here. It is not

necessary to determine now whether they

would be regarded as of serious character

or treated as de minimis. ' It is sufficient for

the present to apply the law to the case

under consideration.”

“It will be observed that the act of 1901

leaves it optional with passenger steam ves

sels to carry vehicles containing the pro

hibited fluid so that no liability results from

a refusal to transport machines of the kind

in question. Decree for the libellants for

$m.li

A brief prepared by John C. ngdon, chair

man of the legal action committee of the

Federation of American Motorcyclists, and

covering the same issues as applied to the

motor bicycle, was filed concurrently with

the brief mentioned, by courtesy of Herbert

Green, of counsel for the ferry company. No

reference whatever to this is made in the

opinion, but, arguing by implication, the m0

torcyclist has somewhat the advantage of

the automobile owner, for, being compelled

to walk his machine on and off the boat,

there is never at any time during the trip

any fire in it, but his fuel supply comes

under the category of “freight,” regardless

of its quantity, and the ferry owners may

refuse to transport him on this ground

should they chose to do so.

A further amendment to the act under

which the case in question was brought will

shortly be introduced before Congress. It is

designed to obviate the effect of the above

ruling in regard to the fuel in the tank being

considered freight, as well as to permit cars

to run on and off ferry boats under their

own power without subjecting the latter to

a fine. Probably no further action will be

taken regarding the present case should this

amendment be favorably considered.

 

New-Orleans is coming to the front. There

are 122 automobiles registered in the city,

and the owner of one of them was recently

arrested for cruelty to animals. The cruelty

consisted of “running over the foot of a

horse and inflicting what might have been a

serious injury.”
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MOVING IN MASSACHUSETTS_

First Gleam of Reason Appears, but the Law’s

Greatest Inlamies Pass Unnotieed.

It is probable that the infamous Massa

chusetts law will be tinkered with at the

present session of the State Legislature. The

State Highway Commission, in which power

akin to that possessed by the Czar of Russia

Is vested, has made recommendations to that

end, but they deal solely with thc matter of

speed. The system of triple taxation, of

espionage and of suspension or revocation of

constitutional rights are not referred to, al

though a gleam of twentieth century enlight

enment shines through the commission's

recommendations, which, in substance, are

as follows:

“Some of the towns accept the speed limit

of the act; others fix their own lilnit of speed.

Some of these last named towns specify four

or six miles an hour as the maximum speed.

Most of the towns make no apparent effort

to enforce the speed law, while others are

quite active in this direction. Many of the

towns that attempt to enforce the speed law

do the work spasmodically, during five days

of the week paying no special attention to

it, but insisting upon a close adherence to

the law on Saturdays, and Sundays. The In

equality of the local speed laws and the still

greater Inequality of enforcing the law tend

to bring the whole law into contempt."

“The commission believes that there are

places and times when the speed as at pres

ent fixed is either too great or no small.

There are certain narrow streets within fire

districts and also certain crooked outlying

roads where ten miles an hour is a danger

ous rate of speed. There are other roads.

straight and clear of obstruction, with no

houses or cross roads, where the speed may

safely be in excess of fifteen miles an lnur:

no general law can cover thcsc cases; each

cast should be carefully considered by itself.

There are some absurdities resulting from

local regulation which svcm to bring (lis

credit upon this method. ii‘our miles an hour

over a State road where there are few houses

and no cross roads is neither necessary nor

reasonable; the order is not enforced by the

town officers and its existence is harmful.

The commission believes that the power to

vary the speeds should be given to some cen

tral authority, no change to be made except

after a hearing. The rates of speed, when

different from those indicated in the act,

should be plainly displayed on signbourds at

each end of the road affected, and at such

other points as may be needed. These sign

boards should be placed by the person or

persons charged with fixing the speed; the

cost to the State will be repaid out of the au

tomobile license receipts. With the law

amended in the manncr suggested, the com

mission believes that it can be executed in

fl Proper manner. If the commission is to

continue to sit as a court, with power- to sus

pend or revoke certificates of registration

and licenses to operate, it recommends that

it be given power t6 summon witnesses and

administer oaths."

It would certainly cost something to

placard all the roads of the State with signs

fixing the rate of speed for automobiles on

each stretch of highway, says the Hartford

Times, in commenting on the Massachusetts

recommendations. Those signs would not be

visible at night, and would require constant

attention if they were to be kept in view in

the daytime. The main difficulty is that at

present the persons who travel in automobiles

arc tourists, many of whom are from other

States. and who do not pass more than once

or twice a year over any given stretch of

road. If they violate the speed law and get

away without being arrested. there is no fur

ther opportunity to deal with them.

The Massachusetts commission wishes to

have the law require that automobiles using

the. Massachusetts roads shall display only

the numbers on their Massachusetts licenses,

but here again there is difficulty, for licensed

automobilists from other States are not, we

believe, required to display any Massachu

sctts number or to be licensed under the

laws of the State. It would be a hardship

to require that no Connecticut or New ork

automobile shall enter Massachusetts unless

the owner has first taken out a Massachu

sctts license. There are now 3,772 automo

biles licensed in Massachusetts. Within a

very short time the number will be three

times as large, while the number of automo

biles from other States which will pass over

Massachusetts roads some time during the

year will number many thousands. There is

probably only one way to perfectly control

the speed of automobiles. and that is to for

bid the use of the public highways to any

vehicle capable of attaining a speed of over

twenty miles an hour. Even this law might

be difficult of enforcement. It may well be

doubted whether any automobile law can

prove entirely satisfactory to all the resi

dents of any State. When nearly all phy

sicians and business men shall adopt auto

mobiles, as will happen before many years.

it will be necessary to permit a speed of at

least eighteen miles an hour on country

roads. and any law which fixes a lower lilnit

will fall of enforcement. in our opinion.

 

. Missouri Indicts Miss Ruby.

The Supreme Court of Missouri will, in all

probability. be called on to determine whether

Miss Ruby Fullerton, a St. Louis chauffeuse,

must sufl’cr punishment for operating her

automobile in St. Louis County in viola

tion of an act passed by the General Assem

bly. An indictment was returned against

her last week by the county grand jury. She

filed a demurrer by her attorney, asking that

the indictment be quashed on unconstitu

tional grounds. The attorney for the defend

ant mniutains that the. statute is clearly un

coustituional, one ground being because it is

unreasonable. He declared that if enforced

thcrc could be no automobile operated In the

State. The title of the act. he contended, was

misleading in stating it was an act “regu

lating” the use of automobiles; that it was

an act actually prohibiting their use.

TWO MORE INDIANA MEASURES

But These New Comers are of Enlightened

Order—One Provides Signal Code.

 

Two more bills have been added to the

avalanche of automobile legislation that has

struck the State of Indiana. Senator Benx.

of Spencer, Perry and Crawford counties,

and Assemblyman Jesse E. Wilson, of Jasper

County, are the authors of the two new mea

sures.

Senator's Benz’s bill is not, however, of the

iuotorpliobe order. It provides for the erec

tion of guide posts, “substantially built and

firmly placed," at the Intersection of all

crossroads. and wherever the road forks.

The bill also requires that the distance to

the next village, town or city shall be paint

ed on it in brilliant letters, and the direction

noted by a spear or hand in the proper direc

tion. Senator Benz proposes to make the up

bolders of the law as liable‘to arrest as the

automobilists.

"For each violation of the law the road su

pervisor of the district, who is to have the

erection and mainaenance of these posts un

der his charge, is to be fined from $3 to $10."

Senator Benz’s bill is the embodiment of

ideas sugested by the various Indiana auto

mobile clubs. This leaves it “up to the chaf

fcur" of the machine to determine whether or

not he is going to fast for the public safety.

The posts are to act as a warning, and the

observance of the law rests upon the honor

of the motorist, as 'with the distances plainly

placarded to govern his speed accordingly.

Representative Wilson's bill is also within

reason, and is in some respects novel,that

every chauffeur shall be examined by a board

of automobile control to be. appointed in each

county by the. judge of the Circuit Court, and

shall prove that he is acquainted with the

machinery of the automobile. A leadingfeat

urc of the bill, too, vis the code of signals for

which it provides. When passing an automo

bile, if the driver of a horse shall hold up

one arm above his head It is the signal for

the chauffeur to come ahead. One hand ex

tended out horizontally by the driver of a

horse shall mean that the automobile shall

slow up, and extended horizontally and

swung vigorously up and down shall bring

the automobile to a full stop.

“These signals are in use up in our coun

try,” said Mr. Wilson, “and they have been

found to work admirably. Every chauffeur

and farmer in the county knows them and

complies with them.

“I do not believe in restricting the speed of

“autos” in the country districts. That is

what they are for, and when you limit them.

all kinds of 'trouble will result. and there

will be no end of law suits. I have prepared

my bill with especial reference for the future

because the ‘auto’ has come to stay."

Assemblyman Wilson‘s bill limits the speed

of automobiles only in congested districts.

the limit being twelve miles per hour.
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WOULD REQUIRE $3000 BONDS

Tennessee Senator Offers a Substitute Bill

About as Bad as his Original One.

Senator J. R. Jetton, of Rutherford County,

Tennessee, evidently is a genius as regards

his comprehensive knowledge of automobiles

and how they and their owners should be

governed. He has withdrawn his original

“auto” bill and introduced a substitute, and

the substitute is as much a masterpiece of

idiosyncracies as the first one, which pro

vided that automobiles should not be used

in the State elsewhere than in towns of

9,000 population. This bill was an anachron

lsm which could hardly be favored by the

Legislature of a State that claims to be fairly

progressive, and Senator Jetton, realizing the

uter futility of having such an idiotic meas

ure passed, withdrew it, but immediately

introduced in its place one in which the non

sense is as stupid as the ignorance in the

other was dense.

Not to be denied, however, the learned Sen

ator has evolved an act which seeks to com

pel every owner of an automobile to give a

bond to cover whatever damage may be

wrought by the machine.

Various conjectures have arisen as to what

caused the idea of an automobile law of any

kind to originate in this provincial represen

tative‘s cranium, as it is the opinion of Ten

nesseeans in general that there is hardly a

sufficient number of automobiles in the State

to justify even a speed law, and it is thought

that Senator Jetton's erstwhile attempt to be

come a shining light in Tennessee‘s history,

and incidentally to eifect the expulsion-of

automobiles from the State, will be promptly

repudiatedby the General Assembly.

The full text of the new bill is as follows:

“An act requiring owners of automobiles,

locomobiles, motorcycles and other yehicles,

or machines of like character, to execute

bond for damages arising from injuries

caused by the running or operation thereof;

to register and number such vehicles, or ma

chines; and to provide a penalty for the viola

tion of the provisions of this act.

“Section 1. Be it enacted by the General

Assembly of the State of Tennessee, That

before any owner or owners of any automo

bile, locomobile, motorcycle or and other ve

bicle, or machine of like character, operated

by steam, gasolene or electricity, other than

street railway cars, and run by such owner,

or owners, or by his or their chauffeur, agent,

servant, employe or any other person using

the same by loan, hire or otherwise, and em

ployed in the transportation of persons for

pleasure or otherwise, and run upon any

street, roadway, turnpike or other public

highway or thoroughfare in this State, shall

be required to execute and file with the Clerk

of the County Court, in the county in which

such owner, or owners, may reside, a good

and sufficient bond, with two or more sol

vent sureties, in the sum of three thousand

($3,000) dollars, payable to the State of Ten

nessee and conditioned for the payment and

satisfaction of any and all damages which

may result, or arise, from injuries caused by

the running or operation thereof; provided,

that the amount fixed in said bond shall not

preclude the recovery of any other, or greater,

amount against the owner, or owners, of

“such vehicle, or machine, by the party in

jured, or aggrieved, before any tribunal

having jurisdiction of the cause.

“Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That, upon

the execution of said bond, as provided for in

section 1 of this act, it shall be the duty of

said clerk to issue to such owner or owners

a certificate of registration showing his or

their name and residence, a full and particu

lar description of said vehicle, or machine,

and the number assigned to said vehicle, or

machine, by said clerk in said certificate, for

which he shall receive a fee of two ($2.00)

dollars, to be paid by such owner or owners,

and it shall be his further duty to keep a

well-bound book in which a record of the

issuance of said certificate shall be made.

“Certificates of registration issued under

this act shall be valid so long as.the owner

ship of such vehicle, or machine, described

therein shall remain in the person or persons

obtaining the same, but any change of own

ership shall require the issuance of a new

certificate to the person, or persons, coming

into possession or acquiring ownership there

of upon the due execution of bond as re

quired by section 1 of this act.

“Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That a num

ber of Arabic numerals of not less than three

inches in height and two inches in width,

corresponding to that assigned each vehicle,

or machine, in the certificate issued by the

clerk, as hereinbefore provided for, shall be

displayed conspicuously at both the front

and rear of said vehicle, or machine, which

said number shall be plainly written, printed,

stamped or otherwise set out upon a durable

and substantial plate of the size of not less

than four inches in width and eight inches

in length, and to be provided by the owner

of such vehicle, or machine, so registered.

“Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, That a fail

ure upon the part of any person, or persons,

to observe and comply with the provisions of

this act shall be deemed a misdemeanor,

punishable by a fine of not less than fifty nor

more than two hundred and fifty dollars.

“Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That all

laws and parts of laws in conflict with this

act, be, and the same are hereby, repealed.

“Sec. 6. Be it further enacted, That this

not take effect from and after the first day

of April, 1905, the public welfare requir

ing it.”

The Cripple Creek, 00]., city fathers are

possessed of the spirit of equity, anyway in

regulating the use of automobiles. At a

meeting of the Board of Aldermen a resolu

tion was passed ordering the Chief of Police

to lnforce the ordinance prohibiting speeding

of all kinds. Horses and bicycles are men

tioned in the ordinance as well as automo

biles.

TEST IN FEDERAL COURT

N. A. A. M. will Strike High in License Matter

Status of New York Legislation.

 

When the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers institutes its suit to

test the constitutionality of those State laws

requiring automobiles to be registered and li

censed, it will not be merely the test of the

law of a particular State. Realizing that any

decision that might result from action of the

sort would bind only the State affected, the

N. A. A. M. means to go “higher up"-—in

fact, just as high as it is possible to go. The

test will be made in the federal courts, that

the judgment may be of value to all alike.

On Tuesday Charles Thaddeus Terry, the

association’s counsel, so informed a Motor

World man. Beyond reaching this conclu

sion Mr. Terry has not proceeded. Mean

while, however, he is concerning himself

with the very respectable West End Im

provement Association‘s effort to have the

New York law so amended that automobil

ists may be jailed for a first offence without

the option of a. fine. In company with a

committee of the N. A. A. M., composed of

Albert L. Pope, George Innis and Percy

Owen, Mr. Terry will endeavor to talk the

matter over in a friendly manner with the

committee of the West Enders and bring

the gentlemen in question to a reasonable

view of automobiles in general and legisla

tion in particular.

When asked his opinion of the present

status of legislation on the subject in this

State Mr. Terry, of counsel for the N. A. A.

31., said:

“If the Hill-Cocks hill placed on the statute

books as the successor of the obnoxious

Bailey bill in May last will only-be allowed

to stand long enough to be given a fair chance

before being repealed or superseded by some

thing drastic further legislation will be un

necessary. Conditions under this bill have

been eminently satisfactory, so far as they

have gone, and I have every reason to be

lieve that it fills all requirements where rea

sonable people are concerned. It protects the

interests that have howled loudest against

the automobile, and does not unduly harass

the owners of motor cars. In fact," he added

optimistically, “I really believe that if this

bill can only be allowed to remain undis;

turbed for a year or two the public general

ly will have come to see the error of their

ways and entertain more common sense

views of the subject. By that time the bill

in question may be repealed and all further

attempts to legislate on the question dropped

for good, because the general highway laws

as they now stand are sufficient. It is noth

ing more nor less than a repetition of the great

hue and cry raised over the bicycle not so

very long ago. Bicycles may now be ridden

on a country road at any speed that the rider

can attain, but there is absolutely no pro

test from the agricultural portion of the com
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luunity, and, what is more to the point, no

arrests are made or prosecutions instituted

whether for speeding or failure to carry lamp

or bell, as was at one time rigidly insisted

upon. Bicycle laws are so dead that no one

thinks of their existence, and it is only a

question or a few years when automobile

laws will have reached the same state of

innocuous desuetude.”

“What are your plans should the West

End Association not prove amenable to rea

son?" was asked.

“We shall oppose the bill by every means

in our power. Mr. Brower, the moving spirit

in this crusade, so-called, is little short of

fanatical in his views, but I had an oppor

tunity to talk with him at length on a very

similar occasion at Albany last year, and

after half an hour’s conversation he was not

so bitter in his sentiments as at the outset.

and I trust he and his colleagues will listen

to reason in the present instance. As for

the farmers, they seem to think it their

bounden duty to repress everything new of

the kind, as witness the case of the bicycle

above cited and the anti-trolley legislation.

The great advantage of the statute as it now

stands is that it has for the first time made

speed legislation uniform throughout the

State by not permitting the local authorities

to have any hand in the matter, so that as

long as it stands the business of adding to

town revenues by means of police traps

which flourished to such a notorious extent

on Long Island cannot be carried on. An

other good feature of the Hill-Cocks bill is

that it permits the person arrested to leave his

machine as ball. as in many instances he

might have to spend the night in jail were

it not for this privilege.

“The plans of the West End Association

are at present practically the same as they

were last year—that is, a bill giving every

magistrate the power to imprison tor the

first oil‘ence in his discretion. Why, under

such a law a man could be jailed for fail

ure to carry a horn or the required number

of lamps, or in many instances where the in

fraction would not amount to anything more

than a technical violation; it is, in short, ut

terly unreasonable. Where the flagrant and

persistent offender is concerned it will not

be a difllcult matter to apprehend him, and

every one is agreed that nothing short of

jailing will be sufficient to st0p his activi

ties, but as to imprisonment in the first in

stance, that is absurd.”

"How about the suggested bill to make it

a misdemeanor for a chaniIeur to use his

nmster‘s care without the latter‘s consent?"

“Well, there was no necessity for that,"

was the reply. “In ninety-nine cases out

of a hundred the chauffeur observes the

law whether he is driving on his own ac

count or not, and certainly no one is harmed

but the owner through having his car taken

out without his knowledge.”

The Spokane (\Vash.) Automobile Club has

elected the following officers to direct its

afl‘airs for the present year: President, F.

O. Berg: vice-president (I. P. Thomas; sec

retary and treasurer, W. S. Dulmage; as

sistant secretary, Harold Buckley.

Minnesota Farmers Make Protest.

The Minnesota Agricultural Society has put

itself on record as favoring an amendment

of the statute regulating the use of the State

highways for automobiles. M. T. Grattan,

who introduced the resolution, pronounced

the present law the worst in existence, and

a disgrace to the State.

He questioned the legality of allowing au

tomobiles the use of the highways at all.

and suggested their regulation by a law sim

ilar to that under consideration in New York.

He then drew on his imagination and de

scribed the latter as making five miles an

hour the legal speed in thickly settled places.

He claimed the highways were for use of

the majority, and not the selfish pleasure

of the minority. The vote on the resolution

was a shout of approval.

Michigan Rurslitu Frame a Law.

Michigan farmers have induced Represen

tative Holmes, of Gratiot, to present a bill

regulating automobiles to the State Legisla—

ture. The bill, it it is passed, will oblige

every owner or chauffeur to register with the

Secretary of State‘s office and require each

ot them to declare what kind of a machine

he is competent to run, and that each car to

display a number. The speed limit is fixed

at fifteen miles per hour in country districts

and in cities at ten miles an hour in resi

dential sections and six miles in business

portions. It is hardly likely the Holmes bill

will he passed.

 

 

  
  

(THE AlR-COOLED

HAS NO SEASON.)

 

 

 

 

Spaces Nos. l20 and Di, CHICAGO SHOW
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PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO., No.l003(ieorgla 5L, lndianapolis, Ind.

~ PREMIER

“The Quality Car”

Side Entrance.

I905 Model F,

$ I500.

Rear Entrance,

I905 Model F.

5 I400;

Runabout,

1905 Model F,

$1250.

  

~r Write for descriptive

Catalogue.
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()THING BETTER MADE

24 H. P. BERG TOURING CAR.

Cars in stock for immediate

delivery.

Worthington Automobile Co.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

547 Fifth Avenue, 1 East 45th Street,

NEW YORK.
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Automobile Buyers
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Desiring really luxurious Tonneaus, Limousines or Landaulets

that will be very durable, ride easy, finely painted, having the

vsame attention paid to details they received in their fine horse

“(drawn ‘Broughams and Victorias, can obtain same from the

first firm in America to build Automobile Bodies.

THE NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE CO., New Haven, Conn.

  

“PUT DOWN 4 AND

SUBTRACT 2,”

And any teacher who knows his book and is free from

prejudice cannot but tell you that the motor that success

fully performs the subtraction and accomplishes with two

strokes all that others require four to accomplish is a

distinct advance in the art.

 

The 2-Cycle Motor used in the Elmore Car

 

is an advance of the sort. There is no lost motion—no

useless strokes.

Our booklets will help you to "study up" on the subject.

They are free for the asking.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Clyde. Ohio.
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The Week's Patents.

779,444. Pneumatic tire. Benton 0. Rowell,

Chicago, Ill. Filed March 15. 1904. Serial

No. 198,196.

Claim—The improved tire above described,

comprising an inner inflatable bladder, an

outer protecting tube with a seam about its

inner circumference, and an intermediate

sheath of strong, tough hide, with a seam

about its inner circumference, all adapted to

be secured to the wheel rim and each tube to

the others, substantially as described.

779,477. Automobile. Edward R. Hewitt,

New York, N. Y. Filed March 23, 1904. Serial

No. 199,659.

Claim—1. An automobile, comprising a run

ning gear, an engine and front and rear body

portions, the rear body portion covering the

engine and being hinged so that it may be

lifted up to expose the engine, and the front

body portion being fixed upon the running

gear, and means for securing the rear body

portion in normal position.

779,490. Mixing Apparatus for Explosion

or Gasolene Engines. Eddy 'I‘. McKaig, Chl

cago, Ill. Filed November 5, 1902. Serial

No. 130,127.

Claim—1: In a mixing apparatus for an ex

plosion engine, the combination of a mixing

chamber or cavity having air and fuel inlet

ports, parallel piston valves arranged side by

side for controlling said ports respectively,

means connecting said valves together where

by they may be moved in unison. and means

for longitudinally adjusting one of said valves

independently of the other, substantially as

set forth.

779.578. Tire Cover. Fredson E. Bowers,

New Haven, Conn. Filed September 9, 1904.

Serial No. 223,858.

Claim—1. As a new article of manufacture,

a fabric tire case or cover. consisting of a

circular tubular case of three parts. two sides

of identical ring form and a narrow crown

strip having parallel edges uniting the cir

cumferential circular edges, the inner circu

lar edges meeting in a longitudinal seam, a

lacing for said seam and buckle and strap

fastenings for 'the meeting ends of the case.

79,581. Water Cooler. Louis H. Brinkman,

West Hartford, Con'n., assignor to Whitlock

Coil Pipe Co., West Hartford, Conn., a cor

poration of Connecticut. Filed December 2.

1903. Serial No. 183,427.

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the class de

scribed, the combination with an upper and a

lower water receptacle, of a water cooling

section interposed between said water re

ceptacles, said water cooling section consist

ing of a series of corrugated metal sheets ar

ranged in pairs,.with the longitudinal edges

of each pair offset in opposite directions and

soldered together and having their ends

soldered to vertical side pieces forming in

closed serpentine water passages, with the

uppermost communicating with the upper

water receptacle and the lowermost commu

nicating with the lower water receptacle.

said corrugated sheets having flat surfaces at

their ends, with the flat surfaces of the lower

sheet in each pair soldered to the flat sur

face of the top sheet in the next adjacent

pair, and openings through said flat surfaces

alternately at opposite ends of the cooling

section, whereby communication is estab

lished between the successive water pas

sages.

779,588. Wheel Tire. Josiah S. Cushing,

Norwood, Mass. Filed September 19, 1904.

Serial No. 224,990.

Claim—1. In a wheel tire. one or more cir

cularly formed tubular layers. comprising

sheets of textile material and a plurality of

helical springs connected together whiich are

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

r 5 cents per line of seven words. out: with Ol'dr r

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

OUNG man, 23, having had experience and

a good, practical knowledge of the Auto

mobile Supply Trade, seekl position with auto

mobile supply house or manufacturer. 1.1.8.,

care of Motor World.

 

PECIALTIES.—A large and well known

manufacturing firm (Government Con

tractors) in the Midlands. who are doing business

with all the first class Engineering and Motor

Manufacturers, is prepared to take over the Sole

Agency for England of any useful Specialty. N0

rubbish required. Highest Bankers and Commer

cial references given. Correspondence invited.

Box 2539 SELLS, FLEETSTREET, LONDON, Ens.

 

MORE UNIFORM MIXTURE can be ob

tained by the use of our automatic air gov

ernor when applied to tho Oldsmobile mixer. This

means more power and speed. Easily attached. -

Not necessary to remove mixer. Son! upon receipt

of price $2.50. Circular upon application.

MORE-POWER CO., Box 175, Lowell, Mass

 

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

Tonneau Auto Car, canopy top and

I headlights; run less than 500 miles;

Ar condition; $1,roo. ARTHUR McNALL, 67

South ave., Rochester N. Y.

 

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, ill.

 

 

  

GRAYe" DAVA5
"Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

80 Cure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.
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interposed between said sheets of textile ma

terial and attached thereto. and an outer

tubular covering inclosing said layers, sub—

stantially as described.

779.739. Electric Battery. Frederic P.

Dewey. “'ashington, D. C. Filed March 25.

1902. Renewed May 19, NIH. Serial No.

2165.672.

l'laiin—l. An electric battery in which the

cathode is in the shape of a thin flat strip

and is maintained in Contact with main body

of the electrolyte at one edge only of said

strip.

779.661. Gravity Valve. John F. McCanna.

Chicago. Ill.. assignor to the John F. Mc

Canna Co., Chicago. “L. a corporation of Illi

nois. Filed November 5, 191']. Serial No.

81,242.

Claim~1. in a valve for lubricating appa

ratus. in combination. a valve casing having

a minute central induction port and an edUc‘

tion tort at the side of the former port. and

both of which ports pass through the bottom

of the casing. and a gravity valve tilling the

casing and having a relatively small conical

point for seating in and closing the induction

port.

779,702. Pneumatic Tire for Vehicles. Sam

uel \V. Fuller, Maiden, Mass. Filed June 1.

1903. Serial No. 159.553.

Claim—A pneumatic tire comprising an

outer tube or casing and a series of inflated

oblate spheroidal bulbs contained under

pressure within the casing with their flat

tened ends at the inner and outer peripheries

of the casing and the convexed sides of ad

jacent bulbs in mutual engagement through

out their lengths, the outer flattened ends of

the bulbs conforming to the shape of and con

stituting a continuous support for the tread

of the casing.

779.730. Vehicle Tire. John Neary, Koko

n10, Ind., assignor to Kokomo Rubber CO.,

Kokomo, Ind., a corporation of Indiana. Filed

May 28, 1904. Ser'nl No. 210,252.

Claim—4. The combination with a tire body

and a rim base formed by a flat annular

band, of side flange members on the opposite

edges of said rim base. said flange members

each having an inwardly extending base por

tion, wedge shaped in cross section, and

pointing inwardly of the rim Seated on said

rim base and engaging the tire on its outer

inclined surface. whereby to automatically

crowd the edges of the tire inwardly of the

rim, substantially as described.

779.731. Vehicle Tire. John Neary. Koko~

mo, Ind., assignor to Kokomo Rubber 00.,

Kokomo, Ind., a corporation of Indiana. Filed

May 28, 1904. Serial No. 210,233.

Claim—1. The combination with a tire body

having a laterally projecting base portion.

and a rim base formed by a flat annular band

constituting a seat for said tire base, of a

lateral abutment for the latter in the form

of an annular angle iron having its vertical

portion seated against the edge of the rim

base and constituting an abutment for the

outer edge of the lateral base projection. and

having its horizontal portion bolted to the

rim base, substantially as described.

779.778. Explosive Engine. Franklin W. Ha

gar, Nashville Tenn. Filed May 17, 190-1.

Serial No. 208.382.

Claim—1. In an explosive engine. and in

combination. a cylinder, 0. piston movable

therein. means for feeding an QXIIIOSIVG mixt

ure to the cylinder controlled by the strength

of the vacuum suction in the latter, means

for feeding a quantity of air to the cylinder

for scavenging and cooling the latter, and

means for varying the quantity of said air

and thercthrough the strength of the vacuum

or suction created in the cylinder. substan

tially as described.

779.507. Vehicle Wheel. William H. Soho

ticld. Chicago, Ill. Filed November 16, 19%.

Renewed Dewmber 9, 1904. Serial N0. 236,

234i.

t‘laim—l. In a vehicle wheel. the combina

tion of "hairpin" spokes. spoke saddles for

the bent parts of the spokes, an inner hub

ring having seats therein to receive the bent

portions of the spokes. and nuts arranged

upon the spokes and bearing against the in

ner face of the felly. substantially as de

scribed.

779.928. Wheel for Vehicles. Clifl‘ord R. S.

J. Halle, London. England. Filed August 8,

19M. Serial .\'0. 219.9%

(‘laiin—l. A spring wheel composed of an

axle. two sets of rigid arms carried thereby,

a hub situate between the rigid arms, a flange

projecting from the inner portion of said hub

and having a space l.|etween it and the axle,

coiled springs universally connected at one

end to the flange at the other end to the rigid

arms. and spokes connecting the hub with the

telly. substantially as set forth.

779.939. Wheel for Vehicles. Cliflord R. S.

.l. Halle, London, England. Filed August 8.

190}. Serial No. 219,986.

Claim—1. A spring wheel involving a hub

having an inwardly extending flange, a pin

rality of barred links supported upon an axle

box and extending through and beyond said

hub. a plurality of laminated springs con

necting the outer ends of said links together.

a pair of laterally movable disks supported

upon the axle box, a spring element inter

posed between said disks, and a plurality of

links universally connected at one end to said

flange and at the other end to said disks.

779.930. Wheel for Vehicles. Clifford R. S.

J. Halle, London, England. Filed August 8,

1004. Serial No. 219,987.

Claim—1. A spring wheel involving a pair

of spring arms adapted to be carried by an

axle. a hub situate between the spring arms.

a flange projecting from the inner portion of

the hub and having a space between it and

the axle. means for connecting the flange

with the spring arms, and spokes connecting

the hub with the telly, substantially as set

forth.

780,044. Rubber Tire. Alvaro S. Krotz,

Springfield, Ohio, assignor to Consolidated

Rubber Tire CO., Jersey City, N. J., a cor

poration of New Jersey. Filed April 13. 1904.

Serial No. 202,914.

Claim—1. In a vehicle wheel, a metallic

channel having one or both of its sides re

movable, an endless rubber tire adapted to

be seated therein. said rubber tire being

wider than the base of said channel, retain

ing bands extending through the base of

said rubber tire, but adapted to stand sub

stantially flush with the bottom thereof, and

a fabric cover for the base of said tire ex

tending between said bands and the base of

the channel adapted to bind said retaining

bands in position in said tire, substantially as

specified.

780.051. Detachable Tire Cover. Frederick

Mesinger. New York, N. Y. Filed September

9. 190i. Serial No. 223,909.

Claim—1. A tire cover. composed of a shoe,

a series of transverse metal plates. in lining.

flaps extending laterally from the shoe, and

means for joining the free ends of the flaps,

substantially as specified.

 

HITLOCK P

COOLERS

For 1905.
  

The Leading Automobile Buildcr

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons :—

lst: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approacha

it in STYLE and FINISH.

3 rd : Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading can.

4tthecausc it isaTRIEDDE

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6 th : Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cur

tomors.

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTIG"
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PRieE $1500. ‘

THE EXC‘ZELLENT

GRQUT
No Noise.

No Vibration.

Will not Freeze in Zero Weather.

Glimb Any Hill.

Speedy, Reliable.

Simple in Operation.

FOUT

GROUT BROS.

AUTOMOBILE CO"

87 Main St.,

GRANGE, MESS.

BOSTON BRANCH:

i5l Columbus Avenue.

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 
 

POPE-TOLEDO. Type VII.

24-30 ILP. $3200.

Prompt Delivery.

THE NEW

TYPE Vll POPE-TOLEDO

illustrated above, is our 1905

front entrance model.

Thoroughly up to date in

every detail. 4 cylinder,

4 cycle engine. Each car

tested to a mile a minute flat.

A MODEL OF EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

Other 1905 models are:

Type VIII, 3o H.P., Side Entrance, $3500

“ 1X, 45 H.P., “ 6000

“ X, 20 H.P.. 2800

Every model a combination

of mechanical perfection and

luxurious comfort.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.

Hartford, COBB.

Members of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.
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I". ABME IMPROVED

905 Fun.
  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple In Construction.

Without Beck-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR GAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKB, 311 Pine St.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH & EDWARDS, lio

Nssssu St., New York Clty.;. “! t v : lg»;~

Weetern Agents: E. .l. DAY KOO-:Tlial'iis—slo'n

St" San Francisco, Cal.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

lit] West 38th Street,

HIGH-GRADE LAMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

  

 

 

New York.

 

ATWOOD NI FC. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

East (Zoa_sto_f florida

PARADISE REGAINED

FLORIDA EAST COAST RAILWAY

Winter Season, 1904-05

Three Thorough Pullman Trains each way week days between

NEW YORK AND ST. AUGUSTINE

Taking in the Crime Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

7 _ Richmond,

vis

Southern Railway—Atlantic Coast Line

and

Seaboard Air Line.

Bullet Sleeping and Parlor Cars, Jacksonville and Miami,

St. Augustine, Ormond, Palm Beach. Everything I

First Class and Modern.

For Souvenir Booklet, address

I. P. BECKWITI-I,

  

J. B. RAHNER.

 

Traffic Manager. A. G. P. A.

l'r. Ausvs-rms, FLA.

New York Office, - - 243 Filth Avenue

 

 

  

THE CAR FOR SERVICE

Reliability Noiselessness of Operation

Speed Iiill Climbing Ability

Ease 0! Control Value ior Money Expended

are a few of the features which are possessed by the

INCOMPARABLE WHITE

In our new Bulletin No.8 there are a few pages of auto

mobile history with which- the prospective purchas'er should be

familiar. Write for it now.

SEWINGWHITE MAcnms COMPANY, “Eli's?”

 
 

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. & D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of s. combination baggage car and smoker, a Isdies' conch. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfectdream of a parlor car, which, when lighted with e myriad

of electric bulbs. was resplendent and tascinating in the highest degree. Every one o! the earl

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head 0! the train is provided with l

lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies‘ coach seats SI people.

and has high-hack. roiled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in in.

centre, with tour tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car hulldinl ll

shown in_the pnrlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommw

dntions tor 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

plattorm. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Pintsoh gas system.

In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., there is a neatly uniformed trsln Dori"

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach (put of the trek. see th"

the coach lsvatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, an that the forward pm 1"

the train is kept up to the standard.
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.TI— H CAR TOO GOOD FOR TI— a PRICE.
Easiest riding car now Gin-“iii .

\

built at any price, owing “ta-he M Q~

' ' ‘ “' ‘r A
to the Reliance spring I

construction. Simple _ ._. M r H .

pedal control. Costliest ' ' “

type of trouble-saving

  

  

Sixteen h. p. (and lots

to spare); price complete

.2!

$1,250.
sliding-gear transmission.

. A"!

Wonderful hill climber. ~ _ .
  

\‘r ;-'

[0

eDlTROITj

We build it all ourselves; we KNOW it's right.

Write now for our SPECIAL terms. We have a system of guaranteeing deliveries.

' RELIANCE MOTOR CAR co., - Dept. B, Detroit, Mich, u. s. A.

  

 

 

 

 

national 2°55?

“ GOES THE ROUTE ”

With NATIONALS Y0“

 

 

LEAD - - OTHERS FOLLOW
 

  

NATIONAL MODEL C. PRICE $2.500

Side entrances to detachable tonneau, Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires, 34 x 4. Positive oiling. All weight taken off inner axle and difl‘erential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Four cylinder 4% x 5 vertical. Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Ermine and transmis

Bevel gear drive. sion on sub frame. Double steering connections.

The Best Touring Car Agency in flmerica for I905

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

1007 E. Twenty-Second St, Indianapolis, Ind.

wane Now. NEW YORK SHOW SPACE. Q.

J
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16 H. P. TOURING CAR 8 H. P. TOURABOUT

Price, for the Present, $1550 Price, for the Present, $700

MAXWELL POINTS

are bound to appeal to you on account of their extreme practical value to the

average American automobilist.

The small number of parts in “ Maxwell ” constructions and the absolute

simplicity of each part places these two cars in a class by themselves. If

you want an automobile that is to be depended upon—one in which there is

“ nothing to do but ride” and which is a stranger to the repair shop, then get

posted as to the “ Maxwell.” It is the car for you.

 

 

 

 

 

N0 Double opposed motor in front under the hood

‘ and easily accessible in every part. Transmission case and crank shaft cast in one piece

of aluminum. Noiseless, smooth and strong.

Agencies for 1905 are now being placed.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, - Tarrytown, N. Y.

 

 

 

FZlibe 1905 iLogan
 

a

floror (hrs

31:)? life Ila” Ma am: 011:"

 

  

A~._ ~__,-—.¢._/~V

20 H. P. 1620 lbs.

Sliding Gear Tranamlaslon. No gears in action on high—runs in oil—

impossibleto stripgelrs when shifting) And our Equalilad Sprlnq TI‘USSBd

Framo (which does away with all jolt and jar of a rough road) are only TWO

Features of Many that make

l

Packard Motor Car Co. 1406a" “THAT CAR OF QUALITY" l

i

- n 0Detroit. Mich. HemberlLAH Price. $1630 7 “

Logan (Zenstruction Zonbaiiy, ehl'illoQtlaw. ‘

fi-‘Ld
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“STEVENS-DUMA” New itcmgrow"

_ TOURING CAR.

3

i

  
   

  

MODEL R.
 

PLEASED PATRONS

of the popular and efficient

Runabout—Model L—have

showered us with unsolicited

testimonials, relative to the

meritorious features of the

STEVENS-DURYEA.

SATISFIED AGENTS

have ascertained that the

AGENTS—

WRITE FOR TI'IEM

and carefully consider our

attractive proposition.

  

 

Send for Illustrated

and descriptive matter

regarding our automo

bile output.

STEVENS-DURYEA

sells itself and stays

sold.

It is logical to assume

that our latest oflering—

Model R—will even eclipse

  

 

the splendid record of our " ; 14/ , _ l ' , . .. é

Runabout. ' “ ’ ‘(

  

  

 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., 690 Main Street, CHICOPEE fALLS, MASS., U.S.A.

W

   
  

W

  
M W

 

ACMES AT THE CHICAGO SHOW
Will be Found on Sthd. NO. ISO-ISL

  

THE: FACT THAT

ACMES AT THE NEW YORK SHOW

were among the magnets that drew the crowds and caused the dealers not less

than the public to open wide their eyes should add to their attractions at Chicago.

The Combination of Qualin and Price is well-nigh Irresistible

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, READING, PA.
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lot to do with enabling us to Offer such a car as the

PIERCE=RACINE at $1250.

You will find it well worth while to become

acquainted with it. We will be glad to do the

introducing.

PIERCE ENGINE CO., -

Years Experience

in gas engine manufacture has had a

Racine, Wis.

  

 

 

THE GOLD MEDAL AWAIIII

at the St. Louis World’s Fair simply

confirms our repeated statement that

best materials coupled with skill and

care in construction have placed

SOLAR LAMPS A

in the first rank. You who have used

them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. You, Mr. Dealer,

should insist upon them as equipment, for your customers

will demand Solars. NO lamp troubles with Solars.

See our exhibit at New York and Chicago showsii you wish to see a fine line of lamps

Biiooen muss iiire. co., KentiSlll, Wis, M M
l l Warren Sr.

  

 
 

 

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile Bhaieine Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE EiWELi-PARKEB ELEBTBIB co.,

CLEVELAND, O.

 

 

Send for Catalogue.
  

\\ 24 H. P. $5000.

 

“Matthews.”

  

“ America’s Finest Motor Oar."

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES.

Selt-startin from the seat.

Practically olseless.

Absence of Vibration.

Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

Valves, in the head.

Automatic Carburetton never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed-Control, by Governor.

Auto atlc Lubrication.

Sing Lever Control.

"Make-and-Break" Ignition.

Irreversible Steering-Gear.

l-‘our Powerful Brakes.

Timken Roller-Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

Side Entrance.

Aluminum Body.

Wheel Base, 106 inches:

Imported "Continental" Tires.

b Radiator.

by. using greater factors of safety

ordinarily ployecl.

miles on ur. according

40 H. P. $6000..

‘Imported Honey-C

lLong Lite—insure

' ' in every vital part than

Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60

to H P. and gear.

MATiiesoii MOTOR con co., - iiiiiioie. Mass.
N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bros" 500 Filth Ave

 

 

 

“M0ram:YGLESANDnow

1'0 MANAfs THEM "
 

REVISED EDITION BOUND IN CLOTH

The Only Book of the Sort in Existence

CONTAINS A MINE OF VALUABLE

INFORMATION

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR.

THE GOODMAN GOMPANY

94-95-96 Tribune Bulldmg, New York 0!!)

 

 

“The AM. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Cents Per copy

THE GOODMAN COMPANY

04 'rniluul BUILDING. new YORK.
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TO MEET THE POPULAR DEMAND—1905*.

THE AUTOMOBILE STREET CAR.

  
Used as Feeders lor Trunk LIMI,

Crontown Llnes,

Rural Llnu.

  

.y Built by

f' The Auto-Car

, Equipment

, Company,

FT Makers of

  

Commercial

Vehicles,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

Trucks, Delivery Wagons,

Omnibusses,

Sight-seeing Cars,

Trackless Trolley Cars.

 

 

Motor—Four cylinders, 20 H. P.

Sliding Gear speed change.

Three forward speeds and reverse.

Bevel Gear transmission to divided rear axle.

Wheel Base, Model D. 80 inches.

Model F. 97 inches.

Tires, Model D. 30 x 31/2.

Model F. 32 x 3%.

Weight, Model D. 1,750 lbs.

Model F. i,825_ lbs.

Side or rear entrance tonneau, seat: four or five pas

 

 
 

sengers.

PRICE :—

Rear Entrance Tonneau, Model D.' $1,700.
MODEL B Side Entrance Tonneau, Model F. $1,850.

EXPERIENCE: Fifteen years ago the Sintz Gas Engine Company built a practical and successful automobile that covered

thousands of miles and was ten years in advance of the times. Constant study and years full of valuable, practical experience in the

building of thousands of Gas Engines, are the secret of our ability to produce a reliable Touring Car for $I,7oo.

Send for full description of this up-to-date car.

We build Practical, High-Speed Auto Boats and Yachts, Marine Gasoline Engine-fa

both two and four-cycle—one to four-cylinder, from 2% to 100 H. P. Fifteen years“ expen

ence. Send me. for large Marine Catalogue.

i PUNGS-FINCH (30., Detroit, Mich.

lSINTZ sas ENGINE co.
“mm” ‘°? MICHIGAN YACHT & POWER co.

New York Representative, DUERRIIUJRD ¢$~ CO.

Chicago Representative, wlLJ‘ON MOTOR CO

4‘
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‘ COL. SPRAGUE’S _CANOPIES.

A Sprague Extension T0p on a

  

 

  

“ Thomas Flyer ” ; recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

See our Exhlhll at New Ylllll Chicago and

Cleveland Shows.

Send for Catalogue.

  

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

Norwalk, Ohio,

U. S. A.

  

 

 

Chicago Automobile Show

February 4th to 11th, 1905.

9 In making your trans

portation arrangements

to attend above show

consider the fine train

service of the   

MICHIGAN

Om
Tn: NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE

Several last lrains daily

carrying through sleepv

ing and dining cars be

tween Boston, New

York and Chicago.

Fm lull inlormallon and

fold "inquire of ticket agents '

or write '

W. H. UNDERWOOD,

(1. E. P. AgL, Milo, N.Y.

O. W. RUGGLES,

G. P & T. Ag“ Chicago, Ill.
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Hand Book
 

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTUDE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing lllultrationn of about 125 gasolene cars. will be ready

tor mailing about Feb. lat, 1905. The products 0! the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America and the lm

portcrl of gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi

catlonl. These specifications form a series of the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is

obvious. and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best sulted to the service required, to his personal taste. or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition II now out of print.

Sent upon receipt ol 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom1009. No. 7 EAST thd STREET, NEW YORK.

  

 

 

“lPrest-u-Lile Gas Tank
  

The new system of acetylene lighting

for automobiles and launches. More

than l.000 Prest-o-Lite Tanks sold since

September Ist. More than 100 of the

best agents in America have placed

orders for Presiolite Tanks.

TEN-THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

l905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

ing up agencies now. Write us for cat

alogue and full information.

The Buncenlralell Acetylene 60.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

New York Qhow 8pace, 52. Chicaao Show Space, 326.

  

 

IQ°Q
of the Cars exhibited in the

New York Automobile Show

were on Solid Tires,

65%
FIRESTmOIRGiEH M

SIDE-WIRE

TIRES
Three times more Firestone than any other

make. Substantiating our claim that it is the

Standard Solid Tire

It has made possible the success of the

Commercial Automobile of to-day.

Use it for long and economical service,

durability and ease. '

The most resilent solid tire made.

HIGHEST AWARD AT ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Write for our Gold Medal Booklet.

FIRESTUNE TIRE & RUBBER 00.,

Akron, tho.

Branches :

New York: Philadelphia: ( hicago:

1788 Broadway. 926 Arch Street 1550 Wabash Ave.

Boston, St Louis. San Francisco.

Will Exhibit at Chicago and Detroit.
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The Home of the

flutomobile Trade
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J

YOU’LLFINDTHEMALLTHERE.

@Ihe‘ {Breialin

fi'may-‘ZSth 5t. Zilem pork

“THE BRESLIN,”

BROADWAY,29NYSTREE1

'LVEIOJ.SDNIHJ.GOOD:IOSUNDI'l'lV

New York’s Latest and Greatest Hotel.

500 Superb Sunlit Rooms. 300 Baths.

The Breslin Hotel Co.

JAVIES H. BRESLIN, President.

GEO. T. STOCKHAM, Vlce-Prest. and (lon. flannger.

 
 

 

  

-TH[

CLARENDON

Daytona

Beach
Seabreeze Florida

A MODERN

INGH CLASS

HOTEL '

particularly adapted to cater to the wants of the

motorist, owing to its immediate access to the greatest

Speedway in the world. Spacious Garage and skilful

mechanics connected with hotel.

Only two minutes from the Florida East Coast

Automobile Club House. Hotel can be reached at any

stage of the tide, from the beach.

Private Baths, Steam .Heat, Electric Lights, H0:

and Cold \Nater in cvery room. I -

Rates and further information upon application.

.THE CLARENDON

Seabreeze Daytona Beach floridfl

E. L. POTTER. Proprietor

c. H. KNAPPE. Mgr.
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You can SEE Youk rmrsn'

WHEN YOU U!

FISK’S AUTO-CAR SOAP
It on automoblle Is worth mythtn‘ et ell, It's worth keeplng

cleen. FIsk's Auto-Car Sol-D doee It—

» a.‘\W’"

  

\

  

  

‘7'; \ _ :\-" \ 1Q

.-\ 11». y,“r G'COSPRINGFIELDMASSUSA'E; / '
  

Cleens e. dIrty our on nothlnl else does. preserves the Hotel: and

keeps It leokln‘ new with all Its orI‘IleJ lustre. Ito-order. born

those who have trled It prove Its worth.

Put up In 5 lb. eIr-tlght tIn pnIls. Prtoe $1.00. (lxpress prepold

to polnts ea (or West as and Ineludln‘ ChIoego. Ill.) Aleo put up In

barrels md bolt bll'l‘Oll. -

A neoeeslty to every Individual owner.

A bl: and profitable seller to all jobber; dellers end [or-lee.

OUR PROPOSITION 18 INTERESTING.

Send us a. trIeJ order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

  

 

 

LA TUBHURN
  

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home 0ffloe—97-99-l0l Reade St, New York Clty.

Retail Branch: Broedway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

A GOOD CAR

Is Known by

ITS EQUIPMENT.

  

  

oiluvn

nlemm

as to

V4

“lb?

new:

  

To be perfect it must

have perfect tools.

The best imported and

domestic cars have

B. 8:. 8. tools in

their kits.

THE BILLINGS &. SPENCER 00.,

Hartford, Conn.

WHOLESALE RETAIL

Largest Manufacturers at Auto Specialties in the World

PRBB ELBOTROTYPEQ TO CATALOG HOUQES AND OTHERS.

YANKEE SILENT

AUTOMATIC MUFFLER

PRIJB $l0 00

YANKEE GRADE-METER

PRICE S 7. 50

  

  

W?

i 3
Composed of a4 opposed disk radiators

. . v l d ‘ on and of exhaust' pipe. Burnt gas dis
in fifl?‘“;i¥l£ccurg;;n;n rymg‘sf‘roflaffmm:g charged through thin outer edge of radiator

  

No tack pressure because point of dis
A“ grades m 35 P" cem' up or down' charge greater than bore of exhaust pipe

  

 

Self cleaning and noiseless.

STEERING WHEELPRIcB s10.00 FOOT BEIéIl-cgwgllzsllHORN

  

Will give louder blast and out-wear a

dnlen bulbe.

___—P______—

V We make 30 other good selling Aqu

Does away with that uncomfortable Ieehng ,peciahies‘

in the arms caused by vibrating wheels on — i .—*i

long tours. Central diaphragm—made of llesl- at; F"; Cot-[0‘

ble leather and rubber. Has greater {tnhllt mscuum to Johbfll Manuhcmre" and

stlrength for steering purposes than any other Dale"

wmol. '

  

 

 
E. J. WILLIS CO.. 12 Park Place, N. Y.
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- To Operators oi Steam Oars: T H E

\Vrite us for printed matter on the NELSON

0 th 1 'oi h' hMan and His Moior Eligililolilllllii.‘ ° °“ ’ P°“ "° ‘8

JOHN SIMMONS 00.
RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE, _ ’

CHAIN BOOT i04 i IO Centre 8t.I New York.

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Home, Clothing, and everything elserequired by Automobilists ' A ' PATINTS FINDING.

M n» C.,...“ “liminiifi'fiii'... The Car You Ought to

summon: mmam COMPANY "“m'fi'hm' .
2m .Ieflmonngtmt, Detroit. Mich. Springiloldcoleill Have at the Pl'lce You

Bod .,
sac Biriiie Ave., to Pay

' ‘- Springfield, Mm.

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

95
 

 

 Jump Spark Coils
  

  

 

For lll ,vurvMeI—Singic. CHEAP MATERIALS.

:gglg‘zh'iutglgigggnguzfé‘xlle In the South, Manuiacturers of all kinds are in osition it; Brlgtling original and

, ‘ . ‘ Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while xceptinna
‘0'"?bl‘lle°' quara‘wged‘m every Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the EXOIUSive Fea‘ures

Parifg'DatorngzLLZS: D Great Markets, North, East and West.

The Knoblocll-lieidoman Mfg. 80., T 89ml] ENER: thl-LWAY t m

sou-m anon mu. raverses cotton: 0 e ou w u: ar grown; as er an

any other part of the United States. Are you posted regarding them?

It looking for a location, or an investment, write,

 

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Wuhin 'ton, D. C.

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

QU l N Y w. A. MOYER, Agent, 27: Broadway, ew York ity. CO"

AUTOMOBILE-BOD \ w k.
— A - DEPARTMENT _ ' Tho Baldwin iiinio Company " "l Ave» Rulm- Wil

BMBRBON BROOKS. Min-80h _ "AKI— TI'IB DUBRR-WARD CO., No. I787 Bro-Any, New

1034 BIO-Iv”, cor. oi 48th 51.. New York. Automobile Chains, York m”r|bnw"_

Telephone, 6536-38th St. Sprockets. Spur Ind Bevo

(Jean. ARTHUR 0. BBNNB‘I‘I‘. No. 20 Luke St. Chicago

— Distributor.

Baldwin Chain & Mtg. 00.,
 

  

 WWW Worcester, Mum, u. a. A.

E Tounlmii "All THE HILL PRECISION OILER
F . 1

THE F. B. STEARNS co., m-j'ljz;j';ji'gfj:';;:f"""

D

P

1%.. CLiViLAND, OHIO, U. 8. A. i

WWW THE STEEL BALL COMPANY, l

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

iced/3’ lion-Hoozing Waior iaokoi Solution
T0

s will stand 3283:1222: :iiiii)“ Freezing. .

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

0”/0U" 66" THE CARBUNDALE women 00.. ammo, Pl. . LOu

le YORK, Borrou, BALTIMOII, Cchoo, PIT'I'SIUIGII

 

“““‘

 

 

 
 

 

“The Way of the World "

THE GOODMAN COMPANY, “:1”

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York. world s Falr

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to Foingnfgfijjigg ioszestsshizzels

nearest Big Four Agent, or

(libe mOlIOI‘ "illilorib WARREN J. umcn.

than! T.Ai8lf,‘ v Gradually

 
 

  

 
for one year, commencing with the issue of. - . - , a”

Name

Address
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  

OUR SPECIALTY.

Transmission Gears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y.

ILIDB OIAI.

Direct Drive. Three Speed: and Reverse.

  

 

 

Kingston Carburetor.
OVER 23,000 IN USE

Patented May is, root.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices. etc.

I""'IID|F.

In). I [Iii/Mu

  

 

 

 

a

  

Pat. Ill. l0, Iqol.

TRADIJGRADOMETER snout. ,l

 
 

An instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

Sent postpald on receipt of price, b.50

‘I'HB ADAMS COMPANY. Dubuquo, Iowa.

 

 

ass—Che marion gar—ms
1 6 orse ower

undred Ounds .

- r |

  

l ' ’7 ~ / I

‘AH'COOIed ’ ‘ 4inch stroke

A IIIGII-GIIADE TUIIIIIIG CAB Fol $1.50".

Our ( 'lrtrrlrwlltfor tire risking,

MARION MOTOR CAR CO., ,

Indiargpolis, Indiana.

 

  

TIRE BUVERS.
Bast Goods Lowest Prices.

Write for quotations and

catalogue 0! other Auto Sup

plies.

The Ylm. H. Yliiey & Son 00.

Box 78. Hartlord. Conn.

'1,

;WiLEY

i'rchcAsE '

  

 

 

 

 

. 'NATIONAL

Motor Boat and Sportsman‘s Showj

Madison Square Garden

‘ NE“? YORK CITY

‘ FEBRUARY ‘ZIst‘rOHARCH 01h. 19051

  

Why Not Avail Yourself oi llur Facilities ior Promptly and Correctly Handling Some oi Your

Special Machine Work on which You are Rustin.

DIFFICULT AND SPECIAL WORK A HOBBY OF OURS.

LET US ~5ERVE YOU.

THE CASE MANUFACTURING. CO., Columbus, Ohio.

Makers of Front Axles, Roar Axles, Transmission Gears and Spoolal Parts.

 

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles, Change Gears. Cone Clutches, Mufflers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care.

““’ FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EAltllES, American Trust Bulldlng, Cleveland.

NEW YORK snow-section " 0," Concert Hall; crrchoo SHOW—Gallery Spaces 241. 242. 24s "a 244.

 
They are suitable for cars of all classes.

 

 

 

to weld in forging to a

tube by the new up-todate form of

See this part of a spade? It was done by us.

THE STANDARD WELDING CO.,

WELDING BY ELECTRICITY."

We can do odd welding for you, too.

Cleveland.

 
 

l
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ON MOST OF -

THE LEADING CARS

AT THE

New York Automobile Show

“WHITNEY " ROLLER

wwy" __ All links on both sides are
u a“; “ Riveted with exception of the

4 " one Connecting Link shown.

\ Y * '“WHI’I'NEY” ROLLER

CHAIN, COTTER DE

“ TACHABLE TYPE.

T" " All links on one side {are
v ~ " Riveted and all links on

H

‘ »\v/“m~\

v.73"\.

l ‘ v“1'c2“

..4‘\‘\ ‘1'“‘

{A7 ‘39'“

e)“"

'like

  

WP“

l‘5in
/\.44‘ 2M4

'x

opposite side are Detachable. One link only is considered the Connecting Link, this being ,'

distinguished from the others by notches in the top surface.

Hartford,

@onn.
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See Six

oLosmoBiLEs ~
, I , ~‘- ~33: J_ \

 

  

\
.

A

-.ne- “I

‘9

> ../ I ‘ l \ "V -

2' ill I. iv'“‘.\ *7 a h. \ ~~ ‘ ‘ l ’ O

l "ll" I l \ '74, v ' . i __ i

.6 y u 1‘- , ..

l

 
 

if.

OLDSMOBILE TOURING CAR

Price $1400. 20 h. p.

(2 cylinder Bide Entrance.)

 
 

Price $950.00.

 
 

 
 

HEAVY DELIVERY CAR

Price $2000.00.

 
 

STANDARD RUNABOUT

Price $1000.00. Price $650.00.

(2 “Under—16 h. p.)

FOLLOW THE OROWO AND FIND US.

OLDS MOTOR WORK5, 1332 Jefferson Ave., DETROIT, u. s. A. 

lember er the ABeocietlon of Licenced Automobile Henuteehu'ere.
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APPERSON

 

  

;
>

8

v.“- Inm". Y I .Iw‘vk" A
..~ 7 l V’w‘fi’hfl‘“.

'k (ff/r\.__’ "0*

viv;“Gr-Yidrnixaiiivflb1336f.)0\'oIif”-li\ou

--uuZfiY€fWfl3yiv3vnaaW=v=viw;

;1;,“

  

FORTY HORSE POWER—SEVEN ‘PASSENGERS.

A large roomy car, for five or seven passengers. Built

light and strong for hard service over American roads.

Better material, better wokmanship, and better finish than

is furnished in any French car imported.

We cater to a high-class trade, who want only the best.

Each order with us means a special hand built car to suit

the buyer. Nothing of the “ Hand-me-down” type for sale.

 

 

 

  

Eleven years building High-Grade Cars. Three years building nothing but

Four Cylinder Car .

Why Buy Experiments? _

'APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches; 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago; 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston ;

@rgr11fiY-J'ef!"I-flf-fing’Cijifififififil313795
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“horn my experience. I would

certainly recommend a Locomo—

bile to any one considering the

purchase of a touring car."—J.

11. M., New Haven. Conn.

 

“As you know. I had in N.

Y. City the celebrated

($8.700 roreign car), but it is not

in the same class with the LOCO

to my mind."—D. M. 8.. Am—

herst. Mass.

 
"We have had a letter from

his chauffeur. saying Mr. B.——

is highly pleased with his Loco

mobile. it having gone 100 miles

and no delays or dltficulties."—

J. H. 14.. Boston. Man.

“I wish to say the Locomobile

fulfills my expectations in every

respect: it runs magnificently.

does its work easily, quietly and

without vibration."—A. S. P..

Wichita. Kan.

 

 

"I must say the Locomobile

has given me entire satisfaction

In every way; the more I drive

it the more I think of it."—C.

I... New York.

 

 

“The Locomobile has now run

about ten thousand miles. and is

in as good condition as ever."—

A. A. IL. San Francisco. Cal.

 

  

“My Locomobile has made

since the 22nd of January. 1903.

13.950 miles."—-R. L. M.. New

York. March 81. 1904.

  

“Tho Locomobile is running

beautifully and giving entire sat,

isfactlon.“—W. A. R.. Woon—

socket. Mass.

  

  

 

“Met on this trip

three parties who

were running 4-cyl.

Incomobiles. and they

seemed to be very

much pleased with

them. One man, in

fact. said he would

not exchange his LO

CO for the best for

eign car built."-—F.

G. T., Springfield.

Mass.

 

__————

"The Locomobile is

delightful in every re—

spect. and there has

been no trouble what

soever so far."—H. 8.

E.. New York.

—_—__

____—

"In every way the

Incomobilo has been

entirely satisfactory;

never has failed todO

what was required of

it_ Refer any to the

you care to."—A. G

M.. Norwich. Conn

______——

 

 

"I am very much pleased with

the behavior of the Locomobile.

and consider it way ahead of

last year's car. although that

gave good satisfaction."—F. W.

15.. Bridgeport.

 

 

 

"I think the Locomobile Com—

pany's claim of “Easily the

Best Built Car in America" is a

perfectly Just one. I can readily

claim it to be superior to any

American and equal in the same

horse power to any French car.

and at the same time perfectly

adapted to American roads."—

C. 8.. Boston. Mass.

 

_————————

"I have used it now three

months in my business, which is

constant. We are averaging six

ty miles per day. up hill and

down. The Incomoblic Is cer—

tainly all you have recommend

ed."—Dr. R. W. L. Ridxei‘leld,

Conn.

trance tonneau.
 

 

"My Locoomblls delivered to

me in November, 1902, is run—

ning satisfactorily. and with the

exception 0! such adjustments

as are necessary on all cars is

always in commission."—M. M.

R.. New York City.

 

the cars I have seen

. or used, there is none

. that will compare

With the Locomobile

in any manner."—8.

T. M., Iafayetate.

Ind.

_

_ "It gives me much

pleasure to my a

good word for the

(that) CliC liiiiiiiig this.

“Easily the Best Built Car in America.”

  

Write for full information regarding our i905 product.

All models are of the four-cylinder type, with side en

Prices, $2800 to $8000.

The scocomobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

NEW YORK—Broadway, comer of 76th Street

PHILADELPHIA—No. :49 N. Broad Street

BOSTON—No. 15 Berkeley Street

CHICAGO—No. r345 Michigan Avenue

Member Auocr'atiou Licnuld Antanmh'le Man/MMWJ.

 

"This is the arm

automobile that I

have had, but of all

 

Locomobile Gasoleno

Touring Car—I ro

gard it as the most

reliable and generally

satisfactory of any

of the twelve auto—

mobiles I have

owned."—G. F. C..

New York, N. Y.

.__

 

"I have now run

my Locomobile for

about 6.000 miles. and

has never refused

to come horns under

its own power."--F.

W.. Fitchburg. Mass.

__.

 

 

“Came up to Boston yester

day. The Locomobile went like

a bird. Have been over 500

Lnilrlzs.iand hlgve not missed an

xposon."— . H. T.,Bedford. Mass. New

 

 

 

“I think the construction (of

the Locomobile) is absolutely

perfect. for never was a more

rigid test given a. machine than

our trip from Bridgeport to

Providence."—A. L. P.. Provi—

dence, R. I.

 

 

“Have run the 4-cyl. Locomo

bile purchased from you last.

November about 5.000 miles.

About 4.000 miles of this was

through the mountains of Call

fornis. I do not think any ml

chine could give better satisfac

tion."—D. H. G.. N. .

 

 

“I am frank to say I am de

lighted Wlih the Locomobile.

Believe there is no better ma

chine made—in fact. do not be

lieve there is another machine

in the country that would have

gone where I did last Sunday."

—C. B. M.. Minetto. N. Y.

 

  

“ Have run my Locomobile

easily 8.000 miles. She has al

ways zone and returned from

every place I have started for

without any trouble."—D. .

;\.. Bridgeport. Conn.

 

"Cannot say too much in

praise of the Locomobile. Have

several friends who own cars,

and they say it is equal to. if not

better, than the foreign cars."—

C. L. H.. Norwich, Conn.

"I have now operated the Lo

comobile for about live months.

During that time I have never

wanted the car when it was not

ready to go out."--W. A. W.,

Jr., Hooslc Falls. N. Y.

"I can offer no suggestions

which would he of value as to

the improvement of the Locomoe

bile. It has far surpassed my

expectations."—W. 8., Boston,

Mass.

   

   

"Every time I drive the Loco

mobile I am more than pleased

with it. Saturday evening last

I drove 20 mile! in 42 minutes,

including thrr-i long hills. and

tho car ran in... a watch."—F.

 

W. M.. Jr.. La Balls. Ill.

 

"I have yet to see a. car which

I think is better than my Loco—

mobile. or will stand up as well

over all kinds of country roads

with the ordinary u e which a

car gets."—P. W. .. Boston.

Mass.

 

“I fail to see how you could

improve in any way upon the

Locomobile. as its details seem

perfect, and it is without doubt

'easiiy the best built car in

imslrica."—A.. L. P., Providence,

 

 

"Where my Locomobile was

this summer for s mnnth it was

the only car out of two dozen.

including hilh—pl'lced foreign

cars, that was always in good

shape and running every day."—

C. W. L.. New York. N. Y.
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Thread

Fabric

6&JIlnrs

Most Durable

Fastest

Safest

The thread fabric construction

removes all internal friction from

the fabric, so that the tires do not

heat up under the longest drives at

the highest speed. That is why

G 8: .I thread fabric tires are the

most serviceable automobile tires

in the world.

GaJlimeCo.

Factory :

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

g

1.“:

Branches:

GHIGHGO, ILL. DETROIT, MIG“.

 

 

Rims branded in the channel

with these copyrighted marks

have been inspected and pro

nounced perfect, We guaran

tee our tires on all rims so

branded.
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32-38 l'l.P.—GUARANTEED—2500 LBS.

$3000.00. '
NO BETTER CAR AT ANY PRICE.

'Automatic lubrication of motor and transmission. Direct shaft drive—free driving axle.

Detachable clutch—no adjustment. Controls on top of steering wheel. Positive

throttle—no mechanical governor. 4% inch tires—full lamp equipment.

Advanced design of body—hood—dash.

Don’t overlook this car at the Chicago Show, Stands 33-34-35,

or write Dept. L for full particulars.

THE ROYAL MOTOR QCAR COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW ENGLAND AUTOMOBILE CO. C. A. DUERR 6: co., Inc. HARRY BRANSTETTER C0.

182 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. Broadway 6: 58th St., New York. N. Y. Chicago, Ills.

WWMWWMWWWWM

i   

 

W
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THE “CLEVELAND”

A high-grade, light-weight touring car.

 
 

“,4; ’ > '

is h. p. l'our cylinder vertical engine. _. Price, $2,800.

g—9l-inch wheel base; pressed steel frame; aluminum underbonnet; spark and throttle control on lop of steering wheel

ionthreespeed transmiss with direct drive on high speed; mechanically actuated inlet and exhaust valves: jumpspar

ignition; side door entrance.

We are establishing Agencies. Write for particulars.

CLEVELAND MOTOR CAR CO., - - CLEVELAND, O.

 

 

 

THE BAKER ELECTRIC

The Baker Electric

Depot Carriaqe,

The Most Elegant ol all Electrics.

 

 

 
 

 

ALSO,

RUNABOUTS, STANHOPES,

SURREYS, ETC., ETC.

 

WE ARE READY TO TALK BUSINESS,

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Can you read between
 

  

the lines? If you
  

can, then you’ll find

  

 
“meat” on this page.

 
 

  

By this time probably nine-tenths of the motor-car dealers have

begun to realize that there is something unusual doing in the Orient

line this year.

First came our flat-footed announcement that our ’05 Touring

models would be a sensation.

Then we made good by showing the illustrations, and later the

cars themselves.

All the time we kept dropping hints about our new advertising

and selling plan (combined). ‘

We said we would push the Orient line in 1905 as no line was ever

pushed before.

> We are making good on that, too—ask some of the real repre

sentative dealers who have closed with us, what they think of the plan

we are starting for them. We will furnish you their names on request.

It is a plan which we will start for you if you want to handle

the Orient line. We’ll give you all you can do, just taking care of

the people whom we send right into your garage ready to talk motor

cars. Our campaign will be direct to them, and it will have a force

and vigor that will compel attention.

Do you want to know more about it?

Write.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,
Member: oi Association ot Licensed Automobile Mll'lllllctlll'll’l

Factory: WALTHAM,

GENERAL SALES OFFlces 44 Broad se, New York City.

  

Did you notice in the daily papers that the water-cooled ears

were freezing up down at Ormond ?

  

Air (Pooling Means Non-Freezing:
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NO PUNCTURES—NO PUMP.

No need for Removal from Rim,

JUST GOODRICH TIRES.
H.VBECKER. a ABECKZR. JJLaEcflgl

I'flL'LICiVIN"v 'IIAIHIII. new A w‘a'n

  

M, Jan. 4, 1905.

The B. F. Goodrich 00.;

Akron, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:

Percy F. Megargel, w=s. Harrison, of Rochester, N. Y., and

Ralph Megargel of Scranton, Pa., ran an Elmore Pathfinder,- a machine

having 16 horsepower and weighing, including passengers, baggage and

extras, 2150 lbs. - from New York to St. Louis and back to Philadelphia,

on a single set of Goodrich tires, not only without a puncture but

without havinggtogpump up the tires during the entire trip . This trip

was begun on May 18th when the roads were almost impassable, and on the

return trip, when passing through Pennsylvania, the rains had washed

the dirt off the roads so that it was an almost continual run over

rocks and stenes. " The severe service through which these tires went

would be more appreciated by the perusal of the little booklet which

the Elmore Company have gotten out, "The Cruise of the Pathfinder,"

illustrating and describing this wonderful tour. l

 

; The mileage on the first set of tires figures up to a total

of about 5000 miles. This same car made the trip a second time but the

rear tires were changed, not because the tires had given out, but they

were worn some on the sides from continual traveling through deep ruts,

and as the second run was made under the auspices of the Association

of Auto Mfgrs. and the cars were liable to a penalty unless a certain

number of miles were made each day, it was deemed advisable to change

‘“‘~' 7 the tires to prevent there being any possibility of delay from tire

troubles, although there was no reason to believe that the original set

' of tires would not have been able to make the trip the second time.

My

THEjfB. F. oooomcn co.. Akron, Ohio.
NEW YORK, 86-68 Reade BL and 1625 Broadway.

CAGO, 141 Lake St. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St.

FROIT, 80 E. Congress St. DENVER. 1444 Curtis St.

;TON. 155-161 Columbus Ave. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

- '“ALO, 9 W. Huron 5t. LEVELAND, (20 Superior St.C

LONDON, E. 0.. 7 Snow Hill.

_ r/____ ‘1 __ “a Arr—'— it
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STRICTLY HIGH GRADE IN EVERY PARTICULAR. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

 

I Any Style

kTHE LQZIER MQTOR CO., New York City, I Broadway, Suite gj

The

Largest

American

Car——

115% inch

Wheel Base

36 inch Wheels

Body

Seats 5 to 7

Vertical Type

Moior

Absolutely

Automatic

Carbureter

Ignition by

High-tension

Magneto

 

 

  

LIGHT TOURING

FOR I905

 

 

Appropriately Named

“The Car of Power."

DESCRIPTIONz—These cars have our tried and tested 1904 Motors,

4 5-8 x 5 in., l4~horsepower. 2-cylinder, horizontal. opposed. Planetary

transmission with two sp :eds forward and revzrse 1 14 in. chain, Warner

differential, Hill Precision Oiler, Schebler or Kingston carbureter, expanding

rear hub brakes and brake on diiier ~ntial, full elli tic springs of best quality.

French hood. Model D has 80 inch wheel base, 1 3 1-2 inch tires, remov

able tonneau. rear entrance- With 3 in- tires, $I,OSO. Model E has 86 in.

wheel base,30 x 3 1-2 in tires Side Entrance Price, $l,25°. We shall

be plea'ed to send you catalog or answer any question

l'lADE BY

l‘lichigan Automobile Co., Ltd.,

KalamaZoo, Michigan

  

  

CARS

MODEL D

1905 MICHIGAN

PRICE, $1.10!]
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WHEN A CAR

HAS GIVEN SUCH

General Satisfaction at
AS THE

CADILLAC
HAS GIVEN

The Men Who Sell It

AND

The Men Who Buy It

MAY WEI-L

Paint to it With Pride at

Are You of the Number ?

 

  

 

 

“To date have ridden 3168 miles without one cent for repairs. Have ridden over all kinds of roads and

mountains, etc., and have never even had a loose nut. I can pass a great many of the big machines and always go

out with four people. I have climbed every hill and mountain that I have tackled.

“ A. H. CHAMBERLAIN, Rahway, N. J.”

 

‘CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, MICH.

Member Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturerl.
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CADILLAC MODEL E, $150. CADILLAC MODEL 1'. $950

A high-powered runabout, designed for two passengers only, and can In Side entrance, non—convertible touring oar. Divided front seats.

no way be fitted with tonneau. Divided front seats. 28x3 tires. New New tyne hood. 8% Inch tires- 30 Inch wheels. Flnlsh: Brewster green.

type hood. Finish: Brewster green, primrose running gear. Option: primrose running 8884'- ODUOHI Maroon body and running gear. De

Msroon body and running gear. Deliveries from January 16th. liveries from January 15th.

  

CADILLAC FOUR-CYLINDER VERTICAL MOTOR, 30 H. P., $28M.

(Wlth alumlnum body, 8250 extra.)

  

CADILLAC DELIVERY WAGON, $950.

The Cadillac delivery wagon has been s commercial success from Its

CADILLAO MODEL 15' Wm TOP' “00' very Inception; used last year In many large cities. giving thoroughly

Same specifications as regular Model E. A luPel'b two—WHERE" satisfactory service. New model has largely Increased carrying capacity.

our for use In all kinds of weather. Will be e big seller. Immediate deliveries.
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" OEDPODMANCES

OF THE

15 H.D. WHITE

(Stripped and provided with Wind Shield),

AI ORMOND, FLA.

 

Time Trial

1 Mile, - 53 Seconds

1 Kilometer, 32 4-5 “

 

Class B Daces

SSI—IIISZ Lbs.

First in One Mile Race

First in One Kilomctcr Race

 

WHITE limit; COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OIIIO.

 

  

 

 

 

You are not only impressed with the

beauty of a Peerless Car, but also with

its comfort and

EASE IN RIDING.

This is a mechanical problem that goes

far deeper than mere upholstery. It

depends on the size of the tires, length of

wheel base, the spring construction and

DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT

of the car.

A ride in a Peerless Car will convince

you that these important requirements . .

have all been fully and perfectly met. ‘

You are, not bounced to pieces over I

, rough roads, but you are pleased to see

how the Peerless runs along as smoothly,

silently. and comfortably as a Pullman.

24 HP. 30 H.P. 35 HP. 60 HP.

 

., ' $3,200 $3.750 $4,000 $6,000

Send for Catalogue now ready.

EERLESS MOI0 ('AR
CLEVELAND OHIO )

.AA-M wer »
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é; FORD MODEL “F.”
Model “F” has behind it the prestige of “Ford Success.” It is designed for Automobile

users who want a practical and useful touring car at a price which m'akes such a vehicle a profit

able investment, rather than an expensive luxury. For actual reliability, attractive style and econ

omy of maintenance, the Ford Model “F” is easily ahead of any two-cylinder car made.

SPECIFICATIONS OF MODEL “F.”

' Price—$1200.00. CAPACITY GASOLINE TAN K—9 gallons.

WEIGHT—1400 lbs. CAPACITY oru. RESERVOIR—3 pints.

MOTOR—Ford two cylinder horizontal opposed. COOLING WATER CAPACITY—4 gallons.

WHEEL BASE—£4 inches. COLOR—Rich dark green, yellow running gear.

- TREAD—Standard wagon. UPHOLSTERING—Black. of best leather, hand

WHEELS—30 inches. , somely tufted.

TIRES—3% double tube optional. EQUIPMENT—2 side oil lamps, post horn and

MAXIMUM SPEED—35 miles an hour. necessary tools.

We want our friends, critics and competitors to examine this car. Full information about

all our 1905 cars is given in our new catalogue. Send for it to-day and get posted on the most

advanced types of American Automobile Construction.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, = Detroit, Mich.

Canadian Trade Supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Ltd, Walkervtlle, Ont.

A.
\ 

M
e M

 
>M We
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Suit Against Michelin Tires
vWe beg to notify the‘trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 6: Wright.

India Rubber'Co.

' B. F. Goodrich co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Go.

THE G 8!. J TIRE 00.. Indianapolis, Ind.
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THE ONLY HIR-QOQLED @HR THHT LGQKS LIKE A REHL

'HUTOMQBILE AND IS QNE.

THE YER=MILLER

Booledhy ‘ . ' i _ . . ,

BUNTRULLED ~ /- _ " ‘ I No Radiators

Contains more ingenuity to the square inch than any other car in the world,

an“ nsnn LEAR AUTUMUBIIE 00., Bolumhus, um.

  

 

 

 

 

NORTHERN AUTOMOBILES.
l905 Touring Car, Side Entrance, opening on direct line to

Running Board. Price $1700.00.

Chainless. Dustless. Noiseless.

Abmlutelyfreefram Vibralian. " Na expense but {be garolr'ne."

 
  

 

 

The refinement of implicity. Number of parts reduced to the minimum.

Easy to operate, easy to understand, and nothing to get out of order. Re

pair bills practically eliminated. The ideal car for American roads from

every standpoint. Three point motor support prevents any possibility of

machinery being thrown out at alignment. Roads which other automobiles

cover at peril of machinery and passengers, present no ditficulties to the

' Northern. Every part is made in our own shops, and fits to perfection.

Planetary Transmission. 18 H. P. double opposed motor. Power trans

mitted direct to beveled geared divided rear axle. Northern Automatic Com

pensating Carburetor, “built to fit the engine," assures a perfect mixture at

all speeds. In finish and upholstery the Northern is superb. You may pay

twice as much, but you cannot buy a better finished or more reliable Tour

' NORTHERN RUNABOUT.
7 HP. BETTER THAN EVER.

Has full back molded seat, larger oil cups, larger body and new car

buretor. It is the ideal machine for the physician—the man of business——

or for family use. Price, $650.00.

Write for catalogue No. 16 and get in touch with “Northern Improve

ments."

  

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING (0., Detroit, U. S. A.

MEMBER A. L. A. M.
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The Test of Time and Service

on the heaviest trucks and hardest used delivery wagons by the best

known and most substantial concerns in the country prove

TH NER

ENDLESS souo TIRE
to be the only successful tire for commercial vehicles.

ONCE ON THE RIM, THERE’S NO COMING OEE.

Investigate its merits. It is in universal use

throughout the entire country.

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE.

HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.
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THE

HARTFORD CLINCHER TIRE

REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST

STANDARD
OF ITS TYPE

  

Asbestos Fabric

Prevents Rim Cutting

Hard Bead, Increased Durability

at a Weak Point

Other Manufacturers Pay Tribute to

Open Cure

Extra Tread

Details of Quality

and Construction ,

by Adopting HARTFORD Methods

HARTFORD i

SEE US AT CHICAGO SHOW

Tl-IE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS co.,
Factories, No. I and 2, Hartford, Conn. No. 3, New Brunswick, N. J.

BRANCHES:

Boston, lion York, Philadelphia. Buffalo, Cleveland. Chicago, Denver, Dotroll. Ilnnoapolls, San Francisco. St.l.ouls, Lo: Angola.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE, 18 H. P., $1350.

The New York Automobile Show has demonstrated that no other vehicle of the same price

has the beauty, the power and the reliability of this model. Dealers and users from all over the

country have shown the greatest enthusiasm over it.

They are most loyal who know the RAMBLER best; and it has been encouraging to

know that after their first season with our automobiles, users do not discard .our cars for other

and higher priced mak es, even though their tastes along other lines are extravagant and would be

gratified by the purchase of higher priced vehicles, were it not for the remarkable simplicity of

our models and the consequent ability to dispense with the service of a chauffeur, and to enjoy

the pleasure of being able to run and care for the machine without such help.

OTHER MODELS, $650, $750, $850, $1500, $2000, $3000.

THOS. B. JEFFERY & CO., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

BRANCHES.

CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad Street.BOSTON, I45 Columbus Avenue.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, I34 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL OTHER LEADING CITIES.
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JEFFERY WANTS A FACTORY

Rambler Plans for Expansion Make Necessary

a Second Plant—Tenders are Invited.

It should be necessary to say scarcely more

than that Thomas B. Jeflery & Co. want a

factory to bring them proposals innumerable.

And the fact is, as intimated, that Jeflery

& Co. do want a plant, and that they are

ready to receive tenders.

Of course, the makers of the well known

Rambler cars already have a prodigious fac

tory at Kenosha, Wis, but it is already well

filled and fully occupied with the production

of runnbouts and two cylinder touring cars,

and it is with an eye to the enlargement of

the Rambler line, so that it may include

vehicles of all types. that an additional plant

Is wanted and quickly. There is ample room

at Kenosha for another building, but Mr.

Jeffery has set ideas on the subject of pro

ducing dilferent models in different factories,

and it is to carry out this scheme of manu

facture that another factory is desired. The

Rambler people are very much in earnest in

the matter, "indispensable" being the word

they employ in voicing their wish to obtain

separate factory space.

With so many patent-possessed promoters

tempting local communities by dangling sug

gestions of automobile factories, and with so

many of them eagerly swallowing the halt,

the opportunity to have such a substantial

and long established concern as Jeffery &

Co. locate “in its midst" should vkeep the

wires to Kenosha pretty warm during the

next few days. It is such an opportunity as

does not often present itself.

Yale Gets Into New York.

The Yale car finally has been placed in

position of obtaining its due in the metrop

olis. which is to say that the ,New York

agcnry has been placed in the hands of

Frank A. Sanford. Mr. Sanford has placed

a goodly order for the well known Toledo

made cars, the first of which will arrive

about the time his salesroom is ready for it.

He has several locations in view, and will

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, February 2, 1905.

reach a decision in the matter within the

next week. Sanford formerly was a very

energetic factor in the piano business in

Brooklyn, and there is no reason to doubt

that he will bring the same quality to bear

in the automobile trade.

Blomstrom Seeks Site in South.

R. P. Janney, representing the C. H.

Blomstrom Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich, is

reported in New Orleans, La., “looking about

him with a view to locating an automobile

and power launch factory in or near the

city." Janney, it is added, “is well pleased

with New Orleans, its climate and promise

of future greatness, and is, in fact, in love

with the Crescent City, and believes that

it will otter an excellent field for him in his

efforts to establish a factory of the kind al

luded t0."

Year's Exports Show Big Increase

Although the totals for the year 1904 show

an increase of more than $250,000 in Ameri

cnn automobile exports, the December ship

ments did not serve to swell the figure. For

the last month of the year the value was

$214,516, as against $223,548 in December,

1003. The year’s business aggregated $1,

807,510, as compared with $1,643,029 last

year and $1,069,782 for the twelve months

of 1902.

How Iroquois is Tempting Rochester.

According to a Rochester (N. Y.) source,

the Iroquois Motor Car Co., which hopes to

establish its factory in that city, "has a very

neat cur upon the streets to demonstrate

that they at least have made one car."

It is added significantly that "the wives of

prospective stockholders are enjoying the

sensation of being driven about the streets

in the handsome machine."

Clarkmobile Becomes the New Way.

The Ciarkmobile Co., of Lansing, Mich.,

has been reorganized and incorporated under

the name of the New Way Motor Co., with a

capitalization oif $100,000. The officers are:

President, A. C. Stebblns; vice-president, J.

W. Knapp; treasurer and manager, William

H. Newbrough; secretary, E. W. Goodnow.
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CONRAD’S LAST SAD RITES

Trustee’s Report Shows What it Costs to Wind

‘ up a Bankrupt Estate.

The once prominent Conrad Motor Carriage

Co., Buffalo, is now but a memory. The

trustee in bankruptcy has filed his final re

port and the estate is now formally closed.

The report is interesting, as showing what it

costs to wind up a bankrupt concern.

The receipts during the receivership totaled

$52,786, of which sales of merchandise ac

counted for $34,331.04 and of machinery $2,

710.48. The book accounts brought $855.21,

the office furniture $68, and “remnants”

$1,426. The real estate was sold for $12,000.

Some of the more important disbursements

were as follows: Labor and wages in con

ducting factory, $13,411.23; merchandise in

conducting factory, $9,602.38; expense ac

count in conducting factory, $2,659.13; adver

tising account in conducting'factory, $355.74.

The creditors received in two dividends, ag

gregating 61-5 per cent., $6,208.04, and the

mortgage holder $10,795.26, the total dis

bursements being $49,024.62. Payments to

bankruptcy officials and lawyers accounted

for the remainder of the estate of $52,786.74,

their fees belng as follows: lteceiver’s com

missions, $109.28; services and expenses of

receiver's attorneys, $532.09; commissions,

fees and court expenses of referee in bank

ruptcy, $360.71; services and expenses of at

torney for petitioning creditors, $159.50;

trustee's commissions, $667.87; postage, print

ing, costs, legal expenses and services of at

torneys for trustee, $1,982.67.

Premier in New Factory.

The Premier Motor Mfg. Co. are now in

possession of their new plant at the corner

of Georgia and Shelby streets, ludianapolis.

The new place gives them much needed el

‘ bow room.

Limb with slo.ooo Capital.

The Lamb Automobile Co., Clinton, Iowa,

has been incorporated, with $10,000 capital.

Besides selling accessories, the new firm will

handle the Thomas, Cadillac and waver-icy

cars.
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SNOW FOLLOWED THE SHOW

But Failed to Chill Good Effects of Exhibi

tion—What the Dealers Report.

 

“Sell cars while the enthusiasm runs high

est" is the watchward in the trade to-day,

and all the branch houses and the agents in

the city are following it to the letter.

Results in the shape of sales from show

inquiries which have been followed up dur

ing the last week are such that a general

feeling of satisfaction prevails.

“We were selling four to five cars a day

when the blizzard swooped down on us and

slowed things," said Carl Page, manager of

White‘s branch to a Motor World man on

Monday, “and do you know," he continued,

"there were a number of people who in

sisted on having cars demonstrated even in

the height of the storm. Our men were al

most frozen to death, but as long as buyers

wanted to ride they were willing, and. our

demonstrating, cars were out all through the

storm."

Colonel K. C. Pardee, who upholds the

New York end of the Maxwell-Briscoe line,

was likewise enthusiastic on the question of

sales since the show, and willing to convince

all comers that the Maxwell cars are the only

things on wheels.

C. E. Duerr, of C. E. Ducrr & 00., not only

reaped a harvest at the show, but is still

garnering the grain. “If you ride in a Royal

tourist you'll buy one, and that's not adver

tising copy alone, but experience,” he said

when questioned on Monday. “I never saw so

many people hand out their money after a

single demonstration as at the show. On

the average we gave them one ride, and that

did the business, and we were ready to get

the next man’s order. I thins I can justly

lay claim to the sales record of the show

in that I disposed of no less than fourteen

cars in one day—that is, the agency sales

record, for every one of those was an indi

vml'purchaser who left his check in part

payment right then and there. 0b, of course,

agents place orders from the makers for

twice that number of cars at a time, but

then it‘s up to the agent to sell—that's an

other story entirely. These are all bona fide

sales to users. Since the show we have al

most had to keep people waiting in line for

demonstrations, and the Royal is certainly

carrying of! honors there. too. We take the

care over to “Dufffl'y’s Hill, "on Lexington

avenue, just to show the intending purchaser

what its hill climbing capacities are, and 1

tcll you we surprise him. Why we went up

"Duffy's Hill last week time and again on

the high gear, once with eight occupants in '

nil. or a load of something like 1,300 pounds.

There are mighty few grades like that to be

met with in a month’s touring."

Corroboration of the utter disregard for

weather conditions was forthcoming on all

sides, and in one instance was amusing to

say the least.

“We had an appointment to demonstrate

for Wednesday afternoon, when the blizzard

was at its height,” said Harry Unwln, of

the Harrolds Motor Car C0., “and as the

party happened to be a lady seventy-three

years old, we ’phoned her and informed her

that, of course, we presumed the appoint

ment was off and wanted to know what other

time would be convenient. But it was no

go: she insisted on having a ride, wcather or

not, and we booked an order for a Pierce

Arrow with a Stanhope top withiniive min

utes oi' the time she came back."

“We haven‘t got a great deal to show just

now because we sent our entire exhibit to

Philadelphia," said Robert P. Parker, man

ager of the Haynes branch, “but We have

been doing plenty of demonstrating in the

mean time in spite of the weather, and now

that we‘re through with shows, so far as this

end is concerned, we can settle down to busi

ness in earnest."

“Well, we certainly can‘t complain of the

number of inquiries we are receiving every

day or the number of people who are anxious

to have a car demonstrated and equally

anxious to buy,” replied Percy Owen, head

of the Winton department, to the query as

to how matters progressed during the inter

val since the show, "but," he added, “people

are wiser than. ever before, and thcy have

to ‘see the wheels go around’ and know the

why and wherefore of a thousand and one

things that never entered the buyer's head a

few years ago. Why, do you know, I’ve

actually had a man come in and hand over

his check without even inspecting the car, as

much as to say, ‘Oue Winton, please; send it

soon,’ as if he were buying a hat. Now he

takes good care to see that it fits, and I take

it to be a good indication of the sound, busi

nesslike basis that the industry as a whole

has reached.”

 

Pardee Tslm on the Stoddard.

R. Harry Croninger, sales manager of the

Dayton Motor Car 00., who has spent the

past several days in this city, has placed

the New York agency with Colonel K. C.

Pal-doe, 317 \Vcst Fifty-ninth street.

The first of the new 25 h. p. four cylinder

Stoddards came to New York with Croninger,

_ and is now in evidence at the Fifty-ninth

street place. It proves to be a good locker

and is of the self-starting type; in this re

spect it embodies a feature which the makers

claim guarantees self starting without fail

—not given a hundred and one favorable

conditions, then upon switching on the en

gine will start, but any time there is any

compression in any of the cylinders sufficient

to turn over, the spark alone will do the

work otherwise entailing a use of the crank.

This is accomplished by giving the com

mutator, which, by the way, follows the

latest tendency in being placed on a vertical

shaft at the rear of the engine and Just in

front of the dash. an unusual amount of

latitude where the advance and retard ad

justment is concerned.

THE RANGE OF RUBBER

How Demand and Supply Have Increased and

Affected Prices of all Grades.

 

 

During the last ten years the imports of

raw rubber into the United States have near

ly doubled, says the India Rubber World. If

we use the official customs returns for the

fiscal year ending June 30 the comparison ls

as follows: 1893194, 33,737,783 pounds;

1003-‘04, 59,015,651 pounds.

Meanwhile the imports for consumption in

other countries probably have increased at

a corresponding rate. How, then, can the

rubber supply be said to show a decline?

The rate of production has not shown a

decline. But that is not the question. The

natural supplies of rubber are no greater

now than at any given date in the past. The

natural rubber area is no greater now than

fifty years ago. But meanwhile the yearly

production of rubber has increased a bun

drcdfold. The point to be made is that this

rate of increase must some time reach a limit.

The limit has already been reached in a

great number 0f regions which might be

named.

America has consumed millions of pounds

of rubber obtained from Africa and produced

by processes which enabled a full grown

man to get together one pound of the ma

terial by working a week on roots torn from

the ground. A second crop of roots was

never obtainable in the same area. The great

bulk of the African rubber output to-dsy is

from liancs (creepers), which never yield a

product but once. All the rubber imported

from South America under the name of

“Gaucho” is obtained by cutting down the

trees which yield it.

The fact that rubber has so long been ob

tainable is due to the enormous original sup

ply. But this supply has not been increased

or even kept up to the original limits by any

process of nature, and the rubber situation

today is comparable to a private fortune of

fixed limits, which Is diminished in propor

tion as its owner draws upon it. He may

spend twice as much this year as last. but

this does not make him twice as rich; it only

hastens the time when he will become bank

rupt.

The same customs returns from which we

quoted above give the following as the im

port values of the rubber covered in the sta

tistics of the two years under consideration:

1893-‘94, $15,077,903; 1903-’04, $40.444,250.

The chief significance of these figures is

that the average import value of rubber

good, bad and indifferent—has increased in

ten years from 44.6 cents to 68.4 cents.

Is such a difference—almost 53 per cent—

explalnable on any other ground than that

production has not been developed at a rate

commensurate with the increased demand?

 

The Simpson-Stems Automobile Co. has be

gun business in Louisville, Ky. They have

secured the agency for the Pierce-Arrow.
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BALTIMORE ON GASOLENE

Fire-Swept City Passes Fair but Stringent

Measures—Garages Will Not Suffer.

Baltimore’s precaution to guard against

any more fires has resulted in the passage

of an “anti-gasolene" ordinance, which says

that hereafter gasolene can only be used in

automobiles and engines, and under no con

sideration will this volatile fiuid be allowed

for cooking and other household purposes in

Baltimore. This conclusion was arrived at

last week at a meeting of the Baltimore City

Council by the passage of the Gill anti-gaso

lene ordinance by a vote of 15 to 8.

Under the provisions of this ordinance gas

olene for a garage may be stored in an iron,

steel or copper tank, the design of which

must be approved by the inspector of build

lugs, and to be buried at least two feet under

ground. The maximum amount of gasolene

stored therein shall not exceed 275 gallons,

and only one tank will be permitted on the

premises. The right is also given to keep gas

olene at automobile stations in non-corrosive

cans to the amount of fifty gallons. The fur

ther provisions of the ordinance follow:

“Sand shall be kept in buckets fit and avail

able for absorbing any waste oil that may

fall upon the floor; and such sand, when

saturated, shall be promptly removed to a

place and burned; the use of sawdust for this

purpose is prohibited.

“No naphtha or gasolene shall be put into

or taken out of an automobile within fifty.

feet of an open fire, nor until lamps or other

apparatus intended to be carried upon the

vehicle for illuminating purposes or as pilot

lights have been extinguished.

“In no case shall naphtha or gasolene be al

lowed to run upon the floor or to fall or pass

into the drainage system of the premises.

“Naphtha or gasolene} shall not be carried

in open vessels about the premises. If it is

necessary to convey naphtha or gasolene it

must be done in an approved inclosed can or

cans, with an automatic closing device which

shall effectually close the same and of the

capacity most closely adapted for filling the

machine, but not exceeding five gallons.

“If it is necessary to empty the tanks of

automobiles, it shall only be done with the

utmost precaution against fire, and the fluid

must be returned to the approved can or

cans directly with the automatic closing de

vice which shall efiectually close the same."

 

Diamond Claims First Tire.

In a chapter on the history of automobile

tires in the tire users‘ text book, just issued

by the Diamond Rubber Co., the assertion

is made that this company manufactured

the first pneumatic automobile tires in Amer

ica. This is a distinction that for several

years has been claimed by the Diamond Rub

ber Co., and which, they say, has not been

challenged.

The first set of American pneumatic motor

tires is described as being of the single tube

variety, and while it is not today being

looked upon as at all remarkable, they were

the means, the Diamond people state, of turn

ing the attention of the pioneer American

automobile builder from steel and cushion

rubber tires to those of the pneumatic type.

In fact, the original set of single tube pneu

matic tires were so satisfactory as com

pared with those which had up to that time

been used that an order for 100 sets was

immediately placed by a concern now promi

nent which was at the time just making a

start in automobile manufacturing. By the

next season the demand for these tires was

very considerable, and other rubber manu

facturers began producing them.

The Week’s Incorpontlons.

New York, N. Y.—The Auto Mart, under

New York laws, with $30 000 capital. Incor

porators: J. D. Cooper, H. Teutic and F. S.

lIanley.

New York, N. Y.-—Bonton Motor Car Co.,

under New York laws, with $30,000 capital.

lncorporators: A. C. Field, L. M. Field and

B. F. Schwartz.

Des Moines, I'm—Iowa Automobile and Sup

ply’Co., finder Iowa laws, with $8,000 capl

tnl. Officers: 0. R. Prouty, president; F. S.

Dusenberg, secretary and treasurer.

Paulding, O.—Paulding Motor Car Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital. Incor

porators: W. H. Phipps, C. F. Price, I. H.

Loughlin, E. N. Travis and C. W. Burgner.

Cleveland, 0.—The State Automobile and

Supply Co., under Ohio laws, with $5,000.

Incorporators: W.'B. Brown, J. W. Burrell,

H. C. Gahu, R. E. Dupiene and W. E. Pat

terson.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto. Rental & Repair

Co., under California laws, with $50,000, of

which $7,500 paid in. Directors: J. M. Mc

Leod, D. A. Casselmann, F. W. Richey, E. U.

Richey and J. H. Andrews.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Bates-Odenbrett Automo

bile Co., under Wisconsin laws, with $30,000

capital, to do general business in automo

biles. Incorporators: John W. Foster, Jo

sephine Foster, Robert G. Bates and George

L. Odenbrett.

Detroit, Mich—The Automobile Equip

ment Co., under Michigan laws, with $50,000

capital, to manufacture electric, steam and

gasolene vehicles. Incorporators: Henry

Courie, Philip E. Hawley, William F. Cowie

and Henry A. Cleland.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Steam Engine Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $50,000 capital,

to manufacture and deal in automobiles, en—

gines and motors. Incorporators: John D.

MacLachlin, Ovid B. Law, William E. Hig

ginbotham and William G. Malcomson.

Adams to Sell Knox Trucks.

Fred H. Adams, who until recently was

with the Knox Co., in Cleveland, 0., is now

sales manager for the Knox Motor Truck

Co., in Springfield, Mass. Adams, who has

placed a large number of delivery wagons

and large trucks with the department stores

in Boston, is well fitted for his new ofiice.

CHICAGO IS READY

Western Show Opens on Saturday, but Very

Little Newness is in Prospect.

 

Because of the precedence and prominence

of the New York exhibit, the Chicago Show,

which opens on Saturday evening next, will,

as always, throw out but reflected glory.

However it may appear to Chlcagoese, to

the trade at large it is merely the reopening

of a book already perused to which but a

few new paragraphs have been added.

This year these added paragraphs seem

fewer than ever, and as the West and South

were present at the New York function in

much greater force than on any previous oc

casion, even in the West the Chicago Show

can scarcely hold the same amount of inter

est for the Western trade that was pre

viously its portion.

This is not meant as a disparagement of

the Western exhibit, which cannot well fail

to prove of some influence and effect. but

from the standpoint of the trade in general

it promises little that is new, and it is to

be added comparatively little real business.

Despite the long and persistent effort to

avert it and to disguise the fact, the un

bounded success of the New York display is

likely to finally force home the truth that

Chicago's is a local, or at best a neighbor

hood, show. ‘

How little newness it holds for the man

who attended the New York function is

shown by the official list of those who were

absent therefrom and who will have exhib

ited only in Chicago. In all there are but

fifteen automobile manufacturers in this

category, and not more than five of them are

large or important.

The full list of those who did not exhibit

in New York, but who will be present in Chi

cago, is as follows:

M. F.—Main fioor.

M. F. A.—Maln fioor annex.

G.—Gallery.

G. A.—Gallery annex.

Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa, Space 100,

M. F.—Adams-Farweil gasolene cars.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn,

Space 142, M. F.—Gasolene cars.

Autocar Equipment Co., Chicago, Space

206, G. A.—Automobile trucks.

American Electric and Novelty Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, Space 291, G. A.—Electrical novel

ties.

Banker, A. 0., Co., Chicago, Spaces 115 to

117, M. F.—Supplles.

Beckiey-Ralston Co., Chicago, Spaces 307

and 308, G. A.—Supplies.

Borland, C. 3., Co., Chicago, Spaces 317

and 318, G. A.—Accessories.

Chicago Caloric Engine Co., Chicago, Space

16, M. F.—Cnlorlc engines.

Chicago Storage Battery Co., Chicago,

Spaces 267 and 305 and 306, G. A.—Batteries.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, Space 268,

G. A.—Equalizing gears and sprockets.

(Continued on page 915)

Ind.,
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The rubber used is new, pure Para gum,

And as for

THAT FISK MECHANICAL FASTENING

l’lhaw! You all know there’s nothing half so good to be had with any other tire on the market.

 

The Fisk Rubber Company; Chimpee Fans. Miss.

BRANCHES: New York, 754~756 $evellth Ave. ChICIIO, 52 State street.

BOSTON, 228 Columbus Ave. CH1CAGO.1251 Michigan Ave.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 lelht St. ST. DOUIS.3908 Olive St.

NEW YORK, 754-756 Seventh Ave. OMAHA. ltit] Farnum St.

PHILADELPHI\. R28 Arch St. KANSAS CITY, 1330 Main St.

ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St. MINNEAPOLIS, 1'04 Hennepln Ave.

SYRACUSEAZZ So. Clinton St. DENVER. 1534 Glenunn St.

Rl‘FFALO. 833 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

CLEVELAND. 318 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA LONDON. ENGLAND
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"Automobile racing has been denounced as

“tainted with commercialism,” because the

manufacturers of racing machines have seen

in it opportunities to advertise their products.

If it is ever proved that the racing meets

are not purely sporting events, but more an

nexes of the advertising departments of the

makers, they will suffer a great setback in

popular interest among all c1asses.”—Extract

from editorial in the New York Sun.

 

Florida and What it Teaches. .

Sport and commercialism won’t mix. As

when oil and water are poured into the

same vessel, oil rises to the surface, so does

commercialism inevitably come to the top

when the effort is made to have it comingle

with sport.

In the realm of sport, commercialism is

designated professionalism, and it is a mat

ter of history that while life lasts profession

al spirit is strong. The professional spirit

“What-is-theredn-it-for-me7” spirit.

It was this spirit that originally inspired

It was this

spirit as embodied in the persons of hotel

is the

the Florida speed carnival.

keepers and most of the others concerned

that has dominated the affair. It was a

life-long, dyed-in-thc-wool professional who

held the managerial reins. There were tro

phies asked for and obtained solely on a

commercial basis. Favors to newspapers or

newspaper writers were distributed to fur

ther purely commercial interests.

It was inevitable that the first attempt to

rescue the sport from such professional

clutches would result in some turmoil. The

effort was made this year, and, of course,

turmoil resulted. It cast a shadow on and

afiected the entire carnival. The turmoil

has, however, achieved one good purpose. It

has resulted in the formation of organiza

tions that draw a distinct line between sport

and commercialism, as they apply to the

Florida carnival. The Ormond hotel keepers

~good fellows and keen business men, all of

them—and their following have finally come

out into the open and in their true commer

cial guise. They mean that the carnival shall

continue to be what the Motor World alone

had the hardihood to truthfully describe it,

i. e., a “hotel annex.” They will strive to

use the sport to boom their business. The

former professional six days‘ bicycle rider

who has striven so valiantly to bring board

ers to their several hotels in various parts

of the country, and his “pals” and following,

are all lined up at the hotel crib and again

assured of free transportation, free beds and

free board, which is their return for “services

rendered.”

With the issue so well defined, there no

longer exists reason why real sportsmen and

men of prominence should permit themselves

to be “used” to further the business of a

particular hotel or hotels. Henceforth, it

will be easy to distinguish between men actu

ated by love of sport and those pOssessed by

the "What-is-there-in-it-for-us7" spirit.

It would seem, also, that the way of the

American Automobile Association is im

mensely simplified. It will not now be dif

'ficult for the organization to make its choice,

and if it has strength of backbone and the

courage of its convictions, it will no longer

temporize. It has everything to gain and

nothing to lose by taking a determined and

unbending stand. It is the only way prop

erly to deal with the grasping professional

spirit and to keep the sport free from stains

of commercialism. “Life is a nettle. Dis

turb it, it stings. Grasp it firmly, it stings

not.”

Of course, there are professional vultures in

the offing, waiting to feast on deceased limbs

that may be amputated and ready to create

a mighty clatter, but determined men do

not concern themselves with carrion.

It would, indeed, be,wcll if the A. A. A.

finally recognized that oil of any kind will

not mix with water, and that it is flying in

the face of real sport in coupling men who

compete for sport's sake and those who com

pete for the money there is in it, or because

they are hired to compete. They are not

of a class, and never will be so. The ulti

mate outcome of a rule that attempts to

make them one will be to drive out the

sportsmen. The present result of the rule is

to afford a refuge for professionals in other

sports, notably cycling, in which a number

of them have left soiled pasts or such dirty

trails that, diminished though cycling may

be, these same men now strutting peacock

like in the realm of automobile racing, would

not dare raise their heads without bringing

upon them a volley of brickbats.

 

Rising Superior to Weather.

Few things have served to demonstrate so

effectively the present high grade of efficiency

reached in automobile building as the per

formance of the numerous cars of various

makes that braved the recent bllzzard, which

prevented every wheel. of other kinds from

turning while it lasted, and in some'in

stances for a day or two after.

New York City’s transportation facilities,

with the exception of the underground, were

annihilated; the elevated roads ran when

they could, and the surface cars not at all,

and many of the latter, as well as wagons

snowed under in all parts of the metropolis,

showed how absolutely helpless they were

in the face of the storm. Yet through it all

automobiles made their way about, frequent

ly being out in the thick of it merely for

demonstration purposes, such was the en-.

thusiasm of many would-be purchasers of

cars right after the New York show, and not

in a single instance did a car fall by the

wayside or fail to return to its garage when

it was expected. The only extra preparation

needed was in the shape of chains or rope

about the drivers in order to obtain traction

in the extremely fine snow, which rendered

walking dangerous, and the car was equipped

and ready to combat the drifts, which fre

quently were over the hubs.

A howling gale, snow drifting many feet
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deep, and a temperature considerably below

freezing point—conditions which made street

traffic of any other nature whatever an ab

solute impossibility—could not prevent the

automobile from doing its duty, and the

laurels thus earned redound more to its

credit from the fact that the tests were car

ried through by the everyday car, with its

usual equipment and its usual load of pas

sengers—it was not an ordeal prepared for

well in advance. No attempt was made to

put through an endurance trial of any na

ture, the cars were sent out regardless of

the weather, and amply demonstrated their

readiness to overcome obstacles insurmount

able by any other means of locomotion.

Contrast this picture of the automobile

with that of its predecessor of only half a

decade ago, and the marvellous progress

made in that very short interval cannot but

strike even the prejudiced observer as a

telling tribute to the genius of the men who

have persevered in the face of heart-breaking

difficulties and out of the crudities of first

attempts produced a self-propelling vehicle

in which reliability is a predominant feature.

But few years ago a score or more of the

pioneers started on a ten-mile run, and under

the most favorable weather conditions, over

the best of roads—Riverside Drive—the

great majority of those that got that far

succumbed to a grade which now does not

call for a change of gears. Compare the re

sults of the attempted hundred-mile run to

Philadelphia a‘ few years ago, in which a

pitiful minority of two cars survived the or

deal out of many times that number, with

the thousand and flfteen-hundrcd-mile trips

made to-day at a speed but little short of

the best railroad service, and the verdict

must be that progress nothing less than

astounding has been accomplished in the in

terim.

Apart from the endless improvement in

everything connected with the car that has

tended toward its perfection as now known,

probably no one other feature is so largely

responsible for its endurance and capacity

to get through in the face of every obstacle

as the wonderful increase in power. From

the six horsepower car of five years ago we

now have the sixty of to-day, intended for

the same purpose—touring—and that much

better fitted to accomplish its task.

As the result of this there will probably

come to be established within the course of

the next year or so three to four distinct

types of cars, rated according to their power.

From twenty to 'thirty horsepower will be

the general utility car, suitable for every

thing except the heaviest touring, from thir

ty-five to fifty horsepower, a car adapted to

meet the most trying requirements of the lat

ter service, and sixty horsepower for these

who wish a large additional reserve, both

of the latter, of course, having all the ad

vantages of the first and more general type.

An increase over thl will be the exception,

racing cars excluded, and doubtless with the

constantly increasing efficiency of the m0

tor, it will never be found advisable to go

beyond these figures for the purposes in ques

tion.

Significance of Speed Records.

The usually sane New York Times, which,

however, “throws a fit” whenever an auto

mobile record is broken and hugs itself for

joy whenever a repressive law is introduced,

had two successive spasms on Wednesday.

The crop of records on the Florida beach was

directly responsible for the convulsions. The

Times cannot see that any earthly good is

served or can come of such performances, or

of cars capable of them. It may be pardoned

for not knowing that most of the cars are

incapable of practical use on the common

roads, even if their owners so willed, but

even a frothing motorphobe ought to be able

to discern that the vehicle 01' engine capa

ble of ninety or a hundred or more miles

an hour on a road points the way to such an

annihilation of time and distance on mils

as to on occasion permit even an editor of

the Times to eat breakfast in New York,

lunch in Buffalo and dinner in Chicago; it

points the way to cut days oiT of railroad

travel between the Atlantic and the Pa—

cific. It points the way to real rapid transit

and to at least a partial revolution of pas

senger travel that will make Boston and

Philadelphia mere suburbs of New York. As

a man' who must have frothed when trolleys

and bicycles appeared, the Times may not

be able to distinguish such promise, but that

is the Times‘s misfortune.

if the subject is settled on its merits, the

bill now pending in the Massachusetts Leg

islature requiring all vehicles to carry lights

after dark should pass without a dissenting

voice. It is in the fullest sense what its title

implies, “An act providing for the safety of

those using the highways." The great trouble

in such matters is that a considerable part

of the populace is always ready to promote

such safety provided it does not mean any

expense or inconvenience to them. They are

willing and anxious for the “other fellow"

COMING EVENTS.

Feb. 4-11—Chicago, National Show. Ooll

seum.

Feb. 13-18—Detroit, Automobile Show.

Feb. 20~25—Cleveland, Automobile Show,

Gray’s Armory.

March 6-11—Bufl'alo,

Convention Hall.

March 13-18-Boston,

Mechanics’ Hall.

March 13-18—Boston,

Symphony Hall.

March 27-April 5—Washington, Automobile

Show.

 

Automobile Show,

Automobile Show,

Importers’ Show,

 
 

to carry the safety promoting devices. But

if a lamp is a good thing on an automobile——

and there is no room for argument on the

point—it is Just as good on all other vehicles,

not only in Massachusetts, but in all other

States. It would seem that drivers of all

sorts, as a means of self-protection, should

carry them, even without requirement of

law.

-_ 

The Motor Age is proud. It says it was

the first publication containing a “show re

port" and a report of the N. A. A. M. meet

ing to put in an appearance at Madison

Square Garden. It is really too bad that the

N. A. A. M. held a meeting. Otherwise the

Motor Age, with its “show report," might

just as well have appeared the evening the

show opened. it served as a splendid ex

ample of newspaper "enterprise," i. e., of

how an adair can be “reported,” that is, put

into type—weeks before it actually occurs.

 
 

The fact that out of a very much larger

total, fully 80 per cent of the cars exhibited

at Paris were equipped with magneto igni

tion, principally high tension, as against 10

to 15 per cent of those at the New York

show, is a recommendation not to be lightly'

disregarded, as during the years in which

the American maker was belittling the ad

vantages of the alternator, his foreign com

petitors were trying it out, so that the result

really represents three years of ripe experi

ence. '
 

The Southern express trains must be flyers

indeed! The New Orleans Item, in rebuking

scorching automobilists, takes occasion to

remark that “twenty miles an hour is as fast

as the average express train goes.” It is

also pointed out that streetcars in the South

ern metropolis are limited to six miles an

hour.
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INDIANA SIFTS ITS BlLlS

The Radical Measures Eliminated and a Fairly

Reasonable Law is in Sight.

Eflorts on the part of six Indiana State

Senator to endear themselves to the hearts

of their rural constituents by introducing an

tomobile restriction bills seem to have been

of no avail, one bill alone having survived.

The collection of bills was referred to the

Committee on Roads, and the general house

eleaning methods resorted to resulted in what

the committee deemed the “survival of the.

fittest."

Senator Crumpacker’s bill, calendered as

Senate bill No. 8, was the only one to sur

vive the diligence of the committee,,the

other measures suffering an ignominious

“smothering.” Senate bill No. 8 is a medium

between the more drastic measures intro

duced and the milder ones, and is said to

have the indorsement of Indiana automobile

clubs generally. The bill stipulates that no

vehicle with motor power shall be run at a

rate of speed greater than is “reasonable

and proper," having regard to the use in

common of the highway or public place, nor'

shall it be run so as to endanger the life or

limbs of any person. Specifically, the speed

limit of eight miles an hour is given for the

business section of a city or town; fifteen

miles for other parts of a municipality, and

twenty miles on country roads. These rates

of speed are not to be diminished or pro

hibited by any public authorities of any city,

town or township.

Senator Moore, of Putnam County, who, by

the way, had a little bill of his own draft

ing, and which he cherished a fond desire to

have passed, made a strenuous effort to have

the speed limit fixed at five, eight and fif

teen miles instead of the original provision

of eight, fifteen and twenty. The recom

mendation of the ambitious amending Sen

ator brought down a fierce storm of protest,

and the amendment was not added, to the

Senator's chagrin.

Another clause of the Crumpacker bill

specifies that upon signal from a person rid

ing or driving a horse which has become

frightened, any motor vehicle must stop at

the signal of a raised hand, and must re

main at a standstill until the horse is under

control. If necessary to quiet the horse, the

motor must be stopped. A white light in

front and a red light behind the automobile

are required from one hour after sunset to

one hour before sunrise. A car must be

equipped with brakes, hell or horn, of course.

The only important amendment to the orig

inal bill relates to registration. Every auto

mobile must be licensed by the Secretary of

State, who shall issue numbers, not less

than five inches high, which must be dis

played at all times. The registration fee

is $1.

The House Committee on Roads, not to be

outdone by the Senate committee, has re

ported a bill of which Assemblyman Yencer

is the sponsor. With the exception of the

_penalty clause, the bill is essentially the

same as the Crumpacker measure. In Yen

cer's bill the penalties fixed are $25 for the

first violation of any provision, $25 to $100

for the second ottence, and $100 to $500 for

the third.

Both bills will be reported this week.

 

Reason Prevails in Tennessee. too.

As was predicted in the last issue of the

Motor World, Senator J. R. Jetton’s bill to

require each automobilist in the State of

Tennessee to furnish a bond of $3,000 to de

fray damages in case of an accident, was

promptly turned down by the committee to

which it was referred, and the gentleman

from Rutherford County has received such a

shock that he will probably never introduce

another bill of any description, for fear it

will meet a like fate.

Another measure was introduced by As

semblyman Stratton, and it has been recom

mended for passage by the committee after

indorsement by leading automobilists of Ten

nessee. The present bill, which will un

doubtedly become a law. indicates its maker

to be a fairminded individual, and that is

more than can be said of Senator Jetton.

The new bill requires owners to register

them with the Secretary of State, paying $2

and receiving a number and certificate, which

must be registered within five days in the

owner‘s county. Speed is limited to twenty

miles an hour in the country and ten in the

cities, but physicians in the discharge of

their professional duties are excepted from

‘ this speed limit. Machines must be slowed

down on approaching horse-drawn vehicles

or persons on horseback, and when signalled

by the driver or rider shall stop long enough

to give the vehicle opportunity to pass.

  

Kansas Contributes a Bill.

“All automobiles must carry a bell or horn

that can be heard a quarter of a mile, a

light which can be seen half a mile, and a

system of brakes which can bring the ma

chine to a stop within 100 feet." This

is the unique portion of an automobile law

that is pending before the Kansas Legisla

ture. Automobilists are laughing at this

clause, but another portion of the bill that

is not likely to give cause to any risibilities

is the portion devoted to speed regulations.

It prohibits travelling on any highway in the

State at a speed greater than 12 miles an

hour. When passing another vehicle the

speed must be reduced to 4 miles an hour.

Four miles an hour is also the maximum

speed for all grade crossings.

 

Lamp Law Hearing on Monday.

The public hearing on the bill requiring all

vehicles, save farm and merchandise wagons,

to display front and rear lights, which is now

pending in the Massachusetts Legislature.

has been fixed for Monday next, 9th inst., at

10:30 a. m. It occurs, of course, in the State

House in Boston, in Room 426, to be exact.

WANTS 20-MILE CARS ONLY

New Jersey Legislator Obtains Some Notoriety

by Following the Ex-Govemor’s Suggestion.

Although it was not accepted seriously, ap

parently to conciliate former Governor Mur

phy of New Jersey and in line with his rec

ommendations, Assemblyman Gibbs, of Cam

den, has introduced a bill into the State leg

islature designed to prevent the use of auto

mobiles capable of a greater rate of speed

than twenty miles an hour.

It provides that licenses be issued only to

cars incapable of exceeding that speed limit,

which, of course, means all cars. Any viola

tion of the regulation is made a misde

meanor, punishable by a fine of $50 or ten

days, or, like the signs on expectorating in

trolley cars, with “both,” at the discretion

of the magistrate.

Whether as a joker or for serious purposes.

the bill has been referred to the Committee

on Agriculture, who, it is stated, will proba

bly bury it for the session.

There is a general sentiment against the

adoption of so drastic a measure, in spite

of the fact that the bill is less stringent as

regards punishment than the proposal of for—

mer Governor Murphy in his last message.

He desired that the use of automobiles with

a speed capacity of more than twenty miles

an hour be punished by imprisonment for

thirty days for each and every oflence, with

out the option of a fine. It was Murphy's

idea that a low gear is all that is necessary

to make such a law practicable.

 

Connecticut to Increase Speed.

In the Connecticut Legislature, Mr. Smith, '

of Hartford, has introduced a bill increasing

the present speed limits from 12 to 15 miles

per hour in cities and boroughs, and from

15 to 20 miles outside thereof. In addition

to the $200 fine or thirty days imprison

ment now provided for, Mr. Smith would

have forfeiture of license follow three con

victions. Mr. Fosdick, of Lyn, also has in

troduced a bill which increases the speed

limit to 20 miles in the country, but retains

the 12 miles in cities' clause.

Saxe Supports the West Enders.

The eminently respectable West End Im

provement Association of New York, or, at

any rate, the professional reformers in the

organization, are on the road to happiness.

Senator Saxe has introduced into the legis

lature their measure permitting magistrates

to impose a jail sentence of thirty days with

out the option of a fine for a first otfence

against the automobile law At present the

limit of punishment is a fine of $100.

Congress Asked to Alford Relief.

On Monday Representative Goulden, of

New York, introduced into the House of

Representatives the amendment to the fed

eral statutes fathered by the Automobile

Club of America, which is designed to permit

automobiles to go on and OK ferry boats un

der their own power; it requires merely that

there shall be no fires in such cars while the

boat is in motion.
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The Laurels of the Carnival.

WORLD’S RECORDS ESTABLISHED

 

‘ Miles

. Per

' Date; Distance. Driver. Machine. Time. Hour.

Jan. 24—One mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:34 2-5 ' 1046

Jan. 24—Five miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3:17 91.4

Jan. 25—One mile, steam cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Louis S. Ross . . . . . . . . 20 h. p. Ross Steamer . . . . . . . . 0:38 94.7

Jan. 30-—One hundred miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .H. W. Fletcher . . . . . .. 90 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . . . 1 :18 :24 78.7

.Jan. 31—One kilometre, for steam cars . . . . . . . .Louis S. Ross . . . . . . . . 20 h. p. Ross Steamer . . . . . . . . 0:24 1—5 112.5

Jan. 3l—Ten miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6:15 96.0

Jan. 3l—Twenty miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.28 78.0

Jan. 31—Fifty miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .H.-VV. Fletcher . . . . . .. 90 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . . . 38:58 92.5

 

THE VICTORS.

 

Average Miles

    

' Per Per

Date. Race. \Vinner. Machine. Time. Mile. Hour.

Jan. 24—One kilometre, 851-1482 lbs . . . . . . . . . . .Webb Jay . . . . . . . . . .. 15 h. p. White Steamer. . . 0:44 2-5 1:14 48.6

Jan. 24—Five miles, cars $650-$1000 . . . . . . . . . Louis 5. Ross . . . . . . .. 8 h. p. Stanley Steamer . . 6:42 8-5 1 :28 2-5 40.7

Jan. 24—Five miles. cars $2751-$4000 . . . . . . .Charles Soule . . . . . . . 80 h. p. Pope-Toledo . .. . . 5:18 2-5 1:02 3—5 57.5

Jan. 24—Five miles, cars $4000-$6000 . . . . . . . .Charles Soule . . . . . . . 30 h. p. Pope-Toledo . .. . . 5 :17 3-5 1:03 4-5 56.6

Jan. 24—Five miles, Record Trials . . . . . . . . . . . .A. C. McDonald . . . . .. 90 h. p. Napier . . . t . . . . . 3:17 0:39 2-5 91.4

Jan. 24—Ten miles, Record Trials . . . . . . . . . . . . M. G. Bernin. . . . . . 60 h. p. Renault . . . . . . . . . 7:42 0:46 1—5 77.9

Jan. 24—Ten miles, cars $1001-$1800 . . . . . . . .H. P. Maxim . . . . . . . 18 h. p. Columbia . . . . . . . 14:12 3-5 1 :25 1-5 42.2

Jan. 24—Five miles, Handicap (stock cars) . . . . .H. P. Maxim . . . . . . . 18 h. p. Columbia . . . . . . . 7:18 1-5 1 :27 1-5 41.2

Jan. 25—One mile, time trials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .H. L. Bowden . . . . . . 120 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . 0:84 1-5 0:34 1-5 105.2

Jan. 25—One mile, Dewar Cup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Louis S. Ross . . . . . . .. 20h. p. Ross Steamer. . .. 0:42 0:42 85.6

Jan. 25—One mile, R. C. Clowry Trophy . . . . . .Louis S. Ross . . . . . . .. 20h. p. Ross Steamer. . . . 0:57 2-5. 0:57 2-5 62.7

Jan. 26—One mile, Amateur Corinthian Cup. . . .Louis S. Ross . . . . . . .. 20h. p. Ross Steamer. . . . 0:41 3-5 0:41 8-5 86.5

Jan. 26—One-kilometre, trial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. L. Bowden . . . . . . . 120 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . 0:28 8-5 0:38 94.7

Jan. 26—Onc mile, ears 851-1432 lbs . . . . . . . . . .Webb Jay . . . . . . . . . . 15 h. p. White Steamer. . . 0:51 4-5 0:51 4-5 69.4

Jan. 26—One mile, ears 1482-2204 lbs . . . . . . . . .Louis S. Ross. . . I'. . . 20 h. p. Ross Steamer. . . . 0:41 3-5 0:41 8—5 86.5

Jan. 26—One kilom., H. L. Bowden Trophy. . . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . 0:27 8-5 0:44 2-5 81.0

Jan. 26—One kilometre, cars 1432-2204 lbs. . . .Louis S. Ross . . . . . . .. 20 h. p. Ross Steamer. . . . 0:29 2-5- 0:47 1—5 76.0

Jan. 27——Fifty miles, Lozier Trophy . . . . . . . . . .Walter Christie . . . . . 60 h. p. Christie . . . . . . ..l :11 :22 2-5 1 :25 1—5 42.2

Jan. 28—Ten miles, open. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .E. R. Thomas . . . . . . . 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . 6:31 4-5 0:39 3-5 92.0

Jan. 30—100 miles, W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., Cup. . .H. W. Fletcher . . . . . . 80 h. p. De Dietrich. . .. ..1 :18:24 47:0 78.7

Jan. 30—Five mile, Ormond Handicap . . . . . . . . . Paul Sartori . . . . . . . . 90 h. p. F. l. A. T . . . . . . . 3 :57 0:47 2—5 75.9

Jan. 30—Five miles, Brokaw Trophy . . . . . . . . . .E. R. Thomas . . . . . . . 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . 3:80 1-5 0:42 85.7

Jan. 31—Fifty mile Handicap, Burgoyne Cup. . .Paul Sartori . . . . . . . . 90 h. p. F. I. A. T . . . . . . . 40:20 0:48 2-5 74.3

Jan. Sl—Twenty miles, E. R. Thomas Trophy. . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . 15:23 0:46 3-5 78.0

Jan. Sl—Ten miles, Major Miller Trophy . . . . . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . y. 6:15 0:37 1-5 96.0

Jan. 81—Ten miles, Handicap. . . . . . . . . . . . ..C. Canaut . . . . . . . . .. 45 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . .. 8:02 3-5 0:48 1-5 74.5

Jan. Ell—One mile, Record Trial . . . . . . . . . . . . . .H. L. Bowden . . . . . . . 120 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . 0:32 4-5 0:82 4-5 109.7

Jan. Ell—One kilometre, Record Trial . . . . . . . . . .A. C. McDonald. . . . . 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . 0:25 1-5 0:40 2-5 88.8
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Many Sensations Mark Florida Carnival

Marvelous Flights of Speed Shatter the Record Table, but Frost,

Real and Figurative, Nips the Function—Disregard of Tides

for the Sake of Hotel Keepers at the Bottom of Trouble.

Daytona, Jan. 27.—“Queered,” that expres

sive vernacular, best sums up the Florida

speed carnival during the week just ending. It

is almost correct to say “ended,” is there may

be no racing to-morrow. the big one-hundred

mile race for the W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., tro

phy, one of the star events that all who

came wished to see, having been held over

until Monday—or later, the time of its run

ning seemingly dependent on _the vagaries

of winds and tides and the latest moment it

is possible to hold the crowd, many of whom,

however, are already taking their departure.

The past week has more than borne out

what the Motor World alone has had the

courage to point out from the beginning,

that the “carnival,” as now run, is merely

or too largely a “hotel annex,” the game

being to attract the highly desirable auto

mobile crowds to Ormond when boarders are

comparatively few, and before the season has

fairly opened, precisely the same as it was

to bring them to Mt. \Vashington in the

hotels in which the same men are interested

when the season is ending, and between

iiines sandwich them into the same con

trolled New York hotel.

Successful heretofore, the scheme this time

has been somewhat overdone, the object so

apparent that even the eyes of the easy

going automobilists have been opened wide,

and “hotel keeper’s game” has been about

the mildest characterization heard about the

corridors of the hotels or among the shiver

ing occupants of the stands and along the

wind-swept beach. ~

But out of the fiasco just drawing to a

close good may come in the shape of a re

constructed Ormond-Daytona carnival, run

by a set of capable officials who have no

hotel or other private interests to serve, and

to whom the promotion of a speed carnival

will be, as it ought to be, purely and simply

in the interests of a grand sport and held at

the time best suited for that sport, and not

at the time best suited for private and al

ready plethoric pocketbooks.

To those in the know, who stood and shiv

ered the past week, the query often heard

issuing from the chattering lips of the unini

tiated as to why the meet was not held a

few weeks later, provoked smiles of pity—

or derision. laven the racing officials and

press men, those hardy, cheery souls who

travelled up the long beach in the teeth of

the icy winds at 6:30 in the morning, only

to find that “conditions rendered the run

ning of the scheduled eVents impossible until

afternoon,” voiced their feelings in that lusty

chorus:

“Who brought us here?”

“.\iorgan."

“What are we?”

“‘s U 0 K E R S!"

“Bum-ta-ra-rum-buin-buml"

Though given good-naturedly, this oft re

peated cry had more than a grain of truth

in it.

And the pity of it all! That the mag

nificent course, without doubt the finest

speeding ground in the world, was not used

at a season when the Florida days are at

their best and during a week when favoring

tides permitted the races to commence late

in the morning or in the early hours of the ,

afternoon, was a thought uppermost In all

“hotel-disinterested" ones present.

To the newspaper men and representatives

of other journals, who, to use a vulgarism,

“pusher " the Ormond game, too much blame

should not be given. They were merely car

rying out their end of a bargain. They and

their wives were fed and lodged free gratis

by the generous Ormond hotels, and—what

else could they be expected to do?

As the week dragged by and the temper of

the majority crystallized into a sentiment

of indignation against the lack of manage—

ment, with suggestions as to the conduct of

future meetings, the present promoters, foxy

as they are, decided to forestall any action

by hastily calling a meeting of themselves,

a few stray newspaper men, photographers

and others “interested.” The necessity of

organizing was dwelt upon, after which a

resolution was sprung by S. A; Miles, calling

for the election of a committee of nine (five

to be residents of Ormond) to name a board

of directors, nominate officers, arrange for

membership, and a general meeting to be

held not later than February, 1906. This

was adopted, the nine chosen being James

Carneli, John H. Price, J. A. Bostrom, Dr.

William Miller and W. 8. Kenny, of Ormond,

and W. J. Morgan, S. A. Miles, Frank X.

Mudd and H. L. Bowden. That the “Or

mond Racing Association," as the body chose

to call themselves, intend to take care of the

hotel end of the game was proved by the se

lection as president of John D. Price, of An

derson & Price, proprietors of the Ormond

Hotel; W. S. Kenny, secretary, and W. J.

Morgan, general manager.

It was afterwards reported that H. L.

Bowden had disclaimed any connection with

the movement, stating that he was not pres

ent, that his sympathies were entirely with
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GENERAL VIEW OF BEACH AND SPECTATORS AT DAYTONA END.

the A. A. A., and that his name had been

used without his knowledge or permission.

It was subsequently developed that the plans

of the “organization” reached beyond at

tempting to control the Ormond meeting, em

bracing in scope the creation of a race cir

cuit in the North under rules other than the

A. A. A., presumably under the auspices of

an organization composed chiefly of persons

who do n0t own automobiles, and with which

the new “organization” is closely associated.

One of the wild rumors growing out of We

rumpus had it that the Ormond Hotel Racing

Association, as the new body was promptly

dubbed, would form an amance with the

A. L. A. M. This, of course, is wholly im

probable, but shows a state of mind existing.

While all this was going on, still another

racing club was formed, announced as friend

ly to the Florida East Coast Automobile Rac

ing Association, and to be called the Sea

Breeze Racing Association. From the name

selected, it is probable this last body will

represent the claims of the Sea Breeze and

Daytona people, which have so far been de

nied recognition, though they are really

nearer the best parts of the course, their

claims being drowned in the noise of the

professional and new'spaper tom~tom beating

for Ormond.

The Sea Breeze Association played a good

card by voting that they recognize only the

A. A. A. as in control of the sport. The of

ficers elected were: R. J. Allen, president;

John Van Nostrand, vice-president; C. E.

Langley. secretary; Ray Turner, treasurer,

and A. T. Post, S. 13. Stevens. A. W. Church,

E. S. Iiartridge and C. H. Fuller, directors.

Despite-the. amount of organizing going on,

inquiry among the real racing car owners

and those who have the true interests of the

sport at heart developed a strong feeling of

loyalty to the A. A. .\. as the controlling

body.

This feeling found utterance in a break

fast given by W. 0. Temple, chairman of the

A. A. A., and was voiced by E. R. Thomas,

William Wallace, H. L. Bowden, E. M. Steca,

James L. Breese, Walter Christie and others.

The suggestion was made that in future

the A. A. A., acting for the Florida E. C. A.

R. A., receive all entries, arrange the pro

gramme of events, and set the date of the

meet, in this last being assisted by the local

club (the F. 1E. C. A. R. A), which could be

drawn upon for precise information with re

gard to time of tides, etc. A further sug

gestion was put forward that all events for

stock cars, or anything but stripped or racing

cars, be eliminated; that the schedule consist

of three classes (A. B, C). of four events each,

viz., kilometre, mile, five miles and ten miles.

This, it was contended, was programme

enough, that such a schedule could be run

off promptly and on time, and that visitors

come to the races to see racing cars, and not

touring cars. the latter a sight familiar any

where. This suggestion has many strong

advocates, among them W. C. Temple, who

is heartin in faVOr of it.

Another subject attracting comment of

any but a favorable kind, and which is due

to receive attention in the near future, was

the. palpable attempt to secure cheap adver

tising by the donating of cups by the .agents

of a particular car, open only to cars of that

brand. Not a vestige of sportsmanship ap

pears in it, and it was commented upon as

strongly savoring of the methods of Baxter

street.

In refreshing contrast was the Lozier tro

phy, offered for fiftymiles and open to all

cars of American manufacture. It seems

probable that the plan of requiring pros

pective donors to submit the proposed condi

tions to the racing committee of the govern

inz body will be followed, their decision to

be final, for cups not accepted by them to be

denied recognition. and anyone competing

for them disqualified. This is, in substance,

~i;Hi-'LL:ié

:4.
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following the stand taken by the Automobile

Club of France, when a commission is ap

pointedio whom all proffered trophies are

referred.

The general situation was intensified to

night, when it became known that President

Harlan W. Whipple, W. 0. Temple, chair

man of the racing committee, and Directors

William Wallace, W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., and

H. L. Bowden had all resigned.

Mr. Whipple, it is known, was not anxious

for the re-election accorded him this year,

and it cannot be said that his resignation is

an entire surprise to his friends. He is not

well, and it is said his action is due chiefly

to a threatened attack of nervous prostra

tion, coupled, doubtless, with the state of

affairs that has existed here. Mr. Temple

resigned in order that Mr. Whipple’s succes

sor might have a free rein. It is too early

to guess who will succeed Whipple, but it is

known that previous to the recent annual

election Eliot C. Lee, president of the Mas

sachusetts A. 0., was prominently mentioned,

and that he would prove a splendid man for

the office is not to be doubted. Regarding the

chairmanship of the racing committee, an ob

servant individual remarked only yesterday

that A. L. Riker is the sort of “timber” the A.

A. A. should seek to make the most of.

January 26th, the Day of Ross’s Solitary Defeat.

   

McDONALD OVERHAULING ROSS IN THE RACE FOR THE BOWDEN TROPHY—THE ONLY EVENT IN WHICH THE

AMERICAN WAS DEFEATED. .

Daytona, Jan. 26.—To-day proved another

field day for Louis Ross and his little tea

kettle steamer, the combination annexing

three victories, one second and in the final

for the Corinthian Cup and the mile open for

Class A cars travelling the route in 4135

seconds.

Ross’s only defeat was in the final for the

Bowden trophy at one kilometre, when A.

C. MacDonald, in his 90 horsepower Napier,

took him into camp by a few yards, though

to do it he had to break the coasting com

petition record for the distance, setting up

the new figures of 27 3-5 seconds. Even _at

that, there were heard many expressions fa

Voring the running over of the event on the

ground that Ross had been crowded, but the

Newton man declined to protest, accepting

his solitary defeat with placidity, and after

ward, when questioned, shrugging his shoul

ders and smilingly remarking that he pre

ferred to say nothing. This race furnished

one of the most exciting finishes ever seen

anywhere. There were four starters, Ross.

MacDonald in the Napier, William Wallace

in the 90 horsepower F. I. A. T. and S. B.

Stevens in his 90 horsepower Mercedes. The

men got off well together, the Napier slightly

loading at the 100-yard mark. Ross then

went to the front, and led until about 200

yards from the finish, when the Napier came

up with a tremendous burst of speed. front

wheels quivering like a butterfly in flight,

flashed by the scurrying steamer, which was

far to the outside of the course, and-'seemed

to swerve for a-brief fraction bf 11 second,

'thcn MacDonald thundered over the line a

winner in the record breaking flight of 27 3-5

seconds.

The feature of today; in fact, the chief

feature of the carnival so far, has been the

struggles between Ross and MacDonald.

Every time they met it has been a battle

royal, and, though the steamer has been

the victor in every race except the one just

described, each time the thundering green

monster has been hard at its heels, like a

grim British bulldog, refusing to be shaken

off and relentlessly pursuing its fast flying

prey.

Aside from Ross and his steamer, the hon

ors of the meet so far—and they are not

likely to he snatched from him—fall to the

nervy MacDonald and his speedy car. With

the official mile record of 34 4-5 to his credit,

coupled with his annexing of the kilo

metre competitive rccord to-day, his uni—

formly close' finishes in every event the

plucky Scotchman has proved himself a

star of the first magnitude.

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., again disappointed

to-day by his poor showing, finishing third

in the first heat of the kilometre race for

the Bowden trophy. second in the first heat

of the kilometre event for cars weighing

from 1,432 to 2,204 pounds. while in the final

of this event he stripped his fourth speed

gear and retired. Previously in the kilo

metre time trials the best he could do was

283-5 seconds.

His lack of success has been ascribed to

many reasons, some contending that he was

carrying too large a sprocket, but. with Mr.

Vanderbilt’s racing experience and knowl

edge of automobiles, this view is hardly ten

able. '

Others have it that the Croker accident

made him disinclined to figure too prominent

ly in this year’s programme, while still an

other opinion is that his machine was sim

ply not fast enough, and that he did with it

all that it coulddo. His showing seems in

explicable in the light of the fact that on

Tuesday Mr. H. L. Bowden openly predicted
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ROSS SPREADEAGLING THE FIELD IN THE FINAL OF THE

that Mr. Vanderbilt would again sweep the

boards and set up new records that would

make the old ones look “like a bad thirty

cents.” Hewever it may be. to-night Mr.

Vanderbilt hied himself to Palm Beach, and

this week's events will know him no more.

Among the developments of the day was

the announcement made to-night by Mrs.

Howard Gould that it was her intention to

offer for next year a $10,000 cup for a 100

mile race, open only for gentlemen drivers

and for machines that are adaptable for tour

ing purposes.

This is chiefly interesting as voicing the

feeling of resentment and disgust among

the foreign machine contingent over the vic

tories of the Ross "freak" steamer, which,

they angrily declare, should be barred from

participating or thrown into the sea.

That the victories of the little American

steamer have caused much resentment to a

certain class there is no room for doubt.

Still another sample of blundering manage

ment occurred first thing this morning. The

day‘s events were scheduled to start at 7

o‘clock, and once again the shivering ofli

cials assembled, three competitors, among

them Mr. Vanderbilt, showing up, only to

find what ought to have been known, that

the tide was unfavorable, and so the races

were again called off until the afternoon.

141st night was said to be the coldest here

for ten years. Fires were lighted under the

orange trees, and the visitors from the

North were booming New York and a steam

heated flat as the only real summer resort.

It was so cold that the water in the radiators .

of several machines froze, and to those who

trudged or rode to the beach in the icy blasts

of the morning the folly of trying to hold

the meet at this season of the year was viv

idly apparent.

At 2:30 in the after-noon, the time at which

the races were again called, the tide was still

high, and the wind blew acres the sandy

waste in chilling blasts. Another long delay.

for “more favurable conditions."

Interest was centred in the kilometre rec

ord trials, the fastest time of which was

made by MacDonald and his Napier in 23

seconds flat. Considering conditions, the

beach in bad state, with many ridges. this

time compares favorably with the record

of 21 2-5 seconds made by Baras at Ostend,

Belgium, with a gale of wind of fifty miles

an hour at his back. There was general dis

appointment when it became known that

the Ford racer, which was known to be very

fast, and which, it was expected, would try

for the kilometre record, had sustained an

accident and would not appear.

KILOMETRE TRIALS.

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr._ 90 h. p. Mercedes... 0:2850

E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes .......... .. 0:26%

Paul Sartori. 90 h. p. F. I. A. T.... .. ....0:Z8%

C. De Plus, 80 h. p. Pipe ........ .......... .. 0:32%

S, B. Stevens, 90 h. p. Mercedes ..... .... .. 022631;

\Vebb Jay, 15 h. p. White steamer........ .. 0:3298

Louis S. Ross, 20 h. p. Ross steamer...... .. 0:241:41

H. l... Bowden, 20 h. p. Mercedes......... .. 023%

ONE MILE (AMATEUR)—FOR CORINTHIAN

CUP.

F i n a i H e a. t .

Louis S. Ross, 20 h. p. Ross steamer........... .. 1

S. B. Stevens, 90 h. p. Mercedes ......... .. ..

TV. J. \Valiace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T.............. ..

Time—Ross, 031%; Stevens, 036%; Wallace,

0147*.

ONE MILE—FOR VEHICLES WEIGHING 851

TO 1,432 POUNDS.

\Vebb Jay, 15 h. White steamer ......... 1

Guy Vaughn, 40 p. Decuuviiie................ .. 2

Time—Jay, 0:519“ Vaughn, 025155.

  

KILOME'I‘RE RACE.

ONE MILE—FOR- VEHICLES WEIGHING 1.432

TO 2,204 POUNDS.

Louis S. Ross, 20 h. p. Ross steamer..

S. 13. Stevens. 90 h. p. Mcrcedes....

\V. J. Wallace. 90 h. p. F. I. A. T

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. 'l‘....

Time—Ross, 014153; Stevens, 0247*.

ONE KILOMETRE—FOR H. L. BOT'VDEN

  

  
...1

.2

.3

.4

TROPHY.

F i r s t H e a t .

Louis S. Ross; 2) h. p. Ross steamer........... .. 1

A. (J. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . .. 2

W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., 90 h. 1.). Mercedes . . . . . . . .. 3

Time—Ross, 0:25%; MacDonald. 029%; Vander—

it, 0:32%.

S e c o n d H e a t .

W. J. Wallace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T ............... .. l

E. Fredericks, 90 h. p. Mercedes ................ .. 2

Time—Wallace, 032%; Fredericks, 0134*.

Third Heat.

S. B. Stevens, 90 h. p. Mercedes ................. .. 1

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T... ............ .. 2

Time—Stevens. 031%; Sartorl, 0:33.

F i n a l H e a t .

A. C. MacDonald ................................ .. 1

 
 

Louis S. Ross ....... ..

S. B. Stevens... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

W. J. Wallace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Time—MacDonald, 027%; Ross, 022895; Stevens,

0:285‘5; W'aiiace, 0:30.

ONE KILOMETRE—FOR VEHICLES WEIGH

ING 1,432 TO 2,204 POUNDS.

First Heat.

A. C. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napier.... .... 1

W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr.. 90 h. p. Mercedes....... .. 2

E. R. Thomas. 90 h. p. Mercedes ................ .. 3

Time—MacDonald, 0.27%; Vanderbilt, 0:30!“

Thomas, 030%.

S e c o n d H e a t .

  Louis S. Ross, 20 h. p. Ross at er .... .. . 1

TV. J. \Valiace, 90 h. F. I. A. . 2

C.DePius,80h. .P‘pre........... .. _ .3

ailace, 033%; De Pius,Time—Ross, 0: ;

0:3898.

T h i r. d H e a t .

S. B. Stevens, 90 h. p. Mercedes.......... ..

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T.......... ..

Time—Stevens, 0:30%; Stu-tori, 092%.

F l n a l H e a t .

Ross .... .... ............ ....... .. 1

A. C. MacDonald. . . 2

S. B. 8

W. K. Vanderbilt, jr .................. .IIII ...... .II o

'l‘iar‘ne—Boss. 029%; MacDonald, 029%; Stevens,

  

Louis S.
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CHRISTIE WINS AT LAST

His Perseverance Finally Earns its Reward in

a Race Replete with Mishaps.

Dnytona, Jan. 27.—When the bulletin was

posted last night, and it was seen that the

day‘s events were again scheduled to start

at 7 o’clock this morning, the universal com

ment was either “they won’t catch me again,"

from those who had gotten up in the “cold

gray dawn" of yesterday only to have their

trouble for their pains, or “not for mine,"

from the remainder who had learned from

others.

The consequence was that when the fifty

miie race for the Lozier trophy, open to all

American cars, was called, there was scant

attendance. Three contenders, halter Chris

tie, in his 60 H. P. direct drive car of his

own manufacture; Barney Oldfield, in the 60

II. P. Peer-less Green Dragon, and A. C.

Webb, in the 75 H. P. Pope-Toledo, lined up.

The course was twelve and one-half miles in

lcngth,‘bctween the sixteen-mile post at 01'—

mond and the three-mile post south of Day

tona, the beach in no condition, or in such

condition that the last five miles were prac

tically run in the surf and wet sand. The

cars started at ()rmond and had the turns to

make, controls of two minutes being estab

lishcd.

Oldfield, who was first to get away, turned

at the wrong mark ten miles out, came back,

was restarted and then wrenched a tire oi!

one of the forward wheels after completing

his first circuit, continued for about three

miles and then withdrew.

Webb, after going to the ten-mile post in

the lead, got into a gully, broke a commu

tator spring and he was out of it.

Christie, on the first round, broke a ter

minal, could not locate it for some time, then

n
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VVAL'I‘ER CHRISTIE (AT WHEEL) IN HIS DIRECT—DRIVE CAR.

when he did rcpair it, it sliort-circnitcd, ne

ccssitating another delay, the total of which

was thirty-three minutes. However, he kept

on and was the only one to finish. His time

was 1 hour 11 mlnutcs .016 seconds, the

lirst 25 miles being done in 50 minutes 34

seconds clapscd time, and the second 25

miles in 26 minutes 282-5 seconds elapsed

time. 'l‘hc total of six minutes spent .u

controls was deducted.

After this "race" further events were post

poned until 2:30 p. m. At that hour the

waves were lashing the lumpy and dan

gerous course with wild fury, the day bleak

and drear as a day in December, and the

sun, shining titfully one minute, was ob

scured the next, and matters were at a stand

  

 

  

OLDFIELD AFTER ABANDONING THE 50-MILE RACE.

still, the crowd, such as were fortunate

0110“in to hold tickets or who had nerve

cnough to go in on their face, piling into the

clulihonso, while the loss fortunate spec

tators lighted fires along the shores in their

effort to keep warm.

The afternoon dragged along, and the mo

notony 0f the hours was relieved only when

the agent of one and the owner of another

imported car got into a wrangle, and their

chauffeurs drove an impromptu race for what

was announced as a bet for about a million

dollars a side—or something like it.

'lhllS ended the chapter of unlucky Friday,

and the announcement was made that the

hundred-mile race for the W. K. Vanderbilt,

Jr., trophy would be held over until Monday.

FIFTY MILES (AMERICAN CARS)—FOR LO

ZIER TROPHY.

W'altcr Christie, 60 h. p. Christie ............... .. 1

A. C. Webb, 75 h. p. Pope-Toledo............... .. 0

Barney Oldfield, 60 h. p. Peerless............... .. 0

Time—Christie, 1:11:20‘6.

 

The Chicago Automobile Club should cer

tainly bestow a medal or other suitable token

of appreciation to Vehicle Inspector Patrick

Ward, of that city, and his portrait should

he hung in the Hall of Fame. From the

City Hall last week came a word of defense

for the much abused antomobillst.

“An investigation of all recent complaints,“

said Inspector Word, “has shown that the

automobile is more often sinned again than

shining. in nine cases out of ten examimi!

tion has shown that, instead of the automo

bile running down a vehicle while going at

top speed, the Vehicle has in reality run

down the automobile. Most complainants

believe any one who owns an automobile

must be well provided with this world's

goods, and consequently well able to pay

any damage claim that is presented, no mat

ter who is at fault."
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The “Kings” of the Carnival.
  

LOUIS s. ROSS. NEWTON, MASS.

A. c. McDONALD. LONDON, ENGLAND.
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THOMAS TAKES 1'A RECORD

New York Banker Proves Himself a Fearless

Driver—Two Races Run for Advertising Only.

Daytona, Jan. 28.——To the general surprise

racing was resumed this morning at about

8 o'clock, the first event being the ten-mile

race restricted to German cars, for a trophy

ottered by the American agents.

The result was a splendid record-breaking

performance by E._ R. Thomas, who fairly

ran away from his field, covering the ten

miles in 6 minutes 314-5 seconds, a cut of

181-5 seconds from the mark of 6:50, estab

lished by W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., last year.

In this race Mr. Thomas proved his right to

class with drivers of the first rank. His

brilliant performances of the week are all

the more remarkable when it is considered

that they were his first appearances in pub

lic, and that they far excelled anything done

by his professional chauffeur.

In the line-up four contenders appeared.

They were E. R. Thomas, in his 90 H. P.; E.

Frederick, in B. M. Shanley‘s 90 H. P. (the

machine which, then owned and driven by

W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., made the record of

6 minutes 50 seconds last year); J. L. Breese,

in his 35 H. P., and S. B. Stevens, in his 90

H. P. 3|

The course was in the best condition it has

been during the meet, and the sun fairly

warm, tempered the morning air to a com

fortable degree. The course was from Or

mond to Daytona, and the wind, a moderate

breeze, was from the northeast.

Jumping away at the pistol shot, Mr.

Thomas directed his huge catapult in a

course skirting the water’s edge, where he

seemed to fairly skim along the shore, ac

celerating every second. flew by the Claren

don Hotel like a flash. and was across the

tape at the finish like a whirlwind.

Even before the time was announced it

was known that the old record had gone by

the board, and when the figures were given,

loud were the praises accorded “the human

telegraph pole," as the. lengthy driver has

been called.

One minute twelve and two-fifths seconds

later the Shanley machine crossed the line,

the time—7:441-5—belng nearly a minute

slower than Vanderbilt got out of the same

car last year.

Brecse came trailing 'across the line about

two miles behind the second car, while Ste

vens developed an overheated cylinder and

did not finish.

The next race was of the same kind, ten

miles, for Italian cars only,,f0r a trephy of

fered by the American ageri‘ts.

Alfred G. Vanderbilt’s, much raced but yet

to-win, 90 H. P., with Sartori driving, and

William Wallace, with his 90 H. P., the only

two racing cars of the '-=nd in this vicinity,

and perforce the only two entries, appeared.

Wallace won by a mile, in 6:54 2-5.

Evidently realizing at last that time and

tide wait for no man, it was decided to take
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E. R. THOMAS. WHO PROVED A BETTER DRIVER THAN HIS CHAUFFEUR.

advantage of the previling favorable condi

tions, and three heats of the Ormond Derby

were run off before the oncoming waters

claimed their own.

In the first heat A. C. MacDonald won

with ridiculous ease, in 7 minutes 6 seconds;

C. Duplus, in an 80 H. P. Belgian machine,

second, in 7:40 3-5; Bernin, in W. Gould Bro

kaw's 60 H. P. Renault, third, in 7:59 2-5.

Second heat—E. R. Thomas's 90 H. P. Mer

cedes, first, in 7:10 3-5. E. Fredericks, in the

Shanley 90 H. P. Mercedes, was distanced.

Third heat—Won by J. L. Breese, in his

35 H. P. Mercedes, in 10:29 2-5. Wallace, in

his 90 H. P. Italian machine, did not finish.

Though-racing was expected to be resumed

af‘i o'clock, the narrow beach made it im

possible, and a big Jacksonville excursion

crowd, which had come over for the events

of the afternoon, had to go back home dis

appointed—unless they preferred to put up

at the Ormond hotels until Monday, when

the Vanderbilt lOO-miie race is announced.

TEN MILES (F. I, A. T. CARS)—FOR HOL

LENDER AND TANGEMAN TROPHY.

Vv’lillam Wallce, 90 h. p ....................... .. 1

Paul Sartori, 90 h.‘p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Timehivallace, 6:545“ Sartorl mile behind at

finish.

TEN MILES (LIERCEDES CARS)—FOR AL

LEN HALLE TROPHY.

E. R Thomas, 90 h. p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

E. Fredericks, 90 h. p ............................ .. 2

James Breese, 40 h. p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

S. B. Stevens, 90 h. p ......................... .. 0. 0

TlmcLThomas, 6:31%; Fredericks, 734%;

Breese, 9125’s.

TEN-MILE DERBY—FOR MILLER TROPHY.

F i r s t H e a t.

  A. C. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l

C. Duplus, 80 h. p. Pipe ................... .. 2

M. G. Bernin, 60 h. p. Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

_ giggle—MacDonald, 7:06; Duplus, 714098; Bernin,

r: .

S e c o n d H e a t.

E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

E. Fredericks. 90 h. p. Mercedes ............... .. 0

Time—Thomas, 730%.

Third Heat.

James L. Breese, 40 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

William Wallace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T. . . . . . . . . . .. 0

Time—Breese, 10:29%.

    

w. K. VANDERBILT, JR.. wnosn STAR WAS m THE DESCENDENCY.
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Fletcher's Phenomenal Flight on Florida Beach
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Daytona, Jan. 30.—H. W. Fletcher, driving

0. F. Thomas’s 80 horsepower De Dietrich

car, to-day won the 100mile race for the'

W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., trophy, doing the dis

tance in the remarkable time of 1:18:24,

smashing to smithereens the former record

of 5:52.09, made three years ago by Em.

Voight, on Long Island.

M. G. Bernin; in W. Gould Brokaw's 60

horsepower Renault, 3 minutes and 14 sec

onds behind him, was second in 1:21:38; Paul

Sartori, in A. G. Vanderbilt's 90 horsepower

Italian car, but‘ a fraction under six seconds

behind, was third, in 1:21:44 4-5; E. Freder

icks, in B. M. Shanley's Mercedes, was

fourth, in 1:24:28 4-5; Walter Christie, driv

ing his 60 horsepower Christie racer, and the

only American car in the race, finished fifth,

in 1:27:16 4-5, and William Wallon, in his 90

horsepower Italian machine, was the last of

the survivors, in 1:29:20.

There were ten starters in all, including.

besides the six survivors, A. C. MacDonald,

in his 90 horsepower Napier; C. Duplus, in

an 80 horsepower Pipe; S. B. Stevens, in his

90 horsepower Mercedes, and C. Canaut, in

a 45 horsepower De Dietrich.

The winner was obliged to make seven

turns, and, despite the time lost, made the

remarkable average speed of practically 47

seconds to the mile for the entire distance.

The result of the race was a big surprise.

It had been confidently eXpected that it

would fall to MacDonald and his Napier, a

big favorite, but, despite the fact that the

clever Scotch driver made the best time for

the first four miles, doing them in 3:42 2-5,

he devel0ped ignition troubles before sixteen

miles had been covered, losing twenty min

utes or more in this way, and though he

made up all this and more, running second

at fifty miles, he shortly afterward sustained

a punctured tire, which put him out of the

running for good.

S. B. Stevens got an overheated engine, due

to faulty radiation, and was obliged to stop

for half an hour and was out of it. Depius,

in the Pipe, sufi'ered a cracked cylinder.

Canaut, in the 45 horsepower _De Dietrich,

had ingltion troubles in plenty, and wa not

seen by the scorers after about the seven

teenth mile.

The finishes, as will be seen by the score,

were remarkably close. Fletcher, the win

ner, won by truly blind, daredevil driving,

rushing headlong around the turns and

thinking only of overtaking thernen who had

started ahead of him, regardless of possible

consequences.

Tile start was made at 9:53, at the six-mile

post, the course being from the two-mile

post, below Daytona, to the sixteen-mile

post, at Ormond, with the finish in front of

the clubhouse.

The beach, as a whole, was in better con

dition than it has been at any time during

the meet, the only bad places being a few

soft spots at the Ormond end.

The weather was wellnigh perfect, the air

balmy and springlike, while a gentle breeze

just combed the tops of the waves with a

light touch. .

The event, considered from a spectator‘s

point of view by long odds the most inter

esting of the speed carnival, was witnessed

by the smallest crowd yet seen, the majority

of the visitors, tired of long delays and post

ponemeuts, having already taken their de

parture. But those who could stay were re

worded by seeing the fastest machines in the

world, turning and returning at» full speeds,

and this prospect sent pleasurable thrills of

anticipation coursing up and down many

spines.

1

As is known, considerable pressure was

brought to bear on the donor of the cup to

neutralize the turns, but this be firmly de

clined to do, maintaining, and rightly, that

his trophy was for a race of one hundred

miles, not for ten or fifteen mile spurts up

and down the beach. Happily the contest

was without personal accidents of any kind.

0f the contestants, Fletcher and Fredericks

seemed to get around the turns quickest,

while Wallace made the shortest swing.

Two other races were run off today. E.

R. Thomas won the final for the Brokaw

trophy, while Sartori won a handicap race

of five miles, Mr. Thomas making a good

run for second from scratch. ‘The sum

niaries:

FIVE-MILE OPEN—FOR BROKAW TROPHY.

F i r s t H e a t.

E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes ............... .. 1

W'iiliam “'allace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. '1‘ ........ .. 2

S. B. Stevens. 90 h. p. Mercedes ............... .. 3

G. H. Flinn, so a. p. Mercedes.................. .. 0

Time—Thomas, 322316; Wallace, 3:3816; Stevens.

3:47%.

Second Heat.

  

  

Paul Sartori. 90 h. p. F. I. A. T..... ........... .. 1

\Valter Christie, 60 h. p. Christie.... ...... .. 2

A. C. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napier............... .. 0

Time—Sartori, 3:58; Christie, 4:08.

F i n a l H e a t.

E. R. Thomas..................................... .. 1

“’illia‘m \Vallace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Paul Sartori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Time—Thomas, 3:305t; “'allace, 3:46; Sartori,

4:15.

FIVE—MILE ORMOND HANDICAP.

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T. (0:34) . . . . . . . . . .. 1

ErR. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes (scratch) ..... .. 2

William Wallace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T. (0:19) . . . . .. 3

Time—Sartori, 3:57: Thomas, 4:02%; Wallace.

410454;.

The order of the finish, with times taken ehch time past the scorers‘ stand, in the Vanderbilt

trophy race at 100 miles, follows: > I

16

Miles.

Driver and car. M.S.

H. \V. Fletcher, 80 h. p. De Dietrich..... 0:13:25

M. G. Bernin, 60 h. p. Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0:l4:01

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T......... .. 0:13:50

E. Frederick, 90 h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . . .. 0:13:49Ms

\V. Christie, 60 h. p. Christie . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:14:56

W. VVailace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:13:47

S. B. Stevens, 90 -h. p. Mercedes . . . . . . . . .. 1:14:48

0. Canaut, 45 h. p. De Dietrich ......... .. 0:15:63

C. De Plus, 80 h. p. Pipe .................. .. 0:14:35

‘ A. c. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napler......... o;15=oo

32 44 60 72 88

Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Finish.

M.S. MS. M.S. M.S. H.M.S. H.M.S;

253258 35:12% 47:40 57:02% 1:09:34 1:18:24

2615895 36:49% 49:45% 59:33% 1:12:27% 1:21:38

26:39% 36:40% 49:32% 6938* 1:12:18% 1:21:44'6

26:48% 36:42% 52:00 62:30.4: 1:15:03% 1:24:28%

29:02 39:38% 63:01 63:53% 1:15:34 1:27:16%

26:23 36:19% 48:39 58:01 1 :14 :51 1:29:20

Called oif.

30:47 42:51 57:06 1:20:36 Called off.

27:19 38:29 Out. '

26:26 3523254 Out.

  

"IN MEMORIAM."



 

 

RECORD-BREAKING wish-m5

New Figures Created in Five of Seven Events

—Bowden Goes a Mile In 32 4.5 s.

 

Daytona, Jan. 31.—Only the enthusiastical

ly faithful and those whose duties required

them to be faithful remained to witness this

the “grand finale" of the speed carnival, and

they were well rewarded. It was a day to

be remembered. It wiped the name Van

derbilt oi! the record slate, although A. G.

Vanderbilt's "man," Paul Sartori, finally did

something to Justify his wages. He plucked

tWo of the records that fell like autumn

leaves.

In five of seven events new figures were

created, and one of them—a mile in 32 4-5

seconds, by H. L. Bowden, in his big 120

horsepower Mercedes—brings the mooted two

miles per minute in plain sight. Of course,

Bowden‘s car is above the regulation weight,

and his time may not be generally accepted

as a record, but that will scarcely minimise

the merit of his almost incomprehensible

flight. Think of it! One hundred and sixty

feet per second—almost while the heart

throhs once. It is at the rate 0! 109 7-10

miles per hour.

The other records established were: Ten

miles, A. C. MacDonald, 90 horsepower Na

pier, 6 min. 15 sec.; twenty miles, A. 0. Mac

Donald, 90 horsepower Napier, 15 min. 23

sec.; fifty miles, H. W. Fletcher, 80 horse

power De Dietrich, 38 min. 58 sec. The last

three records were made in competition from

standing start, and all were created on this

(the Daytona) end of the beach. The course

was in good condition, although not at its

best, and the air was springlike.

The competitive events of the day were

the fifty-mile handicap for the Burgoyne Cup,

twenty-mile open for the E. R. Thomas tro

phy" ten-mile final for the Major C. J. S.

Miller trophy and a ten-mile handicap.

The Burgoyne Cup event, at fifty miles,

brought a field of eight, of whom only four

finished. A. C. MacDonald’s Napier retired

at twenty miles with a broken gear wheel;

E. R. 'I‘homas’s 90 horsepower Mercedes at

thirty miles, with a broken clutch; William

Wallace‘s 90 horsepower F. I. A. T., at forty

miles, with the gasolene tank empty, and

Walter Christie's 60 horsepower Christie at

forty-five mile, with weak batteries.

Paul Sartori, in Alfred G. Vanderbilt's

90 horsepower F. I. A. T., with a start of 4

min. 50 sec., took the lead in the second

round, and held it to the finish. The race

was over a ten mile course, and for the first

ten miles the best times were: MacDonald's,

7 min. 44-5 sec.; Thomas‘s', 7 min. 59 2-5

sec.; Fletcher’s, 8 min. 7 +5 sec., and Sar

tori’s, 8 min. 16 4-5 sec. _ .

For other intermediate distances the fig

ures are unofficial, but they show E. R.

Thomas the leader at twenty miles, in 13
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min. 24 sec., and at thirty miles in 20 min.

37 sec., and Sill‘tOl‘i the leader at forty miles

in 31 min. 542-5 sec. Both Sartori, the win

ner of the race in 40 min. 20 sec., and

Fletcher, who did 38 min. 58 sec., from

scratch, cut under the old Vanderbilt fig

ures of 40 min. 49 4-5 sec. Controls were es

tablished at each end of the ten-mile course,

and restarts were made from a standstill.

Of the most remarkable races of the n1eet~

ing was the twenty-mile event for the E. R.

Thomas trophy, in which all of the five com

petitors, ail driving 90 horsepower cars,

made the journey under the former record

of 17 min. 2 sec. It was a time contest,

with minute intervals between competitors,

and the ten-mile turn neutralized it. A. C.

MacDonald's six cylinder Napier was a com

paratively easy winner in 15 min. 23 sec.

The final of the Major Miller trophy was a

close race between MacDonald in his 90

horsepower Napier and E. R. Thomas in his

90 horsepower Mercedes. The former won by

three and one-fifth seconds in the record time

of 6 min. 15 see. This is a out since the be

ginning of the meeting of thirty-five seconds

in the mark set last year by William K. \'an-.

derbilt, Jr., E. R. Thomas having set a new

mark of 62314-5 last Saturday. The sum

mary: '

FIFTY-MILE HANDICAP—FOR BURGOYNE

CUP. “

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T. (4:50).......... 1

E. Fredericks, 90 h. p. Mercedes (4:01) ......... .. 2

Chas, Canaut, 45 h. p. De Dietrich (8:00) ..... .. 3

H. W. Fletcher, 90 h. p. De Dietrich (scratch).. 4

Times—Sartori, 40:20; Fredericks, 41589.6; Can

aut, “525%; Fletcher, 38:58, record. Also ran: A.

C. MacDonald, E. R. Thomas, W'illia 11
and Walter Christie. m wa ace

TWENTY MILES—FOR E. R. THOMAS

TROPHY.

A. C. MacDonald, 90 h. p. Napier.............. .. 1

yVlliam Wallace, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T............ .. 2

H. W. Fletcher, 90 h. p. De Dietrich.... 3

Paul Sartori, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T........ .... .. 4

E. Fredericks, 90 h. 9. Mercedes.................. 6

THE GRAND STAND AND TIMERS' PLATFCRM AT DAYTONA.

Times—MacDonald, 15:23; Wallace, 15:34; Flet

cher, 15:36%; Sartori, 16:03; Fredericks, 16:25%—

all inside previous records.

TEN MILES—FOR MAJOR MILLER TROPHY.

  
A. C. MacDonald_ 90 h. p. Napier........ 1

E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes ..... .. 2

E. Fredericks, 90 h. p. Mercedes .............. .. 3

Times—MacDonald, 6:15 (record); Thomas,

618%; Fredericks, 7:255is.

TEN-MILE HANDICAP.

C. Canaut, 45 h. p. De Dietrich (2:15) ........ .. 1

M. Roberts, 40 h. p. Thomas (3:20) ............. .. 2

E. R. Thomas, 90 h. p. Mercedes (0:05) ........ .. 3

E. Fredericks, 90 h. p. Mercedes (0:40) . . . . . . . . .. 4

Times—Canaut, 8:02%; Roberts, 854%; Thomas,

621%; Fredericks, 716%. Also ran: William

\Valiace and H. W. Fletcher.

RECORD TRIALS.

O n e M i l e.

H. L. Bowden, 120 h. p. Mercedes .......... .. 034%

\Valtcr Christie, 60 h. 1). Christie . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:40

One Kilometre.

A. C. MacDonald, 90 h.'p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:25‘6

 

No Sanction for Hotel Keepers' Crowd.

Daytona, Jan. 31.—The A. A. A. has made

short work of the Ormond Hotel Racing As

sociation, and the two self-exiled English

men who inspired it and who long ago left

their marks on professional sport will have

a chance to show the Ormond Hotel sports

men a few of those fancy tricks they prac

tised in “the rare old days of yore" when it

was a case of “root, hog, or die.".

The A. A. A.’s short work consists in hav

ing granted sanction to the Florida East

Coast Automobile Association for the hold

ing of races at any time between January 25

and March 1, 1906.

The Ormond Association will not be recog—

nized by the A. A. A., which means that the

English professional pals will have to play

outlaws again if they would secure a "bit"

of the hotel money or even free bed and

board and an excursion to Florida next win

ter.
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SIDELIGIITS ON THE CARNIVAL

Meir..,WoInen and Incidents that Added to the

Interest of the Florida Function.

 

Ii-resolution and indecision seemed to char

acterize the whole carnival. The trouble was

nobody seemed to be “It.” The man who

was supposed to be manager disclaimed man

agement, and instead spent the greater part

of his time explaining to his auditors what

he would do if his hands were not tied. On

the other hand, the committee, clothed with

indefinite authority, seemed afraid to do any

thing without a resolution of the board of

directors. This conflict of authority brought

about a bewildering state of affairs; nobody

seemed to know anything, and questions

were passed from one official to another.

Even Referee Temple himself did not know

all that was going on. A little incident, amus

ingly but pointedly served to illustrate the

much mixed situation.

In the State of Florida there is a modest

railroad man, who is a whole encyclopedia

of information, and whose catchphrase is

pincarded all over the State, “Ask Mr. Fos

ter. He probably knows," is familiar to

every traveller. Some cards bearing the Fos

ter advertisement and attached to a piece of

red cord were conspicuously hung on the

stand and ropes, and finally Mr. Temple ap

propriated one of these and pinned it to his

coat. Thereafter he laughineg pointed to

it when besieged by anxious inquirers.

 

There was the usual amount of local color

and an unusual number of the kind of wav

ing palms described by Simeon Ford as at

tached to strong right arms.

0n the beach a colored man had a ladder

  

  

 

REFEREE TEMPLE AND PRESIDENT

WHIPPLE.

and support, about fifteen feet high, sur

mounted by a small platform. A shaggyi

forlorn looking dog would laboriously mount

the ladder, lie down on the platform, and in

response to the commands of his master

would obediently stand on his hind legs, hog

and perform a number of tricks, and when

the inevitable hat was passed along seemed

to follow its results with anxious interest.

At the entrance to the Ormond Hotel an

old darky, white of beard and black and

shiney as coal, dressed in a fanciful cos

tume, half Indian in style, with a few bends

suspended on rawhide thongs dangling from

an old pair of deerskin trousers, disportcd

:1 huge rattlesnake, which he handled with

perfect impunity. He would place the rep

tile on top of the box where it Was kept,

the tail meanwhile buzzing and rattling at

a great rate. . He would point a finger at the

snake, commanding it to keep still, and at

once the rattling would slowly decrease in

violence, finally stopping altogether. Then

  

old Rattlesnake Pete would wind the snake

about his neck, at the same time eXplainiug

to his audience that a rattler’s fangs renewed

every three weeks;’ex'hibiting a pair of the

wicked looking curved teeth, with their poi

son sacs and showing the hole in the tooth

where the venom was ejected, stating that

he had been bitten innumerable times, but

of course had the infallible remedy at hand.

displaying it in the bottle which he kept in

the box with the serpent.

It was all very interesting until he placed

the big serpent‘s head in his wide open

mouth and closed his teeth on it, whereupon

his women auditors and some of the men

hastily turned away.

10 ...1 

Styles in dress and human nature there

were in plenty. In the clubhouse during the

races (the cold driving every one who could

get away indoors), there were gathered as

fair and as wholesome looking lot of

ladies as could be found anywhere, and the

place buzzed with the hum of conversation

and the clink of glasses, while hot tea and

hot; other things helped to make an ant

mated and attractive scene.

Of costumes, they were there in bewilder

ing variety, though even mere man could

not fail to note that the day has evidently

.gone by when ladies fair array themselves

in hideous garments, miscalied motoring cosv

tumes. Instead there were long, rich look

ing coats, soft, Fedora-like hats, jauntily,

even saucily, turned up in front, and a gen

eral eifect of comfort and contentment.

 

Of course, there were some bizarre effects.

Mrrs, Howard Gould and her but were there.

although the dutiful Howard himself was

strangely missing. Mrs. Gould appeared last

year wearing a milliner's confection that

made the eyes of the average man blink.

She evidently appreciated the mild sensation

it created, as this year she wore a low, pau~

cakelike “lid” with a pink rose directly in its

front and looking for all the world like an

automobile headlight. From each side of

this, her crowning glory, there depended long

white streamers that actually trailed on the

ground. Her somewhat generous figure was

encased (that seems to be about the word.

for it is safe to wager the lady would not

venture to pick up a pin) in a smart looking

dress, dull gray in color, with broad crimson

stripes running up and down and flaring out

to the hem. At the hotel the bellboys, as

usual, were all running for dear life in vari

ous directions in response to the lady's not

too gentle commands.

HI .il .

On one day Mrs. Gould gave a luncheon for

The party rolled

up in two large machines, and immediately

appropriated the whole place. In the late

afternoons and evenings Mrs. Gould was a

familiar figure in the grillroom, where she

entertained lavishly. Among her party one

twelve at the clubhouse.
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day was the noted A. D. Proctor Smith, re

splendentin a flowipglred bow tie of gener

ous proportions, suggesting strongly a nice

little boy whom mamma had dressed for

dancing school. Mr. Smith also wore Whitt'

spats, and, at the races, a little dinky brown

hat. But for costumes among the men

“Jimmie” Breese—he of the roving eyes—

easily took the palm with a fur overcoat of

a yellowish hue that suggested nothing so

much as the hide of a polar bear that had

been chained in a stable for six months.

Others among the men were knickerbock

ers and had their lower limbs wound round

and round with leather or various colored

materials, and suggested, especially the port

ly ones, turkeys trussed and ready for bak

ing. '”

I in )l

W. Gould Brokaw, whose "man" drives

his car (not, of course, because Mr. Brokaw

is fearful of it) was about the clubhouse in

a skin vest with white spots, the remain

ing portions having the appearance of be

ing spotted with ink and then having to

bacco juice squirted on top of that. It was

certainly mottled enough in irregular patches

to suggest almost anything. He also wore

the rest of his clothes, of course. To hear

Mr. Brokaw talk valiantly of the number

of cups "he" has won, and remark there was

room on his shelves for a few more, was

sufficient to provoke that yawning feeling.

E. It. Thamas, who in this, his first, ap

pearance, surprised everybody by his skil‘

ful, fearless driving, proved himself a thor

ough master of his machine. His long form

was attired simply in a dark suit and black

sweater, and he looked every inch the sports

man he showed himself to be.

In striking contradiction to the number of

these costumes was the one worn by H.

L. Bowden, and which fitted his well pro

portioned figure like the proverbial glove. It

was of undressed brown deerskin, with cap

to match, tight fitting knickerbockers, leather

leggins and tan shoes. It was the simplest

.and most effective costume in evidence, and

was the envy of the men who know.

 

Back of the timers’ stand, where the luck

less press men were compelled to stand and

shiver, the time was enlivened by a great

deal of bantering. Colonel E. H. R. Green,

of Dallas, Tex., one of the otflcials, stopped

there at his post day after day, and it was

the aim of every other man to work him up

toward the end of the stand, from where

the wind blew, and then get under the lee

of his 287‘pounds. Colonel Green good nat

uredly took it all, and proved himself a thor

oughly good fellow.

As a redhot automobilist enthusiast, he has

no superior. He talks of Texas and the

Dallas track, and his determination, as he

expressed it, is “to bring the records to Texas

and make the crowd travel down there after

them.” That he is in earnest was proven

A/ C

/
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TWO NATIVES “SEE THINGS."

later in the week, when on the toss of a

coin he bought the famous Packard Grey

Wolf, which held the American kilometre

record of 29 2-5 seconds.

Another proof of Colonel Green’s enthusi

asm for the sport was shown in his bringing

half a dozen of his racing associates and the

editor of the leading Dallas paper to see the

meet; as he said “so that they needn't be

bashful next year in coming up and bring

ing the records back with them.”

In common with the other oflicials of the

meet, the timers had their share of trouble

and anxiety. The McMurty electrical ap

paratus was used; it automatically times the

first two machines, six stop watches being

set in motion as the machines cross the wire

tape and stopping as the machines cross the

tape at the finish. The tape is stretched

across the sands and fastened to a stout

stake at the water's edge, and it was the

fear of the timers that Boss‘s little steamer,

the nose of which just cleared the ground,

might pick up this wire tape and carry it

across the arched body of' the car and de

capitate him; but Ross himself was quick to

eliminate this possibility. 0n the second

day he showed up with what appeared to

be a stick of wood set at a curious angle and

reaching above his head. To one of the in
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quirers who sought an explanation Ross gave

the reason. The timers breathed" easier

_ therea fter.

 

If the 20 horsepower Ross steamer could

do a mile in 38 seconds, what would the 40

horsepower White have done if it had got

going? was a question that frequently oc

curred. The failure ot the big White to per

form was a bitter disappointment to all.con

cerned, and was due to peculiar circum

stances. It was designed to be driven by a

shaft, but this was not finished in time, and

the car was perforce fitted with chains.

which broke every time the tremendous

power was applied. After six chains had

been snapped asunder, the car was placed

under cover and stayed there.

 

The trade was liberally represented.

Among those present were Alexander Win

ton, A. L. Pope, jr., A. W. Pope, A. L. leer,

M. J. Budlong, Louis Clark, of the Autocar

00.; Harry Layman, S. D. Waldon, Henry

Ford, Frank B. Stearns, Bert York, Walter

C. Baker, George Weiss, H. Rossiter Worth

ington, E. L. Thomas, Emile Voigt, of Paris,

accompanied by Kenneth Skinner, of Bos

ton; J. W. Gilson, Hartford Rubber Works

00.; W. B. Miller and George Bradley, Dia

mond Rubber 00.; J. Harry Sheldon, B. F.

Goodrich 00.; Arthur T. Smith, G. & J. Tire

Co., and E. D. Winans, of the Michelin tire

American agency.

 

One of the surprises, sprung late in the

week, was the purchase of the Ross steamer

by a New York bookmaker. He proposes

to send it around to county fairs and simi

lar events for exhibition purposes, under the

management of F. Ed. Spooner. It will be

driven, it is said, by Joe Nelson, the former

bicycle rider.

  

 

THE TIMERS AND TIMING APPARATUS.
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WEIGHT OF BODIES

The Part it Plays and Some Conclusions to

Which it Leads.

One of the most encouraging things about

the motor car industry is the increasing at

tention being given by coach builders to the

turning out of a larger variety of carriage

bodies. it has long appeared strange that

while the automobile engineer should be do

ing everything to perfect details of mechan

ism, the coach builder should, for so many

years, have tried to satisfy the user with

the inevitable tonneau for touring purposes

and the limousine for general work, and as,

despite all orts of encouragements and com

petitions, the builder 0f carriage bodies

seemed unable to get out of this narrow

groove, he was too often regarded as want

ing in initiative and an intelligent apprecia

tion 01’ the enormous field being opened up

to him by the automobile.

As a matter of fact, says the Motor Review

of Paris, it is only within the past Year or

two that the coach builder has had any real

opportunity for showing his skill. At first

the building of car bodies was only a part

of his business. Not knowing the dimensions

of the frames, which varied with each maker,

he had to turn out the bodies to order, the

customer selecting from a limited number

of types, but as soon as frames were built to '

a common standard, and there was an in

creasing demand for carriage work, a large

number of coach builders began to lay them

selves out solely for these requirements.

There yet continued to be a good deal of un

certainty as to what the motoring public

really needed. The coach builder could only

study these needs and see in what way he

could fill them, for it "me obviously useless

starting right away with a number of novel

and elegant patterns that for some reason

or another would be unservlceable. So long

as the motorist, for instance, wanted a high

speed car for long tours. and laid the vehicle

up for the winter, he preferred a light open

body, even though it otl'ered very little ac

commodation, but nowadays he wants a

vehicle that will be equally suitable for sum

mer and winter, town and country use, and

he also requires a roomy and comfortable

body with as much seating capacity as pos

sible. In short, the motor car has come to

be looked upon as a general all round ve

hlcle in which comfort, protection and seat

ing room are of more importance than speed

alone.

While this gave the coach builder a freer

hand in the designing of bodies, it also point

ed to a serious difficulty in the sense that

the bodies had to he made much stronger for

the increasing loads. At a time when bodies

were made as light as possible, the coach

builder had not taken sufficiently into ac

count the heavy and continuous shocks the

upper structure of a car is put to when the ve—

hicle is travelling at high speeds over many

kinds of roads, jarring, jolting and jumping

over ruts, stones and drains. The use of

ahmlnum and other. devices for reducing

weight did not prove satisfactory. The bodies

had to be strengthened, and at the same

time there was a demand for covered bodies.

well upholstered and fitted with folding seats

for carrying additional passengers. Even

this was not sufficient. Some automobilists

wanted house cars, with swivel arm chairs

and seats that couid be turned up for beds;

a table, lavatory. kitchen and other con

veniences for enabling the fortunate owner

to wend his way through the world inde~

pendent of hotel keepers. The greatest ge

nius in coachbuilding cannot produce a light

body of this kind, with all sorts of furniture

and fittings, if it is to be strong enough for

the work.

Having to carry such a heavy load, the

chassis has also had to be strengthened. The

frames for big cars are often pressed out of

one steel plate, forming an undershield, and

with this considerable total of deadweight

the engine power and the strength of the

car have to be increased. It is hardly neces

sary to insist on the difference in tractive

resistance a small additional load will make,

although the importance of this in a touring

car, up to a certain limitnmay be overrated.

The thing to be guarded against is making

the cars unnecessarily heavy. If, after pro

viding for the needs of customers, it is pos

sible to cut down some of the weight with

out sacrificing the strength of the body, it is

evident that so much will be gained in the

running economy of the vehicle. What has

made this question of weight a particularly

serious one is the complaint of tire firms

that if the coach builders continue to turn

out increasingly heavygbodies, the cars will

be too heavy for the tires; not that they ob

ject to the increased business resulting from

a wholesale destruction of tires, but they

evidently fear that the considerable expense

in replacing tires will ultimately drive the

owners of these big cars to try something

else. Michelin jumped into the breach with

a challenge cup which is to be awarded to

the coach builder fitting the lightest body,

fulfilling certain specified conditions, on a

particular chassis. The coach builders are

not altogether pleased at being thus singled

out for responsibility, and there is some talk

even of their offering a challenge cup to the

tire firms for a stronger pneumatic tire. It

is certain that they are placed in a very

awkward position by being obliged to pro

vide as much comfortable accommodation as

possible, and put enough material into the

bodies to withtand the shocks they are con

stantly put to under all conditions of run

ning.

After all, the solution of the problem seems

to rest with the user. If he wants to drive

at thirty-five to forty miles an hour, he must

sacrifice the dead weight and load; if he de

sire to travel with a covered car carrying

half a dozen passengers and luggage, he

should be satisfied with taking things easily.

while the fortunate owner of a house car

ought to be able to take no account of speed

or time. A freight locomotive cannot run

as fast as an express, so why should a fam

ily touring car try to emulate the high

powered tonneau? In time, recoganed types

of cars designed for special descriptions of

work will be built. instead of, as at present.

selecting any sort of body needed, to be

fitted to one type of chassis.

HOW GERMANS ARE TAUGI'lT

The Thorough System that is in Vogue in

Their school for Chauffeurs.

From more detailed advices it appears that

the German school for chauffeurs recently

instituted presents something out of the or

dinary and its possibilities merit considera

tion. The Teuton has gone into the subject

with that thoroughness and painstaking at

tention to detail characteristic of him in all

things, so that his claim to rank in the van

guard cannot now be disputed! '

He has likewise been the “at to realize

that the haphazard method of making chauf

feurs now in vogue is a drawback to the

development of the industry, and that, no

matter how good a car may be, it is incom

plete without a thoroughly experienced hand

at the wheel. As expressed in an article de

scriptive' of the first school of this kind re

cently established in Germany, “a bad chauf

feur will spoil ten good buyers, while one

with a good knowledge of his subject can

win many friends for the automobile." And

the subject of the “chauffeur as he should

be and should not be” is one that has occu

pied considerable space in the German auto

mobile press.

The theory of the many complex mechan

isms on the motor car is as essential as the

practice of their functions, and, compared

with the course of instruction outlined for

the German who would “chaufl,” the man

ner of inculcating the rudiments in the be

ginner here is as a primary to a post-grad

uate university grind. First of all, the stu

dent delves into the mysteries of a four cyl

inder 24 horsepower chassis, and a large

amount of the instruction centres about this

before he can go any further. Having

learned to recognize the beauties and intri

cacies of his future charge in the ensemble.

he must then dismantle it, piece by piece,

until the last degree of dissolution attainable

has been reached, and then the functions of

every constituent part, whether moving or

fixed, is gone into down to the most minute

detail, and it is now up to, the class to re

store thing to their places in working shape.

It must be admitted that in no other way

can the same amount of practical instruction

be gained as in the manner outlined. The

average man who “knows it all" can, with

' the aid of a wrench and screw driver, spread

the parts of a machine so thoroughly that

even an expert would be puzzled somewhat

in reassembling them; but experience is es

selltlal to know just what to take apart and

where it belongs when it comes to reassem

hling. This is the foundation, but the instruc

tion then proceeds to questions of frames,

axles and bearings, with a large quota of

tire knowledge punctured with some of the

vagaries of this adjunct when it meets its

natural enemies, as tacks and the like, or

through other causes mysterious and un

fathomable, it shows a disinclinatlon to re
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taln the breath of life. The various makes

of rim cushions are gone into and their good

and bad points dwelt Winn at length.

Then, and then only, does the student get

a chance to start the engine, and in all prob

ability the instructor has short-circuited the

spark plug or inadvertently done something

else to render the engine innocuous, just to

make it interesting for his pupils and test

their knowledge of cause and effect as ap

plied to the gasolene motor. After managing

to get under way, there is a gymkana steer

ing tournament in the schoolyard for novice

who have never yet wrecked a car, and once

the proficiency of the new “autoienker” in

avoiding such a denouement, well estab

lished, the whole fieet, comprising some half

dozen or more cars of various types, go on

a cruise in the country, and breakdowns

from causes, probably arranged for well in

advance by the instructors, have to be in

vestigated.

Once through such a mill in the fourteen

hour - a - day, learn-things-from-top-to-bottom

fashion that the Teuton affects, a chaufleur

that knows how to guard against trouble

and who is on familiar terms with the va

riegated forms in which the latter appears

on the road should be a possibility.

Oldsmobile Climbs the Andes.

A cablegram received on Saturday last by

the Olds Motor Works from Buenos Ayres,

Argentina, brought the news that Ramon

Camano, in company with a party of friends.

performed the remarkable feat of crossing

the Andes in an Oldsmobile light tonneau

car.

The trip was made from Buenos Ayres to

Chili, and traversed for many hundred miles

the roughest pampas roads, making the

ascent of Cordillera Mandoza, 0n the Chilian

sides of the Andes, which is 13,000 feet above

the sea. The trip was a complete success.

The dangerous descent of Cordillera Man—

doza was safely negotiated, and the daring

tourist arrived at the seacoast of Chili with

out mishap.

Mr. Camano is at the head of the firm of

Ramon Camano & Co., which has repre

sented the Olds Motor Works in the Argen

tine Republic since 1902. Recent reports

from Buenos Ayres state the proportion of

Oldsmobiles in use to be about 75 out of the

150 cars owned in that city.

Italy Also Has a School.

Turin, the centre of the automobile indus

try in Italy, can now boast of an automobile

school for the instruction of chaufi'eurs and

automobile mechanics. The Mayor of Turin

is the honorary president of' the'i'i'lstitution,

which, though recently organized, has no less

than 120 pupils.

There are two different courses, one for

thOse who wish to serve in the capacity of

chauffeurs to owners of automobiles, and

the other is for those who have cars and

wish to drive them personally, or, to use the

words of an Italian sporting paper, “for

hired help and gentlemen." I -,. , i . -

TEXAS HAS A BEACH

Also a Green, and the Combination May

Cause I‘lorida to "Take Notice."

 

Daytona, Jan. 2T.—While Daytona and Dr

mond may be said to be quarreling over the

bone and organizing to obtain each a shade

of it, there is danger or promise that a third

party may slip in and carry it off, or, at

any rate, prove such a serious rival that the

glory of Florida may be at least somewhat

dimmed. Although not suspected of harbor

ing aspirations of the sort, Texas is the

latest entrant in the field.

In conversation with the Motor World man

COL. E. H. R. GREEN, OF DALLAS, TEX.

  

this afternoon. that big, wholesouled sports

man, Coloucl E. H. R. Green, of Dallas, Tex.,

said the Lone Star State possessed a beach

compared with which the Ormond-Daytona

stretch is a mere billiard table. The stretch

of Texas coast which he had in mind is

168 miles, and everyuwhlt as hard,and as

smooth as Florida’s wave washed strand.

Colonel Green said that, although'the matter

of a speed carnival on the Texas beach had

not- passed the talking point, he intimated

plainly that it is in well defined view. As

he is free handed with his abundant means

and is a railway president to boot, and has

a reputation for “doing things," it appears

reasonably certain that the last has not been

heard of the project.

Colonel Green is Very much infatuated with

automobiles and deeply in earnest in mak

ing things hum. He already has an exten

sive “stable” of racing cars, which he pur

poses adding to, and says the three-mile cir

cular track which has been talked of in Dallas

is no dream, but surely will be built. He

also has decided views on the amateur ques

tion, and, although he weighs 287 pounds—

“and part of that is cork,” as he expressed it

(he has a cork leg)—he is ready to get up and

drive his own cars. but not against hired

drivers.

CHICAGO lS READY.

(Continued from page 897? _

Chicago! Rawhide Mf". m, Chicago, Space

269, G. A.—Tire protectors.

Continental Engine Co., Chicago,

328, G. A.—Engines.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.,

Space 270, G. A.——I.ubricants.

Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago, Spaces 272

to 276 and 282 to 286, G. A.—Supplles.

Exmoor Storage Battery Co., Chicago,

Spaces 319 and 320, G. A.-—Batteries.

Mahoning Automobile Co., Youngstown,

Ohio, Space 176, M. F. A.—Mahoning gaso

lene cars.

Hagamau & Hammerly,

118, M. F.—Supplies.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, Space“

1..., M. F.—-Holsman gasolene cars.

Hammer Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., Space

152, M. F. A.—Hammer gasolene car.

Hill Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space 264, G. A.—

Bodles and canopies.

India Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,

Space 226, G.—Tires.

Kilfyre Co., Chicago, Space 144, M. F.—

Fire extinguishers.

Knoblock-Heideman Mfg. Co., South Bend.

Ind., Space 222, G.—Ignition apparatus and

carburetters.

Kimball, C. P., & Co.. Chicago. Spaces 277

to 279 and 287 to 289, G. A.——Bodles.

Kaestner, Chas, Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space

292, G. A.—Carburetters.

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space 252, G.

Accessories.

Lauth, J., Co., Chicago, Space 304, G. A.—

Supplies.

Limousine & Carriage Co., Chicago, Space

313, G. A.—Automobiie bodies.

Mollne Automobile Co., Moline, [1]., Space

103, M. I“.——Muli|ie touring cars.

Monarch Automobile Co., Chicago, Space

113, M. F.—Automobiles.

Marble-Swift Automobile Co.,

Space 175, M. F. A.—Gasolene cars.

Motor Car Supply Co., Chicago, Spaces 298

and 299 and 321 to 323, G. A.——Supplies.

Merrill-Stevens Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space

315, G. A.—Standard automobile jack.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., Spaces

218 and 219, G.—Ignition apparatus.

Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, Spaces

173 and 174, M. 11‘. A.—Stoddard gasolene

cars.

Standard Oil Co., Chicago, Spaces 191 and

192, G.—Gasolene.

Stolp Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space 248, G.—

Cooler tubing.

Standard Carriage Lamp Co., Chicago,

Space 281, G. A.—Standard lamps.

Star Remedy Co., Chicago, Space 314, G.

A.—Puncture bands.

Tincker Automobile Co., Chicago, Space

143, M. F.——Tlncher cars.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Space 280,

G. A.——Batteries.

Whitely Steel Co., Chicago, Space 21, G. A.

-Parts.

Woods Motor Vehicle 00., Chicago, Spaces

Space

Chicago, Space

Chicago,
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30 to 32 and 46 to 48,‘ M. F.—Electric auto.

mobiles._' _

Mead Cycle Co., Chicago, Spaces 147 and

148, M. F.-Bcnz gasolene cars.

Advance Parking & Mfg CO., Chicago, Space

327, G. .A.—Engine packing.

Automobile Supply 00., Chicago, Spaces 295

to 297. G. A.—-Supplies.

Chicago Battery Co.. Chicago, Spaces 305 and

306, G. A.—Dry batteries.

“’ayne Works. Richmond, Ind., Space 128.

M. F.—Gasolene cars.

 

The following exhibited at New York, and

trill also stage their wares at Chicago:

Appcrson Bros.'s Automobile Co.—Apperson

touring cars.

Autocar Co.—Antocars.

"American Roller Bearing Co.—Amcrican rol- _

ler bearings.‘ \

Acme Motor Car Co.—Acme cars.

Austin Automobile Co.—Aust:in cars.

Autocoil Co.—Coils.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.—Thor mo

torcycles and fittings.

Bartholomew 00.. The—Glide cars.

Blomstrom Motor CO., C. H.—Queen cars,

Buick Motor Car Co.—Buick cars.

Badger Bras Mfg. (lo—Solar acetylene gas ‘

lamps.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.—Baldwln detach

able and riveted chains.

Brennan Motor C0.—Brennan gasolcne n10

tors.

Bower & Co.. Inc.. 8. F.—Gasolene outfits.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co.—Gears.

Briscoe Mfg. Co.—Radiators and fenders.

Byrne-Kingston & Co.—Carburettcrs.

Cadillac Automobile Co.—Cadillac cars.

Coldweii Lawn Mower 00., The—Motor lawn

mowers.

Cleveland Motor Car Co.—Gasolene car.

Columbus Motor Vehicle Co.—Gnsoiene cars.

Concentrated Acetylene Co.—Acetylene gas

and gas tanks.

Dolson & Sons, John L.—Dolson cars.

De Dietrich & Co.—De Dietrich cars.

Duryea Power Co.—Duryea cars.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. (lo—Apple dynamos.

Dietz 00., R. E.—Lamps.

Diamond Rubber Co.—Diamond detachable

clincher tires.

Dow Portable Electric Co.—Spark coils.

Detroit Steel Products Co.-—Steel specialties.

Electric Vehicle Co.—Columbia gasolene and

electric cars.

Elmore Mfg. Co.—~Elmore Pathfinder cars.

Electric Contract Co.—Electrieal goods.

Ford Motor Co.——Ford cars.

Franklin Mfg. CO., H. H.——Franklin cars.

Federal Mfg. Cor-Frames, axles, gears, etc.

, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.—~Solid tires.

'Flsk Rubber Co.—Flsk mechanicaly fastened

tires.

Gray & Davis—Headlight, side and tail oil

and acetylene gas lamps.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.—Goodyear de~

tachable clincher tires.

Goodrich CO., B. F.—Goodrich detachable

clincher tires.

G & J Tire Co.—G & J detachable clincher

tires.

HaynesApperson Co.—Haynes cars.

Hartford Rubber Works Co.—-Perfected Dun

lop detachable and Hartford and Turner

tires. :4 “ ~ .

Hartford Suspension Co.—~Shock absorber.

llardy 00., R. E.—-Sta-rite spark plugs.

llcndee Mfg. Co.~lndian motorcycles.

Ilerz & Co.—Spark plugs, etc.

Hine-Watt Mfg. Co.—Lamps.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.—Bearings.

1mperial \Vheel Co.—Artillery wheels.

Jeifery & 00., Thos. B.—Rambler cars.

Jones, Joseph W.—Speedometers. “'

Kirk Mfg. (Jo—Yale cars.

Knox Automobile Co.—Knox cars.

,Locomobile Co. of America—Locomobile gas

olene and steam cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co.—Mitchell cars.

Marion Motor Car Co.—Mari0n air cooled

cars. >

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.—Machll run

about and touring cars.

Model Gas Engine Works—Model gasolene

cars. ,

Michigan Automobile (Jo—Michigan cars.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, lll.-—Mor

gan & Wright clincher detachable tires.

Motor Car Equipment Co.—Supplies.

Motsinger Device (Jo—Auto sparkers.

McGielian Odometer & Mfg. Co.~0dometers.

McCord & Co.——0ilers.

National Motor Vehicle Co.—National electric

and gasolene cars.

Northern Mfg. Co._~Northern touring car and

runabout.

National Carbon Co.—Columbia dry batteries.

Olds Motor Works—Olds cars.

Oliver Mfg. (lo—Jacks.

Pope Mfg. Co.—Pope-Toledo, Pope-Hartford,

Pope-Tribune gasolene and Pope-Waverley

electric cars. _ .;, \

Peerless Motor Car Co.—i’eerless ears.

Packard Motor Car Co.——Packard cars.

Pierce CO., The Geo. N.—Pieree Great Arrow

and Pierce Stanhope cars.

Pierce Engine Co.—Pierce-Racine cars.

Pungs-Fluch Automobile & Gas Engine 00.

—Pungs-Finch 4 cylinder touring cars.

Premier Motor mfg. Co.—Premier air cooled

cars. ~

Pantasott! Leather Co.—Leather for coverings

and apparel.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.—'l‘ires.

Pope Mfg. CO., New York City—~M0torcycles.

Pneumatic Tire Protector Co.-—Tire protec

tors.

Reliance Motor Car Co.—lteliance cars.

Royal Motor Car Co.—Royal cars.

Roche, Wm.—Autogas dry batteries, plugs,

etc.

Reid Mfg. (Jo—Wolverine cars.

Reo Motor Car Co.—Reo cars.

Rose Mfg. Co.-—Lamps.

Sherwin-Williams CO., Chicago—Paints.

Steel Ball (Jo—Hill oiler, Hill starter, etc.

Stevens Arms & Tools 00., The J.—Stevens

Duryea cars.

Stearns CO., F. B.—Stearns cars.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.—Seamless steel tub

ing.

Standard Welding Co.—Rinls, tubing, etc.

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co.—St. Louis cars.

Standard Wheel Co.—-Artillery wheels.

Sprague Umbrella Co.—Sprague tops.

Swinehart Cushion Tire & Rubber Co.

Swinehart non-puncturable cushion tire.

Smith 00., The A. O.—Frames, axles, gears,

etc. _

Splitdorf, C. F.——Splitdorf spark coils.

Studebaker Automobile (Jo—Studebaker

electric and gasolene cars.

'l‘okheim Mfg. Co.—Gasolene outfits.

20th Century Mfg. Co.—Lamps.

Thomas Motor 00., E. R.—Thomas cars.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.—Roller

bearings. '

Union Automobile Co.—Union gasolene ears.

Vceder Mfg. Co.&-Veeder odometers, tacho

meters.

Vehicle Equipment

broughams, etc.

Valentine & Co.—Varnishcs.

Wheeler Mfg. Co.—Canopy tops and hampers.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.—Winton cars.

Weston-Mott Co.——Wheels, axles and rims.

Whitney Mfg. Co.—Whitney roller chains and

standards.

Warner Gear Co.—Gears.

Welch Motor Car Co.—Welch cars.

Wayne Automobile Co.-—Wayne cars.

Wray Pump & Register Co.—Pumps and

registers.

Warner Instrument Co.—Speeialties.

Willis CO., E. J.—Supplies, parts and sun

dries. '

Waltham Infg. Co.—Orient touring ear and

Orient backboard.

White Sewing Machine Co.-—White steam

cars.

Webb CO., The—Speed indicators.

Co.—Eiectric trucks,

 

As usual in all automobile shows, the de

mand for space at the Cleveland Automobll'e

Show is so great that the management has

arranged to place three exhibits in the equip

ment room of Gray's Armory, where the ex

hibition will occupy the main hall. Last year

very few tire makers exhibited, whereas in

the show to be held on February 20 the ma

jority of these manufacturers have deemed it

worth while to have some kind of exhibit.

 

With the Cleveland automobile show com

ing after Detroit, quite a number of the au

tomobile trade are booking accommodations

at the Hotel Euclid, in Cleveland, which is

situated closest to the show building.

This hostlery is managed now by Charles

MacCarty, or “Mac,” as he is familiarly

known to all of the trade from his long con

nection as chief clerk of the Hollenden Hotel.

He knows all the requirements of the auto

mobile “bunch,” and is acquainted with most

of them personally. “Mac” isin a position

to offer accommodations satisfying to the

most critical.

The Hotel Euclid has good rooms, good

service, and, as stated, its location is ad

mirable, especially during show week, al

though many are making it a regular stop

ping place when in Cleveland.

 

Turner & Emerson is the style _of a new

firm in Halsey street, Newark, N. .1. They

will handle the Buckmobile. i
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ELWOOD HAYNES (AT THE WHEEL). OF THE HAYNES-APPERSON CO.. AND V. E. MINICH.

SALES MANAGER,

Long Island's " Continuous Show."

On February 3 the Long Island Automo

bile Club will open their_new house and

garage at 360 Cumberland street, Brooklyn,

N. Y. The club has arranged for a series

of private exhibitions of all the leading 1905

cars. Every Friday night tWo American

manufacturers will show cars in the club

roonls. Edwin Melvin, chairman of the en

tertainment committee, has sent invitations

to a large number of enthusiasts. On Febru

ary lo the Oldsmobile ()0. will exhibit the

new light touring car and the 20 horsepowm'

two cylinder cars.

about and side entrance touring cars will

also be shown. Announcement will be made

by the club 0! the dates when the exhibitions

are held.
 

Justice as Dispensed in France.

Four days in prison. a fine of $60, and the

payment of an annual. pension for life to

the surviving family of the deceased sounds

like rather severe punishment for not having

killed a woman with an automobile, but this

in substance is what was inflicted on the

owner of a car touring through France last

fall. The latter was approaching a level

crossing in his car when the woman in

charge of the gate ran forward to open it

and fell dead as the car passed near her,

The Cadillac light run;

IN THE NEW’

but without touching her, death probably

being due to heart disease. The “unjust”

decision of the lower court was reversed

upon appeal.

Emperor Inspected Their Uniforms.

The German Emperor has evinced great

interest in the newly formed volunteer auto

mobile corps, having recently commanded

the secretary of the German Automobile Club

to appear befoQ him in the newly designed

uniform of the corps. This uniform is a sort

of brownish gray cloth, similar to that worn

by the German expeditionary force in China,

with yellow leather knee boots or yellow

gaiters. For arms the automobile volunteer

will carry a long dirk, similar to that worn

by the midshlpmen in the royal navy, and a

revolver. The Kaiser expressed his general

approval of the new uniform, only suggest

ing changes in a few trifling details.

 

Got a $3000 Car for $i.

It is not every one who can purchase a new

four cylinder Royal Tourist, listed at $3,000,

for the insignificant sum of $1, but T. B.

Ferrias, of Pontiac, 11]., is a man who has

this distinction. Ferrias was the lucky

guesser in a contest conducted by the Royal

Tailors’ Association of Chicago.

HAYNES 4-CYLINDER CAR.

Fined for Having Noisy Car.

Because his car made too much noise while

standing in the street an automobilist in

England was fined $2 and costs amounting

to $10.

A policeman first noticed the automobile and

watched it for “eight minutes," and still the

noise continued. The watch of the defend

and did not agree with that of the policeman.

as the driver declared he was only away

from the automobile two minutes. The mag

istrate deemed it only natural that the offi

cer of the law was right. and fined the au

toino'hilist under the Motor Car Act “for not

using means to prevent his car making an

unnecessary noise."

 

No More Horses at Niagara.

J. O. Level, Niagara Falls, who for years

has had the reservation carriage concession

on the State reservation, announces that

horse draWn vehicles will be a thing of the

.past with him the coming summer.

It is his intention the coming season to

place in commission three large automobiles.

with a carrying capacity of at least twenty

i‘our persons, and as soon as the demand re

quires additional cars will be placed in com

mission. Level has long considered this move,

and is of the opinion that the horseless car

l'iage in its present state of perfection is far

preferable to the horse in the matter of econ

omy and comfort.
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The Pierce Car was awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition as

the best expression of an American car built for American conditions and American

temperaments.

The Grand Prize thus awarded is but a recognition of a standard toward which

we have been working for five years, and which we believe we have attained.

The six cars which we have built for 1905 comprise the best we know of suc-'

cessful motor car building.

Catalog and technical descriptive matter sent on request.

THE chRcE N-. PIERCE COMPANY,

Makers of- PIERCE Cycles. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

FOR SALE BY

DOWLING & MAGUIRE. Boston Mass.

R. W. WHIPPLE. Bimzhamton. N. Y.

H. PAULMAN 8: CO., Chicago, Ill.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. Denver, Colo.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit. Mich.

N. L. BIEVER, Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. Elmira, N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS.. Fresno. Cal. '

J. A. PLACE. Geneva, N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO.. Jackson

H. J. WILLARD. Portland, Maine.

R. V. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga.

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Paul. Minn.

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran

cisco, Cal.

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton. Pa.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Louis. Mo.

M. C. I.%L.§CKMYAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. Sym

cuse. . .

MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Utica, N. Y.

n . .

I l ' ’ -

.‘. . I’D‘I‘l;(“'. I ~

u, )- l ’- - b‘~'4-2ir\.s_ .i '\-'.,“.l.'.~v

ville. Fla.

L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angelel. Cal.

hAR£O%DS MOTOR CAR CO.. New York.

Tunes-1501mm N. PIERCE 00.. Oakland.
:1.

WILSON & CO.. Ottawa, Canada.

BANKER BROS. CO., Pittsburg, Pa.

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

Spaces Nos. 49. 50. 65 and 66.

:'--A~r- .

‘.'~~ A‘in‘V" -.'.‘.'~.'" 3»
_ ‘fi “1‘ [hangiihmr-u ‘ n

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

Worcester. Mass.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Roch—

ester. N. Y.

THE SHEPARD CO., Providence, R. I.

THE SIMPSON-STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Louisville, Ky.

4 w,

I.

.;'*.~

'C'i-d *
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CARING FOR THE CAR

Many and Various Useful Hints Let Fall by

an Experienced Carriage Man,

 

These hints come from an old carriage man,

whose experience cannot but prove of value

to the motorist:

Inspect the entire carriage occasionally,

and whenever a bolt or clip appears to be

getting loose, tighten it up with a wrench,

and always have little repairs done at once.

Should the tires of the wheels get at all

slack, so that the joints of the felloes be

come visible, have them immediately con

tracted, or the wheels may be permanently

injured.

Examine the axles frequently;-keep them

well oiled, and see that the washers are in

good order. Pure sperm oil is considered the

best for lubricating purposes; castor oil will

answer, but never use sweet oil, as it will

gum up. Be careful in replacing the axle

nuts not to cross the thread or strain them.

Keep a small bottle of black japan and a

brush always handy to paint the steps when

worn by the feet, and also the edges of the

tires; nothing helps more than this to keep a

carriage looking tidy. Lay on the japan as

thin as possible.

Avoid opening a carriage door while the

carriage is in motion, as accidents frequently

occur from this cause, the door being inter

cepted by a tree or iamppost and wrenched

from its hinges.

Carriages should be kept in an airy, dry

coach house. There should be a moderate

amount of light, otherwise the colors will be

affected. The windows should be curtained,

to avoid having direct sunlight strike upon

the carriage.

There should be no communication between

the horse stable and the coachhouse. The

manure heap. or pit, should also be located

as far away from the carriage house as pos

sible. Ammonia fumes crack and destroy

varnish and fade the colors, both of the

painting and lining; also avoid having a car

riage stand near a brick wall, as the damp

ness from the wall will fade the colors and

destroy the varnish. ‘

Whenever a carriage stands unused for sev

eral days it should be protected by a large

cotton cover, sufficiently strong to keep off

the dust. without altogether excluding the

light. Dust, when allowed to settle on a

carriage, eats into the varnish. Care should

be taken to keep this cover dry.

“'hen a carriage is new or newly varnished

it is better for it to stand a few days, and to

be frequently washed and well dried off be

fore being used. Frequent washings With cold

water and exposure to fresh air in the shade

will also help to harden and brighten its fin

ish. Never allow mud to remain long enough

upon a newly varnished carriage to dry upon

it, 'or spots and stains will invariably re

sult

While washing a carriage, keep it out of

the sun. Have the lever of the “set” cov

ered with leather. Use plenty of water, tak

ing great care that it is not driven into the

body, to the injury of the lining. Use, for

the body panels, a large, soft sponge; when

saturated, squeeze this over the panels, and

by the flowing down of the water the dirt

will soften and harmlessly run otf. Care

should be taken to wipe the surface quite

dry with soft chamois leather after each

washing. -

Leather top carriages should never stand

long in the carriage house with the top down.

After raising the top “break” the joints

slightly, to take off the strain on the web;

stay and leather. Aprons of every kind

should be frequently unfolded, or they will

soon spoil.

As a general rule, a carriage will, with

gentle work, retain its freshness better than

if allowed to stand for long periods in a

coachhouse. If the latter be necessary, draw

the carriage out frequently to air, in some

shady place, and occasionally wash it.

See that coachhouse doors can be so fast

cued as not to blow to by the wind.

The carriage should be repainted, or at

least touched up and revarnished, as often as

once a year. Avoid having such repairs

made in a hurry; remember that hurried var

nishing implies imperfect varnishing.

In washing the body apply the sponge as

well to the under parts and wheels. but use

for the latteradii’ferent sponge and chamois

than those used on the body. Never use :1

“spoke brush,” which, in conjunction with

the grit from the road, would act like sand

paper on the varnish, scratching it and~ of

course, removing the gloss.

Never allow water to dry of itself on a

carriagc, as it would invariably leave stains.

Hot water or soap should never be used in

washing a varnished surface.

Enamellcd leather tops and aprons should

be washed with very weak soap and water.

Nooll should be put on enamelled leather.

In cleaning brass'or silver parts no acid,

mercury or grit should be used; the polish

should be obtained by friction solely.

To prevent or destroy moths in woollen

linings, use turpentine and camphor. In the

case of a closed carriage, the simple evapora

tion frotn this mixture when placed in a

saucer (the glasses being closed) will be

found a certain cure.

Be careful to grease sparingly the bearings

of the front gearing, using only enough to al

low it to turn freely.

 

May Substitute Automobiles for flowers.

Los Angeles, Cal, may have an automobile

floral parade this year instead of the annual

Fiesta. The matter is being considered by

the automobile club and the Merchants’ and '

Manufacturers’ Association. This plan would

not necessitate the raising the $35,000 usually

asked for the Fiesta, and, it is thought, the

automobile carnival would prove more pop

ular anyway.

. ing the arrest.

FOR A STATE LAW

Washington Motorists Move in that Direction

to Nullify Conflicting Local Ordinances.

 

,The Automobile Club at Spokane, Wash,

has taken the first steps to head off city

regulations regarding the use of highways

for automobiiing purposes, and also to regu

late speed laws by State legislation, by send

ing a copy of the new bill drafted by the

Seattle club to each automobile club in the

State and asking for unanimous support in

having it introduced at the next session of

the legislature. ‘~ .

The act provides that the owner of 'every

automobile, motor vehicle or motor bicycle

shall file in the oiiice of the Secretary of

State his name and address, with a descrip

>ti0n of the machine: A certificate will be

issued, upon payment of a fee of $2, to the

State Treasurer. The number 01 each cer

tificate preceded by the letters “W. N.” shall

be displayed on the back of each car in light

colored Arabic numerals at least three inches

high' upon a dark background. This pro

vision, however, does not apply to cars owned

by non-residents, if the owners of such have

complied with the laws of the State from

which they come.

Every automobile using gasolcne as a mo

tive power shall use a mutiier, and the same

must not be cut out or disconnected within

the limits of any city or village in the State.

The section of the proposed new bill de

voted to speed regulations contains features

that have not existed heretofore. Twelve

miles an hour is given as the limit within

any city or village, and twenty-four miles an

hour on the public roads outside the settled

portions. The rate of speed in the congested

districts and over any cross street is four‘

miles an hour. It is distinctly set forth that

any automobile racing on any public high-4

road will be deemed a misdemeanor, and

dealt with according to law.

Present conditions in Washington are very

unsatisfactory to automobillsts, as every cor

porate town in the thirty-six counties of the

State has an individual automobile restrle

tion ordinance, and this act is designed to

eliminate this unpleasantness by making a

State universal law. No city, town or county

shall have the power to pass, enforce or

maintain any ordinance relating to automo

biles and vehicles of a like character, and all

existing laws are to be declared invalid.

If for any infraction of this act a person

is arrested, he may demand the right to have

the case heard at once, but if no magistrate

can be found, an appearance guarantee ball

of $50 must be accepted by the ofiicer mak

may be held as security. -

The last clause reads: “The violation of

any of the provisions of this act shall be

deemed a misdemeanor, punishable by a. fine

not exceeding $215 for the first odence, nor

‘ exceeding $50 for the second oiIence; nor ex

ceeding $100 for any succeeding offence.”

In default of hail the car ~
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ACETYLENE BURNERS'

Flames of Standard Gauged VON SCHWARZ Burners

under pressure of 2:4 in. W. P. and ACTUAL consumption of

‘ % 3A; % SA 1

  

 

  

 

  

  

%
The Von Schwarz Burners are warranted not to consume more gas than is desired and give a larger whter flame

than any other Burner Consuming the same amount of gas.

  

Manufactured under

U. S. Patent 589342, Aug. 27, 1897,

sustained by the U. S. Circult

Court of Appeals

  

 
 

Von Schwarz

Corona.

  

Von Schwarz

Auto.

  

Von Schwarz

. Perfeclon.

  

  

The VON SCHWARZ Burners represent the

STANDARD OF MERIT

wherever Acetylene and Auto Lamps are known

Avoid annoyances. Beware of Infringing lmitations, None genuine without the

number of Patent on pillar, and the initials, ]. v. S. stamped on lava part and pillar.

M. KIRCHBERGER 8: COMPANY,

Sole Agents and General Licensees, 50 Warren Street; NEW YORK.
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Railroad Repairs Not Satisfactory.

C. F; Mason, of Clinton, Iowa, is the plain

tifi’ in a damage suit against the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad to recover

$900 damages alleged to have been done to

an automobile belonging to the plaintifl‘s

wife in shipment over the defendant com

pany‘s lines.

The case is a peculiar one. Last October

Mrs. Mason shipped the automobile from

Clinton to Minneapolis, and when the car

reached that city it was a total wreck. The

railroad company at once repaired the ma

chine and delivered it to the owner. The

car, the plaintiif declares, is now defective,

and accordingly asks for judgment to the

above amount. The defence have brought

automobile experts from Minneapolis, Dav

enport, Des Moines and Chicago, who have

testified that the claim for damages is

groundless. as the car is in perfect working

order.

Suit Follows Open anbridge.

The plunge of an automobile into the Chi

cago River last August when two men and

one woman narrowly escaped death in the

water, was recalled Wednesday, when at

torneys for the three persons filed three suits

for damage aggregating $75,000 in the United

States Circuit Court. The occupants of the

automobile were Lelia S. Williams, John T.

Williams and Arthur P. Gemond. It is

charged in the suits that the city was care

less in not furnishing proper protection

against such accidents when the drawbridge

was open.

Clubs Elect their Leaders.

Dr. F. E. Constans was re-elected presi

dent of the Brockton (Mass) Automobile Club

at the annual meeting last Thursday night.

Other oflicers chosen werez-Vice-president.

Henry Burbeck; treasurer, Albert Leighton;

secretary, W. H. Marble. Organized Feb

ruary 2, 1902, the club has had a prosperous

growth. At the time of organization there

were but fourteen antornobllists in the city,

while now the club’s membership numbers

eighty-four, half of these joining last year.

 

The Salt Lake City

was formed in that Utah City last

week. The oflicers are: President, 0. H.

Hewlett; first vice-president, Samuel New

house; second vice-president, Mrs. Jay '1‘.

Harris; secretary, Dr. H. S. Scott; treasurer,

H. A. McCornick; directors, LeRol 0. Snow,

C. H. Wilkes, Mrs. F. E. McGurrln and Mrs.

Leltoi C. Snow.

Automoblling Club

The Berkshire Automobile Club, Pittsfield,

Mass. has elected the following otiicers tor

the ensuing year: President, F. \V. Brandow;

first vice-president, Samuel G. Colt; second

vice-president, Courtlandt F. Bishop; record

ing secretary, Erwin H: Kennedy; corespond

ing secretary and treasurer, L. A. Merchant.

 

The Milwaukee (Wis) Automobile Club

has elected the following officers: President,

Arthur H. Anger; first vice-president, Louis

Fuldner; second vice-president, Joseph F.

Merkei; secretary, James T. Drought; treas

urer, W. H. Pipcorn; captain, R. J. Healy.

Automobile "Villian " Lands in Hospital.

The automobile scene which forms a

feature of “An Aristocratic Tramp," which

played at a Hartford City (1nd.) theatre last

Saturday night, was so realistic that the au

dience shrieked with delight—a most “un

common” occurrence in Western playhouses.

A mad race on the stage ensues, in which the

villain's automobile explodes, enabling the

hero to overtake him. The stage car is made

of steel. Just as the explosion occurred the

wires grounded and charged the machine

with electricity, and the flash from the ex

plosion set fire to the villain's clothes, be

sides shocking him. His condition is such

that the hospital authorities will see that he

does not attempt to impersonate the daring

chauflfeur for several months yet.

Thinks Westerners are More Obliging,

.I.ewis Russell, of Portland, Ore., who has

made the trip from Portland to Los Angeles,

Cal., and return, comprising a distance of

about two thousand miles, says the people

of California are more obligiug than those in

some of the Eastern States.

“They all seem ready to aid in any way,"

writes Russell, “and lend a helping hand

when needed. I have travelled through a

number of Eastern States, where automu-

biles are considered a public nuisance, and

we expected the same kind of treatment on

this trip, but were agreeably surprised to

have every one treat us so kindly." Mr. Rus

sell was accompanied by his wife, daughter

auad father-in-iaw.
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PRIGE SISOO.

No Vibration.

87 Main St"

BOSTON BRANCH :

 

THE EXGELLENT

GRGUT
No Noise.

Zero Weather.

Speedy, Reliable.

Will not Freeze in

Climb llny Hill.

Simple in Operation.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE C0..

oRnNGB, mass.

In Columbus Avenue.

If you

of the

 

 

 

  

 

knew

MR. B. A.GRAMM,

the Designer and Builder

1905 iLogan

you would know

why it is

The most simple in construction.

The most durable in wear.

The most powerful on hills.

“ THAT CAR OF QUALITY "

Better write before too late.

Iogan Clionstruction (130.,

The most accessible to adjust.

on]y

  

The most comfortable to ride in.

The most easy to operate.

IN FACT

Chilllcotho,

Ohlo.
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TEST TELLS

There is no ARGUMENT—No PROMISE—Equal to MAKING GOOD

The MORGAN & WRIGHT GLINGHER

Was the BIG Tire success in 1904.

  

Because it MORE than held its own in competitive tests. Investigate it at the Show.

 

 

MURGAN & WRIGHT BLINBHER TIRE TUULS

Created a SENSATION at the New York Show.

They have REVOLUTIONIZED the handling of Clincher Tires.

  

Removing
LEV" Applying Lever g

\thel Brace

  

SEE DEMONSTRATIONS AT

THE CHICAGO SHOW.

  

Removing

 

 

§

We will also exhibit samples of the Perfected Dunlop Detachable Tire, as manufactured by us. Spaces 195 and 196

 

MORGAN 8:. WRIGHT, CHICAGO.

New York Dayton Detrolt Atlanta St. Louis San Francisco
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WHITLOCK

CooLERs

For 1905.
  

The Leading Automobile Builder

have adopted the Whitlock Cooler for

1905 for the following reasons .—

lst: Because it is the most EFFI

FICIENT radiator yet pro

duced.

2nd: Because no other approaches

it in STYLE and FINISH.

3 rd : Because of its POPULARITY,

being used on the leading cars.

4th: Because it is a TRIED DE

VICE.

5th: Because we pursue a LIBER

AL POLICY in taking care

of our customers.

6th: Because we can DELIVER

THE GOODS, having built

about 90% of all cellular cool

ers made in the United States.

7th: Because our EXPERIENCE

for the last two years as the

largest manufacturers of cool

is worth something to our cus

tomers.

We are now shipping coolers on our

1905 orders.

THE WHITLOCK COll

PIPE COMPANY

HARTFORD, - CONNECTICUT.

 

The Week's Patents.

780,058. Controller for Electric Motors.

Thomas S. Perkins, Wilkinsburg, Pa., as—

signor to Westinghouse Electric 8r. Mfg. Co.,

a corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed June

24, 1902. Serial No. 112,957.

Claim—1. A controller for electric motors,

comprising a main drum and co-operating

fingers and a reversing switch drum and

fingers, the finger of the main switch that is

connected to the current collector being lo~

cated at an intermediate point between two

sets of resistance fingers.

780,119. Explosive Engine. Richard G. V.

Mytton, Meridian, Miss, Filed December 13,

1900. Serial No. 39,785.

Claim—1. An explosive engine, consisting

of the combination of an inspirator and com

pressor, a power cylinder communicating

therewith, a piston of two diameters for the

respective cylinders, an explosion chamber

formed in the piston, and means for con

ducting the charge immediately after explo

sion, to one side of the larger piston in the

larger cylinder, then into the remaining por

tion of the larger cylinder on the other side

of the larger piston, and finally to the out

side atmosphere.

780,130. Variable Cam. Bruno Salzer and

Gustav Walther, Chemnitz, Germany. Filed

December 1, 1902. Serial No. 133,494.

Claim—1. The combination of a rotary mem

ber carrying a ring formed with two guides,

a member moved thereby. and two rollers

carried by the other member, one on each

side of the ring, and means for throwing

both rollers simultaneously from one guide

to the other.

780,134. Acetylene Gas Generator.

erick L. H. Sims, Toronto, Canada.

April 4, 1901. Serial No. 54,316.

Claim—l. In an acetylene gas machine, the

combination with the casing designed to be

partially filled with water and the carbide

holder rigidly connected to the top of the

same and provided with a central bottom

orifice of the generating casing connected to

the bottom of the carbide holder and sur

rounding the orifices at the bottom of the

same, a valve controlling said orifice, a float

within the generating casing, said float pro<

jecting below the level of the. water in the

main casing, and a connection between the

float and valve. said valve having an open

ing therein for communication between the

generating casing and the carbide receptacle

at all times. substantially as described.

780,140. Air Tube for Pneumatic Tires.

John R. Taylor, Wandsworth Common, Eng

Fred

Filed

  

LEINBinTii ..
Oldest Canopy Builders In America.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

1 5 cents perilno of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, :5 cents per line.

FOR SALE—Columbia 24 h. p. Mark XLI

Tour-ing Car. Mechanical condition firt

class; trimming practically new and entire car re

varnished. Any speed from 4 to 55 miles per hour.

Owner desired to purchase higherpower Columbia

Car. Address “MARK XLI" care Motor World.

 

INCREASE your horse power on Oidsmobiles,

Autocars, Franklin: and other cars about 20

per cent. for $7.20; rent on trial to responsible

parties. JOHN HOWARD, 109 North Broad

St., Trenton, N. I.

 

YOUNG man, 23, having had experience and

a good, practical knowledge of the Auto

mobile Suppiy Trade, seeks position with auto

mobile supply house or manufacturer. J. J. B.,

care of Motor World.

 

SPECIALTIES—A large and well known

manufacturing firm (Government Con

tractors) in the Midlands. who are doing business

with all the first class Engineering and Motor

Manufacturers, is prepared to take over the Sole

Agency for England of any useful Specialty. No

rubbish required. Highest Bankers and Commer

cial references given. Correspondence invited.

Box 2539 SELLS,FLEET STREET, LONDON, ENG.

 

MORE UNIFORM MIXTURE can be ob

tained by the use of our automatic air gov

ernor when applied to the Oldsmobile mixer. This

means more power and speed. Easily attached.

Not necessary to remove mixer. Sent upon receipt

of price. 32. 50. Circular upon application.

MORE-POWER CO., Box 175, Lowell, Mass

 

OR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

Tonneau Auto Car, canopy top and

I headlights; run less than 500 miles;

Al condition; $1,!oo. ARTHUR McNALL, 67

South ave., Rochester N. Y.

Aluminum

Canopy Tops,

Exiensiun Tops,

' Three-Bow

Leather Tops,

Cape Cari Tops,

, Seal Upholstering,

Aprons and Hands.

253-255 Jefferson Ave.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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land. Filed April 16, 1904. Serial No. 203,

481. _

Claim—Aduplex or double air tube for pneu

matic tires, each compartment of which is a

complete tube, the two compartments being

attached to one another throughout their

lengths so that the wall between them is of

double thickness and the superficial area of

the said wall is not less than that of the re

mainiug part of each tube, as and for the pur

pose set forth.

780,153. Wheel Hub. Charles C. Brabant,

Alpena, Mich. Filed July 14, 1904. Serial

No. 216,507.

Claim—1. In a wheel hub, the combination

of an axle, a casing loosely mounted on and

movable up and down and endwise with re.

spect to the axle, yielding, weight sustaining

means interposed between the axle and the

side of the casing, and yielding means inter

posed between the axle and the caing and

arranged to cushion endwise movement of

the same.

780,154. Rubber Tire. Clarence H. Bryan,

Chicago, Ill. Filed June 22, 1904. Serial No.

213,616.

Claim—1. The combination of a vehicle

wheel with an elastic tire substantially flat

on its inner perimeter and having annular

grooves on its sides in proximity thereto, and

a movable guiding device connecting the tire

with‘ the rim and associated with the tire

beyond such grooves.

780,155. Rubber Tire. Clarence H. Bryan,

Chicago, Ill. Filed October 10, 1904. Serial

No. 227,801. ~

Claim—1. In an elastic tire device for ve

hicles, the combination of an elastic tire with

a rim having overhanging edges adapted to

receive the inner surfaces of the tire and a

cage having cross rods extending through en

larged openings in the tire and rings which

encircle and bear upon the tire and the rim.

780,156. Clutch. Gustav Burr, Chicago,

Ill. Filed July 1, 190i. Serial No. 214,963.

Claim—The combination with a driving and

a driven pulley arranged in axial alignment,

of a rocker carried by the latter and extend

ing across the same parallel to its axis, and

adjustable radially with respect thereto, said

rocker having on one end oppositely extend

ing arms over the driving pulley, a band

connected at its ends to said arms and ex

tending around said driving puilcy, and

means to turn the rocker.

780,159. Clutch Mechanism. William H.

Corbett, Portland, Ore. Filed March 17,

1904. Serial No. 198,656.

Claim—1. In a clutch mechanism, the com

bination of the clutch members, a shaft on

which said members are mounted, bearings

for the shaft, said clutch members being

mounted on said shaft between said bear

ings; a clutch actuating mechanism mount

ed on said shaft outside of said bearings

comprising bell crank shaped thrust levers

fulcrumed on the shaft, devices for com

municating the action of the thrust mechan

ism to the clutch, and radially acting levers

for actuating said thrust levers.

780,169. Clutch Mechanism. Hans C. Han

sen, Newton, Mass. Filed May 8, 1903.

Serial No. 156,183.

Claim—1. In apparatus of the class de

scribed, a shaft chambered at its end, a pulley

loose on said shaft, a clutch device compris

ing a disk, a hollow hub keyed to said shaft,

a split ring, a lever and a pin, means includ

ing a spring controlled wedge to cause said

clutch device to be engaged with and to

tnted by said pulley, a cam arm carried by

the disk of the clutch device, a lever con

nected with said wedge, a device carried by

the loose pulley to maintain said cam arm in

its inoperative position and to release the

same at a predetermined time in the rota—

tion of the clutch device, and means inter

mediate said cam arm and lever when said

cam arm is in its operative position to with

draw said wedge against its spring and re

lease the clutch device.

780,209. Fastening for Wheel Tires. Ar

thur von Liide, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger

many, assignor to the firm of Mitteldeutsche

Gummiwaren~Fabrik Louis Peter, Frankfort

on-the-Main, Germany. Filed April 21, 1904.

Serial No. 204,149.

Claim—1. The combination with a motor

wheel, the telly of which has an externally

cylindrical part and a removable flange, of a

tire. casing having its toot fitted to said felly

and formed with an inwardly open channel.

and a non-expansive or stifl! ring inserted

into said channel, substantially as herein de

scribed.

780,221. Electric lgniter. James W. Pack

ard, Warren, Ohio, asignor to the Packard

Motor Car 00., Detroit, Mich., a corporation

of West Virginia. Filed January 10, 1903.

Serial No. 138,501. '

Claim—1. In an electric igniter fer explosive

engines, a generator, a spiral cam having a

transversely adjustable extension at its rear

end, said extension having one end inclined

to the axis of the cam, and a spring pressed

member bearing upon said cam and opera

tively conected to the movable member of

the generator.

780,355. Carburetter.

Rochester, N. Y. Filed October

Serial No. 128,600.

Claim—1. The combination in a carburet

tiug'apparatus ot a carburetting vessel, a

tank, a conduit whereby oil or gasoiene may

pass from the tank to the vessel, a conduit

whereby surplus liquid may be drained from'

the carburetting vessel and returned to the

tank, a bell to supply air to the carburetting

vessel and a plurality of pumps cach oper

atively connected to the bell and also con

nected with the conduits respectively to sup

ply oil to the vessel and return the surplus

to the tank.

780,365. Storage Battery. Joseph Melzer,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Osborn-Mor

gan 00., Cleveland, Ohio. Filed April 2,

100i. Serial No. 201,280.

Claim—1. A self-contained electric current

rectifier and accumulator.

24, 1902.

John M. Kelley,

2. A self-contained storage battery and elec

trolytic rectifier.

3. A storage battery comprising a cell hav

ing independent compartments, an electrolyte

in each compartment, and two electrodes in

each compartment, one of said electrodes be

ing aluminum and the others of a different

metal.

780,371. Vehicle Tire. George D. Munsing,

New York, N. Y. Original application filed

July 21, 1904. Serial No. 217,515. Divided

and this application filed August 11, 1904.

Serial No. 220,391.

Claim—1. A laminated tire and rings be

tween the outer layers and the body of the

tire to form a head on the tire, substantially

as described.

2. A laminated leather tire, pegs uniting

the laminae, and rings between the outer

laminae and the body of the tire to form

heads at the base of the tire, and on oppo

site sides thereof, substantially as described.

780,436. Rim for Vehicle Wheels. George

D. Munsing, New York, N. Y. Original ap

plication filed July 21, 1904. Serial No. 217,

515. Divided and this application filed Au

gust 11, 1904. Serial No. 220,390.

Claim—1. In a vehicle wheel, a two part

rim and means to hold the parts together in

dependent of the telly of the wheel, and

means independent of the rim to secure the

rim to the telly, substantially as described.

_ 780,452. Pneumatic Tire. Wilhelm Struck,

Friedenau, near Berlin, Germany, assignor

to B. Polack, Waltershausen, Thuringen, Ger

many. Filed April 8, 1901. Serial No. 202,

225.

Claim—1. In a pneumatic tire, the combi

nation with an air tube and a cover having

reinforced edges, said edges being flexible but

luextensible, of a telly, tongue and groove

connections between said edges and said

felly, removable rims on said telly, said felly

and said rims having grooves forming when

the rims are secured on the telly, a channel

the walls of which overlap the edges of the

cover, and means for securing the rims on

the telly.

780,457. Tire Fastener. Edwin L. Thomas,

Bufialo, N. Y. Filed May 23, 1904. Serial

No. 209,155.

Claim—1. The combination with a wheel

rim provided in its periphery with recesses,

of a tire retainer comprising a pair of op

posing rings surrounding the rim and pro

vided at their outer edges with flanges

adapted to engage the base portion of a tire.

one of said rings being detachable and pro

vided on its inner side with lugs seated in

the recesses of the rim, and means for re

mining the lugs in said recesses, substantial

ly as set forth.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman 00., 154 Nas

sau street, New York. ”°

 

GRAY? DAVl5

  

"Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps,"

Be Sure YOUR CAR I. Equipped With Them. Alvlsssunr, nus.
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Mercedes Design,

Mercedes Materials,

Mercedes Workmanship

each the most perfect of its kind.

THE

AMERICAN MERUEBES
embodies them all.

An exact replica of the 1905 40-45 h.p. Mercedes.

Address

DAIMLER MANUFACTURING CO.

955 Steinway Avenue, - LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

  

 

0

Water (01's

If»? [he Ila/l Mo am: 011:"

Packard Motor Car Co.

Detroit. Mich. HembcrlLAH

 

POE-HARTFORD
The 1905 Model D is thoroughly

up to date, has two side en

trances and carries five people;

16 h. p., two cylinder, opposed,

high compression engine. Maxi

mum eiTiclency in all mechanical

parts and great comfort in equip

ment. Price $1600.

Model B, 10 h. p. Price $1000.

l'lIlPE-Tl‘llBUNE

The 1905 Model 4 is a light tour-

ing car at moderate cost—two

cylinder, 12 h. p. engine; side

entrance tonneau of modern

design; seating capacity, four.

Price 8900.

Model 2 (Runabout). 6 h. p.

Price $500.

q

$5,711?» I

Povemun rono MODEL 0‘

POPE MANUFACTURING 00.

Hurtiord. Conn.

Address Dent. I luv Catalogues.

Members A.L.A.M.
/
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THE YALE

Check over the list of leading cars and you’ll quickly come to the conclusion that the

Yale at $1,000.00 (side entrance $1100.00) is as we claim literally in a class by itself.

It is the only car at this price embodying all of the features of the higher priced cars.

Like a thing of life in speed and utilized power and controlled by a crooking of the

thumb and index finger. Send for new catalogue describing the Thousand dollar

Yale and the superb :4 H. P. Yale at $2500.00.

THE KIRK MFG. 00., 950 Ilakwood All!" TOLEIIII. 0HIO.
Members of the Association of Licensed Autom obiie Manufacturers

 

$1,000

 

  

  

 

 

 

VARIOUS STYLES

The Nuns of “ BQWSER" GUARANTEES if A m ACTUAL use.‘

QUALITY, DURABILITY, SAFETY and 00NVENIEII05. / y ‘

Our 20 years experience in the Tank business, and in design

ing Oil Storage Systems, enables us to present a line of Gasoline

Storage outfits which will meet the requirements of any automo

bilistI both as to equipment and price.

OVER A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES FROM

WHICH TO SELECT, VARYINC IN PRICE

ACCORDING TO STYLE, CAPACITY, ETC

W If you use, or ooniomplaio using Gasoline, it will pay you to Investigate.

A REQUEST FOR CATALUGUE IIIV. NILL BRING FULL INFORMATION. ' . ~ . ‘ >. _

|~l' "i. J »

. S. F. BOWSI-ZR &. 00., Ino., - Fort Wayne, Ind. . » - - ~
Pump dilCIiflf‘C! gallons. half gallons end A medium-priced outfit not of the self

quarts at a stroke. Eastern Office: 255 Atlantic AVG" 80800", "888- measuring type.

soume ' GE Rsl i is

BROWN-LIFE.

The reputation or our gears adds to the value

of any car.

'rnos. J. wn'rznn 11 Warren so. New York
PETERSON & DRAPER, 166 Lake so. Chicago I Dire" Sal“ Rep'e'en‘a‘lvu

97 Reade 8L. New YOrk New York. Philadelphia

CHAS. E. MILLER, 318-20 N. Broad BL, Philadelphia % and Boston Sales Agent.

202-4 Columbus Ave. Boston carrying stock.

POST & LESTER CO., Hartford. Conn., Eastern Sales Agents.

BROWN-LIFE GEAR COMPANY.

204 S. Geddee 8t., Syracuse, N. Y.

"mttsztzztwo FROM 7 DOLLARS UP. mm
  

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

THESE HUBS are drawn irom Sheet

Steel.

Extremer light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center iine oi Spokes is close to Steer-I

Z ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

' is obtained.

Races are GROUND iN POSITION.

Cones and Gone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We menuiacture tor the trade only.

   

  

‘-v**=.
I\ i

\\\\\\\\\’ 27;;1wlrl”rl

ununn/ll/It/I/4\\\N\~

  

 

 

4 .

Q iii rue AMBRIeAN enumnmuo co.

1‘ 9 elesLA-n, one. use. A,
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if you miss the

PREMIER
EXHIBIT

You miss the best part of the Chicago Show

Premier air cooled cars were among the distinct sensations of the New York Show. Posted

drivers and experienced automobile engineers pronounced the Premier one of the thoroughly high

grade cars exhibited, and it was generally admitted that “The Quality Car ” represented better value

than to be found in any other exhibit at the Show.

Side Entrance, 1905 Model F, - $1,500

Rear Entrance, 1905 Model F, - $1,400

Runabout 1905 Model F, SL250

 

The BENNETT BIRD GGMPANY, men-moo Michigan Ave., euleiico Distributers.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG, CO” No. 1003 Georgia St., INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.

 

 

 

  

THE FINAL TRIUMPH
achieved by the MAXWELL ears at the great Automobile Show in Madison Square Garden, '1

New York, was as conclusive to the public as it was satislactory to us. I

We had expected it, and worked for it, but even to us, who knew just how worthy of praise the “Max

well" is, the great volume of favorable comment, the almost unanimous appreciation of “MAXWELL POINTS"

throughout that enormous gathering of automobile EXPERTS came as somewhat of a surprise, There is

but one conclusion to be drawn: that the automobile public is no longer dependent upon the statements of

manufacturers and agents, that buyers have learned to discriminate for themselves, that they know what

they want, and, having found in the "Maxwell" those points which make it the most practical, the most

reliable and the most economical automobile in the market, they have been quick to give it their appreciation

and their patronage.

l6 H.P. TOURING CAR, $l400. 8 H.P. TOURABOUT, $750.

The “Maxwell” cars have no pump (thermo-siphon). Their double opposed motor is in front under the

hood and accessible in every part; They have Bevel Gear Drive. METAL BODIES. Transmission Case and

Crank Shaft cast in one Aluminum casting. "Perfectly simple, simply perfect},

MAXWELL-BHISUUE Moran 60.
TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

New York City Salosroom, 317 W. 59m Street.
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unurr'rrrns run moron urns

will be on exhibition at our spaces at New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland

and Boston, where we shall be very glad to talk with manufacturers of cars

concerning the special discount we make to those who equip their output

with Veeder Odometers.

Dealers and jobbers are likewise invited to drop in at our booths to

discuss the sale of Veeder Odometers for this year.

Automobile owners who wish to see the odometers in actual operation

should feel perfectly free to come in and ask all the questions they choose.

That is what we are there for.

THE VEEDER MFG. 00., 26 Sarrreant Street, Hartford, Bonn.

Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometera, Counters and Fine Castings.

  

 

 

Your Auto’s Eyes

are an important as your own. Your very life often depends upon

them. Why then take chances when you know and everyone know: that

SULARS ARE RELIABLE
 

  

At the In the non

. stop test ot

St Louis Packard ear

World’s Fair made in

\r OUER -. ems , 5°11" Wm Auzwt, 1904

. v awarded the 5°11" WC"

seem 01 um .. ,

a Gold Medali ' ‘ because they beam “is”

excelled all could be

other makes "a"! “P”

of 13ml» to show the

way.

Motor Searchlight.

  

 

Solars cost but little more than “good enough”

lamps, and you, Mr. Dealer, should be awake to

your customers welfare and insist upon them

as equipment.
Th9 : Bpecial prices to jobber! and ‘ D _ _ .

dealer! who come and see us at the sho'. This is the horn proposition of the See our exhibit at the Chicago show If you W1!“ \0 50¢ a

year and you can learn more about it by coming up and uking a few questions beautiful “he of lamps_

than you could by reading all night.

The POST a LESTER co., as swm St. Hartford, Conn. BADGER BRASS MFG. 60., KENUQHI, “'8

NEW YORK OFFICE: ll Warren S!
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national 1??

“ GOES THE ROUTE ”

With NATIONALS Y0“
 

LEAD - - OTHERS FOLLOW

  

 

NATIONAL MODEL C. PRICE $2.500

 

Side entrances to detachable tonneau. Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. - tube.

Tires, 34 x 4. Positive oiling. All weight taken off inner axle and differential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Four cylinder 4% x 5 vertical. Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and transmis

Bevel gear drive. sion on sub frame. Double steering connections.

The Best Touring Car flgency in America for I905

National Motor Vehicle Co.,
1007 E. Twenty-Second St., Indianapolis, Ind.

L WRITE NO").

 

  

 

  

 

  

“PUT DOWN 4 AND

' SUBTRACT 2,”

And any teacher who knows his book and is free from

prejudice cannot but tell you that the rnotor that success

 

 

fully performs the subtraction and accomplishes with two

strokes all that others require four to accomplish is a

distinct advance in the art.

The 2-Cycle Motor used in the Elmore Car

is an advance of' the sort. There is no lost motion—no

useless strokes.

Our booklets will help you to “study up" on the subject.

They are free for the asking.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Clyde. Ohio.
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9 Years Experience

in gas engine manufacture has had a

lot to do with enabling us to offer such a car as the

PIERCE=RACINE at $1250.

You will find it well worth while to become

acquainted with it. We will be glad to do the

introducing.

PIERCE ENGINE CO., - Racine, Wis.

DOUBLE SERVICI

THE APPLE AUTUMATIU SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to every new of gas power for

Automobile, Launch or Stationery Engine.

It given absolutely sure ignition, more speed and

more power. Does away With all belt, battery or

commutator troubles. I

Besides this it given ample power for three electric light-B, whether engine is

running or Handing lt' _ I . _

Easily attache to any engine now tiling batteries. Our new lear-dnven

ayntem is worthy of your attention. _ _ .

Write us for anything pertaining to ignition. We make over eighty article:

i" mm“ P“'P°”°- our nmon riromcii m. co. 91mm sumo. umoii. omo

See us at the Auto Show: at Chicago, Boston and Washington.

  
 

  

The Best Automobile Motors

AND

Auiomohilo Gharqini! Maohinos

ARE MADE BY

THE ElWEll-PABKER ELECTRIC BIL,

CLEVELANDI O.

 

 

Send for Catalogue.

  

  

 

Self-starting from the Belt.

24 H. P. $5000. 40 H. F. 56000.

“ America’s Finest Motor Oar."

CHARACTERISTIO FEATURE.

Practically Noiseless.

Absence of Vibration.

Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

Valves, in the head.

Automatic Carburettor, never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed-Control, by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication.

Single—Lever Control.

“Make—and-Break" Ignition.

Irreversible Steering-Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Timken Roller-Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inchel.

Side Entrance.

Aluminum Bod .

. Wheel Base, 1 inches.

-\ Imported "Continental" Tirol.

‘7 imported Honey-Comb Radiator.

"- Long Life—insured by using greater factors of safety

I in every vital part than ordinarily employed.

, Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60 miles an hour, MCOrdinS

I to H. P. and gear.

MATHESON MOTOR UAR 60., - Holililit, MISS.

N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bro... 500 Filth Ave

I

 

 

 

DEALERS

SEE THE

MOTORCAR SUPPLYCo.

AT THE

CHICAGO SHOW,

1427 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

 

YOU TRY N0 EXPERIMENTS

warns you TRY oUR

PRE$SEIJ STEEL FRAMES.
The Leading flakerl of the lhdultry Have Long Ago Proved Their Worth.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Stool

under Perfect Conditionl of Manufacture.

Aoouraoz and Qualitz Guarantead.

See Specimens at the Madison Square Garden (New York) Show, Section A,

Concert Hell, or lend drawings and let our prim.

 

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.,

CA" AVHUI and LA“ "Elm. CLIVELAID,°HIO
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.wv

“STEVENS-DURYEA” Newzocmgrw

TOURING CAR.
R, In the new STEVENS-DURYEA Touring Car we have

produced a vehicle perfectly adapted to the needs of the

tourist, due to its great strength, high power, and lightweight, combined with the fact that there are no low hang- I;

/

  

ing parts between front and rear axles, thus causing contact

with road Obstructions. Owing to its compactness and light

weight, our machine is suitable for practically all purposes

for which a Runabout is ordinarily used.

 

The manifold ioys of automobiling are

emphasized in the highest degree possible by

toufinginthe

STEVENS-DURYEA.

  

 

 

Send for beautifully Illustrated 32=puge booklet, con= AGENT5= Write for Special

. . _ proposition on unoccupied ter

tammg full details of our car. mory.

 

 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY,
\

/

v

690 Main Street, ' ;

  

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U. S, A,

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. §

NW/vvwmlvvww A/WV‘ Mew/1W   

 

 

YOU CAN’TKEEPAGOODMANDOWN
The New York Show proved that. With the poorest possible space,

we made the best possible showing.

WHY?
Real— inbred—rooted-in-the-vein MERIT—That’s why.

28 Horse Power, 4 Speeds, Complete, $2750.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., - - - - READING, PA.
BOSTON MOTOR CO., ACME MOTOR CAR 00. 0F NE‘V YORK. DEVLIN & CO.

H48 Columbus Ave., 941-843 8th Ave 1407 Michigan Ave.,

Boston, Mass. New York, N. Y. Chicago. Ill.

Mass. Distributors. N. Y. and N. J. Distributors. - Western Distributors.
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SQI-IRADER

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown In cut, are made In four lengths as

j .ii‘.’ Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 shown.

Trademark Registered.

MANUFACTURED BY

UNIVERSAL VALVE.

A. SGI-IRADER’S SON. Nos. 30-32 Rose Street. Now York.
 

East Zoast of Florida

PARADISE REGAINED

FLORIDA EAST COAST RAILWAY

Winter Season, 1904—05

Three Thorough Pullman Trains each way week days between

NEW YORK AND ST. AUGUSTINE

Taking in the Cities Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,

Richmond,

vis

Southern Railway—Atlantic Coast Line

and

Seaboard Air Line.

Buflet Sleeping and Parlor Cars, Jacksonville and Miami,

St. Augustine, Ormond, Palm Belch. Everything

First Class and Modern.

  

For Souvenir Booklet, address

1. P. BECKWITH,

Traffic Manager.

ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.

J. B. RAHNER.

A. G. P. A.

New York Oilice, 243 Filth Avenue

 

nos—the Iliarion ear—isos
16 Hairdzed ow" ‘ “In”

s

ousted-QM - _,,_' ' 155.
  

-v 4 f

. ¢ ‘ inch bore
"An'cooled " \- ‘ 4 inch stroke

A lIlGII-SMIIE TOURING CAI F0! $1.500.

Our Catalogue/yr Me asking.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO.

Indianapolis,

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

I

Indians.

 

 

 

“0 West 38th Street,

HIGH-GRADE LAMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

 

  

 

Amesbury, M ass.
  

 

 

IHE MIME lMPRllVEI]

1905 MUFFLER.

7., ' ‘HAVEIFFLER

  

Bllent. nght Weight.

Simple In Construction.

Without Beck-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR BAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

5outhern Agents: A. L. DVKE, 3“ PIM 8'...

St. Louis. Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH t EDWARDS. lie

Nu 31.. New York lty

Western Agmts: B. .I. DAV & CO.. 819 I'IIssIon

5L. Sen Prsnclsco, Csl.

  

 

 

., :1/

T . THISIILUSTRA-SO V

non l5 FULL ‘
'y //

SIZE

PRBELM.
THE BULLOCK-BERESFORD M'F'G.CO.,CLEVELAND. o. ‘1

w

 
 

7q)fi

THE Bligh lGNlTlON SYSTEM {l

DOES AWAY WITH ALL INDUC- it

TION AND SPARK cons. SOOT r

AND HIGH VOLTAGE TROUBLES.

THE BUM‘SPECIAL" CAN

BE OPERATED WITH ANY
SIZE ORDINARY DRY BATTERIES
{>6 BEING AMPLY SUFFICIENLOI

AND EFFECTS. GREATYECONOMY
IN CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

V

WRITE FOR BULLETIN -W. 1

N
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TO MEET THE POPULAR DEMAND—1905.

THE AUTOMOBILE STREET CAR.

Q,

Used as Feeders for Trunk Lines,

Crosstown Lines,

Rural Lines.

, , Built by

~ . ,j“ The Auto-Car

‘ ‘ ' Equipment

. Company,

Makers of

  

a“1.

Commercial

Vehicles,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

 

Trucks, Delivery Wagons,

Omnibusses,

Sight-seeing Cars,

Trackless Trolley Cars.

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The Pungs- Finch 4-Cylinder Touring Car

Motor—Four cylinders, 20 H. P.

Sliding Gear speed change.

Three forward speeds and reverse.

Bevel Gear transmission to divided rear axle.

Wheel Base, Model D. 80 inches. ‘

Model F. inches.

Tires, Model D. 30 x 311.

Model F. 32 x 3%.

Weight, Model D. 1,750 lbs.

Model F. 1,825 lbs.

Side or rear entrance tonneau, seat: four or five pas

sengers.

PRICE :—

Rear Entrance Tonneau, Model D. $1,700.

Side Entrance Tonneau, Model F. $1,850.

EXPERIENCE: Fifteen years ago the Sintz Gas Engine Company built a practical and successful automobile that covered

thousands of miles and was ten years in advance of the times. Constant study and years full of valuable, practical experience in the

building of thousands of Gas Engines, are the secret of our ability to produce a reliable Touring Car for $1,700.

Send for full description of this up-to-date car.

  

Monm. F.

We build Practical, High-Speed {\uto Boats and Yachts, Marine Gasoline EngineS,

both two and four-cycle—one to four-cylinder, from 2% to 100 H. P. Fifteen years' experi

ence. Send me. for large Marine Catalogue.

PUNGS-FINCH CO., Detroit, Mich.

sm'rz GAS ENGINE co.
“W “i MICHIGAN YACHT & POWER co.

New York Representative, DUERR-lUflRD & CO.

Chicago Representative, ZUILJ‘ON MOTOR CO.
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A Sprague Extension Top on a

“ Thomas flyer ” ; :recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

See our Exhibit at New Ytllll Chicago and

Cleveland Shows.

Send for Catalogue.

The Sprague

Umbrella "

Company,

' Norwaik, Ohio,

U. S. A.

 
 

 

  

 

  

Chicago Automobile Show

February_ 4th to 11th, 1905.

in making your trans

portation arrangements

to attend above show

consider the fine train

service of the

MICHIGAN

CENTRA_L

Tn; NIAGARA Fans Rout:

Several last trains daily

carrying through sleep

ing and dining cars be

tween Boston, New

York and Chicago.

For tull iniormation and

fuldt ninquire oi ticket agents

or write

W. H. UNDERWOOD,

G. E. P. Agt., Dufialo, N.Y.

O. W. RUGGLES,

G. P & T. Agt., Chicago, ill.
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Hand Book

0F GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition of this handsomer bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

tor mailing about Feb. 1st, 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America and the Im

porters of gasoiene machine: are shown by illustrations and specifi—

cations. These speciiimtions form a series of the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform, the ease of comparison is

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

 

Senl upon receipt oi 6 cents in‘slnmps Ior postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom1009. No. 7 EAST lan STREET, NEW YORK.

 

“lPresi-n-Lite Gas Tank

— . ' * p;

._ PREST-O-LITE , ‘

cas TANK >4; .

The new system of acetylene lighting

for automobiles and launches. More

than 1,000 Prest-o-Lite Tanks sold since

September ist. More than 100 of the

best agents in America have placed

orders for Prestolite Tanks.

TEN THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

1905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

ing up agencies now. Write us for cat

alogue and full information.

The Concentrated Acetylene Bu.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Chloatro Show Space, 326.

  
  

19%
of the Cars exhibited in the

‘ New York Automobile Show

were on Solid Tires,

of the 1905 models were fitted with

HRESTONE

SIDE-WIRE

TIRES
Three times more Firestone than any other

make.

Standard Solid Tire

It has made possible the success of the

Commercial Automobile of to-day.

Use it for long and economical service,

durability and ease.

The most resilent solid tire made.

Substantiating our claim that it is the

 

HIGHEST AWARD AT ST. LOUIS, 1904.

 

Write for our Gold Medal Booklet.

FIRESIIINE TIRE & RUBBER 00-,

Akron, Ohio.

 

Braznohesi :

New York: Philadelphia : fhlcago:

"88 Broadway. 926 Arch Street. i550 Wabash Ave.

Boston st. Louis. San Francisco.

 

Will Exhibit at Chicago and Detroit.
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The Home of the

flutomobile Trade

 

 

  

YOU’LLFINDTHEMALLTHERE.

'.LVEIOJ.SDNIHJ.GOOD:IOSGNDI"I'IV

  

new york
Wang-29th filt

“THE BRESLIN,”

BROADWAY, 29th STREET.

New York’s Latest and Greatest Hotel.

500 Superb Sunlit Rooms. 300 Baths.

 

The Breslin Hotel Co.

JAMES H. BRESLIN, President.

(1130. T. STOCKHAM, Vlce-Prest. and Gen. flanager.

 
 

 

 

 

- THE -

CLARENDON

Daytona

Beach
Seabreeze Florida

A moornu

“men cuss

"om '

particularly adapted to cater to the wants of the

motorist, owing to its immediate access to the greatest

Speedway in the world. Spacious Garage and skilful

mechanics connected with hotel. i

Only two minutes from the Florida East Coast

Automobile Club House. Hotel can be reached at any

stage of the tide, from the beach.

Private Baths, Steam Heat, Electric Lights, Hot

and Cold Water in every room.

Rates and further information upon application.

THE CLARENDON

Seabreeze Daytona Beach Florida

E. L. POTI'ER. Proprietor

c. u. KNAPPE, Mgr.
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YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile is worth anything at all, it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk'- Auto-Car 80a» doea it—

 
 

rrrmrrrrm—m

  

  

,,,,,,,,,, an

Clean! a. dirty car as nothing alaa doea. prelarvaa the flniah and

keepa it looking new with all it.- original luatre. Ra-ordara from

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin naila. Price 11.00. (prrua prepaid

to point: an tar Welt u and including Chicago. Ill.) Also put up in

barreia and half barrels.

A necoaaity to ovary individual owner.

A big and profitable aailar to all jobber-a. dealer! and garagaa.

OUR PROPOSITION I8 INTERESTING.

Band on a trial order.

FISK MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

 

  

 

 

LA TUBA HURN

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.melodious tone.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home Office—91'99-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

 

a

 

 

  

 
 

THERE'S A REASUN

  

Why the 1

BEST CARScarry get-5|

B 8:. 8 Tools

and the dealer can

explain.

ASK HIM.

THE BILLINGS 8r SPENGER 00.,

Hartford, Conn.

 

 

 

WHOLESALE RETAIL

Largest Manufacturers of Auto Specialties in the World

F288 euacrrzorvprzs T0 OATALOO Houses AND omens.

YANKEE GRADE-METER YANKEE SILENT

"we 57-” AUTOMATIC MUFFLER

PRIJB $l0 00

  

Camposed of u opposed disk radiators

Positively accurate, only dash grade-meter Ion end 0‘ exhaus‘. p‘pe' Bun" gist my

in ‘he wofli Easny read {mm the “a! charged through thin outer edge of radiator

A“ grades to 35 Per cam. up or down_ No back pressure because point of dis

charge greater than bore of exhaust pipe

YANKEE NON-VIBRATING
Sell cleaning and noiselesa.

STEERING WHEELpmca 5mm, FOOT LOWS FORHORN

\ PRICE $1.00

.\\
    

Will give louder blast and out-wear a

dozen bulba.

p___________—__'
i' ' , We make 30 other good selling Auto

Does away with that uncomfortable feeling 'peciamu_

in the arms caused by vibrating wheels on

l0ug tours. Central diaphragm—made of flexi

ble leather and rubber. Has greater tensile

strength for ateerlng purposes than any other

Big Free Catalog

Discount to Jobberl. Mauuhcturera and

  

whee eaerl.

E. J. WILLIS CO., 12 Park Place, N. Y. 
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Protection tor

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Sand for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jefferson Street, Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

Jump Spark 00115

For all purposes—Single,

Double. Triple and Quadruple

for Stationary Engines and Au

tomobiles. Guaranteed in every

particular. line Vibrator.

saun rorz CATALOG!!! D.

The lnobloclt-lieirienan Mtg. (20.,

sou-no aaun mn.

  

  

 

 
 
 

QU r NBY

HUTOMOBILE-BODY .
- _ - DEPARTMENT _

EMERSON BROOKS. Manager

I!“ Broadway, cor. at 4501 5L. New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.
 

 
 

 

invemweemeeme

i TOURING GAR;

THE F. B. STEARNS C0.,

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A.

iOQWOMM

 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

  

 

To Operators ot Steam liars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

srtnro wnrrn PUMP. ihe only P°smve high
pressure boiler feed,

JOHN SIMMONS 60.,

l04-l l0 Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATINTS FINDING,

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Spnngtkl—Iti Metal

Body 00.,

366 Birnie Ave.,

Springfield, Mesa.

 

 

 

 

  

, .7

CHEAP MATERIALS

ln the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in osition to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while xceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other rt 0! the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write,

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washington, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, z7r Broadway, gew York City.

 

 

The Blltillll tillaln Company

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Beve

Gears.

Baldwin Chill—8t Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mum, U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Always Sends It there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, ill.

lion-Freezing Water Jacket Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.'S)

will stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE CARBONIJALE CHEMICAL 60.. Garbondalo, Pl.

Naw Yoax, Barron, BAL-rrnoxs. CHICAGO, Pr'r-rsauacu

  

 

 

 

 

 

Name

Address

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,
I 94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed‘find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (Iboth Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of , , ,

 

 

TI'IE .

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristllng With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

 

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR 00.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

"18 DUBRR-WARD C0., No. 1787 Broadway. New

York Dlltflbllull’l.

ARTHUR G. BBNNBTI', No. 20 Lake St... Chicago

Distributor.

Big Four7

Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World "

World’s Fair

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN .r. LYNCH.

 

 

 

 

 

t. P. and T. Agent, Godanati,
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OUR SPECIALTY.

Transmission Gears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y.

Kingston Carburetor.
OVER 23,000 I” USE.

Patented May u, long.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

 

 

Pat. Jsa. so, tqor.

  

l‘RADil GRADOMETER MARK.)

  

Sent postpaid on receipt oI price. ,l.§(‘

HIE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubllqsla, Iowa

An instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Olnelnnatl and Detroit '.' on tho 0. H. d. D.—Poro Marquette Llno.

  

KINGN
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' oosoh, combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which. when lighted with a. myriad

of electric hulhs, was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. Every one of the earl

except the baggage and the smoker. which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seats ll people,

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern our building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomast ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodious ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and bu accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has Wide vestibuies. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Plntsch gas system.

in addition to the regular parlor car porters. etc.. there is a neatly uniformed train porter.

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach art of the train. see that

the coach lavatorles are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, an that the forward part of

th train is kept up to the standard.

Pumps, Oillng Dovlcos, etc.

rf‘P-wa“ I" '

_~i‘

. ,1._r.‘/1uhyu

\

 

 

  

 

  

 
 

 

  

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY CO., Waterbury, Ct.

WILL- EXHIBIT SAMPLES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF

CYLINDER $3.”. CASTINCS
WHICH THEY ARE PRODUCING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE

At MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, Now York City, JANUARY l4th to Zl't, I905

CONCERT HALL—SECTION c.

E

Send for Circular No. 8.
It you are going to build automobiles you will want this circular. It describes our Axles, Change Gears, Cone Clutches, Mufflers, Steering

Gears and other standard parts. All of these parts have been designed with unusual care. They are suitable for cars of all classes.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

8olilng Agent: HAYDEN EANIES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

NEW YORK SHOW—Section " D," Concert Hall; CHICAGO SHOW—Gallery ipsces 241, 242. 243 and 244.

 

 

 

 

 

to saythatour welding by

E'L'ECTRICITTY

i\ better than forge welding, but we‘d rather prove it by a trial job. Write us.

'I‘HE STANDARD WELDING 00., Cleveland.
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The Woodruff Patent System of Keying

' Have been adopted by most of the Leading American Auto

mobile Manufacturers.

There must be some reason for it.
V-W

1

_

\

I“W

/

:

AIi.ll1‘‘llli‘

.1i.
-i of

,<

..H. ‘‘l

‘l

v\

<

\.:->

W

SEE THEM

AT CHICAGO AUTO SHOW

We carry 48 sizes of :Keys and Cutters

.\

o

f')

' l

in stock.

{ No charge for shop rights. Cus

tomers have full privileges under

‘ the patents by purchasing their

I

7. Keys and Cutters from us.

against... aim
HARTFORD. CONN” U. 5. A.
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'DSOBILE.
r?

This line—the I

i

leaders at Chicago

as at New York

 
 

OLDSMOBILE TOURING CAR

Price $1400. 20 h. . I

(2 wiinder Bide Entran .

 

 

/ ~ I, " .1 1': H

\ ,' r. 2.711" ‘ ‘ "_ I‘L-t _ '/ ” .v a 7 ' I“ .

10 H. P. OELIVERY CAR STANDARD NABOUT HEAVY DELIVERY CAR

Price $1000.00. Price $ .00. Price $200090

(8 cylinder—1. h. p.)

FOLLOW THE OROWD AND FIND US.

OLD5 MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Ave., - - = DETROIT, U; S. A.

Member at the Annotation of Lieenaed Automobile Manufacture"
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FORTY HORSE POWER—SEVEN PASSENGERS.

g A large roomy car, for five or seven passengers. Built

- light and strong for hard service over American roads.

3 Better material, better wokmanship, and better finish than

is furnished in any French car imported.

We cater to a high-class trade, who want only the best.

Each order with us means a special hand built car to suit

the buyer. Nothing of the “ Hand-me—down” type for sale.

Eleven years building High-Grade Cars. Three years building nothing but

Four Cylinder Cars.

Why Buy Experiments?

)PERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE C0., Kokomo, Ind.

giranchesz 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago; 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston;

3.0000.@@)@@-OOOOOOO'oo-0000000000000000000-000o000000000000o00000000000009-ooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Member Association a! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

e e Tlt‘mmmliiilglébllsI/QEQI3\3O e OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00
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"From my experience, I would

certainly recommend a Locomo—

bile to any one considering the

purchase of a touring car."—J.

H. M., New Haven, Conn.

l

 

 

"I must say the Locomoblle

has given me entire satisfaction

in every way; the more I drive

it the more I think of it."—C.

L., New York.

 

 

 

 

“Mr. G. P. B.

of Chicago. who

owned one of our

Type ‘D' cars. and

has Just placed his or—

der for one of our 30—

35 H. P. cars. advised

the writer that we do

not claim enough for

our cars." -— B. G.

Sykes, Chicago Loco

mobile Supt.

 

 

 
I

"The Locomoblle is

delightful in every re—

spect. and there has

been no trouble what—

soever so far."—H. S.

E.. New York.

 

 

 

"In every way the -

hocomobile has been

entirely satisfactory;

never has failed todo

what was required of

it. Refer any to me

you care to."—-A. 0.

LL, Norwich. Conn.

 

 

 

machines, we much

prefer the Locomoblle

for all-round work

and its satisfactory

results."—C. F. 1...,

Prest., Boston, Mass.

“Of our three large I

 

 

"My Locomoblle de— '

livered to me in No—

vember, 1902. is run—

n i n g satisfactorily,

and with the excep—

tion of such adjust—

ments as are neces—

sarv on all cars is al—

ways in commission."

—M. M. B., New

York City.

 

 

 

"1 am frank to say

I am delighted with

the Locomoblle. Be—

lieve there is no bet

ter machine made—

in fact. do not be

lieve there is another

machtiliiae in thed coun—

try t woul have

gone where I did last M

 

l _

"I have run my Locomoblle

4,000 miles and have never had

occasion to leave my seat for

anv disarrangement or break

down of machinery."-—J. B. 0.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

— t i

“If I can do you any good at

any time, by speaking to any

one who doubts the qualities of

the Locomoblle, I shall be very

pleased."-—J. P. T.. M. D., N.

Y. City.

  
L

 

 

“The Locomoblle has now run “My Locomoblle has made

about ten thousand miles. and is since the 22nd of January, 1903,

in as 0d condition as ever.”— 13.950 miles.”—R. L. M., New

A. A. ., San Francisco, Cal. York, March 81, 1904.

  

 

‘

s -

. e

  

which with (Cars.

“Easily the Best Builttiar in America.”

  

. Write for full information regardingrour 1905 product.

All models are of the tour-cylinder type, with side en

 

"I wish to say the Locomobils

fuliills my expectations in every

respect; it runs magnificently,

does its work easily, quietly and

without vibration."—A. 8. P-.

Wichita, Kan.

r

  

"The Locomoblle is running

beautifully and giving entire sat

isfaction."—W

socket, Mass.

A. R. . Woon—

 

00106119 m.

 

“This is the fifth

automobile that I

have had. but of all

the cars l have seen

or used, there is none

that will compare

with the Locomoblle

in any manner.”4.

Lafayette,

  

 

 

pleasure to say a

good word for the

Locomoblle Gasoiene

Touring Car—I re

gard it as the most

reliable and generally

satisfactory of any

of the twelve auto

mobiles I My.

owned."-G. F. C.,

New York, N. Y.

 
 

 

 

"I have now run

my Locomoblle for

about 6.000 miles, and

it has never refused

to come horn.

its own gow ."—-I'.

W.. Fitch urg, Mass.

 

 

“The Locomoblle is

simple. etiiclent and

satisfactory in every

respect. I have used

it over the worst kind

of roads and under

the most trying con

ditions. and have

found it efficient in

every respect." —- C.

E. B., New York City.

 

 

 

 

“I know oi several

owners of other car:

who do not always

return on schedule

time, but have yet to

hear 0! a dissatisfied

owner of a gasolene

Looomobile."—W. P.

A., Ridley Park, Pa.

 

 

 

"I think the Loco—

m o b l l e Company's

 

claim of "Easily the

Best Built Car in

America” is a per—

fectlv just one. 1 can

readily claim it to be

superior to any Amer

Sunday."—C. B. Mus » _ .
Minetto, N. Y. -‘ F"

N _ '_ E' L-———J.... :IIEAo-euind‘
 ance tonneau. Prices, $2800 to $8000.  

K.

9800017106179 Company of iAmerica,

  

  

 

"I ha" 1'11" .- ica and~e ual in thefougl—lcylinder w EEL P sariie horseq power to

m0 6 over Mm ' is an French ca , andmiles, without any at Sihe same tinie per—

bother, doing" the '7 ’ fectly adapted to

(lisrivmifs mysoelf . NEW YORK—Broadway, corner of 76th Street BOSTON—No. 15 Berkeley Street American road5_"__J_

F‘arms"Pa. ver r00 . PHILADELPHIA—Ne. 249 N. Broad Street CHICAGO—No. 1345 Michigan Avenue G. 8.. Boston. Mase

‘i

 
 

. Murder Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 
   

"The Locomoblle has run be—

tween 6.000 and 7.000 miles.

We have just examined the gear

case and find that the gears are

in perfect condition, and that

" Have run my Locomoblle

easily 8.000 miles. She has al

ways gone and returned from

every place I have started for

without any trouble."—D. N.

A., Bridgeport, Conn.

“I have now operated the Lo

comoblle for about five months.

During that time I have never

wanted the car when it was not

ready to go out."—W. A. W..

Jr., Hoosic Fails, N. Y.

_> C

“Cannot say too much in

praise of the Locomoblle. Have

several friends who own cars,

\ and they say it is equal to, if not

better, than the foreign cars."—

0. L. 11., Norwich, Conn.

4:

there has not been the slightest

wear in any of the bearings."—

_ C. W.. Cortland. N. Y.
  

  

 
 

  

 
 

was so satisfactory that I feel

owners of Locomoblles would be

doing intending purchasers an

injustice by not letting them

“Where my Locomoblle was

this summer for a month it was

the only car out of two dozen,

including high-priced foreign

cars, that was always in good

"I fail to see how you could

improve in any way upon the

Locomoblle, as its details seem

perfect, and it is without doubt

"easily the best built car in

“I have at to see a car which

I think is tter than my Loco

mobile, or will stand up as well

e ll inds of count roadsknow what a good car they can 0" r a k w

ith the din us e which a H8" b7 buyin: a LOCO."—F- E's: geta'er—P.U€V. Bolton. America."—A. L. P., Providence. shape and running every deal. —

W- 8.. Mexico City. Mm R. I. C. W. L., New York. N. Y.

"My experience last season I

4__  
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TheRatecox
~+ THE CAR OF SIMPLICITY

  

CHASSIS OF TYPE XI

  

 

  

The Autocar stands as a triumph in automobile building.

Its construction combines with greatest efficiency and dura

bility a simplicity that is the wonder of all who see It. This

is a feature'that commends itself alike to the novice and

the expert. It means minimum liability of derangement,

greatest ease and safety of operation, and lowest running

expense. Each type of Autocar represents the nearest to

perfection in its class. Every Autocar is built upon lines

proven correct by experience; built of absolutely 'the beat

material, and with the best Workmanship procurable.

Autocar records of actual performance bear out the claim

that for good day-in-and-day-out, up-hiil-anddown service,

XI

Four

Cylinder

I6-20 h.p.

for durability and freedom from annoyance, the Autocar is

unsurpassed.

The new car, Type XI, illustrated, with its chassis, shows

a number of very valuable improvements, accomplishing in

creased ease of control, safety. and simplicity.

Type VIII, Four-passenger car, Rear Entrance Tonneau,

$1400, and Type X, Ten H. P. Runabout, $900, are the

cars which have made the present reputation of the Auto

car, to which the new Type XI will surely add.

Write for catalogue and dealer‘s name.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, Ardmore, Pa

Member A. L. A.
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FORD MODEL “FT”
Model “F” has behind it the prestige of “Ford Success.” It is designed for Automobile

users who want a practical and useful touring car at a price which makes such a vehicle a profit

 

 

‘ able investment, rather than an expensive luxury. For actual reliability, attractive style and econ

omy of maintenance, the Ford Model “F” is easily ahead of any two-cylinder car made.

SPECIFICATIONS OF MODEL “F.”

Price—$1200.00. CAPACITY GASOLINE TANK—9 gallons.

g WEIGHT—1400 lbs. CAPACITY OIL RESERVOIR—3 pints.

MOTOR—Ford two cylinder horizontal opposed. COOLING WATER CAPACITY—4 gallons.

WHEEL BASE—84 inches. COLOR—Rich dark green, yellow running gear.

TREAD—standard wagon. UPHOLSTERING—Blsck, of best leather, hand

WHEELS—30 inches. somely tufted. -

TIRES—372 double tube optional. EQUIPMENT—2 side oil lamps, post horn and

MAXIMUM SPEED—35 miles an hour. necessary tools.

We want our friends, critics and competitors to examine this car. Full information about

all our 1905 cars is given in our new catalogue. Send for it to-day and get posted on the most

advanced types of American Automobile Construction.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

Canadian Trade Supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.
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THE “CLEVELAND”
Zi high-grade, light-weight touring car.

  

 

 

18h. p. four cylinder

vertical engine.

Price, $2,806.

, FEATURES: 9l~inchwheel

u,” ‘_ ' '" base; ss steel trame; aluminum

1' v under net ark and throttle con

trol on top steering wheel three

~.' ' ; speed transmision with direct drive

‘ h f on high speed; mechanically actuated

Ir ‘ inlet and exha tvalves; iump-spark

t r ignition : side r entrance.

We are establishing

Agencies

Write for particulars.

eLevELmvo, o.
 

 

THE BAKER ELEQTRIQ

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriaqe,

The Moot Elegant of all Electrics.

  

 

HLSO,

RUNHBQUTS, STHNHGPES,

SURREYS, ETQ” ETQ.
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ORIENT BUCKBOARD, Model A; Price $375. ORIENT SURREY, Model 8; Price $450.

ORIENTS OUGHT TO BE BETTER—

AND THEY ARE.
There is every reason in the world why Orient air-cooled motors ought to be the best air-cooled motors in existence.

In the first place, the Orient motor is made complete in the Waltham Company's Factory—and you know what “Waltham”

stands for in machine work.

In the second place this Company has built and has in successful operation more than 3.000 air-cooled motors—a greater

number than the combined output of all other makers of air-cooled motors in the world. This experience has been of immense

value and it helps to show why the Orient motor is the best air-cooled motor to-day.

The Buckboard is a thoroughly artistic Waltham output, from its snappy, stylish lines, to its simple, speedy, reliable motor,

and its light, but exceedingly strong construction. Here is a really wonderful little motor car—a car that is so simple any one

of your customers could learn to operate it successfully in half an hour, and yet capable of the speed of an express train. \Vhen

you consider that it is vastly improved over last year‘s model, and in spite of this, has been reduced in price $50, your business

sense will surely tell you that you ought to have the Buckboard in your line.

This year’s improvements are as follows:

Heavier and longer rear springs, giving as much spring surface as many of the large touring cars, an improved and simplified

carburetor, which is so good we are thoroughly proud of it, improved driving pinions. which are now almost noiseless; a. much

more efficient muffler and a new release cock (patented), which is unquestionably the best device of its kind ever attached to a

gas engine, making it so simple to start that even a child can turn the engine over without difficulty.

The new price is $375, which puts the Buckboard within reach of hundreds of pe0ple in your territory who cannot be sold

any other car.

Catalogue showing the nine Orient cars it you wish it.

TOURING CARS.

Touring Runabout (semi-racing body), MOdel E, 16 H.-P.. $1500

BUCKBOARD LINE.

Buckboard, Model A, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . .. $375

Model E, with detachable Tonneau . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450

Light Touring Car, with Tonneau, Model F, 16 H.-P . . . . . . .. 1650 Runabout, Model C, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 475

Touring Car, ModelG, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2000 Tonneau, Model D, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525

Touring Car, Model de Luxe, 20 H.-P . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2250

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Members of Association 01' Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

General Sales Offices: 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK. Factory: WALTHAM, MASS.

++4+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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WHEN A CAR

HAS GIVEN ~SUCH-l

General Satisfaction w
AS THE

CADILLAC
HAS GIVEN

The Men Who Sell It '

AND

The Men Who Buy It

MAY WELL

Point to it with Pride We
Are You of the Number ?

 
 

 

 

“To date have ridden 3168 miles without one cent for repairs. Have ridden over all kinds of roads and

mountains, etc., and have never even had a loose nut. I can pass a great many of the big machines and always go

out with four people. I have climbed every hill and mountain that I have tackled.

' “ A. H. CHAMBERLAIN, Rahway, N. J."

 

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, MICH

Member AllocllUOl-‘l at Licensed Automobile Manufacture".
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CADILLAC MODEL 1", $950.

A high-powered runabout, designed for two passengers only, and can in Side entrance, non—convertible touring car. Divided front seats.

no way be fitted with tonneau. Divided front seats. 28:3 tires. New New tyne hood. 3% inch tires. 30 inch wheels. Finish: Brewster green.

type hood_ Finish; Brewster green. primrose runnlng gear, Option: primrose running gear. Option: Maroon "body and running gear. Do

iiveries from January 15th. ~ ' ‘ i ._ {JMaroon body and running gear. Deliveries from January 15th.

  

CADILLAC MODEL E, $750.

  

CADILLAC FOUR-CYLINDER VERTICAL MOTOR, 30 H. P., $2800.

(With aluminum body, 8250 extra.)

  

 

CADILLAC DELIVERY WAGON, $950.

  

The Cadillac delivery wagon has been a commercial success from its

last year in many large cities, giving thoroughlyvery inception; used

New model has largely increased carrying capacity.

CADILLAC MODEL E, W'ITH TOP, 8800.

E- A luperb two—passenger satisfactory service.

Will be a big seller. Immediate deliveries.

Same specifications as regular Model

car for an in all kinda of weather.
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Our new 1905 Pope-Toledo

Type VII is an up-to-date

front entrance touring car

4 cylinder, 4 cycle engine.

CHAIN DRIVE, an equipment

proved by experience to be

superior to any other for

high powered ears. Every

car tested to a mile a min

ute flat.

24-30 H, P. $3,200

Prompt delivery.

Other 1905 model are

20 h. p. side entrance, $2800

30 h. p. " e 3500

45 h. p “ “ 6000

Catalogue on request.

Pope Motor Car Co.

Toledo, Ohio.

Member A. L. A. M.

 

 

The Consistent Record

of the WHITE Cars

Throughout the Last Four Years.

In reliability and endurance runs,

In track races and hill-climbing

contests,

In every day service throughout

the country, entitles the WHITE of

1905 to first consideration.

Aside from the important features

of the maximum satisfaction to be

obtained from the \VHITE, is the

consideration of maximum value

for money expended;

Send for Bulletin No. 8, which

describes in readable style four years

of WHITE successes.

WHITE COMPANY,¢“6$:?"
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C LEVELAND

THIRD IMDDESSION

OF A DEEDLESS CAD

<5

D” SPEED

After noticing the great power ot a Peerless

Car and its perfect comfort in riding, you are

next impressed with its wonderful power and

speed.

NO HILL TOO STEEP,

no pace on road or track too fast to Find the

Peerless Car well in the lead.

In the hill climbing contest at Mt. Wash

ington where the 24 H. P. Peerless Touring

Car distanced all cars of its class, at the Los

Angeles track where the 24 H. P. Touring Car

did the mile in 1 minute flat, 1' record time),

on those tracks all over the country where

Barney Oldfield with the Peerless Green

Dragon has established

ALL WORLD’S RECORDS

from 1 to 50 miles, the great speed and power

of the Peerless type of motor car has been

amply proven.

24 H.P. 30 H.P. 35 H.P. 60 H.P.

$3,200 $3,750 $4,000 $6,000

Sand for Catalogue now) ready.

MEMBER-A L A-M.

  

  

 

 

  

PUTTING UP

A G O __O D

FRONT

is in keeping

with every other

point in Lozqu

construction.

Note the strength

and lightness of

THE LOZIER Mo

TOR CAR and the

manner in which

every available

inch of radiating

' surface is made

to do duty. See

how hungry it is

to eat up the road.

Send for Booklet

describing our

30-35 H. P. High

Grade Motor Car.

MOTOR BOAT AGENTS WRITE

FOR OUR MOTOR BOAT DISCOUNTS

  

THEDLOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

SUITE 9 — I BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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GaJInnis
at the

@rmond=Dayt0na Races

WALTER CHRISTIE, in car of his own design, fitted with

G &; 1 Thread Fabric Tires, won the 50 mile race for

the Lozier Trophy.

In the 100 mile international race, Mr. Christie’s was the

first American car to finish. Mr. Christie covered the

100 miles at a speed of'70 miles per hour.

CHAS, SOULES, in Pope-Toledo, fitted with G & 1 Thread

Fabric Tires, won the five mile race for stock cars $2751.00

$4000.00—time5:131-5; five mile race for stock cars

$4001.00-$6000.00—time 5117 3-5; and ten mile race f0

stock cars $2751.00-$4000.00—time 10:35 3-5. ‘

CHAS. SOULES, in Pope-Toledo, with G & I Thread Fabric

Tires, also took second place, from scratch, in the five mile

handicap.

Not a moment’s delay in any Race, nor

any accident, was due to G & .1 Tires.

G 8: 1 Thread Fabric Tires hold every world's traclr

record, from one to 50 miles.

The G 8: I Tires used on racing cars are precisely the

same thread fabric construction as our regular product. These

long distance races run at tremendous speed give added proof of

Safety—Speed—Durability .

GaJIrma Co.
Ghicago Indianapolis Detroit

‘ L429 Wabash Ave. 549-625 5. Georgia St. 241 Jefferson Ave.

Rims branded in the channel

with these copyrighted marks a

have been inspected and pro~

nounced perfect. We guaran

tee on 'res on all rims so ,

brand: . .
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_ Suit Atainsi Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 6: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire C0. ’

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

&- J GO.. Indianapolis, Ind.
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NORTHERfiW

l905 Touring Car, Side Entrance, opening on direct line to

Running Board. Price $1700.00.

Charnlcss. Dustless. Norseless.
Abwlutrly fret/ram Vz'brall'ou. ‘_‘ 1V0 exfrnn' fiu! l/le gasoline."

The refinement of simplicity. Number of parts reduced

to the minimum. Easy to operate, easy to understand, and

nothing to get out of order. Repair bills practically elimi

nated. The ideal car for American roads. Every part is

made in our own shops.

Planetary Transmission. 18 H. P. double opposed motor. Power trans

mitted direct to beveled geared divided rear axle. Northern Automatic Com

pensating Carburetor, “built to fit the engine," assures a perfect mixture at

all speeds. In finish and upholstery the Northern is superb. You may pay

twice as much, but you cannot buy a better finished or more reliable Tour

‘ ' NORTHERN RUNABOUT.
7 H.P. $650.00 BETTER THAN EVER.

Has full back molded seat, larger oil cups, larger body and new car

buretor. It is the ideal machine for the physician—the man of business—

or for family use.

Write for catalogue No. 16 and get in touch with “Northern Improve
~ v

meats." ‘r

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING 00., Detroit, U. é. A.
Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

  

      
AM

 
 

/

   
WM

 

 

THE ONLY HIR-OOOLED OAR TI-IHT LOOKS LIKE A REAL

AUTOMOBILE AND IS ONE.

THE IYER=MILLER
'iitr‘rrsr; ‘\ P

Goeledhy _- - 0' Y. . _ ' i, i No Tanks

BUNTRULLEB .. ‘ _' Q Ne Radiators

24 HORSE POWER. l65O POUNDS.

Contains more ingenuity to the square inch than any other car in the world.

'Ré2§¥51£€&2 32$“ USGAR [EAR AUTUMUBILE 00., Bfllumltlls, Uhitl
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The Test of Time and Service

on the heaviest trucks and hardest used delivery wagons by the best

known and most substantial concerns in the country prove

  

THE TURNER -

ENDLESS SOLID TIRE
to be the only successful tire for commercial vehicles.

ONCE ON THE RIM, THERE’S NO COMING OEE.

Investigate its merits. It is in universal use

throughout the entire country.

SEND FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE.

HARTFORD RUBRER-‘WORKS 90., Hartford, Conn. *
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_ THE

HARTFORD CLINCHER TIRE

REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST

STANDARD
OF ITS TYPE

  

Asbestos Fabric ,'

Prevents Rim Cutting

Hard Bead, Increased Durability

at a Weak Point

Other Manufacturers Pay Tribute to

Open Cure

Extra Tread

Details of Quality

and Construction

by Adopting HARTFORD Methods

HARTFORD I

SEE US AT CHICAGO SHOW

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO.,

Factories, No. I and 2, Hartford, Conn. No. 3, New Brunswick, N. J.

BRAllllllES:

Boston, New York, Philadelphia. Buffalo, Cleveland. Chicago, Denver, Detroll, Minneapolis, San Francisco, SLLoqu, Los Angolos,
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TEST TELLS

There is no ARGUMENT—No PROMISE—Equal to MAKING GOOD

The MORGAN & WRIGHT GLINGHER

Was the BIG Tire success in 1904.

  

Because it MORE than held its own in competitive tests. Investigate it at the Show.

 

 

MORGAN & WRIGHT GLINBHER TIRE TUULS

Created a SENSATION at the New York Show.

They have REVOLUTIONIZED the handling of Clincher Tires.

  

Removiug

Lever
Applying Lever

  

Wheel Brace

_ SEE DEMONSTRATIONS AT -

"PM": “""M'"; THE CHICAGO snow.

  

 

 

. We will also exhibit samples of the Perfected Dunlop Detachable Tire, as manufactured by us. Spaces 195 and 196.

 

MORGAN &. WRIGHT. CHICAGO.

New York Dayton Detroit Atlanta St. Louis San Francisco
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The Pleasures of Childhood

will be yours again.

If you buy a HAYNES Automobile you’ll be “care-free”—you’ll

enjoy all the pleasures a good car gives. for the HAYNES is dependa— f

ble. It is made of the best materials, by the best skilled mechanics em

ployed in any factory.

_<‘,_,-

...,

The 1905 model is the nearest to perfection as regards noiselessness,

mechanical ingenuity and general beauty in appearance.

New inventions have made the a better car than ever.

At the New York Show the remark “Have you seen the

‘HAYNES’?” was heard many times throughout the week—even manu

facturers of higher priced cars wondered how such a handsome car could be

so modestly priced.

If a Prospective Buyer, do not buy until you’ve personally investi

gated this car or studied our new catalog.

  

 

' - - - . {

"J If an Agent, and you desue an easy-selling line—a line free from

' “come-back” complaints, see us or write us—we invite Factory Inspection. "

PRICES:

MODEL K. 35-40 H. P. 4 cylinder, $3,000

MODEL M. l6-I8 H. P. 2 cylinder, $1,500

MODEL. I_. l6-l8 H. P. 2 cylinder, $l.350

THE HAYNES-APPERsM| co., - Kokomo, Ind.

Oldest Makers of Gasoline cars in America. Member A. L. A. M.

New York Branch, I7 I 3 Broadway. Chlcago Branch, I420 Mlchlgan Ave.

'6’ ‘1‘ ‘

. . ‘.‘ '-_ __v

~A
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SURREY, TYPE ONE, 18 H. P., $1350.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

The operation of this vehicle is both simple and natural. The ignition of the spark is

entirely automatic. The brakes are operated by pedals, not by levers. With the steering wheel

and throttle attached to it, operable by one hand, the other hand is always free to manage the

clutches by the single lever and no confusion is possible.

It has enough power for touring wherever roads are fit for travel. Greater power requires

more fuel, more working parts and consequent disorders, a combination that puts a vehicle’s

operation and repair beyond the ability and means of the average user.

OTI'IER MODELS, $750, $850, $2000, $3000.

~THOS. B. JEFFERY & CO., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

BRANCHES.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, :42 North Broad Street.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, 134 West 38th Street. REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL OTHER LEADING CITIES.



THE MOTOR WORLD.
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MAY GET TOGETHER

Efforts to Organize independents Making at

Chicago—Rumors Regarding Show—Insur

ance Incident Show: Intensity of Feeling.

Chicago, Feb. 7.—-There are strong prob!»

bilities that the independent manufacturers

will “get together" before the show closes

its doors. If they succeed in doing so, it

will, of course, carry with it the solution of

the show problem so far as the independ

ents are concerned.

A number of them held an informal meet

ing at the Auditorium on Sunday night, and

another meeting for definite action probably

will be held later in the week. Few of those

who attended the conference are willing to

talk, but, according to R. Harry Croninger,

of the Dayton Motor Car Company, a settle

ment—perhaps a sensational one—of the

show situation will come of it.

Quite naturally the talk that is going the

rounds of the show is “an independent show

for independents,” to which is added the

information that it will be a co-operative ef

fort, all profits being returned to the ex

hibitors.

There are rumors that the Sixty-ninth Regi

ment Armory, now in course of construction

at Twenty-seventh street and Lexington ave

nue, New York, has been leased for the pur

pose, but none of the inner circle will either

confirm or deny the report.

There is no doubt that in the interim since

the New York show the feeling between the

adherents of the Selden patent and those

outside the fold has become considerably cm

bittered. As an instance, a representative

of one of the New York concerns, who is

here, yesterday told :1 Motor World man that

he had been refused fire insurance on his

plant because he was not a member of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers.

“About two weeks ago," he said, “I filled

in the usual blank applications, submitted

my plant and stock to the insurance inspec

tors and underwent all the other formalities.

Nothing was said or done that would indi

cate that we were not i1 good risk, and I.

naturally, set back and awaited the receipt

of my policy. Imagine my surprise, there

fore, when, instead of the policy, I received

a letter from the insurance company stating

that, as we were not members in good stand

ing of the A. L. A. M., our risk would not be

underwritten.

“Unless I am very much mistaken, this con

stitutes an offense that renders someone lia

ble to investigation by the State Insurance

Department, and I am turning over in my

mind at this time as to whether or not I shall

report the occurrence and ask for an inves

tigation. Having the documentary evidence

in black and white, I think I will be able to

make out a pretty strong case."

The man concerned seemed to think that

in some way the A. L. A. M. was at the bot

tom of the matter, which, however, will

strike the disinterested individual as being

inconceivable.

Lozier Swells Capital to $1,100,000.

Plans which for some time have been con

sidered by the principal stockholders of the

Lozier Motor Co. have begun to assume defi

nite shape. At a special meeting of the

stockholders it was unanimously voted to in

crease the capital stock from $500,000 to $1,

100,000. Over $500,000 of the new stock,

which will be issued on March 1, was im

mediately subscribed. This increase in capi

tal was made necessary on account of the

great growth of the marine motor and motor

boat departments, and also on account of

the additional working capital which will be

requiredTn the automobile business.

 

Rlchwine Comes East Again.

{Tl-A. Richwine, of Philadelphia, formerly

sales manager of the Antocar Co., and late

manager of the West Coast Automobile Co.,

of San Francisco, has returned to the East.

He will become manager of the Highland

Automobile Co., Pittsburg, Pa., this week.

 

Canada Increases the Duty.

The Canadian Board of Customs has in

creased the duty on automobiles to 35 per

cent ad valorem, instead of the previous

rate of 25 per cent.' The duty on rubber

tires has been correspondingly increased.

.the last eighteen months.

LOOKOUT ! WARNS LETTS

His Last Visit Opening Wide His Eyes, he Tells

Foreigners America Must be Reckoned With.

W. M. Letts, who formerly was identified

with the Locomobile interests, and who is

now a member of the firm handling Oldsmo

biles in London, has returned to the “tight

little isle,” and warned his countrymen that

they may as well face the fact that the

Americans are to prove really serious factors

in the markets of the world. Letts spent

several weeks in this country and summar

izes his impressions in this wise:

“Only those who are keeping in constant

touch with America, and have had an op

portunity of getting over there, have any

idea of the enormous strides that American

motor car manufacturers have made within

I have been in

terested in American cars for something like

five years, during which time I have had an

opportunity of going over each year and see

ing exactly what they were doing, and I can

assure you that within another eighteen

months to two years we shall have to count

on American competition over here in Eng

land. In the early years of the industry

every American manufacturer was working

out some cranky idea of his own, either in

connection with a steam car or a light run

about, with the rsult that so far as the

steam business goes they made a number of

cars of one type, never improved them, and

thought that this car, without any improve—

ments, which would satisfy a man then

would satisfy him now. With the exception

of the White people—who are building a re

ally good steam car—none of the other man

ufacturers of steam had the foresight or

common sense to continue experimenting and

making improvements in their models, with

the result, as I say, that with this one ex

ception, the steam car business in America

is dead.

“Apart from this the only type that the

Americans turned their attention to was the

“runabout.” One after another came on to

the market and went out. and at the present

time, although there are other very good

runabouts, still I think the Olds Motor Works
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are quite right in claiming that they turn out

more cars than any other factory in the

world, for the simple reason that they keep

improving their car from year to year, and

keep the price practically at the same fig

ure. They can only do this by the enormous

quantities that they sell. Last year it is

estimated that 10,000 Oldsmobiles were sent

out of the works to diiferent parts of the

world, and up to the present time they have

orders for over half that number for deliv

ery this year. With the exception of the

Olds Motor Works, most of the manufactur

crs are now commencing to put upon the

market four-cylinder cars, and there are

some of the worst specimens of four-cylinder

cars coming out of some of the factories in

America that the world has ever seen. Last

November I went through a number of the

factories and had a look at them, and some

of the cars were so much scrap iron; but, on

the other hand, it is only fair to America to

say that some of the firms are turning out

four-cylinder cars built on the right lines, re

taining the best points of European practice,

and strengthening parts which are too weak

for American roads.

“While I was over there I had the oppor

tunity of a run on one or two really good

cars; in fact, the four-cylinder cars now be

ing built by the Locomoblle Company, the

Packard, and the Pope-Toledo, are as good

as anyone could wish to own, that is, for or

dinary work. Strangely enough, the Loco

mobile Company, when they gave up the con

struction of steam cars, had a name which

was not one of the best, but after realizing

that they were on the wrong lines in connec

tion with their steam car business, they went

very carefully to work, securing Mr. A. L.

leer as their designer, and getting the very

best superintendent it was possible to obtain

in America to take charge of their works;

then with plenty of funds behind them they

started building petrol cars. The result has

been that the first year they turned out a

very fair car; the second year they built a

car that a man could sell at the end of a

ycar and get a very good price for it; but

now they have got, in my opinion, the best

four-cylinder car manufactured in America;

the design and workmanship are alike good.

Mr. S. T. Davis, Jr., president, invited me

to take a trip with him from New York to

New Haven on his 24 h. p., and I was abso

lutely surprised. I was in America the two

last weeks in November, and in those two

weeks the Locomoblle Company took orders

for sixty cars for delivery in the early months

of this year at an average price of over

$3,000, and they expected to come away from

the Madison Square Show—which is taking

place about this time—with every car for

delivery in 1005 sold.

"Then 1 had an opportunity of going over

the Packard factory, which, by the way, is

an entirely new one, built on the very latest

principles in a magnificent style. Thcy Very

kindly allowed me to try their car, which is

first class, runs beautifully, and the price is

l‘lglli. and they are full up with orders. The

same applies to the Pope-Toledo. There are

also several other very good cars, but I

think that if I were asked to place the four

best American cars I should say: the Loco

mobile, Packard, Pope-Toledo and Peerless.

Winton, at the time of my leaving, had not

produced his four-cylinder vertical motor,

but I understood it was about ready to come

out. With the enormous factory which he

has he ought to be able to turn out a good

thing.

“The one thing that surprised me more

than anything else was the vast capital

which was going into the motor companies

in the States. Celossai factories are being

put up all over the place, and this not only

applies to the manufacture of large cars, but.

to small as well. The Olds Motor Works

have built another enormous plant at Lans

.ing, Mich., to deal entirely with their “run

about” class. Their factory stands on 100

acres of ground, and Mr. Smith, president,

told me that, taking the whole of the Olds

Motor Works factories combined, there was

a mile of frontage. Mr. Metzger, of the

Cadillac Company, also gave me an oppor

tunity of going over their new factory (it

will be remembered that the old one was

burned down some time ago). This new fac

tory is very large, and they seem to me to be

starting with the idea of turning out cars

by the hundreds and thousands—otherwise.

what will they do with their huge plant?

"I must say that this last trip of mine to

America was the most surprising that I have

ever had—I mean in regard to the wonderful

progress that has been made during the last

eighteen months—and cvcry one of the manu

facturers without exception realizes that he

has his own market to supply, although they

are all looking to get into the European mar

ket, and are determined to get there when

they have their cars perfected. and can come

over and enter into open competition with

our French and German cars. So far as the

export trade to America is concerned, which

at the moment is very considerable—bearing

in mind that they have to pay a duty of

about 49 per cent—I think that in two years‘

time the export trade to America, with this

tariff, will be very small. Please do not

misunderstand my remarks. I am not say

ing that America is coming over to England

and going to wipe us all out; there is no

such idea in my mind; but what I do say is

that we are going to get serious competition

from America within the next few years."

Russia Sustains Another Defeat.

Russia was defeated again last Week, not

by the Japanese, but by the Oldsmobile peo

ple. Andrew Zcmbriska, the Moscow agent

of the (lids cars. who is now in this coun

try, wagcrcd that a 20-borscp0wer Olds tour

ing car could not make the trip through the

snow from Detroit to (‘hicago, and the mak

crs promptly "took him up." Several times

thc car had to be dug out of the snowdrifts,

but the trip of 272 miles was made in a frac

tion under eighteen hours. The car was

v000 capital.

driven by G. S. Buck, advertising manager

of the firm.

The Week's lncorporations.

Lansing, Mich.-—The New Way Motor Co..

under Michigan laws, with $100,000 capital.

New York, N. Y.—“Le Marquis” Tire CO.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital.

Directory—Arthur C. Brady, Charles I. Scott,

7 Henry Nicot.

Dover, Del.—Oxford Motor Car 00., of

Pittsburg, Pa., under Delaware laws, with

$500,000 capital; to manufacture motor cars

and vehicles of all types.

New York, N. Y.—Times Square Automo

bile Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Directors—Morris Froehlich, Jesse

li‘roehlich and Frederick Bloch. '

Newark, N. J.—The Ford Kerosene Engine

Mfg. 00., under New Jersey laws, with $125,

000 capital. Incorporators—Henry Hosicr,

Samuel Oshinsky, Henry B. Ford.

Paterson, N. J.—The Paterson Automobile

Exchange, under New Jersey laws, with $10,

lncorporators—George M. Rus

ling, E. De Witt Carlough, Arrilla 1. Car

lough.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Automobile Livery &

Repair CO., under Ohio laws, with $10000

capital. Incorporators: L. P. Stein, G. C.

Conway, C. E. Harriet, C. L. Snyder and R.

E. Hyde.

Detroit, Mich—Walker Motor & Machine

i‘o., undcr Michigan laws, with $25,000 cap

ital. $4,730 paid in. Stockholders—Chas. L.

Walker, Henry A. Teal] and J. “'ilfred

Urummond.

Niagara Falls. N. Y.~Niagara Tachometer

& instrument t'o., under New York laws,

with Horrooo capital. Directors: Charles it.

liunticy, Addison H. Hlnman and George J.

liowurd, of Buffalo.

(‘liit-ngo, lll.~'i‘lie Importers’ CO., under Ii

iinois laws, with $2,500 capital, to do busi

ness in automobile and electrical sundries.

incoroprators—italph W. Condee, L. W. Con~

dcc and B. H. Kucbn.

Minneapolis, Minu.—Moulton, Jordan Motor

Car 00., under Minneapolis laws, with $120.

000 capital, to manufacture automobiles. In

corporators—E. H. Manton, Jr., Theordore C.

Jordan and Earl A. Mat-Vicar.

Detroit, BIlt'll.—~Ll‘lllllilt'li Bros. CO., undcr

Michigan laws, with $7.000 capital; to manu

fncturc leather covers and trimmings for au

tomobiles. lncorporntors. E. L. Leinbach.

(‘lyde Leinbacli and A. W. Mucr.

Minneapolis Trade Elects Old Leaders.‘

The Automobile Dealers‘ Association, Min

neapolis, Minn., made no change in the elec

tion of otiiccrs at thcir annual meeting. Ai

lr'rt Strong was rc-clcctcd president; W. '1‘.

Walker, sccrrtary. and E. II. Moultou, treas

urer.

in a discussion rcgarding the Chicago show

the president urged the mcmbcrs to refrain

from making disparaging remarks in their

business operations about competitors who

hail from the same town. and to act in union

as much as possible
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WANTS GARAGES LlCtNSED

Scarriit Advocates Such a Law and Would Have

Road Rights Made Revocable Privileges.‘

 

in his address, speaking to the subject “Au

tomobile Legislation," at the Automobile Club

of America on Tuesday, Winthrop E. Scar

ritt, former president of the club, dwelt par

ticularly on the inadequacy of fining reckless

drivers, and came out, quite unexpectedly to

his handful of hearers, with a suggestion to

withdraw a man’s right to use the roads.

He advocated “that on conviction, in addi

tion to other penalties for a first ofience, let

the license certificate be revoked for a period

of fifteen days; for a second offence, a revo

cation of thirty days, and for the third of

fence at revocation of one year."

Scarritt contended that 90 per cent of an

tomobilists sufi‘er on account of the remain

ing 10 per cent, which consists of either the

harum-scnrum, daredevil chaufifeur who can

never be taught a lesson by a fine or the

wealthy car owner who drives recklessly

and who is not in the least perturbed about

paying the fine.

it was his opinion that the object of sound

legislation is to protect the public, but not

retard the development of a new and im

portant industry.

“We are practically twelve years behind

on account of the restrictions placed on an

tomobiling," he remarked.

Another submonition concerned public gar

ages, and that they ought to be under the

supervision of the law. “They should be re

quired to take out a license," he said, “and

keep a record of each machine, showing the

exact time it was taken out and the exact

time it was brought back. The duplicate of

this record should be furnished the owner of

the car once a week, and no machine allowed

to go out without written orders from the

owner.”

Concerning chauffeurs, he

"that they take out a license and keep a rec

ord of the car when it leaves and returns to

the garage. In the event of the car becoming

disabled to immediately notify the owner."

Other suggestions were: "That all cars

above 5 horsepower be required to have tWo

brakes, one of which should be double acting;

that a speed of twelve miles an hour in cor

porate limits be permitted, and in thinly

populated districts eighteen to thirty miles

an' hour; no speed on highways greater than

is justly deemed safe."

"Due to the reckless chauffeurs, all automo

bilists are singled out and put in the crimi

nal class, with conspicuous tags attached to

the vchiclos," he added.

Scarritt then gave statistics, mcntiouing the

recent test on Fifth avenue, where it was

proved that 437 horse drawn vehicles ex-.

ceedcd the speed limit and no arrests were

made, whereas automobiilsts travelling at no

greater speed than the horse drawn vehicles

were promptly arrested.

-

recommended

The lecturer called attention to the fact

that a man's word, which is taken every

where without the suspicion of a doubt, is

doubted once he is in court on a charge of

overspeeding._

llot Shot for Detroit Men.

Sensational allegations were made lathe

Toledo (Ohio) court, before Judge Morris, last

Wednesday, relatiVe to the Toledo Fire,

Police, Notification & Auto Parcel Delivery

Co., which had so long a name and such a

short existence. Arvlde C. Hester was made

receiver of the defunct company, as men

tioned in the last issue of the Motor World,

and brought suit against the directors, charg

ing gross mismanagement. '

Attorney Monnctte, for the receiver, made

a scathing speech incourt. “Two men came

down from Detroit with the idea that To

ledoans were gullible and organized the com

pany, pocketing—yes, stealing—all the money.

The directors have paid no attention to the

business, but have let it go to the devil."

Creditors will get very little, if anything,

and Hester will probably have a libel suit to

fight.

Perkins has Ideas, Wants a Factory.

W. C. Perkins, of Stanhope, N. J., thinks

he has formulated a sufficient number of

workable ideas to manufacture automobiles.

Accordingly he has appeared before the Stan

h0pe Board Of Trade and petitioned them to

erect a suitable factory building, and sug

gests one 50x100 feet. A committee has been

canvassing the town for subscriptions, but

seems to have met with little success as yet.

 

 

 

Fire Wipes Out Ware Dealer.

Another winter fire has destroyed the au

tomobile and repair shop of E. S. Buggies,

Ware, N. H. The cause of the conflagration

was a defective chimney in another part of

the building. The loss is estimated at $5,000,

and the amount of the insurance only cover

half of that loss. -

 

Two Plants Instead oi.0ne.

The Wilson 8: Hayes Mfg. Co. write that

the report that they are removing their body,

bonnet and metal specialty factory from De

troit t0 Lansing, Mich., is due to misunder

standing. What they are doing is enlarging

their Detroit plant and establishing a branch

factory at Lansing.

 

Mlllfl Gets Move Room. _

Charles E. Miller, the well known New

York jobber and manufacturers’ agent, has

finally obtained the loft adjoining his present

place in Reade street. It adds a space 25x75

foot to his much needed elbow room.

 

Fire Destroys Gates's Garage.

‘ Frank H. Gates was among the sufferers

from the fire which swept Islip, Long Island,

last week. His garage and repair sh0p were

completely destroyed. _

The Ideal Machine & Automobile Co. has

begun business in Lebanon, Pa. J, C. Bow

man is its manager.

CHAUFFEURS FOR REFORM *
an, - -

“ Not .1 Labor Union" Declares New Organi

zation and then Outlines Possible Usefulness.'

The newly organized ChauiIeurs’ Assoeia

tiou of America, which has its headquarters

in Philadelphia, is clamoring for reform.

.One of the so-called aDUses which it hopes

to correct is the operating of automobiles by

couchmen and laborers under the owner's

license. Frank Bradley, president of the or.

ganization, has this to say in the chauffeurs'

defense:

“This is not a labor union. We do not

intend to dictate wages or hours, but rather

to protect professional chnutfenrs from the

odium which arises from accidents caused

by irresponsible persons. It is also our ob

ject to encourage the formation of associa

tions in other cities, so that there may be a

chain of clubhouses throughout the country

where chauffeurs may stop and meet others

of the fraternity.

“One of the chief causes of accidents hero

in Philadelphia and in other cities is the

promiscuous granting of licenses to inexperi

enced persons. Any man may go to the

Bureau of Boiler Inspection, and by the pay

ment of $2.50 get a license to run an auto

mobile, whether he knows the flrt thing

about the car or not. A license should not

be granted to any person until he has shown

that he knows the principles of gasolene,

steam and electric automobiles. This, of.

course, would require a competent city of

ticial to conduct examinations. We have

nothing against the Bureau Of Boiler In

spection, but the trouble lies with the regu

lations governing automobihng; the sport has

grown so rapidly that the city officials have

not kept' abreast with it. This is true, not

alone in Philadelphia, but in nearly every

other city.,

"Many accidents are caused by automobile

owners themselves. They are not, as a rule,

practical men, and yet they take more risks

than a seasoned chauffeur. If these men

were required to pass a rigid examination

before they are allowed to have a permit,

there would be less accidents. Applicants

have to pass a strict examination before they

can be admitted to the Chaulfeurs' Associa

tion, and we consider ‘turn about fair play.’ "

 

The Rush for Fisks.

Evidence of the extent to which the Fisk

mechanically fastened tire has “caught on"

is indicated by the fact that the Fisk fac

tory, at Chicopee Falls, Mass, last week he

gun to work 22 hours out of the 24.

This rushing state of affairs was made.

noccssni'y, despite the fact that only last

month the Fisk people took possession of a

new four story addition to their plant, 45x120

feet. At the same time, they moved into

their new shipping and office building, which

is a three story structure, 87x45 feet, the

ottlce occupying one of the floors. The orig

inal factory building, which is, of course,

still in use, is of three stories, 50x150 feet.
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IF THE FISK l'lAll FAILED

to “make good "

you would not now be hearing so

much about

MEBHANIBALLY FAENEI] TIRES

,I'N O_T E‘VTH‘ E %

" CUSHION

  

It was the first tire of the sort—the first real automobile tire, and its remarkable

success is what has caused the the world to “sit up and take notice.” The fact is

perfectly obvious to all who use their brains to think with, and conveys a world of

significance.

It's full oi "meet."

LW

Let us send you a copy of our booklet.

 

The Fisk Rubber Company, chimp“ Fans. Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chlago. 52 State street.

BOSTON, 226 Columbul Ave. CHICAGO. 1251 Mlchlxan AVQ.

SPRINGFIELD, 40 letht St. ST. LOUIS. 8908 Olive St.

NEW YORK, 764—756 Seventh Ave. OMAHA. 1116 Farnum St.

PHILADELPHI \. 828 Arch St. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Maln St.

ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St. MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Henneoln Ave.

SYRACUSEBS 80. Clinton St. DENVER, 1634 Glenarm 8t.

BUFFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second 8!.

LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Mulu St.

DETROIT, 254 Jefferson Ave

MONTREAL: CANADA IDNDON. ENGLAND

i
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The Length of Palm

Is the long frame here to stay, or will the

experience of the coming season show that

the extreme has been overstepped and mark

a return to more moderate dimensions in this

respect? ‘

As matters stand in this country, the ques

tion is somewhat premature, and can hard

ly meet with a definite answer until its ad

vantages have been balanced against its

shortcomings in the scale of experience on

American roads, for it is only since the in

troduction 0f the side entrance tonneau that

what appears to be the maximum, or prob

ably what nmy prove to be a little too much

for safety, has been reached.

Abroad, on the other hand, the consensus of

opinion appears to be that the maximum was

attained before this added incentive made

further lengthening a necessity, and, accord

ing to foreign contemporaries, efforts are al

ready making to get around the difficulty.

This is particularly true in France, whose

makers have usually led the way where

frames and bodies are concerned, and it is

remarked that several of the leading firms

are now building short frames to carry side

entrance bodies, and making such a radical

departure as to place the engine under the

driver’s seat in order to accommodate the

new arrangement. By this means the usual

landaulet, coupé, limousine or double phas

ton can be easily fitted to a frame of this

type, which is thus shortened almost by the

length of the usual motor bonnet, the steer

ing gear being placed well forward so as to

economize as much of the front space as pos

sible.

It is said that the long frame has not

given unqualified satisfaction abroad during

the last season, owing to the fact that with

increased length the difficulty of adequately

supporting the load and taking care of the

strains is added to in inverse ratio.

Excessive weight in the frame itself or an

elaborate system of stays or trusses are al

ternatives equally undesirable, and both of

which will add to the tircmaker's troubles,

but how otherwise is the requisite strength

to be attained? Much can be done by im

provement in the quality and suitability of

the material employed without unduly in

creasing the weight, as has been demon

strated in the case of freight and passenger

cars built of pressed steel. But the con

stantly increasing weight of covered bodies

is a factor that cannot be ignored, and it is

said to be the experience of makers abroad

that the long frames suffered badly enough

from the jolting and racking over rough

roads without the latter. Torsion strains due

to the use of the propeller shaft are likewise

an incident to be c0nsidcred, owing to the

more general adoption of this form of drive.

The inconvenience of negotiating corners

under crowded traffic conditions, as in win

ter, when the car is used almost entirely in

the city, and that of storage of the lengthy

car in the ordinary coachhouse are put for

ward abroad as further detracting from the

value of extra length, but these are con

siderations of insufficient weight to enter

into the designer’s calculations, and doubt

less the former is somewhat exaggerated, as

it is safe to say that no difliculty of this

nature has been encountered with the long

framed car here, which even in its extreme

does not surpass the length of the average

horse drawn vehicle when combined with its

motive power.

American roads are notoriously bad, and if

the foreign car with long frame has suifered

sufliciently serious damage, when run over

the immeasurably superior roads of the Con

tinent to compel its makers to consider a

return to former standards of length, it would

seem to go without saying that their experi

ence will be duplicated here, but only the

latter will tell.

 
 

The Dream and the Awakening.

When the wish is father to the thought,

the dreams of a day that can be dreamed are

past understanding. The conflict between

sport and commercialism which served to

mar the Florida speed carnival caused some

dreams of the sort, it some of the stories

printed last week are correctly interpreted.

The dreamers saw the galvanizati0n of that

dear old reminescence, the American Motor

League~saw it swallowing the American Au

tomobile Association and with a firm direct

ing grasp on automobile sport. The dream

undoubtedly caused long itching palms to

itch the more.

To-day, however, the beautiful sleep pict

ure is seen to have been but an empty night

The A. A. A. has come through the

tire unscathed, and with more strength than

All wounds are healed, all

breaches closed, and the directing head is one

at whom no man dare point a finger. The

turn of events has proved most happy in its

results', although it must be admitted that

it holds small hope for itching palms.

Ullll‘t‘.

ever before.

It would have been a sorry day had the

reverse proved the case. The idea that two

cx-professionals, one a former English run

ner, the other a Welsh six days’ cyclist with

a peculiarly interesting past, who have fast

ened themselves, or attempted to fasten

themselves, on the new sport, should, backed

by a firm of hotelkeepers, attempt to set up

themselves as its dictators or to in any way

influence the direction or control of automo

bilihg is repugnant to every sense. It is

small wonder that real sportsmen should re

sent such a situation, or that they should de

terminedly rally around their standard.

If it were not for the fact that the two

professional “sportsmen” in question con

trolled by mortgage or otherwise influenced

certain more or less public prints and

have what may be termed a “newspaper fol

lowing," the whole affair, and, indeed, the so

cailod motor league itself, would be as amus

ing as it is significant. The prints are able

to make things appear large and rose-hued

when in fact they are mere dark specks, and

this is the case in this instance. Uncovered
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the little retinue stands exposed as identical

ly the same set of men who, through the fa

vors of one of their number and who ob

tained the lion’s share, extracted most of the

“perquisites” that came of the bountiful days

of the League of American Wheelmen—the

professional six days' cyclist alone exeepted.

His “sportsmanship,” which reached its

zenith during a considerable episode that oc

curred at Hartford, Conn., placed him out

side the L. A. W. pale. Practically all of the

others obtained their “hits” in the form of

handicapping fees. This is not to their dis

credit; they doubtlt-ss earned their money.

But what is remarkable is that several of

those who “fell out” with the chief dispenser

of patronage, and damned him as lustily as

once they acclaimed him, in print and out of

it, returned to his shrine when he set up him

self or was set up in a seeming position of

power in automobiling. Save one, the near

est that any of the coterie come to being au

tomobilists is the possessorship of “automo

bile cups.” It also is worthy of remark that

at least four of the men concerned were for

mer business associates of the craftiest and

more affluent of the former British “sports

man,” while a fifth one, ensconced in an of

ficial position in the Chicago Automobile

Club, adroitiy throws the anti-A. A. A. spit

halls in the West, where three other former

associates also are located.

0f such is the opposition to the A.- A. A.

constituted. The truth is not pleasant, but it

is well that it should come' out. This is it;

and there is not a man who dares say to the

contrary.

1n passing, it may be remarked that the

organization that does not control racing has

no handicapping fees and few other pecuni

ary favors to dispense.

=

Where the Blame Rests.

It is not pleasant to believe that an ex‘

cess of publicity and popularity have gone to

such a level head as that possessed by Win

throp E. Scarritt. It is not possible, how

ever, to escape the unpleasant suggestion

when be publicly urges the revocation of the

autoniobiiist‘s right to use the public road as

a means of subduing the scorching evil.

Mr. Scarritt's suggestion is unfortunate, as

it will undoubtedly serve as a strong peg

upon which much undesirable legislation may

be hung. It rights are inherited, few, if any,

are more precious than the right of the free

man to use the public roads in a vehicle of

his choosing; and this right is inherited. We

believe it is irrevocable, and that it will be

so proven on the first occasion it is put to the

test. It cannot be clouded or affected by the

hue and cry of the multitude or by the of

fences 0f the few. It is a right that should

be preserved at every cost.

So far as concerns the State of New York,

there is ample legislation now on the books

for all purposes. It covers practically every

point, and, properly and vigorously applied,

it is quite sufliclent to subdue the worst ter

ror of the road.

So far as concerns New York City, the mag

istrates, who are given to delivering speeches

whenever an automobilist is brought before

them, are entirely to blame. On not one oc

casion that we can recall have they applied

the limit of the law, or even the “second

gear,” so to speak. Despite their scoldings,

their dispensation of Justice has in the main

been tempered with mercy—too much of it,

perhaps. If they scolded less and appeared

less anxious to see themselves quoted in

print, and brought the law to hear more

hardly it would cover every point.

The mental attitude of these magistrates

was never better illustrated than by an inci

dent which occurred in one of the city courts

within the last month. At the offending

chaufleur who was brought before him the

learned judge hurled this question:

"‘What would you do if you saw a crowd of

people at a street crossing?"

“Apply my brakes," very naturally re

sponded the chaufieur, which is exactly what

009,999 out of 1,000,000 men would do.

“You would do nothing of the sort,” re

torted the magistrate; “you would run into

the crowd.”

It seems to afford these lower tribunals

more satisfaction to deliver themselves in

this fashion than to really vigorously enforce

the law.

Perhaps the most flagrant oiTence in which

an automobile has been involved was that

in which an aged countryman was knocked

from his wagon on the road, inside the limits

of New York, by a chauffeur indulging in a

midnight carousal in his employer’s car and

without the owner’s permission. The chauf

feur had not the common courage of a dog,

and left the victim lying at the side of the

road, where he was found at daylight

wrapped in a blanket. His life hung in the

balance, and, though he recovered, his in

juries are such that they will afl‘ect him for

life.

The public prints were filled with righteous

denunciations of the coward, and the Auto

mobile Club of America was moved to offer

a reward of $100 for his arrest and convic

tion. ,

The incident served to open the floodgates

of condemnation of automobiles generally.

What was the outcome? The detectiVes, who

devoted themselves to the task of running

down the perpetrator of the cowardly deed,

performed their work well. They practical

ly secured a confession from the man him

self. They certainly obtained witness a

plenty. There were seventeen of them in

court when the case was called for trial.

Two of them were heard, and the prisoner

was promptly discharged. When the chief

detectives in the case sought to say a word

he was abruptly ordered out of the presence

of the court.

The case was so flagrant that the Motor

World tried to get at the bottom of the mis

carriage of justice. It seemed only too plain

that influence had been brought to bear.

Our investigations went so far as to prove

that there was scarcely a reasonable doubt

but that the right man had been apprehended.

The detectives and witnesses were ready to

swear to it. The magistrate himself was the

one man who held the key to the solution.

He fell ill about the time the Motor World

had builded up its case sufliciently to place

it before him and to try to “draw him out."

Three separate endeavors to see the invalid

were unavaillng. His death put an end to it

all.

The instance is a typical one. The chauf

feur in question was the employe of a promi

nent man, and, though he deserved no mercy,

he obtained it in unjust measure. He was

not a rich automobilist, about whom the pub

lic prints prattle as being the chief defiers

of the law. In fact, it is notorious that it is

not the rich man, but the humble chaufieur,

who is the most notorious offender. A num~

her of them have been arrested three sev

eral times, but not one of them has been

given the limit of the law nor even the limit

fit the fine that it is possible to impose.

if there is any blame for the state of things:

if. indeed, the hue and cry which has been

raised has not been due wholly to unreason

able fear on the part of the populace, in

flamed by the newspapers, the blame rests,

as we have said, with the magistrates, and

with no one else. There is no reason for fur

ther legislation. There is no reason under

the sun for revoking a man’s right to use the

public highways. As long as he is at lib

erty he should be free to use them lawfully,

and when and where he will.
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Floodgates of Automobile Legislation are Opened.

Indiana Defeats an Odor-our Amendment.

The advocacy of the Crumpacker Automo

bile bill by the members of the upper house

of the General Asembly in Indiana on last

Wednesday afternoon gave rise to an amend

ment that, if carried, would have been dis

astrous to the intents of the bill. Skilful

jockeying of phrases, however, eliminated

the dangerous provision, and the bill be

came a law by a vote of ~14 to 2. The Sena

tors voting in opposition to the bill were

Thralls and Durre.

Before the final vote was called for an

amendment was proposed that empowered

county officials and road commissioners to

make arrests of chauffeurs of cars that give

out an obnoxious odor of gasolene, but this

amendment was promptly thrown out and

the bill passed as read.

Senator Crumpacker‘s bill, as outlined in

last week‘s Motor World, provides'a speed

limit of eight miles an hour in the business

sections of cities and towns, fifteen miles

for other parts of a municipality, and twen

ty miles on country roads. Every car must

be licensed with the Secretary of State, and

numbers not less than five inche in height

must be displayed at all times. The regis

tration fee is $1. A white light in front and

a red light behind must be shown between

one hour after sunset and one hour before

sunrise. On signal from the rider or driver

of a horse. which has become frightened the

car must be stopped until the animal is un

der control. If necessary to quiet the ani

mal, the engine must be stopped.

 

Three Bull: in Minnesota.

.Three automobile bills are now pending in

the Minnesota Legislature, all of them mak

ing for mischief.

Senator Thompson apparently got hold of a

copy of the old and mischievous New York

law, since repealed, as his bill embodies its

silly provisions requiring that no automobile

is to pass a horse, foot passenger or domestic

animal at a speed over eight miles an hour,

nor pass any schoolhouse between the hours

of 8 n. m. and 4 p. m., nor any church on Sun

days, nor within half a mile of any postof

fice faster than eight miles an hour. A pro

vision is made for the registration of the

number of every car with the Secretary of

State on payment of a fee of $2. The penal.

ties range from $30 to $100. The bill em

powers county commissioners to fix their

own speed limits and to make “general rules"

—latitude that will result in chaos.

The other two bills were introduced in the

House by Assemblyman Kelly and Thun

dale, respectively. The principal changes

proposed by the Kelly bill are that an auto

mobilist must slow down to five miles an

hour when passing a horse, and that the

number of the car must be printed on both

sides of the car in numerals at least 4%

inches high. 'l‘hundale’s measure is similar

to Thompson's, excepting a clause which pro

vides for the repeal of the present law.

 

New Hampshire May Fix $3 Fee.

chrcscntativc Samuel Couch, of Manches

ter, is the author of New Hampshire‘s automo

bile bili, which is now pending in the legis

lature of that State and which is practically

a reproduction of laws now in force in the

other New England States. It requires that

all machines be registered in the office of

the Secretary of State, for which a fee of $3

will be charged. It specifies that a car must

not be run at a greater rate of speed than

twenty miles an hour on the country roads

and ten miles in towns. 0n approaching a

crossing the car must be slowed up. Each

machine must be fitted with an adequate

brake, a muffler and a horn or bell. Speed

must also be lessened when passing a horse

drawn vehicle. Persons convicted of violat

ing any of the provisions of the act shall be

fined $121), and on the second conviction be

fined $50, and oil the third conviction be fined

$100 or be imprisoned not exceeding thirty

days.

 

California Senator Wants Badges Worn.

Sclltlim' (‘harles M. Shortrldge, of Santa

t'lara County, (‘al.. has declared against au

tomobiles. motor bicycles and steam road

rollers; not declared absolutely that the space

eliminator-s and the stately ironers of the

roads must be abolished, but rather that all

such vehicle-s be regulated as to speed and

identification. "The details of Shortridge’s

idea are embodicd in a bill which the Sena

tor from Santa (Yiara introduced in the upper

housc last week. The bill meanders through

quite a volume of closely typcwrltcn vellum

pages, but the gist of the measure is that

each county shall see to the regulation of the

speed of all automobiles. motor bicycles and

steam rollers, and that each chaufieur must

be licensed by the. State and wear a badge

on his coat like a policeman.

The rate of speed to be allowed is to be

determined by the various boards of super

visors of the various counties, and is to be

computed according to the use of the roads

by horse drivcn vehicles and by the popula

tion bordering on the roads. The result of

such computation is to be printed and posted

at intervals of every quarter mile in a con

spicuous place along the roads.

instead of the usual method of licensing the

car, the chauffeur must be licensed, and, be

sides the badge worn, the number must be

displayed on the body of the car and on the

lamps. The violation of any sections of the

bill Shortridge would have punished by a

fine of not less than $100 nor more than $250,

or by thirty days‘ imprisonment. In case

of inability to pay the fine the magistrate be

fore whom the case is tried may hold the au

tomobile until the fine is paid.

 

Tinkering in Massachusetts. too.

Automobilists in Massachusetts will find

their presence greatly needed at the various

committee hearings of proposed amendments

to the existing automobile law. The bill, No.

759, relative to the speed at which automo

biles may be operated on the public roads,

was given a hearing last Thursday, and coun

sel for certain egotistical Massachusetts gen

tlemen, who firmly believe in the incarcera~

tion of all automobilists, attended the hearing

and quite naturally expressed themselves

feelingly on the subject.

' Thornton K. Lothrop, who would place an

tomobilists in the same class as common

drunks if he could be the ruling power, pro

posed that the penalty clause of the automo

bile law be modelled after the drunk law:

that on the first offence the offender shall go

free, the second offence shall be punished by

a fine, and the third infraction shall mean im

prisonment. The only change would be thc

omission of the fine stage, so that there

would be only two stages in the “downward

progress” of the transgressor.

In this bill the Highway Commission dc

sires to have its judicial powers increased;

to have a registration terminated with the

transfer of ownership of an automobile; to

prohibit al. but Massachusetts numbers on a

car, and bring all foreign machines within

its power; to retain power to revoke a manu

facturer’s or a dealer’s certificate of registra

tion, and to give novices an opportunity to

learn to operate a car without breaking the

law. At this hearing no objections to the

proposed amendment developed, but it was

made. plain that a number of influential citi

zens will make a strong effort to change the.

penalty clause of the bill. It is desired to

amend the law so that the Highway Commis

sion must revoke an operator's license or

certificate if he has been twice convicted of

overspecding. Then, it an unregistered mn

chlne is operated or an unlicensed chauffeur

operates a car, it is desired to make the pun

ishment of the owner a sentence of thirty

days or more in jail.

The hearing on this matter was not con

cluded, but after the horse owning members

of the opposition had talked themselves

hoarse in denouncing automobiiists the pre

siding officer graciously announced that the

hearing would be continued Friday, Febru

ary 14.

Besides the continuation of the hearing of

the above bill, the committee will take up
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another bill proposed by the Highway Com

mission. This measure is based upon the

recommendritlon in the annual report of the

commission that it be given the right to

further regulate speed on certain highways

upon petition of interested parties, increas

ing it on some roads and decreasing it on

others. This bill will undoubtedly be sup

ported generally by automobilists, as there

are many open, straight stretches of roads

in the country where a higher rate of speed

than is now permitted would be absolutely

safe, although, as a matter of fact, the pas

sage of this bill would merely mean the legal

izing of a. practice that now exists and has

been in vogue for several years.

The other matter to be considered on this

eventful day is the bill relative to the speed

of automobiles, which reads as follows: “The

gearing and other mechanical devices used

for transmission of power from the engines

of motors of motor vehicles shall be so ar

ranged that the speed of said motor vehicle

cannot exceed that permitted by law."

This provision is akin to the one now pend

ing in the New Jersey Legislature, and is,

of course, as impossible of enforcement. As

one observer pointed out, a car with gear

ing capable of developing fifteen miles an

hour necessarily would be under the ban of

the law if run in places where the speed

limit is ten miles an hour, or on park roads,

where the limit is eight miles.

 

Delaware Hears a Jester's Bill.

Representative Jester, of Delaware, has in

troduced an automobile bill in the legislat

ure now in session at Dover which befits his

name, although some clauses of the act seem

reasonable enough. The Representative must

have copied his measure from the Pennsyl

vania law, for the bill contains terms and

legal expressions peculiar to Pennsylvania

that could not apply to Delaware. For in

stance, it provides that certain forfeited bail

shall revert to ovcrseers of the poor in vari

ous “townships” in which the money shall

be forfeited. Provision also is made for ap

peals to the “Courts of Common Pleas." If

the truth be known, there are no townships

or Courts of Common Pleas in Delaware,

but the townships are designated as “Hun

dreds."

Stripped of Its Verblage, the set provides

that all owners of motor vehicles must file

a declaration of competence to drive the

machine, in the office of the Secretary/of

State, together with a description of the au

tomobile, the name of the owner, etc. A reg

istration fee of $1 is required to be paid to

the Secretary of State, for which a IICcfiSQ

shall be issued, and no further nccnsc or per

mit shall be required. This applies to all

owners of automobiles in Delaware and to

non-resident automobilists passing through

Delaware.

This feature of the bill as now drafted,

however, will need amending some way.

Thus a tourist on his way from Chester, Pa.,

for instance, to Elkton, Md, :1 distance of

only about thirty miles, would be unable to

pass through Delaware without first having

taken out a Delaware license.

On each automobile the license number shall

be displayed on a tag with numbers three

inches in height. Each machine shall carry

two lights, capable of throwing rays two

hundred feet, and on each lamp shall be

marked the signal numbers one inch in

height. Each machine shall have an efficient

brake or brakes and a horn, bell or other

signal device.

Speed limits are set forth as follows: In

“town, township, hundred or village" where

houses are more than one hundred feet apart,

a speed of one mile in six minutes upon

the sharp curves of a treet or highway. A

speed of one mile in seven minutes where

such street or highway passes through the

built up portion of a “city, town, township,

hundred or village" where the houses are less

than one hundred feet apart. Elsewhere, a

speed of one mile in three minutes, provided

that nothing shall be construed to permit an

unreasonable speed. Any person driving an

automobile on any public road, street, drive

way or parkway on a bet or wager, or in a

race, shall be fined, not exceeding $50 or im

prisoned not exceeding twenty days.

Penalties prescribed are as follows: For

failing to secure a certificate or license, $50

fine; for failing to display the license tag,

$15; for failing to carry proper lights, sig

nals, etc., $10; for exceeding the speed in

towns and on sharp curves and intersections,

$25; for exceeding the speed in built up sec

tions, $25; for exceeding the straightway

speed limit, $50; for failing to stop the car

when signalled to do so, $10, or in default of

any of the above fines imprisonment not ex

ceeding ten days. For a second conviction

for excessive speeding, instead of a fine, im

prisonment not exceeding ten days shall be

imposed.

 

Hayseed Influence Takes Form in Wisconsin.

1f the number of automobile restriction

bills introduced at this session of the Wis

consin Legislature is any criterion it is likely

that the regulation of automobiles will be the

principal issue before that body. At least

this subject has so far received more atten

tion than any other, and from present indica

tions there will be an avalanche of measures

having the control of automobiles in view be

fore the session adjourns.

Speaker Lenroot, of Superior, introduced by

request of a farmers’ grange a bill regulat

ing the speed of automobiles in rural dis

tricts. Between the hours of sunset and 10

o'clock at night the speed of automobiles is

not to exceed four miles an hour, while at

other times of the day it is not to exceed

eight miles an hour. Whenever an automo

bile approaches a horse or team on the high

way the chauffeur must stop until the horse

driven vehicle passes. The penalty for viola

tions is a fine of from $10 to $100, and jus

tices of the peace are to have jurisdiction.

Assemblyman John Thomas, of Racine

County, introduced a measure in the House

which provides that no automobile or other

similar motor vehicle shall be allowed on the

highways of the State unless it shall have

first been registered with the Secretary of

State, and he thinks the license is worth $10.

Numbers must be'attached to the car in a

conspicuous place, and each machine must be

provided with brake, bell or born. The speed

provisions of the measure specify that within

the corporate limits of cities the speed shall

not be greater than eight miles an hour, fif

teen miles on country roads and eight miles

within half a mile of any postoflice. No per

son undcr 'eightccn years shall be allowed to

operate an automobile. The most exotic por

tion of the bill is that which will compel the

engines of cars to be stopped when passing

any horse, which means that no automobile

will be able to run in cities or towns where

horses are common. For violation of the law

the punishment shall be, for the first offence,

a fine of $50 or imprisonment in the county

Jail for thirty days, or both, at the discretion

of the magistrate; for each subsequent of

fence :1 fine of not more than $100 nor less

than $50, or imprisonment in the county jail

for sixty days, or both.

Assemblyman Turner‘s bill provides a $2

registration fee, otherwise it is the same as

the Thomas bill.

 

Apologizes for Texas' Bill.

In Texas all Texans obey the law! It is

only the mean fellows who come from other

States who offend it. At any rate, this is

the substance of what Assemblyman Hall

stated last week in apology for the automo—

bile bill he then proceeded to introduce.

“There are many automobiles in this State,

but the parties who own them are careful,

considerate and humane men and take par

ticular care to avoid frightening teams," he

said. “Therefore this bill does not neces

sarily apply to them, but to pleasure seekers

from other States, who are not so solicitous

of the public’s safety."

Section 1 of the bill provides that it “shall

be unlawful for any person or persons, with

the exception hereinafter named, to drive,

speed or operate any automobile, motor car

or racycle, or any motor vehicle of any kind,

whether any such automobile, motor car, ra

cycie or other motor vehicle be used as a

public hack, truck or for hire or for private

use, for pleasure or busmess, except railway

locomotives and electric cars, upon, across

and over the public roads of this State in

such a careless, reckless and wanton manner

as to endanger the life, person or property of

any other users of. such public places."

Section 2 states that automobiles must stop

on meeting any teams drawn by horses,

mules or oxen if the animals appear fright

ened, and remain at a standstill until the ani

mal drawn vehicle has passed.

The other three sections of the measure re

late to lamps, registration and penalties. All

motor vehicles shall carry two lamps in front,

except motor bicycles, which are required'to

carry but one lamp. A permit must be ob

tnined from the county clerk, and on payment

of the fee of $1 he will issue numbers, which

must be displayed on the rear of the vehicle.

Numbers are not allowed to be transferred or

loaned to another person. Any person violat

ing the law shall be deemed guilty of a mis

demeanor, and upon conviction shall be pun.

lshed by a fine of not less than $10 nor more

than $100
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BEST OF LOCAL SHOWS

New York's Skimming of the Cream Leaves

Chicago Bereft of General Interest and

Little that is New Comes to the

Surface—A "Negro Lady " the

Feature of the Show.

 

Chicago, Feb. 6.-—After New York, the Chi

cago show—but how very much after, neither

the geographical distance nor the interim

of a few weeks adequately accounts for.

UNREADINESS AGAIN THE RULE.

Despite the fact that a large percentage

of the exhibitors are nearer Chicago than

New York, the doors were thrown open Sat

urday afternoon on a woefully incomplete and

forlorn-looking aggregation of cars, such was

their isolation in some instances. It was

further noticeable that those most distant

were the first to show completed exhibits.

The more or less deserted appearance of the

floor, coupled with the incessant din of many

hammers and saws, lent their attractions to

the scene, in spite Of which the attendance

on the first afternoon and evening was large

-—some twenty to thirty per cent. in excess

of last year's introduction.

None the less, the Chicago show is a great

big thing—for Chicago—and as everything is

comparative, it can only be regarded in this

light with a none too sparing use of the

kindly veil of charity.

It is, in short, much in the same category

as the Philadelphia affair and the many

lesser lights that follow it—a matter of great

interest to the local fraternity and to the Chi

cago public in general—but, on the whole, a

largely local dealers’ and agents’ show, the

makers, in the majority of instances, leaving

their interests in the hands of their repre

sentatives in this vicinity.

With the cream so well skimmed oil by

Gotham’s priority, as well as superior claims

to importance, Chicago must perforce take

second place, and the management has not

only made the most of its opportunities in

the matter, but produced something that few

have regretted to see go down in history

with each passing year of the four as “The

Chicago Show."

THE QUESTION AND THE ANSWER.

Stone throwing is a luxury that few can

afford, particularly when the missiles par

take of the nature of the boomerang, so that

expression on the part of prominent exhibit

ors of the show, as a whole, is guarded. The

question, “Well, what do you think of it?”

usually meets with a quizzical look on the

countenance of the interviewed, and a broad

smile is the natural outcome when glances

meet.

The favorite answer to this pointed inter

rogatory is, “It’s the Chicago show," at once

brief, to the point and all embracing, it ad

mits of no further questioning.

When the doughty manager who lords it

over the Coliseum and all and sundry therein

during show week, first assumed the office,

his guiding star and fast set purpose was the

automobile, its advancement, and with it the

advancement of the interests of all con

cerned, first, last and all the time. But has

any one ever doubted the potency of the au

tomobile, whether in its freak coddiing

clothes of half a decade since, or in its pres

ent state of glittering, polished brass and

steel perfection, as an attraction? Nor should

they. Then, why, oh, why, in attempting

to make the best of his opportunities, does

he persist in trying to belittle man’s most

perfect mechanical achievement by methods

purely Chicagoese—ringlng in cheap vaude

ville—and as what? An attraction? Save the

word.

WHEN THE COLORED CONTRALTO

"OBLIGES."

To quote one of Chicago's dailies: “The

vaudeville show provided by the-manage

ment will be something pleasing this year.

Soloists have been engaged to entertain dur~

ing the evening. Among the soloists is Miss

Albert Benson, a local contraito," and like

wise a lady of color."

What next? A cakewalk? How low are

the mighty fallen that the monarch of the

road should need the quavering strains of a

dark contraito to beguile his admirers to the

Coliseum or to keep their attention on such

fine points as frames and suspension, igni

tion and carburretion while there.

In the opinion of one of the exhibitors,

delivered in a tone well calculated to voice

his disgust, “Why not place tables all along

the aisles, ring in some more song and dance,

serve beer and be done with it?”

No continuous performance other than that

afforded by the shining rows of exhibits

themselves was necessary to fill Madison

Square Garden every day in the week from

10 a. in. until so late in the evening that

spectators had to be driven away. Is the

Chicagoan a diderent breed that he must‘

needs have everything a la music hall?

FLAGS THE CHIEF DECOTIATION.

Another noticeable difference between the

New York show and this, its attempted du

plicate, is that in the former the exhibitors

provided all the decorations and used them

for their own benefit—mirrors, trellis work,

potted palms and the trained hand and eye

of the professional decorator lent an aes

thetic air to something otherwise purely me

chanical—here, with one or two exceptions,

the exhibitors have left this entirely to the

management, which has provided a profu—

sion of flags, which, if nothing else, are at

least well out of the way up under the roof.

The Rambler, with a more complete exhibit

in that room to show two additional cars, or

five in all, is available; the Peerless, with

the Green Dragon, of Oldfield fame, as the

piece de resistance; the Electric Vehicle Co.,

with its usual very complete showing of all

its products, flanked across the aisle by an

equally attractive exhibit of the Pope Motor

Car 00.; the Royal Tourist, Cadillac, Pack

ard, Autocar, Elmore, Thomas, Woods, Win

ton, Haynes, Olds, Pierce Arrow, Locomobile,

White, Stevens-Duryea, and a few of the

other old standbys who have formed the

bulk of every show predominate the centre of

the main floor, the Apperson and Knox ex.

hibits being the first to greet the visitor as

he comes in the door. Some of the junior

entrants into the fold, not requiring so much

space, are ranged around the walls between

the abuttments of the arches, while the

lesser lights and, unfortunately, some not

coming under the head of “also theres" have

perforce been relegated to the annex, the

second floor of which, where the accessory

dealers are housed, would do credit to a

Chicago department store, its arrangement

is such an excellent imitation of the latter.

And one and all of the gentry who handle

everything under the sun in the way of

parts were howling long and loud at being

compelled to exhibit in semi-darkness, as

the only lighting provided was in the shape

of a few rows of incandescent lamps close

to the high ceiling.

FEYV FOREIGN CARS 1N EVIDENCE.

Besides being a local or neighborhood show,

so far as interest is concerned, the Chicago

exhibit is now an almost purely American

show, and a view of the limited—one is

tempted to characterise it as mean—display

of the three lonesome foreign firms who have

had the hardihood to have their agents ex

hibit, besides those of the leading domestic

builders, would cause the gentlemen from

over the water to open their eyes and think

there was something doing in the way of an

American automobile industry, after all. The

Renault, represented by a solitary chassis

stuck in an alcove to one side of the pas

sageway between the main floor and annex,

and two German makers complete the list,

and only the last, with three complete cars,

made much of an attempt at an exhibit.

There was a Mercedes car also, but no one

knew it as such, as, topped off by a body

in the rough, it was only there to exploit

the builders of the latter, C. P. Kimball &

Co., of Chicago.

Of the cars not seen in New York, the

Woods, a new departure in the shape of a

40 h. p. gasolene car, is now being placed on

the market by the Woods Motor Vehicle Co.

This has a 4 cylinder vertical engine, 5x5,

with mechanical valves, both placed on the

same side, thus reducing the gearing and

cam shafts necessary to a minimum. A 108

inch wheel base is used, the wheels running

on imported ball bearings. High tension,

with two sets of accumulators, is employed,

and the builders have followed acknowledged

standards of superiority throughout in de

signing a car with which to enter the gaso

lene field. At present but two bodies are

being put forward, the tonneau, at $4,250.

and a very elaborately finished limousine,

at $5,000. This company is also showing a

novelty in the form of a light electric run—

about, equipped with a 8 h. p. motor, sus

pended directly beneath the centre of the

vehicle and with a direct drive through

bevel gearing.
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The Dolson is another Western product,

the makers of which pin their faith to the

horizontal opposed engine. And about this

motive power, rated at 20-24 h. p., they have

constructed a very neat and serviceable look

ing tonneau to sell at $1,500. Planetary trans

mission with chain drive is employed, a spe

cial feature of this car being the method of

spring suspension employed, which is said

to reduce the force of jolts and shocks trans

mitted to the frame and engine to a mini

mum.

The Jackson is the product of another

Western maker, the Jackson Automobile 00.,

of Jackson, Mich, and is the outcome of

experience with steam and gasoiene extend

ing over several years. The first Jackson

produced in 1901 was a steam runabout to

sell at $850; the next a steam Stanhope, at

$1,000, and after that a 3 cylinder compound

engine, driving a car for four passengers, at

the same price. Then steam was given up

for gasolene, and a single cylinder gasolene

runabout at $650 was put forward. From

the last it has been but a matter of improve

ment and increase of power to the double

opposed cylinder touring car at $1,250 that

now bears the Jackson standard.

TWO ATTRACTIVE WESTERN CARS.

The Royal Automobile Co., of Chicago, is

the title of an entirely new corner in the

field to manufacture a line of both electric

and gasolene machines. In the former they

display runabouts, phaetons, Victories and

Stanhopes, all equipped with the “Imperial”

motor of their own make. One of these mo

tors is located directly inside each rear hub,

and drives the wheels independently through

a double reduction gear. Dismantled, there

are scarcely half a dozen parts to each, and

they form a very compact and entirely self

contained driving unit. On the runabout,

listing at $650, a single motor, located in the

centre of the rear live axle, is used. In the

“Royal Princess," :1 gasolene touring car, the

standard horizontal opposed engine and

equipment are combined in an exceedingly

neat touring car, listing at $1,600, complete

with top.

The Richmond is a four vertical cylinder

air-cooled car, named after its birthplace in

Indiana. It combines a number of good

features usually only found on much higher

priced cars, although it sells at $1,750. Its

design is evidently the result of careful study

to produce the best possible tonneau car to

sell at this price.

USES ALUMINUM WATER JACKETS.

The Hammer is a comparatively new ar

rival, hailing from Detroit, in which the four

cylinders are cast integral without the water

jacket, thus permitting of critical examina

tion of the casting in the first instance and

investigation in case of cracking. The water

Jacket is also a single casting, but a de

parture is made by employing aluminum for

this purpose. The makers consider this feat

ure of such value that applications have been

made for patents. Other noteworthy feat

ures are interchangeable valves and con

cealed cam shaft and rollers. The latter are

in the upper half of the aluminum crank

case, with the crank shaft, and thus the

complete engine presents an aspect of ex

treme simplicity. The same careful attention

to detail has been observed throughout, and

the result is evident in the completed car.

The 24 h. p. touring car is priced at $2,500,

and the limousine, with 32 h. p., at $4,500.

The A. C. Banker 00., of Chicago, of for

mer agency fame in this city, have turned

manufacturers and are now putting forth a.

four cylinder high powered car of standard

design, which will doubtless serve to make

them better known as builders in the future

than they have been as representatives in the

past

IOWA'S SENSAT'ION IN EVIDENCE.

The Adams-Farwell car, with its three

cylinder rotary motor, built by the Adams

C0., Dubuque, Iowa, is shown publicly for

the first time, and seems to bear out the

promises contained in the detailed descrip

tion published in the Motor World several

months since. There is no one feature that

it possesses in which it cannot lay claim to

being unique, and the manner in which the

operations of the usual four cycle motor have

been adapted to its very unusual conditions

is well worked out and apparently fulfills in

practice what its designers claim for it.

Neither the idea nor its application to the

internal combustion motor is new, but no

previous attempts have survived the test of

every-day working. The motor revolves

about a heavy bronze stationary crank shaft,

transmitting its power through gearing. Fuel

is mixed in a chamber directly over the crank

shaft, the carburettor, which is simplicity

itself, being fed by an automatic gasolene

pump, surplus liquid running back to the

well of the latter. The fuel- level is always

constant, and the air suction simultaneously

opens the gasolene intake proportionately.

Each cylinder is provided with channels cast

integral and communicating from this cen

trai full chamber to the intake, 9. supply

being drawn in as it passes the ports in

former during a part of each revolution. The

engine is mounted directly over the rear axle,

and its transmission gives four speeds ahead

and reverse. As fitted to an enclosed coupe

body, with folding front seat outside, control

may be had from either in or outside by

merely shifting the starting levers and pedal

entire—the work of a few moments. In ad

dition to its being of the rotary, _no flywheel

type, its chief feature is the speed control

accomplished by varying the compression.

The Moline Automobile Co., Moline, 111.,

have branched out with a standard four cyl

inder car, embodying some special features

of their own, as have also the builders of

the Marble Swift, a Chicago concern, while

a new $500 runabout—the Monarch—is a new

comer claiming attention in the lighter class.

This is equipped with a 7 h. p. single air

Icooled cylinder of standard design, and the

car is throughout fitted with accessories and

parts seldom seen on anything at the price.

ACCESSIBILITY A FEATURE.

R. Harry Croninger, general sales manager

of the Dayton Motor Car (10., is showing the‘

Stoddard line, one of the few exhibits in

charge of the home office. The factory has

made good by having everything ready in

good time for the show, so that the new

Stoddard is well represented. It follows

standard specifications, except where they

have been improved upon, and this is par

ticularly so in the matter of accessibility and

attention to detail, only single piece forg

ings being used throughout and every nut

being locked in place.

Of all the cars to be seen in the entire show

the Heisman can probably lay claim to the

unique distinction of having adhered closer

than a brother to standards of a decade ago,

where running gear and body construction

are concerned. The horizontal opposed dou

ble cylinder, air-cooled motor is so very care

fully concealed that both the buggy and

double-seated wagon—tonneau, rather—lack

not a thing but shafts to need a “git ap" mo

tor under a sunbonnet in front. They are

of the type of first horseless vehicles which

impelled the Chlnaman to the exclamation,

“No pushee, no pullee,” etc. In the more

ambitious tonneau, which no barnyard nag

would fail to recognize, the gasolene tank in

front is neatly made to simulate a trunk,

with the aid of black enamel and real leather

straps.

NOVELTIES IN ACCESSORIES.

In accessories and improvements in parts

and construction there is the usual profusion

of new ideas and devices sufficient to keep

the local talent rubbering and studying for

the week in making the rounds to take them

all in. And it is in this respect that the

local trade, as well as accessory and parts

manufacturers, within a radius of several

hundred miles, are most strongly represented.

With the exception of E. J. Willis & C-o.,

with their usual complete showing of every

thing under the sun, C. F. Splitdorf, with a

display of what vibrator coils should be, the

remainder of accessory exhibitors, with some

exceptions, are local. Then some of the East—

ern makers, such as the American Electric

Novelty 00., show through their agents, while -

others are scattered in different parts of the

gallery. The National Carbon Company's

booth, showing “Miss Fire” with sparking

eyes, drew the crowd in the latter direction.

But the main accessory room affords one

of the surprises of the show. It contains an

exhibit of bicycles, pure and imple. This is

the Excelsior, shown by the Excelsior Sup

ply Co., of Chicago, one of the few concerns

that in going in for everything for the auto

mobile have not let the wheel go by the

board, but still do a large business in bi

cycles.

CARRY YOUR OWN SIGNALS!

The nature of some of the devices indicate

that the fool killer might find something to

do out in this direction if he had any time

to spare in the East. One of these is a signal
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device to be worked by the man at the wheel.

He pulls a lever, and, lo! presto! a red or

green shield drops over either the port or

starboard bright light to show the timid

pedestrian which direction the “shover” is

going to turn the car, and thus safety 1 as

sured. But what’s the use of going any fur

ther in this direction; every show brings

forth its crop.

The Remy high and low tension. magnetos,

made by the Remy Electric Company, of An

derson, Ind., and patterned after the best

types of foreign machines, but with the ad

vantages of interchangeability and stand

ardization, are well represented. The manu

facturers of these machines have come toa

realization of the fact that the toy magnetos

shown in past years by makers bidding for

this trade are worse than useless, and, fur

thermore, that a good magneto, particularly

with synchronous distribution, cannot be

turned out~to sell at a nominal figure. That

their eflorts in the right direction are ap

preciated is evidenced by the daily increasing

number of makers adopting their system.

TO THWART THE THIEVES.

Lock switches and more lock switches to

prevent the car being stolen. Neatly made

and practical looking devices, such as the B.

& J. and the Autolock—good preventives of

the meddlesome small boy, but it is to be

feared that the crook who is wise enough

to know how to steal a car will laugh at the

locksmiths. Then tire pumps, the “pump

while-you-ride" kind, of which the Hibbard

automatic, put out by McCord & Co., and

readily attachable to any of the wheels as

an example are here. Another aid to tires

in this direction is a “boil preventer," more

prosalcally known as a tire shield, and made

by the Chicago Raw Hide Co. Of course,

it’s not the only one, but its makers claim

that stout rawhide has leather and rubber

shields faded when it comes to real service.

It makes a fine surgical bandage for the tire

that has suffered to the extent that its “in

nards" are protruding.

Then there are spark plugs and spark coils,

and but one of each that dltTers at all, the

former merely another of the now familiar

magnetic type, which no builder of cars has

apparently ever adopted, and the latter a

“duplex” coil—two complete coils in series

operating one vibrator. Increased speed of

the latter is the advantage claimed for the

arrangement in question, the armature being

made extra long and is attracted by the two

cores.

The Lehman universal joint, which has

been improved since the New York show by

the addition of a brass casing to exclude

dirt, is attracting an unusual amount of fa

vorable attention through its extreme sim

plicity and etfectiveness for the purpose in

view, as it operates equally well at any angle

up to 90 degrees. It has been further im

proved by adapting it to use with the sliding

shaft now specified on the majority of direct

drive, high powered cars. Three drop forg

ings and a heavy steel ball complete the en

tire joint, and by the use of the latter are

embodied, practically, every well known sci

entific principle of this form of joint known

for ages through their frequent occurrence in

nature, but in a form that is simplicity itself.

The use of the ball centralizes the parts,

even should its bearings become badly worn.

EXHAUST TO GE'NERATE ELECTRICITY.

What with utilizing the exhaust to warm

the carburettor, blow the horn, pump the

tires and warm the car in winter, every ounce

of power generated will soon be used to the

extent that the stock yards do with the pig

—everything but the squeal. The latest de

vice to take advantage of the waste heat of

the exhaust is the “Thermo Electric" gen

erator, which actually serves two purposes

at once, in that it forms a component part

of the muffler. The thermopile depends for

its action on the difference in temperature

of the ends of its members, composed of

differing metals, and in the present instance

this is accomplished by building it in con

nection with the muffler, so that the inner

ends are heated by the exhaust, while the

outer extremities are cooled by air drawn in

around them by injector action. The stand

ard muffler siZe of this pile will generate

1% amperes at 10 volts, and starting on the

battery will begin to deliver current in three

to five minutes.

DEPARTURE IN DIFFERENTIALS.

Hedgeland’s “anti-skid” axle and “double

driving clutch" is a departure in differentials

which looks promising. When at rest the

disk comprising its driving member is in the

neutral position, and the wheel itself is free

to revolve. The disk in question moves out

or inboard on a worm actuated by and on

the axle itself, and its motion engages the

slotted faces of the inner or outer disks,

which determine ' the direction of travel.

Should the wheel travel faster than the disk,

it will run free, and this is where the differ

ential action comes in, as rounding a corner

the outer wheel runs free and the inner one

is driven or the reverse of the usual differ

ential gearing now employed.

Where purely mechanical devices are con

cerned, and particularly when the size of its

exhibit is considered, the unattuck transmis

sion, which caught the trained eye of the

Motor World man at New York, came in for

an unusual share of attention, which, from

the daring novelty of its conception, it well

deserves. Its performance when applied to

a car will doubtless be looked forward to by

many.

The Kingston carburetter, the advantages

and reliability of which are already too fa—

miliar to call for remark, was well repre

sented, as was also the ~alley," a Chicago

product, made by Walter A. Daley.

HERE‘S AN UNUSUAL MOTOR.

In engines the Twentieth Century is an in

teresting departure. It is a combined two

and four cycle, three cylinder motor in one,

the transformation being effected while run

ning by merely shifting a lever which oper

ates a shaft provided with a double set 0!

cams—one for each phase. Its chief claim

to distinction is variable horsepower at any

time without change of speed, eighteen horse

power on four cycle and thirty on two cycle,

the cylinders being fed by the same car

buretter and mechanical inlet and exhaust

valves at all times.

Where tires are concerned, the makers mo

nopolized a large part of the gallery and

made effective exhibits. Goodrich and Mor

gan & Wright products are prominent, as

were also the Kokomo, and, of course, Hart

fords, Dunlops, Diamonds, Flsks, G. & J.’s

are very much in evidence.

Dunlop tires are represented on both sides

of the gallery, and in each booth there is a

rear wheel from the Columbia car holding

the Chicago-New York record, showing how

the tires withstood the wear and tear, “even

to the original mud," observed a spectator.

Morgan & Wright have been quietly work

ing on a new solid tire that is the invention

of Dr. Bryant, and now, after exhaustive ex

periments and tests, they have demonstrated

that it is the real thing in solid rubber, where

resiliency, long life and non~skidding quali~

tics are concerned, they are ready to drop on

that branch of the trade like a ton of brick

and get their share.

TIRE FILLERS A‘ND DIRT REMOVERS.

Some of the incongruities of the show are

to be found in the widely differing names

and character of the products of some of the

exhibitors. For instance, the Peerless Elec

tric Co. makes tire filler and dirt remover

“Cleanall,” while the Chicago Motorcycle Co.

doesn't make motorcycles, but cars.

"It’s not a clam, though it shuts up like

one," is what the Dayton Folding Tonneau

Co. says of its device for instantly convert

ing from two to four seats and vice versa.

Besides this, they say that, “No man with

marriageable daughters ought to be with~

out one. It beats a short sofa,” and they

back this up with scripture in the original

to prove it, so why describe it? Its the only

one that has the last named recommendation,

so it must fill the bill, and with such quali

ties is dirt cheap at the price, $100, to match

any enamel and upholstery.

In the accumulator field those not seen at

New York are the “Bestogo,” made by the

Miller Signal 00.; the Vesta, by the Vesta

Accumulator Co., who are also marketing an

ingenious device to charge sparking storage

sets from house supply, and the Exmoor, as

well as a line put out by the Chicago Storage

Battery Co., operated by the Chicago Pneu

matic Tool Works, and all of which have

reached a stage of efiiciency in long life and

working power that renders the peculiar dis

tinctions of each to claim attention worthy

of investigation.

To sum up, the Chicago show is, in the

main, a first-class neighborhood show, and,

judging from the attendance and amount of

interest manifested, there is little reason to

doubt that all concerned will be pleased at

the result in every way, particularly in dol

lars and cents, but mighty glad when it is
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over. It will go down in history as the'big

gcst ot the local shows.

The following is a summary of the exhibits

and exhibitors:

Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa, Space 100, M.

F.—Adams-Farwell gasolene cars.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.,

Space 142, M. F.—Gasolene cars.

Autoear Equipment Co., Chicago, Space 266,

G. A. -—Aut0mobile trucks.

American Electric and Novelty Mfg. Co.,

1\'ew York, Space 291, G. A.—Electricai nov

cities.

Banker, A. C., Co., Chicago, Spaces 115 to

117, M. F.—Supplies.

Becklcy-Ralston Co., Chicago, Spaces 30

and 308, G. .\.—Supplies. -

Borland, C. B., Co., Chicago, Spaces 317

and 318, G. A.—Accessories.

Chicago Caloric Engine Co., Chicago, Space

' 16, M. F.-—Calot'ic engines.

Chicago Storage Battery Co., Chicago,

Spaces 267 and 305 and 306, G. .\.—Batteries.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, Space 268,

G. A.-Equalizing gears and sprockets.

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space

269, G. .\.—Tire protectors.

Continental Engine Co.,

3.28, G. A.——Engincs.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.,

Space 270, G. A.-—Lubricants.

Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago, Spaces 272

to 276 and 25:! to 286, G. A.—Supplics

Exmoor Storage Battery Co., Chicago,

Spaces 319 and 3'10, G. .\.—Batteries.

Mahoning Automobile Co., Youngstown,

Ohio. Space 176, M. l". A.—Mahoning gaso

Icne cars.

Hagaman & Hannnerly, Chicago, Space

118. M. i“.—Supplics.

Holsman, Automobile Co., Chicago, Space

115, M. F.—Holsman gasolene‘cars.

Hammer Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., Space

152, M. F. .\.—Hammer gasolene car.

Hill Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space 264, G. A.

Botlics and canopies.

liilt‘yre Co., Chicago, Space 144, M. F.—

h‘lt'e extinguishers.

lillObIUCIbllt‘ItIt’lilall Mfg. Co., South Bend,

Ind., Space 222, G.—lgnition apparatus and

carinlrctters.

Kimball, C. P., & Co., Chicago, Spaces 277

to 27‘.) and 287 to 289, G. A.—Bodies.

. Kacstncr, Chas, Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space

292 G. .\.—Carburettcrs.

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space 252 G.--Ac

cessories.

Lauth. J., Co., Chicago, Space 304 G. A.—

Supplies.

Limousine & Carriage Co.. Chicago, Space

313, G. A.—Automoblle Bodies.

Moline Automobile Co., Moline, 111., Space

103, M. F.—-Moiine touring cars.

Monarch Automobile Co., Chicago, Space

113. .\I. F.—Automobiles.

Marble-Swift Automobile Co.,

Space 175, M. F. A.Gasolene cars.

Motor Car Supply Co., Chicago, Spaces 298

and 299 and 321 to 323, G. A.—Supplies.

Merrill-Stevens Mtg. Co., Chicago, Space

315. G. A.-—Standard automobile jack.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., Spaces

218 and 219, G.—lgnitlon apparatus.

Stoddard Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, Spaces

173 and 174, M. F. A.—Stoddard gasolene

cars.

Standard Oil Co., Chicago, Spaces 191 and

192. G.-G_asolene.

Stolp Mfg. Co., Chicago, Space 248, G.—

Cooler tubing.

Standard Carriage Lamp Co.,

Space 2S1, G. A.—Standard lamps.

Star Remedy Co.. Chicago, Space 314, G.

A.—Pnncture bands.

'I‘incher Automobile Co., Chicago, Space

143, .\i. F.—Tincher cars.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Space 280,

\G. A -—Batterles.

Chicago, Space

Chicago,

Chicago,

Whiter Steel Co., Chicago, Space 21, G. A.

—Parts.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Spaces

30 to 32 and 46 to 48, M. F.—Electric auto

mobiles.

Mead Cycle Co., Chicago, Spaces 147 and

1-18, M. F.—Benz gasolene cars.

Advance Packing & Mfg. Co., Chicago,

Space 327, G. A.—Engine packing.

Automobile Supply Co., Chicago, Spaces

295 to 297, G. A.—-Supplies.

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, Spaces 305

and 300', G. A.-—Dry Batteries.

Wayne Works, Richmond, Ind., Space 128,

M. F.——Gasolene cars.

The following exhibited at New York, and

will also stage their wares at Chicago:

Apperson Bros.’ Automobile Co.—Apperson

touring cars.

Autocar Co.-—Autocars.

American Roller Bearing Co.—American rol

ler bearings.

Acme Motor Car Co.—Acme cars.

Austin Automobile C0.—Austin cars.

.\utocoil Co.—Coiis.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.—Thor mo

torcycles and fittings.

Bartholomew Co., The—Glide cars.

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. H.—Queen cars.

Buick Motor Car Co.—Buick cars.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.—Solar acetylene gas

lamps.

Baldwin Chain &Mfg. C0.—Bald\vin detach

able and riveted chains. -

Brennan Motor Co.—Brennan gasolene m0

tors.

Bowscr & Co.. Inc., S. F.—Gasolene outfits.

Brown-Pipe Gear C0.——Gears.

Briscoe Mtg. Co.—Radiators and tenders.

Byrne-Kingston & Co.—Carburetters.

t'adillac Automobile Co.—Cadillac cars.

Coldwell Lawn Mower Co., The—Motor lawn

mowers.

Cleveland Motor Car Co.—Gasolene cars.

Columbus Motor Vehicle Co.——Gasolene cars.

Concentrated Acetylene Co.—Acetylene gas

and gas tanks.

Dolson & Sons, John L.——Dolson cars.

lie Dietrich & Co.—De Dietrich cars.

inn-yea Power Co.—Duryea cars.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.—Apple dynamos.

llietz Co., R. E.—Latnps.

Diamond Rubber Co.—Diamond detachable

clincher tires.

Dow Portable Electric C0.—Spark coils.

Detroit Steel Products Co.—Steel specialties.

Electric Vehicle Co.—Columbia gasolene and

electric cars.

Elmore Mfg. C0.—Elln01‘e Pathfinder cars.

Electric Contract Co.—Electrical goods.

Ford Motor Co.—F0rd cars.

Franklin Mfg. Co.—Franklin cars.

Federal Mfg. Co.—Frames, axles, gears, etc.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.—Solid tires.

Fisk Rubber Co.—Fisk mechanically fastened

tires.

Gray & Davis—Headlight, side and tall 01]

and acetylene gas lamps.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.—Goodyear de

tachable tires.

Goodrich Co., B. F.—Goodrich detachable

clincher tires.

G & J Tire Co.—G & J detachable clincher

tires.

Haynes-Apperson Co.—Haynes cars.

Hartford Rubber Works Co.—Pertected Dun

lop detachable and Hartford and Turner

tires.

Hartford Suspension Co.-—Shoek absorber.

Hardy Co.. B. E.—Sta.rite spark plugs.

Hendee Mfg. Co.-—Indlan motorcycles.

Herz & Co.—Spark plugs, etc.

Hine-Watt Mtg. Co.—Lamps.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.—Bearings.

Imperial “'heei Co.—Artillery wheels.

Jeffery & Co., Thos. B.-Rambler cars.

Jones, Joseph W.—Speed0meters.

1\ll‘k Mfg. Co.—-Yale cars.

Knox Automobile Co.—Knox cars.

Locomobile Co. of America—Locomobile gasp

olene cars.

Mitchell-Motor Car Co.—Mitchell cars.

Marion Motor Car Co.—Marion air cooled

cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.—Maxwell cars.

Model Gas Engine Works—Model gasolene

car.

Michigan Automobile Co.—Mlchigan cars.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, Ill.—-M0r

gan & Wright clincher detachable tires.

Motor Car Equipment oC.—Supplies.

Motsinger Device Co.—Auto sparkers.

McGelhan Odometer & Mtg. Co.—0dometers.

McCord & Co.—011ers and pumps.

.\‘ational Motor Vehicle Co.—National electric

and gasolene cars.

.\‘orthern Mfg. (Io—Northern cars.

National Carbon Co.-Columbia dry batteries.

Utds Motor Works—Olds cars.

Oliver Mtg. Co.—Jacks. '

Pope Mtg. Co.—Pope-Toledo, Pope-Hartford,

Pope-Tribune gasolene and Pom-Waverley

electric cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co.—Peerless cars.

Packard Motor Car Co.—Packard cars.

Pierce Co., The Geo. N.—Pierce Great Arrow

and Pierce Stanhope cars.

I’ict'ce Engine Co.—Pierce-Racine cars.

Pungs-Finch Automobile & Gas Engine Co.—

l'tmgs-Finch four cylinder touring cars..

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.—Premier air cooled

cars.

Pantasote Leather Co.—Leather coverings.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.—-Tires.

Pope Mtg. Co., New York City—Motorcycles.

Pneumatic Tire Protector Co.--Tire protec

IOX‘S.

Reliance Motor Car Co.—Reliance cars.

lioyal Motor Car Co.-—Royal cars.

Roche, Wm.—Autogas dry batteries, plugs,

etc. -

Reid Mfg. Co.——Wolverine cars.

lteo Motor Car Co.—Reo cars.

Steel Bali Co.——Hill oiler, Hill starter, etc.

Stevens Arms & Tool Co., The J.—Stevens

Duryea cars.

Stearns Co., F. B.—Stearns cars.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.—Seamless steel tubing.

Standard Welding Co.—Rims, tubing, etc.

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co.—St. Louis cars.

Standard Wheel Co.—-Artillery wheels.

Sprague Umbrella Co.—Sprague tops.

Swinehart Cushion Tire & Rubber Co.—

Swineheart non-puncturable cushion tire.

Smith Co., The A. 0.—Frames, axles, gears,

etc.

Splitdort, C. F.—Splitd0rt spark coils.

Studebaker Automobile Co. —- Studebaker

electric and gasolene cars.

Tokheim Mtg. Co.—Gasolene outfits.

20th Century Mfg. Co.—Lamps.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R—Thomas cars.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.—-Roller

bearings.

Union Automobile Co.--Union gasolene cars.

Veeder Mtg. Co.—Veeder odometers, tacho

meters.

Vehicle Equipment Co.—Electric vehicles.

Valentine & Co.—Varnishes.

Wheeler Mtg. Co.—Canopy tops and hampers.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.—Winton cars.

Weston-Mott Co.—Wheels, axles and rims.

Whitney Mtg. C0.—Whitney roller chains.

Warner Gear Co.—Gears..

Welch Motor Car Co.—Welch cars.

Wayne Automobile Co.—Wayne cars.

Wray Pump & Register Co.-—Pumps and reg~

isters.

Warner Instrument Co.-—Specialties.

Willis Co., E. J.——Supplies and specialties.

Waltham Mtg. Co.—Orient cars.

White Sewing Machine Co.—-Whlte steam

cars.

Webb Co., The—Speed indicators.
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On New York’s i‘iost Famous Testing Ground.
 

  

“Dufi’y's Hill”—an excellent imitation oi‘. a

precipice that adorns Lexington avenue, from

102d to 103d streets, in New York City—has

come to be a regular testing out ground to

prove the hill-climbing abilities of demon

strating cars. A few years ago it was con

sidered a marVellous tent to surmount it at

 

Eleven Year Old Passes Examination.

Master Edward S. Esty, 0t Brookline, Mass,

eleven years old, emuious of the success of a

San Francisco boy, age fourteen, who holds

an operator's license from the Park Com

mission of that city and ranks as the “young

est chaulIeur” in California, appeared before

the Massachusetts Highway Commission and

asked to be given a license if examination

should prove his fitness.

The courteous secretary of the board, A. B.

Fletcher, put the lad through an hour’s test

in the 24 horsepower Peerless touring car be

longing to his father, Clarence H. Esty, 0t

Brookllne, and the youngster proved himself

its master. The route lay through the

crowded Boston streets, and finally along

the narrow, steep and icy ways on Beacon

Lam, around the Courthouse and Pemberton

Square, and upon his favorable report to the

commission the boy was granted a license on

December 31, 1904. Edward was born No

vember 27, 1893.

It is to be added that, while young Esty was

but eleven years and thirty days old at the

time of the test, he is larger and stronger

than the average for his age, weighing 106

pounds and being 6 feet 3% inches in height,

all. Now it is done on the high gear with

a full complement of passengers, as is evi

denced by the accompanying illustration,

which pictures a Royal Tourist, with C. E.

Duerr at the wheel, making light of it at full

speed. Mr. Duerr says the Royal didn’t have

any more trouble with eight passengers, or

and that his knowledge of the automobiling

art is not confined to guiding the car merely,

but that he has an admirable insight into the

working of all the parts, electrical as well as

mechanical.

Why the Hayseeds Oppose Good Roads.

Just because good roads are conducive to

automobiling, the irate hayseeds of Illinois,

who have not sense enough, apparently, to

come in out of the rain, are preparing to

oppose Governor Deneen’s proposal making

for the construction of good roads in that

State and thus “bite oif their noses to spite

their faces.”

At present the automobile seems to be a

red rag to the Illinois farmers, who will

stand in their own light by opposing the

building of more good roads. The Deneen

idea does not contemplate any compulsion.

It is what might be termed an enabling act.

It gives the people the right to build a road

if they want it, and it gives them the power

to apportion the costs to those directly bene

fitted that is, the farmer whose land abuts

the road, the county whose roads are for

the public and the city whose trade would

be helped.

 

a load of tWelve to fifteen hundred pounds.

Its grade is said to be 16 per cent., but to

the average person in the trolley car, it ap

pears dangerously like an almost vertical

drop. A car that can chase up its bumpy

block pavement like a Harlem goat shouldn't

hesitate at anything.

Roads Opined to Caiilomiam.

'l‘he Automobile Club of California has

scored a' decided victory, one that will be a

source of extreme gratification to all auto

mobilists in that flowery State, and to all

visiting enthusiasts who travel over Cali

fornia's excellent roads. The supervisors 0!

Santa Cruz County have passed an ordi

nance to open to automobilists the mountain

road between Santa Cruz, through Los Ga

tos (the City of Cats), to San Jose, and the

ordinance will go into efiect March 1.

It is now about two,years since automo

biles were ruled 01? this mountain road, and

sznce that time automobilists and hotel pro

prietors have been endeavoring to have the

law revoked. This mountain road is one of

the best in the State, and abounds with

scenic grandeur. Hitherto touring parties

were compelled to go around the mountain

via Gilroy and Watsonvilie, and the trip

was long and uninteresting.

It is probable that this act on the part of

the Santa Cruz authorities may result in the

passage of an ordinance by the road super

visors of Santa Clara County to open the

roads in that district, which are equally as

good as those in Santa Cruz.
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LEE BECOMES PRESIDENT

Succeeds Whipple and All Becomes Serene in

A. A, A.-—Amateur Rule in Prospect.

 

Elliot C. Lee, of Boston, is the new prest

dent of the American Automobile Associa

tion. He succeeds to the vacancy caused by

fire resignation of Harlan W. Whipple, who

is going abroad for an extended period for

his health‘s sake. ‘

Mr. Lee, as the Motor World stated last

week, had been prominently mentioned for

the office previous to the annual election in

January, so that his choice, which was made

at a meeting of the directors in New York

on Monday last, is not wholly in the nature

of a surprise.

He is president of the Massachusetts Auto

mobile Club, a banker, and is a cleancut

gentleman of afliuence, influence and experi

once, who cannot but increase the influence

and weight of the organization. His elec

tion smoothed out all of the kinks caused by

the flare-up over the Florida carnival, evi

dence of which was immediately apparent in’

the withdrawal of the resignations of W. K.

Vanderbilt, jr., and William Wallace as mem

bers of the racing board.

The vacancy in the chairmanship of that

committee was not filled. There were those

who stoutly urged the reappointment of A. R.

i'nrdington, the former incumbent, but Mr.

i'rrrrlipgton, who was present, as stoutly de

clined it, and, with the majority, urged that

influence be brought to bear on Mr. Temple

to withdraw his resignation. This opinion

and desire prevailed, and accordingly the re

quest was made of Mr. Temple, who is still

in Florida at his winter home. It is believed

that he will not refuse to serve out his term.

At the meeting it was decided also to open

:orrespoudence with the foreign clubs, in

II] endeavor to attract entries for the Van

derbilt Cup race for 1905, entries for which

rlose April 16.

Mr. Lee presided at the meeting, the others

in attendance being Dave H. Morris, Auto

rnobiie Club of America; A. R. Pardlngton,

long Island Automobile Club; George I“.

Farrington, Automobile Club of New~Jersey.

and C. H. Gillette, secretary. The meeting

was held in the rooms of the Automobile

('Iub of America.

 

Since the return of the A. A. A. oflicials

from Florida much additional light has been

shed on the situation as it really exists,

which appears to have been more or less

garbled in the newspaper reports.

In the Dewar Cup matter, for instance, it

is now known that the entrance fees will

not revert to the commission in charge of the

cup. which is composed chiefly of Mr. Dew

ur’s press agent and his intimates, but in

stead will go to the Promoters of the meet

at which the cup is raced for, and these

races will be held under A. A. A. rules

or they will not be held at all. Sir Thomas

was informed substantially that, if these

forms were not agreed to and the deed of

gift changed accordingly, his trophy would

be returned to him, or, at any rate, would

not be permitted to be competed for at any

sanctioned meet.

It has also come out that, as the result of

the situation created by the Florida carnival,

the adoption of an amateur rule is extremely

probable. At an informal meeting of a num

ber of sportsman drivers the subject was dis

cuscd at length, and the sentiment prevailed

that it is not fair to longer oblige them to

compete with hired men. For next year's

carnival they favor two sets of races at the

same distance—one set open to the hired men,

the other open only to amateurs. The men

involved are of such influence that it cannot

well be doubted that the long deferred ama

tcur definition will finally evolve from the'

sentiment.

The report that a blanket sanction for the

dates covering next year’s carnival had been

granted the Florida East Coast Automobile

Association proved to have been untrue; or,

at any rate. premature. No action in the

matter has been taken.

 

Germany and America Lodge Protests.

Following the decision of other important

countries, Germany has now lodged its pro

test against holding the Grand Prix or “Con

solution race" simultaneously with the Ben

nctt or international Cup contest. The.iet

ter. which the German Automobile Club has

sent to France, is short and to the point, as

follows:

“After having received your communica

tion relative to the conditions that would

govern the race for the Grand Prix, we have

the honor to inform you that in all proba

bility we shall not be in a position to com

pote in the Coupe Internationale race should

both these events be run at the same time.

“As it is probable that other automobile

clubs will take the same position in the mat

ter, we beg you, in the interest of the Coupe

lnternationalc, which has become the classic

race for automobilists, to reconsider your

decision."

The Automobile Club of America also has

filed its protest against the French proposal,

but the language of the protest has not been

given out.

Sign: of “a Frost" in Cuba.

if "frost" falls on the so-called “interna

tional road races," which are due to occur

in Cuba this week. It need cause small sur

prise. Indications of a blighting tempera

ture reached several manufacturers this week

in the form of this pressing telegram from

Havana:

“If you will send a car, we will pay ex

penses both ways."

The message was signed by the “United

States secretary" of the so-called “Interna

tional Automobile Racing Association of

Cuba," the organization of which, it will be

recalled, followed a visit to Havana of S.

Arthur Miles and William J. Morgan, two

unselfish foreign "sportsmen," now resident

in America, and who have the reputation of

having a keen scent for good things and soft

marks.

 

FERRY BILL PROGRESSES

Passed by the Senate Without Opposition and

Favorany Reported in House.

 

 

It may now be said that automobiles are

half-way on ferryboats—that is, the bill per

mitting them to run on and off boats under

their own power, has been passed by the

United States Senate, and its passage by the

House of Representatives is now almost an

assured fact.

The bill, which was inspired by the Auto

mobile Club of America and introduced by

Senator T. C. Piatt, of New York, is an

amendment to Section 4,472 of the Revised

Statutes, approVed four years ago, by the

terms of which fires in automobiles had to be

extinguished before they could be taken on

a ferryboat for transportation. The result

has been that automobiles have had to be

towed on and off boats by horses or pushed

on and off by men, and at some stages of

the tide this work has proved very onerous,

besides being expensive.

The amendment, as introduced by L r.“

I‘iatt, went through the Senate last Friday

with a rush, not a member voting against it.

The House Committee on Merchant Marine

and Fisheries has authorized a favorable re

port on the amendment, and it will be pre

sented in the House of Representatives at

\Vashington to-duy.

The amendment repeals the former section

of the statute, and reads as follows:

“Nothing in the foregoing or following sec

tions of this act shall prohibit the transpor

tation by steam vessels of gasolene or any of

the products of petroleum when carried by

motor vehicles (commonly known as automo

biles) using the same as a source of motive

power; provided, however, that all flre, if

any, in such vehicles or automobiles be extin

guished immediately after entering the said

vessel, and that the game be not rclightcd

until immediately before said vehicle shall

leave the vessel; provided, further, that any

owner, master, agent or other person having

charge of passenger steam vessels shall have

the right to refuse to transport automobile

vehicles, the tanks of which contain gaso

lcllc, naphtha or other dangerous burning

fluids."

It will be seen by the terms of the bill that

ferryboat owners may, if they so desire, and

as is at prescnt the case, refuse to transport

automobiles unless the fires in them have first

been extinguished. but such a move on their

part is not nt all likely.

 

Giidden Goes Farthest South.

i‘lmrlcs .i. Giidden, the globe girdier, has

reached the most southerly point it is possi

ble for man to drive a motor car. “The name

of the place, Bluff, in the extreme south of

New Zealand, in itself suggests a jumping off

place. In New Zealand Giidden travelled

1,145 miles, which brings his total mileage

up to 21,438.
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Demonstrating with the Thermometer at Zero.
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CHARLES CODDINGTON AND E. S. YOUSE AT THE BASE 0F MOUNT PENN,‘ READING, PA.

Demonstrating with the thermometer at

Zero and snow nearly a foot deep on the

ground, and not on city streets, but on coun

try roads, is not exactly an enjoyable occu

pation, but it certainly is a practice calcu

lated to make the public “sit up and take

notice" of the practicability of the motor car

in all weathers.

Unenjoyable though it may be, however,

that is the sort of work that Charles Cod

dington, of the '1‘. B. Jcfiery & 00. staff, has

lit'tll performing in Pennsylvania for more

than a month past. In fact, he has been not

only visiting Rambler agents and giving

demonstrations to their prospective custom

ers, but he has been driving from town to

town, come what may. The trip has proven

an eye opener in many parts of the country,

and has created a deep impression.

E. S. Youse, of Reading, who handles a

slice of Rambler territory, accompanied Cod

dington for several days. and in a letter to

the Motor World tells what the work is like.

“I met Mr. Coddington on Friday morning

in Norristown," he writes, “from whence we

proceeded to Phoenixville, which is the mest

southern portion of our territory. There was

considerable snow and ice on the ground,

but as the rear wheels of the car were

equipped with a pair of chain creepers we got

along in grand style. The weather was ex

cessively cold, however, but this seemed to

have no effect on the car.

“All along the line we had sent notices to

prospective purchasers advising that we

would be in their place at a certain time and

would call and give a demonstration of the

new Rambler, surrey type. This, with the

sign on the car, created a great deal of inter

est.

“Upon arriving at Phtenixville we immedi

ately started demonstrating. We remained

in this town all of Friday and Saturday, and

had something like twenty people out in this

machine. Every one seemed to be pleased.

and surprised how very satisfactory the car

worked in the disagreeable weather. Over

Sunday the car was stored in a cold stable,

and when we turned'over the motor on Mon

day morning it started with the first turn of

the crank. We, of course, let all of the

water drain out, which is a very simple mat

ter on a Rambler car, and, aside from filling

the water tank and oiling up, we were off for

lioyersi‘ord and Spring City in a very short

space of time.

“Over Sunday the weather had moderated

considerably, leaving nothing but slush, mud

and water. We had these road conditions to

contend with [or three days, but the car

seemed to improve at every stage. Once we

Were in a snowdritt, then in a pool of water,

and the next moment in five or six inches of
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mud. These various conditions on a number

of occasions recalled to our minds what we

had read of the remarkable New York to

Pittsburg endurance run.

"In Royersford and Spring City we had out

a number of people and got through in both

places in about three and one-half hours.

We then went to Pottstown, where we put

in the rest of the day demonstrating to a

number of persons, who all seemed to be

elated with the satisfactory working of the

machine. On Tuesday morning we started

for Reading, a distance of eighteen miles. It

was snowing when we started and the

weather somewhat colder. We had not gone

a very great distance when it started to rain,

and continued to do so until we arrived at

Reading, about 10:30 a. m. At noon it start

ed to snow, and kept snowing so hard that

we did not care to ask any one to go out in

the car. The car was run to our garage,

where it received a much needed and thor~

ough cleaning. All the following day, Wednes~

day, it snowed so heavily that we did not

go out with the machine until about 4 o'clock

in the afternoon, when it had let up snowing

some. By this time we had about nine inches

of snow, and it was really astonishing to see

how the car ploughed through it. Thursday,

Friday and Saturday the car was being run

practically all the time, and it certainly re

ceived some hard work, as every one wanted

to see what she was capable of doing on hills.

“On Sunday, January 8, we started for

Harrisburg, a distance of fifty-four miles,

which was made in about four hours. The

roads were good, with the exception of the

last twenty miles, in which we encountered

some very large snowdrifts, but as every

thing was frozen,. and aside from some deep

wagon rats which necessitated considerable

low gear work, we got through all right.

“I returned from Harrisburg by train after

putting in the coldest day in an automobile

that I ever experienced. Coddington was

scheduled to leave for Wllliamsport on

Wednesday morning, a distance of ninety

five miles.”

Johnson Goes to Philadelphia.

E. C. Johnson, from the Cleveland factory

of the White company, has become associ

ated with the Quaker City Automobile CO.,

Philadelphia, primarily to push the sale of

White steamers. Although Johnson is quite

well known in the West, having traversed

that territory thoroughly, he is new to the

East, but does not lack that experience that

should enable him to make his impress felt.

liow Thomas Fooled the Blizzard.

During the recent blizzard in Buffalo, N. Y.,

the E. R. Thomas Motor Co. ordered out a

number of their ears and sent them to the

homes of their employes. The cars were also

used to take them home, as all traffic was

tied up. In this way the business of the en

terprising manufacturers was not interrupted,

and the workmen were enabled to draw their

full week's pay.

Where the White will Locate in Boston.

  
 

 

Final papers were recorded at the Registry

of Deeds last week in the sale of the prop

erty No. 320 Newbury street, the purchaser

being the \Vhite Sewing Machine CO., Cleve

land, Ohio. This property is to be used by

the branch office at Boston, George H. Lowe,

manager, and is to be converted into an auto

mobile garage and salesroom for the exclu

slve sale of the White steam ear. The build

ing is of brick, with granite facings, and em

braces three stories and basement. It has a

frontage in Newbury street of about 116

feet, running back 70 feet.

This property was secured after a search

of over a year for a suitable garage, and is

the selection made after a thorough examina

tion of several of the most prominent prop

erties in the Back Bay. Plans are already in

the hands of the architect, and work of re

modelling and renovating the building is well

in hand. It is expected to be ready for occu

pancy by March 1.

The basement and first floor will be utilized

for storage purposes, waiting rooms, etc.,

while on the second floor are the various of

fices, reception rooms and salesroom. The

top floor will be used for storage purposes

and light repairs. Electric passenger and

freight elevators will connect the several

floors. In the reconstruction of this building

special attention has been given to the com

forts and care of motorists and their cars,

and all modern appliances and conveniences

will be installed.

How Motor Wagons Helped Uncle Sam.

The postmaster at Detroit has no doubts

concerning the practicability of automobiles

in the postal service. For three years he has

used Oldsmobile delivery wagons to relieve

the Christmas congestion, and each year to

increasingly better purpose. During the holi

  

day period he used four of the wagons, and

this is what he says of them:

“The service rendered was on the whole

very satisfactory, and their use was instru

mental in securing the delivery and collection

of large quantities of mail matter in a very

short period of time, and they were also of

material assistance in the matter of making

quick, special trips to our station postoffices.

It is, no doubt, a fact that the aforesaid con

gestion' would have burdened the office for

one or two extra days had not these ma

chines been employed."

 

Trade Cup Givers in Drawn Battle.

Two cups recently otfered in Paris, one

for the lightest bodies and the other for the

strongest tires, have practically ended in a

"fizzle." It appears nbw that the leading

Paris carassiers have refused to compete for

M. Michelin's cup, which makes the event,

under the circumstances, anything but a suc

cess. The first sign of Michelin's failure

was when the Chambre Syndicale des Caros

siers retaliated by offering a cup for the

most suitable tires for modern bodies in re

sponse to his ofier of a cup for the best and

lightest touring car body. Now that the

principal builders have refused to have any

thing to do with the contest the cup givers

are at bay.

Rubber Ball to Absorb Shocks.

Another of the old bicycle ideas has been

brought out in Paris and labelled an

original device for reducing the shock on the

car when traversing rough roads. It consists

of a pneumatic rubber ball, yclept by the in

ventor “aerophere,” which is placed between

the suspension springs of the car. lts resil

iency is assured by its being practically on

the same idea as a pneumatic tire.

By inflating or deflating the ball it can be

taken out or replaced at will.
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ABOUT ACCUMULATORS

Some Suggestions Regarding Recharging and the

Testing of Currents, Alternating and Direct.

 

With the greatly increased employment of

accumulators for ignition purposes has come

a general desire to learn more about this

source of current, how best to maintain it

and how to recharge it without the neces

sity of applying to a station. The incon

venience of the latter is its greatest objec

tion, for storage cells are heavy and the

process requires several hours at least for its

completion.

Where lighting current is available in the

house for thl purpose its nature must first

be ascertained—that is, whether it is alter

nating or direct current, as the former can

not be used for the purpose. This informa

tion can doubtles be had for the asking from

the station, but if not possible to get it in

this way a very simple test will suffice. Take

a glass of water and pour about an ounce

of sulphuric acid (commercial vitriol) into

it very slowly, and allow the solution to cool,

as the mixture generates a great deal of heat.

Never under any circumstances pour the

water into the acid, and always add the lat

ter slowly. Then take two small strips or

pieces of lead to which lengths of wire

should be attached, and the latter connected

to the terminals of the current supply, using

a plug similar to the end of an incandes

cent lamp and fitting the socket of the latter.

The pieces of lead must be kept apart in the

acid solution, for if allowed to come together

they will short circuit the current and cause

the fusible plug to blow out. If the current

be direct a brown deposit will begin to form

on one of the lead poles. this combination of

an acid solution and lead really being an ele

mentary form of accumulator, the deposit

representing the charge. _

This test serves the double purpose of

ascertaining the nature of the current as

well as its polarity, and knowledge of the

latter is absolutely essential before proceed

ing further. Granted the first requirement,

the latter may be obtained in a much sim

pler and more convenient method by the

use of what is known as “pole testing”

paper, which may be. had for a few cents.

By placing the terminals of both wires on a

short piece of this paper, and switching on

the current, the negative pole, designated by

the minus sign alongside the binding post

on the battery, will gradually turn red,

whereas the positive will not be affected.

Having ascertained this, the positive ter

minal of the current supply must be con

nected to the plus binding post and the nega

tive to the minus binding post of the ac—

cumulator to be charged.

As its name indicates, the storage battery

accumulates, or stores up, a charge of the

current that is sent through it, in the shape

of a deposit of active chemical on the posi

tive plates, which in turn is depicted as the

battery is discharged, and this is the rea

son why alternating current is not available

for the purpose unless transformed by means

of a rotary converter or a rectifier into a di

rect, or constant, current. The latter may

be said to flow continuously as a stream of

water, whereas the former is a series of

pulsations in opposite directions, the com

mercial frequencies usually employed—65 or

125 cycles—entailing such a rapid fluctuation

that in an incandescent lamp no flickering

from this cause is perceptible, but in charg

ing a. battery the effect of the current enter

ing on one pulsation would be counteracted

by the next in the opposite direction, so that

no matter how long an accumulator were

left connected to an alternating current it

could not receive a charge. All electricity in

its inception is alternating in character, but

in the direct current generator it is com

mutated or transformed to flow continuously

before entering the circuit. For reasons need

less to detail here, the use of alternating cur

rent for both long distance transmission and

local distribution offers many advantages,

and is‘ accordingly coming into more and

more general use.

Before going further, another principle of

the accumulator must be taken into consid

eration, and that is that the charge sent

through it should be of practically the same

volume as it is to give forth, or it is apt to

be ruined in the charging process. It is ac

cordingly necessary to introduce a resistance

in order to bring this down to the proper

level. The capacity of the cells in ampere

hours, usually stamped on them, must be

taken into consideration when charging in

order to get the proper charging rate. Of

the very small type this will be 10 to 15,

medium 20 to 25, and of the standard type

used on motor cars 30 to 40 ampere hours;

in other words, at a discharge rate of one

ampere per hour the cells in question will

last the number of hours for which they are

rated, and less in proportion as the discharge

rate increases. For the first, the normal

charging rate should be about half an am

pere, the second, or medium size, one am

pere, and of the last about one and a half

to two amperes.

The simplest method of controlling the

usual 110 volt supply is to insert incandes

cent lamps in the circuit. For the smallest

type of cell mentioned one 16 candle power

lamp will be sufl‘lcient, as it consumes but

slightly in excess of half an ampere, and will

only allow thatarnonnt of current to enter

the battery; for the medium size two must

be used, or a 32 candle power lamp, and for

the largest three. The duration of the charge

will be about ten to twelve hours, according

to the state of exhaustion the battery is in

when connected for charging, though the

latter may be expedited by increasing the re

sistance, two 16 candle power lamps in the

first instance, and so on. If sealed in an

opaque case the cells will give signs of be

ing completely charged by the generation of

an excessive amount of hydrogen gas, which

escapes through the vents; if in glass or eel

luloid this will be visible in the form of

myriads of fine bubbles arising from the

plates. They may then be disconnected, and

on testing with the ammeter should show the

charge for which they are rated, 15, 20 or 40

amperes; but in testing the instrument should

only be left in the circuit momentarily. In

order to ascertain when the battery requires

charging, if it does not give visible signs of

exhaustion by a weakened spark, it should

be tested with the voltmeter, and should the

latter register less than two volts per cell

recharging is necessary.

In Germany several manufacturers have

placed convenient aids for the motorist on

the market in the shape of small portable

outfits, which render the process of recharg

ing the accumulators at any hotel or station

on the road merely a matter of connecting

them in the circuit in conjunction with it.

The simplest of these consists of nothing

more than an attachment plug, a base carry

ing a single incandescent lamp, a simple “pole

seeker” and the necessary binding posts for

making connections. It is intended for the

use of the motorcyclist principally. A more

elaborate piece of apparatus for charging the

usual automobile accumulator set carries

four 16 candle power lamps, a pole seeker

and a snap switch. As lamps can always be

obtained wherever current is available, they

need not be carried, and this is a great con

venience, as they constitute the greater part

of the bulk of the apparatus.

“Intuition” Leads to Verdict for Damages.

If a horse becomes frightened at an auto

mobile and runs away, with injury to the

occupants of the vehicle, they are entitled

to damages, no matter who is at fault. This

is the gist of the amazing verdict rendered

by a Utica, N. Y., jury last week in the

case of Mrs. Jerome LaGrange, of Dunbar

ton, who sued Daniel M. Tuttie, the Canas

tota motor boat manufacturer, for $5,000

damages for injuries which she claimed were

caused by the negligence of the defendant

in frightening her horse with his automobile.

The circumstances surrounding the case

were somewhat out of the ordinary. The

plaintiff testified that when she saw the

automobile approaching, she alighted from

the carriage in which she was driving and

led her bore out of the roadway. Tuttle

claimed that be construed this act as indi

cative of an understanding on Irs. La

Grange's part that he was to continue his

way and pass her. The defendant swore that

he was travelling slowly, and exercised all

due care, therefore he was not guilty of

negligence. The plaintiff thought that Tut

tle‘s intuition should have apprised him of

the fact that her horse would become fright

ened if he attempted to pass it, and evidently

the “wise” jury was of the same opinion,

for a verdict of $200 damages was brought

in for the lady.
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The Pierce Car was awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition as

the best expression of an American car built for American conditions and American

temperaments.

’ihe Grand Prize thus awarded is but a recognition of a standard toward which

we have been working for five years, and which we .believe we have attained.

The six cars which we have built for 1905 comprise the best we know of suc

cessful motor car building.

Catalog and technical descriptive matter sent on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

Makers of PIERCE Cycles. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

FOR SALE BY

DOWLING & MAGUIRE. Boston Mass.

R. W. WHIPPLE. Bimrhamton, N. Y.

H. PAULMAN & CO., Chicago. Ill.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Denver, Colo.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO.. Detroit, Mich.

N. L. BIEVER. Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. Elmira. N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS. Fresno, Cal.

J. A. PLACE. Geneva. N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackson

ville. Fla.

L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angeles, Cal.

hangopns MOTOR CAR CO.. New York.

THEC (IIEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. Oakland.

~ 11..

WILSON & CO.. Ottawa. Canada.

BANKER BROS. CO., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. J. WILLARD. Portland, Maine.

R. V. CONNERAT. Savannah, Ga.

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Paul, Minn.

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran

cisco. Cal.

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton, Pa.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis. Mo.

M. C. BLAICKMYAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. SYra

cuse. . .

MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Utica. N. Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

Worcester. Mass.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Roch

ester. N. Y.

THE SHEPARD CO., Providence, R. I.

THE SIMPSON-STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Louisville, Ky.

,.

r.-.

w'y

n.

.1,54

1??

(‘HIOAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

Snares Nos. 40. 50, 85 and 66.
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GERMAN TURBINE ENGINE

Berlin Man Has Invented One for which Great

Things are. of Course, Predicted.

Though at present behind the point of effi

ciency attained by the reciprocating steam

engine, an attempt is being made to displace

this type of internal combustion engine by

the gas turbine. The subject is not novel.

by any means, as experiments with this end

in view have been making in Germany for

some time past, where the Stolz Gas Turbine

Co., of Berlin, is soon to bring out the iii

ventlon of a Dr. Stolz. of that city, for which

great things are predicted. Of course, the'

first application of this will be to stationary

or marine power purposes, but its progress

toward a state of efficiency which will sur

pass that of the present type of reciprocating

motor will be followed with interest by

many designers of the latter.

Taking into consideration but one side of

the question, this form of power would pre

sent the advantages of extreme simplicity,

lack of vibration and ease and cheapness of

lubrication, not to speak of others; but grant

ed a practical gas turbine, the problem of re

ducing the excessive speed to a point availa

ble for the average car may present diflicul

ties in the way of gearing and transmission

more than sufficient to nullify its numerous

good points. And there are many obstacles

to be overcome before a satisfactory turbine

will be produced.

Despite the many and obvious advantages

of the steam turbine over the reciprocating

cuginc, years went by before the subject re

ceived the attention it merited, and it is only

very recently that it has been adopted on a

large scale, so that, even should present at

tempts be fruitful of a successful gas tur

bine, there is little need for the manufacturer

of the usual style gas engine to worry.

 

Seeking the Variable Inlet Valve.

That the influence of steam engine design

ing and practise is still felt in the field of in

ternal-combustion engine building is evi

denced by a' recent'return, or possibly adop

tion in the first instance of one of the best

settled and probably one of the most valuable

principles of steam engine design, the use of

the. variable cut-off to change the speed.

This was exhibitied on the Cornllleau de

Saint Beuve chassis at the recent Paris

Salon, and embodies the usual eccentric vaIVe

gear as used on locomotives in this country,

except that the reversing links are, of course.

missing. '

i‘aius are fitted to a hollow cam shaft in

such a manner that they are free to slide up

and down in a direction at right angles to

the shaft. In the centre of the cam shaft is

fixed ccccntrically a rod provided with suit

able projections corespondiug to each cam.

This rod is connected by means of a pinion

with a lever on the steering wheel. If it is

desired to give the maximum lift to the in

let valves the lever on the steering wheel is

moved to its limit, and a half turn is thus

given to the centre rod which brings the pro

jections to a vertical position. This commu

nicates a sliding motion to the cam, which

rides upon the face of the projection and op

erates the valve tappet. Reversing the opera

tion turns the rod so that the projections on

it are horizontal, and it presents a flush sur

face to the cams, so that the latter on their

highest points are then level with the cir

cumference of the cam shaft and the valve

tappet is not moved.

 

  

Variations 0f the position of the lever

cause the cams to rise more or less on the

projections. and by this means complete con

trol of the incoming gases is obtained.

In the diagram, B is the cam in which M

is the hollow cam shaft and C is the rod run

ning through M. while D is the projection

on the rod (‘. which causes the cum to rise

or not, according to whether it is in a verti

cal position aud the full lift of the valve is

given.

On the Germain car the same object is at

tained by a screwed cap on the cam-actuated

tappet. (living this cap a half turn screws it

down on the tappet. which is thus shortened,

and the valve is in consequence given less or

no lift. Turning it in the opposite way un

screws and therefore lengthens it, giving a

bigger lift to the valve. The object of these

devices is to control the amount of gas taken

into the cylinder and in consequence the

force of the explosion.

This is a variation of the throttle method

of control which has the disadvantage of re

quiring added complication to operate it and

- at first sight does not promise any compen

sating benefits for the outlay.

Fire Patrol Wagons for Minneapolis.

'l‘wo automobile patrol wagons figure prom

inently in a plan which Chief of Police Doyle

of Minneapolis has conceived for the recon

struction of the police department of that

city. Chief Doyle is of the opinion that

horses occupy too much room and cost more

to care for than automobiles. Besides, auto

mobile patrols would be able to reach the

alarm boxes quicker.

LIGHT ON LUBRICANTS

Mixtures Recommended in France and Why

They Should Not be'Blindly Followed.

It is amazing to note to what an extent

the autbmobile press generally regards the

dicta of the French members of the frater

nity as inspired, and, gulping them down

without a choke, regardles of how mislead

ing they happen to be, forthwith translate

and reproduce them verbatim for the en

lightenment of those who are struggling in

darkness.

The following advice taken from Le Jour

nal du Petrole on the subject of lubricatinv

oil is now running the gamut of the English

motoring press. '

“A very important question must be studied

with reference to automobiles. that of tho

lubricants to be made use of for the motor

and bearings, but it must be remembered

that the lubricant of an engine of two horse

power cannot be the same as the lubricant of

one of twenty horsepower.” This is, indeed,

an illuminating fact, well worthy of con

sideration. _

“Absolutely fixed rules cannot be given

for the composition of the lubricant to be

used in all motors. It is especially necessary

that toe supply of the lubricant to the cyl

inders should be made as regular as possible,

and it must not be forgotten that the inside

of the cylinder is subjected to a very high

temperature which occasions the vaporiza

tion of the lubricant. and even its decom

position. In the latter case, a deposit of car

bon takes place, which inconvenience should

be suppressed as far as‘ possible. That is

why lubricants not readily decomposed are

preferable to those of the opposite tendency.

and consequently petroleum oils are to be

preferred to colza and olive oils, and to fats

.The composition of the oils to be employed

is quite varied, but we give that of a good

lubricant suitable for automobiles _of from

6 horsepower to 10 horsepower: Ten gallons

Russian motor oil one gallon of extra re

fined cylinder oil. thirty gallons of heavy

American motor oil.

“For vehicles of less power, a lighter

American oil may be employed, and for those

of greater power the quantity of cylinder oil

may be increased genie chauffeurs prefer

to add a certain quantitv of fatty oils, like

olive oil, but we think that these should not

be employed for the reasons given previous

ly.‘ The higher flashing points of oils are em

braced betwecn 530 degrees and 600 degrees

Fahrenheit. Such oils would be excellent

for lubrication, but cannot be employed. not

being sufficiently iiniri. That is why oils are

preferred for motors of which the flashing

point is 421) degrees Fahrenheit.

“For the cylinders of automobiles worked

by steam. it may be said flint an ex'cellent

lubricant can be ~~repared by mixing varying

quantities of cylinder oil and of heavy motor

oil. with a certain quantity of fatty oil; for
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example, thirty gallons of cylinder oil, twen

ty gallons of heavy motor oil, four gallons

of tallow.”

For the benefit of those to whom lubri

cating oil means that and nothing else, and

to whom “oil for oiling" is all the same, it

must be explained that there are enough dif

ferent grades and qualities of lubricating oil

to fill a fair sized volume merely in enumer

ating them, and that the composition of each

is such as to fit it for a particular purpose

only. As mistakes in choosing among this

endless array usually mean endless trouble

for the man who makes them the subject

is one deserving of study, which, needless to

add, it has not been given to any extent

thus far.

It will be just as well not to attempt to

make your own compounds by the startlingly

clear formulae given above, even though you

do handle large quantities of lubricants for

automobile use; the refining companies em

ploy high-priced chemists to do it, and it

must be admitted they achieve the desired

result. And it will, likewise, be advisable

for the novice when investing in this great

necessity not to ask for lubricating oil for

a “two horsepower engine" or a “twenty

horsepower engine," because the laugh will

be on him. But it will help to clear mat

ters if he will inform the salesman whether

he possesses a heavy bearing slow speed en

gine, or one with light parts running at high

speed, and whether the lubricant is for the

bearings. crank case or the cylinder. For

the first a good grade of machine oil should

be used, and a little saving in this respect

is false economy of the worst kind, while

for the cylinders there should always be used

an oil that is made expressly for this pur

pose. But “cylinder” oil is a fairly large

division of the subject, and the exact use it

is to be put to will be of value to the man

who is selling it. Many have gone ahead on

the presumption that cylinder oil is all one

and made use of the heavy bod-led article

designed for use in steam engine cylinders,

with the result that in a short time the pas

sages become choked with carbon, the en-

gine loses power and continues exploding,

even after shutting off the spark. The proper -

and only oil for the motor cylinder is a thin

lubricant that will not carbonize under the

high temperatures it is subjected to. An

occasional examination of the exhaust pas

sages of an engine will suffice to reveal

whether this is occurring or not, and the

remedy is a better lubricating oil. But my

better doesn't mean merely cost, as steam

engine cylinder oil is worth three to four

times as much as the gas engine article, and

that many times worse than the latter for

the purpose. For use in the crank ease still

another variety is essential, as here again

conditions are different; ordinary oil will

soon churn into hard lumps in the presence

of water. The best lubricant for this part

of the engine is termed “crank case oil" by

the trade, and neither the cylinder nor the

bearing oil will take its place. From a study

of the above the man who has been indis

criminately using one kind of oil to lubri

cate all parts of the engine should see some

light as to at least some of his troubles.

Soft Tools for Driving Work.

For driving keys and other work about

machinery a babbitt or lead hammer is bet

ter than a copper hammer, which hardens

the more it is used. To keep the lead ham

mer from getting out of shape, take a piece

of copper pipe, iron pipe size, drill a hole

in one side of it and fit with a handle, and

then fill in the hollow of the copper pipe

with lead.

Even better than the lead hammer are

hardwood blocks on end. Put against part

to be driven and strike with a hammer. For

driving the stub end of connecting rods on

large engines back and forth when keyed

up, use blocks about five inches square and

three feet long.

Mixture to Prevent Rust.

A good mixture for use as a slush to pre

vent the rusting of machinery is made by

dissolving one ounce of camphor in one

pound of melted lard; skim oil! the impuri

ties and add enough black lead to give the

mixture an iron color. After cleaning the

machinery carefully, smear on the mixture.

It can be left indefinitely, or if wiped off

after twenty-four hours will prevent rust for

some time. When removed the metal should

be polished with a soft cloth.

 

 

  

Thomas 50 Horse Victoria, $3,500

LIVES SAVED
One feature- of the

“ FLYER” automobiles is a 33m,

dgyigg located in the hub of each

rear wheel, which makes it im

possible for at Thomas car to back

down hill should the engine stop.

 

 

Have You Ever Noticed How Many Lives Have

Been lost Through this Backing Down Hill?

THE THOMAS OAR HAS A HOST OF TALKING POINTS.

fety Devices, Lubricating Improvements, Anti-Wear, Anti-Friction, and Fool

Proof Devices—all of which are told in our Cataloa'. Want one ?

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., - 1210 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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THERE CAN BE BUT ONE BEST.

IN TIRES, IT’S THE

Michelin
The supreme test—the hardest and longest races and the swiftest

records prove it.

During the year 1904, MICHELIN TIRES did not lose a single

important race, and all the cups have been won on them.

March 31.—Rothschild Cup, France.

April l.—De Caters Cup, France.

May 20.—Chasselonp-Laubat Cup, France.

June 17.——GORDON-BENNETT CUP, Germany. ,

July 26.—St. Louis Non—Stop Run, America.

Sept. 4-.—Brescia Circuit (World’s Fastest Road Race), Italy.

Sept. l5.—Consuma Cup, Italy.

Oct. 8.—Vanderbilt Cup, America.

Nov. 24.—Eagle Rock, America.

 

1905—FIRST IMPORTANT RACE THIS YEAR.

Delhi to Bombay Reliability Contest, Dec. 26-]an. 2. Count Guilio de

Groppelo driving a 16.20 H. P., F. I. A. T., with Michelin Tires, won the cups

offered by the MAHARAJAH of KAMPUR and the MAHARAJAH of GWA

LIOR.  

FIRST IMPORTANT RECORD THIS YEAR.

Jan. 31.—One kilometre, Henry L. Bowden, 120 h. p. Mercedes, Or—

mond—Daytona, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 2-5

Former record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 2-5

Jan. 31.—One mile, Henry L. Bowden, 120 h. p. Mercedes, Ormond

Daytona, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 4—5

Former record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

We are the only direct representatives in the United States, and control

entire shipments of Michelin tires. We also guarantee full protection to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers against all litigation.

The more you know about tires the better you like the MICHELIN.

Immediate delivery. All sizes for touring and racing. Write for

instruction book, free.

Michelin Tire American Agency,

Incorporated.

6 West 29th Street NEW YORK

Telephone, 4,657 Madison,

E. D. WINANS, Gen’l Mgr.
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Local

At All {Ml-m: l Shows
International

SOLARS ARE FIRST

Students of lamp construction and experi

enced dealers, after examining our

1905 LINE OF SOLARS

exhibited at our booth at the New York

Show, are more than ever convinced that

for real beauty, utility, reliability and dura

bility SOLARS lead. They confirm the

AWARD OF THE GOLD MEDAL AT THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION T0 SOLARS

Wise manufacturers and dealers will save a lot of trouble and expense “changing lamps”

if they equip and order all cars equipped with SOLARS; for the buying public are tired

of “ lamp troubles ” and now know SOLARS 'mean “ no lamp troubles."

Don’t fail ‘to see our 1905 line if you visit the Shows. If not, write us for Samples,

Electros and Prices.

  

 
 

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

NEW YORK OFFICE, ll Warren Street.
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,,. The Week's Patents.

- 780,462. Pneumatic tire. William W. Wal

ter, Aurora, 111., assignor of one-half to Jay

D. Miller, Geneva, Ill. Filed August 17,

1904. Serial No. 220,994.

' Claim—1. In a pneumatic tire, the combi

nation of an outer tube, an inner flexible

tube, a series of non-elastic crescent shaped

boards with rounded ends, of unyielding tim

ber free of attachment to the outer or to the

inner tube, having their convex edge simply

bearing against the interior of the outer tube

and their inner concave edge bearing upon

the inner tube, air chambers occupying po

sitions intermediate of the outer tube, the

inner tube and the rounded ends of the edges

of the boards, with a cushion thinner in the

middle portion and located between a por

tion of the inner tube and of the outer tube,

substantially as described.

780,480. Clutch. Jacob C. Crablll, Hart

ford City, Ind. Filed October 23, 1901. Serial

No. 79,733.

Claim—In a clutch, the combination with

longitudinally aligning shafts independently

moved with relation to each other, of a wheel

fixedly secured on one of the shafts to rotate

therewith and having a peripheral flange, a

sleeve rigidly secured on the opp0site shaft

and provided with radial arms rectangular

in cross section, segmental carriers co-oper

ating with the opposite extremities of the

said radial arms and having keepers slidablc

over said arms, the keepers having an angu

lar contour corresponding to the arms and

the carriers, each provided with forwardly

projecting flanges with segmental shoes

thereon, a collar slidable on the shaft to

which the said hub is secured and formed

with a chamber extending longitudinally

~therelnto to receive and set over said hub,

the part of the collar having the chamber

therein having opposite slots to receive the

poi‘tiOus ot' the arms adjacent to the hub,

and pairs of adjustable connecting devices

movably attached to the upper and lower

portions of the collar and to the carriers, the

connecting devices being atached t0 the car

rier on opposite sides of the said arms.

780,482. Friction Clutch. James F. Dur

yea, Springfield, Mass. Filed March 27, 1900.

Renewed May 12, 1904. Serial No. 207,694.

Claim—1. In a friction clutch, the combina

tion of two engaging members, one of the

members having a cylindrically bored rim.

and the other member consisting of a plate

with radially movable friction shoes mount

ed thereon, a flanged sliding sleeve, an equal

izing plate in two parts mounted on the

sleeve and transversely movable with re

spect thereto, forked toggles between the

equalizing plate and the shoes, a hinged pin

through the forks of each toggle and. both

parts of the equalizing plate, and means for

applying the clutch through the sliding sleeve,

substantially as described.

780,486. Friction Clutch. Ralph M. Phillips,

Jamestown, N. Y., assignor to Thomas Henry

Smith, Jamestown, N. Y. Filed August 24,

1903. Renewed November 28, 1904. Serial

No. 234,544.

Claim—1. In a friction clutch having a re

voluble driving member, a driven member

having means for gripping said driving mem

ber, connecting and disconnecting means for

said members consisting of a “wabble plate"

mounted on the driven member to be drawn

into frictional contact with said driving

member, and means for putting said plate in

and out of touch with said driving member.

780,519. Pneumatic Tire. Winfield J.

Mitchell and James R. Mitchell, Lynn, Mass,

nssigum's to Flexible Metal Mfg. Co., Lynn

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents psrlino of seven words. cash with order.

. 1n capitals, : 5 cents per line.

 

“ LE-—4 passenger side-entrance csr bod

ies, in good condition at considerably rsducsd

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich,

FOR SALE.

One—1904 Franklin, light tonneau, blue body,

yellow running gear. Practically like new, run

less than 800 miles.

One—1904 Franklin Run-about, elegant condi

tion, color red.

Both the above cars will be sold at a bargain

to a quick buyer, Owners have purchased large

Franklins. Address 0. H. DIETRICll & Co., Ltd.

Allentown, Pa.

 

 

' ANTED—One second-hand Elmore or Cadil

lac. Give number of motor, miles used

and date bought. Also stats lowest spot cash

price. Address POST OFFICE BOX No. 239,

Allentown, Pa.

FOR SALE—Columbia 24 h. p. Mark XLI

Touring Car. Mechanical condition first

class; trimming practically new and entire car re

varnished. Any speed from 4 to 55 miles per hour.

Owner desired to purchase higherpower Columbia

Car. Address “MARK XLI” care Motor World.
 

INCREASE your horse power on Oldsmobiles,

Autocars, Franklins and other cars about 20

per cent. for $7.20; sent on trial to responsible

parties. JOHN HOWARD, :09 North Broad

St., Trenton, N. I.
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PRIGE $l500.

THE EXGELLENT

6309‘?
No Noise. No Vibration.

Zero Weather.

Spsedy, Reliable.

87 Main St.,

IOSTON BRANCH :

  

Will not Freeze in

Climb Any I-Iill.

Simple in Operation.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

ORANGE, mass.

151 Columbus Avenue.

 

says :

 

 

THIS AMERICAN,

MR. B. A.GRAMM,

the Designer and Builder

of the

1905 iLogan

Let American people

Of American feelings

Get American cars

And American roads

Needs American Construction .

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT

“THAT CAR OF QUALITY.”

iLogan (ion-struction 030.,

  

.

Chilllcothe,

Ohio.
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Mass, a corporation of Massachusetts. Filed

March 18, 1904. Serial No. 198,701.

Claim—1. A pneumatic tire containing in

its wall a flexible layer of comminuted metal

having a polished outer surface.

:5. A pneumatic tire containing in its walls

a protector composed of a flexible inner base

layer, and a comminuted metal outer layer

adhering to said base layer and having a

polished outer surface.

780,533. Motor Controlling Mechanism.

Peter A. Sheley, Louisville, Ky. Filed Sep

tember 24, 1904. Serial No. 225,858.

Claim—1. The combination with a power

shaft of an endless flexible connection en

gaged therewith, rotatable retarding devices

carried by the flexible connection, a trip de

vice located in the path of the retarding de

vices to rotate the same, and means carried

by the shaft to frictionally engage the re

tarding devices during the rotation thereof.

780,549. Explosive Engine. John G. Cal

lan, Lynn, Mass, assignor to General Elec

tric Co., a corporation of New York. Filed

September 4, 1903. Serial No. 171,865.

Claim—1. In an engine, the combination of

a rotary shaft, a plurality of cylinders ar

ranged in parallel relation to said shaft, a

pair of balanced pistons in each cylinder,

and means for imparting rotary motion to

the shaft from the pistons.

780,555., Electric Igniting System for Vapor

Engines. Albert E. Doman, Elbridge, N. Y.,

assignor to the Elbridge Electrical Mfg. 00.,

Elbridge, N. Y., a corporation of New York.

Filed July 7, 1902. Serial No. 114,608.

Claim—1. In combination with the spark

ing terminals of a gas engine, dynamo and

its working circuit 'in which said terminals

are connected, a variable resistance device

and electro-magnetic operating means there

for, both connected in series in the working

circuit.

780,556. Gas Engine. Albert E. Doman,

Elbridge, N. Y. Filed April 20, 1903. Serial

No. 153,462.

Claim—1. In a two cycle gas engine, a cyl

inder, a crank case inclosing one end of the

cylinder, a self-closing valved outlet in the

Opposite end of the cylinder, a conduit con

necting the interiors of the cylinder and

crank case, a piston operatively connected

to open the valve, a manually operated valve

in the conduit to control the amount of mix

ture admitted to the cylinder and connected

to the first named valve to vary the time of

its closing to correspond to the amount of

mixture present in the cylinder.

780,564. Charging Storage Batteries. John

L. Hall, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to Gen

eral Electric Co., a. corporation of New York.

Filed July 13, 1903. Serial No. 165,219.

Claim—1. The combination with a genera

tor and a storage battery, of an automatical

ly opening charging rheostat provided with

a Control magnet having two windings, one

winding being connected across the generator

terminals and the other winding being con

nected across the battery terminals and ar

  

PIER

ranged to not always in opposition to the

first mentioned winding.

780,633. Speed Changing, Driving and Re

versing Device for Motor Vehicles. De Lon

son E. Barnard, Chicago, Ill. Filed March

21, 1904. Serial No. 199,322.

Claim—1. In a motor-vehicle, in combina

tion with the front and rear axles, a motor

mounted upon the vehicle-frame intermediate

the vertical planes of said axles, comprising

a. longitudinal main shaft; friction disks on

the opposite ends of said shaft; frictionally

driven trains of which said friction disks,

respectively, are the initial wheels; frames

in which the secondary wheels of said trains

are journaled, said frames being pivoted for

carrying said secondary wheels toward and

from the initial wheels respectively; connec

tions between said pivoted frames for mov

ing them simultaneously, and means at one

end for operating said frames to carry said

secondary wheels into and out of frictional

engagement at will.

780,635. Gas Engine. Sheldon F. Burlin

game and Carl E. Burlingame, Worcester,

Mass. Filed December 18, 1903. Serial No.

185.670.

Claim—The combination of a gas engine

cylinder, and an attachment for starting the

engine by the explosion of a cartridge con

sisting of an explosion-tube adapted to re

ceive a cartridge or shell at one end, with

its other end extended into the engine cylin

der in position to be exposed to the succes

sive charges of burning gas, said inwardly

projecting end being closed except for per

forations of smaller diameter than the bore

of the tube, whereby the wad of the cart

ridge fired in the explosion-tube will be

lodged and consumed in-the explosion-tube

without passing into the engine-cylinder.

780,665. Motor-Vehicle. Henry E. Kellogg

and George F. Swain, Harvey, Ill. Filed

June 15, 1903. Serial No. 161,591.

Claim.—1. A motor-vehicle having two

axles with supporting wheels mounted there

on, one of the axles pivotally mounted and

adapted to be swung laterally and out of

parallel with the other axle for steering pur

poses, a motor supported by one axle and

means for normally connecting the motor

with the supporting wheels of both axles,

but adapted to disconnect the motor from

the supporting wheels of the said other axle

after the two axles are out of parallel.

780,673. Carburetter. Jay F. Lawrence,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to National Light,

lirat and Power Company. Filed October

30, 1903. Serial No. 179,184.

Claim—1. A carburretor comprising a gen

erating and mixing tank, an air inlet-pipe

therein extending to near the bottom thereof,

a hydrocarbon-inlet pipe extending through

the top of the generator, a valve therein,

an inclined evaporating surface, a float in

the bottom of said tank, a rod connecting

the same with said valve, a vapor-discharge

pipe connected in the top of said tank, and

means delivering a blast of air through said

air-pipe to the bottom of the generator and

$750.

mixing-tank whereby an air-current flown

upwardly along the inclined evaporating

surface against the downwardly-flowing cur

rent of hydrocarbon.

780,692. Face Shield for Riders of Motor

Vehicies. Clement H. Whatley and Lena

Benck. Hammermith, London, England.

Filed March 8, 1904. Serial No. 197,070.

Claim—1. A wind and dust protecting face

shield comprising a frame surrounding and

retaining a disk of transparent material and

having a leg or foot attached thereto for

adjustably connecting said shield in a socket

or recess attached to a waist-belt substan

tially as and in the manner herein described.

780,705. Regulating Device for Petroleum

Motors. Ferdinand Charron and Leonce

Girardot, Paris, France. Filed March 22.

1902. Serial No. 99,500.

Claim.—-In a regulator for petroleum mo

tors, the combination with the sliding valve

actuating rods, guides therefor, and friction

rollers carried by the rods, of a shaft, a

sleeve slidably mounted thereon, having a

cam on each end thereof, said cams engaging

with the rods, rings on said sleeve, a rod

G arranged parallel to said shaft, a fork in

tegral with said rod and engaging with the

sleeve between the rings thereon, a second

sleeve J slidably mounted on the shaft, a

centrifugal governor for moving said sleeve

and a second fork adjustably secured to the

rod G and connected to the sleeve J whereby

on the movement of the sleeve J the cams

will be disengaged from the friction rollers

on the rods.

 

 

 

Jones Dashboard

Speedometer- Odometer.

’
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SPEEDOMETER

MARK

A combination instrument. It

will accurately indicate the

speed of an automobile and at the

same time measure the distance

traveled. A mechanically perfect

device—absolutely accurate in reg

istration.

Write for a copy of the “ Speedometer" bulletin.

Jones Speedometer, 125 W- 32d St., New York.
 

 

€E=RH€INE
ll MODELS

$850. $l,lOO. $1,259.

PIERCE-RACINE Cars are good can. Guaranteed for one year. They are fast and great

hillclimbers. Let us send you our printed matter which tells all about them.

They are the beat for the price.

Planes Enema co. I300 elark St" Racine, Win.
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Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.

THIS IS THE TIME TO

 

 

 

  

TYPEWRITERS

buys the

New York and Everywhere.

 

 

THE

WHITLOCK

COOLER
TESTED AND ADOPTED BY

90 P E R O E N T

of the Ludlng

Manufacture" ol 7

HIGH GRADE CARS

FOR 1903 - 1904 - 1905

  

U. S. Paton ending.

"Patented in England. rance and Belgium. Any [Iain 01 Style of Coolu lid! in 0rd".

THE WHITLOGK GUIL PIPE 00., unnrronn, cmm.

 

 

 

 

“TheA.B.B. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Per Copy.

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY

04 TRIBUNE BUlLomc. NEW YORK.
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NO PUNCTURES—NO PUMP.

No need for Removal from Rim.

JUST GOODRICH TIRES.
av BECKER. a A escnra. J_n85c“lfl_

PILS'DIN" VI‘AIUQII. ' ‘.CVI.M‘°..
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1% Jan. 4, 1905.

The B. F. Goodrich Co., /

Akron, Ohio.

Dear Sirs:

Percy F. Megargel, W28. Harrison, of Rochester, N. Y., and

Ralph Megargel of Scranton, Pa., ran an Elmore Pathfinder,- a machine

having 16 horsepower and weighing, including passengers, baggage and

extras, 2150 lbs. - from New York to St. Louis and back to Philadelphia,

on a single set of Goodrich tires, not only without a puncture but

without having to pump up the tires during the eitire trip . This trip

_was_begun on May 18th when the roads Were almost impassable, and on the

return trip, when passing through Pennsylvania, the rains had washed

the dirt off the roads so that it was an almost continual run over_

rocks and stones. " The severe service through which these tires went

would be more appreciated by the perusal of the little booklet which

the Elmore Company have gotten out, "The Cruise of the Pathfinder,"

illustrating and describing this wonderful tour.

The mileage on the first set of tires figures up to a total

of about 3000 miles. This same car made the trip a second time but the

rear tires were changed, not because the tires had given out, but they

were worn some on the sides from continual traveling through deep ruts,

and as the second run was made under the auspices of the Association

of Auto Mfgrs. and the cars were liable to a penalty unless a certain

number of miles were made each day, it was deemed advisable to change

the tires to prevent there being any possibility of delay from tire

troubles, although there was no reason to believe that the original set

of tires would not have been able to make the trip the second time.

Was.
//§§%LL¢44/%

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 141 Lake St. SAN FRANCISCO, 892 Mission St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. DENVER, 1444 Curtis St.

BOSTON, 155-161 Columbus Ave. PHILADELPHIA_ 909 Arch St.

BUFFALO, 9 W. Huron St. CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St.

LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hlll.

MMQMMOOQOMQQOO””W”WMMMMM00"..““WWW

WWW

WWW” »iIi
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16%
of the Cars exhibited in the

New York Automobile Show

were on Solid Tires,

6__5%
of the 1905 models were fitted with

FIRESTONE

SIDE-WIRE

TIRES
Three times more Firestone than any other

make. Substantiating our claim that it is the

Standard Solid Tire

It has made possible the success of the

Commercial Automobile of to-day.

Use it for long and economical service,

durability and ease.

The most resilent solid tire made.

HIGHEST AWARD AT ST. LOUIS, 1904.

Write for our Gold Medal Booklet.

FlllESlllNE TIRE & RUBBER 60.,

Akron, Ghio.

Branches ;

New York: Philadelphia: Chicago:

i788 Broadway. 926 Arch Street. 1550 Wabash Ave.

San Francisco.Boston. St. Louis.

Will Exhibit at Chicago and Detroit.

 
  

OF

THIRTY-FIVE.”

 

  

 

 

 

 

TI'IE DUQUESNE CAR.

Craflkil‘lg an engine is the most undigni

fied operation a motorist is

called upon to perform. In all

else automobiling is a-“Twen

tieth Century luxury.” Strangely

enough cranking is

Unnecessary—only required a little

—invemtive genius for us to do

away with it entirely in The'

DUQUESNE Car.

Starts from the seat every time——

warm or cold—morning, noon

or night. No air pumps, or

reservoirs, coil springs or other

complications. A simple push

of the foot lever throws the

engine over, and

 

Presto!

We

Are

Off !

 

Factory and Main Office, N. Y
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These were the pointsSIMPLICITY, hi h f m
PO ER, :1 :a i tonsuzleezz Z

WORKMANSHIP, “AZ..fo SAKS achieil.

DESIGN. . at the snows.

 

 

Type VIII, Complete as Illustrated, $2,750.

Runabout. Type X, I6 I]. P. 2 @yllnden vertical, $I,000 Opera Bus, seatsé I = I I $2,000

Runabout, Type IX, 8 H. 9., leyllnder, vertical, $800 Type VIII. 4 eyllnder, 30 II. F., at I . $2,750

THE BEST AGENCY PROPOSITION IN THE WORLD.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., - - - - - Reading, Pa.
BOSTON MOTOR CO., ACME MOTOR CAR CO. 01“ NEW YORK, DEVLIN it 00. LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE CO.,

48 Columbus Ava., 941-843 8th Ave. 1407 Mlchlgan Ave., 205 Shady Avenue,

Boston, Mm. New York, N. Y’. Chicago. Ill. Pittsburx. Pa

Mass. Distributors. N. Y. and N. J. Distributors. Western Distributors.

SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE CO., Atlanta. Georgia. .

 

Autulyte

Lamps

and

Generators.

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTED HORNS, SPARK PLUGS,

GOGGLES, Etc.

Send for Catalogue.

A. H.“FUNKE,
83 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.
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H++++++++++++++++++H+§

Twolmpulscswith EvcryRcvolution
This is the famous Elmore Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the

American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triumph of this impulse-every-revolution idea,

or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Elmore. That the

Elmore does produce a constant torque; that it does utilize every particle of power and put a stop

to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

the most reliable self-starting engine in the world——for each and every one of these claims over

whelming proof has been produced.

' The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

cycle engine. .

You owe it to yourself to see this car, which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess power and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

Send tor our full line or literature, the booklet illustrating the 6.000-mlle trip. our catalogue. explanation or our engine. and the opinions

of people who have used our cars, all sent free, or, if you wish, we will send a 10x12 photograph of the Pathnder on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

1104 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

  ii i

++v++¢++++
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PREMIER
ll @ylinder. Hir-Qooled.
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The Natural Evolution of Mechanical Skill

i Guided by Practical Experience.

“THE QUALITY can."

Side Entrance, 1905 Model F, I I $1,560

Rear Entrance, 1905 Model F, I I I $1,400

Runabout 1905 Model F, I I SL250

  

  

Simplicity and accessibility were the two points which warranted the general expression, “ No

wonder it’s practical,” from all visitorsv at the New York and Chicago Shows.

WRITE FOR DESGRIPTIVE @HTHLOGUE.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO., No. 1003 Georgia St., INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.
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The

I

THE FINAL TRIUMPH
achieved by the MAXWELL (Bars at the great Automobile Show in Madison Square Garden,

New York, was as conclusive to the public as it was satisfactory to us.

We had expected it, and worked for it, but eVen to us, Who knew just how worthy of praise the “Max;

well” is, the great volume of favorable comment, the almost unanimous appreciation of “MAXWELL POINTS

  

 

 

throughout that enormous gathering of automobile EXPERTS came as somewhat of a surprise. There is

but one conclusion to be drawn: that the automobile public is no longer dependent upon the statements of

  

and their patronage.

l6 I'LP. TOURING CAR, $l400.

Crank Shaft east in one Aluminum casting.

manufacturers and agents, that buyers have learned to discriminate for themselVes, that they know what

they want, and, having found in the "Maxwell" those points which make it the most practical, the most

reliable and the most economical automobile in the market, they have been quick to give it their appreciation

The “Maxwell” cars how no pump (thermosiphon). Their double opposed motor is in front under the

hood and accessible in every part. They have Bevel Gear Drive. METAL BODIES.

"Perfectly simple, simply perfect."

MAXWELL-BBISGUE Moran 60.
TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

New York City Salasroom, 317 W. 59th Street.

  

8 ".F. TOURABOUT, 5750.

Transmission Case and

#

 

0

170(01' (hrs

36%I»: Ila/2 M0 arm: me”

Packard Motor Car Co.

Dept. 8 Detroit.Mich.

an!!!“ A.L.A.M.

 

 

 

Hand Book -

OE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF TIIE DUDLIC WIIO

ARE INTERESTED IN TIIEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about Feb. 1st, 1905. The products of the principal

manutacturers throughout the United States of America. and the 1m

porterl of gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi

cations. These specifications form a series of the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform. the eahe of comparison is

obvious. and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

 

  

Sent upon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

  

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009.

  

No. 7 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK.
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STEVENSmW A” New 2°Cmgr°wer

T 0 u R | N G cA R.
MODEL R. We are of the opinion that

the public will find in this

new car not only workman

ship and material equal to

t that which has made the

I STEVENS-DURYEA Run

about famous, but it will find

the same quality of durability

, and power as compared with

lather Touring Cars, which

/ has kept the Runabout in a

distinct class by itself.

GREAT STRENGTH—HIGH POWER—LIGHT WEIGHT.

PRICE, $2,500.

We believe that the owner

of this light weight but high

power car will find it so easily

handled, and its cost of main

tenance so low, that it will not

be at all uncommon to find

the STEVENS-DURYEA

MODEL "R" subjected to thesame daily uses for which the

Runabout has hitherto been

- considered necessary.

  

 

BEND FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET ‘ ACENT8:-WRITE FOR SPECIAL PROPOSITION ON

CONTAINING DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS. UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY

J. STEVENS ARMS 8: TOOL C(DMPANY,v

690 Main Street,

CHICOPEE PAL-LS. MASS., U. S.A.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

WWW
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MODEL

national

“ GOES THE ROUTE”

With NATIONALS You
 

LEAD - - OTHERS FOLLOW

  

 

NATIONAL MODEL C. PRICE $2-SOO i

Sidg entrances to detad-lablg tonneau, DOUblC ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball hearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires, 34 x 4, Positive oiling. All weight taken 05 inner axle and differential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Four cylinder 4% x 5 vertical. ‘Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and transmis

Bevel gear drive. sion on sub frame. Double steering connecting

The Best Touring Car .llgency in flmerica for I905

National Motor Vehicle Co.,
1007 E. Twenty-Second St., Indianapolis, Ind.

LURI'I'E Now.
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Send for Catalogue. (U l 99 “ America's Finest Motor Oar."

M g CHARACTERISTIC mamas.

Self-starting from the seat.

 

  

Pigactlcmlyt Niogseloss.

A sence o l ration.

24 H. P. $5000. 40 ti. P. $6000. Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

\‘alves, in the head.

Automatic Carburettor, never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed-Control, by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication.

Single-Lever Control.

"Make-and-Break" Ignition.

Irreversible Steering-Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Tlmken Roller-Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

Side Entrance.

Aluminum Body.

Wheel Base, 106 inches.

\Imported "Continental" Tires.

,lmnor‘ted Honey-Comb Radiator.

.‘Lomz Life—insured by using greater {actors of safety

in every vital part than ordinarily employed.

Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60 miles an hour, according

to H. P. and gear.

MATHESUN MOTOR GAR 00., - Holyoke, MISS.

N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bros.. 500 Fifth Ave

STANDARD PARTS FOR POWER TRUOKS AND WAOONS.
The marked economy of power wagons for delivery, express and truck service, and their superior reliability when in reasonably intelligent

hands, is so well established that those who are conversant with the facts cannot fail to see that power wagons are rapidly beginning to supersede

 

 

horse service. PARTS WB SUPPLY:

STEERING GEAR, COMPLETE, CHAINS, COUNTERSHAFT AND REDUCTION GEARS, FRONT AXLES, COMPLETE,

SPROCKETS, COUNTERSI‘IAPT BRAKEi, HUB BRAKES, DISTANCE RODS, MOTOR HANGERS,

ELECTRIC MOTORS, CONTROLLERS AND ACCOMPANYING DETAILS.

Semi for Catalogs Nos. 2, 3 and 5. Touring Car Parts, Catalogs 6, 7. 8 and 9.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EAMES, American Trust Buildlng, Cleveland.

 

 

BOWSER GASOLINEs'roaaceourrrrs 7 UP. zoo’ooo

vamous STYLES
The Name of “ BQWSER” GUARANTEES vm scrum. use.

QUALITY, OURABILITY. SAFETY and OONIIENIENOE.

Our 20 years experience in the Tank business, and in design

ing Oil Storage Systems, enables us to present a line of Gasoline

Storage Outfits which will meet the requirements of any automo

bilist, both as to equipment and price.

OVER A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES FROM

WHICH TO SELECT, VARYINC IN PRICE

ACCORDING TO STYLE, CAPACITY, ETC.
W ll you use, or contemplate using Gasoline, It will pay you to Investigate. “ f H H ' g

A REQUEST FOR CATALOGUE XIV. WILL BRIIIG FULL INFORMATION. ! ‘E

S. F. BOWSER &. 00., loo. - Forl Wayne, Ind. ‘ ' a v C J

Pump discharges gallons, half gallons and A medium-priced outfit not of the self

quarls at a stroke. Eastern Office: 255 Atlantic Ave., Boston, M888. measuling type.

 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Best Automobile Motors

AND

Automobile Gharrino Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE EIWEII-PARKER EIEOTRIO OO-l

nl Bums anal-s n _

  

  

DOUBILE SER\'ICI£¢

THE APPLE AUTOMATIO SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to every user at gas power for

Automobile, Launch or Stationery Engine.

It gives absolutely sure ignition. more speed and

more power. Does away With all belt, batter or

commutator troubles. _ _ ‘

Besides this it gives ample power (or three electric lights, whether engine ll

' 1 din at I V Vnnmigalsilo; agancheg to any engine now using batteries. Our new gesndnven

system is worthy of your attention. . ‘ I I I

Writ: us for anything pertaining to Ignition. We make over eighty articles

l"W'- m omos ELECTRICAL are. so. or trim moo. onion. omo

.5” u a t e _u_t(LShoIl at Chicago, Boston and \Yaahington.
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I BABIG "Tl"

LIGHT TOURING CARS for 1905

"THE CAR OF POWER”

This superb new creation for the coming season must be seento be appreciated. It first appeals to the purchaser by its beauty, . , . l l

then it satisfies him by its speed. strength and durability.

These cars have our tried and tested 1904 Motors, 14 horse

power, 2 cylinder, horizontal. opposed. Strong planetary transmis

sion, Warner differential, Hill precision oiler, Kingston or Schebler

carburetor, expanding rear-hub brakes, tull elliptic springs, 86 inch

wheel base, 30 inch wheels, 31/; inch tires, side entrance body,

individual front seats.

  

 

  

flADE BY

l‘lichigan Automobile Co., Ltd.,

Kalamazoo, I Michigan

 

 

Motor—Four cylinders, 20 H. P.

Sliding Gear speed change.

Three forward speeds and reverse.

Bevel Gear transmission to divided rear axle.

Wheel Base, Model D. 80 inches.

Model F. 97 inches.

Tires, Model D. 30 x 3%.

Model F. 32 x 3%.

Weight, Model D. 1,750 lbs.

Model F. 1,825 lbs.

Side or rear entrance tonneau, seats four or five pas

sengcts.

PRlCE:—- '

  

M - Rear Entrance Tonneau, Model D. $1,700.
0mm F Side Entrance Tonneau, Model F. $1,850.

EXPERIENCE: Fifteen years ago the Sintz Gas Engine Company built a practical and successful automobile that covered

thousands of miles and was ten years in advance of the times. Constant study and years full of valuable, practical experience in the

building of thousands of Gas Engines, are the secret of our ability to produce a reliable Touring Car for $1,700.

Send for full description of this up-to-date car.

We build Practical, High-Speed Auto Boats and Yachts, Marine Gasoline Engines,

both two and four-cycle—one t0 four-cylinder, from 2% to 100 H. P. Fifteen years' experi~

ence. Send 10c. for large Marine Catalogue.

PUNGS-FINCH CO., Detroit, ‘ Mich.

iSINTZ GAS ENGINE c0.
s“°‘“‘°" ‘°i MICHIGAN YACHT & POWER co.

New York Representative, DUER-R'wflRD ¢§~ CO.

Chicago Representative, LUILJ'ON MOTOR CO.
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cor. SPRAGUE’S CANOPIES.
A Sprague Extension Top on a

  

 

  

“ Thomas Flyer ” ; recognized

  

as the correct thing

  

in tops.

  

See our Eihlhll at New York Chicago and

Cleveland Shows.

  

Sand for Catalogue.

  

  

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

  

Norwalk, Ohio,

U. S. A.

  

  

  

 

 

ooommns Hill MOTOR ohns
will be on exhibition at our spaces at New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland

and Boston, where we shall be very glad to talk with manufacturers of cars

concerning the special discount we make to those who equip their output

with Veeder Odometers.

Dealers and jobbers are likewise invited to drop in at our booths to

discuss the sale of Veeder Odometers for this year.

Automobile owners who wish to see the Odometers in actual operation

should feel perfectly free to come in and ask all the questions they choose.

That is what we are there for.

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., 26 Sartoani Shoot, Hartford. Bonn.
Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.
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— THAT ETERNAL QUESTIIIN —

-— Tire l'iaintenance —

— Solved at Last -—

and by the

Kokomo Mechanically-attached Tirc

 

 

  

 

  

“Creeping,”“Crimping,” “Rolling”and Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Trade

@- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.
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We are equipped to weld auto

mobile parts In any shape or form,

and CRANK SHAFTS wemakeour

speelalty. Moat satlafaetory re

sults can be obtained by the old of

ELECTRIC

THE STANDARD WELDING 60-,

Cleveland, - U. S. A.

   

 

Garages and Individual Owners

who have had most experience

use exclusively

Rome Linseed-[lit Snap

FOR CLEANING CARS.

There are mighty good reasons for it, too.

  

They will readily suggest themselves to any

  

one interested.

We make

Rome Linseed-Oil Soap,

put it up in barrels, half-barrels and pails, and

  

  

  

sell it cheaper than ordinary soaps.

  

Send us a trial order—if not satisfactory you

  

get your money back.

ROME SOAP IVIFG- CO., Rome, N.Y.

  

 

The new system of acetylene lighting

Morefor automobiles and launches.

than l,000 Prest-o-Lite Tanks sold since

September lst. More than 100 of the

best agents in America have placed

orders for Prestolite Tanks.

TEN THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

1905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

ing up agencies now.‘ Write us for cat

alogue and full information.

The concentrated Acetylene to.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Chleazo Show Space, 326.

 

    

\t OUER '. PAWS

  

  

NQDKLL “E LUXE

rhe : Special prices to jobben and

dealers who come and see us at the show. This is the horn proposition of the

year and you can team more about it by coming up and asking a few questions

than you could by reading all night.

The POST I. LESTER CO., 38 Sergeant 81.. Hartford, COIN!
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YOU GA" SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU UBI

PISK'S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile ll worth anythln: at all. lt'l worth keeping

clean. Fisk's Auto-Ce: Solo does it—

  

 

 

merrrwi'hssUSA

Clean:- a dirty car as nothing 0100 dual, preservol the finish and

keep! it looking new with all its orl‘lnal lnltre. Bo-orden from

those who have trled it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. alr-tlght tln palll. Price 81.00. (prrou prepaid

to bolntl a: for West 0.0 and including Chicago, Ill.) Aloe put up In

barrel: and halt barrels.

A neceulty to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all Jobberl. dealers and gar-'00.

OUR PROPOSITION I8 INTERESTING.

Send in a trial order.

FISK MPG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

 

 

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

llome lllfloo—B'l-QQ-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass,

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 

 

 

  

A GOOD CAR

ls Known by

ITS EQUIPMENT.

  

“1m

\anrrrnIllr

u

n n7it?

To be perfect it must

have perfect tools.

The best imported and

domestic cars have

8. 8r. 8. tools in

their kits.

THE BILLINGS &. SPENCER 00.,

Hartford, Conn.

 

 
 

WHOLESALE RBTAIL

Largest Manufacturers at lulu Specialties in the World

FREE ELECTROTVPES T0 CATALOG HOU$E$ AND OTHERS.

YANKEE GRADE-METER YANKEE SILENT

PRICE 57-50 AUTOMATIC MUFFLER

PchB $r0.oo

  

Composed 01 :4 opposed disk radiators

- - _ on end of exhaust pipe. Burnt gas dis
in fizzl‘lwlngccurgkil;nlia?snogn?1gemsgz charged through thin outer edge of radiator

No back pressure because point of die
A“ and" to 35 p" cem' up or down' charge greater than bore of exhault pipe

YANKEE NON_v-IBRATING Sell cleaning and noiselesl.

STEERING WHEEL FOOT BELLOWS FORHORN

PRICE $10.00 PRICE 534,0

  

Will give louder blast and outwear a

dozen bulbs.

  

5"“ _ We make 30 other good selling Auto

Docs away with that uncomfortable feeling speciamc5_

in the arm: caused by vibrating wheels up i .

ting] tears. Cfintfilbdiilpilalgm—tlladc of flexlr- 8|: Free alt-ht

e eat er an ru er. an eater tens! e .
“nth for fleeting purPosufian any on!“ DllCOlllll. to Jobbers, Manufacture" and

whee . Dealers,

E. J. WILLIS CO., 12 Park Place. N. Y.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN APDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN ROOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Home, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Semi for Catalag

AUTOMORIIJE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

28! .Ioflerson Street, Detrolt, Mich.

 

 

 

 

  

Jump Spark Cotls

For all purposes—Single,

Double, Triple and Quadruple

for Stationary Engines and Au

tomobiles. Guaranteed in every

particular. Fine Vibrator.

snm wort CATALOGUI D.

The Knobloclt-lleidsmsn Its. 60.,

 

SOUTH BIND IND.

 

 
 
 

QU l N BY

HUTOI'IOBI 1.5- BODY
c _ _ DEPARTMENT

EMERSON BROOKS, Manager.

1534 Broadway, cor. of 45th St" New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.

 
 
 

 

"O...O.

MOWMWMMi

TOURING OAR

THE F. B. STEARNS 60.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. e. A.

 

  

 

To Operators of Steam liars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAM WATER PUMP, the only Positive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

l04-l to Centre St., New York.

‘ Springfield Top
PATENTS PENDING

Alumlnum Bodies

Alumlnum Fenders

Aluminum Hoods.

Sprinng Metal

Body 00.,

366 Blrnle Ave.,

- Springfield. Mass.

 

 

 

   

 

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in osition to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while xceptional

Trans ortation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great glarlrets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

If looking for a location, or an investment, write,

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washington, D.‘C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, :7: Broadway, ew York City.

 

Tho Baltlln Bhaln Company

— MAXI —

Automoblle Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Boy.

Gears.

Baldwin chino Mtg. 00.,

Worcester, Mass., U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Always Sends It there.

  

 

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.
 

llon-Froazing Water Jacket Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.'S)

will stand 30° below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE OARBONOALE CHEMICAL 00.. Olrbondale, Pa.

Nsw Your, Bones. BAeroxs. CHICAoo, Pt'r-rsstuon

 

  

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (Iboth Worth

for one year, commencing with the issue of - W ,

 

 

   
 

at Lvlhle“

 

 

The Most Bntlsfactory lgnltlon Plug In

the World at any Price.

$l.50; $l.75; $2.00; $3.00; $5.00.

Dynamos, Coils Meters, to Send lor complete Catalogue.

THE R. E. HARDY BO , 225 W. Broadway, NEW YORK.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

no West 38th Street,

 

New Yorlt.

 

 

 

  
 

" m. in the summons LABORATORY. .

' Eetablfll'tsd use -~

1 o.r.sr>urnonr Uhndsvstu sr.,||.v. A ~

  

  

  

 

 

 

lGH-GRABE lllMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.

  

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 

wrBig Four

Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World "

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH,

tP. and '1‘. Agent,
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INDIVIDUAL “I'mu' R SP I Direct Driv:L'll‘Ili:e Spits-and Reverse.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

A Transmission Gears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

  

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y.

Kingston Barhuretor.
VER 24,000 Ill USE.

Patented May :2, 1903.

Other Patents

Pending.

  

 

 

Pat. Jan. as. tool.
  

rlutnlt GRADOMETER MARK}

An Instrument that will enable you to determine the Sent Postpaid on receipt at price, h.p.

3"“ per cent. you are ascending or descending. THE ADAMQ COMPANY. Dilbthlle, lows.

 

t“.

M51

KINGSTIIN

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the O. H. a D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, s. ladlss’ coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a. perfect dream of a parlor car. which, when ll hted with a myriad

fflel' rk-COIIB of electric bulb; was resplendent and fascinating In the highest degree. very one 1 the cars
carburetgll‘" “"8t 1' spah la ' except the baggage and the smoker, which Is of Flemish oak with rattan high but: seats, is

span" “gal 96' "8 9° I finished In mahogany. Even the combination car at the head or the train is provided with a
Pumps, Olllng Devlcee, etc.v lavatory with nickel-plated washstend. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seatl as people.

and has high-hack. rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration Is the coach

and diner in one, there being seats tol- 50. although a spacious kitchen is Iooatetd In the

centre, with tour tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern oar building Is

. shown In the parlor car, which In said to be the handsomest ever turned out In the Pullman shops.

’ . - i ‘ ' ' \\ The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

" ,. ‘ v '4' .‘T .

. M" LER a nu - .
The smoking room In the parlor car In the most commodlous ever seen on any train entering

here. It In so constructed that it Is absolutely private from the rest or the car. and has accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules, and each car has Its own electrical

apparatus t0r lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

in addition to the regular parlor car porters. etc., there is a. neatly uniformed train porter,

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach art at the tratn, see that

the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with trash towels. an that the terwud part at

the train Is kept up to the standard.

  

 

 

BYRIE, KINGSTON 8t 00., Kotomo. IlttI.l ".81,  

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

THE MIME IMPRIIVEII

1905 MUFFLER.   

cylinders

loos—tile marten (lar—loos THE

“Air-Cooled" I A inch bore

16 143:5... 2:55..

inch stroke

A lIlGlI-GMIIE TOURING CAI Fllll $1.500.

Our Ca/aloguzfor the asking.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO., I

............., ........ Have at the Price You

TIRE oovrns. °"g'“ ‘° Pay

Best Goods. lowest Prices.

 

 

  

Silent. nght Weight.

Simple In Construction.

Without Beck-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE. Write {or “mum and Brietling With Original and

STATIONARY. $30K“ 0‘ 0‘ =' A“ $"P' Exclusive Features.

MARINE. ‘ '
The Wm. H. Wiley 8t Son 00.

Box 78. Hsrtiord, Conn.

  

ACME MOTOR CAR 8: REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Are you posted regarding them?
 

 

southern Agents: A. L. DVKB. all Pine st., i DON'T FA"- TO VISIT THE MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

st. Louis, Mo. N AT 1 o u A L

Easte A a: 5mm a Bowslsns, 9 Packard A e. aclne Wis..... if; v... ..,. “‘ IMoior Boat and Sportsman’s Show v ' R '

Western Agents: 1:. J. DAY s 00.. 519 I’llsslon I M a dis 0 n S q u a re 6 a r d e n THB DUBRR-WARD 00.. No- 1787 BMW-Y. New

at, h Pro-does, Cal. N! w t on.“ ( ll \' ‘ York Distributors.

  

 
 

  

 

"list tort-\R ’ ARTHUR (l. BENNETT. No. 20 Lake St" Gil—n F
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TIL“ “WHITNEY” STANDARDS “th3?

mm... The PITCH SIZES and DIANETERS advance

or m uniformly in perfect proportion.

  
  

  
  

1m. %m.  

They have broken all records for efficiency, and

11/1L in. a, in. have been adopted for most of the leading

American Cars, including

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

11/2 in. 7/8 in

“ACME” “AUTO-CAB EQUIPMENT” “BAKER” “BRAMWELL” “CADILLAC”

_ “Cowman” "Comm" "Gammon" “ELWELL-PARKER” "Form"

1% in. 1 in. “me” “GROUT” “GAETH” “ Gums" HARTFORD moron STREET

_~_ SWEEPER”“KNOX” “LENAWEE” “MITCHELL” “Momma” “MATHESON”

, “ MANHATTAN” “ OLns" “ Porn-marrow" “ PIERCE-RACINE”
2 1n 11/8 1n  

 
 

 

“PRESCOTT” “QUEEN” “RAMIBLER” “STEARNS” “Sammy,” “SNELL”

“THOMAS50 & 6011?.” “Toums'r” “WAYNE” “WESTERN ELECTRIC”

“Whitney” Roller Chain

RIVETED TYPE.

All links on both sides are Riveted, with

exception of one Connecting Link shown .

“Whitney” Roller Chain

COTTER DETACHABLE TYPE.

i. .1 All links on one side are Riveted and all
l. 'm‘ .> '“ 5 7 links on opposite side are Detachable. One link

only is considered the Connecting Link, this being distinguished from the others by notches in the top surface.

m... “M” These are the OLD or COMPETING

  

 
  

  

 

  

of Roll.

— " * Standards.

_1 in' ,946 in' The PITCH SIZES advance uniformly, but the

1% in: % h, DIAMETERS are irregular and not

, _‘___. in perfect proportion.

11/; m. 3/1 in

All Chain Manufacturers1% in, 1 in_ have adopted “WHITNEY” ° °

>——— Standards for these new2 in 1 11/8 in- sizes 1% in. and 2 in. pitch CONN
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This lillC—

thc leaders.

  

OLDSMOBILE TOURING CAR

Price $1400. 20 h. p.

(2 cylinder Side Entrance.)

 

 

' OLDSMOBILE LIGHT TONNEAU

Price $950.00.
  

.w‘ a“

10 H. P. DELIVERY CAR STANDARD RUNABOUT HEAVY DELIVERY

Price $1000.00. ’ Price $650.00. Price $2000.00.

(2 cylinder—10 h. p.)

FOLLOW THE cnown. AND rmn us.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Ave., = - = DETROIT, U: S. A.

Member of the Aeeocintion of Licenced Automobile Manufacture".

CAR
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APPERSON

  

    

24 H. P.—5 Passenger Touring Car.

The most comfortable car in touring over American

roads, the greatest speed for the rated horse power, and

the best hill climber in the country.

Our Four @ylinder ears thoroughly tested during

the past two years.

You are taking no chances in buying an experimental car from us.

Each order, practically an individual car, made for

each individual customer.

WRITE FOR OUR LARGE 1905 CATALOGUE.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago; 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston;

0
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OR style and beauty of line; for neat

design; Ior strength and high power in

proportion to weight, permit us to call

your attention to our 15-20 H. P.

GASOLINE TOURING CAR. The

same carefully chosen material, the same high quality of workmanship and finish is applied to

this model as to our 40-45 H. P. car, which is the highest priced American automobile on the Ameri

can market to-dav- Price, $2,800, including Five Lamps, Tools, Horn, Jack, Storm Covers, Mud

Aprons, Spare Parts—all ready for touring. (Tops extra.)

 

SPECIFICATIONS OF 15-20 H. P. LOCOMOBILE.

BODY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Side Entrance Tonneau.

MATERIAL. .Selected and thoroughly seasoned wood.

SEATING CAPACITY. .. "Four in addition to driver.

COLOR OF BODY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Optional.

COLOR OF CHASSIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Optional.

WHEELS . . . . . .Artillery type, 32 in. in diameter.

TIRES . . . . . . . . . . .Double tube detachable pneumatics.

SIZE OF TIRES. . . .4' in. x 32 in. in front and rear.

LENGTH OI" SPRINGS . . . . .36 in. front, -i--i in. rear.

WIDTH OF SPRINGS . . . . . . . . 1% in. front and rear.

CHASSIS FRAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Pressed Steel.

MOTOR . . . . . . . . . . . .4- cylinder vertical typc, 20 h. p.

CYLINI)ERS.3% in. bore, 41/: in. stroke, water cooled.

LUBRICATION . Mechanical, sight feeds on dashboard.

IGNITION. . . .Make and break, gear driven magneto.

COOLING SYSTEM. . . .Ccllular radiator with fan.

PUMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ccntrii'ugal type, gear driven.

SPEEDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Thrce forward, one reverse.

BRAKES. . . . .One foot brake, two emergency brakes.

\VHEEL BASE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..92 inches.

LENGTH OVER ALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11 ft. 9 in.

\VEIGHT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l,800 lbs. approximately.

FUEL CAPACITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 gallons.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT.

(2) Acetylene Headlights, brass finish.

(1) Separate Generator for same, brass finish.

(2) Oil Side Lamps, brass finish.

(1) Rear Signal Lantern, brass finish.

(1) Tool Bag.

(1) Brass Horn with flexible brass tubing.

(1) Carriage Jack.

(3) Rubber Storm Aprons.

(l) Tarpanlln to protect machinery from mud and “'Illi‘i‘.

 

.‘ (1) Tire Pump, Tire Hooks, Repair Kit.

TOOL EQUIPMENT AND EXTRA PARTS.

(1) Monkey “'rencb.

{Iii Socket Wrenches.

iii) Set Wrenches for hexagonal nuts.

(1) Pet Cock Wrench.

(1) Hub Cap Wrench.

(1) Combination Pliers.

(1) Screw Driver. 4 in.

(4) Valve Keys.

(1) Valve Spring.

(1) Tool for compressing valve spring.

(1) Ball Pcin Hammer.

(1) 011 can with long spout.

(1) Engine Admission and Exhaust Valve.

(1) Right Ignitcr Group.

(1) Left Ignitcl‘ Group.

(1) Ignith Hammer.

(1) Igniter Anvil.

(4) Lava Bushings.

(10) Mica Washers.

 

NEW YORK—Broadway corner oi 76th St.

PHILADELPHIA—No. :49 N. Broad St.

1905 MODELS.

20-25 II P. Prlce. $3,700

“'clght. 2.300 lbs.

ignition.

Side entrance tonneau.

18-20 ILP. Price, $1.800

“'elzht. 1.800 lbs. Make and

break ignition. Pressed steel

frame. Side entrance tonneau.

 

Jump spark

Channel steel frame.

The £acomobile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

ELL l-QYLINDBR (ii-IRS.

30-35 l'l.P. Price, $5,000

Weight. 2.500 lbs. Make and

break ignition. Pressed steel

frame. Side entrance tonneau.

40-48 ".P. Price, $7,500

Weight. 2.800 lbs. Make and

break ignition. Pressed steel

frame. Side entrance tonneau.

BOSTON—No. 15 Berkeley St.

Member of Association ‘of Licensed Auimnohlle Manufacturers.

 

CHICAGO—No. r354 Michllan Ave.
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6&J IIRIES _
at the

@rmond=Dayt0na Races

WALTER CHRISTIE, in car of his own design, fitted with

G 8: 1 Thread Fabric Tires, won the 50 mile race for

the Lozier Trophy.

In the 100 mile international race, Mr. Christie’s was the

first American car to finish. Mr. Christie covered the

100 miles at a speed of 70 miles per hour.

CHAS. SOULES, in Pope-Toledo, fitted with G 8: 1 Thread

Fabric Tires, won the five mile race for stock cars $2751.00

$400000~time 5: !3 15; five mile race for stock cars

$4001.00-$6000.00—time 5117 36; and ten mile race for

stock cars $275l.00-$4000.00—time 10:35 3-5.

CHAS. SOULES, in Pope-Toledo, with G 8: 1 Thread Fabric

Tires, also tool: second place, from scratch, in the five mile

handicap.

 

 

Not a moment’s delay in any Race, nor

any accident, was due to G & J Tires.

G & j Thread Fabric Tires hold every world’s track

record, from one to 50 miles.

The G & I Tires used on racing cars are precisely the

same thread fabric construction as our regular product. These

long distance races run at tremendous speed give added proof of

 

 

Safety—Speed—Durability

0&JllRECt). '
ehicago llndianapolis Detroit

429 Wabash Ave. 549-625 B. Georgia St. 247 Jellerson Ave.

Ri branded 1n the channel

' l ere Copfllfihlld II arks

e been inspec rd and pro

nounced perfect. We ran

tee o mes on all ' I so

bran
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What Arc You Looking For?

A powerful four cylinder

We have it

—-thirty horse-power motor,

Touring Car P

three speed, planetary trans

mission, shaft drive, side en

trance body. Qr do you want

  

a medium powered, general

DETACHABLE TONNEAU TOURING CAR,

PRICE, $900.

detachable

tonneau, a'smart runabout—capable of high speed—

purpose car? One of our

tonneau models' is the thing—without

with tonneau, a car that is suitable for touring.

THE CADILLAC

is good in whatever form you take it——f0r touring

or for just running about town—it is always on tap.

AND IT CARRIES THE LOAD—

DON'T FORGET THAT.

THE CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.

Detroit, Mich.

Member Association of Llcenled Automobllehianutacturern.
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MODEL 26 C
as above,

is our removable coupe-top

Chelsea.

SpeciallyZdesigned body;

superior upholstering. fit

tings and finish.

In every way the

Ideal Electric Curl-1:.

Our 1905 complete line

of Electric: affords ample

range in design and style,

and includes Runabouts,

Surreyl, Chelseas, Stan

hopes Delweries, etc.

“1 Name Bespeaks

the Quallty.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

POPE MOTOR GAR 00.,

Indianapolis, Ind

  

“ HALF

OF

THIRTY-FIVE.”

THE ELECTRICAL WIZARD OE

MOTORDOM.

Mr. Hart, of the Splitdorf Coil Co., said to

an inquirer: “The Duquesne Car is equipped

with the host coil known to man! The con

cern gave us varh' blanche, as to price, to pro—

(love the best we could—and we did so. Single

or)“ sparks four or six cylinders at any speed

with “nary a miss"! This proves that

neither

FRENCH, GERMAN NOR TIMBUCTOO coils can

surpass the. host American product—if the

manufacturer will pay for the latter.”

throughout is of the

same high class. The price of the car——

“HALF OF THIRTY-FIVE"—is made pos

sible by its emtreme simplicity, not by the use

of inferior material.

BY THE WAY—that simplicity is its greatest attrac

tion for you as a prospective motorist—isn’t

it?

\

DUQUESNE CONSTRUCI ION COMPANY,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

 

Manufacturers,
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PERFORMANCES

OF THE

15 H.P.WHITE

(Stripped and provided with Wind Shield),

At ORMOND, FLA.

 

 

. _ 1 _ .

.7 t l. H.»

4 ,
\“I‘F

(- \

5;, rooms IMDDESSION “\s

or A DEEDLESS CAD .1

1 a, 7
DP CONTROL I, \\

Besides being impressed with the

beauty, comfort and speed of a Peerless

Car, you are equally impressed with the .

fact that this great power and speed is i' I

under absolutely perfect control. A trial \ Bof the Peerless demonstrates the fact gr"

that a child can easily drive it, so simple 851—1432 Lbs

it is of operation and so '

'INSTANTLY RESPONSIVE

To the driver's will. Now it goes as

slowly as an electric, and again with a

slight pressure of the foot it darts away

like a spirited horse. The changes from

slow speed to high speed and from high

speed to full stop are in reality instan

taneous. And perfect control means

PERFECT SAFETY.

24 H.P. 30 H.P. 35 H.P. 60 H.P.

  

Time Trial

1 Mile, - 53 Seconds

'1 Kilometer, 32 4-5 “

  

 

First in One Mile Race

Time, 51 i-S Seconds.

First in One Kilomctcr Racc

  

,cq' \, $3,200 $3,750 $4,000 $6,000 I g.- '

fi I Send for Cataloque now ready. [i ;i cmvmnn. onlo

h,\ C Laxssslte... .211"? ,
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PREMIER
ll ('Zylinder. AirIQooled.

  

The Natural Evolution of Mechanical Skill

Guided by Practical Experience.

“ THE QUALITY GEAR.”

Side Entrance, l905 Model F, I I SL500

Rear Entrance, l905 Model F, I I I SL400

Runabout 1905 Model F, I I $1,250

Simplicity and accessibility were the two points which warranted the general expression, “ No

wonder it’s practical," from all visitors at the New York and Chicago Shows.

WRITE FOR DESGRIPTIVB GHTHLOGUE.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG, CO., No. 1003 Georgia St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL
Model " ‘C "

“ GOES THE ROUTE.”

With NATIONALS You Lead—

Others Follow.
NATIONAL, MOIIZL C, PRICE, $2,500.

Side entrances to detachable tonneau. Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires. 34 x 4. Positive oiling. . All weight taken off inner axle and differential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Four cylinder 4% x 5 vertical. Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and trans

Bevel Sear drive- , mission on sub frame. Double steering connections.

The Best Touring Car Agency in America for I905.

National -M0t0r Vehicle CO.,

1007 E. Twenty-Secornd St., Indianapolis, Ind.

WRITE aow.
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STEVENS-DURYEA
New 20 Horse Power

Four Cylinder ,

IIIIIIIING BAR
MODEL “R”

+

16%
ofthe Cars exhibited in the

New York Automobile Show

were on Solid Tires,

of the 1905 models were fitted with

FIRESTONE

SIDE-WIRE

' TIRES
Three times more Firestone than any other

make. Substantiating our claim that it is the

Standard Solid Tire

It has made possible the success of the

Commercial Automobile of to-day.

Use it for long and economical service,

durability and ease.

The most resilent solid tire made.

IIIIIIIIIIIII'II

Ivocuruoolulololl

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIOUIIIIIIII

III'II

IIIIII

'1'

IIIII

  

sTEvENs-nunin mumm; BAR
MODEL “ R ”

is in a class by itself.

Embodies all the requisite qualities

of a high-grade car.

IIIILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIq

I

IlIIQIII'IIIOIUTIIIIITIr

Great Strength—High Power,

' Light Weight,

are three vital essentials

perfectly combined in our

latest product.

PRICE, $2500.00,

including standard equipment.

 

HIGHEST AWARD AT ST. LOUIS, 1904.

 
ASK YOUR AUTO AGENT.

Write for our Gold Medal Booklet.

FIIIESIIINE TIIIE & RUBBER 60-,

Akron, Ohio.

 

89nd for beautlfully Illustrated 32-pago

booklet, contalnlng full dotalls.

 

AGENTS: erte for special proposltlon

on unoccupled territory.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII'IIIIIIIIIIIIII

 
 

 
 

Branches ;

IIIIII

new York: Philadelphia: (Hugo: j' &I788 Broadway. 926 Arch Street. 1550 Wabash Ave.

690 Main Street,Boston. St. Louis. San Francisco.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Members Association of I‘lver‘scd Automobile Manufacturers.
Will Exhibit at Chicago and Detroit.

  

++++++++++++++++m+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-l-+++++++m++++++++++++++++++++++++de'i'd'h-l'i'ir'i'i'+++++i+++++++++

- .. .. .. __ ,. .. o. . .i-++++++++++++i++'l'++++++'I“I"I"I"I'+++++++'I"I'i'i‘i'i'fl'i+
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ORIENT TOURING RUNABOUTI with Semi-Racing Body, 16 "P.,

Model B. Price $l500.

THE ORIENT RUNABOUT

SEMI=RACING BODY.

With Detachable Tonneau, $1650.Price, $1500.

This car completes your line-Just fits right in where there is a gar—between the low priced light cars and the big touring

cars.

It is very light and fast—will easily do forty miles an hour, with an extra link held in reserve. Has the beautiful, clean

cut, powerful lines of the high-priced imported cars—in fact, an owner would be proud of the appearance of this car in ANY

company. '

With the detachable tonneau this Runabout is the ideal car for business and professional men who wish to use a car as

a runabout during the week, and as a family car on Sunday.

The Model E is remarkable as being the only Runabout of 16 H. P., or less, having all the engineering features of the larger

cars—4-cylinder, vertical tore-and-att motor, direct drive, sliding gear transmission, three forward speeds (and reverse), Positive

Air-Cooling by means of direct air-blast from a powerful 4~bladed fan, and full Mercedes type hood.

Catalogue, showing all these:

TOURING CARS. BUCKBOARD LINE.

Model E, Touring Runabout (semi-racing body), 16 H.-P.. $1500 Buekboard, Model A, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $375

Model E, with detachable Tonneau,16 H. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H.-P - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450

Model F, Light Touring Car, with Tonneau, 16 H.-P . . . . . . .. 1650 Runabout, Model 0, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 475

Model G, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . ..¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2000 Tonneau, Model D, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525

Model de Luxe, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

WALTHAM ~MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Members 0! Auoclatlon 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Factory: WALTHAM, MAss, General Sales Oitices: 44 BROAD 5T,, NEW YORK.

WVWNVVWVWM
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FORD menial. “F.”
Model “F” has behind it the prestige of “Ford Success.” It is designed for Automobile

users who want a. practical and useful touring car at a price which makes such a vehicle a profit

able investment, rather than an expensiVe luxury. For actual reliability, attractive style and econ

omy of maintenance, the Ford Model “F” is easily ahead of any two-cylinder car made.

SPECIFICATIONS OF MODEL “F.”

Price—$1200.00. CAPACITY GASOLINE TANK—9 gallons.

WEIGHT—1400 lbs. CAPACITY OIL RESERVOIR—3 pints.

MOTOR—Ford two cylinder horizontal opposed. COOLING WATER CAPACITY—4 gallons.

WHEEL BASE—~84 inches. COLOR—Rioh dark green, yellow running gear.

TREAD—Standard wagon. UPHOLSTERING—Black, of boat leather, hand

WHEELS—~30 inches. comely tufted.

TIRES—3V2 double tube optional. EQUIPMENT—2 aide oil lamps, post horn and

MAXIMUM SPEED—35 miles an hour. necessary tools.

We want our friends, critics and competitors to examine this car. Full information about

all our 1905 cars is given in our new catalogue. Send for it to-day and get posted on the most

advanced types of American Automobile Construction.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, = Detroit, Mich.

Canadian Trade Supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Ltd., Walkervllls, Ont.

l

l

l  
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MORGAN & WRIGHT INNER TUBES

A v

‘ W

are used (in many cases are demanded) by users

of all brands of auto tires.

They are recognized as the most satisfactory—

because the most seryiceable—tubes made.

We manufacture an immense quantity of them

in addition to those used in NI. 8:. W. tires.

They are called for by dealers. repairmen and

users everywhere.

WThey have saved many a bad tire from going

to the bad.

A WORD TO THE WISE.

 

MORGAN & WRIGHT. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK, DAYTON, DETROIT, ATLANTA, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANOISGO.
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LIGHT TOURING CARS for 1905

HI

This superb new creation for the coming season must be seen

to be appreciated. It first appeals to the purchaser by its beauty,

then it satisfies him by its speed, strength and durability.

These cars have our tried and tested 190i Motors, 14 horse

power, 2 cylinder, horizontal, opposed. Strong planetary transmis

sion, Warner differential, Hill precision oiier, Kingston or Schebler

carburetor, expanding rear-hub brakes, full elliptic springs, 86 inch

wheel base, 30 inch wheels, 31/; inch tires, side entrance body,

individual front seats.

  

. 3“ THE

MADE BY

l‘lichigan Automobile Co.,

Michigan

Ltd.,

Kalamazoo, I

  

Two

Models

E7!

and

n n"

emvmwwlm

CAR OF POWER."

MODEL E

PRICE, $1,250

 

 

 

 
 

  

Moon. F.

EXPERIENCE: Fifteen years ago the Sintz Engine Company built a practical and successful automobile that covered thousands

of miles and was ten years in advance of the times. Constant study and years full of valuable, practical experience in the building

of thousands of Gas Engines, are the secret of our ability to produce a reliable Touring Car for $1,700. '

Send for full description of this up-to-date car.

We build Practical, High-Speed Auto Boats and Yachts, Marine Gasoline Engines,

both two and four-cycle—one to four-cylinder, from 21/; to 100 H. P.

experience. Send 10c. for large Marine Catalogue.

PUNGS-FINCH CO., Detroit, Mich.
SINTZ GAS ENGINE CO.

MICHIGAN YACHT & POWER CO.

New York Ropnslnllflvo, DUBRR-WARD 4! CO.

Successors to st

Chlamlo Represent-rive, WILSON MOTOR CO.

Finch mi... Touring Car

Motor—Four cylinders, 20 H. P.

Sliding Gear speed change.

Three forward speeds and reverse.

Bevel Gear transmission to divided rear axle.

Wheel Base, Model‘D. 80 inches.

_ ModeLF. 97 inches.

Tires, Model D. 30 x 31%;.

Model F. 32}: 3%.

Weight, Model D. 1.756 lbs.

Model F. 1,825 lbs.

Side or rear entrance tonneau, seats four or five

passengers. . .
\

PRICE:—

Rear Entrance Tonneau, Model D. $1,700.

Side Entrance Tonneau, Model F. $1,850.

 

Fifteen years’
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THE BAKER ELEeTRle

The Baker Electric

Depot €arriaqe.

The Most Bleglnt of all Bleetrleo.

  

ano.

RUNHBOUTS, STHNHGPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETC?“

 
 

 

 

A Sprague Extension Top on n

“ Thomas Flyer ” : recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

See our Exhlblt at New York Chlcago and

Gleveland Shows.

Send for Oetalozue.

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

Norwalk, Ohio,

U. S. A.
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6 West 29th Street

 

Michelin

Cut your tire expenses in half,

use Michelin.
 

Michelin Tire American Agency,

Incorporated.

Telephone, 4657 Madison,

E. 1). WINANS, Gen’l Mgr.

NEW YORK

 

 

 

DON’T YOU THINK 50?

The popular automobile oi to-day must 'possess something besides a hand

some body and wheels that will go 'roun l The Thomas “ Flyer" touring car

possesses such a number oi safety devices. anti-friction, anti-wear, fool-proof and lubricating

devicel,that it takesa catalogue to tell it all. May we send one?

  

THOMAS 50 HORSE VICTORIA, $3,500.

At the New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Detroit shows, the Thomas " Flyer" booth

was the center oi attraction. Such a line has never been oflered before.

Thomas 40 Horse Touring Car (4 Cyllnders), - $3,000.

Thomas 50 Horse Touring Car, with Vlotorla top, - $3,500.

Thomas 50 Horse limousine, ~ - - - $4.500.

Those 60 Horse Touring Phaeton (6 Cylinders), - 56,000.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR co.,

l2l0 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members 0! Association of Licensed Automobile Manutacturere.

 

 
  

THIS AMERICAN,

MR. B. A.GRAMM,

the Designer and Builder

of the

says:

Let American people

Of American feelings

Get American cars

And American roads

Needs American Construction. 1'

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT

‘1 THAT CAR OF QUALITY."

iogan Glenstructton (130.,

  

Chilllcotho,

Ohio.
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Twolmpulscs With Every Revolution
This is the famous Elmore Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the

American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triumph of this impulse-every-revolution idea,

or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Elmore. That the

Elmore does produce a constant torque; that it does utilize every particle of power and put a stop

to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

the most reliable self-starting engine in the world—for each and every one of these claims over

whelming proof has been produced. I

The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

cycle engine.

You owe it to yourself to see this car, which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess power and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

Send for our full line or literature. the booklet illustrating the (LOGO-mile trip. our catalogue, explanation of our engine, and the opinions

of people who have used our cars, all sent free, or, it you wish, we will send a 10x12 photograph of the Pathnder on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

1104 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

  

  

. pp The

-/!4/ '
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', 34,, av There is not one complicated detail throughout “Maxwell” construction. The number of parts has been cut

‘3“ ’ down to a nilniinum, and each part has been treated as a special problem and carefully worked out to per

fection. It is fundamentally a our easy to explain, easy to understand and easy to operate.

\ I The owner of a "Maxwell" is absolutely sure of two things.

T First, that no_car in the market AT ANY PRICE is more reliable than his, and, second, that he owns

‘he one car before the public to-day in which, through its rare slm plicity of construction, there is nothing to

[lo but ride.

The "MAXWELL" cars have no pump (thermo-siphon). Their double opposed motor is in front under the

hood and accessible in every part. They have Bevel Gear Drive. METAL BODIES. Transmission Case and

Crank Shaft cast in one Aluminum casting. “Perfectly simple and simply perfect.”

l6 III. P.TOURING GAR, $I400. 8 H. P TOURABOUT, $750

MiXWELi-BHISBUE Mini (:0.
TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

New York Oily Salnsroom, 317 W. 59th Street. \

  

__

”

  

 

i
2

HM
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_ These were the points

which won for us the

P0 ER’ unqualified Sllcoess the

“ACME” CARS achieved

DE at the Sl10ws.

  

Type VIII, Complete as Illustrated, $2,750. _

Runabout. Type X, I6 I]. P. 2 eylinderi vertical, $I,000 Opera Bus, seatso - - - $2,000

Runabout, Type IX. 8 II. P.,Ieyllnder, vertical, $800 Type VIII. 4 eyllnder, 30 II. P., at - . $2,750

THE BEST AGENCY PROPOSITION IN THE WORLD.

ACME MOTOR CAR CO., - - - - - Reading, Pa.
BOSTON MOTOR CO., ACME MOTOR CAR CO. 01" NEW YORK. DEVLIN a CO. LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE CO.,

48 Columbus Ave., 941-943 8th Ave" 1407 Michigan Ave». 206 Shady Avenue,

Boston. Mus. New York. N. Y. Chicago, Ill. Pittsburg, Pa.

Mass. Distributors. Distributors. Western Distributors.N. Y. and N. J.

SOUTH'ERN AUTOMOBILE CO., Atlanta, Georgia.

 

  

ODRIQfi TI
.-'~ .

("

  

SAN FRANCISCO.

392 Mission St.

DENVER.

NEW YORK

66-68 Reade BL

and 1625 Broadway.

  

The unequaled product 4}

of twenty years’ experi

  

 

 

cmcsco, _ ' _ 1444 Curtis 51.

1“ Lake St ence in tire making is the PHILADELPHIA,

DETROIT, fire for your car. Buy 909 Arch SL

80 E. Congress St. ' ' i I CLEVELAND. H

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires157 Summer St.

BUFFALO, and you will have greatest satisfaction and least “312:2: Sing:  

expense. Can be quickly put on or taken off,

but users of Goodrich Tires seldom avail them

selves of this, because “the original Clincher

Tire“ meets the severest requirements of track

and road. Awarded Grand Prize at St. Louis.

Write direct or to branches

" for detailed information.

A THE B. F. 6000MB" 00.

ONI OHIO.

/

)0 n
'.

>>

000 _

9 W. Huron St.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE, 18 H. P., $1350.. 7

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Actual use has demonstrated that this vehicle is exactly suited to the needs of persons

of moderate means for a beautiful, roomy, powerful and reliable family touring car.

Its operation is both simple and natural. The ignition of the spark is entirely automatic.

The brakes are operated by pedals, not by levers. With the steering wheel and throttle attached

to it, operable by one hand, the other hand is always free to operate the clutches by the single

lever, and as many women \and children have found, no confusion is possible.

The working parts are easily inspected by removing the hinged floor, and seat falls, and

it is never necessary to crawl under the machine, nor to keep a mechanic to look after repairs.

SIX OTI‘IER MODELS, $750, $850, $1250, $2000, $3000.

Send for the current issue of THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE (tree) and learn with what remarkable

facilities RAMBLERS are made, and better understand why we can undersell other makers of fine cars.

 

THOS. B. JEFFERY & CO., Main Office and Factory, kenosha, Wisconsin.

New York Agency, l34 West 38th Street.

BRANCHES.

BOSTON, 145 Columbus Avenue. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 142 North Broad Street.

\
.

\
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CLAIM OF BASIC PATENT

Brought to Light by Litigation Aimed at Ford—

Other Suits to Follow.

What promises to be an interesting develop

ment in patent litigation came to the surface

last week, when suit was entered against

John Wanamaker, as agent for the Ford

Motor Company, of Detroit, Mich., in the

United States Circuit Court in New York,

for alleged infringements of patents cover

ing the Bull transmission and reversing geni'

owner by the New Xork Gear Company, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., which company is composed

of Frederick J. and George Bull, the inven

tors.

The suit had been anticipated for some

time, owing to the fact that the New York

Iear Company had warned a number of

automobile manufacturers that they intcudcd

to take action to prevent infringement of

their patents. As a result of this warning, a

number of concerns. it is stated, have taken

out licenses, but quite a few totally ignored

it, and, in consequence, other suits are in

prospect ngalnstboth members of the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers and those outside of It.

The Ford Motor Company, through its at

torneys—to whom Wanamaker turned over

the case—have put in an appearance, and

their answer is returnable the first week in

March.

'iue New York Gear Company claim that

theirs is a basic patent—No. 641,; -., granted

April 9, 1901, covering the application on

reversing gears and transmissions, and two

additional patents covering improvements on

the original, .\'0. 749,516 and .\‘0. 749,602, botn

of which were granted January 1;, 19M.

Following is the inmntor's claim in the

original patent, 671,747:

In combination, a rotary driving shaft

having a gear wheel fixed thereto, a con

centric power-transmitting sleeve ‘100scly

mounted on the shaft, and having a gear

wheel fixed thereto, n pair of drums concen

tric with the driving shaft, a secondary shaft

mounted in one of said drums and having

two gear wheels fchd to rotate together in

one of the'said drums. one of the gear wheels

inter-meshing with the gear wheel on the driv

ing shaman intermediate gear wheel in said

drum for connecting the second gear wheel

AND KINDRED INTERESTS
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on the secondary shaft with the gear wheel

on the loose sleeve; :1 gear wneel fixed to the

other drum, concentric with the driving shaft.

:1 gear wheel located in said drum and fixed

to rotate with the said gear wheels on the

secondary shaft and a pair of intermediate

gear whccls located In said last named drum

for connecting the gear wheel upon the sec

ondnl'y shaft with the gear wheel carried by

the drum. whereby when one of the drums

is held stationary the drive shaft will rotate

the sleeve in one direction. and when the

other of the drums is held stationary the

driving shaft will rotate the sleeve in the

reverse direction, substantially as set forth.

Midgley Becomes a Hartford Advisor.

Thomas Midgley, head of the Midgley Mfg.

Co., of Columbus, 0., and inventor of the

well-known pressed steel wheel bearing his

name, has been retained by the Hartford

Itubbcr “'orks (‘0. in the capacity of con

sulting engineer, arrangements to that effect

having been consunnnntcd with ViceiPrcsi

dent William Seward, at the Chicago show,

last wvck.

As Mr. Midglcy's services to the Hartford

(.‘0. will be in a purely advisory capacity, he

will, of course, continue to actively manage

the fast expanding .\[idgley Mfg. Co., which,

in addition to turning out a large number

of pressed steel wheels, is manufacturing all

the new perfected Dunlop tire rims. in lllt

development of which Mr. Midglcy bore no

small part.

~ Fire at Pungs-Finch.

Fire which started in the Pungs-li‘inch .\u

tomobile & Gas (‘0.‘s plant. at 1324 Jefferson

avenue, Detroit, Mich., on Monday lust, did

damage to the cxtcnt of $251M) and effect

ivcly crippch the bout budding end of the

works. insurance to tho amount of 3419.000

is divided among fiftccn companies. For

tunately it was connncd to the buildings

housing that department, so that the auto

mobile department is running, as usual.

Leinbachs' now a Corporation.

Lcinbnch Bros.’ t‘o., Detroit, Mich., have

tiled articles of lm-orporntion with the county

clerk, cnpitnlizing at Month], of which $7.000

worth of the stock has been paid in property

and business of the old firm of Leiubnch

Bros. The stockholders of the new company

are E. L. Leinbncln (‘lydc Loinbnch and .\.

W. Muer. The firm will conduct a general

automobile business.

MORRIS IS INTERESTED

Knows Nothing of an A. C. A. Show and

Would Welcome Information.

"Humor and report to the contrary notwith

standing, I know nothing of any develop

ment thus far in the matter of the A. C. A.

holding a show," said Dave H. Morris to :1

Motor World man this week. “I'm inter

ested in learning myself. \Vho’s flouting all

these rumors, and where did they originate?"

Upon being informed, he continued: “There

can‘t very well be any dcfinlte news in re

gard to the fact of whether or not a show

will be held under'the auspices of the A.

C. A., or where-it will be held, until at least

there has been a meeting of the show com

mittce of that body, and up to the present

none has taken place. General Smith, H. B.

Shattuck, one or two other gentlemen whose

names I do not recall at the moment. and

myself, its an c.\'-of‘licio member, comprise

the committee in question, and I can assure

you that there has been no meeting, and the

matter of a 'show has not been discuss-ed

officially to my knowledge."

In reply to the qticstion as to whcthcr dc

vclopments in'this direction are to be looked

for speedily, he said: "No meeting has been

called for any date in the near future, but

as to whether one will be in the course of

the next week or so, is a question I cannot

answer. In the meantime, I can neither deny

nor affirm the rumors you refer to any fur

ther than to say that no call has bccn issued

for a mcctlng to discuss the matter, and

without a mccting of the show committcc.

where. is the news you want to come from '1"

How Ramblers Will be Rushed.

Thomas P. Jeffery & ("o.. Kenoshn. \\'is..

have offered it novcl premium to tcst the ca

pabilltics of their omploycs.

Twenty-five hundred machines rcndy for

the market by the first day of July is the

word that has been passed along to thc mcn

employed at the plant, and in order to cm

phnsizo this demand the company has ofl'ci‘cd

to give to every man in thc factory a two

weeks‘ vacation, with full pay. If these cars

are made in time. .\‘or is this all; for the con:
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pany offers the men not desiring to take the

vacation two weeks’ wages without work, or

they may divide the time and take a week's

vacation with double pay. The otter will cost

the company thousands of dollars, but the

managers consider it good business, and it is

expected that it will aid materially in getting

out the large number of machines needed to

fill the orders.

 

The Week's Incorporations.

Milwaukee, Wis—Richard F. Mokroa Co.,

under Wisconsin laws, with $8,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. lncorporators: Rich

ard F. Moknos, N. A. Stenzel and Oscar Hehr.

Camden, N. J.—'I‘iie Adams Storage Bat

tery'C0.,- tinder Newmltir‘sey. laws, with $4,

000,000 capital. Iilcomorators: Henry F.

Stockwell, Joseph Tyler and E. G. C. Blake

by. "

Chicago, I'Il.‘—Péer"Aufoliioblle Co., under

Illinois laws, with $2500 capital; to manu

facture and repair automobiles. Incorpora

tors:’aGod1rey Johnson, Charles Stllweil and

C. C.<Bowsrsock.~" ‘=' " “‘ ‘ "

Detroit;‘Mich.——Peninsiilar Machine Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $5,000 capital,

$1,200 paid in; to manufacture automobile

parts. Incorporators: John A. Etzold, John

E. White and Otto F. Barthel.

Augusta, Me.—The Atlantic Co., under

Maine laws, with $50,000 capital, nothing

paid in; to deal in motor vehicles. Incor

porators: Jacob R. Huntington, John S.

Payen, Howard E. Bartlett, M. H. Simmons.

E. F. Whitten, Charles I._. Andrews and G.

R. Hadlock. _

In the Retail World.

In Newburg, N. Y., John McLean has“ taken

up: the automobile storage and repair busi

ness. -‘ i

 

The Keystmie Automobile Co., of Plttsburg,'

has secured the agency in that city for the

Locomobile and Stevens-Duryea' agency.

The 'garage at Lincoln, Neb., formerly

otvned by '1‘. F. Mark has been sold to G. A.

Buckingham and Peter F. Peterson, who will

continue the automobile business. ' '

M. Brothersdn will shortly open an auto

mobile‘supply and repair house at Nos. 305

and 307 Main street, Joplin, Mo.', and will

conduct the business under the firm name

of the Southwest Automobile Co.

Muncie, Ind., Is to_have a new automobile

garage, which is to be leased by the Machine

Electric Co. This company will also handle

several standard lines of automobiles, and.

in addition to this, the company will under‘

take repair work.

E. A. Colburn will erect a large garage at

Fifteenth street and Colfax avenue, Denver,

(30].. the strip of ground costing $47,500.

The foundation walls will be built so that

two additional stories can be added should

further demands make It necessary.

The Calvary Church property, Penn avenue

and Station street, Pittsburg, Pa., has been

pucliascd by William J. La Fountaine for

the Atlas Automobile Co. for a consideration

of $85,000.

the firm.

York, Pa., will have two new automobile

firms in the near future. The New York City

Automobile Garage has located at South

George and Maple streets, and will handle

the Rambler. 1116 other is the Richley Auto

mobile Co., at Nos. 16 and 18 North Beaver

street. The latter firm will act as agents

for the Cadilac car.

It will be used as a garage by

 

M. & A. M. Now Numbers 10].

The first meeting of the new board of di

rectors ot the Motor and Accessory Manu

fa'cturers was held at the Auditorium on

Wednesday, February 8, 1905. All of the

members were present, with the exception

of D. J. Post, of the Veeder Mfg; Co., who

was in the city, but ill; Howard E. Raymond,

of the B. F. Goodrich Co., who was compelled

to leave Chicago before the meeting opened,

and George L. Weiss, who was absent in the

South.

While no important matters of interest

came up, the trade situation was carefully

gone over and various matters were infor

mally considered. The total membership of

the organization was brought up to 101 by

the election of the following:

J. H. Williamson 00., Brooklyn, New York;

Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, New York;

Electric Contract Co., New York City, N. Y.;

C. W. Spicer, Plainfleld, N. J.; Stolp Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, Ill.

After the meeting, President Chapin enter

tained the directors ata luncheon in the Au

ditorium Annex, the object being to give the

new members of the‘board an opportunity,

to meet each other socially.

 

Weaver to Sell Apples.

Charles E. Weaver, of Cleveland, 0., known

to the trade the country over, has been apiv

pointed sales agent of the Dayton Electrical

Mfg. Co., makers of the “Apple” igniter.

which he will handle in conjunction with

other lines. In securing Mr. Weaver- 'the

Dayton concern has made a ten-strike, and

at the Chicago show, where the dealarranged, results ‘_or his work were apparent

in the shape of good orders.

 

Bad Fire in St. Louis. ,I

A serious fire last week destroyed the gar

age of the Interstate Automobile Co. of St.

Louis. The 10ss, according to President Mc

Nair, amounts to about $20,000. Although

an investigation has taken place, the cause

of the fire has not been discovered. Nor was

any evldenc'e found that it was due to “gaso

Iene, as usual." 1

 

Odd Origin of a Fire.

To correct a garbled report by the daily

press of a slight fire occurring in his garage

recently, Thomas J. Northway. the Rambler

agent for Rochester, N. Y., wishes to have

it made clear that the confiagration so called

was of insignificant proportionspand the re

sulting damage merely nominal, several hun

dred dollars in the shape of blistcred paint

and minor injury to cars and less than $100

to the building.

The fire originated through the explosion

of an incandescent light globe which a re

pairer had hung on a machine he was work

, ing on, the globe coming in contact with

the carburetter. When it exploded It ignited

the gasolene in the carburetter, and before

the workman realized what had happened, it

spread to the tank on the same machine,

containing probably a gallon or two of gaso

lene. The tank did not explode, but a joint

melted and allowed the gasolene to escape.

The garage in which the fire occurred is lo

cated in a separate building in the rear of

the showroom, so that 'no new cars were

damaged. a ' ‘
 

Jefferson is in Trouble.

The Jefl’erson Automobile Livery Co., De

troit, Mich., organized October 10, 1903, with

a capital stock‘ of $20,000, is to have its af

fairs aired in the Circult'Court.‘ Louis L.

Elbert has flled'a bill for the'apholntl'flent

of a receiver and for injunctions to restrain

the constable from selling goods and property

seized by him under process of the justlce’s

court and to restrain the otfieers from de

stroying or mutilatlng the firm’s books. El

bert claims that he owned half of the capital

stock, but by fraudulent methods the officers

of the concern managed to get it away from

him.
 

Seized De Dietrich Show Car.

De Dietrich & Co., 1 \Vest Thirty~f0urth

street, New York City, lost a $10,000 four

cyllnder car at the Chicago show, in a man

ner that was not at all appreciated by those

in charge of the exhibit. Armed with a writ

of attachment, Deputy Sheriff Henry Hig

gins levied on a car and had it removed

from the Coliseum. The writ was signed

and sworn to by Walter D. Douglass, a

capitalist at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, who de

clared the ,De Dietrich Co., owed him $2,700.

 

Quaker Trade Incorporates Itself.

Judge Bregy. in the Common file-as Court.

Philadelphia,. last week grantedna charter

to the Philadelphia Automobile Trade Asso

ciation. The association is1 compoed of

manufacturers, jobbers and retailers in auto

mobiles, and its object is for the better pro

tection of the trade. The directors are Al

bcrt E. Maltby, William Morgan, Percy L.

Neel, Robert D. Garden and Charles A. God

slialk. "
 

New Home for Columbia: in Chicago.

The Columbia Electric Vehicle Co., Chi

cago, 111.. has given out the contract for the

erection of a two story building on the lots

at No. 1,328 to 1,334 Michigan avenue. Con

struction will be started on May 1, and the.

building will cost about $40,000. The build

ing will make a valuable addition to Chi

cago’s “Automobile row."

 

To Make Carburctters in Detroit.

Detroit, Mich., has a new accessory manu

factory, doing business under the firm“ name

of The Phelps Vaporizer Co. The new firm

will make a specialty of a carburettor for

gasoiene and all hydro-carbon engines.
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DETROIT DOES ITS TURN

Local Show a Big Success. as Usual. and Without

the Aid of Negro Songstrcsscs.

 

 

Detroit, Feb. 14.—Sam Miles‘s show in Chi

cago may have needed the carolings of a

“negro lady“ to give it point and interest,

but Detroit‘s display never has required any

thing of the sort. The singing of bullets

and the deep basso of dogs have always been

a feature of the local show here, and they

are not lacking in the one which was inaug

urated last night. It‘s a sportsman’s show

as well as one for automobillsts, and a good

one from both viewpoints. Automobiles pre

dominate, of course, and, drawing directly

from such a numerous colony of manufactur

ers located on the very ground, it goes witn

out sayingthat it is a large success. Each

maker has his best foot forward, and the

result is easily pictured, despite the fact that

the thermometer, as usual, ls hovering

around naught.

Those who are exhibiting are as follows:

M. F.—Main floor.

G.—Gailery.

Auto-car Equipment Co., Buflalo, N. Y.,

Spaces 27, 28, G.—Automobile trucks.

Armstrong & Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 35,

G.—Accessories.

American Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 5, G.—-Century lubricators. , -

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 4,

G.~—Radiators and fenders. I

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.,

Space 15, G.—Solar acetylene gas lamps.

Bowser & 00., S. F., Fort Hayne, Ind.,

Spaces 36, 37, G.—Gasolene outfits.

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. 11., Detroit, Mich,,

Space 20, M. iii—Queen cars.

Cadillac 'Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Spaces 3, 4, M. F.—Cadiilac cars ,

Concentrated Acetylene Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., Space 19, G.—Acetylene gas and gas

tanks. ~: . _ '

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, Spaces

17, 18, G.—Diamond detachable clincher tires.

Detroit Auto.‘ Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 30, G.—Accessories. .

Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 38, G.—Steel specialties. I

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

Pa., Space 31, G.—Storage batteries.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., Spaces 38

to 41; M. Iii—Ford cars. >

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

Space 14, G.—Solid tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chlcopee Falls, Mass,

Spaces 24, 25, G.—Fisk tires.

Fawkes Rubber Co., Denver, 00]., Space

22, G.-—li‘awkes tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass, Spaces 6,

7, G.——Headlight, side and tail oil and acety

lene gas lamps.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, 0., Space 9, G.

—Goodrich detachable clincher tires.

G. & J. Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., Space

26, G.—~G. & J. detachable clincher tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0..

Space 32, G.—Goodyear detachable clincher

ires.

Hammer Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., Space

35, M. F.-—Hammer gasolene car.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford.

Conn., Space 8, G.—Duniop detachable and

Hartford and Turner tires.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 29, G.—Accessories.

Morgan & Wright, Inc., Chicago, 11]., Spaces

11, 12, G.—Clincher detachable tires.

McDonald, Wessels & Ames, Detroit, Mich.,

Space 33, G.—Accessories.

Matchless Metal Polish Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Space 34, G.—-Metal polish.

Metzger, W. E., Detroit, Mich., Space o,

M. F.—Agent for Orient, Cadillac, Pope-T0

ledo, Waverly and Baker cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N.

Y., Space 11, M. F.-—Maxwell cars.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Space

6, M. F.—Northern cars.

Olds Motor Works, Detroit, Mich., Spaces

22 to 25, M. F.—Olds cars. _ ,1

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Spaces 1, 2, M. F.—Packard cars.

Pope Mfg. Co., New York City, Spaces 7,

8, 9, M. F.—Pope-Toledo, Pope‘Hartford,

Pope-Tribune gasoiene and Pope-Waverly

electric cars.

Pungs-Finch Automobile & Gas Engine Co.,

Detroit, Mich., Space 18, M. F.——Pungs-Finch

cars.

Reid Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 19,

M. F.—Woolverine cars.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Space 16,

G.—Lamps.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit,

Space 37, M. F.-—Rcliauce cars.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City, Space 1,

G.~Splitdorf spark coils.

Standard Oil Co., Detroit, Mich., Spaces 2,

3, G.—Gasolene.

Schug Electric Co., Detroit, Mich., Space

13, G.—Ignition apparatus.

Stirling Automobile Co., Detroit, Midh.,

Space 21, M. F.—Agent for Pierce and Stude

baker cars.

Schneider, J. P., Detroit, Mich., Spaces 12,

13, 14, M. F.—Agents for Peerless, Auto-car

and Columbia cars.

Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., New

City, Space 20, G.—-Lamps. '

Mich.,

Thomas motor Co., E. IL, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Space 17, M. F.—Thomas cars. ,

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Space

10, G.——Veeder odometers, tachrometers. etc.

Warner Gear (20., Muncie, Ind., Space 23,

G.—Gears.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland. 0.,

Spaces 42 to- 45, M. F..—Whlte steam cars.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Spaces 26 to,29, M. F.——Wayne cars.

Welch Motor' Car Co., Detroit, Mich., Space,

16, M. F.—Welch car.

Weber & Co., W. H., Detroit, Mich., Spaces

30 to 33, M. F.—Agent for Rambler and

Mitchell cars. a . -

Young & Miller, Detroit, Mich.,, Spaces 34,

36, M: F.—Agents for Elmore and Yale cars“

 

Fisk 0pm: Another Branch.

Kansas City, Mo., constitutes the eigh

teenth link in the Fisk Rubber Co.'s chain,

its branch there having been Just estab

lished. Like all the others, it will be com

plete in every detail.

“I don’t think it is generally known or

that I am wrong in claiming that these

branches of ours are the most completely

equipped establishments of the sort in the

world,” said J. W. Bowman, Eastern sales

manager of the Fisk Rubber Co., in remark

ing the opening of the Kansas City place.

"Of course, I‘m interested, but I do think

the. fact should be cause for scme pride on

the part of Americans generally. Each and

all of the Fisk branches not only carry a

complete stock of Fisk tires, but are ablé to

make any sort of a repair of any tire, of any

make, that may be brought to them. The

men in charge of the repair departments

York "

were all thoroughly schooled in our factory,

and, if occasion required, are competent to

build a tire from the ground up. Each place

is equipped with a battery of vulcanizers and

all other facilities to permit the handling

of tires of all sizes, from those for the big

gest automobiles to the ones for the small

est bicycles. In this way we have made it

unnecessary for any one to ship tires 9. thou

sand miles or more for even the most intri

cate repair—and we don‘t charge anything

extra for doing the work on the “other fel

low’s"'tires, or for the saving of days of

time and dollars ofqexpress charges made

possible by the proximity and completeness

of our branches," added Bowman with a

smile. \ l- . .,.;, ‘ -

Why Miller Was Ruffled. _ I

Charles E. Miller—vyou all- know.himr.-has

been very much rutlledvthis. week: Although

Miller, has absolute. control of the. sale .of

Brampton chains in this country, some man,

as yet unidentified, has been making the

rounds of the trade endeavoring to do busi

ness as a representative direct from the

Brampton factory.

When news of the imposition reached

Miller, he immediately cabled to the Bramp

- ton people and received their assurances that

they had no representative in this country,

and recognized Miller only as their exclusive

sales agent. The tradesmen who receive vis

its from other than 11 Miller man should,

therefore, know how to "receive" hi1n.,and-—
likewise—to speed his parting. ' A

 

Buggy Factory ,Wlll Build Automobiles.

The' Detroit-Oxford Mfg. Co. is the style

of Michigan's newest automobile manufact

uring concern. It will be capitalized at $100,

000 and be located at Oxford, where the

Crawford buggy factory has been purchased

and will be used for the production of the

Detroit-Oxford cars. 0.; H. Crawford, the

former head of the buggy works, is the

president of the new concern. His associ

ates are as follows: E. C. Liepprand, of De

troit, vice-president; E. L. Peterson, of De

troit, secretary, and J. G. Sutherland, of Ox

ford, treasurer. The above named officers,

with w. A. Dumas and A. Radford, of De

troit, are the directors.

 

Dmmore to Face Old Charge.

Park Densmore, formerly president of the

extinct Foster Automobile Club, of Roches

ter, N. Y., is in jail at Pasadena, where he

has been in the contracting business. His

arrest is based on a charge of grand lar

ceny, growingout of the failure of his auto-_

mobile company some two years ago. Dens

more is credited with saying that he will

come East on his own account to tight the

proceedings.

 

Boston _Sl\ow Opening Advanced.

It has been decided to open the Boston

Automobile Show on Saturday, March 11, in

lieu of March 13.
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LIFE PRESERVER

is the term used by one of the many discriminating

H§

users of Fisk tires to characterize the

FISK MECHANICAL FASTENING.

,I'NOTE‘ THE

CUSHION

  

/

I
  

And when you think of it, it is a very apt definition of it. You never

hear of accidents due to Fisk tires “creeping” or rolling off, or

blowing out of the rim. They simply can’t do it. That fastening

holds them as securely as a safety deposit vault holds its contents.

Got a copy of our booklet yet ?

 

The Fisk Rubber Company, Chicopee Falls. Mass

BRA‘JCI'IBS: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago. 1251 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON. 226 Columbul Ave. DETROIT. 254 Jefferson Ave.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwizht St. ST. I.OUIS.3908 Olive St.

NEW YORK. 754—756 Seventh Ave. OMAHA. 1110 Farnum St.

PHILADELPHI '5, 828 Arch St. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Maln St.

ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor 5t. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Henneuin Ave.

SYRACUSEAZ! 80. Clinton St. DENVER. 1534 Glenarm St.

BUFFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

CLEVELAND. 318 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

MONTREAL. CANADA LONDON. ENGLAND
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g Buyers Are Wise Now.

' was when the reputation of its build

erssold the car, and this Is true to an extent

incredible to-day. 'Wcalth was, of course, a

prerequisite to the ownership of a car of

'any 'kind then, not alone from its first cost,

but the expense of maintenance which fre

Quently might exceed the latter in the course

of a little over a year. Cars were ordered

'simpiy by name rather than the fact that

they" met any specific requirements which

'the buyer might have in mind, because the

Ilatter were non est—knowledge of anything

but the name of the car was lacking, and as

bron‘ght‘out in an interview with the repre

sentative of a prominent maker, it was noth

.ing unusual for 'the purchaser to hand out

.his check when ordering a car without going

7through the preliminary of an inspection ‘ot

any nature; others would casually take in

‘dreds, nay, thousands.

 

the external fitness of the car and the color

and upholstery were more weighty considera

tions with many of these than the character

of the motive power or its efficiency.

This in reference to the question, “Is it

easier to sell cars to-day than it was a few

vyears ago?" ' Looked at from varying points

of view, this may readily be answered both

The latter

because the purchaser now wants to know

in the affirmative and negative.

exactly what he is getting, and is not so

readily influenced by the reputation of the

manufacturer, the tables having been turned

._in this respect, in that the car must make its

own name. He wants to know the why and

wherefore of innumerable things regarding

which he was in utter darkness formerly;

the car must meet preconceived requirements

differing with probably every third buyer,

and the result of personal experience, and

many considerations then not taken account

of now sway his decision one way or hie

other.

The purchaser now talks carburl'ction, igni

tion and the advantages or otherwise of cer

tain types of valves, frames, suspcnsion and

the-hundred and one dctnils that interest

him as glibly and often to more purpose than

the salesman, to whom he can give points.

The mere fact that the car does not break

down in the course of the demonstration is

no longer sufficient; its action is closely

'watched; the operation of the motor and its

'acccssor'y apparatus under the varying con

ditions of speed on the level and hill climb

ing, and' particularly its capacity in the lat-

tor direction 'are important considerations.

'And frequently several demonstrations are

necessary: Considered from tins point of

view; the question must be answered dc

~cidedly in the negative: it is not as easy to

sell cars now, by any means.v

'But the converse of the proposition like

‘wise holds good. “’hm-n formerly there was

onceprospcctive buyer. there are now hun

That t-lG prevailing

dense ignorance as to everything concerning

the car has given way to an enlightenment

of the opposite extreme. militatcs In favor

‘0f the maker and his agent rather than

against him, for the cur bought merely on'

the kittens reputation frequently failed to

Substantiate the good service expected of it

and ended by ruining its only rcc'omlnendm

tion in the eyes of its owner—that it was of

If his enthusiasm survived

this trying test, he looked elsewhere for his

a certain make.

next choice. Now the car is bought on its

own reputation, supplemented by a personal

~shortcoming to-thc practisz cyc.

knowledge of its many good points and cog

nizance of the- value of improvements which

the makcr'mny be able to lay. claim [to as

exclusive on his product. i .

Looked at in this light, it; isertsicruto Sell

a car than ever before, because therenro

now thousands who recognize its advantages

and know how to lltilizo them, and who will

buy new cars of the same make season after

season because of this knowledge. Then,

despite the'ever inccrasing competition and

tendency to settle on a firm economic basis

brought about'on lines similar to thosc neces

sary for any enduring business, there is the

tremendous, almost daily, increase

number of votarics of the automobiic.

in the

Sympathy for the Specialist.

Human nature proceeds on the assumption

that a device which performs what is ex

‘pccterl of it. merits no praise—so long as it

keeps up to the mark, but once let it fail or

fall short of the mark, and nothing loss than

eternal damnation is bad cnough for it.

This is the inherent trait in man which thc

specialist. the manufacturer who (lm'otcs his

entire time to producing a good carburetter,

ignition apparatus or any one of thc Imu

drcd and one odd essentials of a (-:\l' which

the builder seldom makes himself. has to

contend with early and late. After crolvin',r

an invention of merit, reducing it to proc

tIculshape and placing it on the nnn'kct in

a form so simple as to bc readily undcr

stood by the vericst tyro. then his worries

commence and a detailed account of some of

them would put fiction to the blush to an

cxtcnt that appears incrcdible. . ,

Take the carburetter as an instance. '.-\

prolific source of guesswork on the port (if

the uninitiated. even under favorable cir

cumstances. when properly applied and given

intelligent attention, it performs its duty or

gives some ink-ling of the reason for its

Bnti'n

the hands of the hundreds who are only sut

isficd with a device that stands up under

all conditions. its most vi:.lcnt symptoms of

distress loo often go all unhecded. and the

'manufncturcr is informed in no uncertain

terms of the wor‘thlessncss of his product.

lnvcstigation of complaints of this. oi-dc:

usually rcsults in showing thcm to be total

ly unfounded, and the so-cullcd dcfcct noth

ing more serious than some temporary dc

rangcment requiring but a moment to set

right. Nor is the user the only transgrcssor

in this respect, the builder of the cur—not

always quite- as expert as he thinks him
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self—may have applied it in the first instance

in such a position as to nullify any bene

ficial effect 'a. good carburetter might other

wise be able to exert, as where it has been

placed several feet from the inlet valves, or

not equidistant from the different cylinders

and connected through tortuous pipe of a

diameter far too small to give the proper re

sult. This is but one type of complainer, and

the instances cited are not supposititious, but

such as freqeuntly occur in practice.

Then, there is they amateur or newly fledged

professional. who undertakes to set things up

himself, unaided, and when, as the result

of his enorts, he finds it impossible to make

his engine run, he damns the latter and the

maker is made to realize that it is not a
motor,__butll a piece oi'junk that he is selling.

A sample of the latter species came to, notice

not long;ago,,where in connecting up the en

gine, a marine one in this case, the gasolene

tank was piped to the water jacket and the

water to the fuel supply. Such stupidity

seems beyond the pale of reason, but such

was the actual fact, and, after having toiled

over it several days without any success, the

purchaser finally gave up in despair and

wrote the stereotyped letter to the maker—

the engine was no good Whatever; it was

simply impossible to even make-it turn over.

CUrespondence aggravates a case like this,

aura factory representative was sent, and,

needless to add, it did not take him long to

locate and remedy the trouble. This is an

other type-,~>a,nd it is one that makes the

manufacturer‘s life a burden to him at times.

But these two do not sum up the total, for

even the repair; man;‘ who should be his chief

ally, is more often guilty of' unwarranted

pieces of stupidity and serves to add his
quota. I .

A broken or chated wire or oftimes a dead

battery will bring disgrace to itself, the en

gine and'car alike in the eyes of its owner,

who cusses the whole outfit as no good, and

an instance . has occurred where solely

through failure to operate from a dead hat

tcry a car has been returned by express

more than a thousand miles, with a letter

expressing in terms more forcible than ele

gant the opinion of the purchaser. Fre

quently for-some apparently unaccountable

cause the engine will run by fits and starts,

and it must be admitted there are few things

more exasperating, and, failing to remedy

the diiiiculty by trying everythlug'that oc

curs to him until absolutely disgusted, the

maker gets, the usual communication, often

couched in terms more expressive than pleas

ant, telling him how little he knows about

building automobiles.

But on the other hand, the manufacturer

has in the past been so frequently to blame

himself that neither he nor his customer

can ' afford to indulge in any superfluous

stone throwing—it is, in short, a matter for

considerable give-and-take on both sides.

Through his ignorance or stupidity the buyer

of a car does not see unavoidable tempo

rary derangements which in some instances

would bite him if animate, but, on the other

hand, cars have sometimes been sent from

the factory in this condition, and the maker

must in such a case accept the responsibility.

Likewise should he confess himself to blame

for poorly designed springs on automatic

valves, a poorly placed carburetter—-or a

great many of the odd defects that go so far

toward disgusting a car owner.

Truly the specialist is a man who gets

more kicks than ha'pence, and of all those in

the trade deserving of. sympathy his should

be the major share.

Not Due to American Air.

"Does American air cool better than Eu

ropean air?” is the ingenious question put

forward by a foreign observer who has noted

the succeSs and steady increase of air-cooling

in thiacon'ntry, in contrast with the lack- of

experiment in'hthis direction abroad. Accord?

ing to this-observer, some of.the methods

resorted to here to render air cooling ieflectiv'e;
are so elaborate and. expensivelas to render

it questionable ‘whether ' a 'water ' circulating

system would not only. be. simpler, but

cheaper. This, however, ls'a'n opinionba'sed

more upon superficial observation'of illustra

tions of new systems for this purpose'than

of the cars themselves or their performance

in actual service. _,

The results thus far achieVed withair-cool

ing here are due in large measure to the

initiative of the American builder, and the

fact that he is not bound by French stand

ards, while the small amount of attention

given the subject abroad is owing in great

part to lack of the former quality, or extreme

conservatism, backed by adherence to

“across-the-channel" ideas, where the Eng

lishman is concerned, and almost entirely to

the latter, where the remainder of the Con

tinent is considered. And to the American

designer and builder is due so much greater

:1 measure of credit for having successfully

defied precedent to the extent of radically

departing from standards acknowledged by

the rest of the automobile world.

As to the question which gives rise to the

discussion, that may at once be answered in

the affirmative, with the reservation that

while American air undoubtedly cools better

than the atmosphere of over-seas, it is not

due to any inherent quality of the latter

itself, but to the manner in which its prop

erties are taken advantage of. American

air certainly has greater cooling power when

applied to an American air-cooled engine

than the English atmosphere has for an en

gine native to its soil, “but the'lattei: would
not do any better here than at halide, rvlhile

the American engine ,wlll run cool in] any

air, as has been successfully demonstrated

by the use of air-cooled cars in the tropics;

There 'is no of the fsulcct'assful

air-cooled car 38.1“11196l0141t intlsisrcountry

on which the~American designer-can claim

to base his achieVemehts.' The latter are

the result of long study of the subject and a

realization of the fact that the air-cooled

motor is in a class by itself. So far as the

interior of the cylinder is concerned, the ad

vantages and limitations of the water-cooled

type apply to it in equal measure, but apart

from this it is a totally diflerent proposition,

and a reference to the detailed report and

illustrations at the. various air—cooling sys

tems new oil‘ the'market contained in the

shew number of the Motor World will readily

show that departures in the design of cylin

der heads, intake and exhaust-valves ,have

been found necessary, ’and that all have

combined to‘i'orm an engine'that will operate

satisfactorily under atmospheric conditions to
be found‘in any part of,,th.e globe. I I

‘To Win by nook“; titan.

The Bennett Cup situation is a notable illus

tration of what comes of the etfort tw‘mlx

sport and commercialism. The GranduPrix,

which thevli‘renchmen would run in conjunc

tion with the cup race, is inspired by. the

nlost commercial motives—the desire- that

there shall be a preponderance of French en

tries, and that therefore it may be possible,

should France lose the Bennett Cup, for the

Frenchmen to advertise, ‘We may have lost

the Bennett Cup, but a French car beat the

winner of it.’ It is a contemptlble attempt to

sacrifice sport for commercial prestige, and

well merits the snub administered by the

Germans, who have curtly intimated that if

France maintains its unsportsmanlike stand

there will be no German cars in either race.

it were Well did America take the same po

sition.
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FROST IN CUBA

"International Meet " Proves Farcieal, a Native’s

Victory Redeeming it from Abiect Failure.

 

Except to gratify the aims of a so-called

sportsman. who made a mark as a six-day'

professional bicyclist and other things, and

doubtless to add to his exchequer, there was

at no timersound reason for either the so

called “International Automobile Racing As

sociaJiopn of 'Cuba," or its so-called first an

nual “international race meet,” which “held

the roads” last week. It was doomed to fail

ure from‘lts inception, and if, by a lucky

turn of fortune in the form of mishaps to

others,.a Cuban had not won the principal

race of the so-called meet, it is probable that

the Cuban gentlemen Who' permitted them~

selves to be inveigied into the “International

Association?- would be quick to see beneath

the gilding of the brick which was handed

out to them, and even beneath the heralded

“mile record” in 46 seconds—that is, a “rec

ord” made on a macadam surface instead of

one of sand.

As a matter of fact, and as the Motor

World of last week intimated plainly was

likely to be the case, the race meet or car

nival was beautifully embroidered with

“frost” from beginning to end. The “boat

loads of rich Americans" were conspicuous

by their non-arrival, and “all ofthe’fast

American cars" were as lacking. The races

and the so-calied “battle of the roses" were
small affairs. I '

The interest of the Cubans'theinselves was

not even lukewarm, and the contests were

largely farcical. a The fact, as. stated, that a

Cuban managed to win the 160 kilometer race

was the saving clause. It gave a chance for

the Cubans’ patriotism to come to the sur

face, and gave them cause to believe that

they really had got something for nothing,

despite a generous deficit which some one

must make'good.

The 106 kilometer race over the San Cris

tobal,~_ road Sunday, February 12, was the

principal event, and it was won by Ernesto

Carricaburn, a Cuban, in a 60 h. 9. Mercedes,

who beat Joseph Tracy, in a 30 h. p. Renault,

by 0:1:32 2-5. Carricaburn’s time over the

course was 1:50:53 3-5, and his average per

hour 53 7-10 miles. The eastward run to San

Cristobal was 79% kilometers, and the return

80% kilometers, the 160 kilometers falling

short of 100 miles by about two-thirds of a

mile. Joseph Tracy, driving a 30 h. p. Re

nault, started first; then H. W. Fletcher, in

a 90 h. p. De Dietrich; then Joseph Birk,

in a 40 h. p. Mercedes; Ernesto Carricaburn,

in a 60 h. p. Mercedes, and H. A. Robinson.

driving a 40 h. p. De Dietrich. The starts

were made at intervals of ten minutes, and

finished at the San Cristobal control in the

same order. Tracy made the distance in

0:51:22 3-5, Robinson in 1:17 01 4-5, and the

others were scattered between. For the re

turn trip the starts were made in the same

/

 

order, except that the cars were startd at

intervals of two minutes.

Tracy covered the last half in 1 hour 1 min

ute and 32-5 seconds. At first it was be

lieved that he had won, but Carricaburn,

who started half an hour later than Tracy,

covered the course in a little over a minute

and a half faster. Tracy led at San Cristo

bal by about three minutes, but a broken

pipe and a fallen battery robbed him of the

victory.

After starting, Fletcher punctured a tire

and had other drawbacks, necessitating stops

for water and repairs. The 30 horsepower

Renault, driven by Tracy, was the lightest

car in the race. In addition, its battery was

loosened and gave trouble toward the end

of the contest.

Carricaburn rode like a madman, waving

his hand to the crowds along the course

.whlle he was speeding at a rate of eighty

miles an hour, and taking the turns with

reckless daring. It was his first race.

E. R. Thomas and Edward Hawley were

injured Friday preceding the race, as-the

result of a collision between Thomas’s 90

horsepower Mercedes and an ox cart on the

road between Punta Brave and Guanajay.

The accident kept them both out of the race.

Tuesday’s races were attended by scarcely

a hundred spectators, as the events took place

on the stretch of road between Guanajay and

Artemis, fully thirty miles distant from Ha

vana. The only means of transportation from

the city was either by stage coaches or auto

mobiles, and but few of the latter were

available. The first event was a one-mile

speed trial. H. W. Fletcher, driving a 90

horsepower De Dietrich, made the miledn

0:4645, and Joseph Tracy, driving a 30

horsepower Renault, drove over the course

in 0:52. .

The one-mile kilometer race was run by

Fletcher alone, as Tracy broke a gear while

making a flying start. The time for the kilo

meter was 0:28 3-5.

As night was approaching, rain began to

fall, and the few spectators were leaving

in disgust, the five, ten and twenty kilometer

events were run as a single event, the only

contestants being Fletcher and R. G. Men

doz. the latter driving a 35 horsepower De

Dietrich. Fletcher covered five kilometers in

3 minutes 4 1-5 seconds, ten kilometers in 5

minutes 57 seconds and twenty kilometers in

11 minutes 181-5 seconds. Mendoza took 21

minutes 13 seconds for the twenty kilo

meters. The summaries for the events fol

k)“ SUNDAY.

160Kilometer Race for

cipal upofHavan

Ernesto Carricaburn, 60 h. p. 'Mercedes

Joseph Tracy, 30 h. p. Renault . . . . ..

Joseph Birk, 40 h. Mercedes . . . . ..

H. A. Robinson, 40 . p. De Dietrich. ..

H. W. Fletcher, 90 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . . ..

Times—Carricaburn, 1:50:53 3-5; Tracy, 1:52:26;

Birk, 2:34:28; Robinson, 2:40:17.

TUESDAY.

0 n e M i l e.

H. W. Fletcher, 90 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . .. 1

Joseph Tracy, 30 nag). Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Times—Fletcher, 0: 4—5; Tracy, 0:52.

One Kllometer. Open.

H. W. Fletcher, 90 b. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . .. 1

Joseph Tracy, 30 h. p. Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

Time—Fletcher, 0:28 3-6.

  

  

  

Tracy broke gear at

start.

20 Kilometer, Open.

H. \V, Fletcher, 90 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . .. 1

R. G. Mendoza, 35 h. p. De Dietrich . . . . . . . . .. 2

Times—Fletcher: 5 kilometers, 3:041-6; 10 kilo

meters, 6:57; 20 kilometers, 11:181-5. Mendoza’s

time for 20 kilometers was 21:13.

‘\

CHICAGO lS PROUD

Mlles's Show " Knocked New Yorll Silly." ol

Coursel—Figures " Prove " and Disprove it.

 

Although the Chicago show is supposed to

be a national exhibit, it is really Sam A.

Miles's show. He is bound not to charge

more than 75 cents per square foot for space,

and pays all expenses, applying the initial

receipts to these expenses, and then from the

net proceeds deducts $6,000 in a lump sum,

and with it tucks an added 33 1-3 per cent of

the remainder into his personal pocket.

Miles is a former resident of Chicago, and,

on occasion, still poses as one. He had a

considerable following out there, and this,

coupled with Chicago’s pride, makes it pos

sible for those "in the know" to readily com

prehend the fulsome stories that follow each

succeeding show in the Western metropolis.

This fulsomeness was not lacking in the

case of the show which closed on Saturday

night last. If one-half of what was said and

printed in Chicago were true, Miles's show

made the prodigious affair in New York look

almost like the proverbial “thirty cents," and

Miles must have had to enlarge his pocket

for his 331-3 per cent. According to what

are described as the official figures, 122,421

persons attended the show during the seven

days which, according to Chicago's fulsome

ness, is something like 25 per cent more

than the total attendance at the New York

exhibit. ~

it is not stated who made the ofiicialcount

or what process of multiplication was em

ployed in reaching the result. There' is no

doubt, however, that the attendance this

year was much greater than at any previous

show, but that it approached the proportions

of the New York function is incredible. The

evening crowds at Chicago did not seem to

be even so large as the morning crowds in

New York.

The Chicago public responded liberally, and

the trade at the surrounding toWns was also

well represented. There were ‘a' few scat

tered dealers present from as ‘far West as

Omaha, Neb., and Minneapolis and St. Paul,

Minn; but, generally speaking, the show did

not reach above the dignity of a neighbor

h00d event, notwithstanding any statements

to the contrary that may be inspired by local

or sectional pride. How far apart are the

Eastern and Western shows is well illus

trated by the number of trade tickets sup

plied by the Motor and Accessory Manufact

urers to their members. At New York this

organization purchased and made use of

twelve thousand of these trade tickets: at

Chicago the total number of the same paste

boards sold by the organizations’ representa~

tive on the ground, up to the afternoon of

the closing day, was exactly 372. '

There was business done, of course; but.

generally speaking, not a very great deal of

it. Few of the manufacturers whose cars

were in evidence did more than “drop in" or

spend more than a day or two at the show,

when. indeed, they attended at all.

At Chicago the number of would-be deal

ers from little specks on the map of the

West were remarked. Nearly all of these

men had the sale of one car in sight; but, as

one of the exhibitors told 11 Motor World

man, they “almost fell in a fit" when they

discovered that an order for five or ten care

was necessary to obtain an agency.
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Col. Pope Also Protests.

Colonel Albert A. Pope wishes to, go on rec

ord as protesting against allowing French

commercialism to dominate the Bennett Cup

race. and is supporting the Automobile Club

of America in its protest that the big road

race proposed should not be permitted on the

same day as the international event. He ex

presses himself in the follow‘ing communica

tion to the A. C. A., which is indicative of his ‘

feelings in .the matter:

“Permit me to thoroughly commend the

course taken by the Automobile Club of

America in protesting against the plan of

having the Grand Prix run over the same

course and on the same day as the interna

tional cup race.

_ “When I entered our Pope-Toledo racer for

this event it was done. with the definite un

derstanding that we were in possession of the

rules and regulations governing entries and

contestants for that race. I should. there

fore, deem it eminently unfair to find our

car racing under other conditions than those

stipulated. vI feel strongly about this mat

ter, but am sure that'such action as has

been taken by the Automobile Club of Amer

  

The New Headiof'the A. A. A. ' ' ‘

 

ica and other clubs in Europe will have'the

desired result."

Whipple Wants tiis Money Back.

Harlan \V. Whipple, former president of

the 'A. A. A., is making- a determined etTort

to obtain the $5,000 in cash put up with the au

thorities of West Orange. This sum served

the purpose of indemnifying the town from

any damage that might result from the Eagle

Rock hill climbing contest of last Thankss

giving Day.

The. town officials announce their ‘ir'itention

of keeping the money for five years in case

any suits should come up in- thnt time, but

Whipple will apply to the courtsin order to

have the money refunded. as there were no

accidents at the climb that could possibly in

volve the town. _

 

Chicago Thieves are Indicted.

Indictments have been returned against

William Knight and M. B. Neele, of Chicago,

on charges of having received stolen prop

erty. It is alleged that they purchastid auto

mobiles which had been stolen from Sidney

F. (lorham, secretary of the Chicago Auto

mobile Clnb; Jacob Rosenstyn and (‘i~ E.

Plamondon. Gorham‘s car was valued at

$750, Roscnstyn's at $400 and. Plamondon‘s

at $1,000. - -

Sporting Life in Philadelphia!

Philadelphia had a- sensation last Saturday

afternoon—an automobile hill-climbing cons

test extraordinary, and on the toughness of

th'e'crank shaft depended whether Nat Fol

well; a former- "Pennsy" football player,

would pay- double price for a_ car or get_0ne

for' nothing. , .

v Carl W. Kelsey,- who owns a 16 horsepower

Maxwell car, was explaining its virtues to

Folw'ell, who wageredjhe machine could-not

climb the granite steps of the Mercantile

Club, on Broad street. and Kelsey promptly

took _him up. t'l‘he Mercantile Club steps

consist of seventeen nice. little granite blocks.

each sixteen inches wide and-seven high. The

Maxwell car climbed the steps‘ three times

without using a non-slipdevicc on the'rear

tires, and Foiwell‘ was satisfied.

Cola Green‘s is Off.

"fl‘h‘e fifty-mile antdmohile race. between

Colonel H. R.hGi'e_e11's' Pope-Toledo and

Howard Hughes’dfecrless cars, which was

scheduled for last $aturdayat the State Fair

Ground tl‘fl_(‘l{, Dallas. Texas, hasv been he

definitely. pestponed." The sudden chnmtic

changes- have inade'tlie'Dallas track unfit for

racing. < , . .

 

-...-_.- --' . w.'.~-- .'.ii a'u’wfiq. ii '-l
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AUTOBUS LINE FOR MONACO

. Gambling Pays for Modern Transport and

Ancient Coaches Had to Go.

 

 

From the old stage coach to the modern

automobile is the progress made in a Very

few years on the coast of the Mediterranean

as a means of communication between Nice

and Monte Carlo. It is interesting to take

cognizance of the changes which convey—

ances have undergone in. the past thirty

years between these two points.

When gambling was first started in the old

town of Monaco, the only means of transit

from Nice was a rickety old steamboat,

which usually took more than four hours, or,

by coaches, equally antique, making peri

odical trips; but on account of the steep

climbs, these vehicles did not make much

better time for the short distance of twelve

miles than the boats. Nice had long been

a town of importance, and being in France,

where gambling was prohibited, the names

were forced to undertake the tiresome jour

ney when they wished to indulge in this

questionable vice or go to Mentone. The

railway went as far as Nice, but there came

to a full stop, so all visitors had at some

time or other to put up with the boat or

coach journey, which was so inconvenient

that many of them did not attempt to go to

Monaco, and the gambling resort suffered

in consequence. It was then finally decided

that a railway should be constructed be

tween Nice and the Italian frontier.

This project meant the overcoming of great

difficulties, as so many tunnels had to be

bored to make the line at all direct, and

on account of the mountains further inland

there was no alternative. Engineers took

the matter in hand and constructed a line

which went as far as Ventimigilia, and no

less than thirteen tunnels were bored in the

twelve miles from Nice to the gambling ca

sino, which had been transferred to Monte

Carlo. Visitors were then able to reach the

Casino in forty-five minutes. This was a

decided improvement, but the idea of so

much beautiful scenery being hidden from

view more than half the time, the soot and

smoke caused by the numerous tunnels, be

sides the extremely foul air, made aesthetic

vistiors prefer to take cabs, which cost about

ten times as much as_the train.

A line of modern coaches was then organ

ized for those who preferred the old mode

of transit, which appealed to them as being

more healthy; an important factor, consider

ing many of them were in the South for the

purpose of recuperating their health. This

line of vehicles was so successful that it

has recently been decided to replace them by

automobiles in order to cater _to those in

haste and those of taste. This public auto

mobile service will be run between Nice and

Mentone, and will cover the distance in

about the same time as the local steam

trains, but without the same discomfort.

 

The automobiles are Serpollet steam cars.

and they- will be run with sufficient frequency

to make it convenient and also of great pleas

ure to all visitors.

 

Oil Cooling.

The use of oil as a cooling medium for

petrol motors instead of water has not a few

advocates in countries where the cold is so

excessive that there is tnuch difficulty in pre

venting water from freezing, and thus burst

ing the pipes, etc., says The Car. Votaries

of the oil method point out that this fluid will

not freeze at 18 degrees below zero, and,

even if it does freeze at a lower temperature.

it forms a jelly which has not the expansive

and destructive power of frozen water. As

to the temperature to which the oil rises

when the engine is working, one user states

that the highest point ever reached on his

car was 209 degrees Fahrenheit. The danger

of the oil catching fire is prevented by cov

ering with asbestos the silencer and any

heated pipes on which oil from the cylinder

is likely to drop. A good pump is said to be

an absolute necessity with oil circulation, as

otherwise the oil easily bolls, and the engine

is no longer well cooled. It is at such a

time that the risk ofsthe oil taking fire is

greatest. In America the new method i

being tested by several experimenters, and

some of them claim considerable success.

Verin is it necdful to go abroad to learn

what is being done at home. The fact that

oil is being experimented with in this coun

try for cooling purposes will probably come

as a piece of news ,to_the supposed experi

menters themselves. "

 

Another "Long Felt Want" Filled. ‘

According to an English contemporary,

something has been lacking all along to make

the motor car really popular and the “ha’

penny newspaper," the Britisners‘s name for

the yellow journal, has recently exploited the

dream of a “talented inventor‘s" cranium,

which, like our own Sunday newspaper in

ventions, is destined to "revolutionize" the

industry. This is a “detachable engine that

can be taken into the house and attached to

the sewing machine, the soul stirring mangle,

the enlivening knife cleaning machine, or to

some mechanism that will clean all the boots

before breakfast, first calling up the hired

help—and all that at about a quarter of the

price at present demanded by the capitalistic

piutocrats who are now living luxuriously

out of the huge profits of the motor indus

try.” One thing the dreamer of that portion

of the press seems to have overlooked stat

ing, and that was that the new invention

filled “a long felt want."

 

This Berry is of the Right Sort.

‘T. C. Berry, of San Rafael, Cal., has taken

steps to test the anti-automobile ordinance

now existing in the county, which prohibits

the use of automobiles on the roads after

dark, on the grounds that it is unconstitu~

tional. Berry was arrested last August for

offending the law in this respect. He was

convicted in the lower court, and has ap

pealed to the Supreme Court.

Club New: the~Country Oven

The following officers have been elected

by the Pasadena v(Cal) Automobile- Club:

President, Tracey N, Drake; vice-president,

Louis S. Laflin; treasurer, Dr. Thaddeus Up

degratf; secretary, B. 0. Bruce. _ N

The New Hampshire Automobile Club is

planning the construction of a well equipped

clubhouse at Hampton Beach. Last summer

the club rented the new Boar‘s Head Irotel

at that resort, and used it as a clubhouse and

garage. -

These officers have been chosen by the Col

orado Automobile Club of Denver: President,

Dr. F. L. Bartlett; vice-president, Brayan

Haywood; secretary, W. H. Bergtold: treas

urer, Louis Searing; executive committee; E.

P. Hershey, B. V. Brown and II. W‘. O‘Con

nor.

Courtland F. Bishop, the new vice-presi

dent of the Berkshire Automobile Club, Pitts‘

field, Mass, has offered a silver trophy for

competitors in the club‘s hill climbing con

tests hext spring. Bislmp suggests that the

matches take place on Florida Mountain, in

North Adams.

The Philadelphia Automobile Club is finally

moving in the effort to have the Pennsyl

vania law so amended that the license tag

and number of an automobile from any

other State shall be accepted in Pennsyl

vania. As it is now, automobilists from

other States must secure Pennsylvania ll

censes and numbers before using a car there.

The Colorado Automobile Club, of Denver,

has decided to establish a school of instruc

tion for its members. Lectures and prac

tical demonstrations will comprise the cur

riculum. Dr. F. L. Bartlett, president of the

club, will deliver the first lecture in the

course. His subject will be, “The Use of

Agents Other Than Gasolene for Automo

biles."

The decorations at the first annual ball of

the Rockford Automobile Club, Rockford,

Ill., held last Wednesday evening, were ra

ther unique. Automobile tires were ar

ranged in festoons, and posters, covers from

automobile publications, and a generous as

sortment of horns, spark plugs, lamps, pumps,

license tags, and other accessions adorned

the walls. The orchestra played in three

touring cars in the centre of the hall.

 

Didn't Juggle but Got Damaged.

Failure to juggle an automobile in 0. Chi

cago tlieatre,- which, according to the terms

of his contract, he had promised to do, led

to a dispute about salary between Paul Spa

doni. a juggler, and Manager W. S. Cleve

land, which finally terminated in court. De.

spite the theatrical man‘s testimony, the jury

returned a verdict of 225 in favor of the

man who failed to do the automobile trick.

 

Not How Cheap. How Good?

The Postmaster General of England has

advertised for bids for an automobile mail

service between London and Brighton. Not

the lowest bidder, necessarily, will be given

the award for such service, but what the

committee considers the best.
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M. & W.’S NEWEST TIRE

it's an Improved Solid-Cushion Taking Advant

age of Pneumatic Principles.

 

 

To meet the widespread demand manifest

in the past few years for something affording

a higher degree of comfort than the average

solid tire, but without liability to puncture,

Morgan & \Vright have, after exhaustive ex

periments and tests, recently placed on the

market what they term an “improved cushion

automobile tire." '

The peculiar cross section of this new tire.

as well as the method of rfastening, both of

Which may be noted by reference to the ac

company-ing illustrations, are the result of

long "study _of the scientific principles in

volvédfl“ The area’of the load-bearing sur

face of any tire is but an extremely small

fractibn ofi'the total circumference of the

Wheel Tat dny'tir'nc, arid in the case of the

ordinary solid rubber tire of semi-elliptic sec

tion, rigidly attached to the rim, this is

scarcely more than a point. In consequence

of this, as well as the method of fastening

the only possible offset to the jolts caused

by meeting obstructions, is the compressibil

ity of the material itself, which is reduced to

reduced to a minimum by its cross section,

bringing the greatest amount or rubber at

the base. Thus the amount of resiliency ob

tuinable by this method is not only minimized

by the design of the tire itself, but also by

limiting the compression aren,'transmltting

all‘but the small amount of shock absorbed

by'the rubber at that particular point di

rectly to the rim.

The pneumatic tire is not open to this ob

Jectlon, owing to its continuous air cushion

circumference, thus supporting the load on a ,

very much larger fraction of the latter, and

alvlays tending to keep the wheel itself in

equilibrium. ' '

In the 'ilnpr0ved cushion automobile tire

this pi'inciple has been taken advantage of

as far as possible by greatly reducing the

cross section just above the base, thus allow

ing the whole tire to compress, also by the

method of attachment which permits of a

very much larger portion of the circumfen

ence being utilized to support the load at

once. As will be seen, the tire is much nar

rower at its centre than at either the base

or tread, and is adapted to the ordinary

clincher rim. It is held in place by annular

discs, or flanges, bound together at frequent

intervals by bolts. These bolts pass through

slots in the tire, which in width substantially

correspond to them, but are elongated to

about double their diameter in depth. Sur

rounding each bolt on the inside of the

flange is a loose sleeve or tube for the double

purpose of preventing wear and maintaining

the proper distance between the flange. As

it is only by the inter-relation of the latter

and the tire that this is held on the rim,

neither is rigidly fastened to the latter, thus

allowing a large fraction of the tire to com

press at a time, unhampered either by fasten

ing to the rim or the flanges which move

with it. This feature, in conjunction with

the greatly Increased compression obtained
  

CROSS SECTION TIRE, SHOWING METHOD

OF APPLYING.

by recessing the tire itself at its central cross

section. should result in obtaining the great

amount of resiliency claimed and which has

 
 

AS APPLIED TO THE WHEEL

The makers

will be pleased to furnish furtncr informa

tion on application. .

been borne out by long tests.

 

Darwin's Evolution of the Auto.

Not Darwin‘s idea of the evolution of man,

but Darwin's theory of the evolution of the

automobile is expected to be made known in

Aurora, 111., when Dr. Delos Culver Darwin

springs his new car on the unsuspecting pub

lic in April. Dr. uarwin is having what he

considers a practical doctor’s runabout con

structed. It will be a low powered gasolene

car, with closed top and solid rubber tires.

Lamb to Build its Fold.

The Lamb Automobile Co., incorporated

last week at Clinton, Iowa, is showing a

spirit of progressivencss. Ground was broken

this week for the erection of the new garage,

where the Lamb Co. will also conduct an

automobile livery. The specifications call for

for a building 80 feet deep, 40 feet wide,

one story high, with walls of brick veneer

and front Ashlar granite blocks.

COULDN’T GET TOGETHER

West Enders Still Obstinate—N. A. A. M. and

Allies to Swamp Saxe Bill.

 

 

Nothing having resulted from the friendly

overtures of the Committee on Legislation of

the N. A. A. M. to a like select few of the

exalted West Enders, with a view to bring

ing the latter to a reasonable state of mind

in regard to the obnoxious Saxe bill, no fur

ther steps in thl direction will be taken,

but all efforts will be centred onkllling the

bill when it comes before the Assembly and

Senate by an overwhelming mass of protest

ants. Through the efforts of the committee

of the N. A. A. M. and their counsel. Charles

Thaddeus Terry,» the- bill. which had already

been favorably reported to the Senate by

its committee, was referred back to them and

a hearing set for the 28th inst., which should

certainly mark a gala, day in the annals of

automobile legislation, as it is the intention

of the New York State Automobile Associa

tion to have delegations from all parts of the

State present, while the A. A. A. and the

N. A. A. M. will be represented by as great

a force as possible. If more numbers count

for anything, the Saxe bill and its sponsors

from the frigid zone of Manhattan island

will be lost in the drifts, but it is not alone

numerically, but in influential strength, that

t11e_,vurlous delegations should be able to

bring the greatest .power to bear, as repre

sentative men from all over the State are

expected to voice their sentiments and use

their influence in killing this inlgultous piece

of stupidity. in order to render this plan

of campaign more eflcctive, .the bill will be

reported to the Assembly and Senate on the

same day, this having been brought about

through the efforts of Mr. Terry.

In an interview the latter informed a Mo

tor \Vorld man that the license test matter,

which, as recently outlined in these columns,

was soon to be taken up and litigated, had

of necessity been sidetracked for the time

being owing to the amount of attention cen

tred on the Saxe bill, as well as t..c fact that

the Chicago show intervened and many of

the principals were out of the city. Contrary

to the statement previously published that

this test would be brought in the Federal

Courts, it is now learned that as yet no ‘

definite plan of action has been decided on

to cover this particular, except that, regard

less of whether the action is first instituted

in a State or Federal Court, it will be car

ried to the United States Supreme Court in

due course in order to make its application

to the country at large uniform.

Motorist Sues Trolley Company.

Edward C. Schwab, of the firm of R. J.

Schwab & Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis, has

brought suit against a street railway com

pany of that city for $4,000 damages. Schwab

was backing his machine across the tracks

when the trolley car collided with and dam<

aged it.
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STILL THEY COME

Solon: from Maine to California Get Busy-—

Some of the Results.

Following the example of other States,

South Carolina has come into line with an

automobile bill, and Assemblyman Morgan,

of Greenvillc, is its sponsor. The bill, as

passed by the House, specifies that no motor

vehicle of any description can be run on the

highways at a greater rate of speed than fif

teen miles an hour, but this rate applies only

to country roads. When approaching a cr0ss

ing or'bridge the speed must be reduced to

six miles an hour. 0n approaching a pedes

trian or horse drawn vehicle warning must

be given by sounding tlienbell or horn, and

if the “horse shows any' tendency to become

frightened the car must come to a full stop if

asked'to‘by the occupant of the vehicle.

Lamps must he carried at night and on foggy

days.

One pleaing feature of the bill is'that a

car need not be registered before it can en

joy the privileges of South Carolina's roads.

Section 7 relates to penalties and is as fol

lows:

“Whoever shall violate the provisions of

this act shall be deemed guilty of a misde

meanor, and upon conviction be fined not

less than $10 nor more than $100, and in ad

dition thereto shall be liable in a civil action

to any person injured in his person or dam- ’

aged as to his' property by the violation of

the provisions of this act, and a lien shall

attach to the vehicle causing the injury or

damage in favor of the person injured or

damaged, upon the filing of. a suit for dam

ages, whether such vehicle belongs to the

person operating it or not, and said lien shall

be a prior and first lien thereon, ontranking

any and all liens save of the same. kind as

this." ’ ‘

Two additional automobile bills have been

added to the already large number now pend

ing before the Wisconsin Legislature.

Senator Stondaii ‘ has introduced a bill

which he believes to be the necessary restric

tion of motor vehicles, without any of the

provisions that are so objectionable to repu

table and careful drivers of cars. The Ston

dali measure fixes the speed limit at twenty

iive miles an hour on country roads and eight

miles an hour within city limits; also requir

ing the driver of any car to slow up, stop or

otherwise manage his machine so as to assist

the drivers of frightened or skittish horses.

.\ penalty of from $10 to $25 fine is provided

for violation of any of these requirements.

The bill also requires automobiles to display

bright lights at night, under the penalty of

a fine of $50 to $100.

Although the Stondali bill does not provide

for numbering cars, Senator Wylie is the

sponsor of a measure in which this provision

is not overlooked. Each car must display a

legible number, which can be secured from

the Secretary of State. In this bill speed is

indiscriminately limited to fifteen miles an

hour, whether in country or city. The viola

tion of either Of these provisions is made

punishable by a fine of from $10 to $100, ac

cording to the magnitude of results occa

sioned by an infraction of the law.

 

Pittsburg Councilmen saw a pretty little

ascension in the Council chambers of that

city last Wednesday, and the particular item

to make the ascent was an automobile ordi

nance. Advices from Pittsburg state that it

was “knocked sky high.”

Peter Hermes, who claims to be the owner

of more cows than any other man in the

Sixth Ward, circumvented City Treasurer

Steel’s automobile ordinance in a way cal

culated to open the eyes Of that official. The

City Treasurer, “with an eye single to the in

terests of the city," had inspired an ordinance

regulating the licensing of automobiles and

regulating the maximum speed at which

they may be driven through the city streets

at fifteen miles an hour. The City Treasurer

is a horseman, and owns no automobiles.

Besides owning cows Councilman Hermes,

however, owns several automobiles. Conse

quently, when he woke up and found that the

ordinance had been passed by a vote of 14

to 12, he became very active and asked for

an immediate reconsideration of the measure.

A little lobbying produced the desired result,

-and the ordinance was smashed to smith~

ereens by a vote of 14 to 12.

u
 

Country members of the Illinois Legisla

ture have a few irons in the fire for automo

hilists of that State. Senator Berry, of Car

thage, has introduced a bill requiring auto

mobiles to come to a full stop before meeting

or passing any other vehicles. A strict in

terpretation of the Berry bill would mean

that if one chauffeurdesires to speak to an

other he mnst stop his car 300 feet away and

carefully approach his friend on foot. So far

as is known, there is but one member of the

Illinois Legislature who owns an automobile,

Henry W. Austin, of Oak Park. It was

stated that the fact that he possessed on'e

cost him the chairmanship of the House Com

mittee on Good Roads, for when the country

members learned of it they effectually pro

tested against his appointment. ‘

Although the Berry bill does not make any

provision as to speed, it is expected that be

fore the sission adjourns a deluge of auto

mobile hills will be introduced.

 

Although the Mayor and Council of Glen

Echo, Md.—of course, you all know just

where that is—hnve passed an ordinance

limiting the speed of automobiles, motor bi

cycles and all other conveyances not pro

pelled by horses, mules or oxen, to six miles

an hour within the corporate limits of that

town, automobilists need not be alarmed.

as the entire length of the village does not

exceed half a mile. The Conduit Road, the

favorite route for tourists to Cabin John

Bridge from Washington, passes through

Glen Echo. As the road is one of the best in

the country, and is particularly alluring to

speeding automobilists, they usually “let 'er

out another notch” when going over it. How

ever, the town authorities will have two con

stables mounted on bicycles with speed in

dicators to try to chase down automobilists

who go fast, and, incidentally, fine them $5

if caught.

 

A monster petition is being circulated in all

the wards of Los Angeles, Cal., for signa

tures to be presented to the City Counsel ask¢

ing for the regulation of the speed of auto

mobiles on the city streets. The attention of

the Council is called ,tojhe fact that an ordi

nance allowing a reasonable rate of ,speed is

altogether too indefinite, to ,be.v of [anycuse

whatever, and a request is ,made that an

ordinance be passed limiting the speed of au

tomobiles and motorcycles to eight“ milgs an

hour within the territory mentioned. .,. a,

The petitioners represent, that they are all

propertyholders and__taxpayers.of the city,

and therefore are entitled to some 00nsidera-.

tion. A recommendation is made that the

Council provide a fine of from $100 to $300

for violators of the proposed ordinance.

 

The House Committee on Ways and Means

of the New Hampshire Legislature has fin

ished its labors in the matter of a bill regu

lating automobiles in thta State, and will

report a new draft. But the committee has

failed signally in its attempt to prepare a

favorable measure. inasmuch that it gives

the local authorities privilege to makq fur

ther regulations in .this regard to certain

streets or to exclude automobiles ventinely»

from certain streets not a part of- through

highways. _ . > .,,

The maximum speed limit has been placed

at twenty miles an hour outside of yillage

limits, and eight miles an hour within the

city or village. Each car is required to be

registered, one registration being suflioient, ,

as long as the car remains the property of

the same owner. The operator 'is required

to pay a license annually.

 

With the signatures of over three hundred

farmers gracing it, a petition for a law re

straining the speed of automobiles in North

Dakota has been presented to the legislature

of that State, now in session. The few au

tomobilists in‘North Dakota have no cause

for complaint, however, as the farmers want

the muxlmmn speed on country roads fixed at

twenty-five miles an hour, and ten miles an

hour in cities.

 

This year, for the first time, automobiles

are to be taxed as personal property in Mil

waukee, Wis. They are mentioned on the

official tax rolls, and an income of several

thousand dollars for the city treasury will

be the result.

 

The Detroit (Mich) City Council has passed

an ordinance restricting the speed of automo~

biles on streets traversed by streetcars to

eight miles an hour.
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ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS

Why They are Not More Generally Used—

Ei’iorts Making for their increase.

 

~ Attempts galore have been made to utilize

 

electricity for operating the new large and

elaborate scarchlights used on cars, but thus

tar acetylene is practically without a rival

for this purpose. One of the principal rea

sons for the failure of electric current to

score in this field has been the absurdly dl

minutive proportions of the generator usual

ly employed~in fact, the utter inadequacy

of the entire outfit put forward _by some

makers to perfortn a task far beyond its ca

pacity. Acetylene doubtless has its draw

backs in the form of clogged pipes and other

minor accidents that readin serve to disable

it, so that the small generator in coi'mcctiton

\\'ith a set of accumulators would apparently

prove a natural solution of the difficulty.

And it will, if properly installed, but this

means a very much larger generator, a good

governor and gearing to the motor. This

represents not alone considerable more ex

pense that has ever been lavished on any

thing ot the kind here, but likewise greatly

increased weight, added complication in its

application and the absorption of one or

more horsepower—lnsigniticant in the case of

the high powered car, but not so with the

smaller, particularly where trollble is ex

perienced in hill climbing. The ever vary

ing speed of the engine is a constant source

of trouble, as in the absence of an auto

matic cut out, the battery may overpower

the generator at a very low speed, revers

ing its polarity and quickly discharging

through it. 1

A system is now about to be placed up the

market in England in which the centrifugal

governor employed will actuate the arm of a

rhcostat as the spced varies, thus providing

an automatically tinctuating resistance in

place of the usual speed control. The dy

namo of this system, as illustrated in The

Car, at line reproduction of which is shown

here, is apparently of sufficiently generous

prop..rtions, and with such a machine but

a comparatively small set of accumulators

in parallel with the generator would be nec

essary. By this means the latter would al

ways be fully charged, and would only be

called upon when the dynam ) was stopped.

The headlight employed consists of' the usual

parabolic reflector, with a 111 volt 11) candle

power lamp, which also may be utilized as a

hand lamp when necessary.

.\'o smell, no heat, no more choked burn

crs or joltlng or blowing out are a few of

the advantages which its supporters claim

for the electric light over its rival, gas. And

it has them-in theory, but like all other

things theoretically perfect, practical draw

backs have often caused it to fail to make

good. Nevertheless, the solution of the prob

lem of lighting the car will sooner or later

be found' in the mystcrions fluid which has

been steadily displacing gas for years, even

on railroad trains. The generator set de

scribed above is a step in this direction, and

a new incandescent lamp recently brought

out by Dr. Auer, the well known German

physicist, whose invention of the incandes

cent gas mantle has made him famous. The

new lamp is, in fact. merely an extension of

the latter principle to electric lighting. in

stead of the usual carbonized paper or wood

filament ordinarily employed for this pur

pose, rare chemical earth oxides, such as

ccria and thorim, or those used in incan

descent gas mantles, are substituted. With

  

 

this aid the usual 4, 6 or 8 candle low volt

age lamp which usually belies its rating, but

must perforce be used, owing to the limita

tions of the supply, is said to give a brill

iant light with great economy in current con

sumption. The inventor is reported to have

made an exhaustive study of the subject be

fore placing thc results of his labors on view.

so possibly there may be more in the usual

first reports of a "revolutionizing" discovery

that is to shelve present methods than is or

dinarily the case.

flow Mrs. Gould Fooled the Ferrymen.

Despite the fact that the amendment to

the ferry bill, permitting cars to run on and

off ferryboats under their own power, passed

both lionscs,.tlie Long island Railroad ferry

has chosen to exercise its prerogative in not

allowing automobiles to board or leave under

their own power. When Mrs. Howard

Gould's automobile reached the ferry the

chanii'eur attempted to pass the gates under

the car's power, but was stopped by a gate

man. The party was holding up traffic at

the gate, and a hackman offered to do the

towing for $2. (in reaching the other side

the hackmnn wanted $2 more for towing the

automobile off the ferry. which Mrs. Gould

refused to pay, saying that she would not be

imposed upon. For some time the automo

bile was left standing on the boat directly in

the way of vehicles which were waiting to

go on board. Through this action on the part

of the ferryboat officials one trip was lost.

and they finally had to push the car off the

boat without any compensation.

Blacksmith to Build Garage.

Blacksmiths are not usually given to con

structing additional garages for automobiles;

still this is what a Michigan smith has de

cided to have done. He has discovered the

difficulty cxpclicnccd by automobilists in

finding suitable acconnnodalion for their ears

when staying over night in small towns.

For Sweet Charity's Sake.

(I. E. llaskcll, oi (‘cdar Rapids, town, has

gone on record as being the first man in that

State to give all automobile for charitable

purposes. The car will be rattled to help pay

on' the mortgage on the Sunshine Mission, in

that city.
.._ _..~_.-<

RACING SlTUATlON CLEARS

 

Middle West Thinks Everything Now Serene

and a Prosperous Year Ahead.

According to Wester'n Opinion, the trend

of thought in the Windy City, where racing

matters are concerned, recent events which

have occurred subsequent to the Florida

races have smoothed out all the kinks. The

following from The Chicago Evening Post

may be taken as indicative of the opinion

entertained generally in the Middle “'est:

“It is now generally believed that nothing

will come of the attempt to get control of

automobile racing from the A. A. A. Wil

liatn K. Vanderbilt, Jr., William “'allace and

H. L. Bowden have withdrawn their resigna

tions from the racing board, and with the

election of Elliot C. Lee, of Boston. to the

presidency, the A. A. A. bids fair to have a

more prosperous year than ever before. The

first sign of dissent from the authority of

the A. A. A. was seen at Ortnond. llere a

certain coterle availed themselves of the

distulvantageous conditions of weather and

of‘ tide to raise the cry of “inefficiency.”

Looking at the affair from this distance, it

is now seen that the leaders in the rebellion,

in a covert way, put more than one obstacle

in the way of a successful meet. A number

of these who at first lent their support to

the new movement have reversed their posi

tion, as they now appreciate that they were

misled by certain persons who, in the vari

ous positions they have held in the industry,

have gained the reputation of “working both

ends against the middle.

"it is the prevailing sentiment that auto

mobile racing should remaiu in the hands

of those who are in the game for sport alone.

There is no question that those who have

expended their time and money freely to

develop racing in this country should not be

compelled to step aside to make way for

those with other motives. Aside from these

considerations, there is the all important

question of the attitude of the European

racing bodies. Abroad, the control of racing

is in purely amateur hands, and it is quite

certain that they would not recognize any

body in this country which savored of pro

fesslonallsin."
 

flow the King Expressed His Displeasure.

To demonstrate his opinion of the badly

regulated traffic in Brussels, King Leopold

twice visited the Automobile Salon there

with his carriage and horses. This caused

considerable comment, and when approached

on the subject the King gave as his reason

that the conditions of traffic were so bad

and progress so slow through the crowded

streets. that it made. automobile travelling in

town very unsatisfactory.

 

As an Aid to Smuggling.

French customs officials at Hallium are re

ported to have captured an automobile con

taining four lnnnlredwcight of smuggled to

bacco. The movements of the car had for

several days attracted attention of the cus

toms lnspcctors, as trips were continually

being made across the Belgian frontier and

back.
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MASSACHUSETTS CLUBS PROTEST

President 1.” omit; “M."A. A. and, one”

So 'ed'li t i{-151-ist

Daniel‘llieieary, of Springfield, appeared

‘on behalf of the Springfield Automobile As

;sociation before the committee on roads and

.'bridges Tuesday morning at Boston, together

 

_

,rastlc Bills.

"1"“;'

:with a number of other attorneys, on three

iautomobile bills. He advocated slight amend

ments in the bill submitted by the highway

commissioners, covering revocation of ii

censes and punishment for violators of the

'law, while he heartily indorsed the bill to

permit the commissioners to raise the speed

limit Yor certain roads after public hearings

on the cases as they came up. Those prcsent

in favor and in opposition to this second bill

finally agreed to accept a bill to permit an

appeal to the highway commissioners, over

speed

Some such bill may be reported.

all local unreasonable restrictions.

On the first bill, providing for revocation

of a license on three convictions; for the car

rying of only one registration number, and

that a Massachusetts number by every auto

mobile, and {or increaScd penalties, Lawyer

Leary argued that it should be amended so

any one number, Massachusetts or otherwise,

should be carried. He stated it as his opinion

that the present trouble is the fact that some

automobiles carry half a dozen numbers,

rather than any trouble over telling what

State the registration is in, for all the States

have distinctive styles of numbers. Presi

dent Elliott C. Lee, of the Massachusetts

.Automobile Association, snstaincd Mr. Leary

in his point tirat'a'law requiring solely a

Massachusetts number would be burdensome

in the neighborhood of State boundary lines.

Chairman William McClintock, of the com

missioners, made it plain that the board

wants to hit at reckless foreign Operators.

Everyone present appeared to favor more

drastic punishment, and an amendment, geu~

orally approved, was submitted calling for a

fine of not exceeding $25 for first violation

of speed laws, $50 for second offense and

$500'01‘ six months’ imprisonment or both for

subsequent offenses.

0n the bill to abolish all local speed laws,

thus establishing the State laws of ten miles

an hour in cities and fifteen outside, and to

pcrmit the highway commissioners to make

special rules for spcclul roads at'tcr proper

hearings, Chairman McClintock said: "If thc

State has paid 731"") to build a good road

which happens to pass through Russell, and

that town fixes a limit of four mllcs on that

road, the authority for fixing the rate should

be put in the hands of someone else. i'crlmps

half a dozen towns in the State have unrca~

'soniibie rules, while the great majority havc

none at all." This provision to allow local

nuiiwiitics to make rules will be struck out,

and the State will have sole power to fix the

speed limit.

No one at all appeared in favor of the

freak bill to require automobile machinery

to be so constructed that speed laws could

not be broken, and the committee will recon’b

mend leave to withdraw in this case.

Pennsylvania’s Law Ridiculcd.

Defects in the automobile laws of Pennsyl

‘ vania had an airing last Saturday night at a

reception given by the Automobile Club of

Philadelphia to members of the Pennsylvania

Legislature, the American Automobile Asso

ciation and other men who are interested in

the progress of the automobile.

The present Pennsylvania State law, which

permits many townships, cities and boroughs

to reduce-the speed limit of twenty milcs

lchd by the State, was the target of most

of the speakers. Winthrop E. Scan'ett, of

.\'c\v York, former president of the Automo

bilc (‘lub of Anmrlca, was the most bitter

in denunciation of thc "short-sighted legisla

tion of bonightcd comnmnitics which make

tcn miles the limit of speed for an auto
mobile." A _

There was a sign of a little commotion

whcn .\lr. Scarrltt referred to the “benighted

communities" where automobilists are illn

itcd to a spccd of tcn miles an hour, for this

is tbc limit pcrmiitcd in many of the town

ships‘ ncar l‘hihulclphia. Lower Merion

'l‘ownship, whcrc this law is in effect. was

rcprcscntcd by State Senator Roberts, who

winccd a little at the carefully measured

words of the chfYorkcr, but took them in

good parts, as was shown by his subsequent

spccch. Mr. Scnrritt's speech was essen

ttnlly the same as the one delivered bcfore.

‘thc Automobile (‘lub of America, New York

(‘iLv, last wcck, and thc speaker advises the

rcvocation of license of wealthy car owners

of "harum-scarum, dare-devil chaufieurs, who

drive through the streets recklessly, and seem

not to mind in thc least punishment by

lines." 1" '

Mayor Wcavcr. of Philadelphia, was the

principal spcakcr of the evening, and he put

lmnsclt’ on rccord promptly as ithe friend of

the automobillst and promised;cmphatically

to do all in his power to aid them in Phila

dclphia. The feature of the Mayor‘s address

was that an automobile going at the rate of

twenty milcs an hour is even more tractable

than a hursc going eight miles an hour, and,

if possible, faircr laws should be made for

the automobilists.

After listening to Mayor \Vcavcr, Mr. Scar

.ritt and Secretary Gillette, of the A. A. A.,

'll‘oastnmstcr (‘lmndlcr introduced State Sen

ator Algernon B. llobcrts. Mr. Roberts said

that, aftcr listening to the defense of the

automobile by Mr. Scarrltt, he had recog

nized that lunch injustice had been done the

automobilist. IIe prophesied, however, that

a new era in automobile legislation was

dawning. and that by the co-opcraiion.of the

nutomobilists with the Stiltc. Legislature a

more acceptable luw would undoubtedly be

placcd 0n the statute books of the State,_

WWEMHSWLNHT T

Scovel Bill and Amendments to Superscde

Gibbs’s_Creation—Lioens_e Fee $5.

 

* .

Assemblyman Harry S. Scovel has intro?

duced in the New Jersey Legislature.severa.l

amendments to the present Scovel automobile

law, and Representative Gibbs' bill will likely

be tabled, and the Scovel amendments passed

in its place. I '

Section 2 of the act, entitled “An act de

fining motor vehicles and providing for the

registration of the same and uniform rules

regulating the use and speed thereof,“ is

amended so as to read as follows: _

“Every resident of this State who is the

owner of a motor vehicle, and every non-resi~

dcnt owncr- \vhos'c motor vehicle shall be

driven in this State, shall file in the office of

the Secretary of State a declaration duly

verified that such owner is competent to

drive the motor vehicle for which applica~

tion for license is made, and a written state

ment containing the name and address of

such owner, together with a brief descrip

tion of the character of such motor vehicle,

including the name of the maker and the

manufacturer's number of the motor vehicle,

if number there be, and the rated horsepower

of the motor vehicle, and shall pay to the

' Secretary of State on annual registration fee

of $5 for each motor vehicle; the Secretary

of State shall issue for each motor vehicle

so registered a certificate, properly numbered,

stating that such motor vehicle is registered

in accordance with this section, and shall

cause the name of such owner, with his ad~

dress. the number of his certificate and a

description of such motor vehicle, or motor

vehicles, to be entered in alphabetical order

of the owners‘ names in a book to be kept

for such purpose; this section shall not apply

to maimfa‘cturers or dealers 'of motor ve

_hiclcs in this State; except as to vehicles kept

by such manufacturer or such dealer for prl~

vale use or for hire.“ '

Stction 3 is amended so as to provide that

no license number except that issued by the

State of New Jersey shall be carried on ma

chines. and another amendment provides that

any owner displaying a fictitiOus number

shall be liable to a fine not exceeding $30 or

imprisonment for not more than thirty days.

it is provided in an amendment to Section

1) that any person driving an automobile on

public highways in a race or on a bet or

wager shall be subject to a fine of not more

than $30 or imprisonment for not more than

ten days.

An important proposed amendment is that

which provides that any constable or police

ofiiccr may arrest persons charged with vio

laiion of the automobile act without warrant.

The last aiiiclnlniciit 'provldcs far the amount

of fine which shall be inflicted for violations

of the various scctions of the proposed stat

utc. “

The prcsent Sllt‘l‘ll limit of twenty miles

an hour on the highways of the State will

not be changed, but tbc liccnsc fce will be

.raiscd from $1 to $5.
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> Successful Qar Building.

E are this year standing firmly on the fact that we have

built a real car, because we have built a car adapted

to American conditions, American roads and the American

temperament. We know our American market as no French I

builder can know it. ~ ‘ .

We have surmounted the problems of car-building this

year as we never surmounted them before, although our

  

progress has been steady and on right lines.

. We believe the Pierce car to-day expresses the best that

can be had in car-building, and we are willing to abide by

' the result of actual experiment.

Booklet describing the six 1905 cars of the George N.

Pierce Company, with special booklets describing the mech

FOR SALE

BY

DOWLING 8e MAGUIRE.

Boston, Mass.

R. W. WHIPPLE, Blnghamton.

anism of each, will be sent on request.

The George N. Pierce Qompany,

BUFFALO, new venue.

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles.

Members or the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

H. PAULMAN 8: CO., Chicago, Ill.

TIIE GEORGE N. PIERCE C0.. Den

ver, Colo.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit.

Mich.

N. L. RIEVER. Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA arms COMPANY. Elmira. N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS.. Fresno. cu.

J. A. PLACE. Geneva/N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackson»

ville. Fin.

L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angelea. Cal.

naanonns MOTOR can co., my York.

N. - ‘

 

The 24-28 horse-power Plerce Great Arrow Car, King of Belgium

Tonneau. with side entrance.i equipped with full canopy top, with

sliding glass front and drop curtains side and rear.

PRICE. 43,500. Top extra.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE 60., Oakland.

\\'II.SON & C0.. Ottawa. Canada.

BANKER BROS. CO., Pittsburg, Pa.

H. J. WILLARD. Portland, Maine.

R. V. CONNERAT. Savannah, (In.

C. l". JOY AUTOMOBILE C0.. St. Paul. Minn.

MOBiLi-‘l CARRIAGE COMPANY, San Fran

cisco. Cal

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO., Scranton, Pu.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE 00.. St. Innis. M6.

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTOMOBILE C0.. Syra

cuee. N. Y

MILLER—MUNIH' MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Utlca. N. Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

\Vorcester. Mans.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE C0.. Roches

t.r. N. Y

THE SHEPARD CO., Providence, R. I.

THE SIMPSON‘STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE C0..

Louisville. Ky.

s. A. MINER, Hartford, Conn.

A. C. THOMPSON, CO., Spokane. Wash.
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FRICTION CLUTCH REVERSE

Combined Clutch and Reversing Mechanism—

Much is Claimed for English Invention.

 

Up to the present writing the principle of

the friction clutch has apparently not been

taken advantage of for any other purpose

than connecting the engine with the trans

mission, a role in which it has proved emi

nently successful and a method so generally

in vogue as to be denominated standard.

An English inventor, however, has recently

devised a combined clutch and reversing

gear, both employing friction as the holding

power. According to the Cycle and Motor

Trader, a British contemporary, from which

the following description is taken, the in

vention “is designed with a view to ena

bling motor cars to be reversed much more

quickly than by the methods commonly in

use."

The gear complete with its encasing is

shown in half section in the larger sketch,

while the smaller iiustrates the detail of the

connection of the manipulating lever and its

collar. In brief, the device consists of a male

member revolving between two female mem

bers, with either of which it is adapted to

be readily interlocked by means of the lever

in question. 0n the forward drive the

clutch D, which is the central male member

provided with diverging leather covered

faces, engages the clutch B, and thus rotates

the transmission shaft F without any inter

mediate mechanism exactly as in the usual

type of flywheel clutch. When it is desired

to reverse, the central clutch D, which is in

reality in the nature of a flywheel, is en

gaged with the opposite member 0, by means

of the striking lever actuated by the usual

foot pedal, and the shaft is then driven

through the pinions H, I and K, The en

gine shaft G is rigidly connected with the

clutch B and the pinion H. The latter mesh

es with I, an idle pinion mounted on a stud

bolt attached to.tlie gear box. The pinion 1

also engages the teeth of the double pinion

K, mounted on a shaft extending across the

end of the gear box over all the clutch mem

bers, and its second teeth mesh with those

of a pinion mounted on the reversing clutch

C. The transmission shaft runs in a bearing

on the end of the engine shaft G, the sleeve

M being so placed as to take the end thrust

of C when in operation. The tension of the.

spiral spring shown serves to keep the clutch

B, or the forward drive, normally engaged.

The meeting edges of the clutch members

are so shaped as to prevent the entrance of

oil, and projections are further provided to

throw off by centrifugal force any oil that

drops upon them. The clutch D is intended

to slide on the usual square shaft. One or

more sets of the pinions for the reverse

may be used, and the size varied so as

to make a convenient ratio of speed between

the forward and reverse. Thus with the

clutches geared in the ratio of 4 to 1, the

forward speed would be four times that of

the reverse, or twenty miles ahead and five

backward, or in like proportion. Releasing

the pedal half way when on the forward

speed places the engaging clutch in a neu

tral position and cuts off the power, then de

pressing the other end would reverse at a

slow speed, thus obviating the necessity of

shifting the change speed lever when neces

sary to reverse quickly.
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Without taking into consideration the dif

ficulties to be met with in its application to

prevailing methods of sliding gear trans

mission and reverse, the device in question is

deserving of attention, but as a substitute

for the present combined transmission and

reverse it falls far short of compensating in

added effectiveness for the simplicity it dis

places with uncalled for complications.

 

Automatic Road Making.

In Austria all vehicles built for a load of

more than two and one-quarter tons must

have wheels with rims at least 41-3 inches

wide, and if built for more than four and

one-half tons or more than three and one-half

tons the rims must be at least 61/4, inches

broad. In lower Austria a width of rim of

41/; inches is required for loaded wagons

drawn by two or three horses. In Bohemia

the same regulation applies.

In France every freight and market wagon

is a road maker. The tires are from three to

ten inches in width, usually from ‘four to

six. With a few four wheeled vehicles used

the tires are rarely less than six inches in

width, and the rear axle is about fourteen

inches longer than the fore axle, so that the

rear, or bind, wheels run about one inch out

side of the level rolled by the front wheels.

In Germany the rule prescribes that all the

wagons drawing heavy loads, such as coal,

brick, earth, stone, etc., must have tires at

least four inches wide.

“Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company, 154

Nassau Street, New York. '"

NAPIER AS AN ORIGINATOR

S. F. Edge Thinks Six Cylinders an Ideal

That All Will Follow in Time.

It will doubtless come as a surprise to the

automobile world in general and in this coun

try in particular, to learn that the French

makers are copying their English cousins

across the Channel, but, as S. F. Edge, of

Napier fame, is sponsor for the statement,

it must at least be credited with some

foundation in fact. In a letter to a foreign

:"ntemporary the authority in question states

that he has more than once pointed this

out, and as hostile criticism has resulted, he

takes an extract from an article in L‘Auto on

the Gordon-Bennet Cup race to support his

contention:

“Our readers cannot fail to be struck with

the fact that the majority of competitors for

the 1905 cup have fixed their choice on'six

cylinder motors. We will explain the rea

sons which militate in favor of this choice.

“From the augmentation of the number of

cylinders we get two improvements, first

better balancing, second no dead centre in

the motor.

“If we compare motors of the same power

but with a diflferent number of cylinders re

volving at the same speed, and if we take

as similar the weight of the flywheel of the

single cylinder motor, the weights of the fly

wheels of the other motors will be as fol

lows:

“For two cylinders set at 180 degrees, 0.63;

for two cylinders set at 360 degrees, 0.39; for

three cylinders set at 240 degrees, 0.20; for

four cylinders set at 180 degrees, 0.07; for

six cylinders set at 120 degrees, 0.01.

“Thus the weight of the flywheel of the

six cylinder of equal power is scarcely the

hundredth of the weight of that of a single

cylinder motor; moreover, such a motor hav

ing no dead centre, can work without a fly

wheel. In addition to this, the six cylinders

realize a perfect balance from the point of

view of vertical efforts, and, as M. Drouin

has remarked, there does not exist any dead

centre in the plan of cylinders, and the per

pendicular dead centre being very slight, the

car acquires exceptional flexibility. Does this

mean to say that it would be interesting to

carry the number of cylinders above six?

No; for the increase of this number would

bring forth no improvements as regards bal

ancing; as to the reduction of the flywheel

which might result therefrom, it is practi

cally nil, and would be far from being com

pensation for the greater complications and

the increase in length.

“This is most interesting to me, as it is

due to the careful thought and brains of Mr.

Napier that England has initiated a six cyl

inder motor car, which, although expensive

to make, is to-day the motor car de luxe. and,

as I have said from the commencement, it

will only be a matter of time before the

whole world of motor constructors for their

best carriages follow the British lead and

use six cylinders, which for any given horse

power are infinitely smoother and quieter

than a four cylinder car."
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HINTS ON VARNISH.

Some “ Dont‘s " and Various Precautions Neces

sary in Finishing.

The varnish room should be partitioned off

from one end of the paint shop. Paint the

floor, paper the ceiling and walls with white

paper to reflect the light. and have wide

sliding doors.

Keep the varnishing shop clean. Do not’

sweep while a job is on hand. Steam heat

ing for winter is best, but if a stove is used

let it be in the paint shop, with pipe running

into the varnish room. Have a thermometer

in the room, and at the end of the room fur

thest from the source of heat. Keep it about

70 degrees Fahrenheit.

It is very important to keep the tempera

ture of the varnish room even. Varnish ap

plied while the temperature is low will flow

and cause trouble if the temperature be

raised before the 10b is dry. If the room be

warm, then allowed to become. cool, the bril

liancy of the varnish will suffer.

A fresh can of varnish should be opened a

day or so before being used to allow the gas

to escape and sediment fall to the bottom.

The varnish should be kept in the varnish

room, at the temperature of the room and

the job.

All the brushes needed in the varnish room

should be kept in a closet in that room. The

varnish cans may also be kept there.

If you do not allow varnish coats and filling

proper time to dry you will have trouble

with the finish, as the soft undercoats will

absorb the oil from the varnish, cause sink

ing in, sweating, etc. Moisture, greasy fing

ers, temperature variations, etc., produce

their crops of varnish troubles. Be atten

tive to small details.

For varnish blooming try washing it with

cold water. If this does not cure it, flat and

revarnish surface.

Rubbing out the rough stufi should be done

in the paint shop, and the way to do it is

to begin at the upper panels, one at a time.

Rub with an even and gentle pressure, using

pumice sparingly. Start from the outside

edge of the panel, rubbing toward the cenf

tre. Wash off the panel as rubbed 01!, clean

out the corners and dry with a clean chamols.

When done with the rubbing, run the job

into the varnish room. Have a clean pail.

sponge and chamois, and with clear water

wash off the job thoroughly. Then touch up

any cut edges with dead black color. You

are now ready for varnishing.

See that the varnish pot is clean. See that

the varnish brush is right. Have the best

you can get. Have a second varnish .pot

to scrape the varnish brush into. A half

elastic brush is good. If too stiff of bristle

the varnish will show up rough. If too soft

of bristle, the varnish will not spread well.

Always varnish those parts first that are

the most inaccessible, so that you will not

get in contact with them afterward. When

doing the panels, flow the edges with the

small flat brush, being careful not to over

flow those parts which were finished when

the job was first coated. The edges done,

take the oval brush, of a size to suit the

panel, then flow the varnish all over. Flow

it on more with the sides than with the end

of the brush, the idea being to lay it on

rather than to brush it on.

The less varnish is brushed out the more

brilliant will be the gloss. Spread it evenly

with as little working as possible. If it is

a' small panel, do not finish up at once, but

go on to the next panel, after which come

back to the first panel, which then will have

a little tack and will take and retain more

varnish. A large panel is best done at once.

When doing the small panel in the way

indicated, clean out all the corners with the

tip of the small flat brush. With the large

brush lay off the panel from left to right,

and at once finish it, up or down. See that

the corners are all right. This method ap

plies to all kinds of coach varnish. Some

workmen reverse this operation; they lay oi!

either up or down, and finish horizontally,

either from left to right or right to left, but

never both ways. They clean the corners

very carefully. But this method is only pos

sible with finishing varnish, as a harder

varnish ha not elasticity to flow out right.

The handling of carriage varnishes is one

of the most delicate operations connected

with the trade, and while rules or methods

carefully described have their value, it takes,

after all, years of careful experience to eanble

the workman to do a job successfully, says.

“The Wheelwright." Experience steadies his

nerves, it teaches him the nature of the dif

ferent kinds of varnishes used, and in time

he can handle them easily and successfully.

He finds that a hard varnish sets more

quickly than the elastic sorts, and will not

flow out the same, hence requires difi’erent

handling. The elastic varnish flows well and

flows down over the panel, making a smooth,

even surface.

A Dashboard Reminder.

A manufacturer of automobiles on the other

side is having placed over the dashboard of

every car sent outu card with the following

list of niaxims for the benefit of the driver:

“Passing cyclists and horse drawn vehicles,

give the maximum space possible.

“Passing restive horses, use the utmost con

sideration, even to stopping the engine, if

necessary, although no hand may have been

held up. On narrow parts of roads, cross

roads, corners and bridges, drive slowly and

with caution.

“Passing through towns and villages and at

roadside residences, go slowly, so as not to

fill houses and cottages and cover gardens

with dust, as well as for the safety of the in

habitants and their dogs, etc.

“Passing pedestrians in wet weather, take

care not to splash them.”

The Fairbanks-Grant Mfg. Co., Utica, ‘1'.

Y., is pushing its motor lawn mower, and re

ports quite a number of orders for this en

ergy saving machine.

Frenchmen lmpolitc ?

Although Frenchmen are generally consid

ered the quintessence of politeness, English

men and Americans are complaining vo

ciferously of the lack of courtesy shown by

automobile salesmen during the past year.

One American who had met with gruff treat

ment said: “Often I have been kept waiting

half an hour before receiving attention, and

even then I was frequently treated by the

employes with an abruptness and lack of

courtesy as unbusinesslike as it was ill-bred.

Agents should realize that even the best in

formed automobilists cannot know every

thing about all the chassis, and that it is

but natural for a customer to wish to know

something about the article he intends buy

ing, especially when it involves an expen

diture of three to six thousand dollars.

“This arrogant way of treating customers

has already placed two formerly well known

firms in the background commercially, and

will certainly relegate others to a similar

obscurity unless they learn the elements of

ordinary business—courtesy and fairness to

ward customers."

A foreign publication, in attempting to

solve the origin of this newly developed an

tithetical characteristic of the nation sug

gests “the ‘ofihand’ manners sprang up with

the great rush of prosperity which swept

over the automobile market a year or two

ago."
 

Scared the Blacksmith.

The other day Sporty Smith, of Talequah,

who owns an automobile and works for the

Dawes Commission, decided to run over to

Muskogee to spend the afternoon. He ex

pressed a desire to have several congenial

spirits accompany him, and they consented.

“Everything ran along well,” says the Mus

kogee Democrat, “until the party reached

Eureka, a crossroads blacksmith shop, when

the machine went to the bad. The local

blacksmith was induced to conduct an ex

amination. He lighted a big torch and

crawled under the ‘devil' to examine its

workings. His torch burned the hose coup

ling connecting the gasolene tank, there was

a ‘poufi',’ and the blacksmith wriggled out

like a snake just as the explosion came. The

last seen of him he was going over the hill.

wildly waving the torch, and no one has

heard of him since. The gaolene burned

most of the ‘works’ of! the machine. Homer

Needles’ expert opinion is that it will cost a

hundred to repair the machine, but he says

the fun was worth it.”—(Kansas City Jour

nal.)

Another Factory for Port Huron.

Judge Goodson, of Detroit, is spending a

week in Port Huron, Mich., in the interest

of the Kansas City Motor Works. It is un

derstood that a number of Port Huron people

have announced their intention of taking

stock in the concern, and it is hoped that

$25,000 can be raised. If this is done the

company will begin the erection of the build

ings at once and employ several hundred

men at the start.
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MORE ABOUT AlRSHlPS.

Geer Co., of St. Louis, Says Not the Motor—

the Motorman to Blame.

 

 

While the contribution “Why Airships

Don’t Fly," which was published in the Mo

tor World of January 12, was designed

primarily to prove the importance of motors

that "mote" not for a part of the time, but

for all of the time, it apparently struck

home in St. Louis, where airships that flew

once in a while were conspicuous during last

summer. It brought from the H. R. Geer

Co., of that city, the following communica

tion:

“We note in your issue of January 12 an

article signed 'Ariel,’ which goes very much

into detail as to why airships do not fly. We

venture to say, however, that Ariel never

visited the Aerodome at the World‘s Fair, or

he would not have written in the way he did.

We had during the World‘s Fair every op

portunity of knowing why airshlps do not

fly. Ariel blames the motors. In this he is

mistaken. It was not the fault of the mo

tors, but in the way they were handled and

equipped. Only one airship that flew or tried

to fly had its motor arranged in such a way

that it was under control of the operator. It

was merely a case of start your motor on

the ground and trust to your luck in the air.

3 ans Baldwin had the most luck.

“Another airship maker we know of had

no more idea of a gasolene motor than a pig

has of Sunday; it took him a week to find

out that he could not start his four cycle 5

horsepower motor with a wipe spark coil

while his motor was fitted with the jump

spark system. This particular man was a

saving sort of a genius, and fed his motor

through a Lunkenheimer mixing valve from

a quart tomato can wired to the uprights

of his machine.

“We know of another case where a 5~horse~

power motor was used, but there was no

way of cranking the engine except by turn

ing a large fan wheel which was part of the

airship. The airship was fitted with a small

vibrating coil and two N0. 6 Columbia dry

cells. The coil buzzed; this was enough.

Neither of these airships flew.

“So it is not necessary, as Ariel says, to

look to the stars for an answer. As to en

gine speed, we would be more than pleased

to show him at any time motors that are

identical to those used by the airship men

running at from 2,000 to 3,000 r. p. m. in our

shop. They are not 20 or 30 horsepower en

gines, however, but just plain two cylinder

5-horsepower engines, no masses of iron

and aluminum thrown together and no paper

and pencil figures that will not hold water,

but a good, honestly built engine that will

show its rating by a brake test.

“Ariel will have to go further than to the

motors to find out why airships will not fly.

He is right, however, in saying that the hard

earned experience of the motor car builds:

should be taken in, but this is to be applied

to the airship men and not the motor build

ers.

“Now as to the plum hung out by the

World's Fair management: They hardly ex

pected it to be plucked. Suppose the rail

roads in this country in their infancy were

put under the same rules as a-irshlps are—

neither would they have taken the plum. It

was quite a while before they could main

tain a speed of from eighteen to twenty miles

an hour, certainly not in the first year. I!

Ariel will wait until airships have been in

existence as long as the railroad have, per

haps then they will know how to operate

their motors. In the meantime let us help

them all we possibly can and quit ‘knock

ing.’ "

The Geer Gompanys' experience is not at

all contradictory of, but in large part sub

stantiates, the reasons therein given as to why

the airship won't fly. Its designer in the ma

jority of instances rigged up a contrlvance

that would put a schoolboy to shame—in

other words, he went ahead utterly regard

less of what any experienced motor builder

or runner could have told him. It will fur

ther be noted that no statement is made to

the efiect that it is not possible to build a

motor to run 2,500 or 3,000 r. p. m., nor that

motors of this type have not been built and

run successfully—but not by aeronauts. More

light may be shed on the question if it be

taken into account that the figures of most

of the latter necessitate large powers to over

come wind resistance, as in the case of huge

balloons, or to give sustaining power, in the

case of aeroplanes, and particularly the lat

ter. And that in attempting to gain this

every ounce of superfluous as well as much

absolutely essential weight is sacrificed.

One man can lead an ass to knowledge, but

ten men can’t make him think, and it is not

alone an impossible but a thankless task to

attempt to help the man who believes him

self beyond assistance. “Knocking” will, on

the other hand, lead him in the fulness of

time to see the error of his ways, and, coin

cident with this, will help the man who has

been trying to help him all along—the motor

designer and builder. It was in no disparag

ing spirit of the latter that one of the thou

sand and one reasons why airships won’t

fiy was attempted to be set forth, and there

was certainly no necessity to duck or take

the blow home.

Lunnon's Ancients To Go,

The ancient, time honored and advertise

ment plastered 'Lunnon' ’bus is finally to

give way to its motor driven superior. Al

ready the motor vehicle is plying for hire in

the main thoroughfares, and crowds are

gathering at the termini for the chance of

a ride, says one of our English contempo

raries.

“The A. B. O. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 164 Nas

sau street, New York. "'

Another ",Revolutionary Invention."

A Western crank has invented an automo

bile hobby horse to be hitched in front of a

car so that, to quote the inventor, “horses

will not be frightened by seeing automobiles

going along the street without any visible

means of propulsion.” This wonderful genius,

with rare acumen, has foreseen that this ar

rangement might meet with some objection

on the part of automobillsts, and he thinks .

to atone for any inconvenience, real or imagi

nary, by making the dummy equine the re

ceptacle for extra tires, gasolene and other

essentials. The dummy animal is made of

metal, and is supported by a swivel wheel se

cured under the fore parts of the animal.

The hindquarters of the steed have attached

thereto a pair of plates, which are to be fast

encd to the rear axle of the car. By raising

the tail of the dummy access may be had to

the interior of the body, which space oflers

a place for storage. A lamp is fitted in the

head, with the light rays shining through a

lens in the animal's forehead. A pair of reins

must be held by the chauffeur, “else the real

horses on the street might think the automo

bile steed is running away and become

frightened." Verily, the inventive genius

should be awarded a life membership in El

bert Hubbard’s Philistinic Academy of Im

mortals, at Aurora, N. Y.—then his ideas

might have a chance to develop. ‘

 

Automobile Now French for Wealth.

“In France wealth formerly meant a box

at the opera, but now it is quite as likely to

mean a winter automobile tour along the

Riviera," says R. L. Hartt, in the Boton

Transcript in alluding to the automobile as

being the cause of a considerable reduction

in the receipts at the Paris Opera. He claims

to have seen a good many automobiles out

side the opera, but infers that the owners

pass only a few minutes in the building.

This state of affairs has practically brought

about what Paris has wanted for some time

—a popular theatre where the great operas

may be heard by the masses at prices rang

ing from 10 cents to 40 cents, thinks Mr.

Hartt. However, he laments over the fact

that in the richer and more or less aristo

cratic circles music is losing the spell it held

prior to the advent of the automobile, and

sums up his article by disfiguring the Script

ures in saying, “Almost thou pcrsuadest me

to be a Paris workman."

New Garage for Minneapolis.

H. S. Haynes, of the Haynes Automobile

Co., has closed a contract for the construc

tion of a new garage to be located at the cor

ner of Third avenue and Sixth street, Minne

apolis, Minn. The building will have a depth

of I65 feet, with a 40-foot frontage. In the

front of the building will be the showroom,

oflices and women’s waiting rooms. In con

ncction with an ample storage for cars there

will bea first class repair shop. The build

ing will be steam heated, and will have a

compressed air blower for dusting out cars

and inflating tires. It is expected to be ready

for occupancy by June.
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SPRINGS VS. AIR

Inherent Defects of Metal Cause Insurmount

able Difficulties.

 

The problem of finding a substitute for the

pneumatic tire that will have all its advan

tages of resiliency and attendant comfort

without its disadvantages is seemingly cen

tring itself on the spring wheel for the time

being, and there are those who confidently

believe that in this device will ultimately be

found the equal of the rubber confined air

cushion. 7

English, German and French inventors

have, to Judge from the number of spring

wheels constantly appearing on the market

abroad, given the subject a great deal of

study, while in this country mention of the

device merely seems to call forth a smile.

Serious attention does not appear to hare

been accorded it to any appreciable extent

thus far, although it possibly merits atten

tion, at least to a degree sufficient to make

it patent that further investigation would be

an utter waste of time. Of course, nothing

has been thus far evolved that has the same

resilient and shock withstanding properties

as the air cushion, and its application on

principles worked out as the result of many

years’ experience leaves nothing to be de

sired where effectiveness is concerned; but

the necessity of using rubber as a confining

material make it such an expensive adjunct

of comfort that until a more economic

method of attaining the same end is reached

investigation along this line will be uncens

ing.

Whether the inherent defects of metal as

a shock absorbing medium can ever be over

come to a degree that will place it on a level

with air for this purpose is indeed question

able. Even should such a thing as an auto

matic tension spring, to which a smooth paVe

ment or a rough, rocky road would be the

same thing, ever become a practical possi

bility, there is the further difficulty of rapid

crystallization of the tempered steel, with

its consequence of brittleness and frequent

hreakages to be taken account of. on the one

hand, and the loss of power in the springs

themselves, or “flabblness,” on the other.

And the spring that will soon fracture or

lose its power to absorb the shocks trans

mitted to it by the rim will be equally useless

in either case.

It will doubtless come as a surprise to

many to learn that the spring wheel is not

the result of attempts to replace the pneu

matic tire with something better and cheap

er, but that the latter’s appearance and its

rapid rise to a high state of efficiency soon

after its invention put an end to investiga

tion where the former was concerned for the

time being, and that the present experiments

are indicative of a strong revival of interest

in the subject. Inventions looking to this

end which utilized the properties of the

spring date back to the early 30’s, and it

would be diflicultto enumerate the long suc

cession of patents granted on them in the in

tcrim.

In its attempted application to the needs

of the bicycle and the automobile the spring

wheel has assumed every imaginable form,

combining devices ranging from absolute sim

plicity to utter and inexplicable complexity,

and many or both of doubtful merit. The

fact that the aspects of the problem are not

identical, though the end in view is the

same. in the case of the pneumatic tire and

the hard tired spring wheel, must be taken

into consideration. the chief difference being

in point of power absorbed. It is a generally

recognized fact that the pneumatic tire does

not heat to anything like the same degree

that a solid tire will under the same circum

stances, and the generation of heat is, of

course, the only visible indication of lost

power in a tire. An understanding of the

cause of this difference is necessary to a

proper comprehension of the problem.

The internal pressure of the pneumatic tire

increases in proportion to the weight of the

load to be borne, and the total pressure dis

tributed throughout the air space of the tireI

will be equal on the total bearing surface in

contact with the road to the total weight of

the load divided by the number of bearing

surfaces or wheels. To illustrate this, a 1.600

pound four wheel car would, if an absolutely

even distribution of the weight were a possi

bility, present a load of four hundred pounds

on each wheel, and when pumped up suffi

ciently to support this load easily the air

cushion will then hold the wheel in equilib

rium.

But the internal pressure in the tire has

been considerably increased by the flattening

of the tread where it comes in contact with

the road, and this factor, remaining constant

on a perfectly smooth road, the only work

to be performed by the tire continually would

be that due to the bending of the rubber in

the side walls. This is practically lost en

ergy, but the fact that the air is continuous

all round the wheel, and the pressure is in

consequence constant. tends to minimize this.

The air is, of course, constantly being dis

placed us the wheel rolls around, but as there

can be no further compression this does not

represent any appreciable work, and its ef

fect is overcome almost entirely by the rapid

ity with which expansion follows compres

sion as each portion of the tire rolls under.

This explanation applies equally to any

yielding tire in which the effect of the load

must be compression. except that in a solid

rubber tire the compression must of necessity

be more local, as the continuous and movable

air cushion is absent, likewise its resist

ance to the shocks. As in the modern jacket

ed gun, the pneumatic tire combat outside

forces by a constant internal pressure, ex

cept that the proposition is reversed, and it

is in the lack of this provision, except as

limited by the compressibility of the rubber

itself, that the solid tire is at the greatest

disadvantage. In consequence, the amount

of lost energy is very much greater and man

ifcsts itself in the shape of hysteresis-molecu

lar friction in the rubber itself, caused by

its repeated compression and expansion and

its attendant heating. On a rough road the

obstructions causing momentary compres

sion of the air tilled tire beyond the normal

tend to do this also, but the rapid expan

sion of the air robs it of its heat in turn to

an extent that one practically counteracts

the other. Under the same conditions the

solid tire is at a disadvantage in that both

the operations of compression and expansion

generate heat, and in this respect springs

present the same drawback, so that it is evi

dent at the outset that the later can never

equal the pneumatic.

There are numerous other principles in a

wheel's action which must be taken into con

sideration and the action of a solid tire

compared with a pneumatic in detail before

all the requirements to be met will be evi

dent. But, as will be apparent from the

foregoing explanation of the principle of the

pneumatic and its action in use, no one point

of the tire carries the entire load or absorbs

the shock, and accordingly no series of in

dependent springs, no matter how arranged

between the rim and the hub, can accom

plish the same result. The initial compres

sion of the spring itself is relied upon to ab

sorb the shock imposed by the jolting by op

posing its force against the compression ex

erted against it, and in order to most closely

simulate the continuous air cushion a com

pensating system of springs must be em

ployed. In this way each bears the same

relation to the rim and the hub. but is at

the same time so interconnected that the

load received by one is transmitted to all the

others.

A brief resumé of the numerous different

wheels of this type now claiming attention

on the other side will suffice to show the ex

tent to which the subject is at present claim

ing attention there. In one of these, the

Empire. a complete equalizing system is em

ployed between the hub and rim, a five

pointed star shaped piece of metal being in'

terconnected with both through the medium

of moving plates. pins and springs. At first

sight this wheel appears extremely compli

cated; the entire mechanism is inclosed, so

that in use the wheel appears to be solid.

The Halford is another, but goes to the 0p

posite extreme in the point of simplicity, as

it consists of nothing more than three spiral

ly arranged heavy plate springs, each of

which includes almost a complete convolu

tion in its spiral. Guide rings are used in

this instance to prevent the springs from fly

ing out through lateral shock. Another form

utilizes small spiral springs around tele

scoping sections of the spokes, in addition to

a set of plate springs, both of which are lo

cated between an auxiliary inner and the

outer rim. The three above mentioned are

of English origin, and represent but a frac

tion of the number put forward in that coun

try. The German wheel, or rather several

of them, are somewhat similar. and, while

utilizing the telescoping principle referred to,

seem to rely more for their efliiciency on in

dependent units than any coreiated system
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such as is essential to success. In France

also the subject has come in for attention at

the hands of various inventors, but has not

reached the same advanced stage of devel

opment. It is to be noted that in every in

stance a solid rubber tire of generous prm

portions is used as a shock absorber in ad

dition to the mechanical action.

For purely pleasure purposes there is very

little prospect of the spring wheel meeting

with any great favor, even though it should

reach a state where its employment would

be good commercial practice, and in regard

to the latter smooth pavements are coming

to be so universally laid that there is no cry

ing demand for it here either.

 

Oldsmobiles to Fight .Iaps.

Six automobile railway cars, which are to

be mounted with rapid fire guns, have been

ordered by the Russian government for use

in the protection of the Trans-Siberian rail

way. The representative of the Czar who

placed the order was Nicholas Summcrfeld,

of Moscow. The Olds Motor Works have

agreed to replace the 8 horsepower motor by

one of 30 horsepower, and the cars have been

promised, ready for shipment to Russia.

within fifteen days from the date 0! the

order.  

A seven and a halt kilometre straightaway

automobile course is being constructed in

Germany. The location is about eight miles

south of Munich, in the direction of Stam

berg, in the Furstenried Park.

As an Aid to Science.

Mingling automobiles with the science of

astronomy sounds peculiar, but nevertheless

it is being done abroad, and to good purpose.

It appears that the secretary of the Paris

Astronomical Society has recently employed

automobiles for the purpose of transporting

observers and material to some point where

it is desired to take observations during a.

limited time, as in the observation of shoot

ing stars. In pointing out the usefulness of

the automobile in this science the secretary

of the society says:

“It is easy to understand the difficulties en

countered ln the practical organization of a

system of stations for the study of shooting

stars, having at once the proper conditions

of distance, orientation and comfort, espe

cially as very often the observers have occu

pations that require them to be absent daily.

“It may be seen thus why, in view of all

these contradictory requirements, the plan

was formed of using, for the organization of

temporary stations, ' automobiles in which

could be quickly transported to the proper

localities observers furnished with the neces

sary apparatus."

Russian Motor Postal Service.

Though backward in pretty much every

thing else, Russia’s postal department has

recognized the advantages of the automo

bile for facilitating the handling of mail, and

has in one city, Odessa, adopted a motor ser

vice on a small scale, apparently as an ex

periment. Three automobiles are now em

ployed in this service, two small cars, with

a capacity of five or six hundred pounds, and

one to carry double this weight, in addition

to the chauffeur and two postmen, this one

having an 8 horsepower engine. They are

geared for a speed of fifteen to eighteen

miles, and are designed to mount the heavy

grades encountered in that city without any

ditficulty. The cars in question were “Made

in Germany" by the Union Works, of Nurem‘

berg, and are fitted with what is known as

the Maurer frictional gear.

 

Mrs. Cherry Wants Financial Balm.

A “Green-Cherry” damage suit is occupy

ing the attention of a body of Christian Coun

ty (Ill.) jurors. Mrs. Margaret Cherry, of

Morrisonvilie, has brought suit for damages

in the sum of $2,000 against E. D. Green, a

prominent farmer of Ricks township. The

plaintiff states in her bill that an automobile

carelessly handled by Green caused a horse

she was driving to run away, which resulted

in painful injuries to her.

 

Stevens-Duryea Working Overtime.

Orders for the new Stevens-Duryea tour

ing cars have come in with such rapidity

since the New York show that the plant in

Chicopee Falls, Mass, has been run until

9 o'clock at night. Even by working over

time to this extent cars cannot be manufac

tured quickly enough, and arrangements are

now being made to run the factory all night.
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HERN
Pivc Passenger 18 HP. Touring Car, with

Side Entrance.

  

write for Catalogue 16.
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a stock construction, to which they adapt the parts they have built. Others buy all the parts and merely assemble them.

We design NORTHERN cars throughout, and every detail of construction, every minute point, is designed with due

regard to the requirements of the whole.

It you are interested in a car which meets American road conditions more perfectly than any other car on the market,

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, U. S. A.

Member A.L.A.M.
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Price, $1700.

Weight, 2000 lbs.

Wheel Base, 100 inches.

“No expense but the gasoline.”

The value of any car cannot be

based on any one particular feature.

The general construction must and

does decide whether or not the car has

been built to do the work.

Some manufacturers build a part of

their machines and buy on the market
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Hand Book

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

EACTUDE, SALE AND USE.

 

  

PRIC‘BE $I500.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene care, will be ready

TH B EXeEL LENT for mailing about Feb. 1st, 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of Amerim and the Im

porterl o! gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi

cations. These specifications form a series of the leading questions

that arise in the mind or the purchaser, with the answer: thereto in

red ink. The question. being uniform, the ease of comparison in

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition in now out of print.

No Noise. No Vibration. Will not Freeze in

Zero Weather. @iimb Any Hill.

Speedy, Reliable. Simple in Operation.

- Association of Licensed
GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE co.,

8. m... 5." ORANGE, “SS Automobile Manufacturers,

eosron BRANCH: is: Columbnl Avenue. Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST Aan STREET, NEW YORK.

MIDG'LEY

PRESSED

STEEL

WHEELS.

Midgley Pressed Steel

Wheels can always be de

Senl upon receipt oi 6 cents in slumps ior posingc.

  

 

 

0

H0101' tars pended upon,

“ " Where personal safety is

Ant/Z: Ila/2 #170 am: we valued they are supreme'

Sole manufacturers of

Dunlop Perfected Rims.

The Autocar Company

use them exclusively. Write

for booklet giving full

details.

Packard Motor Car ('0. Y G. co.

Deptégambetroiht‘liich.

A.L.A. . C. J. IVENS It 00

Rocheater, N. Y. GOLUMBUS, OHIO

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVES.
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The Week's Patents.

780,722. Internal-Combustion Engine. Pat

rick F. Maccallum, Helensburgh, Scotland.

Filed May 7, 1901. Serial No. 59,128.

Claim—1. The improved internal combus

tion engine, comprising, in combination, an

expansion cylinder, a piston reciprocating in

said expansion cylinder, a combustion cham

ber located alongside said expansion cylin

der, a passage connecting said combustion

chamber with said expansion cylinder and a

grate adapted to move vertically in front of

{said passage, substantially as described.

780,798. Automobile. Arba Holmes and

Albert Holmes, Carroll, Iowa. Filed August

22, 1904. Serial No. 221,721.

Claim—1. The combination of the bail-and

socket Joint, the shafts projecting from the

sections thereof, the casing sections, the

radially projecting arms on one of said sec

tions, the said arms being rounded in cross

section, the radially-projecting arms on the

other section grooved in their inner ends to

receive the rounded arms of the first section,

and provided at their outer ends with later

ally-deflected portions lapping against the

ends of the arms of the first section and

pivot-points carried by the said deflected por

tions and projecting into the ends of the

arms of the first section, substantially as set

forth.

780,812. Explosive Motor. Andreas Rado

vanovic, Zurich. Switzerland. Filed Febru

ary 16, 1904. Serial No. 193,834.

Claim—1. In combination, a cylinder hav

ing midway of its length internal peripheral

exhaust ports, a piston controlling said ports,

a piston extension, a mixing-chamber there

in having ports adapted to place the cylinder

in communication with said chamber, the lat

ter provided with air and gas admission

ports and means to supply air and gas to

said ports, respectively, said supply and the

admission of the mixture to the cylinder con

trolled by the movements of the piston ex

tension, for the purpose set forth.

-780,949. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. Emil Huber, Detroit, Mich., assignor

of two-thirds to Henri G. Ide, Oxford, Mich.,

and Edmund Sprung, Detroit, Mich. Filed

July 8, 1903. Serial No. 164,654.

Claim—1. In a carburettor, the combination

of a reservoir for containing gasolene, a rod

provided with a longitudinally extending

groove in its side communicating with the

gasolene in the reservoir, and a wall inclos

ing a part of said rod and adapted to cover

said groove at one position of the rod, said

rod being adapted to be moved longitudinally

to bring a greater or less part of said groove

outside of said walls.

780,969. Acetylene or Other Lamp. James

Bartlett, South Tottenham, England. Filed

August 27, 1903. Serial No. 170,949.

Claim—1. The improvements in acetylene

gas lamps comprising the combination of an

outer case and an inner chamber provided

with openings for admitting water thereto

from said case, a carbide holder formed with

a solid conical bottom, a perforated plate

provided with a conical chamber, forming

the cover of the same and the inner chamber,

a curved pipe coupled to the conical cham

ber and to the lamp case and a purifying

chamber at the bottom of said case to which

chamber the said pipe and the burner are

connected, substantially as described.

780,983. Vehicle Tire. Charles W. Faitout

Summit, N. J. Filed June 15, 1904. Serial

No. 212,621.

Claim—1. In a vehicle tire, the combination

of a flexible tubular. casing _with,a plurality

of projecting bosses from the outer surface

or tread thereof, a series of yielding support

ing members so located on the inside of said

casing as to form alternate supports for the

same, substantially as described.

781,064. Explosive Engine Crank Casing.

Edward R. Hewitt, New York, N. Y. Filed

March 23, 1904. Serial No. 199,657.

Claim—1. A two-part casting forming a

casing, one part thereof forming the cover,

having a compartment for a shaft and hav

ing a separate compartment for a generator.

781,065. Clutch. Edward R. Hewitt, New

York, N. Y. Filed March 23, 1904. Serial No.

199,658.

Claim—1. A clutch mechanism comprising

a set of shoes, means connecting each shoe

to the next and comprising a pair of toggle

links and an intervening yoke to which said

links are separately pivoted, a radial link

passing between and outwardly beyond the

link pivots in each yoke and pivoted at its

outer end to the yoke, and a common control

ling member to which the inner ends of the

radial links are pivoted.

781,066. Engine Crank Shaft. Edward R.

Hewitt, New York, N. Y. Filed March 23,

1904. Serial No. 199,660. ,

Claim—1. The combination of a shaft hav

ing a crank thereon and a passage in said

crank leading to the parts to be lubricated,

the said passage having an enlarged mouth

at its outer end, a crank pit containing free

lubricating material, and an inwardly open

ing valve in said passage adapted to be

thrown outwardly and closed by centrifugal

force.

781,068. Metal Frame. Edward Ii. Hewitt,

New York, N. Y. Filed March 23, 1904.

Serial No. 199,662.

Claim—1. An angle formed by the meeting

of two strips, each substantially L-shaped in

cross section, both of the webs of one strip

being overlapped upon, and directly secured

to, the respective corresponding webs of the

other strip.

781,069. Control Gear for Automobiles.

Edward R. Hewitt, New York, N. Y. Filed

April 8, 1904. Serial No. 202,276.

Claim—1. A band brake comprising a pul

ley, a band thereon, one end of the band hav

ing an elongated eye, a fixture to which said

end is attached, a cross pin fixed in said eye,

a lever consisting of a pair of plates pivoted

upon said pin within said eye, a pivot jour

naled in said plates, and provided with a

transverse opening, a tip attached to the

other end of the band and passing through

the opening in said pivot between said plates,

and a nut threaded upon the projecting end

of said tip.

781,070. Self-Propelling Vehicle. Edward

R. Hewitt, New York, N. Y. Filed April 8,

1904. Serial No. 202,277.

Claim—1. In a self-propelled vehicle, the

combination of a body frame supporting a

power driven shaft, two axles, spring connec

tions between the frame and axles permit

ting the axies to approach and recede from

each other during the vertical oscillations of

the body, a power transmitting chain whose

tension is altered by said movement of the

axles and means acting upon said spring c0n~

nections for limiting the approach of the

wheels.

781,071. Automobile Body. Edward R.

Hewitt, New York. N: Y. Filed July 16,

1904. Serial No. 216,832.

Claim—1. An automobile comprising a run

ning gear, an engine, and front and rear

body portions, one of which covers the en

gine and is mounted to slide to expose the

engine.

WANTS AND Fiill SALE.
1 5 come perlino of seven words. cash with order,

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

POOR SALE—4 pgssmgerside-optmncc cu bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

WANTED—Second hand automobiles at right

prices; one 1902 Knox. CANFIELD’S

AUTOMOBILE STATION, Canaan. Conn.

OR SALE—Mobile Steamer, $225; Indian

Motorcycle, ’04, run four hundred miles; 91 so;

both fine condition. HERBERT LLOYD,

Schuylerviile, N. Y.

 

TEVENS-DURYEA—A r condition; thoroughly

overhauled atfactory;price$750. CLIFFORD

S. CHAPIN, M. D., Great Harrington, Mass.

WANTED—A Stickney oi' Ofeldt steam gen

erator, i4 in.',.kerosene burner and steam

condenser; good second-hand.

J. E. MELLOR, Malta, 0.

Soot Proof 3

The best selling plug on

the market, because it never

short circuits; no oil can form

across the gap. It is self

cleaning, non-absorbent, leak

proof, heat-proof, and guaran

teed to wear for six months.

“The spark always jumps"

All sizes. Dealers or by mail, $2.

Send for booklet

LC. A. Mezger, 203 W. 80th 32., New York

THE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Briatling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

  

 
 

 

TI'IB DUERR-WARD CO., No. I787 Broadway, New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR o. nsmusrr. No. 20 Lake 51., Chicago

Distributor.
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2; movers

‘ . $750. $850. $l,IOO. $1,250.

PIBRCB-RACINE Cars are good can. Guaranteed for one year. They are fast snd great

hillciimbers. Let us send you our printed matter which tells all about them.

- They are the best for the price.

‘ 7 Hence ENGINE eo.,

PICTURE OF T H E L E

FORI905. $I,OO0.00.

SIDE ENTRANCE, $|,|oo.oo.

Imagine to yourself the prettiest touraround that ever dashed down a road—a flash of gold and blue. whlzzing by with no

more noise than a. mere musical whirring of the wheels. ‘

Try to conceive a car so filled with power that it is like a. living thing; and so instantaneously responsrve that it can be con

trolled by a. touch of the thumb and index finger. \Vhen you’ve formed this mental impression you've only begun to get an unexag

gerated notion of the thousand dollar Yale for 1905.

The new double cylinder Yale weighs only 1400 pounds, with over a full ounce of continuous power for every pound. Seats

four and even five and takes the meanest hills at high speed. You mustn‘t even think of considering any other car at anywhere

near the price before you’ve read, heard and seen more of the thousand dollar Yale for 1905.

Write for our new catalog—out January First—no charges.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING CO., 950 Oakwood Ave., TOLEDO, OHIO.

1300 elsrk St., Rscino, Wis.

 

 

A WORD

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

“ America’s Finest Motor Car."66' 99

athesoim WWWmm
Selt-starting from the nest.

l=__—= Practically Nolseless.

Absence of Vibration.

Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

Valves, in the head.

Automatic Carburettor, never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed-Control, by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication.

Singlwliever Control.

“Make—and-Break" Ignition.

irreversible Steering-Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Timken Roller-Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

Side Entrance.

‘- Aluminum Body.

‘ _ Wheel Base, 100 inches.

I i ' Imported "Continental" Tires.

‘ )lmported Honey-Comb Radiator.

Send for Catalogue.

    

24 H. P. $5000. 40 H. P. $6000.

vLong Life—insured by using greater factors of safety

_ e in every vital part than ordinarily employed.

Q A, Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60 miles an hour, according

‘ " to H. P. sud gear.

‘ /

W "" MATHESON MOTOR UAR 00., - Holyoke, Mass.

N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bros., 500 Fifth Ave

‘ PIERcE=RAelNE .

 
 

 

 

SQI-IRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

‘5“ shown. )Cut is exactLy half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

 

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRADER’S SON, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street. New York.
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Suit Aaainsi Michelin Tires
i We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 6: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

THE c. a J TIRE co.. Indianapolis, ...d.
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Thomas Nelson Page

writes on

President Roosevelt from the

Standpoint of a Southern Democrat

in the March

(Metropolitan

flbagagine

OTHER FEATURES :

JOEL CHANDLER HARRIS:

“UNCLE RHEMUS”

JAMES HUNEKER:

“RICHARD WAGNER’S GREATEST ROMANCE”

“THE MIZZLED COLLIE" - -

“AN OUT OF TOWN CALL " -

“ THE SPIRIT WOLF ” - - _

“The World at Large"

“ The Drama of the Month"

{POEMS-DRAWINGS in COLOR and in BLACK and WHITE

by W. A. Fraser

by Alice Duer Miller

by Arthur Heming

$1.80 a Year. “A 350. Magazine for 156.”

3 v. 2% sr The Metropolitan Magazine NEW YORK

 
 

 

 

Jones Dashboard

Speedometer-Odometer.

P \

  

SPEEDOMETER

MARK

A combination instrument. It

will accurately indicate the

speed of an automobile and at the

same time measure the distance

traveled. A mechanically perfect

device—absolutely accurate in reg

lstratlon.

\Vrile fur a copy of the “ Speedometer" bulletin.

Jones Speedometer, 125 W. 326 St., New York

 

 

 

ms—the marion (Zar—ms

16 US$11”... P3352...

f")

  

-. /

  

cylinder!

i bore

i stroke

I lIlBIl-BIIIIIE TUIIIIIIB NI FIJI $1.500.

Our Cam/46:4!for the axh'ng.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

 

 

' THE ABME IMPRUVED

1905 MUFFLER.
'

      

Sllent. nght Weight.

slmple in Conltructlon.

Without Beck-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR GAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohlo.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKE, 3|] Plne 51..

St. Louis, Mo.

Bletern Agent-l: SMITH & BDWAUS. no

Nu 8L, New York Ry.

Weetern Agents: is. J. DAY C 00.. HO fillelen

8L, Sen Preach“. 01L

 
 

 

 

-__—-l
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STANDARD PARTS FUR PllWER TRUCKS AND WAGUNS.
'lhe marked economy of power wagons for delivery, express and truck service, and their superior reliability when in reasonably intelligent

hands, is so well established that those who are conversant with the facts cannot fail to see that power wagons are rapidly beginning to supersede

 

horse service. PARTS WB SUPPLY:

STEERI‘G GEAR, COMPLETE, CHAINS, COUNTERSI‘IAFT AND REDUCTION GEARS, FRONT AXLES, COMPLETE,

SPROCKBTS, CQU YTBRSHAPT BRAKES, HUB BRAKES, DISTANCE RODS, MOTOR HANOER5,

ELECTRIC MOTORS, CONTROLLERS AND ACCOMPANYING DETAILS.

Send for Catalogs Nos. 2, 3 and 8. Touring Car Parts, Catalogs 0, 7, l and 9.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN GAMES, Amerlcan Trust Bulldlrlg, Cleveland.

  

 

 

UIJUMETERS FUR MOTOR CARS

will be on exhibition at our spaces at'New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland

and Boston, where we shall be very glad to talk with manufacturers of cars

concerning the special discount we make to those who equip their output

with Veeder Odometers.

Dealers and jobbers are likewise invited to drop in at our booths to

discuss the sale of Veeder Odometers for this year.

Automobile owners who wish to see the Odometers in actual operation

should feel perfectly free to come in and ask all the questions they choose.

That is what we are there for.

THE VEEDER MFG. 60., 26 Sarqeam Street, Hartford. Bonn.
Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.

  

 

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes ls close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Buy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

 

  

   

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

cLevaLsun. omo. u.s. A. '
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DOUBLE SIC R\’lCl€.

THE APPLE AUTOMATIO SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to "cry user at gas power for

Automobile. Launch or stationery Engine.

it gives absolutely sui' ignition, more speed and

more power. Hoes away with all belt, battery or

commutator troubles.

Besides this it gives ample power for three electric lights, whether engine is

ruiinintz or Itandin at I I ' I

Euily att-cheg to any eneine now using batteries. Our new gear-driven

lystcm is worthy of your attent-‘on. _ _ _ ~ I

Write us for anything PCHY-tnlt'lg to ignition. We make over eiziity avtic‘es

‘°' "with" pun’°""- TttE omort itsornioii turn. to. 91 BEAVER lLlJG., DAYTOI.0it10

See us at the Auto Shown at Ulric go, Boston and “)asiltngiull.

   

THE

WHITLOCK

COOLER
TEST ED AND ADOPTF I) BY

90 PER CENT

ol the LQIMI‘II

Men uhcturon 0!

HIGH GRADE CARS

FOR 1903-1904-1905

liiy Design or Style tit toolor Mario to (inter.

  

_U. S. Pat~nts Pending.

Patented in England, trance and Belgium.

 
 

 

 

 

AUTOMOBILE

mm.
ARE OUR SPECIALTY.

They are materially and mechanically correct. It is

economy for you to use them if possible. If not, then our

unrivalled facilities enable you to get special Forgings

promptly. Send specifications.

THE BILLINGS & SPENOER CO.,

  

Hartford, tionn.

  

 

 

THE GOLD MEDAL AWARD

at the St. Louis World’s Fair simply

confirms our repeated statement that

best iiiateria's coupledwith skill and

care in construction have placed

SOLAR LAMPS
in the first rank. You who have used

_ them know this, you who havt: not

should be convinced by this Award. You, Mr. Dealer,

should insist upon them as equipment, for your customers

will demand Solars. No lamp troubles with Solars.

BADGER BRASS MFG. 00.. Kenosha, Wis..

  

New York office:

it Warren SI.

  

 

 

“TitoA.B.ii. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

nowseem hard of understanding.

108 Pages.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY

94 TRIBUNE BUILDING. new YORK.

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO., HARTFORD, OONN.

. Aluminum

STDOK Canopy Tons,

Extension Tops,

Throo-Boit

Loathor Tops,

Capo Bart Tops, I

. Soot Upholstoting,

» 1 ~>~'-*'*‘~'=‘~*~“' Aprons anti Hoods.

LEINBAOH BROS. “saLtiia'Fiffif83.A'”"

Olden Canopy Builder. In lmerlcl.

YOU TRY NO EXPERIMENTS

WHEN YOU TRY OUR

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
The Leading Halters ot the lhdunry Have Long Ago Proved 1hotr Worth.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel

under Perfect Conditions of Manufacture.

Accuraoz and Qualttz Guaranteed.

See Specimens at the l'hdtson Squared-uteri (New York) Show, Section A,

Concert Hall, or lead drawings and let our pricao.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.,

CASE AVENUE Ind LAKE STREET. CLEVELANDJJHIO

 

50 Gents Per Copy.

 

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile liiiatoint Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE EiWEii-PABKEB rttototo co.,

CLEVELAND, O.

"4
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n'é’té‘tnnnétné'a'n \ LA in n nnnn
If an automobile in worth enythln‘ at ell. it'l worth keeping

\

'

 
  

clean. Fiek'e Auto-Cu- Soep doel it—

  

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and 3:2.00 each.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer. Jobber, Exporter and Importer.

Home 0tfloa—97-99-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass. '

Philadelphia Branch: 318 320 North Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

_

  

Clean! 1 dirty car no nothing else doel, prelervee the dull]: and

keepe it looking new with all itl OI’l‘ll’Ill ill-tre. Re-orden from

those who have tried it prove itl worth.

Put up In 5 lb. air-tight tin paile. Price 81.00. (Expreu prepaid

to nointe II (or Welt he and Including Chicago. Ill.) Aleo put up in

barrel. and half berrele.

A neeeeeity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable caller to all Jobbere. dealer! and Ill-‘0'.

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send in e triel order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHOLEéALB RETAIL

Largest Mnnutecturers of Auto Specialties in the Wcrl

FREE ELFCI'RO'I YPES T0 CATALOG HOUSES AND OTHERS.

YANKEE GRADE METER YANKEE SILENT

"me "~ “‘ AUTOMATIC MUFFLER

PRIJB $10.00

  

Composed of a4 opposed disk rldiit

on end 0! exhaust pipe. Burnt gut

The new system of acetylene lighting infigfiivslz'liccuritzn$nl§gfiffllfi€figm§gz chargedi‘III'OUghuilnswCl’ edge of radii

for automobiles and launches. More All grades to 35 per cent up or down. cmfm'eagnauiiiiii‘ra; bgfeauzienms‘tuaii

than 1.000 Prest-o-the Tanks sold since YANKEE NON.VIBRATING Selwminaand “ointm

September lst. More than [00 of the STEERING WHhEL FOOT BELLOWS FORI-IOR

PRICF s10 00 PRICE 53-00

best agents In America have placed.

orders for Presiolite Tanks.

TEN THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

1905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

ing up agencies now. Write us for cat

' elogue and full information.

  

Will give louder blast and outwei

dozen bulbs.

  

The concentrated Acetylene tin. ' ;\.__f r ' We mike 30 other good selling A

Does away with that uncomfortable feeling spfliamcs.

in the arms caused by vibrating wheels up ________’~

IN NAPoL l 8’ IN D. 1‘ lgmg] tours. Central diaphslgm—made of flexll- 8|: Free cit-hm

le eather and rubber. is greater teusi e
ChICIIO Show Space, 826- allrlznftli [or steering purposes than any other Dbcoum ‘0 JObgenl' :anufaflure"

w e: eae .

 

E- J. WILLIS C0, 12 Park Place. N. Y.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN APDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CI'IAIN ROOT

Also Rubber Mats, llampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Sand for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jolieraon Street, Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

Jump Spark Coils

For all purposes—Single,

Double, Triple and Quadruple

for Stationary Engines and Au

tomobiles. Guaranteed in every

particular. Fine Vibrator.

saun FOR CATALOG!!! n.

The Knohloclt-Ileiileman Iii. 60.,

SOUTH nun mu.

  

  

 

 
 
 

QU l N BY

HUTOMOBILE.’ BODY

DEPARTMENT .

EMERSON BROOKS. Manager.

1834 Broadway, cor. of 45th 5L. New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St. '

 
 

 

£00m“me

TOURING OAR;

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. e. A. .3

WWW
 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

  

 

To operators of Sloan Cars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAII WATER PUMP, the on]! Posnive high

pressure boiler feed. ,

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

l04-l to Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATENTS FINDING.

Aluminum Bodies

Aluminum Fenders

Aluminum Hoodl.

Sprinng Natal

Body 00.,

366 Blrnle Ave.,

- Sprlnflleid, Mala.

 

 

 

   

 

CHEAP MA’I‘ERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers 0! all ltinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverse: Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

[Hooking for a location, or an investment, write,

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washington, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, :71 Broadway, ew York City.

Tllt Balilln Ghaln Company

— MAKE ~—

Automoblle Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevo

CIoara.

nium china Mtg. 60.,

Worcester, Man" U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER
Measures the Oil for the Bearings,

and Always Sends it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Non-Freezing Water lankel Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.'5)

will stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

TIIE OAIIBIIIIIIALE IIIIEIIGAL 00.. OIIIIOMIIIO, PI.

Nan YORK, Bos'rou, BALTIMOII, CHICAGO, Prr-rssuncu

  

 

 

Name-)..-_n

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor "(llllorlo

for one year, commencing with the issue of , - - . ,

Address ...),__-.s.¢n.-..

 

 

  

STT-RITE
"anva luaav val manual“

The Most Satlstactory lgnltlon Flu: in

the World at any Price.

8 I .50; O I .75; $2.00; $3.00; ,5-00.

Serid for complete Catalogue.

  

 

Dynamos, Coils Meters, to.

THE II. E. IIAIIIlY 60 , 225 II. Broadway, NEW YORK.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

“0 West 38th Street,

 

lads II the SPLITDORF LABORATORY.

thiiahod ms.

O.F.SPLITDIJIIF,17 Vlndevratu 8t.,l.|.

  

 

lllH-GRADE LAMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

  

 

 

‘rBig Four

' Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World "

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

o. r. and 1'. Ann. (steamy

\

  

fi'fml_-_
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“NDIVIDUAL Cmeu- ouR sP I Direct Dfisz'll‘liitEe gp5;?;nd Reverse.

Twn Speeds and Reverse.

r

Transmission Gears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

-

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., - Syracuse, N. Y.

Kintsiun flarhurelor.
OVER 24,000 "I USE

  

 

 

Patenteci May u, too].

Other Patents

Pending.

  

"runs ORADOMETER MARK.

  

An Instrument that will enable you to determme the Sent Postpaid on receipt 0! price, 81.50.

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending. THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuqua, I".,

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. d. D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car. which. when lighted with a myriad

KINGSUN
Carburetors, MUYTIOI‘S, Spark-COIN, of electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. livery one of the cars

8 k-p| s 8‘99"" Whoa" except the baggage and the smoker. which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats, Is

Par "8 I 8 ' finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

PUI‘I‘IPS, Olling Devices, 6‘0. lavatory with nickel‘plated waehstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies’ coach seats ll people,

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

' and diner in one. there being seats for 50, although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern our building is

shown in the parlor car. which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most eommodious ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that It is absolutely private from the rest of the car. and has accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules, and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., there is a neatly uniformed train porter.

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach art of the train. see that

the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, an that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

  

 

  

BYiiIE, KINGSTON It 00., lioiomo, inti., U. 8. A.

GRAY? DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.

 

  

 

 

 

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY CO., Waterbury, Ct.

‘ WILL. EXHIBIT SAMPLES OF' VARIOUS TYPES OF

‘ CYLINDER $32.. CASTING-S
WHICH THEY ARE PRODUCING FOR THE AUTOMOBILE TRADE

At MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, N.W YOr'k City, JANUARY l4th ta let, I906

CONCERT HALL—SECTION c.

 

STRONG AND SERVICEABLE.

Strength is needed in Automobile Rims in order to give satis‘

factory service. STANDARD RIMS excel in strength—

hence are serviceable. They are just the Rims you need.

THE STANDARD WELDING 00-, Cleveland.
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“WHITNEY” STANDARDS 11:21:?
 

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

mama The PITCH SIZES and DlAl‘lETERS advance

' uniformly in perfect proportion.

1 ill. 5 ill. 0 e '

/8 They have broken all records for efficiency, and

114 in. 1% in. have been adopted for most of the leading

*" American Cars, including

1% in. 7/8 in.
“ACME” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT” “BAKER” “B RAMWELL” “CADILLAC”

"" “COLUMBIA” “CORBIN” “CHAMPION” “ELWELL-PARKER” “FORD”

1% in. 1 in. “FRANKLIN” “GROUT” ‘CAETH” “ GIBBS” HARTFORD mo'ron mum

W#_ SWEEPER” “KNOX” “LENAWEE” “MITCHELL” “MOLINE” “MATHESON”

_ _ “MANHATTAN” “ OLns" “ POPE-HARTFORD” “ PIERCE-RACINE”

2 1n. 1.1/8 m. u PRESCOTT» “ QUEEN" “RAMBLER” “STEARNS” “SOMMER” “SNELL”

"Tnoms 50 & so 11. r." “TOURIST” “WAYNE” “WESTERN ELECTRIC”

 

“Whitney” Roller Chain

RIVETED TYPE.

All links on both sides are Riveted, with

exception of one Connecting Link shown.

“Whitney” Roller Chain

COTTER DETACHABLE TYPE.

4.} _ All links on one side are Riveted and all

" i ' I 17" links on opposite side are Detachable. One link

only is considered the Connecting Link, this being distinguished from the others by notches in the top surface.

  

 

PM ‘ T111? These are the OLD or COMPETING

Standards.

- ' The PITCH SIZES advance uniformly, hut the
' DIAMETERS are irregular and not i

_ ‘ in perfect proportion.

1 4 :;:,i::;:.:;:::::'.;:: THE WHITNEY'MPG. co.
‘ Standards for these new;

2 i" 11/8 in sizes 1% in. and 2 in. pitch. ‘ Hartford, conn
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ANTED.-v-l90% Oldsmobile in exchange

for large standard make touring car.

Write for particulars. stating condition of

your car. Dr. C. S. Morsman. Peru, iii. 10

 

PBQh~

 

“Straws tell which way the Wind blows.”

  

76)".'000-oooooouou

ADVERTISEMENTS LIKE THE ABOVE SHOW THE TRUE VALUE OF THE

()LDSM'OBILE
This Ad. appeared a short time ago in one of the motor papers, and is especially in

teresting, because Dr. Morsman drove a 1902 Oldsmobile many thousand miles, and ex

changed it in 1903 for a larger car. He writes us that he is now going back to the Oldsmo

0000

bile for the following reasons :—

“Your car represents the maximum of road efficiency, economy in operating expenses,

including repairs, simplicity of construction, insuring least amount of care, and ease of con
trol.” . ' b. i ' I

His trouble with the large car was excessive wear and tear due to complication of parts

and weights, increased operating expenses, and impossibility of 'a lady successfully operating
a large machine. _ D '

We all like variety, we-like to have some experience with all automobiles, but the Olds

mobile owner, if he ever takes up another type of machine, usually retains his Oldsmobile or

buys another one at no very distant date. In the light car line, our machines are typical motor

’n".‘@@@@@®9©lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOsOOOOOOUJOOO''00°

.. ‘ cars, and from $650 to $1400 we can supply a car which will surely suit not only your re

‘ quirements, but your pocketbook. To our-old users the Word Oldsmobile spells not Only econo

my, but utility and reliability. The quickest way to discover the truth of our assertions is to

FO.

own one of our cars. Here is our complete line. Can we not send you a catalogue and full

  

information?

Oldsmobile Standard Runabout, $650 Oldsmobile Touring Car, - - $1400

Oldsmobile Touring Runabout, - $750 Oldsmobile Light Delivery Car, - $l000

Oldsmobile Light Tonneau, - $950 _ Oldsmobile Heavy Delivery Car, - $2000

We have left a few of the booklets, “The Rolling Peanut,” by George Ade, and

“Goop Talk.”

OLDS MO TOR WORKS,

DETROIT, u. s. A.

Mi-miwr Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

6-~0000©©©®®©®®®©®®e-ooooo

Copies free.

so

u}

@9-ooooowda

a)"

C13 ? @?»<gi<i>3\-f<5?(-1 8 it..i\\;~.1€,‘5~131;3 J' o : @QQQQQQQIEF’7‘? 00000 36‘,%5)@;@@§" @613 <9i®§€~5®€®®©o ~ 00 o o o o oo o r
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24 H. P.—5 Passenger Touring Car.

The most comfortable car in touring over American

roads, the greatest speed for the rated horse power, and

the best hill climber in the country. >

Our Four eylinder ears thoroughly tested during

the past two years.

You are taking no chances injbuying an experimental car from us.

Each order, practically an individual car, made for

  

''OOOOOOOOO"

  

each individual customer.
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WRITE FOR OUR LARGE 1905 CATALOGUE. 0

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago ;‘ 66 ‘W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston;

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

000000-0095395-99C'Y9"'''-~
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.[56011105178 Gasolene Cars

are not near as good as foreign cars, but a Great Deal Better.

We can furnish reasons—our cars will prove them.

1905 MODELS. ALL 4-CYLINDER CARS. I

15-20 N. F. Prlco.82.800 ‘ 20-25 ILF. Price. $3,100 30-35 N. P. Pricl. $5100 ' 40-45 N. P. Frlcl.$1.500 ’

Weight, 1.800 lbs. W’elght, 2,300 lbs. Welght. 2.500 lbs. Weight, 2,500 lbs] I

Make-and-brrak lgnl- l Jump spark lgnltlon. \ Make»and-hreak lcnl- ‘ Make-and-break lgnl

Hon. Pressed steel Channel steel frame. tlon. Pressed steel tion. Pressed steel

frame. Side entrance ‘ Side entrance ton- frame. Side entrance framed Slde entrance

tonneau. I neau. tonneaul tonneau.

THE COMPANY or AMERICA, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

. Broadway and 76th St. Mzmbrr As§oci41!l'0n o/‘Ll'cnun! Boston. 16 Berkeley St.
% gigadyeggffla, 249 N. Broad St. Automobile Manll/adurerx. Chlcago,‘1354 Michigan Ave.

. ,v 13.‘ . “in. , V o , \ v, A »

“‘1‘ I , “‘1. .1 7‘ ,.

  

  

.AI,.in.
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FORD MODEL C. PRICE $950.00

Don’t Experiment—

Just Experiment.
Send for detailed description (if

  

Model "C" Tunncau Car, 1250 lbs., 2 cylinder opposed. price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i i . i . . . i , . i _ v . .. $950.00

Model "F" Side Entrance Tonneuu, weight 1400 lbs., 2 cylinder opposed. price . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Y i , .. $1200.00

Model “B” 4 cylinder, vertical, weight 1700 lbs" side entrance tonnenu, price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . ,. $2000.00

$950.00
  

Delivery Car, Weight 1350 lbs, 2 cylinder opposed, price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . i . . . ..

  

Full particulars about

agencies sent on

  

request.

  

Ford Motor

Gompany,

DETROIT, MIG".

v

  

Canadian trade supplied by

The Ford Motor (~30.

0i eanada, Ltd., Walk

erville, Ontario.

  

FORD MODEL B. l’l(I(‘F. $2000.00.
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THE NAME

BESPEAKS THE QUALITY.

POPE-TOLEDO GASOLINE CARS.

20 H. 1'. side entrance . . . . . . . . . . ..$2800

30 H. 1'. front entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . £3200

Prompt delivery.

30 H. P. side entrance . . . . . . . .. . . . 153500

45 H. 1’. side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . ..$lil|00

POPE-WAVERLEY ELECTRICS.

l5 Models, $8.30 [0 $2250.

POPE-HARTFORD AND POPE-TRIBUNE

GASOLINE CARS.

6 lo 10 H. P., $500 to $1600.

POPE MOTOR CAR CO.,

Toledo, Ohio. Indianapolis, Ind.

POPE MFG 00..

Hartford, Conn

  

 

NATIONAL
Model' " C "

“ GOES THE ROUTE.”

 

With NATIONALS You Lead——

  

NATIONALrMOIEL C, PRICE. $2,500.

S‘de entrances to detachable tonneau.

Divided front seats. Five passengers.

New round radiator. Oval hood.

Dynamo. Storage Battery and Dry Cells.

Five lamps, Generator and horn.

Tires, 34 x 4. Positive oiling.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather.

Governor. Duplex throttle control.

Four cylinder 4% x5 vertical.

Bevel gear drive.

_ The Best Touring Car Agency in America for 1905.

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

1007 E. Twent)Y=Se00n(l St., Indianapolis, Ind.

wane now.

Others Follow.

Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Hardened steel gears.

Gear driven commutator.

Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

_ tube.

All weight taken 01? inner axle and differential.

Spherical drive case.

Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and trans

mission on sub frame. Double steering connections.
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The

(4!
There is not one complicated detail throughout “Maxwell” construction. The number of parts has been cut

down to a minimum, and each part has been treated as a special problem and carefully worked out to pet‘

tecfion. It is fundnuientahy a car easy to explahn easy to understand and easy to operate

The owner of a "Maxwell" is absolutely sure of two things. ' ' ‘

First, that no car in the market AT ANY PRICE is more reliable than his, and. second, that he owns

the one car before the public to-day in which, through its rare simplicity of construction, there is nothing to

do but ride. I __ ;

The “MAXWELL” cars have no pump (thermo-siphon). Their double opposed motor is in front under the

hood and accessible in every part. They have Bevel Gear Drive. METAL BODIES. Transmission Case and

Crank Shaft cast in one Aluminum casting. “.Pert‘ectly simple and simply perfect." -

l6 H. P. TOURING CAR, SI400. 8 H. P.TOURABOUT, $750.

MAXWELL-BHISGUE MOTOR Bl].

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Naw York Bit! Salasroom, 317 W. 59th Street.

  

  

  

 

 

HMH++++++++++++++++++H+++++++H+++HH+H++++++++++++++++++++H¢+++++++++++++++++++++H

lwolm-pulscs with Every Revolution 3i

t i
i This is the famous Elmore Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe- ‘

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the }

‘ American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triumph of this impulse-every-revolution idea,

I or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Elmore. That the

Elmore does produce a constant torque; that it does utilize every particle of power and put a stop

to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

the most reliable self-starting engine in the world—for each and every one of these claims over

; whelming proof has been produced.

The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

cycle engine.

i You owe it to yourself to see this car, which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess power and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

Send for our full line of literature, the booklet illustrating the 6.000-mile trip, our catalogue. explanation of our engine, and the opinion!

of people who have used our cars, all sent tree, or. it you wish, we will send a. 10x12 photozraph ot the Pathnder on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

1104 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Members of Association of Llcensed Automobile Manufacturers.

WW§§+§+§H4HWWHHHt+H++++++H+++H++++HH
 

H+++W
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Peerless Motors

have valves on top of cylinder

instead of on the sides as other

motors.

RESUL~T IS

a smaller combustion chamber—

explosive force is directed princi

pally on top of cylinder head—

no force is wasted on offset posts.

Hence there is greater motor

efficiency.

1905 PRICES

60 HP.

$6,000

30 HP.

$3,750

35 H.P.

$4.000

I24 H.P.

$3,200

Send for Catalogue now ready.

* CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Member A. L. A. M.

  

‘h—‘w

L-s-x-Js- (20- “we,

yr_____

  

1 DEEDLESS MOTOD CAD co. |
  

‘l'gia" (I;

  

 

  

bz'o‘
., .9

: 4U,

\

. I
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a

PERFORMANCES

OF THE

15 ILD.WHITE
(Stripped and provided with Wind Shield),

At ORMOND, FLA.

 

Time Trial

1 Mile, - 53 Seconds

1 Kilometer, 32 11-5 “

 

Class B Daces

851—1432 LbS.

First in One Mile Race

Time, 51 4-5 Seconds.

First in One Kilometcr Race

 

SEWING

MACHINEWHITE COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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In

an l n n l l n n n n e l l A 51-5

uléltN
Five-passenger. Side Entrance

Northern Touring Car, ‘

18 h. p., 100 inch wheel base,f

Prke,$l700. '_ ‘

The chief reason that automobile

tires wear out, is that automobile

manufacturers do not furnish tires

large enough for the machines.

Undersized tires cannot be expected

-+++++i

a -

  

  

,;

“‘  

'l‘hey do not last, because they are not selected with proper regard

to weight, speed and power of the car.

The Northern is the only Touring Car at the price

equipped with 4-inch tires.

Every other part of the Northern is equipped in the same generous

way. This has much to do with Northern success.

Write for new catalogue 16.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Detroit, Mich,, U. S. A.

Member A.L.A.M. Sturdy Northern Run-bout, $650.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++H++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~i~++++++++++++++~r~+++++~i~+++++++++++q~+

THE BAKER ELEeTRie

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriaqe,

The Most Elegant 0! all Electrics.

+4»:-+++++++++Hmiii~+++i~++++§+m++++++++++++++++++

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
“L J

 

  

 

gang“;,...

_ ALSO,

' 'NZ-IBOUTS, STHNHOPES,

'RREYS, ET€., ETC'Z.

 

DY TO TALK BUSINESS.

\
‘-.

"'_ MOTOR VEHIQLE @OMPBNY, QLEVELZIND, OHIO.

__

—____.__
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THE LOZIERJMOTOR cart-3M; H. P. J * OUR LATEST PRODUCT

. ‘ THE new TOURING can,

[HE MODEL “ R."

FOUR CYLINDER—TWENTY HORSEPOWER

M O T O R

C A R S

M A R IN E

M O T O R S

A N D

M O T O R

B O A T S

A R E

H I G H

G R A D E

O N L Y SALIENT FEATURES.
Aluminum Body,

A sepa rate Side Entrance Tonneau,

C a t a l 0 g u e Pressed Steel Frame,

{01- each of Three Speeds and Reverse,

our Products Three.B'ake_s-_ _

write for the Four Individual Cylinders,

Bevel Gear Drive,
one you want W ter Coolin

THE LOZIER a g’

M 0 T O R C O_' Standard Equipment,

Suite 9, 1 Broadway. Welghl, 16'50 lbs

N e w Y o r k Great Strength—High Power—Light Weight.

VT“ PRICE, $2500.00.

@EIflEi .

Send for beautifully illustrated 32-page

booklet, containing full details of both

Models “ L” and “ R."

AGENTS— AGENTS—

Write for special prop waition You know what our famous

on unoccupied territory. Runabout Model "L" h“

It will surely interest you. accomplished. Ascertain the

claims we make for our Tour

. ing Car.

J. STEVENS ARMS & lllfll. RUMPANY.
690 Main Street,

A LOZIER 3I-FOOT CABIN CR [SER' MASS-, U. s. A.

J Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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We believe that the Autocar in all its types repre

sents .the highest excellence in automobile design.

workmanship and material. Every Autocar is built

on honor. We feel, therefore, that our new type will

meet with a. cordial reception.

-'1'his car, Type Xl., larger and more powerful than

the other types, nos a. four-cylinder vertical engine

of 16-20 horsepower. The body is built on the new

est and most approved French lines. The front

seat is divided and both front and rear seats are

large and comfortable.

While this car is built upon the tried Autocar prin

ciples which have been so splendidly proven, it shows

a. number of very important improvements making

for increased simplicity, ease of operation, safety and

comfort.

In fact, though Autocars have always been noted

for absence of bewildering intricacy of mechanism,

yet no one can but be impressed with the extreme

simplicity of this new car. It is a triumph in scien

tific construction and arrangement.

This car has more than met our highest expecta

tions in the road test. In fact, its performance has

been a surprise to experienced automobile men. The

power of the car carries it, fully equipped and loaded

with five passengers up, tested 12 per cent. grades,

for instance, at 20 to 25 miles per hour on the direct

drive, while on the level the car attains a speed cf

40 to 45 miles. The car is a superior climber on any

hill.

Altogether our eight years‘ experience has enabled

us to produce in this type, a. four cylinder car we

are assured cannot be surpassed by any similar car

at any price.

The price of Type XI. ls $2000.

delivery January 16.

Ready for

Type Vill.—Four-Passenger at ($1400.) and

Type X.-—Runabout at ($900.)

 

 

have made Autocur Reputation. Each stands at the

head of its class for value and efficiency.

Catalogue descriptive or the 1904-06 types will be sent

freo upon request. This catalogue contains also addresses

of our dealers throughout the country who will be glad to

give demonstrations to prospective automobile purchasers

and explain in detail the merits of our cars.

THE AUTOCAR COMPANY,

Ardtnore, Pa.

Member Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 

  

236

Automobiles were exhibited at the

Chicago Automobile Show.

30

were equipped with Solid Tires.

22 0.... 30
were equipped with

FIRESTONE

S E-WIRE TIRES.

16 or T... 3 0

were pleasure cars.

  

 

  

These statistics show the rapid growth into

popularity of

SOLID TIRES

for pleasure as well as Commercial Automobiles.

 

  

 
 

 

These statistics like those of the New York

show demonstrate conclusively that the

FIRESTONE

SIDELWIRE MOTOR TIRE

is recognized by manufacturers as the best Solid

Tire.

Its use will save you

MONEY, TIME and ANNOYANCE.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

Philadelphia,

Chicago,

New York,

Boston,

St. Louis,

San Francisco

 

 



  

This car is a beauty. A 16 H. P. Touring Runabout, it is designed on the swellest lines, with semi-racing body. The motor

is the Positive Air-cooled Orient, a 4-cylinder, vertical fore-and-aft, with special flange system, and direct air-blast from a power

ful four-bladed fan. The cylinders of this motor run uniformly cool under all conditions of weather and climate, and the car

will make 40 miles an hour over ordinary roads.

Same Car—with Detachable Tonneau.

We have arranged to put out this same model with detachable tonneau. thus providing an Idea] car for business and pro

fessional men who want to use a Runabout most of the time, but need the tonneau for family use on Sundays and in the even

It is one of the strongest features in the Orient line. Full details and catalogue if you wish.

ORIENT TOURING CARS. BUCKBOARD LINE.

Model E, Touring Runabout (semi-racing body), 16 H.-P.. $1500 Buokboard, Model A, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $375

Model E, with detachable Tonneau,16 H. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1650 'Surrey, Model B, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450 g

lugs

The price of Moch E without tonneau is $1500—with tonneau, $1650. g

Model F, Light Touring Car, with Tonneau, 16 H.-P . . . . . . .. 1650 Runabout, Model 0, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 475

M°d=| G, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2000 Tonneau, Model D, 4 H.-P . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525

Model de LuxeI Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2250

i A SEMI=RACE . f

e

l

t
t

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Memberl 0t Allocietion o! Ueemed Automobile Manufacturers.

Factory: WALTHAM, MASS. General 581“ Ollie“; 44 BROAD ST., NEW YORK.
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mnnnnn & WRIGHT mnnn Tunas

are used (in many cases are demanded) by users

of all brands of auto tires.

They are recognized as the most satisfactorv—

because the most serviceable—tubes made.

We manufacture an immense quantity of them

in addition to those used in M. &. W. tires.

They are called for by dealers. repairmen and

users everywhere.

WThey have saved many a bad tire from going

to the bad. _

A WORD TO THE WISE.

 

MORGAN & WRIGHT. CHICAGO.

NEW YORK, DAYTON, DITROIT, ATLANTA, 8T.LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO.
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“CLEVELAND.”
TO THOSE WHO KNOW, THE NAME BESPEAKS THE QUALITY.

  

[8.20 H.P.

Four Cylinder Vertical

' Engine.

Price $2800.

Complete with

Standard Equipment.

 

Silent, Smooth, and. Reliable

in its Running Qualities.

We" made in every detail.

In appearance, “that some

‘ thing indefinable called ‘style’ ”

is apparent at a glance.

If interested in a G 0 0d

Automobile, the “ Cleveland "

will interest Y o u .

Cleveland, 0.

 

 
 

  

PRICE:—

Rear Entrance Tonneau, Model D. $1,700.

Motor—Four cylinders, 20 H. P.

Sliding Gear speed change.

Three forward speeds and reverse.

Bevel Gear transmission to divided rear axle.

Wheel Base, Model D. 80 inches.

Model F. 97 inches.

Tires, Model D. 30 x 3%.

Model F. 32 x 3%.

Weight, Model D. 1,750 lbs.

Model F. 1,825 lbs.

Side or rear entrance tonneau, seats four or five

passengers.

Side Entrance Tonneau. Model F. $1.850.

EXPERIENCE: Fifteen years ago the Sintz Engine Company built a. practical and successful automobile that covered thousands

of miles and was ten years in advance of the times. Constant study and years full of valuable, practical experience in the building

of thousands of Gas Engines. are the secret of our ability to produce a reliable Touring Car for $1,700.

Send to:- full description of this up-to-date car.

We build Practical, High-Speed Auto Boats and Yachts, Marine Gasoline Engines,

both two and four-cycle—one to four-cylinder, from 2% to 100 H. P. Fifteen years'

experience. Send 10c. for large Marine Catalogue.

PUNGS-FINCH CO., Detroit, Mich.

er'rz GAS ENGINE co.
5mm“ *°i MICHIGAN YACHT & POWER c0.

New York Repnsnmlllve, DUBRR-WARD C CO. Chlcago Representltlvo, WILSON MOTOR CO.
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'
‘\ .

DREIT/IE'R
4 Cylinder. Air-Cooled.

The Natural Evolution ol Mechanical Skill Guided .by

Practical Experience.

“ THE QUALITY CAR.”

Side Entrance, 1905 Model 1', -' $1,500

Rear Entrance, 1905 Model P, -' $l,l00

Runabout, 1905 Model I‘, - $1,250

Simplicity and accessibility were the two points which warranted the

general expression, “No wonder it's practical," from all visitors at the

New York and Chicago Shows. Write for Descriptive Catalogue.

co" l003 Georgia Street,

ln'dlanapolle, Ind.

  

In EmergenCies it is absolutely necessary

that the operator of a car have

one hand, both feet and his head

free to meet the conditions.

The DUQUESNE Touring Car “steers like a

“runabout”—use only the left

hand on the wheel. Our ball

bearing irreversible steering gear

acts instantly and positively. All

levers for changing speed, throttle

and spark control are on the steer~

ing post in instant reach of the

free hand. Break levers, one at

each foot.

N0 quadrants to watch—nothing to take

your eyes off the road ahead.

You know the price—

“ Half of Thirty-Five.”

DUQUESNE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,

Jamestown, N. Y.

 

Manufacturers,

  

 

AMERICAN MERCEDES

IS READY.

Let us show you the first complete

replica of a foreign car America has ever

produced. 40—45 hp.;'Price $7500.

DAll‘lLER'l‘lFG. co.,
955 Steinway Avenue, - LONG ISLAND crrv, N. Y.

Booklet for the asking.

   

CI'IIGAN
LIGHT TOURING CARS

FOR 1905.

  

MODEL 8, $l250. CARRIE! 5 PERSONS.

The Michigan cars are not a brand “ new " product—all untried and

unknown, like many a “ 1905 " car. Even the best designers are often at

fault in their estimates of strength of materials. and some great names

in the auto business have produced some very unsatisfactory machines

We have made no revolutionary changes in our 1904 cars—afrw'changes

have been made, and those only where we where run of making improve

ment. Guess work has spoilt many a machine and ruined many a man

Buy a tried and tested car.

ASK FOR CATALOG AND AGENTS' TERMS.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Ltd., Kalamazoo, Midl
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The iing Light

of the, two Great Shows
The G 8: .I Thread Fabric Tire is so flexible that it is extremely

easy to handle. It can be removed from the rim and replaced in

less time than any other tire.

No lugs are used. The flap in the tire makes them unnecessary.

The G & .I Thread Tire embodies in the highest degree. resil

iency, durability, ease of handling.

GaJImeCo.
Ghicago Indianapolis Detroit

429 Wabash Ave. 549-625 B. Georgia St. - 247 Jefferson Ave.

Rims bnnded in the channel

with these copyrighted marks

have been inspected and pro

nounced perfect. We guaran

tee our tires on all rims so

 

branded
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PRIC'ZE $1500.

THE EXC‘ZELLENT

(1800‘?
No Vibration. Will not Freeze in

@llmb Any Hill.

Simple in Operation.

No Noise.

Zero Weather.

Speedy, Reliable.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

87 Main St" ORANGE, MESS.

BOSTON BRANCH: l5l Columbus Avenue.

W

 
  

or

QUALITY.

THAT

CAR logan

COMMERCIAL TRUCK

ONE TON

Carrying

Capacity.

' Simple to

Service-Ability operate and

Large- care for.

I Any driver of

a horse drawn

vehicle

One I1.P.

for each

100 lbs.

of load.

Maintenance

Small.

can do it.

  

ANY STYLE BODY DESIRED.

Details

for the

asking.

logan Gonstruction (to.

Chillicothe, Ohio. '

  

 

0

fiolbr Kai's

lily/f life flak M0 am: 00:”

Packard Motor Car Co.

Dept. 8 Detroit.Mich.

MEMBER A.L.A.M.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hand Book

01‘ GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

  

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 195 gasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about Feb. lst. 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America. and the im—

porters ot gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi—

cations. These specifications torm a. series 0! the leading questions

that arise in the mind 0! the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

 
 

red ink. The questions being uniform. the ease of comparison is

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste. or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

  

Senl upon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

  

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.

No. 7 EAST Aan STREET, NEW YORK.

  

Doom 1009.
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RE P6w is delivered to the road wheels of our 1905 cars than

-' ~ “n
\ if \‘ ‘ ever before.
A

" glyt‘ii '

Our popular priced models possess all the essential

features of the most expensive touring cars. They are

splendid hill climbers—are capable of taking four people

anywhere that wheels will go—as fast as ordinary roads

will permit.

For the man who wants a “big” car we have brought

out our new four-cylinder, 3o-horse power motor, plan

etary three speed transmission, operated by on: lever;

shaft drive. Side entrance body, of wood or aluminum,

and, like all our former models, it is, in every way, more

Non-Detachable, Side Entrance Touring ear.

Price, $950. car

THAN Y®U PAY FQR
—'more power, more speed, more reliability, more comfort, more general excellence—far more.

We want you to know more about our cars for this year. Send for Catalogue.

@adillac Automobile Gompany, - - Detroit, Mich.

Member Association of Licensed Automoblle Manufacturers.

  

 

GODRIC’IY
Tires

Ordinary men pass muster until confronted with emergencies, and

ordinary tires look good enough when brand new, but should be tagged:

“ Tender and not very true.”

Goodrich Tires are Extraordinary Tires

Fit all roads. Require little care or attention, and cost less (mileage

considered) than any other Tire.

  

  

Sand for booklet “ The Good ich Road " and also for “ Certificates of Muit.“ 1

~an B. r. GOODRICH COMPANY, - - - Akron, 0.

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 BroadwaY

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

UHlCAGu. lu Lake at. CLEVELAND, 420 Superlor St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. BUFFALO. 9 W- Huron 3t

bOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave. DENVER. 1444 Curtls St.

LONDON, E. C., 1 Snow Hill.
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SURREY, TYPE ONE.

$1 350.

18 HP. Immediate Delivery.

This vehicle has no superior for general use. It is a fine car sold at a low price, because

of the exceptional facilities of the largest automobile plant in the world. This vehicle combines

beauty, speed and reliability.

The RAMBLER engine is so powerful in comparison with the weight of the car that

it is seldom necessary to use the low speed. When running on high speed, the power is

transmitted direct to the wheels without the mediation of gears and with absolutely no frictional

loss. Vibration is almost entirely eliminated by the engine being rigidly braced, and the

reciprocating parts exactly balancing each other.

OTHER MODELS, $750, $850, $2000, $3000.

Send for THE RAMBLER MAGAZINE and learn

from the voluntary contributions of users how satis

factory their experiences have been.

 

“105. B. .IEFFERY & CO., Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

New York Agency, 134 West 38th Street.

BRANCHES.

CHIC AGO, 302-304 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, :4: North Broad Street.

  
  

BOSTON, I45 Columbus Avenue.
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GET YOUR MONEY FIRST

If You Permit Use of Repaired Car, You For

feit Your Lien, Says the Court.

Justice Clark, sitting in Trial Term, Part

II, of the New York Supreme Court, has

rendered a decision in the case of Smith vs.

O’Brien, of interest to repairers and garage

owners not alone in New York State, but

throughout the country wherever the com

mon law has not been changed by special

statute. As the question involved is a new

one, created principally by the automobile it

self, it is extremely doubtful if any legisla

tion on this point has been enacted.

The Smith in the case, or the plaintiff, is of

the firm of Smith & Mnbley, who sued one

O'Brien for a storage bill and for the en

forcement of their common law lien on the

latter’s car for which the bill for services

was incurred. The keeper of a garage, or

baiiee, as he is technically termed in the law,

is entitled to his common law lien for ser

vices which attaches to the bailor‘s property

so long as the latter remains in his posses

sion, but, according to the decision in ques

tion, loss of control over it, even temporarily,

as in the present case, where the owner was

permitted to use the automobile on which

repairs have been made before the bill is

paid, causes, the garage owner to lose his

lien.

The judge further states in his opinion that

without a statute in favor of garage owners

they will have no lien for storage or repairs

after the car for which the charge of repairs

is due has left the garage, no matter for how

short a space of time.

 

Coliseum Bound Up by Contract.

It is going the rounds that the independent

manufacturers have secured an option on

the Coliseum. Chicago, and will turn the

tables on the Licensed Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers by denying its mem

bers space' at the 1906 show in that city.

This makes it appear that it is not to be

generally known that :1 three years‘ option on

the Coliseum Building is hold by Samuel A.

Miles, who, before or after becoming man

ager of the National Association of AlllOXIJQ‘

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 23, 1905.

 

bile Manufacturers, entered into a contract

with that body to hold all shows under its

sanction. As this contract does not expire

until after the 1906 exhibition, it is manifest

that the rumors that the independents havra

secured the Coliseum lacks substance.

 

Railroads Advance Freight Rates.

An advance in the classification of the

freight of automobiles has recently been an

nounced by the freight departments of East

crn roads.

As far as Chicago the second class rate is'

based on a 65 per cent. rate from New York,

and the first class rate on a basisof 75 cents.

Automobiles have been averaged at 5,000

pounds in weight, which means under the

new classification an increase of $5 in freight

charges from any point east of Chicago. The

rate further west, however, remains the

same.

Licensed Makers Discuss Show.

At their regular meeting yesterday in their

New York offices, the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers devoted a

great deal of discussion to the show sub

ject, but evolved nothing for publication.

“The show is a big subject." replied Gen

eral Manager Day when pressed for informa

tion, “and its aiIairs cannot be settled at

one meeting, or at several. It necessarily

will form a. subject of discussion at many

of our meetings before anything is ripe for

publication."
 

Fire Destroys Spark Coil Factory.

Fire of unknown origin on Sunday morning

last, 19th inst.. totally destroyed the plant

of the Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield,

Mass. The loss is estimated at $42,000. The

insurance was but $12,000. The directors of

the company immediately held a meeting and

hope to effect such arrangements :1 will

make delays in deliveries merely nominal.

To Handle Diamonds in the South.

The Diamond Rubber Co. will open a new

branch in Atlanta, Ga, about March 1. The

building, No. 94 North Pryor street, is being

remodelled for the company’s occupancy, and

n saicsroom and repair station will be estab

lishcd, in charge of a thoroughly experienced

force.

 

ST. LOUIS MYSTERY DEEPENS

Mister Steinmeyer, Gentleman and Contractor,

Explodes with Wrath at Mention of it.

 

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 18.—The million-dollar

automobile factory, which is supposed to be

building at Kil'kwood, St. Louis County, is

still very much a mystery. After several

attempts, a Motor World man yesterday ob

tained access to A. L. Steinmeyer, of the

Peyton Investment Company, who is cred

ited with the promotion of the big project.

When Steinmeyer was informed of the our

pose of the visit, he appeared startled; when

he learned that his visitor represented the

Motor World, he exploded.

The Motor World is the only publication

which said anything about the project, and

the fact seem to have jarred Mister Stein

meyer‘s nerves. For some reason or the

other, he denounced the paper roundly, and

heatedly declared that he would give it no

information whatsoever. He also found it

.necessary to emphatically assert that be con

sidered himself a gentleman, and appeared

to fancy that he had been grossly insulted

by being referred to in the Motor World‘s

story as plain “Steinmeyer,” without the pre

fix "Mister."

Between explosions Mister Steinmeyer let

fall, however, a few grains of information.

He stated that he is not only a gentleman,

but a real estate man and a contractor, and

that, as such, he was out to make money;

that he had sold the ground for the factory,

and had the contract for the erection of the

necessary buildings. He absolutely declined.

hovVever, to give the name of any of his as

sociates, or the name of the company that

will occupy the plant after it is completed.

' He said that the man who knew all about

the car that is 'to be built in New York.

but he (Mister Steinmeyer,) refused to give

his name or address, or any inkling concern

ing him. He said also that nothing ever

would have been known of the project but

for the action of a St. Louis paper in pub

lishing some information concerning it, do

spite his earnest pleadings that the matter

be suppressed. in fact, whatever Mister

Steinmeyel' saw was. Slild. 80 YQCIIEI'QUSIY sud
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vehemently that it seemed as it the other

occupants in the building in which his office

is located might have been justified in send

ing in a police call.

It will be recalled that the only informa

tion concerning the million-dollar factory that

has leaked out makes it appear that the

structure is to be of three stories, 300 by 300

feet, and that the plans also include the

erection of 140 cottages for the workmen.

Kirkwood, which is to be the site of Mister

Stelnmeyer‘s factory, is a residence suburb

about thirteen miles west of St. Louis. There

are at present no, factories there, but only

groceries, meat shops and such other stores

as are required for the necessities of sub

urban life. It is also a prohibition town,

the saloon question having been for years

the leading one in all municipal elections.

 

"anion Itching to "Do Things."

St. Louis (Mo.) automobilists, or at any

rate Eugene Hanlon, of St. Louis, are wroth,

and because they, or he, cannot have an au~

tomobile show this year. According to the

garbled reports that come from St. Louis, it

seems that Hanlon went to Chicago to get

the sanction of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers for the aifalr, and

was unsuccessful. The board stated that, in

asmuch as there was an automobile show in

progress all last summer at the St. Louis

World's Fair, the Mound citizens ought to

be satisfied and give other cities a chance.

Mr. Hanlon thinks St. Louis needs a show,

a series of races or "something" to stimulate

the local trade. 'lnere are at present only

eight hundred cars in St. Louis, which means

that only eight persons out of every seven

thousand own automobiles. Hanlon has

dreamed that in most of the Eastern cities one

person out of every two hundred possesses

a car, and therefore, like a good citizen, who,

of course, don't care a rap about gate re

ceipts, ctc., he wants to see St. Louis higher

up on the list.
 

Duerr Add: Qucen to his Line.

C. E. Duerr & Co., New York, have taken

on the Queen, made by the C. H. Blomstrom

Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich., and, with the

Royal Tourist and the Pungs-Finch, another

Detroit product, which is new with them

this year, are now in a position to show cars

ranging from $800 to $4,000. “The Queen is

simply a wonder for its price,” said one of

C. E. Duerr’s men to a Motor World repre

sentative. “We've tried it on ‘Dut‘fy’s Hill,‘

anad it went up in a manner befitting its

name. Why, just think of it, a light touring

car with 5x5 cylinders."

 

Davis Goes to the Coast.

Charles Davis, who formerly travelled Ohio

and Michigan for the G & J Tire Co., has

been transferred to San Francisco, and will

henceforth cover Caiifomla in the interests

of the "original clincher.” Davis has a repu

tation for energy and geniality. and it would

seem that he cannot fail to do well.

The Week’s lncorporations.

New York, N. Y.—Christie Direct Action

Motor Car 00., under New York laws, with

$300,000 capital. Incorporators: C. G. Chris

tie, D. H. Haywood and N. T. M. Melllss.

New Haven, Conn—The New Haven Auto

mobile Corporation, under Connecticut laws,

with $3,000 capital. Incorporators: Herbert

E. Doolittle, Robert R. Doolittle and Sarah

S. Handy.

Cincinnati, Ohio—American Auto Car C0.,

under Ohio laws, with $200,000 capital. In

corporators: M. M. Robertson, A. J. Smith,

N. L. Emerson, W. F. Hanna and E. T.

Horstman.

Hartford, Conn—The Capital City Automo

bile Hack & Livery C0., under Connecticut

laws, with $9,000 capital. Incorporators:

Wilbur Tewksbury, William F. Dahlll and

John L. Carroll.

Jersey City, N. J.—'1‘he Commercial Elec

tric Vehicle .00., under New JerSey laws,

with $1,000,000 capital; to operate vehicles,

etc. Incorporators: Dwight W. Bowles,

Thomas P. Ford and Frank P. Slade.

Chicago, Ill.——Monarch Metal 00., under

Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital, to manu

facture and repair automobiles. Incorpora

tors: Godfrey Johnson, Charles C. Stilwell
and C. C. Bowersock. I

Boston, Mass—Biograph Automobile Sign

00., uider Massachusetts laws, with $40,000

capital, to deal in advertising devices. Ofll

cers: Richard S. Barrett, Melrose, and Chas.

C. Corbett, treasurer.

Detroit, Mich—The Massnick Mfg. C0., un

der Michigan laws. with $7,000 capital, to

manufacture machinery, tools, automobile

parts, etc. Incorporators: Fred C. Massalck,

Paul F. Kellogg and William .1. Sparks.

In the Retail World.

George Bluisdell has taken the Rockford,

1ii., agency for the Cadillac cars.

At Michigan City, Ind., Brinckma'n Bros.

are establishing a garage and automobile
livery. i

Guy R. Mathis, Springfield, 11]., will act as

agent in Sangamon County for the Winton

and Cadillac.

The White steam cars will be handled at

Buffalo by Walter Hayes, who secured the

agency last week.

The Western Automobile 00., No. 1,409

Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111., has taken the.

Western agency for the Maxwell cars.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Co. will be repre

sented in Boston by Ralph E. Coburn, who

has taken the agency for the Maxwell cars.

Benjamin Smith has taken the Boston,

Mass, agency for the Studebaker cars, and

will open headquarters on Columbus avenue.

The Greer Motor Car 00., No. 1,421 Michi

gan avenue, Chicago, 111., will handle the

Michigan and St. Louis cars in Chicago this

year.

Humboldt County, 0:11., is the territory to

be covered by Heaiy Bros., Eureka, Cal.

They have taken the agency for the Olds and

Winton cars.

The store at No. 163 Columbus avenue, Bos

ton, Mass., is being remodelled for J. M. Lins

cott. who will handle the National and Boo

cars this year.

William Galloway, of Waterloo, Iowa, has

taken the agency in that city for the Cadillac

car, and will establish quarters in the Equit

able Building. He will also carry a full

stuck of accessories and conduct a garage. ..

A. R. Bangs, Boston agent for the Baker

electrics, has opened his new salesroom, at

No. 801 Boylston street. Harry W. Doherty

“'lll manage the new salesroom, and Bangs

will continue in charge of the garage on

Brimmer street. . .

Articles of incorporation will probably be

filed by the recently organized Minneapolis

Automobile Dealers' Association. A' com

mittee has been appointed to consider the ad

visability of incorporation, and will report at

the meeting next Tuesday, February 28.

J. J. Barclay, a Minneapolis (Minn.) dealer

wants to erect a new garage, but as yet is

at a loss to know just where to build. Bar

clay had planned locating on Sixth avenue.

between Second and Third avenues, but H.

S. Haynes, of the Haynes Automobile 00.,

stole a march on him and secured the lease

of the ground first.

W. C. Doddrldge, former president of the

Missouri Pacific Railroad, and W. Duncan

will incorporate the Missouri Valley Motor

C0., Kansas City, early in the spring. The

company will conduct a general livery and

sale business in automobiles, and will be

capitalized at $50.000. The business will be

managed by a son of. Mr. Doddridge.

The Standard Automobile 00.,-of New York

City. has leased for a period of twenty-One

years the plot, 75x185 feet, on the north side

of Fifty-fifth street. just west of Broadway.

together with a lot 25 feet wide extending to

Broadway. The company will erect a build

ing to be used as an automobile salesroom

and garage. The aggregate net rental under

the lease amounts to about $250,000.

Big Fire in London.

Cables from London, under date of Wednes'

day, the 22d inst., state that the centre of the

district given over to the automobile business

was swept by fire on that day, resulting in

the loss of hundreds of new cars just re

' turned from the. Olympia show, which closed.

on Monday. The damage is estimated at $1.

250,000. The extent of the conflagration

may be imagined from the fact that it was

necessary to call out no less than forty-eight

engines.

 

Wagon Company's First Car.

The Harrison Wagon C0., Grand Rapids.

Mich, will make its debut in the automobile

building world on March 1, when its first car

will be ready for the market.
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ScARmo AWAY BUSINESS

flow Too-Industrious Insurance Agents Ply

Their Trade to Detriment of Dealers.

 

“One of the drawbacks to the automobile

dealers are the fire and life Insurance agents

who work on a commission basis,” said a

New Jersey dealer who was in New York

this week to the Motor World man. “The in;

surance men have knocked several ‘sure’

sales sky high for me, and I naturally do not“

feel in a very peaceful frame of mind over

it. But what are we agents to do?

“The insurance sharks employ underhand

methods to further their designs. No doubt

they think they are acting with good intent,

but they play havoc with us just the same.

For instance, an Insurance agent with lots

of time to spare will hang around a garage

until a prosperous looking individual comes

in to Inquire about a machine. Then when I

take the prospective buyer out for a trial

spin the insurance man will bribe one of my

employes—which is an easy thing to do if

the latter knows—to tell him the name of my

prospective customer. If this method falls

to give him the desired information he waits

until we come back from the demonstration,

and as soon as the man leaves the garage the

overzealous insurance agent nabs him. My

man had probably just about agreed to take

a car when the agent solicits him to take

out some insurance.

“ ‘But what do I want with insurance?’ the

former demands.

“ ‘Oh, didn’t you promise Mr. So-and-So

(meaning me) to buy an automobile?’ queries

the agent.

“ ‘Well, yes, I did; but what has that got

to do with insurance?’

" ‘They all take it out,‘ says the slick, oily

tongued insurance man. ‘You need fire in

surance for your automobile and accident in

surance to indemnify you in case you kill or

maim yourself or somebody on the street

and get stuck on a damage uit.’

“And in many cases," added the dealer,“my

prospective customer later sends me a polite

little note, saying that he has decided not

to get an automobile, as there is so much

extra expense attached thereto and he has

already purchased a span of horses. So I

lose a sale.

“If somebody will suggest a way to get

ahead of the insurance agents I will be

thankful, as I have lost several good sales

in just the manner I have described. They

simply scare trade away."

 

"Butted in" to Winton’s Factory.

Workmen in the polishing department of

the Winton Motor Carriage Co., at Cleveland,

Ohio, thought the end of the world had surely

come one day last week, and some of the

more pious workmen began to mumble long

forgotten prayers, while others executed a

series of rapid leaps for the doors. The cause

of the commotion was a coal car of the Lake

Shore Railroad. The train crew were switch

ing cars around the yards of the Winton

company, when of a sudden the switch en

gine gave one of the cars a “kick” which

sent it speeding down the track parallel with

the polishing shop. Striking an obstruction

on the rails, it jumped the track, and, turn

ing partially around, rammed through the

foot-thick brick wall of the automobile fac

tory and did not stop until half its length

was inside. The damage is estimated at

$1,000.

Second-Hands Affecting City Trade.

“Bad weather naturally accounts for any

dulness that may be felt in the New York

trade just at the present moment,” said Percy

Owen, manager of the Winton branch, to a

Motor World man. “Of course, no one wants

to go out in a foot of snow or over a frozen

road that resembles a washboard, but, in my

opinion, that’s not the one and only reason.

I believe the bulk of the city business will

be unusually late this year, and this is to be

accounted for almost entirely by the fact

that so many people are now possessors of

second hand cars. Until they can get rid of

them they will not buy, and that‘s all there Is

to it.

“Did you notice that fellow just a moment

ago," referring to a caller; “that was his

proposition—wanted his last year's car taken

in trade. It’s a wonder to me that more peo

ple don't go into the business of handling

second hand cars, for there certainly should

be plenty of money in it. They could, no

doubt, make good, and a few large houses

of this kind would relieve the pressure, be- ,

cause it is certainly the problem to-day."

Thomas Buys More Land.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co., of Buffalo,

has purchased a hundred feet of ground on

Niagara street, adjoining factory N0. 1, and

plans are being prepared to enlarge that plant

as soon as the frost is out of the ground.

Incidentally, the one hundred and tenth car

of the 1906 model was shipped to New 0r

leans last Saturday. There are 350 more of

them to be manufactured.

Denver Show in April.

The first automobile show to be held west

of Chicago is scheduled for the first week in

April at Coliseum Hall, Denver, Col. G. A.

Wahlgreen, who is also promoting the Pikes

Peak climb, is the manager.

 

Coey to Enter Jobbing Field.

0. A. Coey & Co. who handle the Thomas

cars in Chicago, are enlarging the' supply de

partment of their business, and will actively

enter the jobbing trade. They have a cata

logue well under way.

 

Hart Becomes Corbin Officer.

M. S. Hart, of New Britain, Conn., has been

elected vice-president and treasurer of the

Corbin Motor Vehicle 00., of that city.

RULES FOR CHAUFFEURSI

California Organization's Comprehensive Regu'

lotions that Should Serve to Good Purpose.

 

In view of the recent automobile accidents

occurring in the Golden Gate Park, San Fran

cisco, Cal., due to inexperienced drivers, the

Automobile Club of California now proposes

to keep a blacklist of chauffeurs found guilty

of careless driving. The California Associa

tion of Chauffeurs has more than promised

to work in conjunction with the club to this

end, having sent the following communica

tion to the automobile club:

“We, the undersigned, hereby petition your

association to expel any driver who, on be

ing tried by your examining board, ls found

guilty of reckless driving, either by excessive

speed or improper handling of his machine,

thereby endangering the lives of the occu

pants of the machine or those upon the high

ways, and we hereby agree not to employ

drivers who are expelled from your associa

tion for the above causes."

In the bylaws of the association several

good clauses are evident:

“Any member of this association found

guilty of intoxication while in charge of a

machine shall, upon being found guilty, be

fined or expelled, as the association may see

fit.

“Any member of this association found

guilty of dishonesty toward his employer or

the association or its members shall be ex

pelled.

“Any member found guilty of using an au

tomobile in a reckless manner, or of being re

sponsible for the injury or destruction of a

machine through carelessness shall be fined.

suspended or expelled, as the association may

see fit. .

“Every member of the California Associa

tion of Chauffeurs must undergo a strict ex

amination as to the knowledge of the car he

is in charge of, and must carry a certificate

of qualification, properly signed by the ex

amining board and the president and secre

tary of the association."

 

Offering Premium for Packards.

There are a number of Packard agents who

now realize that “delays are dangerous."

They hesitated to place orders, and as the

demand for the Packard cars now exceeds

the supply and the factory is “sold up," they

are in a pretty pickle. As a way out they

have been offering premiums of_ as much as

$400 to secure cars and going to the factory

at Detroit to dangle the bait. These facts

are vouched for by the Packard people them

selves. '
 

Kimball is Coming Back.

E. P. Kimball, of the Central Automobile

Exchange, New York, is to re-establish him

self, but on the Thirty-eighth street “row.”

He already has secured the agency for the

Corbin car.
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The Only

Real Automile Tire.

more THE ‘93 .

,/ CUSHION
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MERELY AN ENLARGED BIGYBLE TIRE,

but a tire designed, developed and constructed specially

for use on automobiles, and supplied with a flat rim

(don’t overlook that), and a fastening in keeping with

the design of the tire. And what is very much to the

point, it is a tire and a fastening that have been tried

ruthlessly for two years and found not wanting.

 

If you would know more about it, permit us to

mail you a copy of our booklet.

 

The Fisk Rubber Company, Chicopee Fans. Mas...

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago. 1251 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON, 228 Columbus Ave. ST. 101.118.8908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD, 40 Dwilhr St. OMAHA, 1116 Farnum St.

PHILADELPHI \. 828 Arch St. KANSAS CITY. 1330 Main st.

ATLANTA, 103 N. Pryor St. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Hennenln Ave.

SYRACUSE.423 80. Clinton St. DENVER. 1634 Glenarm St.

BUFFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

CLEVELAND. 818 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELES, 1034 80. Main St.

DETROIT, 254 Jeflereon Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA LONDON. ENGLAND
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Pocket Picking in New Jersey.

In the riot of automobile legislation that is

now more or less convulsing this country.

nothing stands out more disgustingly than

New Jersey's attempt at legislative pocket

picking.

The doughty Senator Grady, of New York,

who would place all automobile accidents

without distinction in the category of man

slaughter, nnd the fanatical Brower, of the

professional grievance committee of the West

End Association, who would not giVe ofiend

ing nutomobilists the option of a fine. are

suiIering from overheated imaginations, but

the New Jersey proposal to alter the present

perpetual registration fee of $1 to a tax of $5

per annum is a cold blooded species of rob

bery.

There is no excuse. and less reason, for ii“~

It is not presented (Won in the usual guise

of “protection to the public." It is merely

placing a. legislative blunder-buss at the heads

of a elected class of New Jersey citizens and

those of other States who desire to use the

roads of the State—for New Jersey has al

ways mulctcd residents and non-residents im

partially—and ordering them to throw up

their hands while their pockets are being

picked of $5 each. It is an indecently con

temptible proposal, actuated by the equally

contemptible sentiment, “We got $1 so easily,

we may as well squeeze $5 out of them.”

It was a State official who last summer

gave voice to this utterance. It was not ac

cepted seriously at the time. It was not be

lieved that the manhood of New Jersey would

permit descent to such methods of the pick

pocket and highwayman, but it is now seen

that too high an estimate was placed on at

least certain members of the legislature.

There ought to be decency enough in the

State of New Jersey to defeat this miserable

attempt to wring blood money from certain

of its citizens and its visitors. The amount

is small; the principle is great.

 
 

The Searchlight Evil.

Great credit must certainly be accorded the

lamp manufacturers for the state of perfec

tion and efficiency to which they have brought

their product in the short time that experi

ments have been making with acetylene, but

the question arises, Has not the mark been

overstepped?

And it is one well worthy of consideration,

for is not the blinding glare of the now huge

searchlights with which heavy touring cars

are equipped far more dangerous than the ab

sence of a light? True enough, speed requires

that the road been seen for quite a length

ahead in order to insure safety, but night

speeding over unknown, or over well known

roads for that matter, is not a a particularly

safe practice under any circumstances.

What is it to become when everything on

the road moving in the opposite direction is

to be rendered helpless by the sudden flash

ing of an overpowering glare in the eyes,

and left to flounder, blind and bewildered, in

midi-ond during the moments of the car's ap

proach? By actual count many of the pow

erful cars now carry no less than six lamps,

two oil headlights, a tail light ditto, a pair of

acetylene headlights of no mean illuminating

power, and, to top on all, a hand controlled

searchlight that would do credit to a torpedo

boat. The last named were to be seen on

previous occasions, but their use was not gen

eral by any means, and it is not difllcult t

prophesy that they will be responsible 1

some measure for accidents during the con

ing season.

That this is not a theory but a condition, a

the Motor World remarked several month

since, is well illustrated by the fact that 1

revealed itself immediately upon the adoptio

of high powered electric searchlights by th

Western railroads, and at first the evil e1

fccts of rendering the engineers helpless to

the time, and the fact that regardless of it

power the light could not be seen around ,

curve were thought to nullify its advantages

A remedy was found, however, in the use 0

a deflector which throws a good fraction 0

the light skyward at a slight angle and th

remainder on the ground not too far in ad

rance of the engine. By means of the uppe

light the approach of a train is visible tw

or three miles distant, despite intervenin,

cuts or curves, and the small fraction of ligh

~nntny times that of the old headlight, dc

flectcd to the ground, does not bother the en

ginccr of a train in the opposite direction.

The Casting of Cylinders.

it may appear strange at first sight tha

the idea of casting the four cylinders of th

engine in one piece integral with the water

jacket, now being put forward in Englam

as marking a decided advance over “foreign

methods, has not come in for more attentio:

at the hands of designers and builders in thi

country.

The advantages of accomplishing in on

operation what now requires four are oi

vious, as is also the increased economy re

sulting from the necessity of handling on

finishing but one casting. Saving of spac

and great reduction in the number of fitting

required to fasten the single casting in plact

115 well as the ease of accurately alignin,

all the cylinders, constitute items of impor

tance to the builder which also make for sim

plicity in the finished engine.

The practice in vogue here of casting th

cylinders of the usual four-cylinder engine i:

pairs has obtained to an extent that entitle

it to be denominated standard. This was ,

half-way step toward the one-piece four

cylinder casting, but advances have bec:

made in exactly the 0pp0site direction, 1

that those who have dropped the twin-cylir

der casting have come to make each cylinde

of the four entirely independent.

The gain resulting from this in the way 0

added interchangeability, ease of repair an
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replacement is self-evident, but they are only

obtained at a much greater first cost both in

manufacture and fitting, as it is much more

difficult to align the four independent cylin

ders on the crank case to which they are

bolted as a foundation. As to any difference

of efficiency in operation this may well be

said to be a mooted question which can only .

be determined after experience with the one

piece casting. Certain it is that the integral

water Jacket surrounding all the cylinders,

while not open to the evils of leaky joints

to the same extent, can scarcely lay claim to

greater cooling powers than the independent

copper jackets, in spite of slightly additional

area. But its permanency of alignment is

indisputable. Nor can there be any question

as to a slight saving in space as well as ab

sence of vibration due to the lack of neces

sity for bolting. In addition to this our con

temporaries of over the water call attention

to the fact that both are prone to go down

before the same ills, that freezing will have

an equally pernicious effect on either and

that it will be equally expensive to replace

the one independent cylinder as it would to

supply another unit of four.

The question resolves itself into a very sim

ple matter, for the advantages are chiefly in

favor of the maker and against the user.

And with this in view, it may well be asked

will the advantages of economy in produc

tion be sufficient to compensate the user for

any slight difi‘erence in first cost that he may

have to pay, [or all roseate over-the-water

opinions to the contrary notwithstanding the

car owner who has to replace the four cylin

ders, and one means all in this case every

time—will find it very much more expensive

than if they were independent.

Further, present gas engine design in cast

ing the cylinders independently is held up

to ridicule in that it is totally at variance

with long established steam engineering prac

tise, but to those who have been instrumental

in bringing the automobile motor to its lat

ter day state of eflleiency this will have no

great weight, as the lesson that the internal

combustion motor is a totally different prop

osition and that steam engine lore, of no

matter how many years’ standing, doesn’t

apply to it, was long since well learned.

There is a big season before the automobile

manufacturer all over the world, and its

practical results will doubtless do much to

ward settling controversies over the advan

tages of disputed points in construction, as

did the last twelve months, and the method

in question is one that will either prove its

worth in that time or go down before its su

perior rivals.

The Second-Hand Problem.

According to the manager of the metropoli

tan branch of a prominent manufacturer the

second-hand car will be responsible for a

change in trade conditions, more noticeable

this season than ever before. In his opin

ion, the bulk of city business must be de

ferred pending the intending purchaser's dis

posal of his last year’s mount, and until this

is accomplished satisfactorily buying will

hang fire.

agents of branch houses are at all keen

about entering this field, in fact, quite the

contrary, nor, for that matter, the garage

keepers as a general rule, the problem must

depend for its ultimate solution on a large

increase in the ranks of second hand special

ists—dealers who handle nothing else.

That this business can be made lucrative

and still be kept legitimate goes without say

ing, for there is an inbred desire in a very

large portion of the race to acquire a bargain

at second hand, and it is a trait in human

nature that it pays to cater to. Of course, the

second hand dealer who publishes glowing de

As none of the manufacturers’

seriptions of cars that are not only hopelessly

out of date, but have in addition been done

to death by their prior owners, has in the

past given this aspect of the trade a mighty

shady reputation that will naturally be hard

to live down. As a matter of fact, a “sec

ond hand" demonstration was a performance

long a laughing matter with the legitimate

trade. If the machine managed to go a block

or two, execute a few turns in the roadway

in front of the establishment and get back

without a break down, that was as far as the

seller's guaranty went.

Caveat emptor applies with no uncertain

force to all dealings in second hand auto

mobiles, and the buyer usually has no one

but himself to blame for being saddled at the

outset with a repair bill that is a respectable

fraction of the purchase price, and in'the

end with a cast-oi! fit only for the junk heap

before it reached his hands. But the supply

of “suckers” is unfailing, and no one realizes

this better than the crafty and not over

scrupulous second hand dealer in automo

biles. He angles for them accordingly.

There are two classes of cars which find

their way into the hands of this gentry—first,

those that by some chance have managed to

survive dissolution at the hands of utter

ignorance and recklessness, and those that

have been given careful attention, often not

driven for more than a season and are dis

posed of in favor of a later model. It would

seem in the natural order of things that the

latter would preponderate, and they are nu

merous, but, judging from the tales of woe of

those who have bitten at the' former type,

they are not vastly in the minority by any

means. But there are enough of the right

kind to make legitimate dealing profitable

without the necessity of palming off candi

dates for the scrap heap, and an increase in

the number of such dealers will alleviate the

burden of the manufacturers' selling forces

all over the country. There is room for a

few reputable men to increase their reputa

tions and bank accounts in this direction.

Moral of the Boy and his Sled.

If proof is really needed that love of speed

is inherent it is embodied in the small boy

and his sled.

In city and in country, and whether an

aristocratic West Ender or the scion of the

humblest farmer, he seeks the steepest,

smoothest, longest hill that he may attain

swiftest flight and sustain it as long as pos

sible. On the country roads and in the heart

of big, bustling New York he is now omni

present. He cares not a rap for speed laws,

and without brake, bell or ability to contml

his vehicle, and wholly regardless of all forms

of travel, he whizzes downhill at the rate of

fifteen, twenty, even thirty miles an hour.

and, happy lad, with none to say him nay or

threaten him with arrest. Like as not his

proud sire, if he himself is not steering a

bobsled or fracturing the law with a cutter,

looks on admiringly.

But the same father as likely shouts him

self hoarse at the sight of an easily con

trolled and quickly stopped automobile mov

ing at half the pace and vociferously calls

for law and more of it.

It merely goes to show not merely the un

reason of some men, but that, given the ve

hicle, indulgence in swift motion is wellnigh

universal. . l
 

 

Senator Grady has craftin cut some of the

ground from under the automobilists’ feet by

making his bill apply to all forms of vehiclel,

but when his horsemen friends and the

streetcar drivers and truckmen who follow

Tammany Hall awaken to the fact that he

is putting them in peril of heavy fine and

imprisonment for the merest accident there

will be “something coming to” the Senator.

The truckmen and streetcar drivers cause

twenty accidents where the automobile

\.
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CLEVELAND’S FULL HOUSE

Its Annual Show Crowds the Hall—All the

Old Familiar: in Evidence.

 

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 21.—It almot goes

without saying that the show which opened

in the Cleveland Grays’ Armory last night

was inaugurated auspiciously.

Like Detroit, Cleveland and the adjacent

territory possesses so many factories making

cars and wares relating thereto, that even

without outside assistance, the local trade

could promote a show of its own that could

not be snliIed at; in fact, the congested ap

pearance of the hall suggests that something

of the sort may become necessary if another

year brings with it an increased demand for

space. The armory really is crowded—too

crowded, perhaps, for effective display, but

despite the fact the array of cars and sun

dries in evidence is impressive. Of course,

with the exception of two little known cars,

there is nothing staged that was not shown

at the national show, but most of the large

crowd that attended last night was none the

wiser. It was all new to them, even if to

the exhibitors it was an old story. There is

one convenience that the exhibitors enjoy,

however, that was lacking at even the big

shows. Nearly all of them have telephone

service in their booths.

Whites, Wintons, Royals, Peerlesses, Cleve

lands and Bakers, Cleveland's own produc

tions, are naturally very much in evidence.

Even “Standard Oil” is here—the home of

“the” Rockefeller. Nearly all of the better

known outside cars are displayed, and, al

most needless to add, the tire_ makers, who

are following each other like hawks, are on

the spot. Solar lamps, Gray & Davis lamps

and Twentieth Century lamps and Veeder

odometers, without which no Cleveland show

could be called complete, are here as in the

“days of yore."

Those who are exhibiting are as follows:

Automobile Garage & Repair Co., Cleve

land, Ohio—Agents for Packard, Autocar and

Cadillac cars.

Booth Automobile Co., W. N., Cleveland,

Ohio—Agents for Pope-Hartford and Pope

Tribune cars.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., KenOsha, Wis.—

Solar acetylene gas lamps.

Bowser & Co., S. F.. Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Gasolene outfits.

Cameron Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Cameron cars.

Chisholm & Phillips Automobile Co., Cleve

land, Ohio—Agents for Peerless, Knox, Stev

ens-Duryea, Northern and National cars.

Cleveland Tanning Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Upholstery leather.

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Cleveland .cars.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond detachable clincher tires.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Storage Baterles.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicoer Falls, Mass.—

Fisk Tires.

Gabriel Horn Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Gabriel

horns. '

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Goodrich

detachable clincher tires.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—G & J

detachable clincher tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Head

light, side and tail oil and acetylene gas

lamps.

Gaeth Automobile Works, Cleveland, Ohio

—Gaethmobile cars.

Hussey Drop Forge & Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Steering gears and wheels, circulating

pumps and radiators.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn.—Dunlop detachable and Hartford and

Turner tires.

Lorain Automobile Co., Lorain, Ohio—El

more Pathfinder cars.

Morgan & Wright, Inc.,

Clincher detachable tires.

Moore, H. 8., Cleveland, Ohio—Agent for

Queen cars.

Magoon Car Co., C. H., Cleveland, Ohio—

Agent for Pope-Toledo gasolene and Pope

Waverly electric cars.

National Carbon 00., Cleveland, Ohio—Co

lumbia ignition apparatus.

Ohio Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Agent

for Columbia and Buick cars.

Ohio Oldsmobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Ageut for Olds cars.

Parson Electric Motor Carriage Co., Cleve

land, Ohio—Parson car.

Price Bros. Carriage Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—Baker electric cars.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Neverout

gas and oil lamps.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Royal cars.

Iteo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.—-Reo

cars.

Sprague Umbrella Co.,

Canopies.

Standard Oil Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Gaso

lene. ' ’

Stearns Co., F. B., Cleveland, Ohio—Stearns

cars.

Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., New York

City—Lamps.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Veeder

odometers, tachometers, etc.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

Ohio—Winton cars.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio

—-White steam cars.

Zorn. W. M., Cleveland, Ohio—Accessories.

Chicago, Ill.—

Norwalk, Ohio—

The members of the Board of Review.

Cleveland, Ohio, are of the opinion that an

tomobiles are worth more than $100, the

amount for which most are listed for taxa

tion. Therefore many automobile owners

have been notified by the board to personally

come and explain why several hundred dol

lars should not be added to the returns to

cover the machines.

CANADA'S INTERESTING TEST

Railway and Farmers Join Forces to Learn

Motor Wagon’s Value as a "Feeder."

An interesting trial of commercial vehicles

has been made to tet the posibllities of an

tomobile trucks for collecting and distribut

ing heavy traffic in remote agricultural dls~

tricts in connection with railways in York

shire, Canada, by the North Eastern Rail

way, in conjunction with the Agricultural

Organization Society, on behalf of the Bran

deby Dairy and Trading Association. The

railroad authorities have established an au

tomobile service between their station at T01

lerton and Brandsby, eleven miles distant.

The cars run in each direction daily. Each

steam truck ha a carrying capacity of five

tons of freight, and is capable of hauling at

least one trailer carrying two and a half tons.

On the outward journey the truck carries

limestone, provisions, etc., and distributes the

same around the various farms in the dis

trict. Simultaneously the cars collect any

produce that is to be forwarded by rail. By

this system not only is transport facilitated,

but the farmers in districts distant from the

railway are brought into closer contact with

the markets, and the service will prove a

considerable saving to them in the cost of

haulage. If successful, similar services will

be inaugurated elsewhere.

 

Provides a System of Lights.

Among other bills pending in the Connecti

cut Legislature is one requiring all vehicles

without exception to display lights after

nightfall. Another one provides that all an

tomobiles in use at night on the public high

ways shall have a light on each side, that on

the right side to show red in front and white

from the rear, that on the left to show white

in front and red from the rear. Any other

vehicle than an automobile is forbidden to

arrange lights similarly subject to a fine of

$3. For failure to have lights so arranged

a fine of $3 may be imposed for the first of

fence and $5 for each subsequent one.

 

Wants to Regulate Garages.

In Minneapolis, Minn., the fire chief is of

the belief that managers of automobile shops

are careless in handling gasolene. He has

therefore requested the Council that an ordi

nance be passed regulating these institutions

and giving members of the fire department

power to arrest for violation. He also sug

gests that in drawing up the ordinance the

underwriters be consulted.

 

Adverse Report on Lamp Law.

Only automobiles will be required to dis

play lights in Massachusetts. Although un

doubtedly making for the protection of the

public and for the safety of travel on the

roads, the bill seeking to have all vehicles

save merchandise wagons carry lamps after

nightfall has been unfavorably reported by

the committee on roads and bridges, which

will almost certainly give it its quietus.
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SENATOR GRADY; HIS BILL

Aimed at Automobillsts. it Makes Even Tammany

Truckmen Subject to “ One Year and $l000."

 

 

Senator Grady. of the New York Legis

lature, and a leader of Tammany Hall, re

cently had to hurry out of the way of an

automobile. Although the Senator has driven

behind a fast horse on numerou occasions,

and, like nearly all other New Yorkers, has

dodged street cars and wagons almost daily,

the automobile incident amused his ire and

inspired a feeling of revenge by which states

men are theoretically supposed not to be

swayed.

Grady, however, decided that the “public

needs protection," and that the only way to

afford it is to prejudge not only all automo

bilists, but the users of all other vehicles,

and to not only throw them in jail for long

‘ terms, but intiict also inordinately heavy

lines. Accordingly, he framed and intro

duced the following bill, entitled, “An act for

the protection of persons on public high

ways, roads, streets, avenues and places."

it begins with a declaration of rights, re

citing that “All lawfully disposed persons

have an equal right to be upon, use and

traverse the public highways, roads, streets.

avenues and places, in the State, and no per

son has a right to drive or ride thereon at a

rate of speed that may be dangerous to

others.”

The provisions of the bill are as follows:

“All persons driving or riding in carriages,

wagons, automobiles, or other vehicles or

conveyances, or on bicycles, must regulate

their speed so as not to endanger other per

sons who are or may be upon, traversing or

crossing the same highway, street, avenue or

place, in any city, town or village, or upon

any country road, and no provision of law

fixing any speed limit for automobiles or

other conveyances, shall be construed as giv

ing the right to anyone to operate or ride or

drive an automobile or other conveyance at

any speed that is dangerous to others, or

which at all times and in all places is not

regulated and controlled by and adapted to

the conditions of the traffic then and there

exiting with regard to the number and prox

imity of vehicles and persons, and as to

whether or not pedestrians are liable to be

endangered while crossing the streets or

roadways.

“Every person who rides, drives, operates,

controls or directs any carriage. wagon, auto

mobile, or other vehicle or conveyance, or a

bicycle, upon any public highway, road,

street, avenue or place, going at a speed

which is then and there dangerous to other

persons, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

and upon conviction shall be imprisoned for

not less than thirty days and fined not less

than $100. And if any injury to any person

be caused by or results from such dangerous

speed, the person or persons convicted of so

causing such injury shall be imprisoned not

less than one year or more than two years,

and fined not less than $1,000 or more than

$2,000. And if such injury so caused to any

person shall result in death of that person,

the person convicted of so causing such in

jury and death shall be guilty of manslaugh

ter in the second degree.

“Every person who rides, drives, operates,

controls or directs, any carriages, wagon,

automobile, or other vehicle or conveyance,

or bicycle, on any public highway, road,

street, avenue or place, who refuses to de

crease the speed thereof, or to stop when

called upon to do so by any policeman, con

stable, or other person authorized to make

arrests for violation of law or ordinance, or

who attempts by increasing speed to escape

or avoid arrest for a violation of this act,

shall upon conviction be imprisoned for not

less than 30 days, and fined not less than

$1,000, in addition to the penalties imposed

by Section 3 of this act.”

 

Illinois Adapts New York'rLaw.

In the Illinois Legislature, Representative

Heine has introduced a_ measure that is al

most a counterpart of the New York law. It

provides for the erection of sign posts on

the highways, denoting the speed changes

at curves, descents or approaches to towns,

registration with the Secretary of State by

the owner of the machine on payment of $2

fee, registration by manufacturers or deal

ers on payment of 50 cents, and chauffeurs

are required to take out a license, paying $2

each, and wear the number issued to them

on their caps. Three lamps are to be car

ried by the car, on the glass of which the

word "Illinois" must be displayed.

The speed clause in Heine's measure dif

fers from the New York law in that it limits

:1 motor vehicle to six miles an hour in

closely built up sections; ten miles an hour

within cities or villages, or elsewhere at a

rate of fifteen miles an hour. 0n meeting

horses which show a tendency to frighten,

the automobile must come to a full stop, if

necessary, to quiet the animals.

The penaltie vary according to the nature

of the ofiense. The maximum fine is $250,

with a possibility of imprisonment for thirty

days, at the discretion of the magistrate.

The passage of the six-mile clause would

make it almost impossible to operate cars

in cities or villages.

Kama for 20 Miles per Hour.

The McBride bill introduced in the Kansas

Legislature, which specified that “All auto

mobiles mnst carry a hell or born that can

be heard a quarter of a mile, a light which

can be seen half a mile, and a system of

brakes which can bring the machine to a

stop within 100 feet," was recommended for

passage by the House committee. but the

speed limit was raised from twelve to twenty

miles an hour.

The next annual meeting of the board of

directors of the New York State Automobile

Association will be held in Buffalo. N. Y.,

on March 10.

FERRY BILL BECOMES LAW

President Signs the Measure Passed Unanimously

by Congress and Ends Era of Vexetion.

 

 

It is now possible for automobiles to go

on and off ferryboats under their own power.

thus eliminating the vexatious and somewhat

expensive method of hiring men or horses to

push or haul them on and off.

The Platt-Goulden amendment to Section

4.472 of the United States Revised Statutes,

permitting it, and which was passed by the

Senate and House of Representatives without

a dissenting voice, was signed by President

Roosevelt on Monday, thus making it a law.

The new law is a successful culmination of

the movement inaugurated by the Automo

bile Club of America. As amended, the law

now is as follows:

“Nothing in the foregoing or following sec

tions of this act shall prohibit the transpor

tation by steam vessels of gasolene or any of

the products of petroleum when carried by

motor vehicles (commonly known as automo

biles) using the same as a source of motive

power; [provided, however, that all fire, it

any, in such vehicles or automobiles beextin»

guished immediately after entering the said

vessel, and that the same be not relighteil

until immediately before said vehicle shall

leave the vessel;] provided, further that any

owner, master, agent or other person having

charge of passenger steam vessels shall have

the right to refuse to transport automobile

vehicles, the tanks of which contain gasolene.

naphtha or other dangerous burning fluids."

The clause in brackets is the addition to

the act.
 

Oregon to Require Fees and Tags.

Automobiles and motor bicycles will here

after be licensed and tagged in Oregon, if a

bill of Representative Jagger, passed unani

mously by both houses, meets with the Gov‘

ernor’s approval, of which there is scarcely

a vestige of doubt.

Speed is to be limited to eight miles an

hour in municipalities and to twenty-four

miles an hour on country roads. Each ma

chine is to be licensed, the fee for which is

$3, and to display the number. It must be

equipped with lamps, and it run by gasolene.

must use mufllers in municipalities.

0n country roads machines must be slowed

down when approaching any vehicle drawn

by a horse, if signalled to do so by the

driver. Violations of the act are punishable

by a fine of not more than $25 for the first

offence. $.10 for the second and $100 for the

third.

Club Backs Up Pattee.

The Kansas City Automobile Club is behind

ll‘red Pattee, of that city, in his fight against

the city to prove that the officials illegally

arrested and fined him $10 for driving a car

without a license. The case will be taken to

the Court of Appeals, and, if necessan‘.even

higher. . > -- - . . ~ .
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BENNETT CUP IS SAVED

France Backs Down and Relieves the Situation

—Conditions to which Trouble was Due.

 

Sportsmanship has triumphed over com

mercialism and the Bennett cup race will

not be soiled by contact with the Grand Prix,

that “consolation race" projected in the in

terests of the French industry and designed

to be won by the “also rans” of the French

eliminating trials.

Cables from Paris dated Monday last con

vey this welcome information. They report

a complete backdown on the part of the

Automobile Club of France, which, indeed,

was the only procedure possible to save

either or both races. It means, of course,

that the Bennett race and the Grand Prix

will be run separately and on separate dates.

Germany, England, Austria, Switzerland,

Belgium, Italy and America were represented

at the meeting of the international commis

sion, the speakers for the French Club being

Baron de Zuylen, Marquis de Dion, M. Rene

de Knyff and Comte R. de Vogue.

Both parties had thoroughly made up their

minds before the proceedings began.

All the delegates from outside of France

had come with one message and with no

thoughts of compromise.

It was decided that a fortnight shall elapse

between the two events, and that they shall

not be mixed in any way whatever; that the

Bennett Cup race shall be run as it has been

run for two years past—~as a separate event

—and that all the participating clubs shall

share in defraying expenses of the contest.

The representatives of the various nations

promised, on the other hand, to do their best

for the success of the Grand Prix.

Count Sierstoplf, who represented the Ger

man Club, was also the American represen—

tative, acting as proxy for Clarence Gray

Dinsmore.

 

Paris, Feb. 10.—There is so much uncer

tainty about the position of the Bennett Cup

and the Grand Prix that the whole affair has

become a perfect imbroglio, from which it

is difficult to see how the French and for—

eign clubs will be able to escape unlesa they

give in to one another.

The position created by this dispute be

tween the French and foreign clubs is a very

peculiar one. Makers in this country have

so long been accustomed to think that they

hold absolute supremacy on the international

market that they are somewhat alarmed at

suddenly finding that the foreign industry is

making considerable headway. But they are

even now by no means aware of the full ex

tent of the progress that has been made

abroad, although they are beginning to see

that their position is by no means so secure

as they thought it was in view of the won

derfully fine exhibits of foreign productions

which have been shown in New York and

Berlin, as well, probably, as at the Olympia

show, which opens to-day in London, which

the English trade asserts is likely to stagger

the French makers. Not only are the French

becoming alive to this formidable foreign

competition but their action in trying to con

trol the sport for the benefit of the French

industry has awakened a feeling abroad

. which clearly shows how determined foreign

manufacturers are to fight the competition of

French vehicles in their own markets. The

foreign trade has now entered upon a period

of active and systematic competition, when

all the European countries, as well as the

United States, are doing their level best to

keep out French cars by producing vehicles

that will give equal satisfaction to buyers.

The present friction between the French and

foreign clubs has not only revealed the full

extent of the organized antagonism against

French vehicles abroad, but it is also cer

tain to increase this feeling by enabling for

eign manufacturers to make this a patriotic

question for the furtherance of their own in

terests. An example of this is seen in the

formation of the British Empire Alliance,

which aims at carrying on a propaganda in

favor of British vehicles.

The struggle now going on is confined en

tirely to the manufacturers. The buyers are

after all the most important part of the au

tomobile community, and it does not matter

much to them whether foreign makers take

part in the forthcoming races or not, so long

as they can buy good vehicles. They are al

ways looking out for the best at the lowest

possible cost, and they will not pay more for

a home made article if they can get some

thing quitc as good abroad. It is here that

the strength of the French competition chiefly

lies, for with the increasingly heavy produc

tion of cars in this country the prime cost of

such vehicles is being steadily reduced, with

the result that French vehicles are sold at

prices appreciably below the figures that can

be accepted by foreign makers, unless, of

course, the foreign markets are protected by

almost prohibitive tariffs. So far as Eng

land and Germany are concerned, it is cer

tain that it will take many years before mak

ers will find themselves under the same con

ditions as the French for turning out cars at

low cost, and, singularly enough, the British

firms are actually handicapped by the consid

erable amount of English capital that is go

ing into the French industry. Quite a d0zen

factories in this country are now owned part

ly or wholly by English capital, and so

marked is this preference for French automo

bile undertakings that it seems as if more

British capital is invested in the French in

dustry than in the automobile industry in

England. All this, of course, places France

at a considerable advantage, in the sense

that, while there is plenty of money for build

ing cars cheaply in large numbers, the vari

ous Anglo-French concerns will have a sort of

privileged situation in England, as is the case

at present with Darracq and one or two other

firms.

A. A. A. A $25,000 CORPORATION

" Takes Out Papers" in New Jersey—Action

Follow: Meeting Fraught with Importance.

 

If you please, the American Automobile

Association is now a corporation operating

under the laws of New Jersey, with an au

thorized capital of $125,000. Its articles of

incorporation were filed on Monday last, 20th

inst., and state the purposes of the corpora

tion to be “to aid in the establishment of a

uniform and stable system of laws relating

to the regulation of automobiles and the

privileges of owners, to promote the construc

tion of good roads, to improve existing high

ways, to facilitate the organization of clubs

and to enter into contracts to effect any of

these objects."

Elliot C. Lee (the president), Charles H.

Gillette (the secretary) and George E. Far

rington (the treasurer) are named as incor

porators. .

The stock of the corporation is of par

value $1 per share, one share being allotted

to each member on the roll of the association.

Incorporation, which ha been hanging fire

for some time, followed a meeting of the

board of directors on Friday last, 18th inst.,

at the Automobile Club of America, New

York. At this meeting, which proved an

important one, the president, Elliot C. Lee, ‘

presided and demonstrated _.s grasp of af

fairs. Others present were Secretary C. H.

Gillette, Treasurer George F. Farrington,

Dave H. Morris, of New York; Windsor T.

White, of Cleveland; R. L. Lippitt, of Provi

dence, and John Farson, of Chicago.

It was essentially a meeting of strong men.

and it was made plain that they mean that

the A. A. A. shall be the dominating or

ganization in this country, and that, while

seeking the support of all, it will brook no

interference, either in the matter of race con

trol .or anything else. That the fact may

not be understood, a declaration of its prin

ciples and purposes was drawn up and made

public “for the benefit of whom it may con

cern.” It seems to leave nothing unsaid, be

_ing as follows:

First—To unite in one national body the

automobile clubs of the United States, and

through them the individual automobilists.

Second—To promote and further all mat

ters of a national character in which auto

mobillsts are interested, and particularly

these: (a) Legislation, (b) good roads, (0) con

trol of racing.

Third—To provide for its members actual

benefits, and particularly these: (a) Recipro

cal club privileges, (b) bureau of information

concerning laws, touring routes, road maps,

racing statistics and similar subjects; (c) a

medium for the exchange of ideas and infor

mation of value to clubs in furthering their

promotion and usefulness and of value to

individual automobilists.

Following out the last provision, the secre

tary was instructed to prepare a list of road
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maps already published for the use of clubs

' and individual members.

The plans for the next Vanderbilt Cup race

were briefly touched upon. It was the

opinion of the directors that active work

should begin as early as possible, as the

coming race will probably be a greater un

dertaking in many ways than was the first

contest. The secretary was instructed to call

a meeting of the Race Committee as soon as

possible for the discussion of a plan of action.

The date for the closing of entries forthe

race has been extended from March 15 to

April 15. In the original deed.of gift it is

stipulated that entries must close on the

earlier date.

Just before William K. Vanderbilt, Jr.’s, de

parture for Europe his consent was obtained

to prolong the time one month. There is,

however, a strong sentiment among the di

rectors that additional time is needed, and

word has been sent to Mr. Vanderbilt asking

if he will advance the time to May 15, at

least. If he returns a faVorable reply, as is

confidently expected, the board of directors

will be able to fix the May date at the regu

lur meeting on March 9.

No entries have yet been received and none

is expected until a few days before the clos

ing of the lists. Many prospective entrants

have not completed arrangements for their

racing cars, and there will be plenty of time

to arrange all details for the race after May

15, as the event will not be run until Sep

tember or October.

The legislative committee, of which James

B. Dill is chairman, was empowered to pro

ceed with the matter of incorporation, and

promptly did so, as has been stated. It was

also decided that the A. A. A. be represented

at the public hearing on the Saxe bill at

Albany, which occurs on the 28th inst.

The chairmanship of the racing board is

in doubt, as W. 0. Temple, who was asked

to withdraw his resignation, is touring in

the South, and has not yet been heard from.

If he should not accede to the request, it is

practically certain that William Wallace, of

Boston, will be named as his successor at

the directors' meeting next month.

 

Bates Appeal: from $I5 Fine.

An appeal has been filed by A. J. Bates In

the case of the city of Joliet, Ill., against A.

J. Bates for drivlllg his automobile tater

than the law allows. The case i the out

growth of an accident which occurred last

summer, when Bates's car and a farmer's

wagon came into sudden collision at a cross

street in Jollet. Bates was arrested and

fined $15 and costs at the time, but appealed

the case, and will fight it in the higher courts

to secure vindication.

 

Mobile to iiave Flower Parade.

The Automobile Club of Mobile, Ala, will

give an automobile flower parade on March

6, the Monday preceding Mardi time. At

least thirty cars will enter the parade, and

the makers of the various cars to participate

have donated prizes, besides those offered by

the club.

new ORLEANS STARTS SEASON

First Meet Attracts Big Crowd and Bad Track

Contributes a Spectacular Spill.

 

 

A large crowd—several thousand at least—

saw the first race meet of the year—that at

New Orleans, La.—given by the New Or

leans Automobile Club on Sunday last. A.

chilling east wind and a muddy track soon

convinced the watchers that no records would

be broken. While the upper surface of the

track was dry, it was a mere crust, and when

the heavy machines struck any spots where

there had been mud holes, the wheels sank

deep in the mire beneath the buckshot upper

crust. It provided a sensational accident.

The first event was a one mile race for

runabouts, weighing under 1,000 pounds. Out

of nine entries, only three cars lined up for

the stort. M. D. Bringer, driving a 10 H. P.

Pope-Hartford, won easily in 2:33; F. S.

Warmouth, in a St. Louis car, crossed the

line second, and Palmer Abbot, driving an

8 H. P. Oldsmobile, third.

Only two machines started in the two

mlle event for White steam cars. W. C.

Faust, driving a 10 H. P. car, won the race

in 7:34 3-5. Samuel Stone, driving a car of

the same horsepower, was the other entrant.

The two-mile race for touring cars of 20

horsepower or under, each carrying three

passengers and a driver, was won by Guy

Stone, in a 16 H. P. Rambler. Stone literally

run away from the rest of the field,winning

in 4:27, with about a hundred yards to spare.

Palmer Abbot, in a 20 H. P. Oldsmobile,

crossed the tape second, and J Mchlig, driv

ing a 14-16 H. P. Knox, came in third. W.

F. Pettlt, in a 16 H. P. Rambler, was fourth.

Barney Oldfield next worked the Peerless

“Green Dragon” around the track for a

three-mile exhibition, making the distance in

3:30. The fourth race was a free-for-all, at

three miles, for'the Good Roads cup, donated

by the Orleans Parlh Good Reads Associa

tion. W. Philip Johnson. driving a 40 H. P.

Thomas, led for over a mile, but Theodore

Grunewald, in a 24 H. P. Locomobile, passed

him like a. flash at the second mile post and

maintained the lead to the end. The only

other starter, a 30 H. P. Pope-Toledo, driven

by William Luck, finished last, of course.

Time, 5:58.

Barney Oldfield, with his 60 H. P. Peer

less, was down on the programme to meet

Otto Maya in a special match race. Maya,

perceiving the bud condition of the track,

flatly refused to compete, and in order to

carry out the event, Albert Bechold, who is

travelling with Oldfield, offered to drive the

"Blue Streak," a 24 H. P. Peerless. He fired

up and started out to warm up, but at the

three-quarters pole hit one of the soft spots.

The front wheels sank in the mud and the

machine turned a complete somersault, to

tally wrecking it. Bechold was thrown from

the car and escaped with a few bruises.

Oldfield tried the track for five miles against

time, but finding it too heavy, quit at the

end of four miles. The first mile was cov

ered in 1:15, the second in 110%, the third

in 1:13 and the fourth in 121.3%. The total

for the four miles was 4:52.

The last event was a five-mile match race

for $500, between Philip Johnson, in a 10

H. P. Thomas, and William Luck. in a 30

II. P. Pope-Toledo. Johnson won the event

handily in 9:13 4-5. Summaries:

One mile. for runabouts under 1,000 pounds

—M. D. Bringer, 10 H. P. Pope-Hartford.

first; F. S. Warmouth, St. Louis, second;

Pullner'Abbot, s H. P. Oldsmobile, third.

Tillie—2:33. ' '

Two miles, for White steam cars—W. C.

Faust, 10 H. P. White, first; Samuel Stone,

10 H. P. White, second. Time—7:34 3-5.

Two miles, for touring cars under 20 horse

power—Guy Stone, 16 H. P. Rambler, first;

Palmer Abbot, 20 H. P. Oldsmobile, second;

J. Mehllg, 14-16 H. P. Knox, third. Time—

4:27.

Three. miles against time—Barney Oldfield.

60 H. P. Peerless. Time—3:30.

Three lnlles, open, for Good Roads Cup—

Theodore Grunewald, 24 H. P. Locomobile,

first; W. Philip Johnson, 40 H. P. Thomas.

second; William Luck, 30 H. P. Pope-Toledo,

third. Time—5:58.

Four-mile exhibition against time—Barney

Oldfield, 60 H. P. Peerless. Time—At first

mile, 1:15; second mile, 1:1055; third mile.

1:13; fourth mile, 113%; total, 4:52.

Five-mile match race, for $o00—"Philip John

son, 40 H. P. Thomas, first; \Villiam Look

30 H. P. Pope-Toledo, sccond. Time—921346.

 

Lakewood to Defy the Law?

Although the New Jersey law specifies that

any person engaging in an automobile race

on the highways in the State shall be fined

$50, that fact apparently has not phased the

Lakewood Board of Trade. As evidence, the

Lakewood folk are making preparations for

six days of racing, beginning April 10.

The programme of events has not yet been

determined, but will embrace contests for

both racing and stock cars. According to

newspaper reports, the course will be tri

angular, twenty-five miles long. The course

would probably be from Lakewood, east to

Spring Lake, through lower Squankuin, about

twelve miles; from Spring' Lake south

through Manasquan to Point Pleasant, five

miles; thence west through Burrsvllle to

Lakewood, ten miles. The road is one of the

finest in New Jersey, especially from Point

Pleasant to Lakewood. If this course is fol

lowed there would be several dangerous

curves. The first one would be at Lower

Squankum, where the road turns at right

angles. The Spring Lake curve is even

sharper, almost doubling on itself; across the

'Squan River is a drawbridge nearly a mile

long; at Mannsquan, Point Pleasant and

Burrsville are sharp curves, but from Burr!

ville in the road is straight and level.

Lakewood also possesses a speedway near

ly two miles long. where the short "1095

would be held. There also is a five-mile road

around Lake Carasaljo.
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The Up-to-Date Fire Chief Ready for Duty’s

 

DEPUTY CHIEF LALLY. OF THE BROOKLYN (N.

 
 

  

Call. ‘

Y.) FIRE DEPARTMENT, IN HIS l,(i(,‘('i.\ltllill.l'l.

 

MINOR MENTION OF MOTORING MATTERS AT HOME

Cablegrams from Melbourne, Australia,

state that Charles J. Glidden, the globe

girdler, has covered 462 miles in Tasmania

since landing, making his total mileage on

the automobile tour of the world 21,900.

 

The French Automobile Club has decided

to issue a wall chart for school use, depicting

a modern automobile. With this is given a

brief description and also instruction \lOW to

avoid accidents possible in automobileTi'm

 

According to more or less voracious reports

in Fargo, N. D., a prohibition town, automo

biles are doing a thriving business in trans

porting thirsty ones across the border. An

automobile line has been established between

Fargo, N. D., and Moorehead, Minn, for thi

convenience the latter town being the nearest

"wet" place.

 

William 0ibaver. a wholesale ice cream

manufacturer at Aurora, 11]., has decided

that the old~fashioned method of horse and

wagon delivery is too slow for up-to-date

business transactions. Accordingly, his ices

will henceforth be delivered by automobile

wagons.

 

Another person who wants $5,000 damages

because his horse became frightened at an

automobile is Delascus Mercer. a farmer, liv

ing near Bowling Green, Ohio. Mercer has

filed a suit for this amount in the court of

that city against Captain L. A. Black, of

Bowling Green.

 

The Elmira Automobile Club was organized

last week with twenty-nine members and

these otiicers: President, Frederick H. Rich

ardson; vice-president, Carrol D. Smith; sec

retary and treasurer, E. W. Glecklcr, and

captain, Guy W. Shoemaker.

AND ABROAD.

Sir Thomas Lipton has presented a claim

to the Southampton (England) corporation for

558;? as compensation for damage recently

caused to his automobile. The accident, it is

stated. was due to the negligence of the local

authorities. and the Works Committee, realiz

ing their culpability, have recommended the

payment of $025 in full settlement of the

claim.

Municipal authorities in Monrovia, Cal" are

going to take rather unusual and drastic

measures to subdue the automobile scorcher,

and. incidentally. to make travel generally

on White Oak avenue uncomfortable. The

authorities propose to grade and oil the ave

nue its length of two miles. and to build

seven swales at intersecting streets. These

swnics are broad. shallow ditches, and a car

will have to go over them at a snall’s pace

to avoid being bumped Skyward.
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CASTING OF CYLINDERS

Appearance of a Four in One Gives Rise to Some

Interesting Discussion.

 

When the four cylinder vertical idea first

came into favor in this country it was con

sidered standard practice to cast the cylin

ders in pairs in order to minimize the extent

of accidental injury and guard against pri

mary defects in the casting rendering the en

tire cngine hors de combat.

In the furtherance of this same principle

several manufacturers have gone a step be

yond and made each cylinder individual, with

an independent water jacket subsequently

applied.

An English manufacturer has, on the other

hand, attained the opposite extreme by pro

ducing the four cylinders with Jackets inte

gral, entire in one casting, and a discussion

of this new departure, its disadvantages as

contrasted with what in this connection is

dubbed the “foreign idea,’ is now going the

rounds of the English press.

Where such radically differing ideas are

presented for comparison, it is essential to

sum up the advantages and disadvantages of

each at length and carefully weigh the dif

ference, then leave it to the “enlightened

mind of a jury” of experts, and what is best

in theory may probably be arrived at, but the

test of six months' experience with both and

a comparison of the results would probably

be productive of a totally opposite conclu

sion. Here are some of the points urged for

and against the single casting method:

“The whole of the cylinders being in one

casting, one cylinder naturally supports an

other. '.l‘be whole muss stiflens the crank

case, and the strongest engine for the weight

is produced.

“In separate cylinders the water jacket

wall must completely encircle each cylin

der. All cylinders cast together, water jacket

wall only circles the ends of the outer cyl

inders and goes straight alongside the others, -

thus saving 50 per cent in weight of needleSs

water jacket walls.

“By casting all cylinders in one piece it is

possible to get the engine much shorter, as

there need be only one water space between

each cylinder, whereas with separate cylin

ders there are two water spaces, two cylin

dcr walls and a small air space.

“The four cylinders being in one are bored

upon the machine at one setting, and are

bound to be in line with one another.

"A great number of water pipes with their

nuts and unions are eliminated, the water be

ing put in at one place at the back of cylin

tiers and taken out at one place in the front.

“The cores and patterns being larger, a

clear, clean casting is assured. As shown

above, this is easily machined correctly, thus

a perfect set of cylinders is easily produced.

".\ far larger body of water can be car

ricd round the cylinder than is possible in

any other four cylinder type without an ex

cessively long and heavy engine. The en

gine therefore shows no signs of overheating,

even under very trying conditions."

Now, coming to the defendant’s side of

the case, it will be noticed that in summing

this up the same advocate has been retained,

and disadvantages are only pointed out to

call attention to the corresponding superiority

of the single piece method.

“Should the piece be spoiled, either in the

casting or machining, the whole four cylin

ders are spoiled instead of one only. As a

matter of fact, the cores are so large that

there is no difliculty, as in the single cylin

der, of producing a thoroughly sound casting,

and there is, therefore, no waste, so far as

the maker is concerned.

"It may be argued that if a driver neg

lected to oil his engine and spoiled a cylinder

all four or six would be spoiled, but as ar

rangements are made in most engines that

each cylinder gets an equal amount of oil

lubricant, if such gross neglect were made it
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would be impossible to spoil one cylinder

without spoiling the lot, and therefore inde

pendent cylinders would have no advantage,

but would, in fact, have the disadvantage

that four or six separate ones would cost

much more than the one piece casting. The

same remarks apply in regard to froat. Water

allowed to freeze in cylinders would almost

be as certain to crack all four or six inde

pendent cylinders as to crack only one of

them, but if one independent cylinder only

were. to be cracked, the cost of this, with the

combustion head, etc., all in one piece, would

be as costly-t0 replace as the single piece

method of construction.

"Careful experiments and tests have shown

that the contraction and expansion is on the

whole more even in the one piece construc

tion than where independent cylinders with

copper jackets or with one piece combustion

heads are used.

“Independent cylinders were. first used be

cause it was thought that steel cylinders were

preferrabie to cast iron, and it was impossible

to get steel made into pair cylinders or one

piece cylinders. This fallacy has now been

exploded, and it has been proved conclusive

ly that, whether on a hundred-ton locomo

tivc or a twenty-flve-pound bicycle engine,

tine gray cast iron is the very best possible

material for use in cylinders, and this is

proved by the fact that all the leading makers

are abandoning steel for this purpose, but.

Illt'tlilSIStPlltIy enough. are still retaining in

dcpcnricnt cylinders for no reason whatever.

Fancy a marine engine or a high speed steam

eginc tor electric lighting purposes being 00"

structed with all its cylinders independent

and bolted each of them separately on to the

engine base! Such a design would inVORQ

the ridicule of the engineering world, but for

the moment its equivalent is tolerated on a

motor car."

Effect of an Elmore Cocktail.

"Elmore cocktail" is the name of a new

fluid to be used instead of gasolene as me

tive power for automobiles! The formula is

composed of equal portions of gasolene, kero

sene, alcohol and whiskey—“that’s all.” The

mixture was fed to an Elmore car at Detroit

last week, and it “worked,” too.

The demonstration, which was given at

Young & Miller‘s garage, No. 127 Grand

River avenue, before the students of the

Y. M. O. A. motor school, was a success. A

single cylinder Elmore was used in the dem

onstration. Through a funnel gnsoiene was

first fed to the engine, followed in order by

kerosene, alcohol, whiskey and then a mixt

ure of all four—an “Elmore cocktail," as some

one dubbed it. With the gasolene the engine

attained the usual speed, but the kerosene, it

is stated, added still greater speed. The ma

chine continued to run with half a pint of

alcohol, and then with the same amount of

whiskey. Then came the surprise of the test

-—a combination of all four worked as well

as any of the other fuels, and a speed of

1,500 revolutions a minute was obtained. An

other feature of the workings was that no

readjustment of the carburetter was required

when the fuels were changed.

 

Deals with an Illuminating Subject.

Amesbury, Mass, the home of Gray & Da

vis, the automobile lamp manufacturers, on

a crossroad’s signbonrd surmounted by the

illuminating information that the "hub of the

universe" is but forty miles distant, all show

ing brightly under the glare of n G. 8: D

searchiight, forms the introduction to the

story of their pnthfindcrs for 1905. Elective

halftones, showing every detail of their lamps

against a dead black ground,with descriptions

in white, combine to give a strikingly artis

tic result. The mechanism of their genera

tor, as well as its modus operandi, are clear

ly illustrated. It is a booklet that should

help to spread the fame of its originators,

and where it goes G. & D. lamps ought soon

to follow, for it is a sclliug proposition.

Tell: a Tale of Tires.

Of the publications dealing with the subject

of tires none is more directly to the point, or

more instructive, than the booklet of the Fisk

Rubber CO., a revised edition of which has

just been issued. The story of “The Fisk

and Its Fastening" is interestingly told, and

in the telling is let fall much that is not gen

erally known concerning tirc designs and ma—

terials and the matters of tire troubles and

the cost of maintenance. It is one of those

trade publications that is more than a mere

circular; it is an informing booklet that ill

torms whomsoever may possess it.
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LITTLE NOVELTY APPARENT

London Show Not Fruitful of ideas—Napier

Shows New Clutch—Small Cars Predominate.

 

Early reports of the Olympia show, which

opened in London on February 10, are not

indicative of any great amount of novelty in

construction and equipment of the English

cars being put forth for the coming season.

One thing very noticeable is that the design

ers have evidently not thought it necessary

to increase powers to any considerable ex

tent, as cars of 8, 9, 10, 12 and 15 horsepower,

many of them in the four cylinder class, pre

dominate.

A new design in clutches, the product of the

Napier works, is a departure from recognized

standards, in that it does away with the

usual leather facing and brings metal to

metal, running in oil, in a cone clutch of the

regular type. This in itself is not particu

larly new, as it has long been a feature of

the Winton cars, but in the shape of individ:

ual clutches, its novelty lies in its application

to the flywheel clutch. It consists of the

usual cone, in this case of aluminum armored

with a cast iron rim as a bearing surface,

and so fastened as to be readily detachable

for repair or replacement, the corresponding

female member of which is bolted to the

periphery of the flywheel. The principal

claims of its-designer are its ability to run

in oil, simplicity and compactness of design,

quick change of speed through the employ

ment of light revolving parts, and the fact

that all end thrust is obviated. In order to

accomplish this last a powerful spiral spring

is fitted on the inner face of the cone, so

that when the clutch is engaged this is en

tirely inclosed within and exerting its pres—

sure against the flywheel; when disengaged

the pressure of the spring is taken up against

a ball thrust bearing especially provided for

the purpose. In action the lubricant is forced

from between the engaged faces into deep

grooves cut in the rim of the cone. It is fur

ther claimed that this clutch enables the car

to get away from a tand still without a

jerk, and as it has doubtless been made the

subject of study and experiment long before

being placed on view, its performance dur

ing the coming season will be watched with

interest.

One of the greatest novelties of the show—

to the Englishman—ls a light car with hori

zontal opposed motor of the type now so fa

miliar here. It is the James & Brown car,

the builders of which, to quote one report,

“have always been identified with the pro

duction of heavy cars of the horizontal en

gine type, and the car under notice is a very

favorable specimen of original design."

Three point suspension is employed, and the

engine placed longitudinally directly under

the centre of the car. The transmission is

evidently a combination liding gear, for the

two lower speeds, with an individual clutch

on the high, although a flywheel clutch, is

also employed, drive being by a single chain.

This is apparently the first of its kind to be

seen in the “tight little isle."

The use of a tubular supporting axle, hear

ing the weight of the car body and containing

the live axle, as embodied in the “New 0r

leans" car, is put forth as a novelty that calls

for no comment. Artillery wheels with stag

gered spokes are a feature of the Argyll car,

covered by patent and for which much is

claimed by its builders. The spokes are

staggered from the vertical plane, alternate

spokes passing to the right and left of the

iron hub. The chief advantage claimed for

the arrangement, in addition to greater

strength, is that it permits of tightening by

drawing together the hub flanges by means

of the bolts holding the hubs together should

the wheel become loose through drying out.

The Stepney is a new form of supplemen

tary wheel, which, according to its sponsors,

is designed to enable the unfortunate who

has damaged his tire to get home. It con

sists of a metal rim, to which is applied, in

the usual manner, an inflated pneumatic tire,

and fitted with three special clamps easily

bolted to the wheel of the car itself. This

lifts the latter very slightly and brings the

car home on the new tire.

Without any attempt at disparagement,

from what can be noted of the great English

show at the present writing, it is seemingly

a strange mixture of ideas, French and Amer

ican, some of both long since tried out and

discarded.

To Free Fuel from Water.

The “Eureka” Separator is a device de

signed especially as a preventative of the

ills arising from the presence of water in

the gasolene. The two will not mix, owing

to the difference in specific gravity, and

trouble invariably arises when they come

together, particularly when the fuel in the

tank runs low. In very cold weather a cake

 

' of ice may form in the bottom of the latter

0r burst the supply pipe. To guard against

this or any of the other mishaps growing out

of the same cause, the supply pipe from the

tank is run into the bottom of one of these

separators. while the delivery to the engine

issues from the top. The separating ma_

terial is placed in the centre of the device,

which may readily be dismounted for ex

amination. The arrangement of the lower

half does not permit the incoming gasolene

to agitate the separated water, which is

contained in a pocket by itself, while in the

upper the passage leading to the delivery

pipe extends far enough below the level of

the gasolene to provide an air or vapor

cushion in the chamber above the latter, re

sulting in a uniform pressure at the car

buretter. This attachment is being placed

on the market in three sizes by the Eureka

Separator Co., of Rockford, Ill., and applica

tions have been made for patents to cover it.

The chief of the St. Louis Fire Depart

ment will henceforth “do duty" in a motor

car. He has selected a Locomobile for the

purpose.

MEANING OF EFFICIENCY

The Many Attributes of which it is Made Up

and How they are (lo-related.

The term efliciency, like the much abused

term horse power, may mean a great deal or

nothing at all. It depends on the man who

use it.

In the engineering of great power plants it

has a powerful significance, and its value,

coupled with the frequency with which it is

used, has given it an important sound, and.

naturally enough, a not infrequent use in a

loose sense with no reference to its true

meaning.

Taken in its purely generic use, it is a

measure of the relative usefulness of a prec

ess which converts energy in one form to an

other better suited to the needs of man; it is

an abstract expression of the unavoidable

losses which such conversion entails. It may

be called an expression of the toll extorted

by nature for the performance of any task,

and is applicable to any process involving

such transformation or to the machine which

does the Work. For example, the heat en

ergy of the sun, feeding that mysterious ex

istence which we call life, the plant life of a

bygone age, is stored up in growing vegeta-~

tion and there retained till centuries later; it

is reconverted into heat by the process of

combustion—the burning of the coal fire. But

not all of the energy originally given to the

plant life is to be reclaimed. A certain

amount has been lost in the double trans

fer, a portion of which is concretely‘repre

sented by the ash, and an expression for the

loss is found in the ratio of heat applied to

heat given up—the efficiency of the process.

So in the steam boiler and engine, a certain

amount of the heat of the coal is available

in the form of work, and a certain amount is

to all intents and purposes lost, not lost to the

universe, but lost to man; and the ratio of

the power equivalent of the heat of the coal

to the mechanical poWer available at the

driving shaft of the engine is called the effi

ciency of the plant. Or, again, the engine

ulone' being considered, the ratio of the power

represeneted by a given quantity of steam at

a stated pressure and the work which is de

veloped and transmitted to other machines is

termed its efficiency.

But efliciency may be of various sorts. It

may embrace the process as a whole and in

volve merely the two energies, impressed and

delivered, or it may refer to any one step in

the process or to several steps taken together.

The efficiency of a plant involves many fac

tors of loss and a number of different proc

esses, while the efficiency of a turning shaft

is merely an expression for the frictional loss

of its bearings. Thus, in an engine. the term

may be applied in its thermal sense to a con

ideration of heat alone; mechanically, with

reference to frictional losses and work ab

sorbed by internal stresses; or, loosely, as a

measure of its comparative value as a ma
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chine, powerful, serviceable, successful, mere

ly as a statement of its ability to perform the

various demands of its usage.

A serious consideration of the efficiency of

a motor is, then, an investigation into its

economy; and the relative value of the fac

tor increases with the increase of the expendi

ture involved. In a large machine, whose

consumption is by far the greatest factor in

the expense of its operation, it becomes of

very great importance, while in a smaller af

fair, whose consumption is limited, it may

shrink to insignificance when compared with

other factors which hear more directly on its

utility. In the automobile motor, while it is

actually just as important to get as great a

proportion of work froln the fuel as it is in

a large lighting plant, still the cost of the

fuel is so slight as compared with other fac

tors, and the diflerence in cents or in dis

tance travelled on one charge, between an

engine of high and another of low efficiency,

is so slight that it may well be set aside for

other considerations.

The object of the designer in building a

motor is to secure one of ample power for

the car; one which is capable of doing its

work under a wide variation of conditions;

one which will carry approximately its full

load throughout its speed range, and one

which is silent, vibrationless, simple and not

liable to get out of order. Of these, next to

the desideratum of ample power, which is

to be presupposed, the more important con

siderations are those which contribute to

smooth action and simplicity of parts. The

difference one way or the other of a penny

’orth of fuel is so slight as to come in for but

a small share of consideration. if any at all.

And a machine which is referred to as being

“highly efficient,“ while satisfactory in every

way, may yet be wasteful of its fuel.

The factor of mechanical etiiciency, involv

ing as it does the friction of moving parts and

their balance as well, is of far greater im

portance than that of the whole motor, or of

the heat alone. And, although the factor is

seldom, if at all, reduced to figures, it is to

its increase that the designer‘s effort is large

ly bent at the present time. The improve

ments in lubricating devices, the increase in

length of hearings, in some cases the appli

cation of ball bearings to the motors tending,

as they do, to reduce the power lost in turn

ing over the motor itself and subscribing to

its smooth running qualities, serve to de

crease its internal losses.

The better knowledge of the requirements

of the cooling system which is gained by

each year‘s experience is tending to bring up

the eiliciency from a thermal standpoint.

Other improvements which look directly tow

ard better serviccbthat is, better ignition,

better carburation and better control—also

tend to bring down the fuel consumption as

well. But the present objective of the maker

is not to reduce the cost of operation as af

fected by the fuel consumed so much as it is

to reduce the cost of maintenance, which has

been the greatest cost, next to that of manu

facture. It is to build a motor which will be

cheap to construct and cheap to operate; easy

to control and easy to get at; one which will

be simple. silent and sure. But whether it

be economical or wasteful of its fuel is of

comparatively minor importance at the pres

ent stage of the industry. P. O.

The Farmer Brought Up to Date.

The farmer, hag, baggage and family, from

the youngest up. in all the unaccustomed

tinery and discomfort of Sunday-go-to-meetin'

logs. slowly plodding townward or home

again in a bumping wagon drawn by the pa

  

Somc Motor Stage Lines.

A. C. Brewster, of the Williams House,

Williamsburg, Mass, will run an automobile

stage route between that place and Goshen

next summer. It is thought that better fa

cilities for reaching Goshen will make it

more popular as_a summer resort, hence the

use of automobiles.

The New York Zoological Garden is to heme

automobiles, not for the use' of the inmates,

but more particularly for the visitors. The

board of managers has authorized the con

struction of a motor road equipped with

 

 

FARMER ELLIOT AND HIS FAMILY.

ticnt plow-pullers, is a sight so familiar on

country roads as to form part and parcel of

the scenery.

But the same aggregation, likewise on

pleasure bent, but now speeding along in a

gasolene runabout, is a vision to make the

average inhabitant sit up and stare. This, in

short, is what a Minnesota farmer does—one

R. E. Elliot. of Litchfield, in that State, is

the pioneer who is showing his brother agri

culturists in his locality and at the same time

demonstrating to the world at large that the

automobile is the farmer’s best friend and

not his enemy.

The proud possessor of a Northern run

about, which he has. by the way. readily

converted into a family car, as will be noted

in the illustration. Mr. Elliot does not confine

himself to town jaunts. but frequently makes

the. 100~mile run to Minneapolis with his

faintly, and has taken them on many long

trips besides, in all of which he has never

had a breakdown. He is firmly convinced

that the automobile is a necessity for every

farmer, and in time the latter will appreciate

the advantage of owning his own “trolley

car."

automobiles to carry visitors to any point ill

the extensive grounds.

The fact that Coshocton, Ohio, has no

streetcar service has not caused the citizens

of that place much worriment. An automo

l-ile stage line will be in operation in every

street in the city by April 1. A six cylinder

engine will be used to drive the cars, and

each car will have a seating capacity of twen

ty passengers. 1

F. W. Vogeler, general traffic manager of

the Salmon River Stage 00., at Salt Lake.

Utah, is preparing to inaugurate an auto

mobile stage service between Las Vegas

and Bullfrog, with the object in view of af

fording better communication between the

mining towns that are being developed along

the proposed route. The car used will be a

Peerless.

One of the most recent automobile passen

ger transit lines has just been organized in

lthode Island, to run between Westerly and

Weekapaug. Arrangements have been made

to use touring automobiles, and F. C. Buifum

of the Weekapaug Inn, will have ohm?8 or

the transportation.
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ONE MORE WONDER WORKER

It’s Hatching in Wrightsville and Will Make

All Other Motor Cars " Back Numbers."

From Wrightsville—it is too well known to

call for any more definite location on the map

—-comes the startling news that “there is in

store for the automobile world a surprise that

may shake the industry to its foundations.”

If this be not sufficient to cause manufact

urers who have large amounts of capital in

vested in the production of automobiles of

the usual complicated standard of perfec

tion, just listen to this: “0. H. A. Dessing

ner & Bro., the well known gas engine men

of this place, have been for some time per

fecting_an engine that will make an automo

bile as simple as a b0bsled.” Now get ready

to stand from under. “It is a chain trans

sion, an entirely new manner of controlling

the speed of the machine, backing it, apply

ing the brake," etc.

To convince the doubting Thomases that

this is not all but more than is claimed for

it, hear the latter: "Both of the men are in

ventors. but they are so thoroughly practical

and so entirely free from dreams and delu

sive theories t'cat they are not to be placed

in the same class with experimenters." And

then, as a further reccmmendatiou: “They

are mechanics who work on mechanical prin

ciples which they fully understand.” But it

is in the description of the new invention

that the cub reporter, for it must have been

him, or the editor, does himself proud.

“The chain transmission is a little simple

thing which is incased in a steel box but

twelve inches square. The angle lever which.

operates it is the only one needed to steer

the car, start it, stop, back it up or apply the

brakes. All other levers, such as other au

tomobiles which are now on the market, are

done away with.

“Within a few weeks the Dessingers will

have a complete automobile ready for the

test,” with its one wondrous lever should here

be interpolated, but of that more anon. If

it gives the result the men expect York

County may look out for an automobile

works that will turn the eyes of the world

this way. Last year the Dessigners built an

automobile, but it was simply as a guide to

the perfect one which they had in view,”

But now sit up and really listen: “The

perfect one is coming." All'hall.

It won’t be necessary to rub your head and

wonder if it can all be true; just listen to the

_wisdom condescendingly given up by one of

the soon to be far famed inventors.

“The vital part of an automobile." said O.

H. A. Dessigner to the Gazette to-day—we

wronged the cub reporter, it’s the editor,

after all—“is the engine. We do not have

to experiment with our engines. We now

have the simplest, strongest and most dur

. able gas and gasolene engines in the world.

We have studied engines as mechanics for

fifteen years. We know their weak points

and we have labored diligently to make the

weak points strong. We have a perfect

sparker. The only way to get it out of order

is to break it with a hammer." He must

have been a patent medicine advertiser be

fore he became an inventor. “Our engines

turn gasolene into gas in the easiest, simplest

manner in the world. There is not a single

weak point in our engines which is due to a

lack of understanding of the making of en

gines. Now, considering these things, we

have come to the conclusion that we can put

out an automobile that will be the result of

knowledge and experience. That is what we

are going to do."

Take warning all manufacturers who are

now turning out four cylindered, automatic

carburetted, .direct driven, pneumatic tired

imitations of an automobile, for the great in

ventor spurns your products one and all! He

says:

“I have examined many of the automobiles

now on the market. Bicycle houses, etc.,

that don’t know a gas engine from a dynamo

went into the automobile business because

they saw it was profitable and their cycle

trade was waning. We realize that the en

gine is the whole car, so to speak, and we

can make the engine. The chain transmis

sion will make the machine nearly noise

less. There will not be a cog wheel about

the car to wear out and grind like an ice

cream freezer."

And all this for a “medium price"——seem

ineg philanthropy and startling inventions

are the simultaneous product of the great

cei'ebrum. “We have never tried to get an

abnormal price for our work. We know

that automobiles are too high, and we will

not attempt to rob the public. We will ask a

price that will give us the right sort of a

profit, and we will deliver a car that will

stand the knocks. Until we can do this we

will not go into the automobile busines."

Not so bad as it looked at first, if they keep

their word.

As a matter of information, it is added that

the Dessigner Bros. build gasolene traction

engines, and that there are only two or three

other manufacturers in the sameIIine in‘ the

country. It is to be hoped there are no more,

if all are to be afflicted with the same aspira

tions.

An automobile as Simple as a bobsied, with

an absolutely perfect engine, a simple little

thing in a small steel box, one lever to do all

the business, and not the slightest resem

blance to an ice cream freezer; a sparker that

nothing short of the gentle attentions of a

hammer will cause to knock off work. What

would you have, what more could mortal

man desire in exchange for a medium amount

of the coin of the realm? flow on earth has

York County escaped the eyes of the world

thus long?

Purdue to Teach Motor Mechanism.

Purdue University, Lafayette, kid, has

added the study of automobiles to its cur

riculum. Motors, transmission gears and ig

nition comprise the first subjects for discus

sion.

grease.

TEST OF ANTI-SLlP DEVICES

Tried in Slimy Mud and Soft Soap with Vary

ing and Interesting Results.

 

 

‘ It is evident after a perusal of the reports

of the recent side slip trials held at the

Crystal Palace, London, that one of the prin

cipal reasons for the existence of such a great

number of anti-skidding appliances on the

market simultaneously is not alone the fact

that there is a real demand for something

of the kind, but that the article that can

prove its worth beyond peradventure has not

been invented.

Of the half dozen contrivances tested out

before the judges four were the familiar

metal studded bands, the Sawyer, Samson,

Grose and Watkins; one of chains, the Par

sons, and the Empire, “back pedalling sup

port" for motor bicycles.

The prepared course was a smooth con

crete way, forty feet broad, with a fair gra

dient. As it was treated to a generous layer

of slimy mud and soft soap preparatory to

the trial, there can be slight doubt but what

it represented the extreme of actual wet

weather road conditions. The first heat was

running over this surface making slow

turns at the rate of twelve miles an hour.

The Sawyer bands were fitted to three wheels

of the car, while the Watkins had them only

on the drivers. Then came the crucial test

of making a sudden right angled turn at six

miles an hour, and in spite of locking the

steering wheels the Watkins travelled

straight ahead, as the front wheels could not

take hold. The Samson'car was the more

boldly driven, and came ofl with flying colors

in both tests. The remaining cars proceeded

with undue caution, and though successful on

the grease, some slipped a little on the dry

concrete.

In the brake trials the skidding was most

noticeable on the dry concrete. The Samson

and Sawyer both slipped there,» while the

Parsons and Grose skidded somewhat in the

The Empire motorcycle got through

this trial with credit, but in the sharp turn

at six miles an hour went down the, moment

the curve was attempted, giving its rider a

bath in the grease and mud. In! the final re

starting test all performed satisfactorily.

The Samson device was awarded first prize

and the Grose second.

Pope Pius Order Two Cm.

Pope Pius X has recently ordered two au

tomobiles, which it is stated seem to have

the effect of causing a black look on Cardinal

Ferrari's face. This cardinal embraced the

idea some time ago 'of paying visits in an au

tomobile, but it did not meet with the ap

proval of the other members of the Sacred

College. They therefore gave no votes to

Ferrari‘s name, thinking he would never re

main in the holy precincts of the Vatican

when he had experienced the joys of auto

mobillng. And now the Pope himself has

"fallen"!
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Successful Qar Building.

E are this year standing firmly on the fact that we have

built a real car, because we have built a car adapted

to American conditions, American roads and the American

temperament. We know our American market as no French

builder can know it.

We have surmounted the problems of car-building this

  

year as we never surmounted them before, although our

progress has been steady and on right lines.

\Ve believe the Pierce car to-day expresses the best that

can be had in car-building, and we are willing to abide by

the result of actual experiment.

Booklet describing the six 1905 cars of the George N.

Pierce Company, with special booklets describing the mech

FOR SALE

BY

BOWLING & MAGL'IRE.

Boston, Mass.

R. IV WHIPPLE. Binghnmton.

N. Y.

anism of each, will be sent on request.

The George N. Pierce Gompany,

BUFFALO, new YORK.

Manufacturers of Pierce cycles.

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturer!

H. PAIYLMAN & C0., Chicago. Ill.

TPIE GEORGE N. PIERCE C0., Den

ver, W10.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO Detroit.

Mich.

N. L. Bil-IVER, Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. Elmirav N. Y.

_‘VA'I‘ERMAN BROS, Fresno. CBJ.

J. A. PLACE, Geneva, N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO.. Jackson

ville, Fll.

L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angeles, Cal.

HARROLDS MOTOR CAR (30;, New York,

N. Y.

 

The 28-32 horse-power Pierce Great Arrow Car, King of Belgium

Tonneau, with side entrance, equipped with cape top, extending well

over from seat, drop curtains to completely enclose aides and rear

PRICE. 54-000. Top extra.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. .0akland.

Cm.

WILSON & C0., Ottawa. Canada.

BANKER BROS. C0., Pittgburg, Pa.

H. J. WILLARD. Portland, Maine.

R. V. CONNERA'I‘, Savannah, Ga.

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Paul, Minn.

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran

clsco. Cal.

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton. P8.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE C0., St. Louis. Mo

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. 8?“

cuse, N. Y.

MILLER—MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Utica, N. Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE

“'orcester, Mass.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Rocheflr

1.2-. N Y.

THE SHEPARD CO.. Providence, R. I.

THE SIMPSON—STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE CO..

Louisville. Ky.

S. A. MINER. Hartford, Conn.

A. C. THOMPSON. CO.. Spokane, Wash.
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The Week’s Patents.

781,088. Anti-Friction Bearing. Charles

Opp, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed March 30. 1904.

Serial No. 200,707.

Claim—A spindle which is of less diameter

than the bore of the hub or box through'

which it passes, said spindle being provided

in the opposite sides and in the bottom there

of with longitudinal grooves, the grooves at

the opposite sides of the spindle being deep

er than that at the bottom thereof, and hear

ing rollers placed in said grooves and where

by the spindle is supported eccentrically in

the hub or box and bears thereon only at

the top thereof, all of said rollers being of

the same diameter, substantially as shown

and described.

781,116. Motor Car. John Wilkinson,

Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to H. H. Franklin

Manufacturing Company, Syracuse, N. Y., a

Corporation of New York. Filed May 17,

1904. Serial No. ..uo,465.

Claim—1. In a motor car, the combination

of a frame, and a hood at the front of the

frame hinged at its front portion, substan

tially as and for the purpose described.

2. In a motor car, the combination of a

frame, a dashboard, and a hood in front of

the dashboard having its front portion hinged

and its rear portion contiguous to the dash

board, substantially as and for the purpose

specified.

781,214. Motor Plough. Samuel E. Kurtz.

Sac City, Iowa, assignor of one-half to Albert

E. Cook, Odebolt, Iowa. Filed September 9,

1902. Serial No. 122,700.

Claim—1. A motor driven agricultural ma

chine, comprising gang frames inclined to

the line of travel and reversely arranged

with relation to one another, driven shafts

journaied in the respective gang frames and

arranged for their longitudinal axes to lie in

planes inclined equally and reverscly to the

line of travel, gangs of ploughing and pro

pelling members mounted on the respective

shafts, the oblique~members of one gang

being reverser disposed to the members of

the other gang, a main frame supported by

the gang frames and the gangs of members,

a motor on said main frame, and counter

shafts driven by the motor and geared to the

gang shafts for driving the reversely ar

ranged members of the gangs positively and

at uniform speeds.

781,218. Adjustable gear. George M. Mills,

Jersey City, N. J. Filed April 12, 1904. Serial

No. 202,838.

Claim.-—1. In adjustable gearing, the com

bination with parts constituting a hub and a

gear-section, respectively, of an eccentric de

vice revolubiy bearing in one part and having

a sliding engagement with the other.

781,245. Device for closing the Longi

tudinal slits in pneumatic tires. ‘Richard J.

Voss, Davenport, Iowa, assignor of one~half

to Frank S. Harding, Davenport, Iowa. Filed

Nov. 2, 1904. Serial No. 231,144..

Claim—1. A device of the class described,

comprising a plurality of plates, arranged in

pairs and adapted to be secured to the tire on

each side of the longitudinal opening in the

latter, laterally extending marginal flanges

carried by the plates, and a slide provided

with inwardly projecting flanges adapted to

engage the marginal flanges of each pair of

plates for closing said longitudinal opening.

181,262. Vehicle wheel. Zachariah Xevers.

Santa Cruz, Cal. Filed June 24. 1904. Serial

No. 213,944.

Claim.—1. The combination with a rim hav

ing a channeled seat about its periphery, of

a channeled metallic strip and a corrugated

seat confined within said channeled strip, and

the whole confined within said channeled

seat and having flanges extended above the

rim and against which sides of the tire are

designed to abut.

781,265. Variable-speed gear. William 0.

Brown, Chicago, Iii., assignor‘ to Appleton J.

Pattison, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed

April 29, 1904. Serial No. 205,588.

Claim—1. Variable-speed gearing of the

character described comprising a driving

part. a driven part and two sets of gears of

different predetermined ratios adapted to act

independently and in co-operation with one

another to impart different degrees of speed

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 out. pcrline of seven words. each with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

  

0R SALE-4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ion, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

FOR SALE—1904 WHITE touring carin ex

cellent condition; has not been run since

being overhauled; baskets, lamp: and canopy

top. Price, $1200.00. Address, Mr. A., care of

Tax Moron WORLD.

 

FOR SALE—1904 14 n. r. PEERLESS tour

ing car; has been thoroughly overhauled

and painted and not used since. Price. $2300 00,

net cash. This car cost as it stands over $4300.00.

Has a canopy top and baskets, and is undoubtedly

a better proposition than any 1905 model listing

at this price. Address Mr. B.,care of TH i: More];

WORLD.
 

FOR SALE—19048 H. P. PIERCE stanhope,

with top, in A-l condition throughout; will

carry four people if desirable. Price, $800.00.

Cost $1300.00. The best machine of its class in

the world. Address, C., care of THE Moron

WORLD.
 

OR SALE—1904 Model I. PACKARD in

excellent condition; painted and over

hauled and not used since; three extra inner

tube5| two extra covers; side baskets. Price,

$2200 00. Address, Mr. D. E.,cnre of THE Moron

WORLD.
 

OR SALE—A limited supply of wire wheels

for r901 and 1902 OldsmobilesJyoo per

set, net. Mud guards, complete, for the same

machines, $6.00 per set, net. Rnbbcrmats for the

same. $1.25 each, net. These prices will hold

good only as long as the material lasts. OLns

Moron WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

 

ROBERT VOLT-AMMETER
DOES ALL THE WORK—Not Half.

Registers accurately both Volts and amperes.

A necessny to every owner of a gasoline or

electric vehicle.

Price, $6 00 (inc. leather case). Sample

instrument forwarded prc'paid, on receipt of

55.00

ROBERT INSTRUMENT CO.

56 Shelby BL, DETROIT, MIC“.

  
 

Jones Speedometer-Odometer.

An accurate speed and distance indicator,

correctly designed and perfectly constructed.

The “ Speedometer," raw:

A bulletin on speed, sent tree SPEEDOMETER

anywhere. MARK

 

Jones Speedometer, 125 W- 32d St-,Ncw York

 

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, ill.
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to the driven part, substantially as described.

781.299. Switch system for electric vehicles.

Ferdinand Porsche and Ludwig Lohner,

Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Filed Aug. 5, 1902.

Serial No. 118,486.

Claim—1. The combination of a dynamo, a

motor. an open electric circuit comprising the

dynamo elements and motor, a variable re

sistance, and a common means of making the

circuit and for switching the resistance paral

lel with the dynamo field and varying the

same during the maintenance of the circuit.

substantially as described.

81,304. Variable driving mechanism. Carl

C. Riotte and Eugene A. Riotte, New‘Yor-k,

N. Y. Filed March 29, 1901. Serial .\‘0. 53,415.

Claim—For driving gear, a shaft, :1 gear

carrier, having a hub for revolubly engaging

said shaft. 11 body. a wall spaced apart there

from, and braces connecting said wall and

body at separate points. the parts being ar

ranged with a space between said wall, body

and braces, for receiving a gear to be held in

juxtaposition to said shaft, all formed in one

integral piece.

81,318. Grip trend for rubber tires. Harry

D. Weed, Canastota, N. Y. Filed July 8, 1904.

Serial No. 215,812.

Claim.——1. A grip-tread for elastic tires com

prising a series of cops removably applied to

the outer surface of the tire, and means to

hold said cups in operative position.

2. in a tread for elastic tires a series of

cops, each having its base detachably applied

to the tire.

81,484. Rotary Internal combustion engine.

Thomas Wright, Jersey City, N. J. Filed

October 13, 1902. Serial No. 127,066.

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine the combination of a stationary shaft, a

group of cylinders mounted to move around

the centre thereof, pistons in the cylinders,

eccentric connections between the pistons

and shaft, means for controlling and igniting

the cylinder charges, a continuous annular

drum extending around and inclosing the

outer ends of the cylinders, a plurality of

spring seated closures commanding exhaust

openings from the drum, and connections

passing laterally from the ends of the cyl

inders to thevdrum.

781,523. Release power clutch. Edward

Huber, Marlon, Ohio. Filed April 25, 1904.

Serial No. 204,820.

Claim—1. In combination with a revoluble

driving element and a driven element re

voluble independently thereof and having a

clutch member, an element driVen by the

driving element and having a stop and a de

tent, a dog adapted to engage the clutch

member of the driven element and adapted

to be engaged and released by the detent,

a pivoted element connecting the dog to the

element, a spring coacting with the stop, and

clevent, a spring coacting with the stop, and

a detent to normally maintain the latter in

such relation to the dog us to keep the dog in

engaged position with reference to the driv

en moment, the said spring being adapted

upon an overload to release the detent from

the dog and permit the latter to disengage

the driven element, substantially as de

scribed.

781,533. Brake mechanism. Peter M. Kilng,

Elizabeth, N. J. Filed Aug. 5, 1904. Serial

.\‘0. 219,611.

Claim—1. In a brake mechanism, the com

bination of an operating device and winding

spindle, of inverted cones mounted on said

spindle and operating device, and a cable

connecting the opposite ends of said cones.

781,553. Lubricator. Henry Ritter, Cincin

nati, Ohio, assignor to the Lunkcnhelmcr

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio. Filed Oct. 10, 1901. Serial No. 227,870.

Claim—1. In a lubricator of the character

described and in combination with the body

of the cup and its appurtenances, a dis

charge nipple opening into a sight-feed cham

ber, said sight-feed chamber having a dis

charge aperture leading to the parts to be

lubricated, a check-valve in said discharge.

aperture. and an aperture adjacent to the

sight-feed chamber and communicating

therewith, leading from said discharge aper

ture to the body of the cup, substantially as

described.

781,565. Seat connecting appliance for ve

hicles. Hinsdale Smith, Springfield, Mass.

Filed May 17, 1904. Serial No. 208,416.

Claim—1. The combination with a vehicle

body and a pair of seats having seat bot

toms and rounded backs with forward up

right continuations arranged side by side, of

a rigid metallic part overlying the edges of

said seat-back confirmations, and having an'

angular projection extending from its inner

side between said formed continuations, and

means for fastening said projection and said

upright continuations together.

781,584. Lubricator. Jerome J. Aull, Cin

cinnati, Ohio, assignor to the Lunkenheimer

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio. Filed Oct. 10, 1904. Serial No. 227,843.

Claim—1. In a multiple self-feeding lubri

cator, the combination of an oil-reservoir di

vided into a main compartment and an aux

iliary compartment communicating there

with, a series of valve controlled sight-feeds

opening from the bottom of said auxiliary

compartment, from which extend chambers,

pumping mechanisms automatically actuated

and communicating with said chambers,

check-valves in discharge outlets from each

of the pumps and sight-feed mechanisms and

leading to the parts to be lubricated. sph

stantlally as described.

781,585. Lubricator. Jerome J. Aull, Cin

cinnati, assignor to the Lunkenhcimer Com

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio.

Filed Oct. 10, 1904. Serial No. 227,844.

Claim—1. In a iubrlcator of the character

described and in combination with the body

of the cup and its appurtenances a discharge

nlpple opening into a sight-feed chamber,

there being a discharge aperture leading from

the sight feed chamber and a bathing device

I within said sight feed chamber, whereby

back shots or back pressures are prevented

from interfering with the proper formation

of the drops and discharged the oil in drop

ping from the nipple, substantially as de

scribed.

781,601. Lubricating system for explosive

engines. Peter C. Hewitt and Edward R.

Hewitt, New York, N. Y. Filcd June 13, 1904.

Serial No. 219,293.

Claim—1. A lubricator comprising an oil

supply tank and provided with passages ram

lfying therefrom to the various points to be

lubricated, and pumping devices of different

capacities respectively located in the

branches of said passages.

781,607. Rotary explosive engine. 'John W.

Kales, Franklinville, N. Y. Filed Sept. 30,

1902. Serial No. 125,144.

Ciaim.-—1. In an explosive-engine, a turbine

wheel having open-ended and otherwise

closed pockets bowed transversely outward

across the wheel, and a casing inclosing the

wheel and closing the ends of the pockets,

and also provided with a feeding port, dis

p0scd to discharge longitudinally into the

pockets.

.of Maine.

781,648. Casing for Compound Motors.

David F. Graham and Frank A. Fox, Stam

ford, Conn., assignors, by mcsne assign

ments, to The Elsenhuth Horseless Vehicle

Company, Middletown, Conn., a corporation

Filed April 1, 1903. Renewed

November 10, 1904. Serial No. 232,138.

Claim.——A crank-shaft chamber or inclos

ing casing for combustion motors, compris

ing as an entirety an upper section and a

lower section, said sections detachany se

cured together, the upper section being pro

vided with longitudinal extensions at its

ends adapted to receive bearings for tho

crank-shaft, whereby the said crank-shaft

may be placed therein before the lower sec

tion is secured to the upper section, and

said lower section being also provided with

longitudinal extensions and bearings clamped

between said extensions, comprising a sleeve

provided with interior screw threads engag

ing screw threads on the crank shaft by

which it can be adjusted thereon. means for

scouring it on said shaft, and a bushing on

said sleeve held in fixed relation to the eas

ing, substantially as described.

781.677. Gearing for Automobiles. Or

lando Richards, Bristol, Wis. Filed October

20, 1903. Serial No. 177,785.

Claim—A tubular axle including a central

hollow section having internally-threaded

collars, .tubular sections engaging said

threaded collars, end casings, each consist

ing of a pair of plvotally-connected members,

the inner members being provided with in

ternally-threaded collars engaging the outer

ends of the tubular ections, internally

threaded collars upon the outer ends of the

outer members of the and sections, tubular

spindles engaging said internally-threaded

collars, and wheels journaled upon said

spindles with the inner ends of their hubs

contacting with the outer ends of the inter

nally-threaded collars in which the tubular

spindles are mounted; in combination with a

drive-shaft disposed within the axle and hav

ing its extremities fixedly connected with the

hubs of the wheels; said drive-shaft being

composed of two inner and two outer mem

bers, the inner and the outer members being

connected by universal joints disposed

within the end casings of the tulmlar axle.

internally-toothed gear-casings secured upon

the inner shaft sections near the inner, adja

cent ends of me latter, a sprocket wheel,

journaled loosely upon the adjacent ends

of the inner shaft sc_ctions which are there

by maintained in axial alignment, and gears

disposed within and meshing with the in

ternally-toothed gear-casings and connecting

the latter with the sprocket wheel.

781,682. Gearing for Motor Vehicles.

Charles Schmidt, Warren, Ohio, assignor to

Packard Motor Car 00., Warren, Ohio, a cor

poratlon of West Virginia. Filed November

20, 1902. Serial No. 132,112.

Claim—1. In a transmission gearing for

motor vehicles, the combination of a motor

shaft, a driven shaft, a clutch block arranged

to turn with and slide on the motor shaft.

a counter shaft provided with gears of dif

ferent sizes, a clutch member geared to the

counter shaft and normally disconnected

from the motor shaft, gears mounted to slide

on the driven shaft and to engage with the

different sized gears on the counter shaft a

clutch member connected to said gears 011

the driven shaft, a rod adapted to slide 881d

gears and their attached clutch member on

the driven shaft. and means actuated by

said rod for sliding the clutch block on the

motor shaft.

781,687. Former or Mold for Making Pneu

matic Tires or the Like. Thomas Slope"
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Devizes, England, assignor to Christian Ham

ilton Gray, Silvertown, Essex, England. Filed

March 12, 1904. Serial No. 197,868.

Claim—1. In a “former” for tires, the com

bination with a circular support having a

series of perforations, of movable pins car

ried in these perforations and adapted to

project from the face of the support or to be

withdrawn so that they do not project, sub

stantially as set forth.

781,745. Negative Pole Plate. Paul See

liger, Hagen, Germany, assignor to Electric

Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

a corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 18,

1908. Serial No. 162,036.

Claim—1. Negative pole plate active ma

terial possessed of loose structure and being

the product derived from expansion and dis

integration induced by reducing and dis

charging a mixture of active and inert ma

terials, substantially as described.

781,751. Gas Engine. Elliott J. Stoddard,

Detroit, Mich., assignor to The Free-Piston

Gas Engine Company, Detroit, Mich. Filed

December 10, 1M. ReneWed July 8, 1904.

Serial No. 215,728.

Claim—1. In a gas engine, the combination

of a cross-head, a connecting rod pivoted to

said cross head and to the engine crank, a

piston rod arranged to slide through said

cross head, a clutch upon said cross head

adapted to prevent a motion of said pisto_n

rod in one direction relative to said cross

head, but to permit suc“ motion in the other

direction, and means for lifting said clutch

out of engagement with said piston rod dur

ing the motion of said cross head in one di

rection, substantially as described.

781,789. Brake and Motor Controlling Me

chanism for Motor Vehicles. Charles

Schmidt, Detroit, Mich., assignor to The

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.,

a corporation of West Virginia. Filed July

5, 1904. Serial No. 215,272.

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, the combina

tion with a frame and a motorsupported

thereon, a drive axle and a transmission

shaft extending between said motor and said

drive axle, of a clutch for coupling said

motor to said transmission shaft. a foot

lever for operating said clutch, a brake

mechanism, an operating lever therefor, a

connection between said brake-operating ine

chanism and said foot lever, whereby the

operation of the brake will release said

clutch, and means for limiting the movement

imparted to said clutch to the initial move

ment of said brake-operating mechanism.

781.795. Storage Battery Electrode. Elmer

.\..Sperry, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Na

tional Battery Company, Buffalo, N. Y., a

corporation of New York. Filed January 27,

190}. Serial No. 190.878.

Claim—1. A storage battery electrode, con

sisting of a frame having openings contain

ing electrode sections, each section compris

ing a support carrying active material se

cured to said frame by a rigid union along

the middle of its upper edge, but free at its

ends, as set forth.

781.802. Valve and Valve Gear for Explos

ive Engines. William Barber, Brooklyn, N.

Y., assignor to Ada S. Barber, Brooklyn, N.

Y. Filed February 24, 1902. serial No.

95,002.

Claim—l. In an explosion motor, the com

bination with an explosion chamber having

an inlet orifice formed in the wall thereof,

of a bushing secured in such inlet-orifice

provided at one side with means for connect

ing the same with an explosive vapor supply

pipe, a normally closed inlet valve located

in such inlet orifice, and a removable plug

secured in the bushing so as to close the

outer end thereof and secure the valve in

position in such manner that the valve may

be removed without disturbance of the bush

ing upon removal of the plug, substantially

as shown and described.

781,804. Lubricator. Edouard Berger, Jer~

sey City, N. J.. Filed December 24, 1903.

Serial No. 186,456.

Claim—1. In a device of we kind de

scribed, the combination of an exteriorly

threaded receptacle, a tube communicating

therewith to deliver lubricant to a bearing,

a plunger, a flange on the plunger screw

threaded on its interior to engage the threads

in the receptacle, a stem on the plunger, :1

pivoted yoke carried by the receptacle hav

ing a bearing for the plunger stem, and a

spring-stop carried hv the yoke to_ engage

the flange of the plunger and hold the same

in adjusted position, as set forth.

781.825. Automobile. Frederick W. Hedge

land, Chicago, Ill. Filed November 10, 1904.

Serial No. 282,067.

Claim—1. The combination with the driv

ing shaft and the driven member of an auto

mobile, of a clutch actuated longitudinally

by the shaft to positively drive the member

in either direction, and to permit the driven

member to revolve faster than the shaft in

either direction.

781,854. Co'oler. Richard Thomas, Bay

onne, N. J. Filed March 16, 1904. Serial

No. 198,348.

Claim—1. A cooler comprising, in COlllUl

nation, a series of closed cooling compart~

ments, the top and bottom of which are

composed of cooling plates, an injector oper

ating in each compartment between said

cooling plates and passages whereby said

compartments are connected through said

cooling plates, the passage in each plate be

ing at a different angle from the passage in

the other plates to form a progressive series

of passages around the center of the cooler;

said cooling plates being hollow and provided

with connections for the circulation of a

cooling fluid through the series.

781.880. Two-Cycle Motor. Ernst Kortlng,

Kortingsdorf, Germany. Filed October 5,

1001. Serial .\0. 77,657.

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, the combination with the working cyl

inder, of a pump for air, a pump for gas, a

pressure chamber connected with the cylin

der of the gas pump, a mixing chamber con

nected with the working cylinder and the air

pump and said pressure chamber. a valve for

tne admission of gas to the. gas pump, a by

pass between the end of the cylinder of the

gas pump and the pressure chamber, and a

throttling device located in the by-pass and

controlled by the governor, substantially as

described.

781,894. Method of Vulcanizing Leather

(‘overs to Rubber Tires. Arthur M. E. De

.\iontureux. Paris. France. Filed November

7. 1904. Serial No. 231,797.

Claim—1. The method of uniting leather

covers or armors to rubber tires. which con

sists in roughening the surface of the leather,

degreasing it, and applying thereto a rubber

solution. toughening the. rubber, then apply

ing to the surface so treated a solution con

sisting of tetrachlorid of carbon and proto

chlorid of sulphur and then uniting the parts,

substantially as described.

 

“Motorcycles: How to Manage Them."

Price $1. The Goodman Company. 154

Nassau Street. New York. "'

THE

MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Brlstllng With Original and_

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

MITCHELLMOTOR CAR 60.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, er.

TI'IB DUBRR-WARD 60., No. 1187 Broadway, Nov

York Dlotrlbutorl.

AYI'I'IUR 0. BBNNB'I'T. No. 20 Lake St" Chicago

Dlltrlhuhor.

THE ABME IMPRUVEIJ

1905 MUFFLER.

 

 
 

g iii"MUFFLER”

  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple In Construction.

Without Back-Preuuro.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR GAB & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

southern Agentl: A. L. DVKB, 3H Plno 5L,

5!. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH & EDWARDS. no

Nu 5L, New York lty.

Western Alon“: Ii. .l. DAY & CO.. 819 “lesion

5!" Son Francisco, Cal.

 

 

 

 

loos—the marion (lar—ms

1 6 orsc owcr

undred

  

 

cylinders

inch bore

inch stroke

A ilIBli-GMIIE TWBIIF CAI FOR $1.500.

—_

Our Cnln/ogurfor {lie asking.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO.,

Indianapolis. indianl
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Another Southern Rebellion Quelled.

A war that has been waging in New Or

leans, La., between the chauffeurs of the

sightseeing automobiles and the cabmen of

that city has been settled, and, quite nat

urally, the chaufienrs were victorious. The

dispute arose as to whether the chauffeurs or

cabbies should take their stands in front of

the St. Charles Hotel. A New Orleans city

ordinance states that permission must be ob—

tained from the tenant before a cab, car

riage or automobile can be placed in front

of any property. J. K. Ridgeley, general

passenger agent of the Louisville & Nash

viiie Railroad, which has its offices in the

corner of the hotel building, gave the chauf

feurs the preference, which resulted in sev

eral fights. The cabmen's association took

the matter to court, and Judge Fogarty has

decreed that the Jehus must not interfere

with the chauffeurs.

A Benzlne Bug Killer.

The only automobile sterilizer in the United

States was given its official test last week at

San Francisco. The foreword does not imply

that this machine alluded to is one to steril

ize automobiles—~for they do not need it—birt

it is an automobile to kill germs.

The patent on the automobile sterilizer is

owned by P. F. Dundon, of San Francisco.

It weighs four tons, and uses oil, instead of

gasolene, for fuel. The maximum speed is

a fraction over five miles an hour, but the

inventor claims it can climb hills as fast as

it can travel on the level.‘ The body of the

car consists of an immense sterilizing cham

ber. During the test three pier-es of soiled

clothing, containing diphtheria, anthrax and

strathylococci germs were put into the cham

her, in which a vacuum was created and

filled with formaline gas. The bacteria were

destroyed immediately.

The reason the sterilizer is constructed on

the plan of an automobile is because in case

of an epidemic of some contagious disease

in the city it could be moved quickly from

house to house and the city disinfected with

in forty-eight hours.

Do .Iehus Make Best Chauffeurs?

When Stephenson got his first railway

working lie advocated the employment of the

stage coach drivers for the post of engineer,

and recently at a lecture before a coach

man’s club in Dundee it was said that the

latter made the best driver for the automo

bile. The lecturer was of the opinion that

chauffeurs did not require to be engineers,

but men with a good general knowledge of

traflic. There seems to be a general opinion

that the man of engineering experience is not

always as careful of external appearances as

is the ‘coachman, whose work in this direc

tion is mainly confined to cleaning the car

riage work. These are points on which opin

ion may well differ radically. according to

whether it is the coachman or the engineer

who looks at it.

 

Left Him Only an Automobile.

It was somewhat disappointing to Louis

Grover Vogcl to discover that on his wife’s

death only an automobile was bequeathed

him. He is now suing his wife‘s sister,

contending that she appropriated more than

her share of the estate. He values the estate

at $20,000, while thc deceased wife’s sister in

sists that the property is not worth more

than $1.500, and that he has by far the

“lion's share" in the possession of the auto

mobile.

Auto Traffic the Safest.

Statistics from Berlin show that the motor

car is about the safest vehicle operating in

the streets of Germany's imperial city. Dur

ing the years 1901, 1902 and 1903 streetcars

killed 83 persons in three years, while only

one person was killed by a motor car. Heavy

horse drawn vehicles caused 55 deaths, while

cabs and such killed 17, and all other sorts of

vehicles, 71.

During the three years 24 persons were se~

vercly hurt by motor cars, 532 by streetcars,

281 by cabs, 384 by heavy commercial cars

and 498 by all other commercial cars. Street

cars were also responsible for the slight in

jury of 4,874 persons, while during the same

period motor cars injured 47 persons.

Suggested D. T. for 8. Pa.

When the automobilists of Dorset. Eng

land, flled their complaint about carrying

the letters B. F. on their license plates, an

imaginative genius suggested taking the first

and last letter in the name of the county.

But the graduation from B. F. (“bloody

fools") to “D. T.’s" was as indignantly re

jected. However. the motorists‘ wrath has

been calmed by having one letter changed,

although they apparently cannot get away

from “F.”

The Up-to-Date French Cabby.

Realizing doubtless that Anglo-Saxons were

his best customers, a Paris chauffeur has sup~

plemented the words “English spoken" to the

number on his lamp. In view of the not un

usual difiiculties experienced by English and

Americans with the French “cabby,” this

man has made. his number sufiiciently promi~

nent in order that satisfied customers may

recommend 13,179, knowing that he has the

best of intentions and is a polyglot.

 

Entirely New.

Rates for

 

Superbly Furnished.

R001111s,

The ' Lafayette Hotel,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

300 Rooms, nearly all with tub or shower baths.

Palm Room and Buffet.

Make your reservations early.

$1.50 Per Day and alpvvards. ’

SPAULDING 6: OAKS, i‘lanagers.

You’ll find the crowd all there during Buffalo Show Week.

Grill R'oom, .

 

 

  

$750.

hill climbers.

PIER€E=RH€INE
ll MSDELS

 

PlERCE-RACINE Cars are good cars. Guaranteed for one year. They are fast and great

Let us send you our printed matter which tells all about them.

They are the best for the price.

PIERC'ZE ENGINE 86”.

$l,lOO. $1,250.

1300 elm-k St., Racine, Wis.
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Michelin

Cut your tire expenses in half,

use Michelin.
 

Michelin Tire American Agency,

Incorporated.

6 West 29th Street

Telephone. 4657 Madison,

E. D. WINANS, Gm Mgr.

NEW YORK

 

 

 

  

DON’T YOU THINK 50?

The popular automobl e of to-dey mun ‘posecn something besides a hand

some body and wheels the! will go ‘roun i The Thomas “Flyer” touring car

ponelses each a number oi safely devices. an'i-iriction, anti-wear, [ool-prooi and lubricating

devices, that it takes: catalogue to tell it all. May we send one?

  

THOMAS 50 HORSE VICTORIA, $3,800.

At the New York, Philadelphia, Chicago Ind Detroit showe, the Thomas “ Flyer" booth

was the center of attraction. Such a line has never been offered beiore.

Thorn-l 40 Horse Touring Car (4 Cylinders), $3.000.

Thomas 50 Horse Touring Car, with Victoria top, 53,500.

Thomas 50 Horse limousine, - - - - $4.500.

Thomas 60 Hone Touring Phaeton (6 Cylinders), - $6,000.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

12H) Niagara Street, BUFFALO. N. Y.

Members 0! Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacture".

  

MIDGLE
PRESSED

STEEL

WHEELS.

Midgley Pressed Steel

Wheels can always be de

pended upon.

Where personal safety is

valued ihey are supreme.

The Autocar Company

use them exclusively. Write

for booklet giving full

details.

Sole manufacturers of

Dunlop Perfected Rims.

 

MIDGLEY Mrs. 001
O. J. IVENS & 60.

Rochester, N. Y.

EASTER! IEPIESEITATIVES.

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

00LUMBUS, OHIO ‘
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SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION.

Power in Proportion to Weight, Design and Workmanship.

These are the cardinal features

that have placed the

MOTOR CARS where they

 

 

Type X, l6 H.P. Runabout, $I,OOO. - Type VIII, 30 l-I.P. Touring Car, $2,750.

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Reading, Pa.

BOSTON MOTOR CO., ACME MOTOR CAR CO. 01' NEW YORK. DEVLIN 8 CO. LIBERT ,48 Columbus Ave., 041-948 8th Ave. 1407 Michllein Ave.," ZMYSggoglyegtlrgE co '

Boston, Mass. New York, N. Chicago, Ill. Pittsburg, Pa.

Mass. Distributors. N. Y. and N. J. Distributors. Western Distributors.

SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE 00., Atlanta, Georzia. J. W. MEARS. 9 Ocean Parkway. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

 

 

3.33.11” TH E YALE

FOR l905. $I,OO0.00.

SIDE ENTRANCE,$I,IO0.00. ‘ \ ‘l _

Imagine to yourself the prettiest touraround that ever dashed down a road—a flash of gold and blue. Whining by With 11°

more noise than a. mere musical whirring oi! the wheels. ‘

, Try to conceive a car so filled with power that it is like a living thing; and so instantaneously responsive that it can be con

trolled by a touch of the thumb and index finger. \Vhen you‘ve formed this mental impression you've only begun to get an unexag

gerated notion oi? the thousand dollar Yale for 1905.

The new double cylinder Yale weighs only 1400 pounds, with over a. full ounce of continuous power for every pound. Seats

four and even five and takes the meanest hills at high speed. You mustn’t even think of considering any other car at anywhere

near the price before you've read, heard and seen more of the thousand dollar Yale for 1905. -

Write for our new catalog—out January First—no charges.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING CO., 950 Oakwood Ave., TOLEDO, _OHIO.

  

 

 

 

Send for Catalogue.

    
(U W “ America's Finest Motor Car."

élfiiil@§©ifil Cmmmm mm
Selt-starting from the seat.

==- Practically Noiseless

_ Absence of Vibration. ,

24 H. P, $5000. 40 H. P. $6000. Four-cylinder Vertical Engine. A

Valves, in the head. .

Automatic Carburettor, never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed-Control, by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication.

Single—lever Control.

“Makchand-Break" Ignition.

Irreversible Steering—Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Timken Raller-Beuings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

." - Sllde lEI'IU'flI'IBCBd

'Ilii Aum num o .y

:

Wheel Base, 106 inches.

imported "Continents." Tires.

Imported Honey-Comb Radiator.

= Long Life—insured by using greater i'actors of safely

in every vital part than ordinarily employed.

' Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60 miles an hour, accordinl;

‘ to H. P. and gear.

MATHESUN MOTOR BAR 60., - Holyoke.Mass

N. Y. Agents, 5hepsrd Bros., 500 Filth Ave

 

 

STANDARD PARTS FUR PUWERTRUBKS ANI] WAGUNS.
The marked economy of power wagons for delivery, express and truck service, and their superior reliability when in reasonably intelligel'lt

hands, is so well established that those who are conversant with the facts cannot fail to see that power wagons are rapidly beginning to supersede

 

horse service. ' PARTS WB SUPPLY:

STEERING GEAR, COMPLETE, CHAINS, \ COUNTERSI'IAFT AND REDUCTION GEARS, FRONT AXLES, COMPLETE.

SPROCKBTS, COUNTERSHAPT BRAKEl. HUB BRAKES, DISTANCE RODS. MOTOR HANGERS.

BLBCTRIC MOTORS, CONTROLLERS AND ACCOMPANYING DETAILS.

Send ior Cut-logs Nos. 2. 3 snd I. Tourinl Csr Psrts, Catalogs 6, 7, 8 and 9.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

telling Agent: HAYDEN EANIIS, Amerlcsn Trust lulldlng, Cleveland.
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Suit Against Michelin Tires
We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenCed suit against the United States

_ Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile 'Tires, and desire to ‘warn the trade

against the‘purchase of such tires.

The following concernsare operating

under licenses granted by us;

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co. I .

Goodyear Tire 6: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

7 Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

C CQI.‘ Indianapolis, Ind.
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nnnmmns FUR Mumn BARS
will be on exhibition at our spaces at New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland

and Boston, where we shall be very glad to talk with manufacturers of cars

concerning the special discount we make to those who equip their output

with Veeder Odometers.

Dealers and jobbers are likewise invited to drop in at our booths to

discuss the sale of Veeder Odometers for this year.

Automobile owners who wish to see the odometers in actual operation

should feel perfectly free to come in and ask all the questions they choose.

That is what we are there for.

THE VEEIJER MFG. 00., 26 Sarqeanl Street, HartlnrlL Bonn.
Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castlngs.

 

  

 

A Sprague Extension Top on a

“ Thomasll‘lyer " ; recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

Sand for Catalozue.

The Sprague

Umbrella

\ . Company,

v i __ Norwalk, Ohio,

. " r us. A.
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— THAT ETERNAL QUESTION —

— Tire Flaintenance —

— Solved at Last ——

and by the

Kokomo-Mechanically-attached Tirc

 

 

11mm” v _

 

  

 

  

“Creeping,” “Crimping,” “Rolling” and Blow Outs” Impossible

The lugs form part of the metal band, which is moulded into the tire itself. and

are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim itself.

Attached and Detached in a Jiffy with a Small Wrench

No Bothersome and Unsightly Lugs Projecting through rim to damage

the inner tube and no metal valve used

Side Walls as Strong and Substantial as the Trade

n- More cushioning or air space to sectional diameter than any other tire of same diameter,

permitting the use of a smaller tire—a saving to purchasers.

Prices and other particulars on application

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - Kokomo, Ind.
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THE

‘WHITLOCK

COOLER
TFSl ED A\'D ADOPT! D BY

,7 90 PER CENT
of the Leading

DOUBLE SERVICE.

THE APPLE AUTOMATIO SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to every user of gas power for

Automobile, Launch or stationery Engine.

it give: absolutely sure ignition, more speed and

more power. Does away with all belt, battery or

commutator troubles.

Besides this it gives ample power for three electric lights, whether engine in

running or ntandin still _ _ I .

Easily attiche to any engine now using batteries. Our new gear-driven

' HIGH GRADE CARS

syslem is worthy of your attention.

Write us for anything pertaining to ignition. We make over eighty articles _U PM"!!! Pending. _ - -ior ignition purposes. THE Mm". ELECTRICAL “mi 00‘ 91 BEAVER Bum" ""10", mm Patented in hngland. France and Belgium. Any Besign or Style of Cooler Made In Order.

5°‘““““°“‘“mm'u'k ‘°’ “"dwa"""g‘°"' LTHE WHITLOOK OOIL PIPE CO., HARTFORD, DUNN.

Manufacturer: of

  

 
 

 

THE GOLD MEDAL AWARD

at the St. Louis World’s Fair simply

confirms our repeated statement that

best materials coupled with skill and

care in construction have placed

SOLAR LAMPS

STOOK

AUTOMOBILE

FOROINOS
i» ARE OUR SPECIALTY.

  

They are materially and mechanically correct. It is , igetgekfigarigt ygguwviiloo iiiiilliuiiici

economy for you to use them if possible. If not, then out should be convinced by this Award: You, ML Dealer,

unrivalled faculties Qnablf? you to get Spec‘al Forgings should insist upon them as equipment,er your customers

PromPtIY- send sPeClfi‘3"‘~t1°l'ls-' will demand Solars. No lamp troubles with Solars.

 

THE BILLINOS 8r. SPENCER CO., Hartford, Oono. BADGER BRASS mm 60" Kenosha, Wk" ~11 “5:92?
 

 
 

 

 

 

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile Ghartint Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE EIWELL-PARKEB ELEOTIIIII 60.,

CLEVELANDI O.

“ThoA.B.l}. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

\I OUER ‘. PAWS

NOBELE Di LOXE
 

108 Pages. 50 Gents Per Copy. The vou ER DRAGON: Special pm to room m1
dealers who come and see us at the show. This is the horn proposition of ti e

year and you can learn more about it by coming up and asking a few questions

than you could by reading all night.

The POST 8!. LESTER CO., 38 Slrzunt St. Hartford, Conn.

94 TRIBUNE BUILDING. NEW YORK.
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YOU OAII SEE YOUR FINISH

WHEN YOU USE

PISK’S AUTO-CAR SOAP
If an automobile in worth anything at all. it's worth keeping

clean. Fisk‘s Auto—Car Soap does it—

: ~ \ Q

5‘ u: ' um ‘.‘. \

‘- G-QfimrNerrtruMAssllfiA- ‘5

Clean! a dirty car as nothing else doel. preserves the finish and

keeps it looking new with all its original lustre. Re-orderl tron:

those who have tried it prove its worth.

Put up in 5 lb. air-tight tin pails. Price $1.00. (Express prepaid

to points as tar West as and including Chicago, Ill.) Also put up in

barrels and half barrels.

A necessity to every individual owner.

A big and profitable seller to all jobberl. dealers and gar-[ea

OUR PROPOSITION IS INTERESTING.

Send us a trial order.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

  

 

 

MILSTL ELLEMT

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home 0tflco—97-99-IOI Reade St., New York City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 
 

The new system of acetylene lighting

for automobiles and launches. More

than 1.000 Prest-o-Lite Tanks sold since

September lst. More than I00 of the

best agents in America have placed

orders for Prestolite Tanks.

TEN THOUSAND Tanks will be sold in

1905. The wide-awake dealers are sign

Ing up agencies now. Write us for cat

alogue and full information.

The Bunccntratcrl Acetylene llc.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

   

 

 
WHOLESALE RETAIL

Largest Manufacturers ct Aulc Specialties in the World

FREE ELECTROTYPES TO CATALOG HOUSES AND OTHERP.

YANKEE GRADE-METER YANKEE SILENT

PRICE 51. so AUTOMATIC MUFFLER

pares s10 00

  

Composed cl :4 opposed disk radiators

on end of exhaust pipe. Hurnt gas dis
- posmvely “mum’- only duh grade-mu" charged through thin outer edge of radiator

10 the world. Easily read [mm the scat , . .
ho tack pressure because point oI map

A“ grade! '0 35 Per cem up or down' charge greater than bore of exhaust pipe

YANKEE SelI cleaning and noiseless.

STEERING WHEEL FOOT BELLOWS FORHORN

PRICQIQ PRICE $5.00

    

Will give louder blast and outwear a

dozen bulbs.

‘1‘" _ We make 10 other good selling Auto

Does away with that uncomfortable feeling Spatiahiem

in the arms caused by vibrating wheels of! i i 4—] ~

lacingl tows. Centric)! diaphragm—made of flerll- 5|: Fr” 0“.|°"

e eat er and ru ber. Has greater lens e .
sirenpth for steering purposes than any other Dl‘coum w 1°22"? Manuhcmrcr' Ind

ea ere.whee

E .l. WILLIS CO, 12 Park Place. N. Y.
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Protection for

Man and His Motor

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CI'IAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Semi for Calalag

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jolieraon Street, Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

Jump Spark Coils

For all purpoaee—Singie,

Double, Triple and Quadruple

Ior Stationary Engines and Au

tomobiles. Guaranteed in every

particular. ti‘ine Vibrator.

sarm ron CATALOGUI D.

The Knoiiiocli-iieldcman Iig. 00.,

SOUTH BIND IND.

  

  

 

 
 
 

i N BYHUTOfiol-JBI 1.12.— BODY

DEPARTMENT

EMERSON BROOKs, Manager.

[334 Broadway, cor. of 45th St., New York.

Telephone, 6536-38th St.
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TOURING BAR

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.

§OQWWW
 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

 
 

 

To Operators of Steam Oars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAM WATER PUMP, the only Positi"e high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

IO4-i to Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATENTS FINDING

Alumlnum Bodloa

Aluminum Pendera

Aluminum Hooda.

Springth ideial

Body 00.,

366 Blrnie Ave.,

Springfield, Mala.

 

 

 

 

   

 

CHEAP MATERIALS.

In the South, Manufacturere of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traveraee Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other part of the United States. ‘

It looking for a location, or an inveatment, write,

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southem Railway Company, Washington, D. C.

W. A. MOYER, Agent, 17r Broadway, New York City.

The Baldwin Dhaln Company

— "AK. —

Automobile Chalnl,

Sprocketl, Spur and Bevo

(learn.

Baldwin Chain—8r Mtg. 00.,

Woroeater, Mum, U. B. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Meaauroa the Oil for the Bearinge,

and Alwaya Seodl it there.

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Non-Freezing Water Jaekei Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS CO.‘S)

  

 

 

will stand 30" below Zero Fahr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

THE GARBUNDALE CHEMICAL 00.. Oarhondalo, Pa.

New Yoait, Bore-oil, BALTIIOII, CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH
 

 

Named _ an .

Address“ I in

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor "dlllorlo

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 
 

 
 

  

STTt-RI'T'E
"anva III-Y Your LQIIII‘I.‘

  

 

The "lost Satisfactory lanltlon Piuz In

the World at any Price.

is | .50; $1.75; $2.00; $3.00; 05.00.

Dynamos, Coils Matere, tc. Send for complete Catalogue.

THE R. E. HARDY (.0 , 225 VI. Broadway, I" YORK.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

New York.

 

llO West 38th Street,

 

fin 7 - ________..

do It the SPUTDURF LABORATORY.

Eatabliahed I868.

  

 

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 
r . i 1

Big Four

Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

 
 

t. P.1ail'l‘. A‘Iit, WoJ 
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‘INDIVIDUAL chcrL oUR sP I Direct Drivfi'll‘llfe $215..“ Reverse.

Two Speed: and Reverse.

i Transmission Gears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., _ - SyraCUse, N. Y.

lKinqstun Barhuretnr.

0VER 24,000 Ill USE.

Patented May n, :90].

O‘h‘fi’rfzmn' ' TMDI GRADOMETER mung

  

 

 

 

 

  

An instrument that will enable you to determine the Seat poetpaid on receipt of price, Iago.

gnde per cent. you are ascending or descending. THB ADAMB COMPANY. Dubuque, Iowa.

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the O. H. d. D.—Pere Marquette Line.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies' coach. combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car. which, when ll hted with a myriad

Carburetors, MUfflOrS, Spark-Coils, of electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. very one of the care

  

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. in
apark'PIug'I Steel'an Wheels! ilnlahod ln mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

PUMPS, Oillng DOVIOQS, Bic. lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. it will seat 44 people. The ladies‘ coach seats I! people,

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

‘ and diner in oneI there being seats for 60. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building in

, shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomeet ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

A The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

n Y“, - 4; The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodioue ever seen on any train entering

, . MUFFLER & - -
here. It is so constructed that it Is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and hen accommo

dations for it lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide veatlbniee, and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

H“ ~ In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., there il a neatly uniformed train porter.

- ““"- ' ‘ whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach put of the train. see that

the coach lavatoriee are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels. and that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

  

 

  

BYRIE, KINGSTON & 00., Koiomo. lnii.I U. S. A.

GRAYe“ DAVI5 '
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. AMESBURY, MASS.

7

ME,“

THE Buliw IGNITION SYSTEM TI

TmsILLuSTRA ‘ I DOESAWAY WITH ALL mouc- ;\
TION AND SPARK cons. SOOT T

 

  

 

 

0" LENGTH ‘ “WNW AND HIGH VOLTAGE TROUBLES.

THREAD. _ I . SIZE B k u

-> " i ' THE “A SPECIAL CAN

BE OPERATED WITH ANY

SIZE ORDINARY DRY BATTERIES

‘36 BEING AMPLY SUEFICIENT<V

AND EFFECTS GREAT ECONOMY

IN CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

‘~ \% I r
r

WRITE FOR BULLETIN -W.

R0 B.
THE B.ULL.I)CK-BERESFORD H'Fc. CO.,CL EVE LAND. o.
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1:“ “WHITNEY” STANDARDS

Diameter

PITCH.

of Roll.

  

1 in. 5%; in.

  

3/4 in.

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

for Roller

Chains.

The PITCH SIZES and DlAl‘lETERS advance

uniformly in perfect proportion.

They have broken all records for efficiency, and

have been adopted for most of the leading

American Cars, including

“Acmr.” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT" “BAKER”

“COLUMBIA” “Commn “01mmme

“FRANKLIN” “GROUT” ‘GAETH” “GIBBS” HARTFORD moron STREET

SWEEPER” “KNOX” “LENAWEE” “MITCHELL” “MOLINE” “MATHESON”

“MANHATTAN” “ OLDS” “ POPE-HARTFORD” “ PIERCE-RACINE”

“PRESCOTT” UEEN” “Rmmn” “STEARNS” “SOMMER” “SNELL”

“Toumsr' “WAYNE” “WESTERN ELECTRIC”

“Whitney” Roller Chain

RIVETED TYPE.

All links on both sides are 'Riveted, with

exception of one Connecting Link shown .

“Whitney” Roller Chain

COTTER DETACHABLE TYPE.

All links on one side are Riveted and all

links on opposite side are Detachable. One link

“BRAMWELL” “CADILLAC”

“ELWELL-PARKER” “Form”

“THOMAS 50 & 60 H. P.”

only is considered the Connecting Link, this being distinguished from the others by notches in the top surface.

 

Diameter

l’l'I‘CI-l.

‘ of Roll.

 

1 in. ,9-16 in.

 

 

 

These are the OLD or COMPETING

' Standards.

The PITCH SIZES advance uniformly, but the

DIAMETERS are irregular and not

in perfect proportion.

 

114 in. in.

11/2 m. in.

13/; in. l in.

2 in [V8 in.

 
 

All Chain Manufacturers

have adopted H WHITNEY"

Standards for these new‘

sizes I% in and 2 in pitch.

THE WHITNEY MPG. co.

Hartford, Conn.
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THE LEADER OF LIGHT TOURING CARS.

2 Cylinder. 20 H. P. Price, $1400.

The embodiment of style, quality and up-to-date

features. These cars are built on lines

of strength which guarantee endurance and

satisfactory service. You get “Scripture

measure” when you buy an Oldsmobile.

7 H. P. Standard Runabout, $650 20 H. P. Touring Car, $1400

7 H. P. Touring Runabout, $750 10 H. P. Light Delivery Car, $1000

10 H. P. Light Tonneau, $950 16 H. P. Heavy Delivery Car, $2000

For particulars address,

OLDS MOTOR WORKs,

DETROIT, MlCH.

Member Asaoclatlon of Licenled Automobile Manufacturer-l.
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30 AND 40 HORSE POWER TOURING CARS.

A Few Good Cars for Those Who Want the Best.

Prompt Delivery on 30 and 40 Horse Power Four cylinder Gers

NO TRADE DEALS CONSIDERED.

THE OLDEST MAKERS IN AMERICA.

THE BEST CARS IN THE WORLD.

WRITE US FOR LARGE GATALOGUE

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston; 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Member! Amcletlon 0t Llcemed Automobile Manufacturers.
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I'orln No. 188.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY

——INCORPORATED———

£3,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.

This Company TRANSMITSand DELIVE’RS messages only on oonditionslimiting its liability. which have been assented to by thesender of the followxng mesaap.

Errors can be guarded against only by re ling amessage back w the sending station for comparison. and the Company will not hold itself liable for errors or delay:

in trnnsmision or delivery of Unrepeatcd e-mgol. beyond the amouncoi' tolls paid thereon, nor in any case when: the Chi!!! is not. presean in writing within sixty days

alter them ‘ e is filed with the for Lransmizaion.

Thb is an NREPEATED M ‘ A E, and is delivered by request. of the sender, under the conditions named above.

ROBERT C. CLOWRY, Presldent and General Manager.
  

RECEIVED a u wanna in. (near Iain 8t.) BlllllliEFllliT, Illllll.

srmours, 140., Feb.16,1905

Locomobile Co.

Chief of St.L0uis Fire Department has selected Locomobile

Model "E" after careful inspection and trial of various makes.

Congratulate you. When can we expect delivery?

CAPEN MOTOR CAR CO..

RECElVED

_ FEB 1 51905

The floomoblle 60'!
OF AMERICA“

 

 

  

NGRTHERN
NORTHERN construction is absolutely unique. It stands

apart. It is a marvel of simplicity, compactness and strength.
  
  

  

  

  

The word “ simplicity " has been much abused by auto

mobile manufacturers.

When used in connection with NORTHERN machinery,

it means exactly what it says. No other car made demonstrates

to such a degrce’the merit of real simplicity. '
  

  

_.. -.-. -'_ "fink All machinery is instantly accessible. There is only one

'I‘wo-palnnpr NORTHERN Touring cu wlth relrliigglge pm- universal joint. There are no belts, chains, or gaskets. No

lorm; l8 h.p.; 100 inch wheel blue; 4 inch tires. - -

.pr|¢.$1500_ strut rods or truss rods. No coniusmg array of Wires, etc.

Power is applied direct to rear axle.

The sturdy NORTHERN Runabout. 7 h.p. Strong, speedy and reliable. The handsomest and lest

finished machine of its class. Now sells for $650.

  

Are you interested in cars that bring the buyers “ no expense but the gasoline ?” Write for Catalogue.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

DETROIT, MlCH., U.S.A.

Member A. L. A. M.

PETER FOGARTY, 142 West 38th St. NEW YORK CITY AGENT.
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A very prominent man who owns a large number of motor cars of almost every conceivable size, style and

type, recently summed up the whole situation in the following words: “The Electric is pre-eminently THE

automobile for all general utility purposes. Were it necessary for me to sell all but one of the cars I own,

I would retain the Pope- \Vaverley Electric.”

MODEL 36, Speed Road Wagon. Price,

without top $900, with top $950. Our aim has

been to so design and equip it so that it will

travel more rapidly than the regulation elec

tric carriage. We have succeeded in produc—

ing a carriage that will do 18 miles an hour.

MODEL 26—C, COUPE TOP CHELSEA.

Price $1,450. Coupe top is easily removed,

making an open carriage for summer. This

_ is particularly an all the year round auto—

MODEL 36. mobile

  

MODEL 26-C- H

No matter what your wants arc in an electric motor car, we believe we can supply them. We make Delivery

Wagons, Trucks on spec-lfications, and many others not shown here.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

@ POPE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind. I g

NATIONAL
Model "C" I J

“ GOES THE ROUTE.”

 

  

 

 

 

I

‘4‘

With NATIONALS You Lead—f,

NATIONAL, MODEL c, PRICB. $2,500. Others Fellow“

  

  

  

Side entrances to detachable tonneau. Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball bearings on outside axle

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires. 34x4. Positive oiling. . All weight taken ofi inner axle and differential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Four cylinder 4% x5 vertical. Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and trans

BeVEI gear drive- i, mission on sub frame. Double steering connections.
  

  

The Best Touring Car Agency in America for I905.

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

1007 E. vaenty'Seooncl St, Indianapolis, Ind.

WRITE NOW.
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I] TWO ORIENT BEAUTIES.

   
    

  

to remind you that there is no other car in America under $4,000 or $5.000 that even approaches it in beauty of design and luxury and

elegance of finish and upholstering.

It sums up the entire situation to say that the Model de Luxe Orient is as fine a car as any one really has use for. Its 20 H. P.

positive air-cooled motor of the 4-cylinder vertical fore-and-aft type is the finest piece of air-cooled mechanir-m that has evenbeen put into

an automobile. It will drive the car 35 miles an hour and is so simple in operation that any owner can take his car Out with the reasonable

certainty that no complications are going to arise which will be beyond his understanding.

- Just A Word About Model E.

THE TOURING RUNABOUT AT $1500.

  

ORIENT TOURING RUNABOUT, with semi-racial body. 16 II. P. Price $1500.

features as our Model de Luxe, and in design easily surpasses any other American Runabout, having the massive, powerful, clean-cat lines

,ORIENT MODEL DE LUKE TOURING CAR. 20 H. I'. Price ‘2250.

For th: last two or three weeks we hare kept the wires pretty hot telling you about our new Touring Runabout with the semi-racing

body and the improvements we are putting on the r905 Buckboards. This week we want to get back to the Model de Luxe long enough

$

of the finest French Cars. It is furnished with detachable Tonneau for $r650.

This is the semi-racing model—very light and fast, capable of doing 40 miles an hour easily. It has exactly the same engineering %

  

g ORIENT TOURING CARS ORIENT BUCKBOARD LINE

Model E, Touring Runabout (semi-racing body), 16 H.-P.. $1500 Buckboard, Model A, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $375

2 Model E, with detachable Tonneau,16 H. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450

Model F, Light Touring Car, with Tonneau, 16 H.-P . . . . . . .. 1650 Runabout, Model C, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 475

Model G, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2000 Tonneau, Model D, 4 I-L-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525

Model de Luxe, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2250

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Members of Aloclatlon of Llceused Automobile Manufacturers.

Factory: WALTHAM, MASS. General Sales 01ii¢=§= 44 Broad St., NEW YORK

W
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The

(‘1
There is not one complicated detail throughout uMaxwell" construction. The number of parts has been cut

down to a minimum, and each part has been treated as a special problem and carefully worked out to per

iecfion. It is fundanncntuhy a our easy to explann easy to understand and easy to operate

The owner of a "Maxwell" is absolutely sure of two things.

First, that no car in the market AT ANY PRICE is more reliable than his, and, second, that he owns

‘he one car before the public to-day in which. through its rare simplicity of construction, there is nothing to

:lo but ride.

The “MAXWELL” cars have no pump (tlicrmo-siphon). Their double opposed motor is in front under the

hood and accessible in every part. They have Bevel Gear Drive. METAL BODIES. Transmission Case and

Crank Shaft cast in one Aluminum casting. “Perfectly simple and simply perfect."

I6 H. P.TOURINC CAR, $l400- 8 H. P.TOURABOUT, $750.

MAXWELL-BRISUUE MUTUR [ll].

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

New York Uliv Salssroom, 317 W. 59th Street.
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Two Impulscs with Every Revolution

H

I

I
4

¢

§

4

§

§

This is the famous Elmore Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the

§ American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triinnph of this impulse-every-revolution idea,

I or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Elmore. That the

E Elmore does produce a constant torque; that it does utilize every particle of power and put a stop

: to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

* the most reliable self-starting engine in the world—for each and every one of these claims over

; whelming proof has been produced.

* The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

cycle engine.

I You owe it to yourself to see this car, which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess power and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

Send for our full line of literature. the booklet illustrating the 6.000-miie trip. our catalogue, explanation of our engine. and the opinions

of people who have used our cars. all sent free, or. it you wish. we will send a 10x12 photograph or the Pathnder on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

1104 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

M§4MH§4>§HMH§Q060H§§§+§+§++§+§+§H+HH§

 lWNWHfithWW+H§HHH+§4§H+++W+++WHHHH
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‘ PEEPLESS MOTOP CAP CO.

‘ I

y)

amnm \ \s‘“ '

fiffimttltll‘z‘\t

i

ll _ -.

—"——-J “‘1 " i.

Peerless Motors

have valves on top of cylinder“

instead of on the sides as other

motors.

RESULT IS

a smaller combustion chamber

explosive force is directed princi

pally on top of cylinder head—

no force is wasted on offset posts.

Hence there is greater motor

efficiency.

1905 PRICES

24 H.P. 30 H.P. 35 HP. 60 H.P.

$3,200 $3,750 $4.000 $6,000

Send for Catalogue now ready.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Member A. L. A. M.

L-S ‘ 8-5- Co- Ll-V‘D

 

 

 

 

 

  

Choosing an Automobile

is a difficult proposition if the pur

chaser relies only on the appearance

of the various models of machines

as they stand in the salesrooms,

and as they perform on short

  

demonstration trips.

  

When Past Performances are

Considered,

selection narrows down to the

WHITE—for four years winner

  

  

  

  

  

in all reliability and endurance

  

  
  

contests, as well as in ma n y

speed and hill climbs.

Write us for Bulletin No. 8, which

summarizes four years of auto

  

  

  

  

mobile history.

WHITE SETS: COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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The ®nly Qlineher Tires

that Don’t Require Luqs.

Where wheels have been drilled for lugs, we will supply free, with tire orders, special

brass capped bolts to fill the lug holes, to prevent moisture from getting into the tires.

All G & .1 Tires are fitted with flaps, giving a perfect seating to the Tube. No danger of

cutting tube on lugs, or pinching between edges of case.

All G & .1 Tires are of thread fabric construction—giving the greatest resilience and

durability to the tires: and making them easy to handle. TheG & .1 Tire is the easiest

tire in the world to remove from and place on the rim.

The IQOS G & .l Tires embody all the features of

THE PERFEGT TIRE.

6&JInert-Co.
@hicago lndianapolis Detroit

429 Wabash five. 549-625 E. Georgia St. 247 Jefferson f-ive.

»:

Rims branded in the channel

with these copyrighted marks

have been inspected and pro

nounced perfect. We guaran

tee our tires on all rims so

branded

 

l
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“STEVENS-DURYEA” Newi°cmgr°wer

TOURING CAR.

Aluminum Body,

Side Entrance Tonneau,

Capacity 5 persons,

' i Pressed Steel Frame,

I "W 7_ I. Three Speeds and Reverse,

‘ -' Three Brakes,

Four Individual Cylinders,

Bevel Gear Drive,

I Water Cooling.

 
  

 
 

   

MODEL R.

f GREAT STRENGTH

  

HIGH POWER

are three vital essentials \\ _ _

g perfectly combined in ,I \' '1

 
 

 

 

\IMMMAAWWW/W

WWW/WWWV

   

‘ ' ’ I _ , f" I, 4 Weight, 1650 lbs.

g this latest product. v” ~<-’ " Pmce, $2,500.

SEND FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED 32 PAGE ACENTS:—WRITE FOR SPECIAL PROPOSITION ON

BOOKLET, CONTAINING FULL DETAILS. UNOCCU PIED TERRITORY.

J. STEVENS ARMS 8: TOOL COMPANY, <

690 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U. S. A.

“ Member-l Alsocintlon of Licensed Automobiie Manufacturer-L

VWWVWVWWAW""""""""" NWV‘ \AAA, 2  

 

 

THE BAKER ELEQTRIQ

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriaqe,

The Most Elegant of all Electrics.

  

ALSO,

RUNABOUTS, STANHOPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETQ.

  

WE ARE READY TO TALK BUSINESS.

  

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHIQLE QOMPANY, @LEVELAND, OHIO.
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Merely a Matter of Choice

“Every man to his way of thinking."

  

  

The Morgan & Wright Clincher

has lava—ck-c-d 22 every good thing we have

said about it. It has given the kind

of every-day, every-mile service that tire

uscrs everywhere are looking for. Noth

ing but the best-grade, most

  

  

The Pcrfcctcd Dunlop Detachable

is generally admitted to be the most satis

factory mechanicalIy-iastcned tire on the

market. The simple, effective method of

its construction strongly recommends it to

those who prefer this type of 

durable stock enters into its

construction, and it is made

by experts who know how

 

. ARE GOOD TIRES

  

tire; and in addition (whichis

highly important to the pros

pective tire-buyer) it has every

 

t_o us: such material. Its best

recommendation is not what we guar

antee t_o d2 but what we can flag it

11—18 done. Used in connection with Our

recently-invented tire tools, it is an ex

tremely easy tire to manipulate.

advantage which experience

gives to prove that the principle of its

construction is correct. It occupies first

___

 

place among mechanically-fastened tires

because it belongs there. Made of AI

stock all the way through.

  

 

SEND FOR COPY 1905 CATALOG AND “THE OTHER
Climber Tire Tools.

FELLOW’S OPINION”

Morgan 8: Wright, Chicago

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA DAYTON ST. LOUIS

BOSTON DETROIT ATLANTA

SAN FRANCISCO SYRACUSE

  

Removing Applying Wheel

Lever. Lever. Brace.
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FORD MODEL C. PRICE $950.00

Don’t Experiment— ~

Just Buy a FQRD.
Send for detailed description of

Model “0" Tonneau Car, 1250 lbs., , cylinder opposed, price . . . . . . . ................................... 8950-00

Model “F” Side Entrance Tonneau, weight 1400 lbs.. 2 cylinder opposed. price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81200.00

Model “B” 4 cylinder, vertical, weight 1700 lbs.. side entrance tonneau. price. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82000.00

Delivery Car, weight 13501bs., 2 cylinder opposed, price. .. .. .. .. .................................. $950.00

  
 

 

 

 

Full particulars about

agencies sent on

request.

Ford Motor

Qompany,

DETROIT, MIQH.

Canadian trade supplied by

The Ford Motor @0.

o! @anadn, Ltd., Walk

erville, Ontario.

  

 
 

  
  

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

FORD MODEL B. PRICE $2000.00.
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SUIT AGAINST

PENNSYLVANIA TIRES.

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the Pennsylvania

Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa, for infringement of

our letters patent 'on Clincher Automobile

Tires, and desire to warn the trade against the

purchase of such tires. '

The following concerns are operating
licenses granted by us: C

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS co.

MORGAN 8C WRIGHT.

INDIA RUBBER CO.

B. F. GOODRICH ACO.

DIAMOND RUBBER CO.

FISK RUBBER (CO.

GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE 8L VEHICLE

TIRE CO. _

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

G (30., Indianapolis, Ind.
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O U R L I N E for the year is motor car perfection. It is

. a > the result: of careful thought and intelligent

  

\ -. ,2 I;-\ I effort. We made a GOOD BEGINNNING—

and we have now a line of cars second to

none. In 1903 we brought out our Model A

— single cylinder motor, planetary transmis

sion. whch steer, detachable tonneau. This

('ill' was :1 continual surprise to our custom

01's, to our coinpctitors—evento ourselves. It

not only showed itself the peer of any at

ascending grades. but won road and track

ram-s when pitted against cars of several

limos its RATED power and price.

In 1904 we introduced Model B—a car having

identically the same power plant as Model

A, but a little heavier—pressed steel frame,

storage room in front. and a bit larger ton

neau. Both these models found instant fa

vor with the discriminating class of auto

users.

  

Four Cylinder Cadillac Touring Car. Price, $2,800. (\Vilhout Lamps).

FOR 1905
we offer you in addition to our lighter cars a FULL POWERED, FOUR CYLINDER TOURING CAR. Thirty horse

power— three speed, planetary gear transmission, handled by one lever—shaft drive. side entrance body of either

aluminum or wood. And WE make it—isn’t that suflicient guarantee of its excellence?

Cadillac Autdmobile Company, = = Detroit, Mich.
Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

  

Ordinary men pass muster until confronted with emergencies, and

ordinary tires look good enough when brand new, but should be tagged:

“ Tender and not very true.”

Goodrich Tires are Extraordinary Tires

Fit all roads. Require little care or attention, and cost less (mileage

considered) than any other Tire.

Send for booklet " The Goodrich Road" and also for " Certificates of Merit."

l; \ THE B. r. oooomcn COMPANY, - - - Akron. 0

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade St. and 1625 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO, 892 Mission St. PHILADELPHIA, 909 Arch St.

CHICAGO, 1.4.1 Lake St. CLEVELAND, 420 Superior St.

DETROIT, 80 E. Congress St. BUFFALO. 9 W. Huron St

BOSTON, 161 Columbus Ave. DENVER. 1444 Curtis St.

LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hill.
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SURREY,TYPE ONE

$1,350

18 H.P. Immediate Delivery

 
   

This is pre—eminently a family car. Marked provisions for comfort, safety, reliability and

ease of operation make it so.

The ignition of the spark is automatic. The brakes are operated by pedals, not by lev

ers. With the steering wheel and throttle attached to it, operabel by one hand, the other is al

ways free to manage the clutches by the single lever, and no confusion is possible.

Each working part is readily accessible and so simple that adjustments can be made with

out the help of a mechanic, and without crawling under the machine. Vibration is almost en

tirely eliminated by the long wheel base, full elliptic springs, large tires, the rigid bracing of

the engine and the balancing of all reciprocating parts.

Furnished with big luxuriously upholstered seats, and finished in olive green and brass

trim which, with the graceful lines of the body, make it one of the three most beautiful cars on

the market.

When delivered, it is equipped with a brass side, tail and two gas head lights with separate

generator, brass horn, drop—forged wrenches, oilers, pump and repair kit. In fact, ready for

use with the filling of the gasoline and water tanks.

If the price was not so conspicuously featured, it would easily be considered a $2500 to

$3500 car.

Other Models $750, $850, $2,000, $3,000.

    

 

 

 

\

BRANCHES: BOSTON, 145 Columbus Ave. PHILADELPHIA, 242 North Broad St. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY: 134 West Thirty-eighth St.

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY
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INDEPENDENTS UP

Organization is Completed and Officers Chosen

—Will Not Engage in Patent Litigation

but Will Indulge in Show Affairs.

It is the American Motor Car Manufactur

ers’ Association, if you please. It was for

mally introduced at Detroit on Friday last,

and represents a close welding of the inde

pendent trade; that is, those makers who

are not members of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers.

It grew out of the quiet meeting held dur

ing the Chicago show, and explains the jeal

ously guarded document which was circu

lated for signatures during that function. Its

officers are:

Chairman-James Couzens, Ford Motor

Company, Detroit, Mich.

Vlce~Chairman-A. C. Newby, National Mo

tor Vehlcle Co., Indianapolis.

Treasurer—J. B. Bartholomew,

mew Co., Peoria, 111.

Secretary—William Mitchell Lewis, Mitch

ell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Bartholo

Auditor—Benjamin Briscoe, Maxwell-Bria;

coe Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Counsel—Job E. Hedges, 141 Broadway,

New York City.

It transpires, indeed, that tue organization

was really completed, and that its oflicers

were elected at Chicago, but the secret was

so well kept that not an inkling of the facts

escaped.

The officers named were constituted a com

mittee.to select a location for the associa

tion’s oflices, and at the meeting in Detroit

last Friday they selected that city as head

quarters.

The following are the members of the or

ganization, eight other applications being in

hand:

Maxwell-Briscoe Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill.

Duryea Power Co., Reading, Pa.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Premier Motor Mfg. 00., Indianapolis, Ind,

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, March 2, 1905.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Dayton Motor Car Ca, Dayton, Ohio.

Moline Automobile Co., Moline, 11].

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

Nordyke dz Marmon 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Union Automobile Co., Union City, Ind.

Ardsley Motor Car Co., Yonkers, N. Y.

Phelps Motor Vehicle Co., Stoneham, Mass.

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa.

Gas Engine & Power Co. and Charles L.

Seabury Co., Consolidated, Morris ,Heights,

N. Y.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.

Any idea that may have existed that the

primary purpose of the association is to con

test the Selden patent was fully eXploded by

Mr. Hedges on Monday last.

“The association was not formed to tight

the Selden patent, or any other patent," said

Mr. Hedges when questioned by 9. Motor

World man on that point. “I myself am not

a patent lawyer, and know nothing about

patent law. The Ford Motor Co. itself will

attend to the Selden suit, and neither asks

nor desires any assistance from any source."

The objects of the organization were re

duced to writing by Mr. Hedges, and are as

follows:

First—To arrange for suitable public exhi

bitions of their products, race meets and

other means of publicity and advertisement.

Second—To increase the interest of the pub

lic in the purchase and use of motor cars,

and to confer and discuss periodically the

best means to effect that result.

Third—To fully and properly advertise the

respective merits of the cars manufactured

by themselves, and secure the most desirable

rates of transportation and shipment for

themselves and their patrons.

Fourth—To furnish to their respective

agents, at regular and convenient intervals,

full information regarding the trade in mo

tor cars and the newest information regard

ing the construction and merits of the-motor

cars manufactured by themselves.

Fifth—To promote public interest in good

roads and to arouse public opinion to oppose

legislation which discriminates against the

proper use of motor cars. ‘

Seventh—To further the exchange of scien

tific information by the constructing engi

y—v.

t¢°m1m§°4 on next 9&8!)

 

Nest is Well Illd But Everything Indicates that

the Egg Has Been Laid.

Despite previous denials, the direction of

certain straws indicate with reasonable clar

ity that the Automobile Club of America will

promote and conduct a show next year. Other

straws indicate that it will have the support

of the new American Motor Car Manufactur

ers’ Association, and that licensed manu

facturers will not be debarred if they also

choose to exhibit.

“What do you suppose the public will say

if a certain portion of the industry is invited

to participate in an exhibition and refuses

the invitation?" was the hypothetical ques~

tion put by a man in position to know and

who then laughineg but resolutely shook his

head and refused to be “drawn out."

At the Automobile Club, mum is very much

the word, but it is uttered in such a way as

rather to lend color to the other indications.

Despite most persistent efforts, no one will

confirm or deny anything regarding the moot

ed show.

S. M. Butler, secretary of the club, upon

being appealed to by a Motor World repre

sentative, would only say:

“We are not in a position to give out any

information on the subject," and forthwith

he diverted the conversation to the Saxe bill.

“It was a hard fight," he observed, “but we

think we have succeeded in killing it. It

will not be reported for a week or more, and

probably not at all."

“Is it to be inferred from your statement

that there is no information to be given out

concerning the show situation that there has

been a meeting of the committee, and that

they have taken definite action, but that the

time is not ripe for announcing it?" was

asked, but only to elicit the same response.

“Well, how about the other members of

the committee? Will they say anything for

publication?”

“You might just as well save time and trou

ble by not calling on Colonel Smith, for he

will say nothing, and Mr. Shattuck has not

returned from Albany," was Butler's re

spouse,
-- p.~“
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neers employed by the parties hereto to the

end to improve the manufacture and stand

ardization of motor ears.

“These objects make plain," said Mr.

Hedges when questioned further, “that it is

the purpose of the American Motor Car Mau

ufacturers‘ Association to promote a show,

and you may quote me as saying," he added,

“that the show will be held in New York,

and that it will be promoted by men wh0se

standing in the social, financial and automo

bile worlds will be recognized the moment

their names are made public. You may also

say that every one will be invited to exhibit

at this show. The officers of the association

are constituted a committee of arrangements,

and have ample power to proceed in the mat

ter.”

That the-association is meant to stiflen the

backbone of the independent agents is pat-

ent on its face, and that it will serve its pur

pose cannot well be doubted. That its cards

will be diplomatically played the election of

Mr. Hedges as its counsel and spokesman is

evidence, and that publicity will play a con

spicuous part in disseminating the indepen

dents’ propaganda readlly will be assumed by

all who are acquainted with Mr. Hedges.

He is one of the most urbane and approach

able of gentlemen, and a speaker of rare

ability, being much in demand as a post

prandial orator. He is also high up in the

world of politics, having served a term as

private secretary to the late Mayor Strong

and filled other important political oflices.

During his service he made himself quite

popular in newspaper circles by his cleVer

treatment of all who approached him. He is

also a member of the Automobile Club of

America.

New Men on Corbin Board.

The Corbin Motor Vehicle 00., New Britain,

Conn., has selected the following officers for

1905; President, Philip Corbin; vice-president

and treasurer, M. S. Hart; secretary and as

sistant treasurer, Paul P. Wilcox; directors,

Philip Corbin, M. S. Hart, Charles Glover,

Paul P. Wilcox, Andrew J. Sloper, Robert C.

Mitchell and Jacob S. Bretz.

M. S. Hart and Jacob S. Bretz are new

members of the board, taking the places of

C. M. Jarvis and H. S. Hart. Mr. Hart was

formerly in charge of the rolling mill at the

Stanley works.

Jury Gives Verdict for Premier.

A verdict for the defendants was returned

by a jury in the Superior Court at Indianap

olis, Ind., last week, when the suit of James

J. Foster against the Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

was heard. Foster‘s team was frightened by

an automobile belonging to the defendant

company on April 9, 1903. He estimated the

injuries resulting at $15,000.

Goodrich in New Quarters.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.'s Boston branch is

this week taking possession of its new quar

ters at No. 161 Columbus avenue. It is a

roomy, glass front establishment that has

been completely remodelled for the use of the

Goodrich people.

 

 

 

DEALERS “ DO THINGS.”

New York Tradesmen Adopt Novel Policy to

Assure Maintenance of Schedule Rates.

 

 

At a meeting of the New York Automobile

Trade Association, held in this city on Thurs

day last, an agreement, the provisions of

which are outlined below, was drawn up and

ratified. It provides for the appointment

of a committee, to consist of a chairman and

secretary-treasurer, and further comprises a

general counsel in the shape of a member of

the New York bar and an auditor, who is to

be a certified public accountant. The duties

of the committee wil be to take in hand

the matter of formulating a business policy

for the members of the association and en

forcing the schedule of rates promulgated in

detail at a prior meeting. Instead of the

cash bond, which was previously thought to

be the only method by which obedience to

the schedule could be obtained, a system of

cash deposits is provided for by the agree

ment in question. The latter is now in the

hands of a special committee, composed of

Elliot Mason, William P. Kennedy and C.

Andrade, for execution, and is to become

eiTective upon receiving the signatures of

three-fourths of the members. As soon as

the required number have certified their in

tention to uphold the agreement, the presi

dent of the association will appoint a com

mittee, holding office for one year, to carry

out its provisions. In substance it is as fol

lows:

Each member shall pay $10 per annum for

each car on storage in his garage, with a

minimum fee of $100 and a maximum of

$500, to be paid at the beginning of each year,

but if at the end of that period it is found

that the average number of cars stored dur

ing that time exceeds the number paid for

.over the minimum, such excess shall then be

paid for at the same rate.

Any member of the committee or of the as

sociation shall have the privilege 0f complain

ing of a violation of the agreement on the

part of any other member to the general

counsel, and in so doing is to present such

evidence in support of his complaint as is ob

tainable. It will be the duty of the auditor

to invetlgate such complaints, giving the

member in question all reasonable oppor

tunity to defend and report his finding to the

committee. Should the latter body decide by

a two-thirds vote that there has been a vio

lation, the offending member is to be fined

$100 in the first instance, $250 in the second

and $500 for the third and every succeeding

breach of the agreement. Money paid into

the treasury from this source will be divided

among all the upholders of the agreement

ratably, according to the amount of their re

spective deposits.

Another important provision of the agree

ment is aimed at the rebate evil, and, it

properly enforced, should certainly be instru

mental in subduing the grafting chauffeur,

so far as the association members are con

cerned. It is as follows: “Members or their

agents, employes, etc., are absolutely pro

hibited from giving, loaning, paying, offering

or promising any compensation. gift, rebate,

money or anything of value to any chauffeur

or any person storing a car, on any pretext,

except commissions paid for the direct sale

of cars." The agreement is limited to garage

owners within the confines of greater New

York, and is to continue in force for three

Years from date. It is to take effect as soon

as signed by three-fourths of the members of

the association, and by a vote of the same

number it may either be modified or an

nulled.

Approval was also given at the meeting in

question to a memorial to be forwarded to

the President of the Senate and chairman of

the Committee on General Laws at Albany,

requesting the passage of a bill for the pro

tection of garage keepers, owing to the de

cision of Justice Clark, handed down in the

Supreme Court last week, that the latter loses

his lien on a car for an unpaid storage or re~

pair bill by permitting the owner to take it

away from the garage for no matter how

short a time.

 

Boston’s Licensed Dealers Organize.

There is “something doing" in licensed cir

cles in Boston. Just what, it is carefully

guarded, but there are some grounds for be

lieving that it has chiefly to do with the

Boston shows of the future. Although it has

been kept very quiet, it is known that the

Boston Licensed Automobile Dealers have

been organized, and that they have or will

apply for a charter under Massachusetts

laws.

Those who figure as its organizers or incor

porators are among the best known of the

Boston tradesmen, viz.: George H. Lowe,

White Sewing Machine 00.; W. W. Burke,

' Columbia. Motor Vehicle 00.; A. R. Darling,

George N. Pierce 00.; J. H. McAulmann, The

Locomobile Co. of America; W. J. Foss, Pope

Motor Car 00.; A. R. Underhill, Knox repre

sentative; J. Breed, Haynes-Apperson (30.;

A. R. Bangs, Franklin agent.

 

American Win: $10,000 Suit.

In the suit of the American Ball Bearing

Co., Cleveland, Ohio., vs. the United States

Ball Bearing Co., a verdict for $10,000 was

last week rendered in favor of the plaintiff.

The case was in the United States District

Court at Cleveland, Judge Robert W. Taylor

presiding.

Linscott Get: Big Territory.

The newly incorporated Llnscott Motor Co._

which has secured a splendid location, at No

163 Columbus avenue, Boston, Mass, will

handle considerable territory in the interests

of the National and Reo cars. Eastern

Massachusetts, Maine. New Hampshire and

Vermont are included in its domain.
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FOG BEGINS TO LIFT

Disclosure of St. Louis Car Co.'s Plans Lets

Light into Steinmeyer's Mystery.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 25.—One thing is cer

tain. the Steinmeyer “million-dollar automo

bile factory,” which may be built at Kirk

wood, a residence suburb of this city, has

no connection with the St. Louis Car Co.

As the Motor World stated at the time

the deal was consummated, the St. Louis Car

Co.. one of the biggest builders of railway

will manufacture

practically a replica of one of France’s fa

mous cars, the Mors, have effected the neces

sary arrangements with M. Mors, when he

was here in December last. The news of the

Steinmeyer project came out soon after, and

although that “gentleman contractor” has

vociferously refused information and madea

mystery of the affair, there have been quite

a few persons in the trade who fancied that

the Motor World was barking up the wrong

tree. They were 0f opinion that Steinmeyer's

factory was to be occupied by the St. Louis

Car Co.

Yesterday, however, the Motor World man

saw H. F. Vogel, vice-president and general

manager of the car company, and settled all

doubts on that score. When the question

was put to him, he laughed a sort of reminis

cent laugh. He admitted that he had been

approached by Steinmeyer.

"But it is immaterial to us." said Mr. Vogel,

“whether one or ten other concerns start

manufacturing next door or on the next

block to us. We have plants and facilities of

our own, and would not buy out any of them.

We purpose making automobiles, not bub

bles."

This sheds at least a side light on Stein

meyer's Klrkwood mystery.

coaches in the country,

Mr. Vogel said further that the St. Louis

Car Co. is spending upward of half a million

dollars in making ready for the manufacture

of motor cars. Two two-story buildings, one

50 by 400 feet, the other 60 by 200 feet, and

both located at 5200 North Second street, are

being remodelled and equipped for the pur

pose. It is here that the mechanical work on

the “St. Louis Mors." as the car will be

styled, will be done. while the bodies and

other woodwork will be turned out at the

plant of the Laciede Car Co., 4500 North

Second street, which is a part of the St.

Louis Car Co. It is expected that active

operations will commence in about six weeks

with 400 men, which number will be in

creased to 600 by July 1, and before the end

of the year to as many more.

Work will be at first concentrated on the

“St. Louis .\Iors,” but a runabout is included

in the company’s plans for the near future.

Later it is proposed to build motor vehicles

of all types, and with the wealth, facilities

and reputation of the concern, it will com

mand immediate and general attention seems

to go without saying.

The Week's lneorporations.

Roswell, N. M.—Roswell Automobile Co..

under New Mexico laws, with $10,000 capital.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Automobile Co. has

increased its capital stock from $2,000 to $25,

000. ‘

Bay City, Mich.—Smalley Motor Co. has in

creased its capital stock from $60,000 to

$80,000.

Chicago, lli.—Adrian Automobile Co., under

Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital. Corpora

tors—Thomas Singleton, W. T. Lambert and

W. Black.

Augusta, Me.—Excelsior Steam Car 00.,

under Maine ,laws, with $500,000 capital, to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—L. C. Cor~

nish and N. L. Bassett.

Chicago, Iii.—Branstetter Automobile Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $1,000 capital. Cor

porators—John J. Symes, Thaddeus O. Bunch

and JOnathan‘ G. Latimer.

New York City, N. Y.-—Auto Mall & Deliv

ery Co., under New York laws, with $150,000

capital. Directors—Charles J. Warner, John

Flnck and Frank H. White.

Newark, N.‘J.-—Reo Automobile Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital, $3,000

paid up. Corporators—Frederick E. Hodge,

Thomas P. Gould and Isaac D. Clark.

New York City, N. Y.—Leavitt Motor Car

Exchange, under New York laws, with $1,000

capital; to deal in automobiles.

—R. J. Leavitt, M. P. Leavitt and M. R. Lea

vitt.

Newark, N. J.—Simplex Co., under New

Jersey laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal in

all kinds of electrical apparatus. Corporators

—Maurice C. Rypinskl,'John M. Lansden and

Charles Nilsson.

Trenton, N. J.—Porceiain Electrical Mfg.

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $25,000

capital; to manufacture all kinds of electri

cal appliances. Corporator—Charles A. Secor,

William L. Peacock and Frederick R. Brace,

Jr.

Detroit, Mich—Stirling Automobile Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $25,000 capital;

$6,440 paid in in cash, $6,000 in personal

property. Corporators—John R. Stirling,

Alexander M. Alexander and Robert B. Alex

ander. ‘

More Room for Diamonds in New York

Because of the rapid increase in their busi

ness, the New York branch of the Diamond

Rubber Company has been obliged to seek

larger quarters. The seeking has led to the

lease of the premises 78 Reade street, where

a pientitude of the necessary elbow room

will be 'asured. The removal from their pres

ent headquarters, at 7 Warren street, will

not occur, however, until May 1.

“ To Enter Jobbing Trade.

Tire-Boston Cycle & Sundry Co., Boston.

Mass, has added an automobile supply de

partment to its business, and will job acces

sories throughout New England, Peter Sem

mering is the manager of the department.

Corporatorsv

STORY OF SCRAP HEAP

Showing How Metal Thrown Away Sold

Several Cars for One Concern.

“Talk about ‘casting bread upon the

waters,‘ " said John A. Klngman, of the Loco

mobile Co. of America, one day last week—

and he was not talking for publication either

—"but we made one mighty good customer

last year by casting metal into the scrap

heap. The gentleman was being shown

through the factory, and it just so happened

that he came upon Engineer Biker while the

latter was putting a lot of metal to the test.

It proved not up to our standard, and Riker,

boiling mad, was ordering it thrown into the

scrap pile.

"Our visitor said nothing of the incident at

the time, and nothing more was thought of

it, not even when we booked the gentleman’s

order. But that it made a deep impression

we discovered during the year, when on three

separate occasion this particular purchaser

sent to us an intending buyer, each of

whom remarked that his friend had empha

sized the scrap heap incident in recommend

ing the Locomobile. We got their orders in

every case, too,” added Kingman.

“indeed, we do test every piece of metal

that goes into our cars," he said in answer to

a question. "It has been a hard task to im

press on those of whom we buy our material

that it simply must be of certain composi

-tlons and standards, but I believe the results

justify the trouble and expense, and those

who sell to us have come to realize that we

mean what we say and do not deviate from

our policy in this respect. I have seen Mr.

Riker reject an entire lot of axle forgings,

for instance. They stood the bending test

when hot, but when tested cold they de

veloped a crack and promptly were rejected.

The crack was so minute that the average

man never would have detected, but Biker

simply would not accept them, and they

were thrown back on their maker’s hands.

It required a lot of correspondence and trav

elling to and fro to settle the matter, but-—

'well, we are now getting the material we

want and must have, and the makers ap

preciate that we will take no other."

 

Pennsylvania Gets More Time.

The answer of the Pennsylvania Rubber

Company to the suit filed by the G & J Tire

Company for infringement of the latter's

clincher patents, 'which was due to be filed

on Monday next, will not be then filed. By

consent of the plaintiffs, an extension of

time has been granted.

The suit, which was filed in the United

States Circuit Court for the Southern Dis

trict of New York on December 23 last, of

course, involves the several patents under

which the G & J detachable tire is manu

factured, which are as follows: 454,115, June

16, 1891; 466,565, January 5, 1892; 466,789,

January 12, 1892; 493,160, March 7, 1893; 523,

314, July 71, 189i, and 588,956, April 28, 1896..
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[more THE

,1 cusmon

Old as Shakespeare, if not coined byZhim.

Has stood for centuries as the characterization of a pursuit

likely to end in disappointment.

  

Such will be the case of he who allows himself

to be talked into UNTRIED TIRES.

FISK TIRES have been tried by many men

in many places, not only by a few trained experts.

It is not an experiment. .

It is an article proven true by practical use.

A novice can take them o-fi_and put them on-tlE

FLAT FISK RIM. '

mcostly.

Don’t be “taken in.” Learn from our booklet

about THE FISK and its FASTENING.

 

The Fisk Rubber Company, Chicopee Falls. Mass

BRANCI'IBS: New York. 754-756 5eventh Ave. Chicago. 125i Michigan Ave.

BOSTON, 20 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS. 3908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwilht 8t. OMAHA. lllfl Farnum St.

PHILADELPHI \. 5128 Arch St.

ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St

CLEVELAND. 818 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELES. 1084 SO. Main St.

DETROIT. 264 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA LONDON. ENGLAND

KANSAS CITY, 1330 Main St.

- MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Hennepin Ave.

SYRACUBEJZS So. Clinton St. DENVEEL 1534 Glengrm Sr,

BUFFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 1“ Second St.
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Quality in

Something approaching a standard type of

car in each class having been put forth by

the majority of makers in this country for

the present season's business. attention can

be devoted to investigation and experiment,

more with a view to improvement in the

quality and fitness of the materials employed

than in the direction of engineering design,

though this feature will naturally always be

first. '

The salient features of design, such as sus

pension, transmission, motors, clntches and

the like, best adapted to the touring car and

the runabout, have now been tacitly recog

nized by makers to such an extent that a

composite of all the cars of each class ex

hibited at the recent shows would reveal

marked departures but in

Some of the latter are confined to more or

isolated cases.

less unimportant detail, while others, as out

lined in the Motor World’s show number,

are somewhat bold conceptions, the trying

out of which will be followed closely during

the coming season. Apart from this, quality

  

must henceforth be the prime requisite of

improvement.

Few things have been more productive of

advances along this line than the various

endurance runs held during the past year.

Of these, probably the one to Pittsburg

proved the most prolific in results. Failure

to complete the run was not in every in

stance the only indication of defect, for luck

was a potent factor in getting through, and

even the successful cars revealed their weak

ness to the practiced eye during the run and

afterward. As a result, better materials

have been adopted by some makers in the

comparatively short time intervening be

tween the event in question and the present

year‘s show. Quality in this connection can,

of course, mean nothing more or less than

metal—steel and iron. Both are coming in

for no small amount of attention where in

trinsic betterment is concerned; better steel

for gears, transmission and driving for shafts

and frames, better iron for cylinders.

 

The Classes of Purchasers.

Automobiling has progressed, is still pro—

gressing by levels and, as in mining, the

course of progress is downward. First the

richest subsoil deposits, then well paying

lodcs, decreasing in richness as greater

depths are reached, until finally strata are

found where nothing but the economical

methods of production brought about by or

ganization and the use of the best modern

machinery will show a profit.

The millionaire buyer of automobiles who

sports a “stud” of anywhere from six to a

dozen cars, and keeps it up to date by pur

chasing several new models each year, rep

resents the first level in the comparison, ex

cept that he is not apt to play out so soon, as

this, his latest, is no passing fancy of the

hour to be cast aside and forgotten in a

short time. But, on the other hand, it takes

more than one swallow to produce a man

sizcd feeling of hilarious prosperity'in a poor

man's mind, and a handful of "mums’ is cer

tainly not sufficient to generate this and keep

it alive, where an industry is concerned.

The next icveis represent everything from

an extremely comfortable state of solvency

down to the poor cuttings that have to be

worked economically in order to show a divi

dend—probably the man who manages to buy

a car on his friends’ money and becomes

hopelessly involved in debt trying to keep it

out of the repair man's hands corresponds

to the latter simile as well as anything.

But neither of these extremes will support

' them that is constantly going on.

a large and constantly growing industry—it

pays to cater to both, because what the latter

lacks in funds it makes up in numbers; the

crop is unfailing. The man who can afford

to buy a car and can afford to run it if it is

not going to run him straight into bank

_ ruptcy in the course of. the first season is the

one that the manufacturer has to depend

upon when all is said and done. His name is

legion, but having in the majority of in

stances had to earn the money he is about

to spend, he is likewise a canny individual.

Not racing records, but endurance records,

appeal to him, for what he wants to know

most is not the first cost of the car—adveb

tisements tell him that—but the cost of main

tenance and repairs, particularly the latter,

and nothing short of experience forms a

foundation upon which to base such knowl

edge.

“Repair records” is an apt term to express

the qualification the manufacturer has to

prove in order to satisfy this type of buyer,

and it is safe to say that more makers are

giving attention to this phase of the business

at present than are building high powered

racing cars to cut fifths of a second off the

mile record. How to build a car that will, if

necessary, stand the hardest kind of work

for the longest time with a minimum of re

pair, and that will endhre ordinary service

indefinitely without being laid up except for

minor derangements, is the question. Merely

because “repair records" are not made on

tracks in the presence of enthusiastic thou

sands is no reason to doubt the striving for

Every

manufacturer, every agent, and every re

pairer is kccniy alive to their value, and it

would not be difficult to mention cars the

popularity of which is undoubtedly due to

their achievements in this direction.

 
 

Improving the Small Car.

Across the water thcy are still discussing

“the car for the man of moderate means."

One of the parties to it goes unusually deep

into the matter, and treating with the cheap

machine, he outlines the salient features of

what he terms the ideal low priced car. In

this, though he goes about the proof of his

assertions in a loose fashion, he brings out

several noteworthy points which are fully as

applicable here as they are abroad. After

limiting the cost of such a car to a maximum

$1,000, he goes on to say, in part:

“The great mistake made by designers in

the past has been that of slavishly copying

the big car and endeavoring to bring out a
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miniature edition at a lower price, so that

in many cases it is to be feared that the re

tention of features usually found in big cars

has been made possible only by a falling

away in quality of workmanship or material,

or both.”

He concludes, quite rightly, that this is not

ruleable in any sort of machine and points

out the necessity of absolute interchangeabil

ity of parts in such a car, since the average

owner, being a man of limited means, is often

obliged to be his own mechanic, though he

be not a skilled workman; hence the need of

fitting in the replacement of parts becomes a

burden and an added source of expense.

Descending to particulars, this contributor

advocates the use of the single cylinder hori

zontal slow speed motor of about 8 horse

power. His objection to the single cylinder

vertical type is that its large size, or else the

excessive speed required to secure sufficient

power, render it inapplicable, while the

double cylinder practically

doubles the cost, so he contends. As to trans

missions, the Panhard type of sliding gear is

construction

too costly, he thinks, while the planetary

form lacks the requisite durability. He sug

gests instead of either the use of a very sim

ple form of sliding gear, giving three speeds,

with direct connection on the highest. As to

the body, he says that “this is the last place

in which to attempt to copy the big car, and

especially if of the tonneau type, as the

length of wheel base cannot possibly afford

sufficient roominess at the back, otherwise

than by building beyond the rear wheels—an

unsightly and unmechanical way out of the

difiiculty.’ Among the few luxuries of the ex

pensive car which should, he thinks, be

copied in the smaller machine, are double

ignition, force feed lubrication and automatic

carburetlon.

A very common criticism of the low priced

car in this countrv is its apparent effort to

imitate the larger machines. In many cases

this is true not only of the external parts,

but of the mechanism as well, and it is quite

true that the reduction in price carries with

it often a lowering in the grade of workman

ship and material.

result of the reducing process—if you choose

to consider the small car as a derivative of

the larger—because though a reduction in

the sl2e 0f the parts which contribute to

weight and power, or which, roughly speak

ing, determine its size, must induce an ap

proximately proportionate reduction in the

cost of manufacture. Still, the net profit be

ing comparatively small, the maker must

The latter is a natural

either assure himself of a great number of

sales or else still further reduce the cost in

And a cer

tain reduction in quality is perfectly legiti

mate, so long as it is applied only to such

non-essentials as the external finish of parts

and the substitution of lower grade materials

order to secure his due returns.

in places where they cannot jeopardize the

safe working of the car. But many cars are

marketed in which unfortunately this ten

dency has been allowed to have a preponder

ating influence on the design itself, and in

which certain of the most essential elements

have been grossly cheapened. Such cars,

even though they be few in number, go far

So long as the

reduction in cost is carried on reasonably, it

is perfectly proper, but once 'it is permitted

to encroach on the essential, it is grossly in

excusable, and can never contribute one iota
of reputed to the industry nor fail to react

harmfully on those who sanction it.

The harmless imitation of purely external

characteristics of the eXpensive machines is

entirely apart from this main consideration.

For there are those in plenty who crave the

to condemn the whole class.

false bonnet and baby tonneau simply be

cause they “look real," who, so long as they

cannot afford diamonds, are perfectly con

tent with paste.

For Commercial Usage.

The wise heads have prophesied all along

that some day the automobile industry would

cease to derive the bulk of its returns from

purely pleasure vehicles, and would, instead,

depend chiefly on commercial types. The

adaptation of auto propulsion to the haulage

of all sorts of goods, and the use of cabs

and 'bus lines for the transportation of hu

man freight, will, once the proper degree

of mechanical perfection is attained, bring

about a veritable ‘horseless age"—so they say.

However that may be, there is as yet no ap

parent diminution in the use of the horse,

nor any indication of his place being im

mediately usurped.

The attention of the public and that of the

average maker as well is almost wholly

focused just now on the pleasure vehicle in

its wonderful popularity. The great prepon

derance of this side of the business, coupled

with certain rather dubious results of experi

ments hitherto made, lead to an impression

that the more practical phase of the busi

ness is being neglected. But all the time a

steady advance movement is going on, not

so marked as in the other line, but none the

less hopeful because of its conservative

rate of growth, and one which, for this very

reason, augurs a stronger future than is as

sured its fellow, whose rise has been more

meteoric.

Certain firms in various parts of the world

have adopted commercial motor car service,

and, after a more or less impartial test, have

discarded it. Others, better satisfied, are

continuing it, fully convinced of its utility.

Of these some are working on a paying basis,

- others at a loss; of the latter, some are being

continued in the hope of ultimate betterment,

and others simply as an advertisement. In

cases where failure has occurred the cause

is almost always attributable to mechanical

imperfections in the equipment. The high

cost of upkeep, the chief factor of expense,

has been due largely to design which must

be considered as being in a measure experi

But this drawback and that of un

certainty of action, which is allied to it, must

decrease with time. The development in the

other line, rapid and forced as it has been, is

highly beneficial to its more staid relative,

in that it has evolved in a short time the

laws of structural formation which would

mental.

not otherwise be brought out in years of

slower growth, of milder rivalry and the

struggle against the prejudice of the very

conservative.

That there is a steady growth in this line

cannot be gainsaid. The most casual ob

servance of the traffic of the larger cities

proves it; trade returns prove it. There are

a considerable number of practical vehicles

in use to-day in all parts of the world—_ve

hicles which are practical in the sense of

yielding a practical return for a cash outlay—

and their number is constantly increasing.

Reports are continually coming in from here

and there of the inauguration of new linel

too, there

But

this is of no significance in a broad sense,

since the imperfections of a newly made ma

chine, and the factor of uncertainty in oper

ation due to the fallibiiity of human nature—

the purely personal equation—involve just

and new systems. Frequently,

come reports of their discontinuance.

such results in any new line of business. For

the introduction of a new process, or system,

or method involves a twofold educational

process—the designer must learn to create,

and the user to operate to advantage.

 

“We have read with a good deal of interest

the Motor World’s comments on the Chicago

show, and so far as we have seen they com

prise the only real statement of the facts.

The others evidently were fearful of saying

what they think or to give. the facts."—Ex

tract from a letter from a Western ex

hibitor.
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FOR AN AMATEUR RULE

A.A.A. Takes First Step Toward One—Changes

Made in Vanderbilt Cup Conditions.

 

At a special meeting of the racing board

of the American Automobile Association In

New York On Tuesday last, there was taken

the first step In the direction which the Mo

tor World has advocated since the formation

of the organization, 1. e., the drawing of a

line between the amateur and the profes

sional.

It took the form of the appointment of a

special committee, composed of T. N. Hilliard

and H. L. Bowden, of the racing board, and

E. T. Birdsall, of the technical committee,

who will revise the racing rules, and not

only present an amateur definition, but rec

ommend such other changes as experience

has shown to be necessary. This committee

will report directly to the racing board, and

the racing board, in turn, to the board of

directors, at a meeting on March 9, before

any recommendations that may be made will

be embodied in the rules.

It is understood that the racing board in

ciines strongly to an entire separation of

amateurs and professionals, and that no_half

way definition is likely to be recommended.

The great stumbling block in formulating a

definitlon Is the manufacturers who them

selves engage in racing. It is said that,

while it is realized that some benefit may

thereby accrue to the respective businesses

of these gentlemen, sportsmanship is the un

derlying principle of their competition, and

that, accordingly, they will be included in

the amateur class. There is said to be no

disposition to establish an intermediate class

Important action was also taken in respect

to the Vanderbilt cup race. By permission

of Mr. Vanderbilt. the date for the closing

of entries was extended to May 15, and two

changes pf moment In the conditions also

were made. First, that henceforth the

number of cars representing any one country

In the race will be five instead of six, as

heretofore, and, second, that the entry fee

will be $500, with no rebate to either starters

or non-starters. Last year the entrance fee

was $300, one-half of which was returned to

the entrants who actually started. The deed

of gift has also been so altered that, by con

sent of the A. A. A., the winning club may

take the cup abroad without depositing a

cash bond.

The race will be held between August 15

and October 15 next, and the course will

probably be the same as last year—Long

Island—unless a more suitable one is pre

sented. It Is said the supervisors of Nassau

county are favorable to again having the

contest held there.

As tacitly agreed at the close of the recent

speed tournament on the Daytona beach, the

Florida East Coast Automobile Asoclation

was granted the reservation of a single week

between January 22 and February 19, 1906,

for the promotion of automobile races. Tech

nically no sanction can be given until a pro

gramme of races is submitted, but a reserva

tion is equivalent to a sanction. The F. E.

C. A. A. will be asked to select its week as

soon as possible.

An application for reservation had also

been asked by the Ormond Racing Associa

tion from January 22 to 27. Pending the

definite selection by the F. E. C. A. A. the

Ormond application will not be acted upon.

Though the members of the board who at

tended the last Florida meet had practically

agreed not to recognize the Ormond claims,

It is possible that reservation of a. single

week may be given the Ormond association,

following that of the Daytona organization.

May 30 was also reserved as a date for a

race to be held at Empire City Track, Yon

kers, N. Y.

The application of Walter Christie for a

sanction for private time trials in Florida

was denied. Mr. Christie was informed that

he would not be disqualified for making such

trials, but that no records claimed would be

recognized. This establishes an important

precedent.

The meeting was held in the rooms of the

Automobile Club of America. Those present

were George Isham- Scott, T. F. Hilliard, E.

T. Birdsall, A. L. Biker and C. H. Gillette.

the secretary of the A. A. A.

 

Bowden Likely to Become Racing Head.

W. C. Temple, of Pittsburg, who resigned

the chairmanship of the A. A. A. racing

board immediately after the Florida Speed

Carnival, has declined to reconsider his ac

tion, which will .make necessary the selec—

tion of a new head. William Wallace, of

Boston, who was prominently mentioned for

the position, and who is still a member of the

board, will not become chairman, because, as

he will be a competitor In the Vanderbilt Cup

race, he does not deem it proper that he

should be chairman of the committee In

charge of the event.

The most likely man for the office is under

stood to be H. L. Bowden, of Waltham, Mass.

The office is to be formally tendered to that

gentleman to-day, but there is no certainty

that he will accept it. A secretary of the

racing board will also be named. He will

most certainly be either a New York or Bos

ton newspaper man.

Franee to Throttle Bennett Race.

Cable advices from Paris state that the

Automobile Club of France has abandoned

the Grand Prix, and this year, at least, that

“consolation race" for the French trade

which came so near to “queering” the Ben

nett cup race, will not be run. That the

Frenchmen‘s commercial instincts wholly

possess them, however, is indicated by the

further fact, conveyed by the cables, that

the club has decided practically to throttle

the Bennett races, the throttling being en

compassed in an agreement that, beginning

with 1906, French automobile manufacturers

will be Invited annually to participate in but

one big race, and that the Grand Prix, which

will be made an open event.

 

A. C. A. SELECTS A SITE

Big Club to Build on Fifty-fourth Street——

Plans ol' the Structure.

 

 

Announcement is made that the Automobile

Club of America has finally chosen a site for

its new home, and that building operations

will be begun at once.

sult of a careful study of the present needs

of the club, and has been made with due ref

erence to the trend of the city’s growth.

A canvass of the location of the resident

members, made some time ago, showed the

present location to be quite central, and ac

cordingly an effort was made to secure land

in the immediate neighborhood of Columbus

Circle, but the prices asked for the most de

sirable lots were wellnigh prohibitive, and it

was only after a deal of skilful negotiation

on the part of Bryan L. Kennelly, through

whom the purchase was made, that favorable

terms were secured. The lot chosen is in

Fifty-fourth street, just west of Broadway,

and is particularly advantageous not only on

account of its proximity to the park and the

residential district uptown, but because it is

in the very heart of the new retail automobile

section.

The work of designing the structure is al

ready under way in the offices of the archi

tect, Ernest Flagg, who is preparing to sub

mit the preliminary drawings to the building

committee at a special meeting called for

next Saturday.

Although it is early yet to predict definitely

the style or arrangement of the house, It is

understood that the specifications call for a

thoroughly modern building six stories In

height, fireproof and substantial. As it must

serve the twofold purpose of clubhouse and

garage, It will be In some respects unique.

The upper and lower floors will be used for

the storage of cars, while the basement will

be fitted up as a complete repair shop, where

will be facilities for doing all sorts of work.

A special feature, promised some time ago,

will be a dynamometer, for testing the power

delivered at the wheels of cars. The facili

ties for handling and recharging the cars

will be entirely new in design; every device

which-experience can dictate or ingenuity

devise will be supplied for the convenience

of the car owner. The floor space, which

will be nearly thirteen thousand feet, will

give ample room for storage of upward of

two hundred cars on the two floors, and no

effort will be spared to make the equipment

complete in every detail. -

The clubrooms will be arranged in befitting

style, and will Include, beside the executive

offices and a large assembly hall, a library,

parlors, reading and lounging rooms~—for the

accommodation of the “rockingchair fleet"—

and a restaurant, to say nothing of lockers

and baths galore.

It is understood that work on the ground

will be begun as soon as the houses now

standing can be cleared of their tenants. and

it is hoped to have the work completed within

a year.

The choice is the re
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RIDDLED SAXE BILL

Motorists Bring Strong Arguments to Bear While

Only Chronic Reformer: Speak for it. a

 

The flower of New York State automobile

dom, representing millions of capital and an

industry employing thousands of men ar

rayed against a few malcontcnts from a spot

on the map comprising possibly less than a

square mile on Manhattan Island, and known

as the West End, was the sight presented

at Albany on Tuesday last, when the ob

noxious Saxe amendment to the present auto

mobile law came up for discussion.

The hearing was held in the Senate cham~

her, William H .Hotchkiss, president of the

New York State Automobile Association, act

ing as master of ceremonies. Winthrop E.

Scarrit, former president of the A. C. A., led

the opposition. His speech, which covered

the entire ground, was in part as follows:

“The fate of the pioneer is always a hard

one. Morse walked the streets of New York

despairing and penniless; Whitney, with his

cotton gin, and McCormick, with his reaper,

were denounced by the laboring men. The

first locomotives which ran through the Mo

hawk Valley were denounced. What a ter

rible outcry was made against the trolley car

and the bicycle. And now the last target of

abuse from an indignant, if not altogether

thoughtless, public is the automobile.

“Let us analyze the situation and see

whether these drastic and repressive meas

ures which are now proposed are sensible.

necessary or reasonable.

“The automobile, according to a ruling by

Judge Cooley, has rights upon the highway

of which no Legislature has the right to de

prive it.

“We object to the Saxe amendment be

cause it is so tyrannical, unfair and unjust,

in that it puts it within the power of any

petty, prejudiced magistrate to send an au

tomobllist to jail for violation of the speed

law, no difference how slight or unintentional

that violation may have been.

“The present law is a compromise and

works out in practice fairly satisfactory to

everybody. The Automobile Club of Amer

lca has used its influence among its mean

bcrs to have them obey this law, and to use

their cars on the highway with care and con

sideration for the rights qt others. The same

club has offered a reward for a gross viola

tion of the present law. We are as anxious

as you, or any other gentlemen, to stamp

out reckless and dangerous driving on the

highway. We object, however, to having the

public put us altogether in one class and con

demn the many for the sins of the few.

"We submit that nine months is not suf

ficient time in which to test the merits or

demerits of any new law. Thus far the pres

ent law has worked satisfactorily.

“We do not believe the legislators of the

Empire State, prickcd and prodded by a few

motor-phobiacs, will permit themselves to

enact legislation, which, five years from now,

they will be heartily ashamed of.”

James Carr, president of the West End

Association; A. L. Blauvelt and J. L. Brower,

“chronic agitators," as they were dubbed by

the opposition, spoke-or rather denounced the

automobile and its owner, and the first named

quoted a record of five and a half seconds

per block taken by himself on Broadway.

Onc J. C. Coleman said he represented 350,

000 to 400,000 people, in addition to the West

Enders. but wasn’t particular about men

tioning who they were.

A. R. Shattuck, also a former president of

the A. C. A., also spoke, and said in part:

“I have driven thirty thousand miles and

have never been arrested. The danger from

traffic in our city is very great, but is it due

wholly to the automobile? In 1904 seven

persons were killed by automobiles. It is too

many, but in some instances it was due to

the fault of the victims. In the same time,

sixty-two persons were killed by horse drawn

vehicles, fifty-seven by the cars of the Inter

urhan company, twelve by the cars of the

Interborough company and twenty by steam

cars running in the city."

Speaking for the New York Motor Club,

Charles Hyde said the chief fault was in

the non-enforcement of the present law.

In closing the argument in opposition to

the measure, Mr. Hotchkiss, of Buffalo, said

that the law in relation to horse vehicles was

not enforced.

“Which is better for the Legislature and

the people you represent," Mr. Hotchkiss

asked. “To haVe the support of the motor

ists in the enforcement of the law or their

opposition to such enforcement? It will be

our duty to attack such a law as is pro

posed."

Charles T. Terry, of counsel for the N. A.

A. M. legislative committee, and who sub

mitted a brief with which many of Mr. Scar

rlt’s arguments coincide, when seen by a

Motor World man the following day, said the

sum and substance of the West Ender's ar

gument is, “there must be something wrong

with the law because automobilists violate

it."

“That’s genuine, for those are the very

words,” he added, “and this profound rea

soning was supported by letters of a few

ministers in New York City and a school

principal, who said he wrote in behalf of

two thousand children. With this strong

foundation of logic, the plea 0f the West

Enders, in effect, was “because the law has

not been enforced, pile up the penalties."

Among others who spoke in favor of the bill,

Senator Armstrong—a gentleman with a well

filled stable, by the way—argued along this

very line, and in consequence played directly

into the hands of the opposition in every

thing he said, which was nothing more or

less than a plea for the enforcement of the

law. “Why don't your automobile associa

tions enforce the law, instead of coming here

to oppose legislation?" he asked, to which

answer was made that if the State found

itself too poor to enforce its own legislation,

that the asoclations might consider the pro

ject of getting up a subscription for the

purpose, but otherwise did not think them

selves partlcularly concerned in the enforce

ment of laws.

“That Popular prejudice, nothing more or

less, is at the root of the whole matter, may

be seen at a glance, from a perusal of every

automobile bill that has ever been presented

to the Legislature, as well as the manner in

which it has been brought before that body,"

said Mr. Terry, in conclusion. ‘Bill Jenks.

up in Squedunk, is scared half to death

through an automobile frightening his team,

and in the heat of his wrath makes his son

liincnts known to his representative at Al

bany. The latter has to make good to keep

in with his constituents. Just alter that a

bit to suit city conditions and you have it

all."

Senator Armstrong, chairman of the com

mittee which has the Saxe and Grady bills

under consideration, said that an executive

session would be held the day following, and

that the bill would not be reported until

next week; In the opinion of some of its

opposcrs, it may not be reported at all; it

may be allowed to die a natural death in

the committee, as is so often the case when

the proper wires are pulled. If it is, it will

be nothing more or less than the result of

this unreasoning prejudice on the part of

those opposed to the atuomobile.

To Enlighten iliinois Legislators.

Country legislators at Springfield, 111., will

have the time of their lives this week when

the legislative committee of the Chicago Au

tomobile Club takes them out in a big touring

car equipped with a speedometer to demon

strate a few points about the speed of an au

tomobilc.

The demonstration is designed to find sup

port for the bill which will be presented by

the curb committee, and which provides for

the State control of automobiles an'd specifies

that the State shall issue licenses in the form

of a tag two inches in diameter, with the

number stamped on it.

The measure specifies that a speed limit of

ten miles an hour in congested districts, fif

teen miles in sparsely settled parts and twen

ty miles in the open country be allowed.

The bill will be presented to the legislative

Committee on Roads to supplant the meas

ure introduced by Representative Heinl.

Club Dines City Officials.

The Mayor, members of the Board of Su

pervisors, police authorities and Park Com

missioners graced the festive board on the

occasion of the first annual banquet of the

Automobile Club of California in San Fran

cisco last Saturday night. An apparent spirit

of good feeling prevailed. The club members

told the public officials what automobilists

needed in the matter of protection and bet

ter roads, and the city’s ofllcers promised to

co-operate with the club in securing needed

improvements.
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OF ENGLISH ORIGIN

New Devzlopments in Carburctters and Ignition

that Appeared at the London Show.

 

. If not productive of anything else of great

importance in the estimation of the outsider,

the recent Olympia show in London, which

closed on the 20th of February last in Lon

don, brought out one fact so clearly that

even the man with but half an eye can

scarcely have failed to see it. And that is

that American manufacturers have not been

slow to realiZe that England is going to prove

'an excellent market, and almost half a dozen

of them are now riapresented 0n the grOund

by some of the best agents in the country.

These are the White, Cadillac, Winton, Olds

mobile and Orient—all were very much in

evidence in well filled exhibits at the show.

\Vhere advances are concerned, the great

est amount of novelty, as is to be expected,

  

'Brotherhood Carburetter Showing Location on

. . Engine.

has to do with the motive power, and is cen

tred for the greater part about the two all

absorbing features of carburetion and ig

nition.

In the former the automatic type of car

burettcr is now prominent, improvements in

the main being more with a view to better

air regulation. The'carburetter fitted to the

Brotherhood car, shown by the accompany

ing illustration, was an instance of the sort.

As will be noted. it is of the usual float feed

arrangement. The intake faces the exhaust

pipes and is in close proximity to them, quite

a departure being noticeable, however, both

“in the location of the carburettor, this being

practically on a level with the intake valves

of the engine, also the fact that a lead is

taken from each side of the carburettor for

'the different pairs of cylinders. This ar

rangement will be noticed in the second

‘ sketch.

In the second illustration the spray jet, G2.

has a hole of comparatively large diameter

drilled through it, and it projects upward

from the base of the mixing chamber in much

the usual Way. Fitting down inside the spray

jet is a long needle valve, G3, which has two

flats filed on opposite sides, to form tapering

faces along that portion of it which fits in

side the spray jet. The needle is adjustable

with'relatlon to the containing tube, G4, by

means of a nut at its upper end, this tube

carrying a conical and a cylindrical sleeve,

G5 and G6, in such a manner that these and

the needle travel upward or downward to

gether with it. The conical sleeve surrounds

the spray jet,v G2. and is contained in a sta

tionary cylinder. G7, that acts as a guide for

it. The cylindrical sleeve, G6, slides in the

same cylinder. and normally covers the ports,

GS. cut through the cylinder wall. but these

are uncovered as soon as it begins to move

upward with the tube, G4.

This tube and the auxiliary parts moving

in conjunction with it are all carried on a rod

rigidly affixed to the piston, G9, moving in ,

.a chamber surmounting the carburettor just

above the double outlet, G1. This piston is

normally held down by a spiral spring, but

is actuated by the suction in the mixing

chamber and is then raised to a greater or

 

  

Brotherhood Carburetter.

less extent by atmospheric pressure, as it is

open to the latter beneath through small per

forations and connects with the mixing cham

ber from above through other small holes

leading into the tube, G4.

The function of this piston is to provide an

auxiliary supply of air by opening the ports,

G8, in its travel in order to prevent the mix

ture becoming overrich in consequence of the

throttling action of the sleeve, G5. But the

latter rising simultaneously thereby increases

the amount of annular space about the jet,

and the effective area of the jet itself is In

creased at the same time, though the suction

should not fluctuate. By this arrangement

it is claimed that the capacity of the car

buretter increases proportionately with the

speed of the engine or the lift of the intake

valves, though the character of the mixture

is maintained uniform. In practice this car

buretter is said to have given excellent re

sults.

Another method of accomplishing the same

result was in evidence in the new type of car

buretter fitted to the Albion car. It has two

auxiliary air valves, but, unlike the majority

of these devices, both are mechanically oper

ated. The accompanying illustration is of a

sectional view of the mixing chamber, the

float fccd, which is of the usual type, being

omitted. The main air supply is also pat

tcrned after recognized standards, a coned

intake facing and close to the engine being

employed. But, as will be noted, the throttle,

though also of the piston type, lies horizontal

ly, and is mechanically actuated. It is pro

vided with a port cut in its wall for the pur

pose of admitting an auxiliary supply of air

at full load. This port is brought opposite

to a similar opening, AS, in the wall of the

mixing chamber, which communicates with

the atmosphere, but these ports only coincide

and admit air when the engine is working

with an open throttle. Originally the whole

supply of auxiliary air was taken through

another port, A6, which is directly controlled

by the governor through the link. A7. This

valve is still retained, and admits auxiliary

air automatically in proportion to the speed

of the engine. As first fitted, however, it was

found that‘ the range was too limited, for

  

Alhion_ Carburetter.

at high speeds and light loads the mixture

became too weak, and in “speeding up" it

was found that the engine received insuffi

cicnt air in the initial stages. To remedy

this, the auxiliary air port, A6, was reduced

in area by one-third—wiiich got over the diffi

culty of weak mixtures at high speeds—and

a port, AS, equal in area to the reduction

made in the port, A6, was introduced into the

throttle—which successfully overcame the

other trouble of insufficient air in the initial

stages of speeding up the engine.

The same car also embodies a rather unique

feature in its ignition system, which is of

the low tension magneto type—mnique in the

fact that, though advocated in several in

stances in this country within the last two

or three years, it has aparently never been

tried in practice. It consists in making the

magneto an integral part of the engine itself

and as predicted in the Motor World show

number, it is only a matter of time when

this will come in for the share of attention it

deserves, for it is a long step in the direction

of simplicity and cfliciency.

The magnets are carried by a brass spider,

which is mounted directly on the front end of

the crank shaft, and thus forms the only

moving member of the whole aparatus; for

the armature is held stationary by a bracket

fixed to the crank chamber. The magnets

consists of two flat steel bars parallel to one

another on either side of the crank shaft.
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The pole pieces are of cast iron, and are

bolted directly to the ends of the magnets.

and they,arc so shaped that they project

backward and overlap the full width of the

armature core. The latter is of laminated

construction, built up of a number of thin in

sulated soft iron plates stamped in the form

of a circular horseshoe. Directly opposite the

gap in the armature core is the armature coil,

and in this position it comes exactly under

one of the pole pieces, when the other pole

piece bridges the gap. At this instant the

magnetic “lines of force" are reversing their

direction through the iron core of the coil at

the greatest ,rate, and consequently the mag

neto is then generating to its fullest capacity,

and at or about that position the spark is

"timed" to take place. The magneto itself is

not "timed," but sufficient latitude is allowed

to permit it to be effective at all positions

within the “timing” range. Being keyed di

rectly to the crank shaft, there is no trouble

in resetting it in the event of removal, and

the fact that the magnet is the only moving

part renders the apparatus particularly sim

pie.
 

The Ear: as Trouble Detectors.

A well-trained ear as a qualification for the

practical chaufi‘eur, whether the latter be the

typical “hired man in a leather suit" or the

owner who depends upon his own_mechan

icai ability to keep things going, will proba

bly not appear particularly essential at first

sight. But many of the ills that the motor

is heir to will in their inception be revealed

by its noises in operation, the smooth, steady

rythm of exhaust and intake mechanism and

the breathing of the former, blend with the

transmission in the perfectly operating en

gine to a soft purr which means contentment

to its owner so long as it continues.

0f lnissing explosions little need be said,

for until he can recognize this the instant it

occurs, the chauffeur‘s education has not be

gun, should he be unable to progress past

this stage, he is beyond ‘all hope and had

better grace an ash cart. None short of a

dumb man can fail to recognize the symp

toms of missing fire. However. it is not

such patent evidence of something wrong,

but the faint variation in the steady hum,

frequently only discernible by the trained

ear which calls for skill in this direction.

For in the majority of instances this indi

cates not that something has gone wrong,

but that it is on the road to breakdown, and

heed given to its incipient complaint when

first heard will often prevent damage.

Theoretically the perfectly designed car

makes no noise, and this holds good in prac

tice, more this year than ever before—to the

man on the sidewalk—but to the man at the

wheel the clicking of the cams and the drone

of the gears unite to form a steady hum,

only varying with the speed, and any inter

ruption of which is a certain indication of

something out of place.

 

The internal combustion engine is not such

a novelty after all; one was in operation in

Cambridge, England, in 1820.

Air Tire ior Three-Ton ’Buses.

London's motor ’buses, or some of them, at

least, will possess the unique feature of be

ing pneumatic tired, contrary to the usual

practice where such heavy vehicles are con

cerned. The impracticability of fitting a

pneumatic tire of the usual type to such con

ditions is self-evident, so the makers—the

Palmer company—have not only designed a

tire of a peculiar cross section, specially

adapted to bear a heavy load, but also a fel

loe to correspond.

The peculiar shape of the inner tube when

intiatcd will be noticed by reference to the

illustration, this odd form resulting from the

contour of the felloe, which it partly sur

rounds. The latter is composed of three

steel rims, the central one of which is on a

curve of larger diameter than that of the
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outer two. This enormous tire, probably the

largest pneumatic yet attempted, has a tread

of ten inches, this being reinforced by three

heavy parallel ribs on the outer cover. The

heads, of the usual Palmer construction, are

secured to the felloe by flanges and bolts.

The construction in other respects is along

the lines developed by the same firm in their

tires for touring purposes, the “airless cord"

fabric being employed.

This huge tire is designed to carry a load

of three tons per wheel when inflated to a

pressure of 100 pounds per square inch.

Though approximately semi-circular in sec

tion, the latter is apparently flattened to an

.extent that will cause the. slightest amount

of deflation to permit the tread and rim to

collie together under shock. The experiment

of adapting the pneumatic tire to such heavy

service seemingly does not hold forth sufli~

cient promise of improvement to offset the

additional expense incurred, so that its per

formance in the case under consideration

will be watched with interest.

 

Ball Bearings for Heavy Loads.

One of the shortcomings of the bail hear

ing when used for heavy work arises from

the fact that the balls comprising the fric

tion absorbing element have but one point

of contact. When the speed attains a cer

tain velocity the amount of friction centred

on this small surface is apt to cause abra

sion, resulting after a time in loss of the ex

act globular form essential, by a flattening at

the point in question. On a bicycle this is

practically a negligible quantity in well de

signed and properly constructed bearings,

owing to the small load, but in a heavy car

it is apt to be more noticeable.

A modified form of ball bearing, designed

with a view to overcoming this objection, is

the subject of a recent German patent. In

this the balls do not come in contact, but

are separated by intermediate pieces com

posed of spiral springs and end plates, upon

which the balls bear. In order to make this

bearing surface as large as possible these end

plates are recessed to correspond to the end

segment of the ball, the centre of this recess

or cavity being eccentric to that of the end

plate itself.

But it is very diflicnlt when assembling

the intermediate pieces so to connect the

ends of the springs with the plates that the

ends of the springs placed in the spaces, or

openings, provided for this purpose. and the

centres of the recesses shall lie in the same

vertical plane; moreover, in consequence of

the compression of the springs in action

slight distortion and consequent injurious

twisting of the springs would be unavoidable,

so the device has been adopted of attaching

one or both ends of the springs to the plates

to allow for a certain amount of torsion with

relation to each plate, so that the turning

of the latter will not affect its counterpart.

This is accomplished by providing a longer

slot in one or both end plates for the recep

tion of the end of spring.

Countryman'l " Homleu Carriage."

It is a well known fact that the great bulk

of patents in this country originate in the

backwoods and country districts. Unfortu

nately, however, few of these devices are of

any importance. Most of them are for trivial

devices or for impracticable ideas bred from

the narrow lives of the patentees and their

limited experience with the mechanical ap

pliances of the day. A case in point is a

horseless carriage—it could hardly lay claim

to the name automobile—in which the motive

power originates in the muscles of its occu~

pants. As the inventor explains, his object

is to provide “a vehicle that is easily con

trolled and one which is adapted to be pro

pelled by one or two persons." With seeming

ingenuity he has embodied in his invention

adjustable seats to facilitate “the simultane

ous effort of two persons of different sizes

in the propulsion of the vehicle." Except for

this feature and the gearing of the foot pro

pelled crank shaft with the rear axles by

means of a bicycle chain device, the buggy

sized vehicles does not differ essentially from

an enlarged edition of a baby's tricycle. It

might be added, the inventor does not ex

pect to make a fortune by his invention.

Brewers to Use Motor Wagons.

“Horseless vehicles will mean a consider

able saving in expense to the company" is

the opinion of the Furniture City Brewing

CO., of Grand Rapids, Mich. In future four

motor wagons will be used by the company

for the delivery and hauling of its product.
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SPOILED COL. GREEN’S RACE

Crankshaft Breaks on " Other Fellow’s" Car

and Oldfield and Lesser Lights Shine.

 

Owing to the breakage of the crank shaft

of J. Howard Hughes's Peerless car, the feat

ure of the Dallas meet—the fifty-mile race

between Hughes's Peerless and Colonel E. H.

R. Green's Pope-Toledo, scheduled for last

Saturday at Dallas, Texas—had to be called

off. It will be held this week, Saturday,

March 4. Barney Oldfield appeared, how

ever, gratuitously, it is stated, and attempted

to reduce the record, but failed.

The events were run at the Fair Grounds

track. Oldfield’s trial with his 60 H. P.

Peerless was at three miles against time.

The first mile was made in 1:08 35, and the

second mile in 1:07 3-5. In the third mile the

engine started to miss explosions, and the

time was much slower—1:091-5. Later Old

field tried again and made the first mile in

slightly better time—1:06 2-5. In the second

and third miles the engine missed badly, and

the total time for the three miles was run up

to 3:25 2-5.

The interesting event was a five-mile handl

cap, in which three cars started. Ollie Savin,

with a handicap of 0:35, driving a 35 H. P.

Pope-Toledo, was the winner, In 6:33 1-5. J.

Howard Hughes, driving a Peerless touring

car, was second, and Barney Oldfield brought

up the rear.. Summary: '

Three miles, open—S. H. Boren, Franklin,

first; Dr. E. E. Wilson, Franklin, second;

George A. Titerington, Ford, third. Time—

629%.

Three miles against time—By Barney Old

field, in 60 H. P. Peerless. Times—First mile.

1:08 3-5; second mile, 1:07 3-5; third mile,

1:091-5.

Five-mile, Texas Handicap—Ollie Savln

(0:35), Pope-Toledo, first; Howard Hughes

(1:00), Peerless, second; Barney Oldfield

(scratch), Peerless, third. Tlmk6233 1-5.

Three miles, “filler-in"—S. H. Boren,

Franklin, first; E. E. Wilson, Franklin, sec

ond; G. A. Titerington, Ford, third. Time

not taken.

Three miles against time—By Barney Old

field, in 60 H. P. Peerless. Times—First mile.

1:062-5; second mile, 1.093-5; third mile,

1:09 2-5.

Louisville Calls for Numbers.

Louisville (Ky.) aldermen have an ordi

nance under consideration regulating the

speed of automobiles within the district

bounded by the river, Preston and Fifteenth

streets to eight miles an hour. Beyond this

district twelve miles an hour will be tolerated

within the city limits. The ordinance fur

ther provides that all automobiles carry a

number prominently displayed on the ma

chine corresponding to the number of the li

cense required before he is allowed to oper

ate the car on the city streets.

Each automobile is to carry a white light

in front and a red light in the rear when

being run. on the streets at night, and while

a car is standing unattended on the streets

the motor must be stopped. It is stipulated

in the ordinance that the section referring to

license numbers does not apply to machines

owned by non-residents.

Briggs. of Maine: liis Bill.

Representative Briggs has introduced a bill

in the Maine Legislature providing for the

registration of automobiles and motor bicy

cles. The bill provides that no automobile

or motor bicycle shall, after June 1, 1905,

be operated on any public highway unless

registered, and the registered number shall

at all times be plainly displayed on the car.

Registration shall be made at the office of

the Secretary of State, and the fee shall be $3.

The certificate shall not be transferable, and

a new registration shall be required upon

the sale or transfer of ownership of any au

tomobile or motor bicycle.

The act shall not apply to machines owned

or operated by non-residents of the State.

Penalties for the violation of the act shall

not exceed $25 for the first offence and not

exceed $50 for any subsequent offence.

Non-Residents Worry Cleveland.

New automobile laws will be passed by the

City Council of Cleveland, Ohio, if City Clerk

Witt has any voice in the matter. Under the

existing ordinance a visitor coming into the

city pays $1 and gets a local license. Gener

ally when he leaves the city, it is alleged, he

turns it over to some one else, which has oc—

casioned considerable confusion. Witt will

ask that the ordinance be amended so that

a non-resident automobile owner be com

pelled to pay $5 for a license, the money to

be returned when he leaves the city, if the

license and number are returned. He will also

ask that the carrying of two numbers on a

car at the same time be prohibited.

Dewar Cup in a Whiskey Shop.

It may be that love of sport inspired Sir

Thomas Dewar’s gift, but, if so, his American

representatives are turning it to the advan

tage of his business. The $2,000 cup which

was won by Lewis S. Ross at the Florida

speed carnival now forms the centrepiece of

the display in the window of the Dewar

whiskey shop on Broadway, New York. The

facts that it i the gift of Sir Thomas and

that it cost $2.000 are duly placarded that

none may overlook them.

 

Prince Offers a Prize.

One hundrai dollars reward has been of

fered by the Prince of Arenberg for the best

arrangement for protecting the head from

cold when driving. Those intending to com

pete must send in the design to the Automo

bile Club of France. No scheme will be con

sidered which prevents the driver from hear

ing or giving signals to other drivers.

 

St. Paul Automobile Club, of St. Paul,

Minn., has elected the folowing officers for

the present year: President. L. A. Wood:

vice-president, George E. Knocke; secretary;

B. A. Lady; treasurer, J. S. Bryant; trustees,

T. W. Short, R. C. Wright and R. M. Neoley.

- of Governor Stokes.

SCOVEL BILL STRIKES SNAG

New Jersey’s Pickpocket Measure. Sent Back

to Committee and Public Hearing Ordered.

 

 

Assemblyman Harry S. Scovel's plan to

pick $5, in the form of an annual license fee,

from the pockets of all automobilists who

use New Jersey roads, and to force them to

plaster their cars fore and aft with conspicu

ous numbers, and to permit any old constable

to haul them before a magistrate at any

time, without a warrant, and get “soaked”

$50 or‘imprisonment, or perhaps both, as

“his judicial highness" prefers, struck a snag

when it tried to pass the Assembly on Tues

day morning. The oppositlon was such that

the measure was recommitted to the Com

mittee on Municipal Corporations, which will

give the automobilists a chance to defend

themselves at a public hearing on Tuesday,

March 7, at noon, at the State Capitol, Tren

ton, N. J.

Mr. Scovel thinks his constituents are de

manding the passage of such a law, and he

is using every means at his command togain

the votes of the fellow-solons to gratify his

rural constituents’ desires. Although law

makers from other sections of New Jersey

are less interested in automobile legislation

than is Mr. Scovel, yet they are willing to

vote for the obnoxious measure in exchange

for assistance to some of their own pet

schemes. Therefore Scovel may be able to

force the measure to an issue by this power

he holds over his associates.

The opponents of the bill, however, are de

termined to bring about its defeat, if not in

either the House or Senate, then by the veto

Apropos of this, the

Governor has received a deluge of protests

from automobllists, real estate owners and

brokers and manufacturers from all sections

of the State, imploring him to veto the meas

ure if it works through both houses.

 

Tales of Queen Margaret.

The Dowager Queen of Italy has lately

given proof of her passion for automobile

riding by making a trip from Rome to Turin,

a distance of four hundred miles, for the pur'

pose of viewing the automobile show.

The interior of the car shows the Queen’s

devotion for the saint credited with being

“the protector of automobilists.” In the car

riage is a large silver medallion of St. Chris

topher crossing a river with the child Jesus

on his shoulders.

Queen Margaret has had several gold

medals bearing the same figure made, and

has distributed them to the royal chauffeurs

and the members of the royal family who are

automobilists. ‘

Twelve men are employed as chauffeurs in

the garage, under the personal supervision of

an experienced director, and each wears a

blue uniform designed by the Queen. She en

courages home industries by having slx dif

ferent Italian types of cars.
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Look on This Picture '

  

 

 

 

 

Packard Car \Vith 11 Snow Plough Clearing the Road Near the Factory in Detroit.

 

Doctors at Dinner Discuss Autos.

The automobile as an auxiliary to the suc

cessful physician was exploited at the an

nual banquet of the Practitioner's Society

of the Oranges, held last Friday night in

Newark, N. J.

Winthrop E. Scarritt, former president of

the Automobile Club of America, declared

in his speech, which was the principal ad

dress following the dinner, that in the course

of a few years the physician who d0es not

own an automobile will be as much out of

date as the surgeon who does not use aseptic

methods.

Mr. Scarritt spoke on the subject "The D0c- ‘

tor on Wheels," lie. said that in these days

all is motion, all is action, and the automo

blle was indispensable to the. physician in

making his hurry calls. He closed his ad

dress with the prediction that within a year

one out of every twelve hundred persons in

the country would own an automobile.

 

For a Tug-oi-War Between Cm.

Minneapolis (Minn) dealers are planning a

novel contest—nu automobile tug-oi-war—in

connection with the annual Kenwood hill

climb. A discussion between A. C. Bennett

and Harry Pence last week concerning the

relative pulling qualities of the cars they rep

resent ended in both men agreeing to a pull

ing contest between a Winton and a Packard

car. Other dealers, learning of the plan,

thought it a good one, and the contest will

become general. The terms of the match

call for the disconnection of brakes, for tires

without non-skid covers, and for each car to

be equipped for touring. The contest is to be

held on a level piece of ground, the cars to

be tied back to back by a cable to each rear

axle. The start will not be made by a jerk,

the match not being declared on until both

machines are pulling steadily.

Owner Not Liable for Chanfiuu.

‘ The idea that the principal is responsible

for the acts of his agents received a setback

last week. The point is of special interest to

automobile owners because of the too preva

lent practice of chauffeurs using their em

ployers’ cars without permission, and too tre

quently of using them to indulge in midnight

caronsals.

The case in point is the decision of Judge

Walsh, in the Gates avenue municipal court,

Brooklyn, N. Y., who on Saturday last dis

missed an action against Charles B. Dilling

ham by Louis Henge. vlteuge’s son was

knocked down and injured by Dilingham's

car while it was in charge of his chauffeur.

E. (ianley, who was taking some of his

friends for a spin. The number of the car

was taken at the time of the accident, and

later a suit for damages was instituted

against Dillingham as the owner of the car

which ran down the lad.

Dillingham testified that Ganlcy had taken

the car without his permission or knowledge;

in fact, he had not even heard 0! the acci~

 

And Then on This One.

  

 

Demonstrating an Oldsmobile in Mexico City.

 

Cincinnati Outlines a Busy ‘Show.

A clubhouse and garage, an automobile pa

rade, a series of races and a hill climbing con

test figure in the plans of the Automobile Club

of Cincinnati, Ohio. The clubhouse will cost,

apln'oximately, $100,000, if the dreams of the

members are converted 'into cash. It is

planned to erect the garage on Seventh street,

between Main and Walnut streets. The au

tomobile parade is booked for April, but the

dates for the races and hill climb have not

been set.

dent until he was served with a summons in

the suit. Judge Walsh ruled that the owner

,of an automobile cannot be held responsible

tor damages when the car is in charge of a

person or persons without the authority of

the owner, and accordingly dismissed the suit.

 

The Automobile Club of Leroy, N. Y., has

been organized, with these oflicers: Presi

dent, Harold B. Ward; vice-president, D. C.

H. Prentice; secretary and treasurer, Dr. Lee

Skinner.
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SPARK PLUG STABILITY

The One Part of the Ignition System that

has ~Defied Radical Change.

One of the few important things about the

motor that has seemingly both been let se

verely alone by the car builders and also has

succesfully resisted every effort to improve

it out of all semblance to its original is the

spark plug. How small an item of-the com

pleted engine‘s make-up it is, but how help

less the most perfect motor ever made i

Without it! ' '

The engine builder has known all along ex

actly what was required to make a perfect

spark plug, has realized only too well

just what its elements should be—impervious,

non-breakable insulation, absence of sooting,

oil proof and of reasonably long life; but hi

the light of his many troubles it is not at all

to be wondered at that he has left the solu

tion of the problem almost entirely in the

hands of the specialist. The latter was fa

miliar with the electrical side of the ques

tion, and, so far as theory went, encoun

tered no difficulty in producing a perfect arti

cle right from the start—that is, where de

sign was concerned, for in this respect the

plug of to-day does not differ in any essen

tial from its earliest predecessors. But con~

ditions prevailing in practice were such as

had never previously come in for attention;

vibration, oil and soot were' factors, the de

structive qualities of which had been very

much underrated. The first frequently suc

ceeded in giving a new plug its quietus in a

very short time by cracking the porcelain,

' and when the latter broke and dropped into

the cylinder there was trouble, unless that

cylinder head came oif—and many then didn't

have that kind—getting a view of the in

slde'of the cylinder meant starting from the

other end and practically dismantling the en

gine. Oil has two effects, both equally per

nicious and productive of cuss words. Au

naturel it is a most eflicient insulator, and a

few drops of the lubricant on the points make

no end of trouble for the man who doesn’t

know where to look for it. Carbonized, there

are few better conductors, and a short cir

cuit is far worse than none, for the dry cells

or accumulators are prone to give up their

life during the course of the investigation.

If the latter consumes a great deal of time

they have “laid down" completely, and con—

sequently will not respond when the trouble

is finally located, so of the three evils, soot

ing doubtless gives rise to the greatest

amount of wrath and hard feeling on the

part of the man who has to toil at the crank.

Unconsciously perhaps, but, nevertheless,

quite as effectively, the man who drives the

car is responsible in large measure for this

greatest of evils, for it can almost invariably

be traced to the lubricating oil~too often it is

not of the right quality and begins to car

I)OllIZe as soon as the motor is well under

way. Continuing to feed it to the cylinder

sooner or later cakes up everything, and this

effect will be most noticeable in the exhaust

passages and mntfler, whichgradnally be

come obstructed. ' The only remedy is a thor

ough cleaning of the accessible portions and

flushing with kerosene or gasolene if the cyl

inder is not opened. But it is not necessary

to wait until such a condition has been

brought about before applying the remedy—

it will reveal itself from the start in the

black smoke emitted at the exhaust, and can

be prevented before harm is done.

Porcelain is without a superior as an in

sulator, and has survived to this day in the

plug despite the tendency to fracture, though

theelatter is no longer the constant source

of annoyance it once was. Mica has, how

ever, come into very general use during the

last two years, and has many advantages to

recommend it. Following the lead of for

eign makers in this respect, plugs insulated

hy layers of mica transversely placed, put

together under very heavy pressure and then

turned true in a lathe are now very common

here. They are generously shellacked as a

finishing touch, and this, together with the

great pressure under which the insulating

core is formed, tends to reduce the amount

of moisture absorbed to a negligible quan

tity. A capacity to withstand shocks fatal

to the porcelain plug often before it is put

on the engine is probably one of their chief

viitues.

Despite the thousand and one so-called im

provements that have been brought forth dur

ing the last five years in the way of “an al

ways sure-fire, last forever plug,” the simon

pure article of original design still reigns sn

preme, and it would be a difficult matter to

find anything else on this year's best cars,

small or large. Of course, important inno

vations that merit attention have been intro

duced and have stood the test of time, but

they are one and all little more than addi

tions to the old groundwork, adopted princi

pally to :iid in the prevention of sooting.

The perfect plug, like the perfect man. is

not yet, so the shortcomings of the present

day article should be recognized. and, in

stead of howling against it, tie a rope around

the finger as a reminder to put an extra one

in the tool box before starting on a tour, or,

as a humorist has it, invent a phonographic

attachment to the car which calls the driver's

attention to this little essential at the right

time.
 

Widow Wants Large Mite.

As a sort of afterthought of the fire which

destroyed the assembling rooms at the Cadil

lac Automobile Co.’s plant at Detroit, Mich,

on April 13, 1904, Margaret E. Overbrook, a

widow, _who was employed in the factory at

the time of the fire, has brought suit against

the Cadillac company for $25,000 damages

for injuries received. The plaintiff, who was

working on the third floor of the building

when the fire started, claims that her life

was saved by her brother, who dropped her

to the ground from the third story window.

She claims to be permanently injured, and

therefore holds the automobile company re

sponsiblc.

‘14..

STEEL FOR TRANSMISSIONS

The Efforts to Find Most Suitable Material—

Frenchman Evolves a New Compound.

 

 

'Of all the problems which confronted the

pioneers in automobile building, the question

of transmission long proved a stumbling

block and the crude methods—or possibly the

great difficulty—in obtaining metal which

would withstand the strains imposed upon it

by the new hand at driving-who would in

sist upon reversing without freeing the en

gine, was one of the most prolific sources of

discouragingly high repair bills. Transmis

sions have been improved wonderfully since

that day, and there are likewise now men

who would not think of trying to reverse at

full speed with the clutch'in, no matter what

the emergency, but probably the improve

ment in the quality of the steel used is re

sponsible to a greater extent for the routing

of the bugbear of stripped gears than any

other.

The sliding gear transmission i a piece of

mechanism at which the engineer has held

up his hands, but, all theories to the contrary

notwithstanding, it has survived despite its

intent defects and until something which

holds promise of very much greater efliciency

appears, will doubtless hold first place in the

estimation of a majority of heavy car build

ers; It is interesting to note the various

stages which transmission gears have passed

through before reaching their present state,

and in this connection to advert to the new

steel for this purpose recently placed on the

market by a French inventor.

_The ordinary cast gear very soon proved

itself to be utterly inadequate for the pur

pose, and was shortly followed by the use

of machine-cut gears of mild or cast steel,

and while this probably marked a step in

advance, it, too, fell far short of the unusual

requirements. Probably just what the latter

were had not been fully recognized up to

that period—except that the gear that would

not chip was from the first the great de

sideratum. It was then seen that not alone

a hard surface was essential. but also a

yielding interior, and to attain this end case

hardening was resorted to, but results. owing

to an imperfect knowledge of the best meth

ods of performing this operation, were far

from uniform or satisfactory. However, the

drawback was soon found not to consist sole

ly in the handling, but in the steel treated,

and some classes of nickel chrome steel were

produced that seemed specially fitted for the

case hardening process, while others did not

require. it at all.

The most remarkable characteristic of the

new French steel referred to is that it com

bines exactly the qualities sought for all

along—the property of becoming harder and

tougher with wear, strain and friction iii

variably resulting in crystallization and

fracture in the ordinary metal. in the process

of manufacture, this steel is carburised in

the ordinary manner by heating in boxes
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with the usual case hardening substances, 0.

temperature of 1470 F. being maintained for

about seven hours. The greatest advantage

of the process comes in here, as there is no

necessity for quenching in water, and the

distortion incident thereto is avoided. The

parts are allowed to cool slowly, when they

become quite hard. The physical tests of this

steel are as follows: Tensile strength. 33.4

tons per square inch; elastic limit, 24.8 tons

per square inch; elongation in 2 inches, 81

per cent, and contraction of area, 69.5 per

cent. The sole rights for France have been

purchased by one of the leading automobile

makers of Paris, and the performance of

cars fitted with gears of this new material

will doubtless be watched with interest dur

ing the coming season.

Farson Out: Police Get Busy.

Convinced that the uncompromising hostil

ity of its president to the numbering and

licensing of automobiles would put the Chi

cago Automobile Club in an uneuviable posi

tion when it begins its campaign for State

registration of cars, the board of directors of

the club last week accepted the resignation

of John Farson as the president. to take ef

fect March 1.

At the beginning of the year Fat-son filed

his resignation with the board of directors,

to take eflect March 1. Ordinarily the board

would have taken no action in the matter un

til the latter date, but, convinced that the

attitude of he club should be fully under

stood by the public at once, the directors on

Wednesday decided to accept the resigna

tion without delay.

To succeed Mr. Farson, Ira M. Cobe, who is

described as a “cool, level headed man," was

chosen, W. G. Lloyd, the second vice-presi

dent, was elevated to the first vice-presi

dency, and the oflice of second vice-president

was left open.

In view of the fact that the directors of the

club expect the legislature to pass a bill re

moving the control of automobiles from the

jurisdiction of municipalities to that of the

State, they are little concerned about the de~

cision of the Appellate Court dissolving the

injunction recently issued by Judge Hanecy,

in the Superior Court, restraining the city

from enforcing its ordinances concerning the

licensing and numbering of automobiles. As

a matter of fact, about 97 per cent of the

members of the club have taken out numbers

from the city, although the injunction issued

by Judge Hanecy prevented the city from

compelling them to do so.

As the result of quashing the Hanecy “mid

night injunction," the police were notified to

look for all unlicensed cars. A. C. Banker,

who was one of the most strenuous in oppos

ing the original ordinance, happened by

chance to be the first man caught. He was

fined $10. Four others who had probably not

heard of the quash were also caught the first

day. but after that the police could not find

a single car without a license.

 

Automobilists of New Orleans, La., will

soon have a new country club and garage if

plans of the automobile club do not go amiss.

WANTS A CLUBHOUSE

Movement Started at Newark Club's Banquet

—Seovel Bill Discussed and Denounced.

 

 

Transmission gears and sprockets, brakes

and spark plugs, motors and carburetters and

all the other intricacies which make automo

biles go were relatively discussed at the sec

ond annual banquet of the New Jersey Auto

mobile and Motor Club at Newark last Thurs~

day night. Later more serious speeches were

made upon topics of interest—the Scovei bill,

now pending in the legislature, and a new

clubhouse. '

After the feasting Frederick Platt, presi

dent of the club, who acted as toastmaster,

His speech

was in a reminiscent vein. and as he told of

made an address of welcome.

his first automobile and the experiences he

had with it he was greeted with sympathetic

laughter. Mr. Pratt‘s stories about the first

chautTeur whom he engaged, who knew abso

lutely nothing about the workings of a motor,

but was an expert at cleaning the brass work

and tooting the horn, seemed to find fa

vor with his hearers. The club had shown a

remarkable increase in membership. the

president said. and was now the third largest

in the country. At this time last year 139

members were on the rolls, and up to Thurs—

day night it was announced that the num

her had been increased to 425.

Richard C. Jenkinson, who was the next

speaker, devoted his time to a criticism of

the Scovel bill. The deepseated aversion to

antomobilists which country constables and

their colleagues, the rural justices of the

peace, entertained, the speaker declared,

would make the power of arrest without a

warrant a dangerous one and would threaten

the welfare of the sport in the State. Mr.

Jenkinson urged that the club itself adopt

speed regulations, with a severe penalty for

their violation. If the citizens saw that the

club was acting in good faith in the matter

the attempts of the rural classes to secure the

passage of more stringent laws would cease.

Dr. H. Crittendon Harris spoke in a similar

vein. He suggested that a circular letter.

signed by the twenty-five hundred registered

automobilists, all intelligent voters of the

State, be sent to the legislators.

A new clubhouse was the theme of Bernard

M. Shanley’s talk, and he- put in a vigorous

plea for a place where the members could

meet and talk over their pleasures and trou

bles. The club, the speaker said, was larger

in point of numbers than many clubs owning

houses, and he urged that the same enthusi

asni be shown in carrying out the clubhouse

movement which was manifested in the ef

forts to increase the membership.

As B. M. Shanley owns a large portion of

Newark, the selection of a suitable site for

building purposes ought not to bother the

building committee.

Hunter Heads New Jersey Club.

At the annual meeting of the Automobile

Club of New Jersey, on Friday last, the fol

lowing ofllcers were chosen for the ensuing

year: President. W. B. Hunter; vice-presi

dent, C. E. Reiss; secretary-treasurer, G.

Franklin Bailey; governors. Winthrop E.

Scarritt, James B. Dill, Dr. W. Quivey, Isaac

H. Blanchard, A. J. Lamme and George H.

Jacobs.

As an effort is making to organize a State

association of automobile clubs, the New Jer

sey club appointed President Hunter as its

representative to attend any meeting for the

purpose that may be held. Also as the club

was one of the founders of the American Au

tomobile Association, and has always been

one of its most loyal supporters, and having

recently acquired clubrooms in Brick Church,

East Orange, which have garage facilities, it

voted to extend the privileges of its quarters

to all other A. A. A. clubs. '

Janesville Organize: a Club.

The Jauesville (Wis) Automobile Club has

started well. Over flfty men signed the char

ter roll last week, when the following officers

were elected: President. Dr. R. W. Edden;

vice-president, A. G. Anderson; secretary and

treasurer, F. H. Blodgett. The object of the

new club, as outlined by its president, is "to

promote good fellowship among automobil

ists, but more particularly to foster good feel

ing between them and others with whom

they share the use of the public highways.”

“We recognize the fact that the only way

to accomplish this end is to unite with all the

horse owners in seeing that the laws govern~

ing the speed of automobiles are carefully ob

served," says Dr. Edden. “Each member of

the club has pledged himself to observe the

laws, to be courteous to the horse drivers

and to do all in his power to avoid accidents.

Any ‘member who does not live up to these

standards will be expelled from the club."

 

How They Stopped the Horse.

Here is a brand new stunt, and none the

less interesting because the story emanates

from Brooklyn. As a man and woman were

driving along Coney Island Boulevard the

other evening their horse suddenly took

fright at an automobile which was approach

ing from behind, and bolted, tearing the reins

from the driver's hands. The motorists, see

ing the imminent danger. raced the madden

ed animal for some distance, till, running

along beside him, one 0f_them managed to

grasp his bridle and hold it until machine

and horse could be brought to a standstill.

Neither of the occupants of the carriage was

injured and no damage was done to the out

tit. Surely this should be handed down to

posterity as a bit of very clever car handling

and an heroic act.

 

Thief Steals an Electric.

Indianapolis, Ind., had its first automobile

theft last week, and Dr. C. B. McCulloin is

the loser. He left his electric runabout in

front of his office, from where it was taken

and the police have since been unable to find

a trace of it.
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E are this year standing firmly on the fact that we have

built a real car, because we have built a car adapted

to American conditions, American roads and the American

temperament. We know our American market as no French

builder can know it.

We have surmounted the problems of car-building this

year as we never surmounted them before, although our

progress has been steady and on right lines.

We believe the Pierce car to-day expresses the best that

can be had in car-building, and we are willing to abide by

the result of actual experiment.

Booklet describing the six 1905 cars of the George N.

Pierce Company, with special booklets describing the mech

anism of each, will be sent on request.

The George N. Pierce Gompany,

BUFFALO. NEW YORK.

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles.

Members of the Anoocllllon of Licensed Automobile Manufacture".

 

The 28-32 horse-power Pierce Great Arrow Landaulet body by J.

M. Qulnby & Company. PRICE, $6,000.

‘ Successful Qar Building.

  

FOR SALE

BY

DOIVLING & MAGUIRE.

Boston, Mass.

R. W WHIPPLE. Blnghamton.

H. PAULMAN & CO., Chicago, lll.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. Den

VQI'. QM.

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO Detroit.

Mich.

N. L. BIEVER, Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY. Elmira, N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS. Fresno. Cal.

J. A. PLACE, Geneva, N. Y.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO., Jackson—

ville. Flt.

L. H. JOHNSON, Los Angelea. Col.

HARHOLDS MOTOR CAR CO.. New York.

V.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO., Oakland.

Cnl.

WILSON & CO., Ottawa, Canada.

BANKER BROS. co., Plttsburg, Pa.

H. .T. WILLARD. Portland, Maine.

R. v. CONNERAT, Savannah, Ga.

c. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE co. St. Paul. Minn.

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran

cisco, Cal.

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO., Scranton, Pu.

IVESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis. Mo.

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. Syra—

cuse. N .

MILLER-MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

L'tlca, N. Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

“'orceater~ Man.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Roches

KJ‘. N. Y.

THE SHEPARD CO., Providence. R. I.

THE SIMPSON-STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE CO..

Leuisvllle. Ky.

S. A. MINER, Hartford. Conn.

A. C. THOMPSON. CO., Spokane. Wash.
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In the Retail World.

L. W. Welch has taken the Grand Rapids,

Mich, agency for the Thomas cars.

Russell Dricks has taken the Boston, Mass,

agency for the Stevens-Duryea cars.

Harry Pence, of Minneapolis, Minn., has

opened a branch store and garage at Fargo,

N. D.

Frank Anderson, agent for the Rambler

cars at Aurora, 111., has removed his sales

room and garage to No. 113 Main street, to

secure much needed elbow room.

W. D. Vandecar has withdrawn from the

Riclnnond-Vandecar-Jarvis 'Automobile Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mic-11., and will embark in

business for himself in that city.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kcuosha, Wis.

will build a two story salesroom and garage,

ti0x111 feet, on Sheridan Road. near \Viison

avenue, Chicago, Ill. The structure will cost

$20,000. _

Altoona Motor Car Co. is the name of Al

toona, I‘a.’s., first automobile company. Ralph

Rohrer, Harry Morgan and M. C. Sperry, the

organizers, have opened a garage at No. 712

Breen avenue.

Following in the footsteps of Eastern cities

Minneapolis is to have an automobile livery.

H. G. Gooseman is the promoter of the en

terprise. The garage will be located at No. 6

East Grant street. Eight large touring cars

will be in use during the summer, and in the

winter limousines will be employed.

The Winton Motor Carriage Co. has leased

for a period of ten years the property No.

1,253 to 1,261 Michigan avenue, Chicago, Ill,

The rent will not be less than $6,000 a year

nor more than $10,000, and in addition the

Winton firm agrees to pay 8 per cent on the

total cost of a new building, not to exceed

$03,750.

Need of a larger establishment has forced

Moulton 8: Jordan Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,

agents for the Peerless ears, to lease a site

on Fourth street, between Second and Third

avenues, south, where a new garage will be

erected for their use. It will be a two story

brick building, 160 feet long, with a frontage

of 40 feet, and will cost,

$11000.

Here's the " One Man Show."

Here is a story of a “one man show” with

an automobile as its only excuse for exist

ence. It comes straight from France, the

proud owner of the car being a French the

atrical man who “does the provinces." Dur

ing the day the automobile carries the prop

erties and the company, manager, elec

trician and lecturer—ail one, by the way—

and at night the motor is pressed into service

to run a small generator which supplies sutfl

ccint current for an arc and several incan—

descent lamps to illuminate an impromptu

theatre and the cinematograph as well, which

is the whole show, and that it is an econom

ical one is plain.

approximately, '

Test of Tire Detachability.

Both an interesting. and instructive feature

of the London and Berlin shows was a tire

fitting contest inaugurated by the makers of

a particular tires Needless to add, it proved

a drawing card that banked the Spectators

ten deep around the booth while going on.

Primarily its object was to demonstrate

the ease and rapidity with which a punctured

tube of the make in question could be re

placed on the road by a spare. To this end

several prizes were offered, and the competi

tion was open to all chauffeurs. The only re

quirements were extracting the punctured in

ner tube, replacing it with a new one and in

flating in the shortest time. There was no

lack of contestants, and on the average ten

minutes was consumed in the operation. The

record for the English show was 6 minutes

41 4-5 seconds and at Berlin 6:30.

 

Londoner's Bid ’Ior Business.

An English builder of commercial gasolene

vehicles has devised a unique moving exhibit

to advertise his wares in London. A heavy

car was fitted with a box stall, bearing the

sign, “Unemployed. Passing of the horse,”

and in it was placed a specimen of the equine

race, known to automobilists as a “corn

beet” motor, and which scientists tell us is

bound to become extinct in the future; just

whenv is not certain; probably it will be. coin~

cident with the exhaustion of the coal sup

ply, which is definitely predicted by the Sun

day newspapers for five million years hence

 

  

finished machine of its class.

oT

Two-plunger NORTHERN Touring Car with rear luggage plltlorrn ; l8 h.p.;

100 inch wheel ban; 4 inch tires.

Price. $1500.

The STURDY NORTHERN Runabout.

Now sells for $650. .

Are you interested in cars that bring the buyers “no expense but the gasoline ?" Write for Catalogue.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO.. - - -

  

or gaskets.

rear axle.

Member A. L. A. M.

PETER FOGARTY, I42 West 38th St . NEW YORK CITY AGENT.

HERN
NORTHERN construction is absolutely unique.

It stands apart.

pactness and strength.

The word “ simplicity " has been much abused

by automobile manufacturers.

‘ When used in connection with NORTHERN

. mechanism it means exactly what it says.

; _ car made demonstrates to such a degree the merit of

real simplicity.

All machinery is instantly accessible. There is

only one universal joint. There are no belts, chains,

No strut rods or truss rods. No con

fusing array of wires, etc.

7 h.p. Strong, speedy and reliable.

  

It is a marvel of simplicity, com  

  

No other

  

  

Power is applied direct to  

The handsomest and test

  

Detroit, l'lich., U. S. A.
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ABOUT ROTARY ENGINES

Why they Hold Fascination for so Many in

ventors—The Promise Held by Turbines.

 

 

Ever ince the days of Hero’s engine, in

ventors and engineers have been striving to

devise some practical form of motor in

which the turning effort should be uniform

and free from intermittent pulsations. This

will-o‘-the-wisp whose torque or drag on the

driven machinery is unvarying throughout

each revolution and from revolution to rev

oiution, and which is at the same time en

tirely practical, compact and durable, has

led many a persistent investigator a merry

dance to no purpose. But others have been

more fortunate, and their labors have been

well rewarded.

One of the most primitive forms of the

steam engine consisted of a spherical vessel

mounted on horizontal trunions over a fire.

From opposite sides extended two tubes

which terminated in jets turned at right an

gles to them. When filled with water the

reaction of the steam escaping from the jets

caused a rapid rotation of the aflair by its

reaction. A mere toy in itself, it was the

archetype of the most efiicient of all steam

engine, the turbine.

The principles of impact and reaction were

studied for centuries in the windmill and the

water wheel, until at last motors were pro

duced which satisfied the demands made

upon them. And the laws developed in their

making have since been turned to the more

difficult application of elastic heated vapors.

Meanwhile, the reciprocating piston engine

was developed, and its improvement kept

pace with the needs of the world, until the

evolution of electrical science brought forth

a motor whose compactness and handiness,

as well as its smooth action, recommended

it at once to all sorts of uses. It seemed

that nothing more was to be desired. But

a serious drawback presented itself in its

dependability. It must be connected with a

source of supply at all times. There was

no such thing as a storage of electricity. An

approximation to it, an apparent storage of

the fluid, was presented in the accumulator.

This, efficient and serviceable though it be,

has yet to be reduced to an ideal form. For

some uses its value is indisputable, but for

those involving considerations of its weight

and bulk, even leaving out the all important

item of cost, it is at present for from satis

factory. Its extension to its broadest field

of usefulness is held in abeyance for the

coming of certain much needed improve—

ments.

Not until within a very few years was any

form of rotary engine made practical. But

to-day the turbine stands in ever increasing

utility, a monument to scientific mechanical

evolution. Its best form, however, is adapt

ed to heavy work, for it has yet to be pro

duced in a practicable form for small pow

ers. And here it falls short of the demand,

for all along the eflort has been to secure

a motor of even torque which should be neat

and simple and thoroughly adaptable for

small powers in a variety of ways. The

needs of small, isolated plants, the well de

fined advantages of the multiple-unit system

of power supply. in which several machines

are driven independently of one another at

a saving of the energy used were they han—

dlcd as an aggregation, and last. but not

least, the need of~a compact. independent

engine. for the motor vehicle, have created a

growing demand for such a motor. And, in

stant though the demand may be, it has yet

to be fully satisfied.

Considering the proposed solutions of the

problem, the forms already in use. the best

results so far obtained have been from the

two and four cylinder compound steam en

gine. commendable for its smoothness of ac

tion and control, and from the four cylinder

gasoline engine, which has the advantage in

points of bulk and fuel economy. But, no

matter how well balanced are the moving

parts, no matter how well chosen the fly

wheels. the impulsive effort of the recipro

cating pistons, particularly noticeable when

the motor is overloaded, has a continual

wear and tear effect on all the subjoined

mechanism, which necessitates added weight

and strength in all its parts.

0f the forms of rotary engine, there are

five. all more. or less practicable for the pur

pose. There are: the turbine, a derivative

of the water wheel; the rotary piston engine,

which may be compared to a single bladed

impulse wheel; an inversion of this, in

which the piston is stationary and the cyl

inder rotates about it, the internal action

being the same; and the hybrid rotary re

ciprocating, in which several cylinders fitted

with reciprocating pistons are arranged rad

ically about the crank shaft. In this, as in

the preceding type, either the shaft rotates

or the whole cylinder casing turns about a

stationary crank; the principle is the same

in either case. These parent forms have

given rise to almost numberiess experimen

tal models which have been worked up with

more or less skill, and have yielded corre

spondingly successful results. In nearly

every case the mediocre success or absolute

failure of the affair has been due to purely

mechanical difficulties. The theoretical con

siderations involved are at the present time

pretty well understood, but their practical

application must be worked out by rule of

thumb in many cases. It must be a purely

experimental result.

Now, the balance between drawback and

advantage of any one of these types, the cri

terion of its adaptability, depends for the

present on the results obtainable from it.

For the future, it is largely a matter of con

jecture.

As has already been said, the steam tur

bine in its best form is more efficient than

the compound reciprocating engine. Records

of authentic tests show, in many cases, an

advantage of nearly a pound of water con

sumed per horse power. This, though com

paratively slight, together with the advan

tages of its simplicity, diminutive size, and

even action, place it on an equal footing

with the older forms. As installed in light

ing and power plants in several of the larger

cities. it 4s yielding good results from the

mechanical standpoint of reliability. But its

action demands an enormous velocity—the

present commercial forms running at speeds

‘varying from 20.000 to 30.000 revolutions per

minute—and this must be increased as the

size of the engine decreases, since the peri

pheral speed bears a fixed relation to the

velocity of the working vapor. Hence, it

would be extremely difficult to construct a

small sized machine which would work to

advantage, because of the necessary speed

reduction. and the tremendous centrifugal

force which must be dealt with. Besides

these, certain purely thermodynomic consid

erations make it seem impracticable to con

struct a small motor whose consumption

would be at all rational. The low, or me

dium-powered, steam turbine is a thoroughly

possible development of the present forms,

but just when it will ripen, or whether a

more satisfactory engine will appear before

it is ready, cannot be foretold.

The gas turbine, occupying with regard to

the steam turbine a position analogous to that

of the two forms of reciprocating engines, is

an inventor‘s dream. In theory it is wholly

plausible. The subject has been well studied

and considerably discussed in scientific cir'

cles from the standpoint of the ideal. But

of practical results nothing has yet appeared.

The high working temperature of the gas,

coupled with the high speed required, make

the problem very difficult to solve. And,

again, considerations relative to its thermo

dynamics point to a probable poor rate of

economy.

The rotary piston engine and its converse

type is simpler than the turbine, in a way,

since it deals with the direct impulse of the

gas, and not with its reactionary effect. The

steam is admitted behind the piston and

forces it around until at a certain point it is

cut off and a period of expansion allowed

till the opening of the exhaust. The cycle

is precisely that of the reciprocating engine.

An engine of this sort is very compact, runs

smoothly, and by coupling several cylinders

together may be made to yield a uniform

torque. But its drawback lies in the me

chanical faults, due to leakage and excessive

friction set up in an effort to reduce it. Of

the numerous forms of rotary impulse en

gine which have been proposed, several have

used a shaft eccentrically set in the casing.

This necessitates some form of sliding pis

ton, together with its attendant packing, and

adds an internal mechanism which is likely

to get out of order.

A like form of motor, usable for gas, either

on the direct combustion plan or on the com

moner two or four cycle order, may be pro

duced at some future time. The difficulties

against which it must struggle are, of course,

dependent on the high temperatures and

pressures involved. And they seem well-nigh

insurmountable. However, the small motor
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of the future may come from this very

source.

As to the rotary reciprocating type, the

Brotherhood engine, an old leader, has been

followed by many-variously successful mod

els of similar principle. Good results are ob

tainable, even in small motors; their turning

effort is fairly even, and with the evolution

of perfection in mechanical detail, they may

ultimately rise to a position of importance.

In the gas field the same idea has been ap

plied to air-cooled motors, in which the cylin

ders rotate about the crank shaft, and there

by receive a cooling effect, which is directly

in proportion to the speed, and serve also as

a fly wheel to balance the efi'ort of the ex

plosions. Of this type there is but one at

present in the market.

The ideal requirements of the automobile

engine are best expressed in the electric mo

tor, which combines with its smooth working

' qualities a compact simple form, and a meth

od of control which does not demand skillful

handling. The steam turbine and that using

gas as well would probably compare very

favorably with it in weight and size, and also

in control, except for the fact that the gear

reduction would be greater and the reverse

would have to be accomplished by some form

of gearing. The rotary piston and rotary

reciprocating forms would approach the

ideal in lesser degree because of their added

complexity.

Although it is satisfactory in many ways,

the power plant of the average car of the

day occupies an enormous amount of pace.

To one accustomed to the older forms of ma

chine, this fact is not surprising. But he

cannot but be impressed with the wonder

ment of the layman on seeing for the first

time a. car stripped of its outer covering.

There is so much mechanism; there are so

many delicate adjustments to be made, and

there is such a multiplicity of levers and

handles, that he is quite confused by the

jumble of parts. The control alone involves

the uSe of a number of levers, or else a few

with complicated mechanisms, and hence the

manipulation of a car demands a certain

amount of technical knowledge and skill of

hand which absolutely prohibits driving to

some persons, and is to all an attainment of

practical experience. Hence any simplifica

tion becomes a boon, both to the builder and

the user.

The makers are working toward this end,

and every year marks a step here and an

other there toward the the ideal machine.

But there is a limit to useful improvement.

A point may be reached where further re

finement of detail would bring so slight an

increase in returns as to make its adoption

unwarrantable. Thus, from time to time,

factors are being reduced to their lowest

terms, and the designer turns from them to

others which exhibit a greater need of im

provement. After a time, however, other

changes bring about different demands on

overlooked, until the damage is done.

the part, and it is no longer "good enough."

So development goes on, as it were, by a

succession of tentative steps. And the mo

tor which satisfies the present need will not

suflice for the car of the future. For this

use the rotary engine, using steam or gas,

may be regarded as an altogether attractive

possibility. N. B.

Another Point to Oil.

"Lubricate wisely but not too well" is such

trite advice as now to sufl’er by further repe

tition, though its value is only too often

But

in the infinite variety of directions on this

important point few have ever included an

admonition to grease the springs.

The spiral spring is so lively on a rough

road that its adoption for automobile use has

seldom been attempted, and its limitations

in this direction are too great to admit of

success. The multiple leaf spring has come

to be a universal standard for car suspen

sion, as the friction set up between the plates

is suflficient to counteract the plunging char’

acteristics of the spiral type. But despite the

close adherence of the leaves, dirt and water

find their way between them. Rust will

cause the friction to become excessive

through the leaves binding, much of the

value of the spring thus being lost. To guard

against this the leaves should be pried apart

and a little heavy grease rubbed between.
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The Week's Patents.

James McGilliv

Filed August 24,

781,897. valve Device.

ray, South Chicago, Ill.

1904. Serial No. 221.973.

Claim-1. In a valve device of the char

acter described, the combination of a casing

containing two valve chambers. one of said

chambers having a pressure inlet Port and a

pressure outlet port, and the other chamber

having a pressure return port and a pressure

discharge port, a hollow valve rotably con

fined in one of said chambers, having a port

to register with said pressure inlet port and

a port to register with said pressure outlet

port, a hollow valve rotany confined in the

other chamber, having a port to register

with said pressure return port and a port to

register with said pressure discharge port,

and operating means for said valves connect

ing them together to be actuated simultane

ously, substantially as described.

781,921. Gas or Fuel Engine. Elihu Thom

son, Swampscott, Mass. assignor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New

York. Filed February 14, 1898. Serial No.

670.222.

Claim—1. In a gas or oil engine, the com

bination of a cylinder space, a piston mov

ing therein, an inlet valve for admitting a

non-explosive mixture of combustible and air,

a heated granular mass in open communica

tion with the cylinder space through which

the mixture passes during the compression

and repasses during the power stroke of the

piston, and an outlet opening from the cylin

der for exhausting the burned products, sub

stantially as described.

781,923. Internal Combustion Motor. Adolf

Vogt, West Norwood, England. Filed No

vember 4, 1901. Serial No. 81,086.

Claim—1. In an internal combustion mo

tor in which the combustible charges are

compressed outside the motor cylinder, and

in which a horizontal cylinder with piston

has vertical extensions at each end contain

ing columns of liquid forming extensions of

said piston, the combination with said cyl

inder extensions ~’ discharge valves placed

near the upper ends thereof in a position in

which a portion of the liquid column can

escape through it toward the end of the dis

charge stroke, means for holding said dis

charge valves open until said portions of

liquid have escaped through them. and means

for supplying fresh liquid to said extensions

to replace the quantity discharged, substan

tially as described. .

781,933. Motor Truck. William 0. Brown,

Chicago, 111., assignor to Appleton J. Pat

tison, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed May

16, 1904. Serial No. 208,264.

Claim—1. A motor truck mounting two

axles, internal combustion engines secured at

the sides of the truck, a single shaft actu

ated by the engines, and a flexible driving

mechanism for each axle actuated by the

engine shaft, substantially as described.

781,936. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. James J. Cook, Jersey City, N. J.,

assignor to Cook Kerosene Carburetter Com

pany, a corporation of New Jersey. Filed

July 22, 1903. Serial No. 166,630.

Claim—1. In a carburettor, the combina

tion with a casing. of an upright vaporizing

p0st located in the casing, an electrical heat

er coil wound upon the exterior of the post,

and forming a spiral channel for oil pro

jected against the post. and means for pro

jecting oil against the upper end of the p0st.

781,:;~i4. Speed Reducing Gearing. John L.

Hall, Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to Gen

eral Electric Company, a corporation 0!! New

York. Filed September 3, 1903. Serial No.

171,718.

Claim—1. In a speed reducing gearing, the

combination with a driving worm, of a sta

tionary worm gear, a planetary shaft, a

worm carried by said shaft and meshing with

said gear. and a worm wheel meshing with

the driving worm. and means actuated by the

planetary parts for transmitting power.

781,959. Variable Speed Gearing. Stonay

L. Langdale, St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 3,

1904. Serial No. 211,044.

Claim—1. In a gearing, a rotatable sleeve,

a shaft inserted in the sleeve,a spring, one

end of which is fixed to the shaft and the

other to the sleeve, and a projection carried

by the shaft and engaging a slot in a rigid

part on the sleeve, substantially as described.

781,989. Controlling Mechanism for Self

Propelled Vehicles. Augustus A. Ball, Jr..

Lynn, Mass, assignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York. Filed

September 4. 1902. Serial No. 122,066.

Claim—1. In a controlling mechanism, the

combination of a lever mounted to turn on

either of two axes, a grip thereon mounted

to turn with the same and adapted to have

an independent movement, and means capa

ble of actuation by the grip when the lever

swings about one. axis and incapable of actu

ation when the lever swings on the _other

axis.

781,990. Frame for Self-Propelled Vehicles.

Augustus A. Ball, Jr., Lynn, Mass, assignor

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
l 5 cont: porhoo of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, z 5 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.
 

BARGAIN—[903 WINTON, PERFECT CON'

DITION, NEW CYLINDERS, NEW

TIRES, BASKETS, LAMPS, TOOLS. $900

CASH. H. T. ALEXANDER, 17 STATE

STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
 

FOR SALE—I904 Cadillac, Model "B." with

tonneau; rear wheels, 4 inch tires, front 3

inch: three extra tires, two of them new; side and

rear baskets; side and tail Gray & Davis oil lamps;

two Bullet Gray and Davis refluctor gas lamps, with

separate generator; canopy top of very best make;

bevel glass front; complete set of side curtains;

full set tools and pair new Weed tire grips; car in

magnificent shape; has latest radiator and frame;

all late improvements; cost over $r,200 complete

as above; make me an offer; want larger car.

R. D. PALMER, Lock Box 434, Columbus, Ohio,
 

OR SALE—r Model A 1904 Cadillac; 1 De

Dion 9-H. P. Tonneau, cost $2000; bevel,

gear drive, $500; r Clement runabout, 8250; 1 De

Dion Motorette, 541. P., $2 50. Above machines

all in perfect order. A. Ecxsr, cor. Third Ave.

and 44th St., Brooklyn.
 

'1‘0 Americans connected with motor car and

tool trades—U. S.,A. Patent of Dalton Com

bined jack, Vice and Drill for sale. Principals or

ther solicitors only apply. F. DALTON, Dean,

Kimbolton, St. Neots, England. '

FOR SALE OR FOR RENT.

We have for sale or we will lease to proper parties

a thoroughly equipped machine shop suitable for

the manufacture of Rear and Front Axles and

Automobile parts of all kinds. It is now running

and has orders enough ahead to keep it busy for

two to three months—an excellent opportunity

for any one with money to get intoagood business

immediately. Address, MACHINE SHOP, care of

THE Moron WORLD,

OR SA LE—Modcl “A” Cadillac. Cost

$900.00 with extras last June. Has been

thoroughly overhauled and repainted, Bargain.

J. S. LRWIs, Newark Valley, New York.

' THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

_‘ obtained.

)1 Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

/ ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

 

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles arc

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING $0.

cuavsuuo. onlo us. A,
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to General Electric Company, a corporation

of New York. Filed October 14, 1903. Serial

No. 177,047.

Claim—l. In a vehicle, the combination of

a body, a pair of axles, a frame rigidly at

tached to each of the axles, pivotal connec

tions between each frame and the body,

and pivotally supported arches between the

axles and the body which permit each of the

frames to oscillate with its respective axle.

782,00]. Vehicle Wheel. Joseph N. Byers,

i'rhana, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Wil

liam R. Ramsey, Urbana, Ohio. Filed March

12, 1003. Serial No. 147,458.

Claim—1. In a vehicle wheel, a rim, the

body whereof is composed of a deep trough

like annulus of sheet metal, U-shaped in

cross-section and comprising two parallel

ponions of considerable depth lying in the

plane of thrust, and a connecting arched por

tion, said metal body being of dimensions

such as to form the load-sustaining portion

of the rim, and a filling member of light ma

terial fitting the inner part of the metallic

channel and of less height than the depth of

said channel, whereby the space between the

outer face of the filling member and the pro

jecting flanges or the metallic member forms

a seating space of less depth than the chan

nel of the metallic member to receive an

elastic tire, substantially as described.

782,085. Rotary Engine. Charles R. Twitch

ell, Dayton, Heights, Cal., assignor to Brown

“instanley Manufacturing Company, Los

Angeles, Cal., a corporation of California.

l-‘iled March 28, 1904. Serial No. 200,416.

Claim—1. A rotary explosive engine hav

ing a plurality of revolving cylinders, a sta

tionary crank shaft to which the several pis

ton rods are secured, controlling valves car.

ried by said cylinders, and a single element

common to all the cylinders movable with

the latter for acting on the valves of all the

cylinders in two revolutions, but not in se

quence.

782,126. Wheel. ..narlcs B. Haney, Oiex,

Oregon. Filed August 2, 1901. Serial No.

219,198.

Claim—A vehicle wheel, comprising a tubu

lar felly having its inner wall perforated, a

tubular thimble inserted through said per

foration and hearing at its inner face of the

outer wall of the telly, said thimble being

provided with an enlarged tubular portion

forming a shoulder to bear upon the outer

face of the inner wall of the telly, and it spoke

having its end seated In the enlarged portion

of the thimble and provided with a reduced

portion designed to enter the thimble.

782,155. Pneumatic Tire. Carl W. Maxon.

West Bay City, Mich. Filed July 11, 1901.

Serial No. 216,168.

Claim—In a pneumatic tire, the combina

tion with an outer casing of a pair of air

tubes inclosed within said casing; an air

valve for each tube, an asbestos cushion sur~

rounding said air tubes and inclosed within

said casing, said outer casing being formed

of a mesh built up of asbestos covered wires,

said mesh being coated with rubber, sub

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

782,205. Gas Engine. Samuel J. ‘Vebb,

Minden, La. Filed January 14, 1901. Serial

No. 43,225.

(‘laiin—l. The combination of an engine, a

carburetter. a pump. a casing having an in

terior partition provided with a port, a pipe

leading from the carburetter to the casing on

one side of the partition, a pipe leading from

the other side of the partition to the pump, a

valve to partially, but not wholly, close, said

port and normally held away from the port,

a combustion chamber into which the pump

delivers the combustion mixture from the

carburettor. and a diaphragm subject to the

pressure of the gas within the combustion

chamber and connected to said valve, sub

stantially as set forth.

782,812. Internal Combustion Engine. J0

seph A. Arthur, New York, N. Y., assignor of

one-half to Isidore Weill and Sanford Wolfe,

New York, N. Y. Filed February 15, 1901.

Serial .\'0. 193,646.

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, the combination with a working cylin

der and means for supplying a combustible

charge thereto. and a piston for said cylinder,

of igniting means comprising an auxiliary

compression cylinder, :1 piston for said auxil

iary cylinder deriving its motion from said

first named piston. means for admitting a

combustible charge to said auxiliary cylinder.

said auxiliary cylinder having a passage for

connecting it with said first named cylinder

and an outwardly opening valve having a

spring arranged to resist outward movement

thereof. said valve normally closing said pas

sage, but arranged to be operated by pres

 

 
 

also oil-proof, heat-proof,

water - proof, leak - proof,

and wear - proof for six

months of IO hours a day

“The spark always jumps ”

Self-cleaning and replaceable parts

All sizes, $2, dealers or by mail

Send for booklet
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MITCHELL
The Car You Ought to

Have at the Price You

Ought to Pay.

Bristling With Original and

Exclusive Features.

Are you posted regarding them?

 

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

9 Packard Ave., Racine, Wis.

rrlB DUBRR-WARD CO., No. 1787 Broudwny, New

York Distributors.

ARTHUR G. BBNNE’I'I'. No. 20 Luke 81.. Chlcllo

Dlltributor.
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C. A. Mezger, 20.; w. sou- st., New Yorlj

THEABME IMPRUVEIJ

1905 MUFFLER.
 
 

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Bock-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR GAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DVKB, 311 Pine St,

St. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH k BDWAIIJS. "6

Nu St" New York lty.

Western Agents: [1. J. DAY A 60., 819 flllolon

51., San Francisco, Cal.
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$750.
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ll MODELS

$850.

PIERCETRA-CINE Cars are good cars. Guaranteed for one year. They are fast and great

hillc lmbers. Let us send you our printed matter which tells all about them.

They are the best for the price.

P1ERQE ENGINE $9.,

$1,100. $1,250.

1300 Clark St., Racino, Win.
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MODELC 1905

THAT CAR OF QUALITY.
 

16 H' P' A full grown

322‘.“ _ TOURING CAR

at the

Speed 3 to

30 miles.

Side of a

RUNABOUT.

 

Tonneau.
 

Detachable

A FEW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

w... " iLogan (Eonstructton 60.

Quick- Chillicothe, Ohio.

 

IT MAKES YQU SWEAR

to take dust from your Neighbor Jones because he

drives a Thomas “ Flyer ” and you don’t. You almost

hate the pretty curved lines as pictured below, but it

starts you thinking, and those thoughts have an Im

portant bearing on your next purchase, which is pretty

apt to be a Thomas “ Flyer."

s @hassThomas 40 ,

Thomas 40 Horse “Flyer,”

Thomas 50 Horse “Fiyer,” = 3500.

Thomas 50 Horse Limousine, - 4560.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.,

l2lO Niagara St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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DUQUESNE
i

  

'-_ é _ r‘ “

. .. .. If.” ...'

we Folks don’t know

more than

all the other automobile manufacturers

put together, but we did know several

things long before the other fellows

recognized their value.

we began to build the

' we believed in and built a 4
3Y—earS—IAgB cylinder 16-21 H.P. motor.

we believed in and built a

M4 cylinder 16-21 H.P.

vertical motor.

we believed in and built a

we 4 cylinder 16-21 H.P. ver

tical air-cooled motor.

2 Years Ago we placed the 4 cylinder

vertical air-cooled mot0r

under a round hood in front.

2 Years Ago we placed the vertical air

cooled motor “tandem”

under round hood in front.

In Short we have always been consistent

—built what we believed in—

believed in what we built. Best of all,

we were right!

The “ I'IALI= OE THIRTY-EIVE ” price is right,

too, is’nt it?

 

 

 

 

Duquesne Construction Co.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
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Manufacturers,
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sure within said auxiliary cylinder when ig

nition occurs therein.

782,850. Roller Bearing. Frederick P.

Hinckley, Jackson, Mich., assignor, by memo

assignments, to George A. McKee] Company,

Jackson, Mich, a corporation. Filed January

7, 1901. Renewed January 13, 1905. Serial

No. 240,863.

Claim—1. In a roller bearing, spacing rings

flexibly connected to each other, and rolls

connected to the spacing rings by ball and

socket joints.

2. In a ball bearing, spacing rings having

yielding ball sockets, radial clamping bolts

in the rings, and rolls having ball shaped

ends inserted in said sockets.

782,873. Electric Igniting Plug. George H.

Oakes, Arlington Heights, Mass. Filed De

cembOr 8, 1903. Serial No. 184,274.

Claim—1. An electric igniting plug compris

ing in its construction an insulating sleeve

formed of sheet material wound in cylindri

cal form in layers extending longitudinally

thereof, one portion of said sleeve being

greater in diameter than the other, said

cylindrical portions forming at their juncture

a shoulder.

782,886. Gearing. George T. Turner, Phila

delphia, Pa. Filed May 6, 1901. Serial No.

58,879.

Claim—1. The. combination with the axle

and its wheels, one of which is sleeved and

the other fast on the axle, of a rotatable sup

port loosely mounted with respect to the

sleeve and axle, said support having a rib

arranged thereon, a driven member loosely

mounted on said support at one side of said

rib to coact with the latter. means indepen

dent of the support and movable laterally

relative thereto for co-operating with the rib,

whereby said driven member may be clamped

against the rib and released therefrom to

render said member fast or loose on said

support, means interposed between the rota

table support and said clamping means for

maintaining the latter normally in unclamp~

ing position, mechanism for driving said

member, and differential gearing arranged in

said support and connected with the axle and

sleeve respectively.

782,898. Automobile Gear. Lee S. Chad

wick, Ridley Park, Pa. Filed August 4, 1903.

Serial No. 168,138.

Claim—1. The combination with the driv

ing shaft of an automobile and a gear there

on, of a hollow bearing, a gear surrounding

said bearing and meshing with the driving

shaft gear, said gear having a hollow hub en

tering the opening in said bearing and an

operating shaft having a seat or hearing in

said hub.

762,912. Tire Casing. John 0. King, Ra

cine, Wis., assignor of one-half to Thomas

M. Kearney, William D. Thompson, and

Peter J. Myers, Racine, Wis. Filed February

23, 1904. Serial No. 194,804.

Claim—A tire casing, comprising sections

of flexible leather stitched together to form a

continuous annular tube open at its inner

circumference, and with the meeting edges

there, and at the junction of each two sec

tions sklved to insure uniformity of surface

and thickness at all points of union, and with

the leather of the sections folded and stitched

together on each side of the line of the an

nular opening. in combination with annular

angular strips filling the angular spaces back

of the said folded portions, and rows of

stitching uniting said strips to said casing.

782,913. Tire Casing. John 0. King, Ra

cine, Wis., assignor of one-half to Thomas

M. Kearney, William D. Thompson, and

Peter J. Myers, Racine. Wis. Filed February

23, 1901. Serial No. 194,805.

Claim—1. A tire casing comprising sections

of flexible leather stitched together to form

a continuous annular tube circumferentially

open for the reception of a pneumatic tube.

and the annular edges being provided with

series of straight bevel faced opposing an

nular strips, which interlock as the said

edges are forced past each other.

782,911. Vehicle Tire. Woodburn Lang

muir, New York, N. Y. Filed April 14, 1902.

Renewed July 26, 1904. Serial No. 218,183.

Claim—1. In a vehicle tire, the combination

of an elastic portion having a stillened base,

a rim having inwardly formed recesses and

outwardly inclined sides, the rim and tire

being so proportioned relatively to each other

that the tire is adapted to be inserted in the

rim by flexing the stiffened base portion past

the shoulder of the undercut portion of the

rim, substantially as set forth.

782,952. Wheel. Harris T. Dunbar, Buf

falo, N. Y. Filed February 23, 1904. Serial

No. 194,673.

Claim—1. A wheel comprising a rim, a hub

having its periphery constructed in the form

of ratchet teeth so as to produce an annular

row of tangential seats and an annular row

of abrupt shoulders each of which connects

the base of one seat with the crest of the

adjacent seat, and a plurality of flexible

spokes each secured at its inner end to one of

said seats and at its outer end to said rim,

substantially as set f0rth.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas

mn street. New York. °"
 

 

MODEL D. $1100.

Buy a tried and tested car.

 
  

The Michigan cars are not a. brand “ new " product—all untried and

unknown, like many a “ [905 ” car. Even the best designers are often at

fault in their estimates of strength of materials, and some great names

in the auto business have produced some very unsatisfactory machines.

We have made no revolutionary changes in our 1904 cars—afar! changes

have been made, and those only where we where 110': of making improve

ment. Guess work has spoilt many a machine and ruined many a man.

ASK FOR CATALOG AND AGENTS' TERMS.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Ltd., Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

 

 

Packard Motor Car ('0.

Dept. 8 Dctroit.Mich.

MEMBER A.L.A.M.

'0

fiator aw

34:1 71% flow #170 am: 00:”

 

414_A-“"
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PRIGE SISOO.

TI-IE EXGELLENT

GRGUT
No Noise. No Vibration. Will not Freeze in

Zero Weather. Glimb Bay Hill.

Speedy, Reliable. Simple in Operation.

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO"

87 Main St, ORANGE, MESS.

BOSTON BRANCH: 15] Columbus Avenue.

Impressions ~

are

Lasting.

First glance at the "Haynes" and you‘re im

pressed with its appearance—it's the equal or cars

at higher prices, and it's just as good as it looks.

Price doesn't always regulate the value, because we

couldn't use better material it paid double the price.

Then in mechanical construction we have the bene

fit of Mr. Hayncs‘s expert knowledge and extensive

experience (as he built the first gasoline car in Amer‘

ion), and the many new features adopted are evi

dence as to his ability to keep “ahead of the times"

and give you a car free from troubles, and one that'll

add pleasure to your travels and trips.

There arev three models described in our catalogue.

which you should write for. and carefully study the

many "Haynes" improvements and advantages.

PRICES:

Model K, 35-40 H. P., 4 cylinder, 108 inch

wheel base, 41/, inch tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,000

Victoria or Folding Extension Top, $200 extra.

Model M, 16-18 H. P., 2 cylinder, double size

entrance Tonneau, 81 inch wheel base. 32

inch wheels, 3% inch tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. SL500

Model L, 16-18 H. P.. 2 cylinder (two passen

ger, with folding front seat), 81 inch wheel

base, 32 inch wheels, 3% inch tires . . . . . . .. $1,350

Regular "Haynes" Three Speeds forward and re

verse, controlled by one lever, use in all models.

TH E H AY N ES "APPERSW CO.,

Kokomo, Ind.

The Oldest Makers of Gasoline Cars in America.

Member A. L. A. M.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO.

  

 

Hand Book

01‘ GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

TIIE INFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about March 15th. 1905. The products or the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America and the Im—

porters ot gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi—

cations. These specifications form a series 0! the leading questions

that arise in the mind of the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform. the ease or comparison is

obvious. and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

 

Sent upon receipt ol 6 cents in stamps lor postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom1009. No. 7 HST 12nd STREET, NEW YORK.

  

 

 

 
  

.U 1" “Q

PREMIER
'1 Cylinder. Air- Cooled.

The Natural Evolution 0! Mechanical Skill Guided by

Practical Experience.

“ THE QUALITY CAR.”

Side Entrance, l905 Model F, - $1,500

Rear Entrance, 1905 Model 1‘, - $l,i00

Runabout, 1905 Model P, - $1,250

Simplicity and accessibility were the two points which warranted the

general expression, “No wonder it’s practical." from all visitors at the

New York and Chicago Shows. Write for Descriptive Catalolue.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. 00., '°°3 “"8"- Street;
Indianapolis, Ind.
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An American Car that any one can handle

anywhere.

SlMPLE—POWERFUL—BEAUTIFUL.

4 Other Models.

Just a little more territory to allot.

‘ ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Reading, Pa.

BOSTON MOTOR CO., ACME MOTOR CAR 00. OF NEW YORK.

43 Columbus Ave.. 941-948 8th Ave.

Boston. Mass. ow or'k, N. .

Mass. Distributors. N. Y. and N. J. Distributors.

UEVLIN a CO. LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE 00.,

1407 Michigan Ave., 138 to 140 Beatty St.

Chicago, Ill. Pittsban, Pa.

Western Distributors.

J. W. HEARS.

ll Ocenn Parkway. Brooklyn. N. Y.

  

ACME, Type X. l6 H.P. S I ,000. SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Complete ss Illustrated. 3 Spend Sliding Trsnsrnisslon. Atlanta, Georgia.

 

 

 

STANDARD PARTS FDR PDWER TRDDKS AND WADDNS.
'1 he marked economy of power wsgons for delivery, express and truck service, and their superior reliability when in reasonsbly intelligent

hands, is so well established that those who are conversant with the facts cannot fail to see that power wagons are rapidly beginning to supersede

horse service. PARTS WB SUPPLY:

STEERING GEAR. COMPLETE, CHAINS, COUNTERSHAFT AND REDUCTION GEARS,

SPROCKETS, COUNTERSI'IAPT BRAKES. I’IUB BRAKES, DISTANCE R005,

ELECTRIC MOTORS, CONTROLLERS AND ACCOMPANYING DETAILS.

Send ior CltIIOII Nos. 2, 3 and I. Touring Car Parts, Catalogs 6. 7, 8 snd 9.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EANIES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

FRONT AXLBS. COMPLETE.

moron "moans,

 

 

 

“ America's Finest Motor Oar.”f {C t I . (U" ‘ _ send or a aosue CHARACTERISTIC mm.

'3“ ".1 . ._ .___-_____-___—. extensorssr "m

4 ' " I Y \r '
gi v “7

Absence of Vibration.

Four'cyiinder Vertical Engine.

Valves. in the head.

Automatic Carburettor, never requires adjustment.

Automatic Speed-Control, by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication

Singikhever Control.

"Make—and-Brenk" Ignition.

irreversible Steering—Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Timken Roller-Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

side Entrance.

a Aluminum Body.

‘7‘ Wheel Base, 106 inches.

Imported "Continental" Tires.

- imported Honey-Comb Radiator.

bong Life—insured by using greater factors of safety

24 H. P. $5000. 40 Ii. P. $6000.

 

 

in every vital part than ordinarily empioyod.

Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60 miles an hour, according

o H. P. and gear.

' MATHESDN moron on 00., - Holyoie, Miss.
N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bros., 500 mm. Avo

  

 

 

SQI-IRHDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

‘ie.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

W MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

- shown. Cut is exactLy half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

  

 

Ii

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SGHRHDER’S SUN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.

figs.d—"_-—-~..
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“11’: Nice to Know

How Far You Go.”

Veeder Odometer:

If some one should set up mile-stones for you on every road you were to

travel, you would think it a great thing, wouldn’t you? For $10.00 you can

have a Veeder Form B odometer (the kind that goes on the steering arm)

that will not only show the miles, but every eighth of a mile and the total mile

age ot your car as well. For $25.00 you can have a Veeder Form D odometer

right up in front of you on the dashboard, which will show the miles in tenths

on two registers at the same time. One of these registers may be set to zero

any time, while the other keeps a total record. 80nd for free catalog.

THE VEEDER MFG. 00., 26 Sargeant Street, Hartford,

Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine Castings.

 

COL. SPRAGUE’S CANOPIES._

A Sprague Extension Top on a

 

“ Thomas flyer ” ; recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

Send for Oetaloizue.

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

Norwalk, Ohio,

U. S. A.
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DOUBLE SERVICE

THE APPLE AUTOMATIO SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to every user of gas power for

Automobile, Launch or Stationery Engine.

1! gives absolutely sure ignition, more speed and

more power. Does away with all belt, battery or

commutator troubles. _ v _

Besides this it gives ample power for three electric lights, whether engine is

running or ltandin still I _ .

Easily attache to any engine now using batteries.

' worth of our attention. I _ .
lysmtwriie us fol: anything pertaining to ignition. We make over eighty articles

A" “mm” “"9"”- THE nmou ELECTRICAL nro. co. or own ulna, nmori, oino

See us at the Auto Show! at Chicago, Boston and Washington.

Our new gear-driven

  
 

TI‘IE

WHITLOCK

COOLER
TESTED AND AOOPTF D BY

90 PER CENT

oI the Leodlng

Manufacturer: at

IIIGI'I GRADE CARS

U. Patent! Pending. - -

Patented in England, France and Belgium. Any Design or Style of Coolor Made to Order.

THE WHITLOBK COIL PIPE 60., HARTFORD, norm.

  

 
 

 

 

STOOK

AUTOMOBILE

FORGINDS

ARE OUR SPECIALTY.

They are materially and mechanically correct. It is

economy for you to use them if pessihle. If not, then our

unrivalled faCilities enable you to get special Forgings

promptly. Send specifications.

THE BILLIRGS &. SPENCER CO.,

  

Hartford, Bonn.

 

THE GOLD MEDAL AWARD

at the St. Louis World’s Fair simply

confirms our repeated statement that

best materials coupled with skill and

care in construction have placed

SOLAR LAMPS
in the first rank. You who have used

- them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. You, Mr. Dealer,

should insist upon them as equipment, for your customers

will demand Solars. No lamp troubles with Solars.

BADGER BRASS we. no, Kenoslia, WIs., w M om
11 Warren St.

  

  

 

 
 

PRESERVE YOUR CAR.

FISK’S AUTO-OAR SOAP
Will Help You Do 80.

Cleans like magic and preserves or restores the

original lustre.

Five pound pails, 5i. Express prepaid to and including Chicago.

Also put up in barrels and half barrels.

A TRIAL is coifimcmc.

FISK IVIFG. CO., Springfield, Mass.

YOU TRY NO EXPERIMENTS

WHEN YOU TRY OUR

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.
The Leading flake" ol the lhdiutry Have Long Alo Proved Their Worth.

We Make Them from the Highest Grade of Cold Rolled Steel

under Perfect Conditions of Manufacture.

Acouraoz and Qualitz Guaranteed.

See Specimen. It the Madison Square Garden (New York) Show, Section A,

Concert Hall, or lend drawings and get our price.

CLEVELAND CAR SPECIALTY CO.,

CASB AVBNUB Ind LAKE STREET. CLBVBLAN0,0I‘IIO
 

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile Bharninu Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ELWELL-PARKER ELEGTRIB 00.,

CLEVELAND, O.

  

 

Aluminum

Canopy Tons,

Extension Tops,

Three-Bow

Laalhai Tops,

Capo Gait Tops,

‘ Seat Upholsiaring,

g- ’ ,/. » Aprons and Hoods.

LEINBAGH BllllS.l 25332.5.isgfl'ffiié’A‘PW"

Oldest Canopy Builders In Amorlca.
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Garages and Individual Owners

who have had most experience

.use exclusively

Rome Linseed-Oil Snap

FOR CLEANING CARS.

There are mighty good reasons for it, too.

They will readily suggest themselves to any

one interested.

We make

Rome Linseed-Oil Soap,

put it up in barrels, half-barrels and pails, and

sell it cheaper than ordinary soaps.

'Send us a trial order—if not satisfactory you

get your money back.

ROME SOAP MFG. CO., Rome, N.Y.

HE wlatest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home 0ffloa~97-99-IOI Reade St., New York Clty.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202404 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 

  

$35.00

was undoubtedly the most talked of and meritorious auto

mobile accessory shown at the New York and Chicago Auto

mobile Shows. Hundreds of dealers were interested in

our exhibit and over Three Hundred Agencies placed.

MR. DEALER: Are you in a position to sup

ply the large demand sure to come when you

are selling and delivering your new cars?

If you did not place an order at the Show

better do it at once, so you can show

your customer what we have to offer. A

Cleveland dealer w rite s: “ No more

lamp troubles, and ‘that helps some.'"

There is a good profit to the dealer and a satisfied

customer every time you sell a

PREST-[l-LITE GAS TANK.
Get Acquainted.

The Buneemrated Acetylene Go.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

 

  

 

 

M-IDGLEY
PRESSED

STEEL

WHEELS.

Midgley Pressed Steel

Wheels can always be de

pended upon.

Where personal safety is

valued they are supreme.

The Autocar Company

use them exclusively. Write

for booklet giving full

details. _

  

Sole manufacturers of

Dunlop Perfected Rims. I

MIDGLEY MFG. 00.
c. J. wens a. co. \

OOLUMBUS, OHIORochester, N. Y.

Eisrinn REPRESENTATIVES.
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P . f To Operators of Steam Gan:write us for 'fimed mm" on the “El-so. The Moot Satisfactory Izriltlon Plutz in

o h l ‘ ' h' hgrgytewtéJi-lienr Egg-P1 t e on y pomnve '8 in. World I! any Pl'lCO

3 l .50 ‘ O l .75 ‘ $2-OO ‘ ‘3-OO ' $5.00.

JOHN SIMMONS OO. ' ’ ’ '

Wm |°‘_| Io centre 8‘" Now’york_ Dynamos, Coils Mote", tc. Send for complete Catalogue

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers. Lamps, I I THE R. E. HARDY LO , 225 ll. Iroadn], III YORK.

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

reqnired by Automobilists

Semi for Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

2M Jetiorlon Street, Detroit, Mich.

LEON RUDAY ,
Aluminum l'loodl.

smgg'mh' FRENCH AUTOMOBILE. SUPPLIES

366 Birnlc Ave.,

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

- - Springfield Mall. "0 West 38th Street New York.

Jump Spark COIlS ' »

DIM;1 IITI ,vrwogea—Zinslf. CHEAP MATERIALS

ou e'. "p e an- “a mp c In the South, Manufacturer! of all kinds are in osition to

f“ smuouary Engines and Au' Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while xceptional

mmi’bu's' quarameedm every Trlns ortatiou Facilities place them in touch with all the

pamc‘na" fine v‘bramr‘ Great glarltetl North Eat and West

snw ron CATALOG!!! o. ' ' '

The lunblock-lieideman Ill. 00., THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

sour“ nun 1ND. Traverse: Section: of the South which arh growing inter than

any other part of the United States.

It Inokmg for a location, or on investment, write,

. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Alent,
Southern Railway Compan , Wuhin on, D. C. ' r" . s ' _- .

W. A. MOYER, Agent, :71 Broadway, ew York ity. I'd. " "1. SPUTDMFmm .

SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN. _ W In

PRICE, s n 500. The BlllIll Bhtln Oman] “sputum.mumn. I

Air cooled. I6 horle power developed. Beautiful in ——HAKI—

design and finish. Buy riding. Speedy. Durable and Amnobne c] ll

dependable. Webuildit. swan“, spur "m B".

MARION moron out 00., mmmmus, Inn 0",,

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking. _.

Baldwin Ghlln & Mtg. 00.,

ymmmomom Worcester, "Ill" U. 8. A.

TO" RING BAR THE HILL PRECISION OILER

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Acetylene Gas and Oil
THE F. B. co" MoanurelthoOll lorthe “fill”,

and Always 50min It there. co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. 8. A. i

THE STEEL EAL]. COMPANY. Amesbury. Mass

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

lion-Freezing Water Jackal Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS' CO.’S)

will stand 30° below Zero Fahr. without Freezing. ’ 1
_ O

For sale by all Automobile Supply Housel. _

(VI/0”" Cd" m: CARBONDALE CHEMICAL 00.. cmomli, PI. 1 I

New Yoxx, Borrow, Ban-rum". CHICAGO, Prr'rsluatiu

THE GOODMAN COMPANY, Route

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York. 10

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to L .

. 01115
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for one year, commencing with the issue of. e s V- .. _,,, , “The way 0f the world

N For information as to rates, hotels

ameAs, LAT Me i. .e ... fife .e W .ewwssssfl

Address". . . r . - NULL 7”,

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

Um. and’l'. Agent. u-amtto.
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OUR SPECIALTY.
SLIDE OBAR.

Direct Drive. Three Speeds and Reverse.

INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

BL Transmission Gears

i

  

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments. Our prices are interesting. Write us.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., -

Kinrslun Barhurelur.
0VER 24,000 Ill USE.

Patented May 1!, [90'

Other Patents

Pending.

  

Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

Pat. Jen. so, zoos.

TRADE GRADOMETER MARK.

  

Sent postpaid on receipt oi price, h.p.

TI‘IB ADAMS COMPANY. Dubuque, to“

An instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are attending or descending,

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. 81. D.—Poro Marquette Lino.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker. n ladicl' coach. combination

coach and dining car. and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which. when ii hted with a myriad

of electric bulbs. was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. very one o! the can

except the baggage and the smoker, which is‘of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with e

lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The lediee’ coach seats 88 people.

and has hlgh-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the coach

and diner in one. there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre. with four tables in the roar of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

shown In the parlor car. which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodlous ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car. and hes accommo

dations for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules. ond each car has its own elects-ice)

apparatus for lighting. in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

 

 

KlNliSlilN
Carburetors, Mufflers. Spark-Coils.

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Oiling Dovlooe. etc.

'r-ntamslr"

a a »‘ " In addition to the regular parlor car porterl. 010-. the" ll 1 flail"? unlmrmed "‘8"! 90"".

ml. ni‘ulftw whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

‘" the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels. and that the forward port of

the train is kept up to the standard.

  

BYRIIE, KINGSTON It 00.. lioiomo. Ind., U. S. A.

GRAYc" DAVI5
“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them.

CYLINDER
FOR AUTOMOBILE AND MARINE MOTORS SEND PATTERNS FOR SAMPLES

SUPERIOR QUALITY, PROMPT DELIVERIES . OR BLUE PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY co., Waterbury, cr.

_

DOES ALL THE WORK—Not hell.

Registers accurately both volts and ampere;

A BlCEhSlIy to every owner of a gasoline or

electric vehicle.

_ Price, $6 00 (inc. leather case). Sample

instrument forwarded pre-paid,on receipt ofi

95.00

ROBERT INSTRUMENT CO.

56 Shelby 5L, DETROIT. MICI'“.

 

  

 

 

 

  

AM ESBURY. MASS.

‘cAsrmcs

 

  

 

 

Yankee Gui-Out Switch.

Price 8 i .50.

Switch-blade may be instantly cut

out, locking your car in your ab

sence. Also doubles your amper

I age it will.

Jones Speedometer-Odometer.

An accurate speed and disrance indicator.

correctly designed and perfectly constructed

The " Speedometer." ram:

Everything for the Automobile A bulletin on speed, sent free Sl’EEDOMb‘ T151?

Mammoth Catalog mailed tor ten ani'Whe'e- "ARK

“m' ones S eedometer $25 W- 326 St- New York

Limitlsco.Mohair. I P ' '
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n placing orders 'for Automobiles, specify sprockets for

‘ “Whitney” Standard Chains.

Sprockets for Old Standard Chains can be re-cut for

“Whitney ” Standard

  

for Roller

Chains.

T32“ “WlllTNY” SANDARDS

The PITCH SIZES and DIAMETFRS advance

 

  

 

 

 

PITCH. Dig-mater . - .

of “M‘- umformly 1n perfect proportion.

1m % in They have broken all records for efficiency, and have

been adopted for most of the leading American Cars, in

114 in. 3/4 in cluding:

* c * — “ACME” “ AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT" “ BAKER” “Bmwnm.”

11/2 in. 7/8 in. “CADILLAC” “COLUMBIA” “Comm” “CHAMPION”

___e “ELWELL-PARKER” “Fomr' “FRANKLIN” “Gnom” “GAME”

1% in 1 m “GIBBS” “HARTFORD moron STREET SWEEPER” “Knox” “LENAWEE”

“MITCHELL” "Momma" “MATHESON” “MANHATTAN” “OLDS”

_ : “POPE-HARTFORD” “PIERCE-RACINE” “PRESCOTT” “QUEEN”

2 In. In. ((RmLER” “SHARKS” HSOMMERH “SNELL” 50 & H. r.”

 

“TOURIST” “WAYNE” "WESTERN ELECTRIC”

 

l Dlameter

PITCH.

of Roll.

These are the OLD or COMPETING

Standards.

1 ” ' The PITCH SIZES advance uniformly, but the

51 in.A DIAMETERS are irregular and not in

perfect proportion.

 

 

11/4c in.

1% mil in.

in" 1 211.2221'1..“1‘$II?;2'.;17 ; THE WHITNEY MFG. co.

Standards for these new.

Hartford, Conn.

 

 

  

sizes 1% in. and 2 in pitch. ‘
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OLDSMOBILE
 
 

TOURING RUNABOUT.

Price, $750.

The doctor, with his eyes open for new and effective aids in the

pursuit of his profession, has quickly recognized the practical utility of

the Oldsmobile—the Touring Runabout illustrated above being especially

adapted to his needs.

Simple in construction, it seldom gets out of order and its cost from

year to year is considerably less than a horse—to say nothing of the

greater mileage possible.

There are six cars in our line—all winners. Write us about them.

The ONLY Light Cars awarded a gold medal at the

St. Louis Exposition.

Address

- OLDS MOTOR WORKS,

1332 Jefferson Ave., = - = DETROIT, U: S. A.

Member or the Association of Licenled Automoblio Manutut‘ron. 9‘
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l‘orm No. 168.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY

——INCORPORATED-_—

23,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA. CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.

This Company TRANSMXTS and DELIVERS messages only on conditionslimlting its liability_ which luvs been asmnmd in by thesender o! the follmring mesa”.

Ermrn can he guarded inn only by re ting a mango back to the sending amnion for comparison. and the Company will not. hold iLsolf liable for errors or doing:

in tmnnmifion or delivery 0 Unre Md ov-lagno. beyond the announce! mils paid thereon, nor in any case where the clnim is not pmsenbed in writing within sixty d”:

nlter the message is filed with the raga-us for transmission.

This is an UNBEI'EATl-Ju ME A E. and is delivered by request of the sender. under the oonditions named above.

ROBERT C. CLOWRY. President and General Manager.
 

RECEIVED ll u wanna iii... (mr Iain s1.,) BlllllliEPllllT, can.

sw.1.ouxs, 140., Feb.16,1905

Locomobile Co.

Chief of St.Louis Fire Department has selected Locomobile

Model "E" after careful inspection and trial of vnrlous makes.

Congratulate you. When can we aspect delivery?

CAPEN MOTOR CAR C0,.

RECElVED

' FEB 161905

The agoggnggignm"

 

 

 

 

  

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING CO-, I '

NORTHERN
“YE CLAIR’I SIB'IPLICITY. Nt

0 e

HERE'S THE PROOF.

truss rods.

prices within your reach.

Ask for Catalogue 16.

THIS ILLUSTRATES NORTHERN MACHINERY COMPLETE.

Member A. L. A. M.

PETER FOGARTY, I42 West 38th St, NEW YORK CITY AGENT.

the absence of all

wires, oil-tubes, chains, belts‘

bolts, gaskets, strut rods and

Our new Catalogue will

show you illustrations of the

best dressed and best finished

line of cars on the market at

Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.
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30 AND 40 HORSE POWER FOUR CYLINDER CARS.

Special Cars for Those Who Want the Best.

Each order, practically an individual car,

made to suit the buyer“

Our Four Cylinder Cars have been tested for three years;

twelve years building gasolene cars. This experience is now proving its

worth to our customers.

WRITE FOR OUR LARGE 1905 OATALOGUE

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston; 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Member! Amelltlon ot Ucenled Automobile Menuhcturere.
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66

Model VII.

ininutc flat. Prompt deliveries, -

99

New design 80 H. P. front cntruncc. tcstcd to a mile in one

$3200

Model Double side entrance, 30 H. P., seats two in ffont, three in ton—

ncau, thoroughly up—to—dnte; price, fully cquippcd, - - - -

Ewicnsion Cape Cari, Victoria or Canopy Top, $250 ezlm.

$3500

Model IX. Double side entrance, 45 H. P., a fine, modern, high-powered

car, - - — - - - - — - - - -

Extras same as Model VIII, $250.

Model X, New 20 H. P. side-entrance car, a gem and leader of its class,

 

The engines in all tin-so Gaso

lone Cars are of the Four-Cylin

der, Four-Cycle type.

Power transmitted by double

chain direct drive systcm to an

uniirokcn roar nxlci ABSOLUTE

DIRECT DRIVE on high speed

without a single idle gear in

nivsll.

Writc for catalogue giving 7

Type VII, $3200 [ull slicciilcatinns. Type ‘1", $3500

Pope Flotor Car CO., = Toledo, 0.

MEMBERS ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUF ~AITURERS.

NATIONAL
Model “ C "

“ GOES THE ROUTE.”

  

 

 
  

 

With NATIONALS You Lead—

Others Follow.

Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Hardened steel gears.

Gear driven commutator.

t gear wheels revolve on double ball hearings on outside axle

u c.

All weight taken off inner axle and differential.

Spherical drive case.

Internal expanding metal to metal brakes.

Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and trans

mission on sub frame. Double steering connections.

The Best Touring Car Agency in America for I905.

National Motor Vehicle CO.,

1007 E. Twexaty-Seoonmcl St, Inclia'napolis, Incl.

WRITE now.

DISTRIBUTORS.

Nv~w York: Ilomnn 81 Sliulz (‘o,, Broadway and :iRih St.

I'Mrugo: Illiullr‘n Automobilc (70.. 1337 Michigan Ave.

Hi. Louis: \\"r~stminster Automobile C0.. 4290 Olive St.

NATIONAL, MODEL C, PRICE, $2,500.

Side entrances to detachable tonneau. .

Divided front seats. Five passengers.

New round radiator. Oval hood.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells.

Five lamps, Generator and horn.

Tires, 34 x 4. Positive oiling.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather.

Governor. Duplex. throttle control.

Four cylinder 4% '5 vertical.

Bevel gear drive. ‘1

San Francisco: F. A. Jacobs, 1331 Market St.

Bus-ion: Limwott Motor (20., 163 Columbus Ave.

Springfield, Mill-55.: Fowler Automobile Co.

  

p—-____



  

ORIENT LIGHT TOURING CAR, with Tonneau. 16 II. P. Price $1650. ;

THE AUTOFIATIC AUTO

is to some extent a thing of the future—but Orients are very near that stage. They are so

simple to operate that the average man can run one in an hour and handle it expertly in a week.

Orients are made for people who want to motor rather than tinker. Their simplicity is

a point no better than their absolute reliability.

Orients are air-cooled—hence an Orient Touring Car is 350 pounds lighter than a water

cooled car of the same power. This makes it faster, and saves the tires—cuts down repair bills.

Our great selling plan for Orient dealers will be under way in about three weeks more.

When it starts, dealers who have the Orient line will be mighty glad they took it.

  

   

‘ Details and catalogue, if you write.

g I igv'. \ '/ ' I I

ORIENT BI'CKBOARD. 4 II. P. I’rlce $375. '

ORIENT TOURING CARS ' 7“ ORIENT BUCKBOARD LINE

Model E, Touring Runabout (semi-racing body), 16 H.-P.. $1500 Buekboard, Model A, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $375

Model E, with detachable Tonneau,16 H. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450

Model F, Light Touring Car, with Tonneau, 16 H.-P . . . . . . .. 1650 Runabout, Model C, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 475

Model G, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .. 2000 Tonneau, Model D, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525

Model de Luxe, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2250

\

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Members 0! Alocistion of Ucenled Automobile Manufacturers.

(lenfl'll SI!" Offices: 44 Broad St., NEW YORK. Factory: WALTHAM, MASS.

w W
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Type V] II

lRpitocox $ 1400

A WOnderful Value.

Type VIII Autocar at $1400 represents a wonderful

automobile value. This type is the foundation of the

Autocar's enviable reputation. It is a car built upon

honor throughout. There is nothing experimental about

it—nothing uncertain in its construction. During 1904

Type VIII was tested on all sorts of American roads—

under all kinds of conditions. It has proved its relia

bility and efficiency so well as to put Autocar Type VIII

in the very front of its class.

Last season Type VIII was sold for $1700 and was

considered an unsurpassed value. The price of Type

VIII is now $1400 because, having built this model for

so long we can now build it more economically. For the

man who wants a thoroughly reliable four-passenger car

Specifications, Type VIII:

‘ - - i I nt I i '0~c linder opposed engine—no noticeable vi
at a mederate pnce’ Type VIII at $1400 15 hls oppor' bratitlm‘.)r onwiielv: ac’lual horse-power. Oiled automatically.

tunity. Water cooled.
Transmission. sliding gear type. Three speeds forward

Tcaénggggugdbidlugt fugdd§§9rlpt§g E! Typweq-VEIF' and a reverse. Ball bearing. shaft drive. No greasy_ gritty

Cyp ‘th d 1 ' ' a De our (’3 m ('r chain. Front and rear construction has ball bearings through

ar' W] ea ers name' 89m tree upon request out. Gasoline tank holds 10 gallons—sufficient on good roads

ii .THE AUTOCAR COMPANY, Ardmore, Pa. M $03.53.. removable. Front seat divided. End... and

transmission case are accessible from above without disturbing

Member of the Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. body.

  

  

Iiig§§iigi1iii

Twolmpulscs with Every Revolution

This is the famous Elmore Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the

American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triumph of this impulse-every-revoluti0n idea,

or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Elmore. That the

Elmore does produce a constant torque; that it does utilize every particle of power and put a stop

to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

the most reliable self-starting engine in the world—for each and every one of these claims over

whelming proof has been produced.

The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

cycle engine.

You owe it to yourself to see this car, which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess power and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

Sand for our full line of literature, the booklet illustrating the 6.000-mile trip. our catalogue, explanation of our engine. and the opinions

of people who have used our cars, all sent tree. or. it you wish, we will send a 10x12 photograph or the Pathnder on receipt or 10 cents In stamps.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

1104 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Memberl of Association or Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

+++§§++§4+4+§§§+§+¢4+¢4+§§¢§¢§§4§§++§+++§+§¢§§++§+§++4§

++MWH§++W++§++++§OWHHW0cc¢+++

 

W§§+tH++HH§M§+HH4++++H+++§+++HH+H+WM§+++++HH§++++H+++
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For more than fifty years, the

product of the firm of

CORBIN, New Britain, Conn.,

has stood for mechanical' excellence.

The Corbin Car

  

The Peerless

All the resources of this great more-than

half-century-old institution are back of it. Is

from one to fifty miles, owes its - this significant?

wonderful speed to the new type of

is made by this same organization.

that holds every world’s record

‘PEERLESS MOTOR TWO MODELS

16-20 H.P. 24-30 H.P.

that is also found on 1905 Peerless '
Touring Cars. Hence the greater Both having four cylinder, vertical motors,

efficiency of these new Peerless AIR COOLED by the CORBIN SYSTEM.

Motors has already been amply
proven. Catalog mailed on application.

1905 PRICES

24 HR 30 HR as HR 60 H-P- BURBIN MUTUR VEHIBLE BURPUBATIUN,
$3,200 $3,750 $4.000 $6,000

Send for Catalogue now ready.

 

 

Chestnut Street,

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

DEEDLESS MOTOR CAD C0, SEE our: EXHIBIT AT BOSTON snow.

CLEVELAND, omo.
Member A_ L_A_M_ NEW YORK AGENCY, 4 West 38th St.

BOSTON AGENOY, |63 Columbus Ave.

 

   

 

 

L- .5 - k-L- Co- CLI-V‘D  
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No qu cquired with

G &J Thread Fabric Tires
Our special clincher construction, giving uniiorm leverage at all points, holds the

clincher securely in place.

The flap provides a smooth seating ior the inner tube, and removes the possibility

oi pinched tubes.

The thread fabric construction prevents the heating oi the tires in action, hence

they are not selfldestroying. It also makes the tire so pliable that anyone can

easily place it on and remove it irom the rim

ISN’T THIS THE TIRE YOU WANT?

Most Durable, No Edge Qutting, No Pinched Tubes,

No Troublesome Lugs. Easiest in the World to Handle.

0&JIIRE-CO.
lndianapolis

549-625 E. Georgia St.

DETROIT, 2117 .leiierson live.

BOSTON.

QHIGHGO, 1129 Wabash Ave.

@LEVELI-IND, 337 Huron St.

 

Rims branded in the channel

with these copyrighted n-arks

have been inspected and pro~

Ag tee our tires on all rims so

bnnded

bounced perfect. We guaran~

 

"‘ 

  

  

I
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MW

URING CAR

MODEL R.

PRICE $2500 00.

PROVE our claims by trying

one of our reliable,

   

 

 

  

  

20 Horsepower

4 Cylinder

  

  

  

  

 

 
 

A CAREFUL study of the efficient and durable car

wants of the public has riages, and thus ascertain the

led us to produce this notable secret for the invariable

addition to out make. popularity of the

Cost of maintenance of our

latest Model R is reduced tothe minimum figure. .

Write for name of nearest

men POWER agency

GREAT STYIEé‘rfgl-‘iVEIGHT AGENTS! Get posted on

our attractive automobile pro

are the reasons for this desir- positiom

able condition.

. Aluminum Body—Side Entrance Tonneau—Pressed‘Steel Frame. Capacity, 5 Penens. g

Three Speeds and Reverse—Three Brakes—Bevel Gear Drive—Water Cooling- Weight, 1650 lbs- g i

J.‘ STEVENS ARMS 8: TOOL COMPANY, i<

690 Ma'rn Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U. S. A.

" " - A ' ‘lon of I ‘ ’ Ant “In Manufacturer-l.

WWW   
    

 

THE BAKER ELEeTRre

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriaqe.

The Most Elegant of all Electrics.

  

 

ALSO,

Runmsours, srnnnePr—zs,

sunnevs, ere, ere;

 

we mm READY TO TALK Busmess. ‘ _"_-\r-'~.’ ’

THE BAKER MQTQR VEHIGLE QQMPHNY, GLEYELHND, OHIQ.
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Merely a Matter of Choice _

“Every man to his way of thinking."

  

The Morgan & Wright Clincher

has ha-c—ked 2 every good thing we have

said about it. It has given the kind

of every-day, every-mile service that tire—

users cvcrywhcrc are looking for. Noth

ing but the best-grade, most

durable stock enters into its

construction, and it is made

by experts who know how

to use such material. Its best

 

recommendation is not what we guar

antee t2 dithut what we can pro—ire it

his done. Used in connection with our

recently-invented tire tools, it is an ex

tremely easy tire to manipulate.

  

The Pcrfcctcd Dunlop Detachable

is generally admitted to be the most satis

factory mechanically-fastened tire on the

market. The simple, effective method of

its construction strongly recommends it to

those who prefer this type of

tire; and in addition (whichis

ARE GOOD TIRES

highly important to the pros

pective tire-buyer) it has every

advantage which impala

gives to m that the principle of its

construction is correct. it occupics @

place among mechanically-fastened tires

because belongs there. Made of AI

stock all the way through.

 
 

  

SEND FOR COPY 1905 CATALOG AND “THE OTHER

FELLOW’S OPINION"

Climber Tire Tools.

Morgan 8: Wright, Chicago

ATLANTA

-,. NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA DAYTON ST. LOUIS

[ BOSTON DETROIT

SYRACUSESAN FRANCISCO

Removing ADDIYIHE

Lever. Lever.
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Our Commercial Car

here illustrated is the most practical light car of its

class. Five of these cars in constant use the past

year at our factory have done the work of fifteen

horses, and are still doing it. You can kill a horse

but not a Cadillac. As a practical test of what

one of these cars will stand, W. V. Snyder 8: Co.,

of Newark, N. J., put one of these vehicles in com

missionfluly 18; on Dec. 3 they had driven ~it

6,014 miles, at a total expense for gasoline and oil

of only $190.04. The saving over a horse-drawn

vehicle those twenty weeks aggregated $567.84,

to say nothing of its value as an advertising

medium. For light, rapid work, day in and day

F== out, we know of no car at or near the same price

that can c0mpare with the Cadillac. Price $950.

FULL DETAILSI CATALOG, ETC., SENT FREE ON REQUEST.

Cadillac Automobile Company. = DETROIT, men.

Member or Assoclation or Llr-onseri Automobile Ztlanui'neturus.

 

  

“CLEVELAND?
Five Passenger Light Touring Car.

An American car with

finish and high-class work

manship, not surpassed by

any foreign or domestic car.

I8-20 H.P., tour cylinder,

vertical engine.

Price, $2800.00, Complete

with standard equipment

Bevel gear drive.

Extreme simplicity in con

~ ‘ struction and control.

Maintenance redured to the

minimum.

Silent, smooth ard reliable

in its running qualities.

That indefinable something

called STYLE is especially

apparent in the “Cleveland.”

CLEVELAND MOTOR CAR CO., - - Cleveland, 0.

Chielgu Agency: TI‘IB BENNETT-BIRD CO., 14044400 I'lichlgnn Ave.I Chicago, Ill.
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Suit Against Michelin Tires

We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us:

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.
Morgan 8: Wright. A

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J CO.. Indianapolis, Ind.

‘:-_-l_
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PUTTING UP

A GOOD

FRONT

is in keeping with

every other point in

Lozicr exclusively ‘

high-grade construc

tion. Note the

strength and light

ness of The Lozicr

Motor Car, and the

manner in which

every available inch

of radiating surface

is made to do duty.

See how hungry it is

to eat up the road.

Send for booklet de

scribing our 30—35

H. P. High-Grade

Motor Car.

MOTOR BOAT AGENTS WRITE FOR

OUR MOTOR BOAl‘ DISCOUNTS AND

FOR COPY OF "THE PROPELIJER."

JLii°min

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY;

SUITEg — l BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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“ HALF
  

A Lady’s watCh if geared in proper

ratio to the rear axle would pull

any Automobile up any hill in time:

Eternity might better express it!

Sounds idiotic, but—think it over.

Given the actual horse power, the

actual weight of the car and the

actual grade,it is asimple problem in

mechanical mathematics to prove

how long it will take a car to climb

a given hill.

Economical Transmission of the.

power, perfection in design and con

struction are the onlyfactors that give

one car advantage over another.

Otherwise “hill climbirg ability,"

about which agents prate so (un)

knowingly is simp‘y a question of

gear ratios.

We FOIkS don't make
 

fool assertions or fool claims, but we

we do claim that

The DUQUESNE Carmen H. p., 4
 

cylinder, air-cooled) will climb steeper

hills faster than most $3,500 cars—

the DUQUESNE price is “HALF OF

THIRTY-HVE,” you know.

 

We pronounce it “ DUKANE,”

Please yourself, though.

 

Manufacturers,

Duquesne Construction Co.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

§§§§+++4++4 §§¢§§§+§+§+§§§WWM+H

i

i

l
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60001911
Tires "

Integral Construction vs. Wrapped Tread Construction.

The so-called wrapped tread construction is not new. II is Old, and came 'nto

existence only as a makeshift. .

There are many objections and no advantages to this construction. It was

broughtabout by the necessrties of the first builder and has been copied by others.

The Integral Construction (Goodrich), represents the correct and logical method

of building tires, and is new inasmuch as we are the first manufacturels in the world

to make a success of it. .

Many others have tried and after failure, adopted the wrapped tread construction.

We have just completed, by means of an accurate, practical machine constructed

for the purpose, a test of each of the leading tires of the world, and 83’8""! “"3

best, Goodrich showed 50 per cent. greater mileage.

1 Specify GOODRICH Tires on your [905 car and get the latest and best construction.

Send for pamphlet describing histon' of wrapped tread'construction and advantages

of Integral Construction. 4

, ' Re ulnr l’hodrich Cnnslrucnon, but providedThe Bailey “ Wont Slip " Tire. “5,, ,he‘naue). “WW Slip" "M p...

vents slipping. slewing or skidding.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Akron,0hi0.

  

 

 
 

Michelin

Cut your tire expenses in half,

use Michelin.
 

Michelin Tire American Agency,

Incorporated.

6 West 29th Street NEW YORK

Telephone, 4657 Madison,

E. D. WINANS, Gen'l Mgr.
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W

. M E E D 1905 Moons WILL BE EXHIBITED AT

BOSTON SHOWS.

    
     

_ _..

MR. ALLEN will be in attendance, stopping at Touraine Hotel.

Orders may be placed with us at 69 Wall Street, New York, or with SMITH & MABLEY, the Mercedes Show

rooms, 38th Street and Seventh Avenue. ‘

8‘ C0,, American Representatives of C. L. CHARLEY, Paris.

W W!\ M

      
\ANM

 
VW

 
WM

 

 

IT MAKES YOU SWEAR

to take dust from your Neighbor Jones because he

drives a Thomas " Flyer'I and you don't. You almost

hate the pretty curved lines as pictured below, but it

starts you thinking, and those thou:hts_have an im

poriant bearing on your next purchase, which is pretty

apt to be a Thomas “ Flyer."

IMODELC 1905

THAT CAR OF QUALITY.
 

 

 
  

1’6 11. P.

Sliding

gear TOURING CAR

Automatically

A full grown

  

oiled. at the

225213;" PRICE  

    

   

Side of a

RUNABOUT. _

 

 

»" v .wei‘i

Thomas 40 Horse Onassis,

Thomas 40 Horse “Flyer,” 3600.

Thomas 50 Horse "Fiver," 3500.

Thomas 50 Horse Limousine, 4500.

A FEW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

 

logan Gonstruction (to.

  

:. R. THOMAS moron co., w'”

1210 Niagara St. BUFFALO, n. Y. Qulck. (himcothe, Ohio.

 

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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SURREY,TYPE ONE

$1,350

18 HP. Immediate Delivery

  

  

 
       

This is pre-eminently a family car. Marked provisions for comfort, safety, reliability and

ease of operation make it so. '
  

The ignition of the spark. is automatic. The brakes are operated by pedals, not by lev

ers. With the steering wheel and throttle attached to it, operable by one hand, the other is al

ways free to manage the clutches by the single lever, and no confusion is possible.

  

Each working part is readily accessible and so simple that adjustments can be made with

out the help of a mechanic, and without crawling under the machine. Vibration is almost en

tirely eliminated by the long wheel base, full elliptic springs, large tires, the rigid bracing of

the engine and the balancing of all reciprocating parts.

  

The big luxuriously upholstered seats, olive green and brass trim, and the graceful lines.

of the body, make it one of the three most beautiful cars on the market.

  

When delivered, it is equipped with a brass side, tail and two gas head lights with separate

generator, brass horn, drop-iorged wrenches, oilers, pump and repair kit; in fact, ready for

use with the filling of the gasoline and water tanks.

  

If the price were not so conspicuously featured, it would easily be considered a $2500 to

$3500 car.

  

Other Models 8750, $850, $2,000, $3,000.

 

  

  
 

 

BRANCHES: BOSTON, 145 Columbus Ave. PHILADELPHIA, 142 North Broad St. CHIC AGO, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY: I34 West Thirty-eighth St.

  

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY
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TO CONTROL THE IGNITION

Patent Unearthed and Syndicate Forming to

Exploit it—Affects Multiple Engines Only.

 

“’hiie the Selden patent occupies the cen

tre of the stage, there's a “new Richmond“

almost ready to make its appearance and to

stand in the limelight of basic patents. It

is claimed to control the ignition of all mo

tor vehicles having more than one cylinder,

and as ignition is very naturally vitally

necessary to cars built within and without

the scope of the Selden grant, practically

the entire industry is involved.

The patent in question is No. 433,551, and

covers -a gas engine. The application was

filed December 12, 1887, and the patent was

issued August 5, 1890, to Elmer A. Sperry,

of Chicago, who later was of the Sperry

Battery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

It is known that it has been passed on and

pronounced sound by several patent experts

of note, and that for some time its exploita

tion has been in the hands of A. L. Garford,

president of the Federal Mfg. Co., Elyria,

Ohio. Mr. Garford has been seeking to

form a $50,000 pool or syndicate of five men

to purchase the Sperry patent and to bring

it to bear on the industry. He is said to

have interested several prominent manu

facturers. As the patent has less than three

years of life left in it, if the pool is formed,

it would appear that the collection of back

royalties will be a considerable part of its

mission.

The patent, as stated, covers a complete

gas engine, the several features of which

are, of course, described in detail. That

portion of it that refers to the ignition sys

tem is as follows:

In a gas engine, two ignitors actuated at

the expiration of the stroke thereof from a

common source oppositely connected to each

other and consisting of moving levers in

ternal to the cylinder.

In a gas engine having more than one

combustion cylinder, and in combination

With the ignition contact interior to each

combustion cylinder. :1 common source‘ot

AND KINDRED INTERESTS
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electricity, and multiple arc circuit connec

tions from said source to said ignitors.

In a gas engine, the combination, with

two ignitors, of the generator, spark or self

induction coil! and electrical circuits and

moving contact levers interior to the com

bustion chamber, and consisting of moving

levers internal to the cylinder, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

In a gas engine, and in combination with

a generator or source of electrical energy,

two electrical lgnitors interior to two com

bustion cylinders coupled therewith in multi

ple arc circuit.

In a gas engine, a generator of electricity

and multiple arc circuits, in combination

with two ignition contacts interior to two

combustion chambers, which make and

break the electrical circuit alternately.

In a gas engine, the combination of elec

trical generator circuits, two ignition con

tacts interiorly disposed to the cylinder and

actuating devices whereby the circuit of

the greater is alternately completed through

first one and then the other of the contacts.

in a gas engine, an ignitor actuating part

sustaining a sliding frictional contanct with

the moving parts.

In an ignitor for a gas engine, a vibrating

lever, in combination with a rod which sus

tains a sliding or rubbing frictional engage

ment with the moving portion of said engine

and contact part or parts of the rod hearing

such a relation to the lever as to provide a‘

small open space or “lost motion" between

the lever and the rod.

 

Ford Gets More Time.

By order of the court, the Ford Motor Co.

has been granted an additional three months

in which to complete the taking of testimony .

in the suit involving the validity of the Sel

den patent—that is the suit in which the

Electric Vehicle Co., acting for thev Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

is the complainant. This extension will give

the Ford side until May 5 to perfect its case.

The. court order further instructs that the

testimony submitted shall be limited to that

of Professor Rolla C. Carpenter, of Cornell

University, and Jesse M. Smith, the Detroit

expert witness for the Ford Motor Co.

It is believed that these limitations will

result in judgment being rendered before

the close of the year.

Thursday, March 9. l905. No. 24

CUTLER CHOSEN PRESIDENT

Springfield Man Now Heads the N. A. A. M.—

Profits of the Big Shows Disclosed.

E. H. Cutler, of the Knox Automobile CO.,

of Springfield, Mass, is the new president

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers. The other officers are: First

vice-president, G. W. Bennett, of Thomas B.

Jeffery & Co., Kenosha, Wis; second vice

presldent, A. L. Pope, of the Pope Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn.; third vice-president, S. D.

Waldon, of the Packard Motor Car 00., De

troit, Mich; treasurer, W. R. Innis, of the

Studebaker Automobile Co., New York, and

secretary, Percy Owen, of the Winton Mo

tor Carriage Co.. New York. 'The election

took place at the regular monthly meeting

of the executive committee at the ofilces of

the association on Wednesday afternoon.

Strong efforts were. made to secure the

continuance in office of Windsor T. White.

the former president, but he persistently der

clined to accept the honor. It will be re

called that at the January meeting, which

was the regular time for the election, Mr.

White was kept in office by a timely motion

to defer the election and to adjourn. Upon

his second refusal, according to the prece~

dent of the association, Mr. Cutler, his vice

oiiicial, was elevated to the office.

Next to the election, the most important

item of business was the presentation of

the reports of the. New York and Chicago

shows. They threw a strong light on the

exaggerated claims set up by too patriotic

Chicagoans.

The net profit of the New York show was

$59.93303, of which the N. A. A. -M. and

A. C. A. get equal shares of 30 per cent., or

$1980.18, and the Garden Company $23,

973.57, or 40 per cent. This represents a

gain of something above $7,000 orer last

year's exhibition.

The report showed that although the prof

its of the Chicago show were nearly 50 per

cent. less than New York, it proved a fat

plum for Manager Miles. The net proceeds

were $30,504.54, ot which the first $6,000 50
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to S. A. Miles, as manager. The remaining

$24,504.54 is divided into onethird, which

goes to S. A. Miles, and two-thirds, or

$8,168.18, to the national asociation. This

is an increase of something like $5,000 over

last year’s total. The Chicago Automobile

Club asked for a crumb of $1,000 or so, but

as it had done nothing, the crumb was not

given.

The association’s income from the two

shows was therefore $26,148.36, or 20 per

cent. more than last year. The treasurer‘s

report shows the total of funds in hand

to be $41,000.

Other business consisted of the appoint

ment of a committee composing Messrs. Clif

ton, Bennett and Innis, to consider and, if

approved, recommend a plan of pro rata re

bate to the members of “a. portion of the

amount now in the treasury.

The subject of anti-automobile legislation

was discussed at some length, but no de‘

cisive action was taken. The committee on

good roads reported progress in the matter

of the Brownlow bill, which is to come be

fore the next session of Congress. Mr.

Chapin, who tendered the report, said that

up to the present time the committee‘s ef

forts had been largely concentrated on the

owners of cars and on representatives of the

daily press.

Show plans were discussed at length, but

no other action was taken than to reject

finally the proposition to hold a joint parts

and commercial vehicle show in the early

fall. Other action was postponed, pending

the installation of the new board of officers.

Two new members were elected—the

Wayne Automobile Co., of Detroit, Mich.,

and the Buick Motor Co., of Jackson, Mich.

 

January Exports More than Doubled.

Export statistics for the month of January

last as compared with the corresponding pe

riod of the previous twelve months show

that the year has started auspiciously. The

total for January, 1904, was but $89,535, as

against $196,144 for the present year, or

something over 100 per cent. increase. For

the period of seven months ending with

January in three years past the totals show

a consistent growth that augurs well for the

future of the industry in this country. They

are $002,909, $1,014,124 and $1.122,638.

Pontiac Hides its Secret.

Pontiac, Michigan, is possessed of a deep,

dark secret. The Board of Trade claims to

have received a letter from a Detroit auto

mobile manufacturing concern that wants to

locate in Pontiac, because of better freight

facilities. The firm claim a business stand

ing of three years, but the Board of Trade

refuses to disclose its name until the deal

is clinched.

Black Diamond Changes its Stock.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the

Black Diamond Automobile Co., at Utica,

N. Y., last week, it was voted to retire $125.

000 of the common stock of the company

and llKissue in its place $125,000 of preferred

Itoc .

The Week's lncorporations.

Chicago, III—Adrian Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital. Cor

porators—Thomas Singleton, W. T. Lambert

and W. S. Black.

Chicago, Ill.——Autocar Equipment Co.

changes name to Continental Motor Mfg.

Co., and increases capital stock from $25,000

to $100,000.

Kittery, Maine—Lowell Automobile Cor

poration, under Maine laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—O. S. Paul, Jesse E.

li‘orsythe and Ernest L. Chaney.

Trenton, N. J.—Motor Car Specialty Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $70,000 capital;

to manufacture specialties. Corporators:

Edw. S. Lea, John 0. Hart and George E.

Dunn.

Cleveland, Ohio—Central Automobile Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $12,000 capital. Cor

porators—T. Long, A. B. Keil, W. S. Furze,

B. J. Venning, A. H. Smith and W. J.

Knight. '

Cleveland, Ohio—Automobile Engineering

Co., under Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators: R. J. Venning, Fred La Pierre,

George H. Carin, F. K. Marks and Joseph

Ledwinks. '

Chicago, Ill.—Central Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital, to man

ufactnre and deal in automobiles. Corpo

rators: John Vennema, II. I. Westphai and

C. Stephens. .

Newburg, N. Y.—-Lackawanna Mfg Co., un

der New York laws, with $20,000 capital; to

manufacture motors and engines. Corpor~

ators: T. Caldwell, W. H. Caldwell and A.

W. Mapes.

Chicago, lib-Superior Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital, to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—

Richard H. Mather, Willis 11. Hutson and

Benson Wright.

Columbus, Ohio—Automobile Engineering

Co., The, under Ohio laws, with $50,000 cap

ital. Corporators—R. J. Vent-ing, Breo La

Pierre, G. H. Cann, F. R. Marks and Jo

seph Ledwinka.

Chicago, Ill.-—Central Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital, to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—Al

fred D. Plamondon, James E. Higgins and

Benjamin F. Richolson.

Taunton, Mass—Carlow Automobile Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $9,000 capi

tal, to deal in automobiles. Officers and

corporators — President, Fred. A. Shaw;

treasurer, Henry Carlow. '

Cadiz, Ohio—Cadiz Electrical Co., under

Ohio laws, with $12,000. to deal in electrical

apparatus. Corporators—G. B. MacGowan,

G. D. McFadden, E. W. Long, J. V. Connor,

S. K. McLaughlin and S. R. Cunningham.

Summit, N. J.-—Summit Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $5,000 capital;

to manufacture, repair, buy and sell automo

biles. Corporators: Cyril G. Smith, Joseph

0. Chrystal and Martha A. Chrystal.

Jackson, Mich—Articles amending the in

corporation of the Jackson Engine and Motor

Co., by increasing the capital stock from

$30,000 to $60,000, and changing its name to

Field-Brundage Co., have been filed.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Steam Engine CO.,

under Michigan laws, with $50,000 capital; to

make automobiles. Corporators: John D.

MacLachlln, Ovid B. Law, William E. Hig

glnbotham and William G. Malcolmson.

 

Bullock Embarrassment Brings Changes.

While the Bullock ignitor has not exactly

“doused its glim," its makers, the Bullock

Bercsford Co., Cleveland, Ohio, have devel

oped a bad short circuit. They are in the

hands of a receiver, G. A. Paulds, of that

city. Their affairs are said to be in very

bad shape.

Out of the trouble there has grown, how

ever, two new concerns—the Bullock-Beres

ford Mfg. Co., incorporated under Delaware

laws, and the International Ignition Cor

poration, in both of which A. R. Bullock

figures, in the former as president—although

it is added he is taking no active interest—

and in the latter as general manager.

The Ignition Corporation claims to be “sole

owners and manufacturers for the continent

of the Bullock ignitor." Its officers are:

J. B. Shields, president; F. J. Roehl. vice

president; A. C. Wertheim, treasurer: M. E.

Meisel, secretary, and A. R. Bullock, general

manager. In addition to Mr. Bullock, inac

tive president, the officials of the new Bul

lock-Beresford Mfg. Co. are Thomas Petti

fer, vice-president; G. E. Sherman,treasurer.

and W. E. Beresford, secretary.

Death of F. A. La Roche.

After a six weeks’ battle with cancer of

the stomach, Frederick A. La Roche, presi

dent of the American Darracq Automobile

Co., succumbed to the disease Saturday at

the Presbyterian Hospital, New York City.

at the age of forty-three years. Although his

death was not unexpected, it came as a

shock to his many friends.

Mr. La Roche was a genial man, with a

characteristic earnestness of purpose, and

whatever he undertook was done with sin

cerity.

As a. racing enthusiast Mr. La Roche was

especially prominent. His last racing was

done at the Florida meet last year, but his

most notable feat was the non-stop run to

St. Louis and return last summer.

Besides being president of the American

Darracq Co., Mr. La Roche was largely iden

tified with electrical interests and was presi

dent of the F. A. La Roche Electric Appii~

ance for Lighting and Power Co.

Mr. La Roche was one of the founders of

the Automobile Club of America.

 

Show in 'Frisco Next Month.

San Francisco's annual Sportsmen's Show

this year will be in large part an automobile

show, with practically all of the better

known cars in evidence. It occurs April

1-14.
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BUFFALO’S SHOW BEGINS WELL

Everything was in "Apple Pie Order " and

Large Crowds Filled the Hell.

Buffalo, March 7.—Buffalo has cause to be

proud of the successful commencement of

the third annual show given under the aus

pices of the Automobile Club of Buffalo,

and the Trade Association, which was in

augurated last night.

The formal opening took place at 8 o'clock,

and, strange to say, every exhibit was in its

place and completely in order. There were

none of those vacancies, none of that

annoyance which has characterized several

of the other shows this year. The attend

ance was good, almost to excess, for Con

vention Hall was uncomfortably crowded

throughout the evening. The exhibits are

tastefully arranged, and the hall prettily

decorated with flags and hunting, which, as

one of the local dailies somewhat floridly

expresses it, “hung or was draped from

everywhere. while toward every viewpoint

glowed the yellow gleam of the incandes

cent light from the variegated signs of the

times, which, however lettered, spelled ‘This

is the Day of the Automobile?"

As to business, the first night was, as

usual, given over almost entirely to visiting

and entertaining. But on Tuesday‘ and

Wednesday matters assumed a more busi

nesslike form, and numerous orders as well

as many more hopeful prospects have been

reported. The "sold" signs have begun to

appear here and there, and everyone wears

a hopeful optimistic expression.

The souvenir element is quite as much in

evidence as at the other shows, nearly all

of the fifty or more exhibitors having some

thing besides a catalogue and good counsel

to give away. On the opening night several

of the local dealers scored by giving away

carnations and sachet bags, while the usual

quota of stick pins and whistles was not

lacking.

On Thursday evening the great event of

the week will occur in the banquet to be

given by the Automobile Club to the New

York State Automobile Association. All the

well-known motorists who are here in at

tendance on the show will be present, and a

very joyous occasion is anticipated.

A list of the ahibitors showing at the

hall is as follows:

Duquesne Motor Car Co., Jamestown, N.

Y.—Duquesne cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox cars.

Denulston, E. E., Buffalo, N. Y.——Tops.

I’oppcnberg Automobile Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

—.\gents for Rambler, Marion, Queen and

National cars.

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—St0r

age batteries.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk mechanically fastened tires.

0. K. Machine Works, Buffalo, N. Y.—

Partl

Hartford Rubber Works 00., Hartford,

Conn—Perfected .Dunlop detachable and

Hartford and Turner tires.

Bridger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha. Wis.—

Soiar acetylene gas lamps.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber 00., The, Akron,

Ohio—Goodyear tires.

P. W. Eigner, Buffalo, N. Y.—Agent for

Pope-Waverley cars.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Thomas cars.

Buffalo Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N.

Y.—Buffaio electrics.

Roe Automobile Co., West Buffalo, N. Y.—

Accessories.

Pierce Co., The George N., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Pierce Great Arrow and Pierce Stanhope.

Jayncs Automobile Co., The W. 0., Buf

falo, N. Y.—Agent for Olds, Winton, Pope

Toledo, Pope-Tribune, Pope-Hartford and

Buick cars.

Meadows & Hafer, Buffalo, N. Y.—Agents

for Bee and St. Louis cars.

Buffalo Automobile Exchange, Buffalo, N.

Y.~Agent for Haynes and Northern cars.

Brunn Carriage Co., Buflalo, N. Y.—Agent

for Stevens cars.

Cramer, J. A., Buffalo, N. Y.—Agent for

Ford, Mitchell, Matheson and Premier cars.

Centaur Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—Agents

for Peerless, Packard, Yale, Cadillac and

Columbia cars.

Wayne Automobile 00., Detroit, Mich.—

Wayne cars.

Buffalo Gasolene Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

-—Englnes.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond detachable clincher tires.

Ephraim Bros, Buffalo, N. Y.—Continental

tires and accessories. '

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Head

light, side and tail lamps, oil and acetylene.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Good

rich detachable ciincher tires.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Jackson cars. , '

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamps.

Standard Oil Co., Buflalo, N. Y.——Gasolene.

Twyford Motor Car Co., Brookville, Pa.—

Twyford cars.

Strauss & Sons, Joseph, Buffalo, N. Y.—

Accessories.

Bnilou, F. A., Buffalo, N. Y._—Motor boats.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York City.

—-Shock absorber.

Automobile Supply & Repair 00.. Buffalo,

N. Y.—Agents for Maxwell cars.

Hill Mfg. Co., Buflaio, N. Y.—Tops.

Noonan, A. 8., Rome, N. Y.——Repair tools.

Star Automobile 00., Buffalo, N. Y.

Prescott Automobile Co., New York City.—

Prescott steam cars.

White Sewing Machine Co.,

Ohio.—White steam cars.

Knoll & Turgeon, Buffalo, N. Y.

Cornwall, Millard, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ralph, Roger 0., Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland,

Fire in the carriage repository of Charles

P. Wooiston, at River-ton, N. J., Tuesday de

stroyed two automobiles; they were valued

at $25,000.

A. C. A. SHOW IS CONFIRMED

Former Committeeman Dispeis All Doubts—

New York Armory to be Secured.

 

It is now possible to state definitely that

the Automobile Club of America will hold

a show in New York next year, and that it

will be held in one of the National Guard

armories. '

A. L. Shattuck, who was formely a mem

ber of the club’s show committee, is the

ample authority for the statement.

“I can tell you no more," said Mr. Shat

tuck, when pressed for further information.

“as I am no longer a member of the com

mittee. You will have to see General George

Moore Smith, the chairman, for further par

ticulars.”

General Smith is, unfortunately, confined

to.his home by illness.

Corbin to Build Big Garage.

The Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, of

New Britain, Conn., have broken ground for

what will be one of the largest garages in

New England; indeed, it is said that it will

be the largest fireproof structure of its kind

in the country. The dimensions are 47x122

feet, and it is expected that it will be com

pleted and ready for business by June 1. It

is situated on the direct line of travel be

tween New York and Boston, and provide

storage facilities for fully 200 cars. In ad

dition, there will be a complete repair shop

in the building, where the most difficult work

will be performed.

Trying :1 Departure in Carburetters.

Carburettcrs using “the double float feed

principle" are being eXperimented with by

the Eclipse Machine Co., Elmira, N. Y. The

first one is being put to the test, and its

behavior to date is said to have been such

as' to practically assure the marketing 01'

the device. It is said to be most ingenious,

but beyond admitting that it incorporates

a double float, the Eclipse people will say

nothing concerning it.

- Lions and Lamb: in Same Fold.

A rather unusual proceeding has been in

stituted by two Harrisburg (Pena) automo~

bile firms. the Central Automobile Co., Inc.,

and the Harrisburg Automobile Co. The

former handles the licensed cars and the

latter independent ones. but like the lion and

the lamb the two firms have jointly leased

the Bailey building, on Market-sh, and will

sell their respective wares in the same store.

New Garage for Scranton

H. R. Jadwln, manager of the Scranton

l'Pa.) Garage and Motor Co., has given out

the contract for the erection of a $25,000

garage in that city. The building will be of

brick construction, 68x90 feet, two stories

high and fireproof.
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PU NCTURES COME

alike to the just and the unjust. The construction of

FISK tires proves that they cannot be easily punctured,

but when punctures come to them, the user is able to

appreciate one of the many advantages of the FISK

mechanical fastening, and the FISK flat rim.

t 

  

 

,NOTE_THE

I/ cusruou

NO cnowe ' EEDED
either to remove or replace a FISK TIRE.

 

It stays on until it is desired to remove it, and then it

slips off like a shoe.
 

Get our booklet and inform yourself.

It’s free for the asking.

 

, The RUbber Company, Chicopee Falls, MaSs.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago. 125! Michigan Ave.
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BOSTON, 226 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS. 8908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD, 40 lelhl St. OMAHA. lllfl Farnurn St.

PHILADELPHI \. 828 Arch St. KANSAS CITY, 1330 Main St.

ATLANTA,103 N. Pryor El. MINNEAPOLIS, 704 Hennspin Ave.

SYRACUSE.423 $0. Clinton St. DENVER. 1534 Glenarm St.

Bl'FFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.
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When Haste Makes Waste.

Although it is not generally recognized,

this is the time of the year when reputations

are made or unmade.

Many factories are long of orders and

short oi! cars. Buyers are clamorous. Their

call for the goods is long, loud and persistent.

The factory is strained to the uttermost to

meet the call, and as so often happens, it

is in many instances a case of “the more

haste the less speed.” The cars are rushed

through only to return or at any rate only

to bring wails of distress.

The temptation or disposition to “take

chances" and to assume that despite hur

ried assembling all is right and to ship

cars without proper inspection and test is

great. It is the cause of all the trouble. It

is the thing that mars the reputation. Bad

news speeds quickly and a halt score of

bulky or otherwise troublesome cars early

in the season will cause more gossip and

work more injury than a hundred of them

later in the year. Whatever may be the case

with the actual production of parts, the as

sembling and inspection and testing of a

(the motor mono.

car is something that simply cannot be hur

ricd.

ouch of these all important tasks and for the

best results the time devoted to them can

not or at any rnte should not be less in

February or March than in July or August.

Happy the factory manager or superin

tendent who not only realizes the fact, but

who has backbone enough to refuse to be

hurried in these respects.

“a

'I.

It takes a certain time to perform

His principals and

their agents may fret and fume, and even

damn him, but his inflexibility means the

diiTercnc-e between profit and loss, between

reputation and ruin.

The hurriedly assembled, improperly tested

car is one of the holes through which not

merely the manufacturer's, but the agent‘s

profits have leaked. It means either that

the agent must do the manufacturer‘s work

or that the latter must undo what he has

done and then do it all over again.

Routing oi the Theoriat.

It has well been said that the automobile

was not designed by an engineer. It might

be added that in a great number of in

stances it was not constructed by an en

gineer, and in some is not so constructed

io-tlily.

In few other fields of endeavor has theory

gone down so often and so conclusively be

fore practice, but the theorist who stands

by his colors and will not be convinced,

even by actual every day uccess that goes

counter to his own self-created reasoning.

should bear in mind that in other lines,

notably that of the steam engine, practice

prevailed before theory and experience grow

ing out of years of operation came in time

to form a basis upon which to formulate

theories along advanced lines that would not

fail utterly when put to the practical test.

No one will contend for a moment that

Stephenson calculated a theoretical compres

sion, stroke and bore before attempting his

steam locomotive. and then having figured

to a nlcety, with all due allowances, the ex

act power it should produce, went ahead to

build an engine that would conform exactly

to these preconceived requirements. Nor

after having achieved something tangible—

a creation of the rule of thumb in its entire

ty—did he theorize 0n the increase of power

to be gained by a variable. cut off and take

indicator diagrams to substantiate it. Thesc

did not come until later, and they developed

solely as the result of practice, because that

most expressive phrase of the vernacular

applies to these first attempts with great

force. They were literally “blind pieces of
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work," and pioneer models were but eil'orts

on thc part of the inventors to feel their

way.

The whole trend of development of the an

tomobile, to glance over the comparatively

t'cw years consumed in coming this far,

has been but a process of feeling blindly in

the dark. Had it not been for the fact that

one theory, atlleust, was tcnnciously clung

to for so long, it is probable that develop

ment of the power driven vchiclc might have

been even more rapid than it has. This was

the “horselcss” idea, and Ulldtlllll.t‘llly it was

the striving to simply replace the equine

motive power without in any way altering

the character or appearance of the vehicle

itself that gave rise to the saying quoted

above. The road roller and the traction en

gine are but automobiles—ponderous and

slow moving, to be sure, but well within the

definition of the term—but they bear not

the slightest resemblance to a horse drawn

-\'elliclc or one of any other kind, for that

mutter—they are the creation of engineers.

The plan of adapting the power to the ve

hicle was ndhcrcd to in this country over

long, and the freaks and cruditics resulting

from it were anmzing, to shy the least. Then

there was :in awakening, and first theories

were cast to the winds. The process was

entirely reversed, and the principle that the

motive power is first and the vehicle merely

a secondary consideration has since been

followed, with the result that is evident on

all sides.

development under a regime of skilled en

If the result of several ycars‘

ginecrs would to-dny have given us any

thing even faintly approaching n road roller

or traction engine. it is probably just as

well that the engineer didn‘t have anything

to do with the automobile at the outset.

And, on the whole, it is far better that theory

has in his field so frequently had to suc

cumb to practice, otherwise what freaks

would have survived to this day to the detri

ment of all concerned!

 

Striking at the Root.

There is but one. way to eradicate an evil

and that is to strike at the root of it.

The root of the legislative evil is the regis

tration or licensing system. \Vithout it most

of the "statesmen" who are just now given

in framing laws for the “protection of the

public" would be lost. They are all pos

scssmi of the idea that the exnction of a fee

and the display of numbers constitute a

talisman that magically checks speed and

conserves the public safety.

But, strange to say, although life is pre~
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cious and although it hurts as much to be

injured by a farm wagon as by an automo

bile, the fees and tags are for the latter

only, suggesting that the public enjoys, or

at any rate does not mind, being maimed or

killed by other than the motor cars. If this

were not the case and numbered tags really

were magical preservers of life and limb,

these earnest statesmen would require that

they be applied to all vehicles of whatever

sort.

However this may be, the fee and the tag

are as stated at the root of all the legisla

tive evil levelled at automobilists. As we

so often urged to be done, and as we said at

the time the appropriation for the purpose

was made, the decision of the N. A. A. M. to

attack the registration system is in the na

ture of striking at the root. It is good news

that the first blow is about to fall. It is

news the importance of which cannot be

minimized. It is a blow for that freedom of

travel—for that free use of the common

roads that is‘the inheritance and consti

tutional right of free men in free countries.

We will now soon know whether legisla~

tures can convert that right into a privilege

which must be paid for.

 

Tires and Their Selection.

How to buy tires would form a rather dif

ficult subject to give advice on, except to re

peat that in this, as in everything else, the

old saw applies that the best is far and away

the cheapest in the long run. Just as all

whiskey is good and all girls are pretty, ail_

tires are some good, but some are better

than others. At best it is probably one of

the last places on the car on which to at~

tempt to economize, as the owner who un

dertakes it shortly finds out to his disgust.

Rubber may well be compared with gold—

it is sui generis—entirely in a class of its

own, and substances which the manufactur

ers proudly claim to be “near rubber” or

some similarly alluring term, which, when

said quickly with no great emphasis on the

adjective, is misleading, prove their intrin

sic worth to be about the same as “near

gold." There is nothing to take its place ex»

cept where appearance in the finished article

is concerned, and as it is eXpensive, cheap

ness in the selling price of the tire can only

mean one thing—substitutes, ranging down

ward in inferiority with the decrease in the

quid pro quo.

A thousand and one attempts have been

made to produce a satisfactory substitute or

to manufacture rubber by synthetic pro

ccsses, and for certain purposes, such as

electric insulation, substances have been dis

covered which till the requirements, but so

far as the subject under consideration is

concerned, the countless efforts made and

still making have brought the solution of the

problem not a whit nearer than at the out

set.

Cheapness in bicycle tires was carried to

an extent where the only rubber employed

was rubber-colored paint applied to papier

maché, a bias strip of which was wound into

a tube in the same manner as mailing tubes

are formed. and reinforced with a layer or

two or cheap canvas. There need be little

fear that the automobile tire can ever reach

this level of degradation, as it could not be

made to bear the weightof a car, no matter

how light. But competition in the tire field

is becoming razor edged, and that portion

of the trade to which this means nothing

more than price regardless of worth is prone

to resort to methods not far short of this

in order to be in a position to undersell.

The “something for nothing" desire is a

trait of human nature, so strong that it af

flicts the millionaire as well as those less

well provided with coin—in some cases to a

greater degree. But if there is one thing

about the car more than any other to which

the saying “save a dollar and lose ten" is

applicable, that is the tire, and economy here

not only means endless trouble, but usually

a new set of tires as well, so that probably

the best advice where the "footwear" of the

automobile is concerned is to buy the best

to be had, for the recollection of quality

remains long after the price is forgotten.

The American Car Abroad.

American made automobiles, like their

predecessors in the same field, the American

bicycle, are now steadily encroaching more

and more upon the English market. Both the

trade and the daily press in Great Britain,

while condescending to recognize the exist

ence of an American industry in this connec

tion, and, further, that the same infant is

making very sturdy strides—ms to admitting

that there can be such a thing as a compari

son between it and that of England and

France, oh, dear, no; simply absurd, old fel

low.

Where France is concerned the handicap

has been great, but the marvellous manner

in which the lead gained by several years’

anticipation on the part of the Frenchman,

has been cut down by the American is too

much in evidence to call for comment. Eng

land was backward in seriously taking up

the automobile, and can hardly lay claim to

any priority in this direction. And now that

she has gone in [or it heart and soul, British

capital is literally being poured into the

French industry—~the amount of English

money now employed in building cars in

France is amazing, to say the least, and in

stead of being kept at home by inducements

offered there, it is being increased to an e!

tent that moves the press of the island to cry

out against it.

While admitting the existence and rapid

growth of the American industry, the Eng

lish trade, and particularly its organs, balk

at believing accounts of it even though re

lated by one of their own and substantiated

by photographic evidence. A striking in

stance of this came to light upon the return

home of an English agent from the factory

in this country which he represents. The

works in question probably turn out more

light runabouts in the course of a year than

any manufacturer on the globe, and their

product is likewise to be found in all quar

ters of it. What undoubtedly roused the ire

of the Englishmen to the greatest pitch was

a photograph purporting to show a storage

shed containing one thousand cars. One

scoffer railed at the idea that a shed large

enough to shelter such a number of cars had

ever been built, and asserted with great heat

that it was extremely doubtful if there were

a hundred cars in the storage room—the pict

ure did not give evidence of more than that

number, according to his idea. And he was

not the only unbeliever to raise his voice at

the “ridiculous Yankee exaggeration." Seem

ineg the shoe must pinch these irate gentle

men, for loud howls are usually a good indi

cation of at least some pain.

  

In the mind of the hungry legislator the

men who use automobiles are all million

aires. In some legislatures the rich man is

considered legitimate prey. The way to make

him disgorge or purchase “mercy,” is to

“frame up" a bill affecting his interests 01

any one of them. These are termed “strike

bills.” It is a common accusation that there

are some very hungry men in the New York

Legislature

 

The owner of a motor car is about the

only man in New-York at this time with

license to smile. He is practically the only

person who is able to reach his business on

time, and who can snap his fingers at

the strike on the subway and elevated rail

ways. '
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SMOTIIERING SCOVEL’S BILL

Army of Motorists Invade New Jersey's Capital

—Former Governor's Inconsistency Exposed.

 

It is not probable that much more will

be heard of Assemblyman Scovel and his

amendments to the automobile law designed

to pick $5 per year out of the pockets of all

motorists who may use the roads of New

Jersey and to place them at the mercy of

every crossroads constable in the State.

Following a campaign carried out by W.

E. Scarritt and James B. Dill, which simply

deluged the Governor and members of the

Legislature with protests against the bill,

the automobilists, some 200 strong, invaded

the capital at Trenton on Tuesday last and

presented such a strong front and advanced

such strong arguments that if the measure

ever issues from the committee room it will

cause unlimited surprise.

Tuesday was the date of the public hear

ing before the House Committee on Munici

pal Affairs, of which Mr. Scovel himself is

chairman.

The speakers were introduced by Wilbur

I". Sadler, a Trenton attorney. He desired,

he said, to impress upon the committee the

fact that there is upward of $10,000,000 in

vested in this State in automobile interests.

The garage interests alone amounted, he

said, to $3,000,000. In the manufacture of

automobiles there is an investment of $4,

000,000. -

The automobilists took the position that

there is no necessity for any change In the

existing statutes and that it is 'not advisable

to change a law which has become a model

for adoption by other States. Karl G. Roe

bling. of this city, made an address showing

the various uses to which automobiles are

put, laying stress on their adaptability for

business purposes and for social enjoyment.

Frederick R. Pratt, president of the New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club, said that

his club had been organized for the mutual

protection of owners of motor vehicles, and

that the club will not in any manner stistain

a member who is a reckless driver. An ob

ject of the club is to punish any member who

violates the law. either as to speed or other

wise.

Richard (1. Jenkinson, of Newark, spoke

of the value of the automobile industry and

its worth to the people in general. He' de

clared his belief that the pending amend

ments are unconstitutional. When ques

tioned on this point by former Senator Lewis

J. Martin Mr. Jenkinson declared that the

State is forbidden to issue letters of marque

and reprisal, yet the pending amendments

take on stich a character.

He declared it to be wrong in principle to

single out automobllists as a class who can

be arrested without the regular processes of

law. The proposed amendments simply

make an automobile owner a criminal and

appoint the country constable as his execu

tioner.

Winthrop E. Scarrltt declared the Scovel

law now on the statute books to be the ideal

law, and that no change should be made. He

asserted that the proposed legislation against

automobiles in the New York Legislature

had been practically killed after a hearing

at which he was one of the speakers.

James B. Dill protested against the amend

ments. He spoke of the recommendation

which Governor Murphy had made to limit

the motor capacity of automobiles to twenty

miles an hour, and pointed out his inconsist

ency by stating that within the last fort

night Governor Murphy’s son had purchased

“a car of 40 horsepower, which, on its high

speed, could not travel at less than forty

miles an hour. Mr. Dill said it was only

fair to the Governor for the people to know

that the Governor signed the check that paid

for the car.

While friends of the bill were not numer

ous at the hearing, yet good pleas were

made for them by D. B. Denise, of Mon

mouth County, a prominent member of the

State Board of Agriculture, and David Hor

ner, of Camden. They said they appeared

in behalf of horse owners of the State whOse

rights had been trampled upon by reckless

automobilists. It was a common occurrence

to drive machines at railroad speed through

the farming districts, and a menace to life

and limb of the people who had occasion to

use the highways. Like so many people they

seemed to believe that the roads were built

for horses and not for men.

They said the horses were here before an

tomobiles, and, for the vast majority of peo

ple, were going to stay here, and it was only

common justice for the legislature to safe

guard the rights of the greater number of

the people whom it represented. Franklin

Dye, secretary of the State Board of Agri

culture, made a brief statement, in which

he claimed that it was a mistake to say that

farmers as a class were opposed to automo

biles. The farmers, be said, were simply up

in arms against a large number of automo

bile drivers who had no respect for life or

the law.

Colonel Edward S. Edwards, ot‘ the So

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani

mals, spoke in behalf of the Road Horse As

sociation of New Jersey in support of the

amendment. He insisted that the owners of

horses were entitled to relief. He said that

there was no Justice in the present law, and

for practical purposes it was not worth the

paper it was written upon.

Under present conditions, he said, it was

necessary to secureawarrant for the arrest

of a violator, and by the time a warrant

could be obtained the offender was in Con

necticut or New York or some other place

where he could not be reached. If it was

fair to arrest a burglar or a “man for the

reckless driving of a horse without a war

rant, it was fair to arrest an automobile

driver who was running his machine be

yond the speed limit and in a reckless man

ner.

The upshot of the hearing was the selection

of three opponents of the amendments and

three of those who favored it, who are to

meet for a heart to heart talk and endeavor

to reach an amicable understanding. It is

believed that the motorists will have little

trouble in winning over the “other side."

it is reasonably certain, however, that, even

it reported, the bill has absolutely no chance

of passage.

TO STRIKE AT THE ROOT

N.A.A. M. Ready to Attack Licensing Laws

—Arrests to be Made for the Test.

 

 

While legislatures are “piling on the agony"

in the form of oppressive laws and automo

billsts are either fighting back or meekly

bearing the yoke, the one way in which to

lift the whole miserable load was definitely

mapped out on Tuesday last.

On that day the Legislative Committee of

the National Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers met at the office of Counsel

Charles Thaddeus Terry, in New York, and

decided to at once make the first move in

that direction, the N. A. A. M., due to the

earnest efforts of the chairman of the com

mittee, George W. Bennett, having several

months since made an appropriation‘of sev

eral thousand dollars for the purpose.

Mr. Terry has since been mulling over his

law books. He at first Eonsidered resort to

the Federal Courts to attack the’statutes of

those States which require non-resident auto

mobilists to pay registration or license fees

on the grounds that such acts constitute in

terference with the interstate commerce law,

but at Tuesday's meeting this idea was set

aside, and, instead, two or, perhaps three,

test cases will be instituted in New York

State. The necessary arrests will be made

in this city, probably late this week or cer

tainly next week. They will be fought

through the State courts and will be carried

to the Supreme Court of the United States

if necessary.

More than one arrest will be forced, as the

law will be disobeyed in two respects, it not

three, in order that certain specific points

may be settled for all time. Just what they

are Mr. Terry will not; say, but it is certain

that "rising an unregistered automobile" will

be the basis of one case, since registration is

the pivot on which all the State laws re

volve.

In order to get quick action and to hurry

the cases to decision, it is reported that the

District Attorney will be in some way

brought into the matter, but when ques

tioned, Mr. Terry only said:- ,

“Oh, leave the District Attorney out of it."

Committee Kills Sate Bill.

Killed in committee is evidently to be the

fate of the obnoxious Saxe amendment,

about which such a tempest in a tea kettle

has so recently been brewing, if appearances

count for‘anythlng. In accordance with the

plan announced last week,‘ this bill was

brought up on Thursday, and a motion to re

port upon it favorably was made, but voted

down—all as arranged.

The Grady bill, which is merely another of

the same “increased penalty” ilk, has not

been moved in committee as yet.
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Some of the big chiefs who have been

gracing the New

with their presence were inducted into the

Big lnjans Desert l‘lustangs for

York Sportsmcn's Show

mysteries of that latest machination of the

paleface, which his red brother would

 
 

 

  

most aptly describe as “wagon-fly-without

horses.” Louis Deer. White Bear, Dark

Cloud, Shungopari, Frank Diebola and Red

Eagle. in all their war paint and fixings,

were the braves who were treated to a spin.
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Motor Car.
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in a new 30 H. P. Pope-Toledo.

This most odd combination of the old and

new was taken to the Park and there per

petuated by the camera in the very striking

photograph shown here.
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NILES ON LEGISLATION

His Address Studded with Advice that

flicts with His Other Statements.

Con

In his address on the present status of leg

islation concerning the automobile before the

Automobile Club of America at the regular

Tuesday evening meeting, W. W. Niles,

counsel for the organization took the occa

sion to state “that in most cases the courts

treat automobilists as being on the same

terms at law with other highway users, and

in almost the next breath amazingly advised

automobilists not to fight for such equal

rights by attempting to test the constitu

tionality of the special statutes relating to

motor cars, and to- have them overthrown

on the ground of being class legislation. He

said that there is no specific provision in the

constitution against class legislation, and that

in his opinion the law providing for the li

censlng of motor cars is not unconstitu

tional," which will come as a surprise to

most of those interested, particularly in

view of the fact that the N. A. A. M. are

just about to take steps in the matter of

testing the constitutionality of the license

law on the ground that it discriminates

against a certain class of users of the high

way and in that respect is double taxation.

Mr. Niles formerly was of counsel for the

N. A. A. M. Whether the fact that he has

“lost his Job" influences his present views

cannot, of course, be stated.

This was prefaced with a few remarks in

regard to his personal experience with the

laws now in force through having been

called upon to defend automobilists arrested

for violations, particularly for speeding. In

this connection he said, "that the most il

logical feature of any of the laws is that

which sets a fixed limit of peed, because a

person meaning to be law abiding may un

wittingly violate the law when running

down hill."

In the opinion of Mr. Niles there are now

too many statute laws, and there are and

have been suflicient proVisions in the stat

utes against reckless driving without any

special enactments for automobilists. He

then called attention to certain sections of

the Penal Code, particularly that relating to

assault, and cited that a menace constitutes

an assault and has been so held by the Su

preme Court in a case where the driver of

one vehicle attempted to run into another,

and although he did not actually hit the

other vehicle they menace was held to be an

assault. Similarly, it was argued, it might

be held to be an assault when an automobile

was running toward a person or vehicle in

a menacing manner.

He said that automobilists should be very

meek and quiet unless trod upon or imposed

upon, and they should then resent it in a

very lively and effective manner.

Following Mr. Niles‘s address there was a

discussion with questioning of the lecturer.

In the course of this it was brought out very

emphatically that the club’s counsel advo

cates that sufficient law is now found in the

general highway statute which provides that

no automobilist shall drive at a rate of speed

which endangers the life or limb of any per

son or endangers any property. Automo

bilists should struggle until only this provis

ion remains on the statute books, he argued, '

because such an elastic provision is the only

sensible and practicable one. He did not

explain how this is to be brought about if

his advice not to test the legality of the

present one-sided statutes is followed.

A. R. Shattuck said that most of the

troubles of automobilists are due to the fact

that all do not drive with judgment and dis

cretion.

Chicago’s Y. M. C. A. in Line.

Automobile owners of Chicago present and

prospective, will have a chance to be ini

tiated into the mystery of the inner work

ings of cars at the Young Men’sChristian

Association course in automobile construc

tion being organized in that city. The sub

jects embraced in the course are “Gasolene

Automobile Engines," “Gasolene and Gaso

lene Mixing Devices," “Ignition,” “General

Features of Gasoiene Engines," “Transmis

sion Gears and Clutches,” “Wheels, Tires,

Springs and Brakes,” “General Automobile

Construction," “On the Bond" and “Troubles

and Remedies."

 

 

Built Road for Automobiles.

The Tunopah Automobile Co., of the Ne

vada gold mine region, which recently pur

chased a Columbia and a Winton to convey

passengers between Tonopah and Goldfield,

Cah, has completed its new road between

these two towns. The highway is twenty

three miles long and cost the company $20.

000. The builders intend to keep the route

for their own private use, and to that end

have petitioned the county commissioners

for the privilege of reserving it as a toll

road.

Colorado's Automobile Highway.

An automobile highway is being construct

ed between Coiorado Springs and Denver, in

Colorado. The road will be 85 miles long

and costs approximately $1,000 per mile.

Funds have been collected which will permit

the immediate completion of 30 miles of the

roadway, which will be 30 feet wide, and

constructed of disintegrated granite. For

several miles the road will follow the Palmer

Lake Divide, and will enable touring parties

to obtain a splendid view of Pike’s Peak,

Long‘s Peak and the Spanish Peaks.

 

Said Nov to the Quakers.

The famous Wissahlckon drive, in Phila

delphia, will continue to be closed to auto

mobilists. A petition presented by Philadel

phia automobilists to the Road Committee

of the Councils Committee on Fairmount

Park, to open the road, proved of no avail.

1

WOULD TAX HORSEPOWER

Onc ot New York's Innocent Country Legis

lators Strikes in a New Direction.

One more aspirant for honors in the auto

mobile legislation factory has sprouted in

the shape of Senator L‘Hammedieu, of the

railway and Niagara power grab notoriety,

and one more outbreak of the accumulated

petty hostility of that portion of the public

which poses as the “constityooents” of the

gentlemen at Albany is in evidence in the

shape of a bill that bears all the earmarks

of a “strike.”

The following are some of the reasons why

there should be such a law and some of the

advantages as set forth in the words of its

author:

“We must raise $6,000,000 revenue or re

turn to direct taxation. No taxation plan

now under -consideration will meet the

emergency. My bill will help along by about

$500,000 a year. According to statistics I

have gathered, there are 15,574 automobiles

in the State.

“Make the average horsepower sixteen and

the aggregate would be over 220,000, yield

ing $440,000.”

“But are not owners of automobiles now

compelled to pay a personal tax?"

“They are supposed to pay one, but my bill

provides a personal tax exemption. That

would be to the advantage of owners of fly

ing machines. The personal tax on a $1,700

machine is about $34. Under my bill it

would pay only $24.” .

There. seems but faint doubt that if the

fool killer could find time to take a vacation

elsewhere, he would find much to do at the

State capital when the legislature is in ses

sion, for of the other seven bills now in the

process of incubation or hibernating in com

mittee, one proposes to give the right to a

majority of the land owners of any county

to exclude motor vehicles from its highway

for a specified period, and as no limit is

given for the latter, it is to be presumed, in

definitely. The only requisite to the accom

plishment of this somewhat unconstitu

tional proceeding is a petition on the part

of the above named to the Board of Super

visors of the county in question and a reso

lution by such august body to that effect.

In order to give it validity it will only be

necessary that signs informing automobile

drivers that they are withmt rights on such

" highways be posted in sufficiently conspicu

ous places a to be easily legible. What

would happen to the automobilist commit

ting such a wanton trespass or to what ex

tent he would be mulcted if unfortunate

enough to be caught, that wise solon, Assem

blyman Smith, who is its sponsor, does not

seem to have provided for.

Some “constityooent” must be an inventor

and takes this way of introducing the re

sult of his genius on a. long sufiering public,

as hl representative has perpetrated a bill
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Oldfield on the Dallas Track.

  

  

OLDFIELD

to require every automobile to be fitted with

an automatic device which prevents its

speed from exceeding the legal limit. And

these are only two of the seven; the Hall of

Fame is much too small.

And as it it were not bad enough that the

legislative mill up the State were working

overtime in grinding out bills, many of

which seem to be produced solely for the

purpose of being “settled"—that is, quietly

lubricated out of existence when their spous

ors have been “seen,’ the city's police com

missioner takes It upon himself to butt in

by stating that “imprisonment of automo

bllists who violate the speed law is the

surest way of having the ordinance en

forced.” This comment was called forth by

the receipt of a letter from a member of an

automobile club. calling his attention to the

West Ender's bill, and stating that the pen

alty was too severe.

“In my opinion," said Commissioner Mc

Adoo, “making an example of some wealthy

automobilist by giving him six months' im

prisonment would haVe more effect than all

the new laws proposed." It might be equally

effective in suppressing some other evils to

which a great amount of public attention

is directed, such as—well, keeping the chil

dren oif the grass in the parks.

  

Oldfield Perform: at Dallas.

Not satisfied with driving his Peerless over

the Texas track in 1:062-5, February 25,

Barney Oldfield remained in Dallas and

made good his promise to circle the course

in less than a minute. He did so last Sat

urday afternoon, covering the mile in 59

seconds from a flying start. Oldfield at first

intended to try three miles from a standing

start and three from a flying start, but on

the third mile his engine went wrong, and

he had to be content with what he done.

The first mile was made from a standing

start, and was negotiated in 1:13. The sec

ond mile, in which the 59 seconds was made,

was, of course, from a flying start, being one

of those intermediate miles which the A. A.

A. is snufiing out. While slewing around

one of the turns in the next mile the trouble

occurred, and the exhibition had to be de~

clared oft. Oldfield‘s car will have to be

sent back to the Peerless factory, and in the

meantime his Southern dates will have to

be cancelled.

It was intended to run the postponed titty

mile race between Colonel E. H. R. Green's

Pope-Toledo and J. Howard Hughes’s Peer

less on Saturday, but the latter's car is still

out oi! commission, the new crank shaft not

having been received from the factory.

 

  

AT THE WHEEL; COL. GREEN STANDING BEHIND HIM.

Brighton Track to be Kept Busy.

Having been incorporated with William A.

Engeman, J. G. Battersby and Charles H.

Hyde as directors, the Brighton Beach Au

tomobile Club proposes to hold a series of

race meets on the track near the seashore the

coming summer. The track- is to be resur

faced and banked eight feet high on the

outer edge. It is expected to open the track

for trials on April 1. John R. Eustis, the

well-knoWn Brooklyn newspaper man, has

been appointed manager.

 

Long Sight-Seeing Coach Route.

The Long Island Automobile Observation

C0., of West Hampton Beach, has been in

corporated, with $10,000. The company will

carry passengers and freight from the New

York City line on South Country Road, near

Jamaica, L. 1., and thence easterly along the

road to Amagansett, L. I.. a distance of

about 100 miles. The directors are: Gustav

H. Ludtke, George L. Robinson, George M.

Auten, William H. Siatterly and Henry B.

Lake.

King Compelled to Register.

King Alfonso of Spain has been torced,

through public sentiment, to take out two

licenses for his car, and to register himself

as a chaufleur.
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NOVELTY IN TRANSMISSIONS

New Ideas Reduced to Practice Abroad—The

Efforts to Produce Magnetic Clutches.

 

Judging from the number of novel i'orms

being placed on the market for the coming

season the problems of transmission and

clutch construction are evidently receiving

more than usual attention from the design

ers and builders abroad.

The “Metallurgique” car made in Belgium

exhibits departures in this direction in the

shape of an internally expanding metal

clutch of novel design and a spring drive on

the end of the cardan shaft, transmission

being by live axle. The expanding clutch

takes the form of two brake segments, which

are expanded against the inside urface ot‘

the flywheel rim by means of a cone sliding

on the clutch-shaft, and actuating the seg

ments by means of short arms carying rollers

at their ends. The spring drive is mounted

  

METALLURGIQUE CLUTCH.

in a drum, h, set on the end of the bevel

pinion spindle, a, having two lugs, c, oppo

site to each other projecting inwards from

the rim. The cardan shatt ends in a forked

piece, (I, each end of which bears against

one end of a spiral spring, 11, laid round the

disc, and hearing as to its other end on

one of the projecting lugs, c, the power

being transmitted through the forked ends,

the sprigs, and the lugs on the drum, and the

latter to the bevel pinion. The device is

claimed to prevent shock on the bevel drive

and to considerably reduce the noise.

Another novelty in the shape of a clutch is

the "Octopus," operating by means of hy

draulic power and manufactured by the Wil

kinson Sword Company, Ltd., of Acton, Eng

land. The device, which has been designed

by an Italian engineer to take the place of

’ the ordinary leather faced clutch, is illus

trated herewith, showing a sectional eleva

tion and front view of the clutch, from

which it will be seen that the flywheel rim 1

is cast eccentrically with regard to its thick

ness, but for the purpose of balancing the

wheel the eccentricity of the circles forming

the inner edges of the rim are opposed to

each other. On a squared portion of the

clutch shaft 12 is mounted the clutch body,

which is cast of phosphor bronze, to form

tour plunger barrels and four valve cham

bers. 1n the plunger barrels are set plungers

6 carrying at their outer forked ends fric

tion rollers. In view of the fact that the

clutch body is mounted on the clutch shaft,

the centre of which is the centre of the fly

wheel, it will be seen that as the flywheel

revolves the plungers 6 must move up and

down in their respective barrels, it there is

nothing therein to impede such movement.

or if the clutch body is held stationary. This

reciprocating movement of the plungers is,

of course, due to the ecentricity of the inner

periphery of the steel ring 4 to the centre

of the clutch shaft. The two vertical plun

gers are shown at either extreme of their

  

BRUSH TRANSMISSION. \

strokes. the upper one being right out and

the lower one right in, while the two in

the horizontal position are at half stroke.

The hollow parts of the clutch body

are filled with oil, and the plungers can

make the up and down motions in the re

spective barrels so long as the oil is free

to flow from one part to the other; but when

the clutch is in, or driving, the oil cannot

so circulate, this being only possible by the

lifting of the valves 7 from their seatings.

While they remain closed the oil cannot pass

from beneath a descending plunger to below

a rising plunger; consequently. the eccen

 

  

BRUSH TRANSMISSION (Front View).

tricity of the inner surface of the flywheel

causes the flywheel and the clutch body to

become locked together, the power of the

engine being transmitted to the gear box.

When the clutch has to be disconnected the

fork arms 9 are caused to exert pressure

upon the sliding disc 8, which in its turn

conveys this pressure equally upon the fpur

projecting ends of the valve spindles 7. By

these means the four valves can be raised

from their seatings to any desired degree, so

bringing about as much or as little slip of

the clutch as is desired. The valves are so

arranged that the higher the lift of the same

the greater the quantity of oil circulating

through them. The clutch is claimed to be

both smooth and certain in its action.

In order to overcome the disadvantages

of the sliding gear transmission a novel form

of change speed gear has been designed and

will be employed on the Brush motor buses,

built in England. As will be noted by refer

ence to the illustrations showing this com

bined clutch and gear, three independent fric

tion clutches of the expanding type, A, B and

C, are employed to introduce the three for

ward speeds alternatively; the clutch A locks

the wheel A1 to the driven shaft 0 that the

power is then transmitted through the

wheels D, D1, A2 and Al; the clutch B locks

the wheel B1 to the driven shaft, and the

clutch C gives a direct through drive. For

the reverse the wheels A1 and A2 are sep‘

arated and the pinion E introduced between

them.

In this connection reference may well b

made to the magnetic form of clutch which

at one time seemingly held forth great prom

ise as it can only be a matter of time when

with increasing horse power the leather

faccd clutch will become inadequate to trans

mit the constantly increasing driving torque.

Experiments along this line the evidently

<3 a"...
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I

OCTOPUS HYDRAULIC CLUTCH.

been confined almost entirely to private in

dividuals, who, once their curiosity was sat

isfied were apparently content to drop the

matter, for despite the reports cropping out

from time to time that certain continental

manufacturers of prominence had decided

to adopt this form of clutch it has never been

applied to their cars for the market.

At the recent Paris show it would have

existed as a fading memory of a “has-beer»

tried" but for the fact that it was actually

in evidence on one car. So far as its opera

tion in service went, it was found to do

away with the drawbacks of the first clutch

es, but on the other hand introduced new

ones of its own which more than counter

acted its good points. With its aid it was

found possible to start easily without jerking.

and its hold was positive—in tact too much

so, for here is where the difiiculty lay—the

residual magnetism was evidently too great.

for a prompt release could not be depended

upon, there being a decided tendency to

drag when a quick disengagement was de

sired. This may have been due more to

faulty design than any defect inherent in

the device itself, but apart from this there

are more than sufficient reasons why the

magnetic clutch has not met with a tu

vorable reception in automobile design.

In the first place, the magnetic clutch, un

like the brdinary friction clutch, constantly

consumes a small amount of power when in

action. It requires a source of electrical

energy for energizing its coil, and this ener
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gy is consumed while the clutch is in opera

tion. Its use means added complication and

weight and entails the installation oi! a

more or less delicate character which may

be expected to be productive of occasional

trouble. Then, while magnetic clutches are

very etiicient when run dry, there is a con

siderable loss of power when they work in

proximity to oil. Present indications are that

the magnetic clutch has been passed by in

the progress of automobile development.

This recalls another attempt to utilize

electricity on the car, in this instance to take

the place of clutch and transmission alto

gether: that is, to eliminate them entirely

and in their place to substitute a system

which for elasticity and case of control

within the widest ranges or speed and p0w

or could hardly be improved upon. Instead

of the usual flywheel, the end of the motor

shaft would carry the armature ot a fair

sized direct curent generator and the speed

of the motor could accordineg always be

constant regardless of the speed of the car or

whether on the level or an up grade, as there

wits to be no mechanical connection what

ever between the engine and the driving

wheels. Directly behind the dynamo oper

ated by the latter was to be placed an elec~

tric motor driving the rear wheels through 9

propeller shaft and live axle. Current was

conducted from the dynamo to a controller

and set of resistances by which the electric

motor could be governed and sent ahead or

backward at any speed up to the maximum.

Accumulator-s in shunt with the generator

were provided tor starting, lighting and ig

nition purposes and in theory the system

worked out beautifully, but the closest ap

proach to it that has been seen in practice

in this country is represented by the Fischer

system, which diiTers in that the entire out

put of the generator is stored in the batteries

and the latter are utilized in exactly the

some manner as in the ordinary electric driv

en vehicle, whereas in the system in ques—

tion the electric niotor’s function was to take

the place of the clutch and change speed

gearing entirely—it was not considered as a

source of power in itself, but more as a

means of transmitting what the engine de

veloped.

Toronto Holds a "Show" After a Fashion.

Although the Toronto Show was declared

off, the Canada Cycle and Motor Co. tried

to partly till the breach by a makeshift ex

hibit, primarily to boom its own production,

the Russel car, and dubbing it a “show."

It was held in the Canada Cycle and Motor

Co.’s garage, of course. It lasted the week

of February 27 to March 4.

In all there were about forty cars shown,

the product of eleven factories. The Amer

ican cars comprised the Packard, Peerless,

Thomas, Stevens-Duryea, Ford, Pope-To

ledo, Pope-Tribune, Pope-Hartford and

Pope-Waverly. The American cars were

relegated to the rear and the Russell gaso

lcnc and Ivanhoe electric, two cars pro

duced by the Canada company, were pushed

to the trout as much as possible. Fisk and

Dunlop tires were also exhibited.

 

.discovery of this

The Handsomest Locomobile.

What the Locomobile Co. of Bridgeport,

Conn., considers the “handsomest car they

ever delivered" was shipped from their fac

tory last week to Dr. H. E. Thomas, of

Chicago. It is a 40-45 horsepower car of the

latest model, embodying all the improva

ments adopted as standard for the 1905

locamoblle. The body is in pure white.

cheap and rapid means of transportation be

tween the two places. To meet this an au

tomobile line for the carriage of freight has

been established, and five cars are already

in use, each having a carrying capacity of

time metric tons. These cars take freig‘lt

either direct from the steamers or the docks

and deliver them to the stores in Lima, thus

necessitating one handling of the goods be

tween the ship and the store.”

  

CONSIDERED THE HANDSOMEST

relieved by narrow black striping, and both

the upholstery and the Victoria top are

black. While the motor with which the car

is equipped is listed as stated, it is sold to

have shown 59.3 electrical horsepower on

the special testing apparatus devised for the

purpose. Some idea of the beauty of the

Vehicle in its sharply contrasting colors may

be gained from the accompanying illustra

tion.
 

Says Peru i'lolds Promise.

Americans are very apt to consider that

South American republics are far behind

the United States in all points of devel1p

incnt. Take, for instance, Peru. To the av

erage reader Peru is a c'ountry about which

little is known except that it is was the

scene of conquest in early days of European

hemisphere. Quite rc

freshing, then, is the report of Consul Alfred

l.. .\I. Gottschulk that the Peruvians are

adopting automobiles as a decided commer

cial advantage.

"Calluo is practically the seaport of Lima,"

says Mr. Gottschalk, “in fact, it is so closely

identified with the capital that it may be

considered a commercial suburb 01' the larger

city. This condition has been accentuated

by the establishment of two steam railroads

rind a trolley line between the two places.

The business district of 01111210 consists al

most cxclusively of shipping agencies.

brunch banks, seaboard consulates and, ex

ccpting ship chandlery, there is hardly a

commercial establishment of any kind'that

is not a branch of some Lima firm. As a

result of this condition there was need of

 
 

AUTOMOBlLE EVER PRODUCED.

Consul Gottschulk thinks there is a good

opening for American automobile makers,

and that it would be advantageous to them

to investigate the matter more fully.

 

German “ Pirates” at_ Work.

One of the most noticeable features of the

light cars shown at the recent Berlin show

was the slavish following of American lines,

exactly as was the case with the bicycle.

nmking it appear that the automobile “made

in Germany" will from now on convey as

one of its significations the same methods

of piracy that characterized the bicycle in

dustry when at its height. Noting the world—

wide snccss of the Oldsmobile runabout.

several German manufacturers are now

turning out home made imitations, which in

one instance follow the original even to the

shape and location of the escutcheon bearing

the name. This is the “Ultramabile,” made

as a runnbout and light tonneau, and rated

at S horscpower in both styles.

 

Strike is Delaying Foreign Trade.

According to advices from Paris, automo~

bile makers are being caused considerable

delay and inconvenience by a strike of coach

builders; indeed, they are said to be practi

cally at a standstill, as their spring deliveries

cannot be made until the strike is settled.

For instance, it is stated that forty-five Mer

cedcs chassis are waiting for bodies in the

workshops of Rothschild & Kcllner, and the

makers are planning to have the bodies built

abroad it the strike does not end this week.
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The Automobile in the Inaugural Parade.

   

For the first time in its history the auto

mobile has figured as a feature of the in

augural parade and the distinction of being

the pioneer in this role is owing to a White

steam car, which “marched” with the 23d

Regiment of the New York State National

Guard as an ambulance, bearing members

 

Counterfeiting the Tire Protector.

To what base uses has the non-skidding

device been put! Designed originally as an

adjunct and protector to the good tire, it

now covers the good and bad alike, and

under its all enveloping embrace the tire

that has reached a point where it is only fit

for sale as old rubber is now being pulmed

off in England on the unsuspecting at prices

just sutliclently lower than those of the

genuine article to lure the economically bent.

How the game is worked is thus related by

an automobilist who was drawn into the

trap:

“There is one form of non-skid which,

after personal experience, I consider it silli

ply a public duty to warn my motoring

brethren against. I refer to the tires adver

tised as ‘newly rctreaded, fitted non-skid

leather covers, never used since retroadcd.‘

l was foolish enough to buy a pair of these.

They were quite pretty and substantial-limit

ing—t0 look at~but a week‘s running sctticd

them both. 0110 was a worn-out old tirc.

badly separated at the head; the othvr had a

had burst through the middle of the trend:

a neat canvas lining inside and the leuthcr

tread outside effectually concealed these de

fects. So, ‘on approval’ is of very little use.

Instead of being vulcanized on, the leather

cover appeared to be fixed with office gum

or some equally powerful adherent, while a

bit of tape was stuck round the edge by the

see a air iii _

of the Red Cross staff with the usual equip

ment of surgical supplies and stretchers.

The introduction of an automobile into the

parade was one of the few minor details of

the event which had not been submitted to

the President for his approval, and there

was some speculation as to how he would

view the intrusion in the light of his great

beading. Once the It‘iltllll‘ was loosened it

stripped off easily from the cover by slipping

the tlmlnb round the tire. Any old worn

olit covers appear to be used. covered inside

with canvas, outside with ‘non-skid leather

bands.“ and advertised for sale. The process

is simple, and. I should imagine, profitable."

This is the experience of one economist;

here is the plaint of another, who evidently

stacked up against the same process. but

was not even so fortunate as to get a week‘s

wear out of his bargain. .

"I recently bought a pair of 810 by 90 mm

“newly retreaded, never used since' tires.

These were sent on approval and looked

nice; naturally I did not try them before

sending check in payment. A few weeks

later I had occasion to use them. They were

pllt on the front wheels and inflated to 65

pounds' pressure. One ripprd up after stami

ing a quarter of an hour. the other following

a liitlc later. ncithcr having run a yal't ."

To Mitigate the Searchlight Evil.

The Automobile Club do France is issuing

a circular to its members urging them not to

usc powerful acetylene headlights in towns,

in order not to dazzle the eyes of pedes

trians and the drivers of other vehicles.

The Dayton (Ohio) Automobile School has

been organized with these officers: President,

Scott McDonald; vice-president, Howard

Johnson; secretary, J. F. Taylor.

partiality for the horse. It is said, however,

that not alone President Roosevelt, who

pointed out the White steamer to Vice-Presi

dent Fairbanks as an evidence of the widen

ing of the scope of the automobile, but also

the spectators along the line of march were

quick to appreciate the novelty and utility

of the idea.

How the Circus Lady “Defies Death."

First it was the '“cycle whirl," then fol

lowrd the “loop-the-loop." and next came the

"loop-the-gap.“ The multitudes who wit

nescd these feats pronounced them the acme

of sensationalism. and said they ought to be

prohibited. but still they flocked to witness

the exhibitions. But Barnum & Bailey‘s cir

cus has the latest “thriller,” and it is to be

presented to a skeptical public when the

show opens in Madison Square Garden, New

York, March 25.

“L‘Auto Bolide" is the name of the new

act. which comes direct from the li‘oiics Ber

gcres. and Mile. .\Iaurica de Ticrs, an in

trepid young li‘renchwoman, will demon

strate looping-tlie-gap scatcd in an automo

bile.

Of different arrangement than other frame

works- of the well known "loop-the-gap"

acts. the automobile starts from a platform

as high as :i thrcc story house and shoots

down a dcclivity at an angle of 60 degrees.

which is in form the outside of a gigantic

letter S invcrtcd. .\s the lower curve of the

S is reached the automobile and its ridcr

arc suspended upside down and spring forty

tive fcct across the "gap." The steel frame

work here supports a curved runaway that

begins in a half moon shape and straightens

into an easy incline to the ground, where

the young woman and her automobile com

plete their journey.
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“For Rain or Snow or Any Kind of Weather.”
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()N THE SNOW COVERED ROADS NEAR STAMFORD, CONN.

 

Progress Slow in Sweden.

Automobiles were first seen in Gottenburg,

Sweden, in 1901. In three years the num

ber has not increased to any alarming extent,

as now there are but fourteen in the city,

which is the largest and most important t0wn

in Sweden. The roads in this country are

fairly good, but cannot by any means be con

sidored ideal for automobile travel. They

are, as a rule. too narrow and slope too much

from the middle toward the sides. The cars

are mostly used within the city limits, and

seldom on long tours. One of the reasons im

the scarcity of horseless vehicles in this town

of two hundred thousand inhabitants is that

few people are really sufliciently wealthy to

afford such luxuries; therefore the price here

will always be an important factor, in view

of the fact that no automobiles are manu

factured in the country, thus making them

more expensive than elsewhere. The import

duty on automobiles is 15 per cent ad va

lorein, costs, insurance and freight entering

into the dutiable value. The duty on gaso

lene motors is 10 per cent and 15 per ccnt

on electric motors.

Partners Disagree; Utigation Follows.

On April 11 last Charles F. Holley and

George Gilmore, of Deiray, Mich., formed a

partnership to do a general automobile repair

business, and each put $42?» into the flrm's

treasury. On July 1, ISXH, the firm ceased

operation by mutual consent, and now Holley

has gone to court and asked that Gilmore be

compelled to give an accounting for what he

has done with the assets of the concern.

In the Retail World.

The Linscott Motor Company, Boston,

Mass, have added the Corbin car to their

line.

Dey Bros., & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., are hav

ing a garage built for them. The building

will he of brick, 2511100 feet.

The Wilmington Automobile Co. Wilming

ton, Del., is this week taking possession of

its new garage at Tenth and Tatnell streets.

Eugene Atkins and F. W. Wickshire have

started, on a small scale, to supply Elkhart,

Ind., residents with automobiles. They have

the agency for only eighteen cars.

The printedreport that Russell Drisko, of

Boston, had signed the agency for the Stev

cns-Duryea car was based on misunderstand

ing. The agency will remain, as it has re

mained for three years, with F. E. Randall,

with whom Drisko is connected.

Arthur M. Butts, of Oneonta, N. Y., has

purchased the property at 8 South Main

street, that city, and will erect a three story

brick garage. The building will be equipped

with a power elevator and the upper floors

utilized for storage purposes.

Another of those “local shows" which

seem about to become the fashion, and

which furnish good advertising for the gar

ages in which they are held, is scheduled

for Hartford, Conn., March 22 to 24. It will

be held in the Palace Automobile Garage, at

122 Trumbull street. Locomobiies, Autocars,

Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune and Pope-To

ledo cars will be shown.

One More Selden Suit Settled.

Peace will reign once more for Melville D.

Chapman, the New York stock broker, who

through his purchase of a French car direct

ed to himself the attentions or the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

A decree of infringement of the Selden

patent was entered against him by Judge

Lacombe last Friday, sitting in the United

States District Court, in an action instituted

by the Electric Vehicle Company, and the

papers were served upon the defendant on

Tuesday last, but the latter compromised

and settled the case.

A mighty protest was forthcoming at first,

and Mr. Chapman swore that he would fight

the suit to the last ditch, regardless of time

or expense. In explanation of this sudden

surrender it is said that the settlement was

brought about by E. R. Chapman, the father

of the defendant who had acted in the mat

ter without the latter's knowledge during his

absence. Mr. Chapman, sr., says he did so

on the ground that defending the suit would

have taken a great deal of time and money.

He further complained that the plaintiffs de

clined to let the individual suits rest and be

decided by the results of suits against cor

porations now in progress, which would en

tail the retaking of voluminous testimony.

Fire in a freight car in the New York Cen

tral and Hudson River Railroad yards, Thir

ty-tirst street and Eleventh avenue, New

York City, Tuesday, wrought $400 damage

to a earload of Simple: cars being shipped

by Smith & Mabley, New York.
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GOING FURTHER UPTOWN

How the New York Trade Has Driftcd Park

ward—New Garages Built and Building.

 

 

The march of progress is nowhere better

illustrated than in the spread of a city‘s

growth. The expansion takes place,

simply in an increase of the area covered

by buildings, the filling in of suburban dis

tricts; but in and through its every quarter.

The increased volume of high commercial

and financial interests, with their parasite

following, force the local and retail traders

out and away from the oldcentres to sec

tions where they have more room and better

facilities to ply their trade. And they in

turn, force others, dealers and residents, to

seek new quarters farther out. And so it

goes on, a wonder of the ages at which one

never ceases to marvel.

This process of growth tends to bring to

gether allied and rival interests in the many

dlil’erent sorts of business, with neighbor

hoods or quarters which are best suited to

their needs, and the sharper the rivalry, the

closer the competition, the closer they hud

dle together. If, perchance, one separate and

betake himself to a new locality, he is re

garded almost as an alien; but if the wis

dom of his choice be very apparent, behold,

a grand stampede of one and all, to his side.

New York’s invasion by the automobile be

gan in a very modest way. Here and there,

where he found room, a dealer hung out his

shingle. Later, as there was need, real or fan

cied, a man here and a man there changed

the sign over a stable door, and lo, a new

garage. But presently, business began to

take positive active shape, and the increased

rivalry soon developed the tendency to get

together, as it were, and the Thirty-eighth

street district was formed. And a lively

little quarter it soon got to be. A year or

two, however, so increased the volume of

business that some of the old standbys began

to be a bit crowded for space. A new row

was formed on Thirty-ninth street, but there

was no room for the new comers, so they

began to crop out here and there along up

per Broadway.

A couple of years or so ago, its proximity

to the old Central and Mobile garages and

its location on the way from the "street"

to the Boulevard and Park sections, attract

ed two or three tire and parts dealers to the

section of upper Broadway lying between

Fifty-third street and the Circle. Soon after

ward the Winton people, finding the old

theatre on Fifty-eighth street too cramped

for their needs, and its location east of

Lexington avenue too remote from the trend

of business, decided to build, and wisely

chose the location on the east side of Broad

way, between Fifty-fourth and Fifty-fifth

streets. Other dealers, great and small, be

gan to crowd in above and below, and pres

ently there was talk of a new mecca for the

motorist somewhere between Longacre

Square and the Circle.

not

Soon the idea crystalized, and the dealers

began to reach out and grab for locations.

First came the Pope interests, with a swell

three story building, on the west side at

Fifty~fifth street. They are established in

it already, though it is not entirely com

pleted. The Packard agency remodelled an

old building down in Longacre, and now

boast one of the prettiest salesrooms in the

city. C. J. Wridgway, with the Peerless

cars, sought a location still nearer the old

stamping ground, and has built in on the

south side of Forty-first street, close to Sev

enth avenue. He has a salesroom at the

front where he can show three or four big

cars, and back of it, storage room for fifty

cars or so, while above are a well lighted.

well fitted shop, a large stockroom and the

executive offices.

With the beginning of the year more plans

and more again were laid by the dealers.

Harry S. Houpt, of the Thomas agency,, de

cided to build, and picked out a. lot at Sev

enth avenue and Forty-ninth street. The

building will be of standard construction,

two stories in height, with oifices, dead

storage and repair departments on the sec

ond floor. The street level will be wholly

given over to the uses of a garage, while

there will be in all ample accommodation for

140 cars. The old firm of J. B. Brewster &

Co. will occupy one-half of the building

which is to be of double construction. Work

is being advanced so rapidly that the occu

pants expect to move in by the nrst of May.

Another newcomer to the district will be the

Standard Company, with a salesroom and

garage on Broadway and Fifty-fifth street,

and a wing running through to Fifty-sixth.

Four stories in height, and thoroughly built,

it promises to be one of the best buildings of

its class in the city.

Just prior to the announcement of the

Standard people, came the publication of

the A. C. A.'s choice of site for its new

clubhouse on Fifty-fourth street, just west

of Broadway, at location which well fits it

to be the capitol of automobiledom in New

York. For by‘the time it is completed, there

will be over twenty places of business either

directly in the automobile line or allied to

it, almost within stone's throw. There will

be the showrooms of the Winton, Royal,

Speedway, Haynes, Roehet-Schneider, Olds

mobile, Pierce, Mitchell, Queen, Baker, Pope,

Brasier, Thomas, Stevens-Duryea and Dec

auviile, to say nothing of their connected

garages, and four tire depots.

All this represents quite an amount of

capital outlay, and though its exact amount

cannot be easily reckoned, some idea of it

can be obtained from the statement that the

cost of demonstrating cars alone adds up to

over-$50,000.

 

Waterbury, Conn, is to haVe a “show,”

and if the plans of the E H. Towle Co.

materialize it will take placethe latter part

of this month. The exhibit will be held in

the company‘s garage on Harrison street,

and will be free, of course.

-market for automobiles

SWISS ARE PREJUDICED

Why They Do Not Incline Favorany to Amer'

ican Cars—Chance for a Low-Priced Model.

 

 

“There is only one house in Basel, Switzer~

land, doing a considerable business in auto

mobiles, C. Schlotterbeck," says Consul Gen

eral Giffon, in his latest report. “It ha sold

some American cars (of the runabout type)

at the price of 4,000 francs ($772). These

two or three pioneer machines seemed to

give satisfaction at first. but are now said

to have 10st favor on account of an alleged

lack of durability.

"The same objection is made to automo

biles of the American type that has always

prevented American vehicles from obtaining

a foothold in European markets, viz., size

and appearance. The people, accustomed to

the use of larger material, are afraid the

American frame will break down under its

burden. It is hard to account for this preju

dice, since carriages built with a view to use

on the so-called American roads are cer

tainly capable of withstanding the much less

serious wear and tear to which they are

exposed on the magnificent thoroughfares

which are to be found even in the most se

cluded districts of England, France, Ger

many and Switzerland.

“An American automobile that could be

sold much cheaper than the rival types, say

for 3,000 francs ($570), for instance, would

ever now find many buyers.

"The number of automobiles used in

Switzerland is increasing rapidly, and there

is sure to be a very large demand for them

as soon as the price is low enough to place

them within reach of people of moderate

means. This country possesses already a

number of factories, of which the most im

portant belong to the Messrs. Martini in

l'h'auenfeld. The principal task of the Amer

ican automobile industry will be to meet

successfully the preference, or, if one may

say so, ‘the prejudice,’ for well known for

eign and firmly established favorites."

Small Boom in Shanghai.

"Practically speaking, there is no extended

in China," says

United States Consul Anderson at Hang

chau. “In the average Chinese city it would

be impossible to use a machine, and there is

no prospect of any improvement in the near

future of a character to promise any trade.

in Shanghai a good many automobiles are

in use, and their popularity is increasing. It

may almost be said that an automobile boom

is on in that city. There are many people

there who can aflord automobiles and who

are accustomed to spend money in such

ways, but the demand will be limited to

Shanghai City, and machines suitable for

city work rather than country touring are

the ones needed. Automobile manufacturers

in the United States should have representa

tives among the business men of Shanghai.

American makes will be received upon their

merits."
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REGARDING RACING

What the Sport Calls For and the Men Best

Fitted For It.

 

In these days of racing achievement, rac

ing failure and racing mishap, one is brought

to wonder at all three. The successes of

some are marvellous, the failure of others

astonishing, and the accidents of still others

most deplorable. But on looking at the mat

ter closely one sees that the result must de

pend almost wholly on the driver, and a close

scrutiny of the art of driving makes it quite

apparent that the average man is not fitted

by nature to handle a' racing machine.

For the ability to handle the steering deli

cately and the instantaneous accord of sense

and action which serve in guiding the car,

the unanimity of mind and muscle which

make it possible for the trained operator to

drive his mount at such tremendous speed

that his motions must follow the ocular im

pression with the rapidity of thought, are

born with some men and not with others,

and although it may be to an extent ac

quired, that is to say, developed by training,

he who is not gifted with that magnificent

degree of self-control which has made it pos

cible for a machine guided solely by the un

erring instinct of a' man’s two hands to

travel at a rate upward of a hundred miles

an hour, can never hope to attain it by the

exercise of will force, or by any amount of

practice. It is an impossibility and he had

better “keep off. the course."

The fact that drivers are born, not made,

does not in the least qualify the assertion

often made that “mechanics make the best

drivers.” In every walk of life is seen the

need of thorough elementary training, the

training of experience; in every calling a cer

tain amount of it is absolutely essential to

a comprehension of its workings. That the

broader and more diversified the experience

the better the fitting, goes without saying;

and the truism is just as applicable to a

sport as to one of the “nobler” professions.

And strange as it may seem, its value de

pends not so much on the degree of intimate

familiarity with the details of regular work

which it imparts as in its effect of qualifi

cation for the meeting of emergencies by the

rule of precedent; the former may be learned

from books, but knowledge of the latter

comes only through the finger tips.

'The' racing automobile is a complex mech

anism, differing from the locomotive, which

runs on rails, only in its steering apparatus.

That is to say, it has the same essential ele

ments, and its control involves the use of

the same general principles. On the rail

road, a man may not enter the right side of

the cab until he has sewed his full time in

the shop, and suitably acquitted himself in a

certain grimy post graduate course down he

hind the boiler butt; then, and not till then,

is be trusted with the actual handling of the

machine. Yet in the automobile field a ma

chine to all intents and purposes the same as

a locomotive, but far more delicate, because

of more complex mechanisms and greater

strains, is driven when and where he will

by a man whose only qualifications are that

he wants to and that it is his property. It is

true that these carry weight in equity, but

they do not qualify from a mechanical stand

point, and the idea seems a trifle incongru

ous. For no matter how fit he is naturally,

no matter how sound his judgment, and no

matter how great has been his experience in

driving, he lacks that intimate acquaintance

with the car which comes only from living

with it day in and day out; long days and

Sundays, too‘; an acquaintance which comes

not only from knowing just how each and

every part is constructed, but from having

actually done a portion of the work and

lived in the shop where it was done.

It seems odd enough that to wear dirty

clothes and do over and over day by day the

same odious, pottering little tasks at the

bench in the shop, or about the machine in

caring for it, should have any influence over

the work of management, but somehow it

seems to create a sort of harmony between

the man and the machine which cannot come

otherwise. The skilled driver knows by the

sound; the feel or the ready response of this

or that part just how well it is doing its

work. The mechanic taking the entire care

of a machine knows the precise condition of

every part, he remembers just how complete

and satisfactory was this adjustment, how

incomplete that; he can gauge the effect of

wear and tear on every part, and even look

into the mechanism in his mind’s eye, and

see it work. And if he be a good driver at

the same time the trained senses which tell

of the action of the various parts help him to

so complete an understanding of his machine

that it seems almost a part of himself, and

its control requires no more definite thought

action than is necessary for the control of

the muscles in walking. And under the keen

exhilaration of fast driving his close watch

on the movement of every one of the steel

slnews beneath him is none the less thorough

because it is subdominant to the prime ef

fort of driving.

The return to New York of a well known

chauffeur, crippled by a recent accident, is

marked by his public criticism of his em

ployer, who, he says, had not had enough ex

perience with road racing, and to use his

own expression, “tried to do stunts.” This

most ungraceful remark serves merely to

bring out the point.

An owner, and a clever driver too, in many

ways, but-lacking experience, attempts to

handle a heavy racing car at high speed on

a public highway. In negotiating one ob

struction he is suddenly brought face to

face with a second, hidden by it, and things

get all mixed up. You may call it an error

in Judgment or lack of familiarity with the

risks of the road, the facts remain un

changed, and it might not have happened

with another man. For statistics show that

the majority of accidents of the sort have

happened to amateur drivers.

It is no use to discriminate against owners

in this respect, for many professional drivers

are totally unfit for the work and are getting

on only with an abundance of nerve and

self-control and a remarkable degree of good

luck. But as the owners are far more likely

to assume the risk of driving ignorantly or

recklessly,‘ because of their independence, it

is they who are most in danger and they

who suffer most frequently.

Automobile road racing is at best a risk

fui sport, and a powerful machine even in

the hands of a careful, trained operator may

become a source of great danger at any in

stant. But given over into the care of one

less expert in the art it becomes at once a

menace not only to himself, but to such part

of the civilized world as lies within a bun

dred feet of his course on either side.

The increasing number of heavy, swift cars

and the corresponding increase in the number

of men who become possessed of a desire to

drive fast constitute an increasing danger,

local with respect to each individual case,

but general in its effect on public sentiment,

and it is only to be overcome by a conser

vative feeling among motorists themselves

tending toward a total suppression of the

venturesome, devil-may-care spirit which

prompts men to drive furiously whether they

thoroughly know the art or not. II. A. R.

 

Ambulance for Army Use.

The automobile ambulance has been for

mally adopted by the British army. This

action was taken after a severe test, in which

the new vehicle thoroughly proved its efii

cieucy. ‘

The new ambulance will aflord complete

protection to doctors and nurses while on

active duty on the field. The car is protected

by armor shields, and the motor is not only

capable of driving a heavy service truck, but

of carrying a load at thirty persons. The

walls of the car can be folded together while

in motion, but when they are. spread out a

large red cross appears on each side as a sign

to friend and foe that the vehicle is used only

for hospital purposes.

"The King Can do No Wrong."

Dispatches from Madrid state that one

Spanish magistrate has been bold enough, at

the risk of royal displeasure, to criticise King

Alfonso as regards his operating an automo

bile.‘ The magistrate declares that the Span~

ish ruler drives his car faster than the law

allows, and furthermore states that the royal

car does not carry the official number nor

has the license tax for it been paid. The

magistrate, who seems to show some spirit

of American independence underneath his

Spanish training, has been warned by the

“high and mighty" Premier to keep his anar

chistic remarks to himself.

 

Paid Fifty Cents for Her Car.

Miss Anna Krakow, a Rockford (Iii.)

stenographer, won the $800 automobile raflled

oil' by the Dubuque Baseball Club last week.

The winning ticket only cost 50 cents.
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Successful Car 13m in .

E are this year standing firmly on the fact that we have

built a real car, because we have built a car adapted

to American conditions, American roads and the American

temperament. We know our American ntarket as no French  

builder can know it.

\Ve have surmounted the problems of car-building this

year as we never surmounted them before, although our

progress has been steady and on right lines. .

We believe the Pierce car to-day expresses the best that

can be had in car-building, and we are willing to abide by

the result of actual experiment.

Booklet describing the six 1905 cars of the George N.

Pierce Company, with special booklets describing the mech

FQ‘R SlilE

BY

DOWLING & MAGUIRE.

Bolton. Mass.

R. W WHIPPLE. Binghnmton.

. Y.

anism of each, will be sent on request.

The George N. Pierce Company,

BUFFALO, NEW YORK.

H. PAULMAN & CO., ChicagO. Ill.

Manufacturers of Pierce Cycles. ms GEORGE N. PIERCE cm Dem

ver. 0.

Members of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacture". STIRLING AUTOMOBILE co Dam“

Mich. 

N. L. BIEVER. Derby, Conn.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY, Elmira. N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS.. Fresno. Cal.

J. A. PLACE, Geneva, N. Y.

R. V. CONNERAT. Savannah. Ga.

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO-. Jackson

ville. Flt.

L. H. JOHNSON. Los Angeles. Cal.

HARROLDS MOTOR CAR CO.. New York.

7

The 28-32 horse-power Pierce Great Arrow Landaulet body by J.

M. Qulnby & Company. PRICE, 86,000.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.. Oakland.

CM.

WILSON 3: CO.. Ottawa, Canadl.

BANKER BROS. CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Ql'AKER CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Philadelphia, Pa.

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Paul. Minn.

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Fran—

cisco. Cal.

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO.. Scranton, Pa.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO.. St. Louis. Mo.

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.. Sym—

cuse, N. Y.

MILLER—MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Uiica. N. Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE EXCHANGE.

Worcester. Mass.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE CO.. Rochel

t.r. N. Y.

THE SHEPARD CO., Providence. 1!. I.

THE SIMPSON-STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE CO..

Louisville. Ky.

S. A. MINER, Hartford, Conn.

A. C. THOMPSON. CO.. Spokane, Wash.
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VALUE OF DEMONSTRATIONS

New York Dealers Express their Opinions—

Varied Applications of the Practice.

 

At Just about this time every year when

the weather man is revising his wind sched

tile, and the breaking up of winter is fore

cast by a warm day now and then, and

when the sunshine and fresh air seem sweet

er than they ever did before, and the shad

ows colder, those little itchings premonitory

of the coming spring fever begin to assert

themselves and all the world sits up and

takes notice. And, by the same token, the

little ferment which has been active in the

motorist's brain ever since “show week”

begins to take shape and grow and assert

itself until the willing victim yields to its

insistence and decides that it is quite time

to be looking around for a new car.

Meantime the dealer is busy getting ready

for him. He is facing down a whole lot of

problems, some of them new, some old, and

working up a system which is calculated to

net the maximum number of sales at a m‘lni

mum cost. He is very eager and hopeful,

and quite ready for the burly-burly of the

season’s rush.

Now among others is one problem which

may or may not strike him as of great mo

ment; a problem, however, whose neglect and

careless treatment quite as much as the ex

igencies of the times have in the past cost

him many a good dollar, which has gone

never to return, The demonstration plays,

perhaps, as important a part in the sale of

an automobile as does the act of taking down

a bolt of cloth and unrolling it on the coun

ter in the sale of drygoods, simply because

the human race is cautious and must see in

order to believe. But the merchant balks

at the idea of “loaning out" his material on

trial, and the automobile dealer is often

brought to question the wisdom of any but

the most limited trial of his car.

In the earlier days of the trade a far dif

ferent set of conditions obtained than hold at

present. Then the demonstration was the

most important part of the salesman's work.

The public was deeply interested in the pos

sibilities of the horseless vehicle and stood

ready to be convinced of its utility; in many

cases the prospective buyer was only de

terred from committing himself by the

thought that one more year's development

would reduce certain of the so-called minor _

difficulties to a state of absolute subjection

and make possible the ideal car. The market

had to be convinced that “this year’s" car

was right, and that perfection if not yet ob

tained, was, wellnigh unattainable. More

over, every designer was-an Iinventor, most

alarmingly prolific of results; every builder

had a system all his own for: the doing of

this or that; and every car fairly bristled

with novel features, theyst'uck but all over

it, and hence the diiferept types of any sea

son had very little in common. The sales

man had to convince the customer of the

wonderful superiority of his line over its

competitors, and it was often uphill work,

for the rivalry was intense and vital, since

the continuance of a man‘s business often de

pended solely on a single season‘s results,

and every sale thus became a triumph of

diplomacy, the result of a crafty struggle

against thrifty opposition and the. heavy

odds of a most doubtfuliy efficient product.

Aside from the direct results obtainable

from a successful demonstration to a pros

pective customer, ther were the cumulative

results to be expected from giving a ride to

Mr. So-and-so—a man whose good word

meant several sales—or in other words the

advertising proposition. And in those days,

when the individuality of the car was more

pronounced than now, and its evil genius so

bold as to assert itself when and where it

chose, regardless of the wishes of the driver,

a perfectly satisfactory demonstrating per

formance was by no means to be counted on,

and a ride of any length which was not

fraught with adventure of one sort or an
other was a thing to belboastcd of, so that

no opportunity for seed sowing of that sort

was to be neglected.

But times have changed and the condi

tions which held a couple of years ago are

now quite reversed. The public, fully con

vinced of the value of the automobile, is

ready and eager to buy. It is no longer nec

essary, except in rare cases, to teach the op

eration of the motor, the prime utility of the

electric current and the necessity of the

transmission. The buyer has in general

a pretty well defined idea of what he wants,

his choice lies between one of two and one

of a dozen cars, maybe, which are apparently

suited to his purpose to a certain extent; his

deliberation is careful and tempered with 'the

advice of numerous friends; and his final de

cision must be based on actual experience

with the various possibilities. If he be im

bued with the universal desire to get a great

deal more than his money’s worth his ver

dict may hang fire for a time while he rides

in this car and that and has a deal of en

Joyment at some one elsc‘s expense. Cus

tomers of this type, and others of the para

site order, are, alas, quite too common.

though their field of operation has become

so narrowed down that their rides are few

and far between. But their total eradication

seems impossible because of the sharp coin

petiiion of the "street" and the unwilling

ness on the part of the dealers to concert

their action.

Demonstration is then, legitimate, essen

tial if you will, when given to a sincere

customer. Given to one whose influence is

to be desired, it is equally legitimate, when

tempered with moderation. But when used

to excess for either of these purposes, or

given to those who merely come around for

the ride, it is a waste of time and it mone

tary, equivalent. A tour of Broadway and its

vicinity from Thirty-eighth street to the Gen

tral Park circle, in an effort to discover the

present attitude of the dealer with regard to

it, produced some interesting results. Every

where was found a ready recognition of the

evil in its past phases. and an almost uni

i’ormly optimistic personal attitude toward it.

The general tendency seems to be to be

fairly liberal of brief demonstrations, even

to give them to persons who casually drop

in with the time honored request for a ride.

in most salesrooms there is now a fairly

complete “follow up system,” which is

brought to bear on every comer who brings

any sort of promise, and which if well car

ried out, makes the position of the grafter

pure and simple, an uncomfortable one. As

one well known dealer put it: “The demon

strating car and its driver must be kept on

tap, as it were, all the time, and the cost in

fuel and wear and tear imposed by practi

cally continuous service is so slightly in ex

cess of that involved in standing the ma

chine at the curb all day with the driver

idling about inside, that we feel perfectly

justified in taking out almost every comer.

But, of course, we limit the ride to a turn in

the park or a climb of Duffy's hill, and every

one we take out is looked up afterward.”

E. T. Birdsall's position was somewhat an

exception to the rule. “I don’t believe we

have given a single demonstration this year,"

he said. “\Ve seldom iind it necessary.

Those which we do give are seldom over

twenty-five miles long, except in rare cases

when an especially long run may be taken

on the express condition of a sale unless

the car fails to do well.”

“Then you depend to a degree on the repu

tation of your goods, and the testimony of

satisfied customers to take its place?’ was

asked.

"Yes, to a great extent."

“And do you think that the increased

standardization of models, and the survival

of reputable manufacturing concerns will

ultimately tend to make the automobile sale

able on represented merit and reputation

without the attachment of conditions and the

loose business methods which have given

the purchaser in the past what has amounted

to a privilege of return?"

“Why, yes, to a certain extent. That is

to say, the demonstration is yearly becom

ing of less importance to the sale."

The Motor World man so liked the sound

of this question that he put it to A. L. New

ton, who is one of the New York Athletic

(‘lub‘s crack runncrs, and incidentally sells

Northerns for Peter Fogarty~and got

laughed at. Perhaps Mr. Birdsall had

laughed, too, but if so it was not noticeable.

“Why,” said Newton, “there are. two cases

in which the demonstration will always be

necessary, cases when it will not suffice to

hand over a few testimonials and show the

machinery and turn over the motor a few

times on the floor just to show how it sounds.

There will always be a certain number of

people, who have never ridden in a car, and

must experience the sensation._in order to

be convinced that the motor is nota very

frightful thing to deal with. And then there

are the makers who bring out a new car.

They will be without the essential testi

monial, and hence must fall back on actual
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demonstration. But if it were possible, it

would save a lot of trouble and expense."

At the Electric Vehicle Co.‘s store they

rely on the perspicacity of the salesman

to pick out the bogus customer and serve

him up a dish of “frost” in acordance with

his dcscrts. _

“Just about a year ago,” said an "E. V.

man," “a man blew in here one morning in

a brand new leather suit, and inquired about

our twenty-four horsepower car. He ex

amined it very attentively, and after asking

a whole lot of questions, declared himself

much pleasod with it, but said he couldn't

decide until he had ridden in it. He had

his ride through the park, and was tremen

dously pleased. He promised to send us a

check for the first deposit in the morning

mail. But somehow the check miscarried,

and we did not hear from him again until

one day last week, when he sauntered in

minus the leather suit, but with the same

businesslike air. I knew him right away,

but he evidently thought I had forgotten

him. For he began to ask about this year's

machine, displaying about as much knowl

edge as one might derive from a study of

catalogues, and finally asked how she ran,

intimating that one could tell but little of a

car until he had ridden in it. ‘Why,’ I said,

‘she runs just a little better than last year's

model did. You had a ride in that, I be

lieve?‘ He looked at me for a minute, and

then said: ‘Oh, yes; I do remember it now;

so I (lid, to be sure.’ And it didn‘t take

him long to get out, I can tell you!"

Over on Forty-first street was 0. J. Wridg<

way, just getting settled in his new Peerless

garage, and a tight little one it is, too, with

everything fixed just right.

“Yes, I know," he said, “lots of time and

money have been wasted “on demonstrations

in the past, but I think the thing will work

itself out. I have a little wrinkle of my

own in connection with my “follow up sys

tem," but, of course, I don‘t want to give

it away. You know I believe the other

man's business is his own affair, and I don‘t

propose to interfere‘with it. I have not felt

called upon to give over a dozen demonstra

tions this year, and I think every one has

more than paid for itself."

At the Packard. Pope and Winton stores

they tell practically the same story: The

grafter‘pure and simple has not become

troublesome so far this year, and the usual

programme of a ride in the park seems

quite sufficient.

“Our hours are from 9 in the morning

until 6 at night," said one, “and we feel

perfectly justified in cutting out: all night

and Sunday work."

Harry S. Houpt, who handles the Thomas

car, has been troubled apparently more than

the others with the man who refuses to

make up his mind.

“Why, I have given eight rides to one

man this year,” he said, “and haven't landed

him yet. But, seriously, I‘m glad to have

this matter brought up, for there‘s more in

it than many of the dealers would have you

believe. Yes, I believe that in some cases

a long demonstration is perfectly warranted.

For instance, I have arranged to take a

party clear up to Poughkeepsie next week,

and it will pay me to do it; yet only the other

day I turned down a man who wanted me

to take him a much shorter distance. It’s a

matter of judgmen't, and no fixed rule can

be applied to it.”

A bit of insight into the state of the

market was obtained from Harry Unwin,

who declares they have sold more Pierce

cars than Olds so far. For it would appear

that those who will buy the small cars are

confident of immediate deliveries whenever

they want the goods, while those who are

buying the larger ones realize that it takes

time to put up such machines, and in order

to make full allowance for such alterations

as are involved in putting on tops and re

painting, are ordering well in advance of

their need. Another interesting fact which

he brought out is that the smaller cars sell

easier than do the larger. Several of the

orders for Oldsmobilcs he has booked with

out a single demonstration. Though his

record with the Pierce has averaged not

over ten miles to a sale thus far.

Accurate figures in the matter of demon

stration mileage are hard to obtain, and they

vary widely according to the temperament

of the dealer and the quality of the. car, as

might be expected. Mr. Unwin's figure was

the lowest obtained, while the highest was

over one hundred miles per sale. This was

for a last year's car, however, and covered

the entire season’s work.

Whatever the millennium may bring in

the way of conditions governing the sale of

cars, for the present the actual working

demonstration is an essential, and the cost

of running the demonstrating car is an an

avoidable item in the cost of selling. Hence.

so long as it must be done in certain cases.

it seems wise to be fairly liberal in the treat

ment of all who apply, even though they be

unknown and not promising. But: the ride

to Coney Island, the ride to Morris Park.

and the moonlight spin up Lafayette Boule

vard are not generally productive of any

thing but expense, and are widely apart

from the demands of business pure and sun

pie.

 

Unwin Spins a Yam.

Harry Unwin, the New York manager of

the Herce and Olds agency, after reading

the Motor World’s account of the “Elmore

Cocktail" as a fuel for gasolene engines,

tried to go it one better with the foiowing:

“Last week a friend of mine who is just

home from India," said Mr. Unwin, “told me

of an incident that happened to him near

Calcutta. He was running his Oldsmobile

in the country when the gasolene tank ran

dry. He thought he was ‘done for,‘ when

a young Englishman who had not been there

long exclaimed: ‘Say, why\don‘t you try some

of this native booze? It: is the hottest stuff

I ever tackled, and I think you will have no

trouble to make it explode!’

“My friend tried it,” concluded Mr. Unwin,

“and it actually worked better than any

gusolene he ever used, and after that he

always used the native booze."

 

"fit; a great pity that one Reuben Henty, a

stage driver at Cuckfield, England, had not

improved his leisure time in learing to be a

chauffeur. Foreseeiug that ultimately auto

mobiles will replace horses, he came to the

conclusion that it would not be long before

he would be out of employment and desti.

tute—therefore be hanged himself.

 

 

BOWSER GASOLINE

STORAGE OUTFITS.

   

 

Pump discharge: gallons, hall gallon: and

quarts a! I stroke.

 

1‘ FROM 7 DOLLARS UP.

Till Nllllo oi “ BOWSER" GUARANTEES

QUALITY, OIIRABILITY, SAFETY and OONVENIENOE.

Our 20 years experience in the Tank business, and in design

ing Oil Storage Systems, enables us to present a line of Gasoline

Storage outfits which will meet the requirements of any automo

bilist, both as to equipment and price.

OVER A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES FROM

WHICH TO SELECT, VARYINC

ACCORDINC TO STYLE, CAPACITY,

W li you on, or contemplate using Oaaollno, it will pay you to inmliglto.

A REQUEST FOR CATALOGUE XIV. NILL BRING FULL INFORMATION.

8. F. OOWSER 8:. CO., Inc, -

Eastern Office: 255 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

IN PRICE

ETO.

Foil Wayne, Ind.

200,000

VARIOUS STYLES

m ACTUAL use.

  

A medium-priced outfit not of the self

meauring type.

 

 

_AJ—-‘
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Continuous Performance Horns.

The shortcomings of the usual standard

type of horn which only toots when the bulb

is pressed seem to have been realized on both

sides of the Atlantic at once, and a com

parison of the means of solving the problem

adopted here and abroad forms an inter

esting commentary on American and foreign

methods. Here, as exemplified by the al

most endless number of “continuous per

formance" horns exhibited at the several

shows. simplicity has evidently been the chief

aim of the manufacturerfin some instances

a portion of the pressure otherwise wasted

in the exhaust being utilized to perform this

work, and compressed air, readily controlled

by the operator, being called upon in prac

tically all cases.

The extreme opposite of this is to be found

in an electric horn shown at the recent Paris

Salon by M. Legendre, of itheims. For its op'

eration it requires, first. a source of current

supply, whether battery or generator; second,

a transformer: third. a switch, and fourth,

a receiver. The transformer is the usual

trembler induction cell, the condenser of

which is relied upon to lessen the effects of

self-induction, likewise as usual. The switch

is the usual article and is employed to start

and stop the tootlng, while an adjustment of

the trembler on the coil produces louder or

softer strains. The receiver is the ordinary

bell of a horn fitted with a vibrator some

what after the pattern of those used on tele

phone receivers. The current passing through

the induction coil starts the diaphragm of

the receiver vibrating at a high speed. ac

cording to the adjustment of the trembler,

and the sound thus produced is amplified

by the bell of the horn. It all sounds very

feasible, and both the current supply and

one of the coils now essential on a car could

be made to do extra duty by blowing the

horn in this manner, but delicate adjust

ments, such as are essential to the proper

working of a vibrating diaphragm, are out

of place where jolting cannot be avoided.

 

' To Use Motor Born in Egypt.

The silent Sphinx has had an opportunity

to gaze on latter day locomotion as exempli

fied by the automobile. and now the streets

of the ancient cities of the Pharaohs, Alex

andria and Cairo, are to resound to the

"chug-chugging" of motor 'bllSeS.

The Egyptian Motor Company has been in

corporated with a capital of £100,000 for this

purpose, and it is stated that twenty vehicles

of ample capacity will be placed in service

on the streets of both cities. As transporta

tion facilities are utterly lacking it is thought

that good dividends will reward the enter

prise of the incorporators.

 

How to Softcn Brushes.

To soften paint brushes that have become

hard, soak them in raw linseed oil for twenty

four hours, rinse in hot turpentine and re

peat the process till clean.

The Use of Rubbing Stones.

New systems and processes of carriage

painting come and go, but the application and

rnbbingor surfacing of rough stuff promises

to go on forever.

Formerly in all carriage paint shops the

volcanic or natural pumice stone, furnished

in all sorts of shapes and conditions, was

used for surfacing rough stuff. The chief dis

advantage of using the natural pmnice stone

was found in the brittle, shelly nature of the

stone as it became saturated with water.

Minute pieces were continually breaking

away from the working block, and in the

hands of other than experienced workmen

the block, rolling over these loosened parti

cles, would mar and distigurc. the surface.

The natural black pumice stone rarely runs

uniform in quality, hard and soft veins alter

nating throughout many of the blocks, so

that, even in the hands of an expert surfaccr.

the results are not likely to prove uniformly

excellent.

However, with the advent of the artificial

rubbing stone, or brick, as it is variously

called, the difficulties incident to the sur

facing of rough stuff largely disappeared;

more and better work is accomplished. And

in all respects this particular line of work

has been facilitated and made easier to do

well.

The advantages of the artificial rubbing

stone or brick are that it is entirely free

from all unclean ingredients, and it can be

furnished in any shape and in any degree of

hardness or texture of grain.

  

 

  

The mechanical fastening shows why it cannot “creep,” “crimp,” “roll

or “blow out."out”

moulded into the tire itself, and are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim.

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, -

:KOKOMO:

THE

TIRE

THAT

WON’T COME OFF

until you take it off, and then only a small wrench is necessary.

The lugs form part of the metal band, which 18

- Kokomo, Ind.
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Choosing an Automobile

is a difiicult proposition if the pur

chaser relies only on the appearance

of the various models of machines

as they stand in the salesrooms,

and as they perform on short

demonstration trips.

When Past Performances are

Considered,

selection narrows down to the

WHITE—for four years winner

in all reliability and endurance

contests, as well as in many

speed and hill climbs.

Write us {or Bulletin No. 8, which

summarizes four years of auto

mobile history.

 

WHITE .ii‘cviiiffi COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIOv
  

   

MODEL E. $1250.

Carries Five Parsons.

The Michigan cars are SAFE ones to drive. and this is more than

i can be said 01' the majority of cars of about the same price. They are

' usually provider] with one brake. leaving one at the mercy of the re

, verse (if the engine doesn't stop just at the critical moment) should this

i one brake give way. This is a SERIOUS matter. involving the SAFEI'Y

I and even the LIVES of the occupants of the machine.

Michigans are ALL supplied with a, brake band around the differential.

‘ which is sufficient for ordinary use, and with internal expanding brakes.

lined with woori fibre. on both rear wheels. Both brakes can he used It

the same time. uivinrz PERFECT CONTROL 0! the car under ALLCON

III'I‘IUXS, mnklni.r the Michigan a SAFE car to drive. This is just.

UNI-1 good "Michigan" pointv There are lots of 'em.

Our catalog tells about it.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Ltd., Kalamazoo, Mich.
 

 

 

HEALTH FUR YUU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FHENH LIGK-WEST BADEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. .This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations In Plooty—Golt Playing Nol.

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

A.A

MNliN RllTE
e»(nucooolnmggogs§|og§v|u:Ronny' YT ' ' J J

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling all about the waters and givlng list of |Hotell and

Boarding Houses, with thelr rates, lent tree.

CHAS. H. RUBKWELL,

Traffic Ian.

 

 

 

FRANK H. REED,

Ban. Pass. AIL. Chicago.
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The Week‘s Patents.

782,968. Automobile Canopy. William F.

Kramer, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to the W111.

F. Kramer Co., Dayton, Ohio. Filed October

14, 1904. Serial No. 228,398.

Claim—1. In a canopy for automobiles, a

front canopy having a rear transverse mar

ginal flange projecting downwardly, in _com

bination with a detachable tonneau having a

separate canopy with a front transverse mar

ginal flange projecting downwardly and

matching with the flange of the front canopy

so as to provide a continuous canopy above

the entire vehicle when the tonneau is in po

sition, and means for uniting said canopies

at the abutting flanges, substantially as set

forth. .

782.980. Carbureting Apparatus. John N.

Moehn, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed January 13.

1004. Serial No. 188,827.

Claim-1. In a carbureting apparatus, the

combination of a supply chamber; a generat

ing chamber in communication with the sup

ply chamber; a pipe leading from a source of

air supply upwardly in the generating cham'

ber to an elevated point of discharge there

in: a tubular covering for said pipe provided

with a float near its lower end and movable

along the pipe, said covering and float being

arranged with an intervening, annular, unob

structed space for the upward passage of gas

and said tubular covering being closed at its

upper end and open at its loWer end; a per

forated hood located above the float and con

necting the float with the tubular covering;

a gas storage chamber; and a pipe leading

from the generating chamber to the storage

chamber.

782,985. Friction Clutch. Andrew P. Olson,

Chicago, '11]. Filed September 25, 1903.

Serial No. 174,550. '

Claim 1. In a clutch a cylindrical casing

and a pair of spreading friction pieces in

combination with toggle joint mechanisms in

connection with the friction pieces. pinioned

screw shafts in connection with the toggle

Joint mechanisms, and a sliding collar pro

vided with rack bars adapted to work the

screw shaft pinions, as specified.

783,020. Lubricating Device. Louis S.

Clarke, Haverford, Penn. Filed January 28,

1904. Serial No. 190,000.

Claim—1. A lubricating device comprising

a receptacle secured to the crank case of a

motor, a tube, the lower end of which ter

minates at a point above the bottom of the

said receptacle, and the other end of which

projects upwardly through the top of the said

receptacle and is normally closed, a tube

passing through the said receptacle, the oppo

site ends of which are secured respectively in

openings provided in the top and bottom of

the said receptacle. the lower end of the said

last mentioned tube being in communication

with the said crank case, and means for

closing the said lower end. the upper ends

of the said tubes being in communication

with each other, and the said closing means

being adapted to be opened _by the creation

of a vaccuum in said crank case.

783,021. Steering and Controlling Mecha

nism for Vehicles. Louis S. Clarke. Haver

ford, Penn. Filed January 28, 1904. Serial No.

190,990.

Claim—1. In a steering and controlling

mechanism for vehicles, the combination of

a supporting tube having supporting brackets

secured thereto, a plurality 0f concentric con

trolling shal’ts supported by the said brack

ets, and a single hand piece connected to the

said shafts for operating the same.

788,087. Engine Transmission and Rovorli

ing Device. Nels P. J. Herby, Oakland, Cal.,

assiguor to Gretchen Herby, Oakland Cal.

Filed December 17, 1903. Serial No. 185,474.

Claim—1. In a device of the character de

scribed, the combination of a drive shaft and

a driven shaft having relatively fixed bear

ings, an intermediate shaft having movable

bearings, a support including a bell crank

lever for said movable bearings and means

for locking said lever at desired points.

means for supporting said intermediate shaft

at a uniform distance from the driven shaft,

pulleys on the drive and intermediate shafts,

a band connection between the pulleys and

means for transmitting motion from the in

termediate shaft to the driven shaft.

783,055. Lubricating Device for Vehicle

Axles. Philip Le Sueur, Calabasas, Cal.

Filed October 28, 1902. Serial No. 178,833.

Claim—1. In combination, an axle, an axle

box thereon, the end wall of the axle box

having a central hole for the introduction of

lubricant, said axle terminating short of the

end of the axle box, thereby forming a lubri

cant chamber at the end of the axle, and a

solid bolt dctacllably engaging the end of the

axle, the shank of the bolt traversing the

lubricant chamber and passing through the

hole in the end of the axle box, the head of

the bolt being outside the axle box, the bolt

being removable to open the hole and allow

hard grease to be put into the chamber, the

bolt when in place preventing egress of the

lubricant and also holding the axle box on

the axle.

783,056. Vehicle Axle. Philip Le Sueur.

Calabasas, Cal. Filed October 28, 1903.

Serial No. 178,835.

Claim—1. In combination, an axle, an axle

box thereon, a hub carried by the axle box.

a bearing plate 011 said hub, the outer end of

said axle terminating short of the end of the

axle box and being drilled and threaded, a

solid retaining bolt passing through said

bearing plate on the hub closing the entrance

and traversing the chamber formed at the

end of the axle for the reception of lubri

cants, and engaging with the threads in the

axle. and a bolt stop between the bolt and

the bottom of the hole in the axle.

783,058. Lever Apparatus for Moll—liti-n'g

Pneumatic Tires Upon Wheel Rims. André

Michelin, Paris, France. Filed December 14,

1901. Serial No. 236,814.

Clai1n.~-1. A lever device for mounting

pneumatic tires upon wheel rims, consisting

of a lever with a curved and hooked end,

adapted to he engaged with one of the edges

of the wheel rim, 0 tumbler lever pivoted to

the main lever, adapted to engage with the

beaded edge of the cover which has to be

brought into position on the tire, and having

a tail which is adapted to bear against the

under face of the wheel rim, so that, on rais

ing the main lever, the tumbler lever is

turned on its axis, so as to bring the beaded

edge into position for engaging with the

groove of the wheel rim, substantially as de

scribed.

783,061. Electric Terminal Clip. David B.

Mills, East Orange, N. J. Filed May 3, 1004.

Serial No. 206,198. _

Claim—1, An electric terminal clip made

out of resilient metal and comprising two

flat side portions forming between them an

elongated opening, the. flat surfaces of said

side portions extending away from said

opening. said opening having a narrow por

tion and a slightly larger seat portion, one

at least of said side portions being adapted

to yield at said narrow portion so as to en

lnrge the same. whereby a terminal larger

than said narrow portion may pus by it

WANTS Alli] Hill SALE.
1 5 cents per lino of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, z 5 cents per line.

FOR {ALE—4 passenger side-entrancaar bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE—1 Model A 1904 Cadillac; 1 De

Dion 9-H. P. Tonneau, cost $2000 ; bevel,

gear drive, $500; 1 Clement runabout, $250; 1 De

Dion Motorette, 5-H. P., $2 50. Above machines

all in perfect order. A. ECKEL, cor. Third Ave.

and 44th St.. Brooklyn.

0 Ameri:ans connected with motor car and

tool trades—U. S. A. Patent of Dalton Com

bined Jack, Vice and Drill for sale. Principals or

other solicitors only apply. F. DALTON, Dean,

Kimbolton. St Neots. England.

OR S \LE—Michigan Automobile, new, reg

ular price $500, for $350; also motorcycles,

$75 up. COROL R. BAKER. Salem. Ohio.

OK SALE—:0 H. P. Haynes-Appenon Sur

rey; '04 Stevens- Duryeu; '04 Indian M0

torcycle; all in perfect condition, and cheap.

A. C. POLLARD. Nashua, N. H.

O R S A L E -—Bargain, Running Gear and

Body, with or without Tires, suitable for 10

to 16 H, P. engine. Address, Box 347, Erie, Pa.

OR SALE—A Switchboard, with rheostat'

complete for charging electric automobiles.

Only used five times. Dn. TYRRELL, 1562 Broad

way, New York.

HITE Limousine, used for demonstration

during Auto Show. As good as new.

Sampson tires. Rushmore headlights, electric in

side lights, etc. Seats six. Price $3000. Cost

new without extras $5200. PARDEE-ULLMANN

 

CO.1400 Michigan Ave-,Chicago, Ill. Phone,

South 557.

P‘ANNING Electric Runabout. New and

complete, less batteries. Best offer takes it.

List p1ice, complete, $750. Address Drawer 1),

Albany, N. Y.

CLsMsNT-BAYARD 15 11. P. Autocars; 1:

H. P. Cadillacs A and B models and Olds

mobiles; all in excellent condition and perfect

running order at exceptionally low prices, to make

room for the new stock. MOTOR CAR CO. OF

N EW JERSEY, 291 Halsey St.. Newark, N. J.

ThVENS-DURYEA, with top, used on. sea

son, $725; 1903 Olds, $300; 1904 Cadillacs,

$490 up; Renault Touring Car, excellent condition.

$750; XLIXI Columbia, used 400 miles, $iz5o;

best bargains in West. Write MORIARTY CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.

WRITE to us for big bargain list. We move

them quick at prices as low as any in the

U. S. consideling they are in good condition.

New 1904 model "A" Cadillac tonneau having

third seat, full brassrails, mud boot, lamps and

horn complete, lists $900, never sold, usedbypro

prietor three months, powerful and perfect through

out. $600; runabout in same, $550; 1903 Cadillac

runabout, $400; 1003 Oldsmobile artillery wheels,

perfect condition, $250; 1904, Oldsmobile with top,

hub brakes, chain boot, all complete, revarnished,

tires and all perfect. cost $700, sell for $100,

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE CO., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

FOR SALE OR FOR RENT.

We have for sale or we will lease to proper palties

a. thoroughly equipped machine sh0p suitable for

the manufacture of Rear and Front Axles and

Automobile parts of all kinds. It is now running

and has orders enough ahead to keep it busy for

two to three months—an excellent opportunity

for ear one with money to get into agood business

immediately. Address MACHINE SHOP, can

of Till Moron WORLD.
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into said seat and be there retained by said

narrow portion.

783,095. Vehicle Wheel. Charley R. Bohan

non, Welsh, La. Filed August 31, 1904.

Serial No. 222,859.

Claim.—1. In wheel structure, in combina

tion, a hub comprising a shell, an axle box

within said shell, lugs projected radially

from the axle box, means for preventing dis

placement of the axle box from the shell, a

rim, spokes attached to the rim at their outer

ends and having their inner ends received

by the shell of the hub, and nuts securing

the inner ends of the spokes to the shell and

co-operating with the lugs of the axle box.

TS3,HH. Speed Regulator for Explosive

Engines. Charles R. Daeilenbach, EllivOod

City, I‘enn., assignor to Daellenbach Gas

Engine Company, I‘ittsburg, Penn. Filed

December 11;, 1903. Serial No. 184,427.

Claim.—1. In an explosive engine, the com

bination of an explosion chamber, a piston

movable therein, a crank shaft connected

with the piston and bearing an eccentric, a

valve for controlling the supply of explosive

mixture to the eXplosion chamber; said

valve being adapted to normally assume

and rest in an open position, and having an

arm provided with a lateral projection. a

rod having a strap receiving the eccentric on

the crank shaft, and also having means for

receiving and guiding it on the projection

of the valve arm. and means [or automatic

ally effecting connection between the said

rod and the projection on the valve arm

and moving said arm when the engine at

tains an excessively high rate of speed.

783,105. Valve Gear for Explosive En

gines. Charles R. Daellenbach and Arthur

G. Daelienbach, Park Gate, Penn, assignor-s

to Daeilenbach Engine Company, Pittsburg,

Penn. Filed December 16, 1903. Serial No.

183,375.

Claim.——1. In an explosive engine, the com

bination of a working cylinder, :1 working

piston therein, a valve chamber having an

exhaust port, and an explosive inlet port, a

valve operated from the working piston for

controlling connnunication between the work

ing cylinder and the valve chamber, a piston

or'other suitable valve arranged in the valve

chamber, to control the exhaust port and the.

explosive inlet port, means for holding the

said valve in one position, means for releas

ing said valve. and means for moving it, in

dependent of the first mentioned valve, sub

sequent to its release.

783,106. Explosive Engine. Arthur G.

Daelleubach and Charles R. Daeilenbacb,

I’ark Gate, Penn, assignors to Daellenbach

Gas Engine Company, Pittsburg, Penn. Filed

December 16, 903. Serial No. 185,376.

Claim—1. The combination in an explosiva

engine oi.’ outer cylinders and an intermediate

cylinder open at one end, pistons serving in

conjunction arranged between and connected

with the explosion chamber of the interme

diate cylinder and the explosion chambers

of the outer cylinders, valves controlling

communication between the outer cylinders

and the intermediate cylinder and arranged

to set toward the outer cylinders. a connec

tion betvveen the pistons whereby they are

caused to move together, exhaust ports com~

municating with the explosion chambers of

the outer cylinders, means for controlling

said exhaust ports. and means whereby said

explosion chambers of, the outer cylinders

may be supplied with explosive mixture.

783,114. Horse-less Vehicle. Paul Flucks.

St. Louis, Mo. Filed August 12, 190i. Serial

No. 220,544.

Claim—1. In a horseless carriage, a suita

ble carriage body, a reservoir mounted in

connection with the same, a motor compris

mg a stationary section of cylinder mounted

on the carriage body adjacent to the wheel

thereof, a rotary piston carrying blades

coupled to the wheel, a valve casing carried

by the stationary section. teed pipes leading

from the reservoir to the valve casing, a

rotary valve mounted in the casing and

capable of operation from without. a series

of injection pipes leading from the casing

through the periphal wall of the stationary

section and having their discharge ends di

rected against the blades toward the axis of

the wheel, and suitable ports formed in the

valve for controlling the fluid, substantially

as set forth. .
 

ought to have an air governed

carburetter. It is the latest and best

improvement on this year's aut0m0~

biles. We make an Automatic Air

Governor that can be easily attached

to your old carburetter, making it as

the 1905 Three

$2.50 and $3.00.

good as models.

sizes.

AUTO-mobile owners should have one

of our Pocket Ammeters for testing dry

Guaranteed.batteries. Price, $3.50.

for one ’of the Driver Elec

tric Switches. Best on the market.

Price, $1.50.

Send for circulars.

MllllE-PllWEli ‘60., Lowell, Mass.

 
 

THE llliME lMPllllVEll

1905 MUFFLER.
  

Sllcnt. Light Weight.

Simple In Construction.

Without Bock-Prawn.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOT0li CAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DYKB, 3" Pine 5L,

5!. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Agents: QMITI'I & EDWARDS, 116

Nu 5L, New York lty.

Western Agents: B. .I. DAY & CO.. 819 fliooion

5t.. San Francisco. Col.

 

  

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

 

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYT"INC FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY C0., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
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WM

  

PRIGE $I500.

THE EXQELLENT

(1860‘?
No Noise. No Vibration. Will not Freeze in

Zero Weather. ellmb Any il-lill.

Speedy, Reliable. Simple in Operation. 4

GROUT BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

87 Main St" ORANGE, MESS.

W/WVWWVWW

WWW

WWW

WMMANVWNMMMANM

BOSTON BRANCH: l5! Columbus Avenue.

\M/

 

 

Hand Book

OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFORMATION OF TIIE DUDLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND USE.

This new edition of this handsomely bound end artistically printed

book. containing illustrations of about 125 gasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about March 15th, 1905. The products of the principal

manufacturers throughout the United States of America. and the lm—

porterl o! gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi—

cations. These specifications form n series of the leading questions

 

that arise in the mind 0! the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

red ink. The questions being uniform, the me of comparison is

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

Senl upon receipt 0! 6 cents in stamps lor posingc.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST ian STREET, NEW YORK.

  

  

236

Automobiles were exhibited at the

Chicago Automobile Show.

30

were equipped with Solid Tires.

22 m 30
were equipped with

FIRESTONE

S E-WIRE TIRES.

16 0mm 3 0

were pleasure cars.

   

 

These statistics show the rapid growth into

popularity of

SOLID TIRES

for pleasure as well as'Commercial Automobiles.

 

  

  

 

These statistics like those of the New York

show demonstrate conclusively that the

FIRESTONE

SIDE-WIRE MOTOR TIRE

is recognized by manufacturers as the best Solid

Tire.

Its use will save you

MONEY, TIME and ANNOYANCE.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, 01110.

New York, Philadelphia,

Boston, Chicago,

St. ,Louis,

San Francisco
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t
it may interest you to know why our different models

made such a hit-for instance, our type X Runabout.

i6 H. P. 2 Cylinder Vertical Engine. I Bevel Gear Drive,

  

3 Speeds Forward and Reverse, Bail Automatic Carburetter,

Bearing Sliding Gear Transmission, Weight, 1 t7 Pounds.

and the prettiest designed little car ever bu-lt.

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Reading. P3,

 

BOSTON MOTOR (70.. ACME .\IOTOR CAR CO. OF NEW’ YORK.

48 Columbus Ave., Bil-948 8th Ave"

Boston. .\lnsa. New York. N. '.

Mass. Distributors. N. Y. and N. J. Distributors.

DEVIJN & C0. LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE 00.,

1407 llchlgun Ave.. I38 to 140 Beatty St.

C lengo. Ill. Plttshurl, Pa.

Western Distributors.

, ACME, Type X. |6 H.P. 8 I ,000. .1. w. means. SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE co.,

' Complete as illustrated. 3 Speed Sliding Transmission. 9 Oman PMkway' BMkl-Yn' 1" Y' Ammm' Gun“

 

 

 

  

The Automobile Shows at New York and Chicago demon

strated that the cars of this country are divided into two

classes, to wit: Low-priced cars which are low-powered cars;

and high-priced cars which are high-powered cars.

There was one strikin and noteworthy exception to this:

general TUIPOHE car wh ch demonstrated its ability to get out

on the road and do business alongside 0! cars costing Moon»

8700 more. That car was

1) R E M l E R
a cylinder. Ah-_cooled_ This question of horsepower—not horsepower claimed or

promiSt-(ls hutuhiorseptower dalivereg at the wheeisl—ist pals;

. . mount. imp cty o opera on an motor, structura s reng .

The Natural Evolution 0! Mechanical Sitill Guided by accessibility, elegance and comfort—all these points are vital;

Practical EX criencc but the question for you to ask and answer is this:—

p ‘ Is there a. car in America. even at $1500 or 81800.

vers t e

  

all these requirements, which at the same time de

“ CAR,” same degree of power as the Yale at $1000 and $11“)?

We predict with certainty and confidence that it your in

Side Entrance, 1905 Model F, - $1,500 Kestl'gution is thorough your answer will be, “No; there is

U .

Rear Entrance, 1905 Model F. - SIAOO i u meat? an???“ of mo to mo to you_lsn.t the investigm

_ ton wor w e.
Runaboul' 1905 Model P' sl'zso Send for the 1905 catalogue describing this beautiful car

Simplicity and accessibility uere the two points which warranted the and the superb 2* and 28 H- P- Yilie a'» ‘25“)

general expression, "No wonder it's practical.” from all visitors at the '

New York and Chicago Shovts. Write for Descriptive Catalogue. 950 Oakwood Ave., TOLEDO, OHIO.

60., lolgz|ac::;g:rs‘s|;rg.et' .\lt'lllili'l‘h‘ Assor‘lnllon Licensed Autonmhlle Manufacturers.

   

 

 

 

 

Send for Catalogue.

  

Practically Nolaaleaa.

Absence o! Vibration.

)4 H, P. $5000. 40 H. P. $6000. Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

Valves. in the head.

Automatic Carburettor, never requina adjustment.

Automatic Speed~ControL by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication.

single-Lever Control.

"Make-and-Break" ignition.

Irreversible Steering—Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Tlmken Roller-Dealings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

>‘i'le Entrance.

Aluminum Body.

Wheel Base 100 inches.

~ imported "Continental" Tlrea.

) mnorted Honey~Cnmb Radiator.

a; w “ America's Finest llllotor Oar."

Mg CBARACTERISTIO mwnns.

I Self-starting from the seat.

===

Lon: Lite—insured by using greater factor! of safety

/ In every vital part than ordinarily employed.

speed—Guaranteed 40 to 80 miles an hour. necordln‘

-' to H. P. and gear.

MATHESON MOTORBIR 00., - illlylh, NISS

N. Y. Agents. Shepard Bron. 800 Filth Ava

/.
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“It’s Nice to Know

How Far You Go.”

Veeder Odometers.

If some one should set up mile-stones ‘tor you on every road you were to

travel, you wOuld think it a great thing, wouldn’t you? For $ro.oo you can

have a Veeder Form B odometer (the kind that goes on the steering arm)

that will not only show the miles, but every eighth of a mile and the total mile

age of your car as we 1: For $25.00 youcan have a Veeder Form D odometer

right up in frmt of you on the dashboard, which will show the miles in tenths

on two registers at the same time. One of these registers may be set to zero I

any time, while the other keeps a total record. Sand for free Qatalog

THE VEEDER MFR. 00., 26 Sarzeant Street, Hartford, Conn.

Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Counters and Fine‘Castings.

 

 

 

COL. SPRAGUE’S CANOPIES.

A Sprague Extension Top on a

 

“ Thomas flyer ” ; recognized

as the correct thing

in tops.

Send for Catalozue.

The Sprague

Umbrella

Company,

Norwalk, Ohio,

U. S. A.
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horse service.

STEERING GEAR, COMPLETE, CHAINS,

SPROCKETS, COUYTBRSHAPT BRAKEi,

 

STANDARD PARTS FUR PCWER TRUCKS ANT] WACCNS.
The marked economy of power wagons for delivery, express and truck service, and their superior reliability when in reasonably intelligent

hands, is so well established that those who are conversant with the facts cannot fail to see that power wagons are rapidly beginning to supersede

PARTS we SUPPLY: '

COUNTERSI'IAPT AND REDUCTION GEARS,

I'IUB BRAKE},

ELECTRIC MOTORS, CONTROLLERS AND ACCOMPANYING DETAILQ.

Send lor Catalog! Nol. 2, 3 and ti. Touring Car Parts, Catalogs 6. 7, 8 and 9.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN GAMES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

FRONT AXLEQ. COMPLETE,

DISTANCE RODS, MOTOR HANGERS,

 

 

DOUBLE SERVICE.

THE APPLE AUTOMATIC SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to every user of gas power for

Automobile. Launch or stationery Engine.

It gives absolutely sure ignition, more speed and

more power. Does away with all belt, liatteiy or

commutator troublesv

Besides this it gives ample power for three electric lights, whether engine is

running or standing at _ I _ ‘

Easily attache to am ermine now using batteries. Our new gear-driven

system is worthy of your attention. _ _ ’ D ‘

Write us for anything pertaining to ignition. We makc ayer ugh“, amcles

hr "with" P“'P°"=- TiiE omoi ELECTRICAL are. co.. :1 mm Bros., nurou. omo

See us at the Auto Show! at Chicago, Boston and Washington.

  
  

THE

WHITLOCK

COOLER ‘
TESTED A."D ADOPTED BY

90 PERCENT

oi the Leading

Manuhcturon oi

HIGH GRADE CARS

FOR 1903 -190i -1905

Any Design or Ster 01 Cooler III. to Crier.

THE WHITLCCK CCIL PIPE CO., HARTFORD, CDNIL

  

AU. S. Pat' nts Pending.

Patented in England, France and Belgium.

 
 

 

STOCK

AUTOMOBILE

FCIICIIICS
k” ARE OUR SPECIALTY.

They are materially and mechanically correct. It is

economy for you to use them if possible. If not, then our

unrivalled facilities enable you to get special Forgings

promptly. Send specifications.

THE BILLIIICS & SPENCER CO.,

  

  

Hartford, Conn.
 

 

THE GOLD MEDAL AWARD

at the St. Louis World’s Fair simply

confirms our repeated statement that

best materials coupled with skill and

care in construction have placed

SCLAH LAMPS
in the first rank. You who have used

them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. You, Mr. Dealer,

should insist upon them as equipment, for your customers

will demand Solars. No lamp troubles with Solars.

BADGER BRASS mro. co., Kenosha, Wis, M M
ll Warren 8!.

  

 
 

PRESERVE YOUR CAR.

FISK’S AUTO-CAR SCAP
Will Help You Do 80.

Cleans like magic and preserves or restores the

original lustre.

Five pound pails, 3r. Express prepaid to and including Chicago.

Also put up-in barrels and half barrels.

A TRIAL is convmcmc.

FISK MFG. 00., Springfield, Mass.

 

The Best Automobile Motors

Automobile Chartino Machines

ARE MADE BY

THE ELWELL-PARKER ELECTRIC CC,

CLEVELAND, O
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_ 4 HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra
. ii i E coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

SEND US $8.00
melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

and we’ll send you an

Imperial Eight-Day Motor lllnek on

_ _ CHARLES E. MILLER,

havrng a beautiful brass case anda face over
3% inches in diameter_ Very accurate and Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

durable and guaranteed in every way. Dust a _ _
and waterproof. Wind and set from the out- Homat mm 1 99 lo. Reade St" "ew York city'

side. Money back if you are not pleased with Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

it- write to'da)’, mentioning MOTOR WORLD- Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

The POST & LESTER CO., 36 Slrgunl St, l-larflorqjI Conn, Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

“5“” >l PRESSED

' * ‘ STEEL
has already been placed on over One Thousand -

cars since Oct. rst, 1904. There will be over Ten

Thousand so equipped before same date in 1905.

To Dealers we say—DON’T DELAY l Midgley Pressed Steel

Wheels can always be de~
pended upon. I

Where personal safety is

To Drivers we say—DON’T DELAY l valued they are supreme.

The Autocar Company

use them exclusively. Write

for booklet giving full

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

  

 

 

 

 

but reap the profit on the large business to be done

when you are selling and delivering your new cars.

but thoroughly enjoy night driving by doing away

with all the annoyances and disappointments of

Acetylene Generators.

  

.. . details.

PREST-O-LI l E gas tanks wrll supply gas

for any type gas lamp. Tube from tank to lamp ' > $016 manufacwrers of

is the only attachment necessary. Dunlop Perfected Rims.

  

 

Get a catalog from

The Concentrated Acetylene 60. #15?" "m- “
INDIANAPOLIS, mo. "°°“°"°" "- Y- cal-""3118, OHIO

E\if£l| rlilliiz'll'llllfl
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Protection ior

Man and His Motor

RAIN APIIONS, ENGINE CASE,

CHAIN IIOOT

Also Rubber Mats, Hampers, Lamps,

Home, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Send ’0' Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

2M Joflemn Street, Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

Jump Spark Coils

For all purposes—Single,

Double, Triple and Quadruple

for S'ationar Engines and Au

tomobiles. uaranteed in every

particular. Il‘ine Vibrator.

snrw Ion car/u.va D.

The lnobloel-Iieidemn Mfg. Co.,

souru “no mo.

  

  

 

TIIE IIARIOII IIO'IOR OAR
SIMPLY BUILT. SIMPLY RUN.

PRICE, S l 500.

Air cooled. 16 hone power developed. Beautiiul in

design and finish. Buy riding. Speedy. Durable and

dependable. We build it.

MARION MOTOR CAR CO., INDIANAPOLIS. IIIO

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

 

{QOWMMM

:TOIIRINO OAR

g THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, 0000, u. s. A.

iwmeoememeeeeme

  

 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

  

 

To Operators of Steam Bars:

Write us for printed matter on the NELSON

STEAI WATER PUMP, the only Positive high

pressure boiler feed.

JOHN SIMMONS 00.,

lO4-I to Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top
PATIN'I'S FINDING.

Aluminum Bodlee

Aluminum Fender's

Aluminum Hoods.

Springile] Iletal

Body 00.,

366 Blrnle Ave.,

Springfield, Mm.

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

CHEAP MATERIALS

In the South, Manufacturers of all kinds are in position to

Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

Great Markets, North, East and West.

THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Traverses Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other part of the United States.

It' looking for a location, or an invatment, write,

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

Southern Railway Compan , Washin ton, D. C.

W. A. MOVER, Agent, :71 Broadway,

The Balrlrln Ghaln Company

— MAXI —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Beve

Clears.

ew York ity.

Balanchine. Mtg. 00.,

Worcelter, Mum, U. 8. A.

THE HILL PRECISION OILER

Mealurel the Oil for the Belrlnge,

and Always Send. It there.

 

THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austin Ave., Chicago, Ill.

lion-Freezing Walor lackel Solution

(SOLVAY PROCESS C035)

will stand 30° below Zero Fithr. without Freezing.

For sale by all Automobile Supply Houses.

TIIE CARBOIIOALE OI'IEIIOAL 00.. Olrbondalo, Pa.

le YORK, Boa-root, BALTIMOII, CHICAGO, Prrrsnvncu

 

 

 

Name ,

Address

 

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

94-95-96 Tribune Building, New York.

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(Hoe 000th Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 

 

SIT-RITE
"nave Illlll' nu counter]

  

 

The Most Satisfactory lirnltlon Plus: in

the World at any Price.

‘O I .50; $l.75; $2.00; $3.00; $5.00.

Dynamos, Coils Meters, tc. Send for complete Catalogue

THE R. E. HARDY GO .225 W. Broadway, NEW YORK.

LEON RUDAY

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

IIO West 38th Street,

 

New York.

 

m. n the spurnonr usotrxrorrt.

Established 1856.

O.F.8PLITDORF,17Vandnntar8t.,I.

  

  

  

 

  

 

Ion-onror LAMP
Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 

 

 

(Big Four3

Route

St. Louis

“The Way of the World ”

For information as to rates, hotels

and boarding houses, address

nearest Big Four Agent, or

WARREN J. LYNCH.

 
 

o. P. and T. Agent, Cincinnati, 0.

L J 
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INDIVIDUAL CLUTCH.

Two Speeds and Reverse.

  

Transmission Gears

We have been manufacturing these gears for the large

trade for three years, consequently in buying them you buy

no experiments.

SYRACUSE GEAR CO., -

OUR SPECIALTY.
SLIDE GEAR.

Direct Drive, Three Speeds and Reverse.

Our prices are interesting. Write us.

  

Syracuse, N. Y.

 

  

Kinqslun ilarhurelur.
OVER 25,000 Ill USE.

Patented May n, 190].

Other Patents

Pending.

 

 

KINGSTON
Carburetors, Mufflers, Spark-Coils,

Spark-Plugs, Steering Wheels,

Pumps, Olllng Devices, etc.

,"i 313 [iE‘R “

‘HIQI'QNHIQAL

  

BYRIIE, KINGSTON & 00., Koiomo. Ind.I U. S. A.

 

 

 

Pat. Jan. so, rqor.
  

mos GRADONIETER surnx.

Sent postpaid on receipt at price, $1.50.

THE ADAMS COMPANY, Dubuque, Iowa.

An instrument that will enable you to determine the

grade per cent. you are ascending or descending.

  

 

DESCRIPTION OF NEW TRAINS

“ Between Cincinnati and Detroit " on the C. H. d. D.—Pere Marquette Llne.

The train consists of a combination baggage car and smoker, a ladies‘ ooaeh, combination

coach and dining car, and a perfect dream of a parlor car, which, when li hted with a myriad

of electric bulbs, was resplendent and fascinating in the highest degree. very one of the cars

except the baggage and the smoker, which is of Flemish oak with rattan high back seats. is

finished in mahogany. Even the combination car at the head of the train is provided with a

lavatory with nickel-plated washstand. It will seat 44 people. The ladies' coach seats I! people,

and has high-back, rolled-top plush seats. A novelty which excited admiration is the couch

and diner in one, there being seats for 50. although a spacious kitchen is locatetd in the

centre, with four tables in the rear of the kitchen. But the triumph of modern car building is

shown in the parlor car, which is said to be the handsomest ever turned out in the Pullman shops.

The mahogany finish is made more effective by the olive green revolving chairs.

The smoking room in the parlor car is the most commodtous ever seen on any train entering

here. It is so constructed that it is absolutely private from the rest of the car, and has accommo'

datlons for 11 lovers of the weed at one time. At the rear of this car is a plate glass Observation

platform. The beautiful moving palace has wide vestibules. and each car has its own electrical

apparatus for lighting, in addition to the Pintsch gas system.

In addition to the regular parlor car porters, etc., there is a neatly uniformed train porter.

whose duties are to help ladies and children in and out of the coach part of the train. see that

the coach lavatories are kept clean and supplied with fresh towels, and that the forward part of

the train is kept up to the standard.

  

 

 

GRAYe" DAVI5

  

“Makers of Smart Automobile Lamps."

Be Sure YOUR CAR is Equipped With Them. -

  

AMESBURY. MASS.

PIER€E=RH€INE
ll MGDELS

$750. $850. $l,lQO. $1,250.

PlERCE-RACINE Cars are good cars. Guaranteed for one year. They are fast and great

hillclirnbers. Let us send you our printed matter which tells all about them.

They are the best for the price.

Pl ERC'ZE ENGINE (‘36.. i300 @lark St., Racine, Wis.

 

Yankee Gui-Out Switch.

Price 8 I .50.

Switch-blade may be instantly cut

out. locking your car in your ab

sence. Also double: your amper

. age at will.

Everything Ior the Automobile

Mammoth Catalog mailed [or ten

cents.

EJ. WILLIS00.,:12rarirlm.ill.Y.

  

 

ROBERT VOLT-AMMETER
Jones Speedometer-Odometer.

I _ Guaranteed.

An accurate speed and distance indicator, v l

correctly designed and perfectly constructed 3 VOI'TS ’6-00 5&5]?

The "Speedometer." w AMPS- l “"1- (“a CATALOG
TRADE

A bulletin on speed, sent free SI'EEDOMETL'R

anywhere. nanx

Jones Speedometer, 125 W- 32d St.,New York

THE ROBERT INSTRUMFNT C0.

00!. turned and Shelby Sta. ilelmii, Mich.
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Why is this “WHITNEY” HAND (FEED) MILL

ING MACHINE used in preference to all others

by U. S. Government, Western Electric Co.,

Underwood Typewriter Co., Smith & Wesson,

leading Automobile Manufacturers, etc, etc?

Possibly it is because we make more of a

specialty of Hand Millers than any other com—

) pany in the world, and give our customers

greater return for their investment by way of

/

quality, quantity, range and efficiency.

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

V - I

i

“WHITN Y” STANDARDSare Chains.

ETC“ 11mm?" The PITCH SIZES and DIAMETERS advance uniformly in

‘ perfect proportion. They have broken all records for efficiency, and have

1 in 5/8 in_ been adopted for most of the leading American Cars, including

1 3 _ “ACME” “AUTO-CAR EQUIPMENT" “ BAKER” “ BRAMWELL”

14 m /4 "1' “CADILLAC” “COLUMBIA” “601mm” “CHAMPION”

I; k 7/ . “ELWELL-PARKER” "Form" “FRANKLIN” “ GROUT” “ Guru"

_“ m 8 "i “GIBBS” “HARTFORD moron STREET SWEEPER” “Knox” “ LENAWEE”

13/ m 1 in “ MITCHELL” “ MOLINE” “ MATHESON” “MANHATTAN” “OLDS”

W iifi __ " POPE-HARTFORD” “ PIERCE-RACINE” “PRESCOTT” “QUEEN”

2 in 1% in “RAMBLER” “STEARNS” "Somme" “SNELL” “Tnoms 50 a 60 11.2."

“WAYNE” “WESTERN ELECTRIC"

 

“Tomus'r”

 

i

\ Diameter
PXTCB' \ of Roll.

A 1 in. {9-16 in.

1111' in.) 5%; in.

11/2 m. in.

  

 l
J

These are the OLD or COMPETING

' ' Standards.

The PITCH SIZES advance uniformly, but the DIAMETERS

are irregular and not in perfect proportion.
 

13/4 in. j 1 in.
  

 

2 in 'llAQ in.

 

}

All chain manufacturers have

adopted “ Whitney ” Standard!

for the new sizes 1 3-4 in. and

2 in. Pitch.

THE WHITNEY FIFO. CO.,

HARTFORD, corm.
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Look the field over and find its equal——if you can. This Tour

ing Car gives you more for $1400.00 than you can get in any other

car under $2500.00. It gives you 20 H. P.— enough to make easy

work of the heaviest load you will want to carry— enough to make

you feel easy in tackling the steepest hill youwill encounter. It has

a double-cylinder motor—it has efficiency without complication. It

has style and quality—it is the product of the most careful, skilled

workmanship——the product of the policy that only the best material

obtainable is good enough for an Cldsmobile.

When you have made a careful comparison of this car with other

cars you will understand why the Oldsmobile is the greatest selling

proposition on the market today—~why it was the only light car‘to be

awarded a Gold Medal at the St. Louis Exposition.

If you are interested in further details we will be pleased to send

them. Address Dept. 19,

mos MoToR worms. ‘
1332 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, U. S. A.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manutscturen.
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APPERSON
  

30—40—50 HORSE POWER FOUR CYLINDER CARS.

TWELVE YEARS OF ACTUAL EXPERIENCE IN

BUILDING GASOLINE CARS.

Our Eour Cylinder Cars have been tested for three years,

and we offer no long list of excuses called improvements.

Our cars have always run well, and our customers are pleased.

WRITE FOR OUR LARGE GATALOGUE.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Branches: 66 W. 43d Street, New York; 43 Columbus Avenue, Boston; 394 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

lomben AIIOCIIUOII of Lleenaed Automobile Manufacturer-l.
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060010 18 Gasolene Cars

are not only equal in all respects to the beat foreign cars, but are a great deal better for

American roads. There are many reasons for the superiority of LOCOMOBILE CARS, but

little room here to state them. What we want you to do is to send for our catalogue. It is

not a rambling mass of generalizations. but a book of facts and figures. Our catalogue tells

you why the LOCOMOBILE is better than any other car in the world. Mailed free.

:11 l905 MODELS. ALL 4-CYLINDER SIDE-ENTRANCE CARS.

; 15-20 Ii. P. Price. $2.800 20-25 ILP. Price, 33,700 30-35 ll. P. Price. $5.000 40-45 II. P. Price. $1,500

' a Weight, 1.800 lbs. Weight. 2.300 |ba_ Weight. 2.700 lbs. Weight, 3,000 lbs.

" Make-and-brealc igni- Make-and-break igni- Make-and-break igni

tion. Pressed steel Jump spark ignition tion. Pressed steel tion. Pressed steel

if frame. Channel steel frame. frame, frame, I

5
THE COMPANY OF AMERICA. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

~. New York. Broadway and 76th St. l'llembrrAsmcation qf Licensed Boston. 15 Berkeley 8t.

1». Philadelphia. 249 N. Broad St. A ufomabrle filanu/acfurers. Chicago, 1354 Michigan Ave.

. . r. n if“
1+?- » "x: 2;.1 ' ; .' . .
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DUQUESNE

“ HALF OF

  

,

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~++++~t~H-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~i+++++++++++++++w++++

POPE-HARTFORD

AND

POPE-TRIBUNE

AUTOMOBILES

represent the best efforts of high

class automobile engineering. They

are cars not only graceful and of

fine appearance, but possess sim

plicity, strength and durability.

Every minute detail has been care

fully studied to give the greatest

comfort and satisfaction. Power

and speed are suggested in every

line and each performance amply

bears out the impression.

 

  

THIRTY-FIVE.”

 

 

Pope-Tribune Model IV

is the result of our effort to produce

a light touring car of high quality

and power. Graceful design, staunch

construction. powerful two-cylinder

opposed engine. bevel gear drive,

three speeds forward, one reverse,

together with the moderate price,

make this car the happy combina

tion of good things so long desired.

$900.

Pope-Hartford Model D

with its simplicity of construction

and remarkable accessibility for ad

justment. stands out pre-eminently

its the ideal car for one who has

ncithcr the time nor inclination to

bother with complicated machinery.

'l‘hc car seats five. having divided

front seat and roomy tonneau with

an abundance of carrying space.

l<1\'cr,\'thin;.: in finish and equipment

hcspcaks luxurious comfort. Two

c_vlimlcr horizontal opposcd engine

ilcvclops iii 11. p. $|,600

  

The First Men of the country wound their

Wwith a key until a few years ago.

The Most Dignified professional and business

men of today make spectacles of them

selves in the public streets cranking their

motors!

The Key-Winding Watch is now a relic of the

primitive days of watch making.

The Starting Crank is just as primitive—it’sa

wonder it has been tolerated so long!

The DUQUESNE Starting Device by which the
motor is started froim the seat every time

—a lady or ten year old boy can pertor

the operation with ease and absolute

safety—is to the automobile what the

stem-windin device was to the watch—

revolutionizes the making of them—en

hances the pleasure of using them.

Want to know more about it? Write.

  

  

 
  

B
  

Pope-Hartford Model 0, 51.600.

  

# a =Ir it

Comp/rte catalogues moi/rd on rel/uni.

Pope Manufacturing 80.

Hartford, Conn. Dept. A.

Member! Association Licensed Automobile

Manufacturer-l.

  

In Brief—4 cylinder, air-cooled, 16-21 H.P. ver

tical engine tandem in front, 5 passengers

(generously), 4—40 miles, at the sensa

tional price—

“HALI= OF THIRTY-FIVE.”

  

n
  

 

Duquesne Constructlon Co.,

Manufacturers, .IAMESTOWN, N. Y.

~++++++++++++w++++++++++++++++++++lr++++-r++++'!2

++++~i~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H++m+++++++++r++++++++++++++++++m++++++++++++++++++++4+++++++++++++

+
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WE HELP YOU SELL.
1.”!‘I'vt.
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ORIENT MODEL DE LUXE TOURING CAR. 20 H. P. Price $2250.

Our interest in a dealer does not end with selling him a certain number of Orient motor-cars.

Nor do we simply back him up with some magazine advertising, a bunch of catalogues, a. few circulars in assorted

lots, and let It go at that. _

We have contracted for the exclusive use of the greatest automobile selling plan ever invented, and at our own expense

we will carry out this plan for the benefit of every dealer handling the Orient line. .

The meat of our proposition is to make it possible for every Orient dealer to sell more motor-cars than he could pos

sibly sell without us. ‘  

ORIENT MODEL F LIGHT TOURING CAR, with Tonneau. 16 H. P. Price $1650.

We will actually send ninety-odd per cent. of the possible buyers in your territory right into your garage ready to talk

business with you, it you sell Orients. Considering that there is nothing in their class that even approaches these Wai

t‘nam-made, 4-cyllnder, positive air-cooled cars, it is not remarkable that We have already closed with the strongest list of

dealers selling any one line of cars in America, and have been obliged to double our capacity.

Details of this selling plan will not be published—but it your territory is still open they will be given you on request.

Ask for the Orient Style Book, too.

WWW/WAMWMWMWMMMVMWM

WWWMNVWWMWVWMWMWvWWM

ORIENT TOURING CARS ORIENT BUCKBOARD LINE

Model E, Touring Runabout (semi-racing body), 16 H.-P.. $1500 Buckboard, Model A14 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $375

Model E, with detachable Tonneau,16 H. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1650 Surrey, Model B, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450

Model F, Light Touring Car, with Tonnoau, 16 H.-P . . . . . . .. 1650 Runabout, Model O, 4 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 475

Model G, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2000 Tonneau, Model D, 4 H.-P.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525

Model de Luxe, Touring Car, 20 H.-P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2250

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Members of A-oclltion of “canned Automobile lonutacturera

Factory: WALTHAM, MASS. General Sales (""0851 44 Broad St., NEW YORK.

WNW
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M E RC E D 1905 MODELS WILL BE EXHIBITED AT

i_BOSTON SHOWS.

 
    

   

i

f ,
MR. ALLEN M" be in attendance, stopping at Touraine Hotel. ;

Orders may be placed with us at 69 Wall Street, New York, or with SMITH 8: MABLEY, the Mercedes Show

rooms, 38th Street and Seventh Avenue. E

g 8‘ C0., American Representatives of C. L. CHARLEY, Paris. é

 
     

 

  

§§+++++++4++++++++++++++++++++§ §+++++f++§+++++§+++++++§+++*+++§

Twolmpulscs with Every Revolution

THE ONLY SELF STARTING DOUBLE CYLINDER CAR IN THE WORLD.

This is the famous Elmore _Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the

American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triumph of this impulse-every-revolution idea,

or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Elmore. That the

Elmore does produce a co istant torque; that it does utlize every particle of power and put a stop

to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

the most reliable self-starting engine in the world—for each and every one of these claims over

whelming proof has been produced. ‘ Y 1 l i

The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

cycle engine.

You owe it to yourself to see this car. which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess pozver and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

t4

Send for our full line of literature. the booklet illustrating the 6.000-mlie trip, our catalogue. explanation 0t our engine. and the opinions

of people who have used our cars, all sent free, or, if you Wish. We will send n 10x12 photograph of the Pathfinder on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

[[04 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

MW+§+M+++M+§§+4HH+¢++4§++§§§+§++++++++N>+¢+§
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Peerless Radiators

are made up # single flanged cop

per tubes set vertically between a

header on top and a tank under

neath.

RESULT IS

they‘ are not liable to

become leaky—are easy to repair

in case 9" accident—can be quickly

and perfectly drained to prevent

freezing in winter.

  

1905 PRICES

24 HP. 30 HP. 35 HP. 60 HP.

$3,200 $3,750 $4,000 $6,000

Send for Catalogue now ready.

., DEEDLESS Moron CAD co.

0 ' CLEVELAND, OHIO.

‘ Member A. L. A. M.

        

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

Represent the acme of engineering skill and the ideal

of elegance of the coach builders’ art. In the Corbin

motors, the principle of air cooling is applied to four

vertical cylinders, running lengthwise with the

frame. They show an amount of efficiency

equal to the best of water-cooled motors, and an

absence of complication which is refreshing alike

to the expert and novice. 7

All Corbin cars are air cooled by the pat

ented Corbin system. As the motor car of to-day

represents an advancement in the art compared with

the motor cars of five years ago, so is the Corbin

system to all other methods of air cooling

cylinders. I

TWO MODELS

He Po He Po

Both having four-cylinder, vertical motors.

Our Catalog tells how and why.

BURBIN MUIUR VEHIBLE CORPORATION,

Chestnut Street,

new BRITAIN, couu.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT A_T BOSTON SHOW.

NEW YORK AGENCY, 4 West 38th St.

BOSTON AGENCY, l63 Columbus Ave.

i191
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No L equired with

G &J Thread Fabric Tires
Our special clincher construction, giving unilorm leverage at all points, holds the

clincher securely in place.

The llap provides a smooth seating lor the inner tube, and removes the possibility

of pinched tubes.

The thread fabrlc construction prevents the heating of the tires in action. hence

they are not sell-destroying. It also makes the tire so pliable that anyone can

easily place it on and remove it from the rim

ISN’T THIS THE TIRE YQU WANT?

Most Durable, No Edge @utting, No Pinched Tubes,

No Troublesome Lugs. Easiest in the World to Handle.

6&J[IRE Co.
Indianapolis _

549-625 E. Georgia St.

DETROIT, 247 .lellerson l-lve.

BOSTON, 43 €olumbus Ave.

enleaeo, B29 Wabash Ave.

GLEVBLHND, 337 Huron St.

Rims branded in the channel

with these copyrighted marks

have been inspected and pro

nounced perfect. We guaran

tee our um on all rims so

branded
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NATIONAL
Model H C "

~ @0155 THE ROUTE."

 

 

 

With NATIONALS You Lead—

Others Follow.

Side entrances to detachable tonneau. Double ball bearing slide gear transmission—direct on high.

Divided front seats. Five passengers. Hardened steel gears.

New round radiator. Oval hood. Gear driven commutator.

Dynamo, Storage Battery and Dry Cells. Rear wheels revolve on double ball hearings on outside axle

 

 

NATIONAL, MODEL C, PRICE, $2,500.

 
 

 

 

Five lamps, Generator and horn. tube.

Tires, 34x4. Positive oiling. All weight taken off inner axle and differential.

Luxuriously upholstered in leather. Spherical drive case.

Governor. Duplex throttle control. Internal expanding metal to metal brakes. ,

Four cylinder 4% "'5 vertical. 1 Pressed steel frame. Long wheel base. Engine and trans

Bevel gear drive. 3 mission on sub frame. Double steering connections.
  

The Best Touring Car Agency in America for I905.

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

1007 E. Twenty-Second St., Indianapolis, Ind.

wane now.

DISTRIBUTORS.

New York: Homan & Shulz Co., Broadway and 38th St. San Francisco: F. A. Jacobs, 1331 Market St.

Chicago: Hal/(1m Automobile Co., 1337 Michigan Ave. Boston: Linscott Motor Co., 163 Columbus Ave.

St. Louis: Westminster Automobile Co.. 4290 Olive St. Springfield, Mass: Fowler Automobile Co.

  

  

THE BAKER ELEerRre

The Baker Electric

Depot Qarriaqe,

The Most Elegant oi all Electrics.

  

 

RLSO,

RUNRBOUTS, STHNHSPES,

SURREYS, ET€., ETC‘Z.

 

WE ARE READY TO TALK BUSINESS. n CLW

THE BAKER MGTQR VEHIGLE QGMPHNY, eLEVELHND, SHIQ.

m
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Clincher Tire with Tire Tools Perfected Dunlop Detachable

   
  

 

  

 
 

It is well worth ily man’s

time to investigate the

quality and serviceableness

of Morgan 6: Wright tires

—Clincher or Dunlop.

These tires do not stand up day in and day out, under all

sorts of conditions, without there being a “ good and

sufficient” reason:

That reason lies in superior construction, material and know

how.
 

Investigate I

Ask for a copy of “The Other Fellow’s Opinion.”

 
 

Morgan 8: Wright, Chicago

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA DAYTON ST. LOUIS BOSTON

DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SYRACUSE

CLEVELAND - MINNEAPOLIS LOS ANGELES
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“Doctor’s Delight”
This little car is specially designed and

equipped for the use of physicians and busi

ness men to whom time is money. It is a prac

tical car 365 days in the year—built to go in

all kinds of weather—and does it. Style shown

is our

Model E Cadillac,
with top which can be easily raised or lowered

as desired. The standard gear in this car is

comparatively low for so light a machine with

so powerful an engine. When desired for use

where the roads are good and comparatively

level, we advise a 10-341 gear combination. On very hilly and sandy roads, where 18 or 20 miles

per hour would be the limit, a 10—41 gear will be found most satisfactory. This car embodies all the

good features peculiar to Cadillac construction, and is a first class vehicle in every respect. It is

of 9 h. p., and the Price is $800 Send for 1905 Catalog, which gives complete specifications

and tells all about it.

Cadillac Automobile Company, = DETROIT, nrcrr.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacture".
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There is not one complicated detail throughout "Maxwell" construction. The number of parts has been cut

down to a minimum. and each part has been treated as a special problem and carefully worked out to per

iection. it is tundam 'entally a car easy to explain, easy to understand and easy to operate.

The owner of a "Maxwell" is absolutely sure of two things.

First, that no car in the market AT ANY PRICE is more reliable than his, and, second, that he owns

‘he one car before the public today in which, through its rare simplicity of construction, there is nothing to

(to but ride.

' The "MAXWELL" cars have no pump (thermo-siphon). Their double opposed motor is in front under the

hood and accessible in every part. They have Bevel Gear Drive. METAL BODIES. Transmission Case and

Crank Shaft cast In one Aluminum casting. “Perfectly simple and simply perfect.”

l6 H. P.TOURING can, sraoo. s H. P.TOURABOUT, $750.

__ MAXWELL-BRISGUE MOTOR [it].

TARRYTOWN, n. Y.

New York Gilt Salasroom, 317 W. 59th Street.
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Model“F”

\...\_'___

~

THEFORDISFOREMOSTamongautomobilesbyreasonoftheseasonedprinciplesandmatureexperiencewhichstand

behindeachcar.

MODELFisthemostadvancedtypeofautomobileconstruction—ahandsomeside-entrancecar,weight

1400lbs.,withamplepowerfurnishedbyitsmatchless2-cylindermotor.

PRICE,$1200.

1905catalognowready.

FORDMOTORCO.,

Writeforittoday.

Detroit,U.S.A.

Clllldlll'lTrudeSuppliedbyFORDMOTORCO.OFCANADA,Ltd"Wlllcrvlllc.Ont.
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“STEVENS-DURYEA” TOURING CAR
.

.

4 C Gentlemenz—I take great pleasure in speaking a good word for the STEVENS—

, DIYRYEA. This is the third automobile I have owned. and it heats them all.

I am dPIIKhlvd with it. I cannot speak too highly of it. In fact, I would not.

take three times what I paid for it if I could not get another just like it. It cer—

tainly is the smoothest running. easiest riding machine yet produced. There is

not a cheap thing in the construction: every part is beautifully made. Such a

piece of work is bound to give satisfaction and do good work. I use it every

day. and it is always ready ror business. When my friends ask me what to buy

my answer is, “STEVENS-DURYEA" every time.

Very truly.

(Signed) on. FRANK w_ mmxrmw, Dentist.

Further

Comment ls

Unnecessary.

  

All we wish to emphasize is, TRY one of our reliable, efficient and dur

able carriages, and thus ascertain the secret for the invariable popularity of

the STEVENS-DURYEA.

Send for beautifully illustrated catalogs. embodying detailed description,

and also history and records of our noted “racing spider.” '

Price—i 905 Touring Car ~$2500.00.

J. STEVENS ARMS 8r TOOL. CO.,

690 Main Street,

CHICOF'EE FALLS MASS., U.S.A.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. _ V_ 7 _.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

By over a quarter of a century’s experience in making and marketing mechanical vehicles we have

mastered the subject of transmission. . i

The point of interest to the purchaser is not the horse power of the engine, but the efficient power

delivered at tho wheels. Irllo gears in mesh or any mechanical part intervening between the engine and

the point at which the power is delivered, lessons the power.

The wonderfully powerful Pope-Toledo engine transmits its Power to the \Vheels by our Double

Chain. Direct Drive System to an unbroken rear axle, a system of drive that in point of efficiency and

desirability, and from every other standpoint, cannot be compared to thehovol-trozrr for high powered

DON'T EXPERIMENT. BUT GET THE BENEFIT OF OUR LONG EXPERIENCE.

Model VII. New design 30 H. P.

front entrance. Prompt dellvories..$3200

Model Vlll. Double side entrance.

30 H. P.; price, lully equipped....$3500

Extension L‘aoe Cart, \‘iclorla, ur Canopy

Tfip, $250 extra.

Model lX. Double side entrance,

45 H. P.; a. tine modern, high—

powerod car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0000

Extras same as Model Vlli, $250,

__ Model X. New 20 H. P. slde-en- .

N , , ..- -d‘ trance car, a gem and leader of its ’ -

Type v". ‘3200 class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2800 T a VI“. $3500

Pope l'lotor (Dar Co., - = Toledo, 0.
MEMBERS ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUF ‘CTURERS.

CEITS.
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Integral anstruetinn

Wrapped tread Construction.
The so-callcd wrapped tread construction

is not new. It is old. and came into exist

cncc only as a makeshift.

There are many objections and no advan

tages to this construction. It was brought

about by the necessities of the first builder

and has been copied by others.

The Integral Construction (Goodrich) rep

resents the correct and logical method of

building tires. and is new inasmuch as we

are the first manufacturers in the world to

make a success of it.

Many others have tried and after failure,

mloptctl the wrapped tread construction.

We have Just com letcd. by means of an accli

rnte. pructlcul much 1- constructed for the pur

pose. a test of each of the leudln tires of the

world. and agalnst the best, Goodr ch showed 50

per cent. greater Inllcnge.

  

 

 

Specify GOODRICH Tires on your 1905 car and

get the latest and beat construction.

Send for pamphlet describing history of wrapped

tread construction and advantages of Integral

Construction.

Regular Goodrich
‘ “ Slip" construction. but

pvovided with the Bailey “Won‘t Slip " tread. Prevents

slipping. slewing or skidding.

THE B. F. COODRICH CO., -

 
 

  

Akron, Ohio.

-

  

 

Michelin
 

E D. WINANS,

' Are your tires MICHELIN

or an imitation

MicuELuv TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.

6 West 29th Street, New York

“ 6 MadisonSGen Mgr inn-noun 4 57 q.
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The Question is,

Where’s the Machinery?

LOOK AT IT YOURSELF!

Note the conspicuous absence of complexity and that “machine-shop appearance ”

that scares away so many buyers.

THEN LOOK AT THE OTHERS!

You’ll probably better understand why the“ Silent \‘ i

Northern Touring Gar” is the choice of discrimi:

nating buyers. @ata'logue and book of tesfimo:

nials for the asking. Better ask now.

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

DETROIT. MICHIGAN.

l Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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SURREY,TYPE ONE

$L350
18 HP. Immediate Delivery

Other Models, $750, $850, $2000 and $3000.

 
  

 

There is no pleasure in traveling over country roads faster than this vehicle can carry

you. Besides all needed power, it has exceptional road clearance and other provision for com—

~ fort, reliability and ease of control.

The working parts are readily accessible, and so simple. that adjustments can be made

without the help of a mechanic and without crawling under the machine.

To beauty, reliability, and ease of operation is added the comfort made possible by big,

luxuriously upholstered seats, and the almost complete elimination of vibration by the long

wheel base, full elliptic springs, large tires, rigid bracing of the engine and the balancing

of' all reciprocating parts.

Every part, except the body, tires and induction coils, is made in our own factory. The

savings thus effected explain the low price.

When delivered, the machine is equipped with brass side, tail and two gas headlights

with separate generator, brass horn, drop forged wrenches, oilers, pump and repair kit.

BRANCHES: BOSTON, 145 Columbus Ave. PHILADELPHIA, :41 North Broad St. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY: 134 West Thirty-eighth St.

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY
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SELDEN MEN BUY OPTION

Unexpectedly Slip in and Secure the First

Claim on Sperry Ignition Patent.

 

Not less surprising than the news—pub

lished exclusively in last week’s Motor World

——of the unearthing ot the Sperry patent of

1890, No. 433,551, as a master patent claimed

to control the ignition of all save single cyl

inder engines, is the quick change that has

'been brought about in its probable owner

ship.

As the Motor World stated. the exploita

tion of the patent had been undertaken by

A. L. Garford, president of the Federal Mfg.

(‘0. He had interested several independent

manufacturers in the syndicate which it was

proposed to form for its purchase, and there

was no suspicion but that it would become

their property and that they would be able to

present a strong checkmatc to the Selden

patent.

Early this week, however, it leaked out

that men identified with the Selden interests

had unexpectedly stepped in and purchased

the option on the patent, and thereby placed

themselves in position to command the situa

tion should their experts, after investigation,

recommend the consummation of the negotia

tions.

Information is hard to obtain. Just who are

the men concerned or through whom the op

tion was obtained cannot be learned, but it

is understood that, discovering that Mr. Gar

ford held merely the refusal on the patent

and that no money or other consideration

had passed to bind a transaction, they saw

the loophole, and paid a sufficient price to

secure the necessary legal option.

 

I'Iay Makes a Change.

Quite unexpectedly Thomas Hay, for the

last three years manager of sales and ad

vertising for the National Motor Vehicle Co.,

of Indianapolis, has resigned that position to

take charge of the local sales of the Fisher

Automobile Co., of Indianapolis.

The Fisher Automobile Co. are distributors

of the Pope-Toledo, Winton, Olds, Buick and

Pope-Tribune cars for the State of Indiana,

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

6. l905.

 
 

or portion thereof, and maintain a sub

agcncy system that is very complete. They

also expect to open a branch house in L0

gansport in order to better take care of the

large number of touring cars that have re

cently been sold there.

In addition to automobiles, the company

carries in stock a complete line of sundries,

and claims to operate the best equipped gar

age in the State of Indiana. They are also

headquarters for the Prest-0~Lite gas tanks.

 

Accessory Makers in Session.

.\t a meeting of the directors of the Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers, held at the

Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., on Friday last,

the 10th. the show subject came up for in

formal discussion, but, although the entire

board was represented, either in person or

by proxy, nothing but routine business was

transacted. It was decided to hold the May

meeting in Hartford, Conn., when it is likely

that the organization, which is caught be

tween the fire of the two prospective New

York shows, will go more seriously into the

matter. As it is, the accessory men, who are

friendly to both interests. are stared in the

face by a doubling of expense.

 

Midgeley Moves to Hartford.

Thomas Midgeiey, the head of the Midgcley

Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio. who has been re

tained by the Hartford Rubber Works Co. as

their consulting engineer, has taken up per

manent residence in the Connecticut capital.

This does not mean. however, that the com

pany which bears his name and which pro

duces the Midgeley pressed wheels and the

rims for_Dunlop tires, will lose his services,

as it Is part of his purpose to pay periodical

visits to the factory at Columbus.

Adams Opens in Chicago.

The Adams Co., Dnbuque, Iowa, have.

opened a Chicago salesroom at 1536 Michigan

avenue. It is the flrt step toward actually

placing the remarkably original Adams-Far

well car on the market.

0 & J go to Boston.

To better care for their New England trade

the G & J Tire Co. have opened a branch in

Boston. Temporarily, at least, it will he ln=

cated at No. #3 Columbus avenue.
s

TIRE TRADE AGAIN VEXED

Cost of Rubber Goes Away Up and May

Compel Increase in Tire Prices.

Evidence of acuteness in the tire trade is

again apparent, due to the amazing stretch

of the price of rubber.

Quotations on the best Para gum last week

touched $1.33 per pound, and, according to

a particularly well informed tire man, there

is every prospect that it will ultimately reach

$1.50.

“And present prices." he added, “(10 not

represent the real cost of the rubber to us.

The stock we are getting is much greener

than usual, which means that the shrinkage

is correspondingly greater. The situation is

not a comforting one. An increase in the

price of tires is not desirable, and, it one is

made, it probably will cause a mighty bowl,

and yet the condition of the rubber market

is rapidly leaving us the choice of two di

lemmas—an increase of price or a reduction

in the quality of tires. And no manufact

urer who has built up a reputation wants to

tinker with the quality of his goods."

 

Gray & Davis Bring Suit.

In the United States Circuit Court in

Philadelphia, Gray & Davis, Amesbury,

Mass, have instituted suit against Charles

E. Miller, the well known wholesaler, for

alleged infringement of their patent, No.

704,396, of July 5, 1904. The proceedings are

based on Miller‘s sale of Atwood lamps that

are claimed to infringe the Gray & Davis

patent in question, which covers their well

known Bullet lamp. A defense will be en

tered.

Parker Joins Fisk Staff.

Burton Parker has been appointed adver

tising manager of the Fisk Rubber (‘0. He

previously occupied a similar position with

the Hartford Rubber Works, and later with

the Olds Motor Works.

Henley Goes With Reliance.

A. B. Henley has been appointed sales

manager of the Reliance Motor Car Co., lie

troit. He formerly was connected with the

Electric Vehicle Co. and Pope Mtg. 00.. in

Hartford, Conn. _ _
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$|3,500 FOR NON-DELIVERIES

Court Awards Plaintiffs this Sum, but Mean

while One Defendant I'Ias " Gone Broke."

 

 

Judgment for $13,500, with interest from

the date of suit and for all costs, has been

rendered by Judge Morrow, in the San Jose

(Cal.) Circuit Court, in favor of the Automo

bile Traction C0. of San Jose, Cai., against

the Universal Automobile Co. and the .Etna

Indemnity Co.

The plaintiff is a California corporation,

A. H. Eddy and Charles W. Coe, of San Jose,

being the principal officers and stockholders.

In June, 1003, they made an agreement with

the Universal Automobile Co. to purchase a

, number of cars for use in and about the city

of San Jose.‘ The'cars‘were to be delivered

in forty-seven days, and the price agreed

upon was $4,500. Under the agreement Eddy

& Co. were to pay one-half down, the re

mainder upon delivery of the machines. Pay

ments were promptly made, but the cars

were not delivered, and in December the

stockholders went to San Francisco and pro

tested against the violation of the centract.

General Hart was the leading spirit repre

senting the defendant, and acted as presi

dent of the Universal Automobile 00., which

was a South Dakota corporation.

At the meeting in San Francisco it was

agreed that if Messrs. Eddy 8: Co. would put

up an additional $1,000 the Dakota corpora

tion would give a bond for the faithful carry

ing out of the original contract to furnish

the cars, and would guarantee delivery in

an additional thirty days. Under that agree

ment the bond was deposited with the Afitna

Indemnity 00., but neither the latter com

pany nor any of the defendants carried out

the agreement, and the cars were never de

livred.

Suit was then begun in the Superior Court

to recover damages for breach of the con

tract. General Hart had the case transferred

to the Circuit Court, with the result that the

indemnity company has been ordered to pay

the plaintiffs $13,500, together with interests

and costs.

Pending the proceedings the Universal Au

tomobile Co. went into bankruptcy proceed

ings, and all its holdings were sold to pay the

claim of preferred creditors, so that now the

entire loss falls upon the surety company.

Pope in His New Garage.

What the owners believe to be the best

equipped garage in America was formally

opened in New York on Thursday last—the

Pope garage, which will be headquarters, of

course, for the various products of the Pope

Mfg. 00., including the Pope-Toledo, Pope

Waveriey, Pope-Hartford and Pope-Tribune

cars.

The new structure is one of the most mod

cm of its kind, and has every possible equip

ment for the comfort and convenience of its

patrons. It is a four story building front

ing on Broadway, near Fifty-fifth street,

with an entrance on Fifty-fifth street. The

basement is“us'ed for storage, with a turn

table next to the elevator to send cars in

any direction. On the main floor is the show

room and administrative offices. On the floor

above is the ladies’ parlor, room for chauf

feurs, a commodioua locker room for patrons

and shower baths. The third floor contains

storage and repair facilities and the electric

charging plant machinery. 0n the fourth

floor is a complete repair shop, equipped

with the most modern machinery, including

a travelling crane. There are pits in the

floor to facilitate working under the cars and

a ball bearing turntable next to the elevator.

Here, too, is a complete stockroom and a dust

proof room, where cars are painted and var

nished. The garage is in charge of Elliott

Mason, who for nearly a quarter of a cen

tury has been identified with the Pope in

terests.
 

The Profits of the Shows.

The profits of the Automobile Show, held

at Madison Square Garden, New York, last

January, were $55,933.33, not $59,033.03, as

first reported. 01’ this sum the Madison

Square Garden C0. received 40 per cent, or

$22,373.27, and the Automobile Club of Amer

ica and the National Association of Automo

bile. Manufacturers each received 30 per cent,

or $16,780.18.

The receipts of the Chicago show totalled

$30,504.54, of which S. A. Miles, as manager

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, took the first $0,000 as his

salary for the year. After deducting this

amount the net profits were $24,504.54, of

which Miles's share was one-third, or

$8,168.18, and the share of the N. A, A. M.

two-thirds, or $16,336.36. This makes Miles's

income for the year as manager and show

promoter $14,168.18.

 

Alleged Guarantee Leads to Court.

The Mississippi Valley Automobile CO., of

St. Louis, Mo., is the victim of a trick played

by an East St. Louis man, who claims that

the firm owes him $200 damages for breach

of contract. Russell Richardson telephoned

t0 the automobile company to send its best

car to East St. Louis, as he had a customer

for it. When the car arrived Richardson and

a constable were waiting with a writ of at

tachment, and the chauffeur had to walk

back. Richards claims $200 damages for the

company not fulfilling a contract which they

made to_him when he bought an automobile

from them, they guaranteeing to keep it in

repair for one year. Richardson is the de

fendant in a suit filed by the Mississippi Val

ley Co. for repairs on the car he purchased.

 

New Retailer in Utica.

The Utiea Motor Co. have just organized in

Utica, N. Y., with Frank E Howes as man

ager. They will handle the Ford and Pre

lnier cars, having established a saiesroom

and garage at No. 128 Lafayette street.

PIERCE OFFERS BIG PRIZES

Apportion $l,000 to Obtain New Ideas in

Body Designs and Finishes.

If there is any ingenuity or artistic talent

 

 

going to waste or that requires encourage

ment to be turned to practical benefit. the

George N. Pierce Co. has set out to supply

the needed incentive. They particularly seek

to develop body design and artistic finish,

and to that end have appropriated $1,000 for

competitive effort on the part of those who

may consider themselves gifted.

This prize money has been apportioned in

this wise: ,

For motor car open bodies—First prize,

$2.50; second prize, $100; for a body for a

side entrance car, based upon availability,

usefulness and beauty. Specifications to be

supplied.

For motor car enclosed or Limousine

bodies—First prize, $250; second prize, $100;

for a design for a body with side entrance,

as per specifications to be applied to be

based upon availability, usefulness and

beauty. Competitors must supply scale

drawings of side and rear elevation and seat

ing plan.

For color scheme for motor car bodies—

First prize, $200; second prize, $100; for a

color scheme of some existing type of our

motor car, either open or enclosed. In award

ing prizes the reliability of colors chosen and

the appropriateness to the service will be

considered.

The contest will close June 1, 1905.

All designs not worthy of award will be

returned at the company’s expense, or will

be paid for at a price not to exceed fifty

dollars at the company’s option.

Gawthrop Scorned the Railroad.

W. W. Gawthrop, Eastern sales manager

of the Elmore Mfg. CO., of Clyde, Ohio, and

who is responsible for much of the success

of the Elmore in the East, drove over from

Philadelphia to the Boston Show last week,

closing four agencies en route. Despite the

frying weather conditions and bad roads,

the Elmore, on its arrival in Boston, was

promptly put in commission as a demon

stratlng car, and has been in service all week

without any repairs or overhauling.

 

Royals in the Motor Shop.

The Motor Shop, Incorporated. 317-319

North Broad street, Philadelphia, has taken

the agency for the Royal Tourist. The Motor

Shop has taken the quarters formerly occu

pied by the Darracq, and are making ex

tensive alterations.

 

The Chenys Begin Business.

Robert and Harry G. Cheny have started

in business in Manchester, Conn. They will

carry a full line of Columbia electric and

gasolene and Walter gasolene cars,
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SEEKING A SHOW BUILDING

A. C. A. Committee Meets Only to Adiourn —

January Dates Conflict with Armory Umgc.

A meeting to perfect details of the proposed

show for next year was held by the show

committee of the Automobile Club of Amer

ica yesterday. Though no longer a member

of this committee through having recently as

sumed the ofllce of chairman of the building

committee, A. R. Shattuck was also present.

The latter's place on the show committee

has been taken by W. A. Hamilton.

Plans were discused at length, but accord-,

ing to General George Moore Smith, chair

man of the committee, nothing of moment

was passed upon.

“The Board of Governors of the A. C. A.

decided some time ago definitely to hold hold

a show and referred the matter to the com

mittee," said the General to a Motor World

representative. “But we can’t hold a show

in the street, and nothing further can be

done until a place has been arranged

for." Naturally an armory is about the only

building sufficiently large, and there are com

plications in the way of obtaining one. The

Seventh, which has a larger floor space than

the Garden, is the only ul'lIlOI‘y of which its

officers have complete control. The latter

were not averse to having it used as an .ex

hibition hall until they heard the date, and

then deal was all 0E.

“When they learned that it would be want

ed during January,” he continued, “there was

nothing more to be said, and this is some

what of a hitch where the other two armorles

under consideration—the Seventy-first, at

Thirty-fourth street, and the Sixty-ninth, at

Twenty-sixth street—are concerned, but not

of quite the same weight. The otticers of

either of these regiments have no insur

mountable objections to suspending drills for

a week, but the armories themselves are city

property, and there are questions innumer

able and miles of red tape to be unwound.

The principal objection is that if an armory

is permitted to be used for an automobile

show, there will be a hundred and one ap

plications to use them for other exhibition

purposes. On the other hand, the compensa

tion received would enable the regiment to fit

up a gymnasium or bowling alleys—some

thing which the city doesn’t provide. In fact,

if a proposition were broached to spend city

money for such a purpose, I myself, as a

member of the armory board, would vote

against it.”

To the queStion as to who the exhibitors

would be, the general replied that “it would

be a free-for-all show—any manufacturer of

automobiles or accessories who wishes to ex

hibit may do so. The A. C. A., from its po

sition in the automobiling world, could not

afford to do otherwise. There can be no

taking sides with any organizailpll 0! What

ever nature."
il.il

The Week’s Incorporation.

New York City, N. Y.—Automoblle Arcade,

under New York laws, with $30,000 capital.

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—J. L.

Scott, Louis Schwarz and E. C. Griffith.

Milwaukee, \Vls. —— Western Automobile

Supply Co., under Wisconsin laws, with $40,

000 capital. Corporators—Edmund Ver

stracte and Winfield S. Grant.

Atlantic City, N. J.—The Auto Speedway

Co. of America, under New Jersey laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators—Walter H.

McDougall, Louis Kuenkle and James O.

Walsh.

New York City, N. Y.-—Lincoin Carriage &

Automobile Co., under New York laws, with

$3,000 capital, to make automobiles. Cor

porators—A. M. Lasser, L. Lasser and W. R.

Ecker.

South Orange, N. J.—South Orange Metor

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $100,000

capital. Corporators—Fred Ardrey, Clara

Ardrey, Alick Merriman and Evelyn Merri

man.

St. Louis, hid—Automobile Exehange &

Supply Co., under Illinois laws, with $5,000

capital, $2,500 paid in, to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—A. L. Dyke, C. J. Dyke and

Charles Peters. '

Cleveland, Ohio—Whitcombe Automobile

Co., The T. C., under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—T. C. Whitcombe, M.

J. Roseboro, S. Q. Kerrnlsh, W. S. Kerrnish

and J. MacBeth.

Boston, Mass—Tremont Garage Co., under

Massachusetts laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators and officers -— President and

treasurer, Frank D. Stranahan; clerk, Anna

R. Stranahan.

Providence, R. I.—Fllnt Motor Car Co., un

der Rhode Island laws, with $30,000 capital,

to manufacture, buy, sell and repair auto

mobiles. Corporators—Elliott Flint, Frank

lin M. Uhenery and Thomas P. Allen:

Boston, Mass.—Veerac motor Car Co., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $60,000 capital,

to deal in automobiles. Corporators and of

ficers—President, C. F. Whitney; treasurer,

A. P. Delabarre; W. E. Decker.

 

Fight for the Name “ Knox."

On Saturday last the Knox Automobile Co.,

Springfield, Mass, obtained an injunction re

straining the Knox Motor Truck Co., of the

same place, from using in any way the name

Knox as applied to self-propelled road ve

hicles or parts thereof. As the truck com

pany was exhibiting in Boston, this pre

vented their display of a sign or printed mat

ter of any kind.

On Monday, however, the Superior Court

modified the injunction by temporarily per

mitting the Knox Motor Truck Co. to use the

title on such signs or matter, provided the

words “not Knox Automobile Co." are also

displayed in letters of equal size above or

. below such title.

Issue will be joined on Tuesday next, when

the case will go to jury trial,

“.l. C." IS WANTED BADLY

Played a Low-(Down Trick on Rambler People

and They Olfer $50 for his Name.

 

The ways of some men are past under

standing. Geurgc W. Bennett, the well

known manager of T. B. Jeffery & Co., had

reason to remark the fact when, after 'an

absence, he returned to the factory at Ken

osha, Wis, last week. He found awaiting

_him a number of requests for information re

garding the 10 per cent discount on Ram

blers. They caused him to set up straight

and “say things" in his emphatic fashion.

This innocent little two-line advertisement

in the classified column ofhthe Chicago Trib

une was the cause of it all: '

“Ten per cent of! all new 1905 Rambler au

tomobiles. J. 0., 300 'h'ibune."

J. F. Gunther, manager of the Rambler

branch in Chicago, and several of his staff had

already answered the advertisement. Bennett

and six of his friends did likewise. They all

were ‘hnxious" to obtain that 10 per cent.

But nary an answer did they receive. “J.

C." evidently had other ends to accomplish.

Bennett then had the newspaper office in

vestigated. All he learned was that the in

itials “J. C.” constituted a token that the ad—

vertisement had been handed in either by a

large advertiser or at a suburban oflice. It

was not enough to suit Bennett. He is fairly

itching to discover “J | C.. 300." If any one can

uncover the guilty man $50 of Jeflery money

will be cheerfully presented for the service.

Jeffery & Co. have advertised such a reward

in the ,Chicago Tribune, but at last accounts

“J. C.” was still hiding a diminished head.

Sweden to Hold a Show.

Although Sweden has not a single automo

bile manufacturer an exhibition is to be held

next April. The show, which is being organ

ized by the Swedish Automobile Club, will

comprise passenger automobiles, delivery

wagon automobiles. automobiles for sanitary

and fire appliances and military purposes.

Dyke Can't Use II}; Own Name.

A. L. Dyke, who after retiring from the

A. L. Dyke Automobile Supply Co., St. Loui,

Mo., continued to make use of his name in

the automobile trade, has been enjoined from

continuing the practice. It forced him to

find cover under title of the Automobile Ex

change & Supply Co. '

 

Goodyear Opens in Los Angela.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. have

,opened a branch store at No. 932 South Main

street, Los Angeles, Cal. It will be in charge

of W, D. Newerf.

 

Syracuse. N. Y., is coming into line. The

Board of_ Contract and Supply has ordcrcd

a $3.50) electric patrol wagon from the

Amos Pierce Automobile Co.
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NO ECONOMY

in the purchase of a car is so false as economy in

tire selection.

  

[more THE

cusmou

we can get a 'copy of our booklet into your hands,

we believe it may prove the means of saving you

not merely many dollars in money, but many hours

of vexation and discomfort and, like as not, many

days’ disuse of your car.

bring a copy.

A word from you will

 

The Fisk Rubber Company, cheap“ Fans. Mass.

BRANCHES: New York, 754-756 Seventh Ave. Chicago, 125] Michigan Ave.

BOSTON, 226 @iumbul Ave.

SPRINGFIELD, 40 lelht St.

PHILADELPHIM 8228 Arch St.

ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor 5t.

SYRACUSE,423 So. Clinton St.

BUFFALO. 393 Main St.

(‘LEVELAND 318 Euclid Ave.

DETROIT. 254 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA

s'i‘. LOUIS.3908 Olive St.

OMAHA, lii'i Farrum St.

KANSAS FITY, 1330 Main St.

MINNEAPOLIS. 704 Hennepin Ave

ill-)NVER. 'lfi-‘H Glenarm St.

SAN FRANCISCO, H4 Second St.

1.05] ANGELES. 1034 So. Main St.

LONDON. ENGLAND
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The Self-Starting Future.

Is sclf~starting—the ability to got under

way in'stanter without the essential prelimi

nary of winding the crank—a feature of the

up-to-date gasolene car. without which the

latter cannot be said to be complete? Or

probabiy tho question nmy better be put.

is self-starting a feature of any gasolene

car that warrants the addition of any com

plication, no matter how small?

The question must be lookcd at from vary

ing points of view—principally two—in order '

I

to rcccivc an adequate answer. And. strange

1y enough, thcse do not involve its practical

side nor the case with which it may or may

not be applied to any certain type of car, but

rathrr to the owner of the latter. For in

stance, take the high-powcred four-cylinder

car on which various attempts have been

made to apply it. and in thc'great majority

of instancrs it is found they are the property

of individuals stiflicicntiy wcalthy to employ

a professional “shovcr” as an adjunct; it cer

tainly is not a qncstion of great moment to

such an owner whether his servant has to

raise a little extra girth on his biceps in

  

producing sufficient initial compression for a

start or not. If cvcryt'liing is as it should be

half a turn docs thc work: if not. it is the

“shover’s” duty to sac that it is, and the

matter hardly admits of any further argu

ment from this point of view.

From the standpoint of the purchaser of a

moderate priced machine. the fact that the

ability to stop the motor at any time without

the necessity of dismounting to resume ac

tion, is a reliable feature of a car, would be

much in its favor, and certainly an added

charm, cannot be gainsaid. Where the owner,

the driver, the chauffcur, ~tl1e mecanicién

and the rcpairmanrcxcopt when serious

trouble is in view—arc, like the crew of the

Nancy brig, one and the same individual,

this functionary would prefer not to demean

himself by descending to the street level to

do the cranking, if it can possibly be avoid

cd. ()n the other hand, he cannot afford to

pay a high price for his machine in the first

instance, and added refinements of this na

ture increase first cost greatly, as well as

involving in many cases needless complica

tion.

Where the owner of the light runabout is

concerned, the' question can hardly be said

to exist, for this is a type of car the first

cost of which prohibits the addition of any

refinements purely in the shape of luxury,

while, on the other hand. many may be

termcd self'startiug; that is, they are intend

cd to be cranked from the seat, and so far

as the necessity of (lisniounting is obviated,

sufficiently to fuliill the condition.

But, considered from any point of view, it

must be evident that selfstarting is a feature

that must sooner or later become universal

on the gasolene car of every type. Like the

side entrance tonneau, it has to come, and

for almost the same reasons; the only ques

tion is how to bring it about satisfactorily.

That the solution docs not lie in complicated

adjuncts to a system already overburdened

with detail is clear from the number of de

vices designed for this purpose that have

been tried, only to be cast aside.

Concerning the Cost of Upkeep

llow much does it cost to run a small car,

is undoubtedly thc ducstionuppcrmost in the

mind of the average purchaser of limited

moans who goesin for a light runabout as

a starter.

specially conducted by the makers under the

Do the numerous endurance tests,

supervision of one of their most experienced

employcs, demonstrate satisfactorily what

the average should he? Or, on the'other

hand, do the occasional newspaper stories

of buyers who have been compelled to pay

as much as two or thch timcs the original

cost' of the machine in repairs in a single

srason—in one instance actually becoming

bankrupt—come nearer to representing the

truth.

Practice docs not, of course, run to ex

trcmcs in either direction, so that it is safe

not to accept one or the other of these state

ments at its face value. The makers' test

is carried out under conditions not approach

able by the average individual owner, while

cases of excessive repair bills are usually due

to specimens of monumental ignorance or

recklessness—often b0th~sometimes to de

fective workmanship in the car itself, but

such instances are probably so few and far

between where reliable makes are concerned

that they may well be ignored.

More statistics have been gathered on this

point of vital interest during the past twelve

months than in any previous year of the in

dustry, and the results should prove inter

csting to all whom cost of maintenance is a

feature of prime importance. Probably there

are few manufacturers who do not follow

such trials and strive to benefit from the

experience thereby gained to an extent little

appreciated by the average individual owner.

A glance over the tabulated results shown

by the carefully complied records made on

special endurance runs held by makers, as

well as by those owners who have been suf

ficiently interested in the matter to produce

records that are accurate enough to be of

value, seems to bring one thing out promi

ncntly in every instance, and that is the cost

In one run abroad—where they

prate of superiority in tires as in all else—

of tires.

held under skilled supervision, this exceeded

by fully 25 per cent. the entire cost of finel—

to be exact tires cost $100 and fuel $75 for

Figuring

the total cost of maintenance in this case,

a run of several thousand miles.

the cost of tire repairs and replacements still

cxcccded it somewhat. This might be con

sidered an extreme case, but for the fact

that figurcs in the majority of others are

such as to substantiate them—tire mainte

nance is unfortunately always an entirely

disproportionate fraction of the total.

Attempts to economize by saving a fcw

pints of gasolene per hundred miles, or a

corresponding economy in lubricants, seem

futile in the face of such a state of affairs,

but this can hardly be put forth as a good

reason for standing still where improvement

' in fuel consumption is concerned. Probably

as much may be accomplished some day at a

single stroke in the solution of the tire prob<
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lem as required years of close study to bring

about in the engine. It is greatly to be

hoped that that day is not toogf’rdu the fu

ture. Meanwhile experience points unerring

ly to the truth of the statement that no econ

omy is so false as that which seeks to save

a few dimes or dollars in the selection of

tires. The best is always the cheapest in the

end.
 

 

About Accessibility.

“Accessibility” is a watchword of every

motor car salesman. It is the centre from

which all his arguments radiate, and the

point to which he invariably returns in con

clusion. And, indeed, it is a most desirable

quality, and one of the five virtues with

which every car should be endowed. But it

is often applied to an exaggerated degree,

and not infrequently, when used by the

dealer in a highly colored sense, its meaning

is purely relative. For example, in some

cases, the statement that the inlet. valves

are thoroughly accessible, may be taken by

inference to mean that "re exhaust valves

are apt, but quite the contrary.

The ideal car would be so constructed that

every individual organ could be removed

without disturbing any other, and that by

the briefest, simplest process imaginable.

Moreover, parts would not only be so placed

that they might be gotten at, inspected and

adjusted without serious interference with

other functions, but such a precess should

not entail an acrobatic performance on the

part of the mechanic, nor an abnormal clever

ness in thense of his finger ends.

One who has spent the greater part of an

hour lying on his back and reaching up with

one hand through a small, round hole, vainly

experimenting with various small tools in

an endeavor to locate the proper position of

an obstreperous cotter pin, in an effort to

lock up a connecting rod, will fully appre

ciate the value of the quality, nor will he

quibble at its being called a virtue.

Accessibility is, and should be, a relative

quality; relative in a strict sense, and gov

erned by two considerations, the compara

tive importance of the part in question, and

its liability to get out of order. And ap

parent though it may be, the neglect of this

very important principle costs the builder,

the dealer, the owner and his mechanic many

a dollar every season. Here is an illustra

tion.

In a foreign our large numbers of which

are in use on this side of the Atlantic, it is

necessary to dismount the motor or else to

remove the transmission, a process which, by

’Ebe motor Worth.

the way. involves taking it entirely to pieces,

in order to dissemble the clutch. The latter,

although of the self-contained variety, and

not of itself likely to become deranged, is,

however, lubricated by oil which drips from

a'plpe onto the outside of the flywheel, and

in due ‘season, other things being equal, finds

its way somewhat tardin to the thirsty

mechanism within. In fact, this whole car is

so cutely put together, that to do anything

more than superficially examine the power

plant involves an analysis of the thing into

a multitude of little component parts, be

ginning with the starting crank, and ending

with the cardan joint in the propeller shaft.

And yet the dealer is wont to airily lift a

couple of floor boards, and uncover the gear

case with a flourish to show the stranger

how very accessible is all the mechanism.

Another foreign car—one of the best—for a

long time was so constructed that to get at

the governor required the dismounting of the

starting gear in its entiretypdisconnecting

and removing the commutator, and then to

remove a certain gear housing which ob

structed the view of the mechanism in ques

tion. This is not intended as a criticism of

prevalent design, by any means, but rather

, as a definition, but suggests that though the

clutch in one case and the governor in the

other are staunch and durable. they are

buried, to all intents and purposes, and that

a comparatively slight alteration in form in

either case would have made it possible to

uncover them at a great saving.

Sometimes the builder swings over on the

other tack and complicates matters in con

sequence.\ A certain car which is lauded as

a paragon of accesibllity has the half-time

shafts with all their appurtenances mounted

on top of the cylinders. Accessible they are,

to be sure, but of what avail is it, since

their position is an exposed one and entails

added complication in the removal of the

values? In this case those parts of the

mechanism which are least likely to get out

of order, namely, the cams and their follow

ers, are most easily gotten at, while others,

which require more frequent attention, are

more remotely placed.

The point to be emphasized is this: In or

der to be “getatable,” parts need not be in

an exposed or unnatural position, a casing

or housing of one sort or another does not

seriously interfere with the approachableness

of the mechanism it protects. so long as it be

removable without interference with other

parts of the inn-chine. And again, to so ar

range parts that they may be inspected sim

ply is not enough: they must be readily re

movable and easily adjusted, without the

disturbance of other functions, without con

tortlon on the part of him who is responsible

for the car’s well being. without prestidigitn

tion on his part, and without great sacrifit'e

of that breathless mystery—time.

Accessibility is then one of the subordinate,

albeit very essential, factors which the

tiraughtsman .must haVe cut into the edge

of his board in great big initials, as some

thing he must constantly bear in mind. It is

by no means a new desideratum! the builder

has recognized its value all along, and striven

to exalt it: he is working for it still, and

will not cease to do so. But since it is sub

ordinate to other considerations, it cannot be

eitpected to develop all at once: It's best

application cannot be obtained until the de

veloping, compacting, simplifying process has

reduced the motor to its lowest terms. and

the round-shouldered man with the yellow

pencil behind his car “as more leisure to at

tend to the refinement of his work.

=

“Many a tow home'behind a ‘haymotor'

could have been avoided by carrying a spare

chain. or at least a few spare links, in the

toolbox; and the same may be said of a

number of small parts." says the Autom

biic. ' ' 6

Why not add that many such an unpleas

ant cXperience might have been avoided by

carefully inspecting the car before it left

For, except in extraordinary

cases, nuts get loose and stay loose before

they come off, and parts show flaw before

they break, or, in fine. every disease has Its

own premonitory symptoms, and the ounce

of prevention applied in a saturated solution

of simon pure common sense will often

check the disorder before it comes to a cli

max, or will at least check its spread to

other organs.

would cut short the poker game and get

right down on his stalwart back under the

car with a monkey wrench, instead of giv

ing orders to “have it fixed" by one of those

dirty fingered mechanics on whom he afl’ects

to look down, he would stand a better

chance of retaining the position of which

their active ambition and skill of hand tend

to rob him.

the garage?

If my lord the chauffeur

  

Franklin Murphy, Jr., has invented a de—

vice to limit the speed of automobiles to

twenty miles per hour. Franklin Murphy.

Sr.,' former Governor of New Jersey, recom

mended a law requiring the use of such a

device. Papa has a great head!
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Boston Show Proves an Eye-Opener

Attains Magnitude of a National Exhibition and Attracts an Overwhelming

Attendance—47,500 Persons Present the First Night, and Police Prohibit

Further Admissions—Five new Cars Make their “Debut,” two

of them Being Radical Departures from Accepted Standards.
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DEMONSTRATION

Boston, Mass, March 13.—Up here where

they swear by the sacred codflsh and are

so modest about it that they do the swearing

in whispers, and where the blood of the pop

ulace is supposed to be so diluted with ice

water as to make it ditticult for the boiling

point to be reached, the Automobile Show,

which opened in Mechanics’ Building on

Saturday evening last, sent up their tem

peratures way above that point before the

doors had been opened two hours. And a

great show it is, too—quite the greatest ever

held outside the confines of Madison Square

Garden, New York. In the absence of an

thentic figures to the contrary, it may be

added that never during any one night of a

New York show was the Garden packed so

tightly with humanity as this show was

packed on Saturday night; and there have

been some sardinelike crowds in the Garden,

W.

The Boston crowd came early and stayed

late. Those in the know were aware that

15,000 free tickets had beenpdistributed for

the opening night, and, although they had

no idea that more than 40,000 people were

crowded into the building during the even

ing, on several Occasions n jocular wager

was offered and declined that of the 15,000,

14,999 of the free admissions had been used.

The building was simply packed to suffoca

tion—the crowd swarmed everywhere, and

although it was plain that the price 0! a

motor car was beyond the means of the vast

majority, it did not seem to lessen one whit

their interest in the exhibits. They were far

more inquisitive than any New York or Chl

ctlgo crowd ever thought of belng. _

Looking down from the gallery in the con

cert hall at about 9 o’clock, not only were the

aisles tightly wedged, but every our was so

ilosely surrounded by'people that the cars

CARS OUTSIDE MECHANICS' BUILDING.

were practically hidden. It seemed an ex

hibit of humanity rather than of automo—

biles. it was only to-day when it was an

nouncu] that the official count showed 47,500

admissions that a true idea of the immensity

of Saturday’s gathering was obtained; it was

also made known today that so crowded was

the building that the police had to put up

the bars and refuse to admit the late 0011]

ers, of whom it is stated there were several

hundred, if not several thousand.

Even before the show opened, however, the

promoters had apparently borrowed a leaf

from Chicago, and were claiming every

thing, so to speak. The sign on the building,

flung to the breeze, proclaimed that it was

“the greatest and most complete show of its

kind ever held in Alncrica.‘ Inquiry de

veloped that the promoters really believed

what the sign stated. They claim to have

not only more floor space than Madison
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GENERAL VIEW OF EXHIBITS IN CONCERT HALL.

Square Garden or the Chicago Coliseum, but

also that they actually have more exhibitors

than were in evidence at the shows in those

places. None was fortified with figures to

discomfit the claimants, who, however, were

not unpleasantly assertive on the points.

They certainly were safe in making the

statemeut'concerning'their excess of exhibi

tors. Probably no man but the bookkeeper

will ever know exactly how many are here.

The one feature of the show that is un

worthy of it is the official programme. It is

bulging with advertisements, and gives in

great detail the orchestra] programme for

each day; but as for shedding light on the

nature of the exhibitors or their location in

the building it might as wet] not have been

printed. It is enough to turn gray the hair

of a newspaper man whose business it is to

seek out and “check up" such data. It gives

not only the name of the manager of various

branch stores and of the agents of the vari

ous cars, whether theystage one brand or

several, but also specifies the name of each

separate manufacturer. Each manager,

agent and manufacturer is made to appear a

separate exhibitor, but no loeations or the

nature of the ware shown are included. It is

possible that this method of listing may be

responsible for the Boston count and the

Boston claim of the greatest number of ex

hibitors.

This, however, is an incidental, and, al

though an aggravating one in many in

stances, it does not affect the merit of the

show itself. It is, as stated, a great big

show, spread out in a building admirably

adapted to the purpose and splendidly ap

pointed. In the concert hall, where the band

plays daily and where the music loving Bos

toniaus occupy the gallery chairs for hours

at a time, the aspect is almost parlorlike.

Here are grouped all the “elect’athe Pope

and the Pierce, the Olds and the Ram

bler, the Peerless and the White. the Haynes

and the Apperson, the Acme and the North

ern. the Baker and the Autoear, the Ford

am! the Elmore, the Winton and the Pack

ard, the Grout and the Yale, the Knox and

the Cadillac, the Cleveland and Kenneth

Skinner's line of foreign cars. On the stage,

overlooking all these, are the Locomobile and

the Columbia. The signs are harmonious—

gold lettering on white backgrounds—and the

exhibit spaces are carpeted with reddish mat

ting, while nearly every booth has its quota

of palms, plants and stunted shrubbery. The

absence of electric lighted signs is scarcely

missed.

In the main hall, and on the galleries above

it the effect is not so impressive, and yet

throughout there is a sweet, clean appearance

that is not found at other exhibitions of the

sort. Modified in a measure, this holds true

even of the basement. By comparison, the

basement in Madison Square Garden and the

odor that seems ever to cling to it is a dun

geon. The basement of Mechanics Building

is bright and clean and not stuffy. There is

a motley display down there, motor boats

and appurtenances forming the bulk of the

exhibits.

Outside Of the concert hall there is small

effort at decoration; each space is carpeted.

and above it the sign in white and gold; and,

as a matter of fact. but little decoration

seems necessary.

As always, the tire booths stand out con

spicuously because of that quiet, effective

simplicity of display in which the exhibitors

of no other wares seem so well versed. Ex

cepting the Diamond booth. the Hartford, the

G & J and the Morgan & Wright spaces ap

pear not unlike well appointed oiiices of well

appointed merchants. The Diamond Rubber

Works have departed from this beaten path

and have had recourse in Moorish efiect.

Their booth is located at one of the entrancs

between the concert hall and the main hall.

thus making it possible for them to obtain

the full Far Eastern effect.

Those walking information bureaus in

white duck, with the word “Page” on their

arms, are. as in previous years. a feature of

this show. They circulate everywhere, and

are supposed to be able to answer all ques

tions instanter.

One of the uncommon features of the dis

play in the concert hall is the first automo

, . __< k
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bile built by Elwood Haynes in 1893. By

contrast with the magnificent touring car he

side it. it tells without words the. amazing

lrogress that has been made.

In the gallery of the main hall there is also

a display of typical Boston—that of the Y. M.

(‘. A. Automobile School. It is made up al

lnost win lly of photographs, charts and blue

prints of lnotors and the like, and photo

graphs of its pupils ill various stages of in

struction.

Just as the show is notable as a spectacle

and as an unusually well attended function,

it is noteworthy also fer the. number of cars

tllat were not shown at either New York or

Chicago. Two of them. the Gasaulec and

the Sturtevant, embody radical departures

from accepted practices that may mark

epochs in the industry. Although the fa

miliar levers are missing, in appearance they

do not difl'er materially from touring cars of

the standard type: there is none of that freak

iness of design which marks so many wonder

workers. These two cars are. the product of

ripened experiment, and are. brought forward

by manufacturers of means and standing;

nothing like them ever was seen at any pre

vious show held anywhere. Fol'eknowledge

that they were to make their formal debut

at this show led the Motor World to have

the well known expert, Henry Souther, on

the spot. lie subjected them to close scru

tiny. and his report. after thorougll examina

tilll. is as follows:

SOUTHER ON STURTEVANT CAR.

Naturally the Sturtevant ear. shown by

the Sturtevant Mill '(_‘o.. of Boston. is a cen

tre of much interest; although in general out

line it does not differ greatly from other

cars, it differs just enough to attract the at

tention‘of the ordinary observer, and proves

worth the study of the automobile engineer.

It contains food for much thought.

In the arrangement of the motor it departs

from the accepted type. with the engine under

the hood forward.

In the type of engine it is new among gas

engines. There are six cylinders. horizontal

and opposed. There are but three cranks,

as two cylinders work on each crank from

opposite sides.

The cylinders are 4%x5, and by actual

brake test ill the laboratory of the company

have developed 38 to 45 horsepower at 1,200

revolutions per minute. The engine over all

is just the length of the width of the car, the

cylinder heads coming flush with the sides

nearly under the footboard. The spark plugs

and valves are accessible without moving

anything, and yet are protected by the frame

and body from injury and the weather. The

crank case is accessible by removing the

footboard. which is especially made for the

purpose. The engine is therefore fully as ac

cessible as any engine, and rather more ac

cessible than many of them.

One carburetter supplies gas for all six

cylinders, and is located in the dash. The

carburetter is of especial design, and is the

result of most careful work extending over a

period of four years. There is a governor on

the carburetter that keeps the engine throt

tlctl to about 250 revolutions per minute, this
being va speed that is made necessary froln

the fact that at speeds a little above this the

automatic clutch takes hold. 0n the'tioat

chamber is a sight feed glass, so that short

age 01‘ gasolene may be seen from the seat.

This trouble often arises, and is not quickly

recognized. There is an automatic air inlet,

so designed that the tension of the spring

changes with the demand made on the car

buretter. This part embodies the result of

many brake tests made to study carburetters

alone with an engine kept and used for the

purpose. Some of the better established mak

ers would do well to follow this scheme of

learning instead of guessing or copying, as

they are doing now. A good brake test will

teach more in an hour than all the road
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trials, with varying conditions, will teach in

a week.

Ignition is accomplished by two magneto

generators, one for each three cylinder en

gine. The advance of spark is made by the

simple controlling lever that does everything

else and which will be descl'ibe(l.~ As a mat

ter of fact, one side of the engine may be run

as a three cylinder engine. It should be no

ticed that by the arrangement of cylinders

described this engine with six cylinders is

only as long as the ordinary engine of

three cylinders of the same dimensions. The

crank shaft is short and compact, with three

bearings.

The flywheel of the engine is immediately

in the rear of it and of the usual shape and

dimensions. Within it is probably the most

interesting feature of the whole car. At least

it certainly leads to the most interesting re

sults in the way of ease of control and flexi

bility.

This feature is what may lie rightly called

an automatic clutch. It is operated by the

centrifugal force exerted by nine weights,

and the action of the clutch is therefore di

rectly affected by the speed of the engine.

Within the flywheel are a series of steel plates.

ilalf of these are attached to the tiywheel

proper on the outside rim of it. The other

half (and alternate plates) are fastened to

STURTEVANT MOTOR.

one of three concentric shafts extending into

the change gear box.

"l‘hclc are three changes of gear forward

and a riversc. There are therefore three

groups of the alternating steel platts, one

group of eight fastened to the hollow shaft

having on it the low gear, a second group of

six plates carrying the middle gear, and a

third group of four carrying the high gear or

direct drive.

The action of this clutch is as follows: At

a speed of about three hundred revolutions

per minute there is centrifugal force enough

to cause the pivoted weights to compress the

lll'St group of eight plates and throw into ac

[i0ll the low speed clutch. This requires a

nlotion of about one-sixteenth inch, the plates

attached to the flywheel being pressed

against those attached to the low speed

shaft. There is nothing sudden about the

clutch, as it runs in oil, which insures a grad

ual tightening. Each group of plates has a

set of six springs holding them apart nor

mally. "his spring tension is overcome by

tile centrifugal force of tile weights.

If the engine continues to accelerate the

force of tile weights increases with the

square of the speed, and the Second set of

plates is compressed, throwing in the middle

gear, the change being gradual and imper

ceptible and automatic. Another sixteenth

of an inch does this. With further increase

the high speed direct drive is thrown ill, and

any furtller acceleration produces no further

effect on the plates in the clutch. if a hill

or other conditions requiring strenuosity is

met and the engine slows down, the lower

gears come into action because relieved from

the strong pressure produced by centrifugal

force. If congested traflic is met and the en~

glue is tllrottled down, the engine returns

automatically to the lowest gear and even re

leases the clutch entirely, the engine running

on the governor. There is no knowledge as

to which gear is doing the work at any given

moment except as may be judged from the

speed of the car. No shock or noise is per

ceptible.

The only control of the car is ill one foot

pedal. The engine, being started by crank

ing, begins to run on the governor; The first

pressure on the foot pedal, or button, opens

the throttle wider and causes the engine to

accelerate. Each gear takes hold in turn,

and the throttle is finally wide open. Dur

ing this time the spark has been advanced

with the opening of the throttle and by the

lnotion of this same foot button. When the

throttle is wide-open the pedal still has about

another inch of travel not exhausted. This is

used for the extreme advance of the spark

when the maxilnum speed is demanded. In

climbing a bill this must be borne in mind

by the driver, as the tendency is to push the

throttle vale open to get the most power

when as a luatter of fact the extreme advance

of spark is all that can be obtained at the

end of the stroke, with a tendency to lose

power and cause the engine to knock. be

cause the spark is too far ahead and the ex

plosions are premature.

The reverse speed is brought into action
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by a foot pedal that engages a disk clutch

in the gear box, which In turn brings Into ac

tion an idle gear, simply reversing the ac

tion of the low and middle speeds, giving two

gears reverse.

If the action of this clutch is studied it

will be seen 'thnt it is not possible to stall

the engine, as is the case by letting in an

ordinary clutch too quickly or on a side bill.

This is because the moment the engine slows

to a dangerous point, and quicker than could

be done by foot pedal, the clutch is entirely

released and the engine picks up speed again

and goes ahead. In other words, the clutch

is quicker and more sensitive than the hand

or foot.

The qucstion will be asked as to how much

torque is available on the low speed to help

the car out of a ditch or over some other bad

obstruction. It has been seen that the mid

dle and high gears come into action when the

engine reaches a respectable speed. It Is a

fact that an engine develops Its maximum

horsepower at a comparatively high speed.

Therefore it would scent that there would be

only a small part of the horsepower available

in contraction with the use of the low speed

clutch. As a matter of fact, it has been

found by experiment with these engines that

the maximum torque is exerted at a speed

about coincident with the engagement of the

low speed gear.

Plans are also made for small and under

powered nmchines to attach a device in the

way of a simple lever that will hold the auto

matic clutch out of action in extreme cases

where the full power of the cnglne is needed

on the lower gear.

There is one startling tilltl very worthy nov

elty in the power brnke attached to the low

speed shaft of the gear change.

disk brake (on the same plan as the clutch)

is attached to the shaft mentioned. There

Is a leather disk In a cylinder so arranged

as to tighten the disks when pressure is

let in back of the leather piston. When

the control button is entirely released and

rises to the top of its stroke, it allows press

ure from the working end of one of the

cylinders to enter the brake cylinder and ap

plies the brake. It makes no difference

whether the pressure is the result of the ex

plosion or the compression. Pressure up

plies the brake, and there is a safety valve

on the cylinder of the brake to prevent ex

cessive pressure. The first motion of the

control button closes the connection between

brake cylinder and engine cylinder before

opening the throttle and starting the car.

In addition to this brake Is a powerful foot

brake applied at the rear hubs in the usual

way. The tires may also be inflated by the

pressure from this same cylinder.

The gasolene is under a bonnet at the front

end and is connected with a gauge glass

within the (lush back of a plate glass and in

full view of the driver. The amount of gas

olene in the tank is always plain to see. Be

side this glass is another connected with the

water supply of the cooling system. The ra

diator or cooler is in the usual place, the

A friction .

pump of centrifugal type distributing water

to both sides of the engine.

Under the bonnet are also the two igniters,

each with its own spark coil. The oiling

system is within the dash and of the pump

type. The oil supply being in a tank within

the dusk and above the oil pump.

Taken altogether, the car shows much

study, and it has been developed into a fine

car, a little out of the accepted arrangement,

but one very easy to operate. The construc

tion ls good and strong, and it may be added

STURTEVANT CLUTCH.

  

A. Low Speed.

B. Intermediate do.

C. Direct Drive.

D. To Engine.

that ball bearings are uscd throughout of

thc must approved type.

SOL‘THER ON THE GASAULEC.

Since the beginning many attempts to pro

duce an automobile combining the flexibility

of the. clcctric in the way of control and man

lpulution and the wide radius of action and

independence of the gasolene machine have

been made, and, for that matter, are now

being made.

Up to the present moment the underlying

idea has been to install a gas engine on the

vehicle, arrange it so that It may generate

electricity by menus of an ordinary electric

generator and then use this electricity

through motors to drive the car. In other

words, an electric automobile generating its

own electricity, instead of carrying batteries.

Such a combination, up to the present time,

has lead to much complication and little me

chanical efficiency.

In the “Gassulec” car, which made its for

mal debut at this show, a new idea In the

combination of a gasolene engine, electric

generator and motor with storage battery,

makes its first public appearance. This

sounds more complicated than the older

forms referred to. As a matter of fact. this

proves not to be the case. as the method of

application is so different. The electric pow

cr ls used for auxiliary purposes only, and in

such a way as to greatly simplify the manip

ulation and control of a gasolene engine. and

yct the car remains primarily a gasolene car.

It will be naturally thought that all this

must have been n_ccompllshcd by large in

crcnse of weight over and above what a sim

ple car should weigh having similar horse

powcr. This also Is not truc. as the Gnsnnlcc

with a iii-horsepower engine weighs“ but

about 2,230 pounds, batteries included.

This car is made by the Vaughn Machine

Co., Peabody, Mass. and for two years it

has bccn in the works uan "'1 the road. v

that it may be accepted as a ripened experi

ment at least.

The engine is a four cylinder copper water

juckctcd vertical one, of echllent dimen

sions and appearance. The valves are on

tircly novel. certainly as applied to automo

bile construction. There is a double exhaust.

that is. a port at the bottom of'thc stroke

uncovered by the piston nnd~the regulation

exhaust valve at the top of the stroke. The

cxlrnust valves are double seated and electri

cally controlled by means of a magnet. Bo

cnuse of the double seat the valve is nearly

balanced, with a slight tendency to close. The

magnet. with pull of some 30 or 40 pounds.

is used to only small portion of its capacity.

The timing of the exhaust is nitcrnble. but

regulated by the builder once for all, so that

the driver need not know anything of it.

“'lth Increase of speed the timing is changed

and simultaneously also the spark is rid

vnnced. In this way the utmost demands of

speed are met.

The inlet valves are also magnetically op

erated. The fuel supply to the engine is en

tirely regulated by the timing of these valves.

There is no throttle connection with the car

burettor. The valves are closed at such a

time as to retain much or little fuel to give

much or little power. The valves being 0p

crated in this way, all necessity for a half

time shaft or cam disappears. There is none.

There is no pump, as the engine is cooled

by the thermo-syphon system, using. very

wisely, exceedingly large circulating pipes.

The cooling fan is driven from the crank

shaft by means of spiral gears, in combina

tion with a friction slip device. The same

shaft turns horizontally rearward to the dash

and operatcs the timing of the ignition.

At the rear end of the crank shaft is the

flywheel. At the front end is nothing. no

starting crank being necessary. Behind the

flywheel are two cardan joints in the propel

lcr shaft. This shaft connects with bevel

gcnrs, the multiplication being three to one,

._ ._,\_V_~
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the resulting speed being about 48 miles an

hour.

Thus far the machine is like any 40-horse

power machine, minus clutch and system of

sliding change speed gears. in respect to ar

rangement of motive power.

Against the front side of the flywheel is a

spur gear about 15 inches in diameter. This

spur gear is so wound as a magnet that it

forms a magnetic clutch operated at will by

the driver. This meshes with a pinion about

three inches in diameter, giving a multipli

cation of tive to one. The pinion is on the

shaft of a standard electric motor of about

2-horsep0wer, normal load, which sustains

an overload for a short time of S-horsepower.

 

ward of neutral operates the electric motor

ahead, with the engine’s valves still held

open and the car moving seven or eight miles

an hour. Under this condition the car will

run several miles. The next movement for

ward applies the. spark and allows the inlet

valves to operate under the influence of suc

tion. and being timed by the magnets. The

gas cnginc now is in normal operation and

pulling on the car with the motor. The Con

trollcr ncxt throws off the. motor as a motor,

and it is converted into a generator. ’Way

forward the inlets lag less or remain open

longer, in other words. and the car goes for

ward at full speed under the influence of the

gas engine only.

  

GASAULEC ENGIN E.

The construction is such that the motor is

integral with the crank case of the engine.

To drive this motor there is installed under

the rear end of the tonneau twenty cells Ex

ide P. V. 5 batteries. The motor is so wired

that it may become a generator and always

keep these batteries charged. The use of the

generator is automatic and controlled by a

centrifugal governor in order that the bat

tel'ies may never receive a charge at too high

a rate.

The control of the. car is through a control

lcr operated by a foot pedal. The driver has

no task except to steer and apply the broke.

The cycle of operation of this controller is the

most interesting feature about the car; it

sounds complicated, but in operation is as

simple as the movement of any lever and

produces one after the other the following

cycle. of operations:

The car being at rest. the inlet valves of

the engine are lifted and held open, the lever

being at neutral. Backing follows a short

rearward motion of the lever, the work

being done by the electric motor. The engine

also turning idle. The first movement for

Un sharp hills, and with heavy loads. both

gas engine and motor work together. With

the moderate gear ratio adopted for all

round touring, it has been found that the

combined effort of both motors will mount

any hill. The motor (gas) is so timed as

to'dcvclop its full torque at comparatively

low speed and thus be able to pull with the

electric motor to a large percentage of its

full power. With the multiplication of the

electric, there is therefore available for a

short time some sixty or seventy horsepower.

The timing of the valves and spark is by

means of a rotary distributor on the back of

the dash. This is connected with the control

ling pedal, so that both spark and valves

are timed together, in fact, it is seen that

everything is controlled by the one lever.

Stepping into the car at. a standstill,- it is

started as an electric by the movement of a

lever, then it becomcs a gasolcnc car of high

power and remains so until very low speed

is demanded again.

Stopping and starting in the crowded (~“y

strcct or on the. country road to quiet a frcn

zled horse ceases to become in the least de

gree troublesome. Many more women would

run cars if it were not necessary to crank

them. This is a car that starts itself.

The independent operation of spark and

timing of the valves must allow of the lit

most economy of fuel. (‘areful test and ex

pcrinlent will teach the. best setting, and as

the timing of the valves is not limited or

controlled by a half time shaft. the best set

ting for every speed is possible. The objcc

tion is raised that the valve magnets must

overheat, being located so near the explosion

chamber of the engine. This difficulty has

not been met in the least degree.

The car is supplied with an ordinary set

of rear hub brakes. and also uses its electric

power and motor as a brake. The workman

ship shown is most excellent, and no pains

arc spared to obtain the best of materials

for the cars. Nickel steel in the highest de

gree of heat treatment is frcely used in the

vital parts of the machine.

Altogether the car is one of unusual intcr

cst. and one that must necessarily claim

much attention. In outward appearance

flare is nothing to distinguish it from many

others of a similar size. the detail described

being of nmch more interest than the car as.

a whole.

ARIEL CONTRIBUTES INNOVATIONS.

One other new comer at the show is

the .\ricl. presented by the Ariel Motor Car

Co., of Boston, which. though not startlingly

radical, embodies several distinctly e‘Xciusive

features.

it is cquippcd with a system by which thc

cylinders are either air or water cooled at

will—that is to say, the cylinders are intcr

changcablc and either system may he used

at the discretion of the owner. or according

to the demands of the season. In themir

cooled arrangement the cooling fan is placed

in the dashboard. and hence the draught is

induced instead of being forced, as is more

commonly the case. The openings in the

hood are also provided with deflecting fins,

which direct the incoming air upon the cyl

inders.

The general construction of the motor is

not unusual—four cylinder. vertical, mechani

cally actuated valves in the heads, and so on.

The rating is 22 horsepower.

The sliding gear system of transmission is

used, with three gears forward and a reverse;

the high speed is by a direct connection, and

all the pinions are of large diameter and

have. 6-pltch teeth. An interlocking device

is employed that is claimed to effectually

prevent stripping of gears. In designing the

gear box, and the crank case as well. all

corners have been avoided and rounded stir-,

faces substituted, thus doing away with the

danger of flaws in the casting. The drive

to the wheels is by a cordon shaft, and the

rear axle is so constructed that the differ

ential can be inspected by taking out two

nuts. and even removed without disturbing

the. axle itself.

The frame is of prcsed channel steel, with

dropped cross ties. The spring suspension is
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DIAMOND TIRES IN A MOORISH SETTING.

semi-elliptic in front and full at the rear.

The trend is standard; wheelbase, 100 inches;

wheels, 32 inches in diameter, fitted with 3%

inch tires.

The. body equipment is a well drawn side

entrance, and the top speed is said to be forty

miles an hour.

BERKSHIRE'S NE\V TRANSMISSION.

Another car which made its debut is the

Berkshire, made by the Berkshire Automo

bile Co., Pittsfleld, Mass. Its chief talking

point is the new individual clutch transmis

sion, of which the makers are very proud,

for there is not a bolt, pin, nut or screw used

in its mechanism. The gears are constantly

in mesh, and the clutches are internal, hence

the attair is compact; and as the gears are

wholly submerged in oil, they are silent in

action; and, of course. the control is very

flexible. It is also easy to take down and

assemble and simple to adjust.

The motor is of the individual four cylin~

der vertical type, with jacketed valve seats

on opposite sides. The connecting rods are

of crucible steel, and the crank shaft is pro<

vided with five bearings. .Iump spark inni

tion is used. The valve springs are incased

by sliding sleeves, and the cam shafts ale

driven by fibre faced gun-s meshing with a

bronze driving pinion.

An addition to the steam class, the Morse,

made by the Morse Motor Vehicle Co., was

also due to make its first appearance. But

to date, although the sign is in place, the car

itself is still missing.

Execpting the displays of boats and their

motors and "fixings," the exhibits and ex

hibitors are as follows:

Burke, \V. \V., Boston, mgr. Elf'ctric Vehicle

(‘o.~Columbia cars.

MacAlman, J. H., Boston, mgr. Locomobile

Co. of America—Locomobile cars.

Brown, George M.. Boston. :tp—Appcrson

cars.

Fuller, A. '1‘., Boston, nigh—Cadillac, Pack

ard and Northern cars.

Fosdick, Harry. Boston, mgr. \Vinton M0

tor Carriage Co.—Winton cars.

Gilmore, E. A., Boston, mgr., T. B. Jeffery

& Co.—Rambler cars.

Reed-Underhill Co., Boston, agts.-—I(nox

and Stearns cars.

Breed, E. 8., Boston. agt.—»Haynes cars.

Lowe, George H., Boston, mgr. \Vhite S.

.\l. Co.—White steam cars.

Oldsmobile Co. of New England, Boston—

Olds cars.

Masters & Co}, \\'. C., Boston, agts.—Wa_vne

cars.

Snow, II. 31., Boston, ngt.—Acme cars.

Bangs, A. R., Boston, act—Baker electric

and Franklin cars.

Morrison, A. 15., Boston, mgr. Peerless Mo

tor Car Co.~Peerless cars.

Foss, W. J., Boston, mgr. Pope Motor Car

(‘o.—Popc-Toledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope-Trib

tmc and Pope-\Vaverly cars.

 

Skinner, K. A., Boston, agt.-De Dion, C.

H. & Y. and other foreign cars.

Williams. I'. .\.. _ir.. Boston. :igt.~Ford and

Marion cars. ,

.\iooro & .\‘mith. Boston. agts.~.\ntovars.

Woodward, II. M., Boston, ant—Country

(‘luh cars.

Dowling & Maguire, Boston, aims—Pierce

cars.

Ridlon & Co., Frank. Boston, agts.—Yale

and Elmore cars.

Sturtevant Mills CO..

cars.

Lane Motor Vehicle (‘o., l‘oughkeepsie, N

Y.—Lano steam cars.

Boston Automobile Exchange, Boston ,agts.

—l'hclps and Reliance cars.

Linscott Motor (10., Boston, agts.-—Corbin,

National and Reo cars.

Stanley Motor Car (10., Newton. Mass.—

Stanlcy steam cars.

Upton Motor Co., Lebanon, Par—Upton cars.

(‘rrst Mfg. Co., Dorchestcr, Mass—Crest

mobiles.

Vaughn Machine Co., Peabody, Mass.~—Gas

aulec cars.

Hills, Horace B., jr., Boston, agt.—.\Iercedcs

cars.

Henshaw, C. 8., Boston, ugh—Thomas cars.

Dunhum, George J., Boston, agt.~Royal

Tourist cars.

Lewis, Ralph 0., Boston, agt.—Ariel cars.

Bennett, A. L., Boston, agt.—De Dietrich

cars.

Union Automobile Co.,

Union cars.

B'andlitf Motor Car 00., Boston, agts.~—Pan

hard, Maxwell and Stoddard cars.

Prescott Automobile Co., New York City-—

l'rescott steam cars.

Napier Motor Co. of America, Boston—

Napier cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Holyoke, Mass.—

)Iatheson cars.

Berkshire Automobile Co., Pittstield, Mass.

~Berkshire cars.

Boston—Sturtevant

Oakdale, Mass.—

(Continued on page 1216)
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A. A. A. DEALS OUT SURPRISES

Names Morrell for Racing Board andBatch

elder for Secretaryship —Morrell's Views.

Although the name of Morrell has never

appeared in the records of any of the race

meets, nor figured prominently in any of the

A. A. A.‘s political stresses, that is the 'name

which now heads the organization's racing

board. I

liobert Lee Mort-ell is the full cognomen,

and it stands for a New Yorker a trifle below

size and of serious aspect—until he begins

to speak. for he is really very jolly—who

wears glassts, and is perhaps IL'i years old.

He is of the law firm of Moi-roll & Bates,

and is reputed to be “Well fixed," as they

say up State. Moreover, he has a penchant

for touring, and his selection for the chair

manship of the racing hoard proved an un

mitigated surprise.

lio formally assumed his new role at the

rcgnlar meeting on Tuesday afternoon, and

his first dictum was to the cfl'ect that the

qualification fer team places must lie abso

luttly at the discretion of the national or"

ganizations, which are to be represented.

He would leave it with the Automobile Club

of France to decide whether an elimination

trial for French candidates for the cup will

be necessary, whether that trial shall take

place in France or America. and if in the

former, whether recognition shall be given

French racing cars already here.

Other mattt rs pcitaiuing to the \‘andeibilt

race were discussed and acted upon, and it

was decided to arrange if possible a tram

circuit for the racing season—a proposal

made necessary because of the many re

quests for reservation of dates. The Empire

City Club applied for five days, and the

Brighton Beach Club for four, but only the

first dates of each were reserved; that is to

say, May 6, for Brighton Beach, and May 30.

for the Empire Track. The granting of

sanction for the proposed Lakewood road

races slated for April 10, was deferred pend

ing the obtaining of the legal permit from

the local authorities.

The proposed revision of the racing rules

was taken up at some length. and the name

of 1‘}. R. Thomas added to the racing board

and also to the committee on revision. which

now has four members, Messrs. Ililllard,

Bowden, Birdsali anti Thomas. The chair

man of the board has written all of its mem

bers for suggestions. and their replies will

be considered at a final meeting of the com

mittee to be held early in next week.

When Mr. Morreli was questioned by a rep

rcseutative of Motor \Vorld as to his standing

in the matter of amatour-profossional classi

fication, he said:

“Well, that's a much mooted qucstiou, and

I don't know how it will he dccidcd. lint

pcrsonaliy I am not in favor of making any

distinction in the matter, at least not for the

present. because I think it would simply be

opening the door to a great deal of dissatis

faction.

“You see, there is a class of pure profes

sionals, and a class of pure amateurs which

are easily separated, but there are the manu

facturers whose motives may be either those

of the one or the other, or a combination of

the two, and cannot well come under either

category.

“As far as I am concerned," he continued,

"1 should not in the least object to racing

against either Mr. Rollin White or Mr. A. L.

Riker, for instance, for they would both be

courteous opponents, though I really think I

could drive better than either of them, and

I know I‘ve driven more miles! But there

might be other manufacturers who would

be less desirable competitors. Then, too,

some company might take up Mr. Jones, just

to suppose a case, Mr. Jones being known all

over the world as a skillful professional

driver, and say, ‘Here, .lonrs, we‘ll make you

our superintendent of tires at a salary of

$3.000 a year.’ Then when it came time for

a race, Mr. Jones would drive such and such

a car as an employe of the firm. Possibly

in another year some sort of separation will

be necessary, but at the present time I think

an amateur definition would be productive

of more harm than good."

Following close on the heels of Mr. Mor

rell‘s appointment as chairman of the Racing

Board, the A. A. A. handed out an even

greater surprise when it became known that

overtures had been made to A. G. Batchelder,

of New York, to assume the joint secretary

.ship of the racing board and of the organiza

tion itself. it was not at first credited, but

is now known to be true. and, furthermore,

that Batchtlder has acccltcd the dual po

sition. He will assume otiicc probably on

May 1, when the present secretary of the

A. A. A., t'. H. Gillette, had let it be known

that he would retire.

Batchelder is at present editor of Motor,

and has long been a member of the news

paper craft, chiefly in the sporting depart

ments. He was prominent in League of

American \Vlieclinen racing circles. and after

that body relinquished control of racing he

helpcd organize and became chairman of the

National ('ycling .-\ssociation. of which he is

now president. He will relinquish this of

ticc and also all journalistic cr.nncclion when

he lncomcs sccrctary of the A. A. A. For a

while he figured as chairman oi’ the so-calleu

racing hoard of the American Motor League,

which board linaily dried up aml blew up

whcn he ordered that the use of his name be

discontinued.

Steclt Succeeds Himself.

At a meeting in Daytona, l"la., on Thurs

day of the Florida East Coast Automobile

Association Edward M. Steck was rc-clected

prcsidcnt; H. G. Hunncwell, acting secre~

tary, and l". M. t‘ourad, treasurt-r. The di

lt‘t'llll'S are H. i.. liowdcn, William Wallace,

I-). It. Thomas, F. Ii. Bond, .l. R. Moore and

.l. W. Wilklnson.

John D. Rockefeller has pt'csentcd his wifc

with a new 40 horsepower Rambler of the

limousine type

HOTCHKISS IS RENOMINATED

Buffalo Man Will Again Head New York Asso

ciation—Taxation is Discussed.

 

W. H. liotchkiss will undoubtedly succeed

himself as the president of the New York

State Automobile Association. The direc

tors held a meeting at Buffalo last Friday,

and the following nominations were made:

President, William H. liotchkiss, Buffalo;

vice-president, Oliver A. Quayle, Albany; sec

retary and treasurer, Frederick H. Elliott,

Syracuse. The annual meeting and election

will take place in Syracuse this month.

Reports submitted at the meeting on Fri

day showed that the organization has nearly

reached the two thousand mark in member

ship and is rapidly growing in size and in

fluence. The Automobile Club of Elmira was

admitted to membership, making thirteen

clubs in the organization.

Considerable discussion was devoted to

legislation now before the State Senate and

Assembly affecting automobllsts, and the fol

lowing resolution was adopted:

“Resolved, That the committee on legisla

tion be instructed to investigate and report

at the next regular meeting:

“First—Whether any plans for taxation of

motor vehicles involve the exemption of such

motor vehicles from all other taxation; and,

"Second—Whether the avails of such tax

ation will be used exclusively for the main

tenance of good roads."

Whether the association will oppose the

proposed State automobile tax law depends

upon the answers to these questions. It was

decided yesterday that a committee should be

appointed to investigate and report upon this

matter.

Much satisfaction was expressed at the

failure of the Senate Committee on Internal

Affairs to report favorably on the Saxe bill.

which proposes to make a violation of the

motor vehicle law punishable by sentence

to jail for the first offence. It is believed

that the bill will be killed in the Senate.

Those present at thc'meeting were W. H.

Iiotchkiss, of Buffalo; Frederick H. Elllcott.

of Syracuse; A. H. Knoll, of Bufl’alo; ll. W.

Smith, of Syracuse; A. J. Baechle, of Utica;

11. S. “'oodworth, of Rochester, and O. A.

Quayle, of Albany.

Test Cases Not Yet Ready.

Arrangements are progressing smoothly for

the projected legal tests of the constitution

ality of the license laws, but as yet the act

ual arrests preliminary to bringing the mat

ter into court have not been taken. When in

terrogated on this point Counsellor Terry,

who has the matter in hand, replied that

papers wcrc being drafted by him to cover

cvcry possible point. in dispute that could

arisc, but that no ofl'cndcrs had been halcd

lo the lock-up for not displaying license num

bers or for other violations which will be

committcdi
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DEALERS AND CLUBMEN MEET

They Discuss Chauffeurs and Comrriissibns. and

Bring Out Som: Interesting Iniomtation.

.“Onc of the great sources of commercial

pollution is the giving of gifts by the pur

chaser to the agent of the seller or by the

seller to the agent of the buyer. Transac

tions of this kind are characterized by two

features; they involve an attempt to serve

two masters, and they are secret. For both

reasons they are bad, but the greatest evil is

their secrecy. In some cases masters are

aware of the presentation, but even so such

a transaction is bad, because no man ought

to consent 'to a practice which renders faith

ful and single-eyed service by his employe
more difficult." ‘ ' I

These words of Sir Edward Frey, uttered in

connection with a discussion at the principles

of commercial morality, aptly express the

motif of the discussion which took place at

Tuesday evening's informal meeting of the

Automobile Club of America. The subject

aniiounced was “The Garage and the Chauf

feur." The members of the New York Auto

mobile Dealers' Association were the guests

of the evening, and the function took

the form of a heart to heart interchange of

views as to the management of that most

expensive functionary, the grafting chauf

feur.

Former President Shattuck, in Opening the

debate, for debate it was, explained that the

club‘s purpose to conduct a garage in con

junction with its new clubhouse is twofold.

In the first place, the machines being kept

in the same building as the club quarters, a

larger daily attendance of members Would be '

secured than would otherwise be possible, for

so it has worked out in Boston and other

places where the scheme has been tried; and,

second, it is hoped that by having the care

and stabiing of the cars directly under the

eye of the club officials the evil of the com

missioned chauffeur may be stamped out.

The dealers and garage owners were, he said,

so well qualified to judge of the importance

of the evil, and to suggest means for its sup

pression, that it had been deemed fitting that

they come together informally to discuss'

ways and means and, if possible, arrive at

some definite conclusion in the matter.

W. P. Kennedy, on whom he called as see

retary of the dealers’ organization to voice

the dealers' attitude, explained:

“Many owners, feeling possibly their own

technical incompetence, or being filled with

business cares, prefer to deal with the chauf

feur rather than to come directly Into con

tact with the dealer. Often, too, his faith

in the former as his own expert employe is

so strong that he sides with him and per

mits himself to become prejudiced against

the latter in case of any difficulty that may

have arisen. The chaufleur's power is, then,

very great, and we find ourselves obliged to

give them commissions on the sale of cars,

and. not only that, but We must give them

a percentage on bills for supplies and a per

centage on all repair bills, and we even find

ourselves called upon to contribute $5 to $10

a month for the mere privilege of having the

car stored on our floor. Hence the responsi

bility rests largely with the owners.them

selves; and, though the conditions react on

us as well, it is they who suffer most in the

end."

Mr. Shattuck. taking up a mild defence of

the connnision system, referred to its prev

alence in France particularly, where it ex

tends to all branches of servitude. He point

ed out the almbst universal practice of giv

ing commissions to coachmcn in this coun

try, and the apparent necessity of it, since

if it be refused the horses g0 lame, the var

nish peels off the carriage and the harness

leather cracks most mysteriously. Turning

to the automobile driver, he showed how he

had naturally drifted into a similar attitude

toward the owner and the. dealer, only since

the automobile has been largely, and is yet

to many an owner. a complete mystery, his

temptation to fraud had been very great.

Speaking of the qualifications of the driver,

Mr. Shattuck voiced what afterward proved

to be the general opinion when he said that

in his situation, the ability to dissect a motor

and spread its parts all over the floor is not

at all a requisite. He should be, first of all,

a competent operator, and be able to make

all ordinary running adjustments, but further

than that he'nced not go. Moreover, he

should be able and willing to wash the car

and care for the brass. His own experi

ence. had proved this, he said, for his best

chauffeur had been a man—his valet—whom

he had had trained by a French expert at

$2 a lesson, and who not only took the entire

care of the machine, but kept it in flawless

condition.

In the matter of wages, it‘ was the general

opinion that the chauffeur is paid at a rate

wholly disproportionate to the real value of

his work; the same man in other lines of

work could hardly earn two-thirds of his

present salary alone, and the additional in

come from commissions. made his remunera

tion scandalously high. One particular case

was cited in which a chaufl’eur received a

regular salary of $250 a month, and a bonus

of $250 a month if the car ran faultlessly—

$6.000 a year in all and equivalent to the

salary of a bank cashier. This custom of

paying high salaries to drivers, forces the

garage owners and repairmen to pay high

rates to-thelr mechanics, to prevent their de

sertion to the chauffeur’s life just in the busy

season, which, in turn, must raise the cost

of repairs and again react on the owner.

()f the several members of the trade who

spoke, among them Messrs. Plummer, An

dradc and Haradon, some admitted a forced

recognition of the ehauffcur‘s claims, and

others denied it, but all agreed that it was a

growing evil and a detriment to their busi

ness.

An evil which comes up again and again

is the man with a bad record, who, dis

charged from one place, readily obtains em

ployment in another through misrepresenta

tion. This seems particularly true of those

who are wont to get drunk and to take out

the car without the owner’s knowledge. Va

rious checks on this have been tried. but

with doubtful success. The dealers‘ associa

tion has a system in use which serves as a

check on the rc-employment of the unsatis

factory man, which works very well. but to

keep account of the doings of the unfaithful

man is less easy. For if, for instance. the

owner Is at once informed of all repairs. he

complains because his bill is not sent in at

the end of the month. While, it a record is

sent him of all the comings and goings of his

machine. he considers it a comment on the

extent of his use of the car, or even as an

imputation on the faithfulness of his servant.

(inc of the club members present referred

to the owner as being ground do between

the upper millstonc 0f the chauffeur and the

nether millstone of the dealer or garage pro

prietor till he was forced to submit to rank

cxtortinn, whereupon Mr. Shattuck laughing

ly retaliated that the owner’s salvation must

then lie in a reversal of conditions: in get

ting the chauffeur between the upper mill

stonc of the owner and the nether millstone

of the dealer. and so grinding him down that

he would be forced'to come to reason.

Mr. Andradc, one of the last speakers, for

slhly summed up the situation in this way.

~'l‘hc dealers, forced by, trade conditions to

pay certain fixed prices for their goods.

obliged to pay high rentals for their build

ings. forced to pay high wages to station

employcs because of the tendency for them

to desert in the driving season. and driven

by competition to regulate their final charges

to certain limits, are greatly oppressed by

the commission system, for he said: “Suppose

a job costs us just $100. We charge $125 to

the owner and pay the chauffeur 10 per cent.

That $12.50 is just one-half of our profit. Yet

we must pay it nncomplalnlngly, or else the

job is condemned." In conclusion, he said:

“We, the dealers. are ready and willing to

co-operate with you, the owners; we appre

ciate the magnitude. of the evil; we even‘suf

fer more from it than you do. and we will

do anything in our power to root it out—if

you will only tell us what to do. For we

cannot act without your help. If you will

suggest a plan, I feel sure you will find us,

one and all, ready to accede to it, and to

abide by it."

The. wisdom of definite co-operatlon be

tween the dealers and the club was pointed

out, but no final action was taken.

 

A. L. Shattuck, chairman of the building

committee of the Automobile Club of Amer

ica, has added not a little to the gayety of

New Jersey by formally notifying the Mur

phy Varnish Co. that there will be no Mur

phy varnish used on the new clubhouse!

The Murphy concerned was formerly the

Governor of that State. who, when retiring

from office. recommended that automobiles

be so “hobbled” that they cannot 30 faster

than twenty miles an hour. ~
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Climbing Oneof Boston’s Steepest streets.

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 
 

   

  

  

There are some stiff hills in and about Bos

ton. The picture shows a party of five in a

30 horsepower Pope-Toledo touring car climb

ing one of them—a grade of 16 per cent—on

the second speed. The road was in bad

condition, and it is so located that it was

impossible to get a start up the bill. It has

to start almost from a standstill as it turned

the corner. The grade is 625 feet long. In

the car were A. W. Pope, J. C. Kerrison, Ar

thur Boy and Freeman Hinckley, assistant

manager of the Pope Mfg. Co.’s branch in

Boston.

 

Michigan Motorists Score a Point.

Michigan automobilists have won a victory

in their fight against the Holmes bill, on

which a protracted hearing was held last

week. The act in its original state fixed the

speed limits at fifteen miles an hour in coun

try districts, in cities at ten miles an hour

in residential sections, and six miles an hour

in business portions. Every car must be li

censed with the Secretary of State. The au

tomobile clubs have induced Mr. Holmes to

change the speed limits to twenty, fifteen

and ten miles, respectively.

Representative Ladner has introduced an

automobile bill also. Ladner would have all

the owners of cars take out a dollar license

with the county clerk, after which they must

affix their names and residences on the ma

chines in letters two and a half inches high.

No speed limit is mentioned in the bill, 'but

owners are held responsible in law for dam

ages caused by their carelessness. It has

been referred to the Committee on State Af

fairs, where it will likely be smothered and

the Holmes bill be advanced for passage.

 

Mobile's Mardi Gm Parade.

An automobile flower parade, attempted for

the first time by the Mobile (Ala.) Automo

bile Club, was the feature of the Mardi Gras

carnival. Fifteen elaborately decorated cars

were in the parade. The first prize, $100 in

gold, was awarded to Mrs. George S. Leath

erbury. Her car was a study in blue. the

blue lotus being the decorative flower. Four

young ladies, attired in blue and carrying

blue parasols, gave an added charm to the

eflect.

Illinois Legislator Frames a Fool Bill.

Illinois has still another bill to regulate au

tomobiles in the State before its legislature.

Representative P. P. Schaefer, of Cham

paign, is its sponsor. It is of the assinlne

variety, providing that when meeting a horse

the automobile shall be brought to a full stop

within fifty feet of the animal, and before

attempting to pass any horse the driver of

the car must sound the horn, or hell, until

the attention of the horse driver is attracted.

Another section of the measure provides

that the owner as well as the chauffeur of

the car shall be liable for all damages done

by the unlawful driving of the car. In suits

to.recover such damage a prima facie case

shall be made out upon proof of the injury

and proof that the car was being driven in

a manner contrary to law.
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BOSTON snow AN EYE-OPENER.
V (Continued from page 1212)

Indian Motorcycle CO., Boston—Indian m0

torcycles.

Amsden, F. D., Boston, agt.—Cameron cars.

Wing, F. E., Motor Car CO., Boston—Queen

and Marmon cars.

Morse Motor Vehicle (10., Springfield, Mass.

—Morse steam cars.

Blake CO., E. P., Boston, agt.—Marsh and

Jackson cars.

Nichols & CO., D. P., Boston, agts.—Frayer

Miller cars.

Jenkins & Sheldon, Exeter, N. H., agts.—

Mitchell cars.

Eastern Motor Vehicle 00., Boston. agts.—

Premier cars.

Moore & Smith, Boston. agts.—Compound

cars.

Smith, Benj. A., Boston. agt.—Studebaker

cars.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., agt., Bos

ton—Duryea and Stanley cars.

Boston Automobile Exchange, agt., Boston

-—Reliance and Phelps cars.

Chester 1. Campbell, Boston, agt.—Whlte

and Columbia cars.

Clarke & CO., Ed. 8., Dorchester, Mass.—

Clarke steam cars.

Ariel Motor Car Co., Boston, Mass—Ariel

automobiles.

Bennett, A. L., Boston, Mass, agent for

De Dietrich cars.

Veeder Mfg. 00., Hartford, Conn—Veeder

odometers, tachometers, etc.

Angler CO., Boston, Mass—Accessories.

Diamond Rubber 00., Akron, Ohio—Dia~

mond detachable clincher tires.

G & J Tire (30.. Indianapolis, Ind—G & J

detachable clincher tires.

Wilkinson & CO., A. J., Boston. Mass.—

Accessories. .

Goodyear Tire & Rubber (10., Akron. Ohio

—Goodyear detachable tires. '

International A. & V. Tire CO., Milltown,

N. J.—Tires.

Rose Mfg. CO., Philadelphia, Pan—lamps.

Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford. Conn.—

Perfected Dunlop detachable and Hartford

clincher and Turner solid tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury,

lights and side and tall lamps.

Bowser & CO., S: F., Fort Wayne, lud.~

Gasolene outfits.

Goodrich CO., B. F., Akron, Ohio—Goodrich

detachable clincher tires.

Jordan, Marsh CO., Boston, Matss.—\\'ear

ing apparel.

Dow Portable Electric C0., Braintree. Mass.

—Spark coils, ammeters, etc.

Chandler & Farquhar C0., Boston. Mass. *

Gasolene fire pots, vulcaniZers, torches and

pumps.

Miller, Charles E., New York City—Acces

sories and supplies.

Alden Spear's Sons 00..

Oils.

Ma ss.—Heatl

Boston, Mass;

Webb CO., New York City—Speed indi

caters.

'l‘eel & Co., Medford. Mass—Tops.

Bay State Tool (70., Boston, Mass.—

Wrenches, punches, etc.

Standard Oil CO., New York City—Gaso

lene.

Constant Spark Plug 00., Cambridge. Mass.

~\Yitherbee storage batteries and Constant

spark plugs.

Lord Polish Co., Cambridge. Mass—Polish.

Worcester Automobile CO., Worcester.

Mass.—

Pittsfield Spark Coll CO., Plttsficld. Mass.—

Spark coils.

Morgan & Wright. lnc., Chicago. lll.-<\i0r

gun & Wright detachable tires.

Globe Optical Co._ Boston. Muss.~(ln'_':_'lcs.

Adwear Auto Tire Sleeve. t'o.. Boston.

Mass—Tire covers.

\Villis CO., E. J., New York City—Special

ties and accessories.

Iron Clad Mfg. (30., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Sheet

iron, gasolene tanks.

Burgin Bros, Springfield, Mass—Tire cases.

American Coil 00., Springfield. Mass.—

Spark coils.

Hjorth & Co., Wm., Jamestown, N. Y.—

Wrenches.

Post & Lester 00.. Hartford, Conn.—Ac

cessories.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk mechanically fastened tires.

Light .tifg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa.

—Aluminum castings.

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants.

Ireson Leather & Export (‘0., Beston, Mass.

——Leather treads.

Herz & C0., New York City—Electrical ig

nition apparatus.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City—Spark

coils, etc.

Twentieth Century Mfg. Co., New York City

—Lamps.

Shuman & 00., Boston, Mass—Clothing.

Boston Gear Works, Boston. Mass—Gears

and plnions.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo. Ohio—Yale

and Snell bicycles and Yale-California motor

cycles.

Page-Storm Drop Forge C0., Springfield,

Mass—Forgings.

Atwater Kent Mfg. 00.. Philadelphia, Pa.“

Battery meters and switches.

Minimax Co., New York CityAlfire extin

guishers.

Badger & Son' CO., E. B., Boston, Mass.—

Hoods. fenders, tanks, carburetter floats, etc.

Erickson Mfg. 00., Springfield, Mass.—

Erlcka soap.

Samson Tire CO., New York City A'I‘ires.

Hughes Anti-Friction CO., (‘hai-lcstown,

Mass—Oils and greases.

Forg, Peter, Somerville, Mass—Kerosene

burners.

Lunkhcnheimer CO., Cincinnati. Ohio—

Valves.

\Varner Instrument (‘0., Beloit. Wis? Speed

indicators.

Pope Mfg. (‘o., Hartford,

series. .

Springfield Metal Body CO., Suingtielil.

Mass—Bodies.

Massachusetts Steel Casting Co.. Boston.

Mass—Castings.

Coldwell Lawn Mower CO., Ncwburgll. N.

Y.—Motor lawn mowers.

Lackawanna Valveless Motor C0,, Buffalo.

N. Y.—Motors.

Curtiss Mfg. (30.. Hammondsport. N. Y. ~

Curtiss motor bicycles.

Devoe-Reynolds CO.,

Paints and varnishes.

Pneumatic Mfg. (70.. New York (‘ity—

Stamford Foundry (30., Stamford, (‘onn.-

Castings.

Standard “'11ch (‘o., Torre Haul-i. lntl.~

Wheels.

Electric Storage Battery CO., Boston. Mass.

——Storage batteries.

Whitney Mfg. (70., Hartford, Conn.~Whit

ncy roller chains and standards.

Flexible Metal Mfg. CO., Swalnpscott.

Mass.—

American Machine Mfg. CO., South Brain

tree, Mass—Spark plugs.

Parker Lock Switch CO., Newburgh. N. Y.

—Parker lock switch.

(Tullll; 'Acces

New York (‘i ty—

La Pointe Machine Tool CO., Boston. Mass.

—Tools.

More-Power CO., Lowell, Mass.~Autmnatic

air governors, ammeters and electric

switches.

Standard Motor Construction t‘0.. .lcrscy

Pity. N. J.—Motors.

'l‘renton Mallca-ble Iron (‘0._ 'l‘rcnton. N.

La inhert-Snyder Vibrator Cm—Vibrators

Carlyle, Johnson CO., Hartford, Conn.—

Friction clutches.

Victor Metals 00., East Braintree, Mass.—

Victor non-corrosive silver.

Trebert Auto & Marine Motor CO., Roches

ter, N. Y.--Motors.

Peter Gray & Sons, Beston. Mass—Gaso

lene tanks and lamps. _

Ofeldt & Sons, F. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Ofeldt automatic water register, kerosene

burners, fuel regulators and boilers.

Erickson Electric Equipment 00., Boston,

Mass—Electrical apparatus.

Springfield Moulding Works, Springfield,

Mass—Portable automobile houses.

Murray & CO., P. A., Newton, Mass—Tops.

Brooks Airless Tire Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Tires.

Scoville 8: Peck Co., New Haven. Conn.—

Automatlc gas generators.

Valvoline Oil 00., Boston, Mass—Lubri

cants.

Atwater & Son, Geo. 8., Boston, Mass.—

Goodyear tires.

Hodgson, E. H., Dover, Mass—Portable

automobile houses.

Lockhart. W. J.. Boston, Mass—Jacks.

Tingley CO., Charles 0., liahway, N. J.—

Tire repair outfits.

Heany Mfg. CO., Boston. Mass—Oils and

polishes.

Peerless Semi-Pneumatic Tire CO., Boston,

Mass—Tires.

Hartford Suspension 00., New York City—

Shock absorber. .

Gilbert & Barker Co., New York City—

McGiehan Odometer & Mfg. Co., New York

City—Odometers.

Bachman Motor CO., Baltimore, Md.—Mo

tors.

Utility CO., New York City—Cleaning com

pound.

Importers Show'a Pitiful ma.

Boston, March 15.—Frost of an even more

frigid variety than that which fell on the

similar affair held in New York lays heavy

on the co-called Importers' Salon, which

opened in Symphony Hall on Monday night.

There are about thirty cars in evidence, and

the attendants are more numerous than spec

tators. When :1 Motor "orld man visited

the place yesterday there were fifteen spec

tators in the hall; at night the attendance

was about one hundred: to-day's count dis

closed six visitors. Mechanics' Building was

crowded at the same times. There are three

American cars mingling with the foreign pro

ductions—a Buick. a Stevens-Duryea and a

Knox Motor Truck Co.’s truck. 0f the im

ported product it almost goes without say

ing that the Mercedes was most conspicuous.

 

Tart Wind-up at Buffalo.

One of the most enjoyable features of the

Buffalo show was the banquet of the Buffalo

Automobile Trade Association and the Auto

mobile Club of Buffalo last Thursday night

in the City Convention Hall. About one hun

dred and fifty gathered around the festive

board. E. R. Thomas, president of the as~

sociation, acted as toastmaster, and kept the

diners in a continuous roar of laughter by

his witticisms. After the banquet it is said

there was a pretty pert show for the benefit

of the “limited few.”

 

The recently organized Kirkham Motor

Mfg. (to, of Buffalo, N. Y.. began operations

last week. The company starts out with a

pa-yroll of fifty namel
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T0 DISPLACE THE CRANK

Ingenious Use of Carbonic Acid Gas to Render

Engines Self-Starting.

Of all the many schemes and devices of

questionable merit designed with a view to

permit of the engine being restarted from

the seat without the necessity of dismount

ing and winding the crank, few seem to have

survived their first season.

Of those that remain. the principal one can

hardly be said to fall under either category.

It is, in fact, neither a scheme nor a device,

merely a possibility of the four-cylinder en

gine and perfectly feasible within the limits
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"LE CINOGENE" SELF-STARTER.

oi' the capacity of the cylinders'to retain

their compression. This method is proba

bly too well known to call for any extended

description; it consists simply in shutting off

the spark, but not the fuel, a few moments

before stopping the engine. There will thus

be a compressed charge of mixture in one

of the cylinders, regardless of the point on

which the engine stops. By providing a

means of advancing or retarding the spark

sufficiently to cause it to occur within any

point of the stroke at which the piston may

stop, this may be exploded by simply switch

ing on the current, and the impulse is usually

suti'iclent to cause the engine to take up its

usual cycle of operations.

Compressed air and springs, also a means

of sending the current of an accumulator

through its generator and causing the latter

to act temporarily as a motor to produce the

initial compression in the cylinders, are other

means, all of them dependent upon the en

gine itself to store the energy in the first in

stance. All have been tried at one time or

another by various makers, but none seem

ingly have come in for any great amount of

serious attention.

“Le Cinogene" is the title of a somewhat
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novel device the details and method of op

eration of which may be seen at a glance

in the accompanying illustrations. It differs

from any of those previously mentioned in

being provided with an independent external

source of energy in the shape of a cylinder

of carbonic acid'gas at a high pressure—in

other words, nothing more or less than a soda

fountain reservoir. A lever placed within

convenient reaching distance of the chant

feur’s hand communicates with the latter

and allows the gas to escape. into a cylinder.

the piston of which carries a long rack en

gaging a pinion. which in turn revolves the

engine shaft. By opening the valve sudden

ly, the rack is shot out with considerable

force, and is said to have sufficient power to

give the engine shaft six or more complete

1
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IN DETAIL AND AS APPLIED TO THE CAR.

turns—more than enough to cause the motor

to start, barring derangement. 'i‘he piston

acts against the pressure of a heavy spiral

spring, which serves to return the former

to the other end of the cylinder after the

completion of its stroke, means being proi

vided for the escape of the used gas and for

releasing this starting train of gearing from

the engine shaft' when the latter is running

under its own power.

To quote from a French contemporary from

which the above description is taken, this

device “at first sight seems to provide a

happy solution of the problem." No data

concerning the capacity of the cylinder of

gas, its pressure or the number of impulses

it is capable of without recharging are given.

Thought the Motor was .Iunk.

Because they thought an electric motor was

only 01d junk, two Buffalo (N. Y.) boys are in

jail on a charge of grand larceny. Fred

Penn, twenty years old, and Martin Bren

nan, nineteen years old, took the motor from

a shed belonging to Alfred Miller and tried

to sell it in a second hand store, when the

police nabbed them.

ONE-PIECE ENGINE CASTING

How the Experiment has been Cleverly Worked

Out— Many Changes Made Necessary.

 

Whether the. idea of casting the four cyl

inders in one piece integral with the water

jacket is to prove a success or not is yet

to be determined by actual usage. Evidently

the task of proving its superiority is to he

left, for the present season at least, in the

hands of the single maker advocating this

_ radical departure—the builders of ‘the Ariel

cars, in England. -

The accompanying sketches showing the
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ARIEL ONE-PIECE CASTING.

engine as installed on the latest model of

the car in question serve to indicate the gen

eral outline of the casting, but unfortunately

is otherwise obscured by the amount of de

tail, such as the rods and rockers of the me

chanically actuated valves. However, in the

view from this side of the engine it will be

noticed that the water jacket is somewhat

in the form of a trunk extending the entire

length of the engine, and from which the

cylinders protrude in both dircctions. an in

dependent hcad being titted. The rather

novel placing of the exhaust and intake

valves can also be noted. 0n the carburet~

ter side shown in the second sketch in the

magneto is also shown in the lower right

hand corner, the detail of cylinder design is

not so easily followed, but it will be noticed

in both that despite the fact. of one casting

being employed, the practice of separating

the pairs of cylinders somewhat more than

the individual members is adhered to, just

as it is where twin cylinder castings are

used. Outlets 'of generous proportions are

provided at this point on both sides of the

engine to permit of the examination of the

jacket and cylinder walls.
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$1,000 IN PRIZES
TO DESIGNERS AND ARTISTS.

The George N. Pierce Company, of Buffalo, makers of Great Arrow Motor

Cars, in order to secure the best designs and color schemes possible for their cars,

offer the following prizes:

For Motor Car Open Bodies.

lst Prize, $250; 2nd Prize, $100,

for a body for a side-entrance car, based upon availability, usefulness and beauty.

Specifications to be supplied.

For Motor Car Enclosed or Limousine Bodies.

Isl Prize, $250; 2nd Drizc, $100,

for a design for a body with side entrance, as per specifications to be supplied, to be

based upon availability, usefulness and beauty. Competitors must supply scale draw

ings of side and rear elevation and seating plan.

For Color Scheme for Motor Car Bodies.

lst Drizc, $200; 2nd Drizc, $100,

for a color. scheme of some existing type of our motor car, either open or enclosed.

In awarding prizes the reliability of colors chosen and the appropriateness to the

service will be considered.

Designers and artists are requested to 'write at once. to the

George N. Pierce Company, Buffalo, N. Y., for full description

of the contest and specifications or outlines to work upon.

Fullinfonnaflon cannot be given here

The contestrfloses June lag 1905

All designs not worthy of award will be returned at the com

pany's expense, or rrfll be paid for at a price not to exceed

fifty dollars at the company‘s option.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, Buiialo, N. Y.
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ABOUT MOTOR WAGONS

Progress of Development Here and Abroad—

Wide Diverglnce of Power Employed.

Development of the heavy motor vehicle

means two things, according as the subject

is reviewed -from the standpoint of the

American builder or of his foreign contem

poraries in the same field abroad. In Eng

land, France and Germany, the first two

probably having given the subject a greater

amount of consideration within recent years

than it has received elsewhere, automobiles

for heavy haulage mean steam power almost

invariably. Where Germany is concerned,

alcohol holds greater promise than any of

its competitors, and numerous heavy ve

hicles employing it as a motive power are in

daily use.

In the United States a power that has been

ignored on the other side almost entirely

has here come in for the maximum of atten

tion. That is electricity, and results attained

with its use in heavy haulage on city streets,

employing units of 2 to 5 tons capacity, has

proved it to be equally economical and better

adapted to the purpose. For lighter loads,

ranging up to but not exceeding two tons,

the electric delivery wagon pre-empted the

field here, but is now beginning to feel the

competition of the gasolene wagon; in France

the latter has always had first call after

steam, even for passenger service.

A consideration of the advantages and

drawbacks of the three powers, steam, elec

tricity and gasolene, based upon experience

with all three under conditions snificiently

alike to render the results comparable will

be of interest.

Ease of operation and elasticity of control

are elements of advantage in favor of steam

which, however, are more than offset by the

tremendous proportion of dead weight in

volved in any system of automobile propul

sion employing it. Though faster than the

heavy draught horse at the outset—the lat

ter's speed in such work seldom attaining to

three miles an hour—still, the rate of the

pioneer heavy steam vehicles was not satis

factory, but attempts to increase it have

only been effected by a decrease in the load

efliciency, as shown by the results given in

one instance in the “heavyweight” competi

tion held by the Automobile Club of France.

The total weight of the vehicle entered the

first year was 9.9 tons, with a carrying ca

pacity or useful load of 4 tons, which gave

a load efficiency of 44 per cent. Decreasing

the former in the second year's vehicle to

8.8 tons resulted in a like diminution of the

useful load to 3.3 tons, and the load efliclen

cy to 31 per cent. A further decrease in the

total weight to 7.67 tons and the capacity to

2.4 tons raised the efficiency to 39 per cent.

As already mentioned, numbers of heavy

steam trucks are in use in England and

France. some with a carrying capacity of

10 tons, though this has been found to be

excessive. as well as ruinous to the road.

The mechanical features of both the Eng

lish and French vehiclcs arc along practi

cally the same lines. A continuous feed,

water tube boiler of small proportions, two

cylinder compound engines placed forward

under the chassis for tractors and toward

the centre for trucks, transmission being ef

fected by gearing direct to the rear axle

or chains to each wheel. The majority are

designed to bear a load of 2 to 5 tons, and

even with the widest tires have been found

to greatly increase the cost of maintenance

of the roads. Steam wagons have been

adopted for military purposes in England.

but the tests referred to have shown the

operating cost of the steam vehicle to be

very high. Steam wagons were given a

trial in New York City by one of the large

express companies, two of them, vehicles of

tive tons capacity each, were in service for

several months, but the same company now

employs hundreds of light electric delivery

wagons and is experimenting with gasolene

for heavy loads. The great amount of dead

weight involved is evidently an insurmount

able objection to the use of stcam, which

Inilltates against it to an extent that, even

if it possessed' the feature of greater econo

my which is lacking, it c0uld not compete

in the same class with gasolene and elec

tricity. And this, aside from its disadvan

tage of requiring a greater amount of skilled

supervision. England took up steam for the

heavy motor truck as the result of conserva‘

tism, and having adopted it to the extent

she ha, it is not to be expected that it will

soon be cast aside—the same spirit will cause

its retention, even though apparent that it

proves at best but poor economy.

Where the electric vehicle is concerned.

extended use in all kinds of service, ranging

from the lightest description of delivery

wagon up to the five-ton truck with an in

dependent drive on each wheel and power

steering, have demonstrated only too well

its superior economy and advantages, and

the former is bound to increase proportion

ater as charges for power go down. Where

the latter is to be had from the lighting

plant of the establishment itself, as in the

case of the department stores, many of

which have adopted such service on an ex

tensive scale, or where, in the case of the

'private individual, a gasolene or gas en

gine is utilized for generating the current.

economy has long since been brought to a

point where superiority over horse haulage

in this respect is no longer in question.

When public lighting company's rates reach

a more equitable basis, charges to the man

who cannot afford to own a private plant

will bring the operating cost to about the

same level.

Gasolene, as already stated, had first

choice in France, and the results attained

through its use leave no room for doubt

that, with added reliability of the motor and

its accessorie, this type of vehicle has

reached a plane already in advance of the

sica incr.

llccn

In (lcrniany similar results have

attained with alcohol. but slight

changcs in the cnginc being necessary to

adapt it to this fuel, which is there on a

par with gasolene. so far as cost and econo

my in operation is concerned. In this coun

try gasoleue has not conic in for the atten

tion it deserves for heavy haulage, but is in

a fair way of obtaining it.

  

Here's the " Pedestrian Catcher.”

“Pedestrian catcher“ is the high sounding

title applied by the cousins across the water

to what hcre goes by the evrryday name of

fender. ,

Some interesting trials were made recently

in the Bois de Vinccnnes, Paris, with a Ser

pollet steam car fitted with one of these,

differing from the usual Brooklyn trolley car

equipment only in the manner of its appli

cation. Its dimensions are 3 feet 6 inches by

2 feet, the long side being held upright and

tilted at an angle about 18 inches from the

road.- The body is formed of heavy netting.

while the frame is of tubing, the whole ap

paratus being supported on unsightly pipc

brackets.

The trials were made with a dummy weigh

ing 154 pounds, which was successfully

picked off the road and deposited in the

cradle with the car travelling at speeds of

twelve, eighteen and twenty-two miles an

hour. The inventor—a French colonial en

gineer—next trusted himself to the tender

mercies of the driver of the car. The latter

was, however, only driven slowly—about six

miles an hour—but M. David was safely

landed in the cradle. It is suggested that not

only would the arrangement be found useful

in dealing with lackadaisical pedestrians, but

also in picking up refractory dogs!

 

To Put Mufllerl to the Test.

That “silence is golden" seems to apply to

the working of the automobile motor with

no less force than to the subject which orig

inally called it forth. Though somewhat later

in the day, where American cars are con

cerned, as few manufacturers here haVe not

come to realize the value of seeing and not

hearing a motor “mote,” the Automobile Club

of France will hold a muffler, or usilencer,"

competition on April 1.

In the rules just issued it is stated that

each system should be represented by two

sizes of silencer—one for a single cylinder

motor and the other for a four cylinder en

gine. The engines on which the trials will

be carried out have the following dimensions:

Single cylinder engine, bore 140 mm.; stroke,

lilo mm.; speed, 800 revolutions per minute;

3-9 horsepower. Four cylinder engine, bore,

105 mm.; stroke, 105 mm.; speed, 1,400 revo

lutions per minute; 18-24 horsepower.

All devices entered must be accompanied

by sectional line drawings showing the in

terior construction. The judges, when mak

ing their awards, will take into considera

tion the silencing effect, back pressure in

duced, size, weight and simplicity of the ap

paratus.
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l650 POUNDS OF JOY
IS A NUI‘ INAP'I' DE_\'t,‘l{ll"l"lO.‘\v OF THE

Prayer-Miller Air-Cooled Car.

In other cars you may get greater bulk and more weight of metal for your money, but not more power or more pleasure.

  

Cooled by controlled air

WATER TANKS

"0 RA DIA TORS

PUMPS

  

LESS WEIGHT

per horsepower than any other car in

the world.

Studded with exclusive features.

Study them before you make a choice

24 H. P. l650 LBS.

OSCAR LEAR AUTOMOBILE CO., - Columbus, Ohio.

New ENGLAND AGENTS: D. P. NICHOLS & CO, 116-121 \V. Brookline St., Bos'nm, Mass.

 

 

 

 

  

You may pay more

than te price of the

* w" 9,

'- ,-'>,\,'~'i'»:_~~,_ 1“ but it will not assure you a car

' ' ' " that will do more or do it more

satisfactorily,

You cannot pay less and

get anything like what we offer

 

 

  

  

in our car.

., ,_ It’s a bold statement, we
‘\ i know, but if you want evidence

in support of it, drop us a line.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - Racine, Wis.
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The Week’s Patents.

783,112. Lubricator. Giovanni Enrico,

Turin, Italy, assignor to Societa Fabbrica

Italiana Automobili dl Torino. Filed April

o, 1904. Serial No. 201,919. '

Claim—1. In a lubricating apparatus, a

chamber for containing oil, a feeding device

acting to elevate oil from said chamber and

deliver it out of the apparatus. and means

for maintaining a substantially constant

level of oil in said chamber, said means act

ing to supply fresh oil to said chamber to

take the place of that delivered.

783,121. Speed Regulator for Explosion En

gines. Emile Martignoni, Paris, France,as

signor to Société Anonyme des Moteurs et

‘.\utomobilcs Hérald, Paris, France. Filed

September 26. 1903. Serial No. 174,836.

(‘iaim.—1. in an explosion-motor, in com

bination. a cylinder, 11 carburetter, a cham

1cr 20 communicating with said cylinder and

having a cylindrical portion with ports at op

posite ends communicating with said car

buretter and the atmosphere. respectively, a

hollow piston 16 in said cylindrical portion,

a piston-rod 15. a link 14 connected thereto.

a transverse shaft 11 having near one end

an arm 13 connected to said link, a gover

nor. a fork 10 upon said shaft engaging the

sliding member of the governor whereby the

piston obstructs more or less the passage of

the combustible mixture according to the

velocity of the motor. and interrupts the sup

ply of the mixture completely and admits

(nly pure air when the velocity reaches a

predetermined limit in order to cool and

cleanse the cylinders. 11 speed regulator 29, '

including a spring 32, and arranged at the

opposite side of the. motor from the link 14,

said regulator and link being extended paral

lel with the length of the motor, and an arm

31 on the end of said shaft 11 opposite the

arm 13 and connected to said regulator 29,

whereby said regulator determines the resist

ance of the spring to the action of the gov

ernor, according to the speed at which the

motor is to run.

783.138. Pump for intiating Pneumatic

Tires. Decimus Rowe. Wanganul, New Zea

land, assignor of one-half to John Stobert.

Wangauui, New Zealand. Filed June 15,

1904. Serial No. 212.743.

(‘lalnL—In means for inflating pneumatic

tires, 11 semicircular casing provided at one

end with means whereby it may be pivoted

to a fixed point, a longitudinal slot in the top

of the casing, a sliding bolt fitting in such

slot and adapted to be secured at any point

therein, and a pump, the plunger rod of

which is pivoted to the sliding block and the

free end of which is provided with means

whereby it may be. pivoted to a fitted point.

substantially as specified.

783.158. Sparking Igniter i'or li‘xplosive En

gines. Arthur E. Taylor. l<Jl_vria, Ohio, as

signor to The Elyrla Gas Engine (,‘oinpany.

Elyria. Ohio, a corporation of Ohio. Filed

July 9, 19113, Serial No. 11H,7ss.

(‘lai1n.—1. In an explosive engine ignitel'.

in combination. a pair of electrodes, one of

them being mounted on a movable shaft, :1

block in which said shaft is journaled, an

arm rigidly secured to said shaft, a hammer

plate loosely surrounding the shaft and held

in place by said arm against the face of

said block, a pair of wings both on the same

side of said hammer plate. said arm being

adapted to engage one of said wings, :1

spring compressed between the arm and the

other wing, and means for moving said plate

to cause the clcctrmlcs to contact and there

after suddenly release them. substantially as

described.

783,159. Lubricator.

more, Ill. Filed May 9, 1902.

106.559.

Claim—1. In a device for the purpose de

scribed, the combination of means for forcing

a supply of lubricant, a lubricant passage

communicating therewith and connected

with the part to he lubricated, an oil relief

in said passage between the supply and the

part to be lubricated. a pressure regulator

actuated by the pressure in said passage for

opening said relief. and a direct connection

between a source of fluid pressure and said

pressure regulator for closing said relief,

substantially as set forth.

783,168. Power Transmission Mechanism

for Automobiles. Walter C. Baker, Cleve

land, Ohio. Filed )Iay 29, 1903. Serial No.

159,266.

Claim.—1. A casing for the power trans

tnitting mechanism of an automobile, con

sisting of a casing body, a cap which is

separable from the body in a diametricai

plane, means for fastening said body and cap

together, and two aligned tubes clamped be

tween said body and cap extending laterally

in opposite directions therefrom, substantial

ly as specified.

783,194. Two-Cycle Internal Combustion

Engine. Arthur Ilardt, Cologne, Germany.

Filed September _2, 1903. Serial No. 171.579.

Clalm.—1. In an internal-combustion en.

gine comprising the working cylinder, pump

for forcing explosive mixture into the work

ing cylinder, ports in the cylinder wall con

trolled by the piston for the escape of the

spent gases, and for admission to the work

ing cylinder of air and explosive mixture.

the combination with the working cylinder

and the pumping cylinder, of a channel con

necting the said cylinders, port for admit

ting air into said channel and means for

opening the said admission port at the end

of the return stroke of the piston, substan

tially as and for the purpose described.

783.207. Vibrattr for Induction or Spark

Coils. Arthur .\. Kent, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed November 8, 1901. Serial No. 231,862.

(‘lal1n.—-1. In a vibrator. an armature. a

plate, to which said armature is attached so

as to vibrate therewith, 11 fulcrum interme

diate the ends of said plate and projections

adjacent each end of said plate to produce

a flection thereof and to hold the same upon

said fulcrum.

783.219. Pneumatic Tire. Harry A. Palmer,

Erie, I‘a. Filed Oct .ber 12. 1901. Serial No.

228.174.

(.‘laim.—1. The combination of a pneu

matic tire sheath having an annular opening

in its inner face, with inwardly extending

clips secured to the sides of said sheath and

adapted to be clamped between the sides

of a vehicle wheel rim and the channel

flanges secured thereto, substantially as set

forth.

783.289. Protector for l‘neumatic Tircs.

lCmile Lapissc, Elbeuf, France. Filed No

vember. liNH. Serial No. 232,092.

(‘laim.—-l. .\ protector for pneunmtic tires

FOR SALE.

1 1904 Knox Touring Car, canopy top and

extras, - - - - $1150.00

1 1904 Autocar, top baskets and lights, 1100.00

1 1903 Winton,wi1h extras, - - 850.00

1 1903 Model "C" Knox, top and extra

James Trotter, Syca

Serial No.

 

shoe, - - . - 550.00

1 1903 Cadillac, auxiliary springs and

extras, - - - 400,00

Will guarantee above cars to be in paint con

dition.

31 Central St., Worcuter, Mass.

llARRINGTON’S AUTO STA. No.1.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cent: perlino of seven words. each with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

__ _ORV 78352:;passenger side-entrance car bod

ies, in good condition at considerably reduced

price. DETROIT CARRIAGE CO.. Detroit, Mich.

OR SA LIE—Bargain, Running Gear and

Body, with or without Tires, suitable for to

to 16 H. P. engine. Address, Box 347, Erie, Pa.

‘ANNING Electric Runabout. New and

complete, less batteries. Best offer takes it.

List price, complete, 3750. Address Drawer 1),

Albany,N. Y.

CLEMENT-BAYARI) 15 11. P. Autocars; 1:

H. P. Cadillacs A and B models and Olds

mobiles; all in excellent condition and perfect

running order at exceptionally low prices, to make

room for the new stock. MOTOR CAR CO. OF

NEW JERSEY, 291 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.

‘ TE\'ENS-DURYEA, with top, used one sea

son, $725; 1903 Olds, $300; 1904 Cadillacs,

$490 up; Renault Touring Car, excellent condition;

$750; XLIiI Columbia, used 400 miles, 81250.

best bargains in West. Write MORIARTY CO..

Kansas City, Mo.
 

' ‘0 PACKARD BUYERS—We have one sec

ond hand 2: H. P. Packard, refinished

throughout with headlight, side hampers, canopy

top. complete, $2850; also one Model "A"

Franklin, with rear deck hamper, mahogany can

opy, headlights, etc., $1200; one Cadillac Model

"B" complete, at $650. CENTAUR MOTOR

COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

O PACKARD DEALERS—We will refund

your deposit and pay you premium of 5350

each on any 28 H. P. Model “N” Packard that

you have contracted for and will release to us.

CENTAUR MOTOR COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—One brand new Creetmobile

without tonneau; never been run; 8475.

HUB AUI‘O. EXCHANGE, 195 Freeport St.

Dorchester, Mass.

 

FOR SALE—4o n. P. MERCEDES, never

used, for sale at reasonable plice. Address,

1. W. X. care Moron WORLD.

 

COOLERS and hoods, Mercedes Shape for 10

H. P. for sale cheap. 1 524 Jefferson Avenue

Detroit.

IERCE ARROW, 2 cylinder, 16 H. P. De Dion

engine. Purchased last summer. Hal been

run about three thousand miles. Owner who is

now using 4—cylinder Pierce Arrow. will sell at

$1500. HARROLDS, Broadway, 581h to 59 St,

New York.
 

ANTED—Competent automobile travelling

salesman; one who has had experience

with both gasoline and electric vehicles preferred.

Address l'. O. Box 474, Indianapolis, Ind.
 

NIAGARA light touring 'car, 3 x 30 tires. In

fine condition; guaranteed. Photo: and de~

 

scription on application. Price $450. WILSON

AUTO MFG. co., Wilson, N. Y.

FOR SAL E .

Cadillac in A-l condition, $425.00

Long Distance Dose-Dos, - 235.00

Oldsmobile, - - - 2 50.00

Waverley Electric, 250.00

CRESCENT AUTOMOBILE co., 2565 Boul

evard, Jersey City. Reference, First National

Bank, Jersey City.
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These are the lines that make the

THOMASFLYER
A DUST PROOF AUTOMOBILE.

  

A Dustless Tonneau Is one of the orlainal and exclusive

features of this—America’s Most Popular Automobile.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR 60.,

l2l0 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manutacturers.

 

  

Every Word

a

Plain Truih.

  

Logan

(Zonsiruction

20.,

Ohillicothe,

  

 

 

 

 

HandDook

OE GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES ISSUED FOR

THE INFODMATION OF THE DUDLIC WHO

ARE INTERESTED IN THEIR MANU

FACTURE, SALE AND UsE.

This new edition of this handsomely bound and artistically printed

book, containing illustrations of about 125 Iasolene cars, will be ready

for mailing about March 15th, 1905. The products of the principal

 

manufacturers throughout the United States of America. and the [m—

porters of gasolene machines are shown by illustrations and specifi

cations. These specifications form a series of the lending questions

that arise in the mind or the purchaser, with the answers thereto in

 

red ink. The questions being uniform, the ease or comparison is

obvious, and the purchaser is enabled to select the machines which

are best suited to the service required, to his personal taste, or the

means at his command.

The 1904 edition is now out of print.

Scnl upon receipt oi 6 cents in stamps ior postage.

Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers,

Doom 1009. No. 7 EAST i2nd STREET, NEW YORK.

  

 

  

MODEL D. $1100.

  

CI'IIGMI

  

Carries Five persons without crowding. Not

an Experiment but a Proved Success.

Has so many good points only our complete

catalog will give you any adequate idea of them.

SEN D FOR IT.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE C0., ltd., Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

  

_ __ /___w“
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A 40-45 H.P. five passenger,

G ASA U L ECA side entrance, gasolene tour

ing car of the highest grade 

 

Without a starting crank.

Without a “clutch.” _

Without “change speed gears.”

w Without cams, rocker shafts, tappets or valve gearirg.

Without the usual confusing multiplicity of operatinfig levers.

Without complications.

 

 

 

 

R? Every movement of the motive power and the car, from a state of absolute rest, forward at

any speed or reverse, controlled by one simple foot pedal having only forward and

backward action. Positively no other speed or movement controlling device of any kind

on the car.

Double brakes. Irreversible steering wheel. The GAS-AU-LEC is the simplest car in

world and the easiest to operate and maintain.

Not an experiment, but a success.

Not a freak, but a practical revolution.

VAUGHN MACH INE COMPANY.

HAMILTON S. CORWIN, President PEABODY, MASS., U. S. A.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

WWW

E R C E D E Miiiis.
-A FEW DELIVERIES LEFT.

   

  

Orders may be placed with us at 69 Wall Street, New York, or with SMITH 6‘: MABLEY, the Mercedes Show

rooms, 38th Street and Seventh Avenue.

8: C0,, American Representatives of C. L. CHARLEY, Paris.
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_SURREY,TYPE ONE

$L350
18 HP. Immediate Delivery.

Complete wlth brass side, tail and two gas headllghts with separate generator, brass horn,

drop forged wrenches, ollers, pump and repair kit.

Other Models, $750, $850, $2000 and $3000.

 
 

The low cost of maintenance is one of its most attractive features. No automobile has

fewer and simpler working parts. SO few and so simple are these parts that they may be seen

and understood in a moment. The long, heavy, pressed steel frame, the rigid cross members

supporting the engine, the perfectly balanced reciprocating parts, the full elliptic springs,

large tires, non-friction metal and ball and roller bearings reduce wear and tear to the minimum.

With the elimination of unnecessary parts and a direct transmission of power, fuel is

economized without a sacrifice of ability to go at comfortable: speed wherever roads are fit for

travel.

Disorders are so infrequent, and so easily repaired when they occur, that one may dis

pense with the help of a chauffeur. It is a machine that women can and do handle and care for

themselves. We can point out instances.

 
 

  

 

BRANCHES: BOSTON, I45 Columbus Ave. PHILADELPHIA, 241 North Broad St. CHICAGO, 302-304 Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY: 134 West Thirty-eighth St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN OTHER LEADING cmes.

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY 8: COMPANY
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LAMP MAKERS POOL ISSUES

Join Forces with Atwood to Test Validity of

the Bullet Design Patent.

 

It develops that there are far more inter

ests involved than appears on the surface in

the suit brought in the United States Circuit

Court, in Philadelphia, against Charles E

Miller, the well-known wholesaler, by Gray

8:. Davis for alleged infringement of the de

sign patent of their “Bullet” lamp.

Miller’s alleged infringement consists in

having sold an Atwood lamp, of the so-called

bullet shape, and the Atwood Mfg. Co., of

course, appear as sole defendants. As a

matter of fact, however, several other lamp

manufacturers have pooled issues with At

Wood to test the patents in question, No. 764,

396, and design No. 37,301, and are standing

together- in the matter and will share in the

defense.

Fire Never Touched Them.

Fire which on Tuesday night destroyed a

frame building owned but not occupied by

the International A. & V. Tire Co., Milltown,

N. 1., led to a report that a portion of that

concern‘s tire plant had been badly damaged.

’l‘hi is not the case, however, as the Interna

tional factory was not even scorched. The

building destroyed was leased and used by

wholly different people. ’

Wanamaker to Move Uptown.

John Wanamaker has felt the necessity of

getting into the thick of the uptowri business

district. Accordingly, on or about May 1

he will take possession of part of the Brews

ster Building, at Forty-ninth street and

Broadway, where his salesroom will be there

after located, and where, of course, Fords

and Premiers will be displayed.

 

'l'o Continue Dan-seq Business.

The death of F. A. La Roche, president

of the American-Darracq Company, will not

interfere with the continuation of the busi

ncss. Arrangements to that end have been

perfected, G. M. McWilliains being now in

control of the business affairs of the com~

pany. -

Boston Show Boomed to the End.

Interest in the Boston Automobile Show

continued of the feverish variety until the

close on Saturday night last. The average

paid attendance was 7,000 per day, except

ing, of course, the opening night, when the

record-breaking totalof 47,500 persons passed

through the doors.

There was considerable business done, not

only locally, but in a trade way, many agents

from Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,

where the season opens later than in any

other part of the country, visiting the show

to make connections for the year.

 

Screw Plants Bring Big Prices.

The Standard Screw Co., of Detroit, has

purchased the stock of the Hartford Ma

chine Screw Co., Hartford, Conn., and West

ern Automatic Machine Screw Co., Elyria,

Ohio, which latter was a subsidiary of the

Hartford Co. Both have been making a

number of small parts for the automobile

trade. The $100 shares of the Hartford con

cern, which has been paying dividends of

10 per cent. a month, brought $1,000 per

share and of the Eiyria plant $285.

 

Michigan Opens in Kansas City.

The Michigan Automobile Co., Ltd., of

Kalamazoo, Mich, are turning out a very

handsome car for the use of doctors and

others. This is a single seat rig, and is their

regular Model D car with touneau removed.

In place of the tonneau there is a shapely

box, giving the rear of the car a square

effect, which adds much to its appearance.

 

Waltham to Build Wagons.

The Walthani Mfg. Co. is preparing to go

extensively into the production of commer

cial vehicles. To that end they have re

cently been acquiring a number of patents

covering the several types, among them a

gasolene-electric system.

 

Crompton Sustains Fire Loss.

The Crompton Motor Car 00., Worcester,

Mass, which built steam cars on a small

scale, was among the sufferers from the fire

which wrecked the Cronipton Building on

Friday last. No estimate of the damage is

given.

DEPARTURE IN JACKETING

Philadelphian Strikes Out in New Direction——

How he Does it and the Objects Sought.

 

The cooling problem is one of the most un

settled of all the questions which have

arisen, and its ultimate solution for the auto

mobile motor is highly problematical. For a

long time the utility of the independent cop

per water jacket has been recognized by de

signers, and not a few attempts have been

made to perfect its application to a degree

which would make possible its general adop

tion. These efforts have been only partially

successful, however, and though some engine

builders have experimented to no purpose,

others have been better prospered, and are

using the principle to advantage, as, for in

stance, in some of the larger Panhard models

and the PopeToledo.

The arguments in favor of this method of

construction are: that a better cylinder cast

ing is secured than would otherwise be pos

sible, since the form is much less complex,

and simpler cores are used, thus making

cleaning and inspection easier and more thor

ough; that the weight of the motor is con

iderably reduced; that the jackets are easily

demounted for cleaning, inspection or re—

pairs; and that the damage resulting from

freezing is greatly reduced- since the cost

of replacing the jacket alone is slight com

pared to that of renewing the entire cylinder.

It is argued, on the other hand: that it is

extremely difficult to secure tight joints be—

tween the jacket and cylinder, and that, not

withstanding the reduction in the cost of the

cylinder casting alone, the expense of the

spun jacket and the difficulties connected

with fitting it to the cylinder are so great

as to cause a slight increase in the cost of

the motor when completed. But, however

just the criticism may be, it would seem to

a casual observer that an unfavorable atti

tude toward the system were due quite as

much to prejudice and unskilled effort to

apply it as to any inherent defect in its the

ory. For, taken at its face value alone, it

seems a long step in advance of the more

common practice.

Up to the present time all effort in this
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line has been concentrated on the independ

ent cylinder arrangement, but there is now

being brought out in the Quaker City a

quadruple motor of twin cylinder construc

tion. to which the principle has been applied

with apparent success.

The cylinders are. 4 1-16 by 5 inches. and

this, with the normal speed of 900 revolutions

per minute, make the rating of twenty horse

power seem perfectly just. The jackets are

spun into dome shape and entirely enclose

the cylinders and valve pockets. Each is

provided with six openings. four for the plugs

which cover the valves of the two cylinders,

and two for the“ inlet and exhaust piping

which leads to siamcsed ports. The metal

is headed over around these openings, and

the parts adjacent to them are flanged and

screwed into place. The joint at the base

of the jacket is made by slipping a cast iron

ring of slightly trapezoidal section over the

outside and thus forcing the jacket tightly

against the main casting. The ring is held

in place by screws halved between it and

the cylinders. The construction of the pis

tons, rods and crank is "regular," the latter

being lubricated by ring oilers. and the. for

mer by splash. The crank case is wholly of

aluminum and is in three parts. The upper

portion is heavily ribbed, and provided with

four supporting arms of channel section;

the lower part contains the end bearings of

the crank shaft, and is removable without

interfering with any of the mechanism, while

the front end of both portions is closed by

a removable head, which facilitates the dis

mounting of the cam shafts. The latter are

driven by two uninclosed gray fibre gears,

meshing with a steel pinion on the crank

shaft. They are of sectional structure, the

cams being keyed in place, and spaced by

mean of steel tubes, which are slipped over

the end of the shaft. The four hearings in

which they run are fitted with large bush

ings, so that they may be withdrawn bodily

from the end of the case, the former remain

ing in place. They are entirely incloscd in

the crank case, and hence get the full benefit

of the oil splash. The cam lifts are of hard

ened steel, without rollers or springs, and

work in guides which are bolted to the case;

the valves themselves are, as would naturally

be expected, opposed and interchangeable.

The gas is supplied by an automatic float

feed carburettor having the usual diaphragm

regulation, and is controlled by a water gov

ernor similar in principle to that employed

on certain of this year’s Panhard cars, but

not at all a derivative of it. The ignition is

accomplished by the usual quadruple jump

spark system, the internal wipe contact

commutator being located at the back a trifle

above the top of the cylinders, on a vertical

shaft driven from the exhaust shaft.

An article which recently appeared in these

columns pointed out the marked advantages

of lnclosing the several cylinders pf a mul

tiple motor in a common water jacket, in

stead oi’ keeping them entirely separate from

one another. For. as was shown, laying

aside all purely structural considerations,

there would accrue an economy in over all

length, since the cylinders could be set more

closely together, an increase in jacket ca

pacity without a corresponding increase in

outside measurement, and a simpler and more

effective arrangement of the circulating sys

tem than would otherwise. be possible. It

was further shown that while such an ar

rangement would he, in theory at least, as

applicable to three or four cylinders as to

two, that tickle dame, common practice, had

as yet failed to sanction its extension be

yond the twin-cylinder formation.

Hence it will be extremely lntersting to

note the success of this new departure, as its

permanent adoption may forecast an ulti

mate cxtension of the separate jacket to the

multi-unit cylinder construction.

The engine in question is after designs by

L. S. Chadwick. and is made by the Fair

mount Engineering Co., of which he is presi

dent.

 

Among the Retailers.

A. P. Shumaker will build a garage in the

East End, Pittsburg, Pa. It will cost at least

$25,000.

Frank A. Sanford, who some two months

since secured the metropolitan agency for

the Yale car, has finally located himself at

No. 1,653 Broadway. It is in the heart of

the automobile district.

The Brackett Automobile Co.. of Man

chester, N. H., has leased the Palace stable

building at No. 484‘» Chestnut street. The

floor space is 6.000 square feet, which ought

to give them plenty of room.

Articles of incorjmration of the Minneapo

lis (Minn) Automobile Dealers“ Association

were filed last week. The capital is placed

at $10,000, and E. II. Moulton, H. E. Pence

and T. C. Jordan are named as incorporators.

Edward Keller and Floyd Needham have

leased the Johnson & Landis garage at De

catur. Ill., and will take over the business of

the latter firm. The new concern will be

known as the Keller-Needham Automobile

(‘0.

To keep abreast of the times the James

Foundry Co., at La Crosse, have taken on an

tomobiles. The James Foundry Co. will sell

cars and conduct a garage. The company

boasts of the best equipped machine shop in

the Middle West.

The Riddell Automobile (‘o., formerly W. J.

Riddell, has been incorlmrated at Des Moines,

Iowa, with $25,000 capital. \V. J. Riddell

will continue to manage the business as pres

ident and treasurer. The firm is located at

Nos. 720 and 722 Locust street.

The Essex Automobile Co. is the name of

a new concern that will sell, repair and hire

automobiles in Newark. X. J. The garage,

repair shop and salesroom are located at Nos.

9, 11 and 13 Lombardy street. The company

will handle the Ford, Jackson and Premier

ears.

The recently organized Iowa Automobile &

Supply Co., of Des Molnes, Iowa, has leased

11,000 square feet of floor space opposite the

Savery Hotel. to be utilized for display. stor

age and repair purposes. The company has

taken the State agency for the Rambler,

Marion, Queen, Gale and Acme cars.

Ground has been broken for the garage to

he built in Plymouth avenue, Rochester, N.

Y., by the United States Automobile Co. The

building will be 135x140 feet and will cost

$20,000. The compain has also built an

other garagc on Park avenue. The latter

building is S0x100 feet, and is built with a

view of enlargement if necessary. the site

being 160x385 fe‘et.

 

No Damages for Grentell.

Justice Barnard last Friday instructed

the jury in Circuit Court N0. 1, at Washing

ton, D. C., to return a verdict for the de

fendant in the case of William Grenfell

against the Washington Electric Vehicle

Transportation Co.

The suit was for $10,000 damages for in

juries received by the plaintlfi in an explo

sion of gasolene which had been left outside

the establishment of the defendant company,

and taken therefrom by a number of small

boys, who threw it upon Grenfell. The gaso

lene was ignited by a burning candle in a

playhouse used by the boys. The plaintiff

contended the automobile firm was careless

in letting the boys get hold of the fluid.

 

Queer Cause of an Explosion.

An explosion of gases, supposedly those of

gasolene and sewer gas combined, under the

new concrete turntable in the garage 01‘

Frank Bull, Wisconsin street, Racine, Wis,

one day last week, caused considerable ex~

citement and some little damage. A work

man cut a hole in the base at one side of the

turntable, and it is thought a spark from the

cold chisel ignited a congestion of gases

under the floor. The explosion lifted the

three-ton block of concrete and steel of! its

track and buried it to one side. A new 40

horsepower Pope-Toledo car, which was on

the turntable, was considerably damaged.

Two workmen were injured, though not seri

ously.

 

"E. V." Opens Hartford Salesroom.

For the better accommodation of the pub

lic of Hartford and vicinity, the Electric Ve~

hicle Company has opened a commodious

down-town salesroom at 372 Asylum street.

one block east of Union station. The new

quarters are in charge of G. E. Risley and

F. E. Dayton, of the sales department. In~

cidentally, the company's offices at the Lan~

rel street factory have recently been remod

eled and a large reception room provided

for visitors.

 

To Sell American Cars in Denmark.

Carl Simonsen, of Simonscn & Nielsen. Co

penhagen, Denmark, who has been in this

country for the past fortnight, while here

secured the agency for an American line of

cars. He sails for home to-dly.
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ANTICS OF A MALCONTENT

 

Expensive Extremes Employed by a Disgruntled

Buyer to lniure a Car’s Reputation.

It probably is safe to say that the automo

bile trade has had more than its share of dis

gruntled customers. The very nature of the

vehicle, coupled with the predisposition of

some men to fancy that they “know it all,"

makes for such a state of aflairs; as usually

is the case, such men charge their own short

comings to the car, and the more vicious

of the ilk have on occasion resorted to amaz

ing methods to “get even."

Probably the most despicable efl'ort of the

sort came to light during the week of the

Detroit show.

The disgruntled individual in the case, a

Dctrolter, had, after visiting the factory, last

August, purchased a four cylinder car of

reputable Western manufacture.

From the date of purchase until the pres

ent the maker's books show a total charge

for replacement of parts, and so forth, of

$02. They thought no more of the car than

of the others they had produced until early

in January, when they were astonished by

the receipt of a letter demanding an immedi

ate return of the purchase price of the car.

The demand was coupled with all manner of

dire threats in the event the money was not

forthcoming. The answer of the company

was prompt and to the point; it was, in fact,

that, while they disliked to see any customer

of theirs wearing a fool’s cap, at the same

time, if that was his desire, it was certainly

his privilege to do so, so far as they were

concerned. The letter wound up with the

statement that under no circumstances would

they comply with any such demand. They

heard no more of the matter until during the

Detroit show, when they beheld the car cov

ered with signs reading:

“This is a car. A bum machine.

Cost me first month for repairs, $369; second

month, $289; third month, $136," etc, giving,

of course, the name of the machine. The

owner had hired an express wagon to tow

the car about the streets, and at the same

time wrote the company what he had done,

and promised to repeat the performance at

Chicago during show week, and later on in

most of the large cities in the country for a

period of sixty days.

No attention was paid to his communica

tion and no attempt whatever made to in

terfere with his actions. During the week

of the Chicago automobile show, however,

 

the company's Chicago agent was called up,

by telephone and advised that the car was

at the depot and would be run about the

streets unless some satisfactory arrange

ment could be made to withdraw it. Savor

ing strongly as it did of blackmail, the an

swer of the agent was, in effect, that if the

customer would call at his store he would

repairssatisfiaction so warm that he. at least.

would not drive that car, or any other, for

some days to come.

Little more was heard of the matter, and

while it is stated that the car did actually

start with the signs in question, it was with

drawn, or at least little was heard or seen

if it during the week. its owner evidently

having become tired of his job or awakened

to a sense of the futility of it.

 

The Week’s Incorporation.

Augusta, Me.—C. O. Q. Automobile Co., un~

der Maine, laws, with $500,000 capital. Cor

porator—I. L. Fairbanks.

Chicago, Ill.—Chicago Automobile Service

Co., under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Lewis W. Parker, Henry M.

Hagan and Charles W. Kefer.

New York City, N. Y.—Muitiplex Power

(‘0., under New York laws, with $1,000 cap

ital, to manufacture motors. Corporators—

ii. Hollmann, C. Welk and L. Storck.

New Orleans, La.—Motor Co., Ltd., under

Louisiana laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—Bishop C. Perkins, William P. Luck

and Thomas S. Witherspoon.

San Antonio, '1‘ex.—Johnson-Schofleld Au

tomobile 00., under Texas laws, with $10,

000 capital. Corporators—H. E. Johnson,

George L. Schofleld and Carrie L. Schofleld.

Portland, Me.—-Autobed Co., under Maine

laws, with $50,000 capital, to make automo

biles. Corporators and officers—President,

H. P. Sweester; secretary and clerk, L. L.

iIight.

Westfleld, Mass—Hampden Automobile

00., under Massachusetts laws, with $10,000

capital, to sell automobiles. Corporators—

Henry R. Barton, Dr. George H. Jayues and

Myron A. Giiman.

Columbus, 0hio.—Uneedme Tool Co., under

Ohio laws, with $5,000 capital, to make tire

removing tools. Corporators and oflicers—

President, Joseph Schonthai; vice-president

and manager, M. M. Phcnice; treasurer, Dr.

C. M. Taylor; secretary, Dr. C. A. Howell.

 

Locks Gasolene Supply Against Meddiers.

Automobile owners and drivers have ex

perienced considerable annoyance at having

cars tampered with by unauthorized persons,

and various devices have been talked of to

lock a car against all but the owner. These

have usually taken the form of lock switches

on the electric circuit.

Eben J. Hill, jr., superintendent of the Nor

walk Iron Works, at Norwalk, Conn.. has,

however, patented an idea which he thinks

will be a valuable addition to every automo

bile. It is a key lock for the gasolene sup

ply. The lock fits on the side of the gasolene

pipe, taking the place of the usual shut-oi! at

the side of the engine.

It is a small brass device, and is turned

with a special key, no two keys being alike.

One of the features of the arrangement is

that the key cannot be taken from the lock

until the gasolene supply is entirely shut oil.

The device is simple, the key being inserted

in the lock and the gasolene turned on. The

locks are perfectly tight, being tested by

gasolene under a pressure 9.! ninety pounds.

TOOLS THAT “LOSE THEMSELVES”

Petty but Aggravating Evil that Alflicts Gar

ages—The Ellorts to Combat it.

 

 

A complaint which very frequently comes

to the ears of garage owners and repair

men is that tools and accessories are lost

from machines left in their care. Similar

complaints come from chauffeurs, and a

counter wail now and then from mechanics

who mourn the loss of a pet tool of seine

sort. These as well as certain most astonish

ingly irregular results in the monthly ac

count of oils and other supplies which are

more or less accessible to all, point to an

alarming inability to distinguish the right of

property ownership.

It seems at first a trifle strange that a

workman would rather take a wrench from

the toolbox of the machine upon which he is

working than to cross over to his bench and

get its counterpart, which happens to be his

own personal property. But it is not at all

to be wondered at that when the job is tin

ished it should go into his kit, along with

the other tools, because it looks like his own

and because mechanics are proverbially ab

sentminded in this respect. They are univer

sally shy of tools when they go on a job,

and as universally overplenished when they

leave. And as they seldom buy for cash the

deductions are obvious. As to the chauffeurs,

quite the same conditions are to be noticed.

They are forever loosing things, tools, parts,

gloves, even clothing; yet their stock is never

wholly wanting. And it is evident that if

the new things have been bought, their wages

have not been visibly diminished in conse

quence.

Now all this points to a condition of petty

dishonesty, which, it let go, may ultimately

breed a great deal of trouble for the garage

man and the owner. But what to do?

Some have tried imposing a fine of $5 in

every case in which it is proven that the

contents of a car have been tampered with.

In some cases the result has been noticeable

at once, while in others a disposition to listen

to excuses of mitigating circumstances and

to deal gently with pet oifenders has done

more harm than years of rigid enforcement

could undo. But. take it on the whole, it

would seem that thorough protection of the

car owner’s rights could only be obtained

through hard, well enforced discipline. And

as to the trouble between the men them

selves, many a foreman has learned by bit

ter experience that it is best to let all those

little bickerings which are essential to the

wage earner’s life take care of themselves

and not attempt to arbitrate between them.

To Take Over Chain Business.

The Diamond Chain 8:. Mfg. 00., Indian

apoiis, Ind., which was recently incorporated

under the laws of that State. will take over

the chain manufacturing business of the Fed

eral Mfg. Co., for which purpose it was or

ganized- The nescllmiams are new reins

eeselseeq: - _ _
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The Only

Real Autombile Tire.
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MERELY 'AN ENLARGED BIBYGLE TIRE,
but a tire designed, developed and constructed specially

for use on automobiles, and supplied with a flat rim

(don’t overlook that), and a fasteningin keeping with

the design of the tire. And what is very much to the

point, it is a tire and a. fastening that have been tried

ruthlessly for two years and found not wanting.

 

If you would know more about it, permit us to

mail you a copy of our booklet.

 

ThO FlSk Rubber Company, Chiwpee Falls. Mass

BRANCHES: New York. 754-756 Seventh Ave. ChiClIO, lZSl MlChlgln Ave.
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BOSTON. 220 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS, 8908 Olive St.

SPRINGFIELD. 40 Dwilhl St. OMAHA, liiil Farnum St.

PHILADELPHIA. R28 Arch St. KANSAS CITY, 13.10 Main St.

ATLANTA. 103 N. Pryor St. MINNEAPOLIS. 704 IIennenin Ave.

SYRACUSEAZ! 90. Clinton St. DENVER. 1534 Giensrm St.

RI'FFALO. 893 Main St. SAN FRANCISCO. 114 Second St.

CLEVELAND, 318 Euclid Ave. LOS ANGELES. 1034 80. Main St.

DETROIT. 2’54 Jefferson Ave.

MONTREAL. CANADA LONDON. ENGLAND
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Striking at the Overcharge Evil.

One of the very earliest evils which the

automobile industry encountered was charge

able directly to those engaged in it; i. e..

the practice of charging for a repair job, not

according to the work performed, but as

much as it was believed the car owner would

stand.

This “get-rich-quick" practice is not now

so general as once was the case, but it still

obtains to an appreciable extent. There are

men in the trade who will not see that in

adding unnecessarily to the cost of a car's

upkeep, they are standing in their own light

and creating an undesirable advertisement.

They are sacrificing the future for the pres

The idea that it “costs a mint” to

maintain an automobile is already too preva

lent.

While it probably is one of those great

questions which time will solve, there are

manufacturers who have given it thought

and are seeking to hasten the solution. They

cannot, of course, control the charges their

agents may impose for repair work, but at

least one of them lessens greatly, if not on

cut.

  
tirely, the chance of owners of his cars be

ing “gongcd” in the purchase of parts for

replacements. Every car that is shipped is

accompanied by a booklet cataloguing each'

separate part and specifying the price there

of. With knowledge that such information

is in the possession of his patron, the agent

will scarcely dare inflate the price of any

part.

Another manufacturer seeks to minimize

the overcharge evil by making an almost

direct bid for the “overhauling” trade. He

is encouraging users of his cars to send

them to the factory for overhauling during

the winter months, and names a price for

the work that makes the encouragement hard

to resist. The manufacturer himself prefers

to do such work on his cars, and generally,

and not unnaturally, the owner would rather

have it done at the factory.

greater satisfaction all around.

That this state of affairs will not be rel

ished by dealers and repairmcn goes with

out saying.

It assures

But knowledge that a begin

ning has been made may serve to bring

some of them to their senses and cause

them to keep their figures within reasonable

bounds.

Defining the Amateur.

Like nearly every one else identified with

the organization. the new chairman of the

A. A. A. racing board is possessed of the

idea that autotnobiling has brought with it

new phases 0f the amateur definition. As a

matter of fact. every side it presents is as,

old as the hills.

has been the bugaboo of sport.

The man in the trade ever

The men fit

to govern any sport do not temporlze and

do not fear to grapple with him. There are

sportsmen in the trade as well as out of it;

it does not require a spyglass to locate them.

The real professionals are equally conspicu

ous, or cannot long remain concealed.

There really is no occasion for a complex

definition of an amateur. The essence is

contained in three clauses: (1) He shall not,

directly or indirectly, compete for cash or

against professionals; (2) he shall not sell or

otherwise realize on his prizes, and (3) he

shall not follow racing as a means or partial

means of livelihood. If it is desired to make

the dciinition even more comprehensive, it

might be added that he shall be the owner

of the car which he drives.

it is possible to surround the definition with

a mass of "ifs" and "ands" and "huts" and

other flubdub, but the spirit of amateurism

is contained within and is amply protected

by the three simple clauses quoted.

Suppose the principal in an automobile

company or the manager of a depot does oc

casionally engage in competition; it cer

tainly does not imply that his motives are

sordid. Any man with half an eye can

quickly tell whether such competition is to

himapartlal means of livelihood. There is

small chance that will prove the case, and if

he does not race for cash or dispose of his

prizes he is as good an amateur sport's

man as the millionaire who wanted cash

prizes “because automobile racing is an ex

pensive game.” There should be no trouble

in placing in his proper category the trades

man taken from the bench or ostensibly

kept at a bench because of his racing capa

bilities. “Partial means of livelihood” ar'nply

covers his case.

If the men in the trade still constitute a

bngaboo, then let the rules require of all of

them that they execute affidavits that their

racing expenses are not home, directly or

indirectly, in the form of salary, commis

sion or otherwise, by the firm or company

of which they are a part or by whom they

are employed. By making this exaction gen

eral it cannot give offence to any. For the

man who would he a perjurer rather than a

professional there is no hope, and no law,

human or divine, will reach him.

But the crux of the whole matter is that

where there's a will there's a way. The way

to an amateur definition is easy, and the A.

A. A. should cease quibbling and come out

into the open. Given the hired man, the

money chaser and I the professional pro

moter, there will be no sport for the love of

sport unless the men who love it take a

stand and draw the line deep and distinct

and do so quickly.

Are Governors and Pumps Necessary?

Is the governor a necessity on the antomo

bile engine in its present state of develop~

ment? The question is practically that of

the greater efiectivencss of hand or auto

matic control—which of these, all things con~

sidered, is best adapted to give the best ser

vice in the long run?

Of course the theory of the governor is cor

root, and if there were nothing more to it

than this a governor would be absolutely es

sential on every car, otherwise would not

the engine run away straight to the scrap

heap the moment it was freed from the load?

To what extent the theory has been found

to prevail probably may best be illustrated

by the fact that of fifty representative Amer

ican and foreign cars only “eleven, or slightly

over 20 per cent, were so equipped last year,
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and changes in this respect in the present

year’s models have been more with a view

to eliminating all surplusage in the way of

needless apparatus—a category to which the

governor has apparently been relegated by

an overwhelming majority vote. Some well

known builders on the other side, who have

hitherto considered automatic regulation in—

dependent of the chauffeur as indispensable,

have concurred in the stripping process. and

it is no longer a feature of the power plant

of their cars.

The automatically governed engine in many

instances presents a striking anomaly, for

no sooner has its maker decided to prevent

it “racing” by a governor than he goes a

step further and provides it with an acceler

ator; nothing more or less than a device to

prevent the governor from slowing the en

gine down so that in all probability when

most needed the safeguard would prove in

operative, a system akin to that prevalent

in the navy and other government institu

tions of putting a man to do a certain piece

of work, and placing another either so as to

hinder the first man as much as possible or

undo the result of his labor.

Of the eleven instances in which the de- ,

vice is employed, eight follow steam engine

practice by governing the throttle, the ma

jority of this type utilizing centrifugal force

in one manner or another; only two govern

the ignition, and one employs a patented sys

tem of pneumatic governors controlling the

'entire power plant automatically. Fifty per

cent of the first subdivision is represented

by cars of foreign make, so that this narrows

the number of American cars employing any

governing device down to seven in a total of

forty-six, or slightly more than 16 per cent.

It would hardly seem from this that the gov

ernor can be said to constitute a feature of

American practice, nor, on the other hand.

that the results of four years’ experience

have shown it to be a necessity in any sense

of the word.

Another adjunct the necessity for which is

somewhat in question is the circulation

pump, but a resumé of present day practice

where this is concerned shows its status to

be quite the opposite of that of the governor.

The pump is overwhelmingly in the majority,

but that, of course, does not prove it to be

essential by any means.

This may appear at first sight to be blow

ing hot and cold with the same breath, and

applying the force of the argument indicating

that the governor is a superfiuity in the re

verse direction to prove the same of the

pump, but a moment‘s consideration will re

veal that there is a distinction with a differ

ence. Because the governor is only used by

the minority shows conclusively that it is not

indispensable by any means, otherwise there

would be many runaway and wrecked en

gines; but the fact that the thermosiphon sys

tem of circulation is only employed by a piti

ful few does not go to prove that it is im

practicable, but quite the reverse; that if

successful in a few instances, with a little

study its greater possibilities might be ap

parent to the majority.

or the same fifty cars used in the former

comparison but three relied on the automatic

circulation of the hot water to effect the

cooling, and but one of these was an Ameri

But it is a significant fact that after

three seasons’ use this feature is still present

('1! ll (‘31 I'.

on this year's models of the last named.

Where foreign cars are concerned, the show

ing in favor of the natural system is consid

erably more favorable, as out of the entire

number of cars shown at the Paris exhibition

in December last some 14 per cent were

equipped in this manner. Of those using a

pump the preponderance here is for the fric

tion drive; on the other side the direct gear~

drive is largely in the majority.

It may be argued that makers in this coun

try have tried the thermosiphou system of

ccollng and were compelled to abandon it,

but that only goes to prove one thing, and

that is that it was not adapted ‘to their par

ticular cars as they wcre then constituted.

Its failure under such circumstances might

be indicative of many other things than its

own shortcomings, for the efficiency of any

part of a system must always depend upon

and be corelative to that of its other com

ponents. Probably the most patent fact in

connection with its co-called failure here is

that the average American car does not carry

sufllcient water to take advantage of it, or,

on the other hand, that the area of the radi

ator is inadequate for use in this connection.

It is hardly to be expected that with its in

herent limitation of sluggish movement of

the liquid this system could carry off the

heat fast enough to keep the engine cool

without a generous supply of water, and

forced circulation is in consequence a neces

sity where the latter is limited.

Not that it is without its advantages, for a

minimum supply of water means eliminating

the water tank, and the pump, moreover, is

capable of moving obstructions in the piping

that would cripple its weaker rival. The

question then rests between the water tank

and the pump, and with the alarming in

crease of weights :1 hundredweight of water

is not desirable. Again the improved pump

permits of the natural circulation should it

fail to perform its functions.

The whole matter, both where the governor

and the pump are concerned, narrows itself

to a question of simplicity in the engine, and

the type that is least burdened with useless

complications in the way of non-essential ac

cessories is bound to be the one that will be

a thing of beauty and a joy forever—or at

lcasta much greater fraction of that infinity

of time than its encumbered rival.

 

Moulding the Chauiieur.

The chauffeurs‘ school has come to be an

institution of' recognized importance, both

here and abroad. The need of skilled opera

tors with a known past has brought it about.

And its extension will probably bring about

a great change in the status of that worthy,

who has hitherto made great gain by trading

on the impression that his calling was a gift

of the gods, dispensed to only a chosen few,

and not to be "picked up" or learned except

at the expense of a certain mysterious period

of servitude at Cansttat or Neuilly.

But, aside from the need of skilled, busi

nesslike operators, there is a growing de

mand for men of superior calibre, who will

enter the. lower ranks and not only will merit

promotion as the business develops, but will

be able to stand advancement without go

ing to pieces or becoming too haughty to

and whose

training will stand in-good stead when such

dwell with their fellow men,

a time comes. For such men there is plenty

of Work, and work which pays as well as

the clemeutary work in any other line, and

which promises better because it is a gamble

with rapid advancement.

 
 

“For sale—Up to date automobile, without

motor or tires, but otherwise complete; price,

$200. Box 750, Binghamton, N. Y.”

This is the naive advertisement which real

ly appeared in an American paper within the

It is almost too funny to be :1

“Other

wise complete" is about as alluring as the

last month.

real “ad,” paid for in good money.

usual way in which the ancient junk shop on

Wheels is advertised—“Good as new; only

run a million miles.”

 
 

This has been an unusually dull week in

.New Jersey. Not a single automobile speed~

way has been projected or even suggested.

a
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FARSON IS STILL FIGHTING

Chicago's Ordinance is “Oppressive and Idi

otic" Says Counsel in Renewing the Attack.

 

 

Chicago's automobile ordinances were vig

orously attacked before Judge Kohlsaat, in

the United States District Court. last week,

and at the conclusion of two hours‘ argu

ments the jurist declared he would take the

case under advisement until the filing, with

in tcn days, of a brief showing whether the

court had jurisdiction of the question of

granting an injunction against the city in

favor of John Farson and 134 other Colli

plainants.

Attorney Charles F. Davies appeared for

the complainants, having taken the place 0!

Attorney Chester B. Masslich. The latter

tiled the bill for the injunction, but withdrew

from the case. The city was represented by

Assistant Corporation Counsel Beckwlth.

Attorney Davies directed his batteries at

the right of City Electrician lilllieott, Com

niissiouer of Health Reynolds and City Engi

neer Ericson, the automobile board, to sit as

an examining body and pass on the health

and disposition of a man wishing to qualify

as a chauffeur.

“it would be just as sensible to provide

that a man shall not have a corn on the little

toe of his right foot because he operates three

lovers with that foot," said Mr. Davies. “The

ordinance does not provide that the board of

examiners shall have a physician for one of

its members, and if it has not how can a city

engineer and electrician pass on the physical

condition of a man? There is no examination

of this kind for drivers of spirited horses

which are on the street continually.

that this ordinance is unreasonable, oppres

sive and idiotic.”

“I also want the court to understand," con

cluded the attorney, "that neither myself nor

my clients had anything to do with the au

tomobile case decided by former Judge Han

ecy, which was thrown out of the Appellate

Court."

Illinois Strikes at " Road Hogs."

_ By a vote of 36 to 2 the automobile bill

drafted and caused to be introduced by the

Chicago Automobile Club passed the Senate

on Wednesday of last week.

The bill allows a speed of ten miles in con

gested districts of cities and towns, fifteen

miles an hour in sparsely settled districts

and twenty miles an hour on the country

roads. The penalty for violation is a fine of

$15 for the first offence, $25 for the second

offence, with a revocation of the license for

fifteen days. A fine of $50 and the revoca

tion of the license for six months is the pen

alty for the third offence.

Another important clause of the bill is that

which provides that vehicles moving slowly

shall be obliged to give the right of way to

those going at a higher rate of speed. This

section is meant especially for farmers who

 

I insist '

refuse to let cars pass them on the road if

they can prevent it. Failure to comply with

this provision will cost the unobliging per

son $25.

Saxe Bill Given Finishing Stroke.

While reported unfavorably by the Senate

Committee as the result of the strenuous

opposition brought to bear against it by al

lied automobile interests, the obnoxious Saxe

amendment had still to run the gauntlet of

the Assembly Committee, which is a very

large one.

Accordingly, at the request of the legisla

tion committee of the N. A. A. M., Counsellor

Terry went to Albany during the past week

to make a further argument against it, and

it has since been reported that a large ma

jority of the Assembly committee Voted

against it, which virtually means its demise.

As to the numerous other bills pending, Mr.

Terry said that none of them is in a sutii

ciently advanced state to call for any at

tention at this session.

Asked about the progress of the test cases

regarding the constitutionality of the license

and registration laws, the laconic answer

was, “Nothing for publication."

 

Col. Green Gives a Gold Cup.

(‘olonel E. H. it. Green, the Dallas, Texas,

enthusiast, does things in a manner com

mensurate. with his size. His Pope-Toledo

car having established the 10thnile track

record of 2:06:423Ji, he is anxious to see it

broken. To that end he has Offered 11 gold

cup as a perpetual challenge trophy, stipu

lating only that the first race for the trophy

shall occur on the Dallas track. Thereafter

the challenged party will be privileged to

name the course. To each holder of the

gold trophy will be given a replica in silver.

.——_‘~:_

For the Protection of Street Railways. 0

Representative Lahrens has distinguished

himself in Nebraska, or at least he probably

thinks he has. This all-wise solon has intro

duced in the House a bill “For an act to pro

hibit the operation of automobiles and all

other vehicles propelled by steam and gaso

lene power on or along any public street

traversed by electric cars."

 

“Souvenir” of New York’s Railway Strike.

  

HOW THEY GOT TO BUSINESS ON TIME.

CAN ENTER FREE OF DUTY

Uncle Sam Lifts Ban on Foreign Tourists—

Also Issues Ruling on Exchanged Cm.

 

According to new regulations governing the

importation of automobiles for touring pur

poses, promulgated last week by the Treas

ury Department, the privilege of bringing

in cars free of duty is limited to non-residents

of the United States. To do this the own

er ninst get a certificate from the United

States Consul at the port of exportation to

the clfect that the car is for touring purposes

-only, and that the owner is not in any way

connected with the automobile trade. The

owner may bring the car with him or it may

come thirty days before or after his arrivel

in the United States. It cannot be used for

business or exhibition purposes, but it may

be used for racing or other specific contests.

The new regulations prohibiting such en

try to cars owned by those connected with

the automobile trade will chiefly affect for

eign manufacturers who send racing ma

chines over for the Vanderbilt Cup or the

Florida events. Herctofore these cars were

allowed to be kept three months in bond

after there arrival in this country while be

ing raced.

Considerable difliculty was experienced by

tourists to this country under the old ruling.

The owner of a car had to place with the

appraisers‘ department a sum of cash equal

to the value of the machine, or 45 per cent

of the car‘s value as duty. .Before the car

was released the owner had to file a bond

for double the value of the machine with two

snreties. Each of the two sureties had to

file a bond for double the amount of the

bond, plus the duty on the car.

About three years ago the executive com

mittee of the Automobile Club of America.

made an application to the Canadian govern

ment for permission to have free entry into

Canada of all automobiles intended for bona

fide touring purposes. The Canadian gov

ernment granted the application and made

a very broad rule in regard to the entering

of such cars into that country. That ruling

in substance has been adopted by the Secre

tary of the Treasury.

The new ruling also permits the free entry

of an exchanged machine which has not been

used abroad a year, provided it is proved

and included in the declaration that the. ex

change was necessary because of defects in

the first machine, which must be exchanged

for one of the same make, power and cost.

Automobiles to be free of duty as house

hold efiects must have been used abroad for

a year or more by the owner or members of

his family residing with him abroad, and

these include father, mother, brothers, or sis

ters. The period of such use may not have

been consecutive or immediately preceding

the importation.
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Successful Gar Bur in .

E are this year standing firmly on the fact that we have

built a real car, because we have built a car adapted

to American conditions, American roads and the American —

temperament. We know our American market as no French
  

builder can know it.

We have surmounted the problems of car-building this

year as we never surmounted them before, although our

progress has been steady and on right lines.

We believe the Pierce car to-day expresses the best that

can be had in car-building, and we are willing to abide by

the result of actual experiment.

Booklet describing the six 1905 cars of the George N.

Pierce Company, with special booklets describing the mech

FOR SALE

BY

BANKER BROS. CO., Pitts

burg, Pa.

N. L. BIEVER, Darby, Conn.

M. C. BLACKMAN AUTO

MOBILE CO., Syracuse. N. Y.

CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE

EXCHANGE, Worcester, Mala.

R. V. CONNERA’I‘. Savannah, Ga.

DOWLING & MAGUIRE. Mom!!!“

EAST COAST AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Jacksonville, Fla.

ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY, Elmira, N. Y.

liARgOlivDS MOTOR CAR CO., New Yors,

anisrn of each, will be sent on request.

The George N. Pierce Company,

BUFFALO, new voRK.

Manufacturers of Pierce cycles.

Members or the Annotation 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

O

The 28-32 horsemower Pierce Great Arrow Landaulet body by Jv

M. Qulnby & Company. PRICE, $5,000.

L. H. JOHNSON, Loo Angeles, Cal.

C. P. JOY AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Paul. Minn.

MILLER—MUNDY MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Utica, N, Y.

S. A. MINER, Hl-rttord, Conn.

MOBILE CARRIAGE COMPANY. San Frane

cisco. Cal

E. P. MORIARTY & CO.. Kansas City. Mo.

H, PAULMAN & CO., Chicago, Ill.

J. A. PLACE, Geneva. N. Y.

QUAKER CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Philadelphia, Pa

STANDARD MOTOR CAR CO., Scranton, Pee

STIRLING AUTOMOBILE CO betroit.

Mich.

THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE & SUPPLY CO.,

Milwaukee. Wisconsin.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.I Denver, Colo.

TUE GEORGE N. PIERCE co.. Oakland,

Cal.

THE SHEPARD 00., Providence. 1!. 1.

THE SIMPSON-STRAUSS AUTOMOBILE CO..

Louisville. Ky. .

A. C. THOMPSON CO., Spokane, Wash.

UNITED STATES AUTOMOBILE C0.. Roches

ter. N. Y.

WATERMAN BROS. Fresno, Cal.

WESTERN AUTOMOBILE CO., St. Louis. Mo.

WILSON & CO., Ottawa, Canada.
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SlFTlNG THE BILLS

Public Hearing Discloses Unusual Situation in

Connecticut and Brings Out Opinions.

 

Public hearing on the various automobile

bills which have been introduced in the Con

necticut Legislature this session was held

last Friday in the Senate chamber at Hart

ford.

The hearing attracted a large number of

persons, among those who were present be

ing M. Toscan Bennett, representing the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufact

urers; Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Harri

son B. Freeman, jr., representing the Hart

ford Automobile Club, and, in his official ca¢

pacity, Judge James E. Cooper, of New Brit

ain, representing the New Britain Automobile

Club; J. Howard Morse, president of the

Hartford Automobile Club; Lawyer W. T.

Hincks, of Bridgeport; Representative E. A.

Smith, of Hartford; Representative Fosdick,

and Representative Northrop, of the com

mittee of the Farmers' Association; W. R. C.

Corson, Governor Roberts, Highway Com

missioner Macdonald, Street Commissioner

Angus, err-Representative Phiibrick and a

number of individual automobile owners, as

well as others interested.

The various measures were taken up in

groups; first the petitions for exclusion of an

tomobiles from the country roads; next all

registration matters; third, the speed limit

bills, and fourth, the light 'biils.

Of the registration bills, two provide for

the retention of old numbers when owners

sell one car and get another; a third provides

that the law apply to vehicles for hire; a

fourth requires manufacturers to have their

test cars marked, and a fifth provides for a

renewal of registration every year.

Attorney Bennett, representing the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufact

urers, and evidently unaware that the associ

ation is preparing to attack the laws requir

ing registration, said the manufacturers are

perfectly in accord with the people in the

matter and are ready for some sort of regis

tration. It was simply a matter of detail.

He agreed to present to the committee a bill

that would meet the points. Mr. Bennett

said also that the present law enables a lo

caiity to require a license from drivers of an

tomobiles than can be hired like public car

riages. The impression prevailing now is

different.

I Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Freeman,

of Hartford, showed that there was, unan

imity for entire registration, and suggested

remedies for the testing troubles. The .po

lice cannot do anything with the men from

two plants in this city as things are, he-said.

He suggested that placards showing the

name of the company be on the cars, and

also the initials or name of the drivers. He

said the city wants to catch the testers and

hasn’t been able to for two years. The man

ufacturers have tried to help, but the men

shield each other, and it can't be found who

the particular violator is. He wanted initials

of drivers to show on the cars, and Attor

ney Bennett said there could be no objection

to that He could only object to having each

man take out a State certificate, for changes

in operators are constantly made. Mr. Free

man thought it would be too much red tape

to make manufacturers keep records, as liv

ery stables do, of all trips.

The present law provides a speed limit of

twelve miles an hour in cities and fifteen

miles on country roads, but at no time must

the speed be greater than is consistent with

safety to life and public property.

Attorney Freeman explained the new bill

introduced through Representative E. A.

Smith for the Hartford Automobile Club. It

provides, he said, that no automobile shall

be run at a rate of speed dangerous to life

and property, that the speed not exceed fif

teen miles in cities and twenty-five in the

country. He spoke of prosecutions in Con

necticut brought under the present law, and

said that after the experience he had had

with the law, he, as associate Prosecuting At‘

iorney, concluded he had had enough of it.

He went on to tell how one day eight persons

had been arrested and convicted for speeding

on one avenue here. It turned out that a po

liceman had been stationed on a certain cor

ner for. an hour, and that he had timed all

automobiles passing. Nine out of ten vio

lated the law. but by an arbitrary decision

onlv those doing the quarter-mile stretch in

less than fifty-five seconds were arrested. He

was not for the present law, for we don‘t

want to keep a law that everybody violates.

Since the local raid, he said, the depart

ment has refused to prosecute many cases

because it appeared the complaints had been

made because of spite. even though the per

sons complained of had actually been violat

ing the law.

Highway Commissioner Macdonald said he

had heard and observed a good deal about

the use of automobiles on the country roads.

It the question of the location of the auto

mobile on the road, as covered by Representa

tive Fosdick’s bill, could be taken care of, it

would be a good thing. He suggested raising

- the license fee and turning the money over

to his department to keep the roads in order;

also having the fines imposed on violators of

the road laws turned over to the same de

partment. He advocated limiting the rate

of speed at curves on roads. as those were

the places where many accidents occur. Rep

resentative Fosdick’s idea of allowing a good

speed on a broad road was good. On other

roads he thought the matter would take care

of itself. On some highways in the State au

tomobiles, no matter how powerful, couldn‘t

go one mile an hour. Make the speed limit a

decent one, he said, and perfect the law year

by year as experience shows best. “Give au

tomobllists the same rights and privileges on

roads enjoyed by others—no more, no less.

Automobiles are here to stay, and in the near

future they will be in general use for busi

ness as well as pleasure,” Mr. Macdonald em

phatically concluded.

There were three light bills. One provides

that all automobiles must have lights show

ing from the front, red on one side and white

on the other, and vice versa from the rear,

only automobiles to have such lights. A sec

ond bill provides for lights on all vehicles

using the highway from one hour after sun

down to one hour before sunrise. The third

requires every vehicle on the highway to

show from one hour after sunset to one hour

before sunrise (but not require between 5

a. m. and 7 p. to. any time) a light or lights

visible two hundred feet from front and rear.

After lengthy arguments pro and con on

the light question the meeting broke up, hav

ing been in session over four hours. The

Committee of Public Health and Safety,

which has the bills in charge. gave no intima

tion of which bill it would report favorably,

but it is generally thought that the commit

tee will be fair minded enough to advance a

measure that will be agreeable to all users of

the roads.

 

Senator .letton Tries Again.

Senator Jetton, that Tennessee legislator

who had what was considered an incurable

cues of motorphobia, has doubtless been con

vinced of the error of his ways, as he now

comes forward with a measure which indi

cates some semblance of saneness on the

part of its maker.

Jeiton's first bill was one which prohibited

automobiles from being operated in cities

with a population less than 9.000. His next

measure was to require each automobilist

to deposit a $3.000 bond as indemnity in

case of accident. Both bills were thrown out

of the committee as worthless. Senator Jet

to-n‘s latest effort at automobile legislation

is a new measure which was introduced in

the Senate last week. It provides for the

registration of each car with the Secretary of

State, on payment of a fee of $2, and an ad

ditional fee of $1 must be deposited with the

County Clerk of the county in which the

automobile owner resides. In case of the

sale of a registered car, the new owner is

required to pay a fee of but $1 to the Secre

tary of State and 50 cents to the County

Clerk. The bill provides that actions for

personal injuries shall be a lien upon the car

alleged to have done the damage.

 

Law now on Montana’s Books.

Montana has enacted a State automobile

law. It requires that all cars to be regis<

tered with the Secretary of State and display

the official numbers. It allows a maximum

speed limit of twenty miles an hour on coun

try highways, fifteen miles an hour in the

residential portion of cities and towns, and

ten miles in the business sections. The driver

of a car is required to stop the machine

when signalled to do so by the driver of a

horse, if the animal gives evidence of fright.

In case of such a request being made, the

chautfeur must assist the owner of the fright~

cned animal in controlling it.
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“Doing” Europe in an American Car.
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GEORGE H. DAGGETT AND PARTY, OF MINNEAPOLIS, JUST PREVIOUS TO SAILING FOR ITALY.

  

These Ferries Remain Obstinate.

Despite the passage of the amendment to

the Federal statutes permitting automobiles

to be run on‘and off ferryboats under their

own power, the Delaware River ferries, ply

ing between Philadelphia and Camden, are

giving it no heed. They are still requiring

that cars be pushed on and off, taking refuge,

of course, in that section of the law which

gives “any owner, master, agent, or other

person having charge of passenger steam

vehicles“ the right “to refuse to transport

automobile vehicles, tanks of which contain

gasolene, naphtha or other dangerous burn

ing liquids."

Rules that Owner, not Car. is Registered.

City Clerk Hinkle. of Milwaukee, Wis, has

decided that it is the owner and not the car

which is licensed, and for that reason the

sale of a car does not include the number.

0n the written order of the original owner,

however, the license will he transferred to

the new owner without charge. If the li

censce desires, he can transfer his old license

to a new car without changing the record at

the city hall.

California Club's Big Growth.

The membership of the Automobile Club of

California is increasing by leaps and bounds.

On January 17 there were 225 members on

the roll, while on the first of March the club

had over 350 members. All of the members

do not, however, own cars, many of them

having joined the club from sympathy with

the work it is doing for the betterment of

roads. Chances of getting the mountain road

from Santa Cruz to San Jose opened to auto

mobiles seem to have brightened greatly. The

only serious opponent to the arrangement is

one of the supervisors of Santa Clara county.

It is probable, however, that the offer of the

club to make some repairs on part of the

road will bring an amicable arrangement

much nearer.

The Record Police '- Bag."

Eleven hundred and fifty dollars in fines

from eighteen owners of automobiles in one

day is the record of an English police trap

at a spot on the map of the countryside

termed Hayward's Heath. Even in their

palmiest days the Long Islanders made a.

poor showing compared with this.

To Race Baldwin's Airship.

E. M. Clinton, a Los Angeles, Cal., auto

mobilist, has made a wager that he can

beat the “Capt.” Baldwin’s new airship in

a race from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara.

As the airship flies-—if it docs—the course

is 80 miles, while the road which the auto

mobile must run over is 100 miles long. The

race will probably take place next month.

 

Chicago's Racemeet in‘May.

The Chicago Automobile Club contemplates

having three days of racing in the spring,

and has accordingly asked for the sanction

of the American Automobile Association.

The dates of the projected meet have been

set for May 27, 29 and 30.

 

Rockford has a Racing Club.

Automobilists in Rockford, 111., have formed

the Rockford Automobile Racing Club. The

following officers were elected: President,

X, F. Thompson; secretary, O. W. Johnson;

treasurer, Lee Burr. The club has a meet

in the "works" for July 4.
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ABOUT ENGINEERS GENERALLY

iiow Some of Them View Themselves and How

Automobile Work Compares with their Views.

 

 

Whether or not the building and operating

of automobiles may be considered in any

way as a branch of the engineering profes

sion is somewhat of a question. Engineers,

as a'rule, love to deal with big problems,

problems involving vast outlay of capital.

the results of which stand silhouetted against

the'background of time as great achieve

The technical training which they

receive rather tends to induce in them an at

titude of scorn toward any but great under

takings. If a well established engineer turns

his efforts to the production of a light class

of work, as. for instance, the development of

labor saving devices or automatic vending

machinery, he is looked upon by his brethren

as having forsaken the field which tradition

has marked out as legitimate engineering.

Yet in battling intricacy and persistently

recurring difficulties this work is a far great

er tax upon patience, ingenuity and skill than

is the pure engineering whose great depend

ance is upon precedent.

To say that engineering is not original or

that it depends solely on precedent is pal

pably erroneous; yet no one can deny that

the great achievements of the day, the fun

nels and bridges and huge buildings that

make all the world stand aghast, are but the

extended application of principles known and

used for years, and hundreds of years, which

have been modified to meet the demands of

purely local conditions. Steam and electrical

engineers are working on newer lines than

are either the architectural or civil engineers,

but both have now a more or less complete

record of past performance for their guid

ance.

Time was, and that well within the memory

of man, in the case of electricity, however,

when those who wrought and sweat and

struggled to- produce the perfect lamp and

the perfect motor were looked upon as triflers.

To-day some of those very men are known

not simply as engineers. but as scientists and

benefactors to the world.

To say that the automobile is destined to

be crowned with such a measure of success,

will become of so great utility to the World

and its production of such importance; that

the “automobile engineer" will some day

take his place by the side of and as of equal

rank with him who designs the huge locomo—

tive or the electric streetcar with its sound

as of the grinding of coffee; that the captains

of the industry and the sly promotors will

hobnob with railroad magnates, and “auto

mobiles” be classed with other transportation

securities, is perhaps to yield to an idle, rosey

dream. And yet the Spaniards say “Quien

sabe?" and light another cigarette. And the

fact remains, no matter what the future may

bring forth, that just now the living present

holds for the designer of the motor car,

tnents.

whether it be of hydro-carbon, steam or elec

tric propulsion, whether it be for business

or pleasure in its intent. certain problems

which are as difficult to solve as any which

fix the attention of the executive of a great

contracting company. There are bothersome

little questions which must be decided on no

more substantial basis than the experience

of one or two mechanics who insist that such

and such a device will not work, when theo

retically it cannot fail to do all that is re

quired of it. There are mechanisms to be de

signed which are without precedent in their

use. There are stresses to be calculated on

an unknown basis, and loads and strains to

be worked out on the vaguest kind of empyri

cal data. And in a field which is free for all.

where the play is fast and furious and the

only tribute demanded of a newcomer is in

the form of tangible results, is tin-re not an

opening for the trained engineer?

Perhaps the decline of the bicycle indus

try, which at one time held out very great

inducements to the engineer, serves as a

check on some who Would otherwise join

forces with the newer line. They fear a sim

ilar ebb tide later. But this fact is as fixed

and true as the laws of the Modes and Per

sians. The bicycle industry in a few short

years took what had been a crude child‘s

toy and presented to the world the most

beautifully complete mechanism it has ever

seen and one which, in lightness, slin

pilcity and smoothness of running rivals

anything made before or since. Granted even

that the automobile business in its greatest

magnitude is to be merely ephemeral—which

no one really believes for a minute—it has

taken up the matter of shop production, of

the interchangeable feature in manufacture

and of rapid, accurate machine tool work,

just where the other has let it drop, and is

carrying it a step further. It is carrying on

the experimental education of the industrial

world, and if it gets no further will not have

existed for naught.

There are a few engineers who have turned

their attention to the work with successful

results; others are constantly being attracted

to it and are joining the ranks one by one.

But in all its branches is felt the need of the

trained technical man, who will take hold

of 'the work on a scientific basis, who will

gather accurate statistics and present them

in practical form, and who will overcome the

tendency to grasp a dollar to-day regardless

of its effects on to-morrow's income, and

work for the sake of the work—because of

his professional pride. Such men are needed,

and until they come from the schools with

their crude boyish self-conceit, and turn from

other lines with a few years of the ieaven of

experience to balance the early dreams, the

industry will continue to feel their need.

The Fourth Chamber of the Tribunal de la

Seine, at Paris, has decided that skidding is

no excuse for an accident. In a case in

which the tires of an automobile skidded and

caused an accident the owner of the car

was held to be responsible.

SPARK PLUG IMPROVLMENT

Efforts Making in that Direction and Some of

the Recent Creations that have Resulted.

 

Considerable attention is being paid to the

matter of improvement in the spark plug, to

judge from the crop of so-cailed improved

plugs heralded all at once by the automo

But, on the

whole, as mentioned in the Motor World re

bile press on the. other side.

centiy, this highly important essential has

not undergone any radical change during the

whole course of its existence, and none is

noticeable in the alterations under review.

The Germans must be credited with being

pioneers in the successful production of a

mica insulated plug worthy of the name by

adopting the transversely placed layers put

together under high pressure. It has been

found, however, that even mica fades away

before the fierce heat to which the end of

the plug is subjected, and at least one such

plug has recently been improved by the sub

stitution of a porcelain tip. As this does not

receive the full force of shocks of vibrations,

it is not open to the objection of frequent

breakage which has given the all porcelain

plug an unenviable reputation.

The petticoat insulator, universally used

for telegraphic and power transmission pur

poses, is such a common sight that it ap

pears strange that no one has taken advan

tage of it for the porcelain head of a plug

before now. Its function is, of course, simi

lar to that of an umbrella; it prevents moist

ure from dripping on the pin or support of

the insulator and, in the case of a plug, on

the core. This is a feature of the Dinin, an

English plug, but its advantage is lost if the

plug be placed other than vertically. An

other feature of the same plug is a mush

room head instead of a sparking point, as

ordinarily employed, and in this respect ad

vantage is take of one of the elementary

laws of static electricty—that a ball of fire

jumps from a ball and only a thin, jagged

stream from a point, this being exemplified

in the Leyden jar, which is invariably con

structed with brass ~bali terminals, varying

in size according to its capacity. The pol

ished surface of this mushroom terminal dis

courages carbon deposit, and is said to be

an effective preventive of sootlng. It is stip

piemented by an arched ground wire, ex

tending compieteiy across it and made fast at

each end in the body of the plug.

“0sboior” is the rather “hifaiutln” title of

another Englih plug that has no connection

with its construction, as its only claim to

distinction is the somewhat doubtful im

provement of an extension of the sparking

terminals; otherwise it is just the common

garden variety of article. The platinum

wires are extended an inch or less beyond

the end of an ordinary plug, the idea being

to produce the spark more toward the cen
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ire of the charge and in consequence to ob

tain more efllcient combustion.

These are some of the important claims

made for it: “The gas can be fired in the

middle of the combustion space, thus giving

a quicker and stronger explosion, the propa

gation of the latter taking less time than if

fired at the top or side of the combustion

space. Live gas is ignited instead of the

spark occurring in the strata of contami

nated gas remaining at the top or directly

over the exhaust valve of the cylinder. Any

oil vapor which tends to foul the ordinary

type of plug collects about the long stem

and is led away from the porcelain. The

porcelain may readily be cleansed all around

owing to the distance at which the points are

placed from it."

It is safe to say, however, that this new

type of plug has not been accorded any very

exhaustive trials in practice, as it would

readin develop serious defects, principal

among which would most likely be the bend

ing of the points from the concussion of the

explosion, followed by dissolution through

overheating. unless made of a size that would

render the employment of platinum prohibi

tive owing to its cost.

The magnetic, self-contained. automatic,

sparking idea in plugs seems to have just

struck England, as the "Firefly" is appar

ently the first of this class to be put forward

there. Probably more than half a dozen of

this type has made its appearance in this

country within the last three years, but hard

ly more than one has survived the test of

time, and the one remaining in the field bids

fair to disappear before long. Theoretically

considered, the magnetic plug should solve

half the ignition troubles to which an engine

is subject, but it fails a long way short of

it, and is only another of the very large

number of instances of where theory and

practice are so far apart that they cannot be

reconciled. Doubtless the greatest drawback

to its use on the automobile or marine en

gine is the limitation of the battery because
not the plug‘s excessive current consumption—

the magnet winding requiring more than the

sparking and the demand upon the cells

through this cause not only being more than

'double the ordinary, but practically con

stant, as the attraction of the armature and

the occurrence of the spark take place in

sequence and not simultaneously. Even the

most efficient form and method of winding

the magnet has not been found sufficient to

overcome this, and probably it is the chief

reason for its failure to find favor here.

If under such conditions no success has re

warded the efforts of the various inventors

who have tried to solve the problem in this

manner, how much less so must be the case

in the instance under consideration, where

the design is that of a solenoid using an at

tenuated plunger. It would be difficult to

create a means of bringing movement about

magnetically that is more wasteful of cur

rent than this, and where the source of en

ergy is confined to a battery this is an ele

ment of prime importance. Numerous other

defects have developed in the use of this

type of plug here which have been found to

render its use of extremely questionable

benefit.

The “A. D." plug, used on Panhard cars,

has been altered somewhat, but the difference

is so slight that the average purchaser would

scarcely note it. A change in the porcelain

and a slight elongation of the return point,

which now extends about one-quarter of its

length beyond and alongside of the central

sparking point, constitute the improvement

which is claimed to make for a cleaner and,

on the whole, more serviceable article.

 

Seeking to Employ Magnetism.

Faith lost in the magnetic clutch has ap

parently not been sufiicient to prove the un

doing of this force entirely where the auto

mobile is concerned; it has merely been trans

ferred, for now an attempt is making to

prove its adaptability in a slightly different

manner, and at the same time to demonstrate

that it is superior to existing methods.

This is exemplified in a car recently pro

duced by Le Societe La Magiietique, of Paris.

With the aid of this mysterious force the in

ventors rely upon eliminating bath the clutch

and the transmission—truly a consummation

devoutly to he wished. To accomplish this a

large clectro-magnet in the shape of a plate

of steel is employed, placed a short distance

away from a corresponding steel plate de

signed to act as an armature. The first plate

is recessed to take the winding, and when

this is energized by a current from an ac

cumulator or generator provided for the pur

pose it is calculated that there will be suffi

cient adherence between the magnet and its

armature to prevent any loss of power, and,

in short, to provide a direct through drive

without the intermediary of a clutch.

The magnet is placed on the end of the en

gine shaft, and its armature forms the for

ward cud ol' the first speed shaft-that is, this

is one unit of the system, for there is one

for each separate speed. The pinions are al

ways in gear, but are free to revolve around

the first speed shaft, except when the two

plates corresponding to this speed adhere

through their actuating magnet being ener

gized, and so on in turn with any speed re

quired—each is practically independent of all

the others. With this system the change

speed levers are no longer a feature of the

car, and ii: is possible to shift from the third,

or high, speed directly to the reverse at a mo

ment’s notice, and the operation is not ac

companied by any shock or noise. the reverse

motion in this case acting as a brake until

the car has come to a standstill and started

in the opposite direction. It is adapted to be

employed either with the cardan shaft or

with chains.

Experiments with magnets in large metal

working plants in this country, particularly

for picking up sheets or other large pieces of

steel or iron, have shown the tremendous ad

hesive power of which a properly designed

and energized magnet is capable—so much so

that it is safe to say that, all other things

working to the maximum efficiency. the en

gine shaft and the speed shaft should be

come practically one piece when running.

But adhesion which merely means lifting

power and adhesion which must resist tor

sion strains amounting to the whole not out

put of the engine are widely diflercnt things,

and whether the same amount of current

which is suflicient to energize the magnet in

the first instance will do so in the latter is

something not to be demonstrated by mathe- "

matics.

It is also questionable if the magnetic force

while suflicient to maintain adhesion would

at the same time sufiice to prevent the plates

turning, even though they remain intact. As

for the amount of power required to develop

the requisite current to energize the magnets,

this should certainly not exceed that now ab

sorbed by the sliding gear transmission and

the clutch, while an ample supply of electric

current is never out of place on a car. So

far as this goes, the system has everything

in its favor, and in its simplicity and ease of

manipulation and control holds forth allur

ing possibilities. \Vhethcr they can be ma

terialized or not is another story.

More “ones to be Released.

After making a number of experiments and

finding that by using automobiles to deliver

baggage it will take just one-quarter the

time that _it took with horses and trucks, the

Detroit (Mich) Omnibus Co. has decided to

abandon the old style of delivering baggage

and use automobiles exclusively hereafter.

The change will be made as soon as the new

cars can be built.
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ELIMINATES THE FLOAT

French Carburetter that Departs from the Beaten.

Path—Its Design and Operation.

Since the float feed principle first proved

so well adapted to the needs of the auto

mobile carburetter, its use has become al

most universal, and despite the endless

stream of patents constantly issuing for im

provements on this essential adjunct, very

few inventors have devised any other basis

as a starting point. A French tirm—Theve

niu-Sequln, 0t Lyous~is now, however, mar
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keting a carburetter, which differs radically

from any of its predecessors. Primarily, it

does away with the float system of regula

tion, and in its place substitutes the weight

of a column 01! liquid—in other words, hydro

static pressure.

It is composed of the usual brass cylinder,

in this instance slightly longer than ordi

nary, fltted with annular chambers, a basin

for the reception of the gasolene and the

necessary outlets for the mixture. A circu

lar metallic diaphragm of 1 mm in thick

ness, acting under the hydrostatic pressure

produced by the column of fuel, performs

the oflice of a regulator and serves to keep

the level of the liquid constant._ The. cylin

drical body carries at its lower end the flat

tened holder B, which is prolonged toward

the bottom to accommodate the receptacle

G, into which the feed pipe enters.

Across this receptacle 0 is centrally dis

posed the part b, pierced at the base by small

conduits and centrally by an opening through

which passage a fluted trunk extends, ter

minating at its lower end in a clack valve,

(1, the seat of which is formed by the lower

part of the piece, b. In addition, the trunk,
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c, carries at its upper extremity a nut, form

ing an opening between the two collars, if,

the position of which is adjustable. This

upper end of c engages a small hole or hol~

low of the arch in the stirrup-shaped piece,

a. which in turn is soldered to the under sur

face of the diaphragm, D. All these pieces

may be readily dismounted without any dif

ticulty.

Around the piece, b, is disposed a cylin

drical filter or sieve, e, the purpose of which

is to collect any dirt in the fuel. This may

be instantly discharged by unscrewing the

tap, E. The light brass diaphragm, D, of

but 1 mm. thickness, is pinched around its

entire periphery between the edge of the

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

lower part of the reservoir, B, and the edge

of the cover, E. In its centre and on the

upper side is soldered a tube or adjustment,

(i. This tube is so placed as to slide freely

on another tube, 1, screwed to the upper part

of the cover, E. The latter is pierced by a

hole, through which the small rod, 1, may

pass and project outward over the side of

the tube, 1, and on which is supported by a

circular enlargement the lever, H, movable

by hand from the exterior of the carburetter.

The latter is designed to facilitate the prim

ing of the carburetter by lightly shaking the

diaphragm, D, in such a manner that it

causes the fuel to mount the tube, 0, to a

convenient height.

The principle on which this system of auto

matic feed by means of the diaphragm is

based is as follows:

Starting with B full of liquid, which raises

the adjustment of C to a certain height, the

resulting pressure of the column of liquid

above the level of the diaphragm is also ex

erted beneath it, thus holding it in equi

librium and in consequence subject to at

mospheric pressure, which is free to act on

the upper side of D. After an aspiration of

the motor, the column of liquid recedes, this

equilibrium is disturbed, and the thin mem

brane is arched downward under the force

of the atmospheric pressure.

Through this movement the rod, c, and

with it in turn the clack valve. d, is actu

ated, so that the liquid under pressure refills

B to a point where the column is replenished

sufficiently to regain the equilibrium of the

diaphragm, and the movement of the latter

then shuts off the supply. This arrange

ment possesses the advantage of not only be

ing extremely sensitive, but also of perform

ing its functions through the medium of a

minimum of the lightest poslble moving

parts, and which do not require a relatively

long range of travel in order to elTectually

shut the clack, d. Moreover, the parts are

free from the vibration to which the float of

that type is subject, nor are they influenced

by the position of the carburetter itself, no

matter at what an angle the latter may be

placed. It also follows that this principle

of regulation—that is, by means of a dia

phragm—is adaptable to any carburetter of

the constant level order. In order to do this.‘

it is only necessary to join B to the carburet

ter, of which the usual float feed reservoir is

omitted. To this end B must have an outlet

provided with a Joint.

The body, A, of the carburettor includes

an air-intake chamber pierced with a series

of holes about its entire periphery, which

will be noticed in the sectional view. This

air enters the annular chamber and becomes

carburetted upon contact with the spray of

gasolene issuing from the small orifice, c, '

while a diffusing tube, P, aids in preparing

the mixture. About this diffuser three con

centric chambers are disposed.

Two concentric walls, k and l. with the

cover, N, combine to form the first annular

interior chamber, while the space between

P and the partition k comprises the median

or second chamber, R R, lying between the

walls k and I. The third chamber is formed

by the partition k and the inner side of the.

body of the carburetter A, this last chamber

communicating directly with the aspiration

outlet, 0.

Through the piece, L, two vertical conduits,

m, are pierced, thus placing the warm air

inlet in direct communication with the me

dian annular chamber. On another part

the piece, L, is pierced by a series of radi

ating conduits, represented on the plan, and

serving to place the exterior and interior an

nular chambers in communication with one

another. Through one of these conduits, on

the right, for example, enters the gas cs—

caping from the median annular chamber

and, traversing it, passes out again on the

left.

The carburetted mixture formed by the dif

fuser, P, descends the interior annular cham

ber, striking the walls of the median cham

ber, k, by which it is warmed, passes

through the horizontal openings to the outer

or third chamber, and here, rcnsccnding, is

further warmed by contact with the exterior

wall of the median chamber, and from here

passes to the intake of the motor. 011 the ln
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terior of this intake tube is placed a butter

fiy valve, which permits the quantity of mix

ture’admitted to the motor to be regulated

to a nicety. '

This valve is composed of a fixed plate. 0,

pierced with two slits or long openings. This

plate is held between the edge of the tube,

0, and the portion of the intake tube enter

im.I and narrowing toward the top. fitting

the tube, 0, snugly, on which it is screwed.

A movable plate, q, situated directly beneath

the fixed plate, 0, and mounted on an axle.

r, ls likewise provided with long apertures,

of which the sides have an angular profile, in

such a manner that these sides cut the cor

responding sides of the openings, p, in the

fixed plate, so that even the slightest change

in the angle of the. mobile plate, q, alters

the quantity of mixture and provides an ex

tremely accurate and sensitive means of

regulating the amount admitted.

A small spring fastened at one end to the

fixed plate, 0, and at the other to an ex

tension from the centre of the axle, r, serves

to maintain the movable plate, q, against the

fixed plate, the adjustment of the former be

ing accomplished through the light lever, in,

fixed to. the axle, r.

It is also provided with an auxiliary air

supply. 0n the body of the carburetter, A.

the lid, N, is surmounted by a cylinder, and

the latter is pierced with small openings

adapted to be tightly closed. On the interior

of this cylinder there is a piston, S, closed

at the bottom and also provided with open

ings, which correspond more or less with

those in the wall of the cylinder as the piston

drops. The latter is provided with a rod, t,

passing through the cover, by means of which

it is constantly lifted to the upper part of its

cylinder by a small spring.

This spring is very weak and is not set to

absolutely counterbalance the weight of the

piston, T, the function of which is regulated

by its pneumatic character as follows. In

proportion to the increase in the depression

in the body of the carburetter, the piston, S,

lowers owing to the vacuum between the

cover and bottom, so that the force exerted

upon it tending to replace it in position is

equal to the difi‘erence in the pressure ex

erted above and below the piston. But

owing to the weak spring, the air re-enters

sufiiciently slowly so that a perfect vacuum

is not produced and the resistance met by

the piston, S, in descending diminishes in

proportion to its travel, and at the same

time the exhaustion beneath it is augmented.

While apparently very complex, this series

of operations can better be followed by refer

ence to the sketches showing an elevation

and cross section, from which it will be seen

that it is much more simple than the de

scription of its working would imply. It is

claimed to be much more sensitive and re

liable than the float feed type.

 

Freas C. Hayman, a mail carrier in Santa

Barbara. Cal., is trying an automobile as an

experiment in mail delivery in that city. Hay

man will endeavor to determine the c0st of

automobile delivery as compared with horse

. and wages.

Two Thousand Miles Through Mud and Snow.

  

Philadelphia had something to look at and

talk about last week—a big Thomas Flyer.

incrusted an inch deep with the clay and mud

of four States so that its original color could

not even be guessed. It stood in front of the

garage of the Martin & Hart Motor Co., 21.1

North Broad street, and looked more like a

mud seow than anything else. It had just

returned from a run of 2,000 miles over the

teritory between Philadelphia and Richmond.

Va., embracing the roughest roads in the

country. Despite its looks, it was in per

fect condition and ready for another racking

test.

Other tests to which E. L. Hawkins, of

the woolen firm of It]. R. Hawkins & Co.,

had submitted the machine convinced him

that it could make a trip, hitherto never

attempted, over the back roads of the South

in winter time. He started a fortnight agO.

His business called him away from the beat

en path of travel and carried him via Wil

mington, Washington and Richmond, but

much of the entire trip was made over roads

on which the tire of a motor car had never

made its mark.

In describing the trip, Mr. Hawkins de

clared that he does not see how he ever made

it. When he passed from the main road for

the first time and pushed up a narrow mud

trail south of Baltimore he was tempted to

-turn back. Hardly a mile was traversed be

fore the wheels were sinking deep into the

mud. But the Thomas, to the driver’s sur

prise, pushed along serenely. It was only

a suggestion of what was to come. The

further south the machine went the worse

became the roads.

Before Mr. Hawkins reached Richmond the

car had ploughed mile after mile with the

wheer sunk to the hub in mud and clay.

   

Crossing on the ice over a creek near Rich

mond, the ear broke through. but it forged

through the water to the bank, and six

horses dragged it uninjured to the level

ground. During the entire trip, Mr. Hawkins

says, he was not obliged to stop once for

repairs.

How Ducrr Celebrated the Day.

C. A. Duerr, New York agent for the Royal

Motor Car 00.. of Cleveland, was about the

happiest of the thousands of happy people

in New York on St. Patrick‘s Day, for, like

a good Irishman, he celebrated the day right

royally by selling two Royal Tourists, one

a limousine, to Major C. J. S. Miller, who

has attained some prominence in the racing

field and who is an enthusiastic and experi

enced motorist. Major Miller _has owned

several cars. and that his latest choice should

fall to the Royal Tourist is naturally a cause

for elation to Mr. Duerr.

 

Arrested for "Automobile Lottery."

Charles W. Smith, of Bloomfield, N. J.. was

arrested in Newark last Friday night on the

charge of having used the mails to exploit an

automobile lottery. The complaint against

Smith was sworn out by Anthony Comstock

before United States Commissioner Bigelow.

on the ground that Smith induced him to

participate in the lottery to be “fieeced.”

As a Doctor’s Car.

The Michigan Automobile Co., Ltd., have

established a branch in Kansas City, Mo..

under the management of H. D. Clark, Jr.

They are located at No. .1319 and No. 1821

East Fifteenth street. This is the store oc~

cupied last season by the agent for the

Cadillac,
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ECONOMY IN RECHARGING

_Low First Cost and High Efficiency of Mercury

Arc Explained by A. C. A. Lecturer.

 

 

Mercury are rectification of the alternating

current for accumulator recharging was the

subject of the lecture delivered before the

Automobile Club of America on Wednesday

evening by Alexander Churchward, who ex

plained the workings and advantages of the

apparatus by a demonstration of a standard

30 ampere rectifier in connection with a set

of lead cells and an Edison battery.

There are several methods for recharging

available to the owner of an electric vehicle

who wishes to be independent of the charging

station, such as a small gasolene-driven gen

erator, a single phase rotary transformer, a

motor-generator set or chemical rectifica

tion, but all are open to the objection of re

quiring constant supervision. Alternating

current presents so many advantages for

power and lighting purposes, and particular

ly for long distnnCe transmission, that its use

in smaller towns and cities is now almost uni

versal, and recourse must be had to some

method of transformation to direct current.

But even where the usual 110-vo1t direct cur

rent lighting circuit is available the use 0!

the mercury arc rectifier is an economy in

that no external resistance is necessary to

cut down the pressure to that required by

the battery.

The fact that alternating current is not

available for recharging accumulators is

probably too well known to call for com

ment, but the reason therefor is not a mat

ter of such common knowledge, even on the

part of many otherwise well informed. Al

ternating current, as its title implies, alter

nates in direction, first one way, then the

other, the periods 01' cycles varying in num

ber from 25 to 133 per second. The current

supply for storage must flow continuously in

one direction from the positive to the nega

tive, thus ,liberating oxygen and hydrogen,

which gases, in turn, combine with the chem

ical filling of the plates, and in some cases

with the electrolyte or acid solution em

ployed. By this means new chemical com

pounds are created, which in this instance

means the storage of energy. These are

reconverted to their original constituents by

the discharge, so that it will be evident that

unless the current flows in one direction, no

chemical reaction occurs, and consequently

no energy is stored.

The advantages and disadvantages of these

various systems as compared with the mer

cury are rectifier are as follows: The small

direct current generator set run by a gaso

lene engine is, of course. practical and eco

nomical, but requires constant supervision.

The next best thing is the motor-genator set

—an induction motor on the alternating side

direct connected or belted to a small direct

current generator. Both this and the en

gine driven set call for a comparatively large

first cost, and in the latter the efficiency at

full load is not as high, while on a light

load it is very wasteful. Both, likewise, re

quire considerable fioor space.

The single phase rotary transformer com

bines in one frame the alternating current

motor and the dynamo of the generating set.

It is, however, not so flexible, as the motor

side has to run synchronously with the sup

ply circuit, an objection to which the motor

geuerator set is not open, owing to the use

of the induction motor. It, however, calls

for a smaller investment in the first instance.

and has a much higher efficiency, even at

light load. But skilled supervision is neces

sary in starting, this being done by taming

it over as a motor from the direct current

side until its revolutions become synchronous

with that of the supply—in other words. un

til it gets “in step" when the alternating cur

rent is thrown on. Once running, it does not

require any more attention than the motor

generator set.

There is still another method, and that is

the synchronous or mechanically driven rec

tifier, and while largely used abroad, it has

not become popular here. It consists of a

small alternating current motor of the syn

chronous type. driving a specially construct

ed commutator to which the alternating cur

rent is fed, and from which the direct cur

rent is collected. This type of machine is

comparatively small, but requires considera

ble attention, as the brushes collecting the

converted or direct current spark badly, and

require constant renewals, adjustment and

attention. Its efficiency at all loads is, how

ever, high,as compared with the motor-gen

erator set.

The chemical' rectifier generally used is

either of the Noden cell or a modification of

it. Its operation is based on the principle

that aluminum and lead, or iron or carbon

plates, placed in certain solutions, only per

mit the flow of current in one direction. The

gases generated combine chemically with the

solution, and the aluminum plate and a valv

ular action ensues which allows the current

to flow only in one direction. Its advan

tages are low first cost as compared with

any of the above mentioned methods, and

small amount of floor space required. but,

on the other hand. its action is not uniform

or reliable and its efficiency is low under

all conditons.

From this it will be seen that the mercury

arc rectifier presents the advantages of lower

first cost, simplicity and higher efficiency

than any of the systems enumerated when

used for the purpose for which it is spe

cially designed; that is, recharging in the

private garage. Its action is based on a

principle analagous to that of the chemical

rectifier, that mercury vapor will permit a

current to flow in one direction only. The ap

paratus consists of four important parts,

namely, the panel, tube, holder and compen

sating reactance. On the panel are mounted

the necessary instruments for indicating the

voltage and amount of current used on the

direct current side, as well as the tube holder

and all necessary switches, fuses and the

like. A lamp is also provided to Indicate

that the starting resistance is in circuit. so

that the latter may not inadvertently be left

on after the arc is in operation.

The tube in which the transformation takes

place is an exhausted glass vessel contain

ing two anodes connected to the alternating

side of the circuit. These are located at each

side, a few inches above the bottom of the

tube, and a cathode forming the positive of

the direct current side at the bottom of the

tube on which the mercury rests. There is,

further, a small starting anode, the function

of which is to form an arc to start the rec

tifier. This is done by shaking the tube

slightly from the top, and this auxiliary

anode only remains in operation long enough

to start the arc. '

The compensating reactance is a most es

sential part of the apparatus. It is connect

ed directly across the alternating current

supply mains and furnishes from this neutral

point the negative side of the direct current

circuit. Taps are brought out from the re

actance to a dial switch mounted on the

front of the panel. By means of this switch

the amount of current and the voltage may

be varied within the limits of the capacity

of the rectifier without the use of an exter

nal resistance which would tend to reduce

the efficiency.

The tube is made- of extremely thin glass

in order to render the co-eflicient of expan

sion of the latter as nearly as possible equal

to that of the platinum contacts, and it is

exhausted until the most perfect vacuum oh

tainable is produced. Owing to the amount

of mercury necessary, the tube must be han

dled with extreme care. At this point the

lecturer was interrupted by interrogatories as

to the life of the tube and as to how it was

possible to transport such a fragile article,

owing to the fact that suddenly tilting it

would suffice to cause the mercury to crash

through the end of it. As to the flrt, the

average life is about 400 hours, although one

now in use has lasted 1,500 hours, and they

have been known to give continuous service

for 2,700 hours. The causes of dissolution

are principally careless handling; that is, not

of the tube itself, but of the current, such

as throwing on the full load suddenly when

the tube is very cold. The heat generated in

the tube must eXceed 360 R, as mercury

boils at this point, and it must do so to va

porize. Then, again, after continued service

the mercury begins to form an amalgam

with the platinum of the contacts, and thus

bridges across the tube, preventing the for

mation of an are. Or, if overloaded, the

glass at the anodes becomes softened_through

the intense heat, and as owing to the vacuum

there is an external pressure of practically

fifteen pounds to the square inch, it is forced

in and destroys the vacuum.

As to transporting the tubes, while the.

usual precautions in packing are taken, the

admonition, “this side up," is further on

forced by placing a glass bulb with colored

water in it protruding through the top of
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the box, and the expressman. fearing acid.

keeps it right side up and handles it gin

gerly.

The function of the compensating react~

ance, which is a winding on a heavy iron

core similar to a transformer, is to allow one

part of the wave to flow through the tap

and prevent the other or alternating wave.

A representation of the latter on paper is

indicated by a zigzag line, varying in height

according to the current, the tops or upper

ends of which are termed the peak of the

wave and the lower end zero. The trans

formation process means the elimination of

this zero portion or drop in the wave by

causing it to overlap the next alternation

slightly. The reactance does this, but unless

properly built, it will not give satisfactory

service.

As it is converted into vapor, the mercury

rises into the bulb-shaped enlargement of

the upper end of the tube. where it is com

dcnsed by the comparative drop in tempera

ture and then flows down the sides of the

tube in the shape of metallic mercury.

The standard rectifier has a capacity of 30

ainperes at 220 volts, but experiments are

now making to build outfits of double this

capacity, though as yet they are not ready

for the market. It is, however, adapted for

use on alternating current at a pressure of

110, 220 or 330, and the direct current can be

varied from 16 to 115 volts. When connect

ed to a 220-volt supply the range of voltage

on the direct current side will be from 45

to 110 volts. Where a small number of cells

are used, the pressure required is between

16 and 45 volts, and to obtain this the 110

volt alternating current has been found most

satisfactory.

\Vhere reliability is concerned, one of the

chief advantages of the system is the pos

sibility of using it for all night charging

and of the absence of necessity for super

vision, as any unusual drop in the current

causes the arc to rupture and back pressure

from the battery would do likewise. If an

attempt were made to start below the voltage

of the battery, the arc wold not form, so

that no combination of circumstances could

damage the battery. It subject to frequent

and violent fluctuations in the supply that

would cause the arc to rupture, an automatic

restarter in the shape of a magnet and ar

mature to shake the tube is provided.

The efficiency of the rectifier as laid out

for charging storage batteries is very high

at all working loads. For instance, a 30

ampere rectifier suitable for charging a 44

cell 11 M. V. lead battery would have an ef

ficiency at full lead—namely, 30 amperes,

110 volts—of approximately 80 per cent,

while a motor generator set of the same

capacity and under the same load conditions

would have an efficiency of not higher than

62 per cent. It the charge should he of long

duration. such as all-night charging, the cur

rent would have to be reduced. For in

stance. for an all-night charge of ten hours,

to charge a 44-001], 11 M. V. battery, the av

erage current should be 161/, amperes at as

average voltage of 106 volts. The efllciency

of the rectifier under these conditions would

be approximately 80 per cent, while the

efficiency of the motor generator set for this

light load, namely, 16% amperes at an aver

age voltage of 106, would only be 51 per

cent. The efficiency of the chemical recti

fier for charging the above battery could not

be. higher than 50 per cent. at full load con

ditions.

Winthrop E. Scarritt supplemented the

lecturer by stating that in his personal ex

perience with the mercury arc rectifier. he

had found that this new “baby of science"

was the greatest source of comfort to the

owner of an electric vehicle. “To be able to

hook her up to the current in the barn before

going to bed and get up in the morning

knowing that the battery would be fully

charged was indeed a convenience," he

added.

 

One Club's Weekly “Show.”

The exhibit at the weekly show of the

Long Island Automobile Club, in Brooklyn,

next Friday night will comprise the well

known Pope cars. The Long Island Club

inaugurated the novel method of displaying

and having the principles of one or two

cars explained each week. The first ex

hibit took place soon after the New York

show, and since then different cars have

been shown each week.

 

  

  

  

Atwood Manufacturing Co.

HIGH GRADE LAMPS.

If you want Bullet-shaped

 

other styles.

We warrant our Lamps, and will defend anyone using them against any suits

that may be brouLht for alleggd infringements.

ATWOOD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Lamps of the highest grade

send to us; we make them

and our prices are right.

We also have plenty of

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

Amesbury, Mass.
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CONCERNING SPRINGS

Stresses to Which They are Subiect Not Gen

erally Appreciated—Some Effects Illustrated.

 

Now that a goodly amount of success has

attended efforts in the production of a re

liable motor and its attendants, the carburet

ter and igniter, tire troubles stand out more

prominently than ever as the greatest bete

noir of the automobilist. While there is

  

pneumatic tires is to court certain failure.

Even the latter did not prevent smashed

springs in several instances in last year’s

Vanderbilt Cup race. The car of to-day has

been perfected on the assumption that nearly

half of the spring play will be in the tire,

say, 3 inches; this, with the 3 or 4 inches

provided by the usual single springs, i or

dinarily ample.

But take away the tire springing, for that

of the solid tire is inconsiderable, its func

tion being to take up “dither” or, scientific
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Fig. 1. Tendency of longitudinal strain.

small chance that the air tire ever will be

displaced to any appreciable extent, the re

sults of last year’s Reliability Trials, in Eng

land, have been taken as an instance by an

English engineer of the lack of reliability of

the “footwear” 0f the car and an argument

in favor of the adoption of the solid tire

with better springs to compensate for the

shortcomings of the latter.

v In the trials in question, low-priced cars

suffered from tire trouble in 63 instances,

and the time spent in the garage from the

same cause was 743 minutes for repairs and

123 minutes in pumping. Taking time, the

number of accidents and the total mileage,

this imports a puncture for every 300 miles,

and some minutes’ tinkering with the tire

in some way or other for every 24 miles

driven. In the more expensive cars results

were very much more favorable—a total of

26 instances of trouble, _or an average of one

in 1,340 miles—in the garage, 15, or one in

2,400, with 145 miles traveled for each min

ute spent on tires in garage.

But this refers to the high-priced cars with

in the reach of comparatively few and can

not be taken as a basis. The above figures

for the lighter cars mean that for every trip

of 50 miles the chances are 6 to 1 against

covering the distance without delay from

this cause. Three thousand miles is said to

be the average life of a set of tires in Eng

land, and probably it will hold good here as

well, and taking their cost as $150 there,

it is figured that tire maintenance means

24d, or practically 5 cents a mile—a pretty

stilt figure sans the ever present chance of

trouble.

Solid tires of generous proportions imme

diately suggest themselves as a remedy, but

it is evident that the car must be built for

them, for to apply them to one designed for

ally put, “short vibrations,” and failure to

compensate for this loss by an increase in

the suspension springs, and the vehicle not

only becomes extremely uncomfortable, but

shakes itself to pieces. If the average car

owner were content with a speed of fifteen

miles an hour, the solid tire might be prac

tical and fairly comfortable as well.

This has been demonstrated by a heavy

steam car built in England and equipped
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Fig. 2. Tendency of excessive lateral strain.

with‘solld tires, which behaved, at a speed

of twenty miles an hour, very much like the

pneumatic in taking irregularities in the

road. The same total absence of vibration

and shock was noticeable. To accomplish

this an elliptical spring with a minimum

play of 6 inches and COlIlpl'PSSed to m per

cent. of its total capacity by the normal load

at all times. That is, the spring unloaded

as shown in the sketch would show an open

ing of 12 inches. This, reduced by the nor

mal load to six inches, resulted in a sus

pension sensitive to a weight of a few

pounds, such as a small dog running about

in the body of the car, though the latter

weighed 1% tons.

The theoretically perfect spring should give

so readily that in rising over an obstruction

the wheel should not lift the vehicle body

at all, the axle rising and falling beneath.

Practice, of course, does not attain this. but

  

Fig. 3. Opening unloaded and articulation of

spring attachment.

the combination of the pneumatic tire and

half-loaded spring form a very close ap

proach to it, while the size of the obstruction

remains within the absorbing power of the

spring.

But the double elliptic springs call forth

quite a problem in their application to the

automobile. According to all theories, the

usual carriage spring attachment should be

crippled, either longitudinally or transverse

ly, by the first excessive shock received. The

traction effort is solely on the running gear,

  

Fig. 4. Collapse from revolving about axle.

and whatever resistance the wheel encounters

is resisted by the sprhig and its attachment

unaided. The latter is usually nothing more

than a pair of small clamps, top and bot

tom. The strains to which these small bolts

are subjected are tremendous, but they very

rarely give way.

It is probable that, so far as crippling lon

gitudinally is concerned—that is, by allowing

the axle to run back under the vehicle—that

the ordinary attachment would sufllce for

  

Fig. 5. Opening under normal load, and swivel

method of attaching radius rod.

motor work as well, but in the case of trans

verse stresses the case is quite different.

In the first place, on account of the swing

of driving chains. or the alignment of gear

shutting, it is not permissible to have any
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cxccssivc. side swing In the body of the car,

as compared with its wheels, and in the sec

ond place, these side stresses will be in

finitely greater in motor than in horsedrawn

work. Even if it were possible to take the

horse-drawn vehicle straightaway over the

road at the same speed as a motor, it would

be impossible to take an iroirshod horse

around a corner at the same speed that cars

are usually driven, and this also limits the

speed. Further, the carriage is also Iron

shod ordinarily, of which the adhesion on

the average road is only 30 per cent. of the.

weight, while that of the pneumatic tire is

70 per cent, so that the latter results in

more than doubling the maximum possible

side strains. In view of this, it is necessary

to introduce some device corresponding to

the horn plates of a locomotive to prevent

lateral stress on the springs. Fig. 2.

This might be done by means of vertical

rods, dependent from each side of the frame,

and located close to the springs, as shown

in the sketch illustrating by the dotted lines

the deflection caused by side stress where

nothing is interposed to prevent it.

To take care of longitudinal stresses is not

so difficult. The rear axle, reinforced by

radius rods, will “M of itself, but the

front axle must be supported. The most com

mon expedient is the reach bar—a device of

American origin in universal use to-day on

liorscdrawn vehicles of many types, but long

since relegated to the limbo of antiquated

carriage makers' lore, where the automobile is

cycle engine.

Send for our full line of literature.
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the bonklet illustrating the 0,000-milc trip,

. of people who have used our cars. all sent free, or, if Wu wish, we will semi a 10x12 photograph of the

 

concerned. It consisted simply of one or two

wooden struts connecting the rear and front

:ixlcs, keeping them in alignment. To ob

viate its use, independent radius rods may

be employed on the front axle also, and the

result should be a vehicle of great rigidity.

both longitudinally and laterally, and at the

same time with a great springing capacity.

Fig. 3 illustrates a method of radius rod

practice in more or less general use, i. e.,

articulation of the spring attachment to a

live rear axle in order to insure a more even

distribution of the weight over the journal.

It will be noted that the rod does not point

toward the centre of the axle, and that any

excessive stress in the direction of its length

will be apt to cause the entire axle box to

rotate backward around the axle. Sudden

braking on the engine shaft, and not on the

live axle, has caused this in some instances,

and when the axle box goes backward, both

parts of the spring come together, resulting

in its collapse, somewhat after the manner

shown in Figure 4. This, of course, may be

obviated by so attaching the radius rod that

its axis produced intersects the centre of

the rear axle, or, again, to make it swivel

about the axle itself, as shown in Figure 5.

Yet another method of provision against

this is the form of rigid attachment used on

the Milnes-Daimler omnibus. No articula

tion of the radius end is employed, and its

dead end is screwed directly into the axle

box, allowing the play of the spring to ac

count for any relative motion of frame and

Two lmp'ulscs with Every Revolution

THE ONLY SELF STARTING DOUBLE CYLINDER CAR IN THE WORLD.

This is the famous Elmore Pathfinder, which has demonstrated beyond a doubt the supe—

riority of the two-cycle engine over the four-cycle engine. The most significant feature of the

American Automobile situation to-day is the complete triumph of this impnlse-every-revolution idea,

or, with two cylinders, two impulses every revolution, as exemplified in the Ehnore.

Elmore does produce a constant torque; that it does utlize every particle of power and put a stop

to waste energy; that it will take the steepest hill or roughest road at high speed, and that it has

the most reliable self-starting engine in the world—for each and every one of these claims over

whelming proof has been produced.

The whole trend of expert and popular opinion is rapidly being directed toward the two

You owe it to yourself to see this car, which will astonish you, not only by its fine appear

ance, but by its excess power and its extraordinary control on the high speed.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

i104 Amanda Street, CLYDE, OHIO.

Memlwrs of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

our catalogue,

 

:the and the resulting angular movement of

illt‘ radius rod. The deflection of the springs

in ordinary use would be lunch greater than

any caused by the radius rod.

It must always be borne in mind that a

spring settles in use, and one which may

show six inches open under load when first

put in service will show less in a few

days, and after that will not decrease per

ceptibly. The great secret of comfortable

springs is not to have them too strong or too

weak, but how to calculate them for a cer

tain weights and conditions is another mat

tcr. And it is not only difficult to arrive at

without experimenting, but likewise to have

:1 spring maker build such a spring without

more definite specifications than merely the

service, weight and opening under normal

load. The following formula from the Prac

tical Engineer's Pocketbook has been found

satisfactory for calculating spring sizes for

automobile work, k being 40,000 for single

and 20,000 forldpuble springs:

(12
 

k b t ' n

n : number of plates.

t : thickness in inches.

b : breadth in inches.

1 = total length.

k :about 40,000 for single.

(1 = deflection in inches per ton.

 

An extensive automobile service is being

organized by the French army administra

tion, for use as convoys, 'lu'e trains are

bnilt‘ after the design of Colonel Renard.
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explanation of our engine, and the opinions

l’athtindt-r on receipt of 10 cents In stamps.
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HYDRAULIC CLUTCH

Another Effort to Eliminate the Evil of the

Leather-Faced Varieties.

Hydraulic power as a means of overcom

ing some of the disadvantages inherent in

the leather-faced type of cone clutch, now

common, have seemingly come in for atten

tion all of a sudden. Prior to the present

year the course of development in the entire

industry has probably no attempt on record

to utilize this power for the purpose, while

within the past few months no less than two

systems have appeared to claim attention.

  

One of these, the Octopus, was described in

the Motor World last week. The other, the

SparksBoothby, likewise of English origin,

differs radically from its compeer and pos~

sesses features of interest.

It will be noted by a reference to the

sketches that in appearance it approximates

closely to the ordinary type of leather coned

clutch, but no facing is used, and when fully

engaged there is no actual metallic contact

between the external clutch member attached

to the fly wheel and the internal sliding

member, as a film of oil remains between

the faces regardless of the amount of pres

sure brought to bear to force the clutch

home.

A is the motor fly wheel keyed to crank

1M). The casting (B), which forms the

equivalent to the female portion of an ordi

nary clutch, is secured to the fly wheel by

studs and nuts, as shown. It is so shaped

that it forms a double cone, and is also pro

vided with a stuffing box at 11, through

which the spindle (ti) projects, thus forming

an oil~tight case. The male portion (C) is

mounted on the spindle (G), and is also step

r-oned, so that when in position in B, an au

nular chamber is formed.

Two slots are provided through G, into

which two pallets (E) are fitted; these are

shaped to fit the annular space, and are pro

vided with rollers at F, which engage with

the cam (J), which is mounted on a feather

on motor shaft (M). The stop (D) is secured

to the casting (B). and fits the annulus f0rmed

between B and C. The cam being. always

relative in position to stop D, positively

withdraws the pallets as they approach the

stop, and allows them to project again after

passing stop (D) (springs not shown). The

clutch shaft (G) is provided with a clip and

trunnion ring, which is actuated by the clutch

pedal in the ordinary way, a spring being

used to return the clutch atter being disen

gaged.

The whole of the case formed by casting

(B) and fly wheel (A) is filled with oil through

tiller (K). In action the operations are as fol

lows: Supposing the fly wheel to be revolv

ing and the clutch pedal to be depressed (the

R
  

gear being in), causing the shaft (G) with C

to be moved into the interior of case. No

resistance is offered the oil, as a considerable

aperture is produced by the coned surfaces

moving away from each other; but upon the

pedal being gradualy released, this aperture

is reduced in size, and resistance is offered

between the pallets (E) and the stop (D), thus

starting the car in motion. When the centre

portion (C) is engaged in B, a joint is made

which prevents the oil from escaping, except

by the small passage (L), which conducts

any pressure produced between stop (D) and

pallet (E) to the back of the clutch, holding

it firmly in position. The clutch is manu

factured by the Gillett Motor (,‘o., and has

been exhaustively tested on a 12 horsepower

car before being placed on the market.

 

"Jackrabbit Ii" is the name of a new we

ing car now being built by Warren '1‘. Walker.

of the Winston & \Valker Co., Minneapolis,

Minn. “Jackrabbit I" made its appearance

last year. it was a two cylinder, 8 horse

power al’tair, and won in several of the Ham

line races. This year's engine will consist

of four cylinders capable of developing 40

horsepower.

"The A. B. C. 01' Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price 50 cents. The Goodman Co., 154 Nas

sau street, New York. on

TUBELESS TIRE

Misplaced Ingenuity that Avoids the inner

Tube and then Adds Two Valves.

 

One more of those single tube tires, or, as

they are termed on the other side, a “tubeless“

tire. is shortly to be placed on the market in

England. \Vhile the improvement is claimed

to relate to the outer cover of the tire and

the application of a sealing air tube for the

purpose of converting the outer cover in

what is generally known as a “tubeless

tire.” it would seem to be more in the nature

of a method of fastening the tire in place by

means of the latter device. This will be

readily apparent from the sectional drawings

showing the detiatedrtire just placed on the

rim and after inflating. Appended is the de

  

whlch is

Tubeless

seription of the new invention.

known as the “Tolson-Holmes

Tire":

“For this purpose the upper or tread por

tion of the outer cover or tire has at each

lateral edge, extending around the tire or

cover, thickened rubber or canvas, or both.

of which the cover is composed, so that when

the cover or tire is arched and inserted in the

rim such thickened edges form a substan

tial or solid base adapted to approximately

fill up the space within the rim.

"Through one thickened edge of the cover

and from end to end thereof, an opening is

formed through which a small tube is in

serted, and in the opposite thickened edge

so as to be in alignment with the said tube

when the cover is inserted in the rim, is pro

\‘itled a groove or channel.

"After the edges 01 the cover have been

passed into the rim. as shown in Fig. 2, an'

is pumped through a valve into the small

tube, which on inflation forces the rubber on

the side thereof nearest the opposing edge

of the cover tightly into the recess or chan~

nel (as shon'n in Fig. i), and thereby makes

a perfectly airtight joint lJetWeen the oppos

ing edges of the cover and seals it up. Air

is subsequently pumped through a valve into

the interior of the cover or tire to inflate it

as pneumatic tires are usually irritated, the

inflation of the cover or tire serving still fur

ther to seal the joint or joints.”

in other words, in the attempt to do away

with one tube, the usual inner bladder, an

other is merely substituted in a different

place, thus complicating simplicity and ren

dering the appellation "tubeless" a contra

diction in terms.
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Will Issue Big Road Book.

None of the many automobile clubs or or

ganizations having recognized the necessity

of an up to date touring guide, the Hartford

Rubber Works Co. has stepped into the

breach and already has well under way a

publication which, for the extent of territory

covered and the thoroughness with which the

work is done. should not only prove invalu

able, but surpasses anything of the kind hith

erto attempted.

An advance copy of the work, limited to

a few pages, gives an idea of its complete

ness and the amount of valuable informa

tion that the finished volume will contain.

This Prospectus gives a sample of the maps,

all of which have been specially prepared for

this purpose. and the book is said to be the

first to have this distinction.

Beside reliable maps, detailed lists of hu

tels, garages and repair men, with the exact

limitations of the latter's facilities for emer

gency work are given. The territory covered

extends from Cleveland, on the West, and

Washington, on the South, to the Atlantic.

Trips to the \Vhite Mountains, the Adiron

dacks and the best routes to Toronto, Mon

treal and Quebec are also given. It is one

of the first works with any pretentious to up

to date completeness that has not been com

piled from old bicycle road books, and the

amount of detail work entailed in its publica

tion will doubtless be appreciated by the

large army of tourists who have hitherto

struggled in the dark. The price of the com

pleted volume, lmndannely bound. will be $2.

 

Salts New Trial Because of Prejudice.

"If there is a prejudice against automobile

owners," said Attorney James J. Quinn in

the Hartford (Conn.) Superior Court on Fri

day, “that prejudice should be rebuked and

jurors should be given to understand that all

men, when they come into court, are equal,

whether they drive automobiles or farm

wagons."

Mr. Quinn asked Judge Edwin B. (lager to

set aside the verdict for $200 recently given

by the jury in favor of James O'Connor, of

“'ethersiield, against Sherman W. Freeman,

of Hartford. Freeman is an automobile

owner, and it was claimed by the plaintii!

that one night last July the automobile driVen

by the defendant collided with his horse and

wagon, killing the horse. O’Connor brought

suit against Sherman to recover damages.

Mr. Quinn told Judge Gager that he be*

lieved the verdict was against the evidence,

and he said that during the trial the feeling

was rife in the courthouse that his client

had a good case and should win, but it was

said that he could not possibly do so. as he

was an automobile owner, and the Verdict of

the jury bore out this assertion.

Judge Gager reserved decision.

 

Claremont and Pomona, two California

towns are to be connected by an automobile

stage line, under the management of the

Automobile Livery Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Widow of Oldfieid's Victim Wants $5000.

Mrs. Ellen Scott, widow of John Scott, who

was killed in the automobile accident at St.

Louis, August 28, last year, when Barney

Oldfield, went through the fence in a ten

mile race, has brought suit for $5,000 dam

ages against George B. Sidener, one of the

judges, and the Peerless Motor Car 00.

In her petition Mrs. Scott alleges that the

accident was the result of carelessness and

negligence on the part of the management,

as the track was dusty and not fit for racing.

She further states that her husband was em

ployed as watchman on the grounds, and that

his duties kept him near the railing where

the accident took place.

 

Miss Ruby Must Pay lier Fine.

Miss Ruby Fullerton, of so. Louis, 510.,

must pay the fine which was imposed upon

her for driving her car at a greater speed

than nine miles an hour in St. Louis county,

in violation of an act passed by the General

Assembly. An indictment was returned

against her by the grand jury at the time,

but Miss Fullerton immediately filed a de

murrer by her attorney, asking that the in

dictment be quashed on grounds of uncon

stitutionaiity. Judge John W. McEihinney

has sustained the indictment, and so that he

"may not be misunderstood,” as he expresses

it, has handed down a written opinion in the

case.

 

No other automobile has been so

widely copied as the celebrated

Mercedes, built by the Daimler

Gcscllschaft,Motoren

Cannstatt, now of Untcrturkheim,

But there is only oneGermany.

complete, authorized duplicate of

this splendid machine.

the

AMERICAN MERCEDES,

and is built by the

DAIMLER HFG. CO.,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Booklet for the asking.

New Vork City flange, 10 W. 60th Street.

955 Steinway Avenue, -

It is called

lately of

HEALTH 'FliH Yllll
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENCH llliK-WEST BAIJEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana.

is the season of the year when a. brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Roomiloos In Plniy—Goli Playing Nor.

uperb H otel Accom modationa.

This
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Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling all about the waters and giving list of Hotels and

Boarding Houses, with their rates, lent tree.

FRANK H. REED,

Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago.

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Traiflo Man.
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The Week's Patents.

782,369. Acetylene Gas Generator. John

S. Thomas, South McAlester. and George

Hudson, Blanco, Ind. Ter. Filed July 5,

1901. Serial No. 215,294.

Claim—1. As an article of manufacture,

an acetylene gas generator, comprising a.

water tank open at the top and closed at the

bottom, a submerged floating gas generating

tank, open at the bottom and having a per

forated top, centrally located and secured

in said water tank, a carbid reservoir se

cured within the gas generating tank, means

for holding the carbid reservoir in place,

means for applying a downward pressure on

the carbid within said reservoir, a cooling

chamber having a cone-shaped roof secured

within the water tank above the generating

tank, condensing pipes connecting the gas

generating tank and the cooling chamber,

circulating pipes within the water tank for

cooling the water therein, a water supplying

can for maintaining the water in the water

tank at a uniform level, means for securing

in and removing the interior parts men

tioned from the water tank, a Jet pipe for

permitting the gas to flow out, and‘ a stop

cock for regulating the flow of the gas, sub

stantially as specified.

782,379. Rubber Tires. Clarence H. Bryan,

Chicago, 111. Filed July 28, 1904. Serial

No. 218,470.

Claim.-1. The combination of a vehicle

wheel with an elastic tire having apertures

therein and means to connect the tire with

_the rim comprising members movable with

respect to the rim and adapted to extend

into the apertures, such apertures being of

sufficient size to permit play between such

members and the tire, when the tire is in

use.

782,465. Vehicle Wheel. Edward L. Perry,

Paterson, N. J. Filed October 5, 1904. Se

rial No. 227,252.

Claim.—1. A vehicle wheel and a suitable

rim therefor, an elastic perforated tire held

therein, and a plurality of gripping pins

loosely supported upon the rim, and the

outer ends engaging the perforation in said

tire, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth. -

782,481. Friction Clutch Power Transmit

ter. Stockton Borton, Providence, R. I., as

signor to Willcox & Gibbs Sewing Machine

Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation

of New York. Filed March 23, 1003. Serial

No. 149,150.

Claim—1. In a friction clutch power trans

mitter, a driven pulley or wheel, a driving

pulley or wheel for imparting rotary move

ment to the driven pulley by frictional con

tact therewith, bearings for the pulleys com

prising a non-rotating shaft and anti-friction

balls or analogous means interposed between

the shaft and pulleys, a lever adapted to

hear at one end against a non-rotating part

of the bearings of one pulley to force the

pulleys into frictional contact and at its

other end to make contact with the driven

pulley and act as a brake therefor, and a

spring exerting its tension to force the pul

leys out of frictional contact and the lever

into braking contact with the driven pulley.

782,502. Attachment for Explosive E11

gines. William B. Hayden, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 15, 1904. Serial No. 103,621.

Claim.-—1. The combination of an electrical

generator, a gearing for operating it, an en

gine for operating the gearing, a rotatable

spring connection between the engine and

gem-ing for operating the latter, said coll

IN't'tiOll operated by the engine and adapted

when operntrd to store up energy, means for

discontinuing the operation of the generator

and said gearing in advance of the discon

tinuing of the operation of the engine, there

by storing up energy in said connection, and

means to release the generator so as to cause

it to be operated by the energy stored in

said connection.

782,520. Vehicle. Eugene Pearl, Passaic,

N. J. Filed May 16, 1901. Serial No. 208,3 5.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle, the combination of

the frame and body thereof, extensible con

nections between the body and frame for ad

justing one relatively to the other, an indi

vidual controlling device for each connection,

and operating means common to the several

connections.

782,532. Lubricator. Glenn W. Thurston,

Chicago, Ill. Filed November 18, 1904. Se

rial No. 233,382.

Claim—1. A vacuum-operated lubricator

consisting, essentially of an oil reservoir, an

adjusting valve therein adapted to control

the discharge of the lubricant, a dropper as

described, a valve case having two cham

bers, one of which connects with the oil

reservoir and the other with the point of

lubrication, a cap closing the latter chamber,

a value in this chamber adapted to open

under the influence of a vacuum in said

chamber, and means for establishing com

munication between the two chambers, as set

forth.

782,547. Variable Speed Gearing. Bassett

M. Coffee, Richmond, Va., assignor of 011e

fourth to William J. Whitehurst, Richmond,

Va. Filed December 31, 1902. Serial N0.

137,255.

Claim—1. A variable-speed gearing, com

prising a drive shaft, a drive pinion fixedly

secured thereto, a second pinion adjacent

the first pinion loosely mounted on the said

shaft, a casing loosely mounted on the drive

shaft and having cutaway portions, 11 sprock

et wheel axially and fixedly connected to the

casing, two sets of planet gears carried by

the casing and projecting through the cut

away portion, one set of which meshes with

the fixedly-held pinion, the other set mesh

ing with the loosely-held pinion, said planet

gears also meshing with each other, a pair

of brake rims mounted on the periphery of

the casing, each having an internal rack face.

one of said rims meshing with one set of

planet gears, and the other rim meshing

TIRE BARGAINS.

New 28x2” in. Dunlop Inner Tubes, - $3 50

New 30x3 in. Dunlop Inner Tubes, - . 4 so

NORTHERN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

OR SALE—1904 Remington Runabout with

divided seats; 2 Cylinder; ro-H. P. Verticle

engine; Under-hood in front; built to exhibit at

New York show; in first CllSl condition. Inquire '

of j K GUNN, Utica, N. Y.

 

FOR SA LE—Hayncs-Appcrson runabout, 1904,

with top and storm apron. equipped for

doctor’s use, first class running condition, 8800.

PARI)EE-ULLMANN CO., 1400 Michigan Ave .

Chicago.

PIERCE z-cylinder Arrow, with canopy top, run

only Fifteen Hundred Miles, in fine con

dition, - - - $1500.00

New Pierce Stanhope, never been used, 1000.00

Pierce Stanhope with Victoria Top, 750,00

1904 Autocar Tonneau, with wheel steer,

very fast, - - - gnaw

1904 Autocar Tonneau, lever steer, fine

condition, - - - - 800.00

1904 Pierce Stanhope, wheel steer, fino

condition, - - - 900.00

1904 Pierce Racine, with tonneau, < 450.00

Forfurtherpnrtlcularc, write MILLER MU NDY

MOTOR CAR CO., Utica, N. Y.

mars. AND for $11.12.
I 5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—4 passenger side-entrance car bod:

ice, in good condition at considerably reduced

' price. DETROIT CARRIAGE 00., Detroit, Mich.
 

F O R SA LE —Bargnin, Running Gear and

Body, with or without Tires, suitable for 10

to 16 H, P. engine. Address, Box 347, Erie, Pa.
 

ANNING Electric Runabout. New and

complete, less batteries. Best offer takes it.

List price, complete, $750. Address Drawer I),

Albany, N. Y.
 

LEMENT-BAYARI) 15 H. P. Autocars; 12

H. P. Cadillacs A and B models and Olds

mobiles; all in excellent condition and perfect

running order at exceptionally low prices, to make

room for the new stock. MOTOR CAR CO. OF

NEW JERSEY, 291 Halsey St., Newark, N. J.
 

bTEVENS-DURYEA, with top, used one soa

son, $725; 1903 Olds, $300; 1904 Cadillacs,

$490 up; Renault Touring Car, excellent condition;

$750; XLIII Columbia, used 400 miles, 31250.

best bargains in West. Write MORIARTY CO.,

Kansas City, Mo.
 

To PACKARD BUYERS—We have one sec

ond hand 22 H. P. Packard, refinished

throughout With headlight, side hampers, canopy

top. complete, $2850; also one Model “A”

Franklin, with rear deck hamper, mahogany can

opy, headlights, etc., $1200; one Cadillac Model

“8" complete, at $650. CENTAUR MOTOR

COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

0 PACKARD DEALERS—We will refund

your deposit and pay you premium of $350

each on any 28 H. P. Model “N” Packard that

you have contracted for and will release to us.

CENTAUR MOTOR COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE—One brand new Croltmobile

without tonneau; never been run; $475.

HUB AUTO. EXCHANGE, 195 Frecport St.

7 Dorchester, Mass.

 

OR SALE—40 H. P. MERCEDES, never

used, for sale at reasonable price. Address,

1. W. X. care Moron WosLn.

 

COOLERS and hoods, Mercedes Shape for 10

H. P. for sale cheap. 1524 Jefferson Avenue

Detroit.

IERCE ARROW, 2 cylinder, 16 H. P. De Dion

engine. Purchased last summer. Has been

run about three thousand milos. Owner who is

now using 4-cylindel Pierce Arrow. will sell at

$1500. HARROLDS, Broadway, 5Sth IO 59 St.,

New York.

AN FED—Competent automobile travelling

salesman; one who has had experience

with both gasoline and electric vehicles preferred.

Address P. O. Box 474, Indianapolis, Ind.

IAGARA light touring car, 3 x 30 tires. In

fine condition; guaranteed. Photos and de~

cription on lpplication. Price $450. WlLSON

AUTO MFG. CO., Wilson, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Locomobile, 1904 type, 2 cylin

ders, splendid condition. Address 8.,

care of MOTOR WORLD. \

WANTED—A position as designer and drafts

man on Gasoline Motors and Auto Cars.

'l‘wo popular Models 1904 and 1905 designed and

ext outed whilst in charge of Drawing Room

Address. TECHNlCAL, care MO'iuR WORLD.
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with the other set of planet gears, a means

for braking cithcr one of said rims, substan

tially as shown and for the purposes de

scribed.

32.548. Controller frh' Automobiles. Ed

\\‘ili‘tl N. Dickerson. Stovall, N. 0. Filed No

rcmbcr 1, 1904. Serial No. 230,926.

Claim.—1. In a motor car mechanism. the

“OIIIIIIIISIIOII of n rclcasc pcdal and a throt

'lc and mcchanism by which the operator

If the 1'clcnsc pcdnl closcs the throttle and

allows the throttic to ho lndcpendcntly set

n-bcn th'c rclensc pcdnl engages the motor

with tho transmission mcchunism of the car,

=ubstnntially as described.

782,560. Elastic Power Transmission Dc

:icc. George H, Harris, Stockton, Cal. Filcd

Iunuury 15, 1904. Scrlnl No. 189,089.

t‘l:|im.—A dcvice of the character de

u-ribcd, consisting of a shaft, :1 disk loose

hcrcon and having a projccting hub, 21 sec

ond disk ichd to the shaft, said second disk

I;iVIIi'_' u concnvcd channel opposing the ad

:lt‘t'lil side of the other disk, and said other

lisk having concavities arranged equidistant

it its side with lugs projecting laterally

'rom the ends of said concavities, other lugs

n-ojccting laterally from the channel of the

irst named disk and overlapping and spaced

'rom the first-named lugs, elastic cushions

niel'poscd bctwecn the lugs, bolts extending

brouin the lugs and cushions, other bolts

parallel with the shaft and connecting the

two disks, one of said disks having sprocket

teeth and the other disk having slots for the

second-named bolts whereby one disk is

movable axially relative to the other.

782,590. Lubricator. George M. Wolcott and

Robert Davidson, Detroit. lIIiCll., nssignm‘s

to Michigan Lubricator Company, Detroit,

Mlclr, a corporation. Filed May 7, 1904.

Serial No. 206,821.

Clairn.—1. In a lubricntor. the combination

with tho reservoir. of a sight-feed chamber

connnunlcatiug with the reservoir, there be

ing an oil discharge port leading from said

sight-food chamber and a passageway con

necting said oil discharge port with the top

of the reservoir, and menus for automatically

closing the opening of the oil-discharge port

into the sight-feed chamber upon the creation

of an upward preSsure within said port.

782,624. Stcnm Motor Car. Jenn A. Rey

and Jean M. B. Itcy. Paris. France. it‘iicd

March 24, 1903. Scrial No. 149,302.

Claim.——1. In a power system, the corn

bintltion, with a furnace, a boiler, 11 motor

and suitable connections, of a fuel pump,

and the furnace, bcwd wd wdcwd wd dd

:1 ntcr pump, valves located, rcspcctlvely, be

tween the fuel pump and the furnace, be

tween the water pump and the boiler and

between the bolicr and the motor, and means

for simultaneously operating said valves.

  

Tr nmr mnovn

an MUFFLER.
  

Silent. Light Weight.

Simple in Construction.

Without Back-Pressure.

AUTOMOBILE.

STATIONARY.

MARINE.

ACME MOTOR BAR & REPAIR 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Southern Agents: A. L. DYKB, 311 Pine St,

St. Louis, Mo.

Eastern Agents: SMITH & EDWARDS. lib

N“ St" New York ity.

Western Agents : B. J. DAY 41 CO., 519 l'Ilulon

51., Sen Prmclsco, Cal.

 

 

 

 

Every Dog Has His Day!
 

  

THIS IS THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES.

Lamps, Horns, Pumps, Goggles, Plugs,

Batteries, Odometers, Jacks, Coils,

Baskets, Tires, Chains, etc.

EVERYTHING FOR AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND DEALERS.

EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., - 233-5-7 Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

seanoER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
  

shown.

Trademark Registered.

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in out, are made in four lengths as

Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Nos. ao-ae Rose Street. New York.
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236

Automobiles Were exhibited at the

Chicago Automobile Show.

30

were equipped with Solid Tires.

22 30
were equipped with

FIRESTONE

S E-WIRE TIRES.

16 OF THE 3 0

were pleasure cars.

   

 

These statistics show the rapid growth into

popularity of

SOLID TIRES

for pleasure as well as Commercial Automobiles.

 
 

  

 

 

These statistics like those of the New York

show demonstrate conclusively that the

FIRESTONE

SIDE-WIRE MOTOR TIRE

is recognized by manufacturers as the best Solid

Tire.

Its use will save you

MONEY, TIME and ANNOYANCE.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis,

Boston, Chicago, San Francisco

 

 
 

  

figgg T/fERE!
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MEN MFR WATZ‘ii/N’

1145‘ FoOTfiaoE

'BFTWEEN TH'F

“HELLow emu." &

('lR. RUSS/M519:
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(IllGfiT 4s lDELL LOoK

Fore. TROUBLE mm

WE;WM

CwT/KFS

As To. £;PFCT T!

ucK TfidS‘E‘ mi?

The least that :1 ny dealer or tire-user ean do is

to fimlTnt- whether Morgan & Wright tires are
good tires. ‘ T

If they are—

If they .a_otually do give llle quality of service

.lmlthe freedom from trouble we claim for

them, dealers can well afford to rWnend

them, and automobMu'i-ll afford to in

on getting them. _‘

Morgan & Wright, Chicago

New York Philadelphia Detroit St. Louln

Nynu-m-e Ch-u-luml )Ilnnenpolls San l-‘rnnelm-(D

Boston Imyton Atlnntu lios Ange-lea
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Suit Against Michelin Tires
We beg to notify the trade that we have

commenced suit against the United States

Agency Michelin Tire Company for infringe

'ment of our letters patent on Clincher Auto

mobile Tires, and desire to warn the trade

against the purchase of such tires.

The following concerns are operating

under licenses granted by us: '

The Hartford Rubber Works Co.

Morgan 8: Wright.

India Rubber Co.

B. F. Goodrich Co.

-‘ Diamond Rubber Co.

Fisk Rubber Co.‘

Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.

International Automobile 8: Vehicle

Tire Co.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

G & J (30.. Indianapolis, Ind.
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TIRE »

THAT

  

    

  

until you take it off, and then only a small wrench is necessary.

  

The mechanical fastening shows why it cannot “creep,” “crimp,” “roll

out” or “blow out." The lugs form part of the metal band, which is

moulded into the tire itself, and are rigidly held in place by slots in the rim.

KOKOMO RUBBER COMPANY, - - Kokomo', Ind.

  

 

Michelin

Are your tires MICHELIN

or an imitation

MICHELIN TIRE AMERICAN AGENCY, Inc.

E D. Wnuus 6 West 29th Street, New York

Gen Mgr '1 TIlech 4657 Mldison Sq.
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1 T". ' 1 It was perfection of detail and careful workmanship which

:2." 5 made French automobiles famous the world over. History repeats

itself, and the same fame for the same reason applies to the 1905

ACME
MOTOR CARS

ACME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Reading, Pa.

BOSTON MOTOR CO., ACME MOTOR CAR 00. OF NEW YORK.

 

  

  

48 Columbus Ave., 941-943 81h Ave.,

Boston, Mass. New York, N. Y.

Mass. Distributors. N. Y. and N. J. Distributors.

DEVLIN & 00. LIBERTY AUTOMOBILE 00.,

1407 Michigan Ave., 138 to 140 Beatty St.

Chicago, Ill. Pittsburg, Pa.

Western Distributors.

TYPE VIII. J. \V. MEARS. SOUTHERN AUTOMOBILE CO..

Price complete with two headlights, sidelight, 9 ocean Parkway. Brooklyn, N. Y Atlanta, Georgia.

tail lamp, horn and top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$2.750

4-Cylinder Vertical, 30 H. P.

THE FASTEST I'lQURING CAR IN THE WORLD

THE PRICE.

PREMIER
4 Cylinder. Air-Cooled.

“ l'lE QUAllTY CAR.”
r

 

 

  

GROUT
No Noise. No Vibration. Will not Freeze In

Zero Weather. elimb Any Hill.

SIMPLIGITY in Construction is SUGGeSa‘ "1 MUTURIIG. Speedy, Reliable. Simple In Uperation.

The Engine a unit in itself.

The Transmission hung independently.

graceEficggiggfiignmechanical attachments. co”

PRIGE$I50°.

THE EXGELLENT

 

 

 

are a few points which have made possible PREMIER SUCCESS. 87 Main St" GRANGBI “ass.

Write for descriptive catalogue.

IOO3 Georgia Street, BOSTON BRANCH: in Columbus Avenue.

I 'l Indianapolis, Ind.

S/V\N

 
   

 

 

 

Self-starting from the seat.

Practically Noiseless.

Absence of Vibration.

24 n p_ 55.,00. 40 I1. P. $6000. Four-cylinder Vertical Engine.

Valves, in the head.

Automatic Carburettm; never requires adjustment.

Automatic Spee¢ControL by Governor.

Automatic Lubrication.

Single—Lever Control.

“Make-and-ureak" Ignition.

irreversible Steering—Gear.

Four Powerful Brakes.

Timken Roller-Bearings.

Armored Frame.

Road Clearance of 12 inches.

v<irle Entrance.

Aluminum Body.

Wheel Base, 100 inches.

vlmported "Continental" Tim.

Send for Catalogue_ w m “ America’s Finest Motor Car."

v CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES.M_ .. Maitheoomi

. ‘ Imported Honey-Comb Radiator.

' bong Lite—insured by using greater factors 0! lal’ety

in every vital part than ordinarily employed.

Speed—Guaranteed 40 to 60 miles an hour. according

to H. P. and gear.

MATHESUN MOTOR MR 00., - Holyolia, MISS.

N. Y. Agents, Shepard Bros., 500 Plflh Avs

 

 



  

"It’s Nice to Know

How Far You Go."

Veeder Odometers

If some one should set up mile-stones for you on every road you were to

travel, you would think it a great thing, wouldn’t you? For $10.00 you can

. have a Veeder Form B odometer (the kind that goes on the steering arm)

hat will not only show the miles, but every eighth of a mile and the total mile

age of your car as well. For $25.00 youcan have a Veeder Form D odometer

right up in front of you on the dashboard, which will show the miles in tenths

on two registers at the same time. One of these registers may be set to zero

any time, while the other keeps a total record. Sand for free Qatalog.

THE vrrman mm. on. 26 Sarteant Street, Hartturd, Bonn.
Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers', Counters and Fine Castings.

 

I v 4‘ n)x? [9)

I, d

“was.

  

SEND US$8.00
and we’ll send you an

Imperial Eitht-‘Ilay Motor Block

having a beautiful brass case and a face over

3% inches in diameter. Very accurate and

durable and guaranteed in every way. Dust

and waterproof. Wind and set from the out

side. Money back if you are not pleased with

it. Write to-day, mentioning MOTOR WORLD.

The POST & LESTER CO., 36 Sargnnl SL, Hartford. Conn.

  

 

The YALE at $1000 and $1100 not only Pl'udllCC'S

all the power of a car costing from $500 to $700 more,

but this power is so perfectly proportioned to the weight

that every particle of it is delivered at the wheels.

THE YALE
goes—goes like the wind without skip or balk or hesi‘

tation. It is not cursed with trappiness or complication

and a novice can control it as perfectly as a chaufieut

after an hour's driving. There are scores of excellent

cars costing more money—there is only one YALE at

$1000, delivering all the efficiency of these cars which

do cost more money.

THE KIRK MFG. COMPANY,

9250 Oakwood Ave., TOLEDO, or-no.

Member! A. L. A. M.
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STANDARD PARTS FDR PUWER TRUDKS ANI] WAGDNS.
'1 he marked economy of power wagons for delivery, express and truck service, and their superior reliability when in reasonably intelligent

hands, is so well established that those who are conversant with the facts cannot fail to see that power wagons are rapidly beginning to supersede

 

horse service. PAR'I‘S WB SUPPLY:

STEERING GEAR, COMPLETE, CHAINS, COUNTERSI'IAFT AND REDUCTION GEARS, FRONT AXLES, COMPLETE,

SPROCKETS, COUNTERSHAPT BRAKES, HUB BRAKES, DISTANCE RODS, MOTOR HANGERS,

ELECTRIC MOTORs, CONTROLLERS AND ACCOMPANYING DETAILS.

Send tor Catalog! Nos. 2, 3 and 5. Touring Car Parts, Catalogs 6, 7, 8 and 9.

FEDERAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Elyria, Ohio.

Selling Agent: HAYDEN EAMES, American Trust Building, Cleveland.

 

 

 

 

THE

WHITLOCK

COOLER
TESTED AP‘D ADOPTFD BY

190 PER CENT

of the Leading

Manufacturers of

I‘IIGI'I GRADE CARS

U. S. Pat-nts Pending. . '

Patented in England, France and Belgium. Any Design or Style of Cooler mm in Order.

THE WHITLDDK DDIL PIPE 00-, HARTFORD, 00""

  

  

DOUBLE SERVICE

THE APPLE AUTOMATIC SPARKER.

has a two-fold value to every user of gas power for

Automobile, Lunch or stationery Engine.

It gives absolutely sure ignition. more speed and

more power. Does away with all belt, battery or

commutator troubles. ‘ ‘ I '

Besides this it gives ampie power for three electric lights, whether engine is

' ta d' still _ .runnghiilo; zttilciizg to anv ermine now using batteries. Our new gear-driven

' th f our attention. _ ~ ' '
HyateaII‘IzeIIlingOI‘, :nyThing pertaining to ignition. We make over eighty articles

‘°' mm“ pun’°‘°"- Til! iimoit tirc'rmcit tire. no. at prim nine. nirruit. own

See us at the Auto Show: at Chittago, Boston and Washington.

   

 
 

  

THE GOLD MEDAL AWARD

at the St. Louis World's Fair simply

confirms our repeated statement that

best materials coupled with skill and

care in construction have placed

SDLAR LAMPS
in the first rank. You who have used

__ them know this, you who have not

should be convinced by this Award. You, Mr. Dealer,

should insist upon them as equipment, for your customers

will demand Solars. No lamp troubles With Solars.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Bonn. BADGER BRASS m on" “mosh,th NW
ll Warren St.

The AM. of Electricity” Hs'k'i'gsj'iffmfihp

. STDDK

ADTDHDBILE

FDRDINGS

ARE OUR SPECIALTY

They are materially and mechanically correct. It is

economy for you to use them if possible. If not, then our

unrivalled facilities enable you to get special Forgings

promptly. Send specifications.

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

will help you understand many Will Help You no So_

things abOUt mOtors Wthh may Cleans like magic and preserves or restores the

now seem hard of understanding. originalltitre.

F' d.'l,$.E ’ 'dt d' 16' Ch' ."8 Pam- “ cam Pm- cw. p.115. .1. cremains]?THE GOODMAN COMPANY A TRIAL—5353mm“.

I4 'riueuus IUILDING. new YORK. FISK MFG- 00': Springfield, Mass.

_#



  

  

  

Price, ,

$35.00 " '

  

contains enough Acetylene Gas ready for instant

use, to supply two head lights, with average use

five to six weeks. If you have ever used a Gen

erator ve know you will appreciate the merits of

the PRES'I‘-O-l.l'l‘E gas tank.

Empty tanks are exchangeable for charged ones

on presentation to any 0‘ our agents. Over three

hundred sources of supply from Coast to Coast.

The first two hundred users obtained last

October', have sold us more than One Thousand

PREST-O-Ll'l‘E gas tanks in November, De

cember, January and February.

If your dealer has none in stock, send for a

catalog and mention his name.

Guncentrated Acetvlene Bu.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
  

  

  

  

  

HE latest European idea of a horn. Note extra

coil in the body of horn which produces a deep and

melodious tone. Two sizes, $10.00 and $12.00 each.

complete.

We have in stock forty other sizes and styles of horns

Catalog mailed on request.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer,

Home 0ffloo—97-99-IOI Reade St., New Y0rk City.

Retail Branch: Broadway and 38th St., N. Y.City.

Boston Branch: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Branch: 318-320 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

  

The Pioneer of all automobile Speed Indicators.

The first fldtilfll/ device put on the market. Its

basic principle is the law of centrifugal force, uri

alterable, and unchangeable; insuring perfect accuracy

and stability.

In the development of a thoroughly practical Speed

Indicator. we experimented with a large variety of

devices, employing the principles of hydraulics, pneu

matics, magnetism, electricity. etc., but after exhaustive

tests discarded them because found lacking in one

essential or another.

Theoretical accuracy does not necessarily mean practical

accuracy; nor does initial accuracy mean permanent

accuracy.

The Jones Speedometer is the only instrument lining a dill which can

be read at a glance while travelling at high speed.

TRADE

Speedometer

10s.w'. JONES,
‘ w 7 ~ Manufacturer,

_ ,' 127-129 West 32nd St

‘ " n. Y.

  

 

 

 

 

 

MIDG
PRESSED

STEEL

. WHEELS.

Midgley Pressed Steel

Wheels can always be de

pended upon.

\\'here personal safety is

valued they are supreme.

The Autocar Company

use them exclusively. Write

for booklet giving full

details.

Sole manufacturers of

Dunlop Perfected Rims.

MIDGLEY MFG. CO. ‘

c. J. went a co.

GOLUMBUS, OHIORochester, N. Y.

 

  
 

EASTERI REPRESEITATIIES.
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- To Opantors of Steam Bars: SERE

w'i‘e “9 f°' P'in‘ed mm“ °“ ‘he "as" The llloet Satlefnctory lznltlon

Plum In the World at any Price.

8 l .50; 8 l .75 ; $2.00; $3.00; $5.00

Dynamos, Coils, Meters, etc.

Send for complete Catalogue.

TllE II. E. HARDY 00., 225 W. Broadway, II. V.

. h l " h' h

Man and “IS Motor 315.25.“.551‘13 Fifi?' ‘ ° °“ ’ “

JOHN SIMMONS CO.,

l04-l to Centre St., New York.

Springfield Top

‘ LEON RUDAY
Springflai Ihtal

506100., FRENCH AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES

366 Blrnle Ave.,

RAIN ADDONS, ENGINE CASE,

CI'IAIN BOOT

Also Rubber Mats, llanipers, Lamps,

Horns, Clothing, and everything else

required by Automobilists

Send l0? Catalog

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPANY

251 Jeflemn Street, Detrolt. Mien.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

' S In eld, Moll.Jump Spark 60115 " I" no West 38th Street, New Yorlt.

P" I" .PI'IWQQI—fiinglf- CHEAP luATERrALs.

Poustzlae‘i T2? igninguag‘f; In the South, Ma-ulacturers of all kinds are in position to

‘0' bqlgn guaragneedin ever Assemble their Raw Materials Cheaply, while Exceptional

aura-Lila; fine vibrato“ y Transportation Facilities place them in touch with all the

sum FOR CATALOG" D. Great Markets, North, East and Went,

Tin lncbloek-Ntidtman III. 00., THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

sou'rn mum INI). Traverse: Sections of the South which arh growing faster than

any other part of the United States.
 

II looking (or a location, or an investment, write,

M. V. RICHARDS, Land and Industrial Agent,

."E w A movesnouiimn Railwriflicdmp“ wihifg'on, D. c. ‘ '. . , gent, :71 r way, ew or City.

SIMPLY emu. SIMPLY RUN. Illd. lithigtmgfiwumum.

PRICE, s I 500. Till Billlllll Ullllll lilillllllll B.F.BPLITIIOIIF,17 VlndomtlrSt.,I.I.

Air cooled. r6 horse power developed. Beautiful in _u,,“__ i. t

sign and finish. Eloy riding. Speedy. Durable and

mend-ble. Webuildit.

IARION MOTOR CAR CO., INDIANAPOLIS. Iltll

Our interesting catalogue yours for the asking.

 

Automohlle Chnlnl,

Sprockets, Spur and Beve

Clean.

  

 

Bllllllll unlit Mtg. 00., ,

Worcelter, Mum, U. 8. A.

  

00 0000000000000QWOMOO:

 

  

  

Acetylene Gas and Oil

TWOOD MFG. CO.

Amesbury, Mass.

Measure: the Oil for the Belrlnga,

and Always Send: It there.
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

CLEVELAND, onto, u. s. A.

‘oowmommoueoome

TOURING GAR THE HILL PRECISION 0mm

3
THE STEEL BALL COMPANY,

832 Austln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SPRAGIIE cAnoPIEs
All Kinds All Sizes

Prices Right

r 1

B' F
Send for Catalogue '

SPRAGUE UMBRELLA 00., Nomlk. Ohio 0 r

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING CQMPANY, Route

154 Nassau Street, New York. TO

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to .

t . LOUIS
(live (Iboth Worlb

  

 

 

  

 

for one year, commencing with the issue ol “The way 0f the world

For information as to rates, hotels

Name- .
and boarding houses, address

Address nearest Big Four Agent, or

 

WARREN J. LYNCH,

C. r. and 'r. Alenl, Umlnnatl. oJ
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